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1982 - 1983 
Academic Calendar 
FAll TRIMESTER 1982 
Financial Aid Application Deadline 
for Fall Trimester ...................... . . . ........... Sa, May 1 
Registration .................... . . . .. . . .. Th·Sa,July 15 . August 14 
Admission Application and Credential Deadline 
for Fall Trimester ....... . .... .. ... .... . .. ... . Th, August 5 
Registration Schedule Pick Up and Fee Payment for Previously 
Registered Students for Fall , 1982 .. .. . . . . ... . ........ T, August 24 
Open Registration and Fee Payment ............. W, August 25 
Classes begin (Blocks 1 and 2) ...... . . . ... . ........... M August 30 
HOLIDAY - labor Day ....................... . . . M, September 6 
Add/Drop and late 
Registration .. . .. . .. .... .. . ...... .. . M-W , August 30·September 8 
Block 2 (Adds Only) .. M-Sa, August 30-S ptember 4 
100% Refund Deadline (Blocks 1 and 2) .. . F, September 10 
50% Refund Period (Total 
Withdrawal Only) ......... . .. . . . . . . Sa·F, September 11:24 
Applications for Fall Trimester Graduation 
(December) Due in Colleges .... . .. . . ..... . . . ...... . F, Oc.lOber 1 
Withdrawal Deadline (Block 2) .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . ... .Sil , October 2 
Block 2 Ends. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W , October 10 
Classes begin (Block 3) ................... . . . .. .. Th. October 11 
Add/Drop and late Registration 
(Block 3) ........................... ...... Th·W, October 21 ·27 
Grades for Block 2 Courses Due in Registra r's Office 
from Faculty. . . . . . . . . ....... .. . ........ Noon, F, October 22 
Student Status Reports (Gfilde;1. (or Block 2 Courses Only 
Mailed to Students. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ F, October 29 
100% Refund Deadline (Block 3) .. . . .. ...... W , November 3 
Block 3 - 50% Refund Period 
(Total Withdrawal for Trimester) .. . . .. . . . Th·W, November 4- ' 7 
Withdrawal Deadline (Block 1l .. . ... . . . ...... . . . . . Sa: November 6 
Registration for Winter 
Trimester .. . ... . .. ... .......... WoW, November 17·December 15 
Withdrawal Deadline (Block 3) ..... . ... W, November 14 
HOLIDAY - Thanksgiving Recess Begins . . . .... Th. November 15 
Classes Resume. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M , November 29 
Financial Aid Applicat ion Deadline for 
Winter Trimester . . . . . . . ...... . . . . ...... . . W . December 1 
Admission Appli ation and Credential Deadline 
for Winter Trimester. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. December 8 
End of Fall Trimester (5;00 p.m.) .. . .... .. .. . . ..... . Sa. December 11 
Diploma Date. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Sa, December II 
Grades for Blocks I and 3 Courses Due in 
Registrar's Office from Facuity .. . ... . Noon, T, Decemb r 14 
Student Stat us RepoAs (Grades) 
Mailed to Students . . ...... . ..... . T, December 1.1 
WINTER TRIMESTER 1983 
Registration. . .. . . . ...... W·W, November '17· December 15 
Financial Aid Application Deadline 
for Winter Trimester .. ...... ....... . . . .. W , December 1 
Admission Application and Credential Deadline 
for Winter Trimester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W, December 8 
Registration , Schedule Pick Up and Fee Payment for Previously 
Registered Students for Winter 1983 . . . . ... T, January 4 
Open Registration and 
Fee Payment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W, January 5 
Classes Begin (Blocks 1 and 2) ..... . . . . . . . . . ...... ... M, January 10 
Add/Drop and late Registration . . . . . ..... .. M·W, January 10-19 
Block 2 (Adds Only) . . . . . . . . . . . .. : .... M·M, January 10·17 
HOLIDAY - Martin luther King's Birthday (Observed) .... F, January 14 
100"10 Refund Deadline (Blocks 1 and 2) ................ F, January 21 
50% Refund Period (total 
w ithdrawal only) . . . ... ........ ....... Sa-F, January 22· February 4 
Applicati ons tor Winter Trimester Graduation 
(A~r il) Due in Colleges . . . .................. . ...... T, February 1 
HOUDA - Lincoln's Birthday (Observed) ............ F, February 11 
Withdrawal Deadline (Block 2) ..... . ....... M, February 14 
rin.1ncial Aid Appl ication Deadline 
for Spring/Summer Trimester . .... .... . ......... W, March 2 
Block 2 Ends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .........W, March 2 
Clas es Begin (Block 3) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... Th, Much j 
AddlDrop and late Registration (Block 3) ..... .. .... .Th.W, March 3·9 
Grades lor Block 2 Courses Due in Registrar's Office 
tram Facul ty. . . . . ..... . . ... . . .. ... Noon, F, March 4 
Student Stat u~ Report (Grade~) for Block 2 Courses Only 
Mailed to Students ... . ......... . ....... F, March 11 
Registration for Spring/Summer 
Trimester ....... . .. .. . . ... .W·W, March 16· April 13 
100% Refund Deadline (Block 3) . . . . ...........W , March 16 
Block 3 - 50% Refund Period 
(Total W ithdrawal fo r Trimester» ......... . . . ... Th.W, March 17·30 
W ,thclfilwal Deadline (Block 1l .... .... . .............. Sa, March 19 
Withdrawal Deadli ne (Block 3) .........................W, April 6 
Admi 'sion Applica tion and Credential Deadline 
lor Sprrng/SummerTrimesler . . . . . .............. W, April 6 
End of Winter Tnmester (5 :00 p.m .) . .................... Sa, April 23 
Diploma Dale ...... ..... . ......................... Sa, April 23 
Grad s for Blocks 1 and 3 Courses Due in Registrar's Office 
(rom Faculty . . . . . . . ....... ................ Noon, T, April 26 
Student Sla t u~ Reports (Grades) Mailed to Students ........... T, May 3 
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SPRING/SUMMER TRIMESTER 1983 
Financial Aid Application Deadline for Spring/Summer 
Trimester. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. W, March 2 
Registration . . . . . . . . . . . .. W-W,March 16 - April 13 
Admission Application and Credential Deadline for 
Spring/Summer Trimester .... . ..... .. .... . .... W , April 6 
Registration, Schedule Pick Up and Fee Payment for 
Previously Registered Students for Spring/Summer 1983 .... T, April 26 
Open Registration and Fee Payment .......... .. .... . ... W , April 27 
Financial Aid Application Deadline for Fall Tri mester ...... . .. M , MilY 2 
Classes Begin (Blocks 1 and 2) .. M, May 2 
AddlDrop and Late Registration .. .. M-W, May 2· 11 
Block 2 (Adds Only) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . M·Sa, May 2· 7 
100"10 Refund Deadline (Blocks 1 and 2) .. .F. May 13 
50"10 Refund Period (total withdrawal only) . . . . . . . . . . Sa·F, May 14·27 
HOLIDAY - Memorial Day .... ... M . May 30 
Applications for Spring/Summer Trimester 
Graduation (August) Due in Colleges . . • . • ... W, lune 1 
Admission Application and Credential Deadline 
for Summer Session !Block 3) . . . ... Th. June 2 
Withdrawal Deadline (Block 21 ........... . . Sa. June4 
COMMENCEMENT (for August 1982. December 1981 graduates, 
and April 1983 Candidates) . . . ~a & Su, June 4 &5 
Block 2 Ends . .. .. .. . • .. .. . .. .. .. .W, June 22 
Classes Begin (Block 3). . . . ... . .... Th, June 23 

Add/Drop and Late Registrat ion (Block 3) .. . Th-W. June 23-29 
Grades for Block 2 Courses Due in Registrar'S Office 
from Faculty . ... . Noon, F. June 24 
Student Status Reports (Grade ) for Block 2 cours s only 
Mailed to Students . . . . . . . . . . ... . . ... ... .. . . . F, July I 
HOLIDAY - Independence Day . . . . . . . . . . .. .... .. .. M, luly 4 

100"10 Refund Deadline (Block 3) .. . • . •. . . .......... . ... W. July 6 

Block 3 - 50"10 Refund Period 
(Total Withdrawal for Trimester» . . . .. .. , ... Th·W. July 7-20 
Withdrawal Deadline (Block 1l . . a. July9..... 
Registration for Fall Trimester. . ... . F-M. July 15 . August 15 
Withdrawal Deadline (Block 3) . .. . . W, July 27 
Admission Application and Credenhal Deadline 
for Fall Trimester . . .. M , August 3 
End of Spring/Summer Trimester \5'00 p.m.) ... Sa, August 13 
Diploma Date . . . . .Sa. August 13 
Grades for Blocks 1 and 3 Courses Due in Registrar' s Office 
from Faculty .. . . Noon. T. Augu , 16 
Student Status Reports (Grades) 
Mailed to Students . . . . . . . . ... T, Augusl 23 
Policy Statement 
It is the policy of Governors State University not to discriminate 
on the basis of sex in its student admissions, educational pro­
grams and activities, or employment policies as required by Title 
IX of the 1972 Educational Amendments. Furthermore, it is the 
policy of Governors State University not to discriminate on the 
basis of physical or mental handicaps in admission or access to, 
or treatment or employment in its programs and activities as re­
quired by Section 504. Rehabilitation Act of 1973. 
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The University 

Covernors State University is Illinois' response to the recent 
dramatic growth of the State community college system in the 
Chicago area . State studies of community college graduates 
revedled that south Chicagoland needed a specially planned 
commuter university for community college graduates to con­
veniently pursue further studies. Th is university would need 
unique qualities: 1) innovative and flexible programs geared to 
the older, employed and work-oriented community college 
graduate; 2) open to any student with 60 units of college work 
and yet carefully planned to address the educational needs of 
minority students and of tudents who cannot afford hi h tuit ion 
lostS. 
Governors State, a senior level University, opened the doors 01 its 
temporary warehouse facility to 700 juniors, sen iors, and 
graduate students in September of 1971. In 1974, GSU moved to 
its permanent location, a remarkable educat ional faci lity in Park 
Forest South, Illinois. 
Mission 
Governors State University serves primarily the Chicago 
metropolitan area by providing liberal arts, science, and profes­
sional preparation at Ihe upp r division and master's levels . In 
developing its academic programs, the University gives priority to 
providing instruction designed to meet identi fied educational 
needs and concerns of those resi ding in Its service region. The 
University provides access to education for all citizens of the 
region but gives special emphasis to serving adult , minority, 
female, and economically disadvantaged students. 
Attention to and involvement with the needs of its service region 
will enable the University to attract clientele and to continually 
improve both the quality and the del ivery of Its instructional pro· 
grams. Special emphasis is given to offeri ng programs in fields 
with growing entry-level employment opportunities within the 
region and to providing advanced trai ning in area w ith high ex­
isting employment opportunities. At the same time, special con· 
cern is given to the development of liberal education to In ure 
thdt graduates of the University's program are not only compe­
tent in their chosen professions but al so broadly educated and 
prepared for continual learning. 
The University recognizes that pr oviding service to a diverse 
clientele over a wide geographic area requires ~Ignificant level 
of off-campus instruction and may require innovative approaches 
to instructional delivery such as mediated instruct ion . It also 
recognizes that effectively serving its cl ientele requires the 
development of instructional programs which are an effective 
blend of the traditional and more experienti dl instructional 
modes - internships, practica, and field training. As well as pro­
viding an additional dimension to the Universi ty 's in tructional 
programs, such linkages constitute an important toundation for 
community service. Finally, the University recognizes that its 
diverse clientele may have academic needs quite different from 
those of the traditional college student. Developing needed 
dimensions of academic support - student services, learn ing 
assistance, advisement. and adult reentry programs - is thus an 
important part of the University' s mission. 
Accred itation 
GSU was accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges 
and Secondary' Schools on April 9, 1975. 
University Organization 
Governors State University joins with Chicago State University, 
Edstern Illinois University, Northeastern Illinois University, and 
We tern il linois University in being responsible to the Board of 
Governors of State Colleges and Universities. That Board, along 
w ith the Board of Regent of Regency Universities (Illinois State 
Univer ity, Northern Illinois Univer Ity, Sangamon State Univer­
sity). Trustees of Southern Ill inois University (all campuses). 
Trustees of the University of Illinois (all campuses). and the il­
linois Commu nity College Board (all Slate community colleges), 
is responsible to the tate legislature and governor through the il­
linois Board of Higher Education. 
University Governance 
According to the Board of Governors By-Laws and Governing 
Policies the facuity, staff, and students will develop a constitution 
providing for university governance which is consistent with 
Board policy, and ensures democratic involvement of the constit­
uencies. In 1971 , GSU adopted a Constitution which provided 
for a Universi ty Assembly; in 1979 a new Constitution was 
developed. 
The 1979 Constitution calls for a Faculty Senate, a Student 
Senate, and a Civil Service Senate - all to be assisted by a Coor­
dinating Council. The members of each Senate are to be elected 
from the appropriate membership group. Each Senate selects two 
member~ from the community, and one non-voting member of 
the administration is selected by the President to serve on each 
Senate; in addition, the President or the Provost serves as a non­
voting member on the Faculty Senate. 
Each Senate is charged with the responsibility of making recom­
mendations to the President concerning policy matters relevant 
to its constituency. Such r~commendations will be consistent 
with Board of Governors By-Laws and University Policies and Pro­
cedures. Matters agreed to in the BOG/UPI Agreement or which 
have been declared subject to negotiation will not be considered 
by the Senates. 
Each Senate has an Executive Committee and other standing 
committees as deemed appropriate with the membership group's 
fUnction . For example, the Faculty Senate has a Committee on 
Educational Policy, a Committee on Academic Program Review, 
a Committee on Curriculum, a Student Life Committee and a 
Governance Committee. There are three University-wide com­
mittees: the Budget Committee, the Policy Monitoring Commit­
tee, and the Campus Physical Resources Committee. 
Robert 's Rules of Order Newly Revised governs the proceedings 
of all bodies created under the Constitution. Procedures and 
operational detail such as conducting of elections, frequency of 
meetings and the establishment of subcommittees are detailed in 
each Senate's by-laws. 
8 The University 
Office of the President 
The President is the chief academic and administrative officer oi 
the University. The President shall have full power and respon­
~ibility within the framework of the general policies determined 
by the Board in the organization, management, direction , and 
~upervision of the University and shall be held accountable by 
the Board for the successful functioning of ihe institution in all its 
departments, divisions, and services. In the discharge of these 
re~ponsibilities the President shall utilize the approved University 
process of con!>ullal ion with appropr iate campus constituencie~. 
Th(' offices of the President include the Affirmative Action Office 
dnd University Relations. 
The Office of University Relations 
The Office ot University Relations reports di rectly to the President 
as a support unit for th entire University community. Three ma­
jor function are performed by the Office: 1) communicat ions­
lJublic rel.:.'ion5: 2) fund rai ing from private sour e : 3) liaison 
with the Governors Stale Univer ity Alumni A sOciaLion. 
Three Wings 
The University is composed of three Wings, each having generic 
responsibility for different institutional operations. The Wings 
and their responsibilities are: 
Administrative Wing. The Administrative Wing provides those 
resources necessary to allain excellence in academic programm­
ing and community services . By providing financial, personnel, 
physical , and security support to the educational programs of the 
University the Wing is an integral part of GSU's academic 
gestalt . In particular, the Office of Vice President for Administra­
tion develops and supervises the administrative systems of the in­
stitution, including budget and fiscal management procedures, 
busi ness operations, personnel mailers, physical plant opera­
tions. and public safety mailer . 
Institutional Research & Planning Wing. The mission of the In­
stitutional Re ear h and Planning ORP) Wing is to contribute to 
th effecliveness of all University units by anticipating institu­
tional and eterna l environmental changes and help,ing shape 
Uni ersity responses to the e changes. Specific responsibilities of 
the IRP Wing include coordination of the University planning 
9 The University 
process, long-range planning, budget planning, program review 
and request processes, and institutional research. The IRP Wing 
is also responsible for coordinating University computing and in­
formation system development in support of both academic and 
administrative functions. 
Academic Wing. This Wing is headed by the ProvostlVice Presi­
dent for Academic Affairs. It includes: the College of Art and 
Sciences; the College of Business and Public Administration; the 
College of Human Learning and Development; the School of 
Health Professions; the Offices of Associate Vice President for 
Research, Dean of Student Affairs and Services, Associate Vice 
President for Special Programs and Continuing Education; 
University Library, and Instructional Communications Center. 
The Academic Wing recommends and implements policies and 
practices pertaining to academic matters. 
Collegial Organization 
There are three Colleges and one School which are administered 
by a dean or director, and division chairpersons. 
The College of Arts & Sciences (CAS) offers programs in the areas 
of Fine and Performing Arts, Intercultural Studies, Language and 
literatLlre, Media Communications, the Social Sciences, Science, 
and Science Teaching. 
The objective of the College of Business and Public Administra­
tion (BPA) is to present strong, theoretical, and pragmatic pro­
grams at the graduate and undergraduate levels which will 
prepare tudents for careers in business, education, government, 
or industry. 
The College of Human learning and Development (HlD) 
prepares students in the areas of Education, Psychology and 
Counseli ng, and Communication and Human Services. 
Programs in the School of Health Professions (SHP) are designed 
to prepare professionals in a wide variety of health fields and em­
phasiz.e the preparation of people in the baccalaureate and 
master's degree levels for careers in administration, education, 
and practice. 
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Academic Wing 
Special Educational 
Resources 
University Library 
Students, faculty, and others in the GSU comm~nity ha e direct 
access to materials in the Univer ity library comprising over 
192,000 volumes, 2,300 journal sub cription , 300,000 
microforms, and 25,000 pieces of nonprint material such as 
filmstrips, records, sl ides, kits , games, videotapes, motion picture 
films, and audio and video cassette . They al 0 have access to the 
collections of eighteen other academic libraries through the 
Library Computer System. In addition, students can borrow 
directly from six other university libraries in the Chicago area, us­
ing the GSU identification card . 
The library has quiet study areas, as well as special areas {or using 
audio-visual materials and com put r terminals, plus a skylight 
lounge and a balcony lounge provided with current magazines 
and newspapers. 
A reference librarian is on duly at all times in the UniverSi ty 
Library, to help patrons in locating and using library materials, to 
answer speci fic questions, apd to initiate interlibrary loan re­
quests for materials not in tn GSU collection, when the ne d 
arises. The reference librarian also helps patrons in the use of the 
special collection , such as the Federal Depository col lection of 
government documents, Illinois State documents, GSU archives, 
curriculum materials, and the model collection of juvenile 
materials. Computer assisted bibliographic search service is also 
available to the library user. 
The Univer ily Library is located on the second floor of the cen­
tral core of the Univer ity, and i open Monday throu h Friday in­
cluding evenings, and all day Saturday. For more detailed infor­
mation consult the published guide avai lable at the library'S Cir­
culation Desk and Reference Desk. 
Instructional Communications Center 
The staff of the Instructional Communications Center supports 
the University' s teaching, research and public service in several 
way . At th request {faculty members, ICC instructional 
developers design appropriate materials to be used by students in 
classrooms, for independent study, and in off-campus settings. A 
professional production taff creates publication design, graphics, 
photographs, audiotapes or television programs. 
The most modern communications media are available in the 
ICC. Two profesSional color television studios and remote TV 
production equipment are used to produce inst ructional televi­
sion programming for distribution w ithin the University or 
th rough loca l cable TV stations to homes and learning sites. In­
house production faCilities for graphics and photography include 
a computer typ setter, design studio. color and black and white 
darkroom eqUipment, and multi-image capabilities. Audio 
fa ilities include a fully equipped studio for both mono and 
stereo recording. 
Finally, working closely with GSU's academic programs, the ICC 
provi des nece sary training for students in the communication 
arts and sciences. This IS provided by academic courses, by in­
dividual work in the Media Lab or by assisting the professional 
staff in all areas of the production proces . 
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Special Programs and 
Continuing Education 
The Office of Special Programs and Continuing Education is 
responsible for administering continuing education courses for 
professionals and re-~ntry students and for administering special 
programs which cover University sponsored and/or supported 
community and public se rv ice activities and external degree, 
nondegree and extramural learning activities. These activities are 
carried out in the Office of Continuing Education, tile Office of 
Community Services and ducation, and the Office of Experien­
tial Asses ment onder the upervi ion o( the dean of Special Pro­
grams and Continuing Education, the director of Community Ser­
vices and Education , and the director 01 Assessment of Exp rien­
tial Education and coordinator of the Board of Governors 
Bachelor of Arts Degree Program . 
Office of Continuing 

Education 

The Office 01 Continuing Education's primary objectives are to 
provide students with oppo rtunities to attend courses at times 
and places convenient for them and to coordinate the offering oj 
credit and noncredit learning activit ies for those interested in 
continuing their education either in degree programs Or as 
nondegree students. The majority of the students served in these 
programs are adulls working full-t ime in the professions in both 
he public and private sector and returning or re-entry adults. In 
carrying out these objectives, the Office of Continuing Education 
provides to each of the Colleges and the School of Health Profes­
sions the primary support services required to set up and imple­
ment courses held at off-campus sites and conferences and 
workshops held both on and off campus. The off-campus sites in­
clude community colleges, hospitals, public elememtary and 
secondary schools and federal and state office buildings in widely 
scattered geographical areas such as Arlington Heights, Chicago, 
Niles, Kankakee, Fort Shendan, Wheeling, and-Mount Prospect. 
Th is office also coordinates course offerings which make use of 
mediated instruction and correspondence formats to serve 
students for whom campus attendance is impossible or inconve­
nient because of work schedules or physical handicaps. Two re­
cent initiat i e in this area include humanities, social science, 
natural science, mathematics, and health sciences, behavioral 
sciences, and the humanities. 
Office of Community Services 

and Education 

The Office 0/ Community Services and Education (CS&E) is ad­
ministered by the director of Community Ser ices and Education 
and is re ponslble for coordinating institutionally approved com­
munity ervice and community services performed by staff 
members as citizens. The di rector of thl' O fflce work~ cloely 
with the deans of Community Services of the communi ty colleges 
in the sett ing up of community ervice program in their regions. 
Commun ity Services and Education publishes two newsletters: 
the GSU Communit), Reporter, a publicati on spotlight ing com­
munity event, organizations and service agencies in the Will­
Grundy and South Cook County areas; and the Office of Asse s­
ment Port folio, a new leuer for students enrolled in the Board of 
Governors Degree program. CS&E is also re ponsible for Ihe 
publication of the DirKtory o{ Human Sl'rvice AgenCies, a 
booklet listrng human service agencies in the region, along with 
descriptions of services offered . The Speakers Bureau is a func­
tion of CS&E and was establi hed to facilitate and implement the 
securing of speakers from th University for community groups 
and organ izallons. A Speakers Bureau book IS published by the 
Office providing names and brief biographies of those faculty 
members participati ng in the Speakers Bureau . 
Office of Experiential 
Assessment 
The Office of Experiential Assessment is responsible for coor­
dinating the review, evaluation, and determination of credit for 
experiences a student may have outside the formal classroom 
which are related to the student's educational and/or career 
goals. These experiences may be categorized as being of two 
types. Fi rst are those activities planned or organized to provide 
the student with experiences outside of, but related to, formal 
eduralional activities. The e include practice teaching, field ex­
perienc s, praclica, internships, and cooperative education ex­
periences . The second is the a essment of prior learning by the 
academic staff to determine what learnings, related to the 
academic and/or career goals of a student, have already taken 
place ei ther In order that the student w ill not have to repeat 
learning air ad attained or in order to obtain academic credit 
toward a degree. It i!. only thl second type of experiential learn­
ing that is assessed through the COQrdination of this office. 
The formal experiences are usually organized and supervised by 
the staff in those disciplines to which experiences are to be 
related. Internships, practica, and practice teaching are examples 
of these types o( experiential learning. In addition, the 
cooperative education coordinator in each College has respon­
sibilities for locating appropriate learning experiences for 
students who wish or need Job experiences which will reinforce 
their academic programs. SUpervision and evaluation of the ex­
periences for credi t is often shared by the cooperative education 
coordinator and the student's advisor, 
The Office of Experiential Assessment also administers the Board 
of Governors B.A. Degree Program, a program which provides 
opportunities for students to earn credit for prior learning ex­
perience. In order to earn such credi t a student is required to 
develop an academic portfolio in con ultation with and under 
the supervision of a GSU academic advisor . 
Another program administered by this office is the GSU Credit 
Through Evaluation of Experiential Learning (CEEL). in this pro­
gram, students may earn credit for prior learning experience 
toward a B.A. or M.A. degree. Students may also apply for admis­
sion using approved credit awarded based On prior learning in 
lieu of academic credit. Proficiency examination scores may also 
be used. While assessment under the Board of Governors pro­
gram is made on broadly based learning experience, under the 
GSU CEEL program experiences assessed must relate to the stu­
d nt's academic program _ 
During the past 5 years, in part th rough our association with the 
Coun II for the Advancement of Experiential Learning (CAEL), 
Governors Stale University has received significant recognition as 
a leader and resource In the area of assessment of experiential 
education. Our processes and philosophies. have been examined 
by outside groups, and numerous requests for information have 
been received. 
Experiential education, and its assessment, represents a large 
component of the Board of Governors program operation since 
90°/0 of the students in the program request and receive such 
assessment. Board of Governors students also tend to become i n­
volved in Cooperative Educalion and other experiential learning 
oplions as well. 
Continuing progress in the assessment of experiential learning 
resu lts from the participation of GSU in CAEL Projects and from 
the centralization of assessment programs in the office of the 
director of Assessment of Experiential Education. 
BOG Degree The Illinois Board of Governors of State Colleges 
and Universities offers a special and unique type of Bachelor of 
Arts degree through its five universities designed to meet the 
educational needs of many adults. 
The program differs (rom collegial degree programs at Governors 
State University in that there is no defined major. Thus. the pro· 
gram may be more general in nature and can be a desirable alte r­
native for some students. 
In its basic design the program: 
1. 	 builds in many options in a flexible manner for earning a 
Bachelor of Arts degree while maintaining high standards; 
2. 	 capitalizes on the strengths and unique characteristics of five 
publ ic universities scattered throughout Illinois - Gover­
nors State, Chicago State, Northeastern Illinois, Eastern il­
linois and Western Illinois; 
3. 	 recognizes thaI the traditional time table for higher educa­
tion is hot appropriate for everyone, particularly those 
. already in the world of work; 
4. 	 recognizes the growing geographic and career mobility of 
the American people; 
S. 	 recognizes that an intelligent adult will have acquired a large 
amount of education through experience and is designed to 
assess and recognize such experiential education. 
The Board of Governors degree is highly individualized. Each stu­
dent will work closely and carefu lly with a counselor(s) at the 
campus(es) of his/her hoice in setting up his/her own specific 
program. The program guidelines provide for the maximum 
allowances possible for previous redit earned for education 
beyond the high school. In addition to the option of credit based 
on the evaluation of prior experiential learning, credit may also 
be obtained for instruction in non-traditional forms such as televi­
sion, independent and correspondence study. and programmed 
learning sequences. All passing credits from accredited institu­
tions will be accepted directly. Proficiency examination scores 
such as those obtained in the College Level E amination Program 
(CLEP) and the American College Testing Proficiency Examina­
tion Program (PEP) will also be evaluated for credit. Military train­
ing experiences are evaluated for credit using the recommenda­
tions of tl'e American Counci l on Education "Guide to the 
Evaluation of Educational Experiences in the Armed Services.': 
It should be emphasized that a variety of techniques applied in a 
manner consistent with high standards may be uti lized in fulfill ­
ing the requirements. To earn a Board of Governors Bachelor of 
Arts degree, a student must meet the following requirements: 
120 total semester credits or equivalent 
40 semester credits or equivalent at the junior-senior 
level 
15 semester credits actually taken in any order at any 
combination of Board of Governors universities 
12 semester credits each for social science, natural 
science and humanities gained in any combination or 
under any approved method 
Selection of a particular Board of Governors institution 
to sponsor the degree 
A "C" average upon graduation 
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Students entering the Board of Governors Degree program at 
Governors State University are eligible for admission if they have 
completed at least 60 semester hours (or the equivalent) which 
may include credits based on prior experiential learning. 
Transfer credits will be classified as upper or lower division and, 
where appropriate, as natural sciences/math, social sciences, or 
humanities by the University where the student enrolls. This 
classification Is binding on any subsequent BOG University to 
which 1he student transfers in working toward a BOG degree. 
The grade point average at graduation must not fa ll below "C". 
This is calcu lated on all graded work comprising the 120 hours 
applicable to the degree. (The BOG office calculates this as part 
of their graduation application check.) The GSU accumulative 
GPA may be different. After being admitted to the BOG program, 
a student will not receive credit toward the BOG Bachelor of Arts 
degree for any course in which a grade below "C" is earned. 
(Courses in which a "D" or "U" grade is earned will not receive 
cred it toward the degree.) As prescribed by Jaw, students in the 
BOG B.A. program must demonstrate proficiences in the Illinois 
and United States constitution . 
BOG program students may also pursue the following areas of 
study: 
1. 	 Science Teaching; 
2. 	 Science: Human Environment Planning. 
Any person with prior experiential learning in the area of the 
two programs may apply for admission to the BOG/B.A. pro­
gram. They will prepare a portfolio in which they will tailor 
their credit request to competencies required for graduation 
from the appropriate program. The student will be coun­
seled by both a BOG/B.A. program advisor and a faculty 
member from the progra m. Successful students will receive 
a B.A. degree and all of the privileges and rights conferred 
upon regular program graduates. 
Additional information may be obtained from the BOG Degree 
Program Office. Applicants for this program must have the coor­
dinator's approval prior 10 submission of their application forms. 
Prospective students who have not completed 60 semester hours 
of college work, and who are applying for admission on the basis 
of credits for prior experiential learning or credit based on profi­
ciency examination scores should contact the BOG office at least 
6 months before their desired adm ission date. These students 
must attend a special seminar which provides directions in 
preparing the priorlearni ng portfolio. The seminar is offered each 
Trimester. 
CEEl (Credit through Evaluation of Experiential Learning) 
Governors State University recognizes the fact that many Univer­
sity students are mature and bring a wealth of experience to the 
academic arena. The University grants credit for prior learning 
and/or proficiency exam ination scores which are equal to or 
higher than acceptable levels to students to be used for admis­
sions purposes or for credit toward an academic degree. An 
assumption is made that some students may acquire competen­
cies by experiential means, that is, through work, noncredit in­
service training, and/or through a variety of learning experiences, 
and that these competenCies are relevant, useful and verifiable. 
The Board of Governors has given permission to the University to 
provide credit for prior experiential learning to 5 percent of the 
total enrollmpnf 
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To initiate the process, the student contacts an admissions 
counselor if he/she is applying for admission, or his/her advisor if 
application is being made for credit toward a degree. Application 
forms may be obtained from collegial offices or the Office of 
Assessment. An assessment ( e of $25 is charged for all 
assessments except proficiency test and military experience 
credit. Th gathering of necessary documents and the study and 
assessment of the periences by ,acuity are often time consum­
ing. Therefor . ~tudents hould b gin the proce s at least six 
months before admiion is de ired or dUring their iirst Trimester 
at GSU, if the redit i to be used ior omplet il18 graduation re­
quirements. 
The staif of the Office of A sessment conducts a spe ial CEEL 
seminar each Trimester to provide directions in preparing the 
prior learning portfolio. All students desiring to use the process 
are encouraged to attend the ~emina r . Additional information 
may be obtained from the O ffice of A sessment. 
Student Affairs and Services 

The Office of Student Affairs and Services is administered by the 
dean of Student Affairs and Services and includes the student sup­
port services of Admissions and Student Recruitment, Communi­
ty College Relations, FacTi iti es Scheduling, Financial Aid, Student 
Activities, Student Development, and the Registrar's Office. 
Student Affairs and Services provides programs and services 
which facilitate the ~tudent's admission and progress through the 
University, experiences which omplement the academic pro­
grams, and opportunities for student to realize thei r fu ll pot~n ­
tial. 
Student Development 
The function of the Student Development Office is to provide 
programs and service which facilitate the personal, academic, 
health, and career growth and development of students from 
their entry to graduation . The office offers services and assistance 
on an individual and group basis w hich facilitate the resolution of 
students' needs, prevent the occurrence of potential problems 
and crises, and provide guidance and direction toward sel f­
management. 
Student Development consists of six interdependent units. 
Center for Learn ing Assistance This center offers assistance to 
students in the form of tutoring, self-instruct ional materials, and 
learning lab seminars. The Center offers help in skills such as 
mathematics, composition, research paper techniques, study 
methods, read ing, and test taki ng. Tutors are also available in 
many cour e areas. 
Counseling Center Cou nselo rs are available to assist in resolving 
problems 0 educational. personal, or social concern, such as 
vocational indecision, or lack of information about the Univer­
sity. For vocational /educational counseling, the counselors ad­
minister and Interpret tests for assessing interests, abilities, and 
values. 
Testing Center GSU is a national testing center for the American 
College Testing Proficiency Examination Program (PEP). In addi­
tion, informatlon on other national testing programs, e.g., GMAT, 
LSAT, MAT, and NTE, are available. 
The Testing Center is a serv ice unit which works cooperatively 
with other GSU units. Additional testing services provided are the 
U.S. and Il linois Con~tilulion examination, SIM testing, and col­
legial testi ng. 
In addition to test administration, the Testing Center provides 
technical assistance interpreting the score results and works 
cooperatively with other units in resolving career, counseling and 
learning-related concerns of the student body. . 
Health Insurance Applicati ons and information on optional 
health insurance are available in the Student Development Of­
fice. Claim forms are also avaJIable. 
Placement Office The Placement Office assists University stu­
dents and alumni in preparing for a job search and securing 
career employment and summer employment. 
The Placement Office maintains current job related materials 
designed to inform interested students and alumni about 
available positions pertinent to the various curricula. 
Students are encouraged to visit the Placement Office for profes­
sional advice on prepari ng their resumes, establishing a creden-
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tials folder and other topics related to employment. This service 
is available without charge. 
Campus Ministries Council The Campus Ministries Council is an 
organization which affords clergy the opportunity to particpate in 
the life of Governors State University. Individuals designated by 
their respective churches act as resource persons to faculty, staff, 
and students on spiritual matters. At present, Lutheran and 
Roman Catholic campus ministers are available in the Student 
Development Office and observe regular office hours to serve the 
needs of the GSU Community. 
The counci l conducts a weekly forum, "Theology for Lunch," 12 
noon on Wednesdays, along w ith other activities of interest. All 
fu nding for cou ncil expenses is provided by participating ec­
clesiastical denom i nations. 
Student Activities 
A comprehensive program of activities and services is offered to 
students, faculty, and staff co-curricular opportunities on cam­
pus. All these student life programs have been designed to offer 
relevant university student life experiences for a commuter stu­
dent population. 
Student Activity Center O pen to all students, faculty, and staff, it 
contains staff offices, student government offices, student 
resource office, and a recreational lounge area with television for 
relaxing. Student leader and student organization mailboxes are 
located in the center also., 
Child Care Center Open for use to all students, faculty and staff. 
The center provides children with structured activities and meets 
all regulations of the Illinois Department of Children and Family 
Services. The center provides a hOl lunch program for all in­
terested participants. The center accepts chi ldren toilet trained 
ages 2-12. 
Facilities Scheduling and Conference Coordination Requests for 
space and assistance in planning meetings and activities 
available. All on campus events for student clubs and organiza­
tions must be coordinated through the staff offices. 
Information O ffice The Student Activity Program Office main­
tains an Information Office, located near the front enHance. In­
formation concern ing public transportation schedules, area 
maps, calendar of events, as well as general information are 
available. 
Student Resource Office Provides services to students, faculty, 
and staff on campus. The following services are available: 
Nonphoto and photo I.D. cards and student lockers 
Community housing Information 
Transportation information on car pooling and public transporta­
tion 
Emergency weather shuttle information and jumper cables 
Camping and recreational gear use 
Chess, checkers and backgammon 
Television 
Plitt and Genera! Cinema ticket information and schedules 
Reduced theatre admission coupons 
Great America Amusement Park reduced ticket information 
Typewriter use 
Complimentary student event tickets 
General information line 
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Intramural and Recreational Activities Students have the oppor­
tunity for leisure activities on campus. Table tennis, pool , elec­
tronic games, will be available in the Student Activity Center. 
YMCA student memberships can be purchased at the "Y" office 
for $1.00 a Trimester. Special intramural activities are offered 
through this office each year. 
Student Senate Students have the opportunity to participate in 
the University governance process. The present Student Senate is 
composed of 21 members. Senate elections are held each fall in 
October and are open to all students carrying at least fi ve credit 
hours each Trimester. 
Student Representative to The Board of Governors The Board of 
Governors of State Colleges and Universities (BOG) governs GSU 
and four oth r Ill inois state universities. O ne GSU student 
representative is ele ted in May each year to serve a one-year 
term beginning July 1. 
Student Advisory Committee to the Illinois Board of Higher 
Education Advises the IBHE on student concerns. GSU elects 
one student member each year prior to July 1 to this committee. 
Student Clubs and Organizations Students can form their own 
recognized organization or participate in established ones. "Club 
Charter Forms" are available in the Student Resou rce Office. 
Clubs and organizations are open to all students. 
Fraternities and Sororit ies Alpha Kappa Alpha has recentl y b en 
formed on campus. 

The INNOVATOR This Is the student newspaper on campus. It 

publishes on a bi-monthly basis. Paid and volunteer student posi­

tions are usually available each Trimester . Students can submit 

letters and articles dir ctl y to the paper. 

Program Advisory Committee (PAC) Open to all interested 
students and staff, this committee recommends the events that 
are produced on campus each Trimester, sponsored by the SAP 
Office. 
Student Communications Media Board Composed of students 
and staff, the board serves as the publi her's representat ive for 
those student communications media which are funded whole or 
In part by tudent activity fees. The SCMB regulates all student 
media on campus. 
Social, Cultural, and Special Interest Programming All stud nts 
can attend Student Act ivity Program events free of charge. Music, 
fi lms, lectures, plays, special events are offered each Trimester . 
Child Care Advisory Committee Recommends poli cy governing 
the Child Care Center on campus. Composed of Students, staff 
and faculty. 
leadership Skill Development Workshops, seminars, and con­
ferences are offered by the Student Activity Program staff each 
Trimester. Leadership training, decision making, problem solv­
ing, budgeting and programming are offered for students involv­
ed in Student Activity Programs who wish to increase their 
leadership skills and development. 
New Student Orientation Sessions The Student Activity Pro­
grams office coordinates an on-campus new student orien tat ion 
program each fall Trimester. This program, offered in coopera­
lion with each student participant's college or school , provides 
an overview of resou rces available for new students at GSU. 
Funding Support Student activities funding support is also pro­
vided to: 

Theatre Students may audition for several plays held on campus 

each year, coordinated by the College of Arts and Sciences. 

Jazz Band The College of Arts and Sciences coordinates our in­
ternationally acclaimed jazz band. 
Women's Resource Center College of Arts and Sciences 
Placement Office Office of Student Development 
Policy on Qualifications for Election to 
and Membership in the Student Senate 
), 	 All students must be enrolled at Governors State University 
for a minimum of five (5) hours each Trimester. 
2. 	 All studen ts must b in aead mic good standing at Gover­
nOrs State University (cannot be on academic probation or 
academic suspension). 
3. 	 Students cannot hold the following positions concurrently: 
a. 	 Student Senate Chai rperson 
b. 	Chairperson of the Program Advisory Committee 
c. 	 f d itor-in-Chief of the IN OVATO R 
d . 	Board of Governors Representative, or 
e. 	 Illinois Board of Higher Education SAC Representative 
Policy on Qualificat ions for Election to 
Student Positions 
Qualifications for election to the Board of Governors and the Stu­
dent Advisory Committee to the IllinOIS Board of Higher Educa­
tion consist of the following criteria: 
1. 	 All students must be enrolled at Governors State University 
for a minimum of five (5) hours each Trime~ter. 
2. 	 All students must be in academic good sta nding at Gover­
nors State University 
3. 	 Students cannnot ho ld the follOWing st udent positions con­
currently: 
a. 	Student Senate Pres ident 
b. 	 Chairperson of the Program Advbory Committee 
c. 	 Editor-in-Chief of the I NO VATOR 
d . 	Chairperson of the Student Communications Media 
Board 
e. 	 Board of Governors Represen tative, or 
f. Illinois Board of Higher Education SAC Representative 
This policy is efiectiv ior any of the stal d pOSitions commencing 
on or after July I, 1981 . 
The YMCA at GSU 
Through a speCial cooperat ive rrangement between Governors 
Stdtp University and the YM CA, a lomprehensive recreational 
program exists for students, staff and faculty at a very reasonable 
tpe. Students holdi ng the YMCA Activity Pass may use the gym­
n,l ~ium . pool. and handba lilracquetbal l court at "open" times. 
Additionally, YMCA staff provide superv ised programs in such ac­
tlviti e<; as tennis, belly dandng, jazz dance, judo, karate, 
voll eyball , swimming, and other activilie in which an interest is 
~h(Jwn. 
A special program of activi ties i available eclch session for dif­
Iprent sports. 
During 1982-83 students may obtall1 a YMCA Activity Pass for 
S 1.aO/Trimester ; family memberships will be available at one-half 
tlw standard fee . 
See the G5U/'yMCA office in "F" W ing for furt her details. 
Community College Relations 

Based on its mandate to serve students who transfer from com­
munity colleges, Governors State University is committed to 
facilitating the transfer oi such students and to offering capstone 
programs to commun ity college programs. The mission of the Of­
fice of Community College Relations is to hel p meet these com­
mitments. 
The coordinator of Community College Relations maintains open 
and continuous communications with area community college 
administrators, counselors and faculty. The coordinator also 
serves in a liaison capacity between the community colleges and 
the University. Requests for information, as istance, andlor sup­
port to or from the University normally come through the Com­
munity Colleg Relations Office and are then referred to ap­
propriate Un iversity or community college personnel. 
Services and activitie provided by the coordi nator of Communi­
ty College RelationS include worki ng with community college 
and University personnel in developing articu lated associate 
degree and bacca laureate degree (2 + 2) programs and related 
joint recruiti ng pamphlets. bringing University and community 
college administrators together, assisting in bringing University 
and community college faculty together for meetings or con­
ferences. advising and assisting students who are interested in 
careers in community colleges. serving as a resource person 
regarding GSU and its programs for community college students, 
counselors and others. and serving in a staff function to the 
University director of Admissions and Student Recruitment. 
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Office of Admissions and 
Student Recruitment 
Information about admission criteria and procedures, academic 
programs, credential evaluation and counseling can be obtained 
in this office. Applications, transcripts and other credentials re­
qui red for admission are forwarded to this office. This office is 
also responsible for planning, organizing and directing the stu­
dent recruitment program. The admissions counselor for interna­
tional students can help you \ ith admission and application pro­
cedures. and (orms neces ary for the D partment of Immigration 
and aturalizatlOn Services. Please refer to the Admissions sec­
tion of the Catalog for office and coun eling hours. 
Registrar 
The Registrar's Office is responsible for the official academic 
records of the University . All official transcripts are processed by 
this office. Other activities and ~ervices prOVided by the office in­
clude: registration, grade reporting to student, certi fica tion of at­
tendance and degree requ irement~, the preparat ion of the 
University's academic calendar , and the publicat ion of each 
Trimester's Schedule oi C/~ t'S and InformatIOn Bullelin . 
Financial Aid Office 
The Financial Aid Office at Governors tate nlversity ad­
ministers and coordinates aid funds from federal , stale University 
and private sources. These funds are provid d to help insur op-,· 
portunities for higher education to eligi ble students. 
" 
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Academic 
Procedures 
and Policies 
Admissions 
Office of Admissions and Student 
Recruitment 
Information about admission criteria and procedures, academic 
programs, credential evaluation, and cou nsel ing can be obtained 
in this office. Applica tions, transcript and other credentials re­
quired for admission are forwarded to thi s office. This office is 
also responsible for planning, organizing and directing the stu­
dent recruitment program. The admissions counselor for interna­
tional students can help you with admission and application pro­
cedures. and forms necessary for the Department of Immigration 
and Naturalization Services. 
Office hours are as follows: Monday through Thursday, 8:30 a.m. 
to 8:00 p.m. ; Friday, 8:30 a. m. to 5:00 p.m. and Saturday, 9:00 
a.m. to 12:00 Noon. 
Preadmission counseling is available, with or without an appoint­
ment. during the following hours: Monday and Thursday, 1:00 
p.m. to 8:00 p.m .; Tuesday and Wednesday, 9:00 .m. to 5:30 
p.m.; Friday, 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.; and Saturday, 9:00 a.m. to 
12:00 noon. 
Admission and Application Information 
Appli ations for admission are accepted in the Office of Admis­
sions up to one year in advance of the expected Trimester of 
enrollment. Students may apply and be admitted for the Fall 
Trimester (September through December); the Winter Trimester 
(January through April) ; the Spring/Summer Trimester (May 
through Augu I); or the Summer Session (July and August) . Ap­
plication and credential deadlines are approximately three weeks 
prior to regi tration for ach Trimester and the Summer Session. 
Specific deadl ine dates are published in the academic calendar 
and in the Schedule of Clas es for each Trimester. 
Classification for Admission 
Students are admitted to Governors State University in one of the 
following three classifications: 
Degree-Seeking Sludent (undergraduate or graduate) 
Student-at-large (undergraduate or graduate) 
Special Nondegree Student (undergraduate only) 
Degree-Seeking Students 
A student who wishes to pursue a degree program at Governors 
State University should apply as a degree-seeking student. These 
students are admitted to a specified degree program and major 
and are assigned an academic advi o r at the time of admission. 
They are also eligible to participate in advance registration and 
are given registral ion priority. 
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Criteria for Admission to a Degree Program 
Undergraduate 
Students will be admitted a undergraduat to Governors State 
University on a first -come. first- erved ba is within the programs 
of the respective Colleges/School. Persons are eligible for 
undergraduate admission if they: 
1 . 	 Have earned an Associate of Arts (AA) or an Associate of 
Science (AS) degree from a regionally accredited Institution 
of higher education; or 
2. 	 Have earned at least 60 semester hours or 90 quarter hours 
of work from a regionally accredited Institution of higher 
education with at least a " C ' average (2.0 on a cale f 4.0) 
in any 60 semester hours or 90 quarter hours of the total col­
legiate hours; and 
3. 	 Were in good standing at the last institution attended; 
4 . 	 Have satisfied any collegial and/or programmallc criteria for 
undergraduate study in the speCi fic major. Studentshould 
refer to the information related to their area of interest in 
this publication for specific admission criteria and additional 
credentials requ ired. 
Graduate 
'Students will be admitted as graduate students at Governor tate 
University on a first-come, first-served basis with in the programs 
of the respective Colleges/School if they: 
1. 	 Have earned a bachelor' s degree from a regionally ac­
credited college or university. 
2. 	 Were in good standing at the last institution attended; and 
3. 	 Have satisfied coll egial and/or programmatic rit ria for 
graduate study in the specific major. Such criteria m,IY re­
quire requests for additional documentation; lett er~ of 
recommendation ; a minimum grade point average at the 
undergraduate level and/or a minimal score on a graduate 
examination ; a port folio evaluation shOWing graduate level 
competency; and other evaluative data. Stud nts should 
refer to the information related to their area of interest in 
this publication for spe ific ad mission crit ria and addi­
tional credentials required . 
Board of Governors Bachelor of Arts Degree 
Program (BOG) 
Students are admissible as undergraduates (only) to this pro­
gram on a first-come, first-served ba is if they have a total of 60 
semester hours or 90 quarter hours of academic work from a 
regionally accredited in ti tution or the eqUivalent, which may in­
clude credit fo r prior nonacademic learning. 
NOTE: If a student has left a previous college or university for 
academic reasons, he/sh must wait s,ix months before being ad­
mitted to the Boa rd of Governor Degree Program. 
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Credentials/Procedures Required for 
Admission to a Degree Program 
Undergraduate 
1. 	 Complete an undergraduate application (available through 
Ihe Office of Admissions). submit the application to the Of­
fice of Admissions prior to the application and credential 
deadline for the term in which enrollment is desired. 
2. 	 Request that previous instituti ons attended forward to the 
Office of Admissions official tran cripts reflecting all 
coursework attempted (including grades) and academic 
standing at the last institution attended . (These materials 
must be received prior to the application/credential deadline 
for the term In which enrollment is desired .) 
3. 	 Submit additional documentation if required, as speciiied by 
the major to which applicatfon is being made, to the Office 
of Admissions. 
Graduate 
1. 	 Complete a graduate application (available through the Of­
fice of Admissions)' submit the application to the Office of 
Admissions prior to the application and credential deadline 
for the term in which enrollment is desired. 
2. 	 Request that previous institutions attended forward to the 
Office of Adm issions official transcripts reflecting all 
coursework attempted (including grades) prior to the award 
of a bachelor'S degree, all graduate level work at­
tempted, and academ ic standing at the last institution at­
tended. (The e materials must be received prior to the ap­
plication/credentia l deadline for the term in which enroll ­
ment is desired .) 
3. 	 Su bmit additional documentation if required, as pe ified by 
the major to which application is being made, to the Office 
of Admissions. 
Board of Governors Bachelor of Arts Degree 
Program 
1 . 	 Complete an undergraduate application for admission 
(available through the Board of Governors Degree Program 
Office or the Office of Admissions) . 
2 . 	 Have the completed application approved by the BOG of­
fice and submit it to the Office of Admissions prior to the ap­
plicat ion and credential deadline for the term in which 
enrollment is desired. 
3. 	 Request that official transcripts from previous institutions at­
tended, reflecting all coursework attempted (including 
grades) and academic standing at the last institution attend­
ed, be forwarded to the Office of Admissions. (These 
materials must be received prior to the application/creden­
tial deadline for the term in which enrollment is desired.> 
4. 	 If assessment of prior experimental learning is required prior 
to admission; materials should be submitted direct ly to the 
BOG office. 
Notification Regarding Admission Status 
Degree-seeking students will receive a Certificate of Admission 
from the Office of Admissions upon being admitted to the 
University and will be assigned an Academic Advisor. Degree­
seeking applicants are not eligible to register until they have 
received a certificate of admission. Students may be admitted 
conditionally. All conditions of admission are stated on the Cer­
tificate of Admission. Failure to meet stated conditions by the 
date specified will result in the student not being allowed to 
register for future terms and not being allowed to receive 
academic records from Governors State University. 
Criteria and Credentials/Procedures Required 
for Admission to a Degree Program for Applicants with 
Credentials from Countries Other Than the United States 
Admission Criteria 
Applicants who have earned college level credits and/or grad­
uated from academic Inst itutions outside the United States, and 
who are seeking to demonstrate admissibility based on an evalua­
tion of these credentials, must be determined to have equivalent 
academic preparation to that stated previously in this publication 
prior to admission to a degree program at either the 
undergraduate or the graduate level. 
Language Proficiency 
The purpose of the University Policy on English Language Profi­
ciency is to ensure that students, whose primary (native) 
language is not English have attained sufficient mastery of the 
Engl ish language in o rder to maximize the probability of their 
successful completion of the degree program to which they seek 
admission. 
Policy 
All applicants for degree programs whose primary (native) 
language is not English or who submit credentials from any coun­
try other than the United States to meet admission requirements 
must provide evidence of having attained a minimum acceptable 
score on the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) . A 
minimum acceptable score is 500 for undergraduate applicants 
and 550 for graduate applicants. The attainment of a minimum 
acceptable score on TOEFL does not take the place of any special 
language proficiency requ irements for speci fic majors as stated in 
the University Catalog. 
The TOEFL requirement may be waived by the director of Admis­
sion and Student Recruitment (or deSignee) under conditions 
such as follows; 
1. 	 The applicant has a degree from a regionally accredited 
United States college or .university with a program of study 
which included both a basic Engl ish composition course and 
an oral communication course. 
2. 	 The applicant presents credentials documenting minimum 
criteria for admission from a country whose official language 
is solely English as cited In the most recent edition of The 
World Almanac, Newspaper Enterprise Association . 
TOEFL Information 
For applicants not living in the U.S.A., information on testing 
dates and locations and the TOEFL Bulletin of Information and 
Registration Form may be obtained at the American embassies 
and consular offices of the United States information services, at 
United States education commissions and foundations abroad, 
and at binational centers . Applicants may also contact the Educa­
tional Testing Service, Box 89, Princeton, New Jersey 08540, 
U.S.A., if they are unable to secure the TOEFL Bulletin and 
Registration Form in their native country. 
Students living in the U.S.A. can obtain this information by con­
tacting ETS in Princeton or by writing to the admission counselor 
for international students at Governors State University, Office of 
Admissions. 
Admission Application Procedures 
A completed application for admission should be sent to the Of­
fice of Admissions, in addition to the following documents and 
academic credentials: 
1. 	 "Summary of Education E perience Form," obtained from 
the Office of Admissions 
2. 	 Official TOEFL score report ; 
3. 	 Credential for evaluation: 
a. 	 National examination re ults; 
b. 	 Diplomas and/or certi ficates; 
c. 	 Complete records of all college. university. or other 
postse ondary work, including diploma' and /or cer­
tificates; 
d. 	 College or university transcripts, if applicable. 
Official (original) documents must be furnished and accom­
panied by certified English translations. These records must be 
certified by an official of the educational institution issuing them 
or by United States Or 10 al government officials. 
All credential cited above must be in the Admissions Office two 
months prior to the application/credential deadline for the term 
for which the student is pplying. 
NOTE: Applicants on F- l. F-2, )-1 or )-2 Visas should also see the 
section "Information for International Students" which follows in 
this publication . 
Students-at-Large 
Students who wish to enroll in courses at Governors State Univer­
sity, but who do not intend to earn a degree, may register as 
students-at-Iarge at the undergraduate or graduate level. 
Coursework completed in this status does not automatically ap­
ply to a d gree program. The application of such courses to 
degree requirements is governed by policies established by the 
deans and faculty of each College/School at the time of admission 
to a degree program. Students-at-Iarge are not eligible to earn any 
Governors State University degree. If at some later date a student­
at-large wishe to enter a degree program, formal application and 
admission to that program is required. Students-at'large are not 
assigned academic advisors. They receive registration assistance 
from counselors in the Office of Admissions. 
NOTE: Students-at-Iarge are not eligible for financial aid. 
Students on F- ' or F-2 visas are not eligible to enroll as Students­
at-large. 
Criteria for Admission as Student-at-Large 
Undergraduate 
1. 	 An Associate of Arts or an Associate of Science degree from a 
regionally accredited institution, or 
2. 	 At least 60 semester hours or 90 quarter hours of work, with 
at least a "e" average (2 .0 on a scale of 4.0) from a regional­
ly accredited institution. 
Graduate A bachelor' s or graduate degree from a regionally ac­
credited insti tution . 
Credentials/Procedures for Admission as a 
Student-a'-Large 
1. 	 Students-ai -large are not required to submit an application 
for admission prior to the registration period. 
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2. 	 During registration on dates specified in the Schedule of 
Classes. or at any time during the Add/Drop period, persons 
wishing to enroll as students-at-Iarge should go directly to 
the registration area. At this time they will complete both the 
application and registration forms. 
3. 	 Students must bring their transcripts or diplomas to show 
that they meet minimum admission requirements as 
students-at-Iarge. (See preceding section.) 
All credentials will be returned to the student upon verification of 
admi sibility . Once a student has registered as a student-at-Iarge 
or has previously attended GSU in a degree status, it will not be 
neces ary to furnish evidence of admissibility for subsequent 
registrdt ions. 
Special Nondegree Students 
Students who have not completed 60 semester hours of college 
work. but who have had equivalent specialized experiences, and 
wish to enroll in a course, workshop, seminar or olher University 
activity for credit, are eligible to become special nondegree 
students. These student mu~t apply for admission in advance of 
the application and credential dead line; must petition (or enroll­
ment in the appropriate College/School for each sepa rate term of 
enrollment; will be permitted to en roll only if space Is available 
after eligible regular students are enrolled; may enroll for no 
more than two classes per Trimester; and may earn a maximum 
of 15 credit hours in this status. Credit earned in the status cannot 
be used toward meeting minimum criteria for admission. 
Credentials/Procedures for Special Nondegree 
Students 
1. 	 Complete an undergraduate application, available through 
the Office of Admissions, prior to the application and 
credential deadline for the term in which enrollment is 
desired. 
2. 	 Complete and submit a petition form. available through the 
Office of Admissions, specifyi ng the course(s) in which 
enrollment is desired, prior to the application and credential 
deadline for the term in which enrollment is desired. 
3. 	 Request official transcripts of any collegial work attempted 
to be forwarded to the Office of Admissions_ Admi ssion w ill 
be conditional pending receipt of all officiallranscripts. 
Notification Regarding Admission Status 
Special nondegree students will receive a Cert ificate of Admis­
sion from the Office of Admissions upon being admitted and will 
be assigned to the dean of the College or the di rector ot the 
School/Program for advisement purposes. Applicants are not 
eligible to register until their cert ificate of admission has been 
received. 
Special Admission Opportunities 
Petitions for Admission 
Undergraduate applicants who are not el igible (or admission, as 
defined elsewhere in this sect ion, but who have earned a 
minimum of 54 semester hours of credit, may p tllion for admis­
sion to a degree program under the policy on Readmission and 
Special Admission and procedures established by the University 
and the Office of Admissions. Graduate applicants, who are not 
eligible for admission, as defined elsewhere in this section may 
petition for admission. Additional information regarding p ti ­
tions for admission is available through the Office of Admis ions. 
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Credit Through Evaluation of Experiential 
Learning (CEfL) 
Students applying and/or admitted to any degree program at 
Governors State University, on either the undergraduate or 
graduate level, may apply for assessment of credit fOr prior learn­
ing th rough this process. The assessment is done by portfolio and 
can include, as well, credit assessed based on performance on 
standardized examinations, such as the College Level Examina­
tion Program (CLEP), the Proficiency Examination Program (PE P), 
and oth rs. This credit, if awarded, may be used to meet 
minimum admission criteria, or may be used to meel competen­
cies required for the degree program. For a limited number of 
students it may be possible to be admitted to a graduate program 
without having been awarded a bachelor's degree. Persons in­
terested in information regard ing application for admission or for 
credit under this program should contact the Office f Admis­
sions or the Board of Governors (BOG) Office of Assessment. 
Application for Readmission 
A reapplication and readmission to Governors State University, 
prior to registration, is required in the following Instances: 
1. 	 Ii a student has not been continuously enrolled based on the 
definition of a continuing student. If a student was on proba­
tion at the time of last enrollment, and Governors State 
Univer ity was the last institution attended, a petition is re­
quired with the application for readmission. (See policy on 
Readmission and Special Admission). 
2. 	 If a student has completed a degree (bachelor's/master's) at 
GSU and wishes to re-enter as a degree-seeking student in 
another program, or wishes to take classes as a student-at­
large. 
3. 	 If a student has been admitted as a student-at-Iarge or special 
nondegree student and is seeking admission to a degree pro­
gram. 
4. 	 If a student has been academically dismissed (suspended) 
from GSU. In this case the student may not enroll for one 
academic year (three Trimesters) and must petition for re­
admission at the time of reapplication. (See policy on Read­
mission' and Special Admission) . 
NOTE: Applications and additional credentials, if required for 
readmission to a degree program must be submitted in advance 
of the applicat ion/credential deadline for the Trimester in which 
enrollment is desired. 
Transfer Credit 
After admission to a degree program, a student will develop, in 
conjunct ion with his/her academic advisor, a student study plan. 
This study plan will detail the requirements for the degree. 
The transfer of credit toward the degree, at the upper division-or 
graduate level will also be indicated in the study plan. This deci­
sion to transfer credit toward degree requirements is made by the 
academic advisor. 
Ordinarily, an undergraduate student will complete 60 semester 
hours of work on the freshman/sophomore level , and 60 
semester hours of work on the junior/senior level to total 120 
semester hours - the minimum number of hours required for a 
bachelor's degree. Normally, therefore, no more than 60 
semester hours of freshman/sophomore level credit will be ap­
plied loward degree requirements. There is no course-by-course 
transfer of credit at this level. Hours earned at the junior/senior 
level and evaluation of freshman-sophomore level prere­
quisites/corequisite requirements are applied toward specific 
degree requirements on a course-by-course basis by the 
academic advisor. 
Appli cation of graduate level credit toward graduate re­
quirements is done on a course-by-course basis by the academic 
advisor. A minimum of 32 semester hours of graduate credit is re­
. qlJired for a masters degree. 
Both undergraduates and graduates must earn a minimum of 24 
semester hours of credit in residence at GSU to earn a degree 
from GSU. Board of Governors (BOG) degree-seeking students 
must have earned 15 semester hours of credit from a Board of 
Governors institution - also, up to 80 semester hours of 
freshman/sophomore level credit may be applied to a Board of 
Governors degree. 
Information for International 

Students 

Governors State University does not ha e a Un iversity Interna­
tional Student Office, and mo!>t special services traditionally of­
fered by such offices are not available. The admissions counselor 
for international students in the Office of Admissions is available 
to assist students in obtaining visas and legal documents, and to 
evaluate credentials. 
Since the University is a commuter institution, there are no dor­
mitories or 'student housing facilities on campus. Students are 
responsible for arranging their own hOUSing and transportation to 
and from the campus. Many students live in the immediate area 
or in Chicago and commute ei ther by car or train to GSU. 
University Policy on 

International Students 

Purpose 
This policy is to ensure that international students are adequately 
prepared academically in order to maximize the probability of 
their sucessful completion of the degree program to wh ich admis­
sion is sought. 
Definition 
An international student is defined. for the purposes of this 
policy, as anyone who is studYing in the United States under an 
F-1, F-2, )-1 or )-2 visa as specified by the Department of Immigra­
tion and Naturalization. 
Admission Requirements 
Academic Preparation 
To be considered for undergraduate admission, an international 
student applicant must have completed the equivalent of two 
years of university-level work at a regionally accredited institu­
tion of higher education in the United States. International stu­
dent applicants to gradu te programs must have completed a 
level of education equivalent to the baccalaureate degree from a 
regionally accredited institution 01 higher education in the 
United States. The director of Admissions and Student Recruit­
ment (or designee) will evaludte the applicant's credentials and 
determine if the applicant has mel IIgibi lity requirements for ad­
mission. 
language Proficiency 
All international applicants for admission must comply with the 
University Policy on English Language Proficiency, stated 
previously in this publication , prior to admission. 
Financial Statement 
All international applicants for adm ission must certify that ade­
quate funds are available 10 meet all tmancial needs for the length 
of time nec s ary to complete a full-time course of siudy leading 
to a degree. NOTE: The "Financial Statement-Certification of 
Finances" [arm i avalldble from the Office of A<.Imissions. 
The applicant mu~t review the" inanclal Statement" and com­
plete the "C rt ification of Finances" form on the re er e ~ide . 
The completed form. with supporting documentat ion required, 
must be submitted to the Oifi e of Admissions. No admission 
decision will be made until this certification process has been 
completed. Forms are available from the admi ions counselor 
for international students in the Office of Admissions. 
Procedures for Applicat ion and Admission 
1. 	 The completed application for admission should be submit­
ted to the Office of Admbsions, Governors State University, 
Park For 51 outh, tL 60466, with the following documents: 
a. 	 a completed "Certification of Finances" form with sup­
porti ng documentat ion , 
b. 	 an official TOEFL score report (see policy on English 
Languag Profi iency), 
c. 	 aead mic redentiab for evaluation, 
1) if the ,lpplicant has attended schools in the United 
Stales, and is seeking admission based on attendance 
only at such schools, official transcripts and other re­
quired credentials, (as indicated in the previous sec· 
tion "Credentials/Procedures Required for Admission 
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to the Degree Program") should be forwarded to the 
Office ot Admissions. 
2) 	 if the applicant has attended schools outside the 
United States and is seeking admission based solely, 
o r in part on such attendance, credentials should be 
submitted as indicated in the previous section, 
"Cri teria and Cr dentid ls/Procedures Required fbI" Ad­
II1I~sion to a Degree Program for Applicants with 
Credentials for Countries other than the United 
t.,te ." 
2. 	 All CI dentials for ~tudents applyi ng based on academic 
work completed outSide the United States must be received 
by the Offic of Admi~ Ion at least two months prior to the 
application and credential deadline for the Trimester for 
which the student is applyi ng. 
3. 	 Applicants on F·1 , or F-2 visas, based on their immigration 
status, are not eli j.\ible to enroll as students-at-larKe. 
4. 	 Applic,lf)ts on F-1, F-2 , or )-1 , )-2 vi sas are not eliBible to be 
classified as residents oi the !>tat of Illinois for tui tion pur­
pose~ , regardless of actual length of residence 10 the state of 
Illinois. 
Federal Authorization 
This institution is authorized under Federal law - ACT 101 (Al 
(15) (F); 18CFR2143 - to enroll non·immigran t, i111 n ~tudent s. 
Although applicants on )-1 or )·2 visas may enroll at GSU, (he 
University does not participate in the Exchang Vi itor Program 
and is not authorized to issue Form 0 P-66, which is reqUired to 
extend the )-1 visa status. 
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Registration 
For each Trimester, there are regular time periods during which 
students can regi ter, pay fee . andlor change their schedules. 
Continuln degree-seeking students (as defined under the " Con­
tinuing Students" definition in this ectionl. and new degree­
seeking studen admitted prior to th Admi sions' Appli ca­
tion/Credentia l deadline may register by ompleting the Registra­
tion Form distributed by the Registra r' s Office. College advisor ' 
signature~ are required on thi form before it will b -accepted by 
the Regi trar's Office . 
Registration Schedule 
Pick-Up and Fee Payment 
Every Trimester, shortly before the beginning of cl asses, students 
who registered come to the University to pick up their printed 
class chedule, make any adjustments, and pay fees. 
Open Registration 
On the day following Registration Schedule Pick-Up and Fee Pay­
ment, there is one day of Open Registration which permits newly 
admitted students, students-at-Iarge, and others who did not, or 
were unable to, participate in Registration to register for courses 
and pay fees. 
Students who had registered but could not come to the Universi­
ty to pick up thei r printed schedules and pay fees on the day of 
Registrat ion S hedule Pick-Up and Fee Payment may use this day 
to complete the registration proce <; and pay fees. 
NOTE : 1) At the end of this Open Registration day, any registra­
tions nOI picked up WIll be cancelled. 2) Registration and official 
enrollment in courses is not complete until all fees have been 
paid . 
Add/Drop and late. Registration 
For ten regularly scheduled class days, beginning with the first 
day of classes, any newly admitted or readmitted students may 
register and/or change the ir schedules. (If a student wishes to add 
a Block 2 course, only five regularly scheduled class days, begin­
ning with the first day of classes, are permitted for this purpose.) 
There is also a five-day AddlDrop period at the beginning of 
Block 3 courses. 
Student Enrollment Status: 

The number of credit hOllrs for which a student is enroll d deter­
mines enrollment statu!.: 
FULL-TIME ENROLLMENT - 12 or more hours in a Trimester. 
THREE-QUARTER TIME ENROLLMENT - 9-11 hours in a 
Trimester. 
HALF-TIME ENROLLMENT - 6-8 hour In a Trime ler. 
LESS THAN HALF-TIME ENROLLMENT - Fewer than 6 hours 
in a Trime ter. 
As a general rule. tudents should plan to spend two hour oul­
side of cla~s for each hour spent in class . Thus, a cla~ offered for 
three credit hours tor 15 weeks, requires of the student six hours 
per week in r reparallon for the c lass . 
In classes that me t for seven and one-half weeks, additional 
preparation time out~id of class should be planned. 
Students who are employed fu ll-time should not consider taking 
more credit hours than what they can handle during a Trimester. 
Most GSU stud nt· who are employed full-time take no more 
than two cour ·e. , or 5i n di t hours, each Trimester. 
Registration for 
Students-at-Large 
Students who wi~h to enroll in courses at Governors State Univer­
sity but do not intend to earn a degree may register as studentS-JI­
large. tudents-at-Iarge are not required to make formal applica­
tion to the Uni\ersity in advance of registration, and are thus ex­
empt from the normal application deadlines. 
To be eligible to regi ter, students-at-Iarge need only to sub tan­
tiate their academic lev I. Unde rgraduate students shou ld 
demonstrate their qualiiicJlion for upper division (junior/senior) 
cou rsework by presenting a tra nscript or transcripts showing at 
least 60 semester hours or 90 quarter hours or more of total col­
legiate work or the awaro of an associate's degree, from a 
regionally aecr dlted instItution of higher education, or by 
pre 'enting a co flY of their a~ sociate degree diploma. Graduates of 
other universities ~hou l d demonstrate their qualifications for 
graduate level (oursework by presenting transcripts reflecting the 
award of a degree, from a r gionally accredited institution of 
higher educatIon, or by presenting copies of their diplomas. 
(Credentials whIch are presented to certify admissibility will be 
returned Immediately to the st uden!.) After a student has 
registered at GSU, re-substantiation of eligibility will not be re­
quired for fu rther regi trations students-at-Iarge. 
Counselors in the Admission~ Office will be available during nor- . 
mal office hour to assist students-at-Iarge in selecting courses 
whIC h ar~ avalldbl clntl which meet their needs and interests. In 
addition, a special area will be set up at open registration to assist 
these ~tudf'nt in regi tering. 
Students-at-Iar e may register on the Open Registration day, or 
may participate in the AddlDrop - Late Registration period 
without a late tee. 
NOTE: Students-at -IJrge are not eligible for Financial Aid. 
Caution: Coursework completed as a student-at-Iarge is not 
automatically applicable to a degree program . The transfer of 
such courses is governed by polteie established by the deans and 
faculty of each Coll e~f;' . Call 'Rial representatives wil! be available 
at registration to a!> i t in the selection of the most beneficial 
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courses. Students-at-large are not eligible to earn any Governors 
State University degree. To earn a degree, the student must for­
mally apply, and be admilled , to a degree program . 
Audit Registration: Students 
or Community Members 
Students or community memb rs wishing to allend the meetings 
0; a course without earning aCddemic credit may register as 
auditors . 
Because the cuurses offer d at Governor ta t Un iversity are 
primarily Intended lor ~tuden t s registering for academic credit, 
aud itors may reglst r only dUring lale regi trdt iun periods (see 
academic ca lendar for d.lte l . and pay only a $5,00 service fee 
(per course); no late fee will be ass d. 
NOTE: A change from audit registration to full-cr dit registration 
or vice-versa must be accomplished by the end of the Add/Drop 
period. 
Special Registration Permission 
Special registration perm i ~ion is required when a student wi~hes 
to enroll for more than 16 hours during any Tnmester or rn ore 
than 9 hours in a single Block 2 or 3 (count half alue for Block I) . 
Special registration permission must be authorized in writin' on 
the registration form by the dean or authorized deSignee. 
University Hold List 
The University Hold Li t, adminl~t r d by the Registrar' s Office, 
i a means of identifying .tud nt· wllh unsati fied financial or 
academic obligation~ to the Univt'r.ity. Studen ts on the Hold List 
may not regIster and may not have their di plomas Iran cr ipts or 
other academic records released . 
Withdrawal Policy 
Official Withdrawal from Cour es A student may offiC ially 
withdraw from any or all course(s) through the nd of the tenth 
week of class .s for any Block 1 course or through the end of the 
fifth week in any Block 2 or Block 3 course by complettn the of­
ficial GSU w ithdraw I form , which must b submitted to the 
Registrar's 0 fiee on Or before the Sf") cifjed deadlin ~ published 
in the Catalog and each Trimester's Schedule o t" Clas. l'. dnd Infor­
mation Bulletin . 
The Registrar may offida lly withdraw a student from any or all 
courses consistent with established Board of Governors Regu/d­
tiom and University policies . 
Academic Record O ffi cal w ithdrawals will not be includ d In 
calculating a student's cumulative grade point average or 
academic good standing. 
Refunds and Procedure OffiCIal student or Un iversity 
withdrawals will be ubjl'<.t to the Univ rslty' s tuition refund 
policy and withdrawal procedure, which are tated in the 
Catalog and The Schedu le of Clas l'5 and In/urmation Bulletin. 
Deadli ne for W ithd rawals 0 withdrawals will be accepted after 
the specified deadl in s, un Ie s approved by the Regist rar. A stu­
dent must peti tion for e ception 10 writing to the R gi trar . In the 
event the appea l is rejected , the student may apr eal to the ap­
propri ilte Collegial dean/director. 
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Procedures for Withdrawal from 
Courses 
Student Initiated Withdrawal f rom Courses 
1. 	 The request for withdrawal must be made in writing by the 
student by completing the Withdrawal Form available in the 
Registrar's Office. 
2. 	 Such withdrawals will appear on the student' s academic 
record as "W" . 
3. 	 A student receiving any form of Finan ial aid who withdraws 
from a course(s) (pClrtial or tota l wit hdr wal) must ~ee a 
representative of the Fi nancial Aid Office for a review of 
his/her award. 
4 . 	 A student who totally withdraw s from all courses must have 
an It interview with a designated representative of the Stu­
dent Development Office. A student receiving any form of 
mancial aid or who has an outstanding indebtedness with 
the University must also have an exit interview with a 
representative of the Business Office. 
University Initiated Withdrawal from Courses 
1. 	 The Registrar may withdraw a student from all courses for 
nonpayment of tuition and fees, written and verified notifica­
tion of illness, disciplinary reasons, and for other reasons 
within established University policy. 
2. 	 The Reg! tra r's Office will notify the Student Development 
O ffice, Business Office, Financial Aid Office, and faculty 
member(s) of the withdrawal as appropriate. The ap­
propriate offices will contact the student regarding the 
withdrawal. 
3. 	 Such withdrawals will appear on the student's academic 
record as " X" (administrative withdrawal) and with an ap­
propriate message, e.g. , cancellation for nonpayment of 
fees . 
4. 	 Administrative withdrawals (X's) do not appear on the of­
ficial transcript. 
Exceptions to the Withdrawal Deadlines 
Appeals for exceptions to the withdrawal deadlines, if approved 
per the above Withdrawal Policy, must be received in the 
Registrar's Office no later than the last day of the Trimester in 
w hich the course(s) is scheduled, or the last day of the course, 
whichever comes first. 
Definition of a Continuing Student 
A continuing student at Governors State University is defined as 
any degree-seeking student whose continuous enrollment at 
GSU has not been interrupted for more than one consecutive 
Trimester. 
1. 	 Enrollment is defined as registration for academic credit or 
audit of one or more hours (noncredit programs/courses are 
excluded) : 
2. 	 Degree-seeking students are subject to the curricular re­
quirements in effect at the tim'e of their initial admission pro­
vided they maintain continuing student status. 
Policy on Curricular Requirements for 
Readmitted Students 
Any degree-seeking student readmitted to the University is sub­
je t to all admission, degree, and program requirements in effect 
at the time of readmission . 
Policy on Curricular Requirements for 
Intra-University Programmatic Changes 
Any degree-seeking, continuing student applying for a change 
from one College, program , major, and/or option to another Col­
lege, program, major, andl or option is subject to the admission, 
degree, and program requirements in effect in the new College, 
program, major, anc;lfor option at the time of change. 
Academic Credit Reporting 
General Information Academic credit i reported in three ways: 
(1) Student Status Report , (2) Crade Resubmittal Form, and (3) 
Officia l Transcripts (Is ued p~r student request). 
Student Status Reports Approximately one week after the end of 
each Trimester, the Registrar's O ffice malls to each student a Stu­
dent Status Report Indicating courses taken, grades received , 
credits earned and grade points . Also included in the report is a 
cumulative record for stuqent work completed at Governors 
State University. 
Grade Resubmittal Forms In cases where "I" (Incomplete) or 
" M" (Missing grade at the tim of grade pro essing) have been 
assigned to students for specific course, a Grade Resubmittal 
Form is printed and distributed to the iaculty immediately after 
Student Status Reports are mailed . U'pon completion of the 
coursework (at any time within 15 w eeks after the Tri mester has 
ended) , the faculty submit the Grade R submitlal Forms to the 
Registrar' s Office. Once each form i ~ processed, the Registrar's 
O ffice sends one copy of this form to the student indicating the 
appropriate letter grade designation . 
The " I" or "M" designation for a course must be changed to one 
of the assignable letter grades (see 5 ction on Grade and Letter 
Designations) within 15 weeks after the end of the Trimester. If 
not changed by the deadline, the " I" or " M" will be automatical­
ly converted to a "U" or "NC' depending upon the student's 
grading option (see section on Grading Policy) . 
This form is also used by the iaculty ii there is a grade change 
(i .e., "B" to "A" ). 
Official Transcripts Official tran cript5 are issued by the 
Registrar's Office upon the student' s written request. The first two 
transcripts are free; subsequent transcript are $2 .00 each. 
Two types of transcripts are avai lable to students. See the section 
entitled "Grading Policy" for a description of these two types of 
transcripts . 
Transcripts are not issued for students with outstanding financial 
obligations to the University or for students w ho have an Admis­
sions Office Hold. 
Graduation Requirements 
I. 	 Bachelor's Degree Requirements 
A. 	 The following are general minimum requirements only. 
Individual programs may have establi. hed additional re­
quirements beyond the minimums listed below. 
B. 	 General minimum req uirements for graduation include: 
1. 	 Completion of a minimum of 120 credit hours, in­
cluding lower division credit hours for admission and 
any upper division level transfer credit accepted, for a 
baccalaureate degree. 
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2. Completion of at least 24 credit hours of coursework 
2. 	Completion of at lea t 24 credit hours of coursework 
taken at Governors State University. 
Residency requirement wi thin collegial programs 
may be in excess ot 24 credi t hours if approved by Ih 
faculty, College, and University Vice Pre ident for 
Acad mi Affair . 
(See Section I. D entitled 'Additi onal Requirement 
for e ond, Third and Sub equent Bachelur' s 
degree~" for more inforrndtion on the residency re­
quirement.) 
3. 	 Students transferring from community coli g ~ dre re­
qUi red to complete a min imum of 60 semester hour5 
of credit while enrolled at Governors State Univer~ily. 
4. 	 St udents tran f rr ing from four year colleges and 
univer5ilje~ Wilh 60 semester hours are required to 
complete a minimum of 60 semester hours of credit 
while enrollE'd al Governors State University. 
C. 	 Add itioncll pol icies relal d to bachelor's degree re­
quirements in lu(ie : 
1. 	 Community college credit in excess of 60 semester 
hours or in excess of the number of semester hours 
translerred, shal l be accepted as upper division work 
only In tho'e instances where a student can satisfy the 
cour e lev I competencies in a GSU college and the 
credit em therefore be established according to GSU 
pro edure . 
2_ 	Students transferring from four year colleges with over 
60 semester hours of credit must have excess credit 
evaluat d in terms of the relationship of the credit to 
the st udent's program and major. If such credits satisfy 
term inal competencies within the student's program , 
they are Iran ~ierable. 
D. 	 ddltional requirements for second, third, and subse­
quent bachelor's degrees 
An undergrad uate student must: 
I . 	 Earn a minimum of 24 credit hours in residency ior the 
n w program not to include credit hours earned 
toward the first degree. 
2. 	 Complete all requirements of the second, or ap­
propriate de 'ree program. 
3. 	 Satisfy the appropriate requirements of the laws of the 
tal of illinOIS. 
4. 	 Have been admitted into the program in which they 
expect to receive their degrees and must: at the time 
of 5ubmill ing the graduation application, be currently 
adm itted in that program. 
II. 	 Master' s Degree Requirements 
A. 	 The following are general minimum requirements only . 
Individual program~ may have established additional re­
quirements b yond the minimums listed below. 
1. 	 Cumpletion of a minimum of 32 credit hours including 
a maximum of eight semester credit hours of graduate 
level Iran fer credit for a master's degree. 
(NOTE: A ludent earning both a bachelor 's and 
master' degree at Governors State University must 
complete a minimum of 152 cred it hours, including 
transfer credit accepted toward both degree .) 
taken at Governors State University. 
Residency requirements within Collegial programs 
may be in excess of 24 credit hours if approved by the 
iacu lty, College, and University Vice President of 
Academic Affairs. 
(See Section 2, D entitled "Additional Requirements 
for Second, Third , and ubsequent Master's Degrees" 
for more information on the residency requirernent.) 
3. 	A minimum of 12 credit hou rs must be in graduate 
ourse (numbered 8000·999) . 
4. 	 Preparation of a the is, performance oi a project , in­
te rnship or practicum, or in some other w ay 
demonstrate integraUon of graduate work pursued 
that is accepted by a ommiUee of three program 
faculty approved to teach one or more graduate only 
courses (number d 80oo-9999l. 
C. 	 Additional policies related to master's degree re­
quirements inc lude: 
1. 	 Graduate credit from another university in c~s of 
eight sem ester hours shal l be accepted toward the 
Master of Arts degree at Governors State University 
only in tho e instances where a student can sati ty the 
course level competencies approved for Ih Ir program 
and the credit can lhereforp b e!>tabli hed in ac­
cordance with GSU pro edures. 
2. 	 Experiential learning credi t hall be limited to th 
graduate competencies of the program in which cred it 
is granted . The maximum credits allowed are eight (8) 
credit hours. 
3. 	 Credit applied toward a prior degree, graduate or 
undergraduate, cannot be used for graduate credit in a 
current graduate program in which the !.tud nt is 
enrolled . 
D. 	 Additional requirements for second, third and sub e­
quent master' s degrees 
A graduate student must: 
1. 	 Earn a minimum of 32 credi t hours for a graduate 
degree unless the College/Schoool andlor DiVision 
Ihave established and promu lgated a higher number 
of credit hours. If the latter clau e pertains, then the 
minimum of credi t hours for a graduate degree w ill be 
that established by the CollegeJSchool and DIvision . 
2. 	 In fulfilli ng the minimum redit hour requirements (or 
a graduate degree, graduate student must earn a 
minimum of 24 cred it hou rs. This residency require· 
ment shall apply to each degree sought (i .e., tuden~ 
seeking a second, third , or sub equent graduate 
degree from GSU must earn an additional 24 credit 
hours in residence at GSU .) 
3. 	 Have been admitted into the program in which they 
expect to receive their degree and must. at the lime oj 
submitting the graduation application, be currently 
admitted in that program. 
E. 	 Graduate credit earned at undergraduate level 
Undergraduate stud nts in 1he last Trimester of their 
studies may elect to enroll for graduate credit in courses 
totaling a maximum of nine (9) credit hour beyond the 
Bachelor of Arts requirements. 
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III. 	Academic Good Standing Requirements - Bachelor's and 
Master' s Oegrees 
A. 	 Students must be in Academic Good Standing in order to 
receive a degree . 
B. 	 In order to determine Academic Good Standing. can · 
dldate for graduation must have the appropriate teller 
grades IA. B, C, D, U, P, or NC) for all credit hours, elec­
tive, or required taken Fall 1979 Or later. 
C. 	 Incomplete : 
1. 	 Students must have any Incompletes (HI" ) for any 
courses, required or necessary for graduation, chang­
ed to a final letter grade by the end of the graduation 
processing date or their application for graduation will 
be automatically cancelled for that Trimester. The end 
of the graduation processing date is two weeks after 
the end of the Trimester in which the student applied 
for a degree. 
2. 	 Students taking additional coursework, beyond that 
required or necessary for the degree sought, must 
have il minimum grade point average required for 
graduation for all coursework pursued (including 
courses in which there are any outstanding In­
completes) by the end of the graduation processing 
date, or their application for graduation will be 
automatically cilncelled for that Trimester. 
D. 	 Candidates for graduation who have maintained continu­
ing student status since Spring/Summer 1979 must have a 
75 percent completion ratio based on all coursework at­
tempted. 
E. 	 Students who have been admitted or readmitted to the 
University Fall 1979 or later must have a cumulative GPA 
of 2.00 (u ndergraduate) or 3.00 (graduate) . 
F. 	 If the completion ratio and/or GPA is below the minimum 
required, the student's graduation application will be 
cancelled. 
G. 	 Undergraduate students who have maintained continu­
ing student status since Spring/Summer 1979 must have a 
cumulative GPA of 2.00, if they have attempted 12 or 
more credit hours for traditional letter grades (A, B, C, D, 
U) . 
H. 	 Graduate students who have maintained continuing stu­
dent status since Spring/Summer 1979 must have a 
cumulative grade point average of 3.00 if they have at­
tempted six (6) or more credit hours for traditional letter 
grades (A, B, C, D, U). 
IV. 	 Other University Requirements - Bachelor's and Master's 
Oegrees 
Prior to receiving a degree candidates for graduation must: 
\ 
A. 	 Demonstrate that all degree competencies have been 
met as defined in the Student Study Plan . 
B. 	 Meet any University financial obligations and remove any 
administrative holds. 
C. 	 File an Application for Graduation and pay the gradua­
tion fee. 
D. 	 Credits earned and applied toward any degree previously 
earned may not be applied toward a second or additional 
degree. Students pursu ing two or more degrees 
Simultaneously may not apply the same credit toward 
more than one degree. 
NOTE: Deadlines for submission of Applications for 
Graduation to the Collegial/Degree Program Office are as 
follows: 
Graduation Date: December April August 

Application Date: Oc.tober 1 February 1 June 1 

V. 	 Board of Gove.rnors Bachelor of Arts Degree Program 
The Board of Governors Bachelor of Arts Degree Program 
has somewhal different degree requirements from those 
stated above . See the section in this Calil.log on this program 
to determine degree requirements. 
Graduation Application Procedures 
There are three graduation dates per year: December, April, and 
August. Students intending to graduate s.hould make application 
for graduation, in consultation with the academic advisor, 
through their College or degree program in accordance with 
established deadlines (see deadline dates above) . Specific infor­
mation regarding procedures for graduation can be obtained 
through the Registrar's Office. 
Pertinent information related to processing and approving 
graduation applications appears below. 
1. 	 Students are eligible to apply for graduation in the last 
Trimester of coursework toward the spec ific degree program 
in which they are currently admitted. Graduation applica­
tions will not be accepted from students who have more 
than 16 accumulative credit hours outstanding. This restric­
tion does not apply to those students woo have received 
written permission from the dean or director of thei r School 
or College to register for more than 16 credi t hours in the 
Trimester of graduation. 
2. 	 Deadline dates for submitting applications are published in 
each Trimester' s Schedule of Cia se and (he University 
Catalog. 
3. 	 Graduation applicat ions and the Student Progress Report 
Form are available from the Registrar's Office or from the 
collegial records offices. 
4. 	 The completed graduation application and Student Progress 
Report Form, with the advisor's signature, are to be returned 
to the collegial offices for review by the deadline date 
published in this Catalog or each Trimester's Schedule of 
Classes. Failure to accomplish Ihi by the published 
deadlines may result in a del:JYof one Trimester for a student 
receiving their degree. 
S. 	 Candidates having upper divi ion/graduate level transfer 
credit must submit a completed form, "Transfer Credit Ac­
cepted Toward Degree" Form to the College at the time of 
application. 
6. 	 Approximately one month after graduation applications are 
due in the Colleges, approved graduation applications and 
forms are sent to the Registrar' s Office. 
7. 	 Graduation counselors in the Regi strar's Office review Stu­
dent Progress Report Forms for com pletion of degree re­
quirements and adherence 10 University regulations regard­
ing graduation. The graduation counselors will acknowledge 
receipt oi applications and accompanyi ng documents by 
notifying st udents of the application fee, graduation 
clearance procedure, and any outstanding requirements yet 
to be completed. 
8. 	 When all degree requirements have been met prior to the 
end of the graduation processing date, the Registrar's Office 
notifies students of graduation by sending a copy of an unof­
ficial transcript indicating the degree awarded. 
9. 	 Notification or failu r to complete degree requ irements : 
a. 	 Students failing to complete any degre requ irements by 
the end of the graduation prace sing date wi ll have their 
graduation application cancelled. The original graduation 
appli alion and review of requirements will be returned 
to tl)(> student. 
b. 	 Students who h. ve had their Applications for Graduation 
cancelleo must reapply for a subsequent Trimester by the 
date published In the UniverSity Catalog or that 
Trlme t r' Schedu/~ of Classes. 
10. 	 Subsequent Applications: Students intendi ng to enroll in 
another degree program subsequent to graduation are reo 
quired to apply and be admitted to that new program prior 
to any fu rther registration activity. 
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Commencement 
Commencement takes place once a year in June. Participation is 
optional. Diplomas are awarded only upon verification of com· 
pletion of all degree requirements, and satisfaction of all financial 
obligations to the University. 
tudents w ho have formally graduated in August or December of 
the previous year, or are candidates for graduation in April of the 
current year \ ill have the 0J.lfJortunity to participate in the com· 
mencement eremonies in lune. 
Fu rther inlormation concerning commenc menl w ill be sent to 
tho~e graduates Or candiddte~ for graduation in Apri l. 
Graduating students _ hould conlactthe University Placem nt Of· 
fie regarding s rvices avai lable . 
Change of Student Information 
Personal All changes in information ( uch as name. address, etc.) 
should be reported to the Registrar's Office on the appropriate 
form. 
Academic Students wishing to change their College, program, 
major, or advisor should complete Ch.mge of Student Informa· 
tion Forms available in their collegial/degr e program office. 
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Fi nancial Information 
In planning to attend Governors State University, a student 
should expect the following typical expenses for the academic 
year: tuition and general fees, $1,278.00 (u ndergraduate), 
$1,404.00 (graduate); room $1520 (estimated); board, $2200.00 
(estimated): books and supplies, $400.00. In addition, allowances 
should be added to these figures for personal expenses, medical 
insurance, transportation, and extra charges for special curricula. 
Tuition and Fees 
On-Campus 
Tuition Schedule 
Undergraduate Tuition 
Illinois 
Resident 
Non-lUinois 
Resident 
Full· Time (12 hours or more) .. ... ... $411 .00 . ... $1 ,233.00 

Part-Time (per hour) .. .. .. . .. ... .. . . . 34.25 . ... ... 102.75 

Graduate Tuition 
Full-Time (12 hours or more) . . ..... .. 453.00 . . .. . 1,359.00 
Part-Time (per hour) . ... .... ...... .. . 37.75 .. ..... 113.25 
Off-Campus 
Tuition Schedule 
Undergraduate Tuition 
Full-nme (12 hours or more) ... ..... . 513.00 ... . .. 1539.00 
Part-Time (per hour) ... .. . . ... .. . . ... 42.75 .. .. . .. 128.25 
Graduate Tuition 
Full-Time (1 2 hours or more) . .. . . .... 567.00 ... . .. 1701.00 
Part-nme (per hour) ... . . .. ... .... ... 47.25 . . ..... 141.75 
Fee Schedule 
Per Per 7Yl-Week 
Trimester Block 
•Audit Fee (per course) . . . .. . . . ..... $ 5.00 .. . .... $ 5.00 

*Graduation Fee - BA ... ... .... . ... 10.00 .... .... 10.00 

*Graduation Fee - MA ........... .. . 15.00 .... ... . 15.00 

• Late Fee .. ... ... .... ... .... .... .. 10.00 .... . ... 10.00 

"Parking Fee ... .... . . . . . . .... .... .. 9.00 ..... ... . 9.00 

Student Activity Fee . ... .... .. . .. .. . 15.00 .. . ...... 7.50 
·Non-Refundable 
· ·Sludents regi stering only for Block 2 must purchase a Trimester 
parking permit for $9.00; they may redeem the permit at the end 
of Block 2 for a refund. 
Student Level 
Upper division rates apply to undergraduate students for whom 
the combination of acceptable transfer credits and credits suc­
cessfu lly completed at the University equals 60 or more semester 
hours. 
Graduate rates apply to all students holding a baccalaureate 
degree whether their admission status be regular, irregular, 
degree, nondegree, provisional, conditi onal, or special and to 
students-at-Iarge with a degree. 
Student level shall be determined based on credjts earned 
through the end of the term preceding that term for which a stu­
dent is being billed. Courses in progress and course changes 
(adds and drops) during the student's current term do not affect 
the class level of the student for that term. 
Coursework completed before the end of an academic term will 
not change a student's class level during that term of enrollment. 
If delayed posting or retroactive changes to a student's record af­
fect the class level of a currently enrolled student, the student will 
be billed or refunded any difference in tuition rates for the cur­
rent term, but tuition adjustments for previous terms will not be 
made. 
If the acceptance of addit ional transfer c.redit for admission or 
degree purposes after a student's enrollment affects his/her class 
level, the student will be billed for the difference in tuition rates 
for the current term only. 
Off-Campus Tuition 
Off-campus rates apply to students enrolled in courses taught at 
locations other than the mai n campus and for coursework by 
mail, radio, television, or newspaper. 
Descri ption of Fees 
Student Activity Fee These fees are placed in a special account 
called the Student Activity Fund. This fund is used to support co­
curricular student activity programs. Some of the activities and 
programs receiving funding support are: 
Special Cultural Entertainment 
Student Senate 
Student Clubs and Organizations 
Child Care Center 
Student Activities Resource Center 
Women's Resource Center 
INNOVATOR 
GSU Jazz Band & Chorale 
GSU Short-term l oan 
Collection of this Student Activity Fee is requi red by the Board of 
Governors for all schools in the system. 
Audit Fee The audit fee is assessed for students who wish to at­
tend the meetings of a course but do not wish to receive 
academic credit. 
Health Insurance Fee Participation in the health insurance pro­
gram is no longer mandatory. Information on an optional health 
insurance plan is available in the Student Development Office. 
l ate Fee This applies to students who register and pay fees after 
April 29, and to students paYing tuition via the installment 
method who do not pay the balance due on time. 
Payment of Fees 
All registration fees must be paid prior to or during the academic 
term to which they apply. Students registering for twelve or more 
credit hours may take advantage of the installment payment 
method. Fifty percent of tuition and all fees must be paid during 
registration. The balance of tuition must be paid not later than the 
Friday before the start of Block 3. 
Students must pay thei r tuition and fees as stipulated or their 
regist ration will be cancelled and all classes will be dropped. 
Registration and official enrollment in courses is not complete 
unti l all tuition and fees have been paid. 
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Residency Classification Rules 

To be considered a re-s ident a student must have lived in Illinois 
for a period of at lea t six consecutive- months immediately 
preceding the beginning 01 any term for w hICh hel he registers at 
the University, and must continuE' to mainta in a bona fide 
residence in the slale . 
A person who is not a cilizen oi the United States of America, to 
be considered a reSident , must have p rmanenl resident statu~ 
with the United ~Iate~ Imm igration and Naturalization Service 
and must also meet and comply wi th ali other applicable re­
quirement of the e regulations to establish resident Sldtu . 
In reque~ting a ch.mge of their non-resident status to resident 
status, stunent will be required to provide satI f ctory evidence 
to the Registrar 's Dfiiee of in-state residency in compliance with 
the above re idency classification rules. 
For more detailli, consult Board of Governors Regulations, Sec-. 
tion IV C. under Academic PoliCIes in this Catalog. 
Refunds 
The UniverSity IS authorized to grant refunds in accordance with 
the followi ng Board of Governors Regulations (Sec. V. M. 7 and 
sec. V, .5) : 
Specifi BOdrd of Governors approval shall be required for any re­
fund of mandatory fees other than those listed below. The term 
"refund' as used in this r gu lat ion may mean the cancellation of 
an unpaid obligation as well as an actual refund of amounts 
preViously paid . 
1. 	 A student who has registered and officially withdraws in ac­
cordance with e tablished university procedures from the 
univer~ i ty shall receive a refund of all mandatory fees' in­
cluding any deJ ance deposit thereon. A student who official­
ly wit hdraws in accordance with established university pro­
cedures after the tenth day but before the twenty-first day of 
regularly scheduled classes, shall receive a refund of one­
half of all mandatory fees including advance deposits 
thereon . The university may designate shorter refund 
period~ for ~ummer session, special courses, and short 
cour~e~. 
2. 	 A student may receive a refund of mandatory fees if a 
scholarship is awarded wh ich covers those fees . The applica­
lion for rf'iund must be made no later than 60 calendar days 
after the clo~e of the session. 
3. 	 A ~tudent 511all receive a refund of mandatory fees if 
declared ineligible by the university for enrolled status prior 
to the first day of r gula rly scheduled classes. 
4. 	 A student who changes from full-time to part-time status on 
or before the tenth day of regularly scheduled classes, shall 
receive a refund of all mandatory fees not applicable to part­
time statu . A ~tudent receiving a refund of fees will not be 
eligible for activi ties and benefits covered by such fees. 
5. 	 A student may receive a refund of insurance fees if. within 
the first ten days of regu larly scheduled classes, the student 
demonstrates equal or better insurance coverage. 
6. 	 Pu rsuant to guidelines established by each university, the 
President or the Pr ident's deSignee may authorize the re­
fund of part or all of a student's mandatory fees because of 
the student ' death or dbability, extreme hardship, or institu­
lional rror. 
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Board of Governors approval is required 10 refund fees which are 
established by the Board. This approval may be by regulation or 
by specific action. 
The universities may establish refund procedures as appropriate 
lor fees not requiring Board approval. 
100% REFUNDS In accordance with Board of Governors policy, 
students who drop courses on or before the tenth day of regularly 
scheduled classes for a Trimester or Block will be entitled to a full 
refund of tUi tion and fees. Refund periods are listed in the 
Academic Calendar. 
50"10 REFUNDS In accordance with Board 0 1 Governors policy, 
students who compl tely withdraw from the University (that is. 
withdraw from a/l course and terminat their ~tudent status) after 
the tenth day but before the twenty-fir t day of regula rly schedul­
ed classes for a Trimester or 610 k are entitled to a 50% refund of 
tuition and fees. Refund periods are listed in the Academic Calen­
dar. 
Refunds are mailed via (heck approximately thre . (3) weeks from 
the request date. Bot h Visa and Ma ter Card refunds are process­
ed for account credit within three (3) day of th request date. 
Payment Via Credit Card 
As a convenience to students, the Univer ity now accepts tuition 
and fee payment via Master Card or VISNBank AmeriCard credit 
cards. 
Financial Aid 
Purpose of Financial Aid Program. To help defray the costs 

associated with obtaining a University education, the Financial 

Aid Office administers and coordi nates funds for disbur al to 

eligible students. The total costs for attendance are considered 

when making a financial aid commitment. In addition to its own 

funds, Governors State University participates in all federal pro­

grams including the Pell Grant Program. Residents of Ill i nois are 

also eligible to receive state scholarship and loan awards. The 

following assistance may also be available to eligible applicants. 

PELL GRANT 

Pell Grants (formerly Basic Grants) are available to students with 

financial need . The higher the need, the high r the grant per 

academic year. Yearly awards are divided and distributed to 

students via two checks each Trimester. You must be enrolled at 

least half-time, 6 hours per Trimester, to recei e a Pell Grant and 

at least 12 hours per Trimester to receive fu ll payment. 

SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT 

Up to $2000 per year for undergraduates enrolled at least half­

time with demonstrated exceptional need. 

COLLEGE WORK-STUDY PROGRAM 

Hourly wages for 10 to 25 hours per week employment at public 

(including GSU) and non-profit agencies, for at least half-time 

students in financial need. 

NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOAN 

Financial need is a criterion for these loans for at least half-time 

students, to be repaid within 10 years of completion of ed ucation 

at 5% interest on unpaid balances. Contact the Office of Financial 

Aid for further information . 

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION (G .I. BILL) 

Monthly income for up to 45 months for veterans who have 

served at least six months, amount determined by dependents 
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and whether full or part-time enrolled. 
ILLINOIS STATE SCHOLARSHIP COMMISSIO MONETARY 

AWARD 

Up to four year of tui tion for eligi ble undergraduate Illinois 

residents attending on at least a half-time basiS. 

ILLINO IS MILITARY SCHOLARSHIP 

Tuition and Fees for veterans who resided in Illinois prior to ser­

vice, and who r turned to Ill inois immediately following 11 

discharge other than dishonorable after at least one year of ser­

vice_ 

ILL! 015 GUARANTEED LOAN PROGRAM 

Eligibltudenls may borrow up to $3000 per year for educa­

tional expenses, to be repaid al 9% simple il1lerest over a five to 

ten year period beginning 6 months after fu ll -time enrollment 

ends. 

ILL! 01 5 GEN ERAL ASSEMBLY TUITION WAIVER 

APplications processed by state Senators' and Representatives' 

offices in residence legislative district. 

DEPARTMENT OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION 

Tuition scholar hip and partial upport for books and livi ng e ­
pense , applitiltion processed by slate DVR office. 

ADULT AN D SPECIAL EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP 

Tuition waivers for eligible students specializing in adult and 

sp cial education . 

COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION BOARD SCHOLARSHIP 

Scholarship available to minority students currently at communi­

ty colleges, but who intend to transfer to a senior institution. 

GSU INSTITUTIONAL TUITION WAIVER 

Three type3 are available: 

1. ior financially disadvantaged students. 
2. for finan la lly disadvantaged foreign students. 
3. 	 for extra-curri cular talent (in athletics and recreation , 
leadership and service, communication arts, and creative, 
fine and performing arts) not restricted to those in financial 
ned . 
GSU SHORT TERM LOAN 

loans of up to $300, to be repaid within three months. For 

degree-seeking students in temporary financial duress who are 

cu rrently enrolled . 

GSU EMERGENCY FUNDS 

Awards of up to $150 for exceptional circumstances, for students 

who could not continue to attend GSU without such assistance. 

This grant is prOVided , in part, by a donation from the Alumni 

Association . 

STUDENT TO STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP 

Up to $300 per academic year of monies donated by GSU 

students and matched by state funds, available to full-time, 

IllinOis-residing, undergraduate students in financial need. 

INSTITUTIONAL PART-TIME JOB 

Limited numbers of these are available to students with special 

skills and experience in needed areas. 

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION 

Limited cooperative education experiences are available at the 

Uni ersity, coordinated through the respective Colleges. 

AMERICAN LOGISTICS ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP 

For an academic year, cash stipend awarded to the student who 

demonstrates the ability and desire to enter an area in the 

logistical field . For criteria for eligibility contact the Office of 

Financial Aid. 

COMMUNITY COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP 

Merit based scholarsh ip annually awarded for two years to Com­

munity College stud en from participating area community col­

leges. Will cover tuition and fees, books and supplies and 

transportation expenses. 

Participating colleges: 
Moraine Valley Community College 
Thornton Community College 
Prairie Stale College 
Kankakee Com munity College 
Joliet Junior College 
Olive-Harvey College 
Kennedy- King Co llege 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIP 
Graduate students must be accepted for admission into a degree 
program or currently enrolled at GSU. Since requi rements vary 
with each program, graduate students should contact the Dean of 
the College of their degree program. 
FEDERAL ASSISTANCE fO THE HANDICAPPED 
Amount varie • determined by need; conlact Financial Aid Office 
for further information. 
SENIOR CITIZEN TUITION WAIVER 
Students who are 65 years or older, or are 60-64 years of age and 
are not working full time, or are retired. 
Students applying for financial aid are considered for all programs 
for which they are eligi ble. The amount of financial aid awarded 
is generally a combi nation of grant. loan, and employment, and 
is based on the financial need of the student eed is determined 
by subtradl ng the resources of the student and his or her parents' 
contri bu ti on from the total student expenses, The parents' con­
tribution is estimated on the basis of the amount of their income 
and assets as well as a consideration of taxes, unusual expenses, 
and other liabi lities of the fam ily. An independent, objective, na­
tionally recognized method of analysis developed by the College 
Scholarship Service of the College Board is used to evaluate the 
family's financial · circumstances. All financial aid awards to 
students are determined by i he O ffice of Student Financial Aid . 
Procedures for Applying for Financial 
Aid 
Students should apply for fi nancial aid by submitting a Fim;lOcial 
Aid Form (FAF) to the College Scholarship Service. These may be 
picked up at the Governors State University Finan lal Aid Office. 
May 1 has been set as a priority date for students applying for aid 
for the a ademic year begi nning in the fall. Students who have 
completed their application files by this date will receive primary 
consideration for financial aid, if they quali fy . 
Applications received after May 1 will be processed on a first­
corne first-served basis until funds have been exhausted. 
The FAF may also be used to apply for the PELL Grant Program if 
applicable. The FAF may be obtained from a high school 
guidance office or by wri ting to the Office of Student Financial 
Aid. Students should specify 1263 as the code number for Gover­
nors State University in the appropriate section of the FAF. 
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A letter explaining the award decision and giving information 
about aid offered wil l be sent to each student who applies prior to 
the deadline dates speci fied above. 
A student must reapfJly for financial aid each academic year . 
However, aid usually continues at the same level each year, 
unless a student's re ourees or hiS or her expected parents' con­
tribution h,mge . 
To be eligibl for financicil assl!>tance at G , a st udent must : 
1. 	Be a lltilen of the Unit d tales or be In the United 

States for other than a temporary purpo and intend to 

b come a permanent (e Ident. 

2. 	Be admitted at GSU a a degre -se king student. 
3. 	 Be at lea t a half-time student (6 hours each Trimester). 
4. 	 Be in ( ademic Good Standing and making atisfactory 
progrt!ss In the cou rse of study in which you are enrolled 
in order to reid'" ligibHity. 
5. 	 Not be in default on a National Direct/Defense Student 
l oan, Guaranleed Loan, or Federally Insured Student Loan 
(FISl) borrowed tor enrollment at GSU . 
Veterans Affairs 
Veterans Afflairs administer'; al l veteran-related services and pro­
grams at Govt'rnor~ Stat and ~ es the student veteran by pro­
viding advising and cou nseling as well as the necessary informa­
tion and cerl itkation regarding the various veterans benefits . 
The two mo~t commonly used benefits are the Federal G.I. Bill 
progrdm and the Ilhnois Veterans Scholarship, which may be 
used concurrently . 
The G.I Bill is a fed rally funded program which provides educa­
tional ben fil to veterans. The eligibility requirements include: 
1. 	 VetE'rans must have 181 or more days of active duty in the 
U.S. Armed Forces. 
2. 	 Veteran~ mu t u ~e benefits within ten years of release from 
actrve duty. 
3. 	 Vet ran!> must have been discharged under conditions other 
han di honor.Jble. 
Th Iliinoi. Vet rans Scholarship, funded by the State of Illinois, 
provi de~ v teran' cholarships to cover tuition and fees for eligi­ 0 
ble \eterans attending state supported institutions of higher 
education. The eli ibd ity requir!:'ments include: 
1. 	 One year or more 01 active duty if discharged after August 

11 , 1967 (less thdn on year if before that date). 

2. 	 A di harge other than dishonorable. 
3. 	 Illinois residE'ncy prior to entering military service and 
return to Illinois within 6 months after discharge. 
4. Ser ice on or before May 7, 1975. 

Ot er J.lrogr.l/n~ includ the V.A. work-study program, V.A. 

tutori ,, 1a '~istance, di charge upgrading dnd liaison ~ rvices be­
tween the veteran and the V.A. 
Veteran Afiair i located in the Financial Aid area . The office 
hours are 8:30-5 :00, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and 
8: 30-7:30 Tuesday and Thursday. 
Air Force ROTC Program 
Students at Governors tate University can enroll in the Air Force 
Financial Information 
ROTC program through a "Cross-Town" agreement between 
Governors State University, Illinois Institute of Technology, and 
Air Force ROTC Del. 195. Air Force Aerospace Studies are 
available to undergraduate and graduate students with at least 
two years of full-time study remaining . Interested and qualified 
men and women may earn commissions as Second Lieutenants 
in the U. . Air Force upon graduation and completion of Air 
Force ROTC Scholarships (paying fu ll tuition and fees, all text­
book costs, and $100 monthly subsistence allowance) are 
available to both und rgradu ate and graduate students. Those 
ad ts qUdhfied and sel ting pil t traini n will r ceive 25 hours 
of free flying time rluring their last year in the program. 
Credits earned through the Air Force ROTC program will be 
eval uated tor applictltion toward a GSU degre wi thin the 
guidel ines of the student'~ ~tudy plan and the relevancy of com­
petencies attained to the student's degree requirements. The 
courses in the program are taught on the campus of the Illinois In­
stitute of Technology. 
The two-year program consists of one paid six-week summer field 
training encampment and the four-semester Protes ional Officers 
Course (POC) . Participants are selected from qualtiied volunteer 
applicants. Application for the program should be made no later 
than the month of March prio r to GSU enrollment in the fall. All 
successful applicants will be required to omplete th six-week 
summer field training before nrol lment in th Fall Trimester. Ad­
ditional information about this program may be obtained by 
writing: 
Department of Aerospace Studies 
AFROTC D tachment 195 (AU) 
Illinois Institute of Technology 
Chicago, Illinois 60616 
or you may call (312)567-3525, 
or visit 
Detachment 195 
AFROTC (AU) 
3201 	 South Michigan Av nue 
Chicago, Illinois 60616 
\) 
S\'\ 
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Academic Policies 
Student Responsibility for 
Understanding Degree Requirements, 
Academic Rules and Regulations 
Each student is responsible for: 1) knowing and understanding 
the degree requirements for the program in which he/she is 
enrolled. and 2) enrolling in courses wh ich meet his/her degree 
requirements and insure an orderly progression of work. 
Also. each student is responsible for understanding and abiding 
by the University's ru les and regulations regarding admissions, 
registration , w ithdrawa l, grading policy, academic probation and 
suspension, and financial aid, if applicable. 
Grading Policy 
A policy for providing grades for academic work went into effect 
beginning with the Fall Trimester, 1979. Grades provide aca­
demic evaluations desired and needed by many students. Grades 
are also the basis for determining academic standing. 
POLICY 
1'. 	 At the completion of the work for a course, a letter grade will 
be determined by the instructor. The basis for each grade 
shall be clearly described in the course syllabus. 
Two options are open to the instructor: 
a. 	 Grades may be based on competencies achieved. 
The highest grade must clearly distinguish the added 
difficulty or complexity of the competencies re­
quired. 
b. 	 Grades may be based on normative data as estab­
lished for the program but not for specific sections of 
the course. 
2. 	 The following letter grades shall be used: 
A- Superior performance or highest level of competen­
cy achieved. 
B- Above average performance or competency 
achievement of more complexity or difficulty than a 
"C" level competency. 
C- Average performance or typical com petency 
achievement accepted for the course. However, in­
dividual graduate programs have tne option of not 
accepting courses with this level of com pete"cy 
toward a degree. 
D - Achievement of competencies at a marginal level. 
However, individual programs have the option of 
not accepting specified courses of the program with 
this level of competency toward a degree . 
u- Unsatisfactory achievement of competencies as 
specified in the syllabus. 
P- (Pass) Achievement of competencies as specified In 
the syllabus. This grade does not count in grade 
point computation. 
NC- No credit earned in a course taken under the 

PassINo Credit grading option. 

Other codes may be used (e.g., I for incomplete, W for official 
student withdrawal) to identify the status of the stu­
dent in the course. (See section on "Grades and Letter Designa­
tions." ) 
3. 	 Programs may request to use the Pass/No Credit grading op­
tion for all students for a specific course if the giving of 
grades can be demonstrated as a problem for the learning 
environment. The request must be approved by a Uni­
versity-wide committee as designated by the governance 
system. These courses will not be included in the grade 
point computation. 
4. 	 An undergraduate student may choose to take any graded 
eledive course on a pa sIno cred it ba is up to a maximum of 
12 credit hours. ThiS option is not open when the student is 
enrolled in a program that requires the specific course for 
graduation or the course is one of two or more that are listed 
by the program as meeting required program competencies 
for graduation. Grades shall be given by the instructor for 
students selecting this option and permanently recorded by 
the Registrar's Office. However, the grade will not be 
entered on the student's transcript but will be available if the 
student transfers to another program in which a grade is re­
quired. Courses taken on a PassiNo Credit option will not be 
included in the grade point computation . 
5. 	 The completion of the work ior a Course sha ll be within 
these limits: 
a. 	 The student has one Trimester after the end of the 
Trimester in which the course i listed to turn in unfin­
ished work, provided a reasonable amount of participa­
tion has been demonstrated during the course as 
specified in the course syllabus. Beyond that time, a stu­
dent may petition, in writing, the College or chool for an 
extension of time. Extensions will be granted only for ex­
traordinary and compelling rea ons that precluded the 
student's timely completion of outstanding coursework . 
The same criteria of quality will apply for work turned in 
throughout the period during which work is accepted. 
After the deadline for submitting work has passed in grad­
ed courses, an incomplete wil l become a "U" . A student 
taking a course on a PassiNo Credit basi wil l receive a 
grade of NC (no credit) after the deadlin for work sub­
mission is passed. 
b. 	 Once a grade has been recorded by the instructor, addi­
tional work cannot be submitted to raise the grade. 
e. 	 A student may re-enroll in a course . After completion of 
the repeated course, the tudent's transcript wi ll be ex­
punged of previous attempts at the same course. (Contact 
the Registrar's Office for procedure to accomplish this.) 
The Student Academic Record Files will reco rd all at­
tempts at a course. Prior attempts at repeated courses will 
not be included in the grade point average calculations. 
6. 	 A graduate student must maintai n a ' B" (3.0) average to be 
in good standing. An undergraduate student must maintain a 
" C" (2.0) average to be in good standing. The academic 
standing shall be determined three times a year, after the 
deadlines for submission of grades for the Trimesters. 
Students cannot graduate ii not in good standing. A student 
not in good standing for two conseculiv Trimesters, while 
enrolled , shall be suspended for academic reasons for one 
year. The grade point average will be computed on the basis 
of A=4, B~ 3, C=2, D- l, and U-O. 
7. 	 Students may request either or both of two transcripts: 
a. 	 An official transcript Ii ling work completed. 
b. 	 An official transcript listing all coursework registered for, 
corresponding grades or status. and grade point average. 
C 
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8. 	 A period of transillon is to be provided for students 

register d for coursework prior to the Fall Trimester, 1979. 

a. 	 A student registered or zero or more credit hours during 

the Spring/Summer Trimester, 1979, can choose to re­

main under the xi ting grading pohcy oi Pas I 0 Credit 

as long as continuou Iy enrolled or until graduation, and 

must remain under it if on academ ic probation. The ex­

isting good standing policy also hall apply for the same 

period . 

b. 	 All students admi tted or readmitted for the Fall Tri­

mester,1979. and thereafter shall fali under the new 

policy. 

9. 	 Any student wishing to change his/her grading option for a 

cour e( ) must do so by the end of the AddlDrop period for 

the Trimester in which the course(s) is/are offered. 

Grades and Letter 
Designations 
The following grade and letter designations are used in academic credit reporting at Governors State University. 
Grade/l etler 
Code 
A 
B 
o 
u 
P (Pass) 
NC (No Credit) 
I (Incomplete) 
E (Extended Incomplete) 
W (Withdrawal) 

V (Visitor) 

X(Withdrawal) 

R (Repeated Course) 

M (Mi sing Grade) 
Comment or 
Description 
Superior Performance 
Above Average Performance 
Average Performance 
Marginal Performance 
Unsatisfactory Achievement of 
Course Competencies 
Achievement of Course 
Competencies under the Pass/ 
No Credit Grading Option 
Non-Achievement of Course 
Competencies under the Pass/ 
No Credit Grading Option 
Converted to "U" or "NC" 
depending on grading option . if 
not removed by end of subse­
quent term 
Converted to " U" or " NC, " 
depending on grading option, if 
not removed by end of subse­
quent term 
Student Initiated 
Audited Cour e 
Administrative Action 
Substitu ted ior grade received 
when course was first attemped . 
Student mu t complete 
a "Repeated Course Request " 
Form Available in the Registrar's 
Office to expunge the fi rst 
grade 
Missing final grade at 
time of grade processing· 
NOTE: Part ia l credit for courses taken under the Pass/No Cr dit grading i available only to 
since the Spring/Summer, 1979 Trimester. 
Calculated Credit Hours 
in GPA? Ea rned? 
Yes Ye 
Yes Ye 
Yes Ye 
Yes Yes 
Yes No 
No Ye 
No No 
No No 
No No 
o No 
a No 
No No 
No 	 o 
No No 
tudents who have been continuou Iyenrolled 
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Crade Points 
Grade points are detennlned on the following basis: 
A r ceive -I points per redit hour 
B receives 3 points per credit hour 
C receive 2 point per credi t hour 
D receives 1 point per credi t hour 
U receives 0 points per credit hour 
Grade codes of P, NC, I, V, M, W, X, and E-are not u ed in grade 
point computation . 
Grade Point Average (GPA) 
The CPA is obtained by dividing the total number of grade points 
by the total number of credit hours attempted with grades of A, 
B, ,D or U. The Trimester GPA includes only those graded 
courses for the term reported. The cumulative GPA is used in 
determining academic standing and includes all courses taken at 
GSU in which a grade of A, B, C, D or U was reported. Courses 
with grade codes of P, NC, I, V, M , W , X, or E (extended in­
completes) are not included in the CPA computation. 
Example of Grade Point Calculation 
Credit Hours Grade Points 
Course 1 3 A 12 
Course 2 4 I 0 
Course 3 3 D 3 
The GPA i. calculated on the 6 credit hours completed and the 
15 point earned. Thus, the calculation is 1 + 6- 2.50. Grade 
points earned upon removal of Incompletes will be included in 
subsequent calculations of the cumulative GPA. Grades of D or 
U for students enrolled in the Board of Governors Bachelor of 
Arts program are not alculated in the GPA. 
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Policy on Communication and 
Computation Competency Testing 
All undergraduat students applying (or admission to a degree 
program after August 5, 1982 must take during their first 
Trimester of enrollment, a set of university-approved, nationally­
recognized examination!> to assess their competence in com­
munication and computation skills. Undergraduate degree­
seeking students will not be permitted to register for more than a 
cumulative total of twenty (20) credi t hours until they have pass­
ed the above referenced examinations. 
1. 	 Communication and computation skills referred to above 
and elsewhere in this policy are defined as writing, reading, 
and mathematical skills. 
2. 	 Examinations for assessing competence in communication 
and computation skills will be offered periodically 
throughout the academic year. 
A University Exam inations Committee, as a continuing subcom­
mittee of the Standi ng Committee on Educational Policy, shall 
averse the implementation and administration of the com­
munications and computation skills requirement . 
1. 	 The University Examinations Committee shall be composed 
of a qualified psychometrist, a faculty member from each 
academic unit and from the support faculty constituency, 
selected by unit-specific procedures, and a professional staff 
member from the Office of Assessment appointed by the 
ProvostlVice President for Academic Affairs. 
2. 	 The responsibilities and duties of the University Examina­
tions Committee shall include: 
a. 	Selecting the appropriate examinations to be used in the 
competency certification process. 
b. 	 Establishing general guidelines for the scheduling and 
conduct of the examination process. 
c. 	 Reviewing examination evaluations and establishing pro­
cedures for assisting students who fail the examination. 
d . 	 Annually reviewing and assessing the appropriateness of 
the exam ination in use and the support services for the 
students who have failed the examinations. 
e. 	 Recommending in conjunction 'with the Provost or his 
de ignee the procedures for the administration and 
eva luation of examinations and the maintenance of ap­
propriate records. 
3. 	 The UniverSity Examinations Committee shall formulate pro­
cedures and recommend to the Faculty Senate any policies it 
shall deem necessary to the efficient and equitable process 
of conducting its business. 
Test scores resu lting from the above referenced communication 
and com putation skills examinations shall be used exciusive'ly for 
diagnosing an undergraduate student's ability to pursue 
coursework toward completion of a degree and ensuring that 
students have competence in communication and computation 
skills prior to the awarding of a baccalaureate degree. Test results 
shall not be u~ed to deny student admission to the University or 
to any specific degree programs. 
Academic Standing Policy 

At Governors State University there are five (5) categories of 
academic ta nding: 
Good Standing 

Probat ion I 

Probation II 

Suspension 

Probation Extended 

1. 	 Undergraduate student are in Good Standing when they 
maintain a minimum cu mulative grade point average of 2.0 
(on a 4.0 scale) - and/or a 75% cour e completion rat io, 
where applicable. Graduate students are in Good Standing 
when they maintain a minimum cum ulative grade point 
average of 3.0 (on a 4.0 scale) - and/or a 75% completion 
ratio, where applicable. 
2. 	 Students failing to meet the minimum grade point averages 
(and/or course completion rat io) for the first time are placed 
on Probation I during the Tri mester im mediately follOWing 
the Trimester in which they failed to meet the established 
minimums. If the grade point average (and/or course com­
pletion ratio) minimum is not achieved by the end of the 
Probation I Trimester in which the student is enrolled for 
credit the student shall be placed on Probation II for the 
next Trimester. If the student does not achieve the minimum 
grade point average (and/or course completion ratio) by the 
end of the Probation II Trimester in which the student is 
enrolled for credit, the student shall be academically 
suspended from the University for one year. (Students may 
appeal the period of suspension by submitting to the Univer­
sity Committee on Readmissions and Special Admissions 
documented evidence of extraordinary circumstances 
beyond their controL) 
3. 	 Students placed on Suspension will subsequently be subject 
to the provisions of the Policy on Read mission and Special 
Admissions. 
4. 	 Probation Extended is a status that is limited to students 
who are readmitted to the Universiiy after having been 
suspended . 
Academic Amnesty Policy 
1. 	 The University shall establish a readmission process to be 
called Academic Amnesty which allows students to have 
their grade point average calculated for the purpose of 
establishing academic standing, from the point of reentry 
forward. 
2. 	 Academic amnesty shall be granted only to students who 
have previously been suspended or on probation and have 
not been enrolled at GSU for at least three (3) Trimesters 
prior to applying for readmission with academic amnesty. 
3. 	 Readmission with academic am nesty must be to a major 
other than the major in which the students was previously 
enrolled . 
4, 	 The student's academic record of courses and grades shall 
not be changed nor deleted from the transcri pt as a result of 
reentry with academic amnesty; additionally, the transcript 
shall indicate that academic amnesty had been granted . 
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5. 	 Subject to approval by the appropriate division chair and 
dean/director, a student's prior completed coursework with 
grades of "C' or better for undergraduates, or "B" or better 
for graduates, may be applied to the new degree re­
quirements. However, these grades shall nOI be used in 
calculalting the grade point average from reentry forward . 
6. 	 All undergraduate students readmitted to the University with 
academic amnesty shall complete a minimum of twenty-four 
(24) graded credit hours after reentry, prior to graduation. 
7. 	 A student shall be granted academic amnesty by Governors 
State University only one time. 
Policy on Readmissions and 
Special Admissions 
All readmissions involving students on academic probation at or 
tho!>e suspended from Governors State University and all special 
admission cases (defined herein) shall be considered by the 
University Committee on Readmissions and Special Admissions. 
Tl;le Committee shall make recommendations to the appropriate 
dean/director. 
Readmission involving students on academic probation at or 
suspended from Governors State University. 
1. 	 Students who have lost continuing status while on academic 
probation at GSU or who have been academically suspend­
ed must apply and petition for readmission . . 
2. 	 Students readmitted to the University who are on academic 
probation at GSU return under the same status unless they 
have invoked their right of academic amnesty. 
3. 	 Students readmitted to the University who have been 
academically suspended will be placed on Academic Proba­
tion Ex.tended status for their first Trimester after readmission 
unless they have invoked their right of academic amnesty. 
a. 	 Students on Academic Probation Extended who subse­
quently achieve the minimum cumulative grade point 
average required for their level (undergraduate/graduate) 
for academic good standing. 
b. 	 Students on Academic Probation Extended shall remain 
in this status during each subsequent Trimester of enroll­
ment as long as they meet or exceed on a trimesterly 
basis the minimum requirements for their level 
(undergraduate/graduate) for academic good standing. 
c. 	 Students on Academic Probation Extended who do not 
meet on a trimesterly basis the minimum requirements 
for their level (undergraduate/graduate) for academic 
good standing shall be academically suspended. 
d. 	 Students on Academic Probation Extended receiving a 
grade(s) of I.ncomplete will not be permitted to register 
for subsequent Trimesters until the Incomplete(s) have 
been removed. 
4. 	 A student twice suspended for academic reasons from the 
University will not be considered for readmission to the 
University at any later date. 
Special Admissions Cases. 
1. 	 Appl icants not meeting one or more of the published 
minimum University cri teria for admission (cited below) 
must petition for admission under the juri diction of this 
policy: 
a. 	 Appl icants who are not in good standing at th last institu­
tion attended . (Applicants who have been suspended 
(dismissed) may petition for admission for a T rimester no 
earlier tha n one yea r from the date of suspension 
[d ismissal).) 
b. 	 Undergraduate applicants w ith less than a 2.0 grade point 
average on a 4.0 scale for at least 60 semester hours of 
earned college credit, regardless of academ ic standing at 
the last institution attended . 
c. 	 Undergraduate applicants who have earned al least 54, 
but less than 60 semester hours of college credit . 
d. 	 Applicants seeking admission based on credit/degree(s) 
earned from a non-regionally accredited institution(s). 
2. 	 Applicants who meet minimum Uni ersity criteria for admis­
sion, but who do not meet more elective criteria establish­
ed by the desired major, should pelition directly to the ap­
propriate division chair who wil l make a recommendation to 
the dean/director of the appropriate College!School. 
3. 	 Applicants to the Board of Governors degree program are 
not required to meet criteria addressed under Section B.l.a. 
and B.1 .b. above and will not come under the prOVISIon of 
this policy for these items. 
4. 	 Applicants not in good standing althe last insti tution attend­
ed must petition for admission to the dean of Student Affairs 
and Services. 
The University Committee on readmis ions and Special Admis­
sions. 
This Committee shall be composed of one facully member from 
each collegial unit appointed by the appropriate dean/d irector; 
the director of Admissions or designee; the Registrar Qr d signee; 
one representative from the Office of Student Development ap­
pOinted by the associate dean for Student Development; and two 
students selected in a manner to be determined by the Student 
Senate. 
Permanent members of this Committee are the Director of Ad­
missions or designee and the Registrar or designee. The director 
of Admissions or designee is the permanent chairperson of this 
Committee. Other members are selected for one year terms 
beginning on the first of October of each year . 
University Policy and 
Procedures on 
Student Records 
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 was 
signed into law by the President of the United States effective 
November 19,1974. This federal law states that a written institu­
tional policy must be established and a statement of adopted pro­
cedures covering the privacy rights of currently enrolled students 
be made available. 
Governors State University wishes to comply fully with thi law 
and, therefore, accords every student all the rights described 
under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974. 
1. 	 No one outside of Governors State University shall have ac­
cess to nor will th is institution disclose any information from 
a student's education record without the written consent of 
the student , except to authorized personnel within the in­
stitution, to persons or organizations providing financial aid, 
to accrediting agencies carrying out their accreditation func­
tion, to persons in an emergency in order to protect the 
health or safety of a student or other persons, to officials of 
other institutions in which the student seeks to enroll, and to 
persons in compliance with a judicial order. All of the above 
listed exceptions are permitted under the Family Educational 
Rights and Privacy Act. 
Procedure 
A. 	 When Governors State University receives a request for 
disdosure of the education record from officials of other 
institutions in which the student wishes to enroll or in 
compliance with a judicial order or a lawfully issued sub­
poena, the student will be notified of such a request by 
mall at his/her last known address. ("Notice of Release of 
Student Record" /FERP-7.) 
B. 	When in the absence of a signed release from the stu­
dent, any person, agency or fi rm, other than the previous­
ly listed exceptions, requests disclosure of any student's 
education record, the requester must file a formal request 
("Request for Release of or Access to Student 
Records" /FERP-2). The Registrar's Office will forward a 
copy of the Request for Release of a Student Record to 
the student at his/her last known address. The Registrar's 
Office will withhold action on the request until the stu­
dent replies to the request. ("Consent or Denial of Re­
quest for Release of Student Record"/FERDP-3.) Upon 
receivi ng written instructions from the student, the 
Registrar's Office will communicate with the requestor. 
When any person, agency or firm presents a signed 
release from the student allowing disclosure of informa­
tion to the bearer, then the Registrar's Office will release 
the education record without notification to the student. 
2. 	 Within the Governors State University community only 
those members, individually or collectively, acting in the stu­
dent's educational interest, are allowed access to the stu­
dent's education record . These include members from the 
follOWing units: Office of the Vice President for Academic Af­
fairS, Office of Admissions, Registrar's Office, Office of 
Financial Aids, appropriate Collegial and Program person­
nel, and other University personnel within the limitation of 
their need to know. 
3. 	 Directory information pertaining to individual students may 
be released by Governors State University at the discretion 
of the RegIstrar' s Office. Governors State University includes 
on ly the followi ng in the category of directory, or public, in-
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formation: name, address, major field of study, participation 
in officially recognized activities, dates of attendance, and 
degrees and awards received. 

A definition of directory of public information shall appear in 

the Governors State University Catalog. Directory informa­

tion shall never knowingly be disclosed for commercial pur­
poses. 
Procedure 
A. 	 All requests for disclosure of d irectory information must 
be made in person or in writing to the Registrar. 
B. 	 During registration, students are given an opportunity to 
notify the Registrar that they do not want any directory in­
format ion disclosed without prior written consent ("Re­
quest to Prevent Disclosu re of Directory Infor­
mation"IA&R Form 412). The request for nondisclosure 
of directory information will be honored by the Universi­
ty until otherwise notified by the student in writing. 
4. 	 Governors State University students have the right to 
physically inspect and review the Information contained in 
their education records. The review must be done in the 
presence of a University representative. Request for review 
must conform to the policies and procedures as established 
by Governors State University (and where necessary, inter­
pretation of the education record can be provided by ap­
propriate qualified University personnel). Original records 
may not be removed from any office where they are main­
tained. 
Procedure 
A. 	 Governors State University maintains the education 
record in the Registrar's Office, the College of Business 
and Public Administration, the College of Arts and 
Sciences, the College of Human Learning and Develop­
ment, the School of HeC\lth Professions, the Board of 
Governors Degree office, and the Dean of Student Affairs 
and Services Office. 
8. 	 Students wishing to review their education records must 
present identification to the Registrar, to the appropriate 
Dean or Director. (" Request to Inspect and Review Stu­
dent Records" /FERP-l .) Only records covered under the 
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act will be made 
available as soon as possible but not later than forty-five 
calendar days following the request. 
C. 	 Students may have copies made of thei r education record 
as permitled by law; however, certified copies will be 
provided only if there are no administrative holds on their 
record . Copies will be made at the tudent's expense at 
the current rates established by the University. 
5. 	 Exceptions 
A. 	 Students may not inspect and review the following 
elements of the education record: financial information 
submitted by their parents; confidential leiter and 
recommendations associated with admissions, employ­
ment or job placement, or honors to which the student 
has waived his right of inspection and review; or an 
education record containing information about more 
than one student, in which case the institution will permit 
access only to that part of the record which pertains to 
the inquiring student. Students are not permitted LO in­
spect and review confidential letters of recommendation 
placed in the education record prior to January 1, 1975 
(provided they have not been used for purposes other 
than for which they were collected). 
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B. 	 The education record does not include records of institu­
tional, administrative, and educational personnel, which 
are the sole possession of the maker and not disclosed or 
revealed to any other individual except a temporary 
SUbstitute, records of the Department of Public Safety, 
student health records, employment records, or alumni 
records. 
6. 	 A student has the right to challenge the education record on 
the grounds that its contents are inaccurate, misleading, or 
otherwise in violation of his/her privacy or other rights . 
Procedu re 
To initiate a challenge to the education record , the student 
shall , within sixty days after he/she has inspected and 
reviewed the record in question for the first time, file with 
the 	 University office responsible for maintaining such 
records, a written request for a hearing or correction, on the 
form specified by the University and provided by the 
Registrar's Office ("Request for Hearing on or Correction to 
Student Record"/FERP-4). Within thirty days following 
receipt of such a request the head of said unit, or his 
designated representative, shall review the records in ques­
tion and either (1) order the correction or deletion to the in­
accurate, misleading, or otherwise inappropriate data as 
specified in the request, or (2) notify the student of the right 
to a hearing at which the student and other persons directly 
involved in the establishment of the record shall have an op­
portunity to present evidence to support or refute the con­
tention that the data specified in the request is inaccurate, 
misleading, or otherwise inappropriate. The student shall be 
given written notice ("Notice of Hearing on, or the Correc­
tion of Student Record" /FERP-S) of the unit head's decision; 
and if a hearing is necessary, the student shall be notified not 
less than ten days in advance. The student shall have the 
right to attend the hearing, be represented by another per­
son, including a lawyer at the student's expense, and to call 
witnesses in his/her behalf. The student shall be notified in 
writing ("Notice of Decision in Hearing on Student 
Record"/FERP-6) of the decision within ten days following 
the hearing. Such decisions are final. 
If the decisions are unsatisfactory to the student, the student 
may place in the education record statements commenting 
on the information in the records, or statements setting forth 
any reasons for disagreeing with the decisions of the hearing 
panels. The statements will be placed in the education 
record , maintained as part of the student's record and releas­
ed whenever the record in question is disclosed. 
Students who believe that the procedures relating to ad­
judications of their challenges were unfair, or not in keeping 
with the provisions of the Act, may request, in writing, 
assistance from the President of Governors State University. 
Further, students who believe that their rights have been 
abridged, may file complaints with the Family Educational 
Rights and Privacy Act Office (FERPA), Department of Educa­
tion, Washington, D.C. 20201, concerning the alleged 
failures of Governors State University to comply with the 
Act. 
Academic Honesty: Using the Ideas 
of Others Appropriately 
Academic credit is granted at Governors State University when a 
student has demonstrated that he or she is competent in a given 
fie ld by presenting eVidence to demonstrate first-hand 
knowledge. 
The following procedures are appropriate ways to use the ideas 
of others when submitting evidence of being competent in a 
given area: 
1. 	 When someone else's work or scholarship is a part of­
material submitted to demonstrate competency, the source 
of the material should be given credit. It should not be stated 
or implied that such materi I is a person's own work. 
a. 	When using material from a publication (i.e. book jour­
nal, article, film, etc.) , that material should be enclosed in 
quotation marks or otherwise set off, and the source of 
the material acknowledged. 
b. 	 When paraphrasing published material (Le., using it 
almost word-for-word) the source should also be 
acknowledged unless the information is common 
knowledge in the field . 
c. 	 Unpublished data or ideas of another person should be 
utilized only with the consent of that person. 
d. 	 Unpublished data or ideas of another person should be 
utilized only with the instructor's permission to do so. 
e. 	 Material written by another person should be used only 
when acknowledging the author of the material. 
f. 	 Material should be prepared jointly with one or more 
other individuals only with the permiSSion of the instruc­
tor. The contributions of all individuals to thi s material 
should be clearly acknowledged when it is submitted. 
g. 	 Having someone else prepare material that is to be sub­
mitted should only be done with the Instructor's permis­
sion to do so. 
2. 	 The same piece of work should not be submitted for credit in 
more than one course without the permission of all instruc­
tors involved. 
3. 	 Hypothetical data should be submitted only with the permis­
sion of the instructor to do so, and should be clearly labeled 
as such. 
4. 	 One should refuse to make work available to another person 
who intends to submit part or all of that work as if he/she had 
written it. 
These ethical guidelines are in no way intended to discourage 
people from studying together or from engaging in group pro­
jects, provided the guidelines are followed. 
Student Conduct Code 
Governors State University recognizes the basic rights and 
responsibilities of the members of the University and accepts its 
obligation to preserve and protect those rights and respon­
sibilities. Further, the University must provide for its members the 
opportunities and protections which best serve the nature of the 
educational process. 
The Student Conduct Code governing the behavior of students of 
the University must insure the basic rights of individuals as well as 
reflect the practical necessities of the community . The Code must 
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also prohibit or limit acts which interfere with the basic purposes, 
necessities or processes of the University, or with the rights of its 
members. Finally, the Code must reconcile the principles of max­
imum freedom and ne essary order. 
Student conduct regulations wh ich follolN are set fo rth in order to 
give students general notice of prohibited conduct. These regula­
tions are intended as a guide and are not intended to define 
misconducl in every circumstance. They apply to actions on 
Univer lty premi e ilnd at Univer ily- ponsored activities off 
campus. 
Prohibited Condud 
1. 	 Use, possession , distribution , or being under the infl uence of 
narcotics or dangerous drugs, except as permitted by law. 
2. 	 Furni hing false or misleading information to the University. 
3. 	 Pas e ion or u e of firearms. explosives. dangerous 
chemical. or olher weapons. except as permitted by law. 
4. 	 A aulling, th reatening, harassing, or endangering the health 
or sa fety of any individual. 
5. 	 Willfully denying to any person freedom of movement or 
use of authorized facilities. or right of entrance or exit; or 
will fully Impeding, obstructing, interfering with, or disrup­
ting the performance of institutional activities or duties; or 
occupying the institutional buildings or other property after 
due and legal notice to depart. 
6. 	 Willfully damaging or destroying property of the University. 
7. 	 Use, po ses ion or distribution of alcoholic beverages, ex­
cept as permitted by institutional policy and state law. 
8. 	 Intentionally initiating Or causing any false report , warning, 
or threat of fire. explosion, or other emergency. 
9. 	 Knowingly violating terms of any disciplinary sanction im­
posed in accordance with this code . 
10. 	 Failure to comply with the directions of University officials. 
induding campus police officers, acting in performance of 
their duties. 
11. 	 Forgery, unauthorized alteration , or unauthorized use of any 
Univer~i ty document or identification card . 
12. 	 UnaUthorized presence in or use of University premises, 
facilities, or property. 
Violations of l.aw and Student Code Regulations 
Students may be accou ntable to both civil authorities and to the 
Univer ity for acts which constitute violations of local , state, or 
federal law and of this code. Disciplinary action at the University 
will normally proceed during the pendency of criminal pro­
ceedmgs and will not be subject to challenge on the grounds that 
crimmal charges involving the same incident have been dismiss­
ed Or reduced . 
Sandions for Vio lations 
The follow ing disc iplinary sanctions shall compose the range of 
official sanctions which may be imposed for violation of regula­
tions. One or more sanctions may be imposed. Records of 
di c1plinary action shall be recorded and kept by the dean of Stu­
dent Affairs and Services for three years following the last 
Trimester of enrollment. except as noted under Disciplinary 
Suspension and Disciplinary Dismissal. 
Disciplinary Wa rning 
Discipli nary warning is a notice to a student that previous con­
duct wa~ unacceptable and that future breaches of conduct will 
be treated more everely. 
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Disciplinary Probation 
Disciplinary probation is a trial period for a specific time during 
which a student must behave in a manner acceptable to the 
Uni ersity . Terms of the probation shall reflect the purpose of the 
disciplinary anction. Disciplinary probation status may affect 
qualification for awards, prizes, or student aid. w hen conduct ac­
ceptable to the University i a condition of such benefits. Vio la­
tion of the terms of probation or of a fu rther incident of miscon­
duct may result in further disciplinary action . Whi le on 
disci plinary probation, a student is encouraged to seek advice 
and counsel from appropriate University offices. 
Disciplinary Suspension Discipll nary suspension is an action 
which exclud s the student from registration, class attendance, 
and use of University faci lities for a specified peri od of l ime. 
Disciplinary suspension is recorded on the student's academic 
record during the period in effect and is permanently removed 
upon reinstatement. Upon t rmination of the period of suspen­
sion, the student shall be considered for registra tion in com­
pliance with the academic good standing policy then in effect . 
Established proof of a further incident of misconduct, after the 
student is readmitted, may resu lt in Disciplinary OJ missal. 
Disciplinary Dismissal Disciplinary dismissal is the withdrawal 
by the President of the University of the privilege of registration 
and class attendance with no promise (implied or otherwisei that 
the student may return at any future time. The privilege o(ll,e use 
of University facilities is withdrawn by this action unless speCific 
permission is obtained from the dean of Student Affairs and Ser­
vices. Disciplinary dismissal is recorded on the student' s 
academi.c record, to be removed only if and when the student is 
reinstated . A student on disciplinary dismissal may be readmitted 
only by action of the President of the UniverSity. A student who 
has been dismissed is not eligible (or read mission sooner than 
one year from the date of dismissal. 
loss of Privileges Loss of privilege is the w ithdrawal oi a privilege 
or use of a service for a specific period of time commen urate 
with the offense committed. Loss of privi lege may be imposed 
separately or in addition to any other sanction(s) . 
Restitution Restitution requires a student to pay for damages to 
or misappropriation of University property, o r the property of 
members of or visitors to the University community. Such resti tu­
tion may be charged to any student who alone, or through group 
concerted activities, organizes or knowingly partic ipates in the 
events causing the damages or costs. Restitution may be imposed 
separately or in addition to any other sanction(s). 
Summary Suspension A summary suspension requires that a stu­
dent immediately leave the campus. It may be imposed upon a 
student when the dean of Student Affairs and Services has 
reasonable cause to believe the continued presence of the tu­
dent on campus constitutes a substantial threat to the safety of 
himself/herself, or to other persons or property, or to the stability 
and continuance of normal University operations. In exerci~ing 
such authority, the dean may rely upon info rmalion supplied to 
him/her by others. Any student summarily suspended wl'lo 
returns to the campus during the period of summary suspension 
may be subject to disciplinary dismissal. Permission to be on 
campus for a specific purpose must be granted in writ ing by the 
dean of Student Affairs and Services. The hearing shall be I'leld no 
later than five school days after the not ice of suspension. Cases 
involving summary suspension are referred to the Student Con­
duct Committee. Hearings held by the dean on ~ummary suspen­
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sion will address the following issues only: 
1. 	 The reliability of the information concerning one student's 
conduct. including the matter of his/her identi ty. 
2. 	 Whether the conduct and surrounding circumstances 
reasonably indicate that the conti nued presence of the stu­
dent on the University campus poses a substantial th reat to 
himself/herself or to others, or to the stability and conti­
nuance of normal University function . 
Office of the Dean of Student Affairs and Services 
The dean of Student Affairs and Services shal l be responsible for 
all administrative details involved in student conduct . Reports in ­
volving student conduct, procedures for handling disciplinary 
cases, and the results of conduct hearings shall be maintai ned in 
this office. 
Conduct code violations which may result in a disciplinary warn­
ing, probation, loss of privilege and/or restitution shall be hea·rd 
by the dean of Student Affairs and Services. Hearings conducted 
by the dean will be governed by the following procedures: 
1. 	 The student shall be informed of the charges against him/her 
in writ ing at least five school days in advance of the hearing. 
2. 	 The complainant(s) will not be required to participate, 
unless his/her personal testimony is essential to the disposi­
tion of the case. 
3. 	 Documentation and written statements will be admissible 
providing the student has access to them in advance and is 
allowed to respond to them at the hearing. 
4. 	 The student may bring witnesses and an advisor with 
him/her to the hearing. 
5. 	 A summary of the hearing, including the decision by the 
dean, will be made. 
If a student questions the fairness of the disciplinary action taken 
by the dean, he/she shall be granted, on written request, a hear­
ing before the Student Conduct Committee (unless this right has 
been waived by the student in writing) providing the request is 
received by the chairperson of the Committee no later than ten 
school days after the disciplinary decision of the dean . 
Student Conduct Committee 
The Student Conduct Committee will be a Standing Committee 
to hear conduct code violations which may result in disciplinary 
suspension, dismissal, summary suspension, and appeals from 
students whose cases were heard by the dean of Student Affairs 
and Services. 
Membership 
The Committee shall be composed of seven persons: four 
students appointed by the Student Senate and two alternates, 
two faculty members appointed by the Faculty Senate and one 
alternate, and one administrator and one alternate appointed by 
the President . The chairperson shall be chosen from within the 
Committee. All members shall serve for two-year, renewable 
terms. At least four members must be present to conduct a hear­
ing. Individual members may excuse themselves from hearing 
any case in which they feel they could not render an impartial 
judgment. 
Procedures for Discipline Hearings 
Notice of Charges The student shall be informed of the charges 
against him/her in writing at least five school days in advance of 
the hearing to afford a reasonable opportunity to prepare for the 
heari ng. The notice of charges shall state the specific provision of 
the Code of Conduct which the student is alleged to have 
violated, stating the time, date, and the place of the occurrence. 
The student shall also be informed of the hearing procedures and 
be given the opportuni ty to waive his/her right to a Committee 
hearing in favor of a hearing before the dean of Student Affairs 
and Services. 
Conduct of Hearings 
1. 	 The hearing shall be private (closed) unless the student 
harged requests that it be open to members of the U niversi­
ty community, and the request is approv~ by b9th the Con­
duct Committee and the dean of Student Affairs and Ser­
vices . 
2. 	 The student shall have the right to b a sisled by an advisor 
or legal counselor at the hearings. The advisor or counsel's 
function shall be restricted to advising the student on 
whether he/she should answer question and what he/she 
should not say, so as to safeguard the individual from self­
incrimination . 
3. 	 Students must inform the dean of Student Affairs and Ser­
vices at least three school days in advance of the hearing if 
they intend to have legal counsel present. In such cases, the 
University may also have legal counsel present. 
4. 	 On behalf of the University, the charges and eVIdence may 
be presented by the dean of Student Affair and S rvices or 
his representative. 
5. 	 The student shall have the right to call a reasonable number 
of witnesses in his/her own behalf, w ho shall be subje t to 
questioning by members of the Committee and the dean of 
Student Affairs and Services or that individual's designee. 
6. 	 The student charged shall have the right to question all 
witnesses. 
7. 	 The testimony of unknown or unid nti fied witnesses shall 
not be admissible. 
8. 	 The Committee may address questions to any party or any 
witness called by the parties, provided, however, that the 
student charged shall not be compelled against his/her 
wishes to testify or answer any question, and his/her silence 
shall not be held against him/her. The CommIttee shall limit 
the scope of the testimony to matt rs relevant to the charges 
and the defense thereto. The Committee andlor the accused 
student may request that the dean oi Student Affairs and Ser­
vices require the presence at the hearing of any member of 
the University community. including the a cused person . 
The Committee and/or the accused student also may request 
the dean of Student Affairs and Services to require the pro­
duction of records or other exh ibits. In th eveIII any persoll, 
including the student charged and/or hi advisor, shall 
disrupt the hearing, the chairperson of the Committee may 
exclude that person and proceed with the hearing in his/her 
absence. 
9. 	 The University shall have the burden of proof of guilt by a 
preponderance of the evidence. 
10. No recommendation for the imposition of sanctions shall be 
based solely upon the failure of the persoll charged to 
answer the charges. 
11. 	 A tape recording shall be made of the hearings and a sum­
mary thereof shall be prepared by the chairperson of the 
Committee. The tape recording shall be destroyed within 
two weeks after final disposition of the ca -e by the Universi ­
ty, except as may be directed by the dean of Student Affairs 
and Services. 
12. 	 The decision of the tudent Conduct Committee shall be 
considered as a recom mendation to be submilted in writing 
to the dean of Student Affairs and Services. The dean may 
accept Or rejed the recommendation of the Committee 
ba ed on an independent review of the facts involved in the 
case. The deci ion 01 the dean may be appealed by the stu­
dent by subm itting a written request for review to the pro­
vo 1(or designee). The request must be recei ved by the pro­
vost (or designee) w ithi n ten school days of the dean's deci­
sion . The decision of the provost (or designee) is final and 
binding. 
Statement of Review: This policy is to be reviewed annually 
by a commiltee appointed by the Student Senate. 
Student Grievance Procedures 
General Policy 
It is the intent of the University to provide the right to a fair hear­
ing to each student on a complaint or grievance arising during 
hi /her tenure as a student at Governors State University. These 
procedures are designed to address complaints and grievances 
induding but not limited to allegations of discrimination by 
reason of race, sex, national origin, handicap, religion, and other 
areas covered by Federal laws, guidelines and regulations. 
The student and the person(s) whose actions have given rise to 
the complaint must make every effort to resolve complaints as 
quickly as possible once they are identified . 
Any retalia tory action of any kind by any employee of Governors 
State University against any student of the University as a result of 
that person's seeking redress under these procedures, or 
cooperating in an investigation, is prohibited and shall be regard­
ed 35 a separate and distinct grievable matter under these pro­
cedures. 
If prior to fil ing a grievance hereunder, or while a grievance pro­
ceeding is in progress, a student seeks resolution of the matter in 
any other forum, whether administrative or judicial , the Universi­
ty shall have no obligation to entertain or proceed further with 
the matter pursuant to this grievance procedure. 
Definition of terms 
A. 	 Complaint 
A dissatisfaction expressed by a student because he/she 
believes that a policy, procedure, or practice has been 
iolated and that the violation adversely affects him/her. 
Students must make every effort to resolve complaints by 
working informally through direct verbal contact, with the 
per on(s) whose actions or inactions have caused the 
dissatisfaction. If the complaint cannot be satisfactorily 
resolved in the informal stage, the student may file a formal 
grievance in writing. 
B. 	 Grievance 
A written allegation filed with the dean of Student Affairs and 
Services concerning a problem incurred by a student 
whereby he/she believes his/her rights have been infringed. 
Such a formal grievance is limited to specific allegation(s) of 
violation of rights of the student which remain after efforts at 
resolution in the informal complaint stage have. failed. 
Matters of faculty professional judgment related to advising 
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or teaching a class are not grievable under these procedures. 
Such matters are to be resolved at the collegial level through 
the appropriate dean or director, subject to appeal to the 
provost (or designee) w hose decision shall be final. 
C. 	 Grievant 
Student at Governors State University w ho submits a 
grievance rele ant to thes-e procedure . 
D. 	 Respondent 
A person(s) alleged to be responsible or who may be respon­
sible for the violation alleged in a grievance. 
E. 	 Day 
"Day" means a day for which classes are regu larly hedul­
ed from Monday through Friday, excluding holidays and 
emergency closings. 
F. 	 Student Grievance Standing Committee 
A committee composed of seven voting members and seven 
alternates from constituencies as follows: 
3 students in good standing 3 alternates 
3 faculty 3 alternates 
1 civil service staff 1 alternate 
The members would be recommended by the respective 
Senates and appointed by the provost to serve staggered 
terms of one, two, and three years. In addition, the provost 
shall apPOint an individual to serve, without a Vale, as ad­
visor and secretary to the Comm ittee. The provost's ilP­
pointee shall determine if the grievance involves is,ues of 
equal opportunity or charges of discri mination. If il i d ler­
mined that equal opportunity or discriminat ion charges are 
involved, the provost's appointee shall noti fy the Affirmative 
Action officer who shall also serve as an advi o r (without a 
vote) to the Committee. 
A minimum of five members, two of whom must b 
students, must be present to conduct a hearing. Alternates 
serve only when a conflict of interest or ab ence from the 
University prevents a regular member from hearing a 
grievance. 
G. 	 Student 
A person currently registered and enrolled' in the University. 
H. 	 Review Panel 
A three member Standing Panel selected from the Student 
Grievance Committee, at least one of whom must be a stu­
dent, which reviews each grievance submitted to Ihe dean 
of Student Affairs and Services and determines if the allega­
tion is grievable. The panel makes its recommendation to 
the dean of Student Affairs and Services, outlining the basis 
for the recommendation. Panel members serve staggered 
terms of one year, two years, and three years. 
Informal Complaint Procedures 
A. 	 Any Governors State University student who believes that 
his/her rights as a student have been infringed must initiate a 
discussion of the problem with the dean of Student Affairs 
and Services within twenty days of the event or ir­
cumstances giving rise to the complaint in order for il to be 
considered within these procedures. The dean will refer the 
student to the respondent in an effort to resolve the com­
plaint informally. 
B. 	 If after discussion with the respondent the problem is not 
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resolv~d, then the student must, within ten days of the 
discussion wi th the respondent. discuss the situation with 
the unit head (of the unit in which the incident occurred). 
The unit head will make a record of the occurrence, but not 
the substance of the meeting. He will send a copy to the 
dean of Student Affairs and Services and the Affirmative Ac­
tion officer. 
Every reasonable effort must be made in good faith by all 
parties to resolve the informal complaint satisfactorily . 
C. 	 If the discussion does not resolve the formal complaint 
satisfactorily, the student may within ten days of the discus­
sion file a request for a formal grievance with the dean of 
Student Affairs and Services (file with the provost or designee 
if the dean is the respondent) and the Affirmative Action of­
ficer. 
Formal Grievance 
A. 	 The request for a formal grievance is a written document and 
shall provide the following information: 
1. 	 Name and address of grievant 
2. 	 Nature and date of alleged violation 
3. 	 Names of persons responsible for alleged violation 
(where known) 
4. 	 Requested relief or corrective action (specification of 
desired relief shall be at option of the grievant) 
5. 	Any background information the grievant believes to be 
relevant. 
B. 	 The dean of Student Affairs and Services will submit the for­
mal grievance to the Review Panel (copy to Affirmative Ac­
tion officer) within five working days of receipt of the formal 
grievance from the student. The Review Panel will recom­
mend to the dean, within five working days of receipt of the 
grievance, whether or not it is grievable. The dean will 
render a decision within ten working days of receipt of the 
recommendation from the Review Panel. If disapproved, the 
dean shall respond to the grievant with the reasons therefore 
in writing: (If the grievant requests his/her disapproval may 
be appealed to the provost (or designee). The provost's (or 
designee's) decision shall be final and binding.) If approved 
the dean shall transmit the grievance within five days to the 
chairperson of the Student. Grievance Standing Committee. 
C. 	 The chairperson of the Committee will , upon receipt of the 
grievance, request needed documentation from all parties 
involved. Written documentation must be provided by con­
cerned parties within ten days. This documentation is to be 
distributed to Grievance Committee members prior to the 
Committee's first meeting. (If the Committee does not 
. receive 	all requested information, the provost or his/her 
designee must be informed as to which information has not 
been received. The provost (or designee) will either require 
that the information be supplied or request an explanation of 
why it cannot be provided.) 
D. 	 The chairperson will send a copy of the grievance with all 
documentation to the respondent. The respondent will then 
have ten working days to make a written response. The 
chairperson will send a copy of the respondent's statement 
to the grievant. 
E. 	 The Grievance Committee will meet within five working 
days of receipt of the response from the respondent. 
F. 	 Either side may call witnesses to testify on their behalf. Either 
side may be assisted by an advisor at the grievance hearing. 
The advisor's function shall be restricted to advising the stu­
dent or the faculty/administrator on whether he/she should 
answer questions and what he/she should not say so as to 
safeguard the Individual from self-incrim ination. 
G_ 	Testimony shall be presented in the following order: 
1. 	 statement and witnesses from grievant· 
2. 	statement and witnesses from respondent­
3. 	 question from Committee member 
4. 	 rebuttal statement by grievant-
S. rebuttal statement by respondent· 

.6. questions from Committee members 

*Grievant and respondent must di rect any necessary questions to 
each other through the Committee chairperson . 
H. 	 An offical record containing all documents and proceedi ngs 
of the hearing will be maintained by the ecretary of the 
Committee. All copies of records distributed to the Commit­
tee members are confidential and will be collected by the 
secretary of the Committee at the conclusion of the hearing. 
The official record will be submitted to the President' s Of· 
fice. All such records will be held by the President's Office 
until they are destroyed. 
I. 	 All hearings will be closed unless the griev·ant and the 
chairperson mutally agree otherwise. 
J. 	 Committee deliberations will be closed and will not be 
recorded . 
K. 	 The Committee shall make every attempt to resolve the 
grievance within twenty working days of receipt of the 
grievance. 
L. 	 The Grievance Committee's decision must be based strictly 
on evidence presented at the hearing. 
M. 	 The Grievance Committee's decision will pertain only to the 
resolution of the specific alleged violation and must be sign­
ed by the members of the Grievance Committee present at 
the hearing. However, any member who disagrees with any 
part of the decision may submit a minority report which 
must be submitted concurrently w ith the Committee's 
report. The Committee's decision will be considered as a 
recommendation and will be subm itted to the dean of Stu­
dent Affairs and Services. Copies of the Com mittee's r com­
mendation will be sent to the grievant, respondent, and ap­
propriate University officers no later than ten day after can· 
clusion of the hearing. 
N. 	 A copy of the formal record of the hearing may be provided 
upon request to the grievant. The respondent may request a 
copy which will be provided at his/her own expense_ 
O. 	 The dean of Student Affairs and Services will consider the 
recommendation and render a decision to the grievant 
within twenty working days of receipt of the recommenda­
tion from the Grievance Committee. Copies of the dean's 
decision will be sent to the respondent, chairperson of the 
Grievance Committee, and appropriate University officers. 
Appeal 
If the decision rendered by the dean is unsatisfactory to the grie­
vant, the grievant may request a review by the provost (or 
designee). The request must be made in writ ing within ten work· 
ing days of receipt of the dean's decision. The provost (or 
designee) will render a decision w ithin ten working days of 
receipt of the request, and the decision of the provost (or 
designee) will be final and binding. 
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Grievance Procedures 
for Academic Matters 
These procedures are applicable to grievances regarding matters 
of facu lty/administrator pruiessionaJ judgment related to advi ing 
or teaching a class which are not grievable under the )Iudent 
C"evance Procedures stated previously. 
A. 	 Th student must seek informal resolution of the issue w ith 
the faculty member or admini~trator directly involved with in 
fifteen (15) day of the event which led to grievance. Ii after 
reasonable efforts, a satisfactory solution is not reached, the 
student may file a written grievance with the appropriate 
division chai rperson . 
B. 	 The student must submit a written statement to the division 
chairperson of the collegial unit in which the course(s) is of­
fered stati ng the reasons for the grievance and the remedy 
Ihat is sought within thirty (30) days of the event which led to 
the grievance . The student may request an extension of the 
time in which to file a grievance through the division 
chai rperson. The request for extension must be made in 
writing. 
C. 	 W ithin seven (7) days after receiving the grievance and upon 
determining that it represents an issue of substance covered 
by the context of these procedures, the division chairperson 
shall refer the grievance to the chairperson of the collegial 
grievance committee. The grievance chairperson shall at­
tempt to find a mutually satisfying solution by working with 
both the student and the faculty/administrator involved 
within five (5) days of receiving the grievance. If within seven 
(7) days after receiving the grievance, the division chairper­
son decides that the grievance does not represent an issue of 
substance covered by these procedures, he/she shall so in­
form the student in writing with reascns. The student may 
appeal (except in cases in which the provost (or designee) 
has rendered the decision) this decision to the dean/director 
in writing within ten (10) days of receipt of the division 
chai rper on's decision. 
D. 	 If the grievance chairperson was unable to mediate a 
sati sfactory solution. he/she shall ask the faculty/admin­
istrator involved to submit a written response to the 
student's grievance. The response is to be received by the 
grievance chairperson w ithin seven (7) days of the request. 
E. 	 The grievanc chairperson shall convene the collegial 
griev.lnce ommillee within seven (7) days of receiving a 
response from the facu lty/administrator involved. 
F. 	 The hearing shall be conducted under the following 
guidel ines: 
1. 	 The responsibility of establi shing the validity of the 
grievance shal l be upon the student. 
2. 	 The student and/or the faculty/administrator may be ac­
companied by an advisor of his/her choic . The advisor's 
function shall be restricted to adviSi ng the student or the 
facu lty/administrator on whether he/she should an wer 
questions and what he/she should not say so as to 
safeguard the individual from sel f-incrimination. 
3. 	 The heari ng shall be cl o~ed , except when both parties 
agree that it should be open . 
4. 	 The grievance chai rperson shall keep a written record of 
the hearing, which shall include: 
a. 	 The names of those present; 
b. 	 copy of any evidence (records, written testimony, 
duplicated materials, etc.) that is introduced; and 
c. 	A rec rd or the final recommendation of the commit­
tee and its rationale. 
5. 	 The hearing hall be conducted so that all parties to the 
di pUle ha e an opportunity to pre ent their views and to 
rebut those of other; both gnevanl and respondent must 
have the opportunity to address the committee. 
6. 	 No final recommendation shall be made by the commit­
tee and no Ie timony heard unless at lea t three (3) voti ng 
members are pre ent. All Inal recommendations shall re­
quire the agreement of a sim ple majority of the voting 
members present at the hearing. 
7. 	 The final recommendation of the collegial grievance 
committee shall include: 
a. 	 A statement concern ing the valid ity of the alleged 
grievance; and, 
b. 	 A recommendation for resolving the grievance. 
G. 	 Recommendations of the collegial grievance commIttee 
concerning both the finding relevant to the di pute and the 
suggested remedy shall be submitted to the division 
chairperson . The division chairperson may affirm, reverse, 
or ask the committee to reconsider its recommendations. 
The division chairperson may also request further informa­
tion from the principals in the dispute in rendering a deci­
sion. The division chairperson will render a written decision 
to the grievant within ten (10) days of receipt of final 
documentation from the grievance committee. 
H. 	 If the decision rendered by the division chairperson is un­
satisfactory to the grievant, the grievant may request a 
review by the dean/director. The request must be made in 
writing within ten (10) days of receipt of the division 
chairperson's decision. The dean/director will render a writ­
ten decision within ten (10) days of receipt of the reque t. 
I. 	 The decision of the dean/director shall be final and binding. 
J. 	 If the respondent is a division chairperson, the collegial 
dean/director will assume the functions of the division 
chairperson stated above . In this instance, appeals to the 
decisions of the dean/director shall be made to the provost 
(or designee). The decision of the provost (or de ignee) is 
final and binding. 
K. 	 If the respondent is a dean/director, the provost (or 
designee) will assume the functions of the division chairper­
son specified in items A through H above. In this instance. 
the University Academic Grievance Committee assumes the 
role of the collegial grievance Committee. Recommenda­
tions from the University Academic Grievance Com mittee 
are submitted directly to the provost (or designee) whose 
decision is final and binding. 
Definition of Terms 
Collegial Grievance Committee A committee composed of five 
(5) voting members with the chairperson elected from within the 
committee. Each division shall nominate two (2) faculty memb rs 
and one (1) student to serve on the committee. From those 
nominated, the deanldirector shall appoint three (3) faculty 
members and two (2) students for staggered terms of one (1), two 
(2), and three (3) years. 
Grievant Student at Governors State University who submit a 
grievance relevant to these procedures. 
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status. 
If a nonresident student marries a resident, then the nonresident 
student hall continue to be classified as a nonresident unle s the 
Respondent Person(s) alleged to be responsible or who may be 
responsible for the violation alleged in a grievance. 
Day "Day" means a day for which classes are regularly schedul­
ed from Monday through Friday, excluding holidays and 
emergency closings. 
University Academic Grievance Committee A committee com­
posed of fi ve (5) voting members with the chairperson elected 
from within the committee. From members of the Council of 
Deans, Faculty Senate, and Student Senate, the provost shall ap­
point two (2) administrators, two (2) faculty members and one (1) 
student for staggered terms of one (1) and two (2) years. 
Grievance Procedure for the Board of 
Governors Bachelor of Arts Degree 
Program 
The grievance procedures for academic matters shall be followed 
with the following substitutions: 
1. 	 The associate vice president for Special Programs and Conti­
nuing Education shall be substitutted for the collegial dean 
or director. 
2. 	 The coordinator of the BOG/BA program shall be substituted 
for the division chairperson . 
3. 	 The BOG/BA Grievance Committee shall be substituted for 
the collegial grievance committee and made up by the five 
faculty members who serve on the BOG/BA Advisory 
Review Committee plus two BOG/BA students. The faculty 
members on the Advisory Review Committee are appointed 
by the collegial deans or director. The two students shall be 
. selected as follows. Each BOG/BA staff member will recom­
mend two BOG/BA students and from this group the 
BOG/BA coordinator shall select two students to serve two 
years. The chairperson of the BOG/BA Grievance Commit­
tee shall be elected from within the committee. 
Sexual Harassment Policy 
As part of the University's affirmative action plan to ensure equal 
education and employment opportunity, the following sexual 
harassment policy has been adopted. 
Defini tion 
Sexual Harassment: any unwelcome sexual advance, request for 
se ual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual 
natu re when: 
A. 	 Submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or im­
plicitly a term or condition of an individual's employment or 
education; 
B. 	 Submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual 
is used as a basis for academic or employment decisions af­
fecting that individual; and 
C. 	 Such conduct has the purpose or effect of substantially in­
terfering with an individual's academic or professional per­
formance or creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive 
employment, educational, or living environment. 
Policy 
Governors State University will not tolerate sexual harassment of 
students or employees and w ill take action to provide remedies 
when uch harassment I discovered. The University environ­
ment must be free of se ual harassment in work and study. 
In o rder to eliminate sexual harassment , the Univer~ity will 
distribute thIS policy to all units of the institution dnd will process 
complaints 10 the manner et forth below. Where sexual harass­
ment Is found to e ist, appropriate diSciplinary action will be 
taken. 
Procedures 
A. 	 Consultation 
Individuals who believe they have been sexually harassed 
may seek the counsel of a number of University units or of­
fices. Each of these counseling sOurces can discuss al ter­
natives, provide information, and act as a referral source to 
other units and offices. All d i tJ sions will bE' confidentia l. 
1. 	 Women's Resource Center 
2. 	 Student Counseling Center 
3. 	 Deans, Division Chairpersons, Director of Personnel 
4. 	 Affirmative Action O fficer 
B. 	 Conciliation 
In addition to providing advice and information, the dean , 
division chairpersons, director of Personnel. and Affi rmative 
Action officer may undertake conciliation in an effort to 
resolve the complaint. 
C. 	 Using the Grievance Process 
If individuals desire to pu rsue resolu ti on of the matter 
beyond the conciliation stage, they should utilize ap­
propriate and existing grievance procedures for claims of 
discrimination. The following guidelines apply: 
1. 	 The University Professionals of Illinois campus represen­
tative will receive complaints from the faculty members 
in the UPI bargaining unit in accordance with the provi­
sions of the grievance procedure specified by the UPI col· 
lective bargaining agreement. 
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2. 	 The director of Personnel will receive complaints from 
civi l ervice employees who are nOI mernb rs of a 
bargaining Unit In accordance with the provi ions of the 
Civil Service Grievance Procedure . 
3. 	 The director of Personnel will advi~e civil service 
employees who are member~ of a bargaining unit on the 
submi sion oj complaints in accordance w ith the provi­
sion of the appropriate collective bargaining agreement. 
4. 	 The appropriate vice presid nt wil l receive complaints 
from administrative and professional employee in accor­
dance with the provisions of the Professional Grievance 
Procedures. 
5. 	 Th dean of Student Affairs and Services will receive 
complaint from students in accordance with the provi­
sion of the Student Grievance Procedures . 
6. 	 The Affirmat ive Action officer will receive complaints 
from individuals not covered by paragraphs 1 through 5 
above. 
Sanctions and/or Disciplinary ~ction 
The University will take disciplinary action if. as a result of the 
complaint process described above, it is determinf'd that sexual 
harassment has occurred . Disciplinary action shall include (but 
shall not be limited to) counseling', written reprimand, transfer, 
modi ication of duties, demotion , suspension without pay, and 
terminat ion of employment. 
Coordination and Implementation 
AcademiC and nonacademic administrators work with the Affir­
mative Action officer to assure compliance with the provisions of 
the policy. Inquiries should be directed to Affirmative Action of­
ficer. 
Board of Governors Regulations 
Section IV. C. Residency 
For the purpose of this regulat ion an " adult" is considered to be a 
student eighteen years of age or over; a 'minor" student is a stu ­
dent under eighteen y ars of ag(' . The term " the State" means 
the State of Illinois. E cept for those ceptions clearly indicated 
in thi regulation, in all ca e where rl'cords establish that the per­
son does not meet the requirement for Re ident status as defined 
in this regulation the noor id nt status shall be assigned. 
Residency Determination Evidence tor determination of 
residence statu of each applicanl for admls ion to the Univer ily 
shall be submitted 10 the office respon. ible for admis ions at the 
time of application for admission. A student may be clas ifled at 
any time by the University upon the ba I of additional or 
changed informalion. Howe\l{'r, If the student is clasSified In error 
as a Resident student , the change in tuition shall be applicable 
beginning with the term following the r clas~i(j ation; if the stu ­
dent is classified In error as a onre~ident , the chang in tuition 
shall be applicable to the term in which th reda ification oc­
curs, provid d the student has flied a wrilten request for a review 
in accordance with this regulati n. 
Adult Student An adult, to be considered a Resident, must have 
been a bona fide resident of the State for a period of at least SIX 
consecutive months immedIately preceding the heginning of any 
term for which he/ he registers at the niver Ily, and must con­
tinue to maintain a bona fide r idency in the State, except that 
an adult student who e parent (or one of them if onl one parent 
is living or the parents are separated or divorced) have establish­
ed and are maintaining a bona fide residence in the State and 
who resides with them (or the one residing in the State) or 
elsewhere in the State w ill be regarded as a Resident student. 
M inor Student The re Ide nee of a minor shall be considered to 
be, and to change with and follow: 
1. 	 That of the person's parent., If they are living together, or liv­
ing parent, if one is dead, or 
2. 	 If th parent are separated or divorced, that of the rarentto 
w hom the cu tady of the per on has been awarded by court 
decree or order, or, in the ab ence of a court decree or 
other, that of th father unless the person has continuously 
resided with the mother for a period of at least six con­
secutive months immediately preceding hi /her registration 
at the University, in which latter event the p r on's 
residence shall be considered to be that of his/her mothers; 
or 
3. 	 That of the adoptive parents, if the person has been legally 
adopted and, in the event the adoptive parent become 
divorced or separated, that of the adoptive parent whose 
residence would govern under the foregOing rule If that 
parent had been a natural parent; or 
4. 	 That of the legally appointed guardian oi the person if the 
minor resides with such guardian; or 
5. 	 That of a "natural" guardian, such as a grandparent, adult 
brother or adult sister, adult uncle or aunt, or other adult 
with whom the person has resided and has been upported 
by for a period of at least six consecutive mOnlhs immediate­
ly preceding his/her registration at the University for any 
term if the person's parents are dead or have ahandoned 
him/her and if no legal guardian or the person has been ap­
pointed and qualified . 
Parent or Guardian Except as provided in paragraph 10 of 
this regulation , no parent or legal or natural guardian will be 
considered a resident of the State unless the paren t or guar­
dian (a) maintains a bona fide and permanent place of abode 
within the State, and (b) lives within the State, except when 
temporarily absent from the State, with no intention of 
changing his/her legal residence to some other State or 
country . 
Emancipated Minor If a minor has been emancipated is com­
pletely self-supporting, an(j actually resides in the State, the 
minor shall be considered to be a resident even though his/her 
parent or guardian may reside oustide the State. An emancipated 
minor who is completely self-supporting shall be conSIdered to 
" actually reside in the State of Illinois" if he/she has maintaIned a 
dwelling place within the State uninterruptedly for a period of at 
least twelve consecutive months immediately preceding the 
beginning of any term for which he/she registers at the Universi­
ty . Marriage or active military service shall be regarded as effec­
ting the emancipation of minors, whether male or female, for the 
purposes of this regulation . An emanci pated minor wh'ose 
parents (or one of them if only one parent is living or the parents 
are separated or divorced) have established and are maintaining 
a bona fide residence in the State and who resides w ith them (or 
the one residing in the State) or elsewhere in the tate will be 
regarded as a resident student. 
Marriage of Students If a resident student marries a nonresident, 
then the resident student shall continue to be cia sified as a re i­
dent unless the student requests reclassification to a non resident 
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student xecutes a declaration of residency, in such form as may 
be prescribed by the office responsible for admissions, and re­
quests reclas ificalion to resident status. 
Persons Without United States Cit izenship A person who is not 
a citizen of the United States of America, to be considered a resi­
dent must have permanent re ident tatus or mu t hold "reiugee­
parolee" or " ond itional entrant" status with the United States 
Immigration and Naturalization Service and must also meet and 
comply with all of the other applicable requirements of this 
regulation to establish resident status. 
Armed Forces Personnel A person who is actively serving in one 
of ·the Armed Forces of the United States and who is stationed 
and present in the State in connection with that service and sub­
mits evidence of such service and station, as well as such 
person's spouse and dependent children, shall receive a waiver 
of the nonresident portion of tuition as long as such person re­
mains stationed and present in Illinois and the spouse or depen­
dent children of such person also live in the State. If such a' per­
son is transferred to a post outside the continental United States, 
but such person or the spouse and/or dependents of such person 
remain(s) registered at the University then such waiver shall con­
tinue until such time as the person in service is stationed in 
another State within the continental United States. 
Minor Children of Parents Transferred Outside u.s. The minor 
children of persons who have resided in the State for at least 
twelve consecutive months immediately prior to a transfer by 
their employers to some location outside the United States shall 
be considered residents. However, this shall apply only when the 
minor children of such parents enroll in the University within five 
years from the time their parents are transferred by their 
employer to some location outside the United States. 
Staff Members of the University, Allied Agencies, and Faculties 
of Slate Supported Institutions in Illinois Staff members of the 
University and of allied agencies, and faculties of state supported 
institutions of higher education in Illinois, holding appointment 
of at least one-quarter time, and their spouses and dependent 
children , shall be treated as residents. 
Teachers in Public and Private Illinois Schools Teachers in the 
private and public elementary and secondary schools in Illinois 
shall, if subject to the payment of tuition, be assessed at the resi­
dent rate during the term in which the staff member or teacher 
holds such an appointment at least one-quarter time. This pro­
vilege also extends to the summer session or off-term vacation 
immediately following the term for which such appointment was 
effective. 
Definition of Terminology To the extent that the terms "banda 
fide residence, " "independent," "dependent," and "emancipa­
tion," are not defined in this regulation, definitions shall be deter­
mined by according due consideration to all of the facts pertinent 
and material to the question and to the applicable laws and court 
decisions of the State of Illinois. 
Voter registration, filing of tax returns, proper license and 
registration for the driving or ownership ofa vehicle, and other 
such transactions may verify intent of resident in a state. Neither 
length of University attendance or continued presence in the 
University community during vacation period shall be construed 
to be proof of Illinois residence. 
The term "staff member" as used in this regulation shall mean a 
person appointed to an established position for a specific amount 
of time al a salary commensurate with the percentage of time re­
quired, under an appointment reguiring service for not less than 
three-forths of the term. The term "staff member" as defined 
herein hall nol apply to persons employed on an hourly basis in 
either an academic Of nonacademic capacity, nor to persons on 
leave Without pay. Per on appointed to establi hed civil service 
positions. whose rate 01 pay is determined by negotiation or 
pr vailing rales, shall nol he considered as being paid on an 
hourl y basis. 
Procedure for Review of Residency Status A student who takes 
exception to the residency status assigned and/or tuit ion assessed 
shall pay the tuition assessed but may file a claim in writ ing to the 
director of Admissions for a reconsideration of resident status 
and/or an adjustment of the tuition assessed. The written claim 
must be filed within thirty calendar days from the date of a sess­
ment of tuition or the date deSignated in the official Universit 
calendar as that upon which instruction begins for the academic 
period for which the tuition is payable, whichever is later. o r the 
student loses all rights to a change of status and/or adjustment of 
the tuition assessed for the term in question . If the student is 
dissatisfied with the ruling in response to the written claim made 
within said period, the student may appeal the ruli ng by filing a 
written appeal with the office responsible for admissions withi n 
twenty days of receipt of notice of ru ling. Such written appeal 
shall be forwarded by the office responslble for admi sions to 
Board legal counsel , who shall consider all evidence submitted in 
connection with the case and render a decision which shall be 
final. 
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Academic Policies Effective 
1983-84 Academic Year 
The sub equent policies on "liberal education" and " graduate 
studies" have been approved through the University goverance 
structure. 
A joint advIsory committee of community colleges and University 
faculty representatives wi ll advise the provost regarding the im­
plementation of the Liberal Education Policy. 
During the 1982-83 academic year, procedures for implementing 
these policies will be developed and the policies will be fully im­
plemented for the 1983-84 academic year. These future policies 
will not affect degree req uirements of students who matriculate 
as degree seeking prior to the Fall 1983 Trimester. 
Liberal Education Policy 
1. 	 All students who earn a bachelor's degree at GSU shall have 
earned at GSU or any other regionally accredited institution 
of higher education a minimum of thirty-nine (39) hours of 
credit in courses categorized as liberal education. The hours 
shall be distributed as follows: 
Natu ral Science and Mathematics 12 hours 
Social S iences, Humanities and 
the Arts 18hours 
Communication (Oral and Written) 9 hours 
Total 39 hours 
2. 	 Liberal education credit, as defined above, must be earned 
prior to graduation from GSU and in any way available to 
GSU students including 1) academic credit from life ex­
perience, 2) ClEP credits, or 3) coursework at a regionally 
accredited institution of higher education. 
3. 	 In order to determine those GSU courses that meet the 
defin ition of liberal education, the established course re­
quest approval process shall be followed . 
4. 	The University Curriculum Commjttee shall , in consultation 
with the dean of each College and the director of the School, 
determine what cred its earned other than through GSU 
liberal education courses meet the li beral education require­
ment. Unresolved determ inations shall be resolved by the 
provost (or designee). 
S. 	The University Curriculum Committee's determination of 
liberal education courses or of liberal education credit shall 
occur in advance of the next published GSU Cala/og. In no 
case hall a course or a credit meet the liberal education re­
quirement if it has not been so published as such in the GSU 
Catalog. 
6. 	Where existing agreements and matters of certification do 
not permit a minimum o( thi rty-nine (39) hours of credit in 
courses categorized as liberal education, the College or 
School may seek the University Curriculum Committee's 
recommendation and the provost (or designee) ap~rova l of a 
different total number of liberal education hours and credits. 
7. 	Courses determined by the University Curriculum Commit­
tee to be liberal education courses shall meet at least one 
criterion listed in each of the following sets: 
a. The course content focuses on 
1. 	humanizing aspects of civilization 
2. 	 systems of knowledge, thought, or ethics 
3. 	 characteristics o( individuals or cultu res 
4. 	 creative imagination 
b. The course uses processes of 
1. relating to humankind and its achievements 
2, analysis, criticism, or interpretation of ideas 
3. 	 decision making 
4. 	 comparative investigation 
c. 	 The course 
1. 	has broad utility 
2. 	is integrative of several elements in the student's 
education 
3. 	 involves application of value systems. 
8. 	The University Curriculum Committee shall establi sh an ad 
hoc subcommittee (or the purpose of reviewing and recom­
mending to the University Curriculum Committee existing 
and proposed courses (or Liberal Education , Member of the 
subcommittee shall be drawn from facul ty having advanced 
degrees or significant training in disciplines customarily 
associated with the content area of the cri teria. The subcom­
mittee shall consist of eight faculty members - two from 
each of the Colleges and two from the School. 
9. 	 This policy shall be approved in a timely fashion so that im­
plementation can be in advance of the next GSU Catalog. 
10. 	 This policy shall be reviewed three years after the date of im­
plementation by an ad hoc committee of the Faculty Senate, 
appointed by the Executive Committee of the Faculty 
Senate. ' 
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Organization of Graduate StudiesGraduate Studies Policy 
Preface 
Graduate education is the pursuit of knowledge and the means of 
knowledge at an advanced level. 
G raduate education is d istinct and d ifferent from basic level of 
education both in kind and in degree. It demands of students 
engaged in it greater intellectual maturity and autonomy, a 
deeper responsibility for their own learning, more intense study, 
and the mastery of different and more complex skills. Con­
comitantly, graduate education demands of faculty engaged in it 
a deeper knowledge and greater skill within a given discipline, a 
greater commitment to the development of students' intellectual 
autonomy, and a more rigorous effort to imbue students with the 
values and standards of the discipline or profession. 
A graduate degree is a distinction to be earned . Award of the 
degree symbolizes both the student's accomplishment and the 
University's endorsement. A student may judge his or her own 
achievement, but the University must decide what it will and will 
not endorse. It is the right and the duty of the faculty to deter­
mine the educational content of graduate programs and the 
crjteria for awarding the degree . More specifically, graduate 
education imposes the following obligations: 
A. 	 A student receiving a master's degree must have 
demonstrated: 
1. 	 an in-depth knowledge of significant theories, issues and 
findings, and mastery of appropriate skills, within his/her 
discipline; 
2. 	 the ability to apply such knowledge and skills; 
3. 	 the ability to read, interpret, and evaluate research 
literature and to relate results to selected areas of interest; 
4. 	 the ability to analyze problems and to critique attempted 
solutions, especially within his/her own disciplne; 
5. 	 the ability to integrate knowledge from a variety of 
disciplines; 
6. 	 the ability to design and implement a research, scholarly, 
or creative project; and 
7. 	 the ability to communicate scholarly thought to profes­
sional colleagues through writing and discussion 
B. 	 Faculty involved in graduate education must: 
1. 	 possess the kind and the degree of expertise appropriate 
to the subjects they teach; 
2. 	 exemplify by their own conduct, research, and profes­
sional accomplishments the values and standards of the 
profession or discipline; 
3 define, in collaboration 	with their colleagues and rele­
vant professional groups, the goals, requirements, the 
content, and the pace of graduate education; 
4. 	 communicate criteria clearly for academic and degree re­
quirements; 
5. 	 insist stringently that students meet established criteria, 
and counsel out or recommend for dismissal those who 
cannot or will not do so; 
6. 	 evaluate students' performance regularly and fairly in ac­
cordance with established criteria; and 
7. 	 make themselves available for close and continuing con­
tact with graduate students, actively monitor and advise 
them in their course of study, give such other advice and 
assistance as may be appropriate and requested. 
The following policy for graduate studies shall be in effect, when 
approved, th roughout the University; however, a Coliege, School 
or division may, through the appropriate procedures, establish 
more stri ngent requirements. 
A. 	 Graduate level courses and master's degree programs shall 
be offered through the arious College and School of the 
University. as approved by the faculty, admi nistration, and 
gov rning boards. 
B. 	 The administratiave officer shall be the p rovost or his 
designee. 
C. 	 Policies and procedures for graduate study shall be reviewed 
and recomm ended by a Graduate Studies Council. 
1. 	 Administrative O fficer 
The duties and responsibilities of the administrative of­
ficer (provost or his designee) for graduate studie shall 
include: 
a. 	 chairing the meetings of the Graduate ludies Council 
and convening them on a regul ar basis; 
b. 	 being a nonvoting ex officio member of the Graduate 
Studies Council; 
c. 	 providing admin istrative leadership and support for 
the work of the council; and 
d. 	 ensuring the maintenance of a data ba e on graduate 
matters throughout the Univer ity. 
2. 	 The Graduate Studies Council 
All matters rel ati ng to graduate studies shall be Overseen 
by the Graduate Studies Counci l. 
a. 	 Structure - the Council shall be composed of two 
faculty representative from each College and School, 
elected from among those tenured faculty meeting the 
criteria to teach graduate only courses. The represen­
tatives from each unit sha ll serve tor two year stag­
gered terms. Elections for members oi the Graduate 
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lud ies Council. ha ll be carried out according to the 
procedure eSl abl i ~h d by the Faculty Senate. Only 
fil 	ulty memb r who ilr ligi bl to teach graduat 
cours. s may vole in the election oi their repre~en­
talivl's to the Graduat tudles Council. Division 
cha irpersons may teach graei uate level courses if they 
meet th appropriate Wlena, but th y shall not vote 
n 	 r rve on th Graduate. IUdi OUn 11. 
b. 	 Respon~ihilitiE' - the duti of the Council ~hdl lincl ude : 
1. 	 the review of all graduate programs to en~ure that they 
meet the minimal requirements and procedures con­
tained in policies related to graduate studies; 
L 	 th periodic review and approval of recommendations 
by faculty and deans for the awarding of master's 
d wees; 
3. 	 the determination of the qualifications for teaching 
graduate 	courses beyond the minimal requirements 
tipulated. 
Qualifications for Teaching Graduate Courses 
The fol lowing are established as initial and minimal criteria for 
determining the eltglbility of faculty to teach graduate courses. 
Only peron~ approved to do so, by the Graduate Studies Coun-
II , hall t ilch courses at and above Ihe 6000 level. 
A. 	 Criteria for faculty to teach graduate-only courses 
(8000-99<)9 level): 
1. 	 hold th r.3nk of Unlvt>r"tt, profe~~() r ; 
2. 	 have an ,1rn d dc)(torate in a ii lei re lev.1ntto th ~u njeci 
matter oj the cour"es to b taught ; 
3. 	 have t aching exp ri nc in graduate lewl L urs ' 5 (other 
thiln through ~rdduate teaching a si<;tdn t ~hi p) 
4. 	 demonstra te ~ignillCan t re areh/cr .1tivE'/proiessional dl ­
compl i ~hm nl 
5. 	 approval 01 the CounCil In an exceplton.11 C c1~f' lor .1 pl'l 
~(}n not Int' ling tht-' (ntena ab ve (1-4) where .1 r('qut' t 
has nt>en ~u nm l tt ed by d lvl~i ()n Idcuity ,lnd dedn/dtrE'( lOr 
ot a Coli ge or 'chool ; 
6. 	 recommendation hy d ivi ion faculty, dj\'i~j()n hairp r­
son, and College dean/School director. 
B. 	 Criteria for faculty to teach other graduate level LOllr~e~ : 
1. 	 A recommendation by division taculty, diVISIOn c. h,lIfper­
son, dnd dean/director. 
2. Evidence of posse~ ing or having the pot nll .11 to mf'f' l 
the criteria as designated in A. , 1-4, clbove . 

Determination of Graduate Level Courses 

There shall be at least three distinct levels 0 1 Instruction for which 
graduate credit shall be given. These levels are df' crib d n low 
using the current numhering system which is sublect to chanl<!E', 
but the distinction of the course level shall remain polit y 1111111 
modified through approved procedures. 
A. 	 Graduate level courses not open to undergraduate ~ , t udents 
(numbered 8000-9999). 
B. 	 Graduate level courses open to undergradudt studen t, who 
meet the reprequisites for the course. All work/competen­
cies/assessments are at the graduate I v I (numbered 
6000-7999) . 
C. 	 Mixed level courses open to unde rgr.lc! uate tlnd 'raciudte 
students who meet the prerequisites for the cour~e. All re­
quirements and competencies for undergraduate .lnd 
graduate student~ shall. be separately and UI tl nctly peCl iiC'd 
in the course wllabus (numhered 5000-599 ). 
D. 	 Graduate students who take undergradudte cour..e . 
(numbered 3000-4999) for whatever reason, h II not 
receive graduate credit for such courses. 
Determination of Graduate 5tudent 5tatus 
The University ~hall estahlish three categories of graduate 
students as follows: 
A. 	 Graduate Degree-Seeking Student 
Any person meeting the established admission requrem nt 
of the University, College. and program for graduate study 
pursuant to the master's degree shall be in this eategor ilt 
the time of ddmission. 
B. 	 Master's Degree Candidate 
Degree-seeking students shall be placed in thiS category 
when: 
1. 	 they have completed an approved Graduat Study Plan. 
2. 	 they have completed the specified program mal i r ­
quirements, applied for and been admitted to candidacy; 
and 
3. 	 when the date of program approval has been iii d with 
the Registrar's Office for inclusion in the candidat ' 
academic record. 
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C. 	 Graduate Students-at-Lar e 
Graduat students-at-large are defined as those taki ng 
graduat ourses but not pursull1g a graduate degree 111 any 
specific program at the time of admi sion. No more than fif­
teen (15) credit hour tak n as a graduate student-at-large 
~ha ll b transferrable toward the requirements of any degre 
progrdfn. Graduate students-at-Iarge may not tak graduate 
level courses designated by division faculty as reserved for 
master's degree candidates only. 
Requirements for the Master's Degree 
A. 	 All graduate students shall have been admitted to the 
category Master's Degree Candidate (B. above) at least one 
Trimester prior to the one in which the degree is awarded. 
B. 	 Graduate Study Plan - Each graduate program in the 
University will establish a Graduate Study plan as part of the 
process by which a graduate student is admitted to master's 
candidacy. Although plans may vary from program to pro­
gram, each will reflect the following: 
1. 	 required courses, 
2. 	 electives, 
3. 	 planned program activities for which credit is to be 
granted, 
4. 	 master's final project, 
5. 	 transfer of credit and/or life experience credit (where ap­
plicable) . 
C. 	 Credit Minimums and Maximums 
1. 	 All graduate students shall complete at least 32 credit 
hours in graduate level courses of which at least two (2) 
credit hours are designated as Master's Final Project . 
2. 	 A minimum of twelve (12) graded credit hours must be in 
graduate-only courses (numbered 8000-9999). 
3. 	 A maximum of seventeen (17) credit hours earned from 
the same faculty member will be counted toward degree 
requirements, including credit hours related to the 
Master' s Final Project. 
4. 	 A maximum of eight (8) graduate credit hours may be 
awarded for experiential learning. Life experience credit 
hours shall only be granted through the established pro­
cedures for awarding such credit. 
5. 	 Transfer of graduate credit hours shall not exceed twenty­
five (25) percent of the total number of credit hours re­
quired in any particular program. All transfer credits must 
be approved by division faculty. 
D. 	 Residency - All graduate candidates shall earn a minimum 
of twenty-four (24) credit hours from GSU for each graduate 
program in which the student is enrolled. At least twelve (12) 
of these must be earned at the main campus of GSU or an 
approved degree-granting site. 
E. Master's Final Project - A master's degree candidate shall 
prepare a thesis or project, do a practicum/internship, or in 
some other way demonstrate an integration of his/her 
graduate work (as described below in 1-4) that is accepted 
by a committee of three faculty who have been approved to 
teach graduate-only courses (numbered 8000-9999). Each 
program shall provide students a copy of detailed pro­
cedures and specify appropriate manuals of style for the final 
project alternatives required in the program . 
Final project alternatives will vary from one program to 
another; however, (,3ch program shall require one or more 
of the following: 
1. 	 Master's Thesis - The master's the~b must present 
evidence of (a) a thorough review and und rstandi ng of 
the literature gem1ane to the subject, (b) the ability to do 
Independent reo earch, and (c) the preparation of a 
manuscript which conforms to generally recogniz d tan­
dard of scientific and scholarly writi ng in th disciplin . 
2. 	 Master's Project - The master's project is a 50 tained 
work that intellectually supports the degree program but 
which may not be, in its ent irety, a written document 
(thesis) nor an internship (for example, creative proj cts 
in the rine and performing arts). However, it must provide 
evidence of the ability and effort to carry out a major aP­
plication of theory or advanced methods relative lO 
master's level work in the profession or discipline. 
3. 	 Graduate Practicum/lnternship - The graduate prac­
ticum/intership is designed to provide an important and 
new learning experience to the student that is in some 
way complementary to the academic cour ework which 
it follows. The practicum/internship should provide an 
opportunity for the student to evaluate the relevance of 
theoretical and academic per!>pectives, in the profes­
sional leld. 
4. 	 Additional Study and Examinations - O ne or more 
graduate-only (numbered 8000-9999) courses and com­
prehensive examinations are deSignated ~ a master's 
final project alternat ive. 
Additional Requirements lor Graduate Education 
A. 	 Additional Master's D grees 
Credits earned and applied toward any degree previously 
earned may not be applied toward a econd or additional 
degree. Students pursuing two or more degrees 
simultaneously may not apply the sam credit 10 more than 
one degree. 
B. 	 Grades 
1. 	 All graduate students shall maintai n grades in accordance 
with the established University grading policy; in no case, 
however shall a grade of " 0 " or "U" be acceptable 
toward meeting degree req uirements. 
2. 	 All graduate students must be in Academic Good Stan­
ding in accordance with UniverSity policy to be admitted 
to or to remain in the master's degree candidate 
category. 
C. 	 Time Limit - All coursework for the degr e, except the 
master's final project, musl be completed within four (4) 
years of a student's acceptance as a master's degree can­
didate. The master's fina l project must be completed within 
five (5) years of a student's acceptance as a master's degree 
ca ndidale. Transfer reellts earned ten (10) or more years 
prior to the stud nt's acceptance as a master's degree can­
didale shall not be accepted toward the degree re­
qu irements. 
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D. 	 Registration for the master's thesis or master's project - If 
l ud~nt5 do not complete their work in the Trime ter in 
which they register ior the thesis or project, they mu t 
reregister in the following Trimester . tudents wi ll receive 
credi t only once on their transcript (or a master' the is or 
project. The thesis or project may be a graded or nongraded 
(i.e., passIno credIt) course. Instructors shall use one of the 
following grad codes: A, B, C. D, U p, NC or S (5 ~ pro­
gress beang made but not yet complete) . For the master's 
thesis or project cour • there shdll b no us of the grade I 
(In omplete). GradE' codes of P. NC and 5 will flot affect the 
students' GPA. 
A student may petition for an e ceptl on to continuous 
regi tration for d master's thesis or a mol 'er 's Droject if com­
pelling reasons warr,lI1t. The petition must be appro ed by 
the chai rperson of the master's thesis/proj ct. the division 
chai rperson and the dean/director of the College/School. 
Review of Graduate Studies Policy 
. The Graduate Studies Polley and the operations of the Graduate 
Studies Council shall be reviewed by the appropriate 
committee( ) of the Fa ulty Senate five (5) years from the date of 
their adoption . Recommendat ions resulting from this review shall 
be processed through the establIshed governance system. 
Recommendations for Implementation of Graduate Studies 
Policy 
It is recognized that it may take as long as two (L) years to imple­
ment the policy after its adoption. The following are some recom­
mended guidelines for moving the process along: 
A. 	 This policy supersedes the "Graduate Studies Poli y" signed 
by the President Ju ne 19. 1979. 
B. 	 The Governan Comm ittf' > oi the Facu lty Sen,atE' hall on­
duct an ele tion in the CoJlt'~ 5 .inc! Sc hool iar members of 
the flr~t Gr,J(]U.ltl' Studies Council . Persons ligil)le 10 vote 
are those identliied by dp,lnsidlrl:'dors as currently eligible to 
teach graduate-only cours 5 (numbered 8000-9999). Can­
didates for the Council mu t be eligiblt' to leach gradudte, 
only courses (8000-9999), be t nured, ilnd hold an earned 
doctorate degree. After the election, the Govern.met' Com ­
mittee shall designate for edch unit one person to serve for 
one year and one to servf' for two years. 
C 	 The Graduate Studies Council shall develop procedures and 
practices to implement the various el'ments oi thiS polk y 
and shall develop and disseminate a cal ndar tor imp I men· 
tat ions. In addition, the Council may choose to develop ad­
ditional policies to move through the eSlabl i,hf'n Gover­
nance System. 
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College of 
Business and Public 
Administration 
Programs: 
Business Admin ist ration 
(B.A. & M. B.A.) 
Business Education 
(B.A. & M.A.) 
Pu blic Service (B.A. & M.A.) 
The obj clive of the College of Business and Public Ad­
ministration is to pre ent strong, theoretical, and pragmatic 
program at the graduate and undergraduate levels which 
will prepare students for careers in business, education, 
govern ment, or industry. The programs are designed w ith 
the understanding that students enrolled in the College of 
Business and Public Administration are pursuing manage­
ment care rs in the public or private sector . Accordingly, 
the College offers rigorous programs which will chal lenge 
students and provide them with the preparation to assume 
po ition - of leadership and responsibility . 
Graduate Admission 
Requirements 
Specific admission requirements for each curriculum in the 
College of Business and Public Administration are listed 
separately in the descriptions of the various curricula. 
Graduate students are required to complete either the 
Graduate Management Admission Test or the Graduate 
Record Examinat ion, depending upon their particu lar 
degree program. (See curricula admission information) . To 
obtain an Information Bulletin describing arrangements for 
taking the te t, the nature of the examination, and scoring 
procedures, write to either: 
Graduate Management Admissions Test 
Educational Testing Service 
Box 966 
Princeton, NJ 08540 School Code No. 1263 
or 
Graduate Record Examinations 
Education I Testing Service 
Box 955-R 
Princeton, NJ 08540 School Code No. R1263-3 
GMAT Policy Effective for applicants to the graduate 
Business Administration major, whose applications are 
received after August 5, 1982, the College of Business and 
Public Admi nistration will use the GMAT score in conjunc­
tion with the undergraduate grade point average (CPA) for 
dete~m.ining a~~ission of students to the MBA program. No 

admiSSion deCISion will be made until GMAT scores are on 

file. 

The purpose of the policy is to maintain the quality of 

students admitted to the program and to advise prospective 

students with respect to their academic potential for suc­

cessful completion of the program. 

The quantitative cri terion for admission to the program is: 

(GPA x 200) + GMAT ~ 950 
~BA Adn:'ission Requirements Effective with all applica­
tions received after August 5, 1982. the admission criteria 
for applicants to the MBA program have been changed to 
the following: 
Applicants must: 
1. 	have a baccalaureate degree from a regionally ac redited 
college or university; 
2. 	be in good standing at the last institution attended. and 
3. 	have a 950 or better total in the admission formula as 
follows: GPA x 200 + GMAT score ~ 950. (See section 
on GMAT policy.) 
Petition Process Applicants who do not meet the above 
stated criteria may submit a letter of petition with other re­
quired credentials through the admissions office to the 
CBPA Admissions Committee for special consideration. Fac­
tors Which wi ll be considered by the committee in making 
decisions on petition cases include: 
undergraduate institution attended 
undergraduate grades 
specific courses taken at the undergraduate level 
work experience (e.g. salary, level of management. etc.) 
present position 
extra curricular activities 
letters of recommendation 
graduate work completed 
These and any other factors the appl icant cons,ider releva nt 
should be addressed in the peti tion letter. 
Special Exception Applicants who do not meet the stated 
criteria and who have previously earned a graduate degree, 
may be evaluated on the basis of thei r graduate work. 
Special Procedures 
Competency Examinations The Quantitative Foundations 
for Business Administration and Written Communications 
Competen'cy Exami nations are requi red for all under­
graduate and graduate students. Specific requirements for 
each curriculum are listed separately in the descriptions of 
the various curricula . 
It 	is advisable for students to review English and algebra 
before taking the two examinations. tudents unsure of their 
status regarding these examinations, should contact the Col­
lege office. The t st w ill be given each Trimester. 
NOTE: Examinations cannot be repeated. 
The PassINo Credit option will be permitted for those 
students required to enroll in the algebra and commun ica­
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tions courses because of unsuccessful completion of the re­
quired College Competency examinations. 
Academic Study Plans When all of the University re­
quirements for admission are met, a Certificate of Admission ­
will be sent to the student. Student are advised to contact 
the dean's office for completion of a Student Study Plan. 
Upon contacting the dean's office, the student will be given 
an appointment with a BPA student advisor. Student Study 
plans are developed by the student advisor located in the 
dean's office of the College of Business and Public Ad­
ministration. The advisor will explain the program and will 
use the student's transcripts to develop a study plan that will 
lead to the completion of the degree desired by the student. 
These study plans must be signed by the dean or his 
designee. 
Candidacy Requirement Graduate students are admitted to 
candidacy after the following conditions have been 
satisfied: 
1. 	 removal of any conditional admission status. 
2. 	 completion of all preparatory requirements. 
3. 	 minimum acceptable scores on the GMATIGRE must be 
on file in the dean's office. 
4. 	 successful completion of nine credits of 8000 level 
graduate work with a GPA of 3.0. Graduate credit ac­
cumulated beyond 15 hours (excluding preparatory 
coursework) will be apply toward the degree if can­
didacy status is not earned. 
5. 	 completion of competency exams or the required 
courses in the fields of communications and quantitative 
methods. 
Initial graduate admission permits students to take courses 
for graduate credit. However, students cannot obtain a 
degree until they have been admitted to candidacy. Until 
students have their Applications for Candidacy approved, 
they are not candidates for the graduate degree and their 
Application for Graduation will not be accepted. It is the 
responsibility of the student to apply for candidacy. 
Registration Procedures The following procedures are to be 
followed in completing the registration process in the Col­
lege of Business and Public Administration: 
1. 	 Consult the Schedule and select desired courses. Please 

refer to the individual Student Study Plan when making 

selections. 

2. 	 Complete an Advance Registration or AddlDrop form. 
3. 	 If necessary, secure written permission to: 
a. 	Enroll in courses which require permission (e.g., in­
dependent study); 
b. 	Carry an overload: (It is recommended that under­
graduate students carry no more than 15 hours and 
graduate students carry no more than 12 hours.) Per­
mission to take an overload must be obtained from 
the dean of the College. 
4. 	 Request approval of courses selected on the registration 

form from the dean's office. (Registration approval 

is obtained from the dean's office.) 

5. 	 Students will then follow the Registrar's Office pro­
cedures and hand carry their College approved forms to 
the Registrar's Office. Please note that Advance Registra­
tion forms are not complete unless a "receipt" from the 
Registrar' s Office has been obtained. Registration will 
not be approved for students who do not have an ap­
proved Student Study Plan on file in the College office. 
Residency Requirements Graduate students must complete 
a minimum of 24 credits (12 credits on campus) at GSU. A 
maximum of nine hours will be approved for transfer from 
another institution. Undergraduate students rrtust complete 
. a minimum of 30 credits (12 credits on campus) at GSU. 
Graduate students will be expected to complete the MBA 
and MAPS core (21 hours) in the College of Business and 
Public Administration. 
Cooperative Education and Internships Cooperative Ed u­
cation will be available to all students with a limitation on 
academic credit. Undergraduate students will be allowed to 
earn a maximum of six credits out of the 120 hours required 
for a degree. Graduate students will be allowed a maxim um 
of th ree hours toward completion of a degree. 
All 	 Cooperative Education or internships will be coor­
dinated by the College of Business and Public Administra­
tion coordinator of Cooperative Education. Specific weekly 
meeting dates will be announced by the coordinator during 
the orientation meeting. 
Credit for life Experience The College of Busi ness and 
Public Administration does not grant graduate credit for life 
experience. 
Readmission Students returning to the College of Business 
and Public Administration must complete a new Student 
Study Plan and comply with the current curriculum. 
Academic Suspension Students retu rning to the College of 
Business . and Public Administration following Academic 
Suspension must complete a new Student Study Plan and 
comply with the current curriculum . Students suspended for 
a second time will not be readmitted to the College. Students 
are evaluated for readmission by University petition pro­
cedures. Students will be evaluated according to current 
policies and procedures. 
Electives Because other academic units offer similar or some 
equivalent courses, all electives (graduate and under­
graduate) must be approved by the dean or his designee. 
Students in the College of Business and Public Administra­
tion are required to select their electives from courses of­
fered in the College of Business and Public Administration. 
This policy does not apply to the free elective portion of 
their specific program. 
Grading Policy (for College of Business and Public Ad­
ministration degree-seeking students new at Governors 
State University for Fall, 1979 and su bsequent Trimesters). 
1. 	 Students are required, in all programs in the College of 
Business and Public Administration, to select the letter 
grade option for all courses required for a degree, un less 
the course is identified by the College of Business and 
Public Administration in the Schedule of Classes as a 
nongraded course - NGC (i .e. , PassiNo Credit only 
courses); 
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2. 	 Undergraduate students will be permitted to choose the 
PassINo Credit grading option only in the free elective 
portion of their specific program. 
3. 	 The Pass/No Credit option will be permitted for those 
students required to enroll in the algebra and com­
munications courses because of unsuccessful comple­
tion of the required College Competency Examinations. 
Grade Changes Grades will be changed for students only if 
a mistake has been made in the original submission. 
Students do not have the privi lege of submitting additional 
work, retaking exams, etc., in order to improve their grade 
after the grade has been submitted. 
Repeating Courses Beginning with the Fall, 1982, Trimester, 
a student who has enrolled in the same course three times 
without receiving a passing grade is subject to review of 
academic progress by the dean of the College of Business 
and Pu blic Administration and may be dropped from the 
College. 
Beginning with the Fall , 1982, Trimester, students classified 
as graduate students must earn a "C" grade or better in all 
courses to receive credit towards graduation. If a grade less 
than "C" is earned, it is recommended that the student 
repeat the course the next Trimester it is offered . 
Course Substitution Course substitution must be approved 
by the dean or his designee. The substitution is valid only for 
the term specified. 
Independent Study Independent Study is intended to pro­
vide the more advanced student with the opportunity to 
study a topic of individual interest in a given discipline 
under professional supervision . Only the student who is 
prepared to devote considerable time and effort should 
undertake an independent study. The student con­
templati ng a course in independent study should first have 
in mind a definite area for investigation within the 
disciplines with a specific supervising instructor. Before a 
student may register for independent study, written ap­
proval of a faculty member who has agreed to supervise this 
work must be secured. Approval of an independent study 
can be expected: if the faculty member has the time and the 
wish to supervise the student's work; and if the supervisor 
and the student can agree in advance on a suitable subject 
for independent study. The individual faculty member may 
choose which applicants to supervise. Decision will be 
determined by available time, professional interests and 
competence, and an estimate of an applicant's prospects for 
dOing suitable study. The dean or the College must a/50 ap­
prove the independent study. 
NOTE: Students who have not successfully completed the 
Competency Examinations in Quantitative Foundations and 
Written Communications or successfully completed the re­
quired courses will not be allowed to register for indepen­
dent study courses. Only seniors and graduate students 
completing their last Trimester should apply for indepen­
dent study. Independent study may be substituted for a re­
quired cou rse only with the approval of the dean of the Col­
lege. 
Thesis Option for MBA Students A thesis is optional. If a 
thesis is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirments of 
the degree, the candidate must present a minimum of 27 
graduate credit hours. The thesis option provides an oppor­
tunity for intensive study of a problem chosen by the stu­
dent. A candidate who is approved for the thesis option will 
be required to orally defend the thesis. 
The thesis option is limited to outstanding students who 
have been recommended by a minimum of two faculty in 
the College of Business and Public Administration and ap­
proved by the dean. Students interested in pursuing the 
Ph.D. or DBA degree should select the thesis option. 
Each student selecting the thesis option w ill be requ ired to 
su bmit a thesis proposal to a faculty member. If the proposal 
is approved, a thes is adVisor and Examining Committee will 
be appoi nted by the dean or his designee. The thesis must 
be completed within one year after it i ~ approved. 
MBA Time Restrictions The maximum time for completion 
of the MBA degree program is six years from the date oHirst 
enrollment. Students who have not earned the MBA degree 
duri ng th is period will have their academic standing re­
viewed and may be asked to meet additional requirements 
in order to graduate. 
Limitations on Nontraditional Courses Students in the 
Business Administration Program shall take a min imum of 
30 graduate hours or 54 upper division undergraduate hours 
in regularly scheduled, in-class courses for fu lfilling the 
degree requirements. Exceptions to this poli cy must be ap­
proved by the dean of the College. 
Student Admin istrative Matters Student administrative mat­
ters (e.g., overload approvals, academic probation petitions, 
Applicat ions for Candidacy, Applications for Graduation, 
Transfer of Credit requests, Thesis Application, registration 
procedures, Add/Drop requests, Independent Study re­
quests, etc.,) require permission of the dean's office . 
Student Course Load - Undergraduate The normal course 
load for an undergraduate student is 15 credit hours during 
a Trimester. Permission to take an overload (more than 15 
hours) must be approved by the dean of the College. 
Overloads will include any incomplete hours from prior 
terms. 
Student Course Load - Graduate The normal course load 
for a graduate student is nine hours during a Trimester. The 
maximum course load the graduate student may take 
without obtaining permission is 12 hours. Permission to take 
an overload (more than 12 hours) must be approved by the 
dean of the College or his deSignee. 
Transfer Credit - Undergraduate All transfer credit must 
be approved by the dean or his designee. A maximum of 60 
credit hours will be accepted from universities or communi ­
ty colleges. Undergraduate students will be expected to 
complete the major and/or option portion of their program 
in the College of Business and Public Admin istration . After 
students have been admitted to CBPA, additional transfer 
credit will not be accepted from another institution, unless 
prior permission was obtained from the dean. 
At the undergraduate level, "0" grades .earned at another 
institution are not transferrable unless they were accepted 
for the AA degree. 
Transfer Credit - Graduate A maximum of nine hours w ill 
be accepted from another institution for graduate students. 
Graduate students will be expected to complete the 
graduate core cou rses for their particular program in the 
College of Business and Public Administration. After 
students have been admitted to the College of Business and 
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Publ ic Administration , additional transfer credit will not be 
accepted from another institution unless prior permission 
was obtained from the dean of the College. At the graduate 
level, " C" grades earned at another graduate institution will 
not be transferred for graduate credit. Credit earned more 
than five years prior to request will not be accepted . 
Certification 
State cert ification has been awarded to the Business Educa­
tion major. 
Business Administration 
Program 
Undergraduate The College of Business and Publ ic Ad­
ministration has designed its undergraduate Business Ad­
ministration Program to prepare students for careers in 
business, education, government, and industry. Since each 
of the functions of complex business organizations is inter­
related, the student is required to be familiar with the func­
tional areas of business. Therefore, all students are required 
to become familiar with the disciplines of accounting, 
economics, finance, marketing, and management and to ac­
quire skills in the areas of statistics, computers, and quan­
titative methods. In addition, the undergraduate Business 
Administration Program offers, as part of its curriculum, an 
opportunity for students to pursue an in-depth study in one 
of the following options: Accounting, Computers and Infor­
mation Systems, Economics, Finance, Marketing, Personnel 
Management and Labor Relations, Production Manage­
ment, Real Estate and Land Economics, and General 
Business. 
PROGRAM: BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
OPTION: COMPUTER AND INFORMATION ST5 TFMS 
Le VEL: B At~ELOR OF AR TS 
ADMISSION I NFORMAtiON : 
A SI UDE T ~IUST : I) kAVE ACQUIRED AN 4SS0CI,t.TH DEGR EE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS OF CRetl l T WITH A OVERALL "C" OR BETTER 
GPA f ROM A REG IONALLY ACCRED I TED COLLE~E OR UNI VERSI TY) AND 2) 
eE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED . STUDENTS NOT 
MEE TING ADMISS ION 'RITERIA MAY PE TITION FOR ADMISS ION THROUGH 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISS IONS . STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE ACQU I RED A 
OASIC KNOWLEDGE IN THE MA~OR FI e LDS Of HOMAN END EA VOR, 
INC LUDING THE AREAS Of SCIENCE (6 CR HRS), THe SOCI~L S I ENC ES 
(9 CR HRS) , AND TKE HUMA ITI ES (~ CR HRS), AS WELL ~ S SUC H 
SPECIfiC COURSES EQUIVAL ENT TO ( SEE NOTE I) : ePA }201 PRINCI ­
PLES OF M I CROECONO~ICS (3 CR HRS) . BPA } 202 PRINC IPLES O~ 
MAtROECONOMICS (} CR HRS ) , SPA }~ OS ALGEBRA (3 CR HRS), SPA 
340 4 CALCULUS FOR B U5 1 ~ES S ( 3 CR MRS), SPA laO I COMMUN ICAT IONS 
I (3 CR HRS) AND BPA 380 2 COMMUNICAT IONS I J (3 CR HRS). ALSO, 
ST UD ENTS SHOULD HAVE TA~EN COURSES COVERING THE fUNCTIONAL 
AREAS AND SKILLS OF BUSINESS THAl AR~ EQ UI VALlN T TO (~E E 
NOTE 2): BPA 3101 FINANC IAL ACCOuNT ING (} CR HRS), SPA 3 12~ 
BUSI NE SS LAW I (3 CR HRS), SPA 340Z INTRODuc rl ON TO COMPUT ER 
PR OGR AMMING (3 CR HRS), BPA 34& 1 STATIST I CS fOR MANAG£M~T I ( J 
CR HRS), AND BPA 3703 BU SI NESS COMMUNI CATIONS (3 tR MRS).
AUDI TIONALI.Y, ~ STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAkEN 9 HOURS OF l:oLECTIVES 
TO FULFII.L THE REQUI REMENT OF AT LEAST 60 SE~f5TfR HOURS . 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST : I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CRE DI T HOURS ·I F 
WHIC H AT I.EAST 6 0 CREDIT HOURS MUST BE AT THE UP PE R ~IVISION 
LEVEL (42 HOURS REQUIRED + 18 HouRS EL EC TED) ; 2) ACQU I RE TME 
COMP ET ENCIES FOR THIS DEGREE (NOTE : s r UDENl S MAY SUBS TITUTE 
ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETEN CIES BY AL TE R NA1~ METHODS UPON APPROVAL 
OF THE DEAN AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE SlUOENT' S APPROVED STUDY 
PLAN . ); 3) EARN AT LEAST 30 CRED IT HOORS AT GOVERNORS STATE 
UNIVERSITY; AND 4) COMPLETE SUCCESSFULLY THE QUAN TITATIVE 
FOUNDATI ONS FOR BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION A D THE WRIT TEN 
COMMUNI CATIONS COMPETENCY EX AM I NAT IONS (NOT E: STUDENTS NOT 
PASSING THESE EXAMINATIONS WILL BE REQUIREO TO COMPLETE BPA 
3403 ALGEBRA AND BPA 3801 COMMuNI CArl ONS I IN ~DDII10N TO 
OTHER DEGR EE REQUIREMENTS). 
RE QUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION : 42 HOU RS) 
MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING 
PRINCIPLES OF FINANCIAL MGMT 
PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT 
PROD UC TION MANAGEMENT 
STATISTICS FOR MANAGEMENT II 
PR I NCIPI.ES OF MARKETING 
INTE RMEDIATE MACROE CONOMICS 
MA NAGE RIAl. ECONOMI CS : ECON FIRM 
BUSI NESS POl.lCY 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING: COBOL 
SYSTE~I ANAI.YSIS 
INTRO TO MANAGEMENT SCIENCES 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
I NFORMATION RETRIEVAl. 
BPA3102 
BPA H O I 
BP A 401 
BPA 3440 
BPAJ4 62 
BPAHO I 
BPA4210 
BPA4220 
BPA4499 
BPA3482 
BPA348~ 
BPA~ 4 6 0 
BPA 44 i, 2 
BPA446) 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
J 
} 
1 
3 
3 
J 
J 
J 
3 
3 
) 
J 
) 
J 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HR S . 
HR • • 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HR S . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
EI.ECTIVE COURS ES--UPPER DIVISION: 18 HOURS) 
ELECT AT I.EAST 9 HOURS FROM 
COURSES OFFERED IN THE COLLEGE 
OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMIN­
ISTRATION, AND APPROV ED BY THE 
DEAN. 
EI.ECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM 
COU RSE S OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE 
UNI VER SITY (PREFERABI.Y IN 
AREAS OUTSIDE OF BUSINESS) , 
AND APPROVED BY THE DEAN. 
TRANSFER CREDIT--LOWER DIVI S ION: (60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required 

for a Bachelor of Arts in Business Administra tion is 120 hours 

NOTE(S) : 
ALL OR MANY OF THE GENERAL EDUCATION COMPE TENCY COURSES AND 
CREDIT HOURS SHOUI.D BE COMPLETED AT THE COMMUNIT y COLLEGE 
LEVEL AND INCI.UDED IN THE 60 CR EDI T HOURS TRANSFERRED TO 
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
IN THE BUSINESS CORE AREA STUDENTS SHOULD MAKE EVERY EFFORT 
TO COMPLETE FUNCTIONAL BUSINESS COURSES PRIOR TO TRANS­
FERRING TO GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
F = fALL FO = FALl. ODD YEARS FE = FALl. EVEN YEARS W = WI NTE R 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPR ING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING- SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRI NG-SUMMeR EVE N YEARS 
$$ = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MUL~ I -COMPETE NCY COURSE 
College of Business and Public Administration 61 
PROGRAM: BuSI E55 ADMfNIST~ATION 
OPTI ON : ACCOuNT ING 
L,-VEL : 8ACHeLOR OF ART5 
t-UMI ,$ I liN I N"O~i'IA T I ON; 
A STUOlNT MUST : 1) HAV E A'QiJIREO AI. A5~Ot IATE S DELRH OR ~T 
LEAST 6D SEMESTi.R rlU URS OF UU.Oll ~Ilt> AN OV"JMl L "C" OR BU"TE R 
GPA fROM A REGIONALL Y A~LRE P ITtD COLLtGE OR UN IVLRSI TY; AND 2) 
b E IN vooe iT Ol~~ AT THt AST iCHQ~L ATrrNOEO. ST UD~NT$ NO T 
MEETI Nb ADMIS"S I DN CR l lt~ l~ MAY PtTIT ION fDA AJJMI5S l 0N ,rlROUG" 
THE O~FICt OF ADMiSS I ONS . SIUDEN TS S~OULD HAVE AC QUIRED ~ 
6A ~ I C KN,. "l~O;;~ I" TH [ " AJOR F I ~LO ' u f HUMAN ENDEA VOR , 
I"'UUOIM. Tt; A < AS OF Sl I ENe[ ([, r R H S ) , THE S O( I~L SC IENCE S 
(9 C~ HRS) , AND THE " u~IM;IT IES Cl CR HR$ ), AS wELL ~S SUC H 
SP~(IF I [ (OURSl5 EQU IVA LEN T TO (SEE NOTE I ) : BPA l 20 1 PR I ~C I-
PLl5 Uf MICRU~CDNQMl t S ( 3 CR HR5 ) , BPA 320 2 PR INC I PLe s OF 
MA(IIPECIlNI) IC S (J CR HR s), SPA , 40l AL G~BRA (J CR HRS ), aPA 
340 L~LLlILU S F(}R a LJ5 1NE5 S U CR "RS), BPA l aD I COMMUN ,C.\ 1I 0NS 
I (3 eN hR5) AND SPA 38 0 2 C OMMU~ ICATI ONS I I Cl CR HRS ). AL SO , 
STullc',T> SHO UL.) HAVl TAr;tN COUR, cS COV ER ING THE FUNC TI UN AL 
A EAS AN~ SKIC LS 0> ~U SINlSS THAT A ~ . !~ UI VA LENT TO ( SE E 
NU n 2 ) : BPA llOI F I NANCI AL ACC OU NTIN~ CJ CR HRS), SPA ll25 
~U~INtS5 LA. I (3 CR ~R S), S~A l402 I NTRODUCTION TO CO"PUTtR 
~R(I •• ~AI'\MI"G (J CR I,"S), oP A 3401 STATISTICS FOR MAN AGEMf NT I C3 
~R HRS) , AND ~~A 370l BUS IN l SS COMMUNICATIONS (l CR HRS). 
AGDIIIONAL LY, S T UD.~T 5 SHO u L~ HAVE TAKEN 9 HOURS OF ELECTIVES 
rv FULfiL L THE R E ~~ I RLM[NT OF AT Lt ~ ST 60 SEMESTER HOURS. 
ULLR6l REQU I ~tMEN TS: 
II S \ WI>HlT MUS T: I) ACI.U I Rl A '',[NI,''U~ OF 12a CREDIT HOURS OF 
_hl Ch AT LEAST 60 C. 'G IT HUURS MUST ~~ AT THE UePER DIVISION 
~~VtL (~2 HOURS . t~~ I R~ J + I ' hDURS E L E ~T tD ); 2) ACQUIRE THE 
~UM?ET NLI(~ FOR TH I S Of~QEl ( ~ ort: ST UOE ~TS MAY SU BS TITUTE 
~C" I EV~M~~r Of C~~PE TEN C IE S EY ALT ERNAT E METHODS UPQN APPROVAL 
OF I ~E D '~ AND u ~D~ INCL USION I N THE ST UD eNT'S APP ROVED STUDY 
PLAN. ) ; l) LA N AT LEAST ]U CWE DIT HOURS AT GOVERNORS STATE 
U~IVE~SI T Y ; AND 4) COMPLETt S U Cl ~ SSFULLY THE QUANTITATIVE 
FOUNDAl" IONS FOR bU SIN ESS AD,"d NISTRATION AND THE wRITTEN 
(DMMU)'l cATloNS LUMP E.T EN CY XA;11"'ATIONS (NOTE: STUDENTS NOT 
"ASSINt. Til ES;: UA MI NA TIONS WI LL- BE REQU IRED TO COMPLETE BPA 
I~n l ALb<bR A AND BPA lAOl CO MMUN ICATION S I IN ADDITION TO 
~THER ~EGR E E REQUIR E ~~ NTS). 
RE~U I .~E D COURS ES--UPPER OlvISlOf\:; 42 HOURS) 
~\.I S T ACCOUNTI N~ I 
f'Rl t-o CIPLES Of f-INANCIAL "'~G;"n 
PR INC IPLES OF MANAG l Mo NT 
PRODUC TION MANAG EM Et-. T 
ST AT I STICS fVt\ ,MANAGEMENT II 
PR I Nt IPL ~~ OF­ ,MARKETlf\:G 
IN TER M( D IATE ,"1AC RO t.. CONUMICS 
MANAGER I AL ECO NOM ICS:ECON F I R,"i 
BU S INESS POll CY 
~v s T ACCOUNTING II 
INTERMED IATE AC COUNTING I 
I NTE; RME DIATE ALCOUNTING II 
AD VA NLt il ACC OUNTING 
AUDIT CON CE PTS AND STANDARDS 
BPA1l31 
SPAllOl 
8PAl401 
BPA3440 
BPA3462 
GPA3501 
BPA4210 
OPA42Z0 
BPA4499 
BPA3132 
BPAll51 
BPA3152 
BPA4110 
BPA4140 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
W 
w 
W 
W 
W 
\oJ 
I< 
"W 
W 
W 
w 
W 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
1 
1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HR S. 
HRS. 
l~~U I VE COURSI:S--UPPER DiVISION: 18 HOURS) 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM 
COU RSES OFFERED IN THE COLLEGE 
OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMIN­
I S TRATION, AND APPROVED BY THE 
OIOAN. 
EL ECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM 
COURSES OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE 
U IVERSITY (PREFERABLY IN 
A ~ E AS OuTSIDE OF BUSINESS), 
AND APPROVED BY THE DEAN. 
TRANSFER CREDIT--LOWER DiViSION: (60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required 

for a Bachelor of Arts in Business Admin istration is 120 hours 

J<;on( s) : 
ALL OR MANY OF THE GENERAL EDUCATION COMPETENCY COURSES AND 
CRED IT HOURS SHOULD BE COMPLETED AT THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
LEVEL AND IN CLUDED IN THE 60 CREDIT HOURS TRANSFERRED TO 
GOVE ~NORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
IN THE BUSINE SS CORE AREA STUDENTS SHOULD MAKE EVERY EFFORT 
TO COMPLE TE FU NCTIONAL BUSINESS COURSES PRIOR TO TRANS­
FE RRI NG TO GOV~RNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
F : FALL FO = fALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO WINT ER ODe YEARS WE = WINTER e VEN YEA RS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
50 SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING- SUMME R EVEN YEARS 
~S NOT SCnEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MUL TI-COMpE TENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM: BUSI~ESS ADMIN IS TRATION 
OPTI ON: FINAN CE 
LEVEL : BACHEU JR OF ARTS 
AUMISSION INFORMAtiON : 
A SlUoE ~T MUST : I ) HAVE ACQUI RED 4N ASSOClAT ES DEGRE E OR AT 
LEAS T 60 S~ME 5 TER HOURS OF CRtO I T ~!TN AN OVERAL L "( " OR e ET TER 
GPA f~OM A <cGION AL LY ACCREOIT~D COL LEGE OR UNIVERSITY; AND 2) 
BE IN ~OO~ ~TAN~ING AT TME LAST 5CHDOL ATTENDED . STUD ENTS NOT 
ME~INC ADM ISSIO CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISS ION THROUGH 
THE O ~ FICE OF ADMISSIONS . STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE ACQUIRED A 
BASil KNO~LcOGE IN THE MAyOR FI ELa~ OF HUMAN END EAVO R, 
IN( LU~ IN~ THE A~EAS OF SCI oNCE (6 CR HRS), THE SOCIAL SGIE NCfS 
( 9 C~ HRS ) , AND THE HUMANITIES 0 CR HRS) , AS WELL AS SuCH 
SPlC IF I e COURSES EQUl vA LENl" TO (SE E NQl"to 1 ) : BPA n o! f'R INC,-
PL l S OF M I CRO~~ONOMI CS ( } CR H~S) , ePA SlU2 PR INCIPLf5 OF 
MAC qOECONOM I CS () C HRS), BP A 3~ O J AL GESRA (3 CR HaS), BP A 
l 404 CALCULUS FOR BUS INE SS ( 3 CR H ~5 ), SPA 3801 COMMUNICATI O & 
I U C~ HRS) AND BP A 38 ~2 COMMUN ICATI ONS t I O CR HRS ). ~L50, 
STUDENTS SHOULD HAV t T~E N COUR5~S COV£R INC THt FUNCf lONAl 
AReAS AND SKILLS OF BUS I NES S H IAT ARE E QU lvAL ~NT TO ( SE E 
NOT E 2): BPA llOI FINANCI AL ACCOUNTI NG (3 CR HR~) BPA 3 12) 
(Ju SI r<f.S5 LAw I C3 CR HRS), BPA 3402 I NTRouu c rlON TO 1:0MPu n~ 
PROGRAMMING C3 CR HRS), BPA 3461 STATISTI CS FOR MANAGeMENT I ( 3 
CR HRS), AND BPA 370l BUSINESS COMMU NI CATIONS ( I CR ~R') , 
ADDITIONALLY, STUDENTS SHOULD HAV E TAKEN 9 HOURS OF LL E(TIV"~ 
TO FULFILL THE REQUIREMENT OF AT LEAST 60 SEMES TE~ HOURS . 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CRE DIT HOURS OF 
WHICH AT LEAST 60 CREDIT HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION 
LEVEL (39 HOURS REQUIRED + 2 1 HOURS ELECTED ); 2) AcgUIRk THE 
COMPETENCIES FOR THIS DEGR EE (NOTE: STu i.!ENTS MF- Y SUBS TJTUrr 
ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETeNCIE S BY ALTERNAT E MET HODS UPON APPR QVA l 
OF THE DEAN AND UPON INCLUSI ON IN THE STU DENT 'S APPROVED STUD ' 
PLAN.); 3) EARN AT LEAST 30 CREDIT HOUR S AT ~ OV E~NOR5 STATE 
UNIVERSITY; AND 4) COMPLETE SUCCESSFULLY THE UUANTITATIVE 
FOUNOATIONS FOR BUS INESS AD~IINISTRATION AND THE W"RITI EN 
COMMUNICATIONS COMPE TENCY eXAM I NATIONS ( NO TE: STUUEN'5 NOT 
PASSING THESE EXAMINA T I ONS WILL BE REQU I RED TQ COMPLETe BPA 
l40l ALGEBRA AND BPA l801 COMMUNICAT IONS I I N ADD ITI ON TO 
OTHER DEGREE REQUIREMENTS). 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 39 HOURS) 
MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING 
PRINCIPLES OF FINANCIAL MGMT 
PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT 
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT 
STATISTICS FOR MA NAG EME NT II 
PRINCIPLES OF MA R E TIN 
INTERMEDIATE MACROECONOMICS 
MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS:ECON FIRM 
BUSINESS POLICY 
INSURANCE & RISK MANAGEMENT 
ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL STATEMTS 
FINANCIAL MARKETS 
INVESTMENTS 
BPA3102 
BPA3301 
BPA3401 
BPA3440 
BPA3462 
BPA3501 
BPA4210 
BPA4220 
BPA4499 
BPA4370 
BPA4375 
BPA4l80 
BPA4390 
W 
... 
W 
W 
W 
I< 
I< 
W 
w 
W 
W 
W 
11RS . 
H~S . 
~RS . 
HRS . 
liRS . 
HRS . 
HR5 . 
HRS . 
h~S. 
HR S . 
HR S . 
H , . 
HRS . 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 21 HOURS) 
ELECT 3 HOURS 
FINANCE. 
FROM COURSES IN 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM 
COURSES OFFERED IN THE COLLEGE 
OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMIN­
ISTRATION, AND APPR6vED BY THE 
DEAN. 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM 
COuRSES OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE 
UNIVERSITY (PREFERABLY IN 
AREAS OUTSIDE OF BUSINESS), 
AND APPROVED BY THE DEAN. 
TRANSFER CREDIT--LOI<ER DIVISION: (60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required 
for a Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration is 120 hours 
NOTE(S): 
ALL OR MANY OF THE GEN ERAL EDUCATION COMPETENCY COU~5ES ANO 
CREDIT HOURS SHOULD BE COMPLETED AT THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
LEVEL AND INCLUDED IN THE 60 CREDIT HOURS TRANS FERRED TO 
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
IN THE BUSINESS CORE AREA STUDENTS SHOULD MAKE EV ERY EFfORT 
TO COMPLETE FUNCTIONAL BUSINESS COURSES PRIOR TO TRANS­
FERRING TO GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W ~ WIN 1ER 
1<0 WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPR!NG-SUMM~R 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEA~S 
$$ NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPET EN~r COURSE 
62 College of Busines and Public Administration 
PR OGRAM : BUS INESS ADH I NI~T ATION 
OPTI O~" MAR E T I NG 
LE VEL : BACHELOR OF ARTS 
tDMI~~ION INFORMATI ON: 
A ~iUDENT Mv,T : 1) HAVE A~Qul CP A ASSOCIATES DEGRE E OR AI 
LtAST 60 SEMESTER HO URS OF ClllO l' " I TH AN OVERA LL "r " OR 80TtR 
~PA FROM A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSIT Y; ANO 2)
o. I~ ~OUO STA DING AT l ~< LAST SCHOOL ATTENDE D. STU DENT S NOT 
/I,lT I N(;- ArlMIS~'Q N CR ll f R IA AY PErI TION fOR ~OM105 1 0N THROUC.H 
THl ePF tcE OF AOMI5 S IDNS . ST UDEN TS SHDU l D HAVE ACQUIRED A 
BASIC KNOWLEDGE IN THE MA JOR F IELD S OF HUMAN ENDEAVOR, 
tNlLUDI~G THE ARE AS OF SCI EN Ce (6 LR HRS) , THE SOCI AL SCIENCES : 
(9 l~ HR.) , AND THE huMAN I TI ES (3 CR HRS), AS WEL L AS SUCH 
SPEciF IC COURSES EQUIVALE NT TO (S E NOTE I ) : eP A 1101 PRINC I­
RLES 01' MICROECONOM ICS 0 CR ><RS ) , BPA 32 02 f'RIIII(;IPLES OF 
MACROE CONOMICS (3 CR HRS), BPA 3403 ALGEB RA (3 CR MRS) , BPA 
)4U CALCULUS FOR BUS INESS C3 CR HRS), BPA 38 01 CQMt1UNICATI ONS 
I ( tR HRS ) AND BP A 380 2 COMMUNICATIONS II (3 CR H~5). ALSO, 
STUDEN TS SHOUL D HAVE TA~EN COUR SE S COVERING THE ~ UNC1 1 0NAl 
AN A ~ flNU S( lllS OF BUSINESS THAT ARE t QUIVALENT TO ( SEE . 
NOTt 2): BPA 3101 FINANCIAL ACCOU NT ING (3 CR HRS), BPA 3125 
BUSINESS lAW I C3 CR HRS), BPA 3402 INTRODUCT ION TO COMPU TER 
P~VvRAMM ING (3 CR HRS), BPA 3461 STATISTICS FOR MANAGEMENT I (3 
C ~ HRS ), AND BPA 3703 BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS (3 LR HRS). 
ADOITIO NAllY, STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN 9 HOURS OF ELECTIVES 
TO FULFILL THE REQUIRtMENT OF AT l EAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS. 
u~'P. c t REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUOLNT MUS T: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CREDIT HOURS OF 
wH I CH AT l EA ST 60 CREDIT HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION 
"~ V L L (42 HO UR S REQUIRED + 18 HOURS ELECTED); 2) ACQU IRE THE 
LOMPE TLNCIE 5 FOR THIS DEGRtE (NOTE: STUDENTS MAY SUB ST IT UTE 
ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCI ES BY AlTERNArE METHODS UPON APPROVAL 
uF THE DEAN AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S AP PRQ EO STUDY 
PLAN. ); 3) tARN AT lEAST 30 CREDIT HOURS AT GOVERNORS STATE 
UNIV[RS IT Y. AND 4) COMPLETE SUCCESSFUllY THt QUANTITATIVE 
fQUNQ ATI ONS FOR BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND THE WRITTEN 
~OMMU NICA r IONS COMPETENCY EXAMINATIONS (NOTE: STUD ENTS NOT 
PASSI~G THESE EXAMINATIONS Will BE REQUIRED TO COMP LETE BPA 
' 4 0, ALG EBRA AND BPA 3801 COMMUNICATIONS I IN ADDITION TO 
DTHlR DEGREE REQUIREMENTS). 
REQU IRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 
MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING 
PRI NC IPLES OF FINANCIAL MGMT 
PR INCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT 
PRODuCTION MANAGEMENT 
STATISTICS FOR MANAGEMENT II 
PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING 
INTERMEDIATE MACROECONOMICS 
MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS:ECON FIRM 
BUSINESS POLlCY 
CONSUMER BEHAVIOR 
MARKTNG MGMT: PRD & PRICE STRT 
MARKETING lOGISTICS & OISTRIB. 
ADVERTISING 
MARKETING RESEARCH 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 
ELECT AT lEAST 9 HOURS FROM 
COURSES OFFERED IN THE COllEGE 
OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMIN­
ISTRATION, AND APPROVED BY THE 
DEAN. 
ELECT AT lEAST 9 HOURS FROM 
COURSES OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE 
UNIVERSITY (PREFERABLY IN 
AREA S OUTSIDE OF BUSINESS), 
AND APPROVED BY THE DEAN. 
42 HOURS) 
BPA3102 W 
BPABOI W 
BPA3401 w 
BPA3440 w 
BPA3462 W 
BPA3501 F 
BPA4210 F "W 
BPA~220 W S 
BPA~~99 S 
BPAB20 " S 
BPA4530 "Ii S 
BPA4540 
BPA4550 "OD 
BPA4560 W 
18 HOURS) 
HRS. 

HRS . 

HRS. 

HRS. 

HRS . 

HRS. 

HRS . 

HRS. 

HRS . 

HRS. 

HRS. 

HRS. 

HRS. 

HRS. 

TRANSFER CREDIT--lOWER DIVISION: (60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required 

for a Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration is 120 hours 

NOTE(S): 
AllOR MANY OF THE GENERAL EDUCATION COMPETENCY COURSES AND 
CREDIT HOURS SHOULO BE COMPLETED AT THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
LEVEL AND INCLUDED IN THE 60 CREDIT HOURS TRANSfERRED TO 
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
IN THE BUSINESS CORE AREA STUOENTS SHOULD MAKE EVERY EFFORT 
TO COMPLETE FUNCTIONAL BUSINESS COURSES PRIOR TO TRANS­
FERRING TO GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
F = FAL L FO = FAll ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO WINT ER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
SS = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM: BUSINESS ADM INISTRATI ON 
OPTION: EC ONOMIC S 
lEV EL' BACH EL OR OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMAl ION : 
A STuOENT MUST : I) HAVE ACQUIRED ~N ASSOCIATeS OfGREE OR AT 
LEAST &0 SfME S TE~ HOURS OF CREDIT WITH AN OvERA LL hC~ OR BETT ER 
GPA FROM A ~E GI ON~LLY ACCREDITED tOL lE~E OR u~IVERSITr; AIIID 2) 
DE IN GOOO ,T~NOING AT T ~E LAS SCHO~L AtTENDED . S'UOENTS NOT 
MEETI~C ADM I SS ION CRITERIA MAY PETIIIDN FOR ADMISS ION THROU~H 
THE OFFICE OF ADMI SS IONS . S'UD~NTS SHOU LD HAVE ACQUIR ED A 
BAS I C "NO~Lt['Gf I THE M,A~OP. F I tL.OS qF HUMAN E OEA VO , 
INtLUDIN~ THE AREAS OF SCI NCE (L ~~ HRS', THe SOC IAL SClc~C£ 5: 
(9 ~ R HRS) , ANO THE HUMANI TIE S ( J CR HRS) , AS wtLl A5 SU CH 
SPEC IFIC COURS ES EQU IVAL EN~ TO ( SE t NOTE I) : BPA 3201 PRI NCI­
PLES UF MI~ROECONOMIC S ( 3 CR HRS) , BPA 3202 PRINCIPL"S OF 
MACQOECUNOMICS ( 3 CR HRS), ePA 34Q} ALGfBRA (3 CR HRS), BPA 
}to04 CALCULUS FO R BuS INESS (3 CR HRS). BP" S80 1 COMMUNIC ATI' S 
I ( 3 C~ HR S) A~D SPA 3802 COMMUN ICATIONS 11 (3 tR HRS). ALSO. 
S ODEN TS SHOU LD HAVE TA~t COURSES COVERIN~ TH E fUNLf l ONAL 
A~~AS AND SKIllS OF a us l ES S ThAT hRE EQUIVALENt TO (S~E 
NOT E 2): BPA 3101 FINANC IAL ACCOuNTING (} CR HRS), BPA 3125 
SUSINE SS lAW I (3 CR HRS ) , BPA 3402 I NTFWDuCT ION ' 0 COMP UT EII 
PROG RAMMING (3 CR HRS), BPA 3461 STA TI STICS FO R MANAGEMtN r I (} 
CR HRS), ANO BPA 3703 BUSINESS COM MUN l tAIIONS (3 ~R MRS) . 
ADDITIONAllY, STUDENT S SHOUL D HA VE lA~EN 9 HOUR5 Of ~LECT J VES 
TO FULFIll THE REQUI RE MENT OF AT lEAST 60 SEM~S T ER hOURS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: 1) ACQUIRE A MINIM UM Of 12 0 CREDIT HOURS OF 
wHICH AT lEAST 60 CREDIT HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIV ISION 
lEVEL (36 HOURS REQUIRED + 24 HOURS EL ECTED) ; 2) ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES FOR THIS DEGREE (NOTE: STUOEN S MAY SUBSTITU TE 
ACHleVtMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY AL TERNAT E METHODS UPON APPROvAL 
OF THE DEAN AND UPON INClUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY 
PLAN.); 3) EARN AT lEAST 30 CREDI T hOURS AT GOVERNORS S~,U[ 
UNIVERSITY; AND 4) COMPlET" SUCCE SSfULL Y TH t QUANTITAtiVE 
FOUNDATIONS FOR BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION "Nil Tt1E W I nEN 
COMMUNICATIONS COMPETENCY EXMlINATI UNS CNOT~ : 5rUO~ rs riOT 
PASSING THESE EXAMI NA TIONS wIll BE REQU IRED TO COMP LETe BPA 
3403 ALGEBRA AND BPA 3801 COMMU NI CATI ONS I IN ADD ITI ON TO 
OTHER DEGREE REQUIREMENTS). 
R"QUIRED COURSES--UPPER DI~ISION: 36 HOURS) 
MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING 
PRINCiPLES OF FINANCIAL MGMT 
PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT 
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT 
STATISTICS fOR MANAGEMENT II 
PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING 
INTERMEOIATE MACROECONOMICS 
MANAGER IAl ECONOMICS:ECON FIRM 
BUSINESS POll CY 
MONEY AND BANKING 
COMPARATIVE ECONOMI C SYSTEMS 
HISTORY OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT 
BPA3102 
BPABOI 
BPA3401 
BPA3440 
BPA34 02 
BP AB O I 
BP A4210 
BPA422 0 
8PA 4499 
BPA3250 
BPA4n5 
BPA4240 
F 
F 
F 
FO 
W 
W 
W 
w
•
'.W 
" 
"W 
WO 
S 
S 
5 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HR S . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HR S. 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HR S. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 24 HO URS ) 
ELECT 6 HOURS 
ECONOMICS. 
FROM COURSES IN 
[·lECT AT lEAST 9 HOURS FROM 
COURSES OFFERED IN THE COllEGE 
OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMIN­
ISTRATION, AND APPROVED BY THE 
DEAN. 
ELECT AT lEAST 9 HOURS FROM 
COURSES OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE 
UNIVERSITY (PREFERABLY IN 
AREAS OUTSIDE OF BUSINESS), 
AND APPROVED BY THE DEAN. 
TRANSFER CREDIT--lOWER DIVISION: (60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credi t hours requ ired 

for a Bachelor of Arts in Business AdminIstration is 120 hours 

NOTE( S): 
AllOR MANY OF THE GENERAL EDUCATION COMPETENC Y COUR SES AND 
CREDIT HOURS SHOULD BE COMPLETED AT IHE COM~U NITY COLLEGE 
LEVEL AND INClUDED IN THE 60 CRED IT HOURS T~ANSFERRED TO 
GOVERNORS STATE .UNIVERSITY. 
IN THE BUSINESS CORE AREA STUDENTS SHOU LD MA~f EV ER Y EF FORT 
TO COMPLETE FUNCTIONAL BU SINESS COURSES PRIOR TO TRA NS­
FERRING TO GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSI TY. 
F = FALL FO = FAll 000 YEARS FE = FAll EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EV EN yEAR S S = SPRING-SUMMfR 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE ~ SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEAR S 
SS = NOT SCHEDUL ED 00 = ON OEMAND + = MULTI- COMPETENCY COURSt 
PROGRAM: aUSINESS ADMINISTRATI ON 
OPTION: PR OD UC TI ON MAN AGfMENT 
LEVEL: BA CHeLOR OF AR1S 
ADMI SSION INFORMATION : 
A STUD NT MU5,: I) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LE AST 60 SEMESTER HOUAS OF C~Wi1 wrTtj AN OVE~AL L " C" O~ BET TeR 
GPA FROM A REGIUNALLY A'CREDITEO COLkEGE OR U IVERSITY; AND 2 ) 
BE IN COOO STA>4DING AT TME l.AS T SCtfOOL ArTENDfD . STUDENH NOT 
ME ETING ADMISSION CRITE~IA MAT PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS . STUDE TS SHOULD HAV E ACQUIRED A 
bASIC KNOwLEDGE IN Trl E MAJ OR FI ELDS OF HUMAN ENDEAVOR, 
INCLUDING THE AREAS OF SC I ~ Nl E ( L GR HRS ) , THE SOCIAL SCIENCE S 
( 9 Cit HRS), A D THE HUMANIT IES ( l CR HRS), AS wELL AS SUCH 
SPECIFIC COURSo5 ~Q UIVALENT TO (SEE NOTE I) : 8PA 3201 PRINC I­
PLES OF MICROECONOM ICS " CR HRS ), BPA 3202 PRI NCIPLES OF 
MACROlCONOMlt s (J CR HRS ), BfA 34 0J ALGE BRA ( 3 Cq HRS) , BPA 
H 04 CALCULUS FOR BUS I NESS (3 CR ttRS) , BPA '8 01 COMMUNI ATiON S 
I (3 CA HRS) AND BPA 3802 COMMUN ICATIONS II (3 CR HRS) . ALSO, 
STUOlNT, SHOULO HAVE T A~tN COURSES COVERING T~~ f UNCTIO NAL 
AR~AS ANO S~ILLS OF BUSI ESS THAT A E EQUIVAL ENT TO , SE E 
NOTE 2): BPA 31 01 FI NANCIAL AC COUN TING (3 CR HRS), BPA 31 25 
BUSINESS LA W I C3 C HR S), BPA 3402 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUT ER 
PROGRAMMING ( 3 CR HR,) , BPA 3461 STATISTICS FOR MA NAuEMENT I (3 
CR HRS), AND SPA ' 10 3 BUSINESS COMMUN ICATIONS (3 CR HRS). 
ADOITIO Al lY, ST UDEN TS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN 9 HOURS OF ELECTIVES 
TO FULF ill THE REQ UIREMENT OF AT LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS. 
DEGREt R~QUIR E MtNTS; 
A STUDLNT MUST; I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CRtDIT HOURS OF 
WHICH AT l EAS T 60 CREDIT HOuRS MUST Be AT THE UPPER DIVISION 
LEVEL (42 HOU S REQU I ReD + 18 HOURS ELECTED); 2) AC QUIRE . THE 
COMPETENCIES FOR THIS DEGREE (NOTE: STUDENTS MA Y SUBS TITUTE 
ACHIEVHIENT OF COMPE TE~CIt:S BY ALTERNATE "ETHODS UPON APPROVAL 
OF ~Hl OlAN ANU UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY 
PLAN.); 3) EARN AT LEAST 30 CREDIT HOURS AT GOVERNORS STATE 
UNivERSITY ; AND 4) COMPLETE SUCCESSFULLY THE QUANTITATIVE 
FOUNDArlONS FOR B S I N~S5 ADMINISTRATION AND THE WRITTEN 
CDMMUNICA110NS COMP TENC Y EXAMINATIONS (NOTE : STUDENTS NOT 
PASSING THESE EXAM I NAT IONS WILL BE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE BPA 
,~O, ALGEB RA AND BP A 3801 COMMUNICATIONS I IN AODITION TO 
OTHE R DEG REE REQUIREMENTS). 
~EQUI REO COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 42 HOURS) 
MANAGER IAL ACCOUNTING 
PR IN CI PL ES OF FINANCIAL MGMT 
PRINC IPLES OF MANAGEMENT 
PRODU CTION MANAGEMENT 
STA TISTICS FOR MANAGEMENT II 
PRI CIPLES OF MARKETING 
INTERME DIAT E MACROECONOMICS 
MANAGE RIAL ECONOMICS:ECON FIRM 
BU SIN ESS POLICY 
JOB DESIGN & MEASUREMENT 
LABOR RELATIONS 
MATERIALS & LOGISTICS MGMT 
PR ODuCTN & INVENT'y CONTRl SYS 
Sf M IN PRODUCTN & OP ERT N MGMT 
BPA3102 
BPABO I 
8PA3401 
8PA3 .. 40 
BPA34 6 2 
BPA3501 
BPA4 2 10 
BPA4220 
BPA4499 
BPA 3442 
BPA44 2 1 
BPA4442 
BPA ...... 3 
BPA4445 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
OD 
00 
w 
w 
W 
w 
W 
W 
W 
w 
W 
00 
W 
00 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
00 
S 
SO 
SO 
OD 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ELlCT IVE COURSE S- -UPPER DIVISION: 18 HOURS) 
ELECT AT lEAST 9 HOURS FROM 
COUR SES OFFERE D IN THE COLLEGE 
OF BU SINESS AND PUBLIC ADMIN­
ISTRATI ON, AND APPR OVED BY THE 
OEAN . 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM 
CO URSES OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE 
UNIVERSITY ( PREFERABLY IN 
ARE AS OUTSIDE Of BUSINESS) , 
AND APPROVED BY THE DEAN. 
TRANSFER CREOIT--LOWER DIVISION: (60 HOURS ) . 
Minimum total number of credit hours required 

for a Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration is 120 hours 

NOTECS): 
ALL OR MANY OF THE GENERAL EDuCATION COMPETENCY COURSES AND 
CREDIT HOURS SHOu LD BE COMPLETED AT THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
LEVEL AND INCLUDED IN THE 60 CREDIT HOURS TRANSFERRED TO 
GOV~RNORS STATE UNIVERSI TY. 
I N THE BUS INESS CORE AREA STUOENTS SHOULD MAKE EVERY EFFORT 
TO COMPLET E fUNCTIONAL BUSINESS COURSES PRIOR TO TRANS­
FERRING TO GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
F = fALL fO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
wO ~ INTER OD D YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRI~G-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRI~G-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
$$ = NOr SCHEDULED OD = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
College of Business and Public Administration 63 
PROGRAM: BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
OPT ION: PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT AND LABOR RELATIONS 
EVEL: BACHEL OR OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ~AVE ACQUIRED ~N ASSOC IATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMEST f R HOURS OF CR~DIT WITH AN OVERALL "C" OR BETTER 
GPA FROM A REGIO NAL LY ACCREDITED COLLEG E OR UNIVERSITY; AND 2) 
BE IN GOOD STAND1NG AT THE LAST SCHOOL AT TEND ED . STUDENTS NOT 
MtETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAr PETITION fOR ADM ISSION THROUGH 
TkE OFFICE OF ADMIS SI ONS . STUDENTS ~HQULD HAVE ACQUIRED A 
BASIC NOWLEDGE IN THE MAJOR FIELDS OF HUMAN ENDEAVOR, 
INC~UDING THE AREAS OF SCIEN'E (6 CR HRS), TH E SOC IAL SCIENCES 
( 9 t R HRS), AND THE HUMANITIES (1 CR HRS) , AS ~EL L AS SUCH 
SPECIFIC COURSES EQU IVALENT TO (SEE NOTE I): BPA 32Q I PRINCI­
PLES OF MICROECONOMIC (} CR HRS), 8~A 3207 PRI NC IPLES OF 
MACROECONOMICS (3 CR HRS), SPA 3~Q} AlGEBR A (3 CR HRS) , BPA 
3 04 CALCULUS FOR BUS I NESS (3 CR HRS), SPA 380 1 COMMUNICATIONS 
I (3 CR HRS) AND SPA 38 02 COMMUNICAT IONS II (3 CR HRS). ALSO, 
STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN COURSES COVER ING THE FUNC TIONAL 
AREAS AND SK ILl S OF 8U SINES~ THA T ARE EQUIVALENT TO (SeE 
NOT E 2): BPA 101 FINANCI AL ACCOUNTING '3 tR HRS), BPA 31 25 
BUS IN ESS lAW I OCR HRS), SPA H 02 INTRODuCT I(lN TO COMPUTE R 
PROGRAMMING (3 CR HRS), BPA 3 .. 6 1 STAT ISTICS FOR MANAGEMENT I (3 
CR HRS), AND BPA 3703 BUSI NESS COMMUNICAT IONS (3 C HRS) . 
A~DITIONAlLY, STUDE NTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN 9 HOURS OF ELEC TIVES 
TO FULFill THE RE QUIREMEN T OF AT lEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS . 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS; 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 12U CREOIT HOURS OF 
wHICH AT LEAST 6 0 CREDIT HOURS HUST BE AT THE UP PER DIVI S ION 
lEVEL (39 HOURS REQUI RED + 2 l HOU RS ElECTE~)1 2) Acqu I RE THE 
COMPET ENCIES FOR THIS DEGR EE (NO TE : STUOE TS MAr SUB ST ITUTE 
ACHIEV EME NT OF COMPE TENC I ~S BY AL TERNAT~ METHODS UPON APPROVAL 
OF THE DEAN AND U ON IN LuS ION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY 
PLAN . ); 3) EARN AT LE AST 30 CR EDlf HOURS AT GOVERNORS STATE 
UNIVERSITY; AND 4) CO MPL ETE SUCC ESSFULL~ THE QUANTI TATI VE 
FOUNDATIONS FOR BUSIN es s ADMIN IST RATION AND "He WRITTEN 
COMMUNICATIONS COMPE TEIKY ~XAMINAT( NS (NOrE : STUDEN TS NO T 
PASSING THESE EXAMINATIO NS WI LL BE REQUIRED TO COMPL ETE BPA 
3403 ALGEBRA AND BPA 38 01 COMMUNICAT IONS I IN ADDI TION TO 
OTHER DEGR EE REQUIREMENTS ) . 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION : 39 HOURS) 
MANAGeRIAL ACCOUNTING 
PRINCIPLES OF FINANCIAL MGMT 
PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT 
PRODUCTION MANAGEM ENT 
STATISTICS FOR MAN AG EMENT II 
PRINCIPLES OF MARKE T ING 
INTERMEDIATE MACROEC ONO MICS 
MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS: EC ON FIRM 
BUSINESS POll CY 
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 
ORGAN I ZAT I ONAl BEHAVIOR 
lABOR RELATIONS 
COMPeNSATION & I NCENTJ VE SYSTM 
BPA3102 
BPAno I 
BPA3It0 I 
BPA3 ~"O 
8PA34 62 
BPA lS OI 
BPA4 21 0 
8PA~ 220 
BPA4~ 99 
BPA34 20 
BPA .. 40 0 
BPA44 2 1 
BPA4 42 3 
F 
F 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
w 
W 
W 
S 
5 
5 
5 
S 
5 
5 
S 
S 
SO 
SE 
5 
3 
) 
] 
3 
5 
} 
~ 
3 
] 
3 
] 
] 
) 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HR S. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HR.S . 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 21 HOURS) 
ELECT 3 HOURS 
MANAGEMENT. 
FROM COURSES IN 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS fROM 
COURSES OFFERED IN THE COLLEGE 
OF BuSINESS AND PUBLIC AOMIN­
ISTRATION , AND APPROVED BY THE 
DEAN. 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM 
COURSES OFFERED THROUGH OUT THE 
UNIVERSITY (PREFERABLY IN 
AREAS OUTSIDE OF BUSINESS), 
AND APPROVED BY THE DEAN . 
TRANSFER CRE DIT--LOWER DIVISION: ( 60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required 
for a Bachelor of Arts in Business Admi nis\ral ion is 120 hours 
NOTE(S) : 
ALL OR MANY OF THE GENERAL EDuCATION COMPETENCY COURSES AND 
CREOIT HouRS SHOULD BE COMPLETED AT THE COMMUNITY COl,EGE 
LEVEL AND INCLUDED IN . THE 60 CR EDIT HOURS TR ANSFERRED TO 
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY . 
IN THE BUSINESS CORE AR EA STUDEN1 S SHOULD MAKE EVERY EFFORT 
TO COMPLETE FUNCTIONAL BUS INESS COURSES PRIOR TO TRANS­
FERRING TO GOVERNORS STA, E UN IVE RS ITY . 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YE ARS W = INTER 
WO WINTER 000 YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEA RS S = SPRING-SUMME R 
SO SPRING- SUMMER 000 YEARS SE = SPRING- SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
55 = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTr-COMPETENCY COURSE 
64 College of Business and Public Administration 
PROG RAM : BUSINESS ADM INIST RA TION 
OP TI ON: REAL ESTATE AND LAND ECONOMICS 
LEVEL: BAtMELOR OF AR TS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION : 
A STUDENl MUST: I) HAVe AC UIRtD AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMt:STER HOURS Of t;:REDIT wiTH AN OVERALL "c" OR IIE"TT~R 
GPA FRO~ A REGIONALLY ACCREDI'EO ~OLLEGf OR UNIYERSITY; AND 2)
BE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED . stUDENTS NOT 
MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION ThROUGH 
THE OfFICE Of ADMISSIONS. STUCENTS SHOULD HAVE ACQUIRED A 
6ASI' KNOWLEDGE IN THE MAJOR FI ELDS OF HUMA ENDEAVOR , 
INCLUDING THE AItEA S OF SCI ENCE ( 6 Cit HitS), THE SOCIAL SCIENCE S 
(9 C HRS), AND THE HUMAN I T I ES ~ ; CR HRS ), AS WELL AS SUCH 
SPECifiC COUR SES EQU I VAL~NT TU (SE E NOTE I): BPA )10 1 PRI NCI­
PLES Of MI CROECO OMI CS ( ) CR HRS) , BPA ) 202 P~ I NCIPLES OF 
MACROECONOMI CS ( ) CR HRS), BPA )40) ALGEBRA () CR HRS), BPA 
}~04 CALCULUS FOR BUS INESS (J CR HRS), BPA J801 COMMUN ICA TIONS 
I (3 CR MRS ) AND BPA J80 2 COMMUN ICATIONS II () CR HRS) . ALSO , 
5TUOfNTS SHOULD HAV~ TAK E COURSES COVERIN G THE FUNC TIONAL 
AREAS AND SKILLS OF BUSIN ESS THAT ARE EQUIVALENT TO (S EE 
NOTE 2) : BPA JIOI FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING (J CR HRS), BPA JI25 
BUSINESS LAW I (J CR MRS) , BPA J402 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER 
PROGRAMM ING (J CR HRS), BPA J461 STATISTICS FOR MANA~fMc N T I (J 
CR HitS ) , AND BPA J70J BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS (J CR HRS) . 
ADDIT IONALLY, STUOENT S SHOULD HAVE TAKEN 9 HOU RS OF ELECTIVES 
TO FU LFILL THl REQUIREMENT OF AT LEAST 60 SEMESTER HO URS. 
OEG ~ E REQUIREMENT S: 
A ST UDENT MUST: I) AC QUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CREDIT HOURS OF 
WHIC H AT LEAS T 60 CREDIT HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION 
LEV.L (}9 HOURS RE QuiRED + 21 HOURS EL EC TED); 2) ACQ UIRE THE 
GOMPtTENtl~S FOR THIS DEGRE~ ( NOTE: STu OEN TS MAY SUBS TITUTE 
ACHIEvE"IENT OF COMPE TE NC IES BY ALTERNAT E ME THODS UPO'I APPROVAL 
Of THe DEAN AND UPO N INC LU S ION IN THE STU DENT'S APPRO VED STUDY 
PLAN . ) ; }) EAR AT LEAST )0 CREDIT HOURS AT GOVERNORS STATE: 
UNlv~RS I T Y; A ~D 4) COMPLETE SUCC ESSFUL LY THE QUANTITATIVE 
FOUNDA TIONS FOR BUS INE SS ADMINISTRATION AND THE WRITTEN 
t:OMM UN IC ATIONS CO~IPE TENCY ~ XAMINATIONS (NOTE: STUDENTS NOT 
PASSI NG , HES E EXAMINA TIONS WILL BE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE BPA 
l~O' AlG~eRA AND BPA J801 COMMUNICATIUNS I IN ADDITION TO 
OT HER DEb REE REQUIREMENT S). 
RE u lREO COUR SES--UPPER DIVISION: J9 HOURS) 
MANA GERIAL ACCOUNTING BPAll 02 W J HRS. 
PRINCIP LES OF 
PRIN CIPL ES OF 
FINANCIAL MGMT 
MANAGEMENT 
BPAJ)OI 
BPAJ40 I 
\, 
W 
S 
S 
J 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
PROD UCTI ON MANA GEMEN T BPAJ440 W S J HRS. 
STATIST ICS FOR MAN AGEMENT 
PRIN CI PLES OF MA RK!TI NG 
II BP A}46 2 
a PA 3 501 
F 
F 
W 
W 
S 
S 
J 
J 
HRS. 
HRS. 
I NTER MeD IATE MA CRO~CONOMICS BPA4 21 0 F W S J HRS. 
~ANAGeRI A l ECONO MIC S:ECON FIRM BPA4220 F W J HRS. 
BUSINESS PO UC Y BPA4499 F W J HRS. 
FNOMTLS OF REAL ESTATE LENDING BPAJ'iOJ W J HRS. 
FNDM TLS OF REAL ESTATE VALUATN BPA3604 00 OD J HRS. 
SA LES TECH & REAL ESTATE BRKG BPAJ605 W J HRS. 
REAL ESTATE PROPERTY MANAGE~T BPA4606 W J ~<R S. 
El CT IVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 2 I HOURS) 
ELE CT 3 HOURS FROM COURSES IN 
REAL ESTATE . 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM 
COURSES OFFERED IN THE COLLEGE 
OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMIN­
ISTRATION, AND APPROVED BY THE 
DEAN . 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM 
COURSES OFFERED THROUGH OUT THE 
UNI VERSITY ( PREFERABLY IN 
AREAS OUTSIDE OF BUSINESS), 
AND APPROVED BY THE DEAN . 
TRANSFER CREDIT--LOWER DIVISION : ( 60 HOURS ) 
Minimum tolal number of credil hours required 

for a Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration is 120 hours 

NOTE(S) : 
ALL OR MANY OF THE GENERAL EDUCATION COMPET ENCY COURSES AND 
CREDIT HOURS SHOULD BE COMPLETED AT THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
LEVEL AND INCLUDED IN THE 60 CREDIT HOURS TRANSFERRED TO 
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
IN THE BUSINESS CORE AREA STUDENTS SHOULD MAKE EVERY EFFORT 
TO COMPLETE FUNCTIONAL BUSINESS COURSES PRIOR TO TRANS­
FERRING TO GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITy. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO = WIN TER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
50 = SPRI NG-S UMME R ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
55 = NOT SCHE DULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM: BUS INESS ADMINISTRATION 
OPTION: GENERAL BUSINESS 
LEVEL: BAt~ELOR Of ART S 
ADMISSION INFORMAl ION: 
A STUDENT MUS T: 1) ~AV E ACQUIRED AN ASSOCI A~t5 DEGR EE OR AT 
LEAST 60 S~M Sf Ell HOURS OF C~ EOIT WITH AN OVE RALL "C" OR BETTER 
GPA F~OM A REGIONALLY ACCREDI TED COLLE GE OR UNIVERSITy; AND 2) 
BE IN GOOO STANDING Al THE LAST 5C~OOL ATTENDE D. S TUDEN TS NOT 
MEETING ~DMIS~ION CRITERIA MAY PETITION fOR A DMIS~ ION TH ROUGH 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS . STUDENTS SHOULD H ~VE ACQUIRED A 
BASIC NDWlEDGE IN T~E MAJO R FIELDS OF HU~AN END EAVOR. 
INCLUDING THE AREAS OF SCIENCE (6 CR ~RS), 'HE SOCIAL SCI ENC .S 
(9 CR HRS) , AND TMf HUMANITltS (5 CR HRS), AS W ~ L L AS SuCH 
5PEC IF I COUR S ~ 5 E~UI VALENr to (SEE NOTE I) : ePA 5201 ~RINC I-
PLf5 OF MI CROECONOM ICS ( ) CR HRS), 8PA 3202 PRINCIPLES Ur 
MACROECONOMICS ( 3 CR HRS) , BPA 3~Ol ALGE BR A (3 CR HRS), HP~ 
S~O~ CALCULUS fOR BUSI NESS ( J CR HRS), BPA lSOI COMMUNICA TIONS 
I (5 CR HRS) AND SPA 3802 COM~IUN I CATION. I I 0 C'I HRS) . ALSO, 
STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN COURSES COVERING THE FUN'TIONAL 
AREAS AND SKILLS OF BUSI NESS ~ H A T AKE EQUIVALeNT TO (SEE 
NOT E 2): BPA JIOI FINANCIAL ACCOUN'ING C5 LR HRS), 8PA l12~ 
BUSINESS LAW I ( J CR HRS), BPA 340 2 INTQODUCTION TO COMPU~ER 
PROGRAMMING (J CR HRS) , BPA J461 STAT I STICS FaA MANAGEMEN' I (5 
CR HRS), AND BPA 370J BUSI NESS COMMUNICA'IONS (} CR HRS). 
ADDITIONALLY , STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN 9 110uRS or Ei..ECT IVES 
TO FULFILL THE REQ UI REME NT OF AT LEAS T 60 S"MLSTER HOU~S . 
D~GREE REQUIR~MENT S : 
A STUDENT MUST : I) ACQUIRE A MINI MUM OF 120 CR~DIT HOuRS OF 
WHICH AT LEAST 6 0 CREDIT HOURS MUST UE AT THE UPPER Di viSION 
LEVEL (27 HOUR S ReQ UI REO t JJ HOU RS ELECTlD); 2) ACQUI~ T~E 
COMPETE NCIES FOR THIS OE~ EE (NOTE: S'UOENTS MAY SUBSTITU TE 
ACHIEVEMEN T OF CO~PETENC I ES BY AL TERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL 
OF THE EAN AND UPON INCLUS ION IN THE 5TUU£NT'S APPROVED STUUY 
PLAN . ); 3) [ ARN AT LEAST 30 CR Dl f HOURS AT ~OV£R ORS STATE 
UNIVERSITY; AND 4) COMPLETE SUCCESSF ULLY T~l QUANTITATivE 
FOUNDATIONS FOR BU5IN~5S ADMIN lsrRA 10N ANO TtiE w~ITTf.N
' COMMUNI CATI ONS COMPtrENC Y EXAMI NATIONS (NOTL : STUDENTS NOT 
PASSING THESE EXAMINAT IONS ~IL l 6E REQUIRED TU (OMPLrT~ BPA 
J40J ALGEBRA AND ePA J801 COMMVNICATIONS I IN ADOI TION TO 
UTHER DEGREE R E Q u l ~cMENTS ). 
REQUIRED COURS ES­ - UPPER DIVISION: 27 HO UR5) 
MANAGERIAL AC COUN TING 
PRINCIPLES OF F I NAN CIAL MGMT 
PRINCIPLES OF "IANAG e MENT 
PRODUCTION MANAGEME NT 
STATISTICS FOR "IANAGEMENT II 
PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING 
INTERMEDIATE MACROE CONOMI CS 
MANAGERIAL ECONOMI CS:ECON F IRM 
BUSINESS POLlCY 
BP AJ I 02 
BPA3H I 
BPA34 0 1 
BP A3440 
8PAl~6 2 
BPA3 501 
BPA 4 210 
BP A42z0 
BP A~'.9 9 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
w 
w 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
s 
HRS. 
HRS . 
MRS . 
HRS . 
MRS. 
HRS. 
MRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
ELECTIVE COURS ES--UPPER DIVISION : JJ HOURS) 
ELECT 5 UPPER DIVISION CO URSES 
(AT LEAST IS HOURS) APPR OVED 
BY THE DEAN. THE FOLLOWING 
SELECTION OF ADVANCED 
COURSES IN THE FUNCTIONAL 
UAREAS OF BUSINESS IS USUAL­
LY RECOMMENDED: 8PA 3250, 
BPA4J80, BPA45JO, BPA4400, 
AND BPA4443. 
ELE CT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM 
COURSES OFFERED IN THE COLLEGE 
OF BUSINES S AND PUBLIC ADMIN­
I STRATION , AND APPROVED BY THE 
DEAN. 
ELE CT AT LEA ST 9 HOURS FR OM 
COUR SES OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE 
UNIVERSITY ( PREFERABLY IN 
AREA S OUT S IDE OF BUSINES S) , 
AN D APPROVED BY THE DEAN . 
TRAN SF ER CREDIT--LOWER DIVISI ON: ( 60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required 
for a Bachelor of Arts in Busine 5 Administration is 120 hours 
NOTE(S): 
ALL OR MANY OF THE GE NERAL EDUC ATI ON CO~PETENCY COORSES AND 
CREDIT HOUR S SHOULD B~ CO~PLETED AT THE COMMUN ITY COLLEGE 
LEV EL AND INCLUDED IN THE 6Q CREDIT HOURS rRANSFERRED TO 
GOV ER NORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
IN THE BUS I ~ES S CORE AREA STUDENTS SHOULD MAKe EVERY EffORT 
TO COMPLETE FUNCTIONAL BUSINESS COURSES PRIOR TO TRArs­
FERRING TO GOVERNORS STATE UNI VERSITy . 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FA LL EVE YEARS W: WINTER 
WO WINTER ODD YEA RS WE = WI NTER EVE N YEARS S = SPR I NG-SUMM ER 
SO SPRING-SUMME R ODD YEA RS Sf = SPRING-SuMMER EVEN YEARS 
55 = NOT SCHEDULeD 00 = ON OEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
Graduate The primary objective of the College of Business 
and Public Administration MBA Program is to provide a 
quality professional graduate degree program which meets 
the needs of students and the standa rds of the business com­
munity. To this end, it emphasizes clearly defined instruc­
tional method and a curricu lum which reflects the growing 
sophistication of this field . 
The program is designed with the understanding that the 
MBA degree is a professional management degree. The Col­
lege of Business and Public Administration offers a rigorous 
program which will challenge students and give them the 
tools and skills needed to assume positions of leadership 
and responsi bi lity. 
PRO~RAM: eU S INESS ADMINISTRATION 
LEVEL: ~.ASTE R OF BUSINESS AOMINISTRATION 
ADMISSION INfORMATION: 
A STOOE NT MU ST : I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROM 
A REGIO NALLY ACCRED ITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY WITH AT LEAST A 
2 . 5 CUMUL ATIVE GPA (SEE NOTE I); 2) BE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE 
LAST SCHOOL AT TENDED; AND 3) TAKE THE GRADUATE MANAGEMENT 
AO~ISSION TEST (G~ T) PRIOR TO ADMISSION AND HAVE TEST SCORES 
SENT TO T~E OFF ICE OF ADMISSI ONS (NOTE: IF THE SCHEDULED TEST 
DATE IS NOT PRIOR TO ADMISSI ON, THEN THE STUDEN T MAY BE 
ADMIT l lO CONDITIONALLY AND MUST TAKE THE EXAMINATION DURING 
IHE F IIIST TRIMES TE R OF ENROLLMENT). [SEE NOTE I J STUDENTS NOT 
M~LIING AOMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH 
THE OFfiCE OF ADMI SS IONS. 
OEG EE REQUIREME NTS : 
A STUDENT MUS T: I) HAVE COMPLETED THE FOLLOwiNG PREREQUISITE 
COURSEwORK: BUSINESS LAW (3 SH), PRINCIPLES OF FINANCIAL 
MANAGlMlNT (3 SH), FOUNDATIONS OF MANAGEMENT (3 SH), CALCULUS 
FOR Bu S INESS (3 SH), PRINCIPL ES OF MARKETING (3 SH), 
FUUN ATIONS OF ACCOUNTI NG (3 SH), FOUNDATIONS OF ECONOMICS (3
SH), FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTERS AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS (3 SH), 
~NO FOUNDATIONS or MANAGERIAL STATISTICS (3 SH) (NOTE: 
STUDE T5 HAVING DEFICI ENCI ES IN ANY OR ALL OF THE PREREQUISITE 
COURSEwO RK MAY BE ADM ITTED AND MAY REMOVE THE DEFICIENCIES BY 
TAKIN COURSEWORK IN CBPA.); 2) APPLY FOR AND ATTAIN DEGREE 
CA NDIO ACY STATUS --(SEE NOTE 2); 3) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 33 
~RAUUATf [REDIT HOURS (2 1 HOURS REQUIRED + 12 HOURS ELECTED); 
4) EAR N A MINIMUM OF 24 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS IN RESIDENCE AT 
~SU ( AT LEAST 12 HOURS ON-CAMPUS); 5) ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES 
~PEeI Fl tD FOR THIS DEGREE (NOTE : STUDENTS MAY SUBSTITUTE 
ACMIEV ENT Of COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL 
OF T~E DEAN AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY 
PLAN.); AND 6) COMPLETE SuCCESSFULLY THE QUANTITATIVE 
FOUNDATIONS FOR BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND WRITTEN 
C~MMUNICATIONS COMPETENCY EXAMINATIONS (NDTE: STUDENTS NOT 
PASSI NG THESE EXAMINATIONS WILL BE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE BPA 
J~03 ALGE BRA AND BPA 3801 COMMUNICATIONS I IN ADDITION TO 
OTHER DE RLE REQUIREMENTS). 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL : 21 HOURS) 
ACeTG rOR ADMIN'RATIVE CONTROL 
PROBLEMS IN MANAGERIAL ECONOMC 
PROBLEMS IN FINANCIAL MANAGEMT 
PROBLEMS IN ORGNL BEHAVIOR 
PROBLEMS IN PRODUCTION MGMT 
POL IC I ES & STRATEGIES ADMN SCI 
PROBLEMS IN MARKETING MGMT 
BPA8101 
BPA8201 
BPA8301 
BPA84 00 
BPA8440 
BPA8499 
BPA8501 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ELEC TIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: 12 HOURS) 
ELEC T AT LEAST 12 HOURS FROM 
AMONG BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
COURS ES OFFERED THROUGH THE 
CO LLEGE OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC 
ADMINISTRATION THAT MEET PRO­
FESSIONAL ANO/O R PERSONAL 
GOALS. 
Minimum tota l number of credit hours requiTed 

for a Master of Business Administration is 33 hours 

NOH(S) : 
EF FEC TIVE WITH ALL APPLICATIONS RECEIVED AFTER AUGUST 5, 
1982, THE ADMISSION CRITERIA FOR APPLICANTS TO THE MBA 
PROG AM HAVE BEEN CHANGED. AFTER THIS DATE, APPLICANTS 
~~ST : I) HAVE A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROM A REGIONALLY 
ACCReD IT ED COllEGE OR UNIVEiS ITY ; 2 ) MUST BE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST INST ITOTION ATTENDED; ANO }) HAVE A 
"9~O" OR BEnER TOTAL IN 'HE ADMISSION FORMULA THAT 
FOLLO WS: (GPA X 200) + GHAT SCORE> 950 . (SEE SE~TION ON 
GMA T POll CY . ) 
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INITIAL GRADUATE ADMISSION TO THE PROGRAM PERMITS STUDENTS 
TO TAKE COURSES FOR GRADUATE CREDIT. HOWEVER, STUDENTS 
CANNOT OBTAIN A DEGREE UNTIL THEY HAVE BEEN ADMI TTED TO 
CANDIDA CY . UNTIL STUD EN TS HA VE THEI R APPLICATIONS FOR CAN­
DIDACY APP ROVED , THEY ARE NOT AND IOATES FOR THE GRADUATE 
DEGREE AND THEIR APPLI CAT ION FO~ · RADU~.Tl O N WILL NOT BE AC­
C.EPHD . II IS Tl1E RESPONSIBILITY OF TH E STUDEN T TO APPLY 
FOR ,ANDIDACY . GRAOUATE STUDENIS ARE ~WARDED DEGREE CANDI­
OACY ONL~ AFTER TH E fOLLO~ING FIVE CONDITIONS HAVE BEEN 
SATISF lE D: I) ANY CONDITIONAL ADMISSION DEFICIE NCIES HAVE 
BEEN REMOVED. 2) AL L PREPARA TOR Y REQ UIR EMENT S HAVE BEEN 
COMPLETEC; 3) SCORES ON THE "G MAT" I'tAVE BEEN PLACE D ON 
FILE IN TI'tE DlAN'S OFFICE ; ~) NINE CREDI T ~OU RS IN COURSES 
NUMBERED 8000 OQ ABOVE HAVE BEEN COMPLETED WITH A MIN IM UM 
GPA OF 3.0--NOTf : GRADUAIE C EDI T ACCUMULATEO BEYO ND IS 
MOURS CE~CLUOING PREPARATORY COUR5EWORK) WILL NOT APPLY TO­
WARD THE OEGRE~ IF CANOIOAC.Y STATuS IS NOT ATTAIN ED; AN D 
S) OMPETENCY EXAMINATIONS OR THE REQUIRED COUqSES I~ THE 
FIELDS OF COMMUNICATIONS ANO qUANTITAlIVE METI'tOOS HAVE BEEN 
PA SSEC . STUDENTS SI10 UL D CONTACT ADVISORS IN TI1E DEAN'S OF­
FIC E fOR APPLICATION PROCEDURES ~OR DEGREE CAND IDACY . 
MB A STUDENTS ~ ITH A COST ACCOUNT I . BACK GROUNO MU~T TAKE 
BP 816 0, PROBL EMS IN COST ACCOU TING . IN LI EU or apA810 1 TO 
SATIS FY THE MBA CORE ACtOUNTING COU~S~ REQUIREME NT. A 
ST UDEN T'S REQ UIREMENT WILL BE DETERMINED DuRING ADVISEMENT 
A '0 INtLUDED IN THE STUDENT STUDY PLAN . 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YeARS FE = FA LL EVEN YEARS w: WINTE K 
WO wiNTER ODD YEARS WE = wlN jER EVEN YEA RS 5 = SPRI"G-SUMMfR 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPR I NG-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
$$ : NOT SCHEDULED OD : ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPET ENCY CO URSE 
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Business Education 

Program 

. Majors: 
Office Adm inistration (B.A.) 
Business Education (B.A. & M.A.) 
The primary objective of the Business Education Program is 
to provide quality education wh ich will meet the needs of 
students who seek employment in education, government 
or business. The Bachelor of Arts degree program of studies 
has two majors: Business Education and Office Administra­
tion . The Master of Arts degree program has one major: 
Business Education. The program is designed to expose 
students to a strong theoretical and practical core of instruc­
tion which will equip those persons desirous of becoming 
superior teachers/managers with the skills and knowledge 
essential to successful employment. 
Office Administration Major Office Administration is an· 
undergraduate major which focuses upon the role of the ad­
ministrative office within the business organization or 
government agency. The administrative office is the com­
munication and control center of the firm. Thus, the office 
administrator or manager must possess numerous organiza­
tional skills. Among these are the ability to: 
-communicate effectively with peers, subordi nates, and 
superiors. 
- understand and anticipate human behavior 
- relate positively with people internal and external to the 
firm 
-manage and improve the flow of work in the office 
-motivate and evaluate employees 
-participate in office systems planning and cost reduction 
- improve and control sound records administration 
-supervise and coordinate management information sys­
tems 
- practice effective human relations 
-monitor the creation and distribution of office com­
munications 
-understand the nature and uses of office technology 
-demonstrate personal and professional committment to 
the firm, employees, and community. 
Those in control of the office must be students and practi­
tioners of modern business management in order to suc­
cessfully meet these challenges. The growing complexity 
and interdependence of a dynamic business society, to­
gether with the ongoing technological changes require that 
those who manage the office be competent, enlightened, 
and prepared. Thus, the major provides students with the 
opportunity to acquire skills and knowledge essential to 
meeting challenges. 
PROGRAM: BUSINESS EDUCATION 
MAJOR: OFFICE ADMINISTRATION 
LEVEL: BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ADMI SSI ON INFORMATiON: 
A STU DENT MU ST: I ) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMES TER t10UII,S OF CRE DIT WI TH AN OVERAL L " C" OR BETTER 
GPA FROM A REGIONAll Y ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVE RSITY; AND 2) 
BE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDEN TS NOT 
MEEllNG ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMIS SION THR OUGH 
THE OFF ICE OF ADMISSIONS. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE ACQUIRED A 
BAS IC KNO~LEOGE IN THE MA~OR FIELDS OF HUMAN ENDEAVOR, 
INCLUDING THE AREAS OF SCI ENCE (6 ,,~ H~S). THE SOCIAL SCIENCES" 
(9 CII. HRS)J AND THE HU MANITIES (6 ell. MR S) , AS WELL AS SUCH 
SPECIFIC COURSES EQ UIVALENT TO (SEE NOTE I) : BPA 5201 PR INCI­
PLES OF MICROECONOMICS (5 CR HRS) , 8PA )202 PRINCIPLES OF 
MACROECONOMICS ( ) CR HRS), BPA 3 ~ 03 A~GEBRA (3 CR HRS ) , ePA 
3801 COMMUNICA TI ONS I (3 ell HRS), AND ePA 3802 COMMUNICAT IONS 
II (3 CR HRS) . ALSO, STUDENT S SHO~LO HAVE TAKEN COURse s COVER­
ING THE FUNCTI ONAL AREAS ANO SKI LLS OF BUSINESS THA' ARE 
EQU IVALENT TO (SE E NOTE 2) : SPA )101 F INANCIAL ACCOUNTING (3 
CII HRS), BPA )125 BUSINESS LAW I () CR HRS), ePA 5402 IN TRO TO 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING () CR HRS), BPA )4 6 1 STATISTICS FOR 
MANAGEMENT I (5 CR HRS), BPA )70) BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS ( ) CR 
HRS). IN ADDITION TO FULFILLING THE REQUIRE MEN T OF AT LEAST 60 
SEMESTER HOURS, STUOENTS SHOULD HAVE TA~EN 9 HOURS OF 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: 1) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF l20 CREDIT HOURS OF 
WHICH AT LEAST 60 CREDIT HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION 
LEVEL ()O HOURS REQUIRED + )0 HOUR S ELE CTED) ; 2) ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES FOR THIS DEGREE (N OTE : STUOE TS MAY SU8STITuTE 
ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL 
OF THE DEAN AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE SiUOE NT 'S APPROV ED STUD Y 
PLAN.); ) EARN AT LEAST 50 CREDIT hOURS AT ~OVERNORS STATE 
UNIVERSITY; AND~) COMPLETE SUCCESSf ULLY THE QUANTITATIVE 
FOUNDATIONS FOR BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI ON AND TH6 WRITT~N 
COMMUNICATIONS COMPETENCY EXAMINATIONS (NOTE : STUDENTS NOT 
PASSING THESE EXAMINATIONS WILL BE REQUI RED TO COMPLETE BPA 
)~05 ALGEBRA AND BPA 5801 COMMUNICATION S I IN AOD I ~ION TO 
OTHER DEGREE REQUIREMENTS). 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: )0 HOURS) 
MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING 
PR INCIPLES OF FINANCIAL MGMT 
PR INCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT 
PROD UCTION MANAGEMENT 
PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING 
BUSINESS POLICY 
OFFICE ORGANIZATION & MANAGEMT 
RECORDS ADMINISTRATION 
HUMAN RELATIONS OF THE OFFICE 
OFFICE SYSTEMS 
eP AH02 
BPA31 0 I 
BPAl ~O l 
BPAH4 0 
BPA)50 1 
BPA4499 
BPA1701 
BPA17 02 
BPA4701 
BPA4702 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
) 
) 
1 
l 
l 
5 
) 
) 
) 
) 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HilS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HilS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 50 HOURS) 
ELECT AT LEAST 18 HOURS FROM 
COURSES OFFERED IN THE COLLEGE 
OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMIN­
ISTRATION, AND APPROVED BY THE 
DEAN. 
ELECT AT LEAST 12 HOURS FROM 
COURSES OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE 
UNIVERSITY (PREFERABLY IN 
AREAS OUTSIDE OF BUSINESS), 
AND APPROVED BY THE DEAN. 
TRANSFER CREDIT--LOWER DIVISION: (60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Business Education with a 

major in Office Administration is 120 hours 

NOTE(S) : 
I 	 ALL OR MANY OF THE GENERAL EDUCATION COMPETENC Y COURSES AN~ 
CREDIT HOURS SHOULD BE COMPLETED AT THE COMMUN IT Y COLLEGE 
LEVEL AND INCLUDED IN THE 60 CREDIT HOURS TRANS FERRED TO 
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
IN THE BUSINESS CORE AREA STU DENTS SHOULD MA~E EVERY EFFORT 
TO COMPLETE FUNCTIONAL BUSINESS COURSES PRIOR TO TRANS­
FERRING TO GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
THE SOCIAL SCIENCE COURSEWORK MUST INCLUDE AMERI CAN HISTORY 
OR GOVERNMENT, GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY, AND A SOCIAL SCIENCE 
ELECTIVE. 
F = FALL FO = FAll ODD YEARS FE =FALL EV EN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO = WIN TER ODO YEARS WE = ~INT6R EVEN rEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO = SPRING-SU~MER ODD YEARS SE =SpRING- SUMMER eVEN YEARS 
$$ 	 = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY CO URSE 
Business Education Major'Business Education encompasses 
the preparation of teachers for the teaching of business, 
distributive, and office education . The business teacher to­
day must possess both fundamental and advanced 
knowledge and skills for teachi ng students to act effectively 
as citizens and consumers in contemporary society as well 
a choose and explore career alternatives, earn a living, and 
advance in their chosen vocations. Business teachers face 
the task of helping students prepare for present and emerg­
ing challenges and opportunit ies in business life. For thi s, 
business teachers must combine diligent and thorough 
preparat ion with sincere professional commitment. 
Busin 5S education now goes far beyond the basics of pro­
viding ompetent typewriting, horthand, office practice, 
general business, and accounting instruction. It also in­
cludes data and word proceSSing orientat ion and training, 
consumer and career education, and mainstreaming. 
Business educators can teach in junior or senior high 
schools, private schools, community colleges, business, in­
dustry, or government. Numerous nonteaching career op­
portunit ies exist. These ra nge from entry level positions in 
office, accounting, and sales areas to business management 
opportunities in almost every field . Areas of particular need 
include secretarial, word processing,' data processing, 
systems analysis, office management, public and private ac­
counting, and sales management. 
PR OGR AM: BUSI ES5 [ DUC Al ION 
MA JOR : e~SIN£S S EDUC ATI ON 
~!vt l: BACHE LOR OF ARTS 
AOMISSION INfORMATION: 
4 STUDENT MUS ': I ) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASS OCIATE S OEGREf OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOU RS OF CREDIT WiT" AN OVERALL " ~COO OR BETTE R 
GP~ FROM A REGIONAL LY ACCRED ITED COL LEGE OR UN l VERS I Y; AND 2) 
BE IN ~OOU STANDI NG AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED . STUDENTS NOT 
M~e'I ~G ADMISSION CR IT ERIA MAY PETIT IO FO R AOMISSION THROU H 
T H~ D,F ICE OF AOMI SSIONS. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE ACQUIRED A 
BASIC ~NOkLEDGE IN THE MAJOR FI ELP S OF HUMA ENOEAVO~ , 
I N CLUDIN~ TME AR AS OF SCI ~NCE (6 CR HRS) , TH E SOCIAL SCIENCESu 
(9 CR HRS), AND THE HuMA NIT IES (6 CR HRS), AS WELL AS SUCH 
SPoClflC COURSES EQUIVALENT TO ( S~E NOTE I): BP A )201 PRINC I­
PLf5 Of I OEeONOM ICS (J CR HRS) , BP A 3202 PRI NCI Pl ES OF 
~CROECONOMlCS ( 3 CR HRS) , 8PA J~0 3 ALGEBRA (3 CR HRS), BPA 
380 1 COMMUNICATIONS I (3 CR HRS), AND BPA 3802 COMMUNICATIONS 
II (3 CR HRS). ALSO, STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN COURSES COVER­
ING THE FUNCTIONAL AREAS AND SKILLS OF BuSINESS THAT ARE 
EQUIVALENT TO (SEE NOTE 2): BPA 3101 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING (3 
CR HRS), BPA 3125 BUSINESS LAW I (3 CR HRS), BPA 3402 INTRO TO 
CO MPUTER PROGRAMMING (3 CR HRS), BPA 3461 STATISTICS FOR 
MANAG~MENT I (3 CR HRS), BPA 3703 BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS (3 CR 
HRS). IN ADDITION TO MEETING ADMISSION REQUIREMENT OF 60 
SEM ESTER HOURS, STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN HEALTH AND PHYSICAL 
ED UCATION (3 CR HRS) AND AT LEAST 6 HOURS OF ELECTIVES. 
DEGREE REQUIREMoNTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CREDJT HOURS OF 
WHICH AT LEAST 60 CREDIT HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION 
LEVEL (39 HOURS REQUIRED + 21 HOURS ELECTED); 2) ACQUIRE THE 
COMPE TENCIES FOR THIS DEGREE (NOTE: STUDENTS MAY SUBSTITUTE 
~CH IE EMoNT OF COMPETENCIES 8Y ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL 
Of THE DEAN AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S AP PROVED STUDY 
PLAN. ); 3) EA RN AT LEA ST 30 CR~DIT HO UR S AT GOV ERNOR S STATE 
UN IVERSITY; 4) COMPLETE SUCCESSFULLY THE QUANTITATIVE 
FOUNDATIONS FOR BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND THE WRITTEN 
COMMUNICATI ONS COMPETENCY EXAMINATIONS (NOTE: STUOENTS NOT 
PASSING THE SE EXAMINATIONS WILL BE REQUIRED TO COMPL TE BPA 
3~D 3 ALGEBR A AND BPA 3801 COMMUNICATIONS I IN ADDITION TO 
OTHER DEGREE REQUIREMENTS.); 5) HAVE A 2.5 GPA IN THE BUSINESS 
AN D PROF ESSI ONAL BUSI NE SS EDUCATION CORE SUBJ EC TS COMPLETED AT 
THE TIME Of AP PLICATI ON TO THE PRACTICUM IN ORDER TO BE ASSIGN­
ED TO THE STU DENT TEACHING PRACTICUM ( SE E NOTE 3); 6) COM­
PL ETE 42 HOU RS Of GENE RAL EDUCATION AS REQUIRED FOR ILLINOIS 
STATE TEACHER CERTlftCA TI ON; ANO 7) EFFEC TIVE SEPTEMBER, 1981, 
COMPLETE COUSEWORK CONTAI NtNG CONT ENT SPCIF ICALLY RELATED TO 
T ~E PSYCHOLOGY Of EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN AND BUS INESS EDUCAT ION 
METHOOS COURSES WHI CH CONTA IN TECHNIQUES FDR TEACHING THE 
lEARNtNG DISABLED AND OTHER rlA~ICAPPED STUOENT S. 
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REQUIRED COuRSES--UPPER DIVISION: 36 HOURS) 
MA NAGE RIAL AC COUNTING BP A31 Ul w S 3 HRS. 
F~ I Ne I PLES OF F INA NCIAL MGMT SP AnOI W S 3 HRS. 
PR INCI PLES OF MANAG EM ENT BPAll< 0 I w S 3 HRS . 
PRO DUCTION 
PRI NCIPLES 
MA NAG EMENT 
or MARKETING 
8PA3"~0 
BPAHO I 
F 
t-
w 
w 
S 
S 
3, 
HRS. 
HRS. 
tlUS INESS POLl CY 8PA~1t99 F W S } HRS. 
CONSUMER ECONOMICS 
PRINCIPLES £ PROSS IN BUS fD 
BPA)21 D 
BPA48S1 
00 
SO 
3 
J 
HRS . 
HRS . 
H'HOS OF TCHNG SASIC BUSINESS aPM852 FE 1 HRS. 
F IELU E~PtRIENCl: BU~INESS !O IlPA489Q F \01 3 HR S. 
PRAC ' tCUM IN BusiNESS EDUCAT'N BPA489t F \01 6 t1l1S . 
REQ UIRED ARE AS--UPPER DIVISION: HOURS) 
SELE CT AT LEAST HOURS f~DM 4MONG : 
MT HDS OF TCHNG OFFICE S~l SUB J BPA4 853 WE HRS . 
MTHDS OF TCHNG BKPNG & REL sua 6PA4 854 FO /iRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 21 HOURS) 
AT LEAST 6 CR HRS MUS T BE 
EARNED IN THE AR EAS OF EDUCA­
TIONAL PSYCHOLOGY AND SO CIAL 
FOUNDATIONS. THE SPE C!PIC 
COURSES WILL VARY ACCORD ING TO 
OFFERINGS IN HLD AN D APPROVAL 
BY THE OEAN OF BPA. 
ELECT AT LEAST 15 HOURS FROM 
UPPER OIVISION COURSES, OF 
wHICH 6 HOURS MUST BE IN THE 
GENERAL EDUCATION AREAS 
DESCRI8ED IN THE ADMISSIONS 
INFORMATION A80VE, AND 
APPROVED 8Y THE DEAN . 
TRANSFER CREOIT--LOWER DIVISION: C 60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor or Arts in Business Education with a 

major in Business Education is 120 hours 

NOTE( S): 
ALL OR MANY OF THE GENERAL EDUCATION ~OMPE T ENC Y COURSES AND 
CREOI T HOURS SHOULD BE COMPLETED AT THE COMt'UNI Ty C.OLLEGE 
LEVEL AND INCLUDED IN THE 60 CREDIT HO URS TRANSFER~ED TO 
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
IN THE BUSINESS CORE AREA STUD~NTS SHOULD MAKE EVERY EFFORT 
TO COMPLETE FUNCTIONAL BUSINESS COURSES PRIOR TO TRANS­
FERRING TO GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITy. 
OTHER REQUIREMENTS INCLUDE THE COMPLETION OF REqUiSI TE 
COURSES AND DEMONSTRATION OF COMPETENCE IN SUBJECT MATTER 
METHODOLOGY. IN ADDITJON, TRANSFER STUDENTS MUS T TAKE AT 
LEAST ONE BUSINESS EDUCATION METHODS COURSE AT GSU. BUSINESS 
EDUCATION STUDENTS MUST EARN A 2.0 OVERALL GPA AND A 2.5 
GPA IN BUSINESS AND PROF SSIONAL BUSINESS EDUCATION COURSES . 
THE SOCIAL SCIENCE COURSEWORK MUST INCLUDE AMERICAN Ht STORY 
OR GOVERNMENT, GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY, AND A SOCIAL SCI ENCE 
ELECTIVE. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALl EVEN YEARS W = WlNTER 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS W~ = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRI NG- SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
$$ = NOT SCH~DULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY CDUR5~ 
PROGRAM: BUSINESS EDUCATION 
MAJOR: BUSINESS EDuCATION 
LEVEL: MASTER OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DE<O~EE wnH 
AT LEAST A 2.5 CUMULATIVE GPA FROM A RfG IONALlY AC CREDITEO COL­
LEGE OR UNIVERSITY; 2) BE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL 
ATTENDED; 3) TAKE THE GRADUAT E RECORD EXAMINATI ON (<ORE) PRIOR 
TO ADM1SSION AND HAVE TEST SCORES SENT TO THE OFF ICE Of 
ADMISSIONS (NOTE: IF THE SCHEDULED TEST DATE IS NOT PRtOR TO 
ADMISSION, THEN THE EXAMINATION MUST BE COMPLET ED DURING THE 
FIRST TRIMESTER OF ENROLLMENT.); AND 4) HAVE COMPLETED lHE FOL­
LOWING PREREQUISITE COURSEWORK IF CERTIFI CATION I ~ SECONDARY 
EDUCATION IS DESIRED: PRINCIPLES AND PROBlEMS OF BUSINESS EDU­
CATION (3 SH), STRATEGIES OF TEACHING BASIC BUSI NESS (3 SH), 
STRATEGIES OF TEACHING (3 SH), EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY (3 SH). 
FIELD EXPERIENCE (3 SH), HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND I NSTRUCTIONAL 
PROCESSES IN CONTEMPORARY EDuCATIONAL ENVIRONKE NT ( 3 SH), AND 
PRACTICUM IN BUSINESS EDUCATION (6 SH ) (NOTE : ST UDENTS HAVING 
DEFICIENCIES IN ANY OR ALL OF THE PR ER EQU ISI TE COURSE\oIORK MAY 
BE ADM ITT ED CONDIT IONALLY UNTIL DEFICI ENCIES ARE REMOVED ~ ). 
STUDENTS NOT MEETING ADM ISSI ON CR I TE~ IA MAY PETITION fOR ADM IS­
SION THR OUGH THE OfF ICE OF ADMISSIONS . 
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Ul~h EE RL QU I RE MEN~~ ; 
A STUO~"" MuS' : I ) AP PLY FOR AND A'fAiN DEGR U: CANDIDACY STATUS 
- -,SEE NO'E I); ) ACQu I ~f A ~INIMUM OF '" CRADuATE CREDIT 
HOU~S (18 HUUR, R EQUIRE~ • I S ~OURS E~EtTED); 3 ) "ARN A MI NI­
MUM OF 2 ~ ~RADUATE CReOI T ~ouRS I ~ESIOENCE A' GSU; ~) 
At UIRt I~~ COMPETE C l tS SPECIF ieD FOR THI S DEGREE ( NO TE : STU­
DENT, MAr SUBST IT uT E ACHIEVLMENT OF CO MPETENCIES BY ALT ERNATE 
MtTHODS UPON APPROVAL OF THE DE AN AND UPO I NCLUS ION I N THE 
,TIlOtN" S Af'PI<UV ED STUIiY PLA N.; S) COMP LET E SUCCESSFULLY 
'ME UAN TITATIVE FOUNDAT IONS FOR BUS I ES S ADMI NISTRATION AND 
~RITT! N COMMU NI CATI ONS COMPETENC Y EXA~ I NA TI ON S (NOTE: STUDE NTS 
NOt PASS I ~ THESE C A~ I NA T IONS WI LL Bf REQUIRED TO CO~P LETf 
bPA 3~03 ~L~ t 8RA ANU SPA 3801 COMMuNICA TI ON S I IN ADDIT I ON TO 
U THt~ 0 b R E ~ Rl UIR EMEN TS). GRA DUATE STUD~N ' 5 ..HD SEEK CE~T I-: 
F ll ~T I UN THROU GH ENTI TL EMt NT MAY DO SO BY COMPLET ING THE PRE­
L1 ~ I NA R Y CORE ,E CTION OF THl ~IABE PR0GRAM AS wELL AS CONTE NT 
~OURSE ~ORK NEC ESSARY TO BE QUA L IF I ED TO TEACH SPE~ IFI C SUB ­
JEC T ~ . STUDE~'S St EK ING STATo CERTIF IC ATION IN BUSINESS 
lJUCA TION S"OUl D ALS () REFER TO THE U~DERGRADUATE BUS I NESS 
t..OU(, T ATION DtGRE:.E RtQLJI~c,~ENT STATc:.MENTS 5 Ar-.iD 6. 
R t~ UIR t J COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 
r ~U TNS OF COMPuTtR & INFO SYS 
SU~VEY BUS, CuNSUMER & VOC ED 
R(SEARCH IN tjL,:SINESS C:0LJ(ATIO~ 
BPAS~20 
BPA8801 
BPA8802 
F 
FE 
w 
wE 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
AREAS--GRADCATE LtVEL: HOURS) 
SlL EC T AT LEAST 3 HOuRS IN M£THODS 
M~ THOJS OF TCH~ BUS NON-SKILL 
MeTHODS Of TC HG BuS S,ILL SUB J 
COURSES F~OM AMONG: 
BPA8803 .. 0 
BPA8804 FO 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELEC T 3 hOU RS IN SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS 
SUCIAL FUUNDATIONS OF tDUC 
SOC IAL fO~S UF UR5A N e DUCA TI ON 
OF EDUCATION: 
CAS7 5 40 F 
HLD7770 F W 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT; HGUR, IN >eDUCATIONAL PSY CHOLOGY FROM 
LRNG PROC:CHILDREN & ADOLESCTS CAS6SS0 
COGN ITIVe PSYCH APPLD TO I~STR HLDSI~O 
LeARNING COGNITION I HLDS31U 
SuR EX CPTNL CHILDREN & PRGRAMS HLD&820 
AMO';G: 
F S 
W 
W 
S 
2.3 
3-~ 
~ 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
tL~ t TIVE (OURSES--GRADUAT c LeVEL: IS HOURS) 
tLtCT AT LEAST 9 HO URS FROM 

AMONG BUSI~ESS ADMINISTRATION 

COURSES IN ThE AREAS OF COM­

PUT R SCIENCE, ACCOUNTING, FI­

"'ANC E, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT 

AND 10R MARKETING. 

ELECT AT LEAST 6 hOURS FROM 

AMONG COURSES IN BUSINESS 

EDUCATION OR BUSINESS ADMINI­

STRATION. 

Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Business Education with a 

major in Business Education is 33 hours 

NOTt(S) : 
INITIAL GRADUATE ADMISSION TO THE PROGRAM PERMITS STUDENTS 
TO TAKE COURSES FOR GRADUATE CREDIT. HOWEVER, STUDENTS 
CANNOT OBTAIN A DEGREE UNTIL THEY HAVE BEEN ADMITTED TO 
CANDIDACY. UNTIL STuDENTS HAVE ThEIR APPLICATIONS FOR CAN­
uiDACY APPROVED, THEY ARE NOT CANDIDATES FOR THE GRADUATe 
DEGREE AND THEIR APPLICATION FOR GRADUATION WILL NOT BE AC­
CEpTED. IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE STUDENT TO APPLY 
FOR CANDIDACY. GRADUATE STUDENTS ARE AWARDED DEGREE CANDI­
DACY ONLY AFTER THE FOLLOWING FIVE CONDITIONS HAVE BEEN 
SATISFIED: I) ANY CONDITIONAL ADMISSION DEFICIENCIES HAVE 
BEEN REMOVED; 2) ALL PREPARATORY REQUiREMENTS HAVE BEEN 
COMPLETED; 3) SCORES ON THE "GRE" HAVE BEEN PLACED ON 
FILE IN THE DEAN'S OFFICE; 4) NINE CREDIT HOURS IN COURSES 
NUMBERED 8000 OR ABOVE HAVE BEEN COMPLETED WITH A MINIMUM 
GPA OF 3.0--NOTE: GRADUATE CREDIT ACCUMULATED BEYOND IS 
HOURS (EXCLUDING PREPARATORY COURSEWORK) WILL NOT APPLY TO_ 
WARD THE DEGREE IF CANDIDACY STATUS IS NOT ATTAINED; AND 
S) COMPETENCY EXAMINATIONS OR THE REQUIRED COURSES IN THE 
FIELDS OF COMMUNICATIONS AND QUANTITATIVE METHODS HAVE BEEN 
PASSED. STUDENTS SHOULD CONTACT ADVISORS IN THE DEAN'S OF­
FICE-FOR APPLICATION PROCEDURES FOR DEGREE CANDIDACY. 
IN ADDITION TO THESE THE STUDENT MUST HAVE ACQUIRED 24 
HOuRS OF BUSINESS CONTENT COURSES TO FULFILL STATE REQUIRE­
MENTS FOR CERTIFICATION IN THE PARTICULAR AREA(S) WHICH THE 
STUDENT ELECTS FOR TEACHING. 
OTHER EQUIVALENT COURSES MAY BE SUBMITTED WITH THE APPROVAL 
OF THE DEAN OR THE DEAN'S DESIGNEE. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
wp WI NTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRI "'G-SUMMER 
SO SPRING- SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEAR S 
$$ = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPET ENCY COURSE 
Public Service Program 
Undergraduate The College of Business and Public Ad­
ministration has designed its undergraduate Publ ic Service 
Program to prepare students in various aspects of public ser­
vice. Since public service encompasses the study of broader 
issues of societal decision making and management, the 
Public Service Program offers as part of its curriculum an op­
portunity to concentrate in one of the following options: Ad­
ministration and Public Sector. 
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PROG RAM; PUBLIC S~RVICE 
OpTI ON: ADMINISTRATION 
LEVE L : aACHELDR OF ARTS 
ADM IS SION INFORMATION: 
A STUDENT MUS T: I ) fIAV" ACQUIRED AN ASSOC!.ArES OEoGREE OR AT 
LEAS' flO S~ES TER HOURS OF CRED I T ~ PH AN OVIORALL "C" OR enTER 
GPA FROM A REGIONALL Y ACCRED IT ED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSI TY; AND 2) 
SE IN GOOD STANDING A~ l HE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
M~'ING ADMISSION CRI TERIA MAY pe IriON FOR ADMISSION THROUGH 
THE OFF ICE OF ADM ISSIONS. STUOfN TS SHOULD HA VE A QUIRED A 
BASIC KNO~LEDGE IN THE MAJ OR FieLDS Of HUMP. ENDE AVOR , 
INCLUDIN~ THE AREAS OF SCIENCE OR MATHEMA TICS ( 9 CR HilS), THE 
SOCIAL SCIENC ES (9 CR HRS), AND THE HUMANITI ES (6 CR HilS) , AS 
"ELL AS SUCH SPEC I F I C COURSES EQU IVALFNT TO (SH. "O~E 1) : UPA 
3202 PRINC IPLES OF MACRO ECO NOMI CS (3 CII HilS) , SPA 1 ~03 ALGE8R A 
(} CII HilS) , BPA 3801 COMM UN ICATIO NS I ( 3 C~ HRS) , BPA 3802 
COMMUNIC ATIONS II (3 CR HRS), AND BPA 3902 AMf RI CAN NAt i ON AL 
GUVfRNMl NT. ALSO, STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN COURSES COVERING 
THE fUNCTIONAL AREAS AND SKILLS OF PUBLIC SERVICE THAT ARE 
~QUIVALEN" TO ( SI:;I: NOTE 2): BPA 3461 STATISTICS FOR 
MANA'EME NT I (3 CR HRS), AND SPA 3901 I~TRODUCTION TO PUBLIC 
ADMINIST RATION (3 CR HRS). ADDITIONALLY, STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE 
TA~EN 15 HOURS OF ELECTIVE S TO FULFILL THE REQUIREMENT OF AT 
L-AS' &0 SEMES TER HOURS. 
DEG~EE REQU IREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CREDIT HOuRS OF 
kHICH At LE ASl 60 HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION LEVEL (39 
HOURS REQ UI Rl D + 21 HOURS ELECTED); 2) EARN AT LEAST 30 
CREDIT HOURS AT GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERISTY; AND 3) ACQUIRE THE 
~OK?~lEN(IES SP ECI FIED FOR THIS DEGREE (NOTE: STUDENTS MAY 
SUBSTITU TE ACHl t vEMl NT OF COMPETEN CIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS 
UPON AP PRO VAL Of rHE DEAN AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STuDENT'S 
APPROVEO STUDY PLAN.); AND~) COMPLETE SUC~ESSFULLY THE QUAN­
TI TATIV E FOUNDAT IONS fOR BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND THE 
WRll TEN COMMUNICATIONS COMPETENCY EXAMINATIONS (NOTE: STUDENTS 
OT PASSING TH ESE EXAMINATI ONS WILL BE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE BPA 
}~UJ ALGE BRA AND BPA3801 COMMUNICATIONS I IN ADDlTION TO OTHER 
DEG REE RE QUIREMENTS . ) . 
REQUIREU COUR SES--UPPER DIVISION: 39 HOURS) 
PUBLIC FINANCE 
INTeRNA TIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 
LUCA L GOVERNMENTAL SYSTEMS 
PUBLIC PERSONNEL ADMINISTRAT'N 
'ONS I TUTIONAL LAW : INTERGVT R 
PUBLIC POLICY ANALYSIS 
PO LITIC AL THEORY 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ORG & PROCESS 
fl ANCI AL ACCOUNTING 
PRINCIP LES OF MICROECONOMICS 
PR I NC IPLES OF MANAGEMENT 
IN RO TO COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
OR GANIZ ATIONAL BEHAVIOR 
BPA4205 
BPA4908 
BPP.4920 
BPA4930 
BPA4940 
BPA4960 
BPA4970 
BPA4980 
BPA3101 
BPA3201 
BPA3401 
BPA3402 
BPA4400 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
W 
w 
W 
w 
,II 
W 
w 
W 
W 
S 
S 
SE 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ELEC TIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVI S ION: 21 HOURS) 
ELEC T AT LEAST IS HOURS FROM 
COUR SES OFFERED IN THE COLLEGE 
Of BUSI NESS AND PuBLIC ADMIN­
I STRAT IO N, AND APPROVED BY THE 
OEAN. 
ELEC T AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM 
COU RSE S OFFERED ~HROUGHOuT THE 
UNIV ERSI TY (PREFERABLY IN 
AREAS OUTSIDE OF BUSINESS), 
AND APPROVED BY THE DEAN. 
TRANSFER CREDIT--LOWER DIVISION : (60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Public Service is 120 hours 

NOTE(S): 
ALL OR MA~Y OF THE GE NER AL EDUCATION COMPETENCY COURSES AND 
CREDIT HOURS SHOULD 6E COMP LETED AT THE COMMUN ITY COLLEGE 
LEVEL ANO INCLUDED IN THE 60 CREDIT HOURS TRANSFERRED TO 
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERS I TY. 
IN THE Pu8L IC SECTOR CORE ARE A STUDE NTS SHOULD MAKE EVER Y 
EFFORT TO COMPLETE FUNCTIONAL PUBLIC SERVI CE COURSES PRIOR 
TO TRANSFIORRING TO GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
F = FALL FO ~ FALL 000 YEARS FE = FA LL EVEN YEA RS W ~ WINTER 
~o WINTER 000 YEARS WE = WINTER ~vEN YEARS S =SPRJNG-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-S UMMER 000 TEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
$$ = NO T SCHEOULEO 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM: PUBLIC SERVICE 
OPTION : PUBLIC SECTOR 
LEV EL : BACH ELOR OF ARTS 
AUMISSION INFORMAT ION : 
A STUDE NT MUST: I) HAV E ACQUIRtD AN ASS OC IA TES DE GREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SIOMESTER HOURS OF CREDIT WITH AN OVERALL "e " OR BETTER 
GPA fROM A REGIONALLY AtCREOITEO tOLLE~E OR U IVE SITy; AND 2) 
SE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATtENOEO. STUDENTS NOT 
MeEllNG ADM ISSION CRITtRIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMIS SI ON THROUGH 
~HE OFFIC~ Of AOMISSIONS. StUUEN T5 SHOULD HAvE ACQUIRED A 
BAS IC KNOW LECGE IN THE MAJOR FIELDS OF HUMAN END EAVOR, 
INCLUDING TH~ A~EAS OF SCIEN(~ OR MAThEMATICS (9 CR HRS ), TH~ 
SOCIAL SCIE CES ( 9 CR HR5), AND THE HUMANI 'IES (6 CR HRS), AS 
WELL AS SUCH SPECIFIC COU RSES EQ UIVALENT TO ( SEE NOTE I): SPA 
3202 PRINCIPLES OF MACROECO NO MICS (3 CR HRS ), SPA ~4D3 ALGE8RA 
(3 CR HRS), BPA 3801 COMMUNICATIONS I (3 CR HRS), BP A ~RO~ 
COMMUNICATIONS II (3 CR HRS), AND BPA 3902 AMERICAN NATI ONAL 
GOVERNMENT. ALSO, STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN CO U SES COV~Q I N~ 
THE Fu~CTIONAL AREAS AND SKILLS OF PUBLIC SERVICE T~A' ARE 
EQUIVALENT TO (SEE NOTO 2): BPA 34 &1 ST ATlSllCS FOR 
MANAGEMENT I (3 CR HRS), AND BPA 3901 I~T RODU C T I ON TO PUBkiC 
ADMINISlRATION (3 CR HRS). ADDITIONALLY, S'uOEN"S SHOULD HAVE 
TAKtN 15 HOURS OF eLECTIVES TO FULFILL THE R~QUIREMENT OF AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS : 
A STUOENT MUST: I) ACQUIRt A MINIMUM OF 120 CRtOJT HOVRS OF 
WHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISI ON LEVEL ( 9 
HOURS REQUIRED + 21 HOURS ELECTED); 2) EARN AT LEAST '0 
CREDIT HOURS AT GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERISTY; AND 3) ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES SPE CIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE (NOTf : STuDEr IS MAY 
SUBSTITUTE ACHIEV~MENT OF COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE MfTHO~S 
UPON APPROVAL OF THE DEAN AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE StUOENT'S 
APPROVED STuDY PLAN.); AND 4) COMPLET~ SUCCESSfULLY THE QUAN­
TITAllVE FOUNDATIONS FOR BUSINESS ADMINIS TRATI ON ANP THE 
WRITlEN COMMUNICATIONS COMPETENCY EXAMINATIO NS (NOTE : STUDENTS 
NOT PASSING THESE tXAMINATIONS WILL BE REQU IRED TO COMP"l, E 8PA 
3403 ALGEBRA A·ND BPA3801 COMMUNICATJONS I IN ADDIT ION TO Ul"HER 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS.). 
RtQUIREG COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 24 HOU S) 
PUBLIC FINANCE 
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 
BPA420~ 
BPA4908 
F 
F 
W 
W 
3 
} 
HRS. 
HRS . 
LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL SYSTEMS BPA4920 W } HRS . 
PUBLIC PERSONNEL ADMINISTRAT'N BPA4930 } HRS . 
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: INTfRGVT R BPA4940 F J HRS . 
PUBLIC POLICY ANALYSIS 
POLITICAL THEORY 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ORG & PROCESS 
BPA4960 
BPA4970 
BPA4980 
F 
F 
F 
w 
W 
3 
3 
3 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION: IS HOURS) 
SELECT FIVE CouRSES (AT LEAST 
IS HOURS) FROM ELECTIVE 
COURSES OFFERED IN PUBLIC 
SECTOR FIELDS SUCH AS LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT, CRIMINAL JUSTICE, 
OR GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS . 
THE CO URSES SEL ECTEO BY THE 
ST UDENT MUS T BE APPROVED 6Y 
TH E PROGR AM ADVISOR. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--U PPE R DIVI SION: 21 HOURS) 
ELECT AT LEAST 15 HOURS FROM 
COURSES OF fER ED IN THE COL LEGE 
OF BUS I NE SS AND PU8~IC ADMI N­
ISTR AT ION, AND APPROVE D BY THE 
DEAN. 
ELECT AT LE AST 6 HOU RS FROM 
COU RSE S OFF~R EO T~ROUGHOUT ThE 
UN I VERSI TY ( PREFERABL Y IN 
~REA S OUTS I DE OF BUSINESS) , 
AND APPRovED BY ThE OEAN. 
TRANSFER CREDIT--LOWER DI VIS ION; ( 60 HOU~ S ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required lor a 
Bachelor of Arts In Public Service is 120 hours 
NOTE(S): 
ALL OR MANY Of THE GENERAL EDUCAT IOH COMPETENCY COURSES AND 
CR ED I T HOURS SHOULD BE COMPLETED AT THE COMMUN I 1Y COLLEGE 
LEVEL AND INCLUOEO IN THE 60 CREDIT HOURS TRANSFE RRED TO 
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERS ITY . 
IN THE PUBLI C SECTOR CORE AR EA STUDENTS SHOULD MAKE EVERY 
EFFORT TO COMPLETE FUNCTIONAL PU6LIC SERVICE COURSES PRIOR 
TO TRANSFERR ING TO GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY . 
F = FALL FO = FALL 000 YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = wiNTER 
WO : WINTER 000 TE ARS WE; WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO z SPRING -SUMMER ODD YEARS SE =SPR I NG-SU MM ER EVEN YEARS 
$$ ~ NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DE~AND + =MULT I-COMPETENCY COURSE 
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Graduate The graduate Public Service Program prepares 
midd le and upper level managers, in the public sector, with 
the techniques and methods of personnel work, budgeting, 
and organizing, among other functions necessary for further 
promotion. Therefore, supervisors and manager will find it 
advantageo us to enrol l in the graduate Public Service Pro­
gram to acquire a broader education in the area which can 
give them the perspective and base on which to build a suc­
cessful career. 
~ROGRAM: PUBLIC SERVICE 
LEV L: MASTER OF ARTS 
AOMISS ION INFORMATI ON: 
A S TUDEN T MUST: 1) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGRE E WITH 
A~ LEAS T A 2.5 CUMULATIVE GPA FROM A REGIONALLY AC L~l D I T <D COL­
LEGE OR UNIVERSITY; 2) BE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAS T SCHOOL 
A T~ENOEO ; 3) TAKE THE GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATION t~R() PRIOR 
TO AUM ISSI ON AND HAVE TEST SCORES SENT TO TH E OFFICE OF 
ADMI SS IONS (~OTE: IF THE SC HEOULED TEST UATE IS NOT PRI OR TO 
ADMISS ION, THEN THE EXAMINATION MUST BE COMPLETED DURING THE 
FI~ST TRIMESTER OF ENROLLMENT.) STUDENTS NOT MEETING ADMISSION 
CRI Tl RIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE OFFICE OF 
ADMI SSIONS . STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE HAD CAREER EXPERIENCE IN THE 
PUBLIC SECTOR. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A S TUDENT MUST: 1) APPLY FOR AND ATTAIN DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS 
--(SEE NOTE 1); 2) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM Of 33 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS (24 HOURS REQUIRED + 9 HOURS ELECTED); 3) EARN AT LEAST 
24 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS IN RESIOENCE AT GSU; 4) ACOUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGRE E (NOTE: STUDENTS MAY SUB­
STITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON 
APPROVAL OF THE DEAN AND UPON INCLUSl uN IN THE STUDENT'S AP­
PROVED STUDY PLAN); 5) COMPLETE SUCCESSFULLY THE QUANTITATIVE. 
FOU NDATIONS FOR BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND THE WRITTEN COMMUN­
ICAT IONS COMPETENCY EXAMINATIONS (NOTE: STUOENTS NOT PASSING 
TH E EXAMINATIONS WILL BE RE QUIRED TO COMPLETE BPA 3403 ALGEBRA 
AND BPA 3801 COMMUNICATIONS I IN AODITION TO OTHER DEGREE 
REQUIREMENTS); AND 6) HAvE EXPERIENCE IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR. 
(STUDENTS NOT HAVING PRI OR CAREER EXPERIENCE IN THE PUBLIC 
SECTOR WILL ~E REQUIRtD TO CO MPLET E A 3 CR HR INTERNSHIP IN 
ADDITION TO OTHER DEGREE REQUIREMENTS). 
Rt:QUIRcO COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 
CONCEPTS & ISSUES IN PUB 
MA5TER 1 S RESEARCH PAPER 
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION 
AOMN BPA8901 
BPA8991 
BPA8001 
W 
W 
W 3++ 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: 18 HOURS) 
StLECT AT LE AS T 18 HOURS ~ROM AMONG: 
SEMINAR I N PUBLI C BU DGETING 
SEMI NAR IN AMER IN Sf , VALU ES 
S EMI NA~ IN URBAN GOVlRNMENT 
S~MINAR IN RESEA~t~ ME'HODS 
'iEM I NA I! I N PUB ORGANZ"j THEOR~ 
SEMINAR IN PUBLIC POLICY 
SEMINAl! IN PUBLIC MANAGEME NT 
BPA812 0 
BPA891 0 
BPASHa 
BPA8950 
!lpA89~O 
BPA89GO 
BPABS/O 
w 
W 
S 
S 
w 5 
w 
W 
3 
J 
5 
J 
J 
3 
J 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HR S. 
HR S. 
rjRS. 
HRS. 
HR S. 
~LEC~ IVl COURSt:S--~RADUA't LE El: HOURS) 
ELEt T ~T L:AST 9 ~OURS f ROM 
t~uRSfS IN THE UNlvl RS I', TH AT 
ARE APPROPRIATE TO THE STU­
DE~T' S PERSONA L AND / OR PROFES­
S I ONAL GO AL S . ELECT IV ES MU S T 
eE APP ROV ED BY ADVISOR. 
Minimum total number of credit hours requ ired for a 
Master of Arts in Public Service is 33 hours 
NOT;'(S): 
INITIAL GRADUATE ADMISSION TO THE PROG RAM PERMITS STUDENTS 
TO TAKE COURSES FOR GRADUATE CReDI T . HOWEVER. STUDENTS 
CANNOT OBTAIN A DEGREE UNTIL TH( Y HAVE BEEN ADMITTED TO 
CANDIDACY. UNTIL STUDENTS'HAVE THEIR APP L IC ATIONS FOR CAN­
OIDACY APPROVED , THEY ARE NOT CANDI DA'S FOR THE GRAOUA1E 
DE~REE AND THEIR APPLICATION FOR GRADUATION WI LL NOT ae AC­
CEpTfD. IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE STUPENT '0 APPLY 
FOR CANDIDACY. GRADUATE ST UDEN TS ARE AWARDEO DEGREE CANOI ­
DACY ONLY AFTER THE FOLLDWING FIVE CONDtTIONS HAV E BEEN 
SATISFIED: I) ANY CONDITIDNAL ADMISSI ON DEFICIENCIES HAVE 
BEEN REMOVED; 2) ALL PREPARAT ORY RlQ UI REMEN'S HAVE BlEN 
COMPLETED; 3) SCORES ON THE "GRE" HAV E BEtH PLACED ON 
FILE IN THE DEAN'S OFFICE; 4) NINE CREDIT HOURS IN COURSE S 
NUMBERED 8000 OR ABDVE HAVE BE EN COMP LET ED WI TH A MINIMUM 
GPA OF 3.0--NOTE: GRADUATE C EDIT ACC UMUL AtED 8EYOND IS 
HOURS (EXCLUDING PREPARATORY COURSEWORK) WILL NO T AP PL Y TO­
wARD THE DEGREE IF CANDIDACY STA TUS IS NOT ATTAI NED; AND 
5) COMPETENCY EXAMINATIONS OR THE REquiRED COURSES IN THE 
FIELDS OF COMMUNICATIONS AND QUANTITA TIV M 'HODS HAVE BEEN 
PASSED. STUDENTS SHDULD CDNTACT ADVIS ORS IN THE DEA N'S OF­
FICE FOR APPLICATION PROCEDURES FDR DEGREE CANDI DA cY. 
++ 	 STUDENTS WITH CAREER EXPERIENCE IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR MA Y 
HAVE THIS COURSE AND COMPETENCY REQU IREME NT WAIV ED 8Y THEIR 
PROGRAM ADVISOR(S). 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YE ARS S = SPRING-SUMME R 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRI G-S UMMER Ev EN yeARS 
SS = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-C OMPETENCy CO URSE 
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af'A3Q QI 
C OOPE~ATIVE E~UCATION, 
OE51~~ED TO C O~~I~E INDIVIDUAL CA REER CCUNs~lING AND ~CRK OUTS I PE 

OF THE CI.A SS RODM IN CO~\BINATION WITh INSTITUTIONAL l"A~NING SET­

f I NGS . 

PREAEQU IsI TE S: 

E~MI5S I 0h OF ADVISER AND CCOPE RATIVE EDUCATION COORDINATOR. 
rAlL, WI N fE R. 
00N... LD50N. 
8~"' 3 1 01 
fiNANC I AL ACCOUNTI~G 
} 
EMPhASIZ ES THE BE('INNING ACCGUNTING CYCLE, ANO IN TE GRA TES ACCG ut, ­

Tf"'G PR INCIPL ES A~D THEIR APPLlCA.TIGNs TO BUSINESS Oo JECTlvEs. 

FI~AhC I A L STATEMENT PREPARATION, FlO~ OF RESOURCES, ~ON-CURRE N T 

ASSETS , T" EORY OF LIABILITIES, Et;UITIEs, INvtcNTORY EVALUATION, 

OEPREC IA T ION METHODS, BLDGETING, A~D A LEVElOP~E~T OF ACCO LN TI NG 

P~INC I P lE S. EMPhASIS IS GIVEN TO FININCIAl ACCOUNTIN(, IN F O~hAl lLN 

u5EFI.IL 10 I I'<V EsTO~ s, ECONO~,[sTs, ThE GENER AL PUBLIC, AN D OT I1ER 

EXT ER NAL 'RO UPS . TH IS IS A FC~NDATIO~ CO~RSE FOR FU TURE sT LOL 

~ . " .1 r.fE"M , 51"11. I N(O / SU~,~'tR • 

Sl AFf. 

BPA 3102 

MANAGE ~ IAL ACCOUNTING 

3 

AN ANALYSIS OF MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING, A~ EXA~INATION Of ThE IN­

FOR~ATION NEEDED FOR PLANNING AND CONTROllING, AND AN INVESTIGA­

T IO N OF THE MANNER IN WHICH ACCOUNTING CAN PROVIDE ThE INFORMA­

T ION. EMPHASIS ON ACCOUNTING AS A MANAGEMENT INFOR~ATION TOOL. 

P~CBLEMS STRESS THE TYPE OF FIGURE INFORMATION RELEVANT TO MAN­

A'E R IAL DeCISIONS AND THE METHODS OF USING SUCH DATA. 

P~EREQU I S ITES: 

ePA 31Dl , FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING OR ITS EQUIVALENT (ACCOUNTING I 

ANC II). 

FALL , w l~ T ER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

STA FF. 

BPA31 H 
BUSIN ESS LAw I 
3 
A'" IN 11l00 lJ CTION TO THE AMERICAN LEGAL sysTH; FOllOWED 8Y STUDY OF 
Th E FOLLO\d~G SUBSTANTIVE AREAS OF lAW: PRCP~RTY (INCLUDING 
ESTATES Al> D TRUSTS AND lANDLORD AND TENANT), CONTRACTS, AGENCY, 
A ~ D PARTNE~ SHIPS. THE PRI~CIPlES DISCUSSED ARE APPLICABLE TO PEK­
SONAL AS wELL AS BUSINESS USE AND NONBUSINESS STUDENTS WA 'TI NG TO 
BECOME MOR E KNOWLEDGEABLE "CONsU~1ERs OF lAw" ARE ENCOURAG ED TO 
ENRO LL . 
FALL, WIN TER, SPRING/SUMMER. 
FI NKLEY, STAFF. 
~P A 3I 26 
BUS I NESS LAW I I 
3 

A ST UDY OF HIe MORE TECHNI CAL AND COMPLEX ASPECTS OF lAW IN THE 

B" S I NE s5 ENVIRDN1ENT I NCLU DI NG CORPORATIONS, SALES, COMMER C IA L 

PAPER, AND CREO lT . PRINCI PLES DIsCUsstcD ARE EXTENsIVEl 1' TE S TE D ON 
ThE CPA EXAMI NAT I ON. 
PRE~EC;;UISITES: 
BPA HH, Bu S INESS LA\.; l. 

WINTER. 

F' I(LEY . 
BPAll " 

C~ s T ACCO UNT I NG 

3 

INCLUDES EKPO SURE TO A BROA D R A ~GE OF COST ACCGUNTING CONCE P TS 

ANO THE I R T ERMI~CLCG Y. MEASuR~E N T AND ACC~uLATION OF COSTS h Il l 

INCLUD E SUC h TOP IC 5 AS DIR ECT AND INDIREC T COSTS, THE RATI ONALE 

BEtilNll Tt1E J,;,OST ALLCCATl O~ PlIOCE~UREs, COsT-VOlU~,E R~LATIONsh I P s, 

AND THE APPLICAT I ON OF BU~DEN. 

PRERE<;UI SiTES : 

BPA 31 01 , fINANCIAL A C CCUN T IN~ OR ITS tQUIVAL~N T (A CCOUNT I NG I 

AND II) 

F'LL, ~ INTER . 

STAFF. 

BPA 3 I J 2 
~C ~ T AC C U U~TI~G I I 
l 
C,Ht-R S ~~ Al)V,ot.tEU U FOS~ " 10 CCsT AC COUNT I NG AND DcCISI~N­
M A.I ~ G CONC :P TS, Cri~ E CTlv<S A~D TE ~~ INGl O' Y E SSl~ T I _ L TO Th E CCsT 
oC CG('NT AtH's ROl< I~ BLsINtcss. TOPICS SUC h AS tC~T - VOLU~c RATIOS, 
CC!; T ACCU ~.L lA11 0 ~ Fe R PR ODUC T CeST I NG , ut8 OR DE R A"D PWOCfSS CCS­
TI NG , P ~FCR"~~ct MlA5~R EN T, TRAN5 FE R PR I CI~G , I NTE~~AL ca~-
TkCL, s U!iJ[ C"l lv E P ~ Lb A " ILlTIEs, CFA ~PP "I t A T I O~ 5 , AND ~POtATION ~ 
~E!EARC" AR E INll UDEC I~ COURst LtcsIGN • 
• REKC~ G I S I TES : 

e PA 1131, COS I ACCOUNTING I. 

WI ~TER . 
STAF F. 
Ii PA3 U I 
IN TERM E& IAT E ACCLLNTING 
1 
G ~AlS "IT~ TH E PRCblEMs OF FINANCIAL ACCC ~NT I G ~E,o S U~E"E~T AND 
INC l bDES SUCh ARE' S AS THE DETERMI NATIO~ OF PE RL OD I C INCOME , RE~­
t NuE IIt:COcot.I T I ON, CCS T AL l GC AT IO h , FLO. OF fUND~, INVEI\ TORY VAl­
~j\ TI C", DEPIlEC I A1 10.., T f1 ~QRr , LIABIL I TY RECOCI~ I TIO N , Ai' D CCRPO­
~~TE EQlJ I TV I"EASlJREI'ENT . CCMMU/\ ICAT I ON CF ACCOUI\TJNG DATA, FCRM 
(, F STATEl'lt ~T PR~SU'TATlQN , M; C ACCC~~ T ING TERi"IMlLOGY ARE ALSO 

5 Tue 1m . 

PII.ERE~ u l SI TES : 

ElPA 3101 , FI NANC IAL ACC OI.iNT I NI> OR ITS t:(IJl vAleNT ( ACCO UNTING 

A~ tI I I). 
FALL, IIlNTLR. 

STAFF . 

bPA.3152 

I~T ERMtcDIATtc ACCOUNTING II 

3 

CO NT INUATl rN [,F I,\TtRMtDIA.Ttc ACCOUNTI~G I. 

PI'ERE!;U Isi TE S: 

BF A" lO I, IN T ~R"'eCl I ATE ACCOU~TING I. 

IiI J\·TFK} SPR I NG/ SL:Mfo'IER. 

STAFF. 

bPA3170 
ACCOUNTI NG TheURY 
3 
THIS COU, sE PRCVI DE S A FRAME OF REFeREN CE FOR THE BA5tt OB J EC T ­
IVeS, POS TU l..A TEs •.ND PRI NCIPLES OF FINANClA.l ~EPQA TI NS. IT IN­
Cl uD E S THEOR IES RCL oTIN G TO I NCOME DETE RMI "'A TI O" , ME"'!;URE~IENT OF 
CA Sco ANP OThER RESER VE FLO.·. A STUDY OF ACCOUNT ING STATEMENT S AND 
ThE I R FORI' OF f>I!ESt. 'TATI ON I,[ LL H EMPHASllED. 51~OEhTS SHOULD 
r.A 'E C OM~ l l1~D INH_ R~\EO I ATE ACCOUNTING I ANI) 1 1011. THEIR EC UIVA­

lEN T. 

PRERE\;U I S ll E 5 : 

BPA 31 5 1, SPA JI ,2, I NTERMED IATE AC COUl'o rI N(; I AND II. 

OFFeRED 6 A S~D UFC~ DEMAND . 

STArF. 

BPA3201 

PRI~CIPltcs GF MICROECO~OMICs 

3 

sT IJ£ Y OF PRICE F ORMATION, DE~,AND, AND P RO DUCTION o.eC I SONS. EXA­

MI NES THE INDIVl e GAl AND INTERRELATED BEh AVIOR OF CONSUMER S , 

F I R~'s A,\D INDUsT RItcs. 

FA l l, .. INTER, SPR IN G/SUMMER . 

MI~ l ER, D., F E TilO, L1EBSChtR . 

~PAHOl 
PR l hc r pl ~S OF MA CROEtONOMI C s 
3 
sTUOIES M.D Tt IEDRLz,es ABOU T THE ECONO~Y AS A Wh OLE, DEALI NG WITH 
ECONO~.rC DATA ANO BEHAV I OR AT rHE AGloRE GATE LE VEL Of THE ECONOMY. 
EXA.MINES I Nc e ME, OUT PU T, EMP LOYMEN T, PRICES, ETC., IN TE RMS OF 
'Ts ~', E AsU R E"E NT, DETERM I NA T ION, AND PO LI CY IMf'lICATlON. 
FA,ll, .. I NTE R, sPRING/sU ~jME R. 
~,IllER, D., PETRO, Ll EB SC i1E R. 
BPA3210 
C ONSU~ER E~O~~t c s 
3 

STUDY Of T nE ChANGING ROLE Of ~ONS U~ER S , THE CONSUMPTION OF GOODS 

AND ~ERV I CES AND THE ALT£RNA~lvES DPE~ TO THE CONSUMER IN THE EC­

ONOMIC ENVI RONME~T . 

I 
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PRERE~ U IS I TE S : 
BPA 32Ql, PRINCIPL ES OF MICRCECONOMICS & BPA }ZU2, PRINCIPLES OF 

/lAC DE C N()/'\I~s . 

OF F"AEC BAS~ UPO~ ~EMANO IN SPRI NG/SUMMER. 

MI LLER, c . 

BD~ 3Ho 

~ONEY AND BANKING 

1 
ST r' IES AND ThEORIZeS A ~\j UT ThE u . S . MONUARY SYSTE M IN TI1E A~E ftS 

OF MONEY . lNS TITUTI 0r-tf, AND POLlCY. CONC ~' rRATES ON ANA LYSIS OF 

MONE Y AND IT S FUNCTI O~S, ThE MECHANICS OF ThE COMM~RCIAL BANK I NG 

srST~M AN D I TS CETE~IINATION OF THE MONEY SUPPLY, F EDERA~ RESERVE 

SYSTEM ' S FUNCTIONS AND POLlCY INSTRU~.ENTS, ThE I~,PACT AND lFFE(­

TIVENESS OF MGNETARY POLlCY ON H:E PUBLIC, CCMMERCIAL BANKS AND 

THE TREASu RY, AND ThE OVERAll IMPACT ON THE ECONOMY. 

PI! lOR E"U I 5 IT E S : 

PA }20 1 PRINCIPLES OF ~IICR O ECONO~,ICS , BPA l2U2 PRINCIPLES GF 

MACROE CONOM I C S. 

j: A' I I \0,' I f\. TER. 
PETRO. 
bP"Hul 

PR I NC IPLE S OF F I NANC I Al ~,ANAGEMENT 

} 
DEAL S wITH THEORY A"r; PRACTICE OF H;E FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT FUNC­

TIO~ IN PLANNING, RAISING, AND CIRECTING THE EFFICIENT AllCCATION 

OF FU NDS ~ITHIN THE FIRM. 

PRERcC.u ISITES : 

IIPA 310 2 MAJ\ft.GE RIAl ACCCUNTING OR ITS EQUIVALENT; BPA HOI PRIN­

CIP LES OF MICROECGNOHICS; ~PA 3461 STATISTICS I . 

~ l\,l l , wiNTER, SPRI NG/S L; MMt: R . 

MA X, FleD IN, KIM, T. 
BPA J 401 
PR I~C IPlES OF ~ANAG EM E NT 
3 
A C<.I'1B I NEO INTR ODUCTI ON TO ClASSICA.l ~',ANAG E M E NT, BEHAVIORAL 
S.cIEN(;'~, AND MAIliACf~.EI< T SCIENCE. A ReVIE, OF THE FcNDM\E J\TAl 
FUNtllON5 OF ~' AAAGtMl:.N T SO THE STUDeNT CAN SEE THE INTE RRElATION­
S~IP~ ~ET~EEN PlAN.I NG, CRGANIZING, DIRECTING, AND CON TRO lING 
I}lFfEREN T MOD ELS OF ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR. BOTH Th E IMFACT OF 
"RGANIZ ATID NS UPON PARTICIPANTS AND THE I~PACT CF PARTICIPANTS 
' ,PON OR;",ANI ZATIONS ,Ill Be STUDIED. IT EXAMINES THE MANAGEMENT 
SC IEI<C E APPROACH TO SOLVIN G PRODuCTION AND OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT 
P~OB L EMS . 
FAL l, Wi NTE R, SPR I NG / SU",MER. 
II.£ llEY, lSOlAKIDES, HERZOG. 
BPA34G2 
INTRODUCTION TG C(.~H-UTER PR CGRAMMING 
3 
PRCGRA~0ING PRINCIPLES AND TECHNI~uES FOR DATA hANIPUlATION BY 
THE COMFUTER; CONSTRuCTION OF AL GORITHMS; FLO. CHARTING; INSTRUC­
T I UI< AND USE OF THE 6ASIC PROGRAMMING lANGUAGE; INTRODUCTION TO A 
PROG RAMMING lANGUAGE; INTRODUCTION TO THE USE OF CANNED PROGRAMS. 
FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER . 
ISAAC, STAFF. 
APAH03 

ALGEBRA 

3 

DtS IGNED TO PROVIDE EACH STUDENT WITH A SOLID COMMAND OF THE 
BASIC IDEAS AND TECHNI~UES OF ALGEBRA , WHICH IS NECESSARY FOR THE 
MO RE ADV ANCED BUSINESS COURSES . TOPICS INCLUDE EQUATIONS OF 
liNES, SYSTEMS OF liNEAR EQUATIONS , POLYNOMIALS , RATIONAL FUNC­
TIONS, AND RULES FOR EXPONENTS. THIS COURSE , OR SATISFACTORY 
PERFO RMANCE ON THE QUANTITATIVE FOUNDATIONS EXAMINATION IS RE­
~LlIRED OF All UNDERGRADUATE CCllEGE OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC AD~,IN­
ISTRATION STUDENTS. 
FAll, WINTER, SPRING / SUMMER . 
WEllS, STAFF. 
BPA3404 
CALCULUS FOR eUSINESS 
3 
DES IGNED TO PRESENT ThE BASIC CONCEPTS OF DIFFERENTIAL AND INTE­
GRAL CALCULUS. ThE ENTERING STUDENT IS EXPECTED TO HAVE A SOL 10 
COM MAND OF ALGEBRAIC AND GRAPHICAL METHODS . THEORY IS PRESENTED 
AND I llUSTRATED WITH EXAMPLES DRA,N FROM BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS. 
ThE COUR SE PROVIDES A FOUNDATION FOR MORE ADVANCED COURSES IN 
MAN~GEMENT SCIENCE. STUDENTS WhO HAVE HAD CAlCULLlS PREVIOUSLY 
SHOULD NOT REGISTER FOR THIS COURSE. 
PRERfQU I SITES: 
BPA }~O >, COllEGE ALGEBRA, OR EXAMINAT ION. 
FAll, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 
WEllS, STAFF. 
BPA3"20 
P~RSONNEl MANAGEMENT 
} 
THIS COUR SE IS DES IGN EO FOR FIRST liNE SUPERVI SORS AND STUDENTS 
INTERESTED IN BE COM ING PER SONNEL SPECIAkI STS . PERSONNEL PLANNING, 
SELECTION, PLACEMEN T, AND FOLLOW uP ARE VI EWED AS PART OF THE 
OVERJlll MANAGEMENT PROCESS. GUEST SPEAKERS AR E UTILIZED EXTEN­
SIVELY A~D THE COURSE CO NC LUDES ~IT H THE CPPORTU~lTY FOR THE 

STUDENT TO P R~C TICE USING PE RSONNEL TOOLS AND BASIC TESTS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

ePA 340 1, PR INCI ~lES OF MAN~GtM~NT . 

FALL; ~INTER; SPRING/SUMMER , ODD YE ARS. 

KELLEY , aUCKEN~YER . 

IlPA34 ~O 
PRODUCTION MANAGEME NT 

3 

APPLICAT IONS OF Mft~AGEM ENT SCIE NCE AND ANA LYSIS TO THE PROOI,;CTJ ON 

FUNCT I ON AR E DISCUS SED. tMPMAS IS IS PLAC ~D ON OPERATIONS MftN­

~~EMENT TO PR~OUCT OEV~LOPME NT, PLAN T LOCATION ~NO LAYOUT , PRO­

DUCTION COST ANA~YSIS , ~ORK MEASUREMENT, wORK SIMPLIFICATION, 

SAFETY MANAGEIlENT , AND ~UA l IT Y CO NTROL . 

FR EREI;U 15 1 TES : 

BPA H 61, STATISTICS FOR ~',ANAGEMENT 1. 

FAll, lilNTER, SPRING/SUMI·1ER . 

TSOlAKIDES, HERZOG . 

BPA3442 

0GB DESIGN AND MEASUREMENT 

3 

THIS COURSE PRESENTS TO STUDE"TS THE UNDERLYING THEORY ~O BASIC 

'1e THODOlOG Y F LR THE MOS T COMMCNlY LlSED WORK MJ:A SU REM I'T TECh­

NIQUES. A SYSTE~I S APPR OACH IS uEVElOP ED THROll h THE SYSI~~ATlt 

STUDY OF METHODS, MATER IAlS, TOOLS AI'.O E~U I P~IE NT FCR TI'E PURPOSb 

OF FINDING ThE ~10ST EC ONGmCAl wAY OF DOING THE 00B, STANOA~DIZ­

ING METHODS AI'.D DETERMII'.ING TIME RE QUIREMENTS. lECTUR S, PROB­

lEMS, A~D lABORATORY ACTIVITIES OPcN TO SENIORS A~D GRADU~TE 

STUDENTS . 

PRERE<;'U I SITES: 

BPA3'l"O AND HPA3'l62. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND . 

STAFF. 

BPA 3" 61 
STATISTICS FOR MANAGEMENT I 

3 

cnVERS THE BASIC TOPICS OF APPLIED STAT I STI CS INCLUDING THE S~~­

PlE MEAN AND VARIA~CE, RANDOM VARIABL E!, ELEMENTAR Y FINITE PR08­
ABILITY, THE BINO~'oIAl AND NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS, SAM L I NG , POINT 

AND INTERVAL ESTIMATION, CONTROL CHARTS, AND hYPOTH ESI S Tl STING 

AS THEY APPLY IN BUSINESS SITUATIONS . 

PREREQUISITES: 

BPA 3"03, COllEGE ALGEBRA, CR EXAMINATION. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

WEllS, STAFF. 

BPA 3'l6 2 

STATISTICS FOR MAI'.AGEMENT II 

3 

A CONTINUATION OF BPA 3"61, STATISTICS FON MANAGEM NT I. TOPICS 

COVERED I NClUDE ANAL YS I S OF VAR lANCE, REG RESSI ON, CORREUTlO~. 

TIME SERIES, INDEXING, NONPARAMETIC ST ATIST ICS, 6IVA~IATc 

DISTRIBUTIONS AND Chi-SQUARE TESTS. STUDENTS MAKE EKTEN51VE 

USE OF A STATISTICAL CGMPUTER PACKAGE IN THE ANAL YSI S OF OATA ~ND 

APPLICATION OF STATISTICAL TESTS AS THEY APPLY IN BUSINESS 

SITUATIONS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

BPA 3"61, STATISTICS FOR MANAGEMENT I . 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER . 

WEllS, STAFF. 

BPA'1;4Rl 
FORTRAN PROGRAMMING 

3 

A STUDY OF FORTRAN PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE AND ITS APPLI CA TION TO 

BLISINESS PROBLEM SOLVING. STUDENTS WILL wR IT E PR OGRAM S A~O SOLVE 

THEM ON BOTH BATCH PRGCESSING AND TI~,E-SHAREO CCI'IPI.ITf R SYST~S. 

FREREQUISITES: 

BPA H02. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF . 

BPA3'l82 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING: COBOL 
3 
PRESENTS THE FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND THE ANS I 
COBOL COMPUTER lANGUAGE. THESE FUNDAMENTALS Will BE APPLIED TO 
VARIOUS BUSINESS AND/OR STATISTICAL SITUATIONS . THE COURSE WILL 
ALSO COVER DISCUSSION OF INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES, SOFT wA RE CONSIDE R­
ATIONS, AND BASIC FORMS DESIGN. 
PREREQU IS I TES: 
BPA H02, INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER PROGRAMMING. 
\lINTER. 

STAFF, ISAAC. 

BPA3'l85 

SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

3 

THIS COURSE IS INTENDED TO PROVIDE THE STUDENT WITH SKIL LS ThAT 

ARE BASIC TO SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, DES IGN AND IMPlEKE NTATI ON . TOPICS 

TO BE COVERED Will INCLUDE: THE CONC EPT OF SYS TEM, IN TROOUCTION 

TO SYSTEM liFE CYCLE; SYSTEM liFE CYCLE MA NAGEMENT; ROLE OF SYS­

TEMS ANALYSIS; TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES OF SY SlEMS ANALYSIS ; STUDY, 

DESIGN AND DEVElOPEMNT PHASES; AND SY STEM PER FORMANCE DEFI NITION . 

PRERE<;U I 5 I TES : 

BPA 3"02, INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER PROGRA~M ING . 

FALL. 

ISAAC. 

BPA3S01 
PRINCIPLES OF MAR KElI I'IC 
} 
DE AL s WITH THE "~AGERI.L APPROACH TO MARKETING. l~t~UPES A STUDY 

OF MARKETS, INSTITUT IONS, ANO THE ENVIRONMENTS IN WHI CH BUSI­

NES~cS ANO NONBUSINESS e NT ERPRI SES OPERATE . 

PRE REQUI 51 TI;S: 

BPA 3201, PR I ~C IPLES OF MICRGECONOMICS. 

FA_~, WI TER, SPRING/SUMMER . 

O~SON, SHAJIB AN . 

BPAH? O 

CONSUMER 8£HAVIOR 

1 
THIS COURSE DR AWS O~ THE BEHAVIO RAL SCIENCES TO GAIN AN INS IGH T 
INTO CONSUMER NEEDS, WANTS, A~D BE HAVIORS IN THE MAR KE TPLACE . EM­
PHASIS 15 PLACED ON HOW THE BUSI NESSMAN CA~ BUILD AN UNDERS TAND­
ING OF THE INDIVIDUAL CONSUMER INTO THE MARKETING DECISION­
MAKING , PLANNING AND COMM UNICATION FUNCTIONS, 
PREREQUIS ITES: 
BPA HOI, PRINCIPLES GF MARKETING . 
FALL, WINT ER, SPRING/SUMMER. 
flL50 ,." SHAABAN. 
BPA3& OI 

SURVEY OF THE REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY 

) 
A SURVfY 'OURS E FOR DEGREE-SEEKING STUDENTS WITHOUT A REAL ESTATE 
BAtllGROUND . HOW REAL ESTATE AS AN INDuSTRY FITS INTO THE BUS INESS 
COI-IMUNI f1' IS DISCUSSED. REVIEwS OF THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK OF ThE 
INDUSTRY A5 WELL AS ThE MANY FACETS OF REAL ESTATE FOR FURTHER 

STUDY OR SPECIALIZATION ARE PRESENTED. STuDENTS wILL hAVE AN 

INTROD UCTION TO BROKERAGE OPERATIONS, FINANCE, INVESTMENT, VALU­

AT ION, AND PROPERTY MANAGEMENT AS COMPONENTS OF THE INDUSTRY. 

NOTE : STUDENTS WITH SIX HOuRS OF REAL ESTATE COMPLETED ARE ~OT 

TO ENROLL FOR CREDIT. 

PRE RE((U I SITES: 

NONE . 

FAl~, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

PRO. . 
&PAH0 2 

LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF REAL ESTATE 

3 

T~E LEGAL RESPONSIBILITIES CF THE REAL ESTATE I~DuSTRY ARE EX­

AMINED I N THIS COURSE. RESPONSIBILITIES OF BEING IN THE REAL ES­

TATE BUS INESS CONCERNING CIVIL RIGHTS, STEERING, LENDING AND 

OTHER AREA S OF CURRENT LoGAL CONCERN IN ADDITION TO AN IN-DEPTh 

STUDY OF THE LAWS CCNCERNING CONTRACTS, CONVEYANCI~G, AND AGENCY 

ARE PR ES ENTED. 

PRE REGUISITES: 

BPA 3125 OR PERMISSION. 

FALL, SPRING/SUMMER. 

FINKLE Y. 

R ~A360J 
fUNDA~ENTALS OF REAL ESTATE LENDING 
} 
REAl EST ATE lOANS ARE A SIGNIFICANT PART CF THE INVESTMENT PCRT­

~OLIO OF MOST FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS . THIS COURSE WILL EXAHINE 

THESE INSTITUTIONS, THEIR NEEDS AND PROCEDURES FOR INVESTMENT. 

RECENT AND CURRENT GOVERNMENTAL ACTIVITIES AFFECTING ThESE ACT­

VIT I ES AS WELL AS OTHER ChANGES IN THE FINANCIAL Y.ARKETS THAT 

AffE CT THEM WILL BE DISCUSSED . THE EMPHASIS ~ILL BE ON SOURCES 

OF FUNDS, THE lENDING PROCESS, uNDERWRITING THE LOANS AND SPECI­

ALIZ ED OR ALTERNATIVE FINANCING METHODS. 

FALL , WINTER. 

BRO~"' . 
ePA 3 60 ~ 
fUNDAMENTALS OF REAL ESTATE VALUATION 
} 
THIS COURSE WILL COVER THE FOLLOWING TOPICS : NATURE OF REAL PRO­
PERTY AND VALUE: I NFLUENCES OF VALUE ON REAL PROPERTY, THE 
APPR AISAL PROCESS: CITY AND NEIGHBORHOOD DATA ANALYSIS; HIGHEST 
~D BEST USE; BUILDING INSPECTION, THREE APPROACHES TO VALUE-­
COS T APPROACH, MARKET DATA APPRCACH, AND INCOME APPROACH, THE 
APPRAISAL REPORT--NARRATIVE AND FORM REPORTS, PROFESSIONAL 
STANOARDS AND PRACTICES, DESIGNATIONS AND THEIR REQUIREMENTS. 
FAL L; OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND IN OTHER TERMS. 
q AFf . 
BPAH,05 

SAL ES TECHNIQUES & REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE 

3 

MPHASI S IS ON THE PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF INNOVATIVE SALES PSYCHOL­
OGY TRA INING FOR THE SALES FORCE AND OTHER ASPECTS OF OPERATIONAL 
PROBLEMS FACING THE MANAGEMENT OF A REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE BUSI­
NESS IN THE RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL FIELDS . EXPAND UPON THE 
PROCES SES ASSOC IATED WITH THE LIST lNG, ASSESS lNG, SELLING AND 
FINANC ING OF REAL ESTATE. 
PREREQUI SITES: 
OPA 360 1 OR EQUIVALENT . 
WINTER . 
STAFF . 
BPA.1606 

ARCH I TEC TURAL STYLES & TERMINOLOGY USE IN CONTEMPORARY AMERICA 

3 

THE COURSE CATERS TO THE NEED OF BROKERS, SALESMEN, SELLERS, BUY­

ERS OR BUilDERS OF REAL ESTATE iI',PROVEMENTS, RESIDENCES, OFFICES, 
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5TCRES, FACTORIES. IF YCU ~ANT TO BE CCNVERSANT IN THE ~EALTH OF 

DE SCR IPTIVE TERMINOLOGY AND STYLE CF ARChiTECTURE THEN THIS IS 

THE COURSE RECOMM ENDED. 

FALL. 

STAFF . 

BOAH 07 

CONS TRUCT ION StllEDULING AND CO ST Esr I~ I ATI NG 

3 

THE GOAL OF THIS COuRSE IS TO IMPROVE lHE PARTICIPANTS ABIL IT Y TO 

~ONrROL AND PROPERLY COST THE cONSTRU'T ION PROCESS. COURSEhO RK 

INCLUDES TERMH.OLOG Y, METHODS Ai'oO MATERIALS, MEA5~REMENT AND THE 

TYPICAL SU;Ul:Nc ES OF CON5TI!UCT ION PRe ECTS. fiO\. Te RE,60 AND T A~E­

UFF FROM PLAN S AN D SPECI F ICATI ONS , THE u r lLIZATICN OF STANO ARD 

COS T DATA SOURCES AND THEI R USE I~ THE OEV LOPMENT OR VALl'AlI ON 

OF REAL ES TATE ARE ALSO COVlOUO. 

WINTE R. 

STAFF. 

BPA HO I 

GFFICE ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT 

} 
DEALS ~ITH APPL'ING THE PRINCIPLES GF MAhAGEM~NT AND ORGANIZ ATION 

TO OFFICE ADMINISTRATIVE CASES; PLANNIN(, ThE OFFICE ENVIRO ME ~T, 

AND DEFINING THE SYSTEMS A~D SUBSYSTEMS OF THE CFFI C~ . 

FALL. 

MOR TON. 

BPA3702 

RECORDS ADMINISTRATION 

3 

DEALS wiTH RECORDS CREATIGN, uSE, MAINTENA~CE, AND DESTR~CT I ON ; 

RECORDS STORAGE FACILITIES, CLASSIFICATION OF RECOR DS; DEVEL OP­

MENT OF FILE PATTERNS, FOR~IS AND REPORTS CONTR OL; PR OTEtT10N OF 

VITAL RECORDS. 

FALL. 

MORTON, KELLEY. 

BPAH03 

BUSINESS COMMuNICATION 

3 

DESIGNED TO PRESENT A COMPREhE~SIVE TREATMENT OF BASIC PRI NC I­

PLES OF BUSINESS COMMUNICATICNS, INCLUDI NG BUSINESS LETTERS, ME M­

ORANDA, REPORTS, ORAL COMY.u~IC.TIO", TECh NICA L REPORl ~RIT1NG, 

VERBAL AND NONVERBAL COtW,uN1CATION. 

PREREQUISITES: 

BPA 3801, COMMUNICATICNS I OR EGUIVALENT. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUY.MER. 

MOR TON. 

BPA380I 

COMMUN ICAT IONS 

3 

DESIGNED TO IMPROVE THE STUDENT'S WRITING FAC ILIT Y. I T (S STRUC­

TURED TO PROVIDE TRAINING AND EXPERIE~CE IN THE COMPOSITION OF 

INFCRMATIVE AND EXPLANATORY ESSAYS, WITH THE GOAL OF IMPROvI~G 

COMPETENCE IN USEFUL wRITTEN EXPRESSION. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING / SUMMER. 

STAFF . 

BPA3802 

COMMUNICATIONS I I 

3 

STU DY OF THE NUMEROUS AND VARIED FORMS OF WRITTEt>; AND SPOKEN COM­

MUNICATION IN MODERN BUSINESS. THROUGH LECTuRES, DISCUSSIONS AND 

PRACTICAL EXERCISES, THE STuDENT WILL oE MADe AWARE OF TfiE IMP OR­

TANCE OF ALL ASPECTS OF COM~-.uNICATION IN CONTEMPORARY BUSINE SS 

AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

BPA 3801 COMMUNICATIONS I OR EQUIVALENT. 

WI NTER. 

STAFF. 

BPA 3804 

REPORT AND TEChNICAL wRITING 

3 

PROVIDES A COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE OF BUSINESS REPORT WRIT I NG PRO ­

CEDURES INCLUDING GRAMMAR, PLANNING, RESEARCH, METHODS OF DEVEL­

OPMENT, OUTLINING, FORMAT, ILLUSTRATIONS, LANGUAGE, AND STY LE. 

PREREQU lSI TES: 

BPA 3801 COMMUNICATION I GR EQUIVALENT. 

FALL, EVEN YEARS, OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND IN OTHER T RI1S. 

MeR TON. 

BPA3901 

INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 

3 

EXAMINES THEORIES, hISTORY, AND CURRENT ISSUES OF ADMINIS TRATION 

IN GOVERNMENT. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

COHEN, DONALDSON. 

BPA3902 
AMERICAN NAT 10NAL GOVERNMENT 
3 
EXAMINIES U.S. GOVERNMENT INSTITUTIONS, THE INF ORMAL PRESSURES 
WHICH INFLUENCE THEM, AND THE POLICIES PR ODUCED BY THE GOVERNI NG 
PROCESS. 
FALL, WINTER, SPRI NG/SU~lMER. 
DONALDSON, KOFELE-K AL E . 
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BPA" CO 1 

COOPERATIV E EDUCA TION 

3 

D~SICNED TO COMolNE I NDI VI DU AL CAREER CO~hSE~I~G AND wCR( O~T,ICE 

OF ThE CLASS~O I N C Me INA T I O~ ~I'h I NST I TUTIONAL Le~R' ING SE1 ­
TINGS. 

PRERE(',U I'S ITES; 

PERMISSION OF ADVISER A~D COOPERATI, t oDLCATI ON COO QOI'A O~ . 

. IILL, WITE R. 

DCNALDSON . 

BPA4010 

INOEPENDEN T STUDY. 

INDEPE ~E " T STUDY IS INTt~DED TO PROVI DE THE " tTToR 5 T uDe~T T"E 

OfPOIITUNI TY TO STUDY A TOPIC OF hiS G h ~ O :OIC t IN t. GI IiH. D I:iCI­

P LI ~E UNDER PROFoSSIONAL SUPERVISIO N. G~LY Tht STUDE ~ T whO 1_ 

PREPARED TO DEVOTE CONSID"RABLE TW.E A~D EFF OR T ShOU LD uI\DE~TA~E 

AI< I EPENOENT STU DY. T~E STU D" ~ T CO~TEMFLATING A CO LJ~ S E I " IN t.c ­
PEN[)f NT STUDY SHOULD FIRST HAVE IN 'oIND A C EF I~ITE A~E t H < ,,­
VESTIGA TION .ITHIN T~" O ISCIPLI N" IN whiC h HE " I :HE S TL "CR K, ~N D 

"N I "' STRUCTOR wITH .HOM HE '.IShES TO \I ORK. 

PA EH~u I SIT E5 : 

PERMISSI O" OF INSTRUCTOR A~C DEA~. 

FALL, ' I NTER , SPRI~G/S uMMER. 

STAFF . 

B PA~ 020 
I"OEP ENDENT Sl UDY. 

3 

SA ME AS bPA4010. 

PRERE, ISITES: 

F E ~M ISSIOr-; CF INSTRUCTGR A~ () D"A~. 

FALL , WINTER, SPRING/SUi':~,ER. 

S TAFF. 

IiPA4110 

ADVANCED ACCOUNTING 

3 

~PPLlCATION OF ACCOUNTING PRACTICE FOR AN UNDERSTAN D ING OF THE 

COMP LEXITIES COMPRISING BUSINESS AND FINANCE. CORFORAT E COMe l ~. ­

r l ONS AND THE SPECIAL APPLICAT IONS OF MEASLRE~, ENT AN D RE ALI ZA TI ON 

PRINCI PLES IN SUCh MATTERS AS CCNSOLIDATIONS, CCNGLO~ER.TES, 

POOLING OF INTERESTS, AND INTERNATIONAL OPERATI O~S. 

PRERfI:;U ISITES: 

loP "" 3151, BPA 3152, INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING I AND II. 

FAL L, SPRING/SU'~MER. 

STAFF . 

BPA4121 

TAX ACCOUNTING 

3 

AN APPLlC~TION OF A , ',ANAGERIAL APPR GACh TO TA Xt.TION ThR GUG "' N 

EMPHASIS ON TAX PROBLE~, S AS Th EY AFFECT Hio BUSINeSS ENTLRPR I," 

AND I TS BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS. Sl UDE~TS G6TAI~ A BROA D A P~A£CI A . 

TIO N OF THE TAX STRUCT u Rt Ar-;D ITS ROLE, BUT", AS A C CUR~E Gr RE V­

ENUE ""' D AS A DEVICE TO CONTROL ThE ECGNOM I . 

PREREQY I SITES; 

BPA 3 1 01, FINANCIAL ACCOuNTI~G GR ITS EQUIVALE NT (ACCO U~T I~G I 

.... D II). 

~~L • 
STAFF. 
BPA4122 

TAX ACCOUNTING II 

3 
AN APPLICATION OF A ~ANAGERIAL APPRCACh TO TAXATION THRGuG h ~N 
EMPHASIS ON TAX PROBL EMS AS THEY AF FECT THE CORPORATION AND IN­
DIVIDUAL. CASES AND PROBLEMS INVOLVE SUCh TOPICS AS I',ULTI-CORPOR­
ATION PARTIAL AND COMPLETE LIQUI DATION, REORGANIZATION, PER SONAL 
HOLDING COMPANIES, PENSIOr-; AND PROFIT SHARING, IoTC. MiD INCL Ull E 
SCI'1E THAT INVOLVE ThE INTERRELATIONSHIPS BET~EEN "~TITI E S. 

PREREQU I SITES: 

BP" 4121, TAX ACCOUNTING I OR PERl'olSSIO N OF INSTR UCTOR. 

WltooTER. 

STAFF. 

BPA4140 
AUDIT CONCEPTS AND STANDARDS 
3 
DEALS ~ITH THE STANDARDS, CONCEPTS, OB"ECTIVES, TECHNIQU ES , RE ­
PORTS, AND ETHICS PERTAINING TO THE wGRK OF BOTH ThE INOEPE DE T 
..NO INTERNAL AuDITOR. SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO STATeMENTS ON 
AUDITING PR OCEDURES, STATISTICAL SAMPLING, AND EDP IN AUDITING. 
PREREQUISITES; 
BPA3101, FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING OR ITS EQUIVALENT (ACCOUNTI NG I 
.. ND II). 
WINTER. 
S TAF F • 
BPA4150 

GOVERI'O'1ENTAL ACCO UNT I NG, BUDGE T I NG AN!) F I NA~CE 

A STU OY OF FUND ACCO Uto-TING USED IN GOVERN~. ENTAL UNITS, HCS P ITALS, 
CCLLEGES , AND UNIVERSITIES. INCL u DES THE STl, DY (jF BU DGETARY AC­
ca u TI NG, APPR OPRIATIONS, E~CUMBRANCES, INT ERNAL CHECKS AND Au ­
D ITS, YARDSTICKS FOR PERF ORMANCE A~D PUeLIC F INANCING FDR EFFE C ­
TI VE ADMINISTRATION OF THESE UNITS AND ORGANIZATIC~S FOR STL-· 
• tNIS PURSUING A CAREER IN ACCOuNTING. EMPHASIS IS ON FUND AC­
COUNTI ~G AP~LICABL ~ TO THEsE IN5TlrVTIPN S. ThE STUOE~T WILL B~­
, OME ~C(',~A INI EL wiTH THE PECULIA~ITIES OF THE bUDGE TARY AND AC­
COU NT I too G ~OtESSES, Pll1:PARAT 10~ OF ThE FIN~ C IIIL STAT EMENTS, AND 
USI NG ACCDO TING DATA FOR FISCAL RESPONSI BIL ITY . 
p L~~«U I S I TES : 
SPA 3101. 

SPRING / SUMME R, COO YEARS. 

ST AFf . 

BPA~ 1 05 
PUe l l C Flr-;ANCE, 
SuAV YS THE DE VE LOPMENT A~D ECGNOMIC EFFECT S OF GCV ERNME T E~­

PENO I TlJRE S, REv Et..uE S, AND I NOEB1E DI<f 55 II IT I'I SPEC I"L !i.E-FERENCE TO 

fLECrED TAX AND 6 UDGE TAR I PROB LEMS COM~CNLY F ACEO 8Y AOMI ISTRA­

TOR S AND G O V E R ~ENT OF FICIAL S . 

FALL , WI NT ER . 

STAFF . 

bPA4 d 0 
I NTERMEO lATE ~,ACR C ~CO~O'll C S 
3 
DEALS hlTH ThE AGGREGATE LEVEL OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY. ANALYSI S 15 
D IRECTED AT THE METHODOLOGY OF NATIONAL INCOMo ACCCUNTS; DEVELOP ­
ME NT OF GOODS , MONEY A~D LABOR MARKETS; AND TH E IMPACT AND E~­
FE CT CF POLICY INSTRUi':E~TS . ";GDELS ARE US"D TG DEV ELOP THE INTER­
Oi.PE ,- DEr>.CE OF MARKETS IN THE DETERl'olNATION OF THE AGt.RfGATE LEVEL 
• ECON""ol C ACTIVITY. 
~RE~."" u I5 I TES: 
BPA 3201 PRINC IPLl:S OF MICROECG~OMICS, BPA 3202 PRI NCIPLES Of 
MACROECONG~, I C S. 
FALL , WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER . 
PE "'!" RbJ j\~I LLER. 
[l PA4 22 0 

t',A"AGE RIAL ECONOMICS: THE ECONOMICS OF THE FIRM 

3 

DEALS \dTH THE ANALYSIS AND H iEORETICAL CONSTRUCTS OF MI RC RO ECON ­

O/',I CS APPLIED TO I',ANAGERIAL DECISION-MAKING CON SUMER DEMAND, PRO­

DL CTIGN AND COST ANALYSIS, BUSI~ESS BEHAVIOR AND MAAKE T PE RFORM­

AMC E, AND \dTH RESOURCE INPUT DECISIONS AND GROwTH e,.U IL IBAIUM. 

~R EIIEOIi I SIT E 5 : 

<), A 3201 PRINCIPLES OF MICROECGr-;OMICS, BPA 3202 PRI NC IPLES OF MJ'­

CR OI:CO~ O"'ICS, &PA 340'4 CALCULUS FOR BUSINESS, BPA 3~62 STATISTICS 

II. 
. "Lt., WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER . 

SCHER . 

8 PA 4 23 0 
INTER~ATIONAL ECGNOMICS 
3 
Th e ORY GF INTERNATIONAL TRA DE AND FACTOR ~,OV"MENTS, INTER~AT IONAl. 
f; CNE TARY RELATIONS, BALANCE OF PAY~,""TS, FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKE TS 
~ g TH E DEVEL OPMENT OF ALTERNATIVE INTERNATIONAL MONEY S YS TE~S . 

T H E O~Y OF TARIFFS AND CURRENT ISS UES I~ u.S. TRADE POLI CY, 

PHREQ u I S I n:s: 

PA 3201, PRINCIPLES OF ';ACROECONOMICS , BPA 3202, PRINC IP LES OF 

MI CROECONCI'1ICS. 

F AL L • 

S TAFr . 

~ PA4235 
COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS 

3 

T" AC HES THE ST UDENT TC DIFFERENTIATE BET~EEN FOPULAR POLI TI C.L 

LABELS AND SETS OF FACTORS THAT ACTUALLY DI STINGUISh WGRKING CO-

NeMIC SYSTEMS. 

PR Eo;, EG U I SIT E S : 

BPA 3 20 1, PRINCIPLES OF I'.ACROECONOMICS & 6P" 3202, PRINC IPL ES Cf 

f>;(C ROE CO NOMICS. 

WIN TER , GDD YEARS. 

,~IL L£ 'R , LJEBSCHER. 
BPA4240 
HISTORY OF ECCNOMIC THOUGHT 
DEALS WITH ThE ECGNOMIC IDEAS THAT LEAD TO CONCEPTS AND TOOL S OF 
~NALYSIS OVER TIME, AND wITH ANALYSIS RELATED TO VIGGROUS ECONOM ­
IC PROBLEMS. COVERAGE OF MERCANTILISM AND PHYSIOCRACY, AS WELL 
AS THE SUBSEQUENT LEADING FIGURES-SMITH, MALTHUS, RICARDO, MARX, 
MILL, MARSHALL AND KEYNES • 
PR EKEG U ISlTES: 
BPA 4~10 INTERMEDIATE MACRCECONOMICS; BPA4220 MANAGERIAL ECO NOM­
ICS: THE ECONCI'1ICS OF THE FIRI',. 

FALL, 000 YEARS • 

PE TRO. 

BPA4360 

FINANCIAL INSTITuTIONS

, 
THIS COURSE EXPLORES ThE DEVELOPMENT AND ROLE OF FINA~CIA L I TER­
MEDI A. RIES IN THE SAVINGS-INVESTMENT PRGCESS AND COMP.. RES I NVEST­
MENT AND/GR LOAN POLICIES OF THE MAJOR FINANCIAL INST I TUT I ONS . 
PRERE~UISITES: 
6PA 3 301 AND BPA3201. 

FALL, ODD YEARS • 

STAFF. 
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8PA~36S 
ESTATE PLANNING 
} 
COvERS BASICS ~EEDED FOR DEVELOPING AND OPDATI~G A ESTATE PLAN, 

IT S CREATION, CONSERVATION, AND DISPOSITION, TOPICS INCL.UOE: I­

DE NTIFYING AND HARMONIZING L.IFE GOALS A D LIFE STYLES, l~vESTMENT 

OPT I ONS, LIFE INSURANCE , G~ARDIA~SHIPS, T~OST, WILLS, AND T~t 

NEwL Y REVISED FEDERAL EST AT E AND GIFT TAX LAW . 

SP RING /SUMMER , EVEN YEARS . 

STAFF. 

BPA~ 37 0 
I SURANCE A~D RISK MANAGEMENT 

} 

ANALYSI S OF THE NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE VARIOUS RISK EXPOSUR ES 

bENERALLY FACING INDIvIDUALS AND PROFIT AND NON-PROFI T ORGA I lA ­

TIONS . AL TE RNATE METHODS OF DEALING WITH RISK EXPOSU RE S ARE EX­

AMINED, INCLUDING THE USE OF INSURANCE AS A RISK-HANDLING DEVICE . 

TOPICS INC LU DE: PERSONAL RISKS, PROFERTY RISKS, AND T~IRD-PARTY 

LIABI LITY RISKS, AND THE NATURE A~D TYPtS OF I~SURANCE CGNTRACTS. 

STUDE NTS WiLL LEARN TO APPLY RISK MANAGEMENT TECHNI~UES Tv TnEIR 

PROFESSI ONAL AND PERSONAL AFFAIRS. 

• ALL. 
STAF F. 
BPA ~ }75 
ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
} 
UTI LIZES COMPUTER SIMULATION Tu FACILITATE UNDERSTANDING AND AP­

PL.I CATION OF CERTAIN TOOLS AND TECHNI~UES OF ANALYSIS, SUCH AS 

f LOW CF FUNDS. FORECASTING, AND DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW. 

PREREGU lSI TES: 

DPA HOI PRINCIPLES OF FINANCIAL IlANAGEMENT. 

WINT ER. 

STAff . 

ep,,~}8o 
F INAN CIAL MARKETS 
l 
DEAL S WI T~ "NALYSIS OF THE FLOW OF FUNDS THRGUGH FINANCIAL IN­
STITUT IONS AN D MARKETS WiTH THE PURFOSE OF UNDERSTANDING AND PRt­
DI C~ I NG MARKE T CONDITIONS. AREAS TO BE COvERED INCLUDE TYPES OF 
.... NAN CI AL INSTRUMENTS, TERM STRUCTURE OF INTEREST RATES, INVEST­
MENT PO LICIES OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS, EFFICIENCY OF FINANCIAL 
MARKETS, AND THE EFFECTS OF MONETARY AND FISCAL POLICIES UPON 
FINANCIAL MARKETS. 
PREREQUISITES: 
BPA · }}OI PRINCIPLES OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT. 
WINTER. 
STAFF. 
BPA~190 
I NVE STMENTS 
} 
I NV OLVES STUDY OF THE PRINCIPLES OF INVESTMENT SECURITIES WITH 

VARYING DEGREES OF RISK AND RETURN. TOPICS INCLUDE: I"VESTMENT 

RISK, HI STORICAL RISK-RETURN RELATIONSnIPS, VALUATION OF ALTER­

NA TIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS, TECHNICAL ANALYSIS, PROCEDURES OF 

THE SECURITIES INDUSTRY, FORMULA INVESTING, TAX CONSIDERATICNS, 

I NVES TMENT COMPAN I ES, AND PERSONAL I NVE STMENT POll CY . 

PREREQUISITES: ' 

BPA }lOI PRINCIPLES OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT. 

FALL, \lINTER. 

STAFF. 

BPA~'OO 
ORGA NIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 
} 
ANALY ZES THE BEHAVIOR Of PEOPLE IN ORGANIZATIONS. DISCUSSES OR­
GANI ZATIONAL MOTIVATION, LEADERSHIP, GROUP BEHAVIOR, COMMUNICA­
TI ON, DECISION MAKING AND DESIGN OF USE TO THE POTENTIAL MANAGER 
AN D ALL MEMBERS OF THE ORGANIZATION. THIS IS AN EXTENSION AND 
INTENSIFICATION Of THE BEHAVIORAL PORTION OF PRINCIPLES OF MAN­

AGEMENT, BPA }~Ol (WHICH IS A PRERE<;UISITE). 

. REREQUISITES: 

BPA }'Ol, PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT. 

FALL;SPRING/SUMMER, EVEN YEARS. 

BUCKENMYER, KELLEY. 

BPA~~lO 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
} 
THIS COURSE PRESENTS AN INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW CF THE ECONOM­

IC, SOC IAL, AND POLITICAL ASPECTS OF INTERNATIONAL/MULTINATIONAL 

BUS INESS THEORY AND PRACTICE, AND PROVIDES A FOUNDATION FOR STU­

DENTS WHO WISH TO ACQUIRE GREATER KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERTISE IN THE 

RAP IDLY EXPANDING FIELD OF INTERNATIONAL/MULTINATIONAL BUSINESS 

MANA GEMENT. 

OfF ERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAfF. 

BPA~'21 
LABOR RELATIONS 

3 

INTRODUCES THE STUDY OF MANAGEMENT-UNION RELATIONS AND THE PRO­
BLEMS THAT ARISE FOR THE ENTERPRISE IN THE MANAGING CF THE UNION 
·RELATIONSHIP AS PART OF THE PERSONNEL FUNCTION. CONSIDERATION IS 
GIVEN TO THE STRUCTURE, AIMS, AND OB~ECTIVES OF THE UNION INSTI­
TUTION; THE MANNER IN WhiCH MANAGEMENT DEALS WITH UNIONS, MANAGE­
MfNT STRUC TURE AND oe~ECTIVES IN COLLECTIVE BARGAINING; THE RESO-
LuTION OF MANA GE MENT-UNION DISPuTE Si ~ND G0VERNMENT REGULATION CF 

COL LE CllvE GARGAINING. 

PREREQUISITES; 

BPA 3"01 , PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEME T. 

FALL, ~INTER, SPRING/SU~MER. 

STAFf. 

BPA .. on 

BEHA VIORAL. (SEARCH IN BUSINESS 

} 
A CO URSE DESIGNEe Te ASSI ST STUDE T5 W~G HAVE HAD ONL Y" LIM ITED 
8ACKGR OUND IN R ESEA~CH AND ST" TI5TIC S. IT PRCVIDES THE STuD ENT 
wiTH AN OPPORTUNI~ TO BEceME FAMI L IAq 'ITH THE LAN~U~'E OF 
ReS EARCH AND TH E PRA CTl t AL APPL ICAT IO~ OF RES A eH OkSI~NS TO 
PRO BL EMS THEY MAY FACE IN THEIR DAI LY .CR K. STATISTICAL TESTI NG 
CF RESUL TS FOR C,IFFERE~CES OTHER H ,AN oY ChAAcE IS INCLUOED. 
STUDENTS SHARE RESULTS WITH EACh CTHER ANO COM61NED PROJECTS ARE 
POSSIBLE. SINCE INDIVIDLAL ASSISTANCE IS OFFERE D, E~ROLLMENT IS 
LIMITED TO NOT MCRt ThAN IS. 
KE, _ITES: 
BPA } ~ 61, STAT 1ST I C S I. 
WINTER, CDD YEARS . 
KELLEY. 
BPA~~2} 
COMPENSATION AND INCENTivE SYSTEI<S 
} 
THIS IS A LECTURE-DISCUSSION COURSE CONDUCTED ON A SCMINA~ BAS IS. 
THE STUDENT .ILL BE EXPOSED TO A WIDE RANGE OF PAY T HEORIE~ ALO"IG 
WITH Sa-IE PRECISE METHODS OF BUILDING COMPENSATION SCAL ES. THE" 
FAY SURvEY ~ILL BE 'INTRODUCED A~D AN INDiviDUAL PRC~ECT OEVEL­
_u. THE COURSE WILL CONCL~DE WITH THE PLACEMENT Cf COMPENS4TION 
PND FRINGE BENEFITS IN A TIME OF DOUBLE DIGIT INFLATION. 
PREREQUISITES: 
BPA }420, FERSONNEL I<ANAGEMENT OR ePA ~~21, LABOR RELATl a~s. 
WI NTER. 
BUCKENMYER, KELLEY. 
BPA~~2~ 
SELECTION AND PLACEMENT OF PERSONNEL 
} 
RECRUITMENT, SELECTION, PLACEMENT AND EvALU"TION OF hUMAN RESO~R­
CES. A METHODS CGURSE CONCENTRATING ON THOSE PARTS OF THE PERSON ­
tL I<ANAGEMENT PROCESS WHICH CAN LEAD TO AN EFFECTIVE MATC~ING OF 
PEOPLE TO ~OBS. THE SCENARIO CALLS FCR TnE ACTION TO TA E PLAC E 
IN TWO DIFFERENT SETTINGS: ONE A MANUFACTuRIN~ PLANT; THE OTHE R 
A StRvlCE INDUSTRY. SAMPLE vOB SPECIFICATIO~S ,ILL BE OE VE~DPED 
AND CLGSED CIRCUIT TV R0LE PLAYING ~ILL BE UTILIZED. THe COURSE 
CONCLUDES WiTH PROBLEMS INHERENT I~ 80TH SETTINGS SuiTABL E FeR 
FuRTHER STUDY. 
PRERE<;UISITES: 
BPA 3~20, PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT. 
WINTER, EVEN YEARS. 
KELLEY. 
BPA~~25 
SUPERviSION 

} 

THIS COURSE COVERS MANAGEMENT MATERIALS SPECIFIC TO THE SUPERVI­

SORY LEVEL OF MANAGEMENT. IT ALSO DEALS WITH THE TYPES OF PROB­

LEMS WHICH ARE GENERALLY SPECIFIC TO FIR'ST LEVEL Sl;PERVI SION, THE 

ROLE OF THE FIRST liNE SUPERVISOR. TnE STUDENTS WILL BE TAUG~H 

THE CONCEPTUAL BASIS OF GOOD SUPERVISION BUT, PRIMARI LY, THE 

A"PLICATION OF GOOD SUPERVISING PRACTICES WILL BE EMPH ASI ZED . 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

BUCKENMYER, KELLEY, STAFF. 

BPA'~26 
, _ ,.•ONNEL TRAINING AND MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT 
> 
TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT ARE VIABLE AND GROWING PARTS OF THE PER­

SONNEL MANAGEMENT FUNCTION. THE FORCES OF CHANGE REQ UIR E THE 

CONSTANT UPDATING OF SKILLS. WORK FORCE TURN OVER REQ UIR ES CON­

TINUAL TRAINING. THIS COURSE REVIEWS THE VARIOUS IN-HOUSE AND 

EXTERNAL SOURCES AND TECHNIQUES OF TRAINING . 

"REREQU I SITES: 

BPA}420. 

WINTER, ODD YEARS. 

STAFF. 

BPA~~30 
SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
} 
THIS COURS~ IS INTENDED TO PROVIDE THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEwORK FOR 

DEVELOPING OR PURCHASING A SflALL BUSINESS. IT wiLL AL SO COVER 

THE FUNCTIONAL AREAS OF B~SINESS FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE 

SMALL BUSINESS. 

PR E R EG U I SITES: 

BUSINESS CORE. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF. 

BPA~~~2 
MATERIALS AND LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT 
} 
THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO PRCVIDE STUDENTS WITH SPECIFIC FUNC­

TIONAL UNDERSTANDING OF PURCHASING, OPERATIONS, AND TRANSPORTA­

TION/PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION MANAGEMENT. 

PREREQUISITES: 

BPA3440. 

FALL; SPRING/SUMMER, ODD YEARS. 

TSOLAKIDES, hERZOG. 
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BPA4443 
PRoouCTION A~D I VENTORY CONT~O l SYSTEMS 
3 
CONCEPTS AND MET HODS FOR PLANN ING, SCHEDULING ANO CONTROLLING 
MANUfACTURI~G OPERATIONS, INCLUDlNG MACHINE LOADING . APPL ICATIONS 
FOR SMORT - RUN PRODUC TI ON AND ( 0 TINUOUS PRODUCTION. I~CLUOES A 
CuVERAGE OF TOOLI NG, EQU IPMENT, COSTING AND PRODUCT ION OF MAN~ ­
FACTLREO A~D PROCESSED PRODuCTS. APPLICATIONS OF Th E METHODS Of 
M~GEMrN T SCIENCE IN FORECASTING DEM AN D, SCHEDULI NG PR OOUCTIO 
AND CONT ROllING INVENTORIES, lINEAR PROGRAMMING, WAITI NG l IN E, 
SIMuLAT ION A~D STATISTICAL TEChNIGUES FOR CONTROllING PRODUCTION 
O~ER" TIONS . 
PRERECU IS I TES: 
BPA }~~ O, PROD UCTION MANAGEMENT & BPA 3462, STATISTICS II. 
FALL; SP RING/SUMMER, ODD YEARS. 
hERZO~ , TSOlAKIDES. 
8PA~4 ~S 
SEM INAR IN PRODUCTION AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMoNT 

3 

THIS SEMINAR IS CESIGNED TO FOCUS ATTENTION O~ THE AFFllCATION OF 

~UANTITATIVE ANALYSIS, SYSTEMS A~AlYSIS AND OTHER DYNAMIC TECH­

NI<:,UES TO CUR~ENT OPE RAT IONS PROBLEMS. READINGS, PROBLEMS, 

CLASSROOM DISCuSSICNS AI<u GROuP PARTICIPATION \;Jll BE REGUIRED OF 

All STUDENTS. INDI~IDUALlZED PROJECTS ARE POSSIBLE, WHICH wIll 

BE PRESENTED AND EVALUATED IN GROUP SESSIONS. OPEN TO SENIORS 

ONl Y. 

PRE REQUISITES : 

DPA3~ ~ O. 
CFFER EO BASED UPON OEMAND. 

STAFF. 

BPA~~60 
INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT SCIENCES 
3 
THIS CCuRSE IS AN INTRODUCTION INT O THE AREA OF MANAGEMENT 
~C 1ENC E S. IT WILL SuRVEY THE FU ~ DAME~TAlS OF QUANTITATIVE 
APPROACHES TO MANAGMENT DECISIONS. TOPICS INCLUDE liNEAR 
PROGRAMMIN~, FORECASTING, QUEUING AND INVENTORY SYSTEMS. 
APPLICATIONS WILL FOCuS CN BUSINESS PROBLEMS AT A~ ELEMENTARY 
lE VE L • 
PR ER EC(U I SITES: 
BPA 3462, STATISTICS FOR ~'IANAGEMENT 11. 
101 NTER. 
TSCLAKIDES , STAFF. 
8PA4461 
liNEAR PROGRAMMING FOR MA~AGEMENT APPLICATIONS 
3 
PRESENTS THE BASIC MATHEMATICAL METHODS FOR SOLVING THE liNEAR 
PROGRAMMING PROBLEM, ThE TRANSPORTATION PR OBLEM AND AN ASSIGNMENT 
PRCBlEM . VARIOuS BuS I NESS APPLICATIONS WILL BE CCNSIDERED AS 
~Ell AS THE INTERPReTATION Of THE RESULTS. 
PREREGU 1SITES: 
BPA 3~03, COllEGE ALGEBRA OR EXAMINATION. 
NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-83 . 
~ElLS, STAFF. 
BPA~462 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

3 

INTRODUCTION TO MODERN COMPUTER SYSTEMS, THEIR HARDwARE AND BASIC 

vPERATING SYSTEMS. HUMAN FACTORS INVOl~EO IN CCMPUTING SYSTEM 

CPERATION AND MAINTENANCE ~llL BE STUDIED . CHCICE OF COMPUTER 

SYSTEMS , EVALUATION OF COMPUTER SYSTEM PERFORMANCE, STAFFING COM­

PUTER INSTAllATION~ COMPUTER NETWORKS AND COMMUNICATION, ETC. 

ALSO wILL BE DISCUSSED. 

WINTER. 

ISAAC, STAFF. 

8PA4~63 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 
3 
VARIOUS TECHNIQUES OF INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL MODELS 
AND TECHN IQUE 5 \i I II BE INTRODUCED . TOP 1CS Al SO I NClUDE COD ING AND 
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS, CONSTRUCTION OF DATA ELEMENT DICTIONARIES 
AND THESAURUS, RETRIEVAL EFFICIENCY, ETC . BESIDES BOOLEAN 
METHODS, DIFFERENT STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR INFORMATION RETRIE-
TRIEVAl WIll ALSO BE STUDIED. ' 
FALL. 
ISAAC, STAFF. 
BPA4~99 
BUS INESS POLICY 
3 
THE CAPSTONE COURSE OF THE UNDERGRADU~TE BUSINESS AOMINSTRATION 
CURRICULUM, DESIGNED TO INTEGRATE THE VARIOUS FUNCTIONAL AREAS OF 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION THROUGH CASE DISCUSSION THAT APPLIES MAN­
AGEMENT, FINANCE, PR ODUCTION, MARKETING, ECONOMICS, AND ACCOUNT­
ING PRINCIPLES TO SOLVING BUSINESS PROBLEMS. FCR UNDERGRADUATE 

CREDIT ONLY, TO BE TAKEN DURING THE STUDENT'S lAST OR NEXT TO 

lAST TRIMESTER BEFORE GRADUATION. 

PREREQUISITES: 

LAST COURSE IN UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

JUDO, HERZOG, BUCKENMYER. 

8PA4S30 
MA RKETING MANAGEMENT: PROOUCl AND PRICE STRATEGIES 
, 
THI S COURSE CONSIDERS THE NEED TO liE 'tRAJI:. ~ND EvALUATE PRO DUCT 
ANO PRICE STRATEGIES. TOPICS TYPICALLY INCLUQE MARKET A~A l YSI S, 
MARKET SEGMEN1ATION ANO POS IT IONING, MMKET flEAS uREMENT ANO FOR~­
CAST JNG; PRODUCT LIFE CYCLES, NeW PRODUCT, PRODUCT LINE AND POR f­
FOLIO DEC I SIONS; BR AND AND WARRANTY PECISIONS: PRtCING FOR SE A­
SONAL DbMAND SHIFTS; PRI CING TO OET ER eNTR Y OF RIVALS, PRICI NG 
FOR SEGM EN TED MARKETS AND FOR MUL TI-M ARKET AND MULTI - PRODUCl 
FI RMS ; I NT ERNAL PRICING, AFT ER- PR ODUC T PRI CING, PSYCHOLOGIC AL 
CO NS I DERATIO NS IN RETAIL PRICI~G. lECTURES ARE SU PPLEMENTED BY 
PR OBLEMS, CASES, AND/OR A SIMULATION EXERCI SE. 

PREREf;U ISITES: 

BPA 350 1, PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING. 

FAll, WINT ER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

OL SON, SHAABAN. 

BPA~5~0 
MARKETING lOGISTICS AND DISTRI6UTIO~ 
3 
THIS CCURSE DEALS liiTH THE ROLE OF DISTRIBUTION IN THE MARKETING 
fax OF PRODUCT, uISTRIB UTION, PRICt AND PROMOTION, wITH EM PHASIS 
ON CHANNEL STRUCTURE AND lO~ISTICAl DECISIONS. TOPICS INC l UOE 
EXCHA~GE AND MARKET INTERMEDIARIES, TYPES OF ChANNELS A~D Th EI R 
USE, STRuCTURE OF RETAILING ANI) hHOlESLlNG; SELECTIVITY A 0 T E 
DEGREE OF DIRECTNESS IN ChANNEL D~CISI ONS, Cu STOMER SER VI CE DECI­
SIONS, INVENTORY MANAGEMENT, TRANSPO ~TATION MODES, WAREHOUSING 
DECISIONS, SALES FORECASTING. T~E METHOD OF INSTR UCTION CONSISTS 
OF lECTURES SUPPLEMENTED BY PROBLEMS AND/CR CASES. 
PREREQUISITES: 
BPA 3501 P~INCIPLES OF MARKETING, BPA 3~61 STATISTICS I. 
WI NTER. 
OLSON. 
BPA4550 
ADVERTISING 
3 
CONSIDERS THE DEVELOPMENT A~D IMPlEMENTATIO~ OF THE VARI OUS ELE­
MENTS OF HIE MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS PROGRM\. ADVER TIS ING , PER­
SONAL SElliNG, PUBLICITY, PUBLIC RELATIO~S, AND SALES PROMOT ION 
ARE EXAMINED AS THE BASE FOR DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE POL I CI~S AND 
~TRATEGIES FCR COMMUNICATING WITH MARKETS . OPPORTUN IT IE S ~RE PRO­
VIDED TO EXAMINE THE MARKETING CCM~UNICATIONS PRGBlEMS OF NONa~s ­
INESS AS wELL AS BUSINESS OPERATIONS. 

PRERE<;UISITES: 

SPA 3501, PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING . 

FAll; OFFERED UPON DEMAND IN WINTER TERM. 

~TAFF. 
BPM 560 
~ 	 MARKETING RESEARCH 
3 
A STUDY OF THE RESEARCH PROCESS AS AN AID TO PLANNING AND DECI­
SION-MAKING IN MARKETING MANAGEMENT. TOPICS INCLUDE THE ROL E OF 
RESEARCH AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN MARKETING PLANNIN G, DEF I NING 
AND PLANNING RESEARCH NEEDS, OBTAINING MARKETING INFOR~ATI ON , 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION AND APPLICATIONS IN IDENTI f YING 
TARGET MARKETS, PRODUCT AND ADVERTISING RESEARCH AND MA R~E T AND 
,AlES ANALYSIS. 
PREREQUISITES : 
BPA 3501, PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING; BPA H61, STATISTICS I. 
FALL, WINTER, SPRING/S UMMER. 
Ol SON . 
BPA4606 

REAL ESTATE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 

3 

A SURVEY COURSE FOCUSING ON THE APPLICATION OF MANAGEMENT 

TECHNIQUES TO THE SPECIALIZED FIElO OF REAL ESTATE. STUDENTS 

WIll COVER THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND, OPERATING TECHN I~UES , AS 

WEll AS THE SCOPE OF PROFESSIONAL REAL ESTATE MANAGEME NT. 

PR E11. EQU lSI T E 5 : 

BPA 3601. 

WINTER. 

BROWN. 

BPA~607 
SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL APPRAISAL 
3 
THIS COURSE EMPHASIZES THE APPLICATION OF APPRAISAL FUNOAMENTA~S 
IN THE RESIDENTIAL FIELD, INCLUDING CONDOMINIUMS AND COOPER A­
TIVES. THE PROCESS OF COllECTING AND ANALYZING CITY, NEI GHBOR­
HOOD, SITE AND MARKET DATA AS WEll AS THE USE OF PR OP ERTY INSPEC­
TIONS . THE EMPHASIS IS ON CURRENT PRACTICAL APP LICATIO NS THROUGH 
EXTENSIVE USE Of PROBLEMS AND CASE STUDIES. NARRAT IVE TECHNIQUES 
AS WEll AS CURRENT FORMS USED I,N APPRAISAL RE PORTS WIll BE 
~EVIEWED. 
PREREQU I 5 I TES : 

BPA 360~ OR E~UIVAlENT. 

wINTER; OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND IN OTHER TERMS. 

STAFF . 

BPA~608 
CAPITALIZATION THEORY & TECHNIQUES 
3 
THIS COURSE STUDIES CAPITALIZATION THEORY AND TE CHNIQUES IN THE 
VALUATION OF INCOME PRODUCING REAL ESTATE OR OTHER ASSETS. IT 
INCLUDES : RATIONALE OF THE INCOME APPROAC H, INCO~E EXPECTANCY, 

THE RELATIONSHIP Of INCOME A~D VALUES, AS ~ELL AS DIRECT AND 
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STRAIGHT CAPITAllZATIO . Th i S COURS~ AL 50 CO.ERS A~ INTRODUCTION 

TO ANNU ITY CAPITALIZATION ANO THE APPRA I SAL Of LEAS E INTERESTS. 

PREREQU I SITES: 

EPA }60~ Oq EC;UIVAl EI-IT. 

f AL L. 

l I EBSCMcll . 

BPA~ 009 
~EAL ESTATE l~vtSTMtNT ANALYSIS 
1 
THE PullPOSE OF THI S CCURS E IS TO CO M& INE THE SK illS fROM FECERAl 

INC.ME TAX ACCOUN TI NG AND fiNANCI AL ~tATH""'AT ICS AND ThE ~ UTILIZE 

THE5E FOR A FORMA L A~A LYS I S OF REAL ESTAIE I ~VES TMENTS . THE t QH ­

PLE TIO~ OF THIS CO\iR SE PLA('E S THE SlUUE r< T' S K~O\'LEDGE EQ~ IVJlLE i 

TO THE CONTENT OFFE RED ~I TH COURSE CI 1~ 1 BY THE REALTOR S 

NATIONAL MAR~E TI NG INSTITUTE. 

P CRE<; UIS ITES : 

BPA J601 0 E~UIVALE NT. 

FALL , WIN TER, SPR lN G/ SUMMER. 

STAFF . 

BPA4fil O 
URBAN ECCNO~IC DEVELOP~E~T 
} 
ECONOMIC ANA LYSIS CF LAND ALLOCATICN AND OThER RESC~RC E S IN THE 
URBAN ENVIR ONMENT AS RELATED TO GLOBAL AND NEIGHBCRHOOD CHANGES 
ACC<»1PANTING GRO~TH OR DI:'CLINE OF URBAN CENTERS. ~IGHLlGHTS ThE 
wQLE OF UAL ESTATE RELAT ED OCCUPAT IONS IN THe ECONGI',IC PROCESS. 
SPII.ING/S~MME R. 
li EBS ChER. 
BPA46I1 
PR CPERTY APPRAISAL LABORATORY 
J 
PRACTI CAL AP PLICATIONS OF CCMPOUND INTEREST TABLES; LEASE INTER­
ESTS AND THEI R vALUATIO~; RelATIONSHIPS OF INCOME AND VALUE; MAR­
ET METHODS OF RATE SELECTION; MORTGAGE E~UITY TECHNICUES; COST 
~PPROA H APPLICATIONS; MARKET DATA APPROACH APPLICATIONS; AND 
RECONC ILIATION Of vALUE INDICATIONS. HEAVY EMPHASIS ON CASE 
S TUD IES . ON-SITE VISITATIONS ARE RECUIRED. 
PREREQU IS ITES: 
SPA j 604 OR ECUlvALENT. 
tICT SCH EDU LEC TO BE OFFEREC IN AY82-83. 
LI fB SCHER . 
BPA4 70 I 

HU MAN RELATIONS OF THE GFFICE 

j 
DEALS ~ITH THE DEVELOP~ENT OF THE CREATIVE AND PRODUCTIVE POTEN­

TIAL OF EMPLOYEES WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS UPON THOSE WITHIN ThE 

OFFICE ENVIRONMENT. 

~INTER. 
foiORTON , KELLEY. 
BPA~702 

Off ICE SYSTE~S 

3 

DEALS ~ITH THE PE~ATIONSHIPS BET~EEN ThE VARIOUS OFFICE SYSTEMS, 

I. E. , RECORDS MANAGEf'ENT, PERSONNEL, ENVIRONMENTAL, DATA PRO­

CESS ING, ~ORD PROCESSING, A~C ACCOUNTING. 

PREI\ EQU I SITES: 

BPA 37 01 , OFFICE ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT; ACCOUNTING, 3 

CREO ITS; DATA PROCESSING, } CREDITS. 

~INTER. 
MORTON, KELLEY, PERRITT. 
BPA~851 
PRINCIPLES AND PROBLEMS IN BUSINESS EDUCATION 

3 

DESIGNED TO ACQUAINT STUDENTS ~ITH THE EVOLUTION AND PHILOSOPHY 

OF BuS I NE SS EDUCATION, THE CURRENT STATUS AND STRUCTURE OF THE 

CURR IC ULUM, AND THE EFFORTS BEING MADE TO SOLVE THE PROBLEMS. 

SPRING / UMMER, ODD YEARS. 

flOR TON. 

BPA 4852 

~ET HODS OF TEACHING BASIC BUSINESS 

j 
DEALS WITH METHODS AND TECHNI~UES OF CREATING, FACILITATING, AND 

ADMINISTERING EFFECTIVE TEACHING, LEARNING EXPERIENCES IN BASIC 

BUS I NE SS. 

PI<ER J::~U ISITES: 

CO LLEGE COURSE WORK IN ACCOUNTING, BUSINESS LAW, ECONOMICS; MAR­

KE TI NG AND/ OR MANAGEMENT. 

FALL , EVEN YEARS. 

STA FF. 

BPA~853 
METH ODS OF TEACHING OFFICE SKILL SUBJECTS 

3 

DEALS WITh METHODS, ARRANGEMENTS, CONTENT, OBJECTIVES, MATERIALS, 

STANDARDS, AND TECHNIQUES OF TEACHING SHORTHAND, TYPEWRITING, AND 

OT HER OFFICE EDUCATION SKILL SUBJECTS. 

PREREQ UISITES : 

TYPEWRITLNG AND/OR SHORTHAND. 

WINTER, EVE N YEARS . 

/lORTON. 

BPA4 854 
MET HODS OF TEACH ING BOOKKEEPING AND RELATED SUBJECTS 
3 . 
DEALS ~ITH /lETMOOS A C T~CHNI~UES Of CREA TING, FACILITATING, AND 
ADMINIS1'EIUNG EF FECtiVE TE1'CHING-LEAlINI G EX PERIE CES IN BOOK­
KEEPI~G AND ~ElATED SUBJECTS . 
PREREQU I SITES: 
ACCOUNTI~G, 3 REO IT HOURS . 
OFALL , ODD YEARS. 
STAF F. 
BPA~890 
FIELD EXPERIEI'oCE : BUSINESS EDUCATION 
3 P/NC 
rlElD EXPERIENCE ENAB LE'> STUDEN TS TO E~PER IEN ~E HIE OM'OING Of­
FICE OPER ATI ON S IN EOLC.ATI ONAL I NSTITUTIO NS AJI;O Te 'lAVE A.5SOCIA­
TIONS WITH PEOPLE IN DIVER9ro OR IG I NS, CU LTURES, AD BE LIEFS. LI "­
ITED TO UNDERGR ADUATE S TU DEN TS IN THE BU S INESS TE ACHER EDUCATIOh 
MAJOR. 
PRERE~UISITES: 
BPA 4851 PRINCIPLES AND PROBLEMS IN BUSINESS EDUCATI ON; SPA 4852 

STRATEGIES OF TEACHING BASIC BUSINESS. 

FALL, WINTER. 

MORTON. 

BPA~B9I 
PRACTICUM IN BUSINESS EDUCATION 
6 PINe 
SYNTHESIZING EXPERIENCE FOR BUSINESS TEACHER ED UC!~ TLON STUDENTS 
AND AN OPPORTUNITY TO GAIN NEW KNOWLEDGE AND INS IG HTS IN A SE~­
ONDARY SCHOOL SETTING . (STUDENTS MUST APPLY FOR PRACTI CUM NO LAT­
ER THAN 3 MONTHS PRIOR TO THE SEMESTER IN WHICH THE ST UDENT PLANS 
TO EN.uLl FOR THE PRACTICUM.) 
PRERE~UISITES: 
BPA ~851 PRINCIPLES AND PROBLEMS IN BUSINESS EDUCATION; BPA 48s2 
STRATEGIES OF TEACHING BASIC BUSINESS; fOUNDATIONS OF EDUC ATION; 
e DUCAT 10NAl PS YCHOLOG Y. 
FALL, WINTER. 
~IOR TON. 
BPA4908 
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 
3 
AN ATTEMPT TO UNDERSTAND THE COMPLEXITIES OF INTERNAT IONAL 
AFFAIRS AND THOSE FACTORS THAT AFFECT INTERNATIONAL A~FAIR5, WIT H 
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENTAL AND NON 'GOVER ­
MENTAL ORGANIZATIONAL MECHANISMS IN THE RELATIONS OF NATIO NS . 
FALL, ~INTER. 
KOFELE-KAlE. 
BPA4920 
LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL SYSTE~:S 
3 
EXAMINES LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN THE UNITED STATES. SPECIAL ATTENTION 
IS DEVOTED TO THE LEGAL BASIS AND FUNCTIONING OF l OC AL J URISOIC­

TleNS IN ILLINOIS. 

FALL, WINTER. 

CLLVER. 

BPA49}0 

PUBLIC PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION 

} 
STUDIES AND EVALUATES PRINCIPLES, PRACTICES, AND PROBLEMS Of PE R­

SONNEL ADMINISTRATION IN GOVERNMENT. ORDINARILY TAUGHT BY A ~OM­

BINATION OF LECTURES AND EXERCISES. 

PREREQUISITES: 

NONE. 

FALL, SPRING/SUMMER. 

COHEN. 

BPA49~0 
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS 

3 

USES U.S. SUPREME COURT DECISIONS TO EXAMINE THE RELATI ONSHIPS 

AMONG THE THREE BRANCHES OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND BETWEEN 

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND ThE STATES. 

FALL. 

STOVER. 

BPA49&O 

PUBLIC POLICY ANALYSIS 

} 
INTRODUCES STUDENTS TO CONCEPTUAL MODELS FOR UNDERSTANDI NG GOV­

ERNMENT POLICY MAKING AND IMPLEMENTATION AND PROVIDES INFORMA, ION 

ABOUNT VARIOUS GOVERNMENTAL POLICIES. 

FALL, WINTER. 

COHEN. 

B PA 4 9 7 a 

POLITICAL THEORY 

3 

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE FUNDAMENTAL QUESTIONS OF POLITICS AND T~ 

STATE AS DEVELOPED BY SELECTED POLITICAL PHILOSOPHERS FROM ,HE 

GREEKS THROUGH THE PRESENT, WITH EMPHASIS ON SUCH CONCEP TS AS 

DEMOCRACY, POWER, INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM, THE STATE AND OBL IGATIONS 

OF CITIZENS AND RULERS, AND THEIR RELEVANCE TO CURRENT POllllCAL 

DEVELOPMENTS. 

FALL, WINTER. 

STAFF. 
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BPA4980 
CR IMINAL JUS,ICE ORGANll~TION AND PROCESS 
1 
STU DIES CURRENT 5rRUCTURE~ AN D PROClbuRES OF AM~RICAN CRI MI NAL 

JUSTICE . SEVERAL COHPREMENS lv E THEORIES USEfUL fOR ANAL Y ~ t5 AND 

REfORM ARE PRESE TED . 

FALL. SPR ING/SUHMER . 

GREEN. 

BPAStO I 

fOUNDA T IONS OF ACCOUNT I NG 

} 

ALLOWS STUDENTS TO STUDY THE CONCEPTS OF FINANCIAL AND M~NAGERIAL 
ACCCUNT ING WITH SOME DEGREE OF DEPTH A~D CRITICAL ANALYSI S . DE ­
VELOPS AN AB ILITY TO U~DERSTAND, INTERPRET AND ANALY ZE FINANC IAL 
~TA, BECOME AWARE OF ACCOUNTING SYSTEM S AND CONTROL, ANO THE BE ­
HAVIOR OF COST DATA. THIS COURSE SATISf IES THE ACCO U l lf G P RERE~­
UISI TE IN THE MA/BA PROGRAM IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRAT ION . 
THIS COURS E DO ES NOT APPLY AS A GRADUATE LEVEL COUR se 
TCW ARD THE MBA DEGREE. 
PREREQlJls ITES : 
GRADUA TE STUDENT STATUS. 
FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 
STAFF. 
BPA5I20 

CONTEMPORARY ACCOUNTING ISSUES AND PROBLEMS 

J 

DEALS WITH READING, DISCUSSIONS, RESEARCH PROJECTS, AND SOLVING 

PR OBLEM S IN CURRENT ISSUES AND ACCOUNTING PROBLEMS. SUBJECTS FOR 

RES EARC H AND READINGS TO BE fROVIDED BY THE PROFESSOR. 

PREREQU I S ITE S : 

PERMISS ION. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AYS2-SJ. 

STAFF. 

8 PA 5 I 27 

HEAL TH CARE: lEGAL ASPECTS 
J 
DESIGNED TO ENABLE STUDENTS TO RECOGNIZE LEGAL IMPLICATIONS ~ND 
RAMIFICATIONS OF THEIR FuTURE CONDUCT I N HEALTH SERVICES ADMIN­
ISTRATION BY INTRODUCING RELATIVELY STA~lE PRINCIPLES OF ADMINI­
STRATION LAW WHICH FORM THE FOUNDATION OF DECISION-MAKING 

PROCESSES IN THE HEALTH SERVICES ARENA. 

FALL, WINTER. 

FINKLEY, STAFF. 

BPA5IJO 
ACCOUNTING AND COMPUTER INTEGRATION 
J 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND ~CCOUNTING PRINCIPLES WILL BE USED IN 
SOLVING FINANCIAL AND MANGERIAL ACCOUNTING APPLICATIONS. SPECIFIC 
APPLICATIDNS WIll INCLUDE ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE REPORTS, BREAK­
EVEN, JOe-ORDER COST, AND PAYROLL. GENERAL SYSTEM ANALYSIS OF 
eASIC DATA PROCESSING, PROGRAMMING, AND ACCOUNTING RECORDS AND 
THEIR INTEGRATED APPLICATIONS WILL BE INCLUDED IN THE STUDY. 
PREREQUISITES: 
ePA JIJI, COST ACCOUNTING I OR BPA JI02, MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING. 
NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-8J. 
STAFF. 
BPA51S0 
ACCOUNTING FOR NON-PROFIT AND PUBLIC SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS 
J 
DESIGNED PRIMARILY FOR THOSE UNFAMILIAR WITH BUDGETING OR AC­
COUNTING AND WIll SERVE TO ACQUAINT THEM WITH PUBLIC e~DGETING 
FROM TECHN ICAl AND POll TICAL PROSPE CTI V~ S. THE COUR SE WI II ANAl­
yzE THE FINANCIAL FACET OF PUBLIC SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS, TREATING 
BUDGETING AND ACCOUNTING AS TWO SIDES OF THE SAME COIN. BOTH AC­
TIVITIES WilL BE STUDIED AS FORMS OF PLANNING, CONTROL AND OPERA­
TION OF pueLlc SERVICE ORGAINIZATIONS. THE COURSE WILL PROVIDE A 
GENERAL UNDERSTANDING OF THE ROLE OF PUBLIC BUDGETS IN POlICY­
MAKING AND OF HOW THE POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT AFFECTS THE BUDGET­
MAKING - PROCESS. THE ACCOUNTING FOCUS OF THE COURSE WILL BE ON THE 
USE OF CDST ACCOUNTING AND FUND ACCOUNTING IN poelIC ORGANIZA­
T IONS. 
PREREQUISITES: 
PUBLIC SERVICE STUDENT OR PERMISSION. 
NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-8J. 
STAFF. 
ePAS20I 

FOUNDATIONS OF ECONOMICS 

J 

ALLOWS STUDENTS TO STUDY THE CONCEPTS OF MACRO AND MICROECONOMICS 

AT AN ADVANCED lEVEL. THIS COURSE SATISFIES THE ECONGMICS PRE­

REQUISITES IN THE MBA PROGRAM. THIS COURSE DOES NOT APPLY AS A 

GRADUATE LEVEL COURSE TOWARO THE MBA DEGREE. 

PREREQUISITES: 

BPA J40J AND GRADUATE STUDENT STATUS. 

FAll, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

PETRO, MILLER, LIEeSCHER. 

ePAS202 
ECONOMICS FOR TEACHERS 
3 
THIS CONCENTRATED COURSE WIll PROVIDE ELEMENTARY AND HIGH SCHGOl 
TEACHERS WITH AN OVERVIEW OF THE CONCEPTS MOST ESSENTIAL TO ECO­
NOMIC UNDERSTANDING AND HELP THEM DEVELOP TEACHING MATERIALS AND 

STRATEGIES . THIS COURSE IS RESTRI CTED TO ELEMENTARY AND SECOND­

AR Y ED UC H ORS. 

PItE Re«U J 5 I H.S : 

PER MI SSION OF INSTRUCTOR . 

OFfE EO BASED uPON DEMAND . 

STAFF . 

~PAHO J 

ECONOM ICS FOR BUSINESS A~D CONSUMER EDUCATORS 

} 

THIS COUASE WILL EMPH ASIZE 5~f BASIC ECONOM IC CO CEPTS AS .ELL 

AS BUSINESS STRUCTURE. CONSUMER CREDI T, AND INSURANCE. THERE 

, ILL BE GUEST SPEAKERS FROM BuSINESSES AND GOVERNMENT ~G(NCI~S. 

TH IS COURSE I S INTENDEO FOR C NSIJMfR AND eUSINESS EPUCATORS; AND 

IT IS R ESTRI~TED TO El EME NrARY ~NO SE CONDA RY fOU ATORS. 

PR EREQUISIT ES: 

P E~M ISSION OF INSTRUCTOR. 

WINTER; OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND IN SPRING/ SUMME R. 

STAFF. 

oPA520~ 
TRAD E-OFFS: AN ECONOMICS COuRSE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS 
J 
THIS CO URSE Will REVOLVE AROUND THE FILM SER IES "TRADE-OFFS" THIIT 
WAS PRODUCED FOR ELEMENTARY STUDENTS. l EC TURES WILL EMPHASIZE 
THE CONCEPTS USED IN THE FILMS, AND TH E TEACHERS WILL DEVEL OP 
LESSONS. THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED TO ELEMEN TAR Y A~l SECONDARY 
EDUCATORS. 
OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 
STAFF. 
BPA520S 

CONSUMER ECONOMICS FOR TEACHERS 

THIS COURSE FEATuRES AN IND EPTH ST UDY OF CONSUMER TO P ICS . THESE 

TOPICS INCLUDE CREDIT, PURCHASING, INSURANC E, INVE5TMENTS, MONEY 

MANAGE MENT, AND AN OVER v IEW OF THE AMER ICAN EC OJ>.OM IC SYSTEI'_. 

PRER EQ U I SITES: 

NON-TEACHERS REQUIRE PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR . 

FALL; OFFERED OASED e N DEMAND IN OTHER TERMS . 

STAFF. 

BPASllO 

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT 

J 

COVERS THE CONSTRUCTION, PERFORMANCE EVALUATION, AND READJU ST­

MENT OF PORTFOLIOS. BOTH TRADITIONAL PORTFOLIO AND ANALYTICA 

PORTFOLIO MODELS WIll B~ COVERED. 

PREREQUISITES: 

BPA ~390 INVESTMENTS, BPA J~6I STATISTICS I, & BPA J~62 

STATISTICS II. 

NQT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-S3. 

STAFF. 

BPAS3~0 
LIFE INSURANCE 

J 

COVERS THE NATURE AND PURPOSE OF LIFE INSURANCE AND "Oil 1 0 USE IT 

MORE ECONOMICALLY AND EFFECTIVELY IN BUSINESS OR FAMIL Y SITUA­

TION. ANALYZES THE PROCESS FOR DETERMINING THE PR OP ER ~MOUNl A D 

TYPE OF COVERAGE NEEDED, ACTURIAL AND ECONOMIC BASIS OF MAJOR 

TYPES OF POLICIES GENERALLY AVAILABLE, AND PROPER ~SE OF 8ENfICI ­

ARY DESIGNATIONS, SETTLEMENT OPTIONS AND OTHER POLICY PROII I S IO S . 

SPRING/SUMMER; EVEN YEARS. 

STAFF. 

BPAS~OI 
FOUNDATIONS OF MANAGEMENT 

3 

THE ANALYSIS OF HUMAN BEhAVIOR IN ORGANIZATION, MANAGE MENT FUNC ­

TION AND THE APPLICATION OF MANAGEMENT SCIENC E TO THE PRODUCTION 

PROCESS ARE DISCUSSED. THE STUDENT IS INTRODU CE D TO TH E A~LYSIS 

OF ORGANIZATION AS SYSTEMS. THIS COURSE IS DE SIG NED FOR GRADUATE 

STUDENTS WHO HAVE NOT TAKEN BPA J~OI AND BPA 3~~0 OR THE IR EQUI V­

ALENTS. THIS COURSE DOES NOT APPLY AS A GRADUATE lEVEL CO URS E 

TOWARD THE MBA DEGREE. 

PR E-R EQ U I SITE S : 

GRADUATE STUDENT STATUS. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING / SUMMER. 

BUCKENMYER, HERZOG. 

BPA5~02 
MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES 

J 

BASIC AIMS ANO GOALS OF A MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES S YS T ~M ARE I­

DENTIFIED AND A METHODOLOGY FOR INSTITUTING AN MBO PR~GRAM DEVEL ­

OPED. AN MBO PROGRAM , WILL BE PREPAREO BY EACH STUDENT IN AN AREA 

RELATED TO THE SPECIFIC ACADEMIC PROGRAM. 

PREREQU I SI TES: 

BPA540I, FOUNDATIONS OF MANAGEMENT OR PERMISSION. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF. 

BPA 5~06 

INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT: HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 

J 

READING AND RESEARCH IN THE AREAS OF HEALTH-CA RE ARE DISCUSSED, 

AS WELL AS DIRECT INVESTIGATION OF AN ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEM 

FUNDAMENT AL TO HOSP I TAL-NuRSING HOM£ ADMINISTRATI ON. 

PREREQUISI T~S: 

8PA }~ O l, PRINCIP~ES OF MANAGEMENT. 

OFFERED BASED UP ON DEMAND. 

KELLEY . 

SP.A540 7 

I~OU5T~ IA~ ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT 

J 
THIS COURSE INTRODUCES STUDENTS TO THE PRI NC IP~ES OF INC USTRI AL 

ENGI EERING, AND COVERS SUCH TOPICS AS PRO DUCTION ENGINEER ING , 

VA~UE ANA~ YS I 5, SPEC I F ICAT IONS, \>'oRK MEASU REMENT, SAFE TY ENG 1­
NEERING, STATISTICA~ QUA~ITY CONTROL, OPERATIONS RESEARCH AND 

SYSTEM AN ALYSIS, MATERIALS HANDLING, ENGINEERING ECONOMY, AND 

ENERGY MANAGEMENT. 

PURfQUISITES: 

aPAH 62 . 

OFFERE D BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF, HERZOG. 

BP,e.S 409 

STA TISTICAL DATA PROCESSING FOR BUSINESS 

} 
DEALS WITH THE SYSTEMATIC COLLECTION, ANA~YSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

0, BUSINESS DATA. TOPICS COVERED INC~UDE PRINCIPLES GF 

MEASU REME NT, CONCEPT OF STATISTICAL DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS, 

SAMP LIN G METHODS, HANDLING ~'ISSING DATA, EFFICIENT CODI"G, 

ANA LYSIS USING PACKAGE PROGRAMS. APPROXIAMATELY 50% OF COURSE 

TIM E WILL BE DEVOTED TO COMPUTER APPLICATIONS. 

OFFE RED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STA FF. 

BPA~4 1 0 

FOUNDATIONS OF MANAGERIAL STATISTICS 

} 
Thi S COURSE IS INTENDED TO PROVIDE ThE GRADUATE STUDENT WITH 
SUF FIC IEN T STATISTICA~ BACKGROUND FOR THE GRADUATE PROGRAM IN 
BUS I NES S ADMINISTRATION. THE TOPICS COVERED ARE APPROXIAMATELY 
THO SE OF STATISTICS FOR MANAGEMENT I AND II AND INCLUDE 
DES CRIPTIVE STATISTICS, SAMPLING PROCEDURES, INTERVAL 
ESTIMATIONS, SIGNIFICANCE TESTING, CORRELATION, REGRESSION, AND 
THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE. THE COURSE IS FAST-PACEO ANO 
INT ENSIVE. STUDENTS DESIRING A MORE LEISURE~Y INTROOUCTION TO 
THE SUB~ECT SHOU~D TAKE STATISTICS FOR MANAGEMENT I AND II. 
PRE REGUISITES: 
epA }40}, ALGEBRA, OR EXMiINATION; AND GRADUATE STUDENT STATUS. 
FALL, WI NTER, SPR lNG/SUMMER. 
STAFF. 
BPA5411 
DATA BASE MANAGEMENT 
} 
INTRODUCES STUDENTS TO ~RGE DATA BASES AND FACTORS TO BE CONSID­

ER ED IN MANAGING THEM EFFICIENTLY. OEFINITION Of DATA E~EMENTS, 

ME THODS OF ANA~YZING DATA BASE REQUIREMENTS, DATA BASE STRUCTURE, 

ACCESS METHODS, FI~E STRUCTURES (SEQUENTIA~, INVERTED, AND ~INKED 

LISTS), PAGING, DATA COMMUNICATIGNS, PRINCIPLES OF DATA ADMINIS­

TRATION, DATA SECURITY, ETC. wiLL BE DISCUSSED: I. HIERARCHICAL 

MODEL S. 2 . NETwORK MODELS. L RELATIONAL (TAB~E) MODELS. 

PRrR EQUISlTES: 

BPA 446}, INFORMATION RETRIEVAL. 

OF FERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

I SAAC, STAFF. 

BPA5412 

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

} 
THE BASIC CONCEPTS OF DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF 
M.I . S . IN ORGANIZATIONS. THE STUDENT SHAL~ GAIN AN APPRECIATION 
Of MODERN COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND INFORMATION PROCESSING TECHNO­
LOGY . METHODS TO IDENTIFY INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS, FACTORS TO BE 
CONSIDERED IN DESIGNING REPORTING SYSTEMS, INFORMATION SYSTEM 
STRUCTURES, RE~ATIONSHIP BETWEEN INFORMATION STR UCTURES AND 
ORGAN IZATIONA~- VARIAB~ES, ETC. WILL BE STUDIED. STUDENT SHALL 
DEVE LOP AN INFORMATION PROCESSING PERSPECTIVE OF ORGANIZATIONS. 
STU DENT SHA~L ALSO DEVE~OP THE BASIC BACKGROUND TO PARTICIPATE IN 
ORGANIZATIONAL EFFORTS TO DEVELOP AND MANAGE INFORMATION SYSTEMS. 
PREREQU I 5 I TES: 
BPA}402 OR BPA5420. 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
5TAFF • 
BPA 541} 

MANAGE MENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR HOSPITALS 

} 
THIS IS A SPECIA~LY DESIGNED COURSE TO PROVIDE AN APPRECIATION TO 

STUDENTS OF THE SCHOOL OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS OF THE ROLE OF COM­

PUTER-BASED INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN THE CONTEXT OF IMPROVEMENT OF 

MANAGEMENT OF HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH-RE~ATED INSTITUTIONS. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF. 

BPA5416 

PRODUCTION PROB~EMS AND ANALYSIS 

, 
PRE PRODUC TION P~ANNING OF THE MOST ECONOMICA~ METHODS, MACHINES, 
ope~ATI DNS AND MATERIALS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF A PRODUCT. PROB­
~EMS I NCLUDE THE ANALYSIS OF THE ELEMENTS OF PRODUCTION SCHEDUL­
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ING AND CONT RO L, BALANCING WORK STATIONS ON PRODUCTION ~INES, AND 

SIMU ~ATI G PLANT ~AYOUT . 

PREREQU I 5 ITES: 

BPA34~Q OR PERM ISSION. 

OFFE RED BASED ON DEMAND . 

STAFF . 

BPA 542 0 

FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTERS AND INF ORMATION SYS TEMS 

} 
THE OB~ECT OF THIS CGURSE IS TO PROVI DE AN APPREC IATION OF COM­
PUTER TECHNOLOGY (HARDWARE ~ND SOFTWAR E) WITH EMPHASI S ON BU SI­
"ESS APPLICATION. THE COURSE WI LL ALSO ENA8~E STUOENTS TO LO GIC­
ALLY STRUCTURE SIMPLE BUSI NE SS PROB LEM S, REPRESENT THEM AS F ~ OW 
CHARTS, AND/OR DEC ISI ON TREE S. THE COURse WILL ALSO ATTE MP T TO 
FAMI~IARIZE S T~OENT S wIT H ELEM ENTA Y CONcEPT S Of SYSTEMS ANALY­
SIS, DATA ST RU CTURES , AND BUS I NES S APPLI CAT IONS OF MIC~OCOMPUT­
ERS . BESIDES INTRODUCING STUDE NTS TO VARI OU S BUSINESS-ORIE NTED 
COMPUTER ~ANGUAGES, A DETAILE D STUDY OF ONE OF THE FOLLOwI NG 
LANGUAGES wILL BE ATTEMPTED: BASIC OR RPG. 
STUOENTS WI~~ SO~VE A NUMBER OF BUSINESS PROB~ EMS ON A COMPU TE R. 
THIS COURSE DOES NOT APPLY AS A GRADUATE LEVEL COURS E T O~ARD THE 
MBA DEGREE. 
PREREQUISITES: 
GRADUATE STUDENT STATUS. 
FA~L, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 
STAFF, ISAAC. 
BPA5425 
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 
~ 
THE STUDY OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING IS APPROACHED THRDUGr THE A­

NALYSIS OF TWO "MODEL" SITUATIONS: (0 HANDICRAFT INDUSTRY AND 

CRAFT UNIONISM, AND (2) MASS-PRODUCTION INDUSTRY AND JNDVSTR IA~ 

UNIONISM. VARIANTS ARE NOTED IN THE DISTRIBUTIVE, EXT RACTIVE, AND 

SERVICE INDUSTRIES AND AMONG PROFESSIONA~ ASSOCIAT IONS . 

PREREQUISITES: 

BPA }420, PERSONNE~ MANAGEMENT OR PERMISSION OF INSTRUCT OR. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF. 

BPA5430 

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT 

3 

THIS COURSE IS INTENDED TO LESSEN THE GA P BETWE EN ACA]}EMIC 

EXPOSITION AND ThE COMPLEXITY - OF ThE CHA LLE NG ES AND PROBLEMS 

EMBEDDED IN INTER"ATIONAL MANAGEMENT. CONS IDER ATION I S GI~E TO 

ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE, TECHNOLOGY AND SY STEMS, 8EHAV IORAL 

SYSTEMS, AND APPLICATIONS . INSTITUTIONAL DIFFE ~ENCES AND Fu TURE 

CONCERNS IN INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT WILL ALSO BE E AMINEo. 

PRERE«UISITES: 

BPA4410 OR PERMISSION. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAI><D. 

STAFF. 

BPA5440 ' 
ENERGY MANAGEMENT 
3 
OVERVIEW OF U.S. ENERGY ECONOMICS, PO~ICY AND CO SUMER CONCER~S . 
THE PHYSICS OF ENERGY. PETROLEUM, "ATURAL GAS AND CO AL RESOURCES 
NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS (CONVENTIONAL, BREEDER) AN D NUC~EAR FU­
SION. A~TERNATE ENERGY SOURCES : BIOCONVERSION, IIl ND, PHOTO­
VOLTAIC, SOLAR THERMAL, HYDRO AND GEOTHERMAL. NEw FUELS FROM 
COA~. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS FROM ALTERNATIVE ENER GY SOURCES . 
ENERGY STORAGE TECHNOLOGY. ENERGY CONSERVAT ION. 
PREREQU I 51 TES: 
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY, PHYSICS OR CHEMISTRY. 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
STAFF. 
BPA5H7 

ReTAI~ING STRATEGIES AND STRUCTURES 

3 

A STUDY GF ThE SPACE A"D LO CATION THEORY USED TO MAXIMI ZE SALES 

OR PROFIT SUB~ECT TO GIVEN CONSTRAINTS. SHORT-RUN AND LONG-R UN 

P~NNING STRATEGIES ARE EXAMINED. AN OVERVIEW OF THE FIve FuNC­

TIONS OF RETAI~ING (PERSONNEL, OPERATIONS, MERCHANDISING, ADVER­

TISING, AND PROMOTION AND CONTROL) WILL BE STUDIED. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

5TAF F. 

BPA5538 

MERCHANDISE BUYING 

} 
A STUDY OF BUYING AND SELLING FOR A PROFIT. STUDENTS WIL L 
DEVELOP A MERCHANDISE PLAN. INCLUDED IN THE PLAN WIL L BE FUTURE 
SALES, ESTIMATED STOCK LEVELS, AND A BUDGET . VARIOUS PLANS OF 
DEVE~OPING STOCK LEVELS WILL BE STUDIED . STOCK TURNS AND P~ANNED 
REDUCTIONS WILL ALSO BE INCLUDED. 
OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 
STAFF. 
BPA55~9 

RETAI~ING OPERATIONS AND MANAGEMENT 

} 
A STUDY OF STORE OPERATIONS WHICH INCLUDE MAINTENANCE, SECURITY, 

PERSONNEL, WAREHOUSING, PACKAGING AND RECEIVING. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

5 TAF F. 
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BPA5540 
RETAIL ING POLICIES 
3 
A STUDY OF CURRENT TREN DS IN RETAILING. CASES MAY BE STANDARD 
CASES ( f ROM A CA~E BOOK) OR A LIVING CASE FROM LOCAL RETAILERS. 
S TUO~S ~ILL IDENTIFY PRQBLEMS FROM LOCAL RETAILERS AND DEVELOP 
PROPOSED SOLUT IONS (E . t ., SHORTAGE AND STOC~ CONTROL, BRANCH COM­
MJNICATlONS). 
OFFERED BA SED ON DEMAND. 
STAFF . 
BPAH42 
RETAIL LO CA TION PLANNING STRATEGY 
J 
DESIGNED fOR ANALYZING RETAIL LOCATION CONCEPTS AND CA SE PROBL EMS 

FROM BOTH P IVATE ~D PUB LIC VIEWPGI NTS , FOR GENERA TI NG , EVALUA­

TING, ANO RECOMMf NDI~G ALTERNATIVE COURSES GF ACT ION AND FOR 

PRES~NTING ANAL YS IS WITH ORAL DEFENSE. 

PHREQU I S,IT £:S: 

BPA 150 1, PRI NCIPLES OF MARKETING; BPA4S30, MARKETING MANA GEME NT. 

WINTER . 

OLSON. 

BPA5 S70 

SALES ORGANIZATIONS 

3 

CONCERN ED wITH THE DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, AND ANALYSIS OF SALES OR­

GANIZATIONS, SALES DEPARTMENT RELATIONS, PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 

IN rHE SELLING FIELD, SALES BUDGETS AND COST ANALYSIS AND THEIR 

IMPAC T ON THE SALES ORGANIZATION, SALES TERRITORIES AND QUOTAS, 

AND THE ROLE OF THE SALES EXECUTIVE IN COORDINATING AND CONTROL­
INC Tt1E MARKETING MIX. CURRENT ISSUES RELATED TO SALES ORGANIZA­
TIONS WILL BE CONSIDERED. TH~ METHOD OF INSTRUCTION CONSISTS OF 
LEC TUR.S , CASES, AND WRITTEN REPORTS. 
PRER QIJ I SITES: 
ePA 350 1, PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING. 
FALL, wINTER. 
SIiAABAN . 
BPASS72 

IND USTRIAL MARKETING 

3 

PLANN ING, ORGANIZING, AND CONTROLLING INDUSTRIAL MARKETING ACTIV­

ITIE S. IT I S A STUDY OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS AND SERVICES AND HOW 

THEY ARE MARKETED; CLASSIFICATION OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS AND CUS­

TOMERS, BUYING PROCEDURES; APPLICATIONS Of NEW PRODUCT DEVELOP­

MENT AND PLANNING PROCEDURES; SALES ENGINEERING; MARKETING RE­

SEARCH; PRICING PRACTICES; PROMOTION APPLICATIONS; LOGISTICS; AF­

TER SALE SERVICE AS WELL AS SIZE COMPOSITION, AND CHARACTERISTICS 

OF THE DE FENSE· MARKET . 

PRLREQU ISITES: 

BPA 3501, PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING. 

WI NTER. 

SHAABAN. 

BPA5SS0 
MA~ETING FOR NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS 
3 
EX AMINES MARKETING CONCEPTS AND TOOLS IiHICH WILL HELP NONPROF IT 
ORGANIZA TIONS MEET THEIR NEEDS AND THE NEEDS OF THE VARIOUS MAR­
~ETS ~D PUBLICS THEY SERVE. STUDENTS WILL APPLY THE CONCEPTS 
PRESENTED IN THE COURSE BY DEVELOPING A MARKETING PROGRAM FOR A 
NO N-PROF IT ORGA NIZATION. 
PRE REQU I S !lES: , 
BPA 3501, PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING. 
OFFER EO BASED UPON DEMAND IN WINTER. 
STAFF. 
BPAS909 
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: CIVIL LIBERTIES 
3 
USES U.S. SUPREME COURT DECISIONS TO EXAMINE THE FUNFAMENTAL CIV­
IL LIBERTIES GUARANTEED TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE. THERE IS EMPHA­
SIS ON HOW THE COURT ACCOMMODATES CONSTITUTIONAL DOCTRINES TO 
CHANGING PUBLIC VALUES. 
WINTER. 
STOVER. 
BPAS910 

GOVERNMENT AND THE PUBLIC 

3 

STUDIES THE COMMUNICATION AND HUMAN RELATIONS PROBLEMS BETWEEN 

GOV ER NMENT AND THE PEOPLE I T SERVES. THERE IS EMPHASIS UPON 

EF FOR TS TO ALLEVIATE THE PROBLEMS. 

OFFER ED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

CU LVER. 

BPAS911 
POLITICS AND ADMINISTRATION 
3 
STUDIES THE POLITICAL ASPECTS OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS IN 
GOV ERNMENT, THE ROLE OF BUREAUCRACY IN AMERICAN POLITICS, AND THE 
POLIC Y MAKING FUNCTION Of PUBLIC ADMINISTRATORS. 
Of FERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
STAFF. 
BPAS912 
POLITICS OF THE ILLINOIS STATE LEGISLATURE 
3 
EXPLAI NS HOW THE ILLINOIS GENERAL ASSEMBLY OPERATES . THE COURSE 
FOCUSES ON BOTH TECHNICAL PROCEDURES AND THE POLITICAL CLIMATE 
SURROUNDING ISSUES. ORDINARILY, PAST OR PRESENT MEMBERS OF THE 

ASSEMBLY PAR TIC I PATE. 

NO T SCHEDuLED fO BE OFF ERED IN AYS2-83. 

"R.EEN. 

BPAS913 
U. S . AND IL LINO IS ELECTIONS 
) 

ro ru DIES ELECTI ONS IN CH ICAGO, Tl1E SUBURBS, THE STATE, AND HIE NA­

TION. CURRENT TRENDS ARE EMPHASIZED , AND ORDINARILY, PAST OR PRE­

SENT ELECTED OFFIC IAL S PARTIC IPA TE . 

FALL. 

GRE EN. 

BPAS914 

SUPREME COURT IN AMERICAN POLITICS 

3 

EXAMINES THE U.S. SUPREME COURT AS A POLICY MAKING INSTITUTION . 

STUDENTS LEARN HOW TO USE QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE DATA ABOUT 

JUSTICES AND DECISIONS TO UNDERSTAND HOW THE COURT MAKES POLICY. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-83. 

STOVER. 

BPAS91S 

COMPARATIVE ADMINISTRATION 

3 

THIS COURSE WILL EXPLORE A NUNBER OF PROB LEP1 S AR ISING FROM AT­

TEMPTS BY GOVERNMENTS IN THE DEVELOP IN eOUN1RIES OF THE THIRD 

wORLD TO INDUCE SOCIO-ECCNOMIC CHANGE AND rHE RO LE OF ADMIN ­

ISTRATIVE INSTITUTIONS IN THIS TRANSFGRMATIVE PROCE SS. AN ATlEMP T 

WILL BE MADE TO ISOLATE, DEFINE AND EXAMINE IN SOME DETA IL THE 

IMPORTANT ISSUES OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION THAT DERIVE FROM TH IS 

PROCESS OF MODERNIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT, SUCH AS, DE VE LOPi"ENT 

POLICY FORMULATION, THE MANAGEMENT OF DEVELOPMENT PR OG RAMS , 

ADMINISTRATIVE REFORM, AND INSTITUTION-BUILDING. 

NO T SC HEDULED TO BE'OFFERED IN AYS2-S3. 

I<;OF" LE-KALE. 

BPAS920 

URBAN FUTURES 

3 

EXPLORES FUTURE PROSPECTS FOR URBAN LIFE, A~D STRAT EG IE S fOR IM­

PROVING CITIES Of THE FlJTUP.E. ATTENTION GI E TO THE IMPACT OF 

POSSIBLE RESOURCE SHORTAGES, AND TO POPULATION TRE NDS . 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-83. 

CULVER . 

BPAS921 

SUBURBAN POLICY ISSUES 

3 

STUDIES THE SUBSTANCE OF FEDERAL, STATE, AND REGIONAL PUB LIC 

POLICIES AS THEY AFFECT SUBURBAN COMMUNITI ES , AND THE TECHNI~UES 

USED BY MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS TO DEAL wITH THES E ISSUES AND OTHER 

STRICTLY LOCAL ISSUES. ORDINARILY, PUBLIC AND PRIVA TE SECTOR 

EXPERTS PARTICIPATE. 

WINTER. 

STOVER. 

BPAS930 

POLITICAL ECONOMY OF GLOBAL INEGUALITY 

3 

EXAMINES THE COMPLEX PATTERNS OF INTERACTION AMONG NATIONS IN THE 

INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM. RELATIONSHIPS AMONG RICH AND POOR NATI ONS 

ARE ANALYZED IN ORDER TO EXPLAIN GLOBAL INEGUALITY DEPENDE CE, 

AND UNDERDEVELOPMENT. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-S3. 

KOFELE-KALE. 

BPAS931 

PROBLEMS IN INTERNATIO~AL POLITICS I 

3 

EXAMINES THE BEHAVIOR OF PEOPLES AND NATION-STATE S AT THE GLOBAL 

LEVEL IN ORDER TO IDENTIFY THE PROBLEMS THAT l HREATEN THE SUI\­

VIVAL OF MANKIND AND SERIOUSLY UNDERMINE GLOBAL PEAC E. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AYS2-S3. 

KOFELE -KALE. 

BPAS932 

MULTI-NATIONAL CORPORATIONS IN THE WORLD ECONOMY 

3 

EXAMINES THE PUBLIC DEBATE CONCERNING MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS 

AND THEIR ACTIVITIES ABROAD; AND PROVIDES I NSIGHTS INTO THE OPER­

ATION Of MULTINATIONALS AND THEIR IMPACT UPON THIRD WO RLD ECONOM­
ICS. ' 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-83. 

KOFELE-KALE. 

BPA 5 933 
THIRD WORLD IN PERSPECTIVE: AN INTERDISCIPLINARY SURVEY 
3 
THE COURSE WILL EXAMINE, FROM AN INTERDISCIPLINARY PERS PECTIVE 
AND wITH THE HELP OF DISTINGUISHED GUEST LECTURERS, THE BROAD 
RANGE OF PROBLEMS CONFRONTING THE THIRD WOR LD IN ITS SlRUGGLE TO 
ESCAPE fROM THE CYCLE Of POV ERTY. ATTENTION WILL BE FOCUSED (I) 
ON THE MAJOR FORCES THAT HAVE CONT RIB UfEO 10 THE UNOERDEVE LOPP1ENT 
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CF THIS SECT OII I:F THE GL 08E; ANlJ ( 2) ON EVALUAT ING SOME OF THE 

ALTERNATI VE STRATEG I ES AND MODELS RESOLV ING THE CRISIS OF THIRD 

WQ~L D UNDERDEVELOPMENT. 

N0 1 SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-8) . 

KOFEL E-KALE. 

8P4S9~O 
ADJ<INI STR ATI VE LAW 
} 
THIS COURSE STU DIES THE LEGAL PRINCIPLES UNDERLYI NG AOM INI 5TRA­
nON IN GOVER IIoMEN T. TOPICS COVERED INCLUDE: DELEGATION, INS1ITlJT ­
IONAL DECIS ION MAKI NG, TORT LIABILITY, RELEASE OF INFORMATI ON, 
NOTICE OF HfA RING BIAS, AI';D DISCRETION. THERE IS SPECIAL EMPHASIS 
ON CONSTI TUT IO AL ISSUES ARISING WITHIN THE AD~,INISTRATIVE PROC­
ESS. 
SPR ING/SUM MER. 
5T AFF. 
6PA 5950 

AMERICAN POLITICAL TH0UGHT 

1 

SnJDIE S THE DEVELOPMENT OF Al'IERICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT FROM 

COLON IAL T IMES TO THE PRESENT. SUCH ~RITERS AS THOMAS JEFFERSON, 

JAMES MADISON, ABRAHAM LINCOLN, AND w.E.B. DUBOIS ARE INCLUDED. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE 0FFERED IN AY82-8l. 

STAFF . 

aPAs9ao 

PUBLI C SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

l 
STuDIES THE ADMINISTRATION OF PUBLIC SAFETY DEPARTMENTS ESPECIAL­

LY POL ICE DEPARTMENTS. TOPICS INCLUDE ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE, 

PERSONNE L, COMMUNICATION, COMMUNITY RELATIONS, AND RELATIONS A­

MONG PO LICE AND FIRE SERVICES. 

WINTER , SPRING/SUMMER. 

3TAFf . 

BPA5981 

HIST ORY OF LAw ENFOR CEME·NT T0 1789 

3 

SUR VIO YS THE HISTORY OF LAW EI';FORCEMENT IN THE U.S. FROM COLONIAL 

TlHE S TO 1789. IT DEALS WITH THE ISSUES AND PROBLEMS FACING EARLY 

LAW ENFO~CEMENT, HOW PEOPLE REACTED TO AUTHORITY, AND THE DEVEL­

GPMENT Of ORDER AS AN ASPECT OF AMERICAN SOCIETY. 

NOT SCH EDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-8l. 

GIIEEN . 

BPAs~a2 
HISTCRY OF LAw ENFORCEMENT: 1789-1900 
l 
SURVEYS THE GRO~Th OF MODERN AMERICAN PCLICE DEPARTMENTS. THERE 
IS EMPHASIS UPO~ 19TH CENTURY SOCIAL, POLITICAL, AND [CONOMIC DE­

VELOPME NTS wHICH INFLUENCED LAW ENFORCEMENT'S GROWTH AND ACCEPT­

ANCE AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF AMERICAN LIFE . 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-8l. 

GRE N. 
BPA) 98} 

HIST CRY OF ' LA~ ENFORCEMENT: CHICAGO AND SUBURBS 

3 
EX4M/NE5 T ~E GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF LAW ENFORCEMENT IN THE 

ChiCAGO ARE A. THERE IS SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE SOCIAL, POLITI­

CAL, AND ECONOM IC EVENTS WHICH HAVE AFFECTED THE PROFESSIONALIZA­

lION OF POL ICE WORK. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-83. 

GR EEN. 

8PA5984 

LAW ENF'ORCEMENT AI';D THE CONS T I TUT I ON 

l 
EXA MI NES THE L11'oITATIONS AND REQUIREI',ENTS IMPOSED UPON THE LAW 

E FORCEME NT PROCESS BY THE CONSTITUTION. THERE IS EMPHASIS UPON 

THE u.s. SUPREME COURT'S INTERPRETATIONS OF THE 4TH, 5TH, 6TH, 

AND 14 TH AMENDMENTS. 

SPR IN(;/S UMMER. 

STOVE R. 

BPA5 985 

LAW ENFORCEMENT AND THE GHETTO 

3 

EX AM INES PAST AND PRESENT RELATIONS AMONG GHETTO DWELLERS AND 

POL ICE IN AMERICA, AND THE CAUSES OF ANTAGONISM BETwEEN ThE 

GROUPS. 

WI NT ER. 

GREE N. 

IlPA59B& 

PATTERNS IN FORCEABLE RAPE 

l 
EX';M INf S ASPECTS OF THE CRIME OF RAPE, INCLUDING PATTERNS OF 

CRIl'1INAL. BEHAVIOR AND PUBLIC ATTITUDES TOWARD THE CRIME. THERE IS 

,PEC IAL ATTENTION ON THE SOCIAL AND LEGAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 

T~E ~ I C TIM AND THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM. 

~OT SCHED ULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-8l. 

GREEN. 

BPAS987 
LAW AND ORDER: CRIME IN THE STREETS 
l 
ST UDIES CRIMES AGAI NS T PERSONS AND PROPERTY WHICH OCCUR MOST 

OF TEN IN 111£ ST~ E ET S. I SSUES STUD IED INCLUDE NEW THEORIES FOR THE 

CAUSE OF CRIME, POLICE ~EACTIONS TO CHANGING CR "'£ PATTERNS, VIC­

T 1M AND OFFENtJER BEHAV I O~, ATTlT U[)ES TowARD LA W ENFORCEMENT. 

Nor SCHEDULED fO BE OFFERED I ~Y82-8l. 

STA FF. 

BPA SOO l 

COOPERA TIVE EDUCATI ON 

3 
DE SIG",EO TO CO",BINE INDIVIDUAL CARE~R CQUNSELING ANO WORK OUTSIDE 

Or THE CLASSROOM I~ COMIlINATI ON WITH INSTITUTIONAL LEAR~ING SET­
T INGS . 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION OF ADVISER AND COOPERATIVE EDU CATI ON COORDI~TOR . 

FALL, WINTER. 

DONALDSON. 

~PA80 I 0 

INDEPENDENT STUDY. 

3 
INDEPENDENT STUDY IS INTENDED TO PROVIDE THE BE TT!:R STUQENT Th E 

OPPORTUNITY TO ST UD Y A TOPIC CF HIS OWN CHOI CE IN A G J VE~ DISCI­

PLINE UNDE R PROfESS IONAL SUPE~VI~JON. CN~Y THE STUDENT WH O 15 

PREPARED TO DEVO TE tONSIDERAIlLE TIME AND EFfQRT SHQULD U DE~ TAKE 

AN IN DEPENDENT ~TUDY . THE STUDENT CONTEMP~T ING A COURS" IN I~DE­

PENDENT STVDY SHOULD F IRS T HAVE IN MIND A DEFI~IT~ AREA FOR IN­

VESTIGATION WITHIN THE DISCIPLI NE IN WHICH HE WIS HES TO wORK , AND 

AN INSTRUCTOR ~ITH WHOM HE WiSHES TO WORK. 

PREREQU IS I TES : 

PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR AND DEAN. 

F'ALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER . 

STAFF. 

BPA8020 

INDEPENDENT STUDY. 

l 
SAME AS BPABOIO. 

PREREQU I SITES: 

PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR AtoiD DEAN. 

FALL, WINTER, SPR lNG/SUMMER. 

STAFF. 

8PABIOl 

ACCOUNTING FOR ADMINISTRATIVE CCNTRCL 

l 
GRADUATE LEVEL CCURSE DESIGNED TO OFFER A,ND IN DEPTH E.XPOSUR£ TO 
PROCESS; INCLUDES ORG AN IZING AND EVALUA TI NG DA TA fOR [)ECISIO N 
UNDER CONDITIONS OF UN CER TAINTY FOR MANAGEMEN r COhTRC~ 
MBA STUDENTS WITH A C0ST ACCOUNTING BAC GR OUND MUS T TA E BPA81 60, 
PROBLEMS IN COST AC CO~TING, TO SA Tl sn TliE REQ:UIREI"ENT. A 
STUDENT'S REQUIR EMEN T WILL BE DETERM I NED OUR ING ADV I SEMENT AND 
INCLUDED IN THE STUDE"T STUDY PLAN . 

PREREQUISITES: 

BPA 3102, MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING OR BPA 5101, FOUNDATIONS OF AC­

COUNT I NG. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

STAFF. 

BPA81l0 

ACCOUNTING FOR hEALTH SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS 

l 
THIS COURSE COVERS ACCOUNTING AP PLICATION AS UT I LI ZED IN THE 
HEALTH SERVICE INSTITUTIONS, INC LUD ING THE IMPACT OF PRICE LE VEL 
CHANGES, MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS, VARI OUS APPLICATIONS OF 
INTERNAL CONTROL, HOSP I TAL AND GOVERNMENTAL AD~lI N 15 TRAT ION, VARI ­
OUS ASPECTS OF COST FACTORS PERTAINING TO SERVI CE OR IENTED IN­
STITUTIONS AND RESPONSIBLITY ACCOUNTING IN SOME INDUSTRIES . 
THIS COURSE IS ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR SHP HEALTH SERVICES ADMIN­
ISTRATION STUDENTS AND OTHER STUDENTS DESIRING SPECIAL KNO WLEDGE 
IN THIS AREA. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION OR SHP HSA STUDENT. 

FALL. 

STAF F . 

BPA8120 

ACCOUNTING INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

l 
A STUDY OF THE INFORMATION DIMENSIO~S OF THE DECISIO NMAXING PRO­

CESS ThROUGHOUT THE ORGANIZATION AND THE RO LE AC COUNTING PLA YS IN 

THE I NFORMAT ION SY STEM . EMP HAS 15 I S ON THE CO NCEPTUAL FRAMEW ORK 

wITHIN WHICH THE SY STEM f UNCT I ONS AND ThE ACTUAL DESIGN AND IM­

PLEMENTATION OF AN ACCOUNTI NG INFORMATION SYSTEM FO R MANAGEMENT 

PLANNING, ORGANIZATIO~ AND CONTROL OF SOLE PROPRI ETORSHIP, PART­

NERSHIP AND CORPORATION. 

PREREGU I SITES: 

BPA 3131, COST ACCOUNTING I OR ITS EQUIVALENT. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-8l. 

STAFF. 

BPA8130 

FINANCIAL REPORTING THEORY 

l 
A GRADUATE LEVEL COURSE DEALING WITH THE PROBELMS Of FINANCI AL 
ACCOUNTING MEASUREMENT AND INC LUDING SUCH AREAS AS THE DETER MINA­
TION OF PERIODIC INCOME, RE VENUE RECOGNITION, COS T ALLOCATI ON, 
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FLOW OF FUNDS, INVENTORY EALUATION, DEPRECIATION TI-EORY, LIABIL­

ITY RECOGNITION, AND CORPORAT E EQUI TY MEA SUREMENT. COMMUNICATION 

OF ACCOUNTING DATA, ~CRM OF STATEMENT PRESENTATION, AND ACCOU NT­

I NG TERMINOLOGY ARE ALS O STUDIED. 

PREREQUISITES: 

BpA 5 101, FOUN DATIONS OF ACCOUNTI NG OR ITS EQUIVAL ENT . 

III NTE R, ODD ~ARS. 

STAFF . 

IIPAB14 0 

APPLIED FINANCIAL ACC OUN TING 

3 

A GRADUATe LEVEL COURSE DEALING WITH THE APPLICATION OF AC COUN T­

ING PRACTICE FOR AN UN DERSTANDING OF THE COMPLEXITIES BUSINESS 

AND FI NANCE. CORPORA TE COMBINATIONS AND THE SPECIAL AP PL ICA TIONS 

OF MEASUREMENT AND REALIZATION PRINCIPLES IN SUCH MATTERS AS CON­

SOLIDAT IONS, CONGLOMERATES, POLLING OF INTERESTS, AND INTER­

NATIONAL OPERAT IONS. 

PUREQUISITES: 

BPA 8130, FINA NCIAL REPORTING THEORY I. 

SPRING/SUMMER, ODD YEARS. 

STAFF . 

BPA8160 

PROBLEMS IN COST ACCOUNTING
, 
OFFERS AND EXPOS URE TO A BROAD RANGE OF COST ACCOUNTING CONCEPTS 

AND COST ACCUMULATION. ALSO PROVIDES AN EXPOSURE TO COST ACCOUNT­

ING CONCEPTS FO R DECISION MAKING AND TO TERMINOLOGY ESSENTIAL TO 

THE COST ACCOUNTANT'S ROLE IN BUSINESS. 

PREREQU I S ITES ; 

BPA)\31 , OR ITS EQUIVALENT, OR PERMISSION. 

FALL. 

STAF F • 

BPA8170 

AUDIT THEORY AND PHILOSOPHY 

3 

DEALS WI Th THE STANDARDS, CONCEPTS, OBJECTIVES, TECHNIQUES, RE­

PORTS, AND ETHICS PERTAINING TO THE WORK OF BOTH THE INDEPENDENT 

AND INTERNA L AUDITOR. SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO STATEMENTS ON 

AUDITING PRO CEDURES, STATISTICAL SAMPLING, AND EDP IN AUDITING. 

PAEREqU IS I TES : 

BPA 5101 , FOUNDATIONS OF ACCOUNTING OR ITS EQUIVALENT. 

FALL, DOD YEAR S. 

S AFF. 

BPA~180 
PR OBLEMS IN TAX ACCOUNTING 

5 

OFF ERS AN AP PRECIATION OF A MANAGERIAL APPROACH TO TAXATION 

T~ROuGH EM~HAS I S ON TAX PROBLEMS AS THEY AFFECT BUSINESS ENTER­

PRIse A~ D ITS BU SINESS TRANSATIONS. STUDENTS OBTAIN A BROAD AP­

PREOIATION Of TH E TAX STRUCTURE AND ITS ROLE, BOTH AS A SOURCE 

OF REVENUE AND AS A DEVICE TO CONTROL THE ECONOMY. 

PREREQU ISITES: 

ePA 5 10 1~ FOUNDATIONS OF ACCOUNTING OR ITS EQUIVALENT. 

WI NT ER. 

STA FF. 

BPA81 90 

SEMI NAR IN ACCOUNTING 

5 

Do AL S wITH THE STUDY OF THE DIFFERENT RESEARCH METHODS AND ANALY­

S I S APPROPRIATE FOR SOCIAL SCIENCE IN GENERAL AND FOR THE FIELD 

Of ACCOUNTING IN PARTICULAR. STUDENTS ARE EXPECTED TO CARRY OUT A 

RESEARCH PRO.ECT IN OR RELATED TO ACCOUNTING. 

PRuequ I SI TES: 

PEIlMIS SION. 

WI NTER, EVEN YEARS. 

STAFF. 

BPA8201 

PROBLEHS IN MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS 

5 

APPL ICA TION OF MICROECONOMIC THEORIES TO THE PROBLEM OF MOST EF­

FIC IENT USE OF RESOURCES WITHIN AND BETWEEN ORGANIZATION, AND THE 

ECONOM IC SY STEM. IT UT ILIZES MACROECONOMIC THEORIES TO FORECAST 

THE FUTUR E ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT, AND IS A STUDY OF COMPROMISING 

TE CHNIQUE S TO REACH AN OPTIMUM OF OBJECTIVES WHEN ALL INCLUSIVE 

MAXIMIZ ATION REMAINS ELUSIVE . IN THIS RESPECT, THAN, MANAGERIAL 

ECONCfoII CS IS "TRAINING iN POLICY MAKING". GRADUATE STUDENTS WHO 

ARE COMPE TENT IN ALGEBRA AND THE USE OF DERIVATIVES IN CALCULUS 

ARE ELIG IBLE. 

PR <REQU I S ITES: 

BPA HOI PRINCIPLES OF MICROECONOMICS, BPA 3202 PRINCIPLES OF MA­

CROECONOM ICS, BPA 5404 CALCULUS FOR BUSINESS, BPA 5.62 STATISTICS 

II. 
FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

L I EBSCHER. 

BPA 8210 

LABOR EtONQM ICS 

3 

STUD Y OF THE DEVELOPMENT AND STRUCTURE OF THE LABOR MOVEMENT, 

WAGE DE TERMINATION, AND PUBLIC POLICY TOWARD LABOR. 

PREREQUISITES: 

BP A 3201 PRINCIPLES OF MICROECONOMICS, BPA 5202 PRINCIPLES OF MA­

CROECONOMICS . 

WI NTER. 

STAFF • 

BPA82 n 
ECONOMIC DEVELOP MENT 
5 
DEALS IIITH ECONOMIC DEVELOP ME T AS A PROGR ESS I VE DIVIS ION OF LA­
BOR ANO PROGRESSIVE TeCJ1NOLOGICAL SPECIALIZATION IN THE USE OF AN 
EVEN MORE WIDENING AND CHANGING ARRAT OF RESOURces . 
PR EREQU I 51 TES: 
BPA .21~ INTE~EOI ATE MACROECO~OMICS, BPA 4220 MANAGERIAL ECONOM­
ICS: THE ECONOMIC S OF THE FI RM . 
NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFF ERED IN AY82-83. 
L I E65CHER . 
BPA 822 0 

SEM I NAR IN PUBLIC BUDGETING 

5 

TMIS COURSE EXAMINES ADVANCED QUESTIONS ABOUT BUDGETIN G IN GOV­

ER"f'IENT, INCLUDING VARIOUS BUDGETING SYSTEMS AND HOW TO PREPARE A 

REALISTIC BUDGET IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR, CONSIDERING RE VENUE S, 

EXPENDITURES AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL AID. 

FALL, WINTER. 

STAF F. 

BPA822S 

MONETARY ECONOMICS 

5 

CONCERNED wITH MONEY, MONETARY INSTITUTIONS AND POLICY IN A MOD­

ERN DEVELOPED ECONOMY, BY RELATING MONEY DEMAND AND SUP ~lT BE ­

HAVIOR IN HOW MONEY AFFECTS THE ECONOMY, AND ITS IMPACT ON 

POLIC Y. 

PREREQU IS I TES: 

BPA 3250, MONEY AND BANKING OR PERMISSION. 

FALL, ODD YEARS. 

PE TRO. 

BPA8301 

PROBLEMS IN FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 

3 

COVERS THE PROBLEMS FACED wITH THE FINANCIAL OFFICER IN THE MAN­

AGEMENT OF FUNDS IN THE BUSINESS FIRM. TH E EM PHASIS IS ON THE 

DEVELOPMENT OF SKILLS AND TECHNI,UES TO IMP LEMENT cAPTIAL EXPEND­

ITURE POLICIES, SOLVE SHORT-TERM AND LONG-TERM FINANC ING PROB­

LEMS, AND ESTABLISH DIVIDEND POLICIES. 

PREREQUISITES: 

BPA3 30 I, BPA3404, AND BPA3461. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

FLODIN, MAX. 

BPA8310 

COMMERCIAL BANK MANAGEMENT 

3 

EMPHASIZES ON THE NEW DIRECTION IN ASSET, LIABILITY, AND CAP TIAL 

MANAGEMENT OF COMMERCIAL BANKS. TOPICS DISCUSSED I NCLUDE: POR T­

FOLIO STRATEGIES OF BANKHOLDING COMPAI\IES, ENTRY I NTO foI1GH-RISK 

COMMERCIAL FINANCING, BANK STOCK I',ARKETS, AND OT H£RS. 

PREREQU I SITES: 

BPA 3301 PRINCIPLES OF FINANCIAL MANAG EMEN T. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-83. 

STAFF. 

BPA8320 

ESTATE PLANNING 

3 

COVERS BASICS NEEDED FOR DEVELOPING AND UPDATI NG AN ES TATE PLAN; 

ITS CREATION CONSERVATION, AND DISPOSITI ON . TOPI CS INCLUDE: I­

DENTIFYING AND HARMONIZING LIFE GOALS AND LI FE STYLES , I N~E5TME 

OPTIONS, LIFE INSURANCE, GUARDIANSHIPS, TRUST, WILL, AND THE 

NEWLY REVISED FEDERAL ESTATE AND GIFT TAX LAW. 

SPRING/SUMMER, EVEN YEARS. 

STAFF. 

BPA8BO 
FINANCIAL MARKETS 
3 
COVERS ANALYSIS OF THE FINANCIAL MARKETS WITH EMPHASIS ON UNDER ­
STANDING AND PREDICTING INTEREST RATES AND STOCK PRIces. TOP ICS 
CUSTOMARILY CONSIDERED INCLUDE: STRUCTURE AND BE~VIOR OF INTER­
EST RATES, FLOW OF FUNDS ANALYSIS, OPERATION OF THE SECURIT Y MAR ­
KETS, PORTFOLIO POLICIES OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS, EF FEC T OF 
MONETARY AND FISCAL POLICIES ON THE FINANCIAL MARKETS, CAPTIAL 
MARKET THEORY, AND MEASUREMENT OF MARKET EFFICIENCY. 
PREREQUISITES : 
BPA 3301 PRINCIPLES OF FINANC.IAL MANAGEMENT, BPA HOI PRINCIPLES 
OF MACROECONOM I C S. 
FALL. 
STAFF. 
8PA8B5 

SECURITY ANALYSIS 

3 

THIS COURSE COVERS APPRAISING THE GROWTH TREN DS IN CORPORATIONS, 

INDUSTRIES, AND THE ECONOMT. STUDENTS ENG AGE IN IOENTlnlNG ~HE 

VALUATION CONSIDERATIONS, CONSIDERATIONS UN IQUE TO INOUSTRIAL, 

PUBLIC UTILITY SERVICE AND TRANSPORTATI ON COMPAN IE S AND IN SOL V­

ING CASE PROBLEMS INVOLVING EARNINGS DET ERMINAT ION, CAP ITA LIZ A­

TION RATES, SECURITY SELECTION, AND SECURITY EV ALUATION. 

PREREQUISITES: 

BPA]461 AND BPA4HO. 

SPRING/SUMMER, ODD YEARS. 

STAFF. 
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BPA835 0 
INVESTME NTS 
3 

STUDY OF T~E PR INCIPLES OF INvESTMENT IN SECURITIES WITH VARY ING 

OE~REES OF RISK AND RETURN. TOP ICS INCLUDE: INveSTMENT RISK, HIS­

TORICAL RIS -RETURN RELATJONSH IPS, VALUATION OF AlTERNATIVE f l­

NANCI~L INSTRUMENT S, TEC rlNI CAL ANALY SIS, PROCEDURES OF THE SE­

CU RITIES INDUS TRY, FORMU LA INVeST ING, TAX CONSIDERATIONS , INVESI ­

MENT COMPANIES , AND PERS ONAL INVE S TMENT POLICY. 

PR Ell. cQU I SI TES : 

BPA HOI, PRINCIPLES OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT & SPA 3~61, 

HATIST 1CS I. 

FALL, III 'HER . 

STAFF . 

BPABJ60 
ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

J 

EMPhAS IZES FXTERNAL ACCCUNTING RATHER THAN INTERNAL OR MANAGER IAL 

COVERS THE ANALYTICAL TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES OF FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, 

THE BASES WHICH UNDERLY THE PREPARATION OF FINANCIAL STA­

TS1 ENTS, THE DISTORTIONS TO WHICH INCOME DETERMINATION AND OF AS­

SET AND LIA81LITY MEASUREMENT ARE SUBJECT, ANO THE PROCESSES AND 

METHODOLOGY OF FINANCIAL STATEMENT ANALYSIS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

BPA nOI , PRINCIPLES OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, BPA 3151, INTERMED­

IATE ACCOUN TING I, • BPA 3152, INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING II. 

SPRING/SUMME R, EVEN YEARS. 

H AFF . 

BPA8 370 

fiNANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

3 

TH IS COURSE PRESENTS A DETAILED STUDY OF THE TOTAL FINANCIAL 

se CTOR OF THE ECONOMY FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF INOIVIDUAL FINAN­

CIAL INSTITUTIONS. POLICIES, PRACTICES, AND REGULATION OF COM­

MERC IAL BANKS, SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS, FINANCIAL COMPAN­

IES, INSUII.ANC E COMPANIES, INVESTMENT COMPANIES, RELEVANT GOVERN­

MENT AL AGE NCIES AND OTHERS ARE ANALYZED. 

PREREQU I SI TES : 

BPA 320 I ANO BPA 330 l. 

SPR ING/SUMM ER. 

ST AfF. 

BPA 8380 
ADv ANCED FINANCIAL MANAI8380 050~ 20113 
AN IN TE NSIVE STUDY OF THEORIES AND ANALYTICAL TOOLS WITH EMPHASIS 
ON THE IR APPLICATION TO THE SOLUTION OF VARIOUS FINANCIAL PROB­
LEMS <F ,BUSINESS FIRMS. THE COVERAGE INCLUDES WORKING CAPITAL 
MANAGEME NT, CAPITAL EXPENDITURE DECISIONS, ESTIMATION OF THE COST 
01' CAPITAL AND DIVIDEND POLICY DECISION. 
PR ER EQ U I SIT E S: 
BPA H62 AND BPA8301 . 
\lI NTER. 
ST AFF. 
BPA8~OO 
PROBLEMS IN ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 

STUDY GF OEVE OPME T OF ORGANIZATION THEORY AND CRITICAL EXAMINA­

TION <F ORGANIZATION THEORY AND ITS VALUE ' FOR EXPLAINING ORGAN­

IZAT ION CHANGE AND PHENOMENA. 

PREREQU IS I TES: 

BPA HOI OR BPA 5~OI. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

BUCKENMYER, STAFF. 

BPA8~O~ 
HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF MANAGEMENT THOUGHT 

3 

ST UDY AND ANALYSIS OF CLASSICAL MANAGEMENT THINKERS AND EVALUATE 

PRES ENT MANAGEMENT THOUGHTS AND PRACTICES. ALSO COVERED ARE THE 

THE ORETICAL AND SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS OF MANAGEMENT THEORY. STU­

DEN TS ARE EXPECTED TO READ AND CRITICALLY EVALUATE SEVERAL CON­

TRA STING THEORIES. 

PR ER EQUISITES: 

BPA 3~01 AND PERMISSION. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

BUCKENMYER. 

BPA8 ~2 0 

PROB LEMS IN PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 

3 

INCLUDES (I) EXPLORATION OF THE VARIOUS THEORIES OF PERSONALITY 

DEVELOPMENT AND MOTIVATION, (2) A STUDY OF FACTORS, BOTH INTERNAL 

~ND EXTERNAL TO THE ORGANIZATION AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON PERSON­

NEL PLANNING, AND 0) CURRENT ISSUES AND RESEARCH IN THE AREA OF 

PER SONNEL MANAGEMENT. THE INSTRUCTION METHODS CONSISTS OF LEC­

TUR ES, CASES, AND wRITTEN REPORTS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

BPA }~20, PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

KELL EY, BUCKENMYER, STAFF. 

BPA8425 

PROB LEMS IN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 

3 

DEAl S wiTH PROBLEMS ARISING FROM EMPLOYER··LABOR RELATIONSHIP, 
MANAGEME NT'S THEORY, THEORIES OF WORK, PROBLEMS IN ORGANIZATION, 
MANPOWER MANAGEMENT, AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS RESEARCH. 

PREREQU IS I TES: 

BPA 3~20, PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT OR BPA 8~ 00, PROBLEMS IN ORGANIZA­

T10NAl BE HA VIO R. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF . 

SPA8~~O 
PROBLEMS IN PRO OUC TION MANAGEMENT 

3 

INCL UDE S ANALY T ICAL MET HODS IN PRODUC TIO N, DESIGN OF PRODUCTION 

SYSTEM S, THE MAJO R ECONOM IC PROBLEMS OF PRODUCTION MANAGEMEN T, 

MAHie1 ATICAL PR OGR AMMING , STATISTICAL ANAL YSI S, INIIENTORY AIIIALY­

SIS, CE RTAINTY MODELS. 

PR EII. EQU I SIT ES: 

BPA 34~O, PRODUCT ION MANAGEMENT OR BPA 5~OI FOUNDATIONS MANACE­

MENT; SPA 34 02, STATISTI CS II. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRiNG/ SUMMER . 

HERZOG, TSOLAKI DES , STAFF . 

BPA8~ 61 

DESIGN OF I~DUSTRIAL RESEARCH 

3 

FOCUSES ON METHODS OF PLANNING AND ANALYZIN~ EXPERIMENTS , ESPE­

CIALLY IN AN INDUSTRIAL CONTEXT. FACTORIAL DESIGNS A ~D BLOCK DE­

SIGNS ARE EMPHASIZED. THE EXAMPLES USED ARISE IN INDUSTRIAL 

PRODUCT IONS . THE TECHNI~UES ARE APPLICABLE IN OT HER AR£AS OF 

vKGANIZATION ANALYSIS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

BPA3~62, STATISTICS FOR MANGEMENT 11011. PERMISSION. 

OFFERED BASEO UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF. 

BPA8~62 
SIMULATION MOOELS FOR BUSINESS 
3 
OEALS WITH THE USE OF COMPUTER MODELS TO ST UDY ORGANIZ AT IONS AND 
T~EIR PROBLEMS TO IDENTIFY APPROPRIATE POLIC IES. TOPICS I eL UDE 
RANDOM NUMOER GENERATION, MONTE CARLO ME THODS, SIMULATION OF 
QUEUES, INVE~TORY AND PRODUCTION PLANNING, CO RPORATE MODELS AND 
EVALUATION OF ALTERNATE POLICIES, I~DUS TR I Al DY NAMICS AND POLICY 
ANALYSIS, ANO lHE STUDY OF SIMULATION LA NG UAGE(S). 
PREREQU IS I TES: 
KNOWLEDGE OF ANY ONE COMPUTER PROGRAMMING LA NGUAGE , BPA }~62, 
STATISTICS II OR PERMISSION. 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
ISAAC, STAFF. 
BPA8~63 
MATRICES AND LINEAR ALGEBRA 
3 
INTRODUCES THE BASIC CONCEPTS OF LINEAR ALGEBRA AND MATRICES IN­
CLUDING VECTOR SPACES, LINEAR TRANSFORMAT IONS, SYST EfoIS OF EC;UA­
TIONS AND THE IR SOLUT IONS, AND APPLICATIONS TO BUSI NESS AND ECO­
NOMICS. 
PREREQU IS I TE S: 
BPA 3~62, STATISTICS II AND BPA 3~O~, CALCULUS FOR BUSINESS. 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
WELLS, STAFF. 
BPA8~6~ 
PROBAB I LI T Y 
3 

TREATS PROBABILITY FROM THE STANDPOINT OF SET ThEOR Y, THE AXIOMS 

OF PROBABILITY, THE COMMON DISTRIBUTIONS, RANDOM VARI ABLES, IN­

DEPENDENCE EXPECTATION, BAYES' THEORIES AND DECISI ON-MAK I NG UND ER 

RISK AND UNCERTAINTY. 

PREREQUISITES: 

BPA 3~61, STATISTICS I AND BPA 3~O~, CALCULUS FOR BUSI NES S. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF. 

BPA8~65 
FORECASTING TEC~NIQUES 
3 
IN THIS COURSE, MODERN FORECASTING METHODS I NCL UDING HORIZON TAL, 
TRENO, QUADRATIC, ADAPTIVE SMOOTHING, TRI GNOME TRIC, AND SEASONA L 
FORECASTING MODELS ARE EXAM!NED. OTHER TOPICS COVERED INGLUDCE 
ADAPTIVE CONTROL AND BOX-JENKINS MODELS, FORECAST ERRORS AND 
TRACKING SIGNALS, AND USES AND ABUSES OF FORECAST ING . 
PR EII. EQU I SIT E S: 
BPAH62 OR BPA5410. 
FALL. 
STAFF. 
BPA8~66 
APPLIED REGRESSION ANALYSIS 

3 

PROVIDES AN INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION, 

CORRELATION, AND THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE. THE EMPHASI S IS ON 

BUSINESS OATA ANALYSIS AND MODEL BUILOING WI TH eXTENSIVE COMPUTE R 

WORK EXPECTED. 

PREREQU ISITES: 

BPA3~62 OR BPA5~10. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF. 
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O PA8~68 
MANAGEMENT DECIS ION THEOR Y 
J 
10PltS INCL UDE PRO BA BI L ITY, E~PEt1ED VAL UE , ,AMPLIN~ , TR EE DIA ­
~~AIIS, i'IiIOR DISTR IBU TIONS , POSIE RI OR DISTRIBUTIONS, CfP ORTUNITY 
LOS" UT ILITY THEO RY, PROBLEMS INVOLVING BOTH DI SCRETE AND CON­
TINunus PROBILITv DISTRIBU T IO NS ARE ADDRESSED. 
PNERlIjU I SITES: 
IlPA l~6 1, STATISTICS FOR MANAG EM ENT I; BPA3'+04, CALCULUS fOR 
llUS I NESS OR PERMISSION Of INSTRUCT OR . 
OfFERED BASED UPON DEMAND . 
w E.~ l S , ST AFF. 
UPA 84 80 

-ROB LHIS IN MANAGEMENT I~FORMATION SYSTEMS 

I 
STUDI ES THE APPLICATION OF THE COMPUTER TO MANAGING TH E INFOR­

IUIR EME NTS AND SYSTEMS USE FOR THE INFORMATION STRUCTU RE AS A 

W I f MENTS AND SYSTEMS. USE FOR THE INFORMATION STRUCT URE AS A 

IAS I ~ FOR THE MOST EFFECTIVE UTILIZATION OF THE COMPUTER. 

~HF<£QUISITES: 

tlP ,\ 3402, INTRCDUCTION TO COMPUTER PROGRAMMING. 

UF,'ERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

;T AFF. 

HPAS'9S 
SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 

3 

INCLUDES AI'< EXPOSURE TO TECHNI~UES wHICH WOULD BE APPLICABLE TO 

THE OPERAT ION OF /'OST SMAll BUS INESS. 

OF FE REO BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF . 

I,PA8'9' 

;IBA MASTER'S THES I S 

'j 
Th E THESIS OPTION PROVIDES AN OPPORTUNITY FOR INTENSIVE STuDY OF 

A PR OB LEM CHOSEN BY THE STUDENT. A CANDIDATE WHO IS APPROVED FOR 

THE THESIS OPTION Will BE REQUIRED TO ORAllY DEFEND THE THESIS. 

Ti ll THESIS OPTION IS LIMITED TO OUTSTANDING STUDENTS WhO HAVE 

BE l N RECOMMENDED BY A MINIMUM OF TWO FACULTY IN ThE COl lEGE OF 

BU!". INESS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND APPROVED BY H .E DEA". 

STl DENTS II'<TERESTED II'< PURSUING THE DOCTORATE DEGREE IN BUSINESS 

SHOULD SELECT THE THESIS OPTION. 

~ ERE<;U I SITES: 

PERMISSION; LAST TRIM ESTER GF MBA STUDENT'S PROGRAM OF STUDY. 

FAll, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

STAFF . 

BPA8"98 

BUSINESS AND THE PUBLIC INTEREST 

I 
STUDENTS EXPLORE THE ROLE OF THE CORPORATION IN MODERN SOCIETY & 
' T5 RESPONSIBILITIES TO THE PUBLIC, GOVERNMENT, AND THE ECONOMIC 
WE LL-BEING OF THE NATION, INCLUDING ITS SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES. 
T~ lS COURSE SHOULD BE TAKEN DURING THE lAST TRIMESTER OF STU­
DeNT'S PROGRAM. 
OFFERED ~ASED UPON DEMAND. 

vUDD, BUCKENMYER, STAFF. 

BPAS499 

POLICIES AND STRATEGIES OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCE 

3 

A CAPSTONE COURSE OF THE GRADUATE BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION CURRI­

CUL UM. DESIGNED TO INTEGRATE THE VARIOUS OPERATING FUNCTIONS OF A 

BUS INESS. SHOwS THE BUSINESS AS A SYSTEM AND DEMONSTRATES THeSE 

S~ECIAl COORDINATING SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE WHICH ARE NECESSARY AT 

THE UPPER-LEVELS Of AN ORGANIZATION. uTILIZES CASE ANALYSIS AI'<D 

AS ,<lGNED READINGS. 

p~ l R EQ U I S liE S : 

l./,;T TRIMF.STER OF STUDENT'S PROGRAM. 

f~ll, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

JUDD, BUCKENMYER, STAFF . 

BPA8501 

PROBLEMS IN MARKETING MANAGEMENT 

) 
EMPHASIZES RECOGNITION AND ANALYSIS OF MARKETING PROBLEMS, GENER­

ATION AND EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS, AND DEVELOPMENT 

Of STRATEGIES AND PLANS OF ACTION FOR IMPLEMENTING CHOSEN SOlU-

T ION. 

PHEREQUISITES: 

BPA}SOI, PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

OI.SON. 

BPA8 , 20 

I NTE NATIONAL MARKETING 

3 

rXAM INES THE ROLE OF MARKETING IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND, PER­

hA PS , WO RLD PEACE AND UNDERSTANDING. COVERS SEVERAL CONTEMPORARY 

ISSUE S IN INTERNATIONAL MARKETING AMONG WHICH ARE THE FOllOwiNG : 

THE WO RLOWIDE IMPORTANCE OF INTERNATIONAL MARKETING, THE IMPACT 

MUL TINATIONAL ON THE WORLD ECONOMY, THE DIFFERENT WAYS OF 

EN Te RING INTER~TIONAl MARKETS, THE CULTURAL-POLITICAL ENVIRON­

Mt Nl OF INTER~TIONAL MARKETING, THE BASIC ELEMENTS UNDERLYING 

THE DEVELQPME T OF AND IWERNPtT IONAL MII RI<.ET I MI~ , THE FORMS OF 

~~GA~IZA T I ON USED IN INTERNA TIONAL MA RKE T ING, AND 1HE PRE SENT 

S T ATU~ lIND FUTURE OF CAREERS IN INTERNATIONAL "',6RKETING. 

PH REQU I '> I TtS: 

BPA 1150 I. PROBLEMS I N MARKEll NG MAt.AGEI'ENl'. 

FALL . 

SIoAABAN . 

BPA 8 OA 

~OR KShDP eN SECOND ARY ECONOM!C EDU CATION 

I 
THIS CCURSE IS DESIGNED FeR HIGH SChCOl CONS UMER EC CA TION AND 
ECO NOM IC EDUCATION TEACHERS. IT III Ll UPDATE TliE IR I)'ooLE.IlGf: IN 
KEY ARE AS OF ECONOMIC AND CC~S ME R EDUCATION, AND PR OVI DE THEM 
WITh INFORMATION ON THE LATEST INNOVATIGNS IN CUR R ICUl U~ OEVELOP­
~\ENT A"'D EVALUATI ON TE CH I~UES IN CO NSUMER EDUCATI ON AND ECONOMI C 
eD UCATION. ThiS COuRS E IS liMITED TG S C~OOl DISTRIC TS ThAT WORK 
lil lH THE GSU, OF FI CE OF ECONOMIC EDUCATION AS "DEEP " SCH OOLS. 
or fJ::RED BA SED UPON DEM AND. 
/-'O R TON . 
BPA 8 8 0 I 
SURVEY OF BUSINESS, CONSUMER, AND VOCATIGNAl EDUCATION 
) 
DESIGNED TO ACQUAINT STUDENTS WiTH THE MAJOR ISSUES IN SElEcr~o 

BUSINESS SUBJECTS, TH E OPINIONS OF CURR EN T BU S INESS EDUCATION 

lEADERS AND THE ISSuES AND TRE"OS IN GENERAL EDUCATI ON A~D 

SOCIETY IN RELATION TO BUSINESS SU BJECTS AND/OR THE BuS INES S 

EDUCATION CURRICUlU~'" 

FAll, EVEN YEARS . 

MCRTON. 

6PA8802 

RESEARCh IN eUSINESS EDuCATIC" 

3 

DcSI GNE IJ TO ENI'BlE SnDEI'<TS Te GAIN FP.MILIARITY IIiTti ' lET HOOS OF 

RESEARCH IN EDuCATIO'" FOR BL.S INESS. eXMllNA TION AND !:VAlUA1IO" OF 

SIGNIFICANT REseARCh STuDIES IN BUSINESS EC UCATION . 

WI "TER, EVEN YEARS. 

MaR TO"', PERR ITT. 

llPASSO) 

~,ETHODS OF TEAClllNG BUSINESS NON-SKill SuBJECTS 

) 
uES I~NED FOR FACiliTATING EFFECTIVE LEARNING SITUATIO NS IN Th E 

TEA!:HING OF BUSINESS NON-SKill SuBJECTS; PR OV IDING CP PORrUN IT Y 

FOR ANALYZING ThE ORIGINS, ELEMENTS AND PATT ER 5 OF CUR RICU LUM 

PLANS,AND INTEGRATING CO~,PONENTS GF I~STRUCTIONAL PROGRAM S. 

WINTER, ODD YEARS. ' 

MORTON, PERRITT. 
8PA88D" 

~,ETHODS OF TEAChiNG BuSINESS SKill SUBJECTS 

) 
DESIGNED TO ENI'BlE STUDENTS TO ANAlYZE,METHODS, ARRANGEM EN TS, AND 

TECHNIQUES OF CREATING, ADMINISTERING, AND FACILITATING Ef FECTI VE 

lEARNING SITUATIONS IN THE TEAChiNG CF BUSINESS SKILL SUBJECTS. 

PR E R EQ v I SITE S : 

PERMISSION. 

FALL, ODD YEARS. 

~"<ORTON. 
BPA8805 
SEMINAR IN BUSII'<ESS EDUCATION 

3 

ADVANCED STUDY OF CONCEPTS AND METHODOLOGY PERTIN NT TO SELeCTED 

ASPECTS Of BUSINESS EDUCATION. CuRRENT RESEARCH AND PRACTICES IN 

THE FIELD Will BE USED EXTENSIVELY. SEE SCHEDULE FOR SPECIAL 

TOPIC(S) OF SEMINAR. 

'PRING/SUMMER, ODD YEARS. 

MORTON, PERRITT. 

BPA8806 

SEMINAR IN OFFICE EDvCATION 

) 
ADVANCED STUDY OF CONCEPTS AND METHODCLOGY PERTINENT TO SELE CTED 
ASPECTS ()- OFFICE EDUCATION. CURRENT RESEARCH AND PRACTICES IN 
THE FIELD WILL BE USED EXTENSIVELY. SEE SCHEDULE FOR SPECIAL 
TOPIC(S) OF SEMINAR. 
OFF E~ED IN SPRING/SUMMER TERM BASED UPON DEMAND. 
/-'OR TO N, PERR ITT. 
BPA8808 
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF COOPERATIVE BUSI NESS EDUC ATI ON 
PROGRAMS 
) 
DEALS WITH DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING A TOTAL COOPERATIVE BUS I­

NtSS EDUCATION PROGRAM INCLUDING CURRICULA; VOCATIONAL EDUCATI ON 

lAWS; IDENTIFYING AND SECURING TRAINING SITES, PREPARING AN EF­

FECTIVE TRAINING PLAN; AND IMPlEHENTING EFFECTive PUBL IC RElA-

T IONS. 

SPRING/SUMMER, ODD YEARS. 

OONAlDSON. 

CBPA Course Descriptions 85 
BP A8 809 
I NNOVAT IVE METHODS IN BUSINESS EDUC ATION 
} 
E~PLORE5 CURREN T RESEARCH AND TEACHING PRACT I CES RELATING TO THE 

DEVELOPMENT AND CLA SSROOM USE OF I ND I VI DUALI ZED INSTRUCT I ON, 

LARGE-GROUP AND SMALL-GROUP ME THODS, AUDIO-VI SUAL TECHNI~UES , 

CAMES AND OTH ER ~DES OF INNOVATI VE INS TR UC TIO N IN BUS INESS ED ­

UCATI ON. ASSESSES THE VALUE AND RELEVANCE OF INNOVA TIVE METHODS 

IN BUS IN ESS EDUCATION . GUIDES ~IODULE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT 

(LAP S, SIMS, PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTIO~ AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIA LS , 

CAMES , TESTS, GROUP PROCESSES AND ACTIVITIES, ETC.) FOR ACT UAL 

CLASSR OOM USE. 

OFfERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

/'OIlTON. 

BPA8 810 

COORu lNATING TECHNIQUES OF COOPERATIVE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 

PROGRAMS 

} 
TH E COORDINATING TECHNIQUES OF COOPERATIVE VOCATIONAL EOUCATION 

PROGRAMS IS THE SECOND OF TWO COURSES REQUIREO FOR HIGH SCHOOL 

TEACHER-COORDINATORS TO BE CERTIFIED WITH THE ILLINOIS STATE 

VOC ATIONAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT. THE COURSE WILL COVER THE FOL­

LOW ING : 1) THE DEVELOPMENT OF PROGRAM POLICY; 2) FUNCTIONS WITH 

SCH OOL AND COMMUNITY PERSONNEL; }) RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION OF 

STUDENTS; ~) LOCATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF TRAINING STATIONS; S) 

~ LAC EMENT OF STUDENTS; 6) LEGAL CONSIOERATIONS AND RELATED IN­
STRUCT IONS. 

f'ALL , ODD YEARS. 

DONALDSON. 

BPA 8 90 I 

CONC EPTS AND ISSUES IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 

} 
THIS COURSE WILL SERVE AS THE INROQUCTORY SEMIN.. R IN THE STUDY OF 
PUBL I C POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION. IT IS DESIGNED TO DEVELOP AN 
APPRECI ATION FOR THE VOCABULARY OF THE FIELD, TO INCREASE THE 
~ TUOENT'S UNDERSTANDING OF PUBLIC AGENCIES, AND THE I R ROLE WITHIN 
THE AMERICAN DEMOCRATIC STRUCTURE, TO DEVELOP AN AWARENESS OF THE 
CuRE COURSES THAT FOLLOW IN THE GRADUATE PROGRAM , AND TO DEVELOP 
AN INCREASED AWARENESS AND UNDERSTANDING OF THE INDIVIDUAL ROLE 
WITHIN PUBLIC AGENCIES, INCLUDING BOTH OPERATIONAL .. NO ETHIC .. L 
ASPECTS . 
FALL , WINTER. 
COHEN . 
BPA8910 

SEMINAR IN AMERICAN INSTITUTIONS AND VALUES 

} 
THIS COLllSE EXAMINES NORMATIVE ISSUES AS THEY RELATE TO AMERICAN 

PUBLIC ADMIN IS TRAT ION. 

FALL, WINTER. 

GREEN, STOVER. 

BPA8920 

SEMINAR IN URBAN GOVERNMENT 

3 

THIS COURSE EXAMINES ADVANCED QUESTIONS ABOUT THE FUNCTIONING OF 

URBAN GOVERNMENTS IN AMERICA. 

FALL, SPRING/SUMMER . 

cULVER, GREEN. 

BPA89}0 

SEMINAR IN RESEARCH METHODS 

} 
INTRODUCES STUDENTS TO A VARIETY OF STANDARD RESEARCH METHODS, 

SUCH AS SURVEY RESEARCH. STUDENTS ARE ALSO TAUGHT HOW TO FORM RE­

SEARCH QUESTIONS, AND HOW TO BE CRITICAL CONSUMERS OF RESEARCH . 

FALL, SPRING/SUMMER. 

KOFELE-KALE, STOVER . 

BPA8 9~0 

SEMINAR IN PUBLIC ORGANIZATION THEORY 

} 
THIS LOURSE FXAMINES ADVANCED QUESTIONS ABOUT ORGANIZATION THEORY 

AS IT APPLIES TO GOVERNMENT AND THE THIRD SECTOR, HIGHLIGHTING 

THE DISTINCTIVE NATURE OF PUBLIC ORGANIZATIONS. 

WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER . 

~OHEN. 
BPA8960 

SEMINAR IN PUBLIC POLICY 

} 
THIS COURSE EXAMINES ADVANCED QUESTIONS ABOUT PUBLIC POLICY MAK­

ING IN AMERICA. 

FAL L, WINTER. 

COHEN, STOVER. 

BPA8970 

SEMINAR IN PUBLIC MANAGEMENT 

3 

THI S COURSE E~MINES ADVANCED QUESTIONS ABOUT MANAGEMENT IN GOV­

ERNMENT. 

WI NTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

COHEN, KOFELE-KALE. 

BPA8 991 
MASTER' S RESEARCH PAPER 
3 P/NC 
SERVICE STUDENTS WHO ARE WORK I NG ON THE IR MA 
RESEARCH ~ROJECTS. AOV~NCED STANDING AS A PuBLIC SERVI' E M~ 
STUDENT REGUIREO FO R REGISTRAT I ON. 
PREREI.;U I 5 IT ES: 
PERMISSI ON OF INSTRUCTOR . 
~ALL , WIN TER, SPRI NG/S UMME R. 
COH EN. 
86 CBPA Course Index 
College of 
Business and Public 
Administration 

Course Index 

ACCOUNT I~G A~D COMPUTER INTEGRATION BPA 513~ 
AC C OU~ rING FOR ADMI~ISTRATIVE CONTROL BPA BIOI 
ACCOUN TING FOR HEALTH SERVICE CRGANIZATIONS BPA BIIO 
ACC OU NTING FOR NON-PROFIT AND PUBLIC SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS 
8PA 5150 

ACCOUNTING INF ORMA TION SY5TE~S BPA 8120 

ACCOUNTING lHEORY ePA 3170 

ADMIN ISTRATIVE LAW BPA 5940 

ADVANCED ACCOUNTING BPA 4110 

ADVA 'C EO FINANCIAL MANAIB380 0504 20113 BPA 83BO 

ADVERTISING 8PA 4550 

AL GE BRA BPA 3403 

AME RICAN NATIONAL GOVERNMENT BPA 3902 

AMERICAN POLITICAL THCUGH T BPA 5950 

ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS BPA 8360 

ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS BPA 4375 

APPLIED FINA~CIAL ACCOUNTING BPA 8140 

APPLIED REGRESSION A~AL Y SIS BPA 8466 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES & T ER~INOLOGY USE IN CONTEMPORARY AMERICA 

BPA 3606 

AUDIT CONCEPTS AND STANDARDS BPA 4140 

AUDIT THEORY AND PHILOS OPHY ePA 8170 

BEH~VIORAL RESEARCH IN BUSINESS BPA 4422 

BUS INES S AND THE PU8L IC INTEREST BPA 849B 

BUS INESS COMMUNICATIO~ BPA 3703 

BUSINESS LAW I BPA 3125 

BUSI~ESS LAW II BPA 3126 

BUSINESS POLICY BPA 4499 

CALCULUS FOR BUSINESS BPA 3404 

CAPITALIZATI ON THEORY TECHNIOUES BPA 4608 

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING OPA 5425 

COMME RCIAL BANK /1ANAGEMENT BPA 8 310 

COMMUNICATIONS I BPA 3801 

COMMUNICATIONS II BPA 3&02 

COM PARATIVE ADMINISTRATION BPA 59 15 

COMPA RATIVE EC ONOMIC SYSTEMS BPA 4235 

COMPENSATI ON AND INCENTIVE SYSTEMS BPA 4423 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING: COBOL BPA 3482 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS BPA 4462 

CONCEPTS AND ISSUES IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION BPA 8901 

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: CIVIL LIBERTIES BPA 5909 

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS BPA 4940 

CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULING AND COST ESTIMATING BPA 3607 

CONSUMER BEHAVIOR BPA 3520 

CONSUMER ECONOMICS BPA 3210 

CONSUMER ECONOMICS FOR TEACHERS BPA 5205 

CONTEMPORARY ACCOUNTING ISSUES AND PROBLEMS BPA 5120 

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION BPA 4001 

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION BPA 8001 

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION BPA 3001 

COORDINATING TECHNlQUES OF COOPERATIVE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 

PROGRAMS BPA 8810 

COST ACCOUNTING I BPA 3131 

COST ACCOUNTING Il BPA 3132 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATION AND PROCESS BPA 4980 

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT BPA 5411 

DESIGN OF INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH BPA 8461 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT BPA 8215 

ECONOMICS FOR BUSINESS AND CONSUMER EDUCATORS BPA 5203 

ECONOMICS FOR TEACHERS BPA 5202 

ENERGY MANAGEMENT BPA 5440 

ESTATE PLANNING BPA 8320 

ESTATE PLANNING BPA 4365 

FIELD EXPERIENC E: BUSINESS EDUCATION BPA 4890 

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING BPA 3101 

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS BPA 8370 

FINANCIAL INSTITUTlONS BPA 4360 

FINANCIAL MARKETS BPA 8330 

FINANCIAL MARKETS BPA 4380 

FINANClAL REPORTING THEORY BPA 8130 

FORECASTING TECHNIQUES BPA 8465 

FORTRAN PROGRAMMING BPA 3481 

FO UNDA TIONS OF ACCOUNTING BPA 5101 

FOUNDATiONS OF COMPUTERS AND lNFORMATION SYSTEMS BPA 5420 

FOUNDATIONS OF ECONOMICS BPA 5201 

FOUNDATIONS OF MANAGEMENT BPA 5401 

FOUNDATIONS OF MANAGERIAL STATISTICS BPA 5410 

FUNOAMENTALS OF REAL ESTATE LENDING BPA 3603 

FUNDAMENTALS OF REAL ESTATE VALUATION BPA 3604 

GOVERNMENT AND THE PUBLIC BPA 5910 

GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTING, BUDGETING AND FINANCE BPA 4150 

HEALTH CARE: LEGAL ASPECTS BPA 5127 

HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF MANAGEMENT THOUGHT BPA 8404 

HISTORY OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT BPA 4240 

HISTORY OF LAW ENFORCEMENT TO 1789 BPA 5981 

HISTORY OF LAW ENFORCEMENT: 1789-1900 ~ BPA 5982 

HISTORY OF LAW ENFORCEMENT: CHICAGO AND SUBURBS BPA 5983 

HUMAN RELATIONS OF THE OFFlCE BPA 4701 

INDEPENDENT STUDY. BPA 4010 

INDEPENDENT STUDY. BPA 8010 

INDEPENDENT STUDY, BPA 4020 

INDEPENDENT·STUDY, BPA 8020 

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT BPA 5407 

INDUSTRIAL MARKETING BPA 5572 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL BPA 4463 

INNOVATIVE METHODS IN BUSINESS EDUCATION BPA 8809 

INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT: HEALTH ADMINISTRATION BPA 5406 

INSURANCE AND RISK MANAGEMENT BPA 4370 

INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING I BPA 3151 

INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING II BPA 3152 

INTERMEDIATE MACROECONOMICS BPA 4210 

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS BPA 4410 

INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS BPA 4230 

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT BPA 5430 

lNTERNATIONAL MARKETING BPA 8520 

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS BPA 4908 

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER PROGRAMMING BPA 3402 

INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT SCIENCES BPA 4460 

INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION BPA 390 I 

INVESTMENTS BPA 8350 

INVESTMENTS BPA 4390 

JOB DESIGN AND MEASUREMENT BPA 3442 

LABOR ECONOMICS BPA 8210 

LABOR RELATIONS BPA 4421 

LAW AND ORDER: CRIME IN THE STREETS BPA 5987 

LAW ENFORCEMENT ANO THE CONSTITUTION BPA 5984 

LAW ENFORCEMENT AND THE GHETTO BPA 5985 

LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF REAL ESTATE BPA 3602 

LIFt INSURANCE BPA 5340 

LINEAR PROGRAMMING FOR MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS BPA 4461 

LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL SYSTEMS BPA 4920 

MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES BPA 5402 

MANAGEMENT DECISION THEORY BPA 8468 

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS BPA 5412 

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR HOSPITALS BPA 5413 

MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING BPA 3102 

MANAGE~IAL ECONOMICS: THE ECONOMICS OF THE FIRM BPA 4220 

MARKETING FOR NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS BPA 5580 

MARKETING LOGISTICS AND DISTRIBUTION BPA 4540 

MARKETING MANAGEMENT: PRODUCT AND PRICE STRATEGIES BPA 4530 

MARKETING RESEARCH BPA 4560 

MASTER'S RESEARCH PAPER BPA 8991 

MATERIALS AND LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT BPA 4442 

MATRICES AND LINEAR ALGEBRA BPA 8463 

MBA MASTER'S THESIS BPA 8497 

MERCHANDISE BUYING BPA 5538 

METHODS OF TEACHING BASIC BUSINESS BPA 4852 

METHODS OF TEACHING BOOKKEEPING AND RELATED SUBJECTS BPA 4854 

METHODS OF TEACHING BUSINESS NON-SKILL SUBJECTS BPA 8803 

METHODS OF TEACHING BUSINESS SKILL SUBJECTS BPA 8804 

METHODS OF TEACHING OFFICE SKILL SUBJECTS BPA 4853 

MONETARY ECONOMICS BPA 8225 

MONEY AND BANKING BPA 3250 

MULTI-NATIONAL CORPORATIONS IN THE WORLD ECONOMY BPA 5932 

CBPA Course Index 87 
OFFICE ORGA~IZATION A~D MANAGEMENT BPA 310 1 
OFFICE SYSTEMS BPA ~ 7 02 
ORGANIZATION ~ND ADMINIST ATI ON OF COOPERATIVE BUS INES S ED UC ATION 
PROG RAMS BPA 8~08 
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR BPA 4400 
PAT TERNS I fORCeABLE ~~PE BPA 5986 
PER SONNEL MANACEMENT BPA 3~20 
PERS ONNE TRAINING AND MANAGEMENT DEV ELO PMEN T BPA ~42. 
POLitIES A~D STRATEG I ES OF ADM I NIS TRATIV E SCI ENC E BPA 8~99 
PO LITICAL eCONOMY Of GLOBAL IN EQUAL ITY BPA 5930 
PO LITICAL THEORY BPA ~ 97 0 
POLITICS A D ADM INI STRATION BPA 5911 
PO LITICS DF THE I L~INO IS STATE LEGISLATURE BPA 5912 
PO RTFOL IO MANAGEME T 9PA 5110 
PRACTItUM IN BUSINESS EDUC ATION BPA 4891 
PR INCIPLES ~ND P~OB EMS I N BUS INESS EDUCATION BPA ~851 
PRINC I PLES OF FINA NCIAL MANAGEMEN T BPA HOI 
PRJ"C I PL ES Of MACR OECO~O~II CS BPA 3202 
PR INCIPLES OF MANAGEM ENT BPA 3401 
PRINCIPLES OF MAR KETING BPA 3501 
PRINCIPL ES Of MI CROEC ONOMICS BPA 3201 
PR08ABILIT Y BPA 8 4 6~ 
PR OBLEMS IN COST ACCOUNTING BP~ 8160 
PROBLEMS IN FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT BPA 8301 
P 08LEMS IN IN DU STRIAL RELATIONS BPA 842~ 
PROBLEM S IN IN TERNA TI ONA L POLITICS I BP~ 5931 
PR OBLEMS IN MANAGEMENT I NFORMATION SYSTEMS BPA 8480 
PROBLEMS IN MANAGERIAL ECONOM ICS BPA 8201 
PROB LEMS IN MARKET ING MANAGEMEN T BPA 8501 
PROBLEMS IN ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR BPA 8~00 
PRO BLEMS IN PERS ONNEL MANAGEM EN T BPA 8~20 
PR OB LEMS IN PROD UCTION MANA GE MENT BPA 8~~0 
PR OBLEMS IN TAX ACCOUNTING BPA 8180 
PROD UCTION AND INVEN TORY CONT ROL SYSTEMS BPA ~~~3 
PRODUCTION MANAGEME NT BPA )~ 'O 
PRO DUCTION PROBLEMS AND ANALYSIS BPA 5416 
PROPERlY APPRA ISAL LABORATORY BP~ ~611 
PUB LIC FINANCE SPA 420 5 
PUBLIC PERSONNEL ADM I NIST RATI ON BPA 4930 
PUBLIC POLICY ANA~YStS BPA ~960 
PU BLIC SAfETY ADMIN IST RATION BP~ 5980 
REAL ESTATE INVES TME NT A N~ LYSIS BPA 4~09 
REAL ESTATE PRO PER TY MANAGEME NT BPA 4606 
RECORDS ADMINIS TRA TION BPA )702 
REPORT AND tECMN ICAL WR ITI NG BPA 3804 
RES~ARC" IN BUSINESS EDUCA TIO N BP~ 8802 
RETAIL LOCATION PLANN ING STRATEG Y BPA 55~2 
RETAILING OPERATIONS ANP MANAGEMENT BPA 5539 
RElA I LI NG POL IC IES BPA 5540 
RET AI LING STR ATE' IES AND STRUCTURES BPA 5537 
SALE S OR GANl l ATI ONS BPA 5570 
SALES TECHNI QUE S , REA L ESTATE BROKERAGE BPA 3605 
seCUR I TY ANA LYSI S 8PA 8335 
SELECl l ON AND PLACEME NT OF ER SONNEL BPA 4424 
S~MINAR IN ACC OUN TI NG BPA 8190 
SEMINAR IN AM ERICAN INSTIT UT IONS AND VALUES BPA 8910 
SEMINAR I~ BUSINESS EDUCA ION BPA 880~ 
SEMI M IN OFFIC E EDUCATI ON BPA 8806 
SEMINAR IN PRODUCTION AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT BPA 4445 
SEMINAR IN PUBLIC BUDGETING BPA 8220 
SEMINAR IN PUBLIC MA NAGEMENT BPA 8970 
SEMINAR IN PUBLIC OR GANIZATION THEORY BPA 8940 
SEMINAR IN PUBLIC POLICY BPA 8960 
SEMINAR IN RES EARCH METHOD S BPA 89)0 
SEHINAR IN URBAN GO VE RNMEN T BPA 8920 
S IMULA TIO N MODELS FOR BUSINESS BPA 8462 
SINGLE FAM ILY RESIDENTIA L APPRAISAL BPA 4607 
SMALL OUS INESS AD,'1INIST ~ " T ION BPA 4430 
SMA L BUSINESS MANAGE~EN T BPA 8495 
S TATI STICAL DATA PROC ESS ING FOR BUSINESS BPA 5~09 
STAT IS TICS FOR MANAGEMENT I BPA 3~61 
5T~ T ISTICS FOR MA NA GEMENT II BPA 3~62 
SUBURBAN POLICY ISSUES BPA 5921 
SUPE~VI SI ON BPA ~~25 
SUPREME COUR T IN AMERICAN POLITICS BPA 5914 
SURVEY OF BUS INESS , CONSUMER, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION BPA 8801 
SURVEY Of THE ~EAL ESTATE INDUSTRY BPA 1601 
SYSTEM ANA LYSIS BPA 1~85 
TAx ACCOUN TING I BPA 4121 

lAX ACCOuNTIN G II BPA 4122 

THI RD WORLD IN PERSPECTIVE: AN INTERDISCIPLINARY SURVEY 

BPA 59JJ 
TR~DE-Of F S: AN ECONOMICS COURSE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS 

BPA 520~ 

u.S . AND ILLINOIS ELE CTIONS BPA 591) 

URBAN ECONQM IC DEVE LOPMEN T BPA ~61 0 

URBAN FUTURES BPA 5920 

WOR SHOP ON SEC ONDARY ECONOMIC EDUCATION BPA 880A 
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College of 
Arts and Sciences 
Programs: 
Fine and Performing Arts 
Intercu Itu ral Studjes 
Language and Literature 
Media Communications 
Science 
Science Teaching 
Social Sciences 
The College of Arts and Sciences offers courses in language, 
literature, history, political science, international studies, 
photography, women's studies, film, rad io and television, 
journalism, urban planning, human ecology, ethnic stud ies, 
science education, and environmental science. A unique 
featu re of the College of Arts and Sciences, distinguishing it 
from traditional liberal arts and sciences colleges, is its em­
phasis on career preparation as well as liberal education . 
Dedicated to cultural enrichment and community service, 
the College sponsors jazz, electronic, symphonic, and 
choral concerts, plays, media productions, and 
photographic and visual arts exhibits. Workshops and sym­
posia in third world studies, race, language and culture fur­
ther enrich the intellectual life of the University and com­
munity. 
Certification 
State certification has been awarded to the English Educa­
tion Program in the Humanities/Social Sciences Division 
and to the Science Teaching Program in the Science Divi­
sion. 
fi ne and Performing 
Arts Program 
Majors and Options: 
Music (B.A. & M.A.) 
Music Education (U. & G.) 
M usic Theory/ Composition (U. & G.) 
Visual Arts (B.A. & M.A.) 
On the assumption that most of the students choosing the 
Fine and Performing Arts are committed to expressing their 
perception of the universe in some art form, it is felt that 
they must know their universe from a wide set of perspec­
tives. The Fine and Performing Arts Program therefore, is 
committed to curricula which fulfill that need; at the same 
ti me, the program enables students to acquire the necessary 
skills in a discipline of their choice. Thus, Fine and Perform­
ing Arts provides a program which stimultaneously broad­
ens the student's perspectives and develops skill-oriented 
com petencies. 
Music Major The primary focus of the music curricu lum is 
the investigation of 20th Century Music both popular and 
oncert. Su h a focu does not e elude music before 1900; 
the foundat ion laid in the first two years of music study pro­
vides an adequate pre-1900s background enabling the stu­
dent to move logically into an investigation of 20th Century 
Music. Where students are found lacking in this back­
ground, they are counseled into remedial noncredit 
courses, independent study, and/or first .and second year 
courses offered by other institutions. 
With the understanding that the students will be practicing 
musicians in both the 20th and 21th centu ries, needing 
varied musical experiences to function as knowledgeable 
musicians, the courses offered present all musica l develop­
ments equally. Therefore, the development of Blues is given 
the same scholarly treatment as the development of erial 
composition techniques. Since the degree of comprehen­
sion of any music is directly related to the amou nt of per­
sonal involvement, performing groups are conti nually 
engaged in the performance of 20th Century Music. Courses 
are offered in theory, performance, history and li terature, 
and methods. 
Options offered in the major are Music Education and 
Theory/Composition . 
PROGRAM: FINE AND PERFORMIN G ARTS 

MAJ OR: MUSIC 

OP T IO~ : MUSIC EDUCA,ION 

LEVEL: BACHELOR OF ARTS 

APMISSIO~ INFDRMATION: 
A STUDENT MUST : I) HAV E ACQUIR ED AN ASS OCIA T ~S OEGREE OR AT 
LEAS T 60 SEMESTER HOURS OF CREDIT \oIITH AN OVERALL " e" OR BETTER 
GPA FROM A REGIONALLY ACCREDI TED COLL EGE OR UNI VERSI '; I) BE 
IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOO L ATT ENDE D; 3) HAVE ~WO YEARS 
OF UNDERGRADUAT~ COURSE\oIORK IN EACH OF THE FOLLOWING AREA S: 
M~S IC T ~ ORY (12- 16 SH) . PRIVATE STUD Y ( 4-8 SM ) . AND ENSEMBLE 
PERFORMANC E (4- 8 SH) ; 4 ) HAVE ONE YEA R O~ UNDERGRADUATE 
C O~RSt\olOR~ I N MuSlC HIS TORY ( 6- 8 SH) AND P IANO (2 -4 SH); 4) 
COM PL ETE AND PASS \oII TH A GRADE OF C+ A MOSIC THEORY 
PRDFICIENCY EX M\JNATION PRI OR TO FIRST REGIS TRAT ION . STUDE.NTS 
NOT MEE TING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITIO N FOR ADMI SSION: 
THR OUGH THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS . 
PE GRE E REQUIR EM ENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 124 CR EOIT HOURS OF 
\oIHICH AT LEAS T 64 HOURS MUS T BE AT THE UPPER DIVI S ION LEVEL (~9 
HOURS REQUIRED + 15 HOURS ELECTED); 2) ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 3) ACQU IRE THE 
RE QUISITE COLLEGIAL COMPETENCIES; 4) EARN AT LEAS T 14 CRED I T 
HOURS AT GSU. A STUDENT MAY SUBS TITuTE ACHl eVEHENT OF 
COMPETENCIE S BY ALTERNA TE METH ODS UPON APPROVAL OF ADV I SOR AND 
UPON INCLUS ION IN THE STUDENT'S AP PROVED STUDY PLAN . 
RE QUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION : ( 36 HOURS) 
APPLIED MUSIC CAS5760 F \01 S 3 II HR S. 
MATERIALS OF MUSIC I: KEYBOARD CAS3270 F I HRS. 
MATERIALS OF MUSIC I: I NTRO CAS5 95 1 F 2 HRS . 
MAT OF MU SIC I : AR T OF MUS NOT CASS952 F 2 HRS . 
MUSIC HISTO RY: 18TH & 19T H CNT CASH65 F 2 HRS. 
AFRO -AME RI CAN MUSlt CAH06 0 F 3 HRS . 
HIS TOR Y OF JAZ Z CA55889 \01 4 HR S . 
20Th CEN TUR Y MUSI~ I CASGD90 F 2 HR S. 
MAT OF MUSIC II: 2UTH CENT TEC CA55961 W 3 HRS. 
TEACHING ELEMENTARY MOSIC I I CAS60} 1 f 2 HRS. 
L~ G PROC:CHILOR f N • ADOLESCT5 CAS&SSO F 2,3 HRS. 
SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUC C"'S7S4 0 F 3 HRS. 
STUDENT TCHNGIOBSERV... ·TN MUSIC CASTIl70 F 00 00 I HRS. 
ST uOE NT TEACHING: MUS IC CAS7871 F W 5 HRS. 
• • 
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ARtAS--UPPoR DIv ISI ON: 13 HOURS ) 	 REQUIREM EN·S. ALL 5 UDENTS WILL BE ADMITTED CONDITIONALLY 
PE NDI NG PASS ING A MUS IC r HEORY PROFICIENCY EXAMINATION PRIOR 
:::;,tLcl: AT "tAS' • HO UR S FROM AMONG : TO HE FIRST REGISTRA ION . THIS EXAMI ~ATION 15 USED FOR PLACE­
~Sv CON "EMPURA~Y ENSE MBLE CASS 711 F W 2 aN HRS. MENT IN iHEOltY COURSES. S'UDENTS NOT MEET I NG ADMISSION 

ul"Vt K,1 : Y S INGtl! ~ CASS79S F W 2 IIH tlRS. RE Qu iREMENTS MAl PE·lrl O~ FOR ADMI SSION ~HROUGH " HE OFf i CE OF 

~ YM P t< U"IC BANO CI\ SS 8 79 F W 21tH = HRS. AOM I SSION S. 

~S\) t HOK ALt CASS 880 F W 2 U I; HRS. 

JAZ Z t N,t. MbLE CASS920 F W 2 ::I( HR S. 

~EGREE It QUIREMEN TS: 

S~L tL- AT LtAS - 3 h URS FROM AMONG: A STUDENT MUST: 1) ACQUIRE A MINI ~ U M OF ~ I GRAOUA ·~ 'RED I" 

l HlI~"L "IIRAN IN CASS800 HRS. HOUR S (37 HOURS REQUIRED + 4 HOURS ELEC7EO) ; ? ) ACQU I E "~E
MA- uf MUSI C I I : ORC HESTRA-ION CASS962 W 	 HRS . COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR ,HIS DE GR EE ; 3) AC QU IRE ·HE 
Req UISITE COLLEGIAL COMPETENCIES ; 4) COMPLE E A GRAOUA ' E, 
S ~L tl~ A~ t A,T ~ HOURS FROM AMONG: PR~uEC I 5) EAR N AT LEA ST 24 GRADUAT E CRE DI1 MOURS AT GSU . A 
'HO~AL M~ HS & ' U"DU TING CASS780 w 4 HRS. STUDENT MAY SU eS TI TuTE ACHIEVEMEN· OF COMPE-ENe I ES b Y AL"~RNA·E 
VOCA L L I T~I!A~U R ~ CASS798 3 HRS. METHODS UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPO INCLl'SION IN - HE 
INSTRUMtN-AL CO OUC:ING CASS900 3 HRS. STUDENT'S APPRovED S:UDY PLAN. 
SP PROa I N Tt HG INSTR:'L MUSIC CAS6010 2 HRS. 

REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: 30 HOURS)

f t.CT I ~ t lO~RSt S--UPPER DIVISION: IS HOURS) 

A~PL1EJ) MUSIC CAB76 0 HRS . 

' Tu~tN"' MAY tL t'- ~ORl MUSIC EDUCA-ION HOURS FROM AMONG: MATERIALS OF MuSIC I: INTRO CASS 951 hitS . 

F IAI. PoOM,uG Y CASS 7S6 F 2 HRS. MAT OF MUSIC I: AR: OF MUS NO, CAS 59 5 2 HitS . 

~LEC MUSIC IN CLASSROOM WKSP CAS6040 2,3 HRS. BLACK COMP DS EAS C..saa ~ 2 HRS . 

All MA"'lS FOR TEACHER EDUC CAS60S0 2 HRS. 20TH CENTU RY MUSIC II CA S6Q 9! W HRS . 

20TH CEN:URY MuSIC II I CAS60 92 .. "itS.

tLE CT 2 HUURS FROM AR, COURSES MAT OF MUSIC II: 20TH CENT :EC CAS596! W HRS . 
OFf~ R LD WI-nIN -HE FINE & PER­ COUNTERPOIN:/FORM CAS5840 HRS . 
FORM I N~ ART, PROGRAM. SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUC CAS7540 ++ HRS . 
GRAD RESEARCH SEMINAR: MUSIC CAS8 300 3 H S. 
oL EC" 2 HOURS FROM THEATRE LEARNING PROCESSES: ADV TOPICS CASg 0 5 0 ++ 	 HRS . LOURS LS bFc cRED wiTHIN THE 	 MASTERS PROuEC' CA59900 4 HRS . 
FI ~E & PERFORMING AR-S PRGGRAM 
Rt:QU I RoD AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 

t L~C ' II hUU S FROM COURSES 

bF~~ EO -hRO U~ H OU- THE UNIVER­ SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 

,ITY ( EXC~U~ I VE OF COURSES IN GSU CO"TEMPORARY E"SEMBLE "CAS5771 w 3 U HRS . 
~h l FJ~l ~ P tRFOR~;lhG ARTS U,,"IVERSITY SINGERS CAs5795 W 3 0 HRS . 
P l. Gk 1'0) . SYMPHONIC BAND CAS5879 3- • = HRS . 
GSU CHORALE CAs5880 w 3 H~S . 
uAZZ ENSEMBLE CAS5920 w 3 U HRS . 
TRA SFt R CREQ I---LO~ER DIVISION: (60 HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 4 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a CHORAL MTHS i CONDuCTING CAS57S0 w ~ HRS. 
SP PROB IN TCHG INSTRT'L MUSIC CAS60 10 2 	 HRS .Bachelor of Arts in Fine and Performing Arts 
vO AL ~EUAGGGY CA SS 002 1 	 HRS .with a major in Music is 124 hours ADVANCED CONDUC,ING CASS04! l HitS . 
NT tlS ): ELECTivE COURSES--GRADUA,E LEVEL: HOURS) 

, . , h iS (GURSL 15 OFFERED FOR I CREDIT HOUR; STUDENTS MUST 
 STuDENTS MAY ELECT ADDITIONAL MUSIC EDUCA'ION COURS ESe NROll FOR ""REE -RIMESTERS, TWO OF WHICH MUST BE CONSECU­

- IVt. ~USIC S'UDEN-S ARE STRONGLY ENCOURAGED '0 ENROLL IN 
 FI(OM AMONG:
"HIS COURSE EACH TRIMESTER UN-IL COMPLETING DEGREE PIANO PEDAGOGY CAS5756 2 	 HRS. R t ~U I ~tMtN'S. vOCAL LITERATuRE CAS5798 3 HR S . 
TEACHING ELEMENTARY MUSIC II CAS603! 2 tiR S . 
ELEC MUSIC IN r.LASSROOM WKSP CAS6040 2.3 MRS .
'HtSt COvRSES ARE OFFERED FOR I CREDIT HOUR EACH; STUDENTS 
uAZZ MAT'LS FOR TEACHER EDUC CASG050 2 	 HRS . nn 	 MvS T tNRUll FOR A' lEAST 4 CR HRS, TWO CR HRS OF WHICrl MUST 

~t IN CO~SECu'IVE TRIMES:ERS IN THE SAME COURSE. MUSIC 2 HOURS FROM ART
ELECT 	 COURSESS-UOtN"S ARE STRONGLY ENCOURAGED TO ENROLL IN ONE OF THESE OFFERED WITHIN THE FINE. PER­COURStS tACH 'RIMES-ER UN-I l COMPLETING DEGREE REQUIREMENTS. FORMING ARTS PROGRAM. 
ELECT 2 HOURS FROM 'HEATRESTUOEN-S MAY "TE 5 - Ou-" TG PROVE PROF I C I ENC YIN -HE SE COURSES OFFERED wiTHIN THEARtAS. THe TOTAL NUMeER OF CREDIT HOURS MAY BE REDUCED BY UP FINE. PERFDRMI"G ARTS PROGRAMTO S CREDI: HOU~S FOR S-UDENTS SUCCESSFULLY DEMONSTRATING 

P~OFICIE,,"CY, 

Minimum total number of credit hours required for a RtQulRtD OF ALL INSTRUMENTAL STUDENTS. Bachelor of Arts in Fine and Performing Arts 

with a major in Music is 41 hours 

= FAl" FO 0 FAll ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 

~ u wi NTER 000 YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 

,,"OTE,S):, ~ ,P R IN~"SUMME R ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
SI NU" SCHtDvLLU OD ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETtNCY COURSE0 0 	 THIS COURSE 15 OFFERED EACH TRIMESTER FOR 1 CUDI" HOU R; 
STUllENTS MUST tNROLl FOR AT lEAST TWO CONS EC U"IVE T E R ~. S. 
MUSIC STUDENTS ARE S,RONGlY ENCOURAGED TO ENROLL IN - HIS 
COURSE EACH TRIMESTER UNTil DLGREE REQUIRcM t N- S A~~ ME ". 
~" 	 THESE COURSES ARE OFF ER ED EACH tRI ME5"ER FOR I l~EOI - HOUR; 
STvOEN:S MUS: ENROLL FOR AT lEAS T ~ WO CON SECU-IV E ~ER~~ I ~ 
THE SAME COURSE. ~,USIC S:UDEW 5 ARE ENCOURAGE D ' 0 eNROLL 
IN ONE OF THESE COURSES EACH -R IMES TER UN- IL DEGR _E ~EQU I R E ­
MENTS ARE MET. 
STUDENTS MAY "TEST OU," '0 PROV E PROF t CIE'ICT IN - HES E 
PROGRAM: FINE AND PtRFURMING ARTS AREAS. ALL GRADUA,E STUDEN TS M~S' HAV E OEMONS-RA -ED COM­
MAuOR : MUSIC PEToNCY IN THESE AREAS BEFORE BE ING AOM I- ' ED · 0 CANDIOAt y 
IN 	 THE PROGRAM; GRADUATE STUDEN-S NEE DI NG ADDITI NA l SKIL L up:ro~ : MuSIC cOUCA~IO~ DEVELOPMENT IN THESE AREAS WILL BE REQU I RED '0 ' ~Kf NEED ED 
MATERIALS OF MUSIC I COURSES IN ADDI - ION "0 "HE MI N I ~U RE ­
AOM ISSION J~FORMATJON: 
L c"' f: ~; MASTt.R OF ARTS 
QUIREMENTS. 

A S"UDEN- ~.UST: I) HAVE ACQUIUD A BACCALAUREATE DEG'REE FROM 

A RcGI UI~ALLY ACCREDI-ED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSIH; 2) HAVE AN UN­

Dt~GRAuUATt GPA OF 3,0 ON A 4.0 SCALE FOR ALL COURSEWORK IN 
 ++ 	 THESE COURSES FULFIL THE COLLEGIAL COMPE- ENCY REQUI RfME N-S . 
- "c MAJ OR; 3) BE IN GO DO STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED; 

~ ) COMPl . ~ A PERFORMA"CE AUDITION AND RECEIVE A QUALITY 
 REQUIRED OF ALL INSTRUMENTAL STUDENTS WHO DID NO- HA VE 
AT I N~ OF "6" OR BETTER FROM THE MUSIC AUDITION COMMITTEE SYMPHONIC BAND AS UNDERGRADUATES. 
lNO - f: THIS AUDITION IS USED rO DETERMINE PLACEMENT IN 

P t RfO R~Nt< GROUPS), S-UDENTS NOT MEETING ABOVE CRITERIA MAY 
 = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE. FALL EV EN YEARS W 0 WIN : ER 
8l AOMIT TEU CONDITIONALLY PENDING COMPLETION OF ANY WU wINT eR OllD YEARS wE = WIN H R Ev EN y ~ARS 5 ~ SPR I 'G- 5i;MMER 
~~F I C l lNtI ES DURING THE FIRST TRIMESTER OF ENROLLMENT. THIS SO SPRI NG -SUMME R ODD YEAR S Sf = SPRIN'-SUMME~ EVE YE4 S 
ADO I TIUNAL COURSEWORK WILL Nor APPLY TOWARD DEGREE 55 = NOT SC HEDULED 00 = ON DEM AN D +; MUL -I - COMPE " ENC , tOUR SE 
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PROGRAM: FINE AND PERFORMlr, AR~S .... 5TUOE ~ TS MAY "T ES" OUT " TO PR OVE PROF I CI ENCY I I'< "HESf' AREAS 
MAJOR : ,",uS I c: AND NAY SUB STIT uTt: t LECTlvES EQ UAL IN CREDIT HOURS "0 "HE 
~ p ION : MUS IC THEOR Y A~O ~OMPOSITIO~ ~~t:AS OF PROFICIE~tY . 
L~~~L : BACHEL OR OF ARTS 
ADMIS S ION I~FORMATION: 
A SiUD~N T MUST: I) HAVE AC QUIRED A~ ASSOC IA TES DEGRE E OR A~ 
LEAST 60 SE~;ESTER HOURS OF CREDI T WI"H AN OVE RAL L " C" OR IiE"" ER 
= FALL FO = FALL DUD Y lA~S Fl = FAL L [ vlN Yt ARS W ' WIN "ERGPA FROM A REGIONALLY AC CREDITED COLLE GE OR UNIVER S I , Y; 	 l ) BE 
wU ~I N T ER ODD YEARS INL _ W I ~-LR lvt~ 'lARS S = SPR ING-S UMMERIN GOOD STANDIN~ A" THE LAST SCHOOL AT TENDE D; 3) HAV E TWO YEARS SO ~PR ING-S~hMER ~OD Y~ARS 5. = SPR IN'-SUMML tVfN Y~ARSLF 	 U t; u£: R ~RAi)UATl COURSEWORK IN EACH OF Tri t FOLL OWlriG ARf AS: 55 NO T S C H E ~ULE D DO = ON DE A~ D • = MUL - I - COMPE-LNtY COURSEMU ~l t T~EORY (12-IG SH), PRIVATE STUDY (4-8 SH), AND ENSEMaL E 

PERf ORMANCE l4-8 SH); 4) HAVE ON~ YEAR OF U~D ERCRADUATE 

COURS£:WORK IN MUSIC HISTORY (6-8 SH) AND PIANO (2-4 SH); 4) 

COMPL ETE A~D PASS WITH A GRADE OF C. A MUSIC THEORY 

PROFICIENCY EXAMINATIO~ PRIOR "0 FIRST REGISTRATION. STUDENTS 

NOT MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION 

THROUGH THE OFFIC£: OF ADMISSIONS . 

~ESR Et R[QUIREME~"S: 
A STUDE~T MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 122 CRE DI T HOURS OF 
WHICH AT LEAS T G2 HUURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION LEVEL 
l46 HOURS R£:QUIREO 16 HOU RS ELE CT ED); 2) ACQUIRE THE 
COMPE ToNCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 3) ACQUIRE THE PRO(,RAM : FINE ANO PE~F O~MING AR" S 
REQUISITE COLL£:GIAL COMPETENCIES; 4) EAR~ AT LEAST 24 CREDIT MAJOR : Mu SI C 
HOURS AT GSU. A STUDENT MAY SUBSTI TUT E ACHIEVEMENT OF OP T ION: MUSIC THtORY A~D COMPOSI"I ON 
COMPE TENCIES BY ALTERNATE ME THODS UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND LEVEL: MASTER OF AR TS 
UPON INCLUSIU~ IN THE STUD£:NT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN . 
AuMISSION I~ F O RMATION : 
E~ UI R ED COURSES-TUPPER DIVISION : 32 HOURS) A STUDEN T MUS T: 1) HAVE ACQ ul ~ c!) A ~AC C ~LAUR.A " E DEGREe '-ROM 
A REGIONALLY ACCREDIT tD C OL L EG~ OR U N I V ER~ I TY ; 2) HAVE AN UN­
APPLIED MUSIC CASS760 F w S 3 ~ HRS . DERGRADUAT E GPA OF }. O ON A 4 .0 SCAL o FOR ALL C OUR~f .OR~ I 
MA TERIALS OF MuSI C I : KEY&OARD CAS32 70 F I ···· HRS. ~HE MAJO R; 3) 8E IN GOOD STAN DING A- -H ~ LAS' >" .OOL ATTo.NU~U; 
MA TERIALS OF MUSIC I : I~TRO CASS9S1 F 2 .• .• HRS. 4 ) COMPLE TE A PER fO RM ANC E AuDIT ION A N ~ ~ftE I VE A QUAL!" 
MAT OF MUSIC I: AR T OF MUS NO " CASS9S2 2 HRS . RA TING OF '· B'· OR BE TTE R FROM ~ H E MU SI C Au DI " ION COM ... ,'·EE 
MUSIC HIST ORY: 18TH & 19 TH CNT CAS32 6 S HRS. (NOTE: THIS AUDI TIO N I S USE D "0 DE- CR MI E fLAtUlEN" IN 
AFRO-AMERICAN MUSI C CASSOGO HRS. PERFORM ANCE GR OUPS ) . STUDEN TS NO" ,~ E t TI N(' A\l OVe CRI Tt.RI A MAY 
HIST()RY OF JAZi. CASS889 W HR S. BE ADMl n EO CONDIT IONAL LY P E ND I .~G COMPL Err ON OF ANY 
20 TH CENTURY MUSIC I CAS6090 HRS. DEFICIENCIES DURING THE FIRST T R .,~ E S T E R OF ENR OL LMEN T. THIS 
COMPOSI T I O~ / tLEC T R O NI C MUSI C I CASS80 9 HRS. ADDITIONAL COUR S E~O RK WI LL NO" APPLY ' a WARD OE& EC 
MAT OF MUSIC II : 20 TH CEN T TEC CASS961 IN HRS. REQUIREMENTS. ALL STu DEWS WIL L ~ E AD ,~ I" ED CO NDITI ONAUY 
EL ECTRO~IC MuSIC I I PENDING PASSING A MUSI C ~ H EO RY PRUFI CI ENC Y t XAHINAT10N ~RIORCAS78S0 W HRS. 
~OMPOSIT ION II CASse21 ~ HRS. TO THE FIRST RE~ISTRATI O N . THI S EXAMI NATI ON 15 USe D FOR PLAC~" 
MENT IN THEORY COUR SES. S· UUE N" S NOT M~ t TI N · AOMI,SION 
Ht,U IRED AREAS--UPP ER DIVISION : 14 HOURS) REQUIREMENTS MAY PETITION FGR AD MISSI ON TH~OU~H " HE OFFICE OF 
ADMISSIONS. 
5ELECT AT LEAST 4 HOURS FROM AMONG : II 
GSU CO~TEMPORARY E~SEMBLE 	 CASS711 .. 2 1M HRS. 

CASS7 9S W 2 Ii HRS.
UNIV£:RSITY SINGERS DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
S ",PHON I C BAND CASS879 .. 2U = HRS . A STUDENT MUST: 1) ACQUIRE A MINI,~UM OF 4 2 GRAD UA- E CRIODI T 
GSU CHORALE W 1M HOURS (33 HOURS REQUIRE!) + 9 HOUR S ELl CTE D) ; 2) EAR · A" LEAS­CASS880 2 HRS. 
JAZZ E~SEM~LE 	 1/ 24 GRADUATE CREDIT HOuR S AT ~ S U ; 3) AC QUI RE -HL COMPETENC IE5CASS920 	 HRS.2 *' SPECIFIED FOR THI S OEGREE; 4) COMPLE"E /, GRA DUA'. ~R O J (T ; " 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: ACQUIRE THE REQUISITE COLL EGI AL COMPE " t NCI ES . A STvOEN~ MAY 
CHORAL ARRANGING SUBSTITUTE ACHIEV EMENT OF COMPE Ttfol CIES BY ALTt RNAT L l1ETriODSCASS800 	 HRS. 
MAT OF MUSIC II: ORCHESTRATION CASS962 HRS. UPON APPROVAL OF ADVI SOR AND UPON I NC LU SI ON I N T~~ STUDEN"S 
APPROVED STUDY PLAN . 
~ E L ECT AT LEAST 7 HOURS FROM AMO~G : 
CASS7S0 "CHORAL MTHS & CONDUC"ING HRS . REQUIRED COURSES--GRA OU ATE LEVEL: 30 HOUR S) 

vOCAL LITERATURt ':ASS7 98 HRS . 

CASS900
INSTRUMENTAL CO~DUCTING HRS. 	 APPLIED MUSIC LAS57 ~O IN 2 ; HRS . 
MATERIALS OF MUSIC I : INT RO CAss ~5 1 ~ .. .. rlRS . ELECTIVE COURSES-TUPPER DIVISION: ( 16 HOURS) 	 NO~MA T OF MUSI C I: AR "!' Of MU S CASS 9 S2 HRS . 
BLACK COMPOSERS CAsa0 4 2 11115 .STUDENTS MAY ELE CT AD OITI ONAL MUSI C THEORY / COMPOSITION 20TH CENTURY MUSIC II CAS609 1 w MRS . 
20 TH CENTURY MUSI C III CAS6 092 W 2 HRS . COUR~ES FROM AMONG: MAT OF MUSI C II : 20 TH CtN' ""fEe 	 CA S596 1 w 3 HRS . 
PIA~O PEDAGO GY 	 CASS7S6 HR S. COMPOSITI ON/ ELEC TRON IC MUSI C I 	 CA S580 9 4 fiRS.SCORING FOR FILM TV 	 CASS970 HRS. COMPOSI T ION II CAS 582 1 w 3 hitS . 
CO UN TERPOIN T/ FORM LAS5 840 4 HlIS . ELECT 2 HOURS FROM ART COURSE S GRAD RESEARCH SEMINAR: MU S IC 	 CAS8 300 W l tjRS . OFFERtD WITHIN THE FINE & PER­ MAS TERS PROJEC T 	 CAS9900 W 4 HilS .FORMING AR TS PROGRAM . 

REQUIRED AREAS--GRA DUAT " LEVE L: liOURS )
~LEC T 2 HOURS FROM THEA TRE 

COURSES OFFERED WI THIN THE 
 SELEC T AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: ! . FINE & PERFORMING AR TS PROGRAM ,. GS U CONTEMPORARY ENSeM BLE CASS7 1i w l HRS . 
UNIVcRSITy SINGERS CAS5795 \01 3 II HRS .ELECT 12 HOURS FR OM COvRSES SYMPHONIC BAND 	 LAS5879 W H. HRS.OFFERtD THROUGHOU T THE UNI VER­	 = GSU CHORALE 	 CA S5 880 W 3 ,. HRS .SITY (EXCLUSIVE OF CO URSES IN JAZZ ENSEMBLE 	 CA S5920 W 3 ,I HRS .THE FINE & PERFORMING AR TS 
PRO~RAM). ELECTIVE COURSES--GRADUAT" LEV EL: HUUR S) 
STUDENTS MAY ELECT AODITIONAL MUSIC THEORY/ CO MP OS ITI ON TRANSF~R CREDIT--LOWER DIVISIO~ : ( 60 HCURS ) 
COURSES FROM AMONG: 
PIANO PEDAGOGY CAS57 56 2 HRS . 
CHORAL ARRANGING CAS5800 5 HRS . 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Bachelor of Arts in Fine and Performing Arats MAT OF MUSIC II: ORCHESTRATION 	 CAS 59 6 2 3 H S . 
with a major in Music is 122 hours 	 SCORING FOR FILM & TV CASS9 70 2 HRS . 
STUDIO RECORDING TECHNIQUES CAS 78S 1 1- 4 RS . 
ELECT 2 HOURS FROM ART COURSES 
ThIS COURSE IS OFFERED FOR 1 CREDIT HOUR; STUDENTS MUST OFFERED WITHIN THE FINE & PER­

E~ROLL FOR THREE TRIMESTERS, TWO OF WHICH MUST BE CONSECU­ FORMING ARTS PROGRAM. 

TIVE. MUSIC STUDENTS ARE STRONGLY ENCOURAGED TO ENROLL IN 

THIS COURSE EACH TRIMESTER UNTIL COMPLETING DEGREE ELECT 2 HOURS FROM THEATRc 

ReqUIREMENTS. COURSES OFFERED WITHIN THE 

FINE & PERFORMING ARTS PROGRAM 
•• 	THESE COURSES ARE OFFERED FOR I CREDIT HOU~ EACH; STUDENTS ELECT S HOURS FROM COUR SES 

MUST ENROLL FOR AT LEAS T 4 CR HRS, TWO CR HRS OF WHICH MUST OFFERED THROUGH OU T THE UNI VE R­

BE IN CO~SECUTIVE TRIMESTERS IN THE SAME COURSE . MUSIC SITY (EXCLUSIVE OF co u RSES I N 

STUDENTS ARE STRONGLY ENCOURAGED TO ENROLL IN ONE OF THESE THE FINE & PERFORMI NG AR TS 

COURSES EACH TRIMESTER UNTIL COMPLETING DEGREE REQUIREMENTS. PROGRAM). 
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REQU IRED COURSE S-TUP PER DIVIS ION: HOUR S) 
Minimum total number of cred it hours required for a 
Master of Arts in Fine and Performing Arts 
with a major in Music is 42 hours RE 
NON-~SIERN ART SEMINAR; .... 
WESTERN ART 5EMI~AR : 
UIREu AREAS--UPPER DIVISION: 
(A55592 F 
CAS5S9) W 
34 HOURS) 
HRS . 
HR S . 
,,"OTE(S ): STUDI O AND PHOTO GRAPHY ST UDEN TS SELE CT AT LEAST HOURS 
" 
TH IS COURSE IS OFFERED EACH TRIMESTER FOR 1 CRE DIT HO UR; 
STUU~ ·S MUST ENROLL FOR AT LEAST TWO CONSECUTIVE TERMS . 
~S IC STUDENTS ARE STRONGLY ENCOURAGED TO ENRO LL IN THIS 
COURSE EACH TRIMESTER UNTIL DEGREE REQUIREMENTS ARE MET. 
THESE COURSES ARE OFFERED EACH TRIMESTER FOR 1 CREDIT HOUR; 
STUDENTS MUST ONROLL FOR AT LEAST TWO CO~SECUTIVE TERMS IN 
THE SAME COURSE. MUSIC STUDENTS ARE ENCOURAGED TO ENROLL 
IN ONE OF THESE COURSES EACH TRIMESTER UNTIL DEGREE REQUIRE­
MU,TS ARE MET. 
FROM ANY THREE OF THE FOLLOWING FOUR 
PAIN lNG/DRAWING COURSES: 
PAl r iNG: DEvELOPMENT OF THEME 
INT MD PTG & DRWG COMPOSITION 
PAINTING COMPOSITION 
ADVANCED PAINTING & DRAWING 
PAINTING & DRAWING COMPOSITION 
PAINTING: SPECIAL PROBLEMS 
AREAS: ~I 
CAS5609 
CASS61H FO 
CAS5671 F 
CASS700% 
CASS701% 
CAS5871 
WE 
WO 
SE 
SO 
2-~ 
2 -4 
2-3 
1-3 
2-3 
2-4 
HR S. 
HRS . 
HRS . 
tjR5 . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
>r UDtNTS "IAY ,. TEST OUT " TO PROVE PROFICIENCY IN THESE 
AREAS. ALL GRAD UATE STUDENTS MUST HAVE DEMONSTRATED COM­
PETENCY IN THESE AREAS BEFORE BEING ADMITTED TO CANDIDACY 
IN THE PROGRAM; GRADUATE ScUDENTS NEEDING ADDJ'IONAL SKILL 
DEVELU PMENT IN THESE AREAS ~ILL BE REQUIRED TO TAKE NEEDED 
MATeRIALS OF MUSIC I COURSES IN ADDITION TO THE MINIMUM RE­
QUIREM EN"'S. 
PRINTMAKING/DESIGN COURSES: 
PRINTMAKING: ADV PRTMKG PROC'S 
ADV PRTMKG I: WOODCUT TECH B&W 
ADV PR.TMKG II: COLOR REDUCE WD 
PRINTMAKING : ADVANCED STUDIO 
ADV PRNTMKG:SERIGRPHY/LITHOGRP 
ADV MATERIALS & PRESENTN ~KSP 
SCULPTURE COURSES: 
CAS5460 
CAS5462 
CASS463 
CASS464 
CAS SOO 
CAS515l\ 
W 
W S 
S 
SE 
3-4 
2,3 
2 , 3 
2 
3- 4 
1,2 
HRS. 
HRS. 
MRS . 
HRS . 
HR S. 
HR S. 
REQUIR ED OF ALL INSTRUMENTAL STUDENTS WHO DID NOT HAVE 
CONCERT dAND AS UNDERGRADUATES. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO WIN TE R ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRI N. -SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
55 = NOT SCHE DULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
SCULPTURE: METAL I 
SCULPTuRE: ADV METAL WKSP II 
SCULPTURE: 3-0 WOOD 
SCULPTURE: ART METAL 
SCULPTURE: ADV FIGURE MODELING 
ADV MATERIALS & PRESENTN WKSP 
SCULPTURE: CERAMICS 
SCULPTURE: FIBER, CLAY, METAL 
CAS5580 
CAS5581 
CAS5720 
CAS5721 
CAS5725 
CASS7Sit 
CA 55 860 
CA S5861% 
F 
F 
FO 
F 
WE 
W 
W 
SE 
SE 
S 
2 
2-4 
2-4 
2-3 
3 
1,2 
3 
2 
HRS. 
ttR S. 
fiRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS . 
PHOTOGRAPHY COURSES: 
PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES 
ADVANCED PHOTO TECHNIQUES 
PHOTOGRAPHIC PORTFOLIO 
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIVALENCE STDS 
PHOTO : COLOR WORKSHOP I 
PHOTO : COLOR WORKSHOP II 
PHOTO ABSTR & NON-SILVER TECH 
PHOTOGRAPHIC THEORY 
CAS314S 
CAS31S0 
CASS410 
CASS413 
CAS5430 
CAS5433 
CAS54~1 
CAS78~0 
F 
FO 
W 
W 
WE 
3 
3 
2-3 
2-3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HR S. 
HRS. 
COMPARTlvE ARTS STUDENTS SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM 
EACH OF THE FOLLOWING TWO AREAS: 
Visual Arts Major The Visual Arts major at Governors State 
University is based upon a definition of art as "skill and 
technique" and "intellectual activity." Studio courses in 
sculpture, painting, design, printmaking, drawing, ceramics, 
and photography provide instruction for skill and technique 
enabling the student to become a mature artist in command 
of materials and ideas, capable of expressing an individual 
view. Classes in art history treat art objects as historical 
documents related in subject, style, technique, and material 
to other works of art and interpret their content and purpose 
in light of the attitudes and circumstances in which the ob­
jects are created. Students may select courses that focus on 
studio, photography, or comparative arts. 
COURSES:SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM WESTERN 
ART OF AFRO-AMERICANS 
ART HISTORY 
CASS070% 
CAS5079% 
CAS5084% 
CAS508S\ FE 
CAS5086\ 00 
SO 2- 3 
ARTFORMS 
AMERICAN ART: FOLK TRADITIONS 
MODERN ART: GREAT ARTISTS 
WOMEN ARTISTS 
ART SINCE 1945 
20TH CENTURY ART & ARCHITECTUR 
PHOTO HISTORY 
W 
SE 
CAS5594% WE 
CAS5612% 55 55 55 
CAS68sn F 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM NON-WESTERN ART HISTORY 
COURSES : 
ART OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC 
PRE-COLUMBIAN ART OF MESO-AMER 
ART OF FIRST AMERICANS (AM IN) 
ART OF WEST AFRICA 
ART OF CENTRAL AFRICA 
PRE-COLUMBIAN ART OF SOUTH AM 
ART AND SOCIETY 
CAS5081' SO 
CAS531 0\ F 
CAS531 a SE 
CAS5312% F 
CASS313\ W 
CAS5314% W 
CAS5590% F 
STUDIO AND PHOTOGRAPHY STUDENTS SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS 
3 
2-3 
2-4 
3 
2-4 
2-4 
3 
2-3 
2-4 
2-4 
2- 3 
2-3 
2-3 
2-3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
FROM DESIGN COURSES: U 
PROGRAM: FINE AND PERFORMING ARTS 
MAJOR: VISUAL ARTS 
LEVEL: BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMA TION: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) 'rAVE ACQUIRE!) AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS OF CREDIT WITH AN OVERALL "CO OR 
BETTER GPA FROM A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; 
2) BE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED; 3) MEET 
SPECIFIC ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS WHICH VARY DEPENDING UPON THE 
STUDENT'S FOCUS: STUDIO--HAVE 18-24 SEMESTER HOURS WITH AT 
LEAST 8-9 HOURS IN ART HISTORY AND 10-16 HOURS IN STUDIO 
COURSES INCLUDING DRAWING I AND II, DESIGN I AND II, AND 
STUDIO ELECTIVES; PHOTOGRAPHY--HAVE 6 SEMESTER HO URS OF 
BEGINNING AND INTERMEDIATE PHOTOGRAPHY; COMPARATIVE ARTS-­
HAVE 8-9 SEMESTER HOURS OF ART HISTORY AND 9-18 HOURS IN 
HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES. STUDENTS NOT MEETING 
ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE 
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
SCULPTURE: 3-D DESIGN IN FABR 
INT.DESIGN I: DRWG GRAPHIC IMP 
AOV DSGN PRIN II: 2-D DSGN 
SCULPTURE: FIBER, CLAY, METAL 
CAS5631 S 
CAS5110 00 OD 00 
CAS5131 OD 
CAS5861% F 
STUDIO AND PHOTOGRAPHY STUDENTS SELECT AT LEAST HOURS 
FROM DRAWING COURSES: II 
LIFE STUDY: DRAWING 
INTMD PTG & DRWG COMPOSITION 
ADVANCED PAINTING & DRAWING 
PAINTING & DRAWING COMPOSITION 
ADv DRAWING: LIFE STDY-ABST/EX 
CAS5560 FE 
CAS5613\ FO 
CAS5100\ WE 
CAS5 10 1\ WO 
CAS5102 FO 
COMPARATIVE ARTS STUDENTS SELECT AT LEAST 12 HOURS FROM 
AMONG MUSIC, THEATRE AND LITERATURE WITH AT LEAST ONE 
2-4 
2. 
2 
2 
2-4 
2-4 
2-3 
2- 3 
2-4 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: 1) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CREDIT HOURS OF 
WHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION LEVEL; 
2) EARN A MINIMUM OF 24 CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; 3) ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE . A STUDENT MAY 
SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETF.NCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS 
UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S 
APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
COURSE IN EACH AREA. 
MUSIC COURSES: 
MUSIC HISTORY: 18TH 19TH 
AFRO-AMERICAN MUSIC 
HISTORY OF JAZZ 
20TH CENTURY MUSIC I 
20TH CENTURY MUSIC II 
20TH CENTURY MUSIC III 
CNT CAS3265 
C45S 06 0 
CASs88 9 
CAs6 090 
CAS60 91 
CAs60 92 
W 
W 
W 
2 
2-3 
2-4 
2 
2 
2 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
!iRS. 
HRS . 
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THEATRE COU RSES: 	 PROGRAM: FINE AND PERFORMING ARTS 
SU RVE Y OF WESTER~ ~RAMA I CASr.2 91 WE 2 ,4 HRS . MAJO R: VIS UAL ARTS 

SURVEY OF WESTE~N DRAM A II CAS6292 ~O 2 , 4 HilS . LEVEL : Mi\S TER OF AR TS 

THEATRE HT5TOR Y I CAS6JOO ~ HRS . 

THEAiRE HISTO Y II CASr.)ID w ) HRS . 

LI TERATURE CO UR SES : ADMI~SION I NFORMATION: 
AMfR ICAN LI TERATURE CASHlU HRS . A STUDE NT MUST: j) HAVE ACQ UI RE D A BACCALAUREATE DEGf\H WI H, 
AMER IC AN LITERATURE II ~AsJ7~e W HRS . A MAJtI~ j N V I SUAL A 5 OR ONE OF -Ht. HUMAN I r I ES F~OM ,\ 
SURv ENG LIT I: BEOWULF- 19 T H C~SJ )& 0 OD 00 ()() HRS . REI"oIONAL LY ACCREOITEO tOL LEGE OR UNIVERSPY; 2) BE I N 1, 0 41" 
SURVEY OF ENGLISH LIT. II CASli5 1 OD 0 0 OD HR S. STANDING AT THE LAS SCN OOL ATTENDED; 3 ) HEE~ ;PEC l f i' 
BLACK LITERATURE I CA SS t 20 0 0 00 HRS. ADMISSION REQ UI REMENT, W~I CH VAR~ OEPENOING UPO~ THt ;TU DENT, c 
BLAC( LITERATURE II CA SS nu w HRS. FOUl S: ST uD I O--SUPP LY A POR TFOLI O OF 10-12 OIl.AWI N G~ AND 
BIB LE AS LIT IN SOCIAL CONTEXT C AS6~ 41 HRS. PH OTOGRAPHS OR SL IDES OF ADV AN CED "OIlK; PHOToc.RA~ HY- -HAVc 
THE SHORT STORY CA S5755 HRS. COMPLETED 12 HOU RS OF UPPER DIVISI ON UOERGRADUA~~ COURSES IN 
SHAKESPEARE I: HIST & COMEDIES CAS6770 OD OD OD HRS. PHOTOGRAPHIC 'ECH~IQUE AND :HEORY OF PHO~OGRAPH ~( pRUC ESSES; 
19TH CENTURY AMERICAN WRITERS CAS7442 S HRS. 	 ART HIS TO RY--HAV E COMP LET ED 15 HOU~S OF ART H I S~ORY OR ',AVf 
COMPLETED DEFIC IENCIES WITHIN THE FIRS' YE AR OF ENROlLMEN~ 
SELECT AT LEAST 4 HOURS FROM AMONG: AND 4) SUBMIT A PROPOSAL OUTLINING ACADEMIC GO AL S Wl r H 
ART OF AFRO-AMERICANS CAS507 0 SO 2-3 HRS. SUPPORTING RATIONALE AND PLAN OF STUDY. STUOEN~5 Nor ~EE TI NG 
ARTFORMS CAS5079 ' W 3 HRS. ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSIO~ THR<Hlr... - "F 
AMERICAN ART: FOLK TRADITIONS CAS5084 '1 SE 2-3 HRS. OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 

MODERN ART: GREAT ARTISTS CAS508 > FE 2-4 HRS. 

WOMEN ARTISTS CAS508 1:. ~ 00 3 HRS. 

ART SINCE 1945 CAS559 4 ~ WE 2-4 HR S. DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 

20TH CENTURY ART & ARCHITECTUR CAS56?? $$ $$ $$ 2 -4 HRS. A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 33 GRADUATE ~R r." I T 

PHOTO HISTORY CAS6852', F 3 ,iRS. HOURS (25 HOURS REQUI ED AND 8 HOURS ELECTE D); 2) "A~N I 

MINIMUM OF 24 GRAilUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; 3) A CQtJJ~L TIll 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AOMNG: COMPETENCIES SPECIFIEO FOR THIS DEGREE; AND 4) COMP\..fT~ f , 
ART OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC CAS5081 t SO 2-3 HRS. GRADUATE THESIS OR PROJECT. A ST UDEN- MAY SUBb" ITUT 
PRE - COLUMBIAN ART OF MESO-AMER cAS5310 ~ F 2-4 HRS. ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCI~S BY AL,ERNATE METHODS UPO N ApPPOV ~1 
ART OF FIRST AMERICANS (AM IN) CAS5311' . SE 2-4 HRS. OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STU DE NT 'S APp~aVE J S-U 
ART OF WES T AFRICA CAS531 21 f 2-3 HRS. PLAN. 
ART OF Ce NTRAL AFRICA CAS531 H W 2-3 HRS. 
PRE-COLUkB IAN ART OF SOUTH AM CAS5314 'i W 2-3 HRS. 
ART AND SOCIETY CAS559 0 2-3 HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DiViSION: 21 HOURS) RtQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 
STUDIO AND PHOTOGRAPHY STUDENTS: MAS TERS PROJeCT CAS9900 W 

ELECT 6 HOURS FROM STUDIO AND 

P ~O T UGRAPHY COURSES OFFERED REQU I RED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: 23 HOURS)

WITH IN THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND 

SCl tON(;j05 . 	 SELECT AT LEAST 14 HOURS FROM ONE OF THE FOLLOWING FIVE 
COMPARATIVE ARTS STUDENTS: AREAS--PAJ NT I NG} PR I N'TMAK I NG, SCULPTURe., PHOTOGRAPHY, OR 
ELECT 6 HOURS FROM MUSIC, 
THEATRE AND LITERATURE COURSES ART HISTORY: 
OFFERED WITHIN THE COLLEGE OF 
ARTS AND SCIENCES. PAIN,ING/ ORAw I NG : 
LIFE STUDY: DR AWING CAS5550% FE 7-'t r-1R '; . 
ELE e , 2 HOUR S f ROM MUS I( PAIN nNG: OEVEL OPMENT OF THEME CAS5609 SE ? _If tiR '-) 
COU RS ES OFFE RE D WITHIN THE 	 INTMD PT~ g ORWG COMPOSITION CAS5613 FO HR" .,-4 L 
FIN E ' PERFO RMI NG ARTS PROGRAM 	 COMPOS ITION r!~ "'-\ .PAINT ING CAS5671 F ~ - 1 

ADVAN CED PAIN I NG • DRAWING CAS5700% WE 2-5 !i RS. 

ELECT 2 HOURS FROM TH EA TRE PAINT ING & D~AW ING COMPOSITION CAS5701 lo t) 2-1 'iRS. 
CO URS ES OFFERED WITHI N THE ADV DI!.AW ING: L I FE STDY-ABST/EX CA SH 0 2\ FO 2- 'I HQ li . FIN E g PERFORMING ART S PR OGRAM PAl NT ING : SPECI AL PROBLEMS C~SSS 71 SO 2-', HfiI: ..... . 

PAINTI NG; AN A~A L YTICAL APPR CH CASSeSe FE 2-\ HRS. 

ELECT II HOURS FROM COURSES PAINT ING : ANAL ~S IS , COMPOSI T. CASBD70 WE 2- $ HRS. 

OFFER ED TH ROUGHOUT THE UNIVER­ GRAD UAT E PAINTI NG COMPO SITI ON CAS8IDO WO 2- 3 HR ~':' • 
SITY OR THE CO LLEGE OF ARTS 

AND SCIENC ES (EXCLUSIVE OF PRINTMAKING / DES IGN : 

COURS ES IN THIS MAJOR.) 
 PRIN TMAKING : AOV PRT MKG PR OC' S CAH~6D 1-'1 rl ~ . 
ADV PllTMKt; I : WOODCUT TECH B&w CAS5462 2, I . HR , . 
ADV PRTJoI(G II: CO LOR REDUCE WD CAS5463 W 2, 1 rlRS.TRANSFER CREDIT--LOWER DIVISION: (50 HOURS) PRIN MAKI~G. AD VANCED STUDIO CAS5464 W S 1 HRS. 
ADV PRNT~G ; SER IGRPHY/LITHOGRP CAS5500 5 3 -4 HPS . 
DESIG N: GRAD DSG N: TWO DMNSNL CAS8120% SE 1- ~ ItP .) . 
PRINT I'1~KI NG: GRA DUATE INTAGLIO CAS8130 W 2 , '' HR • . Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Bachelor of Arts in Fine and Performing arts with a SCULPTUR E: 
major in Visual Arts is 120 hours SCULP TURE: MET AL I CAS5580 2 HR ~j . 
SC\l LP TU~E; AOV METAL WKSP II CAS5581 WE 2 - 4 HRS. 
SCUL..PTUAE : 3-D DESIGN IN FABR CAS5631 2-1j lJ \:t . 
NOTE(S): SCU LPTURE: 3-D WOOD CAS S720 FO 2- 4 ~i .KS . 
SCIJL.PTURI;: ART METAL CAS S72 1 W 2-\ 'iR S . 
1ft 	 THE MINIMUM NUMBER OF CRE DIT HOUR S REQUIRED IN STUDIO AND SCUL.P ....URE : AOv F I GURE MODELING CAS572 5 SE J HR:i. 
PHO TOG RAPHY COURSES I S )0 . STUDE NTS I N THESE A~EAS· MU ST SCUL..PTURE : CERAMIC S CAS5860 W S ~ HR'i. 
4CQ UI RE THESE 30 CRE DIT HOURS BY COMPL ETIN~ A MINIMUM Of : SCULPTURE: FIBER, CL AY, ~'ETAL CAS5861 1 HRS. 
4 CRED IT HOURS IN ANY THREE (3) OF HE FOLLOWING FOU R ( 4 ) SCU LP I: GRAO SEMI~AR j-D DSGN CAS8010% $$ 2 rlR S. 

AREAS--PAINTING, PRINTMAKING, SCULP URE ~NOfOR PHOTOC APH Y; SCUL PTURE : }-D OES I ON II I CAS8011 WO 5 HRS. 

5 HOURS SELECTED FROM DRAWING COUR SES ; 6 HOUR S 5EL~CTED SCULP TURE: GRADUATE STUD IO CAS8191 W 2-~ HRS. 

FROM DESIGN COURSES; 6 HOU RS ELECTEO FROM 

S,UDIO/PHOTOGRAPHY COURSES. PHOTOGRAPHY : 

PHOTOGR~pl1rC PORTFOLIO CA55 4 10 2-1 HRS. 
~ CREDIT HOURS EA RNEO FOR ~OUR SES L IS TED AS SEL ECT IVE 5 MORE PHOTOGRAPH /C E.QUIVALENCE HilS CAS,54 !} W 2-l HRS. 
PH(no : THAN ONCE I N A CURR I CULUM MAY NOT SE USED TO SAT ISFY TH E COLOR WORI(SHOP I CASS~ 30 l HRS. 
REQ UI REMENT S OF MORE THAN oNE COMPETENC Y. PHO 0 ; COLOR \/ORK5HOP I I CAS5 4 33 HRS. 
PHOTO ABSTR S NON-SILVER TEeM C~S5~4 1 FO HRS. 
PHOTOGRAPH I C S~RIES • SEQUENCE CASS 5 13 I1RS. 
f = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = f ALL EVEN YEARS W = W I ~TER AR HIS,Olll:WO : WINTER 000 YEARS WE = WI NTER EVEN YEARS S = ~~RIN~SUMMER 

SO =SPRI~G-SUMMER 0 00 YEA RS Sf = SPR!N~- SUMMER EVEN YEARS ART OF CASSO l n 1-3 HRS.
AFRO-AMERIC ANS SO 
$S ~ NOT SCHEDULE D OD = ON D MA NO • = MULTI-COMPET ENCY COURSE THE CAsS08 1t HRS.~RT OF SOU~ ~AClfIC SO 2-} 
AH ER ICAN ART : FOLK TRADI nONS CA55D.l! 4 ~ SE 1- 3 HRS. 
MODE RN AN GREAT AR TISTS CAS5 08st FE 1-4 HR'~ . 
WOMEN ARTI S"'S CAS508H 00 l HR S . 
PRE- COLUMBIAN ART OF MESO-AMER CASS 31 o ~ F 1- 4 HRS. 
ART Of F IRS T AMERICAN~ CAM IN) CAS5J1 1% SE 2' _1, HRS. 
ART OF ~E5T AFRICA CAS5H a F 2-; IIRS. 
ART Of CENTRAL AFRIC A CAS5H3t II 2-} HRS. 
PRE-COLUMBIAN ART OF SOUTH AM CI\55314 \ W 2-3 HRS. 
AR T SINCE 1~45 CAS5594\ li E 2-4 HRS. 
2D TH CENTURY ART , ARCI1ITECTUR CAS5672' S5 S5 s ~ 2- 4 liP'>. 
PHOTO HISTORY 	 CAS68Sa F 1 " PS. 
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S?UO£N TS NEEDING AODITIONAl DEVELOPME - OF ORA I G S~ILL S fLEe IVE COURSES--GR ADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 
MAT Be REQUI~ED TO COMP LETE ONE OR MO~E OF THE FOLLOWING ElECT 2 HOURS FROM MUSIC 
COURSES OFFERED wiTHIN THE 
DRAwiNG COURSES: ; FINE' PERFORMtN AR,S ?ROGRAM 
LifE S UOY: DRA ~I NG CA SSS60'!. FE 2_1, HRS . _LEe 2 HOURS FR OM THEAT~E 

ADVANCED P ~ INT ING , DRAW ING CA S5 700\ WE 2-3 HRS. COURSE S OFFERE D WI HIN THE 

AOV DR AWING: LI fE STDY-ABST/EX CAS570n FO 2 - 4 r1R F INE & PE FORM I NG AR TS PROG RAM 

,T UDtNTS NEED ING ADDITIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN DESIGN SKILLS 	 ELECT" HOURS FROM CO URses OF­
FERED FOR GRADUA TE CIIEP IT 
MAY BE REQU IRED TO COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING DESIGN COU RSE TH ROUG HOUT THE UNIVERS ITY (EX­
CLUSIVE OF COURSES IN THE 
(UP THE EQUIVALENT): • PROGRAM) TO FULFIL COLLEGIAL 
JESIG~ : GRAD DSGN: TWO DMN5NL CAS8120\ SE 2-3 HRS. COMPETENCIES. 
SEL~CT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
ART OF AFRG-AMtRICANS CAS5070'!. SO 2-3 HRS. 
AR TF ORMS CAS5079 3 HRS. 
AMER ICAN ART: FOLK TRADITIONS CAS508"'!. SE 2-3 HRS. Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
MODER N ART: GREAT ARTISTS CAS5085\ Ft:: 2-" HRS. Master of Arts in Fine and Performing Ans with a)tOM N ARTISTS 	 CASS086% 00 3 HRS. 
HRS . 	 major in Visual Ans is 33 hoursART SINCE 19'" CAS559'" WE 2-" 

2Q -H CENTURY ART' ARCHITECTUR CAS5672l, $$ $$ $$ HRS. 

PHO TO HISTORY CA~685n F 
2-"3 HRS. 

NOTt::(S): 

PHO TOGRAPHIC CRITICISM CAS5"'2 

SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
S 2 HRS. 
ALL STUDIO GRADUATE STUDENTS MUST HAVE DE MON S RATE DNUN- WESTERN ART SEMINAR: .... CAS,,92 2-3 HRS. COMPETENCY IN DRAWiNG AND OESIGN BEF ORE BEING ADM I TTE D TOWES TERN ART SEMINAR: CAS,,93 W 2-3 HRS. CANDIDACY IN THE PROGRAM; GRADUA Te STUDENTS NEED ING$$ 2 HRS .SC ULP 1: GRAO SEMINAR 3-D DSGN CAS8010% ADDITIONAL SKILL DEVELOPMENT IN THt E AREA S w l ~L SfCONT EMPORARY ISSUES: ... CAS8030 W S 2 HRS. 
HRS. REQUIRED TO TAKE DRAWI~G AND OESIGN COU RSES IN ADDI TI ON TO GRAD UATE SEMINAR: PAINTING CAS8220 00 2 THE MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS.GRAD SEMINAR: PRINTMAKING CAS8250 S 2 HRS . 

GRADUATE SEMINAR IN PHOTOGRAPH CAS8530 W 2 HRS . 
 \ 	 CREDIT HOURS EARNED FOR COURSES LISTED AS SELECTIVES MORE 
THAN ONCE IN A CURRICULUM MAY NO, st:: USED TO SATISFY THE SELECT AT LEAST 5 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
ART OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC CAS5081'!. 2-3so HRS. REQUIREMENTS OF MORE THAN ONE COMPETENCY. 
PRE-COLUMBIAN ART OF MESO-AMER CAS5lI0'!. F 2-" HRS. 

ART OF FIRST AMERICANS (AM IN) CAS53l1\ SE 2-" HRS. 

ART OF WEST AFRICA 
 CAS53l2\ F 2-3 HRS . F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVE~ YEARS W = WINTER 
ART OF CENTRAL AFRICA CAS5313\ W 2-3 HRS. WO WINTER 000 YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRI '-SUMMER 
PRE-COLUMBIAN ART OF SOUTH AM CAS5''''' W 2-3 HRS . SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER E EN YEARS 
AR T AND SOC I ETV CAS5590 2-3 HRS . $$ = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETE NCY COURSE 
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Intercultural Studies 
Program 
Majors and Options: 
African Cultures (B.A. & M.A.) 
Socio-Political Studies (G) 
Hispanic Cultures (B.A. & M.A.) 
Socio-Political Studies (G) 
The Intercultural Studies Program examines the cross­
cultural, theoretical and applied aspects of Third World 
cultures and systems in American central urban regions, and 
in selected developmental regions . Offerings are also in­
cluded in international relations and languages. 
The focus of the program is interdisciplinary and com­
parative. The program's objective is to provide students with 
the substantive background necessary to understand the 
theoretical and applied aspects of intercultural relations, 
Third World cultures/systems and to understand the struc­
tu re and developmental problems of ethnic/racial com­
munities in the United States. 
African Cultures Major The African Cultures major at the 
undergraduate level is a curriculum which examines the 
theoretical and applied aspects of African and Third World 
cultures/systems in the United States within a comparative 
and cross-cultural perspective. A concentration in interna­
tional relations provides the student with the substantive 
background necessary to understand and operate in the 
contemporary, interregional and interdependent global 
community. 
The graduate major in African Cultures provides the student 
w ith analytical and applied skills necessary to understand 
structures, systems and developmental problems of Black 
and Third World communities in a national context. 
At the graduate level the Socio-Political Studies option pro­
vides the student with the substantive and analytical 
background necessary to evaluate and operate in the con­
temporary, interregional and interdependent global com­
munity. 
PROGRAM: INTERCULTURAL STUDIES 
MAJOR: AFRICAN CULTURES 
LEVE L: BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A ST UO ENT MUST: j) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAS 60 SEMESTE R HOURS OF CRE DI T WITH AN OVERALL "CD OR BETTER 
GPA FROM A RE GI ONALLY ACCREDIT ED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY) 2) BE 
IN GOOD STANDING AT HE LAS SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
MEETING ADMISSION CR I TERIA MAY PE ITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH 
TH E OFFI CE OF ADMISSIONS . 
~EGR~E REQUIREMENTS: 
A ~TUOE~T MUS T: I) ACQUI RE A MI NIMUM Of 120 CREDIT HOURS OF 
WHICH AT LEA ST 60 HOU RS MUS T BE AT HE UPPER DIVISION LEVEL (~8 
HOUR~ RE QU I RED + 12 ~OURS ELEe eo») ~) EARN AT LEAST 2~ HOURS 
AT GSUj ) ACQUIRE THE COMP ET ENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE. 
A STUDENT MAY SUBST ITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMP ETENCIES BY 
ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPR OVAL Of ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION 
IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED ST UDY PLAN . 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION : ( 27 ~OURS) 
INTROo TO INTERCULT URAL STDYS 
MULTIPLE PROJ IN COMM RESEARCH 
CAS H s~ 
CAS 7H2 
F 
F 
00 00 
00 00 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
INTERCULTURAL RESEARCH METHODS 
HISTORY OF CIVIL RIGHTS 
CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY 
ECON oEV OF MINORITY COMMUN 
URBAN POll TIC S 
CAS7 8 39 
CASS280 
CAS) 170 
CAS3860 
CAS7700 
F 
00 
F 
00 
F 
OD OD 
00 00 
DD 00 
00 00 
w 5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS . 
THIRO WRLO CREATIVE WRITING CAS4210 F 00 00 1 HRS. 
THIRD WORLD STUDIES CONFERENCE CAS5300 1/ 1-3 HRS . 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION: (21 HOURS ) 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
LATINOS IN U.S.A. CA55020 W HRS. 
AFRICAN CIVILIZATIONS CA552S2 F HRS. 
CHINESE HISTORY CAS5 32 1 00 00 HRS. 
CARIBBEAN HISTORY CA55 359 F 00 00 HRS. 
AMERICAN NEGRO SLAVERr CASH71 f HRS. 
LATIN AMERICAN HIS TORY C,t,SSl90 F HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY CAS420 8 W 00 1 HRS . 
CULTURAL G~OGRAPHY CAS5 278 00 3 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG : 
COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS BPA4 2H wo HR S. 
READINGS BL POL/AMER POL SYS CA 55160 00 HRS. 
ECON DEV IN LATIN AMERICA CA55 24) W HRS. 
LAW' SOCIAL JUSTICE CA5534 S F 00 HRS. 
URBANIZATION I~ DVLPNG WORLD CAS78 32 00 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG : 
CRITICAL WRTG FOR BILING STDNT CAS3765 F S 1 HRS. 
BLACK LITERATURE I CASS 120 F 00 00 1 HRS. 
BLACK LITERATuRE II CAS5130 W 3 HRS. 
PROTEST' REV IN LATIN AM LIT CA 55 396 00 OD 3 HRS . 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG : 
INTERNATIO~AL ORGANIZATIONS BPA~908 F w HRS . 
EDUC • DEVLPMT IN THIRD WORLD CAS5195 00 HRS. 
POLITICAL ECON OF GLOBAL INEQL CAS5303 OD HR5. 
PHIL FNDTNS 3RD WRLD SOCIETIES CAS5304 S HRS. 
AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY CAS5379 00 5 HRS. 
EL~CTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION : ( 12 HOURS) 
oL~CT AT LEAST 12 HOURS FROM 

COURS~S OFFERED THROUGHOUT 

TH~ UNIVERSITY TO MEET PERSON­

AL ANDIOR PROFESSIONAL GOALS. 

TRANSFER CREDIT--LOWER DIVISION: (60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Intercultural Studies with a 

major in African Cultures is 120 hours 

F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS w = WIN TER 
WO = WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTE R EVEN YEARS S = SPR ING-SUMMER 
SO = SPRING-S UH MER ODD YEA RS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EV EN YEARS 
$$ = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMP ETENC Y COURSE 
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PROGRAM ; IN-ER'UL"URAL STUOllS 
MAJOR: AF RICAN CUL~URES 
LEvLL : MAST~ OF AR-S 
AUM I,SION INFQRMA - ION; 
A srUDE~T MUS- : J) MAVE AC~UIR£O A BACCALAUREA-E DEGqEE FROM 
A ij~GIONALLY ACCREDIT 0 COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITy; ~ND 2) BE iN 
GOOD ST~NOING AT THE LAS T SCHOOL ATTENDED . STUDENTS NO~ 
H~T I N4 ADM I SS ION CR I TERI A MAY PETI TION FO R ADMISSION '~ROUGH 
-Ht OFFI~t OF AOHI S IU S . 
u~uKLL RE~UIR lhEN~S: 

A $'uUE~~ MU ST: I) AC~UIRE A MINIMUM OF 32 GRA DUATE CREDIT 

I1VURS ; 2) tOA RN A MINHlu M OF 24 GR ADU ATE CREDIT hOURS A T G5U; 

~D 3) ACQ UIR E THE COMPE TE NCIES SPE CIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE. A 

S'UDtH- MA Y S Ue S-I-U~E ACH/EV~MENT OF COHPET t NCIES BY: 

AL-tRNATe ME THODS UPON APPROvAL OF AOV/SOR AND UP ON INC LUSION 

IN ' HE S TU nEN" S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
~e<;U IKtU LOURstS--GRADuATE LEVEL: 23 HOURS) 
LOMP MET H IN CROSS CUL" PtRSPC CAS8144 00 00 OD 3 HRS. 
~R RSCH ScM : iNiE.RCUL T STDS CAS8700 OD OD OD 3 HRS. 
MA5 TtRS PR OJ ECT CAS9900 F W S 2 HRS. 
SOU AL CHANS E & PUBLIC POll C Y CAS5248 OD OD 3 HRS. 
C(!M PARA,IVE LEGAL SYS:ti"',S CAS8169 W 00 3 HRS. 
~Ar;E RELA LJ. S. ; HIS T PERSPECT CAS5368 OD S 3 HRS. 
Th l RD WORLD STUDIeS CONFERENCt CAS5300 W 1- 3 HRS. 
AM ERICAN FOREIGN POll cY CAS5379 00 S 3 HRS. 
K~~u IRtu ARtAS--GRADUA .... t LtVtL: HOURS) 
StLtC .... AT LtAST 3 flOURS FROM AMONG: 
CO /'1P ARATIVt URB REDEVELOPMENT CAS8148 00 HRS. 
II I NOW I Tit S /; UR~ LBR i"'IK :- PARTC CAS81 49 OD OD OD HRS. 
SELEC T AT LI::. AS"'!" 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
P~B LM S uF ~io Ot:.R r11 L l'"N IN DE V C, CAS8 143 OD HRS . 
soc OR G & CO~N JTJON/LATINO CU L CAS81 4S HRS. 
SlL.HT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMlING : 
6LAtK LI TE RA:URE III CASSI40 HRS. 
~OCI AL NO VEL CAS8150 F OD 00 HRS. 
Ckl'" / CAL A!-iAL YS IS: LA : AM LI T CAS8164 F HRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Intercultural Studies with a 

major in African Cultures is 44 hours 

F= FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 

wO ~INTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 

~O = SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS St = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN Y!A RS 

S. = NOT SCHEOULED OD = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM : INTERCULTURAL STUDIES 
MAuOR: AFRICAN CULTURE, 
UP,ION: SOCIO-POLIT/CAL STUDIES 
LEVEL: MAS TER OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A STUDENT MuST: I) HAVE ACQu/RtD A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROM 
A RtG/ONALLY ACCRtDITtD COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; AND 2) BE IN 
GuCD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH 
THt OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 44 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS; 2) EARN A MINIMUM OF 24 GRADUA,E CR EDIT HOURS AT GSU; 
AND 3) ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE. A 
ST UDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY 
ALT eR NATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL 
IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY 
OF 
PL
ADVISOR 
AN. 
AND UPON INCLUSION 
RE~UIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: 35 HOURS) 
COMP METH IN CROSS CUL: PERSPC 
GR RSCH SEM: IW:ERCUL" STDS 
MAS TERS PROJECT 
SOCIAL CHANGE & PUBLI C POll cY 
COMPAR ATIVE LEGAL SYSTEMS 
PRBLMS OF MOOERN'ZTN IN DEV CT 
RACE RELA U.S. :HIST PERSPE CT 
THIRD WORLD STUDIES CONFeRENCE 
fwIUL T J - NA T • L CORP IN WORLD ECON 
AMER ICAN FOREIGN POLICY 
PROS IN INTERNAL'L POll TI CS I: 
I NDE PENtJENT STUDY 
CAS8144 
CAS8700 
CAS9900 
CAS5248 
CAS8169 
CAS8143 
CAS5368 
CASS300 
BPA5932 
CAS5379 
CAS8550 
CAS9600 
00 
00 
F 
OD 
$S 
F 
00 00 
00 OD 
W S 
00 
W OD 
00 
00 S 
W 
$$ $$ 
OD S 
00 00 
W S 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1-3 
3 
3 
3-4 
3 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
RtQUIRtO AREAS--GRAOUATE L Ve L: HOURS) 
SEL EC T A LEAST l HOURS FR OM AMONG : 
URIiAN l ZAT ION IN OVLPNC WOR1.D CA57832 OD HR S. 
COMPARATIVE l.AT AMER CULTURES CASBl4G OD HRS . 
~ELECT AT LEAST 3 HOUR S rROM AMONG : 
AFR ICAN CIVJl lZAT IDNS CASS252 F HRS . 
O jl NESE Hl n OR Y CAssHI 00 00 !-iPS . 
CARI SBEAN HIS TORY CASS 359 F 00 OD MRS . 
LATIN AME RICAN HI STO RY CAS5390 F ,1RS . 
SELtCT AT LEAST 3 HOUR S FROM AMONG: 
BLACK LITERATURE III CAS5140 HRS . 
SOCIAL NOVEL CA 581S0 OD OD ,,({S o 
CRITICAL ANALYSIS: LAT A>1 L(; CAS8I 64 HRS . 
Minimum total number of credit hours requ ired for a 

Master of Arts in Intercultural Siudies with a 

major in African Cultures is 32 hours 

F = FALL FO ~ FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W: WINTER 
WO ~ WINTER ODD YEARS WE = wi N ER EVEN YEARS S: SP~INC-5UMMER 
~O = SPRING-SUMME R ODD YEARS SE = SP I~G -SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
$$ = NO, SCHEDU EO 00 = ON DEMAND • = MULT I -COMPETENCY COURSE 
DATt: 05-10-82 
Hispanic Cultures Major The Hispanic Cultures major at the 
undergraduate level is a curricu lum which examines the 
theoretical and applies aspects of Hispanic and Thi rd World 
cultures/systems in the United States within a comparative 
and cross-cultural perspective. A concentration in interna­
tional relations provides the student with the substantive 
background necessary to understand and operate in the 
contemporary, interregional and interdependent global 
community. 
The graduate major in Hispanic Cultures provides the stu­
dent with analytical and applied skills necessary to under­
stand structures, systems and developmental problems of 
Hispanic and Third World communities in a national con­
text. 
At the graduate level the Socio-Political Studies option pro­
vides the student with the substantive and analyt ica l 
background necessary to eval uate and operate in the con­
temporary, interregional and interdependent global com­
munity. 
PROGRAM: INTERCULTU RAL STUDI ES 
MAJO R: HI SPANIC CUL TU RES 
L~v t L: BACHELOR OF ARTS 
AOMtSS ION I NfORMATI ON: 
A STUDENT MUST: I ) HA VE ACQut~ED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR A~ 
LEAST t>o SEMESTI;R HOURS OF CRED IT WITt-! AN OVERALL "C" OR BF TER 
~PA FROM A RE&IONALLY ACC REOI EO COLLEGE OR UNIVoRSITY; 2) Sf 
IN GOOD STANDING AT ' HE LAS T SCHOOL ATTENDED. S UO£NTS ~O T 
MEETIN~ ADMISSION CRI TERIA MAY PE ITI ON FOR ADMISS I ON THROUG H 
ThE OfFICE OF ADM ISS IONS. 
DE GRE E R E~UIREMENTS: 
A STUOEN MUST; I) AC QUI RE A MINIM UM OF l 20 CRED I T ~OURS OF 
WHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIV I SION LEVEL (48 
HOURS REQUIRED .. l 2 hOURS ELECTED); 2) EARN AT lEA ST 24 tlOUR S 
AT GSU; 3) ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIFI ED fOR THI S DEGR EE . 
A S TUD~NT MAY SUB STIT UTE ACHI EVEMENT OF COMPETENL I ES BY 
ALT~RNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUS ION 
IN THE STUDENT'S APP ROVED STuDY PLAN. 
REQ u /RoO COURSES-TUPPER DIVISION: ( 2T HOURS) 
I NTRO U TO INTERC UL TURAL STO YS CASH ~~ f 01) 00 J HR S. 
MULTIP LE PROJ IN COMM RE SEARCH 
INT ERCU LTURAL RESEARC H METHO DS 
CAS15S2 
CAS78J9 
f 
f 
00 00 
00 00 
1, HRS . MRS . 
HISTORY OF CIVIL RIGH 5 CASS280 00 00 0 0 J HRS. 
CU LTURAL ANTH RO POLOGY CASH 70 F 00 00 3 HR S. 
ECON DEV OF MINORITY COMMUN CAS3860 00 00 00 3 HR S . 
UR BA N POL ITIC S CAS7700 F w S 3 HRS. 
THIRD WRLD CRE ATIVE WRli l NG CAS421 D F 00 00 3 HR S. 
TH 1~0 WORLD STUD I ES coNF EREN CE CA 5HDO W 1-3 HRS. 
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REQUIRED AREAS--UPPE~ DiViSION: (21 HO URS) 
SELECT AT lEASl 6 HOuRS FROM AMONG: 
LA INO~ 
AfRICAN 
IN U.S .A. 
tl vlLIZATIONS 
CASS 0 2~ 
CAS52S2 
3, 
HR S. 
HRS . 
ChiNESE IS TORY 
CARIBBEAN HIS TORY 
AMERI CAN NE GR O SLAVERY 
CA S5J21 
CAS S 59 
CAS 5371 
00 
00 
00 
01) 
3,
, 
HR S. 
HRS . 
HRS . 
LA T IN AM~R I C AN HISTORY CAS5390 3 HRS. 
SELEC T AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
URS AN ANTHROPOLOGY CASlt20S W 00 HRS. 
CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY CAS527S 00 HRS. 
SELEC T AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG : 
COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS BPA~235 WD HRS. 
R~AD INGS BL 
EeON DEV IN 
POL/AMER POL SYS 
LATIN AMERICA 
CAS5160 
CAS52~' 
00 HRS. 
HRS. 
LAW & SOCIAL JUSTICE CAS5,lt5 00 HRS. 
URBANIZATION IN DVLPNG WORLD CAS7S32 00 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
CRITICAL WRTG FOR BILING STDNT CAS3765 S HRS. 
BLACK LIT RATURE I CAS5120 00 DO HRS. 
BLACK LI TERATURE II CAS5130 W HRS. 
PROTEST & REV IN LATIN AM LIT CAS5396 00 00 HRS . 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG : 
I NTE RNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS SPA490S W HRS. 
fDUC & DEVLPMT IN THIRD WORLD CAS5195 00 HRS. 
POL ITICAL ECON OF GLOBAL INEQL CAS5'03 00 HRS . 
PH IL FNO TNS 3RD WRLD SOCIETIES CAS5'04 S HRS. 
AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY CAS5379 00 S HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: (12 HOURS) 
ELECT AT LEAST 12 HOURS FROM 
COURSES OF FERED THROUGHOUT 
THE UNIV ER SITY TO MEET PERSON­
AL AND/OR PROFESSIONAL GOALS. 
TRANSFER CRtDIT--LOWER DIVISION: (60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Intercultural Studies with a 

major in Hispanic Cultures is 120 hours 

F : FALL FO: FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W: WINTER 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE: WINTER EVEN YEARS S: SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE: SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
55 : NOT SCHEDULED 00: ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM: INTERCULTURAL STUDIES 
MAJOR: HISPANIC CULTURES 
LEVEL: MASTER OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROM 
A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; AND 2) BE IN 
GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DEG REE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 32 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS; 2) EARN A MINIMUM OF 2" GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; 
AND 3) ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE. A 
STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY 
ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION 
IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: 23 HOURS) 
COMP METH IN CROSS CULT PERSPC CASSI .... 00 00 00 3 HRS. 
GR RSCH SEM: I NTERCUL T S TDS CASS700 00 00 00 3 HRS. 
MASTERS PROJECT CAS9900 F W S 2 HRS. 
SOCIAL CHANGE & PUBLIC POLICY CAS52 .. S 00 00 3 HRS. 
COMPARATIVE LEGAL SYSTEMS 
RACE RELA U.S.:HIST PERSPECT 
CAS8169 
CASB6S 
W 
00 
00 
S 
3, HRS . HRS. 
THIRD WORLD STUDIES CONFERENCE CAS5300 W 1-3 HRS. 
4MERICAN FOREIGN POLICY CAS5379 00 3 HRS. 
SELfC T AT LEAST 3 HOURS fROM AMO G: 
PR&LM~ OF MO DERN'ZTN 
SOC ORG • COGNI ION/l4TI 
IN DEV CT 
NO CUL 
CAS8 1~" 
CAS8145 
00 HRS . 
HRS. 
S~L( T AT LEA ST 3 HOURS fROM 
BLACK LI TER ATURE I I I 
SO CIAL NOV ~ L 
CRITICAL ANALYSIS: LAT AM 
AMONG : 
LIT 
CASH4Q 
CASBl SO 
CASHlb~ 
S 
00 00 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
Minimum total number of credi t hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Intercultural Studies with a 

major in Hispanic Cu ltures is 44 ,hours 

f : FALL Fa: FALL ODD YEARS FE: FALL EVEN YEARS W = WIN EA 
WO wiNTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S: SPRING-5 UMMfiR 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE: SPRING- SUMMER EVE~ YEARS 
55 : ~OT SCHEDULED 00: ON DEMAND +: MULTI-C OMPE TE NCY COU RSE 
PROGRAM: INTERCULTURAL S,UDIES 
MAJOR: HISPANIC CULTURES 
OPTION: SOCIO-POLITICAL STUDIE, 
LEVEL : MASTER OF ARTS 
AUMIS~ION INFORMATION: 
A STUDENT MUST: 1) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUR EATe DEGRtE FROM 
A RfoGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNiv ER S I TY ; MID 2) !f IN 
GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTeNDED . STUDENTS 0­
MEETING ADMISSION CRI,ERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMI SS ION ~HROUGH 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF .... GRAD UATE CREDI' 
HOURS; 2) EARN A MINIMUM uF 2.. GRADUATE CREDIT HOuRS AT GSU; 
AND 3) ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FO -HIS DEGREE . A 
STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEM lNT OF COM PETENtlES BY 
ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL CF ADVISOR AND UPON INC LUSIO N 
IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: 35 HOURS) 
COMP METH IN CROSS CULT PERSPC CASSI4 .. 00 00 00 3 HRS. 
GR RSCH SEM: I NTERCUL T STDS CASS700 00 00 00 3 HRS. 
MASTERS PROJECT 
SOCIAL CHANGE' PUBLIC POLICY 
CAS9900 
CAS52 .. S 
F 
00 
W S 
00 
2, IiRS. HAS. 
COMPARATIVE LEGAL SYSTEMS CASSI69 W 00 3 HRS. 
PRBLMS OF MODERN'ZTN IN DEV CT CAsal43 00 3 HRS. 
RACE RELA U. S. :HIST PERSPECT CAS536S 00 S 3 HRS. 
THIRD WORLD 
MULTI-NAT'L 
STUDIES 
CORP IN 
CONFERENCE 
WORLD ECON 
CAS5'00 
BPA5932 55 
W 
S$ 55 
1- ,
, 
MRS. 
HRS. 
AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY 
PROB IN IN TERNAL'L PCLITICS 
INDEPENDENT STUDY 
I : 
CAS5379 
CASS550 
CAS9600 
00 
00 
W 
S 
00 
S 
3
,- .. 
3 
i1RS. 
I1R5 . 
HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST, HOURS FROM AMONG: 
URBANIZATION IN DVLPNG WORLD CAS7S32 00 HRS. 
COMPARATIVE LAT AMER CULTURES CASSI46 00 HRS. 
SELECT 4T LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
AFRICAN CIVILIZATIONS CAS5252 HitS. 
CHINESE HISTORY CAS5321 00 00 HRS. 
CARIBBEAN HISTORY CAS5'59 00 00 HAS. 
LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY CAS5390 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
BLACK LITERATURE III CAS51 .. 0 S HRS. 
SOCIAL NOVEL CASSI50 00 00 HRS. 
CRITICAL ANALYSIS: LAT AM LIT CASSI61t HRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Intercultural Studies with a 

major in Hispanic Cultures is 32 hours 

REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) F = FALL FO: FALL ODD YEARS FE: FALL EVEN YEARS W: WINTER 
wO : wiNTER ODD YEARS WE: WINTER EVEN YEARS S: SPR ING-SUMMER 
SELECT AT LEAST, HOURS fROM AMONG: SO : SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE: SPRING-SUMMER EV N r~ARS 
COM P4RATIVE URB REDEVELOPMENT CASSI .. a 00 HRS. 5S : NOT SCHEDULED 00: ON DEMAND +: MUL11­ OMPE TEN CY COURSE 
MI NO RITIES & URB LBR MKT PARTC CASSl"9 00 00 00 HRS. DATE : 05-10-S2 
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Language and Literature 
Program 
Majors: 
English Education (B.A. & M.A.) 

Literature (B.A. & M.A.) 

In this program students and faculty are engaged in the pro­

cess of studying language and literature from a variety of 

perspectives, and examining the phenomena of language in 

all of its uses, ranging from empirical fact to the creation of 

works of the imagination. The intent of the program is to 

graduate students with a core of the knowledge and com­

petencies of the traditional English major, enriched by a 

focus on interdisciplinary studies. 

English Education Major Governors State University offers, 
through its English Education curricula, degrees which lead 
to certification in secondary English. This major prepares 
teachers to meet the requirements of both the State of il­
linois and the City of Chicago. The English Education major 
is built upon the literature curricula, with the professional 
courses added. There are some variations in requirements 
.to allow for certification and Chicago Public School re­
quirements. Students may become certified to teach English 
in the secondary schools by completing the requirements of 
the B.A. major in English Education. Students who enroll in 
,the M.A. major, and who are not certified for teaching 
English at the time of their enrollment, must, if they desire 
certification, complete additional courses - courses which 
they normally would have completed had they been 
graduated in the B.A. Language and Literature Program, 
English Education major. 
PROGRAM: LANGUAGE AND L ITERATURE 

MAJOR: ENGLISH EDUCATION 

LEVEL: BACHELOR OF ARTS 

ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE U ~ AT 
LEAST GO SEMESTER HO URS WI TH AN OVERALL " C" UR Bt. -- oR r. eA I ROM 
A RE GIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; 2 ) B. IN GUOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STU DENTS SHOU LD HAVE 
ACQUIRED CREDIT IN BASIC COURSES IN ENGLISH, THE HUMAN ITIES, 
AND THE SOCIAL SCIENCES. STUDENTS NOT MEETiNG AD.~ISS ION CRI­
TERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THRO UGH -H E UF~ ICt OF 
ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: 1) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 12J CRtD IT HO URS OF 
WHICH AT LEAST GJ HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER OIVI , ION LEVEL 
(55 HOURS REQUIRED + 8 HOURS ELECTED); 2) EAR N AT Lf AST 24 
CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; J) ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPEC I F IE D FUR 
THIS DEGREE. A STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHlc VEML~ - OF 
COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL OF AOVI ,O R A~D 
UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUI RED COURSES-TUPPER o IVI S ION : 49 HOURS) 
SURV ENG LI T I : BE UWULF-18TH C CAS J760 OD OD UD HR S. 
SURVEY OF ENGLI SH LI T . II CA SJ7 6 1 OD 00 00 HR S. 
AMERICAN LI TERATURE I CASJ7JD F H" S. 
AMERICAN LITERATURE II CASJ74D 
." HR S. 
BLACK LITERATURE I CAS512D OD OD fiR S. 
BLACK LITERATURE II CAS5lJO w HR 5 . 
SHAKESPEARE I: HIST & COMEDIES CAS6770 00 00 00 HR5. 
BIBLE AS LI T IN SO CIAL CON:I:XT CASG541 3 HRS. 
THE SHORT STORY CA SG7 55 t' 3 HRS. 
WRITING PRINCIPLES CAS372D OD 00 OD HRS. 
STUDIES IN THE ENGLISH LANG CASGGDO F HRS. 
METHODS OF TEACHING ENGLI SH CAS65 'OD HRS . 
LRNG PROC:CHILDREN • ADOLESCTS CASG550 2) :5 HR S. 
SOCIAL FOUNDA T! ONS OF EDUC CAS7540 F 3 t1RS. 
STUDENT TEACHING CAS~DOO F w HR S . 
LANG ARTS MTHDS EXCPT STDN TS CASG529 W HRS . 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION: HOURS) 
St~~t - AT ctAc, l HOURS P OM AMONG: 
E1'>11 CS 
MO~AL CHOICES I~ CONTE MP SOC 
CAS HH 
CAS 6542 
W HRS. 
HRS. 
SE LECT AT cE"-ST 3 110UQS FROM AMON G: 
L~NGUAGE, TEACHING , LE~~N I N 
TE ACH I NG READ I NG IN HIG H SCHL 
CA S6 
CA 5H
60 W 
6Q 
HRS. 
HRS . 
ELECT I VE COURS ES-TUPPER DIV ISION : HOURS) 
oLEC' AT LLAST 8 HOURS FROM 
COURSES OF rERE D THROUGHOUT THE 
~~IVERSITy ( EXCLUSIVE OF THOSE 
IN THIS PR U~ AM) TO MEET THE 
LI BeR AL EDUCATION. ~ 
TRANS'ER CREDIT- -LOw E. R DIVISION: (Go HOURS ' ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Bachelor of Arts in language and literature with a 
major in English Education is 123 hours 
NU c (S): 
ALL STUD ENT S ENTERING TH E LANGUAGE AND L ITERATURE PRO GRAM 
WILL BE TESTED FOR LEVEL OF WRITING COMPE TENCY. THOSE STU­
DE NTS "HO Te ST OUT OF THE WRITING PRINCI PLES COURS E MAY 
CHOOSe CAS6570 OR ONE OF THE OTHER WRITING COURSE S OFFERED 
TO SATISFY THI S C OMP~ T EN CY. 
e _ IAL L FO = FALL 000 YtARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WIN TE R 
wO WI~ ~ ~ R ODD YEA RS wE = WINTER EV EN YEARS S = SPR ING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING -SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING- SUMM ER EVEN YEAR S 
SS = ~OT SC HEDUL ED 00 = ON DE MAND + = MUL TI-COMP ETENC Y COURSE 
PROGRAM: LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
MAJO R: ENGLISH EDUCATION 
LcVt L : MAS~ER UF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A STUDENT MUST: 1) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGR~E FROM 
A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; 2) 8E IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED; J) HAVE AN UN DERGR AD UATE 
MAJ OR IN LITERATURE, ENGLISH OR A RELATED AREA, INC LUDING 
HE F0 LLOWING COURSES OR THEIR EQUIVALENTS: CASJ7G O SURVEY OF 
N~L IS H L ITERATURE I, CASJ7GI SURVEY OF ENG,IS H LI TERATURE II , 
CAS l 7JO AME ,ICAN LITERATURE I, CAS3740 AM RICA N LITERATURE II, 
AND CAS677D SHAK ESPEARE I (NOTE: THESE COURSES WI LL NOT BE 
COUNTE D TOWARD FULFILLMENT OF THE MASTER 'S OEGR EE 
REQUIREMENTS; SuBSTITuTIONS MAY BE MADE ONLY WITH THE APPROVAL 
OF THE STUDENT'S ACADEMIC ADVISOR AND TH E DI VIS IDN 
CHAIR PERSON.) STUDENTS NOT MEETING THE THIRD CRITERION MAY 8E 
ADMITTED CONDITIONALLY UNTIL DEFICIENCIES IN THEIR 
UNDERGRADU ATE ACADEM IC PREPARATION HAVE BEEN REMOVED. 
STUDoNTS NOT MEE TING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR 
ADMISSION THOURGH THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
D~ GREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A ST UDENT MUST: I) ACQU IRE A MINIMUM OF JG GRA DUAT E CREDIT 
HOU ~S OF WHI CH A~ L<AST 6 HOURS MUST BE IN GRADUAT E DNl Y 
co uRSES; 2) fARN AT LEAST 24 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GS U; J) 
ACq u i RE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE . A STUD ENT 
MA Y SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPE TENCIES BY ALTERNATE 
METHOD S UPON APPR OVA L OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STU­
D E~"S APPROVED STUDY PLAN . STUDENTS SEEKING tER TIFI CA TI ON 
~, ll'> ', IN ADDITION TO ABOVE REQUIREMENTS, COMPLETE TItE REQUIR E­
ME N-S OF THE UNDERGRADUATE MAJ OR IN ENGLISH EDUCAT ION AT 'SU o 
NORMALLY THIS EN TAILS 13-19 ADDITIONAL HOURS IN COM PETENCIES J, 
10, II AND IJ OF THE BACCALAUREATE MAJOR IN ENGLISH EDUCA TiON. 
ReQU I RED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: 21 HOURS) 
BLACK LITERATURE I 
HLACK LI TERAT URE II 
STUDIES IN THE ENGLISH LANG 
RESEARC H TECHNIQUES 
INDEPEND ENT STUDY 
MASTERS PROJECT 
LANG ARTS MTHDS EXCPT STDNTS 
CAS5120 
CAS5lJO 
CAS6GDO 
CASG570 
CAS9GOO 
CAS9900 
CASG529 
F 
00 
W 
W 
w 
W 
00 
S 
S 
S 
HRS. 
It RS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
RE QUI RED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: 15 HOURS) 
SEL ECT AT LEA ST 3 HOURS 
LITERARY CRITICISM 
AES THETI CS 
FROM AMONG: 
CASG470 
CAS7220 
HRS. 
It RS. 
SELE CT AT LEAST G HOURS FROM 
MAJOR ENG LISH AU THORS : 
MAJOR AMERICAN AUTHORS: 
AMONG: 
CAS6490 
CAS6510 
w 
00 
HRS. 
HRS. 
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SELECT AT LE.AS ) HOUR S FRO M AMONG : 
LITeRATURE' McDICI NE CAS6SH 00 00 00 } HRS. 
LITERATuRe AND HI5 'O Y: CAS6 7 w } RS . 
BIB LE AS LIT I N SOC I AL CONTEXT ('AS6~~1 } HRS . 
T>1E SHORT STORY tAs67SS } 11 S . 
SELEC AT LEAS T J HUURS FRO M AMONG: 
PL AY PR OD I N SECONDARY SCHOOL CA 56 10 HR S. 
LANGUAGE , TEAC HI NG t LEARNING 
TE ACHING READ I NG IN HIGH SCHL 
CAS6460 
CA 56S6 0 
w I1RS . 
HR S. 
LI BRARY RES FOR CL ASSRM TC HRS CA 5&66 2 HRS . 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Master of Arts in Language and Literature with a 
major in English Education is 36 hours 
"OTE( S): 
MAJ OR AUTHORS COURSES VARY FROM ,ERM TU TERM ACCORD ING TO 
T"~ AUTHOR(S) INCLUDED IN THE COURSE, E. G. "MAJOR ENGLISH 
AUTHO RS: DICKENS." 
f = FALL ro = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
wo wlNT t R ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPR ING-SUMMER 
SO = SPRI NG-S UMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
$$ = NO T SCHEDU LED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY CO URSE 
Literature Major The Literature major is centered in the 
humanities, yet also offers opportunities for students to gain 
ski lls in the tools of the trade: analytical skills in evaluating 
literature from a variety of approaches; linguistic skills in 
analyzing the evolution, function, and content of language; 
and interdisciplinary skills in relating language to the human 
condition. These skills are taught as the necessary condition 
to the full appreciation and understanding of works of the 
imagination as the incomparable record of humanity's im­
mense journey. The study of literature is presented as 
perhaps the most personally enriching endeavor the private 
individual can undertake, a study which can and does affect 
all aspects of life. 
PROGRAM: LA NGUAGE AND LITERATuRE 
MA~OR: LI·lRA URE 
LEVEL: BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ADMISSION I NFORMATION : 
A S UGENT MUST : I) HAVE ACQulRfO AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS WITH AN OVERALL "C" 0 HErTER GPA FROM 
A REGIONALLY A~CREDITED COLLEGe OR UNIVERSITY, 2) BE IN GOOD 
~TANOI NG AT THE LAST SC~OOL AT'~NDED . 5 'UD N!S S~OU L P HAVE 
ACQ UI RED CREDI, IN BASIC COURSES IN E GL 1511 . THE HUMANI TI[S , 
AN~ THE SOC IAL SCI ENCES . STUDENTS NOT MEeTING ADMISSION CRI · 
TERIA MAY PETI TION FOR ADMISS ION THROUGH THE OffiCe Of 
ADMISSIONS . 
DEGR EE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUS T; I ) ACQU IR E A MINI MUM OF 120 tREDI HO URS OF 
wHICH AT LEAS T 6 0 HOURS MUS, ~E AT THE UPP ER DIVISION LEvE~ 
( J6 HOURS REQUI RED + 2. HOURS ELE CTED ); 2) ARN AT LEAST 24 
CRED IT HO URS AT GSU; 3) ACQU I RE THE COMPETENCIES SPfCIFIED FOR 
THIS DEG REE. A STUDENT MAY SU B STI TU~E ACHIEVEMENT OF 
COMPET ENCIES BY ALTERNA TE METHOOS UPON AP P OVAL OF AD ViSOR AND 
UPON IN CLUS IUN IN THE S,UDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN . 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVI SION: 27 HOURS) 
SURV ENG LIT I: BEOWUL F-18TH C CASJ760 00 00 00 l HRS . 
SURVEY OF ENGLISH LIT. II CAS}76 1 00 00 00 l HRS . 
AMERICAN LITERA TURE I CASJ7JO F } HRS. 
AMERICAN LITERATURE I I CASJ740 W 3 HRS . 
19TH CENTU RY AMERICAN wRITERS CAS 7't 42 S l HRS . 
SHAKESPEAR E I: HIST t COMED IE S . CA S6 77 U 00 00 00 j HAS . 
SHAKESPEARE I I: TRAG £ ROMAN CE CA5677 I 00 00 00 3 HR S . 
BIBLE AS LIT IN SO CIAL CONT EXT CAS6541 F l HRS . 
WRITING PRINCIPLES CAS3720 00 00 00 .. HRS .~ 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION: 9 HOURS) 
SELE CT AT LEAST J HOURS FROM AMONG: 
THE AFRICAN NOVEL CAS505J W HR S . 
ULACK LI TERATURE I LAS5 120 F • OD 00 HRS . 
BLA CK LI TERATURE II CAS5 1JO W HAS . 
L IT OF IMMIGRAN T CH IL DREN CAS6480 F S HRS . 
CH INESE CULTURE: LANG t LI T . CAS6751 00 00 00 HRS . 
ASIAN-AMER ICAN LITERATuRE CAS67S6 00 00 00 HRS . 
SELECT AT LEA ST 3 HOURS FROM AMUNG: 
ETHICS CAS377} W HRS . 
MORAL CHOICES IN CONTEMP SO C CAS6S42 HRS . 
SELECT AT LEAST J HOURS FROM AMONG; 
LOGI C CASJ774 MRS . 
COUNTER-PROPAGANDA CASG. S 0 HRS . 
LANGUAGE, TEACH ING & LEARNING CA 56 4 GO W HRS . 
STUD IES IN THE ENGLISH LAN G CA s6600 HRS . 
ELECTIVE COURS t S--UPPER DIVIS ION: 24 HOURS) 
ELECT 0-12 HOURS FROM COURS ES 

OFFERED THROUGH THE LI TERATUR E 

MAJOR. " 

ELECT 12-24 HOURS FROM AMONG 

COURSES OFFER ED THROUGHOUT THE 

UNIVERSITY (EXC LUSIVE OF THOSE 

IN TH IS PROGRAM) TO MEET TH E 

LIBERAL EDUCATION. • 

TRANSFER CREDIT--LOWER DIVISION; (60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Bachelor of Arts in Language and Literature with a 
major in Literature is 120 hours 
NOTE(S): 

" THE COMBINED TOTAL NUMBER OF CRED IT HOURS FOR ELECTivES 

MUST BE AT LEAST 24 HOURS . 

ALL STUDENTS ENTERING THE LANGUAGE AND LITERA TURE PROGRAM 
WILL BE TESTED FOR LEvEL OF wRI TING COMPETENCY. THOSE STU­
DENTS WHO TES T OU T OF TH E WRI TING PRINCIPLES COURSE MAY 
CHOOSE CAS6570 OR ON E OF THE OTHER WRITING COURSES OFFERED 
TO SAT ISFY THIS COMPETENCY. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEAR S S - SPR I NG-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING -S UMM ER EVE N YEARS 
$$ = NOT SCHED ULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
I·-----------------------------=~~~~-~~-- ----~~~~~==~~==~~--~-----
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PROGRAM: LA NGUAGE AND L ITERATuRE 
MA JOR: LI-~RATURE 
LEV EL : MASTER OF ARTS 
A~MI;SION I NFOR MATION: 
A STUDENT MUS T: 1) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREA TE DEGREE FROM 
A ~~GIONALLY ACC REDI TED COLLEGE OR UNI VERS ITY; 2) BE TN GOOD 
STANDING AT THt LAS T SCHOOL ATTENDED; 3) HAVE AN UNOE~GRADUATE 
MAJOR IN LITERAT UR E, ENGLIS H OR A RELATED AREA, I NCLUD ING 
THE r U LlO~I NG COUR SES OR THE IR EQUIVALENTS: CAS37 6a SU RV EY OF 
t Gl l SH LITERATURE I, CAS376 1 SURVEY OF ENGLISH LI TERA - URE II, 
CAS 5730 AMERICAN LITERATURE I, CAS3740 AMERICAN L1TER ATUR~ II, 
ANO CAS6770 & CAS6771 SHAKESPEARE I & II, OR 3 HOURS OF 
SHAKE SPEARE AND 3 HOURS OF RENNAISSANCE LITE RATU RE (NOTE: 
THESE COUR SES WILL NOT aE COUNTED TOWARD FULFILLMENT OF THE 
MAST ER'S DEGREE REQUIREMENTS; SUBSTITUTIONS MAY BE MAOE ONLY 
KITH THE APPROVAL OF THE STUDENT'S ACADEMIC ADVISOR AND THE 
DI VI S ION CHAIRPERSON.) STUDENTS NOT MEETING THE THIRD 
CR ITERION MAY BE ADMITTED CONOITIONALLY UNTIL DEFIC ieNCIES IN 
·N~ I R UNDERGRADUATE ACADEMIC PREPARATION HAVE BE t N REMOVE D. 
, TUD ENTS NOT MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR 
AD",ISSION THOURGH THE O~FICE OF ADMISSIONS . 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 33 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS OF wHICH AT LEAST 6 HOURS MUST BE IN GRADUATE ONLY 
CO URSES; 2) IoARN AT LEAST ,4 GRADUATt CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; 3) 
ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE. A STUDE NT 
MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE 
METHODS UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STu­
0EN:'S APPRovtD STUDY PLAN . 
REQU IRED COURSES--GRADUATIo LEVEL: 
MAJOR ENGLISH AuTHORS: 

MAJ UR AMERICAN AUTHORS: 

RESE ARCH TECHNIQUES 

IN DEP ENDENT STUDY 

MASTERS PROJECT 

~EQ UIREO AREAS--GRADuATE LEVEL: 
SE LECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
LITERARY CR ITICISM 

AESTHETICS 

SEL EC T AT LEAST 3 HOURS cROM AMONG: 
BLACK LITERATUR E I 
BLACK LITERATURE II 
LIT UF IMMIGRANT CHILDREN 
CHINESE CULT uR E: LANG & LIT. 
ASIAN-AMERI CAN LITERATUR E 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
LITERATURE & MEDICINE 
LITERATURE AND HISTORY : 
BldLE AS LIT IN SOCIAL CONTEXT 
19TH CENTURY AMERICAN WRITERS 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
COU NTER-PROPAGANDA 
LANGUAGE, TEACHING & LEARNING 
STUDIES IN THE ENGLISH LAN G 
ELECTiVE CO URSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: 
ELECT HOURS FROM COURSES 
OfFERED THROUGHOUT THE UNIVER­
SITY TO FULFIL DEGREE REQUIRE­
MENTS. 
15 HOURS) 
CAS6490 
CAS6510 
CAS6570 
CAS9600 
CAS9900 
II 
OD 
II 
W 
S 
5 
S 
3 ! 
3 ; 
3 
31; 
31; 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
12 HOURS) 
CAS6 470 
CAS7220 
HRS. 
HRS. 
CAS5120 
CAS5130 
CAS6480 
CAS6751 
CAS6756 
OD 
OD 
OD 
W 
00 
00 
OD 
5 
OD 
00 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
CAS6533 
CAS6537 
CAS65 ~1 
CAS7 ~4 2 
OD OD 
II 
OD HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
CAS6450 
CAS6~60 
CAS6600 
W 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . . 
HOURS) 
Minimum tOlal number of credit hours required for a 
Master of Arts in Language and Literature with a 
major in Literature is 33 hours 
NOTE(S): 
MAJOR AUTHORS COURSES VARY FROM TERM TO TERM ACCORDING TO 
THE AUTHOR(S ) INCLUDED IN THE COURSE, E.. G .. "MAJOR ENGLISH 
AUTHORS: DICKENS." 
!; 	A GRADuATE STUDENT MAY COMBINE A READINGS COURSE WITH A 
GRADUATE PROEJCT, WITH THE CONSENT OF ADVISOR; HOWEVER, STU­
DENTS MUST REGISTER FOR THESE COURSES SEPARATELY. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO = SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
5S 	 = NOT SCHEDULED OD = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
Media Communications 

Program 

Majors: 

Media Communications (B.A. & M.A.) 

The Media Communications Program examines the form, 

content and influence of such media as television, photo­

graphy, film and print. Classes in journalism are also offered. 

Students have opportunities to develop writing and produc­

tion skills as well as theoretical and practical knowledge of 

the processes, politics and impact of media on individuals, 

groups and society. 

The program offers an unusual combination of creative, 

practical, theoretical and technical learning experiences. 

Within a broad and flexible program reflecting opportunities 

for study and careers in media, students prepare themselves 

for job upgrading, new careers, or further study in media. 

The program is also responsive to the needs of teachers, 

community leaders, and others desi ring to better under­

stand the processes of media and their influence upon our 

lives. 

Media Communications Major (B.A.) The undergraduate 

major integrates theoretical and practical knowledge of 

media. In addition to classes in production, writing, 

aesthet ics, criticism, and development (history or trends), 

students gain knowledge of the media communications in­

dustry through formal coursework or, where possible, 

cooperative educat ion experiences working di rectly in the 

media industry. 

Students are encouraged to take at least three classes deal­

ing with one specific medium: history, analysis, or produc­

tion , and to take at least two classes in other media outside 

any specialized media area . Photography students are ex­

pected to have a prior background or coursework and their 

own equipment. Production and writ ing sequences are also 

offered in televi sion, journalism and fi lm. 

0 
PROGRAM: MEDI A COM,..,. " ICA TI ONS 

MAJ OR : MED IA COMMU NIC AT IONS 

LEVEL : BACH~LOR OF ART S 

ADMI SS I ON INFORMAT ION : 
A STUDENT MUST: 1) H~Vf. ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMES1ER HOU RS OF CREDIT WITH AN OVERALL "C" OR BE TTER 
GPA FROM A REGIONAL LY ACC RE DITED Co LLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; 2) B£ 
IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCH OOL AT TENDE D. MOST PHOTOGRAP~Y 
COURSES REQUIRE AT LEA ST 6 ~EMESTER HOURS OF OAS IC PH OTOGRAPHY . 
STUDENTS SHOULO NAVE ACQUIREO CRED IT I~ BASIC COUR SES IN ENG­
LISH, MUMAN llI ES, SOCIAL SCIENCES AND COMMUNI CATIONS. STUDENT S 
NOT MEE ll NG ADM ISSI ON CR ITERIA MAY PET I TION FO R ADMISS ION 
THROUG H THE OFFICE OF A~MISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: 1) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CREDIT HOUR S OF 
WHICH AT LEAST 60 HOUR S MUST BE UPPER DIVISION CR EDI1 (15 
HOURS REQUIRED + ~5 HO URS ELEC TED); 2) EARN AT LEAST 2~ CREDI T 
HO UR S AT GSU; 3) EARN 30 -~5 CREDIT HOURS IN MEDIA 
CO MMU NICATIONS COMPET ENC Y RELATED couR SES WITH A "C" OR BE TT ER 
GPA IN MAJOR COURSES ; AND ~) ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES 
SPECIFIED FOR THIS DE GREE . A STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEV E­
MENT OF COMP ETE NC IES BY ALTERNATE ME THO DS UPON APP ROVAL OF AD­
VISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPRO VED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION: 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES 
ADVANCED PHOTO TEC HNIQUES 
FILM/VIDEO PROJ ECT I 
FILM/VIDEO PROJECT 11 
INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATIONS 
PRODUCT PHOTOGRAPHY 
15 HOURS) 
CAS37~5 
CAS37 50 
CAS3 77 5 
CAS}776 
CAS~900% 
CAS5~20 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
W 
OD 
W 
OD 
00 
S 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1-4 
3 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
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PORT' FASH ION PHOTOG RAPHY CASS ~ 22 W HRS . PR OGRAM: ME DI A COMMUNI CATIONS 

ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY CAS5 423 S 2 HRS . MAJOR: MEDIA COMMU NICATIONS 

MULT I-MEDI A PRODUC TION I CASS425 00 2 HRS . LEVl L: MASIER OF ARTS 

MUL TI- MED IA PRODuCTION II CASS4 26 00 1 RS . 

PHOTO : COLOR WORKSHOP I CA S54 JO S } MR S . 
PH OTOJOURNALISM CASS4 }1 W 3 tlR S . ADMIS SION INF ORMATI ON: 

NOTO: COLOR WORKSHOP II CAS543J 3 HRS. A ST UDENT MUS T: I ) HAVE ACQU I RED A BA C C A LAU R~A1E DfGRft fR OM 
PHOTO FOR INSTRUCT'NAL SUPPORT CAS5439 FE 3 HRS. A REG IONALLY ACCRf ul ED COLLEGE OR UN IVERS l f Y; AND ') BE IN 
PHOTO ABSTR & NON-SILVER TECH CAS5441 FO 3 HRS . GOOD STANDI ~G AT THE LAST SCHOOL AT1E NDED . STUDENTS IN lfRfST<O 
ADV COLOR TELEVISION PRODUCTN CAS6780\ W 4 HRS . IN TAKI NC PHOT OGRAPHY COURSES MUS! HA Ve EI TH ER MAJORED IN 
WRITING FOR PRINT MEDIA CAS6810 W 3 HRS. PHOTOGRAPHY AT THE UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL, OR T A~EN 6 SEMFSToR 
NEWSWRITING AND REPORTING CAS6811 3 HRS . HOURS OF BASI C PHOTOGRAP~' Y AND OMPLET ED CO UR SE S I N AOVANCEO 
INVE STIGATIVE S SPECIAL RPTG CAS6812 WE HRS . ,TECHNI QUES AND THf ORY OF 3 PHOTOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHI C PROCESSES . 
WRITING FOR RADIO S TV CASo930 3 HRS. STUD ENTS SHOULD HAVE AC QUIRED CREDIT IN BASIC COURS ES IN FNG­

WRITING FOR FILM/VIDEO CAS6939 WE 3 HRS . LISH, COMMUNICATIONS, SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITI ES. STUDE TS 

ANIMATION CAS6962 OD 4,6 HRS . NOT MtETING ADMI SSI ON CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMI SSI ON 

ME DI A TEAM FIELD PROJECT CAS6983 4 HRS. TriROUGH THf OF F ICE OF ADMI SSIONS . 

TELEV I SION PR ODUCTION CAS7000 W 4 HRS .. 

TELEVI S ION: REMOTE COLOR TECH CAS7005 3 HRS. 

MED I A PRODUCTION PRACTIC UM CAS7195 W 2-8 HRS . DEGR EE RE QU IREMfNT S : 

TELEVI S ION DIRECTING CAS7960 4 HR S. A STUDEN T MUST: I) AC QUIRf A MINIMUM OF 32"" " GRAD uATE CRFO l l 

HOURS (II HOUR S RE QUIRE D + 21 HOuRS ELE CTED ) ; 2) ACQUIRE THI 
SELECT AT LEA ST 3 HOU RS FROM AM ONG: COMPETENCIES SPE CIF IED FOR THIS DEGREE; 3) COMPt F T~ AN 
INDEP ENDENT INVESTIGATIONS CAS4900\ W 1-4 HRS . ADVANCED PRODUCTION / WRITING OR RES EAR CH COURSE; 4) EARN 18-24 PHO TOGRAPHIC PORTFOLIO CAS5410 2-3 HRS. HOUR S IN MfOIA COMMUNICATI ONS WI TH A "B" OR BETTER GPA; S) 
PHOTOG RAPHIC CRITICISM CAS5412 2 HRS . COMPLET E A MAJOR SYNTHE S IZING GRAD UATE PROJECT "" "; 6) EARN A 
PHOT OG RAPHIC Eq UiVALENCE STDS CAS5413 W 2-3 HRS . MINIMUM OF 24 GRADUATE CREDIT riOUR S AT GSU. A STUD FNI MAY 
DOCU Mf NT ARY PHOTOGRAPHY CAS5453 W 3 HRS . SU BSTITUTf. ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPf.TENCI ES BY ALTERNATE MfTHODS 
ADV COLO R TELEVISION PRODUCTN CAS6780\ W 4 HRS. UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AN D UPON INCLUSION IN THE Sl UDfN"S FILM SEM INAR: CAS6840 F 3 HRS. APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
FILM S AND FILMMAKERS I CAS6932 2 HRS. 

FILMS AND FILMMAKERS II CAS6933 0 0 S 2 HRS. 

BRO ADCAST JOURNALISM CAS6961 00 3 HRS . 

UR BA N uOU RNALISM CAS6981 0 0 3 HR S. REQ UIR ED CO URSE S--GRADUAT E LEV EL : HO URS) 
FEAT UR E ~ REVIEW WRITING CAS7162 W 3 HRS . 

MASTE RS PR OJE CT CAS 9 900 ...... HRS . 
SELECT AT LE AST 6 HOUR S FROM AMONG : 
INDEPE NDE NT INVE STIGATI ONS CAS4900\ F W 1-4 HR S. Rf.QU I RED AR EAS--GRA DuAT E LEVf.L : HO URS) 
THEO RY S HISTORY FREE PRESS CAS5407 WO 2 HRS . 
MEDIA SYMPOSI UM: CAS6394 F 2 HR S. SELE CT AT LE 5 T > HOURS FROM AMO G: 
PH OTO HI STORY CAS6852 3 HRS . PROQUCT PHOTUGRAPHY CA5SQ'O F HR S . 

BROADCAST ING IN AMERICA CAS6960 W } HRS . POR T & F A5HIO~ PHOIOGRAPHY CAS54?? HRS . 

MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS LAW CAS6970 FO 2,4 HRS . ARC Hi l C1U AL PHOTOGRAPHY CAS S4 23 S HR S . 

MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH CAS6971 2,4 HRS. MUt TI- MFD IA PRODUCT ION I CASS4n DD HRS. 

MEDIA AND SOCIETY CAS7021 3 HRS . MUt TI- MEOIA PRODU CTI UN II CASS426 00 HRS. 

TOPI CS IN POPULAR CULTURE CAS7052 SE 2 HRS . PHOTO: COLOR WORK SHOP I CAS 543 0 S 3 HRS . 

CHILO EN & TELEVISION CAS7131 F 3 HRS. PHOTOJOUR NAL ISM ASS"11 W 3 HRS . 

MASS MEDIA AND POLITICS CAS7150 FE 3 HRS . PHOl O: COLO R WORKS HO P II ( 455 433 F 3 HRS. 
CHICAGO MEDIA LABORATORY CAS7I90 WE 2 HR S. PHOTO FOR I NSTRUC 1 ' NAL SU?PORI tASS439 ~t 3 HR S . 

WOMEN IN THE MEDIA CAS 7749 SO 3 HRS. PHOTO ABSI R , NO -SILVeR TEC H CA5 S4 .. 1 FO 3 HR S. 

PHO TOGRAPHIC THEORY CAS7840 WE 4 HRS. ADV COLOR TELEV iS I ON PROOUC TN CA56 78 0 W 4 HR S. 

FILM & TV DOC UMENTARY HLD5620 W 3 HRS. WRITING ' OR PR I NT MED IA tAS 6810 W 3 HR S. 

NEWSWRITt NG AND REPORTING CA56811 J HR S. 

ELECTIVE CO URSES--UPPER DIVISION : 45 HOURS) INVESTIGA TI VE & SPE CIAL RPTG CA 6812 wE 3 HR S . 

WRITING FOR RAD IO & TV CI\56 9 30 } HR S. 

ELECT 15-30 HOURS FROM COU RSES WRITING FOR fILM / VIOEO C 56 9 9 WF 3 HR S. 

LISTED ABOVE, MEETING THE RE­ AN IMAT ION C'IS 6962 00 4,6 HR S. 
QUIREMENTS OF THE MEDIA COM­ ME DIA TEAM FIELD PR OJECT CA56983 ~ HRS. 

MUNICATIONS PROGRAM. TELEVISI ON PROD UCTION CAS/O OO W 4 HRS . 

TELEVISION: REMOTE CO LOR TE CH CAS7 00S 3 HR S. 
ELE CT 15-30 HOURS FROM COURSES MEDIA PRODuCTION PR AC TIC OM CAS7195 7-8 HRS . 
OFf ERE D THROUGHOUT THE UNIVER­ TELEVISION DIRECTIN& CAS7960 ~ HRS . 
SITY (EXCLUSIVE OF COURSES IN GRAD FILM/VIDEO PR ODUC TION CAS8333 00 OD 1- 4 HR S . 
WITHIN THIS PROGRAM) WHICH GRAD FILM/VIDEO PRODUC TION II CAS833. OD 1-4 HR • . 
ADDRESS THE COLLEGIAL COMPE­ INDEPENDENT STUDY CAS9600 ~ W S 1-6 HRS . 
TENCIES. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HO URS FROM AMONG: 
PHOTOGRAPHI C PORT FOLIO CAS5410 HR S . 7-'TRANSFER CREDIT--LOWER DIVISION: (60 HOURS) PHOTOGRAPHIC CRlllC I SM CA S5412 2 HR S . 

PHOTOGRAP HIC EQUI VALENCt STDS CAS5413 W 2-} HRS . 

DOCUM ENTAR Y PHOT OGRAPH Y CAS5453 W 1 HilS . 

FILM SEMINAR: CAS6840 ) HRS .
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a FILMS AND FILMMAKFRS I CAS6932 S 1 HR S . 

Bachelor of Arts in Medica Communications is 120 hours FILMS AND FILMMAK ERS II CAS6 9 33 00 5 1 HRS . 

BROADCAST JOU RNA LISM CAS6961 00 3 HRS . 

URBAN JOURNALI SM CA S6981 OD ) HRS . 

FEATURE' REVIEW WRll l NG CA S7162 W 3 HRS .
NOTE (S ): INDEPENDENT ST UD Y CAS9600 % F W 1- 6 HRS . 
\ CREDIT HOURS EARNED FOR COURSES LISTED AS SELECTIVES MORE SELECT AT LEAST HOURS FROM AMONG: THAN ONCE IN A CURRICULUM MAY NOT BE USED TO SATISFY THE THE ORY & HI SI ORY FREE PRE SS CAS5407 Wo HRS .REQUIREMENTS OF MORE THAN ONE COMPETENCY. PHOTO ILLUS1 RA, tON CAS5456 WO HRS . 
M~D IA SYMPO SIUM: CAS6394 F HRS . 
PHOT O HIST ORY CA S68 )2 F HRS .F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER BROADCAST I NG IN AME RI CA CAS6'l60 W HRS .WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER MED I A COMMUN I CATI ONS LAW CA S6970 FO HRS . SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS MEDI A COMMUNICA TIONS RESE ARCH CAS69 71 HRS .$$ = NOT SCHEDULED OD = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE MEDIA AND SOCIE TY CAS70 21 HR S . 
TOPI CS IN POP uLAR CULTURE , CAS 70 S? SE HRS . 
CHI LDREN & TE LEVISION CA S1 U I F HRS . 
MASS HED I A AND POL ITI CS CAS1 150 FE HR S . 
CHI CAGO MEDIA LABORATOR Y CAS7J90 WE HR S . 
WOMEN IN THE MEDIA CAS77 49 SO HRS . 
PH01 0GRAPHIC THEOR v CA578 4 0 WE HRS . 
CONT EMPORA Y ISSUES : ... CAS8030 F W HRS . Media Communications Major (M.A.) The graduate Media PHOT OG RAPHI C SERI ES ' S< QUENCE CA5H13 HRS . 
GRADUA TE SEM INAR IN PHOTOGRAP H CAS8S30 W HRS. Communications major affords students opportunities to FILM & TV DOCUMENT ARY HLD5670 W HRS . 
develop skills and knowledge in writing, producing, re­ COMMUNICATION RESEARCH HLD 628 0 W HRS . 
searching or teaching media communications for careers in ELECTIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL : 21 HOURS) 
media institutions or for application within other social ELECT 7-13 HOU RS FROM COURSES 
structures (education, community organizations, govern­ LISTED ABOVE , MEET I NG THE RE ­
QUIREMENTS OF THE MED IA COM­ment, industry). MUNICATIONS PROGRAM. 
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FLEeT 8- 14 HOURS FROM COURSES 

O~~FRfO THROUGHOUT ThE UNIVER­

Sl l Y (f "l USI VE a~ COURSES IN 

WITHI N I HI 5 PRO GRAM) ~H I C H 

ADORtS5 THE CO LLEGIAL COMPE­

TENC I ES, ' 

Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Master of Arts in Media Communications is 32 hours 
NOne S): 
~". I N L I EU OF A GRADU ATE PRU J EC T. STUD ENT S MAY fLE CT TO TAK E 8 
ADD I TIONAL CR ED IT HOUR S (BE YOND TH E MINI MUM 32 HOURS 
REQU IRE.D) UF ,~ E. D IA CO MMUN ICATI ONS COURSES IN CLUDI NG AT 
LEA ST 3 CRE DIT HOU RS UF GRAD UATE RE SE AR CH OR ADVANCED 
PRODUC TI ON/W RIIING. THE MI NIMUM TO TAL NUMBER OF CR EDIT 
HOURS UND ER THIS ALT ERNA TI VE I S 4 0 HOURS . 
CRE DI T HOU RS EARN ED FOR COU RSE S L IST ED MORE THAN ONC F I~ A 
CU RRI CULUM MAY NO T BE USED TO SATI SFY TH E RE QU I RfME NTS OF 
MURE THA N ONE COMP ETENCY. 
F = FAL L FO = FAL L ODD YEAR S FE = FALL EVEN YEA RS • = Wi NTER 
wU = WINIER DUD YEARS WE = WI NTER EV EN YEARS 5 = SPR I NG - SUMMFR 
SO = SPR ING- SUMME R ODD YEARS SE = SPR ING- SUMMER EVFN YE ARS 
55 = NOT SC HEDU LED 00 = UN DEMAN D + = MU LTI-COM PF Tf NCY COURS F 
Science Program 
Majors and Options: 
Environmental Science (B.A. & M.A.) 
Ecology and Conservation (U & G) 
Environmental Analysis (U & G) 
Environmental Management (G) 
Human Environment Planning (U & G) 
The instructional program in science is designed to meet the 
needs of those students who wish to gain a multi­
disciplinary background in environmental science, which 
provides the breadth necessary to understand complex 
human/environmental issues and the depth necessary for 
productive action. The program is also for those students 
who wish to continue their education in science wi th an em­
phasis on the applications of conceptual knowledge and 
practical skills to the solution of environmental problems. 
Scientists who wish to gain competence in recent 
developments in their disciplines and knowledge of the im­
pact of environmental issues on their work and lifestyles wi ll 
find this program appropriate. 
Environmental Science Major The Environmental Science 
major allows students at the baccalaureate level to pursue 
either a broad range of courses related to environmental 
science in a more individualized curricular format or to pur­
sue an option which focuses on a specific area of science as 
it relates to the environment. At the graduate level En­
vironmental Science majors pursue one of the options: 
Ecology and Conservation, Environmental Analysis, En­
vironmental Management and Human Environment Plan­
ning. 
The Ecology and Conservation option, which focuses on en­
vironmental biology, is designed at the undergraduate level 
to produce well-rounded ecologists possessing a firm 
theoretical background and practical skills necessary to the 
practice of ecology in a variety of job settings. Emphasis is 
placed upon designing field projects and in the collection 
and analysis of field data. 
At the graduate level the option in Ecology and Conserva­
tion emphasizes applied ecology. It is designed to produce 
biologists with a firm theoretical background in ecology and 
to develop field and laboratory skills that are necessary to 
the practice of ecology. Graduates of this option find 
employment in both the government and private sectors as 
aquatic, forest, or wildlife biologists or ecologists worki ng in 
the areas of environmental assessment, restoration, or con­
servation biology. 
The Environmental Analysis option focuses on envi ronmen­
tal chemistry at the undergraduate level and is based upon 
the traditional framework of a chemistry curriculum with 
emphasis on the theoretical concepts of chemical ana lysis 
and the practical application of modern analytical techni­
ques to environmental systems. 
At the graduate level the option, by focusing on analytical 
chemistry, is designed to give the student a firm background 
in modern chemical analysis through a series of specialized 
techniques courses using state-of-the-art methods and 
equipment. Hands-on experience with instrumentation is 
stressed as an important component to the theory covered 
in class. Specific attention is paid to how each technique is 
used w hen dealing with the analysis of environmental 
samples. 
The Environmental Management option, with a graduate 
only curriculum, focuses on the development ot a 
systematic approach to problem solving, concentrating on a 
synthesis of disciplines both scientific and managerial, with 
in-depth knowledge of the methods of systems analysis and 
quantitative methods. Many computer systems, urban 
systems, and energy systems can be chosen for application 
of systems science principles and methods. Students work 
with their degree committee to develop academically and 
profeSSionally viable programs in one of these application 
areas. A field internship or an applied research effort in the 
application area resulting in a thesis maintains the practical 
focus of the curriculum and helps to assure professional 
employment opportunities for graduates. 
At the undergraduate level the Human Environment Plan­
ning option is designed to prepare planning professionals to 
meet the expanding scope and practice of planning. The 
curriculum has an expanded focus which includes broader 
and more explicit concern for environmental policy, social 
policy and the analysis and design of service systems. 
The Human Environment Planning option at the graduate 
level includes a focus on urban and environmental planning 
and is structured to prepare students for entry into the plan­
ning profession. The curriculum is designed to produce 
generalist planners, but students may tailor their graduate 
work to specialized planning skills such as environmental 
planning, appropriate technology, social planning, or land 
use planning. The option provides students with a firm 
theoretical background, but also stresses the development 
of practical skills necessary for successful planning practice. 
PROGRAM: SCIENCE 

MAJOR: ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 

LE~EL: BACHELOR OF ARTS 

AOMISSION INFORMATION: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS OF CREDIT WITH AN OVERALL "C" OR BETTER 
GPA FROM A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; 2) BE 
IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED; AND 3) HAVE COM­
PLETED THE FOLLOWING LOWER DIVISION PREREQUISITE COURSE WORK: 
COLLEGE ALGEBRA AND TRIGONOMETRY (3-5 SH) , LIFE SCIENCE (8 SH), 
PHYSICAL SCIENCE (8 SH) . STUDENTS NOT HAVING COMPLETED THIS 
PREREQUISITE COURSE WORK MAY BE ADMITTED CONDITIONALLY PENDING 
COMPLETION OF DEFICIENCIES WITHIN THE FIRST THREE TRIMESTERS 
OF ENROLLMENT . IN ADDITION, COURSE WORK IN THE FOLLOWING SUB­
JECT AREAS IS RECOMMENDED AND MAY BE REQUIRED AS PREREQUISITES 
FOR CERTAIN GSU COURSES (THESE WILL BECOME AN ADDITIONAL PART 
OF THE DEGREE PLAN, OVER AND ABOVE REGULAR DEGREE REQUIREMENTS) 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY, ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY, CALCULUS, COLLEGE 
PHYSICS, AND EARTH SCIENCE. STUDENTS NOT MEETING ADMISSION 
CRI TERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE OFFICE OF AD­
MI SS IONS. 
DEGRE E REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST : I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CREDIT HOURS OF 
WHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION LEVEL (51 
HOUR S REQUIRED + 9 HOURS ELECTED) ; 2) ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES 
SPECI FIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 3) DEMONSTRATE ACHIEVEMENT OF THE 
MINI MV M SCIENCE DIVISION MATH COMPETENCY; ~) EARN A MIN IMUM OF 
2~ CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; 5) SATISFACTORILY COMPLETE A TERMINAL 
INTEGRATING EXPERIENCE (TIE), PREFERABLY THROUGH COOPERATIVE 
ED UCATION (INTERNSHIP) IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE; AND 6) SATIS­
FACTORILY COMPLETE ANY ADDITIONAL LOWER DIVISION REQUIREMENTS 
WITHIN THREE TRIMESTERS OF ADMISSION. STUDENTS MAY SUBSTITUTE 
ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS ~PON APPROVAL 
OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY 
PLAN. 
REQUI~ED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 10 HOURS) 
ECO LOG Y: BASIC PRINCIPLES CAS3150 3 HRS. 
College of Arts and Sciences 103 
SELECT AT LEAS T J HOURS fROM AMONG: 
I NT D COMPUTING: BAS IC CASJ600 F W 5 HRS. 
COMPUTER PROGRAMNG:FOR RAN CASJbOS S HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
ENERG Y, RES OURC ES & SOCIETY CAS5850 00 W 00 t1R S. 
ENVI RONMENTAL LAW CAS5930 F I1 RS . 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
EXPER MN TL DESI GN LAB & FI ELD CAS5~ 29 W /iRS . 
ANTHROPOLOGY FOR PLANNERS CAS6 715 HilS . 
PLANNING METHODOLOGY CAS7022 W HRS . 
SELECT AT LEAST ~ HOURS FROM AMONG: 
INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATIONS CAS~900 W S I -~ i1RS. 
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION IN CAS5650 W S 1-8 HRS . 
STUDENTS MUST EARN AT LEAST 28 CREDIT HOURS BY SELECTING 
AT LEAST ~ OF THE 6 DISCIPLINARY GROUPS BELOW (A-F) . 
AFTER AC QUIRING THE MINIMUM CREDIT HOURS REQUIRED IN EACH 
GROUP SELECT ED, ANY REMAINING CREDIT HOURS MUST BE DIS­
TRIBUTED AMONG 2 OR MORE OF THE SELECTED GROUPS. 
GROUP A: SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG : 
COMMUNITY ENERGY PLNG: APPLCTN CAS5295 2,~ HRS. 
ENVIRON LAND USE PLANNING CAS59~0 W 3 HRS . 
URBAN GROWTH MANAGEMENT CAS6155 SO 3 HR5. 
COMMUNITY ENERGY PLN G: FUNDMLS CAS6255 W 2,~ I1R5. 
PLANNING THEORY CAS6~00 ~ HRS. 
INNO VATIONS IN URBAN PLANNING CAS6599 W 3 /1IIS. 
PRIN & PRACTS OF URBAN PLANNG CAS79~0 3 HRS. 
GROUP B: SELE CT AT LEAS T 6 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
ANIMAL BEHAVIOR CAS5360 W HRS. 
BIOCHEMISTRY: LABORATORY CAS5~0 2 HRS. 
BIOCHEMISTRY: LECTURE CAS5~03 HRS . 
EVOL & ETHOLOGY OF MAMMALS CAS5510 HRS 
ECOLOGICAL METHODS CAS5810 HRS. 
ECOLOGY OF PRAIRIES : FLO STOS CAS5915 HRS . 
EVOLUTION AND HUMAN ECOLOGY CAS61~0 F W HRS. 
EXPERIMENTAL BOTANY CAS6160 F HRS . 
ECOLOGY OF LAKES CAS6611 SE H~S . 
PLANT TAXONOMY CAS6631 SE HR5 . 
MICROBIOLOGI CAL TECHNIQUES CAS6 no HRS . 
ORNITHOLOGY I CAS6899 W HilS . 
PLANT MICROENVIRONMENTS II CAS70~0 HRS . 
PLANT MICROENVIRONMENTS I CAS7050 W HRS . 
ECOLOGY OF STREAMS CAS7750 SO HR S. 
GROUP C: SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
INORGANIC CHEMISTRY CAS~215 WE 3 HRS . 
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY I: LE CTURE CAS~600 3 HRS . 
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY II : LECTURE CAS~601 } HR S. 
ENVIRONMENTAL EARTH SCIENCE CAS5890 J HRS . 
GEOCHEMISTRY C AS60~1 WO ~ HRS . 
PHY 5 I CS: INTERMEDI ATE CAS6~81 WE 2," HRS . 
METEOROLOGY CAS6721 WO 2, J HRS . 
PHYSICAL ENVIR:CHARACTER & DEV CAS6920 W 3 HR S . 
MEDICAL PHYSICS CAS7025 W 4 HRS . 
ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY CAS7037 3 HRS . 
GROUP 0 : SELECT AT LEA ST 5 HOURS FROM AMONG : 
CALCULUS FOR BUSI NES S BPAHO .. F W 5 3 MRS . 
LINEAR PRGMG FOR HGMT APPL BPA .... 61 $$ $$ $$ 3 HilS . 
STATISTICS: MULTIVAR IATE METHS CAS55"0 S 3 HilS . 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUA TI ON S CAS5550 WE 3 HRS. 
COMPUTER PROGR AMM I NG : ADVAN CED CAS5630 OD OD 00 2,3 HRS. 
GROUP E: SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
AIR QUALITY RESEARCH CAS5050 so } Hil S. 
CHROMATOGRAPHY CAS5~"0 J-4 Hil S. 
ELECTROCHEMIST RY CAS5830 FO J HRS. 
POLLUTION CONTR OL TECHNIQUES CAS7080 WO J HR S . 
RADIOCHEM ISTRY CAS72IO SE 3 HRS . 
SOIL ANALYSIS CAS7590 WE 2 - .. HR S . 
SPECTROCHEMISTRY CAS7720 W },S HRS. 
WATER QUALITY RESEARCH CAS7961 6 HRS. 
GROUP F: SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG : 
EPIDEM: PRIN & ANAL OF DA TA I SHP3920 $$ $$ $$ } HRS. 
IMMUNOLOGY SHP~205 W 2 I1R S. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: HOURS) 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM 

COURSES OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE 

UNIVERSITY (PREFERABLY OUTSIDE 

THE DIVISION OR THE COLLEGE), 

THOUGH CAS7~IO IS RECOMMENDED . 

TRANSFER CREDIT--LOWER DIVISION: (60 HOURS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours requ ired (or a 

Bachelor of Arts in Science with a 

major in Environmental Science is 120 hours 

STA TI STICAL METHODS CAS5530 W 3,~ HRS . F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YE ARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS ~ = WINT ER EN VIR ONMENTAL ASSESSMENT CAS5870 W 3 HRS. WO WIN TER 000 YE ARS WE = WINTE R EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-S UMMER 
SO = SPRING -S UMMER ODD YE ARS Sf = SPRI NG-SUMME R EVEN YE ARS 
REQV I RED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION: ~I HOURS) $$ = NOT SCHEDUL ED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MU LTI-COMPET ENCY COURSE 
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PROGRAM : SCIENCE. 

MAJOR: ENV I RONM~NTAL SC I ENCE 

OPTION: 
 ECOLOG Y AND CnSf VA I I ON 
LEVE L : SA HEL OR Of ARTS 
ADM ISSI ON INFORMATION: 
A SHIDI: NT MUS T: I) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIA' S D[GREt. OR AT 
L EA~ T 6 Q SE IE TER HOURS Of CRED IT wITH AN OVERALL "C" O~ BE Tl c R 
GPA FROM A REG IONALLY ACCREDITED COl LeGE OR UNIVERSI TY ; 2 ) BE 
1. 6000 STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED ; 3) H,WE COMPL~ T ­
~O THt FO LL OWI NG LOWER DIVISION PREREQUISITE COUR5EwO R : AT 
LEAS T 8 SEMESTER HOURS EACH Of GENERAL BIOLOGY AND GENERAL 
CH EM ISTRY WITH LABS, AND AT LEAST 3 SE MES TER HOURS OF COLL EGE 
ALGE BRA (NOT< : STUDENT S NOT HAVING COMP LETt:D A60VE PRf REQU ISI IE 
COUR SEWURK MAY BE ADMITTE D COND I TIONALL Y PENDING COMPLETION Of 
DEF ICI ENCIES Wi TH IN THE FIRST THREE TR IM EST ER S Of t N~U LMt N'). 
STuDENTS "HO HAVE COMPLETED AN ARTICULAT ED AND APPRO ED "2 +2" 
PROGRAM BETWEEN TH E CO LLEG E AND AN ILLI NO I S COMMUNITY CULL f Gf 
AR E ADMIITED DIRECTLY. STUDENTS NOT MEETING ADMISSION CR I TI: RIA 
MAY PETIIION FOR ADMISSI ON THROUGH THE OF f i CE OF ADMISSI ON S. 
DEG Ree RtQUIREMtN ,S : 
A STUDENT MUST: I ) ACQUIRE A MINH"UM OF 12/ CREDIT HOuRS OF 
WHI CH AT LEAST G7 HOUR S MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVI S ION LEVLL; 2) 
DEMON STt< AT E ACH IEVE MeNT ul' THE MINIMUM SCIENCE DIVI S ION MATH 
COMPETE NCY; 3) AC Qu iR E THE COMPETENCIES SPECifiED FOR THIS DE­
GR EE ; 4) CO MPL ETE A FI ELD EX PER I ENCE PLACE MENT; AND 5) EARN A 
MINIM UM Of 24 CR EDIT HOURS AI GSU. SIUDEN' S wl lH LOW ER OIVISI ON 
DEF ICIEN CI ES WiLL Be REQUIRED TO TAKE AD DI TIONA L CRED II HOUR S . : 
A SIUDE NT MAY SUBSTITUT E ACHI EVEME NT OF COMPEfE NCl tS BY ALTER­
NAlt ME IHODS UPON APPROVAL Of ADVISOR AND UPON INC LUS I ON IN 
THE STU DENT 'S APPR OVED STU DY PLAN. 
RE QUIRED CO URSES--UPPER DIV I S I ON : 43 HOU RS) 
EXPERMNTL DESIGN LAB t FI ELD CASI 4 29 3 HRS. 
STAIISIICAL METHODS 
ECO LOGY: BASI C PRINCI PLES 
ECOLOGY Of ~EHAVIOR 
ECOLOG I CAL MEIHODS 
EXPERII"'1ENfAL BOrANY 
PLANT MI CROENVIRO NME NIS 
EVOL & ETHOLOGY OF MAMMALS 
PLANT TAXO NOMY 
ORNITHOLOGY I 
ENV IR ONMENTAL ASSESSMENI 
ENVIRONMENIAL LAw 
COOP ER AT I VE FDUC ATION IN 
CAS5530 
CAS3110 
CASS}8 A 
CASI810 
CASGIGO 
CAS7010 
CAS5510 
CASG631 
CASG8 99 
CASS8/0 
CAS593U 
CASS61U 
." 
W 
Sf 
3, 4 
3 
3 
4 
4 
3 
3 
4 
3 
3 
2 
4 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER Divi S ION: 24 HOURS) 
SELEC T AI LEAST 2 HOUR S FROM AMONG: 
IN TRO COMPUT ING: BASIC 
COMPUTER PROGRAMNG:FORTRAN 
COMPUT ER PROGRA MMING :AOVANCED 
CAS3GOO 
CAS3r,OS 
CASI630 00 
w 
00 00 
3 
3 
2.3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HR S. 
SELEt T Af LE~ST " HOURS FR OM AMONG: 
LCULOG¥ DF LAKE S CA 56611 Sf HRS. 
ECULOG Y OF STREA S tAS/1S0 5 1) HRS. 
SELEC T AT LEAST 3 HOURS ·F ROM AMONG: 
MUfOR OLOGY 
N~TURE I NTt RPRETATION:PRINtPRC 
CAS6 /21 
A56/9 0 OD 
wo 
OD. 00 
2.3 
3 
HR S. 
HRS . 
ENVIRO NMe NTAL CHEMISTRY 
SOIL EC OL OGY 
CAS/ 037 
CAS/ 061 FE 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SEUC T TWO COU RSES FOR 6 HOU RS FR OM AM ONG: 
AN IMAL BE HAVIOR: FLO STUDIES I CA S5404 W MRS . 
ECOLO~Y OF PRAIRI ES : FLO STOS CASI91 1 S MRS . 
ORN I THOLOG Y II CAS G900 5 HRS. 
PLANT MICROENVIRONMENTS II CAS7040 5 HR S. 
SELEC T AI LE AST 3 HUURS FR OM AMONG: 
ENVIRUN LAND USE 
PRIN & PRACTS OF 
PLANNIN G 
URBAN PLANNG 
CASI940 
(AS/9 40 
W HRS . 
HRS. 
StLECT AI LEASI G HOURS FROM AMONG: 
I HE ORY Or KNUWLE DGE CASH 71 3 I1 RS. 
k.:NEKGY I RESOUR CES & SOC I ETY 
ET HI CS AND ENVIR ONMEN T 
EVOLUTION AND HUMAN ECO LOGY 
CA5 58 10 
CAS G080 
CAS GI40 
00 
F 
F 
" 
W 
W 
OD } 
2.33. " 
HR S. 
HR S . 
HR S. 
ELECT iV E CO URSES--UPPER DIVISION: HO URS) 
ADD I TI ONAL COURSES RECOM MENDED AS OPTIONAL ELECIIVES: 
SIUDENTS MAY ELECT ADDITIONAL 
COURSES THAT MIGHT IN CLUD E: 
CA S6730, CAS/ 410. CA5719 0, 
CAS796 1, CASS 398. 
TRANSFER CR EDIT--L OWER DIVISION: ( 60 HOURS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Science with a 

major in Environmental Science is 127 hours 

NOTE(S): 
OPT 10NAL . 
~ 	 CREDI T HOURS EARNED FOR COURSES LISTED MORE THAN ONC E IN A 
CU RRI CULUM MAY NOT BE USED TO SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS OF 
MORE THAN ONE COMP ETENCY. 
f = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO WIN TER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEAR S S = SPRI NG-SU MMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
SS 	 = NOT SCHEDULED OD = ON DEMAND + = MULTI- COMPETEN CY COU RSE 
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PROGRAM: SCIENCE 
MAJOR: ENVI RONMEN ,AL SCI ENCE 
OPTION: ECOLOGY AND CON SERVA,ION 
LEVEL : MASTfR OF AR,S 
ADMISSION INFORMA,IDN: 
A STUDEN, MUS,: I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREA,o OEGREE FROM 
A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSI,Y; 2) BE IN GO OD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL AT'ENDED. APPLICANTS FOR ADMI SS ION 
TO THE GRADUA,o ECOLOGY AND CONSERVA,ION OPTION WILL BE EXPECT­
ED TO MEET ,HE UNDERGRADUA,E COMPETENCIES FOR THIS OPTI ON. 
ORDINARILY APPLICANTS WITH A BACCALAUREATE WiTH A MAJOR IN THE 
LIFE SCIENCES AND A MINOR IN MATHEMA!ICS OR THE PHYSICAL 
SCIENCES WILL BE DIRECTLY ADMISSIBLE TO THIS OPTION. STUDENTS 
WITH DEGREES IN OTHER FIELDS MAY BE ADMITTED CONDITIONALLY 
PENDING COMPLETION OF UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL PREREQUISITES IN AD­
DITION TO GRADUATE LEVEL REQUIREMENTS. STUDENTS NOT MEETING 
ADMISSION CRI 'TERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE 
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 33 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS; 2) DEMONSTRATE ACHIEVEMENT OF THE MINIMUM SCIENCE DIVI­
SION MATH COMPETENCY; 3) HAVE ACQUIREO THE COMPETENCIES FOR A 
BACCALAUREATE OEGREE IN ECOLOGy AND CONSERVATION OR COMPLETED 
COURSEWORK IN FIELD BIOLOGY, CHEMISTRY, AND THE FOLLOWING: 

CAS3140 OR CAS3145, CAS3150, CAS5510, CAS5870, CAS6631, 

CAS7130 OR THE EQUiVALENT AS APPROVED BY THE STUDENT'S ADViSOR 

AND/OR DEGREE COMMITTEE; 4) ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED 

FOR THIS DEGREE; 5) PARTICIPATE IN AN ECOLOGY AND CONSERVATION 

GRADUATE SEMINAR; 6) COMPLETE EITHER A RESEARCH THESIS INVOLV­

ING LABORATORY/FIELD WORK OR A GRADUATE INT ERNSHIP; 7) EARN A 

MINIMUM OF 24 GRADuATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU, INCLUDING A MINI,'1UM 

OF 12 HOURS IN COURSES NUMBERED 8000 OR ABOVE. A STUDENT MAY 

SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS 

UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S 

APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 

REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: 25 HOURS) 
ANIMAL BEHAVIOR: FLD STUDIES CAS5404 W 3 HRS. 
EXPERMNTL DESIGN LAB ~ FIELD CAS5429 W 3 HRS. 
ORNITHOLOGY II CAS6900 3 HRS. 
PLANT MICROENVIRONMENTS II CAS7040 3 HRS. 
POPULATION BIOLOGY CAS82&2 W 4 HRS. 
ECOLOGICAL METHODS CAS5810 4 HRS. 
ECOLOGY OF PRAIRIES: FLO STDS CAS5915 3 HRS. 
ENVIRON BIOLOGY GRAD SEMI NAR CAS8917 Ii 2 HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 4 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
ECOLOGY OF LAKES CAs66 II SE HRS. 
ECOLOGY [)F STREAMS CAS7750 SO HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 4 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
INDEPENDENT STUDY CAS9600 W 1-6 HRS. 
GRADUATE INTERNSHIP IN CAS9800 W 1-8 HRS. 
MAS.TERS PROJECT CAS9900 W 1-6 HRS. 
ELECT! VE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: ( ij HOURS) 
ADOITIONAL COURSES RECOMMENDED AS OPTIONAL ELECTIVES: 
ELECT AN OPTIONAL NUMBER OF 
HOURS FROM THE FOLLOWING 

COURSES: CAS5398, CAS8260, 

CAS5605, CAS5650, 

CAS5930, CAS6140, CAS6790, 

CAS7037, CAS7065, CAS7300, 

CAS8266 AND/OR CAS5625. 

Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Science with a 

major in Environmental Science is 33 hours 

NOTE(S): 
OPTIONAL. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS 5 = SPRING-SUMMER 

SO SPR ING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE: SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 

$$ = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 

PROGRAM : SCIENCE 
MA~OR! ENVIRONMENTAL StlENCE 
o pTION: ~N VI ~O ME TAL ANALYS IS 
LEVEL : AC HEL CJ Q u~ A~j5 
AUMI 55 l u N I NFOR,..,AT I ON: 
A ST U~t.f>l T MlIS T: I ) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSO' I ATE S DEGREE OR AT 
LEAS T 6u Sf"ES "lOR HOURS 01- C~(D I; '.1 TH AN OVER ALL "C" OR BET TER 
GpA FROM A REGIONALLY AC CRED IT ED COL LEGE OR UNIVE Slry; l) BE 
IN GOOD S T ANDI N~ AT HE LAS T SCH OOL Ar TFND(O; AND 3 ) HAV~ COM­
PLETe.D HiE' r OLLO WI NIO L.OWE R DIVI S ION PR EREOU I SI rE COURSEWO~ : 
AT LEAST 8 SEMEST ~R HOU~ > EACH UF GENERAL 'HtMISTRY WI TH LA B. 
CALCULUS, UR~ANIC CHEMISTRY WITH LAB, AN D 4 SE MESTER HOURS OF 
ANALYTICAL CH EMI STRY WI TH LAB (NOTE: STUDENTS NOT t1AVI. G n-iESE 
PREREQUISIH:S MAY liE ADMI TTtD CONDITIONALLY PENDI NG COMPLEr l ON 
OF [HIS COURSEWORK WITHIN A YEAR OF ADMISSION). ST UoeNTS NOT 
ME~TING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMI SS ION THROUGH 
THE OFfiCE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CR"O IT HOURS OF 
WHICH 60 HOURS MUST Bf AT THE UPPER OIVISION LEVEL (4 8-51 HOURS 
REQUIRED + 9-12 HOURS ELECTED); 2) ACQUIRE TH E C OMP~ TtNCIES 
SPECIFIEO FOR THIS OEGREE; 3) DEMONSTRATE ACHI EVE MENT OF THE 
MINIMUM SCIENCt DIVISION MATH COMPETeNCY; 4) EARN AT LEAST 2~ 
CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. A STUO~NT MAY SUBSTITuTE ACHIEVEMENT OF 
COMPETENCIE~ BY ALTERNATE MET HODS UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISO~ 
AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUD ENT'S APPROVEO STUDY PLA N. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 26 HOURS) 
STATISTICAL METHOOS 
INORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY I: LECTURE 
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY II :LECTURE 
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY I: LAB 
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY II: LAB 
BIOCHEMISTRY: LABORATORY 
BIOCHEMISXRY: LECTURE . 
ECOLOGY: BASIC PRINCIPLES 
GEOCHEMISTRY 
CAS5530 
CAS4215 
CAS4600 
CAS4501 
CAS4602 
CAS4603 
CAS5402 
CAS5403 
CAS3150 
CAS6041 
W 
WE 
WO 
}'4 
3 
3 
3 
I 
HRS . 
H~S . 
HRS . 
HR~ . 
HRS . 
H~S . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPE~ DIVISION: I; HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
INTRO COMPUTING: BASIC 
COMPUTER PROGRAMNG:FORTRAN 
CAS3600 
CAS3605 
W 5 
5 
HR5 . 
HR S . 
SELECT A! LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
INDEPENDENT INVESrlGATIONS 
RESEARCHING SCIENCE INFORMAT'N 
CAS4900 
CAS7410 
W 1-4 
2 
HRS . 
HRS . 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOUR> FROM 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 
AMONG: 
CAS5870 
CAS5930 
W 3 
2-4 
fiRS . 
HRS . 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS 
CHROMATOGRAPHY 
ELECTROCHEMISTRY 
RADIOCHEMISTRY 
SPECTROCHEMISTRY 
FROM AMONG: 
CAS5440 
CAS5830 
CAS7210 
CAS7720 
FO 
W 
SE 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
SELECT TWO OF THE THRtE AREAS (AIR, SOIL, WATER) 
FOR 8-11 CREDIT HOURS FROM 
AIR QUALITY RESEARCH 
METEOROLOGY 
SOIL ANALYSIS 
WATER QUALITY RESEARCH 
AMONG: 
CAS5050 
CAS6721 
CAS7590 
(AS7961 
.. 0 
WE 
50 3 
2,3 
2-4 
6 
HRS . 
HR S. 
fiRS . 
HRS. 
ELECflVE COuRSES--UPPER DIVISION: 
ELECT 9-12 HOURS FROM THE FOL­
LOWING COURSES: CAS3771, 
CAS5650, CAS5850, CAS5870, 
CAS6080, CAS6240, 
CAS6611, CAS6730, CAS7080, 
OR EQUIVALENT COURSES 
AS APPROVED BY ADVISOR. 
TRANSFER CREOIT--LOWER DIVISION: (60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Science with a 

major in Envi ronmental Science is 120 hou rs 

NOTE(S): 
II VARIABLE: REQUIRED AREAS--22 TO 25 CREOIT HOURS; EC fI VES 
--9 TO 12 CREDIT HOURS. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = ~ I TEM 
WO wiNTER ODD YEARS WE: WINT ER EVEN YEARS s: SPRI NG-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE: SPRING-SUMMER EVE N YeAR S 
$$ = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COVRSE 
106 College of Arts and Sciences 
PROGRAM: SCI ENC E 
MAJO~ ; ENVI RONME NTAL SCIENCE 
OP ION: EN VIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 
LEVEL; MAS TER OF ARTS 
ADMI SSI ON INFORMATION; 
A S WOEHT ,~US T; I) HAVE ACQU I RED A BACCALAUREATE DEG REE FROM 
A REG IONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; 2) BE IN GOOD 
STAN DING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. ORDINARILY APPLI CANTS 
WITH A BACCALAUREATE MAJOR IN CHEMISTRY AND A MINOR IN 
MAT HEMATICS OR PHYSICS WILL BE DIRECTLY ADMISSABLE TO THIS 
OP TI ON. STUDENTS WITH DEGREES IN ORTHER FIELDS MAY BE 
ADM IT TED CONDITIONALLY PENDING COMPLETION OF UNDERGRADUATE 
PREREQUISITE COURSES LISTED UNDER DEGREE REQUIREMENTS . 
5 UOENT S NOT MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR 
ADM ISSION THROUGH THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS; 
A STUDENT MUST; I) COMPLETE , IN ADDITION TO GRADUATE LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS, THE FOLLOWING COURSES NORMALLY TAKEN AT THE 
UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL WHICH ARE PREREQUISITES FOR THE REQUIRED 
GRADUATE COURSES; CAS4600 AND CAS4601, PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY I & 
II (8 HOURS), CAS5230 AND CAS5285, ORGANIC CHEMISTRY AND 
AOVANCED ORGANIC CHEMISTRY (8 HOURS), CAS5403, BIOCHEMISTRY 
LECTURE (3 HOURS), CAS5530, STATISTICAL METHODS (4 HOURS), 
CAND CAS3600, INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTING; BASIC (3 HOURS), OR 
THE EQUIVALENT COURSES; 2) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 35 GRADUATE 
CREDIT HOURS; 3) ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THE 
DEGREE; 4) COMPLETE A GRADUATE THESIS IN THE AREA OF 
ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY; AND 5) EARN A MINIMUM OF 24 GRADUATE 
CREDIT HOURS AT GSU INCLUDING A MINIMUM OF 12 CREDIT HOURS IN 
COURSES NUMBERED 8000 OR ABOVE. A STUDENT MAY SUBSTITuTE 
ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL 
OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY 
PLAN . 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: ( 32 HOURS) 
CHROMATOGRAPHY CAS5440 3-4 HRS. 
SPEC TROCHEMI 5 TRY 
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY/MASS SPECTR 
CAS 77 20 
CAS8912 
W 
W 
3,5 
3 
HRS '. 
HRS. 
ANALYTICAL BIOCHEMISTRY CAS6165 WE 3 HRS . 
CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM THEORY CAS8090 W 4 HRS. 
PHOTOCHEMISTRY CAS9170 3 HRS. 
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS CAS5640 OD OD OD 3 HRS. 
GRAD THESIS: PRESENTAT I ON IN . . CAS8585 F W 5 I HRS. 
MASTERS PROJECT CAS9900 W 5 6 HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL; HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
oLECTROCHEMISTRY CAS5830 FO HRS . 
RADIOCHEMISTRY CAS7210 SE HRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts with a 

major in Environmental Science is 35 hours 

F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO WINTeR ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
SS = NOT SCHEDULED OD = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM; SCIENCE 
MAJOR: ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 
OPTION: HUMAN ENVIRONMENT PLANNING 
LEVEL: BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION; 
A STUDENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS Of CREDIT WITH AN OVERALL "C" OR BETTER 
GPA FROM A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; AND 2) 
BE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT: 
MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAV PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS; 
A STUDENT MUST; I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CREDIT HOURS OF 
WHICH A MINIMUM OF 60 HOURS MUST BE UPPER DIVISION CREDIT; 
2) ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 3) PAR­
TICIPATE IN AT LEAST ONE Of THE ONGOING CURRICULUM PROJECTS 
DIRECTED BY HUMAN ENVIRONMENT PLANNING FACULTY; 4) DEMONSTRATE 
ACHIEVEMENT OF THE MINIMUM SCIENCE DIVISION MATH COMPETENCY; 
AND 5) EARN A MINIMUM Of 24 CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. A STUDENT MAY 
SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT Of COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS 
UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S 
APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
~EQUI ED COURSES--UPPER DIV I S IO }8 IiOURS) 
ECOLOG Y; BAS I C PRINCI PLES 
EN VIRON LAND USE PL AN NI NG 
ON TEMPO RA RY UR BAN ECOLOG Y II 
COM MU NITY ENE RGY PLNG: FUNDMLS 
ENV IRONMENrAL ASSESSME NT 
SOC I AL RESEARCH AN D EVALUATION 
~LANNING FRAMEWORKS 
EC ONOMICS OF URBAN PLANNING 
COMP REHENSIVE PLANNING STUDIO 
LAND USE CONTROLS 
PLANNING; A SYSTEMS APPROACH 
CAS3t50 
CASS94 0 
CAS S6 11 
CAs6255 
CA S58 70 
CAS 7562 
CAS66 70 
CAS5818 
CAS6410 
CAS6156 
CAS6990 
F 
F 
W 
W 
W 
W 
5 
SE 
5 
HRS . 
tiRS . 
H~S . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION; 22 HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 4 HOURS FROM AMONG; 
ETHICS AND ENVIRONMENT 
EVOLUTION AND HUMAN ECOLOGY 
GRASSROOTS CONCEPTS HUMAN ECOL 
URBAN GROWTH MANAGEMENT 
EXPERIMENTAL COMMUNITIES 
CAS6080 
CAS6140 
CAS6150 
CAS6155 
CAS6171 
W 
W 
W 
W 
5 
SO 
2,3 
3,4 
2,4 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 4 HOURS FROM AMONG; 
CONTEMPORARY URBAN ECOLOGY I 
PLANNING THEORY 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG; 
PLANNING TECHNIQUES & GRAPHICS 
ANTHROPOLOGY FOR PLANNERS 
PLANNING METHODOLOGY 
CAS4605 
CAS6725 
CAS7022 W 
3 
2,4 
4 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
INTRO COMPUTING: BASIC 
COMPUTER PROGRAMNG : FORTRAN 
CAS3600 
CAS3605 
W HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG; 
ENERGY, RESOURCES & SOC I ETV 
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 
CAS5850 
CASS930 
OD W OD 3 
2-4 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM 
ilESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 
STATISTICAL METHODS 
AMONG; 
CAS3505 
CAS5530 
F 
F 
W 
w 
I 
3,4 
HRS. 
HRS . 
SELECT AT LEAST 4 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
COMMUNITY ENERGY PLNG: APPLCTN 
LAND USE LAW SEMINAR 
PR I N & PRACTS OF URBAN PLANNG 
CASS295 
CAS6521 
CAS7940 
2,4 
2-4 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
TRANSFER CREDIT--LOWER DIVISION; (60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Science with a 

major in Environmental Science is 120 hours 

F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS 5 = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
S5 = NOT SCHEDULED OD = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM ; SCIENCE 
MAJOR : ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 
OPTION: HUMAN ENVIRONMENT PLANNING 
LEVEL: MASTER OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROM 
A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; 2) BE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED; AND 3) COMPLETE 
DEFICIENCIES, AS DETERMINED BY THE STUDENT'S DEGREE COMMITTEE, 
IN ANY OF THE fOLLOWING UNDERGRADUATE ENVIRONMENTAL-SCIENCE 
RELATED COURSES: CAS7130 (3 SH) AND A COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COURSE (2 SH)--(NOTE; STUDENTS NOT MEETING THIS CRITERION MAY 
BE ADMITTED CONDITIONALLY PENDING REMOVAL OF DEFICIENCIES). 
STUDENTS NOT MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMIS­
SION THROUGH THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 41 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS; 2) DEMONSTRATE ACHIEVEMENT OF THE MINIMUM SCIENCE DIVI­
SION MATH COMPETENCY; 3) ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED 
FOR THIS DEGREE; 4) PARTICIPATE IN AT LEAST TWO OF THE ONGOING 
CURRICULUM PROJECTS DIRECTED BY HUMAN ENVIRONMENT PLANNING 
FACULTY; 5) COMPLETE A THESIS, INTERNSHIP OR SYNTHESIS PAPER AS 
A TERMINAL INTEGRATING EXPERIENCE; AND 6) EA~N A MINIMUM OF 2~ 
GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU, INCLUDING A MINIMUM OF 12 CREDIT 
HOURS IN COURSES NUMBERED 8000 OR ABOVE. A STUDENT MAY SUB­
STITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON 
APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S AP PROv­
ED 5 TUDY PLAN. 
College of Arts and Sciences 107 
REQ uiRED COURSES -­GRAOUAT f LEVEL : 16 HOlJRS) ~RO~~AM : SC I F.~Ct 
P l ~~N I ~ FRA MEWOR 5 
tOMPR~HE SI V PlAN'4 I 'j\i 
COMMU NITY EN NG Y PLNG : 
STUDIO 
APPlCTN 
CAS&ij70 
CA5~ 4 1 0 
CA ~ 5 29 5 
f 
5 
S 
4 
4 
4 
~S . 
t-R~ . 
HR 5 , 
"A~OR : 
flf' 1 iL)!> : 
LE f l : 
Eo NVI RONMENTAl SC IENC t 
t:N"IR()N,"' EN TA ~ MA"AGEMiN T 
MASTER OF ARTS 
EN VI RONMeN TAL PLA NN I NG Sf MINAR CAS8185 
" 
MRS . ADMI ; S ION I Nf URM ATION : 
REQU IRED AREAS--GRADUATE lEVEL: 
SELECT AT lEAST 3 HOURS FROK AMONG: 
EN VIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
ENVIRON lAND USE PLANNING 
25 HOURS) 
CAS5870 ~ 
CAS5940 w 
hRS. 
HRS . 
~ S TJ OE NT MUS T: 1) HAV~ A(QU I ~~D A 54CCA"AURfAT. DEG~f< r ~OM 
A ~ I ONA l " Y ACCI\E Dl TtD COL LE GE a uN 1111 ~> 11Y ; ~) Bf I • ~ OOD 
,1ANU I ~G AT TH E l AS T SCHOOL A1 I eNDE O; 3) nA F ~CQUI f~ TnF 
r U ll O ~I N' UNOERGR AOUAT E PRERfQUISllt COUR5lWOR~ (SE! NOIE I): 
, ATH EJ'1ATICS THR OUGH CAL CULUS , AT l EAS T ONf COURSE IN fACH OF 
I H FOllOWING-- CO MP UTi R P RO~RAM~I NG ( CAS~6UO ) , S T_rISl IC S 
SELECT AT lEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
ANIMAL BEHAVIOR 
CUN T~MPORARY URBAN ECO LOGY II 
GRA SS ROOTS CONCEPTS HUKAN ~COl 
EXPERIMENTAL COMMUNITIES 
CASI3&0 
CASI611 
CAS6IS0 ~. 
CAS61ll 
F 
w 
W 
W 
Ii 
2,4 
2,4 
HR S . 
H~S . 
MR S . 
~~ s . 
(L ASS-3U), AN D allSIC ECO NOMICS ( 6PA12U ! ) , AT EAST FD UR 
LO URS tS IN THE PHYSI CAL SCI ENCf. S (St E NOT f 2) AND ONF (QUltSf 
IN F u OAMEi'< TAl PR il'K I PU S Of . CO LOG Y ( CASH SO} '40lE: S TUD 'l IS 
wl) H DfF lCl ENCIES IN AN I OF TI1f 5 f ARr AS MA Y Sf ADM I Jrt) 
CiJ NDITI 0N AlcY PENJ) ING HMO VAl OF DE F ICI ENCI ES P''' dl( l tl I "'RIlLL ­
'If ,r oc TOND II ( R~ DIT HOUR S IN THIS CURRICUL UM EXI"LUS l vE Of 
SELECT AT 
ASCENT 
lEAST 2 
(jf MAN 
HO URS FROM AMONG: 
CASS 2GI 
" 
Iilb . 
" ~ k f ~ U hITlSI. ST uDE NTS NOT ,'1l t TI NG AOM I,SI ON Cil l ] ~IA MA Y 
~t TITION FUR ADMISSION THR OUGH TH, O ' ~ I CF OF AD MI S SI'~NS. 
ENERGY, RESOUR CES & SOCIETY 
ETHI CS AND ENVIRONMENT 
GRASSROOTS CON CEPTS HUMAN ~ C OL 
URB AN GROWTH MANAGEMfNT 
COM 'lU NI TV ENERGY PlNG: FUNOMlS 
PLA NNING THE.ORY 
NEW COMMUNITIES DEVELOPMENT 
C"S5850 
CAS60BO 
CAS6IS0 ·:, 
CASGI55 t 
CAS6255 
CAS6400 ' 
CAS&800 . 
0 0 
F 
f 
f 
F 
w 
W 
w 
W 
w 
00 
SU 
1 
? , 1 
2.4 
3 
2, " 
4 
1-4 
,",R S. 
HR S. 
HR$, 
ItR 5. 
fiR S. 
HR S. 
! !RS . 
')l (Jlh t" K t (,.':U I ~fM(N15: 
A ST VDt. Nl MUST: 1) ACQUIR f A MINl ,"'U,.~ OF 32 (,RALHJ AH. l Qr :) 1f 
OU RS ( 2 0 HUURS REQU I~ED + 12 HUU RS SE lf- CTfU ); II A(QUI~f THf 
ClJMP£ 1fNC I LS SPE CIFIE D FOR THI 5 DEGRH ; l) COMPLE Tl A GRADUATE 
l ';h l S AS A TeRMINAL INTELRATI N~ UPI Rl f- Net (5 " u uR, OF Hl II I 
Rl ijU IO'O ri OURS); AN D ") fARN A MI~IMuM U> 2" '~ ADJA · . C~fD II 
HO Ges AT ('S U, INCLUDING AT lEA S T 12 HO URS IN l OuRSES 'JMB ~I'"[I 
SELECT AT lEAST 2 HOURS FROM AM ONG: 
CONT eMPORARY URBAN r.cOlOGY I 
GRA5~ROOTS CONCEPT S HUMAN t COl 
CAS5 &10 
CAS6110 1 w 
H ~b . 
H~S . 
8000 uR ~oOV(. A STUD f NT MAY 5U8 5 TITU1 ­ ACH I EVfM[NT ~F 
COMN It "'C I ES BY Al TERNAIE M[JHO')S UP ON APPRO VAL OF ADV I ~OR " ND 
U PU~ IN CLUSION IN IHE SIUDENT'S APPROVE D SI UUY PLA N. 
URBAN GROWTH MANAGEMENT 
PLANNING THEORY 
NEW COMMUNITIES DEVELOPMENT 
CAS6155 j 
CAS6"001 
CAS6BO O-
F 
W 
SO 
1 _lot 
HRS . 
HR S . 
HR.:; . 
R~ QU IR tO Clll!RSES--GRADUATf LEVFL: 18 H(JUR) 
STATI STICS: MULlIVARIAI E MUHS CASI140 3 rlJ!S . 
SELECT AT lEAST 2 HOURS fROM AMONG: PR INLIPlES u f SYSTEMS SCIENCE CAS8831 FO l-S HRS . 
uRBAN GROWTH MANAGEMENT 
ANTHROPOLOGY FOR PLANNERS 
PLANNING: A SYSTEMS APPROACH 
PLANNING METHODOLOGY 
RESEARCHING SCIENCE INFORM AT'N 
CAS615 1\ 
CAS672 5 . 
CAS 6 990 % 
CAS7022 1. 
CAS7"10 '. 
SO 
S 
S 
2 ," 
l 
4 
? 
1R S . 
HR '; . 
HRS . 
H :-! 'i . 
H,.(S . 
~ Y~ I fMS MOOt L ING 
S YSTtMS SCIENCE SEMINAR 
d ECiSIO N SCI & POLICY ANAL 
J N~~Pl ~D f N ! ST UDY 
CASBBl3 
CAS88"O 
CAS9075 
: >\S9600 
~F-
WE 
w 
Sf. 
J-S " 
3 
3-\ 
1- ; 
MRS . 
HRS. 
HilS . 
HilS . 
SELECT AT l EAST l HO URS FROM AMONG: AREAS--GRAD UATl l EVEL: HiJLJ ~ S) 
ECONOMICS OF URBAN PLANNING 
ANTHROPOLOGY FOR PLANNERS 
PLANNING METHODOLOGY 
CASI818 
CAS672 1 
CAS702 H 
2," 
4 
HR S. 
. Hf.b. 
HR S . 
"l' ~ T Al lEAS I 2 HOURS FROM 
GRA 0 UAlf INTtRNSHIP IN 
r~A S TERS PROJECT 
AMUNG: 
CAS980U 
C A S 9~OO 
'" 
w 
MRS, 
flMS . 
SELECT AT lEAST 
URBAN GROOTH 
3 HOURS cRaM 
MANAGtMfNT 
AMONG: 
CAS6115 1, SO HR. '') . 
Ll lC TIVE CuuR StS--GRA DUA1 E lEVEL: 12 HO URS) 
lAND US E C ONT~OlS 
PLANNING THEORY 
lAND uSE lAW SeMINAR 
INNOVATIONS IN URBAN PLANNING 
PLANNING: A SYSTEMS APPR OACH 
REGIONAL PLANNING 
PRIN & PRACTS OF URBAN PLANNG 
CAS'd 56 
CAS6"00 ':, 
CASG 5 21 
CAS6599 
CAS6990 : 
CAS 726 7 
CAS 79"0 
f 
'. 
SE 3 
4 
2-4 
3 
3 
J 
111ol. ~ . 
l-tR 5 . 
MRS . 
HRS . 
t·R!l . 
Il k'';), 
HRS . 
t l EC IIV ES T0 BE TA~EN Will BE 
MU1 UAllY AGREE D UPON BETwE EN 
5lUDEN l AND DEGREE COMMllTfE 
TO HE LP l Hf STU DENT FOCUS HIS I 
HE~ STUUY UN A PARTICULAR AREA 
Of HUM AN tNDEAVQ R SUCH AS EN­
V J K ON I"'fN1.-~L SYS Tt. MS, ADMI NJ 5­
SELECT AT lEAST 8 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
INDEPENDENT STUDY 
GRADUATE INTERNSHIP IN 
MASTERS PRO J ECT 
CAS950 0 
CAS9BOO 
CAs9900 
F >I 
W 
W 
MR S . 
HR S . 
HRS. 
I ~ ATI VE SYST EMS, HEALTH SYS­
Tf,...·,S, UR B A:\: SYSTEMS, ENERGY 
S YSTt-.IV,S, COMPUTER SY S TEMS, 
·C. ELECTIVES MAy BE TAKEN 
f~ OM APPRPRfATE COuRSES OF­
ERf D THROUGHOUT THE UNlvER­
51 TV. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Science with a 

major in Environmental Science is 41 hours 

Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
NOTE(S): Master of Arts in Science with a 
major in Environmental Science is 32 hours 
CREDIT HOURS EARN ED FOR COUR SES liSTED AS SElECTIVES MOR E 

THAN ONCE IN A CURRICULUM MAY NOT BE USED TO SATISfy ·TH E N01E(S) : 

REquiREMENTS OF MORE THAN ONE COMPETENCY. 

COURSE NUMBERS SHOWN IN P'ARENIHESES ARE C ONSI~ERED THF. 
MINIMUM EQUIVALENT GSU COURSES. 
F = FAll FO = FAll ODD YEARS FE = FAll EVEN YEARS W = WINTtR 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS 5 = SPRING-SUMMER ONE YEAR Of CHEMISTRY AND ONE YEAR OF PHYSICS IS RECOMMEN DED 
SO SPRING-SUMMER 000 YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
$$ = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
ONLY IHRfE HOURS ARE REQUIRED. EXTRA HOURS MAY BE TAKlN AS 
ELECTIVES IF APPROPRIATE TO A SIUDENT'S STUDY PLAN AND 
APPROVED BY THE DEGREE COMMITTEE. 
F = FAll FO = FAll 0 00 YEARS FE = FAll EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO WINTER 000 YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-S UMM ER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER DOD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
$$ NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
108 College of Arts and Sciences 
Science Teaching Program 
Majors: 
K-12 Science Teaching (B.A. & M.A.) 
Elementary Science Teaching (M.A.) 
Secondary Science Teaching (M.A.) 
The instructional program in Science Teaching focuses on 
the content and processes of science and related ways to 
teach them which reflect an environmental concern. It is 
designed to meet the needs of certified teachers who wish to 
improve their skills as teachers by adding to their knowledge 
of environmental sciences, gaining competence in profes­
sional education disciplines, and strengthening their cultural 
and humanistic backgrounds . It is also designed for those 
who wish to gain competence in the theory and practice of 
environmental education outside the formal educational 
settings, or for those who wish to earn an Illinois certificate 
as a School, Science Specialist. 
All candidates for the M.A. degree in Science Teaching are 
required to complete a Terminal Integrating Experience 
(TIE) which is designed to assist the student in synthesizing 
and integrating various elements comprISing his/her 
graduate study plan . The TIE usually takes the form of a pro­
ject and is planned individually by each student and his/her 
advisor. Each student is required to present his/her project 
at a science graduate seminar prior to awarding of the M .A. 
degree. 
K-12 Science Teaching Major The K-12 Science Teaching 
major is a three-year (B.A. & MA) curriculum designed for 
students who wish to acquire an Illinois teaching certificate 
in science and environmental science. The teaching cer­
tificate is gained by entitlement when the M.A. degree is 
granted. 
The undergraduate B.A. degree in Science Teaching is in­
tended to develop the students' knowledge of science con­
tent and skills in using investigative processes. Students 
should acquire breadth and some depth in science content 
areas. Professional education courses are intended to orient 
students to the classroom and to allow them to assess their 
interest in teaching. 
Applicants for the M .A. degree in Science Teaching must 
have completed at least 30 credit hours in science. The cur­
riculum, consisting of science and professional education 
courses, is designed to enable students to develop and teach 
interdisciplinary and environmentally-oriented science cur­
ricula. Emphasis is placed on teaching environmental 
science as a method of inquiry. 
PROGRAM: SCIE~C E ~EACHING 
11A.JOR : K-12 ~CIENCE TEAC HI NG 
LeVE L: 8 A C H~LOR OF ART S 
ADMISSIO~ INFO RMATION: 
A STUDENT MU ST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED AN AS SOC IA TtS DEGREE OR A­
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS OF CREDIT WI TH AN OVERALL " CO OR 
BETTER GPA FR OM A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COL LEGE OR UNIvERS IT Y; 
AND 2) BE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED . 
STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE COMPLETED: (A) 20 SEM STE R HOURS OF 
LABORATORY SCIENCE, INCLUDING BIOLOGY, CHEMIS TRY AN D 
PHYSICAL/EARTH SCIENCE, (B) 6 HOURS IN MATHEMATICS, INC LUDING 
COLLEGE ALGEBRA (STATISTICS RECOMMENDED), (C) 3 HOU RS IN 
HEALTH OR PHYSICAL EDUCATION, (D) 9 HOURS IN COMMUNIC A- IONS, 
AND (E) 15 HOURS IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES AND ,HE HUAMN ITIES 
INCLUDING A COURSE IN AMERICAN HISTORY OR GOvERNMENT WITH 
COMPLETION OF THE U.S./ILLINOIS CONSTITUTION TEST. (NOTE: 
STUDENTS MAY BE ADMITTED TO THE PROGRAM WITH DEF IC IENCI ES IN 
THE AFOREMENTIONED LOWER DIVSION COURSE REQUI REMEN S .) 
~Tuu~N:S NOT MEETING ADMJSSION CRITERtA MAY PETITION FOR 
ADMISSION THROUGH THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DE&RtE REQUI~EKENTS: 
,.) A STUDENT MUST: I) ACGUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CR ED IT HOUR S 
~F wHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISI ON LEV EL 
,40 HOURS RtQUIRED + 20 HOURS ELECTED); 2) ACQU IRE THE 
CO"PETENCIES SPEClFltD FOR THIS DEGREE; 3) COMPLETE THE MAJOR 
CORE (;F 45 HOURS; 3) COMPLETE A MINIMUM OF 48 HOURS IN SCIENCE 
,3 4 hOURS IN BIOLOGICAL OR PHYSICAL SCIENCE AND 14 HOURS IN 
THE COGNATt) NOTE: COMBINATION OF LOWER DVISI ON SCIENCE 
COuRSES AND 12 HOURS OF UPPER DIVISION SCIENCE ELECTIVESI; AND 
5) EARN A MINI~UM OF 24 CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. N07E; CREDIT 
HOUKS EARNED TO MEeT DEFICIENCIES IN LOWER DIVISI ON C OU~ SE 
KE~UIREMENTS MAY NOT BE APPLIED TO UPPER DIVISION DEGREE 
RE~UIREMt~TS . 1 A STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIE vEMENT OF 
COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROvAL OF ADV ISOR AND 
~PON INCLUSION IN THE STUDEN T'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
Rt~UIRED COURSES--UPPER DIviSION: 40 HOURS) 
ECOLOGY: BASIC PRINCIPLES CAS3150 3 HRS. 

I~OEPE~DEN' INVESTIGATIONS CAS4900 W 1-4 HRS. 

ORGAI';IC CHtMISTRY CAS5230 3-4 HRS. 

STATIS TICAL METHODS CASS530 F W S 3,4 HRS . 

HUMAN GE~ETICS--ELEMENTARY CAS5811 F W 5 3 HRS. 

PHYSICAL ENVIR:CHARACTER & DEV CAS6920 W 3 HRS. 

II';TRO COMPUTING: BASIC CAS3600 W 3 HRS . 

PRINCIPLES OF SCIENCE EDUCTN CAS523A+ 4 HRS. 

THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE CASH71 F 3 HRS. 

LRN(; PROC:CHILDREN & ADOLESCTS CAS6550 F 2 , 3 HRS. 

TEAChiNG SECONDARY SCHOOL SCI CAS7419+ W 3 HRS . 

ASSESSING EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES CAS5330+ F 3 HRS. 

CLINICAL EXPERIENCES IN EDUC CAS7420+ F 2,4 HRS. 

t.LEC:]VE COURSES--UPPER DIVISID~ : 20 HOUR S) 
ELECT AT LEAST 12 HOURS FROM 

AMONG BIGLOGICAL AND/OR PHYSI­

CAL ~CIENCt COURSES NUMBERED 

3000-7g99. ELECTivES MUST BE 

APP~OVtO UY ADVISOR . 

ELECT 8 HOURS FRO~I COURSES OF­

FERED THROUGHOUT THE UNIvER­

SITY THA T ARE APPROPRIATE TO 

THE STUDENT'S PERSONAL AND/OR 

PROFESSIONAL GOALS . 

TRANSFER CREDIT--LOWER DIviSION: (60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Science Teaching with a 

major in K-12 Science Teaching is 120 hours 

NOTE, S): 

" THIS CURRICULUM IS PREPROFESSIONAL; THE K-12 SCIENCE 

TEACHING CER TIFICATE PROGRAM IS AT THE GRADUATE LEvEL. 

F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
.0 .INTER DOD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODu YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EvEN YEARS 
$$ = I';OT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
PROG RAM: St l ~Nct TEACH INC 
MA~OR : K- 12 Stl~NtE TEACH INC 
LE vEL: MASTt R Of ARTS 
ADMI S ~ IO~ INFORMATION: 
A STUDE NT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE fR OM 
A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNiVE RSITY; 2) BE IN GO OD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED; 3) HAV E COMPLETED: CA) 
30 SEMESTER HOURS IN SCIENCE WITH A GRAD E OF "CO OR BETT ER, 
(B) 9 HOURS IN COMMUNICATIONS COURSES, (C) 15 HO URS Of 
HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES (INCLUDI NG A COURSE IN AME RICAN 
HISTORY/GOVERNMENT WITH COMPLETION OF U.S./I LLI NO IS 
CONSTITUTION TEST), (D) 6 HOURS OF MATHEMATICS IN CLUD ING 
COLLEGE ALGEBRA, (E) 3 HOURS OF HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION, 
(F) A COURSE IN STATISTICS, AND (G) A COURSE IN COMPUTER 
SCIENCE. (NOTE: STUDENTS MAY BE ADMITTED TO THE PROGRAM WITH 
DEFICIENCES IN THE AFOREMENTIONED UNDERGRADUATE 
PREREQUISITES.) STUDENTS NOT MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY 
PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
uEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 42 (0) GRADUATE 
CREDIT HOURS; 2) ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS 
DEGREE; 3) COMPLETE STUDENT TEACHING; AND 4) EARN A MINIMUM OF 
24 GRAOUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU INCLUDING A MINIMUM OF 12 
HOURS IN COURSES NUMBERED BODO AND ABOVE. A STUDENT MAY 
SU6STITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS 
UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S 
APPROVED STUDY PLAN. CREDIT HOURS EARNED TO MEET DEFICIENCIES 
IN UNDERGRADUATE PREREQUISITE COURSES MAY NOT BE APPLIED TO 
GRADuATE DEGREE REQUIREMENTS. 
RE~UIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: 30 HOURS) 
PRINCIPLES OF SCIENCE EDUCTN 
PHILOSOPHY GF SCIENCE 
LEARNING PRGCESSES: ADV TOPICS 
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 
TEACHING SECONDARY SCHOOL SCI 
MEANINGFUL EVAL BEYOND TESTING 
IMPROVING LEARNING ENVRONMNTS 
ETHICS AND ENVIRONMENT 
CLINICAL EXPERIENCES IN EDUC 
STUDENT TCHG IN SCIENCE/l-I2 
CAS523A+ 
CAS8270 
CAS9050 
CAS5740 
CAS7419 
CAS9067 
CAS8 73 5 
CAS60BO 
CAS1420 
CAS7588 
F 
00 00 
W 
00 
W 
W 
W 
00 
00 
S 
S 
4 
2 
3 
3,4 
3 
3 
3 
2,3 
2,4 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HR S. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: 12 HOURS) 
ELECT AT LEAST 12 HOURS FROM 
AMONG SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS OR 
COMPUTER COURSES NUMBERED 5000 
OR ABOVE. A MINIMUM OF 6 HOURS 
IN THE ELECTIVES MUST INCLUDE 
LABORATORY OR FIELD INVESTIGA­
TION COURSES. COURSES SHOULD 
BE CHOSEN TO STRENGTHEN AREAS 
OF CERTIFICATION. ELECTIVES 
MUST BE APPRGVED BY ADViSOR. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Science Teaching with a 

major in K-12 Science Teaching is 42 hours 

NOTE(S): 
UPON COMPLETION OF THIS CURRICULUM, STUDENTS MEET THE K-I2 

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE TEACHING CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS. 

F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WIN TER 
WO .INTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
S5 = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
College of Arts and Sciences 109 
Elementary Science Teaching Major This major is designed 
to help elementary school teachers improve knowledge and 
ski ll s related to science, envi ronmental concerns, and 
science teachlng_ The instructional program focuses on the 
content and processes of cience. and related ways to teach 
them which reflect an environmental concern. The cur­
riculum focuses on development of skills and knowledge in 
(1) environmental science: content, investigative abili ty, In­
formation retrieval, and the history, philosophy, and 
sociology of science; (2) professional education: learning 
theory, curriculum development, teaching skills, and 
evaluation; and (3) interdisciplinary aspects of education: 
cultural diversity, humanistic perspectives and values . 
PROGRAM: 5CIENCE rEACHING 
MAJOR: ELEMENTARY SCIENCE TEACHING 
LEVEL: MASTER OF AR TS 
ACMISSIGN INFURMATION: 
A STUDENT MUST : I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROM 
A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSI TY; 2) BE IN GOOP 
STANDING A7 THE LAS T SCHGOL ATTENDED; 3) HAVE A VALID ~E ~CHING 
CER TIFICATE; 4) HAVE COMPLETED 30 SEMESTER HOURS IN SCIENCE 
~~T~TA~I~~~~~ O~N~C"AO\~~;~~R; I~NDc~~p8e~~ C~~~~~~~~ A ~~~~~~ 
STUDENTS MAY BE ADMITTED TO THE PROGRAM WITH DEF ICI ENCES IN 
THE AFOREMENTIONED UNDERGRADUATE PREREQUISITES.) STUOEN-S NO­
MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSI ON -HROUG H 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DEGRtt REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDtNT MUST: I) AC~UIR E A MINIMUM OF 35 GRADUATE CREDI ­
HGURS; 2) AC QUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 
3) COMPLETE A MASTER'S PROJECT/ THESIS; AND 4) EARN A MI NIMUM 
OF 24 GRADUATE CREDI7 HOURS AT GSU INCLUDING A MINI MUM OF 12 
HOUR5 IN COURSES NUMBERED 8000 ANO ABOVE. A STUDEN~ MAY 
SUBSTITUT E ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS 
UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDEN~IS 
APPROVED STUDY PLAN . CREDIT HOURS EARNED TO MEET DEFI C!EN~IES 
IN UNDER GRADUA7E PREREQUISI TE COURSES MAY NOT BE APPL IED - 0 
GRADuATE DEGREE REQUIREMENTS. 
REQUIRED COUR5ES--GRADUA TE LEVEL: 20 HOURS) 
GRAD SEMINAR IN SCIENCE EDUC 
PHILOSOPHY OF 5CIENCE 
LEARNING PROCESSES: ADV TOPICS 
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 
MEANINGFUL EVAL BEYOND TESTING 
IMPROVING LEARNING ENVRONMNTS 
ETHICS ANU ENVIRONMENT 
CA S90 6 8+ 
CAS8270 
CAS9050 
CAS5740 
CAS9067 
CAS8735 
CAS6080 
F 
00 00 
W 
00 
Ii 
00 
00 
S 
S 
2 
2 
3 
3,4 
3 
3 
2,3 
:::: H~S . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
RS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
fiRS . 
RE~UIRED AREAS--GRADuA TE LEVEL: HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
TCHNG ELEMENTARY SCHL SCIENCE 
BEYOND TEXTBOOK SCIENCE 
CAS/800 
CAS8190 
F 
00 
W 
00 
3 
J 
HRS. 
HRS . 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: 12 HOURS) 
ELECT ' AT LEAS T 12 HGURS FROM 

AMONG SCIENCE, MA THEMATICS OR 

CGMPUTER COURSES NUMBERED 5000 

OR ABOVE. A MINIMUM OF 6 HOURS 

IN THE ELECTIVES MUST INCLUDE 

LABORATORY GR FIELD INVESTIGA­

TION COURSES. COURSES SHOULD 

BE CHOSEN TO STRENGTHEN AREAS 

OF CERTIFICATION . ELECTIVES 

MUST BE APPROVED BY ADVISOR. 

Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Science Teaching with a 

major in Elementary Science Teaching is 35 hours 

NGTE(S):o. CAS9068 MUST BE REGISTERED FOR TWICE TO COMPLETE THIS DEGREE 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WIN TER 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING - SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEAR S 
55 = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MUL TI-COMPET ENCY COU RSE 
110 College of Arts and Sciences 
Secondary Science Teaching Major This major is designed 
to help secondary chool teachers improve knowledge and 
skills related to science, environmental concerns, and 
science teaching. The instructional program focuses on the 
content and processes of science and related ways to teach 
them which reflect an environmental concern. The cur­
riculum focuses on development of skills and knowledge in 
(1) en ironmental science: content, investigative ability, in­
formation retrieval, and the history, philosophy, and 
sociology of science; (2) professional education: learning 
theory, curriculum development, teaching skills, and 
evaluation; and (3) interdisciplinary aspects of education: 
cultural diversity, humanistic perspectives and values. 
FRGGRAM: SCIE~CE TEACHING 
MAJOR: S~CO~DARY SCIENCE ~EACHING 
L~VtL: MAS~ER OF ART~ 
ADMISSION INF ORMAT ION: 
A STUDEN T MUS ': I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROM 
A REGI ONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEG~ OR UNIVERSITY; 2) BE IN GOOD 
STAND I~G A' THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED; 3) HAVE A VALID TEACHING 
CEP,IFICATE; 4) HAVE COMPLETED 30 SEMESTER HOURS IN SCIENCE 
\,I TH A GRADE OF "C" OR BET~ER; AND 5) HAVE COMPLETED A COURSE 
IN STATISTICS AND A COURSE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE. (NOTE: 
STUUENTS MAY 6t ADMITTED ~o -HE PROGRAM WI~H OEFICJENCES IN 
TH~ AFOREMENTIONED UNDERGRADUATE PREREQUISITES.) STUDENTS NO' 
MEETING ADMISSION CR ITERIA MAY P~TITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH 
~H( OFFICt Of AD~'lssrUNS. 
D~GRt~ RE~UIR~MENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I ) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 35 GRADUAT~ CREDIT 
HOuRS; 1) AC~UIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 
3) COMPLETE A MASTER'S PROJECT/THESIS; AND 4) EARN A MINIMUM 
OF 24 GRADUATE CR EDI T h0URS AT GSU INCLUDING A MINIMUM OF 12 
h OURS IN C0URSES NUMBER ED 8000 AND ABOVE. A STUDENT MA Y 
SUBS TITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS 
UPO N APPROVAL Of ADVISOR AND UFON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S 
APPR0VED STUDY PLAN. CREDIT HOURS EARNED ,0 MEET DEFICIENCIES 
I~ UNDERGRADUATE PRE RE QUISITE COURSES MAY NOT BE APPLIED TO 
GRAOUATE DEGREt RE~uIREMENTS. 
RE~uIRtD COURSES--GRADU AT E LEVEL: 20 HOUR S) 
GRAD SEMINAR IN SCIENCE EDUC CAS9068+ F 2 .... HRS. 
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE CAS8270 00 00 00 2 HRS. 
LEARNING PRuCESSES: ADV TOPICS CAS9050 W 3 HRS. 
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMtNT CAS 5 740 00 00 3,4 HRS. 
MEANINGFUL EVAL BEYOND TEST ING CAS9067 S 3 HR S. 
I"PROVING LEARNING ENVRuNMN.S CAS8735 S 3 HRS. 
ETHICS AND ENVIRONMEN~ CAS6 080 W 2,3 HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADuATE LEVEL: HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAS T 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
TEACHING SECONDARY SCHOOL SCI CAS7419 W HR s. 
BEYOND TEXTBOOK SCIENCE CASSlgO 00 00 S HRS. 
ELEC TIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL : 12 HOURS) 
EL ECT AT LEAST 12 HOURS FROM 

AMUNG SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS OR 

COMPUTER COURSES NUMBERED 5000 

OR ABOVE. A MINIMUM OF 6 HOURS 

IN THE ELECTiVES MUST INCLUDE 

LA60RATORY OR FIELD INVESTIGA­

TION COURSES. COURSES SHOULD 

BE CHOSEN TO STRENGTHEN AREAS 

OF CERTIFICATION. ELECTIVES 

MUST BE APPROVED BY ADVISOR. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Science Teaching with a 

major in Secondary Science Teaching is 35 hours 

r-.OTElS): 
•• CAS90 68 MUS T BE REGISTERED FOR TWICE TO COMPLETE THIS DEGREE 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO wINTER ODD YEARS ~E = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
$$ = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
Social Sciences Program 
Majors: 

General Studies (B.A. & M.A.) 

Urban Studies (B.A. & M.A.) 

Women's Studies (B.A. & M.A.) 

This program is designed as a conceptual framework with in 
which various social, political, and cultural phenomena 
may be examined, evaluated and possibly altered through 
educational experiences within the University and in the 
community at large. Disciplines included are anthropology, 
urban history, sociology, urban studies, political science, 
and women's studies. The program provides the opportuni­
ty for students to examine "process" phenomena within 
three majors. Particular emphasis is placed upon the devel­
opment and approval of student contracts with the student's 
advisor. These contracts must reflect interdisciplinary 
resources in the University and the College of Arts and 
Sciences, the resources of various cultures, and the program 
needs and objectives of each student. 
General Studies Major General Studies consists of inter­
disciplinary efforts focusing on both conceptual (classroom) 
and applied (field) studies. Students are expected to under­
stand fundamental social and cultural processes, institu­
tions, and value systems from historical and contemporary 
perspectives. Studies in this major are seen as including the 
issues of stability, change, growth, deterioration, and the 
notion of process itself in various cultural processes. 
College of Arts and Sciences 111 
PROGRAM: SOCIAL SCIENCES 
MAJOR: GENERAL STUDIES 
LEVEL: BACHELOR DF ARTS MInimum total number 01 credIt hours required for d 
Bachelor of ,\rts In Social Sciences with aADMISSION INFORMAT ION: 
A SlUDENT MUST : I) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOC I ATES OE GRE~ UA AT major in Gen~rol Studies is 120-1 25 hours 
LEAST 6 0 SEME ST ER HOURS WI TH AN OVE ALL "C" OR SF. H ER ('PA 
FROM A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLL EGE OR UN IVERS ITY; AND 2) BE NOT ~( S) : 
I N GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL A TT F NU~O . STUDENTS NO T 
ME ETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITI ON FO R ADMISSION T ~ JUG M +++VARIABLE 0 LPtNDI N, UPON STUDEN1'S TOPI CA L rocus (IF ANY).: 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. UR THE VARI DUS TOPIC AL FOCI THE CR DIT HOUR REQUIREME NT S 
ARt AS FOLL OWS: (A ) HI STORY --TOT .AL HOLI RS 12 0 \(HICH ARE 
DEGRE E REQUIREMENTS: COM PRI SED OF 18 HO URS R~QU IRED, 18 HOU RS SELECT ED , 2~ HOURS 
A STUDENT MUST : I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF I20-I ~ 5 (+++) CR EDIT elECTE D, PLUS LOW ER DIVISION lRANsl ER CR EDIT HOURS; (8) 
HOURS OF WHICH AT LEAST GO-65 HOURS MUST BE AT TH E UPPER SOCIOL OG Y--TOIAL HOURS 120 WHICH ARE COMP RI SfD OF 21 HOURS 
DIVI S ION LEVEL (21-"1 REQUIRED + 2"-39 ELECTED) [S EE ~O T f Rf QUI?- fP , 15 HOURS SELECTED, 2" HO URS EL ECT ED, PL US LOWE~ 
+++1; 2) EARN AT LEAST 2" CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; J) ACQUIRE " if OIVISION lRANsF l CRED IT HOURS; ec) SOCIAL STUDIES 
COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; AND ") SATISFY TH f cDU CA 110N (GRADES 6-12)--TOTAL HOURS 125 WHI CH ARE 
UNIVERSITY LIBERAL EDUCATION REQUIR EME NTS. A SIUDEN T MAY COMPM I 5~D OF 38 HOURS REQUIRED, 3 HOURS SELECTED, 2" HOURS 
SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF UP TO 6 HOU RS OF COMP ETf NC IES FLE C1 ~ , PLUS LOW ER DIVISION TRANSFER CREDIT HOURS; AND (D) 
THROUGH LIFE EXPERIENCE UPON APPROVAL OF ADViSOR AN D UPON 0 FNf"AclsL_T01.~L HO URS 120 '.Hl e H AR E COMP RISED OF 18 HOURS 
INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. REQ UIqtn , 3 HOuRS SELECTED, 39 HOURS ELECTED, PLUS LOWER 
OIVI S ION 'RANsFlR CREDIT HOUR S. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: ( +++ HOURS) CREDIT HOuRS EARNfi) FOR COURSES LISTED AS SELECTIVES MOR I: 
THA~ ONCE IN A CURRICULUM MAY NOT BE USED TO SATISFY fHE 
AMERICAN URBAN HISTORY CAS7230 w 0 0 HRS. RE QU I . [ MENTS OF MOR E THAN ONE COMPETENCY EXCEPT FOR CAS6S31 
CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL THOUGHT CAS7522 00 00 00 HRS. AND CAs72G " WHICH MAY HE REPFATED FOR DIFFERENT TOPI CS ~S 
SURVEY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE CAs3II0 00 00 00 HRs. APPROV ED bY ADVISOR. 

SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUC CAS75"0 F HRs. 

SOCIOLOGY OF THE FAMILY CAS7599 00 00 00 HRS. 

URB STUDIES: INTRO TO THE CITY CAs7271 w HR'> . 
 F , FALL FO. FAL L 000 YEA RS FE. FALL EVEN YEARS W = WI NTE R 
wO WI NT R OOD Yf RS " E = liINHR EVEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUMM.f~ 
FOR STUDENTS WITH A FOCUS IN SOCIAL STUDIES EDU CA TION: SO ~ P 1 ~0 - ~ UMMER 000 YEA RS 51. = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
METH & TECH TCHG SECONDARY LVL CAS5"09+ W 3 HR :; . $$ NOI S ( H EJ ~L E D 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY CO URSE 

PHILOSOPHY OF AMER EDUCTN CAS5I9" l HRS. 

LRNG PROC:CHILDREN & ADOLESCTS CAs6550 2,3 HRS. 

HISTORY OF AMERICAN EDUCATION CAS5192 w 3 HRS. 

STUDENT TEACHING SOC STUD/6-12 CAS7583 OD 00 00 5 HRS. 

SUR EXCPTNL CHILDREN & PRGRAMS HLD6820 • 5 3 HRs. 

FOR STUDENTS WITH A TOPICAL FOCUS IN SUCIOLOGY: 
POLlllCAL SOCIOLOGY CAs65"7 00 00 00 HR S . 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION: (+++ HOURS) 
SELECT Al LEAST l HOURS FROM AMONG: 
RESEARCH TECHNI QUES CAs6570 "R S . 
SOCIAL RESEARCH AND EVALUATION CAS7562 HRS. 
PROGRAM: SOCI AL SG lfN CES 
FOR STUDENTS WITH A TOPICAL FOCUS IN HISTORY: MAJ OR: GE NfRAL STUD I ES 
LEV EL: MASTER OF ARTS 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
AMERICAN ECONOMIC HISTORY CAS5175't HRS. ADMISSION IN FORMATION; 
AMERICAN HISTORY SEMINAR: ... CAS726"~. 'II HRS. A ST uD ENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROM 
A RLG I ON AL LY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; 2) BE IN GOOD 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG: STAN OING AT lHE LASI SCHOOL ATTENDED . STUDENTS NOT MEET ING 
AMERICAN ECONOMIC HISTORY CAs5I75 % F HRS. ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PE1ITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE 
METH & TECH TCHG SECONDARY LVL CAs5"09' W HRs. OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS . 
LITERATURE AND HISTORY: .. . CAS6537 \ HRS. 
AMERICAN HISTORY SEMINAR: .. . CAS726" ~ 'W. S HRS. 
DEGREE REQUIR Mt NTs: 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG: A STUDENT MUST: I ) COMPLETE A MINIMUM OF 33-36 GRADUATE 
AMERICAN ECONOMIC HISTORY CAS5175~ HRS. CREDIT HO UR5 , DEPENDING UPON WHE1HER THE MASTER'S PROJECT OR 
METH & TECH TCHG SECONDARY LVL CAS5"09, W HRS. AODI TrONAL COURSE'.ORK IS SELECTED (SEE NOTE "+++") (NO TE : 
LITERATURE AND HISTORY: . .. CAS6537% w HRS. STUD ENIS WITH A TOPICAL FOCUS IN SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCA TION MU ST 
AMERICAN HISTORY SEMINAR: ... CAS726" ' W HRS. CUMPLETE AN AOD ITIONAL II HOURS IN PROFESSIONAL EDUCAT ION 
COURSES; 2) EARN AT LEAST 2" GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU , 
FOR STUDENTS WITH A TOPICAL FOCUS IN SOCIOLOGY: INCLUDING AT LEAST 12 HOURS IN COURSES NUMBERED 8000 OR ABO VE ; 
AND j) CO~IPLEH EI lHER : (A) A MASTER'S PROJE.CT THAT IS 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: ACCEPTABLE TO AT LEAST TWO SOCIAL SCIENCE FACULTY MEMBERS, OR 
SPATIAL PERCPTN & SOC BEHAVIOR CAS7568% 00 00 00 HR S. (B) EARN AT LEASI 6 ADDll10NAL GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS IN THE 
SOCIOLOGY OF ETHNIC RELATIONS CAS7589 HRS. SOCIAL SCIENCES SUBJECT TO ADVISOR'S APPROVAL AND PASS A 
SOCIOLOGY OF SEX ROLES CAS7821~ F HR s. COMP REHENSIVE WRITT EN EXAMINATION COVERING SOCIAL SCIENCE CORE 
AND STUDENT'S TOPI CAL FOCUS; A STUDENI WHO, AS AN 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: UNDERGRAOUATE, HAS COMPLETED GSU COURSES OR THEIR EQUIVALENTS 
WORK AND FAMILY LIFE CAS7229 % 00 00 00 HRS. THAT ARE REQUIRED FOR THE SOCIAL SCIENCE CORE OR FOR HISIHER 
SOCIOLOGY OF SEX ROLES CAS7821\ F HRS. PARTICULAR TOPICAL FOCUS MAY SUBSTITuTE OTHER SOCIAL SCIENCE 
COURSES UPON ADVISOR'S APPR OVA L AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
WORK AND FAMILY LIFE CAS7229% 00 00 00 HRS. 
TECHNOLOGY & SOCIAL CHANGE CAS727~ 00 00 00 HR S. REQUIRED COURSEs--GRADUATE LEVEL: (+++ HOURS)
SPATIAL PERCPTN & SOC BEHAVIOR CAS7568t 00 00 OD HRS. 
MASTERS PROJECI CAS9900 W 3 U HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
SOCIAL DISORGANIZATION CAS7582 W HRS. FOR STUDENTS wITH A FOCUS IN SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION: 
SOCIOLOGY OF CRIME CAS7592 00 OD 00 HRs. METH & TEC H TCHG SECONDARY LVL CAS5"09 W 3 HRS. 

SOCIOLOGY OF POVERTY CAS7593 00 00 00 HR S. PHILOSOPH Y OF AMER EDUCTN CAS5I9" 3 HR S. 

LRNG PROC:C HILDREN & ADOLESCTS CAS6550 2,3 HRS. 

ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: (+++ HOURS) HISTORY OF AM ERICAN EDUC ATION CAS5192 W 3 HRS. 

SO CIAL fOUN DA1 IONs OF ED UC CAS75"0 3 HRS. 

ALL STUDENTS IN THE MAJOR MUST SUR EXCPTNL CHILDREN & PRGRAMS HLD6820 W 3 HRS . 

ELECT AT LEAST 2" HOURS FROM SluOENT TEACHING SOC STUD/6-12 CAs7583 00 00 00 HRS .5 
COURSES LISTED ABOVE OR FROM 

OTHER SOCIAL SCIENCE COURSES; 
 FOR sTUDtNTs W:IH A TOPICAL FOCUS IN SOCIOLOGY: 
ELECTIVES ARE SUBJECT TO POLITICAL SO CIOLOGY CAS65"7 OD 00 00 HRS. 
ADVISOR'S APPROVAL. II 

RE QUIREO AREAs--GRADUATE LEVEL: (+++ HOURS)

STUDENTS NOT PURSUING ONE TOP­

ICAL FOCUS INDEPTH MUST ELECT SE LECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FRO M AMONG: 

AT LEAST 15 HOURS FROM A LIST SEMINAR IN AMER INST & VALUES BPA8910 W HRs. 

OF COU RSES SUPPLIED AND GRAD SEM I~ HI STORIC AL sTDS CAS8 1 78 00 00 00 HRS. 

APPROVE D BY ADVISOR. CO MMUNITY ST~ DJ ES SEM I NAR CAS818~ 00 00 00 HRS. 

GRAO SEM I N SUCIAL THOUGHT CAS81 S 3 00 00 0 0 HRS. 
TRANSFE R CR~pIT--LOWc R DIV ISION: (60 HO URS) FOR STUD ENTS WITH A TOPICAL FOCUS IN HISTORY: 
112 College of Arts and Sciences 
SELE CT AT LEAS T J HOURS FROM 
LTTE RATuR~ ANO HISTORY: . 
AME~ICAN URBAN HI STORY 
AMERICA HI TO RY SEMINAR : 
PHILOSOPHY Of HISTORY 
AMONG : 
CAS&S3/% 
CASn 50 F 
CAS726~\ F 
CAS 7~41~ 
',I 
W 
',I 
W 
00 
S 
} 
} 
5 
} 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HilS . 
HRS. 
AMONG:SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM 
LIIERA TURE AND HISTORY: . 
AMER ICAN URBAN HISTORY 
AME~I CAN HISTORY SEMINAR: ... 
PH ILOS OPHY Of HISTORY 
CAS65H\ 
CAS72}0\ 
CAs7264\ 
CAS7441~ 
F 
F 
',I 
',I 
W 
W 
00 
S 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
AMONG:SE ECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM 
LITER ATURE AND HISTORY: . 
AM~R ICAN URBAN HISTORY 
AME RICAN HISTORY SEMINAR: ... 
PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY 
CAS6 537 \ 
CAS72}0\ 
CAS7264 \ 
CAS7441 
F 
F 
W 
',I 
',I 
',I 
00 
S 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HR S. 
FOR STUDENTS WITH A TOPICAL FOCUS IN SOCIOLOGY: 
SEL ECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
SPA IAL PERCPTN & SOC BEHAVIOR CAS7568> 
~OCIOLOGY Of ETHNIC RELATIONS CAS7589 
SOCIOLOGY OF SEX ROLfS CAS7821, 
00 
F 
F 
00 00 HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS 
',luRK AND FAMILY LIFE 
SOCIOLOGY OF SEX ROLES 
FROM AMONG: 
CAS7229 ~ 
CAS7821% 
00 
F 
00 00 HRS. 
HR S. 
AMONG:SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM 
WO~K AND FAMILY LIFE 
TEC HNOLOGY & SOCIAL CHANGE 
SPATIAL PERCPTN & SOC BEHAVIOR 
CA S7229 % 
CAS7274 
CAS7568% 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: (+++ HOURS) 
STUDENTS NOT PURSUING ONE TOP­

ICAL FOCUS INDEPTH MUST ELECT 

AT LEAST 12 HOURS FROM A LIST 

OF COURSES SUPPLIED AND 

APPROVED BY ADVISOR. 

ALL STUDENTS IN TH E MAJOR MUST 

ELECT AT LEAST 9-15 HOURS FROM 

COURSES LISTED ABOVE OR fROM 

OTHER SOCIAL SCIENCE COURSES; 

ELECTIVES ARE SUBJECT TO 

ADVISOR'S APPROVAL. ij. 

Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Social Sciences with a 

major in General Studies is 33-36 hours 

NOTECS): 
+++VARIABLE DEPENDING UPON STUDENT'S TOPICAL FOCUS (IF ANY) 
AND STUDENT'S CHOICE OF A MASTER'S PROJECT OR 6 HOURS OF 
ADDITIONAL COURSEWORK AND A WRITTEN COMPREHENSIVE 
EXAMINATION. FOR THE VARIOUS TOPICAL FOCI THE CREDIT HOUR 
REQUiREMENTS ARE AS FOLLOWS: (A) HISTORY--TOTAL HOURS 33-}6 
(!i) WHICH ARE CO MPRIS ED OF 0-3 HOURS (ii) REQUIRED, 21 
HOURS SELECTED AND 9-15 HOURS (Ii) ELECTED; 
(B) SOCIOLOGY--TOTAL HOURS 3}-36(i;) WHICH ARE COMPRISED OF 
}-6 HOURS (;~) REQU IRED, IS HOURS SELECTED AND 9-15 HO URS 
(;1) EL EC TE D; (C) SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION (GRADES 
6-12)--TOTAL HOURS 44-47 (Ii) WHICH AR E COMPRISED OF 2}-26 
HOURS (;1) REQUIRED, 9 HOURS SELECTED AND 9-15 HOURS (i~) 
ELECTED; AND (D) GENERALIST--TOTAL HOURS 3}-36 (I.) WHICH 
ARE COMPRISED OF 0-3 HOURS (II) Rf.QUIRED, 9 HOURS SELECTED 
AND 21-24 HO URS (~;) ELECTED. 
CRf.DIT HOURS f.ARNED FOR COURSES LISTf.D AS SELECTIVES MORE 
THAN ONCE IN A CURRICULUM MAY NOT Bf. USED TO SATISFY THE 
REQUIREMENTS OF MORE THAN ONE COMPETENCY EXCEPT FOR CAS65}7 
AND CAS7264 WHI CH MAY Bf. REPEATED FOR DIFFERENT TOPICS AS 
APPROVED BY ADVISOR. 
PROJEC T , 
STUDENTS MAY SuBSTITUTE (I) COMPLETION OF S I X ADDITIONAL 
HOURS OF COURSEWORK AS APPROVED BY ADVISOR AND (2) 
SuCCESSFUL COMPLETION 
, I AS AN ALTERNAT IVE TO COMPLET I NG A MASTER'S 
OF A WRITTEN COMPREHENSIVE 
EXAMINATION COVERING THE SOCIAL SCIENCE CORE AND THE 
STUDENT'S TOPICAL FOCUS. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO WINTf.R OD D YEARS ~E = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
$$ = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
Urban Studies Major Urban Studies consists of inter­
disciplinary efforts focusing on both conceptual (classroom) 
and applied (field) studies. Students are expected to under­
stand fundamental urban systems, processes and institutions 
from historical and contemporary perspectives. Study also 
focuses on understanding the problems, activities and ap­
proaches to action that are particularly characteristic and 
appropriate to urban communities. Studies in this major are 
seen as including the variety of concerns identified under 
labels such as urban, suburban, central city, and regional. 
PROGRAM: SOCIAL SCIENCES 
MAJOR: URBAN STUDIES 
LEVEL: BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS OF CREDIT WITH AN OVERALL "C" OR BETT ER 
GPA FROM A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSI TY; AND 2) 
BE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. S UDEN TS NOT 
MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISS ION TH ROUGH 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CREDIT HOURS Of 
WHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION LEVEL 
(36 HOURS REQUIRED + 24 HOURS ELECTED); 2)ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 3) EARN A MINIMUM OF 
24 CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; AND 4) SATISFY UNIVERSITY LIB ERAL 
EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS A STUDENT .MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHI EVEME NT 
OF UP TO SIX HOURS OF COMPETENCIES THROUGH LIFf. EXPERlfNCE 
UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S 
APPROvED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: ( 21 HOURS) 
AMERICAN URBAN HISTORY 
CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL THOUGHT 
SURVEY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE 
SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUC 
SOCIOLOGY OF THE FAMILY 
URB STUDIES: INTRO TO THE CITY 
COMM ORG./COMMU DEVELOPMENT 
CAS 7no 
CAS7522 
CAS}IIO 
CAS7540 . 
CAS7599 
CAS7271 
CAS7280 
F 
00 
00 
F 
00 
',I 
00 
00 
00 
',I 
00 
00 
00 
00 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION: ( 15 HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG : 
RESEARCH TECHNIQUES 
S~OC I AL RESEAR CH AND EVAL UAT ION 
CAS6570 
CAS7562 
HRS. 
HRS . 
SELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY 
LOCAL HIST: RESOURCES & MTHDS 
POPULATION & DEMOGRAPHIC ANAL 
SOCIOLOGY OF ETHNIC RELATIONS 
CAS6547 
CAS72S} 
CAS7569 
CAS7589 
00 
00 
00 
F 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
WORK AND FAMILY LIFE 
TECHNOLOGY & SOCIAL CHANGE 
CAS7229 
CAS72 74 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: ( 24 HOURS) 
ELECT AT LEAST 24 HOURS 
IN THE UNIVERSITY THAT ARE 
APPROPRIATE TO THE STUDENT'S 
PERSONAL AND/OR PROFESSIONAL 
GOALS AND THE LIBERAL EDUCA­
TION RE QU IREMENTS . ELECTIVES 
MUST BE APPROVED BY ADViSOR. 
TRANSFER CREDIT--LOWER DIVISION: (60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Social Sciences with a 

major in Urban Studies is 120 hours 

F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS ',I = INTER 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS 5 = SPR ING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
$$ NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMP ETENCY COURSE 
PROGR AM; SOCI AL ~C I ~ NCES 
MAJOR; URBAN S TUO I FS 
LF.VEL: MAST£ R OF AR TS 
ADMISS I ON INFORMATION: 
A STU DENT MUST: 1) HAVE ACQUIRfD A BACCA LAURfArF OfGRfF ,PROM 
A ~fGl ONALLY ACCR f. DITf:t) COLLEGE OR UNIVE RSI TY; 2 ) Bf IN GOOD 
STANOI NIi AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED, STUD f NTS NO T MEE.TING 
ADMI SS ION CREDITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH THf 
OFFI CE OF ADMISSIONS, 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) COMPLETE A MINIMUM OF 33-36 (i~) GRADUATE 
CREDIT HOURS, DEPfNDING UPON WHETHER THF MASTfR'S PROJfCT OR 
ADDITIONAL COURSEWORK IS SELECTfD; 2) EARN AT LEAST 24 
GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU , INCLUDING AT LEAST 12 HOURS IN 
COURSES NUMBERED BOOO OR ABOVE; 3) COMPLFTF EITHER: (A) A 
MASTER'S PROJECT THAT IS ACCEPTABLE TO AT LEAST TWO SOCIAL 
SCIENCE FACULTY MEMBERS, OR (B) fARN AT LFAST 6 ADDITIONAL 
GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS IN TH F SOCIAL SCIENCFS SUBJECT TO 
ADVISOR'S APPROVAL AND PASS A COMPREHFNSIVE WRITTFN 
EXAMINATION COV ERING SOCIAL SCIENCE CORE AND STUOFNT'S TOPICAL 
FOCUS; AND 4) HAVE COMPLFTED THE UNOERGRADUATE PREREQUISITE 
COURSE CAS3110, SURVEY OF SOCIAL SCIENC F, OR ITS FQUIVALENT 
(NOTE: GRADUATE CREDIT WILL NOT BE GRANTED FOR TH!S COURSF 
AND IT MUST BE COMPLFTED IN ADOITION TO OTHER REQUIREMENTS), 
A STUDENT WHO, AS AN UNDERGRADUATE, HAS COMPLFTED GSU COURSFS 
OR THEIR EQUIVALENTS THAT ARE REQUIRED FOR THE SOCIAL SCIENCE 
CORE OR FOR HIS/HER PARTICULAR TOPICAL EOCUS MAY SUBSTITUTE 
OTHER SOCIAL SCIENCF COURSFS UPON ADVISOR'S APPROVAL AND UPON 
INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVEO STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUAT E LEVFL: HOUR S) 
MASTERS PROJECT CAS9900 W 3 ~ i HRS. 
SEMINAR IN URBAN RESEARCH CASBIB2 W 3 HRS. 
COMM ORG./COMMU DEVELOPMENT 
REQUIRED AR EAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: 
CAS72BOI, HOURS) S 3 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
SEMINAR IN AMER INST , VALUES BPAB910 F W t1RS. 
GRAD SEM IN HISTORICAL STOS CAS817B DO 00 00 HRS. 
COMMUNITY STUDIES SEMINAR CAS81BO 00 00 00 HRS. 
GRAD SEM IN SOCIAL THOUGHT CAS8183 00 00 00 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
URB STUDIES: INTRO TO THE CITY CAS727I W HRS. 
POPULATION S DEMOGRAPHIC ANAL CAS 7,69 00 00 00 HRS . 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
LOCAL HIST: RESOURCES & MTHDS CAS72B3 00 00 00 HRS, 
SOCIOLOGY OF ETHNIC RELATIONS CAS7,B9 F HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 
ALL STUDENTS IN THf MAJOR MUST 
ELE CT AT LEAST 9-1, HOURS FROM 
CO URSES LISTED ABOVE OR FROM 
OTHER SOCIAL SCIENCE CO URSES; 
ELECTIVES ARE SUBJECT TO 
ADVISOR'S APPROVAL, it 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Social Sciences with a 

major in Urban Studies is 33> hours 

NOT (5 ): 
STUDENTS fLECTING TO COMPLETE 6 ADOITIONAL HOURS IN LIEU OF 
A MASTER'S PROJECT MUST EARN A TOTAL OF 36 HOURS. 
II 	AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO COMPLETING A MASTER'S PROJECT, 
STUDENTS MAY SUBSTITUTE (I) COMPLETION OF SiX ADD I TIONAL 
HOURS OF COURSEWORK AS APPROVED BY ADVISOR AN D (2) 
SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF A WRITTEN COMP RfHEN~IVf 
EXAMINATION COVERING THE SOCIAL SCIENCE CORE AND THE 
STUDENT'S TOPICAL FOCUS . 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YfARS W = WINTER 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
$$ NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETE NC Y COURSE 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Women's Studies Major Women 's Studies is a set of learn­
ing experiences guided by a femini I perspective which 
takes women's position as a prism through which to view 
society . A feminist perspecti ve is oriented to exposing and 
changing sexist presumptions and biases, and informing 
scholarship with alternative intellectual models. 
PROGRAM: SOCIAL SCIENCFS 

MAJOR: wOMENS SlUDIES 

LEVEL: BACHfLOR OF ARTS 

AOMISSION INFORMAl ION: 
A STUD ENT MUST : I) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS OF CREDIT WITH AN OVERALL "C" OR BElTER 
GPA FROM A REGIONALLY ACCRfDITfD COLLEGE OR UNIVFRS I TY; ~NO 2) 

BE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL AITFNOED, ST UOFNTS NO l 

MEETING ADMISSION CRI1ERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH 

THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DEGR EE REQUIR EMENTS: 
A SIUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CREDIT HOURS OF 
WHICH AT LEAST ~O HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPFR DIVISI ON LfVEL ( 36 
HOURS REQUIRE D • . 24 HOURS fLECT Eo O); 2) AC QUIRE TH E COMPfT FNC l fS 
SPFCIFleD FOR lHIS OEGRer. ; 3) tA RN A MINIMUM OF 24 CRFP IT HOUR~ 
AT GSU ; AND 4) SATISFY lH F UNIVfRSI1Y LI BF RAL f DU'A1 10 N 
REQUIR EMENTS. A STUDFNl MAY SUBSIITUTE ACHI VEME N1 OF UP S I X 
HOURS OF COMPETFNClES THROUGH LIFE EXPERIENC F UPON II PPROVAL OF 
ADVISOR AND UPON IN CLUSION IN Trlf STUDfNT'S APPROVE D S TUD Y 
PLAN. 
REQUIR tD CDURS ES--UPPER DIVI~ION : 33 HOURS) 
AMERICAN URBAN HISTORY 
CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL THOUGHT 
SURVEY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE 
SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDU C 
SOCIOLOGY OF THE FAMILY 
URB STUDlfS: INTRO 10 TH e CITY 
AMERICAN HIST ORY SEMINAR: 
wOMEN, POLllICS, , CHANGE 
LOCAL HIST: RESOURC ES, ' MTHD5 
WOMEN'S RESOURCE LABORATOR Y 
SOCIOLOGY OF SEX ROLES 
CAS723 0 
CA57522 
CAS3110 
CAS7540 
CAS7,99 
CAS7271 
CAS72 64 
CAS7721 
CAS72B3 
CAS7723 
CAS7821 
F 
00 
OD 
F 
00 
F 
00 
DO 
F 
w 
00 
00 
00 
W 
W 
0 0 
0 0 
W 
OD 
00 
00 
00 
S 
00 
00 
S 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
Hils . 
HilS . 
HilS . 
HRS . 
'1115 . 
HilS . 
HR S . 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DiViSION: HOURS) 
SELECl AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
RESEARCH TECHNIQUES 
SOCIAL RESEARCH AND EVALUATI ON 
CAS 6 570 
CAS7,62 
HR S . 
HR5 . 
ELECTIVE COURSES-- UPPER OiVISI ON: 24 HOURS) 
EL EC TAl LEA ST 24 HOURS 
IN THE UNIVERSITY THAT AR E 
APPR OPRIATE TO THE ST UDE NT'S 
PERSONAL AND/OR PROF ESS I ONAL 
GOALS AND THE LIB f RAL EDUCA­
TION REQUIREME NTS , ELECTIVES 
MUST BE APPROV ' D BY ADVISOR. 
TRANSFER CR EDIT--LOWER DIVISION: (60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number o f credit hours requ ired for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Social Sci n es wllh a 

major in Women's Studie~ is 120 hour 

F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE ~ F AL L EVE N YEARS W = WINT ER 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WI NTE f V N rEARS S = SP~ING-SUMMf R 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPR ING - SUMMfR EvE N YEARS 
SS NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DE MAND • = MUL1 1- 'OMPEl~NC Y COU RSE 
114 College of Arts and Sciences 
PQOGRAM: socrAL scrENCES 
MAJOR: WOME S STUOIES 
lEVEL : MASlER OF ART S 
ADMISSION INfORMATION : 
A STUDENT MUST : I) HAVE ACQUIRE A BAC CA LA UREA TE DEGRFE FROM 
A 	 RfGIONAl LY ACC RF DIT ED COLLEG F OR UNIVFR S ITY; 2) BE !N GOOD 
STA DING AT THE ~A S T SCHOOL ATTE NOED. ST UDf NTS NOT MfFIING 
ADM ISSION CREDITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THR OUGH THE 
OFF ICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
OfG REE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: i) COMPLETE A MINIMUM OF 33-36 (Ii) GRADUATE 
CREDIT HOURS , DEPENDING UPON WHETHER THE MASTER'S PROJfCT OR 
ADulTIONAL COURSfWORK is SELECTED; 2) fARN AT LEAST 24 
GRADUATf CRfDIT HOURS AT GSU, iNCLUDING AT LFAST 12 HOURS IN 
COURSES NUMBERED 8000 OR ABOVE; AND 3) COMPLETE EITHER: (A) A 
MASTER'S PROJECT THAT IS ACCEPTABLE TO AT LEAST TwO SOCIAL 
SCIENCE FACULTY MEMBERS, OR (8) EARN AT LEAST 5 ADDITIONAL 
GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS IN THE SOCIA, SCIFNCES SUBJECT TO 
ADVISOR'S APPROVAL AND PASS A COMPREHENSIVE WRITTEN 
EX AM INATION COVERING SOCIAL SCIENCE CORE AND STUDENT'S TOPICAL 
FO CU S; A STUDENT WHO, AS AN UNDERGRADUATE, HAS COMPLETED GSU 
COURSES OR THFIR EQUIVALENTS THAT ARE REQUIRED FOR THE SOCIAL 
SCIENCE CORE OR FOR HIS/HER PARTICULAR TOPICAL FOCUS MAY 
SUBSTITUTE OTHER SOCIAL SCIENCE COURSES UPON ADVISOR'S 
APPROVAL AND UPON !NCLUSION IN THf STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY 
PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE lFVEL: 15 HOURS) 
MASTERS PROJEC T 
SOCiAL RESFARCH AND EVALUATION 
CAS9900 
CASI562 
F 
F 
W 3 j I 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
WOME N, POLITICS, 
WO MF.N 'S RESOURCE 
SOCIOLOGY OF SEX 
& CHANGE 
LABORATORY 
ROLES 
CASI121 
CAS 7723 
CAS7821 
OD 
F 
F 
OD 
W 
OD 
S 
3 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
REqU IR ED ARFAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: 
SEleCT AT lEAST 9 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
SEMI NA R I N AMER INST & VALUES 
GRAD SEM I N HI STOR ICAL SIDS 
COMMUN ITY STUDIES SEMI AR 
GR AD SfM IN SO CIAL THOUGH T 
8PA8910 
CASSI18 
CAS8J8 0 
CAS S I8) 
F 
Oll 
OD 
OD 
W 
00 00 
00 00 
00 00 
H~S. 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
ELECTIVE COURSES --GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 
ALL STUDENTS IN THE MAJOR MUST 
ELECT AT LEAST 9-15 HOURS FROM 
COUR SES LISTED ABOVE OR FROM 
OTH ER SOCIAL SCIENCE COUR SE S; 
EL ECTIVES ARE SUB JECT TO 
ADVISOR'S APPRO AL. II 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Social Sciences with a 

major in Women's Studies is 33' hours 

NOTf.(S): 
STUDENTS ELECTING TO COMPLETE 6 ADDITIONAL HOURS IN LIEU OF 
A MASTfR'S PROJECT MUST EARN A TOTAL OF 36 HOURS . 
II 	AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO COMPLETING A MASTER'S PROJfCT, 
STUDENTS MAY SUBSTITUTE (I) COMPLETION OF SIX ADDITIONAL 
HOURS OF COURSEWORK AS APPROVED BY ADVISOR AND (2) 
SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF A WRITTEN COMPREHENSIVE 
EXAMINATION COVfRING THE SOCIAL SCIENCE CORE AND THE 
STUDENT'S TOPICAL FOCUS. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL FVfN YEARS W = WINTER 
WU WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMfR 
SO = SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER fVEN YE ARS 
$$ = NOT SCHEDULED OD = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENC Y COUR Sf 
7' 
CAS Course Descriptions • 
College of 
Arts and Sciences 
Course Descriptions 
CASJ 11 0 CASJl60 

SURVFY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE AFRICAN HISTORY 

J J 

THIS GENERAL SOCIAL SCIfNCE COURSE COVERS THF INTRODUCTORY AS­ STUDIES THE AFRICAN LEGACY AND ITS CONTRIBUTION TO THF ANCIFNT 

PE CTS OF SOCIOLOGY. THF COURSE WILL BF APPROPRIATF TO ASSIST BOG WORLD, THE ATLANTIC COAST SLAVF TRADF, COLONIAL DOMINATION, CON­

ST UD ENTS TO MFET GRADUATION RFQUIREMENTS FOR THF BOG/BA DFGRfF . QUEST AND RULE . 

OF ff RFD BASFD UPON DEMAND. WINTER. 

STAFF. PATTON. 

CASJl6J 
CASJI2A CHICANO AND PUERTO RICAN STRUGGLF THROUGH LITERATURF 
FNERGY AND THE WAY WF LIVF 3 
2-4 HISTORY OF THF CHICANO MOVEMFNT AND THF PUFRTO RICAN FXPFRI ENCE 
DESPITE A CONSENSUS THAT THF ERA OF CHFAP, ABUNDANT ENERGY IS . IN THE U.S . A. STUDY OF THE WRITINGS BY PFOPLE L1KF ALANA, BflRRIS , 
OVFR, WHY IS THERE STILL NO AGRFFMENT ON A SOLUTION TO AMFRICA'S BURMA, ETC. FOCUS ON CHICANO AND PUFRTO RICAN LITERATURF RFFLECT­
GROWING ENF.RGY PROBLFMS? WHAT ARE SOME OF THF ENFRGY ALTERNA­ ING THEIR LIFE STRUGGLF AND PREOCCUPATION. 
TIVES? WHAT IS THF LI KELY IMPACT OF THFSE ALTERNATIVES ON MODERN SPRING/SUMMER. 
SOCIETY? WHAT ARE THE CONSEQUFNCES OF OFTEN-CONTRADICTORY VALUES DURON. 
ON ENFRGY POLICY? AND, WHAT FFFECTS DO THE NUMFROUS ENFRGY DILFM­
MAS HAVE ON NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL POLICY? FINALLY, AT WHAT 
POINTS CAN THE INDIVIDUAL FXFRCISE PERSONAL CHOICE IN DEVELOPING CASJl70 
NEW HABITS OF CONSUMPTION THAT SUPPORT A MORE SFNSIBLF ENFRGY CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY 
BUDGET AND POLICY AS WFLL AS A MORE SATISFYING LIFFSTYLE? THIS 3 
COURSE BY NEWSPAPER, COMBINFD WITH SPECIAL EXFRCISFS DFVFLOPFD THIS IS AN INTRODUCTORY COURSE TO THE SCOPF OF ANTHROPOLOGY FOR 
FOR G.S.U. STUDENTS, ATTFMPTS TO ANSWFR THESE QUESTIONS AS WELL BOTH THE UNDERGRADUATF AND GRADUATE STUDENT. THF GRADUATf STu­

AS GIVF SPECIFIC SUGGESTIONS ON HOW TO MOVE FORWARD IN PERSONAL DENT WILL BE GIVFN AN OPPORTUNITY TO MAKF A SPFCIAL ST UD Y Of A 

ENF.RGY CONSFRVATION STRATEGIES. 
 PARTICULAR SMALL SCALE SOCIETY. 

OFFERFD BASF D ON DEMAND. 
 FALL, OFFERED BASED UPON DFMAND IN OTHER TERMS. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. lAKE . 

CAS Jl 73 

CASJI2B DYNAMICS OF THE SPANISH LANGUAGF 

SURVEY OF MUSIC HISTORY 
 3 
J STUDY OF THF SPANISH LANGUAGE AT DIFFERENT LFVFLS OF UNDfRSTA ND­
THIS COURSF IS DFSIGNED TO GIVF STUDFNTS A BASIC GRASP OF THE ING . BEGINNING AND ADVANCED, FOCUSING ON DIFFFRFNT APPROACHFS AI'D 
HISTORICAL PFRIODS OF MUSIC AND TO PROVIDF THE STUDFNTS WITH UN­ TECHNIQUES To BECOME MORE FLUENT AND PFRSUASIVE IN A SEC OND LANG­
DERSTANDING OF THE TYPES, FORMS AND STYLES OF MUSIC LITERATURE. UAGE. 
THE HISTORY OF MUSIC WILL BE APPROACHED IN A QUASI-CHRONOLOGICAL OFFERED IN SPRING/SUMMFR BASED UPON DFMAND. 
FRAMEWORK BEGINNING wiTH THF COMMOM PRACTICE PERIOD, WORKING DURON. 
THROUGH BAROQUE, CLASSICAL, ROMANTIC AND 20TH CENTURY PFRIODS. 
MED IEVAL AND RENAISSANCE PERIODS WILL BE STUDIED SELF.CTIVELY. 
OFFFRED BASED UPON DEMAND . CASJI74COMM UNI TY PROFESSOR, STAFF . SPANISH PHONETICS AND CULTURE 
3 
THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED FOR STUDENTS STUDYING SPANISH LA NGUAGf 
AND CULTURE. CONCFNTRATION ON ACQUISITION OF BASIC VOCA BULA RYCASJl20 AND SYNTACTIC STRUCTURE IS FMPHASIlED. DEVELOPMENT OF LIST EN ING,PRINCIPLES OF URBAN STUDIFS READING, WRITING AND ORAL SKILLS THROUGH AN INTENSIVE USE Of 
J AUDIOVISUAL AIDS, ROLE PLAYING AND RECORDINGS IS ALSO PRO VI DFD.THIS COURSE PRESENTS AN INTFR-DISCIPLINARY STUDY OF BASIC PRIN­ NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFFRED IN AY82-8J.CIPLFS AND DYNAMICS IN THF DEVELOPMENT OF OUR INCRFASINGLY URBAN DURON.WORLD. PARTICULAR FOCUS ON THF WORLD-WIDE PROCFSS OF URBANIZA­

TION, URBAN LIFESTYLES, AND SOME OF THE COMMON FLEMENTS IN THE 

STUDY OF CITIES IN AMFRICA AND THE RFST OF THE WORLD. THIS IS AN 
 CASHO I UNDERGRADUATE, OFF-CAMPUS, INDFPFNDENT STUDY COURSE. AFRICAN SOCIETIESDFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 3COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. THIS COURS~ SETS OUT TO LOOK AT THF AFRICANS AND SOME OF THFI~ 
CULTURAL ASPECTS AND CHARACTERISTICS IN BROAD MEASURF. RFC OM­
MENDATIONS FOR IN-DEPTH READING ARE INCLUDFD FOR THE VARIOUS 
TOPICS THAT WILL BE DISCUSSED IN THIS COURSE.CASJl50 OFFERED IN WINTER AND/OR SPRING/SUMMER BASED UPON DEMAND. 
ECOLOGY: BASIC PRINICIPLES lAKE. 
J 
EXAMINES THE MAJOR PRINCIPLES OF ECOLOGY, AS THEY APPLY TO THE 
FUNCTIONING OF NATURAL FCOSYSTEMS. STRESS ORGANIZATION OF BIOTIC 
COMMUNITIES, THE NATURE OF ADAPTATION, FNERGY FLOW AND NUTRIENT CASH65 
CYCLING IN NATURAL ENVIRONMENTS. THE DECIDUOUS FOREST, THE TALL­ MUSIC HISTORY: 18TH AND 19TH CENTURY MUSIC 
GR ASS PRAIRIE AND SEVERAL AQUATIC ENVIRONMENTS SF.RVF. AS PRINCIPLE 2 
EXAMPL ES OF THESE PROCESSES. INCLUDES SOME LAB/FIELD EXPERIENCES THIS COURSE PRESENTS A SURVEY OF STYLE AND FORM OF CLASSI CAL AND 
AND IS OPEN TO STUDENTS THROUGHOUT THE UNIVERSITY. ROMANTIC COMPOSERS OF THE EIGHTEENTH AND NINETEENTH CENTUR IES. 
FALL. FALL. 

MF.NDF.LSON. STRUKOFF. 

CASJ269 
CASJI54 ORAL INTERPRETATION 
INTRODUCTION TO INTERCULTURAL STUDIES 4 
J THIS COURSE WILL TEACH STUDENTS TO ORALLY SHARE WITH AN AUDIFNCE 
A COMPARATIVE APPROACH TO RESEARCH FOR ASSEMBLING INTERCULTURAL WORKS OF LITERARY ART IN THEIR INTELLECTUAL, EMOTIONAL, AND AES­
RESOURCES. EMPHASIS WILL BF. PLACED ON THE UNDERSTANDING OF THETIC ENTIRETIES. IT WILL INCLUDE LITERARY ANALYSIS, TECHNIQUES 
AFRICAN/HISPANIC CULTURES IN NATIONAL, RF.GIONAL, AND INTER­ Of VOCAL AND PHYSICAL PROJECTION WITH THE GOAL OF ELI C ITING AND 
NATIONAL CONTEXTS. COMPARATIVE METHODS WILL BE EMPHASIZED. SECURING A RESPONSE FROM LISTENERS. 
FALL, OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND IN OTHER TERMS. NOT SCHEDULED TD BE OfFERED IN AY82-8J. 
STAFF. STAFF. 
116 CAS Course Descriptions 
CA~'210 
MAlERIALS Of MUSIC I: KEYBO ARD 
I 
OfS IGNFO TO fA CILITATE IMP RO VI SATION AND AURAL S(ILLS THROUGtI lelF 
PI~NO Kfr60ARD FOR MUSIC ST Df N1S WITH LIMIT f D BACKGROUND IN 

PIANO . 

FALL. 

CART~R , COMMUNITY PROFFSSOR. 

CASHO O 

INTRODUC TION TO QUANTITATIVF METHODS 

3 

INTR ODUCTORY MATHEMATICS AND QUANTITATIVE MFTHODS COvFRI ~G BAS IC 

NUMBER SYSTFMS, INTFGERS, DFC·IMALS, FRACTIONS, MFASURFMHITS , 

EQUAT IONS, INEQUALITIES, POLYNOMIALS, GRAPHS, POWFR S AND ~OOTS, 

LOG IC AND PROBLEM-SOLVING TFCHNIQUES. 

PREREQUISITES: 

HIG H SCHOOL ALGEBRA AND GFOMFTRY. 

rAL L, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMFR. 

~08E RTs. 
CAs HO S 
DFSCR IPTIVE STATISTICS 
1 
COVFRs "ASIC IDFAs OF STATISTICAL MFAsURFMFNT AND OFsCRIPTION. 

RA I DOM SAMPLES, FRFQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS, HISTOGRAMS, MFAN, 

MF OIAN, MODE, MEASURES OF DISPFRsION, COEFFICIFNT Of VARIATION 

AND STANDARD SCORES. 

P REQUISIHs: 

(AS HOD. 

FALL , WINTER, SPRING/sUMMFR. 

ROBERTS . 

CA S)S 20 

APPLIED CALCULUS 

3 

BASIC CONCFPTS AND METHODS OF DIFFFRFNTIAL AND IN1FGRAL CALCULUS 

WITH APPLICATIONS WILL BE £OVFRFD. A SURVFY COURSF fOR BUSINFss 

STUDENTS AND OTHERS NFEDING ONLY ONF COURSF IN CAL CULUS. THF 

ENTERING STUDENT SHOULD HAVE A SOLID COMMAND OF ALGFBRAIC AND 

r.RAPHICAL MFTHODS. THFORY IS PRFsENTF D AND ILLUSTRATFD WITH 

~XAMPLEs ORAWN FROM BUSINFSs, FCONOMICs AND NATURAL SysTfMS. THF 

COURSE PROVIDES A FOUNDATION FOR MORF ADVANCFD COURsFS IN 

FCONOMICs, SCIENCE, AND OPERATIONS RFsFARCH. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

ROB ERTS, STAFF. 

CAS36DO 

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTING: BASIC 

3 

THIS COURSF IS INTENDFD TO PROVIDF A FUNDAMFNTAL LFVFL OF WORKING 

KNO.LEDGE OF COMPUTERS AND COMPuTER PROGRAMMING FOR sTUDFNTS 

THROUGHOUT THE UNIVFRSITY. IT IS NOT A "CO~,PUTFR APPRFCIATION" 

COURSE. IT PROVIDFS A GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTING 

CONCEPTS, OPERATIONS AND PROGRAMMING. TOPICS INCLUDF: THF DATA 

PROCFSSING CYCLE, ELFMFNTARY COMPUTER STRUCTURf AND LOGIC, 

ALGORITHMS, FLOW CHARTING, BINARY RFPRFSENTATION, AND COMPUTFR 

HARDWARF AND SOFTWARE. STUDENTS WILL LFARN TO ~RITF COMPUTFR 

PROGRAMS IN BASIC USING INPUT/OUTPUT OPFRATIONS, STRING 

VARIABLFS, ARRAYS AND OTHFR PROGRAMMING FFATURFS . sTUDFNTS WILL 

WRITE AT LEAST 10 BASIC PROGRAMS. 

PREREQU:SITES: 

CAS3S00, OR EQUIVALENT. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMFR. 

STAFF, ROBERTS. 

CAS3605 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING: FORTRAN 

3 

A FIRST COURsF IN THE USE OF THE FORTRAN LANGUAGF. TECHNICAL AND 

BUSINESS APPLICATIONS WILL BE STUOIFD. sTUOFNTs wILL WRITF 

PROGRAMS AND SOLVF THEM ON BOTH BATCH PROCFSSING AND TIMF-SHARFD 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS . 

PREREQUISITES: 

CAS35DO, OR FQUIVALENT. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

STAFF, ROBERTS. 

CAS3720 

WRITING PRINCIPLES 

3 

PROVIDES STUDENTS WITH EXPERIENCE IN AND OBSERVATION OF THF ACT 

OF WRITING AS IT IS PERFORMFD BY THE PUBLISHING WRITFR. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF . 

CAS373D 

AMERICAN LITERATURE I 

3 

FOCUSES ON THE MA~OR WRITERS, WORKS, AND RELAT FD BACKGROUND IN 

AMERICAN LITERATURE BEFORE 1865. 

FALL. 

RANK. 

CAS3740 

AMERICAN LITERATURE II 

3 

f OCUSES ON THE MA~OR WRITERS, WORKS, AND RELATFD BACKGROUND IN 

AME RICAN LITERATURE AFTER 1865. 

WINTER. 

FONTAN, STAFF . 

( A53745 

PHOTOGRA PHIC i f tHNIQUE > 

J 
A COURSE IN Bf GINN I NG BLACK M' D WH I TF. PHOT OGRAPHY. 
FALL. 

BOERSM A. 

CASH SO 

AOVANCFD PHOTOGRAP HIC T CHNIQUFS 

3 

STUDIFS IN PRACTICAL SENSITOMfTRY AS UTILIZED IN THE XONE SYSTEM . 
COU RsF COVE RS ARCHIVAL PROCE5SINC AND PRESENTATION TECHNIQUES AS 
~rL L AS PRACT I AL PHOTOGR APHIC CHEMISTRY. RFQUIRFD OF PHOTO ORI­
fNTeD 5 TU DFNTS . 
PR~R.QUIS ITFS: 
BA SIC PHOTO COURSES. 

WINTFR. 

SCHRANZ. 

CAS376D 

SURVFY OF FNGLISH LITFRATURE I: BFOWULF TO THE 18TH CENTURY 

3 

A SELFCTION OF LITERARY MASTERPIFCES FROM ANGLO-SAXON ORIGINS, 

MIDDLE AGFS, RFNAISSANCF, 17TH THROUGH THF 18TH CFNTURY. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

BFRND. 

CASl76I 

sURVFY OF FNGLISH LITFRATURE II 

3 

MA J OR AUTHORS OF FNGLIsH LITFRATURF FROM THE ROMANTIC PFRIOD TO 

THF PRFsFNT. 

OFF FRED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

BFRND . 

CAsl76S 

CRITICAL WRITING FOR BILINGUAL ·STUDFNTS 

3 

THIS COURSF FOCUSES ON THF DFVFLOPMENT OF FNGLISH READING AND 

WRITING SKILLS. STUDENTS STUDY ENGLISH AND SPANISH SYNTACTIC 

STRUCTURES AND THE PROBLEMS THFSF PRFSFNT IN TRANSLATION. 

FALL, SPRING/SUMMFR. 

DURON. 

CAs3767 

THFORY OF PUBLIC SPEAKING 

3 

DFSIGNFD TO ENABLE THE STUDENT TO MASTER THE SKILLS OF ARGUMENT, 

DEBATF, AND DISCUSSION. FMPHAsiS WILL BE PLACFD ON THE SIMILARIT­

I FS AND DIFFFRFNCFS BETWEFN LOGICAL AND RHETORICAL ARGUMENTS, DI­

ALOGUES, AND FXPOSITION. 

SPRI~G/SUMMFR; OFF FRED BASED UPON DFMAND IN OTHER TERMS. 

STAFF . 

CASllll 

THFORY OF KNOWLEOGE 

I 
AN FXPERIMFNTAL MOOULF DESIGNFD SPECIFICALLY TO ASSIST STUDENTS 

IN ACHIEVING COMPETFNCIES RELATEO TO PHILOSOPHICAL AND SCIENTIFIC 

VIE~s OF KNOWLEDGE. ORGANIZED INTO TWO DISTINCT PARTS: PART 1, 

THF NATURE OF KNOWLEDGE PFR SF CONSIOERS THF VARIOUS PHILOSOPHI­

CAL INTFRPRFTATIONS OF KNOWLEDGF AND THE PROCESS OF KNOWING; PART 

II, EVOLUTION IS DEVOTED TO A STUOY OF THE HISTORY OF EVOLUTION­

ARY THOUGHT AS AN EXAMPLE OF THE DEVFLOPMENT OF SCIENTIFIC KNOW­

LEDGF. MORE SPECIFIC RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PART I AND II WILL BF 

DFVfLOPFD AS THF MODULE PROGRFSSES. 

FALL. 

WF I. 

CAS3772 

VALUE S 

3 

CONNFCTs SPECIFIC PROBLEMS IN PHILOSOPHY WITH "PUBLIC" PROBLEMS 

SUCH AS EQUALITY ANO JUSTICE IN ADMISSIONS TO PROFESSIONAL 

SCHOOLS. WRITERS TO BE STUDIED WILL INCLUDE: DAVID HUME, HOHN 

RAWLS, JOHN STUART MILL, AND KARL POPPER. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

wE I. 

CAs3773 

ETHICS 

I 
CLASSICAL PROBLEMS IN ETHICS ARE STUDIFD PARTICULARLY AS THEY 

APPLY TO PERSONAL CONDUCT AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS. 

FALL, WINTER. 

JARA. 

CAS3774 

LOGIC 

3 

THE COURSE WILL BE A STUDY OF THE BASIC STRUCTURE AND PRINCIPLES 

OF · VALID DEDUCTION AND WARRANTED INDUCTION AND APPLY SUCH KNOW­

LEDGE IN THE ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMENT OF PUBLIC ISSUES FOUND IN 

THE MASS MEDIA. 

~INTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

~ARA. 
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CAS 775 

FILH/VIOfO PROJECT I 

2 ~~ 

F ILMMAKING WO RKSHOP STRESSING PER SONAL EXPRESSION USING BOTH 8MM 

AND l oKH F I LM AS WE LL AS STILL PHOTOGR APH Y ANO PORTABLE v IDEO 

'AMERA AS TE5TING/R SEARCH TOOLS. ST UDENTS IN THI S ~OURSf WILL 

I NTE RACT WITH STUDFNTS INVOLVFD IN GR ADUATE F I LM PRODUCT I ON . 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION. 

FALL, OFFERED BASED UPON DFMAND IN OTHFR TERMS. 

MARZYNSK I. 

CAS3776 

FILM/VIDEO PROJFCT II 

2 P/NC 

CONTINUATION OF FILM PROJFCT I. 

PR EREQUISITFS: 

PE ltMISSION. 

FALL, OFFERED BASED UPON DFMAND IN OTHFR TERMS. 

MARZYNSKI 

CAS3860 

ECONOMIC DEVFLOPMENT OF MINORITY COMMUNITIES 

3. 

A SURVEY OF THF LITERATURE WITH AN FMPHASIS ON BOTH UNDFRSTANDING 

THE ISSUFS SURROUNDING THF CONCFPT OF "GHFTTU ECONOMIC 

DEVELOPMENT," AND THF DEVELOPMENT OE BASIC SKILLS TO ANALYZE 

PROPOSALS THAT ARISE TO MFFT THIS OBJECTIVF . 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

MFNDOZA. 

CAS3890 

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 

3 

ECOLOGICAL, SOCIAL, FCONOMIC, AND LFGAL IMPLICATIONS OF HUMAN­

ITY'S DISRUPTION OF THF FNVIRONMFNT ARF THF BACKDROP FOR THIS 

INVESTIGATION OF THF INFLUFNCF OF THF FNVIRONMFNT ON THE QUAL­

ITY OF HUMAN LIFE, AND NATURAL PROCFSSFS AND INTFRACTIONS. STU­

DENTS THROUGHOUT THE UNIVERSITY CAN BFCOMF CONVFRSANT WITH FUND­

AMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY, CONCFPTS, AND PRINCIPLFS AND 

PRINCIPLES AND SOME PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS FOR THOSE NOTIONS. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMFR. 

GUNTHFR. 

CAS4000 

STUDFNT TEACHING 

5 

DESIGNED AS A CULMINATING FXPERIFNCF IN WHICH THF STUDENT IS TO 

DEMONSTRATE HIS ABILITY TU TFACH A LANGUAGF AND LITFRATURF CURRI­

CULUM IN A CLASSROOM AT A SPFCIFIED LEVEL OF COMPFTENCY. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION. 

FALL, WINTER. 

JARA, VINYARD. 

CAS4200 

AFRICAN-AMFRICAN HISTORY 

3 

A GENERAL SURVFY COURSE ON THF BLACK EXPFRI ENCF FROM 1500-1941 

FALL. 

PATTON . 

CAS4208 

URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY 

3 

CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY IS LARGFLY BASED ON THE STUDY OF PEOPLE 

L1V I NG I N "SMALL-SCALE" AND" RURAL" SOC I ETI ES . IN TH IS COURSF 

ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUOIES OF PEOPLE LIVING IN URBAN SETTINGS ARE 

CONSIDERED. THE PURPOSF IS TO FXPLORE THE POTENTIAL USF OF 

CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL TOOLS FOR UNDFRSTANDING OF HUMAN LIFE IN 

URBAN SETTINGS IN DEVFLOPED AND DFVFLOPING NATIONS. 

WINTER; OFFERED IN SPRING/SUMMER TERM BASFD UPON DEMAND. 

ODEN. 

CAS4210 

THIRD WORLD CRFATIVE WRITING 

3 

A CREATIVE WRITING WORKSHOP GEARED TO MEET INDIVIDUAL APTITUDES, 

NEEDS AND INTERESTS. STU~ENTS ARE TAUGHT TO EXPRESS THEIR 

EXPERIENCE OF THE WORLD IN FRESH, HONEST, LUCID AND VIVID PROSE. 

THEY ARE ALSO DRAWN INTO THE SKIN OF MANY CHALLFNGING AND 

EXCITING PERSONALITIES, CRISES, AND SITUATIONS. THEY ARE 

INTRODUCED TO SHORT-STORY WRITING AND ITS DRAMATIC TFCHNIQUES AS 

WELL AS TO EXERCISES IN LITERARY CRITICISM. 

FALL; OFFERED ·IN OTHER TERMS BASED UPON DEMAND. 

ODEN. 

CAS4215 

INORGANIC CHEMISTRY 

3 

STRUCTURE AND BONDING OF INORGANIC COMPOUNDS, EXTFNSION OF ACID­

BASE THEORY, COORDINATION CHFMISTRY, AND THE DESCRIPTIVE CHEMIS­

TRY OF SELECTED ELEMENTS . LECTURE-DISCUSSION FORMAT. 

PREREQUISITES: 

ANALYTICAL AND ORGANIC CHEMISTRY . 

WINTER, EVEN YEARS. 

HAKALA. 

CAS~ 5 4 0 
POISONOUS AND MFDICINAL PLANTS 

2­
THIS COURS~ PRESENTS COMMON NATIVE AND CULTIVATED PLANT AND HE R­

BAL SPECIFS THAT ARE RfPORTfD TO HAVE TOXIC, POISONOU5, HFAL ING, 

AND/OR MEDI CINAL PRDPF RTIES IN RELATION TO MAN'S HISTO RY AND 

CURR~NT USE . ALSO DI SCU SSES THE CHEMICAL CONSTIT UFNT5 

PHYSIOLOGICAL ACTION OF VARIOuS PLANT PART S IN HUMANS AND 

ANIMALS . SOME TREATMFNTS FOR POISONING AND REME DIAL U~ES FOR 

MEDICINAL PLANTS ARF ALSO GIVEN. OFFERED AS A UNIVER S ITY- WIDF 

AND COMMUNITY COURSE . 

FALL, WINTFR, SPRING/SUMMER. 

MULE I. 
CAS4600 

PHYSICAL CHFMISTRY I: L~CTURE 

3 

PROPFRITIES AND THEORI~S OF GASES, MFCHANISMS OF ATOM S AND MOLE ­

CULES, MOLFCULAR FNERGIES, AND THE LAWS OF THFRM OD YNAMI CS ARF 

COVERFD IN A LECTURE/PROBLEM SOLVING FORMAT. 

PREREQUISITES: 

DIFFFRFNTIAL AND INTEGRAL CALCULUS AND TWO SFMFSTFRS OF GfNERAL 

CHEMISTRY. 

FALL. 

HAKALA. 

CAS4601 

PHYS ICAL CHEMI STRY II: LECTURE 

3 

CONTINUATION OF CAS4600. THEORY INCLUDFS CHFMICAL EQULl eR 1.1.. 

PHASE ·~QUILIBRIA, AND MULTI-COMPONFNT SYSTEMS, ELEMENTARY 

KINETICS, ELEMENTARY ELFCTROCHEMISTRY AND ELEHENTARY 

PHOTOCHFMISTRY IN A LECTURE/PROBLFM SOLVING FORMAT. 

PREREQUISITES: 

CAS4600 . 

WINTER . 

HAKALA . 

CAS4602 

PHYSICAL CHFMISTRY I: LABORATORY 

I 
LABORATORY FXPERIMFNTS COVERING MOLECULAR WFIGHT DFTERMINA TIONS 
USING A HIGH VACUUM LINE, HEATS OF SOLUTION USING A SOLUTION 
CALORIMETER, HEATS OF COMBUSTION USING A BOMB CALORIMETER AND 
ELEMENTARY LABORATORY GLASS BLOWING ARF PFRFORMFD. 
PRERFQUISITES : 
CAS4600. 
wINHR. 
CFHELNIK. 
CAS4603 

PHYSICAL CHFMISTRY II: LABORATORY 

I 
LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS COVFRING THE DETERMINATION OF AN 

FQUILIBRIUM CONSTANT USING A UV-VIS SPECTROPHOTOMFTFR , 

COLLIGATIVE PROPERTIFS USING A FREESING POINT DFPR~SSION AND A 

BOILING ELFVATION APPARATUS AND KINFTICS USING A POLARIMETFR WilL 

BE PERFORMED. 

PRER~QUI SI TfS: 

CAS4601 OR CONCURRFNTLY. 

wINHR. 

CEHFLNIK. 

CAS4605 

PLANNING TECHNIQUES AND GRAPHICS 

3 

THIS COURSE IS TO PROVIDE THE NECESSARY EDUCATION AND TECHN ICAL 
SKILLS TO AID THF LOCAL PLANN~R IN REVIEWING ARCHITECTURAL AND 

ENGINEER CONSTRUCTION PLANS AND TO PROVIDE GUIDANCE IN DET ERMI N­

ING LOCATION AND OWNERSHIP OF REAL PROPERTY FOR USE IN THE I M­

PL~MENTATION OF PLANS . THE COURSE WILL USE GRAPHICAL SKILLS AS A 

MEDIUM FOR PRESENTATION. 

SPRING/SUMMER . 

GIL, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR . 

CAS4650 

INTERRELATION OF THE ARTS 

3 

A STUDY OF TYPES OF FORMAL ORGANIZATION IN DIFF~RING ARTS, 

ANALOGIES BETWEEN STYLES, AND THE RELATIONS BETWEEN STYLE S AND 

HISTORY. THIS COURSE EXAMININES BOTH CORR~SPONDENC ES AND 

DIVERGFNCIES IN THE HISTORY OF ART, PHOTOGRAPHY, MUSIC, THFATRf, 

AND LITERATURE AS THEY RELATE TO THE HISTORY OF ID~AS. 

WINTER. 

BOURGEOIS. 

CAS4740 

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS 

1- 3 

COVERS A SPECTRUM OF PROBLEMS IN A REGIONAL INTERMODAL CONTEXT 

AND INCLUDES INTERACTIONS AMDNG PRESENT AND FUTURE MODES OF AIR, 

LAND AND SEA TRANSPORTATION. READINGS, SEMINARS, GUEST FXPERTS 

AND SOME SITE VISITS . DPEN TO ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS. 

OFFERED IN FALL BASED UPON DEMAND. 

GIL, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR . 
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CAS~90 0 
tNDEPENDENT INVFS TIGAT IONS 
1-4 P/ NC 
D f ~ IGNED FOR UNDfRGRADUATE STUDfNTS WHO WISH TO ENGAGE IN INDE­
PENDEN T RfADINGS AND Rf SEARCH . T~~ PROJFCT MUST BF ~PP ROVfO ANC 
COORDiNATED 61 AP PROPR IATE PROFESSOR(S) IN THE COLLFGF . 

PREREQUIS IT ES ; 

PERMISSION. 

FALL, WINTE R, SPRING/SUMMFR. 

STAFF . 
( AS 5004 
STEf L DRUM CONSTRUCTION AND PLAYING METHODS 
2 
'"15 CO URSE IS OFSIGNED FOR TH~ PERSONS WHO HAVF AN INTFRFST IN 
l Kf STEEL DRUM MUSIC OF JAMAICA AND TRIN1DAD . THF COURS F WILL 

P OVIDE A BRIEF HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THF DFVFLOPMFNT OF THF 

STEfL DRUM TRADITION. THE MAJOR PORTION OF THF COURSF W1LL BF 

CENT~R E D AROUND THF ACTUAL CONSTRUCTION OF STEFL DRUI·,S. 

NO T SCH EDULED TO BE OFFERFD IN AYS2-S3. 

Sl ~FF, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CA5 5005 
CHEMISTRY FOR THF CONSUMFR 
3 
THF OBJECTIVF OF THIS COURSE IS TO ACQUAINT THF CONSUM ER WITH THE 
IMPACT OF CHEMISTRY ON THFIR DAILY LIVFS. THF COURSF WIL L IN­
CLUDE AN INTRODU CTION TO SOME OF THE FUNDAMFNTAL CONCFPTS OF 
CHEMISTRY WHI CH CAN HELP IN UNDFRSTANDING ISSUFS SUCH AS NUCLFAR 
POWER VFRSUS RADIATION HAZARDS, POLLUTION, AND FNFRGY CONSERVA­
TI ON. TOPICS INCLUDING AGRI CULTURAL CHEMISTRY , FOOD CHFMISTRY, 
AND HOUSEHOLD PRODUCT CHEM'ISTRY WILL ACQUAINT CONSUMFRS WITH HAZ­
AR DS AND ADVANTAGFS OF PRODUCTS THFY USF IN TH F IR DAILY LIVFS AND 

WIL L HELP THEM TO MAKE BETTFR DF CISIONS. 

PRER EQU I SITES: 

INTRODUCTORY PHYSICAL SCIENCE RFCOMMFNDFD. 

FALL. 

HAKALA. 

CAS50IA 

WOR~SHOP: WOMFN AND EMPLOYMENT--GFTTING IN IN THF 1980'S 

I 
THIS COURSE WILL ACQUAINT WOMEN WITH REQUIREM ENTS FOR FDUCATION­

AL, APPRENTICESHIP , EXECUTIVE/MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS AVAILABLF TO 

wOMEN IN THE CHICAGO METROPOLITAN AREA . AFTFRNOON WORKSHOPS WILL 

DEAL ~ITH ReSUME WRITING SKILLS , LIFf FXPFRIFNCE CRFDIT, DIS­

CRIMINATION PROBLEMS AND FAMILY / WORK LIFF CONFLICTS. 

OFFEReD BASED UPON DEMAND. 

GROSS. 

CAS50lB 

WORKSHOP: FAMILY POLITICS IN THF 19S0'S 

I 
THIS COURSE WILL PRESENT AN ANALYSIS OF THF POLITICAL VI FWS AND 
BACKGROUNDS OF THOSE WHO SUPPORT AND OPPOSF VARIOUS LEGISLATIVF 
OPTIONS COVERING SUCH FAMILY ISSUES IN THe POLITICS OF THF 19S0'S 
AS: REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS, CHILD CARF CFNTFR FINANCING, TAX 
BENEFITS FOR WORKING SPOUSES, FTC. 
SPRING/SUMMeR. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

CAS501C 

SHARING NATURE'S MYSTERIES WITH CHILDReN 

I 
THIS COURSE DEVELOPS AWARE.NESS, UNDERSTANDING, AND APPRFCIATION 
OF NATURE WH 'ILE ACQUAINTING TEACHERS AND YOUTH LFADFRS WITH 
OUTDOOOR ACTIVITIES THAT THEY CAN USE WITH GROUPS. THROUGH 
ACTIVE PARTICIPATION IN AN EXTENDED OUTDOOR EDUCATION/RFCRFATION 
EXPERIENCE, TEACHERS AND YOUTH LEADERS BE COMF FAMILIAR WITH A 
WIDE VARIETY OF ACTIVITIES. THIS PREPARES THEM FOR SHARING 
NATURE'S MYSTERIES WITH CHILDREN AT A LATER TIMF. 
OFFERED IN FALL AN D/OR SPRING/SUMMFR TERMS BASED UPON DFMAND. 
COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 
CAS5016 
INTRODUCTION TO MULTI-ETHNIC LITERATURE 
3 
READING AND ANALYSIS OF SELE CTED NOVELS BY AND ABOUT BLACK AMFR­
ICANS, APPALACHIAN WHITES, MEXICAN-AMERICANS AND OTHFR SELECTED 
GROUPS. THE WORKS ARE EXAMINED FROM LITERARY, SOCIO-FCONOMIC AND 
POLITICAL PERSPECTIVES . PARTICULAR EMPHASIS IS PLACED ON FDUCA­
TION, HOUSING, CHILD-REARING PATTERNS, PEeR RELATIONS, AND CUL­
TURAL VALUES AS REFLECTED IN EACH AUTHOR'S WRITINGS . 
NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFeRED IN AYS2-83. 

ANTHONY. 

CAS50IS 

READINGS IN MINORITY LITERATURE 

2 
PROVIDES STUDENTS AN OPPORTUNITY TO READ SELECTED BLACK NOVELS 

AND POETRY NOT INCLUDED IN BLACK LITERATURE I AND II (CAS 5120 

AND 51}0). EACH STUDENT WILL HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO DEVELOP AN 

INDIVIDUALIZED READING PROGRAM TO REFLECT THEIR CURRICULAR NEEDS. 

OFFeRED IN WINTER BASED UPON DEMAND. 

ANTHONY. 

CASS020 

LAT INQ5 IN U.S,A . 

l 
DESIGNED TO ACQUAINT THF STUDENT WITH THE HJS10RltA~ PROCfSS THAT 

LEO LATIN O MIG RATION TO THf y . ~ . AND THF FCONOMIC, POltTICA~, SO­

CIAL AND CULTURAL CONDIT IONS WHI~K S ~APFD THE LIFF OF THE LATINOS 

IN THE CONTEXT 0' AMER ICAN SOCIFT V. 

WI NTFR . 

MENDOZA. 

CAS5035 

PAUL ROBFSON: ~ORKSHOP / SEMINAR--ACHIFVEMFNTS AND CONTRIBUTION S 

2 P/NC 

COMPREHENSIV E SURVEY OF THE LIFE AND TIMFS OF PAUL LFROY ROB ESON, 

SR. STUDENTS WILL EXAMINF PUBLISHFD AND UNPUBLIS HF D WO ~s BY 08 ­
ESON AND OTHFRS, INCLUDING FILM AND AUDIO RFCORD ! S . 

OFFFRFD IN WINTER BASFD UPON DFMAND. 

VINYARD, HARRIS . 

CAS504A 

ASTRONOMY IN THF CLASSROOM 

I 
THIS SURVEY WORKSHOP ON ASTRONOMY WILL INCLUDF INSTRUCTION ON THF 

MAJOR PHYSICAL COMPONFNTS OF THF UNIVFRSE INCLUDING PLANFTS, 

STARS, CONSTFLLATIONS, AND GALAXI FS. MFTHODS FOR INCLUD I~ 

ASTRONOMY IN THE SCIeNCF CURRICULUM WILL BE DISC USSE D AND OFMON·­

STRATED. SOURCES OF OBTAINING FRFF AND INFXPFNSI ~F ASTRONOMY 

MATFRIALS WILL BF AVAILABLE TO PARTICIPANTS. 

OFFERED BASFD UPON DEMAND . 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

CAS504H 

FINE AND PERFORMING ARTS WORKSHOP 

1-4 P/NC 

IN A SERIES OF WORKSHOPS UTILIZING OUTSIDF RFSOURCFS, SPFCIF I C 

FINE AND PERFORMING ARTS DFVFLOPMFNTS, SKILLS, NEW CREATIVF 

APPROACHES AND ISSUFS ARF CONSIDFRFD. WORKSHOPS MAY BF 

RFPFATFD FOR D1FFFRFNT SUBJFCTS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

SPFCIFIC PREREQUISITES WILL VARY DEPFNDING ON PARTICULAR wO~K­

SH OP . 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMFR. 

CART~R, STAFF. 

CAS5040 

BFYOND VALU E CLARIFICATION : PIAGFT AND KOHLBFRG 

3 

THIS COURSE WILL BF AN IN-DEPTH STUDY OF THF MORAL DFVFLO PMFNT 

THEORY OF PIAGET AND KOHLBERG WITH A VIFW TO ITS PRACTICAL AP­

PLICATION IN THE CLASSROOM. IT IS PRIMARILY INTFNDFD FOR TEACH­

ERS IN THE ELFMFNTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS WHO WORK WITH 

CHILDR EN AND ADOLESCFNTS AND ~HO WANT TO GFT SOME NFW PFRSPFC­

TIVES THAT GO BEYOND VALUF CLARIFICATION SO POPULAR THFSE DAYS . 

SPRING/SUMMFR. 

JARA. 

CAS5050 

AIR QUALITY RFSFARCH 

3 

STUDENTS PARTICIPATE IN ON-GOING AIR QUALITY INVESTIGATION. PRO­

JECTS INVOLVE STUDENTS IN SAMPLING, FIFLD AN~ LABORATORY ANALYTI­

CAL WORK, AND THE EVALUATION AND INTERPR ETATION OF DATA. STUDFNTS 

ARE EXPECTED TO SPEND A MINIMUM 10-15 HOURS A WEFK IN THE LABOR­

ATORY AND/OR FIELD. 

PREREQUI SITES: 

COLLEGE CHEMISTRY AND COLLEGE PHYSICS. 

SPRING/SUMMER , ODD YFARS. 

SIFVERING. 

CAS5053 

THE AFRICAN NOVFL 

3 

A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE LITFRATURF WRITTEN BY SELECTFD MAJOR 

AFRICAN WRITFRS, WITH FOCUS ON THE NOVFLS OF CHINUA ACHEBE. 

WINTER. 

ANTHONY. 

CAS5060 
AFRO-AMERICAN MUSI C 
2-}
A SURVEY OF VARIOUS MODES OF MUSICAL EXPRFSSION CHARACTFRIZING 
THE BLACK MAN'S CONSTRIBUTIONS TO AMERICAN CULTURE: WFST AFRICAN 
SOUNDS (1619-ISOO) , JAZZ, SPIRITUAL, GOSPEL, AND CONTEMPORARY 
SOUL . 
FALL. 
CARTER . 
CAS507A 

ART HISTORY - EGYPTIAN 

} 
THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE THE STUDFNT WITH AN IN-DEP TH 
VIEW OF THE BRONZE AGE EGYPTIANS AND THEIR ARTWORK, FUR THER, IT 
WILL CONSIDER THE RELATIONSHIPS OF THE GEOGRAP HY AND REL IG I OU S 
BELIEFS UPON THE PRODUCTION OF THE PLASTIC ARTS, AND RES EARCH 
WHAT EFFECT THIS HAD UPON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF FARLY WESTERN 
ARTISTIC EXPRESSION. 
OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 
COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 
7 
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C~SS01B 
ART HISTORY--AMERICAN 

3 

THI S CO UR SE IS DESIG NED TO PROVIDE THE STUD ENT WI TH AN IN-DFP TH 

VI Ew OF AMERICAN ARTISTS AND THFIR WORK COVE I NG THf HIS TORICAL 

PERI OD f ROM 1776 TO THE PRESfNT. fMPHASIS WILL BE PL ACE D ON 

PAI NT ING, BUT SCULPTURE AND ARCHITfCTURE WILL ALSO BE CONSIDFRED. 

COMPARISONS TO THE MORE CLASSICAL WORKS OF MODfRN EUROPFAN ART­

ISTS WILL BE MADE ONLY TO FMPHASIZf THF UNIQUF NATURE OF NATIVF 

AMERICAN ART. 

OFFFRED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

CAS5070 

ART OF AFRO-AMfRICANS 

2-3 

AN OVERVIEW OF THE ARTISTIC ACHlfVEMENTS OF PEOPLE OF AFRICAN DE­

SCENT IN THE AMERICAS: BfGINS WITH A REVIFW OF AFRICAN ARTISTIC 

EXPRESSIONS IN NIGERIA, GHANA, AND THF CONGO AND FOLLOWS WITH 

AFRO-AMERICAN ACCOMPLISHMfNTS IN BRAZIL, SURINAM, AND THE CARIB­

BEAN. BLACK AMERICAN ARTISTS IN THF UNITfO STATES ARE TRFATED 

FROM COLONIAL CONTEXTS TO THf DFVELOPMfNTS OF THF LATF 1970'S. 

SPRING/SUMMFR, ODD YEARS. 

BOURGfOIS. 

CAS5079 

ART FORMS 

3 

DESIGNED FOR NON-ART MAJORS, AN INTRODUCTION TO THE VISUAL ARTS: 

CONCfPTS, MEDIA, NORMS OF CRITICISM, AND ECONOMICS OF ART . WILL 

INCLUOf STUDIO AND GALL FRY TOURS, MUSF.UM ASSIGNMFNTS, AS WFLL AS 

CLASSROOM LECTURES. 

WINTF.R. 

BOURGEOIS. 

CAS5080 

PRIMITIVE ART 

2-3 

THE ART OF SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA, NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN, AND PFOPLFS 

OF THf PACIFIC ARE COMPARED AND CONTRASTED. FOCUSES ON TWFLVF 

TRADITIONAL SOCIETIES FOR AN ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON OF VISUAL 

ART FORMS. SETTINGS AND FUNCTION OF THF. ARTS ARF CONSIOFRED WITH 

REFERENCE TO LfADERSHIP STRUCTURfS, WORLD-VIfW, DIDACTIC PURPOSF, 

AND SECURITY SYMBOLS . 

SPRING/SUMMER, ODD YEARS. 

BOURGEOIS. 

CAS508I 

ART OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC 

2-3 

A SURVEY OF ART FROM THE SOUTH PACIFIC INCLUDING THE ISLANDS OF 

POLYNESIA, MFLANSESIA, MICRONFSIA, AND THE ISLAND-CONTINFNT OF 

AUSTRALIA. EXAMINES THF STYLISTIC CLASSIFICATIONS AND ETHNO­

GRAPHIC CONTEXTS. 

SPRING/SUMMER, ODD YEARS. 

BOURGEOIS. 

CAS5084 

AMERICAN ART: THF FOLK TRADITIONS 

2-3 

A SURVEY OF EARLY COLONIAL, 18TH CfNTURY , AND 19TH CFNTURY ARCHI­

TECTURE, FURNISHINGS, CRAFTS; AND SUBSFQUENT REGIONAL FOLK, AND 

ETHNIC TRADITIONS WITHIN NORTH AMERICA. IN ADDITION TO LFCTURES 

AND REQUIRED READINGS, THIS COURSE WILL INCLUDE STUDENT RESEARCH 

AND ORAL PRESENTATIONS ON SELECTED TOPICS . 

SPRING/SUMMER, EVEN YEARS. 

BOURGEOIS. 

CAS5085 

MODERN ART: GREAT ARTISTS 

2-4 

THIS COURSE WILL ATTEMPT TO PRDVIDE AN IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS OF A 

SELECT GROUP OF MASTER ARTISTS OF THE 20TH CENTURY. AN FXAMINA­

TION WILL BE MADE OF THE LIVES AND WORKS OF EMINENT ARTISTS OF 

THIS PERIOD, THE SOCIAL, POL[T[CAL, AND ARTISTIC CL[MATf [N WHICH 

THEY WORKED AND THE ART[ST[C CONTR[BUT[ONS THEY MADf. IN ADDITION 

THERE WILL BE AN ANALYS[S OF THE THEMAT[C ANO STYLISTIC DEVELOP­

MENT ANO THEORETICAL CONCERNS OF THE ARTISTS . FINALLY AND INVfS­

T[GAT[ON WILL BE MADE OF THE INFLUENCF. THESF. ARTISTS HAVE HAD ON 

OTHER ARTISTS. 

FALL, EVEN YEARS. 

MOR[SHITA. 

CAS5086 
WOMEN ARTI STS 
3 
TH[S COURSE IS A H[STOR[CAL SURVEY OF WfSTERN FEMALE ARTISTS. 
SPECIAL EMPHAS[S W[LL BF. G[VF.N TO AMERICAN FEMALE ARTITS OF THF 
19TH AND 20TH CENTUR[ES. AN EXAM[NATION WILL BE MADE OF THE 
L[VES AND WORKS OF EM[NENT FEMALE ART[STS, THE SOCIAL, POL[T[CAL, 
AND ART[ST[C CL[MATE [N WHICH THEY WORKED, AND THE ARTISTIC CON­
TR[BUT[ONS THEY MADE. THERE W[LL BE AN ANALYSIS OF THf THEMAT[C 
AND STYLISTIC DEVELOPMENT AND THEORETICAL CONCERNS OF FEMALf 
ART[STS. FINALLY, THERE W[LL BE A COMPARATIVf ANALYSIS OF THE 
D[FFERENCES AND S[M[LAR[T[ES BETWEEN MALE AND FEMALE EXPRfSS[ONS 
[N THE VISUAL ARTS. 
SPR[NG/SUMMER; OFFERED [N FALL BASED UPON DEMAND . 

MOR[SHITA. 

CASS087 
eOMPARA1 I VE AE5THETICS 

3 

A COMPARISON OF THEOR[ES, STYLES, AND MODES OF PERCFPTION IN THE 

ARTS OF TH E ORI ENT, AFRICA, AND THf WFS T. 

WINT ER, ODD YFARS. 

WEI, MORISHITA, BOURGEOIS. 

CAS5100 

BLACK DRAMA 

3 

TRFATS THF DRAMATURGY OF PLAYS BY NOTABLE BLACK PLAYWRIGHTS IN 

EDUCAT[ONAL AND PROFFSS[ONAL THFATRFS FROM [900-1975. 

SPR[NG/SUMMFR. 

VINYARD. 

CAS5[09 

ASIAN AMERICAN WORKSHOP 

2 
SCHOLARS AND PERSONAL[T[ES WILL Bf INVITED TO ADDRFSS THE [S5U 5 

OF AS[AN-AMFR[CAN [MM[GRAT[ON HISTORY , THEIR CULTURAL HERITAGf, 

THF[R PART[C[PAT[ON [N AMFR[ CAN POLITICAL LIFf, THFIR CONTRI BU­

T[ON [N SC[FNCf, TfCHNOLOGY AND IN THF ARTS. THFY WILL ALSO PRF­

SENT THE PROBLEMS ANO SOL UTIONS FNCOUNTERfD BY THE NEW ASIAN IM­

MIGRANTS. 

SPR[NG/SUMMFR. 

Wf!, FONTAN, MORISHITA. 

CAS5110 

BLACK HUMOR 

3 

FOCUSES ON WORKS OF SELFCT ED BLACK wR[TERS WHO R"FLFCT THf SCOPE 

ANO [NTENSITY OF RAC[AL, POL[T[CAL , SOCIAL, AND CULTURAL CONFLICT 

[N AMERICA THROUGH HUMOR. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

VINYARD. 

CASSI20 

BLACK L[TERATURf 

3 

A GENERAL SURVFY OF BLACK PROSF FROM 1760-[900 TO THF HARLfM RfN­

AISSANCE, w[TH SPECIAL ATTfNTION TO BASIC THEMES AND MAJOR AUT­

HORS [NCLUD[NG PAUL LAURENCE DUNBAR, CHARLfS CHfSTNUTT, AND JAMfS 

WELDON JOHNSON. 

FALL; OFFERFD BASED UPON D"MAND IN OTHfR TERMS . 

ANTHONY. 

CAS5[2[ 

IMAGES OF BLACKS [N AMER[CAN LITERATURf 

3 

AN EXAM[NATION OF RECURR[NG IMAGFS OF AMF.RICAN BLACKS AND THF 

L[TERATURE wR[TTEN BY MA[NSTRfAM AUTHORS, W[TH SPfCIAL ATTENT[ON 

TO THF SOC[O-POL[T[CAL CL[MATF. [N WHICH THESF. IMAGES EVOLVED. 

OFFERED [N SPR[NG/SUMMFR BASED UPON DEMAND . 

ANTHONY. 

CAS5130 

BLACK L[TERATURE [[ 

3 

DES[ GNfD TO PROVIDE MODFLS FOR APPROACH[NG BLACK LITERATURE FROM 

A VAR[ETY OF L[TERARY, AS WFLL AS SOC[O-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES, 

THROUGH A SURVFY OF POFTRY AND PROSE WR[TTEN BETWEEN [920-[970 . 

W[NTER . 

ANTHONY . 

CAS5140 

BLACK LITERATURF. III 

3 

TH[S COURSE IS A CONTINUATION OF BLACK LITERATURF. I AND II . IT 

EMBRACES ALL GENRES AND EXTENDS CHRONOLOG[CALLY FROM WORLD WAR I I 

TO THE PRESENT. THE MAIN FOCUS, HOWEVER, WILL BE ON SUCH AUTHORS 

AS WRIGHT, BALDWIN, ELLISON, MARGARET WALKfR, AL[CE WALKER, AND 

TONI MOR[SON. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

ODEN. 

CAS5160 

READ[NGS, BLACK POLITICS AND AMERICAN POLITICAL SYSTEM 

3 

A STUDY OF THE PATTERNS OF BLACK POLITICS [N THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

AFRO-AMER[CANS' PART[C[PAT[ON [N THE AMERICAN POLITICAL AND 

ECONOM[C SYSTEMS. 

OFFERFD [N SPR[NG/SUMMER BASED UPON DEMAND. 

ODEN. 

CAS5170 
BLACK WOMEN [N AMER[CAN H[STORY 
3 
A SOC[O-HISTOR[CAL STUDY OF THE BLACK WOMAN FROM SLAVERY TO 1970. 
AN EXAMINATION OF THE ROLE SHE HAS PLAYED IN THE BLACK STR UGG LE 
AND HER CONTR[BUT[ONS TO THE[R SURVIVAL. 
FALL . 
PATTON. 
120 CAS Course Descriptions 
CASS l75 

AHFRICAN CONOMIC HISTORY 

J 

THIS COUR~f PRESfNTS A HI 5 1 0~I CAL FX AMI NAT ION OF THE DFYfLOPMfNT 

OF THE AMERICAN ECONOMY WITH PECIAL FMPHAS!5 ON THF PROCfSS OF 

NOD FRNIZATION AN D I TS fF FfCT ON AGR I CU LT URF, COMMFRGF-INUUS TRY , 

WORXfR-EMP LOYER RELATIONSHIPS AND ThF VALUE SYST EM OF THE PFOPLf . 

FALl. . 

KELLY. 

CASSI 90 

EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA 

3. 6 

fXAMINATION OF THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMFNT OF FDUCATION IN AFRICA; 

TRACING THAT DEVELOPMENT FROM THE TIMF OF TRADITIONAL APPROACHFS 

tHROUGH THE INFLUENCES OF ISLAM, CHRISTIANITY, AND COLONIALISM, 

TO THE CONTEMPORARY MODIFICATIONS AND GOALS OF INDEPFNDFNT 

AFRICA . 

O~ FE RfD IN SPRING/SUMMER BASED UPON DEMAND. 

PRESS. 

CAS5192 
HISTORY OF AMFRICAN EDUCATION 
3 
THIS COURSE ATTFMPTS TO TRACE THE CHRONOLOGICAL DFVFLOPMENT OF 
PUBLIC E~UCATION IN THE UNITED STATES BY FOCUSING ON IMPORTANT 
FVENTS, MOVEMENTS AND LEGAL CHANGFS THAT INFLUFNCED THE QUALITY 
AND DIRECTION OF THE EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENT. ALONG WITH A 
GENERAL LECTURE AND DISCUSSION FORMAT, THE COURSE WILL PROVIDF 
THE STUDENT WITH THE OPPORTUNITY TO DO AN IN-DEPTH STUDY OF SUCH 
IMPORTANT FVENTS, MOVFMENTS OR PIFCES OF LEGISLATION. 
WINTER. 

PRESS. 

CAS5I94 

PHILOSOPHY OF AMFRICAN EDUCATION 

3 

A STUDY OF THE VARIOUS PHILOSOPHICAL SYSTEMS THAT HAVF INFLUFNCED 

AMERICAN FDUCATION AND HOW THEIR VARYING ASSUMPTIONS ON THF 

NATURE OF RFALITY, KNOWLEDGE AND VALUES MAKF A D1FFFRFNCF IN 

POLICY AND PRACTICE. THIS COURSE MFETS RFQUIREMFNTS FOR 

PROFESSIDNAL CERTIFICATION IN SFCONDARY TEACHING. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

JARA. 

CASSI95 

EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE THIRD WORLD 

3 

ADDRESSES THE BROAD CONCEPT OF DEVFLOPMFNT FROM THF FDUCATIONAL 

PERSPECTIVE. EXAMINES THE COLONIAL FDUCATIONAL LEGACY AND POST­

COLONIAL REFORM EFFORTS TO INTRODUCE NEW PROGRAMS AND APPROACHFS 

IN EDUCATION WHICH AIM AT CLOSING THF RESOURCE GAP BFTWEFN URBAN 

AND RURAL SECTORS. 

OFFERED IN WINTER BASED UPON DEMAND. 

ZAKE. 

CASS20I 

POLITICS AND SOCIETY 

3 

THIS "DIRECTED" READING MODULE DEALS WITH FIVF MAIN AREAS IN THF 

AMFRICAN POLITICAL AND SOCIOECONOMIC SYSTEMS: (I) THE AMFRICAN 

GOVERNMENTAL SYSTEM; (2) THE AMERICAN PARTY SYSTFM; (3) SCIFNCF, 

TECHNOLOGY AND POLICY FORMATION; (4) URBAN PUBLIC POLICIES; (S) 

PUBLIC POLICIES AND THE BLACK COMMUNITY. 

SPRING/SUMMER; OFFERED IN FALL BASED UPON DFMAND. 

ODEN. 

CASS23A 

PRINCIPLES OF SCIENCE EDUCATION 

4 

THIS COURSE SURVEYS THE ROLE OF SCIENCE EDUCATION IN THE TOTAL 

SCHOOL CURRICULUM. STUDENTS WILL BECOME FAMILIAR WITH 

CONTEMPORARY SCIENCE CURRICULA ANO METHODS FOR ADAPTING CURRICULA 

TO NEEDS OF INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS . STUDENTS WILL VISIT SCIENCE 

CLASSROOMS IN THE AREA AND WILL BECOME ACQUAINTED WITH LFARNING 

ENVIRONMENTS AND ACTIVITIES THAT ENHANCE SELF-CONCFPT AND 

CREATIVITY. 

FALL. 

SIEMRO. 

CASS23D 

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 

3-4 

ONE TRIMES,ER SURVEY COURSE IN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. THIS COURSE IS 

DESIGNED TO BE OF INTEREST TO STUDENTS IN RELATED FIELDS' AS WELL 

AS THOSE INTERESTED IN CHEMISTRY. 

PREREQU I SITES: 

ONE YEAR OF GENERAL CHEMISTRY. 

FALL. 

ADDISON. 

CAS5243 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN LATIN AMERICA 

3 

DESIGNED TO ENABLE THE STUDENT TO UNOERSTAND THF ECONOMIC STRUG­

GLES OF THE LATIN AMERICAN PEOPLES THROUGH THE ANALYSIS OF THE 

ROLE THAT ECONOMY HAS PLAYED IN THE PAST, AND IS NOW PLAYING IN 

THE MODERNIZATION PROCESS, IN THE POLITICAL APPARATUSES AND 

STRUCTURES, AND IN THE CULTURE OF LATIN AMERICA. 

WINTER. 

MENDOZA. 

CAS52~~ 

CULTURAL DIMENSIONS : ~L08AL INFQUAL I TY 

3 

EKA~IlNES THE RFL ATIONSHIP 8fTWfEN INDUS TRIALIZED AND UNOfR-DEVFL­

OPED COUNTRIES BY LOO(ING AT ONF ASPFCT OF TI115 RfLATIONSHI P; THF 

PROBLEM OF CU LTU AL PFNETRATI ON AND DFP FNDE NtY-SPE~IFItAlLY THe 

GLD BAL ~XPANS I ON OF WES TERN CI VILIZATION AND THIRD WORLD RfA C­

TION ' TO THIS CULTURAL HFG EMONY. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFFRED IN AY82-83. 

DURON, ANTHONY, lAKE. 

CASS248 

SOCIAL CHANGE AND ~UBLIC POLICY 

3 

TOOLS OF PUBLIC POLICY ANALYSIS ~ILL BF UTILIZF~ TO EXAMI F RF­

LATIONSHIPS OF DFCISION-MAKING IN THF PUBLIC SFCTOR TO SOC IAL 

CHANGE AS IT AFFECTS MINORITY GROUPS IN AMFRICAN CE~TRAL CITI~S. 

OFFFRED IN FALL AND/OR SPRING/SUMMFR BASED UPON DFMAND. 

ODEN. 

CAS5252 

AFRICAN CIVILIZATIONS 

3 

OUTLINFS AFRICAN PEOPLF AND THFIR VARIOUS CULTURAL DIFFFRFNCFS; 

FOCUSFS ON CORRECTING MISCONCEPTIONS OF AFRICA AND THF AFRICANS. 

READINGS FROM A wIDE SELECTION OF PUBLICATIONS. 

FALL. 

ODFN, COMMUNITY PROFFSSOR. 

CAS5254 

AFRICAN POLITICS 

3 

COURSF WILL BF CONCERNFD WITH STATE POWFR AND PROBLFMS OF "DFVFL­

OPMFNT' · ON THF AFRICAN CONTINENT. EMPHASIS WILL BE PLACFD ON UNI­

QUF PROBLEMS CREATED BY COLONIAL DOMINATION, NEO-COLONIALISM. AND 

THE . WHITF DOMINATED COUNTRIES OF THE CONTINENT. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO Bf OFF<.RFD IN AY82-83. 

ODEN. 

CASS258 

ETHNICITY, CULTURF AND POLITICS 

3 

THIS COURSE SEEKS TO BROADLY EXPLORE THE INTERRFLATIONSHIP BET­

WfEN EThNICITY, CULTURE AND POLITICS. FTHNICITY SEFMS TO BF A 

CONSTANT FACTOR ON THF POLITICAL SCENF. 

FALL. 

ZAKE. 

CAS526I 
ASCFNT OF MAN 
4 
BASED ON AN AWARD WINNING B.B.C. TELFVISION SFRIFS WRITTF~ AND 
NARRATFD BY LATE SCIENTIST JACOB BRONOWSKI; PROVIDFS A PANORAMIC 
VIFw OF NATURF AND THE FORCFS THAT LFD TO THF EMERGFNCF OF HUMAN 
INTELLIGENCE WITH ITS CULTURAL AND INTELLFCTUAL ACHIFVEMFNT5. 
SO EXAMINE BRONOWSKI'S EFFORT TO BRIDGE THE SCIFNCFS AND THF HU­
MAN IT IES. 
FALL, SPRING/SUMMFR. 
wEI. 
CASS2/I 

PSYCHOLOGY OF LATINOS 

3 

A STUDY OF THE LATINO WAYS OF THINKING. FEELING. AND BEHAVING, 

wITH SPFCIAL REFERENCE to THf OEVELOPMFNT BY THE STUDENT OF 

SKILLS SUITABLE FOR THE SOLUTION OF PROBLFMS OF INTFRCULTURAL 

COMMUNICATION INVOLVING LATINOS AND MFMBERS OF OTHER FTHNIC 

GROUPS. 

FALL. 

MFNDOZA. 

CASS278 

CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY 

3 

THIS COURSE INCLUDES A DISCUSSION OF THE NATURE OF CULTURE AND 

SURVEYS THE MAIN DISTRIBUTION OF THE POPULATIONS OF THE HUMAN 

RACE AND THEIR BROAD DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS AND CULTURES. 

IT ALSO TRACES THE GLOBAL MOVEMENT OF POPULATIONS TOGETHER WITH 

THE MOVEMENT OF THEIR CULTURAL INFLUENCES AMONG OTHER PEOPLES AND 

CULTURES. 

OFFERED IN SPRING/SUMMER BASED UPON DEMAND . 

ZAKE. 

CAS5279 

EDUCATION OF MINORITIES IN U.S. 

3 

AN EXAMINATION OF HOW THE WAYS IN WHICH MINORITIES HAVE BEEN 

VIEWED IN AMERICAN CULTURE HAVE INFLUFNCED THE FORM AND QUALITY 

THAT EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS PROVIDED THFM HAVE TAKEN AND THE CONSE­

QUENCES. 

FALL; OFFERED IN SPRING/SUMMER BASED UPON DEMAND. 

PATTON. 

CAS5280 

HISTDRY OF CIVIL RIGHTS 

3 

A STUDY OF THE BLACK STRUGGLE IN AMERICA, WITH EMPHASIS ON THE 

7 
CAS Course Descriptions 12i 
MovFMENT AD DRE SSED TO THF S CUR I Ne; OF "C IVIL RIGhTS" WHILF CON­
S I DF~AT IONS WILL BE GIV EN TO LEGISLAT IONS, COURT DFC 1SIONS, AND 
ThE BL At~ PROTFS T PRI OR TO 1 95~ , THE MAJOR CONCFRN I S WITH THf 
TEN Y ~A R PERIOD FOLLOWING THAT DAT". APPROAC H IS ANALYT I CAL 
Of FE RED BASED UPON DEMAND. . . 
PATTON. 
CAS5285 
ADVANCED ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
3-4 
THIS COURSE 15 DEsIGNFD AS A ONF TRIMFsTFR ADVANC"D TOPIC COURSE 
IN ORGANIC CHFMIsTRY. IN THIS COURs" STUDENTS ARF TAKFN BEYOND 
THF POINT WHFRE A TRADITIONAL ORGANIC CHFMIsTRY COURSE l"AVFs 

OFF. 

PREREQUISITES: 

CAs5230 OR FQUIVAlENT. 

WINTI'R. 

ADDISON. 

CAs529B 

EFFECTIVE SUBURBAN PLANNING IN THF 1980'5 

2 
EACH OF THF WORKSHOPS TARGFTs ON A SIGNIFICANT ISSUE FACING CITI­

ZFNs AND LOCAL PlANNFRs IN THF 1980'5. THOsF ATTENDING WIll GAIN 

NEW INSIGHTS TO HFLP THFM DFAl WITH THESE ISSUES IN THFIR COMMU­

NITY . 

FAll. 

COMMUNITY PROFFssOR, STAFF. 

CAs529C 

BIOGAs DIGFsTFRs FOR FARMS 

2 
STUDENTS WILL BF FXPGsED TO THF BASIC PRINCIPlFs OF ANAFROBIC DI­

GFsTION AS IT RFlATFs TO FARM BIOMASS AND WAsTFs, THF TFCHNICAl 

AND FCONOMIC ASPECTS OF OF DIGFsTERs, AND THE Usf OF DIGEsTFR FF­

FlUFNT. EMPHASIS WIll BF PLACFD ON ENFRGY PRODUCTION AND USE, 

POllUTION CONTROL AND WAsTF MANAGFMFNT. 

FAll. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF . 

CAs529D 

PRACTICAL PHOTOVOlTAICs: SHORT COURsF 

1-3 

THIS COURSE WIll PROVIDF A BASIC INTRODUCTION TO PHOTOVOlTAIC 

CFlls AND THFIR THFORY OF OPFRATION. DISCUSSION WIll FOCUS ON 

THF VARIOUS KINDS OF SOLAR CFlls NOW AVAIlABlF AND THOsF BFING 

DFVElOPFD. THIS DISCUSSION WIll INClUDF TH" TFCHNOLOGICAL AND 

ECONOMIC POssIBIlITIFs OF SOLAR CEllS. sTUDFNTs Will TEST AND 

MEAsURF SOLAR CELLS AND AssEMBLF usFABlF ARRAYS FROM SILICON 

CEllS. A LOW VOlTAGF POWFR SYSTEM WIll THFN BF CONsTRUCTFD AND 

ANALYZ FD. 

FAll. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

CAs529E 

ALCOHOL: LIQUID sUNsHINF (AN AVAILABLE FUEL ALTERNATIVF)

2-" 
THF PURPOsF OF THIS COURSE 15 TO INTRODUCE sTUDFNTS TO THE 

SOCIETAL IMPLICATIONS OF AND THE PROCFssEs INVOLVED IN CONVFRTING 

BIOMASS INTO AN ALCOHOL FUEL. THE FMPHAsIs WIll BF ON ALCOHOL 

FUEL AS A RENFWABlE RESOURCE THAT CAN BE PRODUCFD BY EITHFR WAsTI' 

HEAT OR RFNFWABlF SOLAR POWFR. THE HISTORY AND FCONOMICs OF FUFl 

ALCOHOL AS Wl'll AS THE GOVFRNMENTAl FORCES THAT AFFECT IT'S UsF 

WIll BF PREsENTFD IN ORDI'R THAT THE sTUDFNT CAN GAIN AN UNDFR­

STANDING OF THF CURRENT SOCIAL PERsPECTIVF OF ALCOHOL FUELS. 

FAll. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

CAs529F 

A GOLDEN THREAD: 2500 YEARS OF SOLAR TI'CHNOlOGY 

2 
THIS COURSE WILL PRESENT THE HISTORICAL DFVElOPMENT OF SOLAR 

TECHNOLOGY AND WILL FOCUS ON THE MAJOR ACCOMPlIsHMFNTs ACHIFVED 

IN SOLAR ARCHITECTURF, POWER GENERATION, AND WATER HEATING. STU­

DENTS WILL BE EXPOSED TO THE STATE-OF-THE-ART OF SOLAR TECHNOLOGY 

AND SCHOLARLY THOUGHT. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

CAs529H 

POLITICS IN THE 1980'S: A SYMPOSIUM 

I 
THE COURSE WIll ADDRF.ss THF PRl'sl'NT AND FUTURE IMPLICATIONS TO 

AMERICAN sOCIFTY OF POLITICAL ORIeNTATIONS OF RFPRF.sENTATIVFs OF 

CONTI'MPORARY POLITICAL POsIT)ONs ON THF RIGHT AND lFFT. 

NOT sCHeDUlFD TO BE OFF"RED IN AY82-83. 

GROSS, MERRITT, COHEN. 

CAs529J 

CONNECTIONS: AN AlTeRNATIVF VIeW OF CHANGF 

2 
COURSe DESCRIBeS THF SOCIAL AND SCIENTIFIC EVENTS WHICH HAVE lFD 

TO SPECIFIC TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES WHICH IN TURN AFFECTED SOCIETY 

AND SCIENCE. STUDENTS FXAMINE THE CYCLE OF TECHNOLOGICAL GROWTH 

AND CURRENT IssU~s RFlATED TO IT. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

CAS52~1C. 

~SING INST~UCTIO AL G~MFS IN THF MATFMATICS CL ASS ROOM 

THIS COURSE WILL PROVIDF SlUDfNTS WILL MATH STRATFGlcS AND T"CH­
NI QUfS TO UT ILlZf IN ThFIR OWN CL ASSROOMS USING THF "EQUAT IONS" 
GA ME . C~ASs MEFTS ON F I VE CONSECUTIV E SATURDAYS FROM q'OQ A 1'1 
TO NOUN Al THP I1UVUM OF SCI fNCF AND J 'IOUST Y. 
OFFFRFO IN FA LL ANDIO R SP RING/sUMMF R BAS FD UPON 
COMMUNITY PRO FE SSOR, STAFF. 
DFMAND . 
. . . 
CAs529N 
STARS AND NEBULAS 
I 
THIS COURSE Will COVFR THE LAWS OF NATURF THAT GOVF RN AND DICTA,c 
THE BFHAVIOR AND PROPERTI"s OF STARS AND THF UNIVFRS E, I NCLUDING 
HOW STARS ARF BORN, llVF AND DI". BY EXPLORING TH~ STA RS AND 
NFBUlAs, STUDENTS CAN MORF FUllY UNDERSTAND AND APPR FC IA Tf TH" 
WORLD AND MAN'S PlACF IN IT. 
FALL, WINTfR, SPRING/SUMMfR. 
COMMUNI TY PROFeSSOR, STAFF. 
CAS529T 
GALAXIES AN D QUASARS 
I 
THIS COURsF FOCusFs ON THF HISTORICAL AND CURRFNT THFORIFS A8DUT 

THE ORIGIN AND STRUCTURe OF THE UNIVFRsE. sPFCIFICAllY, 

PROPFRTIFS OF GAlAXIFs AND QUASARS WIll BF sTUDIFD. 

OFFFRED BAS I'D UPON DFMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

CAs529V 

VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATIONS AND lFADFRsHIP 

2 
AN FXAMINATION OF THE BAsFs AND DYNAMICS OF lFADF RSMI P IN 

VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATIONS, WITH PARTICULAR FMPHAsIs ON ST UOENT 

ORGANIZATIONS . COURsFWORK INClUDFs R"ADINGs, sFMINARs, AND FIFlD 

INVOlVEMFNTs. 

FAll. 

COMMUNITY PROFFssOR, STAFF. 

CAs529W 

GEOLOGICAL FIELD sTUUIFS: MAMMOTH CAVES 

2 

THIS COURSE IS A FIELD STUDY OF THF PHYSICAL AND HISTORICAL 

GFOLOGY OF THF MAMMOTH CAVFs ARFA OF KFNTUCKY. FMPHASIs IS D~ 

DFVElOPMFNTAl PROCESSES THAT FORMED THF. UNIQUE CAVe STRUCTURES. 

THIS IS A 3-DAY FIFlD TRIP WITH ON-CAMPUS CLASS sFssIONs PRI OR TO 

THF FIELD TRIP. 

PRFREQUIsITFs: 

INTRODUC TOR Y EARTH SCIENCE COURsF OR PFRMIssION OF INSTRUCTOR. 

SPRING/SUM ME R. 

COMMUNITY PR OFESSOR, STAFF. 

CAs529X 

GEOLOGICAL FIl'lD STUDIES: UPPER MISSISSIPPI VAllEY 

3 

THIS COURSF. IS A FIELD STUDY OF THE PHYSICAL AND HISTORICAL 

GeOLOGY OF THF UPPFR MISSISSIPPI VALLEY AND DRIFT-FRFE ARFA. 

FMPHAsIS IS ON SITE HISTORY AND DEVFlOPMFNTAl PROCEssFS. THIS IS 

A 5-DAY FIFlD TRIP WITH ON-CAMPUS WORK PRECEDING AND FOllOWI NG. 

PREREQUISITES: 

EIGHT HOURS OF EARTH SCIENCE AND 8 HOURS OF BIOLOGY OR PFRMIS SION 

OF INSTRUCTOR. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFFssOR, STAFF. 

CAs5295 

COMMUNITY ENERGY PLANNING: APPLICATIONS 

2, 4 

SHOWS HOW PRINCIPleS OF APPROPRIATE TFCHNOlOGY HAVe BeeN AND CAN 

Be sUCCFssFUllY APPLIED IN URBAN ARFAs IN THE U.S. APPlICAlI ONS 

TO MFET NEI'Ds FOR FOOD, FNERGY AND HOUSING AND TO ACHIEVF VAR YING 

DEGREES OF COMMUNITY SELF-RELIANCE ARE COVERED. EMPHASIS ON CUR­

RENT TECHNOLOGIES, COMMUNITY POLICY OPTIONS, AND THE COMMUNITY 

PLANNING PROCESS. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

HAGENS. 

CAs5296 

AN INTRODUCTION TO VILLAGE AND TOWN PLANNING 

3 

PLANNING AT THE lOCAL lEVFL PLAYS A VITAL AND SOMETIMES NEGLEC TfP 

ROLE IN VillAGE GOVeRNMeNT. THIS COURSF PROVIDeS AN INTROD UCTION 

STARTED, A HISTORY OF ITS EFFORTS, AND A RFVIEW OF THE ElFMENTS 

IN PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE TODAY. 

FAll. 

COMMUNITY PROFFssOR, GIL. 

CAs5300 

THIRD WORLD STUDIES CONFERENCE 

1-3 PINC 

WEEKEND WORKSHOP FOCUSING ON "SOCIETAL" AND POLlCY PROBlFMS OF 

PFOPlf.S IN THIRD WORLD COMMUNITIES ON NATIONAL AND INTERNATI ONAL 

lEVELS. . 

WINTER. 

ODEN, WEI . 

,AS Course Descriptions 
AND 
RANG 
ESCAPE 
ON 
OF 
Al'
WOR LD 
THl~D ~ORLO IN PERSPECTIVE: AN 1~Tf.RDfSC1PLINARY SURVFY 
~HE CO URSE WIL L f~AHINE, FROM AN INTFROISCIPLI~RY ~FR~PFCTIVF 
W"H ~HF Hf~P OF OI ~T I N~V I SHFD ~UfSl LFCTURf~5. 'Hf B~OAD 
OF PRO BLE MS CONFRONTI NG THF TH I RD WORLD IN I TS STRUGGLF TO 
FRO H THE CyelF Of POVFRTY. ATTFNTION WILL BF FOCUSfD (1) 
THF MAJOR FORCFS THAT HAVF CONTRIBUT~D TO THF UNDFRDF vF LOPMFN T 
THIS SFCTOR OF THF GLOBF; AND (2) ON FVALUATING SOMF GF THF 
F.RNATIVF STRATFGIFS AND MODFlS RFSOLVING THF CRIS I S OF THIRD 
UNDFRDEVFLOPMFNT. 
OFFE RFD IN FALL AND/OR SPRING/SUMMFR BASFD UPON DEMAND. 
OO F-N, KOFFLF-KALF. 
CAS5303 

POLITICAL FCONOMY OF GLOBAL INFQUALITY 

3 

EXPFRIMf.NTAL COURSF UNDFR INTFRNATIONAL STUDIFS GRANT. 

OFFFRFD IN SPRING/SUMMFR BASFD UPON DFMAND . 

KOFELF-KALF, MILLFR, ODFN. 

CAS5304 

PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS OF THIRD WORLD SOClfTIFS 

3 

FXPFRIMFNTAL COURSf UNDFR INTFRNATIONAL STUDIFS GRANT. 

SPRING/SUMMFR. 

Wfl, MFNDOZA. 

CAS5310 

PRF-COLUMBIAN ART OF MfSO-AMFRICA 

2-~ . 

A SURVEY DF THF ART OF ANCIFNT MFXICO, GUATFMALA, HONDURAS, FROM 

FARLY TIMfS TO THE MAYA AND AZTFCS WITH RFFERFNCF TO ARCHA FOLOGY 

AND FARLY HISTORIC DOCUMFNTS. 

FALL. 

BOURGfOIS. 

CAS5311 

ART OF FIRST AMFRICANS (AMFRICAN-INDIANS) 

2-~ 

A SURVFY OF NORTH AMFRICAN INDIAN ART FR~M PRF-HISTORIC CONTFXTS 

TO THF 19TH CENTURY WITH ATTFNTION TO EASTFRN UNITFD STATFS, 

GRFATFR SOUTHWFST, PRAIRIFS-PLAINS, AND PACIFIC COAST. 

SPRING/SUMMFR, FVFN YFARS. 

BOURGFOIS. 

CAS5312 

ART OF WEST AFRICA 

2-3 

ART IN AFRICAN ARCHAfOLOGY AND A SURVFY OF STYLFS AND FUNCTIONS 

OF ART IN TRADITIONAL SOCIFTIFS OF WFST AFRICA, PRINCIPALLY GUI­

NEA COAST AND WFSTFRN SUDANIC PFOPLFS. 

FALL. 

BOURGFOIS . 

CAS5313 

ART OF CFNTRAL AFRICA 

2-3 

A SURVEY OF TRADITIONAL ART IN CFNTRAL AFRICA WITH RFFERENCE TO 

LEADERSHIP STRUCTURES, WORLD-VIFW, DIDACTIC PURPOSE AND SECURITY 

SYMBOLS. 

WINTER . 

BOURGEOIS . 

CAS5314 

PRE-COLUMBIAN ART OF SOUTH AMERICAS 

2-3 

THE ART OF LOWFR CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMFRICA FROM COSTA RICA TO THF. 

ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS OF THE ANDES . 

WINTER. 

BOURGEOIS. 

CAS5321 

CHINESF HISTORY (SIM) 

3 

STUDY OF GENERAL DEVELOPMENT OF CHINFSF. HISTORY WTTH SPECIAL FM­

PHASIS ON THE MODERN PFRIOD SINCF A. D. 1840 . STUDFNT WILL CONDUCT 

TWO INDIVIDUAL RESEARCHFS ON SUBJFCT WITHIN THE CHINESF FIFLD, 

ONE ON THE IMPERIAL PAST UP TO THE FND OF THF MING DYNASTY, THe 

OTHER ON THE MODERN PFRIOD. 

OFFERFD IN WINTER AND/OR SPRING/SUMMER BASFD UPON DFMAND . 

ODEN, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CAS5328 

PROBLEMS OF LATINO FAMILY 

3 

A STUDY OF THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LATINO FAMILY AND THE 

WAYS IN wHICH THEY INFLUENCF THF ADAPTATION OF LATINOS TO THE AN" 

GLO SOC I ElY. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

MENDOZA. 

CAS5330 

ASSESSING EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES 

3 

EMPHASIZFS THE SELFCTION, CONSTRUCTION, AND USF OF APPROPRIATE 

EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND MEASURING INSTRUHENTS, TYPFS OF TFSTS, STA­
TISTI CAL AP PLIC ATION, AND TEST DF~FLDPMFNT. 

PRER EQUISITES: RI'ULUM EL
CDUR SF S I~ LFARNING TMFORY. TFACHI~ MflHOOS , AND C~R ~ ; . ­
fMENTAR~ STATIS11CS IS RFCOMM"NDED . 

FALL. 

LA f CF. 
CASS 334 

COMPARATIVE LATIN AMERICAN LITfRATURF 

3 

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF MAJOR WRITFRS OF DIFFERFNT LATIN AMERICAN 

COUNTRIES. CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF ALL MAJOR WORKS PRODUCED SINCF 

1921. FOCUSES ON SOCIAL CONDITIONS AND POLITICAL CIRCUMSTANCFS OF 

DIFFFRFNT LATIN AMFRICAN COUNTRIFS . 

NOT SCHFDULFD TO Bf OFFERED IN AY82-83. 

DURON. 

CAS5345 

LAW AND SOCIAL JUSTICe 

3 

AN ANALYSIS OF THf SOCIAL CONDITIONS AS WELL AS THF SOCIAL FUNC­

TION OF THf. LAW AS AN INSTITUTION. FMPHASIS IS GIVEN TO THe FCO­

NOMIC AND POLITICAL FACTORS THAT EFFeCT LFGISLATIVF PROCESSES AND 

THF IMPACT OF THF LAW UPON SOCIFH AND ITS PROBLFMS. 

FALL; OFFERED IN SPRING/SUMMFR BASFD UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF. 

CAS535A 

FDUCATIONAL DFVfLOPMFNT IN Kfr<yA 

3 OR 6 

THIS CUURSF WILL BF CONDUCTFD IN KENYA WITH READINGS AND ORIENTA­

TION TO TAKF PLACF PRIOR TO DFPARTuRF. THF RFADINGS WILL PRfSFNT 

A HISTORICAL STUDY OF THF DFVFLOPMFNT OF FDUCATION IN KeNYA. THF 

CONTEMPORARY COMPONFNT WILL ADDRFSS KENYA FDUCATION IN 1980. TH E 

TRIP TO KfNYA WILL FXPOSF STUDFNTS TO ALL FACFTS OF THF CONTfM PO­

RARY EDUCATIONAL SCFNF INCLUDING TRADITIONAL AND NON-TRADITIONAL 

MODFS OF LEARNING. VISITATIONS TO SCHOOLS, CONVERSATIONS AND SEM­

INARS WITH MINISTRY OF fDUCATION OFFICIALS AND FDUCATORS, AND A 

THRFE DAY HOMF VISITATION WITH KFNYAN TFACHFRS IN RuRAL KENYA 

WILL · HIGHLIGHT THE FDUCATIONAL COMPONENT OF THe TRIP. VISITS TO 

GAMf PARKS , NAIROBI AND MOMBASSA WILL ROUND OUT THF TRIP. 

OFFFRFD IN SPRING/SUMMfR BASFD UPON DFMAND. 

PRfSS. 

CAS5356 

THFOLOGY OF THF THIRD WORLD 

3 

AN ANALYSIS OF THF FACTORS AND CIRCUMSTANCFS THAT HAVF BROUGHT A­

BOUT AN INVOLVEMFNT OF CHURCHFS, DFNOMINATIONS, AND SECTS IN THE 

SOCIAL, POLITICAL, AND fCONOMIC ISSUES OF THIRD WORLD NATIONS. 

SPfCIAL AT1F.NTION WILL BE GIVFN TO THF PROCfSSFS IN LATIN AMFRICA 

BEFORF AND AFTER THE MFDFLLIN CONFFRFNCF AND THFIR POLITICAL IM­

PLI CAT IONS. 

OFFERED IN SPRING/SUMMER BASFD UPON DFMAND. 

STAFF . 

CAS5359 

CARIBBEAN HISTORY. 

3 . 
DFSIGNFD TO STUDY COMPARATIVE COLONIAL PATTFRNS IN TH.F CARIBBFAN, 

THE DFVFLOPMF.NT OF SLAVF ROPULATIONS, SOCIAL SYSTEMS, AND CONCEPT 

OF HIERARCHY IN THF CARIBBFAN. 

FALL, OFF FRED BASED UPON DFMAND IN OTHER TERMS . 

ODEN. 
CAS5360 

ANIMAL BEHAVIOR 

3 

COVERS THE GFNfRAL· STUDY OF ANIMAL BEHAVIOR INCLUDING SUCH TOPICS 

AS EVOLUTION OF BEHAVIOR, ANIMAL PFRCFPTION, LFARNING AND SOCIAL 

BEHAVIOR . OFFERS HANY EXAMPLFS OF BEHAVIOR ON FILMS AND AUDIO 

TAPES AS WELL AS THROUGH RFADINGS AND CLASS DISCUSSIONS . OPEN TO 

ALL INTFRFSTED STUDENTS. 

FALL, WINTFR. 

MILLFR. 

CAS5362 

CARIBBEAN CULTURES 

1-2 

A COMPARTIVE STUDY OF THF AFRO-FRENCH, HISPANIC AND COHMONWEALTH 

CARIBBFAN. EMPHASIS WILL BF PLACED ON HISTORY, ART, MUSIC, 

LANGUAGF AND CULTURES FROM A CARIBBEAN PERSPECTIVE. 

OFFERED IN WINTER AND/OR SPRING/SUMMER BASED UPON DEMAND. 

ODEN, STAFF. 

CAS5368 

RACE RELATIONS IN U.S.: HISTORICAL PERSPFCTIVFS 

3 

A GENERAL SURVFY OF THE STAGFS IN THE DEVFLOPMENT OF RACF RELA­

TIONS IN AMERICA. A MAJOR CONCERN IS WITH THE ORIGIN AND PERPETU­

ATION OF RACIAL IDFAS AND THE IMPACT THEY HAVE HAD UPON THE EVOL­

UTION OF AMERICAN SOCIETY . 

SPRING/SUMMER; OFFERED IN WINTER BASED UPON DEMAND. 

PATTON . 

CASH71 
AMfRICAN NFGR~ SLAVFRY 
3 
HIS ~OURSf 15 A GfNFRAL SURVF Y OF THE TR AD ITI ONAL INT ·RPR~TA­
TIONS OF ULAC~ Sl AV FRY IN AMF~ ICA ANO AN AT1 FMPT TO ASSF55 THF.M 
IN THF ~ I GH OF ,CFNT STUD IF S. 
FALL. 
PATTON. 
CAS517'+ 

CHURCH AND POLITIC~ IN LATIN AMFRICA 

3 

THIS CO URSF EXAMINFS THF ROLF OF THF CATHOLIC CHURCH IN THE DY­

NAMICS OF POLITICAL POWER IN LATIN AMERICA, FROM A HISTORICAL AS 

WE LL AS SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPFCTIVF. ATTENTION IS GIVFN TO THE IM­

PA~T OF RFLIGIOUS BELIEFS ON THF MOVEMFNTS FSPOUSING SOCIAL JUS­

TICF. 

OFFERfD IN SPRING/SUMMFR BASED UPON DFMAND. 

MFNDO ZA. 

CAS5 J79 

AMFRICAN FOR FIGN POLICY 

3 

COURSF ~ILL ADDRESS POST-WORLD WAR II TRFNDS IN AMERICAN FOREIGN 

:~~~~:F~i 6Tc~gT~~~\12L"~~I~~A~~~~g': COUNTRIES.NONALIGNMFNT AND 
SPRING/SUMMFR; OFFFRFD IN WINTER BASED UPON DEMAND. 
UD~N, KOFFLF-KALf. 
CAS538A 

ECOLOGY OF BFHAVIOR 

3 

INTRO DUCTION TO THF BIOLOGY OF ANIMAL "EHAVIOR, WITH FOCUS ON ITS 

FVOLUTIONARY AND fCOLOG ICAL BASES. PROVIDFS CONCFPTS NECESSARY 

FOR MORF ADVA CFO STUDY IN THF AR FA. OPEN TO SCIFNCE DiVISION 

ST UDFNTS ONLY. 

PR FHQU I S I TF S: 

GFNFRAL BIOLOGY (LOWFR DIVISION). 

FALL. 

:-'d LLF.R. 
CASS390 
LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY 
3 
A SURVFY APPROACH TO THE MAJOR PERIODS I~ LATIN AMFRICAN HISTORY. 
FALL. 
MF.NDOZA. 
CASS393 
NOVEL OF THF MFXICAN REVOLUTION 
3 
A STUDY OF THF LITERARY WORKS INS PIRED BY THF MFXICAN REVOLUTION 
AND THF SOCIETY I N ~IFXICO IN TIMFS OF THF RfVOLUTION. 
WINTFR. 

DURON. 

CASS3g,+ 

LATIN AMFRICAN INDIAN: PAST AND PRESFNT 

3 
THIS COURSE FXAMINES WITH THF HFLP OF CROSS CULTURAL FVOLUTIONARY 
CATEGORIES THE DIFFERENT INDIAN CULTURES OF LATIN AMERICA AND THE 
WAYS IN WHICH THEy HAVE BFFN AFFeCTED BY INSERTION IN THF WFSTFRN 
ECONOMIC, POLITICAL AND SOCIOCULTURAL SYSTEM. THIS COURSE WILL 
HELP THE STUDENT TO UNDERSTAND BASIC ECONOMIC, POLITICAL AND COL­
TURAL PROBLEMS OF LATIN AMERICA AS SFFN THROUGH THE ANALYSIS OF 
THE INDIAN RACIAL AND ETHNIC DIMFNSION OF THF URBAN AS WELL AS 
RURAL MASSFS. 
OFFERED IN WINTER BASED UPON DFMAND. 
MENDOZA. 
CASS396 
PROTEST AND REVOLUTION IN LATIN AMFRICAN LITERATURE 
3 
STUDY OF THE LATIN AMFRICAN NOVFL AND POETRY OF PROTEST AND REVO­
LUTION PRODUCED IN THE 20TH CFNTURY. FOCUS ON NERUDA, VALLEJO 
. PUFRTO RICAN POETS, CHICANO POETS, CARPFNTIFR, ETC. 
OFFERED IN WINTER AND/OR SPRING/SUMMER BASED UPON DEMAND. 
DURON. 
CASS398 

ANIMAL BEHAVIOR: FIELD STUDIES II 

3 

INTENSIVE AND UNINTERRUPTED STUDY OF ANIMAL BEHAVIOR IN A NATuRAL 

SETTING. STUDENTS MAY SPEND FITHFR TWO OR FOUR WEEKS IN THE FIELD 

OBSFRVING AND RECORDING THE GENFRAL BIOLOGY AND ECOLOGY OF THE 

NORTHERN LAKE DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA. 

PREREQU I SITES: 

CASS,+O,+. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

MILLER. 

CASS"OO 

CHINFSE RELIGIOUS THOUGHT 

3 

A STUDY OF THE MAJOR CHINESE RELIGIOUS THINKFRS AND THEIR WRIT­

INGS. 

WINTER. 

WEI. 
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CAS5 02 

8IUCHf MI ST RY' LABORATORY 

I 

UlaORATORY C.O"lPF.NFNT Of . GAS~"U3. 

PRfRFQU I SITFS : 

CAS5~03 MUST SF TA~EN CONCURRFNTll . 

5P!t I NC;/SUMMFR . 

MO HlIF'RG . 

CASS,+03 

BIOCHEMISTRY: LECTURE 

3 

AN INTRODUCATION TO BIOCHEMISTRY, INCLUDING FNZYMFS, REACTION S.­

QUENCFS AND CONTKOL MFCHANISMS, (RFPLACES CAS3200). 

PRFRFQU I SITES: 

ONF YFAR ORGANIC CHEMISTRY OR PREMISSION. 

SPRING/SUMMFR. 

MOHBFRG. 

CASS,+O,+ 

ANIMAL BEHAVIOR: FIFLD STUDIFS I 

J 

CovFRS BASIC CONCFPTS AND TFCHNIQUES UNDFRLYING THE STUDY OF AN­

IMAL BFHAVIOR IN THF FIFLD, AND APPLIFS THFM TO THF ACTUAL COL ­

LECTION OF BEHAVIORAL DATA IN ZOO AND FIELD SFTTINGS. 

PRFRFQUISIFS: 

CASS360 OR CAS538A. 

WINTfR. 

MILLER. 

CASS,+05 

SEMINAR: COMPARATIVE URBAN FUTURF 

3 

ANALYSIS OF PROBLFMS OF URBAN PROCFSS FS AND REDEvELOPMENT AS lH~Y 

RFLATE TO CFNTRAL CITY MINORITIFS WITHIN A COMPARATIvE AND 

FUTURISTIC PFKSPECTIVE. 

OFFFRFD IN WINTER AND/OR SPRING/SUMMFR BASFO UPON DFMAND. 

ODEN, COMMUNITY PROFFSSOR. 

CASS,+07 

THFORY AND HISTORY OF A FRE F PRESS 

2 

EXAMINFS AND COMPARES VARIOUS THFORIFS OF THF ROLE, RI GHTS AND 

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THF PRFSS THROUGH A STUDY OF HISTORICAL AND 

CONTFMPORARY QOCUMENTS. BFGINS WITH STUDY OF THE THEORY OF A 

FREE AND OUJECTIVF PRFSS FROM MILTON, JEFFERSON AND INTO THF 20TH 

CENTURY WITH APPLICATION TO BROADCAST MFDIA. 

WINTER, ODD YEARS. 

STFINFR. 

CASS,+09 
MFTHODS AND TFCHNIQUES OF TEACHING AT THF SECONDARY LFVEL 

3 

THIS COURSE WILL UTILIZE DISCUSSION, DFMONSTRATION AND UNIT 

PLANNING TO INTRODUCE THE PROSPFCTIVE TFACHFR TO THE VARIFTY OF 

MFTHODS AND TECHNIQUES THAT CAN BE USFD EFFFCTIVELY AT THF 

SECONDARY SCHOOL LEVFL. IT WILL PROVIDF THF STUDENT WIT H THF 

NECESSARY SKILLS AND ATTITUDFS FOR A SUCCESSFUL STUDFNT TE ACH­

ING FXPFRIFNC". 

PREREQUISITES: 

NOT NECESSARY BUT MORE APPROPRIATF IF FOLLOWED BY EDUCATI ONAL 

PSYCHOLOGY AND FOUNDATIONS OF EDCUCATfON (HISTORY, PHILOSOPHY , 

OR SOCIAL). 

WINTER. 

PRESS. 

CASS'+IA 

STAGE PHOTOGRAPHY 

2 

PHOTOGRAPHING ALL FORMS OF STAGE PERFORMANCES WILL BE COvF RFD IN: 

THIS COURSE WITH AN FMPHASIS ON THEATER, OPFRA AND DANCf P DDuC­

TIONS. PROPER EXPOSURF AND DEVELOPMENT OF BOTH BLACK AND WHI TE 

AND COLOR FILMS WILL BE STRESSED; THESE SKILLS WILL BE APPLIC ABLE 

TO PHOTOGRAPHING MOST LOW-LEVEL AVAILABLE LIGHT SITUATIONS. THE 

DIFFERENCES BETWFEN STAGE LIGHTING AND NATURAL LIGHT WILL 6F EX­

PLORED AND APPLIED TO CHOOSING THE PROPER MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT 

FOR STAGE PHOTOGRAPHY. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-63 . 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

CASS'+IO 

PHOTOGRAPHIC PORTFOLIO 

2-3 

CONCENTRATES ON THEMATIC EVOLUTION. STUDENTS USE PREME DITA TFD AND 

REACTIVE VISUAL SENSIBILITY APPROACHES TO A SELF-IMPOSED VERBAL 

PROBLEM. BASEO ON THE VERBAL PROBLEM, A SERIES OF PHOTOGRAPH IC 

IMAGES IS EVOLVED HAVING THEMATIC CONTINUITY AND DIRECTI N. 

PREREQU I SITES: 

BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY COURSES. 

FALL. 

SCHRANZ. 

CASS"12 

PHOTOGRAPHIC CRITICISM 

2 

STUDIES IN EVALUATION ANN ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES OF PHOTOGRAP HIC EX­

HIBITIONS AND PRESENTATION ALTERNATIVES. 

PREREQUISITES : 

CASS"IO. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

SCHRANZ. 
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CAS5~1J 
PHOlOGRAPHIC rQUIVAl~NCf. STUDIFS 

2-J 

THI S COURSE INVESTIGAT ES THF SO PHI STIC ATED CONCF.Pf IN VISION 

BROUGHT fOR TH IN THE SlU DI f S OF ALF RE D STIEGLIT Z AND MINOR WHITE 

CONCf~NI G THF EMOTIONAL EQUIVALENT OF THE PHOTOG RAPH RATHFR THAN 

THF SUBJE CT MATTER PORTRAYED. EXPLORATIONS INTO EMO T IONAL fQUI V­

AlENCE INCLUDF PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIES OF TIME/SPA CE RE LATI ONSHIP 

ADVOC ATED BY WYNN BULLOCK. 

PREREQ UISITFS: 

PERM I SS ION. 

WI NH R. 

SCH RANZ. 

CAS5418 

MFO IA WORKSHOP: 

1-4 P/NC

SPFC I F IC MFDIA TE CHNOLOGIES, SKILLS AND ISSUFS ARF CONSIDFRED IN 

A SERI ES OF WOR KSHOPS UTILIZING OUTSIDE RFSOURCFS. WORKSHOPS MAY 

BE RFP EATED FOR DIFFERENT SUBJE CTS. 

PR ER~QUISIHS: 
WIL L VAR Y DFPENDING UPON SPECIFICITY Of PARTICULAR WORKSHOP. 

OFF FRt D BASfD UPON DfMAND . 

ST"ff. 

CAS542A 

UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHY 

2 

THIS COURSE WILL INTRODU CE STUDENTS TO UN DFRWATER PHOTOGRAPHY FOR 

FNJOYMFNT OR AS PART OF THFIR CAREER. IT COMBINFS THEORY AN D 

PRACTICE IN CLASSROOM AN D POOL SESSIONS THAT COVER FQUIPMFNT, 

UND ERWATER OPTICS, AVAILABLE LIGHT AND FLASH FXPOSURE, FILM, AND 

COMP OSITION. OPEN WAT FR PHOTOGRAPHY EXPERIFNCF IS AVAILA BLE FOR 

THO SE WHO ARE CERTIFIED DIVFRS AND WISH TO PARTICIPATE. 

PRER EQUISITES: 

SCUBA EXPERIFNCE IS NOT REQUIRED. HOWEVER, IF STUDFNTS ARF 

C F~ TIFIED DIVFRS, THEY SHOULD BRING PROOF OF COMPLETION OF A 

SC UBA COURSE TO THE FIRST CLASS. 

OFFERED IN SPRING/SUMMER BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

CAS5420 

PRODUCT PHOTOGRAPHY 

} 
STUDIES THE USE OF LIGHTING AND VIFW CAMFRA TECHNIQUFS IN PROD­

UCT, PORTRAIT AND FASHION APPLI CATIONS. 

PREREQUISIHS : 

BASIC PHOTO COURSES. 

WINTER. 

SCHRANZ. 
CASS422 

PORTRAITURE AND FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY 

2 
ADVANCED STUDIES IN PORTRAITURE, FASHION AND THE NUDE AS FXPRES­

SIVE SYMBOLS. 

PRERFQUISITES: 

CAS 5420. 

WINTER. 

SCHRANZ. 

CAS5423 

ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY 

2 

ADVANCED STUDIES IN AR CHITECTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS IN 

PHOTOGRAPHY. 

PREREQUISITES : 

CAS5420. 

SPR ING/ SUMMER. 

BOERSMA. 

CAS5425 

MULTI-MEDIA PRODUCTION I 

2 

AN ADVANCED PRODUCTION COURSE IN COORDINATING THE USE OF AUDIO 
AND VISUAL MATERIALS TO CREATE MULTI-IMAGF. PRESENTATION. A UNIQUE 
CHARACTERISTIC OF THE PROGRAMMED MULTI-IMAGE PRESENTATION IS THAT 
IT ENABLES THE VIEWER TO SEE OBJECTS, EVENTS, OR SETTINGS IN 
PERSPECTIVE IMPOSSIBLE THROUGH NORMAL HUMAN PERCF.PTION. THE CLASS 
WILL FUNCTION AS A MEDIA PRODUCTION UNIT . OPEN TO STUDENTS WITH 
PREVIOUS COURSE WORK IN MUSIC COMPOSITION, COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY OR 
INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN . 

PREREQUISITES: 

BASIC PHOTO OR MUSIC COURSES. 

OFFERED IN SPRING/SUMMER BASED UPON DEMAND. 

BURD . 

CAS5426 
MULTI-MEDIA PRODUCTION II 
2 
A CONTINUATION OF MULTI-MEDIA PRODUCTION I (CAS5425), THIS COURSE 
FOCUSES ON COORDINATING THE USE OF AUDIO AND VISUAL MATERIALS TO 
CREATE A MULTI-IMAGE PRESENTATION. THE CLASS FUNCTIONS AS A MEDIA 
PRODUCTION UNIT. OPEN TO STUDENTS WITH PREVIOUS COURSE WORK IN 

MUSIC COMPOSITION, COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY OR INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN. 

OFFERED IN SPRING/SUMMER BASED UPON DEMAND. 

BURD. 

CAS ~42 '} 

FX PER I MFH'T AL Of'i I GN ~Oll. LABORATORY AND F I FlJ) 

3 

BASIC RFSEARCH DFSIGNS, M~THOOS AND TFCHNIQUFS ~MPlOYFD IN LAB­

O~ATORY , flFLD OBSERvATIONS OF ANIMAL BFHAV IOR . APPROPRIATE FOR 

BIOLOG Y liND PSYCHO LOG f STUD ENTS AS I<FL L AS ALL STUDf NTS I NTFR ­

ES1F. D I N BEHAVI ORAL RFSEARC H. 

WINTFR. 

MILLER. 

CAS5430 

PHOTD: COLOR WORKSHOP I 

3 

INTENSIVF STU DY OF FROM ONE TO FOUR COLOR TECHNIQUES IN PHOT OGRA ­

PHY. COUR,E COVFRS TRANSPARFNCIFS, COLOR NFGATlvES TO PRI NT. CI­

BACHRONE AND EXPERIMFNTAL TECHNIQUFS AND ALL PROCESSES I NVOLVED. 

SELECTION OF SUBJECT MATTER IN BASED PRIMARILY ON COLOR VALUE AND 

THF SENSITIVITY TO THAT PARTICULAR PHOTOGRAPHIC MFDIUM. 

PRERFQuISlTES: 

BASIC PHOTO COURSFS. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

SCHRANZ . 

CASS431 

PHOTO JOURNALISM 

} 
A PRACTICAL COURSE INTRO DUCING THF STUDENT TO NEWSPAPER PHOTO­
GRAPHY, MAGAZINF PHOTOGRAPHY AN D THE PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY. STU­
DENTS WILL SHOOT BLACK AND WHITE AS WELl. AS COLOR FILMS. 
PREREQU I SITE S: 
BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY. 
~INTfR. 
BOERSMA. 
CASS433 

PHOTO: COLOR WORKSH OP II 

3 

ADVANCF D COLOR STUDY CONCFRNING THE DEVFLOPMENT OF A SPECIFIC 

THEMF IN COL OR. PROCFSS OPTI ONS INCLUDF C-PRINTS AND POLOROID 

ONL Y. 

PREREQUISITES: 

CAS 54}O. 

FALL . 

BOERSMA. 

CASS4}9 

PHOTO FOR INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT (SIM) 

} 
STUDIES IN THE UTILIZATION OF THF PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESS FOR IN­

STRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT. STUDENT LEARNS THE NFCESSARY SKILLS TO 

PRODUCE AN INFORMATIVF SLIDF/TAPF PRFSENTATION FOR EDUCATIONAL OR 

BUSINESS PURPOSES. (NOTE: PHOTOGRAPHY STUDENTS SHOULD TAKE 

CAS542S.) 

FALL, FVFN YEARS. 

BURD. 

CASS440 

CHROMATOGRAPHY
3-. 
STUDENTS LEARN THE THFORY OF CHROMATOGRAPHIC SEPARATIONS ALONG 

WITH SOME BASIC FXPFRIMFNTAL wORK WITH THIN-LAYER CHROMATOGRAPHY 

AND GAS-LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY . 

PREREQUISIHS : 

ANALYTICAL AND ORGANIC CHFMISTRY. 

FALL. 

ADDISON. 

CASS441 

PHOTO ABSTRACTS AND NON-SILVFR TECHNI QUES 

} 
PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIES IN USE OF SOLARIZATION, MULTIPLE PRINTING 

MASHING, POSTERIZATION, AND HIGH CONTRAST MATERIALS. FMPHASIS ON 

AESTHETIC APPLICATIONS. 

PRFREQU lSI TFS: 

BASIC PHOTO COURSES. 

FALL , ODD YEARS. 

BURD. 

CAS5453 

DOCUMENTARY PHOTOGRAPHY 

} 
USE OF TEAM METHODS OF PHOTO DOCUMENTATION AND EFFORTS OF PERSON­

AL BIAS ON VISUAL EDITING . TEAM IS RESPONSIBLF FOR HISTORICAL RE­

SEARCH AS WELL AS PRODUCTION OF EXHIBITION . FOCUS OF TEAM PROJECT 

CHANGES EACH YEAR . 

PREREQUISITES: 

BASIC PHOTO COURSES 

WINTER. 

BOERSMA. 

CASS456 

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION 

} 
A COURSE IN ILLUSTRATING BOOKS, ADVERTISING MATERIALS, CALENDARS, 

GREETING CARDS, POST CARDS, POSTERS, AND ALBUM COVERS WITH PHOTO­

GRAPHS, MULTI-IMAGE PRINTING, PHOTO-MONTAGE, SOLARIZATION, HI GH 

CONTRAST IMAGES, AND BAS RELIEF. 

PREREQUISITES: 

BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY. 

wINTER, ODD YEARS. 

BOERSMA. 
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CAS5~60 CASS521 
PRINTMAK ING:AOVANCf.O PR I NTMAKING PROCFSS( INTAGLJO-FT'HING, L ITHO) 
' -4EXPLORATION AND MAN Ip ULATI ON OF VARIOUS P RI N1MA~ING PROCfSSFS . 

EMP~AS I S ON I NTAGLI O ( FleM I NG, Rel I EF), WI TH SOME DISCUSSION ON 

THE PlANOGRAP HIC (LI TMOGRAPHY) PROCESSF S. THfORf TI C FORMULATION 

WILL BE FOLLOWED BY INDIVIDUAL EXPE RI M, NTATION AND CR f AT IV E I N­

VOLVEMENT. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION. 

FALL. 

LACARIA. 

CAS5462 

ADVANCE PRINTMAKING I:WOODCUT TECHNIQUFS (BLACK AND WHITF RELIFF) 

2, 3 

EMPHASIS ON DEVELOPING TECHNICAL SKILL WITH WOODcuT TfCHNIQUFS 

AND RELIEF PRINTING IN RELATION TO CREATING DYNAMIC IMPACT WITH 

BLACK AND WHITE GRAPHIC IMAGERY. 

PREREQUISITFS : 
PERMISSION. 

FALL . 

LACARIA. 

CAS5463 

ADVANCED PRINTMAKING II: COLOR REDUCTION WOODCUT 

2, 3 

EXPLORATION OF MULTI-COLOR WOODCUT PRINTING PROCESSFS AND TFCH­

NIQUES, SUCH AS MULTI-BLOCK COLOR PRINTING AND REDUCTION COLOR 

PRINTING. CAREFUL CONCERN FOR THE TRADITIONAL APPROACH AS WELL AS 

THE NEWEST AND MOST INVENTIVE WILL BE EMPHASIZFD. 

PREREQUISITES: 

CAS5462 AND PERMISSION. 

WINTER. 

LACARIA. 

CAS5464 

PRINTMAKING: ADVANCED STUDIO 
2 
THIS COURSE OFFERS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCFD PRINTMAKING STU­
DENTS TO PRACTICE AND IMPROVF PRINTMAKING TECHNIQUES AND PRODUCT­
ION LEVEL . INDIVIDUAL PROPOSALS REQUIRED FROM FACH STUDENT IN­
VOLVING THE MEDIA FOR WHICH HF OR SHE HAS PRFRFQUISITF SKILLS 
WILL DETERMINE THE NATURE OF THE WORK TO BF UNDFRTAKEN FOR BF­
GINNING AND COMPLETING THE COURSE. TWO COMPLETFD PRINTFD FDITIONS 
IN THE STATED MEDIA WILL BF REQUIRED. 
PREREQU I SITES: 
CAS5460, CAS5462, CAS5463, CAS5500. 
WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER . 
LACARIA. 
CAS5475 

VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY 

3 

ANALYZE THE SOCIETY WITH A CAM FRA . UTILIZF COLOR SLIDES, LFARN 

TO RECORD PE OPLE, DAILY EVFNTS, AND ENVIRONMFNT OF SFLECTED 

AMERICAN SUB-CULTURES. 

PREREQUISITES: 

BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY. 

WINTER, EVEN YEARS. 

STAFF. 

CAS5490 

AESTHETIC EDUCATION 

3 

AN INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO ALL THE ARTS, INVOLVING THE 

SKILLS OF IMPRESSION AND EXPRESSION, THE SHAPING OF SENSITIVITY 

TO AND PERCEPTION OF BEAUTY AND FXPRESSIVENESS IN ART, ARTI FACT, 

OR NATURE THROuGH THE STUDY OF THE PRODUCT AND PROCESSES OF 

CREATIVE ACTIVITY; AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ABILITY TO PRO­

DUCE WORK OR PERFORMANCE ITSELF. 

SPRING / SUMMER. 

PAYNE, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CAS5500 

ADVANCED PRINTMAKING: SERIGRAPHY / LITHOGRAPHY 

3-4 

ADVANCED SERIGRAPHY TECHNIQUES WILL BE INVESTIGATED DURING EVEN 

CALENDAR YEARS. METAL PLATE LITHOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES WILL BF PER­

SUED DURING ODD CALENDAR YEARS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

STUDENTS MUST HAVE VISUAL ARTS BACKGROUND OR COMMENSURATE SKILI.S 

DETERMINED BY PORTFOLIO ASSESSMENT AND APPROVAL OF INSTRUCTOR. 

SPRING / SUMMER. 

LACARIA. 

CAS5510 

EVOLUTION AND ETHOLOGY OF MAMMALS 

3 

THE COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF MAMMALS GENERALLY; AND SPECIFIC AND 

FOCUSED ATTENTION TO THE MAMMALS OF ILLINOIS, IN TERMS OF DISTRU­

TION, MORPHOLOGY, PHYSIOLOGY, AND BEHAVIOR . 

PRERfQUI SITES: 

CAS3150 OR EQUIVALENT, AND PERMISSION. 

FALL. 

MILLER. 

STA TISTiCS ANQ PKUBA81clTY I 
j 
BA~lt TOPICS Of I N1~ODOC1URY PROBABILITY AND STATIST ICS ARf 

COVERFD I N lH IS COURSF . TOPICS I NCLUOF: OFSCRIPTIVF STAT IST ICS, 

F I Nir F PROBASi L!TI S. BINOKIAL AII411 NORMAL OISTRIBU1 10NS, 

SAMPL I ~. P ~ I NT ~ND INT~R AL .STIMATloN , _NO HYPOTrlF51S TFSTING. 

ST UDENTS AR~ I NlROOuCfO TO A COM~UT FR [Z FD STATISTICAL ANALY S IS 

PACKAGF . 

PRER EQU 151 TFS: 

CAS3500 OR FQ UIVALFNT. 

FALL, WI~TFR, SPRING/SUMMFR . 

STA FF, ROBERTS . 

CAS5 52 2 
STATISTICS AN D PR OBABILITy II 

3 

A CONTIN UATION OF CAS5521. TOP[CS INCL UDE: ANALYSIS Of 

VARIANCF , RFGRFSSI ON AND CORRFLATION, NON-PARAMETRIC STATISTICS, 

BIVARIATF DiSTRIBUTI ONS, THF CH I-SQUARE DI ST R[ BUT ION, BAY.S' 

T HFD~f M, DFCISION THF ORY, TIMF SF IES ANALYSIS AND I ND FX NUMBFRS . 

STU DF TS MA KE FXT ENSIVE USE Uf A COMPUTFRIZFD STAT I STIC AL 

ANALYSIS PACKA GE . 

PRF RFQUISITFS: 

CAS552 1. 

FALL , WINTFR, SPRI NG/ 5 UMMFR. 
-STAFF , ROBeRTS . 
CAS5530 
STATISTICAL METHO DS 

3, 4 

THIS COURSF 15 INT ENDFD AS A SURV F Y TO PROVIDE GRAOUAT- AN D 

UN DE RGRAD UAT F STU DENTS W[TH SuF F ICIENT STAT[STICAL BAC. GROUNO FOR 

PR OGRAMS IN HFALTH SCIFNCE , SCIeNCE, PSYCHOLOGY, ED UCATION AND 

OTH ERS IN WHICH BASI C FAMILIARITY WITH STATISTICS [5 NEEOED. 

STUDENTS DFSIR[NG TO ACTUALLY USE STATISTICS IN THFIR RFSFARC H 

SHOULD FNROLL FOR 4 HOURS. THF TOPICS COVFRFD AR E APPRO XIMA1FL Y 

THOSF OF CAS55 2 1 AND PART OF CAS5522 AND INCLUDE: DFSCRIPTIVF 

STATISTICS, PR UB A5ILTIY, SAMPLING, ESTIMATION, HYPOtHfS IS 

TESTING, REGRF SS ION AND CORRFLATION, ANALYSIS OF VARIANCf, 

NON-PARAMeTRIC MFTHOOS AND USE OF COMPuTERl lfD STATI51 1CAL 

ANALYSI S PACKAG ES. THE COURSE 15 FAST-PA CeD AND IN TFNSIVF . 

STUDENTS DFSIRING A MORE EXTENDED COVERAGE OF STATISTI CS AND 

PROBABILITY SHOULD FNROLL IN CAS5521 AND CAS5522 . 

PR EREQUISIT ES: 

CAS3500. 

FALL, WINT ER, SPRING/S UMMFR. 

STAFF, ROBERTS. 

CAS5540 
STATISTICS: MULTIVARIAT F METHODS 
3 
THIS COUR SE wILL COVFR A VARI ETY OF METHODS FOR ANAL YSIS Of 
MULTIVARIAT e OAT A IN CLUDING MULTIPLF REGRFSSION AND CORRFLA1 10N. 
CANON[CAL CORRFLATION, DI SCRIMINANT ANALYSIS, MUL Tl VARIA1~ 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE, FACTOR ANALYSIS AN D MULTICAT FGO R[C AL DA1A 
ANALYSIS. THIS COURSE WILL BE LeCTURFlLABORATORY wITH EXTFNSIVf 
USE OF COMPUT ER BASeD STATISTICAL PACKAG FS SUCH AS SPSS . 

PRERFQUISITES: 

CAS55 2 2 OR CAS5530 (4 HOURS ) . 

5PRING/ SUMMFR. 
STA FF, ROBFRTS. 
CAS5550 

DIFFFRENTIAL FQUATI ONS 

3 

A BA S I C COURSF IN DI FF FRENTIAL EQUATIONS COVERING EXIST ENCf, 

UNI QUFNFSS, HOMEGENFOUS FQUATIONS, F IRST ORDER AND SIMPLE HI GHFR 

ORD ER EQUATIONS, LINEAR CONSTANT CO EFFICIENT eqUATIONS AND 

SIMULTANFOUS EQUAT[ON S . STUDENTS WILL ALSO BF INTRODUC EO TO 

NUM ERI CAL ANALYSIS CONCEPTs AND AVAILABLE COMPUTER PA CKAGES FOR 

NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS. 

PRERFQUI S ITES: 

CAS3520 (3 HOURS ) . 

WINTER, EVFN YEAR S . 

HAKALA. 

CAS5560 

LI FE STUDY: DRAWING 

2-4 

DESIGNFD TO DEVELOP THE STUDENT ' S ABILITY TO RENDER THE HUMAN 

FORM REPRESENTATIONALLY AND ABSTRACTLY. STUDENTS WILL WORK IN 

CHARC OAL , VARIOUS CHALK S , PFNCILS, AND INKS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION. 

FALL, EV EN y I= ARS. 
MORISHITA . 

CAS5580 

SCULPTURE: METAL I 

2 

MODULE DESIGNED A AS CHALLENGF FOR THE ADVANCED UNDERGRA DUATt AND 

THE GRADUATE LEVEL STUDENT IN ART. EMPHASIS WILL BE ON Ex PFRIMFN­

TAT ION, RESEARCH, CRITIQUES AS ASSESSMENT AS WELL AS PROC ESS, 

AUTOGENOUS ATTITUD ES, AND ATTENDANCE . 

PREREQU IS I TES: 

PERMISSION . 

FALL. 

PAYNE. 
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~CU L PTURE : ADVANCE D METAL WORKS HOP II 

l-~ 

VARl f D MflAL P~08L EMS ARF CONSIDfRFO : F U~ I ON WELDING , SOLDER ING 

~ND CA s TING . T~f STUDENT DFMDNSTRATES D I~E CT I0N FOR T~IS COURSE 

BY WRITTEN PROPOSAL INDICATI NG AREA OF MFT AL WORK TO BF PUR5U~D 

fMPHAS I S IS PL AC fO ON FACIL ITATIN THE Si UDFN T WITH INfORMATION; 

APPROAGHfS , PROCESSF.S AND MATER IALS BEST SUITED TO COMPLFTF TMF 

PROPOSA L. THE STUDENT IS GUIDED IN CRAFTSMANSHIP AND ASSI STANC f ­

SHIP WHI CH SUPPORT HIS/HER FURTHER PFRSONAL DEVELOPM"NT. 

PRERFQ UISITES : 

CASS58 0 SCULPTURE: METAL I AND CAS5721 SCULPTURE : ART METAL, 

PFRMI SSION . 

FALL; WINTER, eVEN YEARS. 

PAYNE. 

CAS5590 

ART AND SOCIETY 

2-3 

INT fG RATING HISTORICAL AND .THNOLOGICAL DATA, THIS COURSE LOOKS 

CL OSEL Y AT THF BEHAVIORAL ASPECTS OF ARTISTIC PRODUCTION AND THE 

USE OF ART OBJFCTS IN VARIOUS SOCIETIES INCLUDING OUR OWN. 

SPFCIFIC ATTfNTION IS GIVfN TO TH" ROLf AND STATus OF ARTISTS. 

FALL. 

BOURGEOIS. 

(AS5592 

NON-WFSTFRN ART SEMINAR: . . . 

2-3 

PARTICULAR NON-WESTERN ART OBJFCTS ARE SELECTED FOR ORAL RFPORTS 

AND GROUP DISCUSSION. THE OBJECT'S RELATION TO SPECIFIC CONTEXTS 

OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR ARE INVESTIGATfD AS WEll. AS THE RAMIFICATIONS 

OF STYLF IN NOTING UNIQUENESS AND COMMONALITY. 

FALL. 

BOURGEOIS. 

CAS5593 

WESTERN ART SEMINAR: . . . 

2-3 

ART OBJF.CTS FROM EUROPEAN TRADITION BEFORE THf 19TH CENTURY ARF 

SELECTED FOR STUDY WITH A VIEW TO ARTISTIC THFORIES AND AN ANALY­

SIS OF SYMBOLIC CONTENT. 

WINTfR. 

BOURGF.OIS . 

CAS559" 

ART SINCE 19'<5 

2-" 
THIS COURSF. WILL EXAMINE ARTISTIC MOVFMENTS AND THFORIFS OF THE 
WF.STERN WORLD SINCE 19"5. EMPHASIS WILL BE PLACF.D ON THF ART OF 
THF. EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN TRADITION. HOWEVER, THF. ART OF NON­
F.UROPF.AN CULTURES WILL ALSO BE INCLUDED. THE INTENT OF THE COURSF 
IS TO FAMILIARIZ~ STUDENTS WITH CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS, THEIR PHI­
LOSOPHIES AND THE SOCIO-POLITICAL AND INTELLECTUAL CLIMATE OF THE 
PERIOD. STUDENT WILL BE EXPECTED TO ANALYZE PAINTINGS, SCULPTURE, 
GRAPHIC ARTS AND ARCHITECTUR~ CROSS-CULTURALLY . 
WINTER, EVEN YEARS . 

MORISHITA. 

CAS5600 

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN NATURAL R~SOURCES MANAGEMENT ON RESERVA­

TIONS 

I 
THE COURSE WILL DEVF.LOP AN OVERVIEW OF NATURAL RESOURC~S IN NAT­

IVE AMERICAN COMMUNITIES FOCUSING ON THF CONTROL, DEVFLOPMENT, 

AND MANAGEMENT OF RESOURCES BY TRIBAL GOVERNMENTS. 

FALL. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

CAS5605 

COMPUTER CONCEPTS AND APPLICATIONS 

2 

THIS COURSE 15 INTENDED AS A SURVEY COURSE FOR GRADUATE AND 

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS THROUGHOUT THE UNIVERSITY WHO DESIRE AN 

UNDERSTANDING OF THE CONCEPTS AND APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTER 

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE BUT WHO DO NOT PLAN TO ACTUALLY USE 

COMPUTER ANALYSIS IN THEIR RESEARCH OR IN THEIR WORK. TOPICS 

INCLUDE: THE DATA PROCESSING CYCLE, ELEMENTARY COMPUTER 

STRUCTURE AND LOGIC, ALGORITHMS, FLOW CHARTING, BINARY 

REPRESENTATION, AND COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE. STUDENTS 

WILL ALSO LEARN TO WRITE COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN THE BASIC LANGUAGE. 

GRADUATE STUDENTS SHOULD CHECK WITH THEIR ' DIVISION TO DETERMINE 

WHETHER CREDIT WILL BE COUNTED IN THEIR DEGRF.E PLAN. 

PREREQUISITES: 

CAS3500, OR F.QUIVALF.NT. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

ROBERTS, STAFF . 

CAS5609 

PAINTING: DEVELOPMENT OF A THEME 

2- .. 

STUDENTS SELECT A THEME AND/OR MOTIF AND CREATE WORKS USING SAMF. 

TO ACHIEVE A PAINTING UNIFIED BECAUSE OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF ONE 

THEME . 

PREREQUISIHS: 

PERMISSION. 

SPRING/SUMMER, F.VEN YEARS. 

MORISHITA. 

CAS5GI O 

CONTEMPO~ARY URBAN ECO~O'Y r 

2/~ 

INTRODUCES FUNDAMfNTAL ASSUMPTIONS AND PR I NCIPlF~ OF HUMA N FCOl­

OGY . STUDENTS LF.A~N HOW POPULATION , F.NV I RONMfNT ~f~OURCF.S, AND 

TFC~NOLOGY AcFFCT THf SO CI OECONOMIC AND SPATIAL ORGANIZA,ION OF 

OF URBAN AREAS INSI DE AND OUTS I DF THF UNITF D ST ~T '5 . 

FALL . 

HAGENS . 

CAS56I1 

CONTEMPORARY URBAN ECOLOGY II 

2, .. 

BUILDS FRO~1 BASIC CONCEPTS IN HUMAN ECOLOGY (CONTFMPORARY URB.AN 

URBAN ECOLOGY 1) TO A CONSIDERATION OF CULTURAL & BfHAVI OR AL AS ­

PF.CTS OF ~VERYDAY URBAN LIF~ INSIDE AND OUTSIDF THF UNIT ED 

STATES. THE EMPHASIS 15 UPON THF INDIVIDUAL'S [XP"RI fNCF AND PFR ­

CEPTION OF HER/HIS CULTURAL AND SPATIAL ENVIRONMFNT AND IMP LIC AT­

ION FOR URBAN PLANNING AND DFSIGN. 

WINTfR. 

HAGENS. 

CAS5613 

INTERMEDIATE PAINTING AND DRAWING COMPDSITION

2-"AESTHETIC FDUCATION IS AN INTFRDISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO THE ARTS, 

MUSIC, VISUAL ART, DANCE, THEATRE AND LITFRATUR", HAVING AS ITS 

GOAL THF. SHAPING OF SF.NSITIVITY TD AND PFRCEPTION OF BFAUTY AN9 

EXPRESSIVF.NESS IN ART, ARTIFACT OR NATURE THROUGH THE STUDY OF 

PRODUCTS AND PROCESSES OF CREATIVITY ACTIVITY. 

PREREQUISITfS : 

PERMISSION. 

FALL, ODD Y~ARS. 

MOR I SH ITA. 

CAS5615 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING: MI CROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS 

2, 3 

THIS COURS~ WILL COVER DISK I/O , GRAPHICS, STRUCTURFD PROGRAMM ING 

STRING VARIABLES, LARGE ARRAYS, PROGRAM CHAINING, M"RGING, AND 

OTHER FEATURF.S OF THF BASIC LANGUAGE ON MICROCOMPuTER SYST"MS. 

IN ADDITION, STUDENTS WILL LFARN TO USE THF CP/M OP FR AT ING 

SYSTF.M. STUDENTS ENROLLING FOR J HOURS WILL BF I NTRODu CED 

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING FOR EITHFR THE ZSOA OR THF. 6 502 

MICROPROCESSOR. 

PREREQUISITES: 

CAS3600. 

WINTF.R. 

ROBFRTS. 

CAS5625 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING: APPLICATIONS 

I, 2 

STUDENTS APPLY KNOWLF.DGE OF COMPUTING SYSTF.MS, PROBLEM ANALYSI S, 

AND PROGRAMMING . BASIC OR FORTRAN COMMANDS ARE LEARNED AND 

APPLIED TO THE SOLUTION OF AN ADVANCFD AND COMPLEX PROBLEM SFT 

FORTH BY A COMMITTEE OF FACULTY REPRFSENTING THE STUDENT'S MAJOR 

AREA OF STUDY. 

PREREQUISITES : 

CAS3600, CAS3605 OR PF.RMISSION. 

OFFERFD BASED UPON DEMAND. 

ROBERTS, STAFF . 

CAS56JO 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING : ADVANCED 

2, 3 

STUDENTS SELECT ADVANCED TF.CHNIQUES IN A KNOWN COMPUTF.R LANGUAGF. 

OR LEARN TO USE PASCAL, APL, OR PL/l. OPFRATING SYSTEMS AND DATA 

STRUCTURES ARE ALSO TOPICS OF CHOICE. 

PREREQUISITES: 

CAS3600, CAS3605, OR PERMISSION. 

OFFF.RED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

ROBERTS, STAFF. 

CAS5611 

SCULPTURE: 3-D DESIGN IN FABRICATION PROCESSES 

2-4 

AN EXPLORATORY COURSE IN DESIGNING THREE-DIMENSIONAL FORMS. 

EMPHASIS WILL BE LAID ON THE INDIVIDUAL'S ABILITY TO DESIGN fO RMS 

THAT COMPLY WITH THE PRINCIPAL AND REQUIREM~NTS OF THE PROBL EMS 

AS THEY ARE STATED AND ASSIGNED. THE MAJOR METHODS OF SHAPING 

MATERIALS, MODELING, CONSTRUCTING, CARVING AND MANIPULATION ARE 

DEALT WITH ALONG WITH THEIR RESULTANT EFFECTS ON FINAL COMPOSI­

TiONAL FORM. 

PREREQUISITES: 

SCULPTURE: CERAMICS; LOWER DIVISION 3-D DESIGN OR SCULPTURF OR 

MINIMUM OF THREE LOWER DIVISION ART STUDIO COURSES. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

PAYNE. 

CAS5640 

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 

3 

AN INTRODUCTORY SURVEY OF THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF DIG ITAL, 

COMPUTER ORIENTED METHODS INCLUDING: NUMBER SYSTEMS AND FRRORS , 

DIRECT AND ITERATIVE METHODS IN NUMERICAL LINEAR ALGEBRA , 

NONLINEAR EQUATIONS AND SYSTEMS OF NONLINEAR EQUATIONS, 
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POLYNOMIAL INTERPOLATION, LEAST SQUARFS, NUMERICAL 

OIFfERENTI~T ION AND INT.G~ATIDN, NUMERICAL 50LliT I ON OF 

DIFFfRF-NTIAl E UAT IONS , AND O~TIMIZATION. 

PIIEREQUJ S J TES: 

ONE YEAR OF CALCU LUS ANO EI THER CA S}600 OR CAS 36Q; . 

OFF~RED BASFD UP ON DEMAND. 

HA~AL A . 
CAS5&50 

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION IN . .. 

1-8 P/NC

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION IS AN OFF-CAMPUS lEARNING eXPF.RIENCF. DF.­

SIGNED TO FNABlF. EACH STUD"NT TO ACHI-VE COMPETF.NClf.S IN THF. AP­

PLICATION OF ACADEMIC INSTRUCTION IN REAL-liFE SITUATIONS RFlATED 

TO THE STUDENT'S DEGREE PROGRAM . THE CO-OP TERM MAY BE ARRANGED 

IN A NEW JOB, AS AN INTFRVAl IN A REGULAR JOB, AS A PROJECT, IN­

TERNSHIP, OR RESIDENCY. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION : SCIENCE AND SCIENCE TEACHING STUDF.NTS . 

FAll, WINT.R, SPRING/SUMMFR. 

MULF' . 
CAS5& 71 

PAINTING COMPOSITION 

2-3 

THIS COURSF IS FOR THE ADVANCFD PAINTING STUD.NT , WITH SP.CIAl 

EMPHASIS ON THE PROBLEMS OF COMPOSITION. ALTHOUGH THE FORMAL CON­

CERNS OF PAINTING WILL BE EMPHASIZED, THF OTHFR CONCERNS OF PAIN­

TI NG (CONTFNT AND STIMULUS) OF COURSF MUST ALSO BE CONSIDERED. 

THF · INTENT OF THF COURSE IS TO AllOW EACH STUDF.NT TO PURSUE THF 

MAXIMUM INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION P-RMITTED IN A FORMAL GROUP 

COURSF. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION. 

FALL. 

MOR I SHJTA. 

CAS5&72 

20TH CENTURY ART AND ARCHITFCTURE 

2-~ 
A SURVEY OF 20TH CENTURY ART AND ARCHITECTURF. FAMILIARIZES THF 
STUDENT WITH THF ART OF THIS PERIOD, THEIR PHilOSOPHIES, AND THE 
SOCIO-POlITICAL ANO INTellFCTUAl CLIMATE OF THE PERIOD. STUDENTS 
ARE EXPFCTED TO ANALYZE PAINTINGS, SCULPTURE, GRAPHIC ARTS, AND 
ARCHITECURE CROSS-CULTURAllY . 
NOT SCHEDULFD TO BE OFFERED IN AY 82-83. 
MORI SHITA . 
CAS~700 
ADVANCED PAINTING AND ORAWING 

2-3 

FOR ADVANCED UNDER~RADUATE ANO GRADUATE STUDENTS IN PAINTING AND 

DRAWING. SPECIAL EMPHASIS WILL BE PlACFD ON THE PROBLEMS OF COM­

POSITION AND THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PAINTING AND DRAWING. STU­

DENTS WILL BE EXPECTED TO PRESENT A WRITTEN PROPOSAL STATING 

THEIR INTENT FOR THIS COURSE INDICATING FORMAL PROBLFMS, AS WELL 

AS THEIR CONCERNS, IN THE CONTENT OF THEIR WORK. 

PREREQU IS ITES: 

PERMISSION . 

WINTER, EVEN ~EARS. 

MOR I SHITA. 

CAS5701 

PAINTING AND DRAWING COMPOSITION 

2- 3 

FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS IN PAINTING AND 

DRAWING . SPECIAL EMPHASIS IS PLACED ON THE PROBLEMS OF COMPOSIT­

ION AND THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEFN PAINTING ANO DRAWING. STUDFNTS 

ARE FXPECTFD TO PRESENT A WRITTEN PROPOSAL ON THF CONTENT OF 

THE I R PAl NTINGS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION. 

WINTER, 000 YEARS. 

MORISHITA. 

CAS5702 

ADVANCED DRAWING : LIFF STUDY AS ABSTRACTION AND EXPRESSION 

2-4 

ADVANCED LIFE STUDY DRAWING COURSE FOR STUDENTS WHO ALREADY HAVE 

SKILLS IN RENDERING THE HUMAN FORM REPRESENTATIONALLY. SPECIAL 

EMPHASIS WILL BE ON THE ABSTRACT AND EXPRESSIVE POTENTIALS OF THE 

HUMAN FORM AND THE DRAWING MATERIALS USED. STUDENTS WILL BE EX­

PECTED TO CREATF ABSTRACT COMPOSITIONS BASED ON THE HUMAN FORM IN 

SPACE. 

PREREQUISITES : 

PERMISSION. 

FALL, ODD YEARS. 

MORI SHITA. 

CAS5710 

INTERMEDIATE DESIGN I: DRAWING FOR GRAPHIC IMPACT 

2 

EXPLORATION OF GRAPHIC DRAWING TECHNIQUES USING A WIDE RANGE OF 

MATERIALS SUCH AS PEN AND INK, INK AND WASH, SILVER POINT, ETC., 

THROUGH A SERIES OF DRAFTING EXERCISES. EMPHASIS ON DEVELOPING 

DYNAMIC DRAWING SKILLS AND PERSONAL SYTLE. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

LACARIA. 

CAS5720 

SCULPTuRE: 3-0 WOOD 

2-~ 

ENTAILS 80T~ THE APPLIED TECHNICAL DVFRVIFW AND THE ANA LY SIS OF 

THEORY OF APPROACH. VARI OUS WOR S ANO ARTISTS WILL Sf OBS ERVED 

T"ROUGH REAOI NG AND 5LlOES. PLANNED FOR THf 5TuOfNT WHO HA S AP­

PROACH ED INT FRMFOIATE AND ADVANCeO EXPOSURf IN SCULPTURE; 

REAS ONE D INQUIRY REGARDIMG AES THE TICS OF ART FORM AND DFSIGN. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION. 

FALL IN ODD YEARS, SPRING/SUMMER. 

PAYNE. 

CAS5721 
SCULPTURE, ART MF.TAL 
2- 3 
OFFERS TECHNIQUES IN METAL : SILVER, COPPF.R, AND GOLD. THf STU­
DENTS TAKING THIS MODULE WILL WORK WITH CASTING FABRICA TION AND 
OTHER FINE ART. 
PREREQUISITES: 
PERMISSION. 
WINTER. 
·PAYNE. 
CAS5725 
SCULPTURE: ADVANCED FIGURE MODELING 
3 
AN ADVANCED CLASS IN MODELING FROM LIFE. EMPHASIS IS PLA CF O 
ON THE FIGURE AS A TOTAL FORM AND SCULPTURAL WHOLE . WH ILE CO N­
SIDERATION WILL BE PLACF.D ON STRUCTURF. AND ANATOMY OF THF FIGURf 
AND THEIR RFLATIONSHIP TO SCULPTURAL FORM, OTHFR EMPHA SI S WILL 
BE THE HIGH POINT OF FINAL COMPETENCE IN THIS COURSE. THF TOTAL 
FORM AND SCULPTURAL WHOLF WILL BE STRESSFD. WORK IS CAR RIFD OUT 
ON A MORE COMPLEX SCALf, FROM THE BUILDING OF THE ARMATURF TO THE 
FINAL MOULDING. 
PRF.REQUISITES : 
CAS5631 SCULPTURE: FABRICATION; OR CAS5860 SCULPTURE: CERAM ICS; 
OR EQUIVALENT; PI'RMISSION. 
SPR lNG/SUMMER, EVEN Y"ARS. 
PAYNE. 
CAS5731 
ADVANCED DESIGN PRINCIPLES II: 2-D DESIGN PROBLEMS 
2 
AN I'XAMINATION OF THE PRINCIPLES AND ElF.MENTS OF DESIGN WITH A 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CDNTFXT. STUDIO ASSIGNMENTS WILL FOCUS ON PROBLEM 
SOLVING WITH THE INTERRELATF.D ASPECTS OF LINE, SHAPF, COLOR, 
FORM, VALUE, TEXTURE, AND SPACE, ON AN ADVANCED LFVF.L. 
PRERI'QUISITES : 
PERMISSION . 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND . 

LACARIA. 

CAS57~O 
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 

3, 4 

EXAMINES THE FOUNDATIONS FOR CURRICULUM, PSYCHOLOGICAL FR AMFWORKS 

FOR INSTRUCTION, AND ANALYSIS/SYNTHESIS TECHNIQUES IN CURRI CULAR 

DEVELOPMENT; ENDS WITH THE DESIGN AND DEVI'LOPMENT OF AN INSTRUC­

TIONAL UN IT . 

PRF.REQUISITES : 

PERMISSION . . 

FALL; OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND IN OTHER TERMS . 

HOCKETT . 

CAS5751 

ADVANCED MATERIALS AND PRESENTATION WORKSHOP 

I, 2 

THE COURSE WILL OFFER ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATES AND GRADUATE 
STUDENTS IN STUDIO ARTS THE OPPORTUNITY TO UPGRADE PRESENTATION 
SKILLS. IT WILL OFFER MATERIAL EXPLORATION AND ACTIVITIES 
DIRECTLY RELATED TO PRESENTATION OF ART PORTFOLIOS AND F. XHIBITION 
PREPARATION. AREAS OF ACTIVITIES: MATTING, FRAMING, BASES, PED­
ESTALS AND MATTER MOST SUITABLE fOR THIS ASPECT OF STUDIO 
PRACTICE. AS PART OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR COMPLETION OF TH IS 
COURSE THE STUDENTS WILL BE ASSIGNED ACTIVITY WITH THE GAL LERY. 
PREREQUI SITES: 
PERMISSION. 
SPRING/SUMMF.R, EVEN YEARS. 

PAYNE, LACARIA. 

CAS575& 

PIANO PEDAGOGY 

2 

EXAMINES THE MATERIALS, MFTHODS AND APPROACHES FOR PR IVATE 

INSTRUCTION. 

FALL. 

CARTER, STAFF. 

CAS57&O 

APPLI EO MUS I C 

I 
PRIVATE MUSICAL STUDY IS AVAILABLE THROUGH GSU AND COMMUNI TY PRO­

FESSORS IN THE GREATER CHICAGO AREA. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION; MUSIC STUDENTS ONLY. 

FALL, WINTER, ·SPRING/SUMMER. 

CARTER, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 
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APPLIFD MUSI C! PFRCUSSION 
I 
SPf C"SSloD . 

P~f.R .QVISITFS : 

Pf ~ MI SSION; INTFNOFD FO MU S IC STUPFN TS ONLY. 

FAll, WI NT~R, SP R ING /S U~~FR. 

CARTE, COMMUNITY PROF ~ SSOR. 

CAS5 762 

APP LIeD MUSIC: BASS 

I 
SFE CASS760. 

PRfREQU I S ITE S: 

PERl'll SSION; INT ENOF D FOR MUSIC STUDFNTS ONLY . 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING / SUMMFR. 

CARTER, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CAS5763 

APPLIED MUSIC: VOICE 

I 
SEE CAS5760 . 

PREREQUISITES : 

PERMISSION; INTENDFD FOR MUSIC STUDENT S ONLY. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER . 

STRUKOFF. 

CAS5764 

APPLIED MUSIC: VIOLIN/VIOLA 

I 
S f CAS5760. 

PR ERFQUISITFS: 

PE RMISSION; INTENDFD FOR MUSIC STUD FNTS ONLY. 

FALL, WINTFR, SPRING/SUMMFR.

CARTFR, C O~MUNITY PROFFSSOR . 
CAS5765 

APPLIED MUSIC : PIANO 

I 
SEE CAS5760 . 

PREREQUISITES: 

PF.RMISSI ON; INTENDED FOR MUSI C STUDf NTS ONLY. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMFR. 

CARTER, COMMUNITY PROFFSSOR. 

CAS5766 

APPLIED MUSIC : TRUMPET 

I 
SEE CAS5760. 

PREREQuISITES: 

PERMISSION; INTENDED FOR MUSIC STUOFNTS ONLY. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/S UMMFR . 

CARTER, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR . 

CA SS767 

APPLIED MUSIC: TROMBONE 

I 
SEE CAS5760. 

PREREQUISIHS: 

PERMISSION; INHNDEO FOR MUSIC STUDENTS ONLY. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMFR. 

HICKS. 

CAS5768 

APPLIED MUSIC : WOODWINDS 

I 
SEE CAS5760. 

PREREQUISITF.S: 

PERMISSION; INTENDED FOR MUSIC STUDENTS ONLY. 

fALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

CARTER, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR . 

CAS5769 

APPLIED MUSIC: GUITAR 

I 
SEE CAS5760. 

PREREQUISITF.S: 

PERMISSION; INTENDED FOR MUSIC STUDENTS ONLY. 

fALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER . 

CARTER, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CAS5770 

CHAMBER MUSIC ENSEMBLE 

I 
AN ARRANGED MODULr. WHICH WILL PROVIDE ' READING (PERFORMANCE) EX­

PERIENCE FOR STUDENTS INTERESTED IN SMALL ENSEMBlF. liTERATURE; 

THIS EXPERIENCE SHOULD LEAD TO PARTICIPATION IN PUBLIC CONCERTS 

AND/OR RECITALS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-83. 

MCCREARY. 

CAss n l 
GSU CONTfMPORARY e NSEMBLE 
I 
AN A~RANG ED COURSF WHI CH WILL PROVI Df RFAO I NG (PfRFORMANCE) EX ­
PfR I ENC E FOR STUDSNT S INTE RESTED I N 20TH CENTURY (SMA LL fNSFMBlf ) 

LIT F.R AT URF. HOPEFUL LY THIS EXP FRIFNCF. WILL LEAD TO PART I CI PAT ION 

IN PU BLIC CONCE RT S AND/OR RECITALS. 

PREREQUISITF.S: 

PFRMISSION . 

FALL, WINTER. 

MCCREARY . 

CAS5780 

CHORAL METHODS AND CONDUCTING 

4 

DF.SI GNED FOR STUDEN TS WHO MAY BF. DIRFCTING A CH OIR, > ITH FR CHURCH 

OR HIGH SCHOOL, AND WIL L COVf R VOCAL TfCHNIQU f S, CH ORAL l ITF RA ­

TURE, REHEARSAL TECHNIQUES , AND FRROR DFTFCTION . 

WINTFR . 

STRUKOFF . 

CAS5790 

MUSIC THEATRE PRODUCTION 

2 
DF.SIGNF.D TO HF.LP THF STUOENT UNDFRSTAND THE PROBLFM S OF THF ST AGE 
DIRF.CTOR, THE BASIC PARTS OF THF STAGE, TO RECOGNIZF. THF HISTOR­
I CAL SEQUF.NCE OF MUSICAL THFATRF. ARCHITF.CTURF, TO RF. COGNIZF. THE 
ROLE OF THE VARIOUS STAGE ARTISTS, AND TO BF ABLE TO UNDFRSTAND 
STAGE DIRF.CTIONS. 
NOT SCHEDULF.D TO BF OFFFRFD IN AY82-83. 
STRUKOFF . 
CAS57 9 5 
UNIVF.RSITY SINGF.RS 
I 
AN ADVANCED VOCAL FNSEMBLE OF 12 TO 18 VOCAL MUSIC MAJORS AND 

OTHFR TALFNJFD MUSI C ST UDF NTS THAT SFRVfS THF UNIVFRSITY AS A 

TOURING AMBASSADOR . 

PREREQ UISITES: 

BY AUDITION AND INVITATION ONLY. 

FALL, WINTER . 

STRUKOFF. 

CAS5798 

VOCAL L ITERATURF 

3 

EXAMINES THE DEVELOPM ENT OF THF ART SONG BY NINFTFFNTH AND 

TWENTIF.TH CENTURY COMPOSERS OF THE UNIT'O STATFS, FNGLAND, 

GER,~ANY, FRANCE, RUSSIA, AND SOUTH AMERICA. 
PRF.REQUISlTES : 

LOWF.R-DIVISION STUDIE S OF ONF YEAR I N APPLIFO VOICE . 

FALL . 

STRUKOFF . 

CAS5800 

CHORAL ARRANGING 

3 

DESIGNED TO INSTRUCT THF STUDFNT IN THE PRINCIPLES OF WRITING FOR 

VOICF.S. ALL FACETS OF VOCAL WRITING ARE COVFRED, INCLUOING THE 

TECHNIQUES OF WRITING PIANO AND INSTRUMF.NTAL ACCOMPANIMF.NTS FOR 

THE VOICES. PROPER MANUSCRIPT PRFPARATION FOR VOCAL ARRANGEMFNTS 

I S INCLUDED. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

STRUKOFF. 

CAS5809 

COMPOSITION / ELECTRONIC MUSIC I 

4 

DESIGNED TO AID TF.ACHERS AND COMPOSERS IN THE UNDERSTANDING, USE 

AND ENJOYMENT OF ELF.CTRONIC MUSIC IN THF CLASSROOM . EMPHASIS ON 

COMPOSITION . EACH STUDF.NT WILL BF. REQUIRED TO RF.ALIZF. ELFCTRONIC 

COMPOSITIONS IN MUSIC CONCERTS, EL F. CTRO-ACOUSTIC, CLASSICAL STU­

DIO, AND SYNTHF.SIZER STUDIO SYTLES . 

PREREQU I S iTE S: 

PERMISSION. 

FALL. 

MCCREARY. 

CAS5810 

ECOLOGICAL METHODS 

4 
STUDF.NTS LEARN AND APPLY FIELD TECHNIQUES TO COLLFCT AND ANALYZE 

ECOLOGICAL DATA. EMPHASIS 13 PLACED ON DETAILING DIFFERENCES AND 

SIMILARITIES AMONG A VARIETY OF TERRESTRIAL COMMUNTIES. FOR STUD­

ENTS WITH BACKGROUNDS IN BASIC ECOLOGY . THIS IS PRIMARilY A FIELD 

AND LABORATORY COURSE . 

PREREQUISITES: 

CAS 3150 OR EQUIVALENT. 

FALL. 

MENDELSON. 

CAS5811 

HUMAN GENETICS--ElEMENTARY 

3 

THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED FOR NON-SCIENCf. MAJORS WHO WANT TO 

ACQUIRE A BASIC KNOWLEDGE OF THE GENETIC MAKE UP OF THf. HUMA N 

BEING. EMPHASIS IS PLACED ON THE BIOLOGICAL BASIS AND SOCIAL 

IMPLICATIONS OF HUMAN GENETIC CONDITIONS SUCH AS : INDuCED 

GENF.TIC CHANGE, RAO IATION IMPACT ON INHER ITANCF , GfNf TIC fNGIN-
ERI NC, TRA NSPL ANiATION PR08LFHS, 5fX-LINKFO INHF RI TANtE, AND THE 
LIKF . MATHEMATICAL ANb CHFHICAL A~PECTS OF GFNFTIC S H~VF SEFN 

MINIMIZf.D. 

FALL , WI NTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

GUNTHeR. 

CAS5818 

ECONOMICS OF URBAN PLANNING 

3 

ANALYZES VARIOUS ECONOMIC FACTORS IMPINGING ON THE PLANNING PRO­

CESS, SUCH AS: ECONOMICS OF URBANIZATION, FORCES OF SUPPLY AND 

DEMAND IN URBAN LANOS, THF BUILDING INDUSTRY, TH E REAL FSTATF 

MARKeT, CYCLICAL FLUCTUATIONS, RFNTS • PRICES, PROBLFMS OF HOUS­

ING, URBAN REDEVEL OPMENT, REAL ESTATF INVFSTMENT, FCONOMIC NO­

TIONS OF WELFARE, AND COUNTFRACTION OF MARKFT FAILUR~ IN THF SUP­

PLY OF PUBLIC GOOOS . 

FALL . 

TONER. 

CAS5820 

COMPOSITION/ELFCTRONIC MUSIC II 

1-4 

WILL COVER THF TECHNIQUES AND TfRMINOLOGY FMPLOYED IN ELFCTRONIC 

MUSIC. EACH STUDFNT WiLL BE REQUI9ED 30 REALIZF AN ELFCTRONIC 

COMPOSITION TO BF PRESENTED IN A PUBLIC CONCERT. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION. 

FALL, SPRING/SUMMFR. 

MCCREARY. 

CAS5821 

COMPOS IT I ON II 

3 

STUOFNTS WILL BF INVOLVFD IN COMPOSING IN 20TH CENTURY STYLFS. 

THIS wILL BE A PRACTICUM FOR ADVANCEO STUOENTS IN MUSIC . 

PREREQUISITES: 

CAS5809 AND PERMISSION . 

WI NTf R. 

MCCREARY. 

CAS5830 

ELFCTROCHEMISTRY 

3 

THEORY AND APPLICATION OF ELFCTROCHEMICAL TECHNIQUES TO ANALYSIS: 

OF ENVIRONMENTAL MATERIALS . INCLUDES POTFNTIOMETRY, VOLTAMMfTRY, 

AND RECENT MODIFICATION . LECTURF PLUS 12 HRS/WFEK LAB. 

PREREQUISITES: 

CAS 4601. 

FALL, ODD YEARS. 

BRUBAKER. 

CAS5840 

COUNTERPOINT/FORM 

4 

EXPLORATION OF THF POLYPHONIC CONCEPTION OF ATONALITY AND TWFLV' 

TONE TECHNIQUE BY WAY OF COUNTERPOINT. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION. 

FALL. 

MCCREARY. 

CAS58 50 
ENERGY, RESOURCES AND SOCIETY 

3 

STUDY OF VARIOUS METHODS OF ENERGY PRODUCTION AND THE ENVIRON­

MENTAL EFFECTS OF EACH; THE FXTRACTION AND UTILIZATION OF THE 

WORLD'S MAJOR MINERAL RESOURCES AND EFFECTS OF THEIR USE . STU­

OENTS SHOW THE EFFECT ON OUR ENVIRON~IENT AND U. S. STANDARDS OF 

LIVING ON ENERGY AND RESOURCE UTILIZATION . 

SUITABLE FOR INTERESTED STUDENTS THROUGHOuT THE UNIVERSITY . 

WINTER; OFFERED BASED UPON DFMAND IN OTHFR TERMS. 

ZALEWSK I. 

CASS852 

ENVIRONMFNTAL HEALTH 

3 

ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTANTS AND DISeASE AGENTS IN THF PHYSICAL eNV­

IRONMENT ARE RELATED TO HUMAN HEALTH; AND, ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS 

AND DISEASE PREVENTION ARE EXAMINED RELATIVE TO INDIVIDUAL CARE, 

LAWS, AND GOVERNMENT AGENCIES . 

FALL. 

ZALEWSK J. 

CAS5860 

SCULPTuRE: CERAMICS 

3 

INTERMEDIATE EXPOSURE OF THEORIES OF HANDBUILT CLAY PROJECTS, 

COMBINES THE PROBLEMS OF SCULPTURE AND CERAMICS. 

PREREQU IS ITES: 

PERMISSION. 

WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

PAYNE. . 

CAS5861 
SCULPTURE: FIBER, CLAY, METAL 
2 
THE STUDENT WILL PURSUE TECHNIQUES OF (C OMBI NED MATERIALS) INTER­
MEDIA FABRICATION. THE WORK TO BE EXPERIE NCED WILL DEAL WITH MAC­
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RAMF. AND OTHF.R FIN F ART FI BER TEC HN IQUES , CLAY WO RK M~TAL, WOOD, 
ET C., IN COMBINA TI ON TO COMPLFTF A WD~K . R FAD IN~ S , ~K FTCHFS AND 
COMPLtT~D WORK RFQUIRFO . 
PIIERFQU I S I TfS : 

PERMISSION . 

FALL . 

PA YNE . 

CAS587A 
GUITAR I 
I 
IT 15 THE PURPOS~ OF THIS COURS" TO PROVluF AN INTRODU~T I ON TO 

GUITAR PLAYING WHICH CURRENTLY FNJOYS IMM ENSF POPU LARIT Y, ANU IS 

A MEANS TOWARD MASTfRY OF MANY FACETS OF MUSIC. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND . 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

CAS587B 

GUITAR II 

I 
KNOWLEDGF OF ADDITIONAL CHORDS AND ACCOMPANIMFNT TFCHNIQU FS WHICH 

ARE ESSENTIAL TO GOOD GUITAR PLAYING WILL BF COV"R ED BY TH I S 

COURSE. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR , STAFF. 

CAS587C 

GUITAR III 

I 
EMBELLISHMENT OF ACCOMPANIMENT STYLFS TO LFND INTREST TO GUI TA R 

PLAYING, AND THF USf OF SINGLF NOTF MELODIFS ARE COVFRFD BY THIS 

COURSF. 

OFFER~D BASED ON D~MAND . 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF . 

CAS587D 

INTERMFDIATE GUITAR 

I 
THIS COURSE PROVIDES AN INTRODUCTION TO SEVERAL DIFFFRENT STY LES 

OF PLAYING WHICH ARE AVAILABLF TO THF GUITARIST. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFFSSOR , STAFF. 

CAS5870 

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSFSSMENT 

3 

METHODS & PR OCEDURES FOR PERFORMING ENVIRONMFNTAL IMPACT ASSESS­

MENT AND STAT EMENT WRITING. STUDY OF THF FED FRAL , STATF, AND lo­
~:~,L~~!i~A6;0~H~':~~N~0~1~~M~~~!~g~~ENTAL ASSF SSMfNT & THF CUR­
WINTER . 

SIEVERING , COMMUNITY PROFFSSOR. 

CAS5871 

PAINTING: SPECIAL PROBLEMS 

2-4 

THIS COURSE 15 FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUAT F ST UOFNTS 

IN PAINTING. STUDENTS WILL BE EXPECTED TO EXPRESS THF MS FLVE S VIS ­

UALLY IN THEIR WORKS AND DFMONSTRATE ABILITY TO ANALYZ F AND CRI­

TICIZE THEIR WORKS AND THE WORKS OF OTHERS, IN CLASS DiS CUS S ION, 

WRITTEN CRITIQUES, AND INDIVIDUAL PROPOSALS. 

SPRING/SUMMER, ODD YFARS. 

MORISHITA. 

CAS 5 8 77 

GUITAR & MAKING MUSIC WITH RAY TATE 

I 
AN ··ACTION" WORKSHOP, WITH EMPHASIS ON LFARNING THROUGH DOING. 
TOPICS TO BE COVERED INCLUDE TEACHING METHODS, INVENTI NG SOUNDS, 

IMPROVISING, ACCOMPANIMENTS TO TRADITIONAL AND CONT FM PO RAR Y 

SONGS, SINGLE-STRING TECHNIQUES, PICKING, CHORDS, FINGFRBOARO 

HARMONY, ARRANGING, SCALES, ARPEGGIOS, INTERVALS. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND . 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR , STAFF . 

CAS5878 

SONGWRITING WITH BOB GIBSON 

I 
THE COURSF WILL DESCRIBE MUSIC PUBLISHING, COPYRIGHT LAW FOR 

BEGINNERS, THE MONEY COLLECTORS AND SOURCES, WRITING TO ORDER, 

THE PROCESS AND THE CRAFT. GIBSON AND GROUP WILL CRITIQUE SON'S 

WRITTEN BY THE STUDENTS. 

OFFERED BASED ON . DEMAND . 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF . 

CAS5879 

SYMPHONIC BAND 

I 
THE GSU SYMPHONIC BAND WILL CONSIST OF INDIVIDUALS FROM BOTH THE 
UNIVERSITY AND SURROUNDING COMMUNITIES. THE BAND WILL PR OVI DE AN 
OPPORTUNITY FOR STUDENTS TO BECOME FAMILIAR WITH THE PROB LEMS AND 
TECHNIQUES INVOLVED IN THE P~RFDRMING OF SYMPHONIC BAND LI TFRA~ 
TURE. THE BAND WILL GIVE AT LEAST ONE PERFORMANCE EACH T R I MES~R 
OF THE SCHOOL YEAR. 

PREREQUISITES: 

NO PREREQUISITES, BuT PAR TICIPANTS MUST AUDITION. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/ SUMME R. 

HICKS. 
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CAS58BD 
CS U CHORA LE 
I 

T/'IF CSU HORAI.F'1FFTS f OM SF. P FM8FR TO APRI L AND IS A Ct1O!1A~ 011 ­
~A IZATIO DFVOTfD TO P~RF R~ IN~ MAJ OR tHO AL WO~KS . STU DFNTS C~N 

RECFIVf t fO IT fOR THIS FXP F I fNCF ( I UNIT / TRIMFSTfR) . 

PRfRfQuISITfS : 

PERl'l l SSION 

FALL, WINTFR . 

STRUKOFF . 

CA55889 

MISTO r Of JA ZZ 

~- ~ 

TRACFS TMF DFVFL UPM NTS OF JAZZ fR OM I TS F A~LI E ST ANT"C FOPN TS 

THROUGH IXI FL ANU, ThF BLUFS, SWIN G, Bf eop, COOl., TO TH F PRFSFNT 

AV ANT-GRADF OFV FLOPM FNT. ATT f NTIO N WILL BF 'IVFN BOTH THF MAJOR 

F AMS , AND SPFC lf iC JAl Z INNOVATI ON S . 

WI NTf. R. 

CAR HR. 

CAS5890 

FNVIRONMF NTAL FART H SCIFNCF 

3 

THIS CUUR~f I NC LUUfS ST UD Y UF FAT H MATFRIALS AND PROCFSS'S AS 

THFY RF AT P TO HUMAN ACTIVITI"S AND MAN' S INTFRV"NTION WITH 

NAT URAL PR UCS SfS. TOP IC S INCLU DF FA RTHQU AKFS , FL UODS , 
VOLCAN OFS, LAN DS Ll DFS, MINING, AGRICULTuRf lFC HNIQUFS. 
PRFRFQUISITFS: 
CAS6920 OR FQ UIVALFNT. 
FALL. 
SIFMRO. 
CAS5900 

INSTR uMFNTAL CON DuC TI NG 

3 
INVFSTIGAT~S BATON TF CHNIQUF AND SCORF RFADING FROM INSTRUM"NTAL 

MUSIC. PHRASI N~ , MFTFR AND DIAGNUS IS WILL ALSO BF INVFSTIGATFD. 

FAL L. 

HI CKS 

CAS5915 

ECOL OGY OF PRAIRIFS : FI FLD ST UDI " ~ 

3 

STUDFNTS f XAMI NF T~F I ~ L I NO I S P R AI~I" AS AN APPROPRIAT" PL_NT 

COM MU ITY FOR ENVIRO~MFN TAI. HUD IFS THROU GH SFI.F CTFD FI"LD MFT H­
OS AND THE ;fCHN IQUE S 0 I DFN TIFICAT I ON, DIVFRSITY, MAPPING, 
AND POP ULATION STU DI F.S . IT IS STu~I FD AS AN FCOLOGI CAL UNIT AND 
AS AN INDICATOR OF THF QUAL ITY UF OUR FNV I RONMFNT . PRFSFRVFD AND 
SOMF UNPROTECTED PRAI~I F REM NANTS SFRVF AS FIELD STATIONS 

SPRING / SUMI',FR. 

MULE' . 

CAS5920 

JAZZ ENSFMBLF 

IA LARGE INSTR UMENTAL ORGANIZATION fNGA GI NG 11'1 THF PFRFORMAN CE OF 

TRADITIONAL AND CONT~MPORARY JAZZ AND / OR ROCK MUSIC . PARTI CIPA­

TION WILL BF DF.TERMIN FD BY AUDITION. 

PREREQUISITFS : 

PFRMISSION. 

FALL, WINTFR, SPR I NG / SUMMFR. 

CARTER, COMMUNITY PR OFFSSOR. 

CAS5921 

GSU JAZZ CAM P 

3 

STUDENTS WILL WORK IN CLIN I CS WITH SFI.ECTFD MUSICIANS. THIS WILL 

BE A CHANCE FOR LOCAL / STUD ENT TALFNT TO BE EXP OSED TO PROFFSSION­

AL MUSICIANS IN A LFARNING SIT UATION. 

OFFERED IN SPRING / SUMM PR BASE D UPON DEMAND 

CARTER, COMMUNITY PROF ESS OR. 

CAS5930 

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 

2-~ 
EXAMINES THE MAJOR ENVIRONMFNTAL LAW I SSUES AND HOW SPECIFIC REAL 

WORLD CONTROVFRSIFS AR E RESOLVFD, IN ORDER FOR STUDFNTS TO SHAPF 

AN APPROAC H TO SOLVI NG ENVIRONMFNTAL PROBLEMS. STUDF.NTS WILL 

STUDY JUCICIAL STRUCTURF AN D LAW-MAKING PROCED URFS. 

FALL . 

GIL, COMMUNITY PR OFESSOR . 

CAS59~0 
ENVIRONMENTAL LAND USE PLANNING 

3 

EXAMINES ECOLOGICAL DF.SIGN METHODS AND LAND USE CONTROL TfCH­

NIQUES AIMED AT RESOLVING TH F. CONFLICT BETWEEN LAND DEVELOPM FNT ~ 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION. CONSIDFRS USF CONTROL AND PRF.SERVATION 

TECHNIQUES FOR SENSITIVE LANDS . 

WINTER. 

TONER. 

CAH95l 

MATERIALS OF MUSIC 1: INTRODUCTION TO CONTEMPORARY MUSIC THEORY 

2 
I NTENDED AS BASIC EAR TRAINING LEARNING MODULF FOR STUDENTS IN 
NF.FD OF DDITIONAL PRAC TICf IN BASIC MUSICIANSHIP, MUSIC DICTA­

TI ON, F O~M AND ANALYSiS, SIGHT SI NGING AND BAS IC /'I US IC THEORY . 

FALL . 

MCCRFARY. 

CA SS9S 2 

MATER ALS OF MUSIC 1: ART OF MUSIC NOTATION 

2 

FOCUS eS ON NFCFSSARY TOOLS FOR PRFPARING LFSSONS 11'1 MUSIC TH~ORY , 

CO/'lPO, IT 101'1, ARRANGING, ETC., ON MUSICAL I.ANGUAGF AND SIGNS uSfO 

IN NOTOGRAPHY, AND ON PAGF LAYOUT, PHOTO-REPRODUCTION FQUIPMFNT, 

PRI NTING AND BINDING OF FINISHFD WORK. 

FALL. 

CARTE~ , COMMUNITY PROFFSSOR. 

CAS59 6 1 

~ATEKIALS OF MUSIC II: 20TH CFNTURY MARMONIC TFCHNIQUFS 

ADVANCFD HARMONY INCLUDING POLYCHORDS, NONTFRTIAL SONORITIFS, 

MODAL QUALITY, PARALLFLISM AND OTHER COMMON 20TH C"NTuRY HARMONIC 

TFCHNIQUES. 

WINTER. 

MCCRFARY. 

CA55962 

MATERIALS OF MUSIC 11: OR CHESTRATION 

3 

LOOKS AT RANGFS AND SPF.CIFIC PROBLFMS IN SCORING FOR FACH FAMILY 

OFINSTR UMFNTS (WOODWINDS, BRASS, PERC USSION, AND STRINGS ) . 

WINTER . 

HICKS . 

CAS5 96 3 

MATFRIAlS OF MuSIC II : IMPROVISATION 

1 
INTFRM FDIATE LFVFL PIANO AND BASIC JAZZ THF.ORY. 

WI NTf.R. 

CARTFR, COMMU NI TY PROFESSOR. 

CA55964 

MATERIALS OF MUSIC 111 : KEYBOARD IMPR OVISATION 

I 
DFSIGNFD TO FACILITATF IMPRuVISATION AND AURAL SKILLS THROUGH 

PIANO KFYBOARD FOR MUSIC STUDFNTS WITH MORE ADVANCFD BACKGROUND 

11'1 PIANO. 

PRFRF QUISITFS: 

CAS3270. 

SPRING / SUMMER. 

CARTFR, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CAS5970 
SCORING FOR FILM AND TV 

2 

SlUDIES THF. FFFF.CTS AND TECHNIQUES USFD IN FILM PRODUCTION. 

SPRING / SUMMF.R. 

CARTER, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CAS6009 

EXIST F. NTIALISM 

3 

A STUDY OF EXISTF.NTIALISM AS A MAJOR MOVEMENT IN CONTEMPORARY 

PHILOSOPHY. TRACES THF ROOTS OF F.XISTENTIALISM IN THE WESTFRN 

TRADITION AND FXAMINES THE IDEAS OF ITS MAJOR PROPONFNTS ­
KIERKF.GAARD, NIETZSCHE, SARTRF., F.TC. 

WINTER. 

JARA. 

CAS60IO 

SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN TEACHING INSTRUMFNTAL MUSIC 

2 

DFALS WITH TECHNIQUES OF TEACHING BEGINNING INSTRUMENTALISTS; EM­

BOUCHURF, POSTURE, MATERIALS, AND GROUP ORGANIZATION. 

FALL. 

.HICKS. 

CAS6030 

TEACHING ELEMENTARY MUSIC I 

2 

OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS. COVERS SONG CHANTS, RECORDINGS, AND MUSIC 

TF.ACHING METHODS FOR YOUNG CHILDREN. 

FALL, SPRING / SUMMER. . 

HICKS. 

CAS6031 

TEACHING ELEMFNTARY MUSIC II 

2 

OPEN ONLY TO MUSIC STUDENTS. COVERS SONG CHARTS, RECORDINGS, AND' 

MUSIC TEACHING METHODS FOR YOUNG CHILDREN. 

FALL, SPRING / SUMMER. 

HICKS. 

CAS6032 

CHORAL LITERATURE FOR TEACHER EDUCATION 

3 

THE INVESTIGATION AND GRADING OF CHORAL MATERIALS FOR JUNIOR AND 

SE NIOR HIGH SCHOOL CHOIRS. 

NOT SCHEDLUED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-83. 

CARTER, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 
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CA)604~ 
FLfCTRONIC MUSIC IN CLASSROOM ~ORK5HOP 

2, } 

DfSIGNFD TO AID TEACHERS AND COMPOSF.RS IN THf UNDERS TAN DING, USE 

AND FNJOYMf NT OF EL FC TRONIC MUSIC IN THE CL ASS ROOM. FMPHASIS ON 

COMPOS I TI ON . F.ACH STUDENT WILL BE REQUIRED TO REALIZF. AN ELEC T­

RON I C CDMPOSITION. 

SP RING/SUMMER. 

MCCRF.ARY. 

CAS6041 

GEOCHEMISTRY 

4 
DESCRIBES THE GEOCHEMICAL, BIOCHEMICAL, GEOLOGICAL AND MICROBIO­

LOGICAL PROCESSES AND INTfRACTIONS THAT OCCUR IN SEDIMENTARY SYS­

TF.MS . THE ACQUISTION OF ORGANIC AND INORGANIC CONSTITUENTS IN 

WATER, THE ORGANIC AND INROGANIC CONTRIBUTIONS OF ORGANISMS AND 

THE VARIOUS ORGANIC GEOCHEMICAL PROCESSFS IN THE SEDIMENT ARE 

DISCUSSED. BIOGEOCHF.MICAL CYCLES OF CARBON, NITROGEN, AND SULPHUR 

ARt' DEALT WiTH. 

PRF.REQUISiTFS: 

CAS 4600 & CAS 4601 OR EQUIVALENT. 

WINTeR, ODD YEARS. 

ADDISON. 

CAS6050 

JAZZ MATERIALS FOR TF.ACHER F.DUCATION 

2 

PROVIDF. AND DEVELOP MATF.RIALS FOR INSTRUCTION FOR JUNIOR AND SeN­

IOR HIGH SCHOOLS IN JAZZ HISTORY, IMPROVISATION, AND PERFORMING 

CLASSES. 

SPRING/SUMMER . 

CARTF.R. 

CAS6070 

HISTORY OF STAG. COSTUMES 

3 

SURVEY OF THE DEVFLOPMENT OF MALE AND FF.MALF DRFSS FROM THE GRFEK 

PF.RIOD TO THE CONTEMPORARY TIMES IN TFRMS OF ITS APPLICATION TO 

COSTUMF DESIGN FOR THEATRICAL PRODUCTIONS. DISCUSSION, DESIGN, 

AND SKFTCHING OF COSTUME PLATFS FOR VARIFD PRODUCTIONS . 

FALL, ODD YF.ARS . 

REF.VF. 

CAS6080 

FTHICS AND ENVIRONMENT 

2, 3 

STUDENTS ANALYZE AND APPLY SEVERAL FTHICAL AND VALUF SYSTEMS TO 

PROBLEMS EMERGING OUT OF FNVIRONMENTAL CRISIS . OPEN TO STUDFNTS 

THROUGHOUT THF UNIVERSITY, AND COMMUNITY PERSONS FOR CREDIT OR AS 

NON-CREDIT BEARING WORKSHOP. ADDRESSFS SOME LIBERAL EDUCATION RF­

QUIREMFNTS . 

FALL, WINTF.R . 

ZALF.WSKI . 

CAS6090 

20TH CENTURY MUSIC I 

2 

MUSIC DURING THF FARLY HISTORY OF THF. 20TH CENTURY. THF MODULE 

INCLUDES POST-ROMANTICISM, IMPRESSIONISM, NATIONALISM. 

FALL. 

STRUKOFF. 

CAS6091 

20TH CENTURY MUSIC II 

2 

THE HISTORY OF MUSIC FROM 1917-1945. THF MODULE INCLUDES NFO­

CLASSICISM, EXPRESSIONISM , SURREALISM, AND THF 12-TONE SCHOOL .. 
SPECIAL EMPHASIS WILL BE PLACFD ON THE CITIFS OF PARIS, BERLIN 

AND VIENNA., 

WINTF.R. 

STRUKOFF. 

CAS6092 

20TH CENTURY MUSIC III 

2 

THF. HISTORY OF MUSIC SINCE 1945. THIS MODULE INCLUDES"EXPERIMENT­

ALI SM" ELf'CTRON I C MUS I C, "MUS I QUF. CONCRETF.," THE COLOGNF. SCHOOL, 

AMERICA DURING THE 1950'S, AND CURRENT TRF.NDS IN MUSIC COMPOSI­

TION. 

WINTF.R. 

STRUKOFF. 

CAS6110 

BASIC SCENIC F.LF.MF.NTS 

3 

DESIGNED FOR STUDENTS IN ACTING/DIRECTING W1TH MINIMUM DRAWING 

SKILLS, BUT WHO NF.F.D A KNOWLEDGF. OF STYLF., FLOOR PLANS AND SCALE 

DRAWINGS FOR THE DIRF.CTING CLASSF.S. STUDFNTS WISHING EMPHASIS IN 

TECHNICAL THEATRF. ARE ALSO INVITFD. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFF.RF.D IN AY82-83. 

REEVE. 

CAS6120 

SCENE DESIGN 

3 

A STUDY OF RENDERING TF.CHNIQUF.S, COLOR THEORY, WORKING DRAWINGS, 
SCENIC STYLES ON VARIOUS TYPF.S OF STAGf'S, AND ARTISTIC INTERPRE­
TATION AS 11 RfLATE S TO THE VISUAL FLEMENT S OF THEATRF. AN D SCENF. 

OESIGN. SPECIAL ~MPHASIS PLACED UPON THE REQUIRE MEN TS OF COM ­

POSITION, T~XTURE, TMfMf , AND UNITY . 3 HOuRS OF LAB PfR wEFK RE­

QUIRED. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OF FFRED IN AY81-83 . 

REEVE. 

CAS6140 

EVOLUATION AND HUMAN ECOLOGY 

3, 4 

STUDIES THE IMPACT OF MAN UPON EVOLUTIONARY PROCF.SSES AND OUT­

COMES. STUDENTS DISCUSS FUNDAMENTAL ECOLOGICAL CONCEPTS, IN HER ­

ITANCE THEORIES, AND EVOLUTION IN THE CONTEXT OFHUMAN ECOL OGY. 

INCLUDES A STUDY OF HUMAN POPULATION GENETICS AND RELATF D FvOLU­

TION . STUDENTS WILL ANALYZE FVOLUTIONARY/fCOLOGICAL PROBL FMS 

THROUGH CASF. . STUDIES. 

FALL, WINHR. 

MULF.' . 

CAS6150 

GRASSROOTS CONCEPTS IN HUMAN ECOLOGY ( SIM) 

2, 4 

EACH UNIT PRESF.NTS A DIFFF.RF.NT CONTROVF.RSIAL TOPIC IN HUMAN F. CO L­

OGY AND EMPHASIZES CONCEPTUAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWFEN SOCIO-C ULT­

URAL PROCESSES AND INDIVIDUAL BFHAVIOR . FACH IS ALSO DF.S IG NfD TO 

OFFER USABLE IDEAS TO STUDENTS AND PROFFSSIONALS IN FNVIRONMFNTAL 

PLANNING AND DESIGN. THE COURSF. WAS DEVELOPF.D FOR THF. GSU LIBFRAL 

EDuCATION PROJECT. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER.

HAGF.NS. 

CAS6155 

URBAN GROWTH MANAGFMF.NT 

3 

INVESTIGATES HOW COMMUNITIF.S CONTROL THE RATF., TIMING, LOCAT ION, 

AND SIZF. OF DFVELOPMENT; INCLUDF.S REV I EW OF A SF.RIES OF COMMUNI TY 

GROWTH MANAGEMENT PLANS AND RF. GULATIONS. 

SPRING/SUMMER, ODD YEARS. 

TONF.R. 

CAS6156 

LAND USE CONTROLS 

3 

INTRODUCTION TO LAND USF. REGULATIONS . INCLUDF.S COVF.RAGF. OF 

ZONING, SUBDIVISION RFGULATION, AND PFRFORMANCE CONTROLS. DfALS 

WITH CONTP-NTS , APPROACHES, AND ADMINISTRATION OF LAND uSE CON ­

TROLS . 

SPRING/SUMME R, EVF.N YEARS . 

TONER. 
CAS616A 

COMMUNITY ENERGY PLANNING 

4 
THIS COURSF. WILL PROVIDE STUDFNTS WITH BOTH CONCF.PTUAL AND ANALY­

TIC COMPETENCIF.S NF.CESSARY TO FACILITATE F.FFECTIVE COMMUNITY 

LEVF.L ENF.RGY PLANNING. THE CONTENT WILL BF APPLICABLF. ACRO SS A 

WIDE RANGE OF DISCIPLINES (I . E . , HUAM ENVIRONMENT PLANNING, COM­

MUNITY ORGANIZING, BUSINF.SS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION , F.NF.R GY 

STUDIF.S AND RF.LATED FIF.LDS) . 

OFFF.RF.D BASED UPON DEMAND . 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

CAS6160 

EXPERIMENTAL BOTANY 

4 

STUDENTS STUDY THE LIFE CYCLES OF ANNUAL, BIF.NNIAL, AND PERE NNI AL 

ANGIOSPERMS; DF.SIGN AND IMPLEMENT EXPERIMENTS DEALING WITH GROWTH 

AND DEVELOPMENT OF FLDWFRING PLANTS IN CONTROLLED ENVIRONMFNT 

CHAMBF.RS; AND PARTICIPATE IN LECTURES & DISCUSSIONS , CONCE RN I NG 

THF. STRUCTURF., FUNCTION, AND F.COLOGICAL ADAPTATIONS OF FLO WERING 

PLANTS. 

PRF.REQUISITF.S : 

GF.NERAL BIOLOGY. 

FALL. 

GUNTHER. 

CAS6165 

ANALYTICAL BIOCHF.MISTRY 

l 
PRF.SENTS BASIC TF.CHNIQUF.S FOR THE ISOLATION AND QUANTITATION OF 

BIOPOLYMERS AND FOR THEIR CHARACTF.RIZATION BY SPECTROPHOTOMETRY, 

ULTRACENTRifUGATION AND ELF.CTROPHORESIS . 

PRF.REQU I S ITE S: 

INTRDDU CTORY BIOCHEMISTRY LECTURF.. 

WINTF.R, F.VEN YEARS. 

MOHBERG . 

CAS6170 
MATERIALS OF STAGELIGHTING 
3 
A STUDY OF ELECTRICITY, F.LECTRONICS, INSTRUMENTATION, OPTICS, AND 
ELF.CTRICAL CONTROLS AS THEY PERTAIN TO THEATRE . AN INVE STI GATION 
OF COLOR THEORY, I NSTRUMENT PLACEMENT, LIGHT ING ANGLES., AIlD HOII 
TO ACHlfVf. TIME, PLACE AND MOOD. THREE HOUR LAB PER WEEK . 
WINTER , EVEN YEARS. 
REEVE . 
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CASS! ]I 
EXPE~IMEN1AL COMMUNITIES 
} 
.XAMIN~S PAST IN TENT IONAL COMMUN ITIES AND THEIR CO T~IBUTIO TO 
SOCIAL CHANGE , AND 15 DIRE CTED AT EVOLV ING A MORf SYSTFMATIC AND 
EFFECT IVE METHOD OF SOCIAL CH ANGE VIA TH E CREATION AND FuNCTION- : 
ING OF A NETWORK OF EXPERIMENTAL COMMUNITIES WHICH THRO UGH SyS­
TEMATI C PLANNING AND EXPERIMENTATION WOULD SERVE AS VOLUNTARY 
SOCIA L LABORATORIES, AS TESTING GROUNDS FOR NEW IDEAS, ANn AS 
PIONEE RING VENTURES IN SOCIAL AND .NVIRONMENTAL INTERPRFTATION. 
WINTeR . 
GIL. 
CAS6191 
ADVANCED ACTING 
It 
THIS COURSE 15 DESIGNED TO PROVIDE THF STUDENT WITH THE OPPORTU­

NITY TO EXPLORE SOuRCES OF CREATING CHARACTFR AND PFRFORMANCF AS 

PART OF THE PROCESS OF ACTING. THIS EssFNTIALLY IS A PERFORMANCE 

MODULE DESIGNED FOR STUDENTS IN THE INTFRMEDIATE STAGE OF DEVEL­

OPMENT. 

OF FERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

SLOTT . 

CAs6200 

D I RECTI NG 

3 

AN INVFSTIGATION OF THE THFORIFS AND PRINCIPLES OF DIRFCTING AND 

SUBSEQUENT USE IN DIRECTING A SERIES OF SCENES COVERING VARIOUS 

PERIODS OF EUROPEAN AND AMFRICAN THFATRE. 

WINTER . 

SLOTT . 

CAs6220 

PLAYWRiTING 

3 

THIS COURSE IS INTENDED FOR STUDENTS FROM THROUGHOUT THE UNiVER­

SITY WITH A BASIC KNOWLEDGE OF THEATRF PRACTICE WHO ARE INTER­

ESTED IN LEARNING A PROCESS AND THE TECHNIQUES OF WRITING FOR THF 

STAGE. STUDENTS WiLL FOCUS ON WRITING PLOT CONSTRUCTION AND sCF­

NARIOs RATHER THAN COMPLETED PLAYS. 

WINTER. 

SLOTT . 

CAs62ltO 

FIELD STUDIES: OKEFENOKEE SWAMP 

It 
ONLY FOR STUDENTS INTERESTED IN AN INTENSIVE RESEARCH EFFORT. 

STUDENTS DEVELOP AN UNDERSTANDING OF THF HISTORY AND SIGNIFICANCE 

OF RESEARCH ON THE VEGETATION AND GEOCHEMISTRY OF THF OKFFENOKFF 

SWAMP; ENGAGE IN PROBLEM-SOLViNG RELATED TO FIELD AND LABORATORY 

OPERATION; DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYZE RESULTS. 

COURSE RUNS FROM MAY THROUGH AUGUST, WITH MEETINGS BY ARRANGEMFNT 

AND A TWO-WEEK FIELD TRIP TO THE OKFFENOKEE DURING THE MONTH OF 

TO THEIR INTERESTS AND ACADEMIC BACKGROUND. SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION 

JULY. STUDENTS ARE ASSIGNED A SPECIFIC RESEARCH PROBLEM RFLATFD 

INCLUDES ACTIVE PARTICIPATION AND PURSUIT OF THE ASSIGNED RF­

SEARCH PROBLEM AND THE SUBMISSION AND PRESENTATION OF A THOROUGH 

RESEARCH REPORT. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

GUNTHER. 

CAs6255 

CoMMUNITY ENERGl PLANNING: FUNDAMENTALS 

2, It 

USES TECHNOLOGY AS FOCUS FOR EXAMINING INTERRELATIONSHIPS OF COST 

OF LIVING, ENERGY CONSUMPTION, RESOURCE DEPENDENCIES, FMPLOYMENT 

AND QUALITY of LIFE IN GIVEN URBAN AREAS. EMPHASIS IS UPON 

ETHICS AND VALUES, GLOBAL FUTURES AND POSSIBLLITIES FOR DESCAL­

ING UNMANAGEABLE TECHNOLOGICAL SYSTEMS. 

WINTER. 

HAGENS, TONER. 

CAS6260 

SUMMER THEATRE PRACTICUM 

2-1t 

CoNDUCTED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE SUMMER REPERTORY THEATRE PRO­

GRAM AND ALLOWS BoTH UNDERGRADUATES AND GRADUATE STUDENTS AN OP­

PORTUNITY To PARTICIPATE IN A WIDE VARIETY of THEATRE PRODUCTION 

ACTIVITIES BOTH ON AND OFF STAGE. EMPHASIZES THE PRACTICAL SIDE 

of THEATRE PRODUCTION, BASED ON THE PRINCIPLE"LEARNING BY DOiNG" . 

PREREQU 15 iTEs: 

PERMISSION. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-B3. 

SLOTT, GILBERT. 

CAs6270 

PLAY PRODUCTION IN SECONDARY SCHOOL 

3 

DES IGNED FOR TEACHERS AND OTHER INDIVIDUALS WHO NEED AN OVERVIEW 

OF THE PRoCESS OF PLAY PRODUCTION. INVOLVED THEORY AND PRACTICUM 

IN TEACHNIQUES AND SKILLS RELATING TO SCHOOL THEATRE PRODUCTIONS. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

GILBERT. 

CAS 62 8Q 
BRITISH/CANADIAN THEATRE FXPFRIFNCF 
2-4 
TEN-DAY TOUR TO LONDON SEEING AT LFAS T SI X PRODUCTIONS, ATTEND I NG 
LECTURES AND SEMINARS . A PAPER CONSIST I NC Of PRODuCTION REVIFWS, 
SfMII'<M NoTES , ETC ., fll LL BE EXPECTED UPO · TH F STUDF NT'S RFTURN 

TO THE UNITED STATtS. 

NO T SCHEDLUED To BE oFFERED IN AYB2-B3. 

SLoTT . 

CAs62B2 

STRATFoRD CANADA THEATRE EXPF.RIENCE 

Z 
TEN DAY TOUR TO CANADA, SEEING AT LFAST FIVE PRODUCTiONS, ATTEND­

ING LECTURES AND SEMINARS. A PAPER CONSISTING of PRODUCTION RE ­

VIEWS, SEMINAR NOTES, ETC., WILL BE EXPECTED AFTER THE STUDENT'S 

RETURN To THE UNITED STATES. 

OFFERED IN SPRING/SUMMER BASFD UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF. 

CAS6290 

DRAMATIC CRITICISM 

3 

DFsIGNED TO EXPOSE THE STUDENTS TO THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF 

CRITICISM FOR THE STAGE. SUBSTANTIAL RF.ADINGS OF THFATRICAL CRIT­

ICISM AND ITS HISTORICAL TRADITIONS. ATTFNDANCF AT CHICAGO AREA 

THF.ATRE PRODUCTIONS AS A BASIS FOR CRITICAL PRACTICE MEASURF.D ~­

GAINST TRADITIONAL SYSTEM of CRITICIZING PLAYS. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DFMAND. 

SLoTT . 

CAS6291 

SURVEY OF WESTFRN DRAMA I 

2, 4 

A SURVEY OF DRAMATIC LITERATuRF REPRESENTATIVE of THF MAIN CUR­

RENT OF THEATRICAL DFVFLOPMENT COVFRING woRKS FROM ANCIENT GREFCF. 

TO THE EARLY 19TH CENTURY ROMANTIC PERIOD. PLAYS WILL BF EXPLORED 

INTENT OF UNDERSTANDING AND ENCOURAGING AN AWARENESS of THF PLAY 

SCRIPT AS A SPECIALIZFD WORK or- LITERATURE THAT CULMINATFS IN A 

FORM OF ARTISTIC ACTIVITY. 

WINTF.RJ F.VFN YF.ARS . 
GILBFRT. 
CAS6292 
SURVEY of WESTF.RN DRAMA II 
2, It 
THIS COURSE, AN OVERVIEW OF DRAMATIC LITERATURE, WILL COVER A 
SELECTION OF WORK FROM THF. LATE 18TH CENTURY TO CONTFMPORARY 
TIMES. PLAYS WILL BE EXPLoRED AND DiSCUSSED WITH INTENT of UNDER­
STANDING AND F.NCOURAGING AN AWARFNFSS OF THE PLAYSCRIPT AS A 
SPECIALIZED woRK OF LITERATURE THAT CULMINATES IN A FoRM of 
ARTISTIC ACTIVITY . PLAYS WiLL BE EXPLORFD AND DISCUSSED WITH THF 
INTENT of ANALYZING THE SCRIPT AS A WORKING BLUEPRINT FoR A 
PRODUCTION. 
WINTER, ODD YEARS. 

GILBERT. 

CAs6300 

THEATRE HISTORY I 

3 

SIGNIFICANT FACTORS IN EACH OF THE PRIMARY PERIODS IN THEATRE 

HISTORY, AND THE EFFECT OF THESE FACTORS ON CONTEMPORARY THEATRF. 

FALL. 

REEVE. 

CAs6310 
THEATRE HISTORY II 
3 
FoCUSES ON SIGNIFICANT FACTORS IN EACH OF THE PRIMARY PERIODS IN 
THEATRE HISTORY AND THF EFFECT OF THESE FACTORS ON CONTEMPORARY 
THEATRE. 
WINTER. 
RHVE. 
CAS6 3'+ 0 

CREATIVE DRAMATICS I 

It 
AN EXPLORATION OF TECHNIQUES AND SKILLS CONCERNFD WITH GUIDING 

PEOPLE THROUGH IMPROViSATIONAL EXPERIENCES AND THEATRE GAMES IN A 

PROCESS GEARED TOWARDS STIMULATING THE IMAGINATION OF THE INDI­

VIDUAL. IT WILL ENCOMPASS THE FOLLOWING MATERIAL BOTH CONCEPTUAL 

AND EXPERIENTIALLY. AS FAR AS POSSIBLF IT ALSO WILL FOLLOW THE 

SEQUENCE AS STATED. THE COURSE IS HIGHLY FXPERIENTIAL AND STU­

DENTS ARF. EXPECTED To ATTEND AND APRTICIPATE IN ALL CLASS MEET­

INGS AND ACTIVITIES . 

FALL. 

GILBERT. 

CAs6379 

CHILDREN'S LITERATURE CONFERENCE 

I 
THIS ONf DAY CONFERENCE IS DESIGNF.D FoR STUDENTS INTERESTED IN 

ASSIMILATING NEW WAYS OF INTEGRATING VARIOUS SKILLS AND PROCESSE S 

IN THE PRESENTATION OF LITERARY WORKS To CHILDREN AND YOUNG 

ADULTS. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

GILBERT, KAPLAN. 
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CAS6l81 

CHILDREN'S TOU RING THFATRE 

2-4 

AN F PF lfNTIAL I NVfST IGATI ON Of ALL PHASfS OF A CHILORF~'5 THF ­

AiRE TOU RING PLAY FR OM ITS CONC F- PTUAL IZ ATION AN RFHFARSAL PROC~SS 

TO ACTUAL PRO DU CTION. THE MOOULE WILL DE AL WI TH DISCIPLINFS, 

S~ ILLS, A~D SPE CI AL PRO BLEMS OR GANIC TO BOTH TOURING AND CHILD­

RE N' S THF ATRE PRESENTATION. STUDE NTS WILL PARTI CIPATE I N ONE OR 

MORE ASPE CTS OF THE TOURING COMPANY COVERING TE CHNICAL, PF~FOR ­

MANCE, AND EDUCATIONAL FACETS OF THE PRODUCTI ON . THIS MODULF WI LL 

BE COV!'RED IN TWO (2) TRIM!'STI'RS, THE SFCOND OF WHICH 15 A PRAC T­

ICUM. IT IS NECESSARY TO PARTICIPATE IN THE PRACTICUM IN ORDFR TO 

R!' CE IVE UNITS. 

PR ERe QUISITES: 

PFRMISSION. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERFD IN AY82-83. 

GILBERT. 

CAS6382 
CHILDREN'S TOURING THEATRE PRACTICUM 

4 

PARTICIPATION IN THIS MODULF IS NECESSARY IN ORDER TO RECEIVE 

CREDIT FOR CS6380. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-83. 

GILBERT. 
CAS6391 

ENVIRONMFNTAL FDUCATION: A PROCESS APPROACH 

2 
PROVIDES EDUCATORS FROM ALL SUBJECT AREAS AND GRADF LFVFLS THF 

ABILITY TO INITIATF A MEANINGFUL ENVIRONMFNTAL PROGRAM IN THEIR 

SCHOOL OF COMMUNITY. FOLLOWS STRATEGIES DFVFLOPED BY THF U.S. 

FOREST SERVICE AND TRANSCENDS TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM ARFAS. PART­

ICIPANTS ROOM AND BOARD AT CAMP SAGAWA. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

ZALEWSK I. 

CAS6394 

MEDIA SYMPOSIUM: 

2 P/NC 

A WF"KEND WORKSHOP EXPLORING SELECTED ISSUES IN-DFPTH. FACULTY OF 

THE MfDIA PROGRAM ARE JOINED BY MFDIA PROFESSIONALS, SOCIAL CRIT­

ICS, COMMUNITY LEADERS, PUBLIC OFFICIALS AS WFLL AS OTHfR UNI­

VERSITY FACULTY. 

FALL. 

STEINER, GILBFRT. 

CAS6400 

PLANNING ",EORY 

4 

STUDENTS PARTICIPATE IN A SEMINAR DISCUSSION OF THE VARIOUS PRAC­

TICAL, THEORETICAL AND ETHICAL PROBLEMS & ISSUES NOW FACING THE 

DESIGN PROFESSIONS. EXAMPLES ARE DEMANDS FOR GREATER CONCERN FOR 

'USER BEHAVIOR' AND 'USER NEEDS,' COLLABORATION BETWEEN DESIGN 

PROFESSIONALS AND BEHAVIOR-SOCIAL SCIENTISTS AND CONTROL OF BE­

HAVIOR THROUGH DESIGN. READINGS AND OTHER MATERIALS ARE DRAWN 

FROM A VARIETY Of SOURCES, AND STUDFNTS ARE FXPECTED TO CONTRI­

BUTE IDEAS AND MATERIALS. 

FALL. 

GIL. 

CAS6410 

COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING STUDIO 

4 

AN EXPERIMENT IN PLANNING EDUCATION FOR ADVANCFD PLANNING STU­

DENTS. EXPLORES PROBLEMS THAT INVOLVE DESIGNING FNVIRONMENTAL 

SETTING AND THE ACTIVITIES OCCURRING IN THFM; EMPHASIZES SHAPING 

SIMULTAENOUSLY THE FORM OF BUILT ENVIRONMFNTS AND THEIR ASSOCI­
ATED INSTITUTIONS. THE THEME OF THIS STUDIO IS ENERGY CONSERVA­
TION THROUGH COMPREHENSIVE AND LAND USE PLANNING. COMBINES A 
WORKSHOP-BASED PROBLEM SOLVING EXPERIFNCE WITH CONCENTRATED MINI­
COURSE ON SUBSTANTIVE OR SKILL AREAS. 
SPRING/SUMMER.

GIL. 

CAS6430 
ACTING STYLES AND THEORIES 
3 
STUDY OF THE WAYS IN WHICH ACTING METHODS, TECHNIQUES, AND STYLFS 
ARE MODIFIED BY THE DIFFERFNCES IN VARIOUS DRAMATIC FORMS. 

PREREQUI SITES: 

CAS 6191 OR PERMISSION. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

SLOTT . 

CAS6440 

MAKE-UP FOR STAGE 

2 
AN EXPLORATION OF THE BASICS OF STAGE MAKE-UP. A STUDY OF BONF 

AND MUSCLE fACIAL STRUCTURE AND METHODS OF BEST APPLYING MAKE-UP 

INVOLVING VARIOUS AGES WILL BE INVESTIGATED AS WELL AS THAT OF 

ABSTRACT OR FANTASY CHARACTERS. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

REEVE. 

CAS6450 

COUNTER-PROPAGANDA 

3 

THE STUDY OF MODF.RN PROPAGANDA TECHNIQUES USED BY ADVERTISING, 

POLITJCAL PARTI FS AND THF GOVFRNMENT; AND SP ECIFIC "COUNTFR­

PROPAGANDA" TECHNIQUES . OE S 1~NEO PRIMARILY FOR HIG H SC HOOL 

TEACHERS WHO TEACH PROPAGANOA ANALYSIS. PERSUASION, CO NSUM ER 

EDUCATION, nc. 

FALL, SPRING/SUMME~. 

RANK. 

CAS6460 

LANGUAGE, TEACHING AND LEARNING 

3 

EXPLORATION OF CONTEMPORARY THEORIES OF LANGUAGE, READING ANa THF 

TEACHING THEREOF, PARTICULARLY AS THEY RELATE TO THE TEACH I~G AND 

LEARNING OF CHILDREN. 

wINTER. 

VINYARD. 

CAS6470 

LITERARY CRITICISM 

3 

MAJOR APPROACHES TO CRITICISM WILL BE DfALT WITH AS A MEANS OF 

CRITIQUE LITERATURE FROM A VARIETY OF PERSPECTIVES ON A VARIFTY 

OF LEVI'LS. 

FALL. 

BERND. 

CAS6480 

LITERATURE OF IMMIGRANT CHILDREN 

3 

RF.ADINGS AND ANALYSIS OF FICTION PRODUCF.D BY THF. "IMMIGRANT CHIL­

DREN," THE "WHITE ETHNICS" (IRISH, ITALIAN, POLISH, ftC.), WHO 

IMMIGRATED INTO THE U.S. IN THE LATE 19TH CENTURY. SFT IN CONTEXT 

WITH" MAINSTREAM" AMf'RICAN WRITERS AND AMERICAN BLACK L1T FRA­

TURE. 

FALL, SPRING/SUMMFR. 

RANK. 

CAS6481 

PHYSICS: INTERMEDIATE 

2,4 

FOR THOSE STUDENTS WHO NEED TO EXPAND THFIR UNDERSTANDI NG OF BA­

SIC PHYSICS, INCLUDING PRINCIPI.FS OF MECHANICS, HFAT, LIG HT , AND 

OPTICS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

COLLEGE ALGI'BRA, BASIC PHYSICS, AND CHEMISTRY. (ENVIRONME NtAL AN­

ALYST STUDENTS SHOULD REGISTER FOR 2 HOURS WHILE OTHERS ST UDENTS 

MAY REGISTER FOR 2 OR 4 HOURS). 

WINTER, EVI'N YEARS. 

KISHTA. 

CAS6490 

MAJOR ENGLISH AUTHORS: ... 

3 

THE MAJOR AUTHORS COURSES ARE DESIGNED TO GIVE STUDENTS THF 

OPPORTUNITY TO STUDY, UNDERSTAND, AND EVALUATE IMPORTANT WRITERS 

IN THE CONTEXT OF THE CORPUS OF A LIFE'S WORK. SUCH A COURSE 

DIFFERS FROM, BUT SUPPLEMENTS AND STRENGTHENS, PERIOD AND SURVey 

COURSES IN THAT THE Cf'NTRAL CONCERNS OF AN AUTHOR'5 WORK EM eRG E 

FROM THE WORK ITSELF RATHER THAN A CONSIDFRATION OF PLACING HER / 

HIM IN A GIVEN HI5TORICAL/50CIAL/CULTURAL CONTEXT. THOSE CON­

TEXTS ARE CRUCIAL, Of COURSE, BUT THE ASSUMPTION OF A MAJOR 

AUTHORS COURSE IS THAT AN INVALUABLE AND UNIQUE PERSPECTIVE 

EMERGES fROM THE CONSIDERATION OF THEIR TOTAL WORK. NO EARLY 

GREAT .WRITER IS THE SAME AS THAT LATER GREAT WRITER AND WI' MUST 

PAY ATTENTION TO THOSE DIFFERENCES, AND TO THE PROPHfTIC AND 

NOf'TIC FUNCTION OF GFNIUS. MAJOR POETS, PLAYWRIGHTS, AND 

NOVELISTS ARE THE UNACKNOWLEDGED LEGISLATORS OF THE WORLD. 

FALL, WI NTER, SPRI NG/SUMMER. 

BERND. 

CAS6500 
METHOOS OF TEACHING F.NGLISH 

3 

A METHOOS COURSE DF.SIGNED FOR THOSF. STUDENTS WHO PLAN TO TF ACH 

ENGLISH IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL. 

FALL. 

VINYARD. 

CAS6501 
LANDFORMS Of THE CHICAGO AREA 
3 
THE COURSE 15 INTENDED TO GIVE ENVIRONMENTALISTS AN UNDERSTAND ING 
OF GEOLOGICAL PROCESSES WHICH HAVE ACTED ON THE GREAT LAKES 
REGION. GF.OLOGIC HISTORY AND PRESENT DAY LANDFORMS OF THE 
CHICAGO AREA AND THE GREAT LAKES REGION WILL BE STRESSED. 
FUNDAMENTALS OF GLACIATION, EROSION, SOIL DEVELOPMENT, AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS OF GEOLOGIC PROCESSES WILL BE 
EMPHASIZED. 
PRERF.QU I SITES: 
A COURSE IN EARTH SCIENCE IS RECOMMENDED BUT NOT REQUIRED. 
SPRING/SUMMER, EVEN YEARS. 
SIEMRO. 
CAS6510 
MAJOR AMERICAN AUTHORS: .. 
3 
INDIVIDUAL AMERICAN WRITERS WILL BE STUDIED IN-DEPTH, THE AUTHORS 
VARYING FROM YEAR TO YEAR. 

OFFERED IN WINTER BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF. 
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CAS65/3 
THE WORLD OF F. SCO TT FIT ZGERALD 
3 
THIS COURS~ FOC USES ON THF. WOR LD AS F . SCO TT F I lZGF ALD KNFW r, 
AND AS HE CREAT ED IT IN THF. ROARING TwfN TIFS AND THE DEPRFSSFD 
THIR TIE S. THE STUDF.NT WILL FOCUS ON MOD FRN AM~ RI CA'S GRFAT F5T 
~OHANT 1C WRITER AND THF. ARTISTIC SOCIAL MILIFU OF THE UNITFD 
STATES IN THF. TWENTIETH CENTURY. 
OfFERED IN SPRING/SUMMER BASED UPON DFMAND. 
STAFF . 
CAS6521 
LAND USE LAW SEMINAR 
2-~ 
PROVIDES A BROAD OVERVIEW OF TH" RAPIDLY FVOLVING AND CHANGING 

STATE OF LAW CONCERNING THF. PUBLIC CONTROL OF LAND US". BFGINS 

WI TH AN ANALYSIS OF THF HISTORICAL & PHULOSOPHICAL BASIS OF CUR­

RENT LAND USE LAW. EXAMINES FUNDAMF.NTAL LFGAL PRINCIPLFS, ZONING 

LAW , RACIAL AND F.CONOMIC DISCRIMINATION IN PLANNING AND DF.VF.L OP­

MENT CONTROL, AND EMFRGING ISSUFS IN LAND USF. RFGUAl.TION. "MPHA­

SIZ FS EVOLVING GROWTH MANAGFMENT TF.CHNIQUFS AND POSSIBLF FUTURf 

LEGAL ISSUES. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

GIL, COMMUNITY PROFF.SSOR. 

CAS6529 

LANGAUGF. ARTS METHODS FOR EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS (SECONDARY LFVFl) 

3 

THIS COURSE IS DESIGNEO TO SHOW PROSPECTIVF SECONDARY TFACHERS 

HOW TO BE MORE EFFECTIVES TFACHFRS OF ENGLISH. IT EMPHASIZFS THF 

ENGLISH TF.ACHER'S ROLF. IN EFFFCTIVFLY TEACHING LAGUAGE ARTS TO 

THE EXCEPTIONAL STUDENT. THE COURSE FURTHF.R PROVIDFS TECHNIQUFS 

THAT ENGLISH TEACHERS CAN USF TO HFLP FXCFPTIONAL STUDENT5 

DEVELOP MORE EFFICIFNT LANGUftGF ART5 SKILL5. 

PREREQUI5ITE5: 

CAS6550, CAS6600, CAS6560. 

WINTF.R. 

VINYARD. 

CAS6533 
LITERATURE AND MF.DICINE 
3 
A THEMATIC COURSF. FOR BOTH THE GENF.RAL STUDFNT AND THOSF TRAINING 
IN HEALTH CARF.F.RS. THF. COURSE CONSIDERS HOW TH" PFRFNNIAL PROB­
LEMS OF MF.DICINE ARF REVEAL"D THROUGH IMAGINATIVE l.IHRATURF. 
OFFF.RED BASED UPON DFMAND. 

BERND. 

CAS6534 

IMAGF.5 OF THE TFACHER IN LITF.RATURE 

3 

THIS COURSE IS DE5IGNF.D TO PROVID" STUDFNTS WITH OPPORTUNITl"5 TO 
READ A WIDE VARIF.TY OF FICTION IN WHICH T"ACHING 15 CFNTRAL TO 

THE THEME, RATHER THAN MF.RE INCIDENTAL COLORATION. 

OFFFRED IN WINTER BASED UPON DEMAND. 

VINYARD. 

CAS6537 

LITERATURE AND HISTORY: ... 

3 

THIS COUR5E EXPLORES THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN IDFA5 WHICH HAVF 

POLITICAL, SOCIAL AND HISTORICAL IMPORTANCE AND ON THE DFVF.LOP­

MENTS IN HISTORY FOR WHICH THESF IDFAS HAVF CONSEQUENCES. TOPICS 

WILL INCLUDE THE 1920'S AND MODERN EUROPE (19TH AND 20TH CFNTUR­

IES) AND WILL VARY FROM YEAR TO YEAR. 

WINTER. 

8ERND, KELLY. 

CAS65~0 
LEARNING PROCESSE5: ADULTS 

1-3 

EXPLORATION OF CONTEMPORARY THEORIE5 OF LEARNING AND MOTIVATION 

AND USE OF THESE THEORIES IN ANALYZING ADULT LEARNING AND IN 

PLANNING IN5TRUCTION FOR ADULTS IN COMMUNITY, CLINICAL AND/OR 

CLASSROOM SETTINGS. 

FALL; OFFERED IN WINTER BASED UPON DEMAND. 

8RUTVAN. 

CAS65~I 
81BLE AS LITERATURE IN SOCIAL CONTEXT 
3 
INTRODUCE 5TUDENTS TO READ THE DIVERSE LITERARY GENRF5 OF BIBL­
ICAL LITERATURE IN THF.IR 50CIAL/CULTURAL 5ETTING. UTILIZES THE 
RECENT KNOWLEDGE OF ARCHF.OLOGY, LINGUISTIC5, AND NFAR FASTFRN 
STUDIES. 
FALL. 

WE I. 

CAS65~2 
MORAL CHOICES IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY 

IN IN-DEPTH EXAMINATION OF THE CONTROVER51AL MORAL DILEMMAS PER­

PLEXING MODERN AMERICANS. EIGHT SCHOLAR-WRITERS EXPLORE THE 

DILEMMAS SURROUNDING SUCH ISSUES AS CRIME AND PUNISHMENT, 

POLITICAL AND BUSINESS ETHICS, AND INDIVIDUAL 8EHAV.10R. 

SPR lNG/ SUMMER. 

WEI. 

C;\S65~ 7 
POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY 
3 
TH IS COURS F FXAMINES THE SOCIAL. ECONOMIC AND POL ITIC AL BASES OF 
POWER IN AMERICA. ATT ~NTIDN WIL L 8E GIVFN TO PLURAL I ST ANO 
FLITI ST THFORIES , CLAS S ANALY5 I S. COMMUNIT Y POWE R, SOCIAL CONTROL 
AND STRUCT UR AL APPRO ACH ES TO STUD YI NG POW~R THIS COURS E WIL 
FUR THER FOCUS ON THE ANAL YSIS OF T ~E AMERICAN POLIT IC AL SYS TEM AS 
A R~ SOU RCF. FOR C~ANGf AND AN OB5TACLE TO CHANG" WITH PAR TICULAR 
REFE RE NCF. TO CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL MOVFMENTS. 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
MFRRITT. 
CAS65'+9 
RACE, LANGUAGE, & CULTURE WORKSHOP 
2 P/NC 
DFSIGNFD PRIMARILY TO EXAMINE THF INTERR"LATIONSHIPS BETWEEN 
RACE, LANGUAGF AND CULTURE. FSSFNTIALLY AN OVERVIF.W OF LANGUAG E 
THEORIFS AND IMPLICATION5 FOR I~NOVATIVE METHOODLOGIES RFSOURC . S 
MATERIALS AND HUMAN RFLATIDNS. 
SPRING/SUMME~. 
VINYARD, 5TAFF. 
CA56550 
LEARNIN(; PROU55F5: CHILDREN AND ADO L. F5CENTS 

2, 3 

EXPLORATION OF CONTFMPORARY THFORI"S IN ANALYZING NORMAL CHILD­

REN'S LF.ARNING DIFFICULTIES AND PLANNING INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES 

FOR OVERCOMING LEARNING DIFFICULTIES . 

FALL, SPRING/5UMMER.

KI5HTA. 

CASG5GO 

TEACHING READING IN HIGH SCHOOL 

3 

EXAMINF5 THF 5KILLS WHICH MAY BF INCLUDED IN THF. READING COMPO­

NENT OF THE ENGLISH CURRICULUM. 

SPRING/SUMMER . 

FONTAN, 5TAFF. 

CA56S70 

RE5EARCH TECHNIQUE5 

3 

INSTRUCTION AND PRACTICUM IN RESFARCH TECHNIQUFS, RANGING FROM 

BA51C LIBRARY 5KILLS TO ADVANCED MFTHODS OF INFORMATION AND STOR­

AGE RFTRIEVAL. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

RANK. 

CA56599 

INNOVATIONS IN URBAN PLANNING 

6VFR T~F PAST DECADF VALUE CHANGFS HAVE TAKEN PLACE IN AMERICAN 
50CIETY: FROM UNRESTRICTED TO MANAGED GROWTH, FROM INCREASING 

CENTRALIZATION TO A NEIGHBORHOOD EMPHA5IS, AND FROM UN RE,TRICTFD 

USE OF ENERGY TO A CONCERN WITH CON5ERVATION. TO ACCOMMODATE 

THE5E TRFNDS A VARIETY OF TFCHNIQUFS HAVE BEEN INTRODUCF.D IN 

URBAN PLANNING. 50ME CONSIDERFD HERF INCI.UDF: CONUPT5 AND TfCH­

NIQUE5 OF GROWTH MANAGEMENT, PERFORMANCE STANDARDS, ZONING FOR 

MIXED USES, TRANSFER OF DEVFLOPMENT RIGHTS, NEIGHBORHOOD ZONING, 

AND ENERGY CONSFRVATION THROUGH LAND USE PLANNING. 

WINTFR. 

TONER, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CAS6600 

STUOIES IN THF ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

! STUDY OF THE FNGLISH LANGUAGE INCLUDING SUCH TOPICS AS SOCIAL 
AND REGIONAL DIAL.ECTS, SOUNDS, GRAMMAR, USAGE, PSYCHOLlNGUISTICS 
AND SEMANTIC5. 

FALL. 

FONTAN, STAFF. 

CAS6611 

ECOLOGY OF L.AKES 

'+ 

STUDENT5 SURVEY THE MAJOR PRINCIPLES OF LIMNOLOGY, CONCF.NTRATING 

ON THF. PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LOCAL 

PONDS AND STRF.AMS. INCLUDES FIELD TRIPS. PRIMARILY FOR SCIFNCE 

AND SCINECE TEACHING STUDENTS. 

PREREQUISITfS: 

CAS 3150 OR EQUIVALENT. 

SPRING/SUMMER, EVEN YEARS. 

MENDLE50N. 

CAS6621 

WOMEN IN LATIN AMERICAN LITERATURF 

! STUDY OF LITERARY WORKS PRODUCED 8Y WOMEN IN L.ATIN AMFRICA AND 
A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF OTHER WORKS WHICH REFLECT THE ROLE WOMEN 

PLAY IN SOCIETY. 

WINTER. 

DURON. 

CAS6625 

LOCAL PLANNING ADMINISTRATION 

~OST OF LAND USE PLANNING, WHETHER UNDER FF.DERAL, STATF. OR LOCAL 
PROGRAMS IS OFTEN CARRIED OUT AT THE LOCAL LF.VEL. THIS CO URSE IS 
CAS Course Descriptions 135 
AIMFD AT PROV IDI NG TH~ STUDFN T WITH THF CONT~ TAD PROC' SS OF 
LOCAL PL ANN I NG AND ITS ADM IN I STRATION. TOPICS I CLUDFD AR~: LOC AL 
ZONI G AOl'll ISTRATION, SUBDIV I SION ADMIN ISTRAiION , CURR I'NT PLAN­
~ING, AND LONG RANGF. PLANNING. 
SP~ING/5UMMf.R . 
TONFR , COMMUNITY PROFF.SSOR. 
CAS6630 
TF.ACHING ENGLISH AS A SF.COND LANGUAGF 
3 
APPLICATIONS OF LINGUISTIC PRINCIPLFS TO THF TfACHING OF FNGLISH 
PRONUNCIATION, STRUCTuRF, AND VOCABULARY TO NON-NATIVF. SPEAKF.RS 
Of F.NGLISH. INCLU~F.S PRfPARATION OF MATF.RIALS AND DISCUSSION OF 
TF.CHNIQUF.S. 
OFFF.RFD BASF.~ UPON DFMAND. 
STAFF . 
CAS6631 
PLANT TAXONOMY 
4 
A STUDY OF THF FLOWFRING PLANTS OF THE CHICAGO REGION WITH fM­

PHASIS ON INDF.NTIFICATION, CLASSIFICATION AND NOMENCLATURE. OPFN 

TO ALL STUDFNTS. 

SPRING/SUMMF.R, EVF.N Y~ARS . 

GUNTHFR. 

CAS6662 

LIBRARY RfSOURCES FOR CLASSROOM TEACHERS 

3 

DESIGNF.D TO ASSIST SECONDARY TfACHERS IN ACQUIRING BASIC RF.SfARCH 

AND INFORMATION RF.TRIF.VAL SKILLS IN THF. ARFA OF HUMANITlfS, SO­

CIAL SCIF.NCF, ART, AND FTHNIC STUDIFS . FACILITIFS OF THF GSU LRC 

COLLFCTlONS, LOCAL HISTORICAL RFSOURCF.S, FTHNIC COLLFCT IONS IN 

MuSF.UMS AND PFRSONS INVOLVFD WITH STUDIES IN ETHNIC CULTURFS WILL 

BF. UTILIZFD FOR RESF.ARCH ASSIGNM"NTS. 

SPRING/SUMMER . 

VINYARD, HARRIS. 

CASS666 

CONTEMPORARY ISSUFS OF NATIVF AMFRICANS FROM A HISTORICAL PFR­

SPECTIVE 

I 
MILFSTONFS IN THE HISTORY OF AMFRICAN INDIANS WILL BE SURVEYED. 

CONTEMPORARY ISSUFS WILL BF FXPLORED IN THF LIGHT OF INDIAN 

HISTORY. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

CAS6667 

CONTFMPORARY ISSUES IN NATIVF AMFRICAN ART 

I 
STUDF.NTS WILL BE ABLE TO DIFFF.RENTIATF. VARIOUS TYPES OF INDIAN 

ART THROUGH A PRESENTATION OF WORKS OF CONTfMPORARY AMERICAN 

INDIAN ARTISTS AND A SURVFY OF TRADITIONAL TRIBAL ART. 

OFFF.RED BASED ON DF.MAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFF.SSOR, STAFF. 

CAS6668 

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN TRIBAL GOVERNMFNT ON RESF.RVATIONS 

I 
THIS COURSE WILL ANALYZE INDIAN EFFORTS TOWARD SFLF-DFTERMINATION 

; COLONIALISM AND F.CONOMIC DF.VELOPMFNT; AND HUMAN PROBLFMS ON 

AMERICAN INDIAN RESF.RVATIONS IN THF UNITED STATF.S. 

OFFF.RED BASF.D ON DFMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFF.SSOR, STAFF. 

CAS6669 

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN NATIVF AMERICAN LITF.RATURF. 

I 
INTRODUCTION TO LITERARY FORMS OF NATIVF. AMFRICANS, FOCUSING ON 

THOSE OF THF. CONTEMPORARY PFRIOD AND F.XAMINING THOSE THAT ARE 

PART OF THF. WESTERN LITERARY TRADITION. 

FALL . 

COMMUNITY PROFF.SSOR, STAFF. 

CAS6670 

PLANNING FRAMFWORKS 

4 
PROVIDES THF. OPPORTUNITY FOR NEW HUMAN ENVIRONMENT PLANNING stu­

DENTS TO COMPREHEND ITS MULTI-DISCIPLINARY NATURE, ACQUIRE A BA­

SIC KNOWLEDGF. OF ITS COMPONF.NT PARTS, ANO TO INTF.GRATF. AND SYN­

THESIZF. THOSF. COMPONENTS INTO A COHF.RF.NT, MULTI-DISCIPLINARY AP­

PROACH TO THF. DF.SIGN OF THE HUMAN F.NVIRONMF.NT CONSISTENT WITH 

THEIR OWN PROFESSIONAL GOALS. 

FALL. 

GIL. 

CAS6721 

ME TEOROLOG Y 

2, 3 . 

A GF.NERAL SURVEY OF BASIC PRINCIPLES OF METF.OROLOGY AND THF.IR AP­

PLICATION TO THE MOVEMENT OF AIR POLLUTANTS. THE THIRD UNIT WILL 

CONSIST OF EITHER A QUANTITATIVE OR QUALITATIVE EXTENSION OF THF. 

BASIC PRINCIPLF.S OF METEOROLOGY AND THF.IR ·APPLICATIONS IN PROFES­

SIONAL METEOROLOGY OR GENERAL STUDIFS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

YEAR EACH OF COLLEGE PHYSICS AND COLLEGE ALGFBRA, OR CAS4601. 

WINTF.R, ODD YEARS. 

SIEVERING. 

CII56725 
ANTHROPOLOGY F R PLANNFRS 
2 , ~ 

ST UOfNTS LF.ARN HOW TO OBS RVF AND RfCORO THF CULTURAL AND SOCIAL 

FEATURES OF UR8AN ~NVIRO MFNTS (STATUS AND RITUAL , USF OF SPACF, 

FTHNICITy , POPULAR SY MBOLS AND ARCHFTYPFS , R LIGION, TECHNOLOGY 

AND I DEOLOGY, ETC. ) THAT ARF THF HU~A BASES FOR FUTURF PLANNING. 

STRESSES A MET HODOLOG Y OF " IMPACT AS5F.5 SMf./'iT" THAT IS US FD TO 

PROJECT SOCIAL AND CULTURAL CONSEQUF NCE S OF GIVPN PLA NING OP­

TIONS. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

HAGFNS. 

CAS6730 

MICROBIOLOGICAL TfCHNIQUFS 

4 
CONSIDF.RS THF. FUNCTION OF BACTFRIA AND VIRUSFS IN NAT URAL' DI S­
TURBED FNVIRONMFNTS. PRIMARY FMPHASIS IS ON THF TFCHNIQ UFS FOR 
DF.TFCTING, CULTURING S IDFNTIFYING BACT"RIA . STU DfNTS ARf INTRO­
DUCED TO THF BASIC MO~PHOlOGY ANO PHYSIOLOGY OF VI RUSFS AND BAC ­
TERIA FROM SOIL, AIR, AND WATER . STUDFNTS CONSIDFR THF FU CTION 
OF ALGAF. AND FUNGI IN NATURAL AND DISTURBFD FNVIRONMF NTS, ANO ~RF 
INTRODUCED TO THE BASIC MORPHOLOGY AND PHYSIOL.OGY OF ALGAF AND 

FUNGI FOUND IN SOIL, AIR AND WATER. 

PRERFQUISITFS:

GENFRAL BIOLOGY AND CHFMISTRY. 

FALL. 

ZALFWSK I. 

CAS6751 
. CHINFSF. CULTURF.: LANGUAGF AND LITERATURF 
3 
THF OBJF.CTIVF OF THIS COURSE 15 TO GAIN AN INSIDF UNDFR STANDI G 
OF CHINF.SF. CULTURF THROUGH THF. LANGUAGF AND LITFRATURF.. 5TUDF NT S 
IN THIS COURSF WILL LFARN TO SPFAK THF LANGUAGF., BF. FAMI LI AR WITH 
CHINESE SENTENCF PATTERNS AND MODALITIES OF EXPRESSION, A 0 WILL 
ALSO ENGAGE IN A STRUCTURAL RFADING OF CHINfSE LITERATURF. SF­

LECTfD FROM MAJOR LITERARY GF NRFS . 

OFFERFD BASED UPON DFMAND. 

WF. I. 
CAS6752 
PHILOSOPHICAL THFMES IN CONT"MPORARY LITFRATURE 
3 
THIS COURSE SHOWS HOW PHILOSOPHICAL IDEAS ARF FMBODI ED IN LITFR­
ARY WORKS OF ART AND ALSO PRESENTS A MFTHODOLOGY OF THfMA TIC 

STUDIES IN LITERATURE. 

wiNTER . 

wI' I. 

CAS6755 

THE SHORT STORY 

3 

STUDY OF THE DFVELOPMFNT OF THF SHORT STORY AS A L1TFRARY Gel,RI' 

AND THE MAJOR CHANGES IN THFORY ANO PRACTICES OF THF ART. 

FALL . 

FONTAN, STAFF . 

CAS6756 

ASIAN-AMERICAN LITERATURE 

l 
A STUDY OF SELF.CTED ASIAN-AMFRICAN WRITINGS, DEFINING THE ASIAN­

AMF.RICAN AND ASIAN-AMFRICAN LITERATURE . INCLUDES WORKS OF CHI­

NESF AMF.RICANS , JAPANF.SE AMERICANS, AND FILIPINO AMF.RICANS. 

OFFERF.D BASED UPON DEMAND. 

FONTAN, STAFF . 

CAS6770 

SHAKF.SPFARF. I: HISTORIFS AND COMEDIF.S 

l 
THF. HISTORIF.S AND COMEDIES ARF. STUDIED LF.ADING TO DF.MONSTRATED 

CAPACITY TO F.VALUATF. SHAKFSPF.ARF.'S WORKS AS LITERATURE. 

OFFERF.D BASED UPON DF.MAND . 

BERND. 

CAS6771 

SHAKESPEARF. II: TRAGF.DIF.S AND ROMANCF.S 

l 
THE TRAGEDIES AND ROMANCES ARE STUDIF.D LEADING TO DEMONSTRATfD 

CAPACITY TO F.VALUATE SHAKF.SPEARE'S WORKS AS lITERATURF. . 

OFFERED BASF.D UPON DEMAND. 

BF.RND . 

CAS6780 

ADVANCED COLOR TELEVISION PRODUCTION 

4 
STUDENTS DEMONSTRATE KNOwLEDGE OF UNIQUE ASPECTS OF COLOR IN TEL­

EVISION FROM PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES TO AESTHETIC JUDIOE MENTS; PRO­

DUCE AND DIRECT COLOR PRODUCTIONS IN SOPHISTICATED COLOR FA­

CILITY . 

PREREQUISITES: 

CAS7000, CAS7960 AND/OR PERMISSION. 

WINTER. 

STAFF. 
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CAS &790 
NAT URE INlE~PRETAT 1 0N : PRI NCIPLE AND PRACTICE 
3 
DEVELOPMENT AND ANA LYSIS OF V~R I OV> INTERPRETATIvE P~OCR~HS ON 
NATURE, ~ISTORY, AND THE EN IRONMtNI. EXAMINfS TH E PRINCIPLES AND 
HETHODS OF INTERPRE TATI VE PROGRA MS AND AC TIVITI ES ASSOC IATEC ~IIH 
NATURE CENTERS M,a ENV IRONME NTAL ST UDY AREAS. STUDE NT S WILL BE 
EXPECTED TO DEVE LOP INT ER PRE TATIVE MATERIALS AND TES T THEM IN THE 
fiELD . 
Of FERED eASED UPON DEMAND. 
MUL E', COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 
CAS6~OO 
NEw COMMUNITIES DEVELOPMENT (SIr<) 
I-~ 
SrlJCENT S INVESTIGATE THE RELEVANCE AND FEASIBILITY OF THE "'EI, 

TO\lN CONC EPT AND THE DEVELOPMENT Of A NATIONAL URBAN GROwTH POL­

I CY IN THE CONTEXT OF AMERICAN PLANNING PRACTICES AND PROBLEMS 

AND I TS TRANSLATION INTO POLICIES AND OPeRATIONAL FRAMEWORKS . 

STUDENTS EXAMINE THE PLANNING ANO DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS OF NEW 

COMMUNITIES AND EXPLORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR INCORPORATING TECHNO­

LOGICAL AND SOCIAL INNOVATIONS IN NEw COMMUNITY PROJECTS . 

f LL, WI NTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

GI L. 

CAS6810 

WRITING FOR PRINT MEDIA 

3 

wRITING SKILLS FOR JOURNALISTS. COURSE STR ESSES DEVELOPMENT OF 

BASIC WRITING SKILLS REQUIRED FOR A CAREER IN PRINT AND BRQO.DCAST 

JOURNALISM. STU DE NTS RECEIVE LAB EXPERIENCE IN NEWSWRITING, COPY­

EDITING, HEADLINE AND CAPTION-WRITING, ETC . 

wi NTER . 

STEINE R. 

CAS6811 

NEWSWRITING AND REPORTING 

, 
INTENDED FOR BEGINNING NEwSWRITERS; DESIGNED AND STRUCTURED WITH 

THE EXPECTATION THAT SKILLS LEARN ED IN ThE CLASSROOM WILL EE A­
VAILABLE ON THE BEAT. . 

FALL. 

STEINI:.R. 

CAS6812 

INVESTIGATIVI:. AND SPECIALIZED REPORTING 

3 

CONTINUATION OF SKILLS LEARNED IN REPORTING I; I:.MPHASIS ON BEAI 

REPORTING, INTERVIEWING, SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH METHODS. ELEMENTARY 

INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING TECHNIQUE S ARE INTRODUCED. 

PREREQU ISITES: 

PRIOR JOURNALISM WRITING. 

WINTER, EVEN YEARS. 

STEINER. 

CAS68~O 
FILM SEMINAR : 
3 

SELECTED TOPICS IN FILM, FILM REVIEwS, CRITIQUES AND ANALYSES. 

SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER SEMINAR DEALS WiTH CHICAGO AREA FILMMAKERS. 

FALL. 

MARZ YNSK I. 

CAS68S2 
PHOTO HISTORY 
3 
THE STUDY OF PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORY IN TERMS OF CHEMICAL AND PHYS­
ICAL DISCOVERY AS WELL AS AESTHETIC, DOCUMENTARY, AND COMMERCIAL 
APPL ICAT ION. 
FALL. 

BOERSMA. 

CAS6899 

ORN ITHOLOG Y 

3 

STUDENTS EXPLORE THE MAJOR PRINCIPLES OF AVIAN BIOLOGY AND LEARN 

TO IDENTIFY THE MAJORITY OF MIGRANT AND RESIDENT BIRD SPECIES OF 

THE CHICAGO AREA. 

WINTER . 

MENDELSON. 

CAS6900 

ORNITHOLOGY II 

3 

CONT INUAT ION OF CAS6899. 

PREREQUISITES: . 

CAS6899 OR PERMISSION. 

SPR lNG/SUMMER. 

MENDELSON. 

CAS6920 

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENTS: CHARACTERISTICS AND DEVELOPMENT 

1 
STU DE NTS DESCRIBE ENVIRONMENTS IN TERMS OF SOIL, TOPOGRAPHY, 

CLIMAT E AND LOCAL WATER. THEIR DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY AND POSSIBLE 

FUTUR ES ARE EMPHASIZED. 

WINTER . 

SIEMRO. 

CAS69 30 
~R I TING FO R RADIO ~ND TELEVISION, 
EXERCISES AND S RIPT WRITING FOR THE RADIO AND TELEVISION MEDIA. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

STAfF. 

CAS6932 

FILM AND FILMMAKERS I 

2 
A FILM ANALYSIS CLASS DEALING wiTH SHORT FILMS MACE AS A FI LM ­

MAKERS PERSONAL EXPRESSION. EACH SEES ION wILL CONCENTRA TE AROUND 

ONE FILMMAKER WHO WILL BE PRESENT IN THE CLASS . MOST OF IhE 

FILMMAKERS ARE FROM THE CHICAGO AREA. AT LEAST Ol'<E CLASS .ILL BE 

RELATED TO CURRENT GSU GRAUDATE FILM PRODUCTION . 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

~'AR ZYNSK I. 

CAS6933 

FILM AND FILMMAKERS II 

2 

CONT INJA TlON OF CAS6932 . 

SPRING/SU~'MER; OFFERED IN WINTER BASEG UPON DEMAND. 

MARZYNSKI. 

CAS691S 
PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOUNDATIONS 
3 
ORGANIZES ACTIVITIES IN P~YSICAL SCIENCE THAT REFLECT THE WAY 
THE SCIENTISTS AS wELL AS GROlilNG CHILDREN SEARCH FOR ,.,EANING AND 
ANSWERS IN THE WORLD AROUND THEM. RE~UIRES THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
TEACHER TO INTERPRET THE CHILD'S QUESTIONS IN A MANNER ThAT HAS 
RELEVANCE FOR THE KIND OF IN~UIRY WHIC~ RESULTS IN T~E ORGANIZED 
INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITIES. PROVIDES OPPORTLNITY FOR DEVELOPING A FOS­

ITIVE SCIENTIFIC ATTITLDE, AND USING SKILLS IN THE PROCESS OF 

DISCOVERY. 

FALL; OFFEREU BASED UPON DEMAND IN OTHER TERMS. 

KISHTA. 

CAS69lS 

wRITING FOR FILN/VIDEO 

3 

ADVANCED SCRIPT WRITING CLASS FOR STUDENTS WHO UNDERSTAND ItRMI­

NOLOGY, PRODUCTION FUNDAMENTALS, AND CREATING VISUAL SEQUENCES 

FUR FILM. 

PRERI:.<;U IS I TES: 

WRITING CLASS IN FILM AND TELEVISION OR EXPERIENCE IN SCRIPT 

wRITING FOR FILM OR TELEVISION. 

WINTER, EVEN YEARS. 

STAFF. 

CAS69~O 
PHYSIOLOGIC SYSTEMS I 

3 

CONTENT INCLUDES GENERAL CELL FUNCTIONS, INTEGRATIVE FUNCTIONS OF 

NERVOUS SYSTEM, REGULATING MECHANISMS AS THESE APPLY TO HUMAN AND 

OTHER MAMMALIAN SYSTEMS. 

FALL, WINTER. 

MOHBERG. 

CAS69S0 

PHYSIOLOGIC SYSTEMS II 

3 

A STUDY Of CARDIOVASCULAR, PULMONARY, RENAL AND GASTROINTESTINAL 

PHYSIOLOGY INVOLVING 60TM THEORY AND LABORATORY APPLICATIONS. 

PREREQUISI TES: 

CAS69~O. 
FALL, WINTER. 

HOHBERG. 

CAS6960 

BROADCASTING IN AMERICA 

3 

AN EXAMINATION Of THE DEVELOPMENT, STRUCTURE, CONTENT, CONTEXT, 

AND INFLUENCES Of THE BROADCAST MEDIA. 

WINTER . 

MUCHNIK, COMMUNITY PROfESSOR. 

CAS6961 

BROADCAST JOURNALISM 

3 

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES FOR THE BROADCAST JOURNALIST. TRANSLATES 

T~EORY INTO PRACTICAL REALITY OF COVERING STORIES FOR RADIO AND 

TELEVISION. LABORATORY EXPERIENCES ARE AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THE 

COURSE. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PRIOR MEDIA OR JOURNALISM COURSE. 

OFFERED IN SPR lNG/SUMMER BASED UPON DEMAND. 

MUCHNIK, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CAS6962 
AN IMAT I ON 
~, 6 
INTRODUCTION TO THE BASIC TECHNIQUES OF CREATING ANIMATED FILMS 
USING SUPER 8MM. STUDENTS EXPLORE TWO AND THREE DIMEN SIONAL 
ANIMATED FORMATS AND DEVELOP A FOUNDATION IN ANIMATION THEORY AND 
PRODUCTION BY COMPLETING EXERCISES AND A FINAL PROJECT. 
OFFERED IN W INTER BASED UPON DEMAND. 
MARZYNSKI, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 
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CAS6910 
MEDIA COMMUNI CATIONS LAW 

2, 4 

I DE NTFIES, DETAILS, AND EVALUATES VARIOUS CONTEMPORARY IS SUES IN 

ME DIA LAW FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE COMMUNICATOR. INCL UDE S FRE E 

SPEE CH PRINCIPLES, FIRST AMENDMENT ISSUES, LIBEL, BROADCAST REGU­

LATION, RIGHT IF PRIVACY, COPYRIGHT, FAIR TRIAL/FREE PRESS. 

FALL, ODD YEARS. 

MUCHN IK. 

CAS6971 

MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH 

2-, '* 
THIS COURSE WILL FIRST EXAMINE PAST AND CONTEMPORARY MASS ~EDIA 

EFFECTS RESEARCH AND WILL LOOK AT WHAT HAS BEEN DONE, WHY, AND 

WITH WHAT SUCCESS. THE TRENDS IN RESEARCH BOTH THEMATICALLY AND 

METHCDOLOGICALLY WILL &E STUDIED. STUDE~TS WILL DESIGN A SIGNIFI­

CANT PROuECT WHICH INVESTIGATES MASS MEDIA IN SOME AREA OF THEIR 

CHOICE. 

S PR I NG/ SUMMER. 

STEINER. 

CAS6981 

URBAN uOURNALISM 

3 

EMPHASIZES REPORTING OF VARIOUS ASPECTS OF MODERN URBAN SOCIETY. 

STUDENTS HAVE OPPORTUNITIES TO ATTEMPT INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING OF 

~~~Z~~ SUCH AS CONSUMERISM, ECOLOGY, GOVERNMENT, AND RACE RELA­
OFFERED IN SPRING/SUMMER BASED UFON DEMAND. 

STE INER, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CAS6983 

MEDIA TEAM FIELD PROuECT 

4 P/NC 

ADVANCED FRODUCT ION STUDENTS MAKE APPLICATION AND ARE SELECTED 

FOR A MEDIA TEAM. THE MEDIA TEAM DEVELOPS AN INTERRELATED SET OF 

MEDIA PROuECTS AROUND A SPECIFIC ENVIRONMENT. A WEEK OR MORE IS 

SPENT ON LOCATION AT ADDITIONAL COST TO THE STUDENT. FINAL PRO­

uECTS ARE THEN PRESENTED FOR PUBLIC EXHIBITION AND DISPLAY 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION. 

SPR I NG/ SUMMER. 

MUCHN IK, SCHRAhZ. 

CAS6990 
PLANNING: A SYSTEMS APPROACH 
3 
PROVIDES A FRAMEWORK WITHIN WHICH THE DEVELOPMENTS IN URBAk THE­
ORY AND PRACT ICE CAN BE RELATED TO THE URGENT PROBLEMS OF UNDER­
STANDING AND PI.ANNING OF CITIES AND REGIONS. THROUGH THE DEVELOP­
MENT IF A SYSTEMIC FRAME OF REFERENCE FROM WHICH TO VIEW THE 
TOTAL ENVIRON'lENT, THE COURSE SEEKS TO DEVELOP AN AWARENESS OF 
THE CRUCIAL IMPORTANCE OF THE PROCESSES OF CHANGE IN THE HUMAN/ 
URBAN ENVIRON'lENT, THE UNDERLYING REASONS FOR THEM, THEIR MANNER 
IF ACCOMPLlSt+lENT, AND THE COMPLEX WEB OF INTERACT IONS BETWEEN 
HUMAN GROUPS AND SETTLEMENTS. 
SPR lNG/SUMMER. 
GIL. 
CAS7000 

TELEVISION PRODuCTION 

4 

FUNDAMENTAL PRODUCTION TECHNI~UES IN COLOR STUDIO. STUDENTS DE­

SIGN, WRITE, PRODUCE BASIC FORMATS INCR~ASING IN COMPLEXITY, CREW 

ALL POSITIONS INCLUDING CAMERA, LIGHTING, AUDIO, VIDEO SWITCHER, 

AND DEMONSTRATE CREATIVE ABILITY. 

WINTE~ SPRING/SUMMER. 

MUCHNIK. 

CAS7002 

WORKSHOP: TELEVISION I 

I 
THIS COURSE WILL PROVIDE A FUNDAMENTAL KNOWLEDGE OF TELEVISION AS 
A COMMUNICATIONS MEDIUM AND AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE ADVANTAGES OF 
ITS USE AS AN EDUCATIONAL TOOL. HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE wILL ' BE GIVEN 
IN THE OPERATION OF TELEVISION EQUIPMENT AND THE OPPORTUNITY TO 
PLAN AND PARTICIPATE IN PRACTICAL CLASSROOM TELEVISION PROuECTS. 
OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 
COMMUNITY PROFESSCR, STAFF. 
CAS7003 

wORKSHOP: TELEVISION II 

I 
THIS COURSE WILL BEGIN WHERE TELEVISION WORKSHOP I ENDED. A MORE 
ADVANCED APPROACH TO THE USE OF TELEVISION AS A COMMUNICATIONS 
TOOL WILL BE EXPLORED. PROuECTS WILL CENTER AROUND THE DESIGN AND 
DEVELOPMENT IF INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS FOR CLASSROOM USE; AND 
UTILIZE ALL TELEVISION AND MEDIA EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE TO THEM. 
OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 
COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 
CAS7005 

TELEVISION: REMOTE COLOR TECHNIQUES 

3 

CONSIDERATIONS OF NON-STUDIO PRODUCTION USING MINI-CAM TYPE 

EQUIPMENT. PRAGMATIC APPROACH TO PROBLEMS OF ENG (ELECTRONIC 

NEwS GATHERING) AND EFP ( EL ECTRONIC FIELD PRODUCT ION). 

PIIEREQUISnES: 

CAS/OOO OR PERMISSION. 

FALL. 

F ISK. 

CAS7021 

MEDIA AND SOCIETY 

3 

SURVEYS THE DEVELOPMENT AND INFLUENCE OF THE MASS MEDIA I NC~UD ­

ING BROADCASTING, FILM, AND PRINT. EXAMINES I/\PAC T OF MECIA IN 

TERMS IF ITS IMPACT ON SOCIAL, ECONO~dC, LI NGU ISTIC, AND CUL­

TURAL STRUCTURES. 

FALL. 

STEINER. 

CAS/022 
PLANNING METHODOLOGY 
4 
THE PLANNING FROCESS HAS BECOME INCREASINGLY COMPLEX AS MORE AND 
MORE FACTORS HAVE BEEN RECOGNIZED AS RELEVANT TO IT. THI S COURSE 
REVIEI>S AND EXPLORES THE ROLE OF SOME PLANNING AND EVALUAT ION 
METHODS IN THE OVERALL PLANNING PROCESS. TOPICS COVERED IN CLUDE: 
GOAL AND ATTITUDE SURVEYS; ASSESSING PROBABILTTY AND UTILI TY; 
FRAMEWORKS FOR LAND-USE, ENVIRONMENTAL, ECONOMIC, AND SOCIAL IM­
PACT ASSESSMENT IF DEVELOPMENT PLANS; COST-BENE FIT ANALYS IS/ THE 
PLANNING BALANCE SHEET; AND THE GOALS ACHIEV EMENT MATRIX. 
WINTER. 
GIL. 
CAS/025 
MED ICAL PHYS ICS 
~ 
PROVIDES STUDENTS IN THE HEALTH SCIENCES WITH A BACKGROUND I N 

PHYSICS TMAT IS GENERAL IN SCOPE AND STRESSES APPLICATION S ~HI CH 

WILL BE IMPORTANT IN THEIR PROFESSIONAL "ORK, SUCH AS A KNOw­

LEDGE GF LIGHT MICROSCOPES, CENTRIFUGES, ELECTRON MICROSCOPES, 

RADIATION DETECTION SYSTEMS, AND THE PHYSICAL LAWS RELATI NG TO 

CHEMICAL, BIOChEMICAL, AND PHYSIOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

CCLLEGE ALGEBRA OR PERMISSION. 

WI NTER. 

KISHTA. 

CAS7037 

ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY 

3 

STUDENTS WILL STUDY CHEMICAL PRINCIPLES IN THE CONTEXT OF THE IR 

APPLICATIONS TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS. THIS COURSE IS INTE/'IDEO 

FOR STUDENTS WHO HAVE SOME CHE~ICAL BACKGROUND AND A FAM ILIARIT Y 

WITH ENVIRONMENTAL CONCEPTS AND PROBLEMS. TOPICS WILL IN CLUDE : 

ENVIRONEMTNAL ORIGINS, ENERGY, AIR AND WATER POLLUTION, AN D MIN­

ERAL RESOURCES. 

PREREQUISITES: 

GENERAL CHEMISTRY. 

SPR lNG/SUMMER. 

ADDISON. 

CAS/040 

PLANT MICROENVIRONMENTS II 
3 
RELATIONSHIP BETwEEN SEASONAL CHANGES IN VARIOUS ENVIRONMENT AL 
FACTORS AND THE DEVELOP~IENT OF EARLY SUMMER PHENOPHASES INC LUDING 
SEEDLING ESTABLISHMENT, FLOWER FORMATION AND FRUIT SET. LECTURE 
AND LABORATORY MEETINGS CONCENTRATE ON THE ECOLOGY OF PLANT-PLAN I 
AND PLANT-ANIMAL INTERACTIONS AS WELL AS THE ENVIR ON MENTAL PHYSI­
OLOGY OF THE EARLY SUMMER PHENOPHASES. LATE SUMMER PHf NOPHA5ES OF 
FRUIT RIPENING AND SENESCENCE ARE COVERED IN LECTURE AND DI SC USS­
ION. 
PREREQU IS I TES: 
CAS 7050. 
SPRING/SUMMER. 
GUNT HER. 
CAS7050 
PLANT MICROENVIRONMENTS 
3 
STUDY OF VARIOUS ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS AND HOW THEY RELATE TO THE 
SPRING PHENOPHASES OF BUD SPROUTING AND SEED GERMINATION. LECTURE 
AND LABORATORY MEETINGS CONCENTRATE ON FIELD METHODS OF MEASURING 
FACTORS SUCH AS SOIL NUTRITION, WATER, TEMPERATURE, AND LIGH T us­
ING CONTINUOUS MONITORING SYSTEMS AT REGUALR INTERVALS . STUD ENTS 
ALSO STUDY THE ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSIOLOGY OF SEED GERMINATION ANP 
BUD SPROUT ING IN DEPTH USING MATERIALS TAKEN DIRECTLY FROM CUR­
RENT SCIE"TIFIC L1TERATLRE. 
PREREQU I SITES: 
CAS6160, OR ANY OTHER COURSE IN INTRODUCTORY BOTANY; CAS6721 IS 
A CO-REQU I SITE. 
WINTER. 
GUNT HER. 
CAS7052 

TOPICS IN POPULAR CULTURE 

2 

EXAMINES THE NATURE OF POPULAR CULTURE THROUGH MAuOR TOPICS OR 

THEMES INCLUDING MOVIES, MUSIC, SPORTS, AND POLITICS. ALSO EXAM­

INES HOW POPULAR CULTURE FOSTERS POLITICAL AND SOCIAL CHANGE. 

SPRING/SUMMER, EVEN YEARS. 

STE INER. 
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CAS106A 
LOCAL FLORA 
2 
A SURVEY OF NATIVE AND NATURALIZED FLOWERING PLANTS PREDOM INATING 
IN THE SUMMER FLORA OF NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS. FIELD TRIPS AND 
LABORATORY SESSIONS WILL STRESS IDE~TIFICATION AND COLLECTION. 
PARTICIPAN TS WILL ALSO BE INTRODUCED TO REPRESENTATIVE FLO~ERING 
PLANT FAMILIES, TYPICAL ASSOCIATIONS OF FLOWERING PLANTS IN LOCAL 
eCOSYSTEMS, TAXONOMIC TERMINOLOGY, CLASSIFICATION, NOMENCLATURE, 
DIAGNOS TIC KEYS, AND sERVERAL COMPREHENSIVE GUIDES TO LOCAL AND 
II.EGIONAL FLORAS. 
OFfERED BA SED ON DEMAND. 
COMMuN IT Y PROFESSOR, STAFF. 
CAs706S 

SOIL ECOLOGY 

3 

A ST UD Y OF SOILS IN ILLI~' Ols IN RELATION TO THEIR TAXONOMY, 

ECO LOG Y, AND LAND-USE PLANNING. EXAMINES CHARATERlsTICS OF THE 

GREAT SOIL GROUPS, ASSOCIATIONS AND SERIES IN RELATION TO SOIL 

FORMING PROCESSES AND VEGETATIONAL ECOLOGY. LAB AND FIELD SUR­

VEY S INC LU DE IDENTIFICATION AND MAPPING OF SOILS IN ILLINOIS. 

INCLUDES A DISCUSSION OF THE MANAGEMENT OF ILLINOIS SOILS AS A 

NATURAL RESOURCE IMPORTANT IN LAND-USE DECISIONS. 

PREREQU I 5 I TEs: 

CAS 3150 OR EQUIVALENT. 

FALL, EVEN YEARS. 

MENDELSON, COMM~NITY PROFESSOR. 

CAS7079 
JESUS, MARX AND AMERICA 
3 
A SURVEY AND COMPARISON OF THE IDEOLOGIES OF JESUS CHRIST, KARL 
MARX, AND THE u.S.A., INCLUDING POPULAR IMAGING AND OFFICAL PRO­
NOU NC EMENTS FOR THE PURPOSE OF HELPING STUDENTS DISCOVER WHAT 
HAPP EN S TO PEOPLE AND IDEAS WHEN "DOGMATISM" AND "INSTITUTIONAL­
IZA TION" SET IN. 

OFF ERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF. 

CAS7080 

POLLUTION CONTROL TECHNIQUES 

3 

REVIEWS SAMPLING AND CONTROL TECHNIQUES AND INSTRUMENTATION FOR 

AIR AND WATER POLLUTION CONTROL. ESPECIALLY USEFUL TO ENVIRON­

MENTAL MANAGEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYST STUDENTS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

COLLEGE ALGEBRA, BASIC COLLEGE CHEMISTRY. 

WINTER, DURING ODD YEARS. 

SIEVERING, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CAS7090 

RELIGION AND HUMAN SEXUALITY 

3 

STUDENTS EXAMINE JEWISH, ROMAN CATHOLIC, PROTESTANT, OCCULT, SE­

CULAR, AND EASTERN RELIGIOUS ATTITUDES, TEACHINGS, AND BEHAVIOR 

REGARDING SEX-RELATED TOPICS. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF. 

CAs7I 3I 
CHILCREN AND TELEVISION 
3 
EXPLORES CHILDREN'S TELEVISION PROGRAMMING AND ITS IMPACT; EVAL­
UATES SUCH PROGRAMMING IN 'TERMS OF ITS PRODUCTION QUALITY, SOCIAL 
VALUES, AND EDUCATIONAL ENTERTAINMENT ATTRIBUTES; IDENTIFIES RE­
SOLftCES OF CHILDREN'S TELEVISION VIEWING IN RELATION TO DEVELOP­
MENT ATTRIBUTES; IDENTIFIES RESOURCES OF CHILDREN'S TELEVISON 
VIEWING IN RELATION TO DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHILD. 
FALL. 
GILBERT, MUCHNIK. 
CAS7I50 

MASS MEDIA lIND POLITICS 

3 

INVESTIGATES THE USE lIND IMPACT OF MASS MEDIA, PARTICULARLY THE 

ELECTRONIC BROADCAST MEDIA, UPON THE POLITICAL PROCESS. CONSIDERS 

BOTH THE ROLE AND FUNCTION OF MEDIA AS WELL AS SPECIFIC CASE STU­

DIES. PARTICULAR ATTENTION IS GIVEN CURRENT POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS. 

FALL, EVEN YEARS. 

f'lJCHNIK. 

CAS7162 

FEATURE AND REVIEW WRITING 

3 

AN ADVANCED WRITING MODULE FOR STUDENTS INTERESTED IN CAREERS IN 

PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISM. LAB WORK EMPHASIZES THE INTERRELATION­

SHIP OF STYLE lIND CONTENT IN JOURNALIST WRITING. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERM ISSION OR PRIOR JOURNALISM. 

WIN TER. 

STEINER. 

CAS7I90 

CHICAGO MEDIA LABORATORY 

2 
USE S THE CHICAGO MEDIA ENVIRONMENT FOR ON-SITE SEMINARS AND OB­
SER VATION OF PRODUCTION PROCESSES AT VARIOUS TELEVISION, RADIO, 
fILM, AND PRINT MED IA OUTLETS. STUDENTS DEVELOP PIEIlI OWN CASE 

STUDY AND PARTICIPATE IN CLASS PLAN NED SEMINAR AT GSU. LlMIT-15. 

WINTER, EVeN YEARS. 

MUCHNIIC . 

CAs7195 

MEDIA PRODUCTION PRACTICUM 

2- 8 

IN ONE AREA OF SPECIALTY, THE STUDENT WILL BE ASSIGNED TO WORK 

IN GSU's INSTRUCTIONAL COMMUNICATIONS CENTER UNDER SUPERVISION 

OF A FULL-TIME ICC STAFF MEMBER AND ICC MEDIA FACULTY MEMBER. 

EXPERIENCE IN THOSE AREAS UNI~UE TO THE PRODUCTION HOUSE WILL BE 

EMPHASIZED. EVALUATION WILL BE BASED UPON SPECIFIC ASSIGNMENTS 

RELATED TO ON-GOING PROJECTS OF THE ICC. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PRIOR PRODUCTION COURSES IN AREA TO WHICH STUDENT IS TO BE 

ASSIGNED; PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

STAFF. 

CAS7210 

RAD I OCHEM I 5 TRY 

3 

INCLUDES AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIOACTIVITY THEORY, INTERACTIONS OF 

RADIATION WITH MATTER, USE OF DETECTION EQUIPMENT AND APPLICA­

TIONS OF RADIOCHEMICAL TECHNIQUES TO CHEMICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL 

PROBLEMS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

CAS4601, OR ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS AND CALCULUS. 

SPRING/SUMMER, EVEN YEARS. 

CEHELNIK, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CAs7220 

AESTHETI CS 

3 

FOCUSES ON THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF AESTHETICS IN MAJOR 

PHILOSOPHICAL SCHOOLS AND ANALYSIS OF CONCEPTS AND THE SOLUTION 

OF PROBLEMS THAT ARISE ~HEN ONE CONTEMPLATES AESTHETIC OBJECTS. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

WE I. 

CAS7229 

WORK AND FAMILY LIFE 

3 

THE COURSE WILL ANALYZE FAMILY LIFE/WORK WORLD ARTICULATION. AN 

INITIAL HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF CHANGE FROM A PRE-INDUSTRIAL ECON­

OMY WILL INFORM SUBSEQUENT EFFORTS TO ANALYZE EFFECTS OF OCCUPA­

TIONAL SEGREGATION ON MEN'S AND WOMEN'S WORK ROLES: CO'NSEQUENCES 

OF SPECIFIC OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCES OF WOMEN AND CONTEMPORARY 

FAMILY CONSTELLATION/WORK WORLD OPTIONS FOR DEALING WITH CHANGE. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

GROSS. 

CAs7230 

AMERICAN URBAN HISTORY 

3 

THIS COURSE PRESENTS A HISTORICAL EXAMINATION OF THE PROCESS OF 

MODERNIZATION AND ITS EFFECT ON THE AMERICAN CITY AND PEOPLE WITH 

EMPHASIS ON MIGRATION AND MOBILITY, FAMILY ROLES, MACHINE POLI­

TICS, AND VARIOUS REFORM MOVEMENTS. 

FALL; WINTER; OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND IN SPRING/SUMMER TERM. 

KE LL Y. 

CAS7264 

AMERICAN HISTORY SEMINAR: ••• 

) 
IN THIS COURSE A STUDENT SELECTS FRDM A PRESCRIBED LIST A TOPIC 

IN AMERICAN HISTORY, READS A NUMBER OF DESIGNATED WORKS ON THAT 

TOPI, AND SYNTHESIZING THOUGHTS AND READINGS, ANSWERS SEVERAL 

oSSAY TYPE FINAL EXAMINATION QUESTIONS. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

KELL Y. 

CAS7267 

REGIONAL PLANNING 

3 

BROAD COVERAGE OF REGIONAL PLANNING, ITS BASIC CONCEPTS, TECHN­

IQUES 00 ANALYSIS, AND PLANNING METHODS. 

WI NTER. 

TONER. 

CAS727I 

URBAN STUDIES: INTRODUCTION TO THE CITY 

3 

APPRAISAL AND ANALYSIS OF URBAN GROWTH AND DYNAMICS IN RELATION 

TO GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS, SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC LIFE, ENVIRON­

MENTAL ISSUES AND THE STRUCTURE OF THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT. AN 

INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO THE STUDY OF AMERICAN URBAN 

ENVIRONMENTS. 

WINTER. 

MCCLELLAN. 
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CAS7212 
URBAN POPULA TION 

3 

INTENDED FOR ADVANCED UND ERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS INTER­

ES TED IN APPLYI NG TECHNI<; UES OF POPUl."TI ON "i'lA LYSIS IN UR BAN 

SET TINGS. 

PRERE<;U IS I TES: 

CAS7569, OR PERMISSION. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

JESSEN. 

CAS727~ 
TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIAL CHANGE 

3 

EXAMINES THE IMPACT OF SIGNIFICANT TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES UPON 

SOCIAL STRUCTURES, LIFESTYLES, INSTlTuT IONS, AND COMMUNITIES, 

STARTING ~ITH THE NEOLITHIC AGRICULTURAL REVOLUTION AND CULMINA­

T I NG I N CONTEMPORARY UR BAN S YS TEMS. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

JESSEN. 

CAS7280 

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION/COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

3 

ANALYZES NOTIONS OF POWER, COMMUNITY STRuCTURE, COMMuNITY DEVEL­

OPMENT, AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION AND 

RENEWAL. 

SPRING /SUMMER. 

MC CLELLAN. 

CAS7283 

LOCAL HISTORY: RESOURCES AND METHODS 

3 

AN EXAMINATION OF BASIC RESOURCES AND METHOOS FOR LOCAL AND COM­

MUNITY HISTORY. STUDENTS WILL BE INVOLVED WTIH SPECIFIC RESEARCH 

PROJEC TS. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

Me CLELLAN. 

STUDENT IN THE UNIVERSITY CAN ENTER IN CONSULTATION WITH A PRO­
CAS7"10 
RESEARCHING SCIENCE INFORMATION 

2 

HELPS DEVELOP AND IMPROVE SKILLS FOR BASIC LIBRARY RESEARCH. WORK 

DEALS WITH ORGANIZATION OF SCIENCE REFERENCE SOURCES, AND WITH 

TECHNIQUES FOR FINDING SPECIFIC INFORMATION; INCLUDES OVERVIEW 

OF CURRENT AND PROJECTED INFORMAT ION STORAGE AND RETR IEVAL SYS­

TEMS, AND GIVES PRACTICE IN SEARCH TECHNIQUES AND IN DEVELOPING 

COMPREHENSIVE BIBLIOGRAPHIES. OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

HAKALA. 

CAS7411 

OPEN EDUCATION: THEORY 

2 

INVESTIGATES THE BASIC ASSUMPTIONS uPON WHICH OPEN EDUCATION IS 

BUILT AND EXAMINES SOME EXAMPLES OF ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS 

FOR IMPLEMENTING THOSE ASSUMPTIONS. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

PRESS. 

CAS7"19 

TEACHING SECONDARY SCHOOL SCIENCE 

3 

SCIENCE AND SCIENCE TEACHING ARE DIRECTLY RELATED BY THEIR GOALS 

AND METHODS. STUDENTS EXAMINE THE NATURE OF SCIENCE FROM HISTOR­

ICAL, PHILOSOPHICAL, AND SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES, THEN ELECT TO 

EITHER DEVELOP SKILLS IN TEACHING SCIENCE BY INQUIRY OR GO MORE 

DEEPLY INTO THE ETHICS ANO SOCIOLOGICAL IMPACT OF SCIENCE. 

WINTER. 

KISHTA. 

CAS7"20 

CLINICAL EXPERIENCES IN EDUCATION 

2, 4 

STUDENTS WILL PARTICIPATE IN CLASSROOM AND SCHOOL OBSERVATIONS TO 

BECOME FAMILIAR WITH INSTRUCTIONAL ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT 

SCHEMES. OBSERVATIONS WILL FOCUS ON THE ROLES AND RESPONSIBIL­

ITIES OF THE CLASSROOM TEACHER AS ThE MANAGER ANO FACILITATOR OF 

LEARNING. STUDENTS WILL PARTICIPATE IN THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS 

BY DEVELOPING AND TEACHING LEARNING ACTIVITIES APPROPRIATE FOR 

INDIVIDUAL AND SMALL GROUP INSTRUCTION. THE COURSE PARTIALLY 

FULFILLS THE STATE OF ILLINOIS REQUIREMENT OF 100 HRS. OF 

CLINICAL EXPERIENCE IN EDUCATION PRIOR TO REGISTERING FOR 

STUDENT TEACHING. 

PREREQU IS I TES: 

CAS 6550 OR CAS 9050. 

FALL. 

ZALEWSK I. 

CAS7"41 

PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY 

3 

DEALS WITH PROBLEMS OF PATTERNS · IN THE HISTORY OF MANKIND, NATURE 

OF HISTORICAL CHANGE, VALUE, PURPOSE, AND MEANING OF VARIOUS HIS­

TOR ICAL PHASES. 

WINTER. 

WE 1. 

CAS7442 

19TH CENTURY AMERICAN WRITERS 

3 

A STU~Y OF SELECTED WORKS OF COOPER, HAWT~ORNE, AND MELVI LLE. 

RE ADING , DISCUSSION, AND WRIT I NG A E ESSENT IAL ACTIVITIES. 

oPRING/S UMME R. 

FONTAN, STAFF. 

CAS7460 

OPEN EDUCATION: IMPLEMENTATION 

2 

A STUDENT-DIRECTED COURSE OFFERING AN OPPORTUNITY TO EXA MI NE 

PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH IMPLEMENTING THE OPEN CLASSROOM AND 

GROUP PROJECTS DEMONSTRATING VARIOUS APPROACHES TO ITS 

IMPLEMENTAT ION. 

PREREQUISITES: 

CAS7411. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMANO. 

PRESS. 

CAS7461 

ThE FUTURE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 

2 

EXPLORATION OF VARIOUS ALTERNATIVE FUTURES OF HIGHER EDUCAT IOH. 

ETC. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

PRESS. 

CAS7462 

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN EDUCATION 
3 
A LOOK AT THE ISSUES AND PROBLEMS NOW FACING THE EDUCAT ION ESTAa­
LISHMENT . USE OF TAXES FOR PRIVATE SCHOOLING. HOW CAN WE MAKE 
OUR SCHOOLS MORE RESPONSIVE TO A SOCIETY IN RAPID CHANG E? ~OW DO 
WE IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF TEACHER EDUCATION? WHAT IS THE NEW 
ROLE OF THE TEACHER? THE ACTUAL LOGISTICS AND ORGANIZATION Of 
THE COURSE WILL BE DISCUSSED AND DECIDED UPON AT THE FIRST MEET­
ING. 
SPRING/SUMMER. 
PRESS. 
CAS7470 

POLITICAL PSYCHOLOGY 

3 

AN EXAMINATION OF PERSONALITY FACTORS WHICH AFFECT POLITI CAL BE­

HAVIOR: SELF-ESTEEM, POWER MOTIVATION, MACHIAVELLIANISM, AUTHOR­

ITARIANISM, LIBERALISM, AND CONSERVATISM. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

MERRITT. 

CAS7490 

SIMULATIONS AND GAMES 

3 

EXAMINATION OF SIMULATION AND GAMES AS TEACHING AND TRA INING 

TOOLS. STUDENTS WILL PARTICIPATE IN A RANGE OF SIMULATI ON GAME S 

AND EXAMINE THE USE, EVALUATION, AND BUILDING OF SIMULATION 

GAME S. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

Me CLELLAN . 

CAS7522 

CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL . THOUGHT 

3 

THIS COURSE WILL PROVIDE AN OVERVIEW OF 19TH AND 20TH CENTURY 

POLITICAL THOUGHT INCLUDING SOCIALISM, NATIONALISM, FASCISM, 

LIBERTARIANISM, AND FEMINISM. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

MERR ITT. 

CAS7538 

UNDERSTANDING ORIENTAL PHILOSOPHY 

3 

A STUDY OF THE MAIN PHILOSOPHICAL IDEAS THAT UNDERGIRD THE 

ORIENTAL WORLD VIEW AND APPROACH TO LIFE AS EXPRESSED IN THE 

THOUGHTS AND WORKS OF ITS GREAT SAGAS AND PHILOSOPHIES FROM 

INDIA, CHINA, AND JAPAN . 

FALL, WINTER. 

JARA. 

CAS7540 

SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION 

3 

AN EXAMINATION OF THE INFLUENCE OF SOCIETY ON SCHOOLS AND OF THE 

INTERACTION BETWEEN SCHOOLS AND STUDENTS. SPECIAL ATTENTI O~ ON 

THE INFLUENCES OF THE CHURCH, STATE, FAMILY, AND EDUCATION AL 

PHILOSOPHIES OF THE PAST. 

FALL. 

PR ESS. 

CAS7542 

INTRODUCTION TO NON-TRADITIONAL EDUCATION 

3 

WHAT ARE THE ALTERNATIVE NON-TRADITIONAL APPROACHES TO EDUCATION? 

HOW CAN WE DISTINIGUISH REAL CHANGE FROM FADDISM? THESE QUESTIONS 

AND MANY MORE WILL BE DISCUSSED IN A COURSE THAT IS GEARED TO AN 

EXAMINATION OF DIFFERENT POSSIBLE APPROACHES TO MASS PUBLI C EDU­

C A TI ON. 

OFFERED BASED lPON DEMAND. 

PRE SS. 
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CAS7S50 
IDEA OF COHMU~ ITY 
) 
I~TERDISCIPLI ~A RY APPR OACH TO COMMUNITY STUDIE S AND ANALYSIS; 

AN EXAMINATION OF POLITICAL, SOCIOLOG I CAL, REL IGIOUS IDEAS OF 

COMMUNI TY. STUDENTS ALSO EXPLORE FU TUR E POSSIBILITIES FOR THE 

IDEA OF COMMUNITY IN AMERICA. 

SPill NG / SUMME R. 

MCCLELLAN. 

CAS 7552 
MUL TIPLE PROJECTS IN COMMUNITY RESEARCH 

3 

DESIGNED TO ACQUAINT THE STUDENT WITH FIRST-HAND EXPERIENCE ABOUT 

COMMUNITY NEEDS AND RESOURCES THROUGH INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS WHICH 

FOCUS ON SPEC I F IC AREAS. 

FALL; OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND IN OTHER TERMS. 

IoENDOZA. 

CAS7559 

DATA ANALYSIS IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES USING SPSS 

3-6 

AN INTRODUCTION TO ACCESSING AND ANALYZING QUANTITATIVE DATA FOR 

STUDENTS IN THE SOCIAL AND BEHAVIOR SCIENCES. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

MERRITT . 

CAS75&2 

SOCIAL RESEARCH AND EVALUATION 

3 

STUDENTS WILL DEVELOP HYPOTHESIS; APPLY ALTERNATIVE SAMPLING PRO­

CEDURES; CONSTRUCT ATTITUDINAL SCALES; ASSESS EXPERIMENTAL DE­

SIGNS; CONDUCT A BIBLIOGRAPHICAL' SEARCH; CRITIQUE ARTICLES IN 

SCHOLARLY JOURNALS; EMPLOY DESCRIPTION STATISTICS; AND UTILIZE 

CONTENT ANALYSIS, INTERVIEWING AND OBSERVATION TECHNIQUES. 

"ALL. . 

MERRITT. 

CAS75&3 

PUBLIC OPINION TRENDS 

2,~ 
STUDENT WILL ANALYZE ATTITUDES ON A TOPIC OF THEIR CHOICE BASED 

ON A SERIES OF NATIONAL SURVEYS. THE FOCUS WILL BE CONPARING 

GROUPS ( I.E., URBAN AND SUBURBAN RESIDENTS MEN AND WOMEN, BLACKS 

AND WHITES) ON A SET OF PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAITS, SOCIO-POLITICAL 

ISSUE POSITION OR VOTING PATTERNS OVER A NUMBER OF YEARS. STU­

DENTS WILL LEARN TO ASSESS THE DATA ON THE COMPUTER USING SPSS, 

TO PRESENT AND INTERPRET ARRAYS OF DATA AND TO PREPARE A REPORT. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

MERRITT. 

CAS7568 
SPATIAL PERCEPTIONS AND SOCIAL BEHAVIDR 
3 
THIS COURSE FOCUSES ON HOW SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS ARE INFLUENCED 
BY SPATIAL PATTERNING AND HOW SPATIAL PATTERNING IS INFLUENCED 
BY SOCIAL AND CULTURAL SYSTEMS. STUDENTS EXAMINE THE PROCESSES 
OF SPATIAL PERCEPTION AND THE CONSTRAINTS ON TRANSLATION DF PER­
CEPTION TO OVERTLY OBSERVABLE BEHAVIOR. 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
JESSEN. 
CAS7569 
POPULATION AND DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS 
3 
POPULATION DATA, SOURCES, USES AND LIMITATIONS ARE CONSIDERED. 
EMPHASIS IS PLACED ON MORTALITY, FERTILITY, AND MIGRATION. EX­
PLORATION OF DATA PROCESSING TECHNIQUES AND PRACTICAL IMPLICA­
TIONS ARE CONSIDERED. THE ROLE OF POPULATION PROCESSES IN URBAN 
DEVELOPMENT AND CHANGE IS STRESSED . 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
JESSEN. 
CAS7582 

SOCIAL DISORGANIZATION 

3 

A CONSIDERATION OF MAJOR PROCESSES OF SOCIAL DISORGANIZATION IN 

URBAN SOCIETY, THEIR CAUSES, IMPACTS AND CONSEQUENCES AS THEY 

INFLUENCE AND ARE INFLUENCED BY CHANGES IN SOCIAL CONDITIONS AND 

VALUE SYS TEMS. 

WINTER. 

JESSEN. 

CAS758} 

STUDENT TEACHING--SOCIAL STUDIES (6-12) 

5 

STUDENT TEACHING IS DESIGNED AS A CULMINATING EXPERIENCE IN WHICH 

THE STUDENT DEMONSTRATES HIS/HER ABILITY TO TEACH THE SOCIAL 

STUDIES CURRICULUM IN A CLASSROOM AT A SPECIFIED LEVEL OF 

COMPE TENCY • 

PREREQUISITES: 

COMPLETION OF ALL OTHER PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS. 

OFFERED BASED UPON OEMAND. 

PRESS. 

CAS7 S 88 

STUDENT TEACHING IN SCIE~CE (7-12) 

5 PINe 

STUDENTS PREPARE FOR, AND ENGAGE IN, ROUTINE CLASSROOM INSTRUC­

nON AND FAeUL TY DUTIES IN AN ELEME NTARY, JUNI OR HIGH , OR HIGH 

SOiOOL. 

PREREQUISITES: 

GRADUATE STUDENTS IN K-12 SCIENCE TEACHING O~LY; PERMISSION. 

WINTER. 

S IEMRO. 

CAS7589 

SOCIOLOGY OF ETHNIC RELATIONS 

3 

ANALYZES ETHNICITY AS A DIMENSION OF SOCIAL STRATIFICATION AND 

ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR INTER- AND INTRA-GROUP CONFLICT. 

FALL . 

JESSEN. 

CAS759A 
SOCIOLOGY OF STREET CRIME 
3 
A~ ANALYSIS OF THE CAUSES, PATTERNS, PEOPLE INVOLVED, PUBLIC 
REACTION, PROCESSING BY POLICE AND COURTS, TREATMENT OF OFFENDER S 
AND VICTIMS AND PREVENTION OF STREET CRIMES. TOPICS wILL INCL UDE 
VIOLE~CE, THEFT, SEX CRIMES, DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSES, ARSON, KI D­
NAPPING, FAMILY DISPUTES, JUVENILE DELINQUENCY, CIVIL DISOR DER, 
AND PORNOGRAPHY AMONG OTHERS. THE PERSPECTIVE WE TAKE WILL BE 
THAT OF SOCIOLOGISTS IN DEALING WITH THESE TOPICS. STUDENTS WILL 
ALSO BE HELPED IN DEVELOPING PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS TO THEIR 
OCCUPATIONS, IF DESIRED . 
OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 
COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 
CAS759B 

SCIENCE AT MUSEUMS AN D ZOOS 

2 

EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES OFFERED BY FIELD TRIPS TO CHICAGO AREA 

ZOOS, MUSEUMS AND OTHER LEARNING SITES WILL BE THE FOCUS OF THIS 

COURSE. TRIPS TO THESE INFORMAL LEARNING SITES WILL FEATURE 

INDEPTH REVIEWS FROM FACILITIES' PERSONNEL. STUDENTS MUST 

DEVELOP FIELD TRIP PLANS TO FACILITIES BEFORE COMPLETING THE 

COURSE . 

PREREQUISITES : 

PERMISSION; AT LEAST 60 HOURS OF UNDERGRADUATE CREDIT. OPEN TO 

TEACHERS, SCOUT LEADERS AND OTHERS INTERESTED IN UTILIZING ZOOS 

AND MUSEUMS. 

SPR INGI SUMMER. 

ZALEW SK I. 

CAS7590 

SOIL ANALYSIS 

2-~ 
STUDENTS LEARN THE ANALYTIC PROCESSES INVOLVED WITH STUDYING SOIL 

ECOSYSTEMS AND SOIL FERTILITY. 

PREREQUISITES: 

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY AND ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY; ALSO CAS5~~O IF TAKEN 

~ HOURS. 

WINTER, EVEN YEARS. 

ADDISON. 

CAS 7592 

SOCIOLOGY OF CRIME 

} 
CONSIDERATION OF VARIOUS AND DIFFERENT BEHAVIOR PATTERNS IDEN­

TIFIED AS CRIMINAL, THEIR EXTENT, DIFFERENTIALS, CAUSES, AND 

POPULAR CONCEPTIONS/MISCONCEPTIONS SURROUNDING THEM. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

JESSEN. 

CAS7593 

SOCIOLOGY OF POVERTY 

3 

SOCIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATION OF THE EXTENT, CAUSES, IMPLICATIONS 

AND EFFECTS ON THE INDIVIDUAL AND SOCIETY OF POVERTY. AN INVES­

TIGATION OF CONDITIONS COMMONLY ASSOCIATED WITH POVERTY AND THEIR 

INTER-RELATIONSHIPS; AN EXAMINATION OF THE QUESTION CONCERNING 

THE CONCEPTS OF A SUB-CULTURE OF POVERTY. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

JESSEN. 

CAS7599 

SOCIOLOGY OF THE FAMILY 

3 

AN ANALYSIS OF CONTEMPORARY FAMILY LIFE WITH A VIEW OF ITS HIS­

TORICAL UNDERPINNINGS. CROSS-CULTURAL COMPARISONS WILL AID IN 

THE INTERPRETATION OF MARRIAGE FORMS, PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIPS 

AND OTHER FAMILY DIMENSIONS. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

GROSS. 

CAS7700 

URBAN POL IT IC S 

3 

AN ANALYSIS OF THE CRITICAL ISSUES OF URBANIZATION CONFRONTING 
AMERICAN POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS, AND OVERVIEW OF THE NATURE AND 
SCOPE OF THE URBAN POL ICY. THE MAIN OBJECT IVE IS TO SUPPLY THE 
STUDENT WITH TOOLS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF FOLITICAL EVENTS IN THE 
URBAN COMMUNITY. 
FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 
ODEN. 
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CAS771S 
READINGS IN FE~INI S~ 

I , 2 

AN EXA~INAT I ON OF ALTERN ATIVE THEORIES OF WOMEN' S POSI T IONS IN 

SOC I ETY AND PRESECRI PTIONS FOR SOCIAL CHANGE . 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

MERRITT. 

CAS7720 
SPECTROCHEMISTRY 
3,5 
MODERN OPTICAL METHODS OF ANALYSIS FROM ~ICROWAVE TO GRAMMA-RAY 
ARE THEORY TOPICS COVERED IN CLASS. HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE WITH THE 
A.A., UV-VIS, IR, AND FLUORESCENCE SPECTROMETERS ARE AVAILABLE 
THROUGH COMPREHENSIVE LABORATORY EXPERI~ENTS. 
PREREQUISITES: 
ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY AND ONE YEAR OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. 
WINTER. 
CEHELN IK. 
CAS 7721 
WOMEN, POLITICS, AND CHANGE 
3 
AN OVERVIEW OF AlTERNATIVES TO WOMEN'S POSITION IN CONTEMPORARY 
SOCIETY. SUBJECT MATTER WILL INCLUDE wOMEN IN POLITICS, WOMEN IN 
MANAGEMENT, WOMEN IN SOCIALISM, LEGAL CHANGES, AND ALTERNATIVE 
SEXUAL OPTIONS. 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
MERRI TT, GROSS. 
CAS 7723 

WOMEN'S RESOURCE LABORATORY 

2 P/NC 

DEALS WITH THE WORK AND OPERATION OF A WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER. 

STUDENTS GAIN PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE UNDER SUPERVISION WITH 

SPECIFIC PROJECTS EMANATING FROM THE CENTER. 

PREREQU I SITES: 

PERMISSION. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

GROSS. 

CAS7740 

WOMEN IN AMERICAN HISTORY 

3 

EXAMINIES THE HISTORY OF AMERICAN WOMEN FROM THE COLONIAL PERIOD 

TO THE PRESENT WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON HOW AND IN WHAT WAYS THE 

"POSITION" OF WOMEN HAS CHANGED. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND . 

KELLY. 

CAS7749 

WOMEN IN THE MEDIA 

3 

EXAMINES AND CRITIQUES ROLE OF WOMEN IN THE MEDIA, BOTH IN CON­

TENT ~D PRODUCTION. NATIONAL MEDIA AS WELL AS SPECIFIC WOMEN'S 

CHANNELS ARE USED, BOTH IN HISTORICAL AND CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT. 

INDEPENDENT RESEARCH IS EMPHASIZED. 

SPRING/SUMMER, ODD YEARS. 

STEINER. 

CAS7750 
ECOLOGY OF STREAMS 
4 
SURVEYS THE CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF FLOWING 
WATER. AIMED AT PROVIDING THE THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL SKILLS 
NECESSARY TO CHARACTERIZE STREAM ENVIRONMENTS. LECTURE-DISCUSSION 
AND FIELD WORK BY ARRANGEMENT. 
PREREQUISITES : 
CAS 3150 OR EQUIVALENT. 
SPRING/SUMMER, ODD YEARS. 
I£NDELSON. 
CAS7800 

TEACHING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE 

3 

STUDENTS PREPARE TO USE MODERN SCIENC E TEACHING MATERIALS AND 

STRATEGIES, AND THROUGH THEIR ANALYSIS, TEACH LESS TO CHILDREN, 

AND ANALYZE THE RESULTS OF THE INSTRUCTION. 

PREREQU IS ITES: 

CAS6550 OR EQUIVALENT, 2 SCIENCE COURSES, AND PERMISSION. 

FALL, WINTER. 

SIEMRO, STAFF . 

CAS7821 

SOCIOLOGY OF SEX ROLES 

3 

AN EXAMINATION OF HISTORICAL AND CONTEMPORARY VIEWS OF ORIGINS 

AND CONDITIONS AFFECTING WOMEN'S POSITION IN SOCIETY . 

FAlL. 

GROSS. 

CAS7830 

ELITES ANO AI£RICAN DEMOCRACY 

3 
DESIGNED TO EXPLAIN THE BASIC CONCEPTS OF ELITE THEORY IN TERMS 
OF ELITE RECRUITMENT AND CIRCULATION, AMERICAN POLITICS FROM THE 
PERSPECTIVE OF ELITE THEORIES, RULING CLASS THEORY, ELITE THEORY, 
STATE CAPITALISM THEORY, AND ELITE THEORY AND DEMOC RATIC ACCOUN­

TABILITY IN AMERICAN POLITICS. 

WI NTE R. 

OD EN . 

CAS7832 

URBANIZATION IN THE DEVELOPING WORLD 

3 

DESIGNED TO SURVEY THE PROBLEMS THAT ARISE FOR URBANIZING 

SOCIETIES IN THE DEVELOPING WORLD. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

lAKE. 

CAS7839 

INTERCULTURAL RESEARCH METHODS 

3 

COURSE ON GRADUATE RESEARCH TECHNIGUES AND METHODOLOGY AS IT 

RELATES TO COMPARATIVE AND CROSS-CULTURAL PHENOMENON . TECHNIGUES 

FOR IMPLEMENTING INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH WILL BE EM PHAS I ZED. 

FAlL; OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND IN OTHER TERMS . 

OD EN, COMM~NITY PROFESSOR . 

CAS7840 

PHOTOGRAPHIC THEORY 

4 

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL FOUNDATIONS OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC PROC ESS IN­

CLUDING COMPOSITION OF MATERIALS, OPTICS, SENSITOMETRY. THEORY 

AND PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS. BACKGROUND IN PHOTOGRAPHY AND/OR SCI­

ENCE RECOMMEr.DED . 

WINTER, EVEN YEARS. 

BOERSMA. 

CAS7850 

ELECTRONIC MUSIC II 

3 

SAME AS ELECTRONIC COMPOSITION I WIT H THE ADDITION THAT STUDE NTS ' 

COMPOSITIONS WILL BE PRESENTED IN A PUBLIC CONCERT. 

PREREQU IS ITES : 

CAS5809 OR PERMISSION. 

WINTER. 

MCCREARY. 

CAS7851 

STUDIO RECORDING TECHNIGUES 

1-4 

THIS COURSE WILL PROVIDE STUDENTS WITH THE APPLIED TECHNIQUES OF 

THE RECORDING STUDIO FROM BOTH THE TECHNICAL AND PERFORMANC E AS­

PECTS OF STUDIO RECORDING. 

WINTER. 

MCCREARY. 

CAS7870 

STUDENT TEACHING/OBSERVATION (MUSIC) 

I 
PRIOR TO STUDENT TEACHING , ALL STUDENTS INTENDING TO APPLY FOR A 
TEACHING CERTIFICATE ARE REQUIRED TO OBSERVE 32 HOURS OF K-12 
MUSIC INSTRUCTION IN FOUR (4) DIFFERENT SCHOOL SYSTEMS . OBSERVA­
TIONS ARE TO INCLUDE VOCAL, GENERAl AND INSTRUMENTAL INSTRUCTION 
AT THE ELEMENTARY, MIDDLE SCHOOL, AND SECONDARY LEVELS OF MUSI C 
INSTRUCTION. 
FAlL; OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND IN OTHER TERMS. 
HICKS. 
CAS7871 

STUDE NT TEACH I NG : MUS IC 

5 

DESIGNED FOR STUDENTS PURSUING A CERTIFICATION PROGRAM IN MUSIC. 

PREREGUISITES: 

PERMISSION. 

FALL , WINTER. 

HICKS. 

CAS7880 

THEATRE MANAGEMENT 

3 

AN OVERVIEW OF THE "BUSINESS OF THE THEATRE" COVERING PUBLIC 

RELATIONS, ADVERTISING, BUDGETS, BOX OFFICE TECHNIQUES, ETC . 

FIELD TRIPS DESIGNED TO OFFER THE OPPORTUNITY TO INTERVIEW MAN­

AGERS IN BOTH EOUCATIONAL AND COMMERCIAL THEATRE IN THE CHICAGO 

AREA . 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-83. 

REEVE. 

CAS7881 

STAGE MANAGEMENT 

3 

FOCUSES ON THE VARIOUS ASPECTS OF STAGE MANAGEMENT AND THEIR DIF­

FERENCES FOR EDUCATIONAL COMMUNITY AND PROFESSIONAL THEATRES . 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-83. 

REEVE. 

CAS7920 
CONCEPTS AND THEORY IN SOCIOLOGY 
3 
DESIGNED TO INTRODUCE STUDENTS TO THE THREE BASIC CONCEPT AREAS 
IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES (GENERAL, SELF-OTHER, AND STRUCTURAL CON-: 
CEPTS) AS WELL AS THEORY CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES . 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
JE SSEN. 
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CA5 7931 
URBAN SOC IelY 

3 

A STUDY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF CONTEMPOARY URB AN COMMUNITIES IN 

RESPONSE TO TECHNOLOGICAL, DEMOGRAPHIC, POLITICAL AND SOciAL 

CHANGE ; THE SPATIAL PATTERNING AND OEMOGRAPHIC STRUC TUR E OF CON­

TEMPORARY URBAN COMMUNITIES AS A BASIS FOR THEIR seCIAL AN D 

ENV1ROrf'lENT AL PROBLEMS. 

DFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

JESSEN. 

CAS7940 

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF URBAN PLANNING 

3 

STUDY AND ANALYSIS OF CURRENT METHODS, TECHNIQUES, AND PRACTICES 

OF LAND-USE-ORIENTED URBAN PLANNING. EMPHASIZES CURRENT LAND USE 

CONTROL IN URBAN PLANNING, INCLUDING ZONING, SUBDIVISION CONTROL, 

SI TE PLANNING, TRANSPORTATION PLANNING AND THE GENERAL PLAN. SUCH 

AREAS AS POPULATION, ECONOMIC, AND LAND-USE STUDIE.S, QUANTITATIVE 

ME THODS AND SOCIAL SERVICES PLANN ING ARE COVERED. 

FALL. 

TONER. 

CAS79,0 

ENERGY ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT 

3 

THIS COURSE WILL COVER PRINCIPLES AND METHODS OF ENERGY ECONOMICS 

AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION, RISK ASSESSMENT, ENERGY OUTING PROCE­

DURES, CONSERVATION, COGENERATION, DECENTRALIZED SYSTEM DESIGN 

AND OTHER BASIC METHODS OF ENERGY ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT. AP­

PLICATIONS IN BOTH THE PUBLIC POLICY AND FACILITY SITING AS WELL 

AS INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL ENERGY MANAGEMENT WILL BE EXPLORED . 

PREREGU I SITES: 

CAS5850 AND BPAHO\. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

STAFF, SIEVERING. 

CAS7960 

TELEVISION DIRECTING 

4 
STUDIO-ORIENTED COURSE ON THE TECHNIGUES OF TELEVISION DIRECTING 

IN A VARIETY OF FORMATS. HELD IN COLOR TELEVISION STUDIO. 

PR E R EQU I SIT E S : 

CAS7000 OR PERMISSION. 

FALL . 

STAFF. 

CAS79&1 
WATER QUALITY ~ESEARCH 
& 
PARTICIPATION IN INTERDICIPLINARY WATER QUALITY INVESTIGATION IN­

VOLVING FIELD SAMPLING, LABORATORY ANALYSIS, AND EVALUATION AND 

INTERPRETATION OF DATA RELATED TO BIOLOGICAL, CHEMICAL, AND PHYS­

ICAL INDICATORS OF WATER GUALITY. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION OR ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY OR AQUATIC BIOLOGY. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

BRUBAKER. 

CAS7990 

COOPERATI VE EDUCATION .. . 

1-8 P/NC 

PLANNED AND SUPERVISED WORK-EXPERIENCE WITH COMPANY OR AGENCY TO 

HELP THE STUDENT IDENTIFY AND CLARIFY CAREER AND ACADEMIC GOALS. 

NEEDS LEAD TIME FOR PLACEMENT AND COUNSELLING. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION OF ADVISOR AND COOPERATIVE EDUCATION COORDINATOR. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

JARA. 

CASSOOA 

WORKSHOP : CREATIVE DRAMATICS IN THE CLASSROOM 

~HROUGH PARTICIPATION STUDENTS IN THIS COURSE WILL LEARN THE 
NATURE OF CREATIVE DRAMA AS A TOOL FOR TEACHING, AND AS A PRIMARY 
BASIS FOR THE APPRECIATION OF THE THEATRE IN LATER YEARS. 
~~~~~g~~~T~~:EDUCATION (ONE YEAR) OR TWO YEARS TEACHING EXPERI­

ENCE. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 
CAS800B 

CURRENT TOPICS IN EVOLUTION FOR TEACHERS 

I 
CURRENT REASEARCH INTO THE MECHANISMS OF EVOLUTION IS USED TO 
LEAD INTO THE DISCUSSION OF THE THEORETICAL AND TEACHING ASPECTS 
OF THE SUBJECT. STUDENTS PURSUE IN-DEPTH STUOY OF GENETICS, 
HOMAN EVOLUTION, AND/OR THE PALEONTOLOGICAL RECORD. ISSUES AND 

METHODS OF TEACHING ABOUT EVOLUTION ARE EXAMINED AND APPLIED. 

PREREQU I S ITE S: 

TEACHING CERTIFICATE, AND H HOURS IN BIOLOGY. 

WINTER. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

CAS800F 

NATURAL HISTORY: PRAIRIES 

! STUDY OF THE RECENT GEOLOGICAL HISTORY, BIOGEOGRAPHIC ORIGINS, 
AND ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION OF PRAIRIE ECOSYSTEMS, WITH AN 
EMPHASIS ON NORTHERN ILLINOIS. MICROENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES OF 

PRAIRIE TYPES, INCLUDING CLIMATE AND PHYSICAL FAC TORS, SOI L 

DEVELOPMENT, IMPACT AND ROLE OF fiRE AND ANIMAL DISTURBANCES, 

NUTRIENT CYCLING, SEAS ONAL VARIATION, AND SUCCESSION. AUTECOLOGY 

AND IDENTIF ICATI ON OF LOCAL PRAIRIE FLORA AND FAUN~ I S INCLUDED. 

PREREQU IS I res: 

OIlE YEAR OF COLLEGE BIOLOGY. 

OF Fe ~ED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

CAS800H 

NATURAL HISTORY: FOREST 

I 
A STUDY OF THE RECENT GEOLOGICAL HISTORY, BIOGEOGRAPHIC OR IGINS, 

AND ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBuTION OF weODLAND ECOSYSTEMS, EMPHAS IZ I NG 

NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS AND ADJACENT REGIONS. MICROENVI RO NME NTAL 

STUDIES OF SELECTED REPRESENTATIVE FOREST TYPES, INCLUDING 

CLIMATE AND PHYSICAL FACTORS, SOIL DEVELOPMENT, NUTRIENT CYCLING, 

STRUCTURE (PHYSIOGNOMY), SEASONAL CHANGE, AND SUCCESSION. 

AUTECOLOGY AND IDENTIFICATION OF LOCAL FLORA AND FAUNA. 

PREREQUI SITES: 

ONE YEAR COLLEGE BIOLOGY. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMA~D. 

COHMlJNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

CAS 80 OJ 

NATURAL HISTORY: wETLANDS 

I 
A STUDY OF THE RECENT GEOLOGICAL HISTORY, BIOGEOGRAPHIC ORIGINS, 

AND ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION OF WETLAND COMMUNITY TYPES, 

EMPHASIZING NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS AND ADJACENT REGIONS, 

MICROENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES OF MAJOR WETLAND COMMUNITIES, 

INCLUDING CLIMATE AND PHYSICAL FACTORS, SOIL TYPES, AND 

DEVELOPMENTAL CONDITIONS, ROLE OF FIRE AND ANIMAL DISTURBANCES, 

NUTRIENT CYCLING, CYCLICAL AND SUCCESSIONAL CHANGES, AND 

HYDROLOGICAL REGIMES. AUTECOLOGY AND IDENTIFICATION OF LOCAL 

WETLAND FLORA AND FAUNA. DISCUSSION OF PRAGMATIC VALUES OF 

WETLANDS AND THE VALUE Of WETLAND TYPES TO WILDLIFE. 

PRERE<iUISITES: 

ONE YEAR COLLEGE BIOLOGY. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

CAS800K 

CHEMISTRY MODELS WORKSHOP 

I 
A WORKSHOP ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF MOLECULAR AND IONIC, ATOMIC AND 

MOLECULAR ORBITAL SPACE-FILLING MODELS FOR HIGH SCHOOL AND 

COLLEGE CHEMISTRY TEACHERS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

BACKGROUNO IN CHEMISTRY APPROPRIATE TO HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE 

CHEMISTRY TEACHERS. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF . 

CAS8002 

VOCAL PEDAGOG Y 

3 

A SURVEY OF VOCAL MECHANICS AS THEY APPLY TO BREATH 

CONTROL, INTONATION AND RESONANCE. 

PREREQUISITES: 

UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE IN VOCAL MUSIC. 

SPR lNG/SUMMER. 

STRUKOFF. 

CAS8009 
AMERICAN PUBLIC ADDRESS 
4 
THIS COURSE WILL VIEW SPEAKING AS A FORCE IN AMERICAN HISTORY. 
IT WILL INCLUDE THE RHETORICAL STUDY OF SELECTED SPEAKERS IN 
~ELATION TO SOCIAL AND POLITICAL ISSUES FROM COLONIAL TIMES TO 
186S. DESIGNED FOR STUDENTS WHOSE PRIMARY , EMPHASIS IS NOT SPEECH 
OR COMMUNICATIONS . 
NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-83 . 
~TAFF . 
CAS8010 

SCULPTURE I: GRADUATE SEMINAR 3-D DESIGN 

2 

DEALS WITH ADVANCED SCULPTURE AND 3-D DESIGN PROBLEMS. IT IS DE­

SIGNED FOR THE GRADUATE STUDENT WHO DESIRES EXPERIENCE AND 

KNOWLEDGE IN THE CATEGORY OF METAL FABRICATION. 

PREREQU IS I TES : 

PERMISSION. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-83. 

PAYNE. 

CAS8011 

SCULPTURE: 3-D DES IGN III 

~ 
AN ADVANCED CLASS IN THEORY AND PRACTICE OF SCULPTURAL DESIGN 

AND ORGANIZATION OF VISUAL FORM, BROADENED TO INCLUDe WORK IN 

CARVING IN LOW AND HIGH RELIEF. ADVANCED MODELING IN SCULPTURE 

GROUPS AND RELIEF IS OFFERED IN CONJUNCTION WITH DIRECT CARVING 

WITH VARIOUS HAND TOOLS PROVIDE A WORKING KNOWLEDGE OF FORMS IN 

PLASTIC, PLASTER, CLAY, AND STOllE. IT IS IMPORTANT THA T THE 

STUDENT CLEARLY UNDERSTAND THE SEPARATE NATU~E OF MAT ERIA LS AND 
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THE CARVED AND MODELED FORMS, T~E VALUE Of THE CHARACTER Of THE 

FINAL FINISH li S WE LL 

PREREQU 1SITES: 

CII55631 SCULP TURE: FIIBRICIITION DESIGN; CA 55860 SCULPT URE: 

CERAMICS; PERMISSION OR EQUIVALENT. 

WI NT ER, ODD YEARS. 

PAYNE. 

CIIS8030 

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES: •.. 

2 

A GRADUATE SEMINAR EXPLORING A SELECTED ISSUE IN MEDIA, COM­

MUNICIITION, OR POPULAR CULTURE. OFFERED EACH TRIMESTER BY 

FACULTY OF THE MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM. 

FALL, WINTER, SPR I NG/ SUMMER. 

SCHRANZ, STEINER, MUCHNIK . 

CAS8041 

ADVANCED CONDUCTING 

3 

EMPHIISIS ON BATON TECHNIQUE AND SCORE READING OF MAJOR INSTRU­

MENTAL AND CHORAL COMPOSITIONS. PHRASING, METER, AND STYLE liRE 

CLOSELY INVESTIGATED. THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED FOR THE ADVANCED 

GRADUATE MUS IC STUDENT. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

HICKS. 

CAS8042 
BLACK COMPOSERS 
2-3 
MUSIC HISTORIANS HIIVE ONLY RECENTLY BEGUN TO DEAL WITH THE CON­
TRIBUTIONS AND INFLUENCES OF BLACKS TO THE FIELD OF MUSIC. HOW­
EVER, MORE ATTENTION IS GIVEN TO THE BLACK MUSICIAN IN "POPULAR" 
MUSIC THIIN TO THOSE IN "CONCERT" MUSIC. THIS MODULE FAMILIARIZES 
THE STUDENT WITH THE LIVES AND WORKS OF BLACK MUSICIANS IN AREAS 
OTHER THAN POPULAR MUSIC. 
FALL. 
CARTER . 
CIIS80 SO 

PAINTING: AN ANIILYTICAL APPROIICH 

2-3 

·COURSE FOR ADVANCED GRADUATE STUDENTS IN PAINTING. THE PRIMARY 
INTENT OF THIS COURSE IS TO DISCUSS AND ANALYZE THE DEVELOPMENT 
AND WORKS OF THE INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS PARTICIPATING IN THE COURSE 
AND DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEMS IN PAINTING IN GENERAL. STUDENTS 
ARE EXPECTED TO EXPRESS THEMSELVES VISUALLY IN THEIR WORKS AND 
DEMONSTRATE ABILITY TO ANALYZE AND CRITICIZE THEIR WORKS AND THE 
WORKS OF OTHER STUDENTS IN CLASS DISCUSSION AND INDIVIDUAL 
PROPOSALS. 
PREREQUISITES: 
PERMISSION. 
FALL, EVEN YEARS. 
MORISHITA. 
CAS8070 

PAINTING: ANALYSIS AND COMPOSITION 

2-3 

AN ANALYTICIIL APPROACH TO PIIINTING AND COMPOSITION WILL BE EM­

PLOYED. STUDENTS WILL BE EXPECTED TO ARTICULATE ON THEIR DEVEL­

OPMENT AND ARE EXPECTED TO PRESENT THEIR FORMAL AND THEMATIC CON­

CERNS IN A WRITTEN PROPOSAL. PAINTINGS WILL BE BASED ON THE PRO­

POSALS SUBMITTED BY THE STUDENT. 

PREREQUIS ITES: 

PERMISSION. 

WINTER, EVEN YEARS. 

MORISHITA. 

CAS8090 

CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM THEORY 

4 

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF AQUATIC SYSTEMS, INCLUDING INTERACTIONS 

BETWEEN CONSTITUENTS TREATED ACCORDING TO RIGOROUS EQUILIBRIUM. 

FORMUALATIONS AND GRAPHICAL APPROXIMATIONS. EMPHASIS ON ACID­

BASE, REDOX, SOLUBILITY, AND COMPLEXATION. LECTURE FORMAT WITH 

COMPUTER ASSI ST. 

PREREQUISITES: 

CAS 4601 OR EQUIVALENT. 

WINTER. 

BRUBAKER. 

CIIS8100 
GRIIDUATE PAINTING COMPOSITION 
2-3 
SPECIAL EMPHASIS IS PLACED ON THE STUDENT'S ABILITY TO EMPLOY 
COMPOSITIONAL ELEMENTS AND PAINTING. THE DEVELOPMENT OF PAINTING 
COMPOSITIONS WILL BE ACHIEVED BY A NUMBER OF PREPARATORY STUDIES 
AND SKETCHES AND FINAL COMPOSITIONS ARE TO BE PRESENTED IN THE 
PAINT INGS. 
PREREQUISITES: 
PERMISSION 
WINTER, ODD YEARS. 
MORISHITA. 
CAS8120 
GRADUATE DESIGN: TWO DIMENSIONAL 
2-3 
AN ADVIINCED REITERATION OF LINE, SHAPE, COLOR, FORM, TEXTURE, 
PATTERN liND SPACIAL DYNIIMICS ON A TWO-DIMENSIONAL PLANE USING THE 
GRID SYSTEM AND OTHER ADVA NCED DESIGN TE CHNIQ~ES. EMPHASIS ON 

DESIGN WITH TYPE, COLOR THEOR Y, AND THEMATIC DEVELOPMENT AND 

TRANSFORMATION OF VISUA L SYMBOLISM . 

PR EREQU I SITES : 

PERMISSION . 

SPR ING/SUMMER, EVEN YEARS. 

LACARIA. 

CAS8130 
PRINTMAKING: GRADUATE INTAGLIO 
2, 3 
ALLOWS THE GRADUATE STUDENT TIME TO PERFECT COt1PETENCI ES FROM 
INTERMEDIATE THROUGH ADVANCED. THE STUDENT IS EXPEC TEQ ~O WOR~ 
WITH THE PROFESSOR VIA CLASS SESSIONS AN D INDIVI DUAL CRITIQUES IN 
MEETING THE GRADUATE INTAGLIO COMPETENCI ES . PROPO SALS ON THE 
PART OF EACH STUDENT FOR INDIVIDUAL ..ORK ARE ALL INHEREto.T FOR 
BEGINNING AND COMPLETING THIS COURSE. 
PREREQlJ I S lTES: 
PERMISSION. 
WINTER. 
LACARIA. 
CAS8140 

RESEARCH IN AFRICAN-AMERICAN HI STORY 

3 

A GRADUATE COURSE ADDRESSED TO SERIOUS RESEARCH UPON SIGNI FICANT 

TOPICS AND ISSUES RELATED TO THE BLACK EXPERIENCE IN THE UNITED 

STATES AND NORTH AMERICA. 

FALL. 

PA TTON. 

CAS814I 

AMERICAN LAW AND THE NEGRO: HISTORICAL ANALYSIS 

3 

THIS CCURSE IS INTENDED TO EXAI'.INE THE RELATIONSHIP OF AMER ICAN 

LAWS AND THEIR IMPACT ON H~E STR UGGLE OF BLACKS IN n:ls COU~TRY 

FOR EQUALITY. WHILE ATTENTION WILL BE GIVEN TO THE U.S. CONSTI ­

TUTION THE COURSE IS MAINLY CONCERNED WITH THE YEARS FOL LOWING 

THE CIVIL "'AR. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

PATTON. 

CAS8143 

PROBLEMS OF MODERNIZATION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

3 

THIS CCURSE SURVEYS THE GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CULTURE IN THE 
TECHNICALLY LESS ADVANCED COUNTR IES AND THE PROBLEMS (SOCI AL, 

ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL) THAT ARISE IN SOCIETY WHEN CHANGE IS 

BROUGHT ABOUT BY WHAT IS CONCEIVED AS MODERNIZATION. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMANO. 

ZAKE. 

CAS8144 

COMPARATIVE METHODS IN CROSS CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES 

3 

STARTING FROM THE BROAD COGNITIVE PROCESSES OF PERCEPTUAL AND 

CONCEPTUAL DISCRIMINATION AND COMPARISON, THE COURSE TAKES THE 

STUDENT INTO THE LOGIC OF CROSS-CULTURAL ANALYSIS AND THE APPLI­

CATION OF THE COMPARATIVE METHOD TO THE DATA CF DIFFERENT DI SCIP­

LINES WITHIN THE SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

MENDOZA. 

CAS814S 
SOCIAL ORGANIZATION AND COGNITION IN LATINO CULTURE 
3 
DESIGNED TO EXPLORE MODERN RESEARCH IN THE AREA OF COGNITIVE PRO ­
CESSES WHICH POINT TO DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE LATINOS AND THE AN­
GLOS, AND TO TRACE THE ORIGINS OF THE COGNITIVE STRUCTURES OF LA­
TINOS BACK TO THE MAIN FEATURES Of THE HISPANIC SOCIETY AND CUL ­
TURE. 
FALL. 
MENDOZA. 
CAS8146 

COMPARATIVE LATIN AMERICAN CULTURES 

3 

A SURVEY OF SOCIETAL AS WELL AS REGIONAL PATTERNS OF SOCIAL OR ­

GANIZATION AND CULTURE THAT EXISTS TODAY IN LATIN AMERICA, EMPHA­

SIZING PROCESSES Of CHANGE AND CULTURAL CONTACT AND ISOLATI ON . 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

MENDOZA. 

CAS8148 

COMPARATIVE URBAN REDEVELOPMENT 

3 

COURSE WILL ANALYZE THE "REDEVELOPMENT" OF OLDER AME RICAN CITIES 

IN COMPARATIVE CONTEXT. EXAMPLES OF OLDER NON-AMERICAN CIT IES 

WILL BE DRAWN UPON FOR THEORETICAL UNDERSTANDING AND CO NCEPTUAL 

CLARITY. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

ODEN. 

CAS8I 49 

MINORITIES AND URBAN LABOR MARKET PARTICIPATION 

3 

AN ANALYSIS OF THE CRITICAL ISSUES OF URBANIZATION CONFR ONT INC 

AMERICAN POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS, AND OVERVIEW OF THE NATURE AND 
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SCOPE OF THE URBA~ POLICY. I HE HAIN OBJECTIVE IS TO SUP PLY THE 
STUDENT wITH TOOLS FOR THE ANALYSH. OF ~OLlnCAL EVE~1S I N THE 
URjlAN COMMUN ITY • 
OFf EReD BASED UP ON DEMAND. 
OOEN, COMMUN ITY PROfES SOR. 
CAs8 1S0 
SO IAL NOVE L 
3 
A COMPREH ENS IVE STUDY OF THE INDIGENOUS NOVEL IN LATIN AMERICA AS 
AN EXPRES S ION AND A REACTION OF THE OPPRESSED AGAINST THE SOCIAL, 
POL I TIC AL, AND ECONOMIC CONDITIONS PERPETUATED BY THE INJUSTICES 
OF rHE POWERFUL ELI TE. 
FALL ; OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND IN OTHER TERMS. 
DURON. 
CAS81 59 
f AMILY IN CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES 
3 
WI L L EXAMINE THE FMI I LY FR()1 AN ANTHROPOLOG I CAL APPROACH A S A 
STR ATEGY OF ADAPTATION AND WILL COVER THE FAMILY AND SOCIETY. 
OF FERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
b'K E. 
CAS 81 6 1 
SPANI SH LAN GUAGE AND CULTUR E 
3 
I N THIS COURSE THE EMPHASIS IS ON DEVELOPMENT OF READING, WRITING 
AN~ ORAL SKILLS AND ACGUISITION OF ~EW VOCABULARY. THIS COURSE 
AL SO PROVIDES AN INTRODu CTION TO LATIN AMERICAN CULTURE AND 
SOCIETY. 
OFFERED BASED UPO N DEMAND. 

DURON. 

CAS BI 64 

CRITICAL ANALYSIS: LATIN AMERI CAN LITERATURE 

3 

STUDY OF THE MAJOR APP.OA CHES TO CRITICISM WITH AN EMPHASIS ON 

CRITICAL WRITING AND THE STUDY OF SPANISH AND LATIN AMERICAN 

LITERARY CRITICI SM. 

FALL. 

Dt.l! ON. 

CAS8169 

COMPARATIVE LEGAL SYST EMS 

3 

THIS COURSE SEEKS TO EXPLORE THE "LAW" SYSTEM SERVICES AS COMMON 

ASPECTS OF OUR CULTURAL PARAPHENALIA. A COMMON SENSE APPROACH 

I S MADE TO THE BROAD SYS TEM OF LAW AND HIE MORE FAM I LIAR SERV ICES 

AND PRACTICES WHICH ARE OPERATED IN IT. THERE IS ALSO AN ATTE_1PT 

TO DEMYSTIFY THE LEGAL S[RVICE DELIVERY SYSTEM BOTH AT THE BAR 

AND THE BENCH. 

WINTER; OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND IN OTHER TERMS. 

ZAKE . . 

CAs8I7A 

GRADUATE SEMINAR IN INTEGRATION POLI CY 

3 

AN EXAMINATION OF CURRENT ISSUES, POLICIES, AND PRACTICES RELATED 

TO RACIAL INTEGRATION IN COMMUNITIES. STUDENTS WILL EXAMINE 
DISCRIMIANTION, SEGREGATION, AND INTEGRATION DYNAMICS IN 
RESIDENTIAL AREAS. 
FALL . 
MCCLELLAN. 
CASB IIO 

WO RKSHOP: MULTI CULTURAL EDUCATION 

2 

THIS WORKSHOP IS DESIGNED FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS, PROSPECTIVE OR 

EX PERIENCED EDUCATORS. THE PARTICIPANTS WILL DISCUSS RESEARCH AND 

ANALYZE IN-DEPTH THE GROUP LIFE FACTOR AND COPING SKILLS DEVEL­

OPED BY VARIOUS ETHNIC/RACIAL GROUPS IN A CULTURALLY PLURALISTIC 

SDLIETY - I.E., THE NATURE OF THE ETHNIC/RACIAL/SOCIO-ECONOMIC 

GROUPS OF STUDEN1S AND FAMILIES THAT MAKE UP A SCHOOL COMMUNITY 

I N ChICAGO AND HOW THESE GROUPS LEARNED HOW TO SURVIVE IN OUR 

SOC IETY. THE WORKSHOP IS INTENDED TO HELP TEACHERS RECOGNIZE AND 

UNDERSTAND CULTURAL OR GROUP LIFE SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES, 

ESPECIALLY AS THEY RELATE TO GROUPS WHO SPEAK A SECOND LANGUAGE 

OR DIALET AND TO DEVELOP AN AWARENESS OF UNIVERSAL CHARACTERIS­

TI CS OF HUMAN GROUPS. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

ODEN. 

CAS8I7S 

HISTORIOGRAPHY 

3 

A GRADUATE HISTORICAL METHODS COURSE ADDRESSED TO SERIOUS 

RES EARCH UPON SIGNIFICANT TOPICS AND ISSUES RELATED TO THE BLACK 

EXPERIENCE IN lHE UNITED STATES AND NORTH AMERICA. 

SPRING/SUMMER . 

PA TTON . 

CAS8I 78 
GRADUATE SEMINAR IN HISTORICAL STUDIES 
3 
STUDENTS WILL EXAMINE THE NATURE OF HISTORY BY READING AND 
EVAL UAT I NC TWO OR MORE DES I GNATED WORKS ON SE LEC TED TOPICS IN 

AMERICAN HI STORY . 

OFf~REP BASED UP ON DEM AND . 

Elly. 
CAS8l7 9 

GRADUATE SEMINAR IN SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION 

3 

THIS COURSE WILL BE CONDUCTED AS A GRADUATE SEMINAR FOC USING DN 

THE RECIPROCAL ~ELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOCIAL, POLITICAL AND ECON­

OMI C GROUPS IN SOCIETY AND THE EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENT. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

PRESS. 

CASBIBO 

COMMUNITY STUDIES SEMINAR 

3 

AN EXAMINATION OF THEORIES AND METHODS IN COMMUNITY STUDIES AS 

RELATED TO SUBURBAN, RURAL AND CENTRAL CITY COMMUNITIES. STU­

DENTS WILL BE EXPECTED TO ANALYZE AND EVALUATE THEORIES AND 

METHODS AS THE BASES FOR COMMUNITY RESEAR CH AND ACTION. (GRADU­

ATE ONLY; MAY BE LINKED TO 2 CREDIT HOURS OF RESEARCH IN COMMU­

NITY STUDIES.) 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

MCCLELLAN, JE SSEN .. 

CAS81B2 

SEMINAR IN URBAN RESEARCH 

3 

STUDENTS SELECT AND PURSUE URBAN RELATED RESEARCH PROJECTS UNDER 

GUIDED READING AND SUPERVISION PROGRAM. 

PREREQU I SITES: 

CAS 8IBO, CAS 7562 OR PERMISSION. 

WINTER. 

JESSEN, ~ICCLELLAN. 

CASBI83 

GRADUATE SEMINAR IN SOCIAL THOUGHT 

3 

THIS COURSE WILL ANALYZE ENDURING THEMES IN THE CLASSICS OF THE 

SOCIAL SCIENCES AND RELATE THEM TO CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL PROBLEMS 

AND POLICIES. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

GROSS, JESSEN. 

CAS818S 
ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING SEMINAR 
~ P/NC 
IN THIS SEMINAR GRADUATE PLANNING STUDENTS WILL DEAL WITH A 
SERIES OF CASE STUDY PROBLEMS. THESE PROBLEMS WILL REFLECT CON­
TEMPORARY PLANNING ISSUES AND REQUIRE STUDENTS TO USE A MULTI­
DISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO CASE STUDY ANALYSIS. THE CASE STUDIES 
WILL BE DRAWN FROM VARIOUS ASPECTS OF THE GRADUATE PLANNING 
CURRICULUM AND EMPHASIZE CONCEPTS IN ENERGY PLANNING, ENVIRON­
MENTAL PLANNING, SOCIAL PLANNING AND ECONOMIC PLANNING. 
PREREQUISITES: 
CAS5B70 OR CASS940, CAS58IB, CAS6725 OR CAS1022, CAS5295, CAS5610 
OR CAs61S0 OR CAS61SS OR CAS6~OO OR CAS6800. 
FALL. 
GIL, HAGENS, TONER. 
CAS8190 

BEYOND TEXTBOOK SCIENCE 

3 

THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO HELP ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY TEACHERS 

DEVELOP THE SKILLS NECESSARY TO GO BEYOND SCIENCE TEXTBOOKS. AC­

TIVITIES AND WILL BE UTILIZED EMPHASIZING INE XPENSIVE SIMPLE "EV­

QUIRY RATHER THAN PREFIGURED CONCLUSIONS. THIS COURSE IS FOR STU­

DENTS SEEKING A SCIENCE METHODS COURSE EMPHASIZING "HOME" EQUIP­

MENT. 

SPRING/SUMMER; OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND IN OTHER TERMS. 

ZALEWSKI. 

CAS8191 

SCULPTURE : GRADUATE STUDIO 

2-3 

THE STUDENT, IN CONSULTATION WITH THE MAJOR PROFESSOR, DEVELOPS 

IDEATIONS/THEORIES AND ACHIEVES TECHNICAL SKILLS TO BE USED IN 

ALL 3-D STUDIO THEMES THROUGHOUT TENURE FOR HIS/HER M.A. DEGREE. 

THE STUDENT MOVES FREELY FROM ONE MATERIAL TO ANOTHER BRINGING 

HIS/HER IDEAIION INTO TECHNICAL, THEORETICAL EXISTENCE. HE/SHE 

WILL EXPLORE DIFFERENT MEDIA ON A PROBLEM-SOLVING AND MEANINGFUL 

MANNER . THE IDEAS WILL BE REQUIRED TO BE lME STUDENT'S OWN . THE 

PROFESSOR WILL BE THERE TO HELP IMPLEMENT THEM THROUGH THE 

VARIED MEDIA. 

PRER EQU I SIT ES : 

A DEGREE IN ART WITH MAJOR IN SCULPTURE AND PERMISSION. 

WI NTER. 

PAYNE. 

CAS8220 

GRADUATE SEMINAR : PAINTING 

2 

FOR ADVANCED GRADUATE STUDENTS IN PAINTING FOR THEIR GRADUA1E 

EXHIBIT. TO INCLUDE, BUT NOT BE LIMITED TO, FURTHER DEVELOPMENT 

OF A THEME AND/OR IMAGERY AND FURTHER MASTERY OF TECHNICAl. 

SKILLS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

MORISHITA. 
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CA5 82S0 
GRADUATe SEMINAR: PRI NTMAK I NG 
2 
AN INTENS IVE SU RVEY OF PRINTM AKI NG I N THE 20TH CENTUR Y. RESEARCH 
ANO DISCUSS ION WILL REVOLVE AROU ND HISTORICAL SI GN IF ICANCE, lECH­
NO~OGICAL ADVANCES AND CONTEMPORARY TRENDS AND PR OCESSE S. 
EMPHASIS ON DEVELOPING ABILITY TO ARTICULATE KNOWLEDGEABLY ABOUT 
STUDENT'S CRAFT. 
PR EREQU I SITES: 
PERM ISS ION. 
SPR lNG/SUMMER. 
LACARIA • 
CAS8255 
COMMUNICATIONS FOR CLASSROOM TEACHER 
j 
PREPARES TEACHERS TO RECOGNIZE & UTILIZE THE BASIC PRINCIPLES OF 

ORAL COMMUNICATIONS FOR THEMSELVES & THEIR STUDENTS. THE COURSE 

CONTENT WILL INCLUDE PARTICIPATION IN DISCUSSION, PUBLIC SPEAK­

ING, AND IDENTIFICATION OF SPEECH NON-FLUENCIES. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-83. 

STAFF. 

CAS8260 
ECOLOGY OF BEHAVIOR : SEMINAR 
2 
FOR STUDENTS INTERESTED IN PURSUING RESEARCH ON A SPECIAL ANIMAL 
OR BEHAVIOR PATTERNCS). 
PREREQUISITES: 
CASS~O~ OR PERMISSION . 
SPRING/SUMMER, EVEN YEARS. 
MILLER. 
CAS8262 

POPULAT ION BIOLOGY 

~ 
STUDENTS STUDY THE MAJOR CURRENT EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENTAL AND IN­
TERNAL PHYSIO-BEHAVIORAL HYPOTHESES OF ANIMAL POPULATION REG­
ULATION. READINGS COVER THE ECDLOGY, EFFECTS AND POSSIBLE MEDIAT­
ING FACTDRS OF OVERCROWDING, AS WELL AS THE MAJOR THEORIES OF 
CONTROL IN STABLE POPULATIONS. MAY INCLUDE LABORATORY OBSERVAT­
IONS IF CIRCUMSTANCES PERMIT. 
PREREQU I SITEs.: 
CAS3ISO AND CASS360 OR EQUIVALENT. 
WINTER. 
MENDELSON, MILLER. 
CAS8266 

PLANT GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT 

3 

COVERS THOSE AREAS OF PLANT PHYSIOLOGY NOT DEALT wlTM IN EXPERI­

MENTAL BOTANY, I.E., THE MOLECULAR AND SUBCELLULAR ASPECTS OF 

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT. 

PREREQU I SITES: 

CAS6160 OR INTRODUCTORY BOTANY. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

GUNTHER. 

CAS827A 

EARTH SCIENCE FIELD STUDIES : GLACIAL GEOLOGY 

j 
STUDENTS WILL CARRY OUT A HANDS-O~ FIELD STUDY OF GLACIAL PRO­
CESSES IN NORTHERN ILLINOIS. FIELD SAMPLES OF ROCKS AND MINERALS 
WILL BE STUDIED IN THE LABORATORY . THE COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 
OF FIELD DATA WILL BE USED IN THE DESCRIPTION OF GEOLOGIC SITES. 
PREREQUISITES: 
THIS COURSE IS OPEN ONLY TO TEACHERS OF SCIENCE OR BY PERMISSION. 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
HOCKETT, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 
CAS8270 
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE 
2 
THIS COURSE IS ABOUT SCIENCE AND APPLYING ' INQUIRY PROCESS OF SCI­
ENCE. IT DEALS WITH THE NATURE OF SCIENTIFIC LAWS, THE ORIGIN OF 
THEORIES AND THE IMPLICATIONS OF THESE TO "SCIENCING." PAST AND 
PRESENT SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENTS WILL BE STUDIED TO BROADEN THE 
UNDERSTANDING OF WHAT SCIENCE IS, HOW IT WORKS, AND HOW IT INTER­
ACTS WITH SOCIETY. 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
ZALEWSKI. 
CAS8300 

GRADUATE RESEARCH SEMINAR: MUSIC 

j 
STUDENTS STUDY RESEARC~ METHODS IN MUSIC, LEARNING THEORIES AND 

STATISTICAL PROCEDURES, CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT, EDUCATIONAL OB­

JECTIVES, MEDIA IN EOUCATION, AND OTHER PROBLEMS. 

WINTER. 

CARTER, STAFF. 

CAS8HO 

GRADUATE RESEARCH SEMINAR: THEATRE 

~ 
STUDENTS WILL STUDY RESEARCH METHODS IN THEATRE. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

SLOTT • 

CAS8327 
GRADUATE SEMINAR I N TECHN ICAL THEATRE PRODUCTION FOR DIREC TORS 
~ 
TH I S MODULE IS DESIGNED TO PREPARE THE GRADUATE THEATRE STUD ENT 
TO SE ABLE TO COPE AND BE CON'IERSANT IIITH THE THEATRe i'ACIL ITY , 
ITS DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTI ON ; SCENEAf, ITS DESIGN AND CONSTRUC­
TION; STAGE LI GHT ING, I TS DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION! SAFETY , ORGAN­
IZATION; TOURIN G; PRICI NG; AND CONVERS I ON OF USEFUL SPACE fOR 
THEATRE. THE MOD ULE IS AL SO DE SIG NED TO I ~FORM THE s r~OEhT Of THE 
BIBLIOGRAPHY AND OTHER RESEARCH MATERIALS AVAI LABLE TO SOLVE 
MOST TECHNICAL THEATRE PROBLEMS wHICH ~\AY ARIS E WHILE PREPARING A 
PRODUCTION AND CONTINUE THE DEVELOPMENT OF RESEARCH SKILLS NECES­
SARY FOR GRADUATE LEVEL PROJECTS. 
SPR I NG/ SU~IMER. 
REEVE. 
CI\S8BO 
'GRADUATE DIRECTING SEMINAR 
I-~ 
STUDENTS WILL DIRECT A eNE-ACT PLAY. 

PREREGU lSI TES : 

PERM I SS ION. 

FALL. 

SLOTT. 

CAS8333 

GRADUATE FILM/VIDEO PRODUCTION I 

I-~ PINe 
FLIMMAKING wORKSHOP PRODUCING UNIVERSITY AND OUTSIDE SPO NSOR ED 

FILMS. STUDENTS WILL PARTICIPATE IN A COMPLEX CREATIVE PROCESS 

OF MAKING A FILM THROUGHOUT RESEARCHING IDEAS, WRITING, SHOOTING 

AND EDITING ANALYSIS. 

PREREGUISITES : 

PERMISSION. 

FALL; OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND IN OTHER TERMS. 

MARZYNSK I. 

CAS8 33~ 

GRADUATE FILM/VIDEO PRODUCTION II 

I-~ PIN e 

CONTINUATION OF CAS8333 . 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERM 1 SSION. 

FALL; OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND IN OTHER TERMS. 

MARlYNSK 1. 

CAS8~00 
CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY: SPECIAL TOPICS 

3 

EXPLORATION OF A~THROPOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO THE STUDY OF SOCIETY 

AND TO FOCUS ON A SPECIAL ADAPTIVE STRATEGY OF SOCIETY . 

FALL. 

ZAKE. 

CAS8SI3 

PHOTOGRAPHIC SERIES AND SEQUENCE 

3 

EXAMINES THE VARIOUS COMMUNICATION FACILITIES AVAILABLE TO THE 

CONTEMPORARY PHOTOGRAPHER ENABLING HIM/HER TO HAVE A GREATER 

NUMBER OF PEOPLE EXPOSED TO HIS/HER WORK. ACTIVITIES INCL UOE 

THE ACTUAL CONSTRUCTION AND DISPERSEMENT OF A LIMITED EDITI ON 

PORTFOLIO OR PRINTED MONOGRAPH. THE LAWS AND RESTRICTIONS 

COVERING PUBLICATION RIGHTS WILL ALSO BE STUDIED. 

PREREGUISITES : 

PERMISSION. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

BOERSMA. 

CAS8S30 

GRADUATE SEMINAR IN PHOTOGRAPHY 

2 

TOPICAL SEMINAR DESIGNED TO PROVIDE A SYNTHESIZING INTERDISCI­

PLINARY FORUM FOR DEVELOPING THE GRAUDATE PROJECT. 

PREREQU I SITES : 

PERMISSION, CAS5~jO, CASS~51, AND CAS5~80. 

FALL, WINTER. 

SCHRANZ, BOERSMA. 

CAS85S0 

PROBLEMS IN INTERNATIONAL POLITICS I: WORLD IMPERIALISM 

j-~ 
EXAMINES THE BEHAVIOR OF PEOPLES AND NATION-STATES AT THE GLO!AL 

LEVEL IN AN EFFORT TO IDENTIFY THOSE PROBLEMS THAT THREATEN THE 

SURVIVAL OF MANKIND AND SERIOUSLY UNDERMINE GLOBAL PEACE. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

ODEN, KOFELE-KALE. 

CAS658S 

GRADUATE THESIS: PRESENTATION IN . . • 

I 
STUDENTS COMPLETING THEIR GRADUATE THESIS WILL PRESENT A SEMI AR 

ON THEIR RESEARCH PROJECT IN A FORMAT SIMILAR TO A PRESENTAT ION 

OF A PAPER AT A PROFESSIONAL MEETING. STUDENTS SHOULD ENROLL 

DURING THEIR FINAL TRIMESTER OF THESIS RESEARCH DR FOR THE FOL­

LOWING TRIMESTER. 

PREREQUISITES : 

CAS 9600 OR CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT. 

FALL, WINTER, SPR lNG/SUMMER'. 

CEHELNIK. 
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CAS870 0 
GRADUA TE t SEA e M SEMINAR: I~T ER CULT URAL STUDIES 
3 
DESIG~EC TO ALLOw THE STuDENT TO 00 IN-OEPTH ANALYSES OF SELECTEO 
ASPEC TS OF THE SOCIO-POLITICAL, ECONO I', A 0 HISTORICAL DEVElOP ­
HE"'T; OF TH E CULTURES OF AFRICAN, HISPA, IC, A 0 ..SIAN PEOPLES , 
IN CL uOIM' THE STUDY OF PROBLtMS, PO"ER ANO ISSIJE5 I' AMERICA'" 
CE "'TR AL uRSA", ARE4S A D I SELECTED OEVELOPING COUNTRIES . THIS 
COU~ SE HAS ~ INTERDISC I PLIN~RY A",D COMPARA TIVE FOCU S. 
OFfERED BASED UPC DEMAAO . 
5 TAFf. 
CAS67.S5 

IMPROV I NG LEAR~ I NG E~V IRor'~,ENTS 

3 

HELPS TEACHERS EXA.~,INE AND PRACTICE STATEGIES FOR PR O VI D I~G NON­

THREA TENING AND SUPPORTIVE LEARNING EhVIRONMENTS. EMPHASIZES 

Sl.I LLS FO R IMPROVING INTERPERSONA.L RELATIONSHIPS AND FO' FCSTER­

Ih' GRO~ T H ANO EXPRESSION OF CREATIVITY ANO SELF-CONFI DENCE. 

SPRING/S UMMER. 

S I EM O . 

CAS& 77A 

TELEVISOD INSTRuCTION IN SC IENCE 

1- 6 

THIS COURSE ~ILL GIVE TEAChERS TOOLS TO EXPLOR E SCIENCE A~D TECH­

hOLOGY BY USING VISUAL TO AUDIO STIMULATION. TEAChERS WILL 

S~L ECT AND APPLY TEAChING STRATEGIES APPROPRIATE TC SCIENCE AS 

wIL AS SE LECT OR CCNS TRl.t T HANDS-ON ~\ATERIAL FOR THE IR STUDENTS' 

"SE . IN AOO ITION TEAHC ER S WILL EVAL~ATE EXISTING T.V . lI'oSTRUC­

a~FEREO BASED UPON DEMAND. 

HOC~E TT • 

,.58770 

UN DERSTANUING THE COSMOS 

I'" COCPERATION ~ITH THE MUSEU~ OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY A~D WTTIi, 

T IS COuRSE EXPLORES THE RELATI ON St-'IPS BEnCEN PLAI'oU EARTH, !TS 

r HAO[TANTS, AND THE UNI VERSE AROUND ThE~. IT EXAMINES THE 

EVO LUTION OF PERCEPTIONS ABO UT THEM. IT IS AN INTERDISC[PLINARY 

, TUO Y OF SCIENCE PLACED IN A HUMANIST PERSPECTIVE. 

CFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND . 

hOCKE TT. 

CAS 877F 
OuTDOOR EDUCAT[ON/RECREATI ON WORKSHOP 
I 
THIS ~ORKSHOP DEVELOPS A~ARENESS, UNDERSTANUING, AND APPRECIAT[ON 

OF ThE LOCAL ENV[RONMENT .HILE ACGUAINTI NG TEACHERS ANu YO UTH 

LEADE RS WITH OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES ThAT ARE SUITABLE FOR uSE WITH 

GORU PS. EMPHASIS IS PLACED ON INSTRUCTlOANL MATERIALS DESIGNED 

FOll USE IN FOREST PRESERVES BUT ADAPTABLE TO A VARIETY OF SITES. 

STUDENTS ~ILL PARTICIPATE IN A CCMPAsS COURSE, AN ORIENTEERlt-.G 

ACT[VITY, A NATURE TREASURE HUN~ AND A TREE [DEhTIFICATION 

ACTIVITY. 

PRER EQU IS I TES: 

PRE-REGISTRATION WITH DUPAGE COUNTY FOREST PRESERVE DISTRICT. 

OFF RED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUN ITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

CAS8780 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION: BIOLOGICAL FIELD SCIENCE 

2 

T IS IS A FIELD COURSE OFFERED AT CAMP sAGAWAU. FIELD METHODS OF 

INVESTIGATION ARE USED TO COMPARE HABITATS, STUDY VARIATIONS IN 

PLA NT COMMUNITIES, AND INVESTIGATE THE EFFECTS OF POLLUTION. 

OF FERED BASED UPON DEMAND .IN FALL AND/OR SPR[NG/S UMMER. 

SIERMO, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CAS8790 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION: EARTH SCIENCE 

2 

THIS IS A FIELD COURSE OFF ER ED AT CAMP SAGAWAU. EMPHASIS IS 

PLACED ON RELAT IONSHIPS BE TliEE'1 LAND FORMS G GEOLOGIC PROCESSES. 

LOCAL EXAMPLES ARE USED; MAPPING SKILLS ARE INCLUDED. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND IN FALL AND/OR SPRING/SUMMER. 

SIERMO, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CAS8793 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION: FOREST INVESTIGATIONS 
2 
THIS IS A FIELD COURSE OFFERED AT CAMP sAGAWAU. PARTICIPANTS WILL 
EXAMI NE IN DEPTH LOCAL FOREST COMMUNITIES USING SEVERAL METHODS 
uF ANALYSIS INCLUDING POINT-QUARTER TRANSECTS, AGE CLASSIFICATION 
BY CORRELATION WITH DIAMETER CLASS, VAR[ABLE AND FIXED PLOT 
~AMPLING AND EVALUATING INFLUENCES OF MICROCLIMATE. STUDENTS 
ENROLLING [N THIS COURSE SHOULD HAVE SOME PRIOR FIELD EXPERIENCE. 
PREREQUISITES : 
SOME FIELD WORK. 
FALL, ODD YEARS; SPRING/SUMMER, EVEN YEARS. 
SIERMO, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 
CAs8795 
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION: INVESTIGATIONS IN LIMNOLOGY 
2 
AN INTENSIVE WEEK OF FIELD INVESTIGATION BASED AT CAMP SAGAWAU, 
COMPARING ELEMENTS OF REAL LIMNOLOGICAL SYSTEMS INCLUDING R[VU­
LETS, CREEKS, MARSHES, PONDS, AND LAKES OF LENTIC AND LOTIC ENVI­
RONMENTS. EMPHASIS IS ON CHA RACTER ISTIC MACRO- I NVERTEB RATES, VER­

TEB RATES, CHEMICAL AND PHYS ICAL PROPERTIES OF AQUATI C ENYI RON­

TE8RATES, CHEMICAL ANO PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF AQUATIC ENV I RON­

ME NT--WHETHER NATURA L OR I NFLU ENCED BY ~UMAN ACTI VITIES. 

PREREl(UI S ITES: 

CAS8 780 OR PE RMISSI ON. 

SPR I NGI SUMI'ER. 

SIE RMO , COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CAS8800 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION: TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGY 

2 

THIS IS A WEEK-END FIELD COURSE TAUGHT AT CAMP SAGAWAU. IDENTIFI­

CATION OF PLANTS AND LOCAL COMMUNITIES IS USED TO DEVELOP 

UNOERSTANDING OF REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTS. TEACHING APPLICATIONS ARE 

MADE. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND IN FALL AND/OR SPRING/SUMMER. 

SIERMO, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CAS8830 
QUANTITATIVE METHODS FOR DECISIONS 
3 
A SURVEY COURSE FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS THROUGHOUT THE UNIVERSITY 
COVERING THE BASIC PRINCIPLES AND APPROACHES OF SYSTEMS ANALYS IS 
FOR DECISION MAKING. TOPICS INCLUDE: THE SYSTEMS APPROACH, 
PRINCIPLES OF MODELING, SI~\PLE L1NE.AR MODELS, DECISION THEORY,' 
BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS, LINEAR PROGRAMMING, PERT/CPM, INVENTORY 
CONTROL AND QUEUING MODELS. THE COURSE IS APPLICATIONS AND 
PROBLEM-SOLVING ORIENTED WITH A VARIETY OF EXAMPLES FROM THE 
FIELDS OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION, PLANNING, POLlCY ANALYSIS AND 
BUS 1NESS. 
PREREQUISITES: 
CAS5 530. 
FALL, WINTER. 
ROBERTS. 
cAS8831 
PRINCIPLES OF SYSTEMS SCIENCE 
3-5 
A SURVEY COURSE IN THE PRINCIPLES AND METHODS OF SYSTEMS A AL YSI S 
AND OPE RAT IONS RESEARCH. THIS COURSE DRAWS UPON CALCULU S, 
STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY AS PREREQUISITES. TOPICS INCLUDE : 
THE SYSTEMS APPROACH, LINEAR PROGRAMMING, GAME THEORY, QUE UING 
,HEORY, INVENTORY THEORY, MARKOV IAN PROCESSES, DECISION THEOR t , 
PERT/CPM, INTEGER PROGRAMMING AND SIMULATION. 
PREREQU [SITES: 
CAS3520, CAS5530 (4 HOURS) AND BPA320I. 
FALL, ODD YEARS. 
ROBERTS. 
CAS8832 
ENVIRONMENTAL MODELING 
3-5 
THIS COURSE COVERS CONCEPTS AND METHODS OF ECOSYSTEMS, AIR QUAL­
ITY AND WATER QUALITY MODELING. IT IS APPROPRIATE FOR ALL SCI­
ENC' DIVISION STUDENTS DESIRING A BACKGROUND IN THIS IMPORTANT 
METHODOLOGICAL AREA. THE LABORATORY COMPONENT WILL INCLUOE 
HANDS-ON USE OF AVAILABLE COMPUTER SIMULATION MODELS DEVELOPED BY 
USEPA AND OTHERS. STUDENTS ENROLLING FOR MORE THAN 3 HOURS WILL 
PURSUE A PARTICULAR MODELING TOPIC IN MORE DEPTH BY LITERATURE 
AND/OR LABORATORY WORK. 
PREREQU IS I TES: 
CAS3520 
CAs8831 

PRINCIPLES OF SYSTEMS SCIENCE 

3-5 

A SURVEY COURSE IN THE PRINCIPLES AND METHODS OF SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 

AND OPERATIONS RESEARCH. THIS COURSE DRAWS UPON CALCULUS, 

STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY AS PREREQUISITES. TOPICS INCLUDE: 

THE SYSTEMS APPROACH, LINEAR PROGRAMMING, GAME THEORY, QUEUING 

THEORY, INVENTORY THEORY, MARKOVIAN PROCESSES, DECISION THEORY, 

PERT/CPM, INTEGER PROGRAMMING AND SII'ULATION. 

PREREQUIS ITES: 

CA~3520, CAS5530 (4 HOURS) AND BPA3201. 

FALL, ODD YEARS. 

ROBERTS. 

CAS8832 
ENVIRONMENTAL I'ODELING 
3-5 
THIS COURSE COVERS CONCEPTS AND METHODS OF ECOSYSTEMS, AIR QUAL­
ITY AND WATER QUALITY MODELING. IT IS APPROPRIATE FOR ALL SCI­
ENCE DIVISION STUDENTS DESIRING A BACKGROUND IN THIS IMPORTANT 
METHODOLOGICAL AREA. THE LABORATORY COMPONENT WILL INCLUDE 
HANDS-ON USE OF AVAILASLE COMPUTER SIMULATION MODELS DEVELOPED BY 
U~EPA AND OTHERS. STUDENTS ENROLLING FOR MORE THAN 3 HOURS WILL 
PURSUE A PARTICULAR MODELING TOPIC IN MORE DEPTH BY LITERATURE 
AND/OR LABORATORY WORK. 
PREREQUISITES: 
CAS3520, COLLEGE CHEMISTRY PHYSICS. 
WINTER, EVEN YEARS. 
ROBERTS. 
CAS8833 
SYSTEMS MODELING 
3-5 
THIS COURSE COVERS DEVELOPMENT OF MATHEMATICAL AND COMPUTER BASED 
SIMULATION AND OPTIMIZATION MODELS FOR A VARIETY OF SYSTEM TYPES. 
CAS Course Descriptions 147 
Jl UDENTS Will IMPLEMENT MODEL S USING COMPUTER PACKAGE S SUCH AS 

CSMP, GPSS AND SLAM. 

PREItfQUIS ITES : 

CASSSl l AND EITHER CAS3600 OR CAS360S. 

WINTE R, EVEN YEARS. 

ROBER TS. 

CAS88~O 
SYSTEMS SCIENCE SEMINAR 

3 

PROVIDES FORUM FOR REPORTING AN ANALYSIS, SIMULATION OR OTHER 

QUANTITATIVE METHODS DEVELOPMENT OR APPLICATION IN SYSTEMS 

SCIENCE. STUDENTS WILL ENGAGE IN GROUP PROBLEM SOLVING AND/OR 

~ ONDUCT ENVIRONMENTAL MODELING STUDIES AS A LABORATORY COMPONENT 

FOR THIS COURSE. 

PR ER EQU IS I TES: 

CAS SS33, CAS907S, OR PERMISSION. 

SPRING/SUMMER, EVEN YEARS. 

ROBERTS. 

CAS8910 

SEMINAR IN AMERICAN INSTITUTIONS AND VALUES 

3 

SEE BPAS910 FOR DESCRIPTION. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF • 

CAS8912 

GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY/MASS SPECTRA 

3 

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF GAS LIQUID CHROMATDGRAPHY/MASS SPECTR­

OMETRY, ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLES ARE ROUTINELY USED FOR ANALYSIS. 

(REPLACES CASS~S3). 

PREREQUISITES: 

CASS~~O. 
WINTER. 

ADDISON. 

CAS8917 
ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY GRADUATE SEMINAR 
2 
ftEVIEWS THE LITE •• TURE RELATED TO CURRENT AND CLASSICAL ISSUES IN 
ECOLOGY' CONSERVATION. EACH STUDENT SELECTS AN ISSUE, RESEARCHES 
THE LlTERTURE ON IT, THEN IN A SEMINAR SETTING, PROVIDES AN 
ORAL REPORT, AND SUBMITS TO FACULTY A WRITTEN REPORT OF FINDINGS. 
PREREQUISITES: 
PERMISSION. 
WINTER. 
GUNTHER, MENDELSON, MILLER. 
CAS9050 
LEARNING PROCESSES: ADVANCED TOPICS 
3 
APPLl ES ADVANCED COGN IT I VE-DEVELOP~IENTAL (P IAGET IAN) THEORY TO 
ISSUES OF PROGRAM AND INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN IN THE AREA OF SCIENCE 
TEACHING. STUDENTS INVESTIGATE IMPLICATIONS OF PIAGET'S THEORY 
FOR INSTRUCTION AND PROPOSE AND CONDUCT A GUIDED, MINI-RESEARCH 
OR MINI-CURRICULA PROJECT USING THIS MODEL. 
PREREQU I SITES : 
CAS65~0 OR CAS6550 AND WRITTEN PERMISSION, OR EDUCATIONAL PSY­
CHOLDG Y. 
WI NTER. 
KISHTA. 
CAS9066 

MAINSTREAMING ANO THE CLASSROOM TEACHER 

2-3 

THIS MODULE IS DESIGNED TO HELP ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY TEACHERS 

INTEGRATE THE HANDICAPPED STUDENT INTO THE REGULAR CLASSROOM. 

ACTIVITIES WILL PROVIDE PRACTICE IN ADAPTING REGULAR LEARNING 

ACTIVITIES TO THE NEEDS OF THE HANDICAPPED WITHOUT LIMITING THE 

NON-HANDICAPPED STUDENTS. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

ZALEWSKI, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

CAS9067 

MEANINGFUL EVALUATION BEYDNO TESTING 

3 

PROVIDES INSIGHTS INTO WAYS TO IMPROVE THE PROCESS OF MEASURING 

AND GRADING PUPIL ACHIEVEMENT. MEETS THE EVALUATION COMPETENCY OF 

SCIENCE AND HEALTH EDUCATION WHEN TAKEN FOR FULL CREDIT. MEETS 

COMPETENCY REQUIREMENTS IN THE TEST AND MEASUREMENT AREA FOR ANY 

OF GSU'S TEACHERS EDUCATION PROGRAMS. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

KISHTA. 

CAS9068 

GRADUATE SEMINAR IN SCIENCE EDUCATION 

2 P/NC

STUDENTS WILL REVIEW CURRENT RESEARCH IN SCIENCE EDUCATION AND 

CRITIQUE ITS WORTH AND IMPLICATIONS. THEY WILL DEVELOP A RESEARCH 

OR EVALUATIVE PROJECT AS A TERMINAL INTEGRATING EXPERIENCE. 

PRESENTATION OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT IS A REQUI~EMENT FOR GRADU­

ATION. 

PREREQU I SITES: 

PERMISSION. 

FALL, SPRING/SUMMER. 

K I SHTA, STAFF. 

CAS g0 75 
DECI SION SClfNCE AN D POLICY ANALYSIS 
3-5 
THIS COURSF wILe COVFR ADVANCED MFTHODS OF QUANTITAT IV F. D"CISION 
ANALYSIS INCLUDING MULTI-AT~RIBUTf UTlll~Y THEORY, PROB AB ILITY 
ENCODING , COST- RI SK-8fNEF I T ANALYSIS AND MUlTI-OSJFC Tlv· 
PROGR AMM ING . STVD FNT S FNRO LLING FOR MORF . THAN 3 HOURS Wi lL 
CHOOSE A METHODS ARFA FO R INDEPTH STUD Y O~ WIL APPLY MFTHOOS TO 
A PROBLEM OF CURRENT INTFREST VIA LIT ERAT uR" AND / O~ LABORATORY 
TFCHNIQUFS . 
PREREQUISIT~S : 
CAS88H. 

WINTER, EVEN YEARS. 

ROBHTS . 

CASgl70 

PHOTOCHEM I SHY 

3 

A STUUY OF TH" LAwS OF PHOTOCHEMISTRY, USING MOD ER S" LfCTFD ~OP­

ICS . LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS GIVE PRACTICAL " XPFR I NC F TO HFORIcS 

COVERED IN CLASS . REPLAC"S EAS6510. 

PRFREQU I S I TFS' 

CAS~601 OR CAS7720. 

SPRIi'<G/SUMMER . 

CFHELNIK . 

CAS9~90 
FIELD BIOLOGY 

3 

STUDENTS .ILL UTI LIZF A NUMBER OF INDFPENDFNT AND S"QuFNTI AL OUT­
DOOR BIOLOGY I NSTRUCTIONAL. STRAT"GIFS TO PROMOTE THF UNDE R~1ANO~ 
ING OF ECOLOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS. FIELD ACTIVITIES WI LL BE USED TO 
INV"STIGATE THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS AND INTERACTIONS OF PLA T5, 
ANIMALS, AND THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT, INCLUDING MAN'S ROLf I~ 
THE NATURAL SCHEMF. FROM THESF FI"LD ACTIVITIFS, STU~FNTS WI LL 
BFGIN TO DFVFLOP LEARNING EXPFRIENCES FOR YOUNGSTERS IN GRADFS 4­
10. STU OENTS CAN OBTAIN THF THIRD HOUR DURING THF FALL TRI MESTFR. 

SP~ING/SUMMER, GDU YFARS. 

SIFMRO. 

tAS9600 
INDEPFNDENT STUDY 
1-6 
SuMF SCIENCE AND SCIENCF TEACHING CURRICULA RFQUIRE, OR GIV F THF 
OPTI ON OF, A THESIS FOR O"GREE COMPLFTION. THIS [S A FORMAL UN­
DERTAKING FOR WHICH CR"DIT IS ALLOCAT"D, AND TOWARDS WHICH FND A 
FORMAL SFT OF POLICIES AND PROCEDURFS MUST BE FOLLOWED . A BOO LFT 
DESCRIBING SAME IS AVAILABLE IN THE COLLEGE OFFICE. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION . 

FALL, WINTFR, SP~[NG/SUMMER. 

STAFF. 

CAS9800 

GRADUATE INTERNSHIP [N ... 

1-8 PIN' 

AN INDFPENDENT, PRACTICAL, STUDY THAT IS OPEN TO ALL STUD F. NTS. 

IT INVOLVES WORK FOR CREDIT, AND OFTEN WITHOUT PAY, IN s rTUATIONS 

S[MILAR TO APPRENTICESHIPS--WHEREIN STUDENTS HAVE AN OPP ORTUNITY 

TO UTILIZE ATTAINED SKILLS IN PROFESSIONAL SETTINGS SIMIL AR TO 

THOSE [N WHICH THEY COULD FIND THEMSELVES AFTER GRADUAT ION. SVP­

ERVISION BY FACULTY OR OTHFR PROFESSIONALS RESULTS IN ADD IT I ONA L 

LEARNING. 

PREREQUISITFS, 

PERMISSION. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER . 

STAFF . 

CAS9900 

MASTERS PROJECT 

1-6 PINC 

FOCUSFS ON INDEPENDENT INTENSIVF READINGS. READINGS DONE IN A 

SPECIFIED AREA UNDER THF DIRECTION OF THE APPROPRIATE CS FACULTY . 

REPORT OF FINDINGS, DISCUSSIONS AND/OR RFADING LOGS D.. T.. RMINED BY 

THE STUDENT AND FACULTY COORDINATOR(S) . 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

STAFF . 

CAS997A 

MICROCOMPUTERS AND THEIR EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS 

2 

STUDENTS WILL STUDY THE NATURE AND USES OF MODERN MICROCOMPUTF.RS 

AS APPLIED TO SCHOOL NEEDS. FROM AN ADMINISTRATOR'S VIEW, THE 

PROCESSES OF APPLICATION, COST-EfFECTIVENESS, AND S.. LF.CTION OF 

ACTUAL HARDWARE WILL BE COVFRED. 

PREREQUI SITES: 

FOR CURRENTLY EMPLOYFD SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS DR THOSE WHO ARF IN 

TRAINING. 

OffF.RED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

CAS998A 

TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGY: AUTUMN 

I 
THIS IS A FIELD STUDY COURSE DESIGNED FOR TEACHERS. HERE IS AN 
OPPOMTUNITY TO EXAMINE THE STRUCTURES AND PATTERNS TO BF. FOUND IN 
THE NATURAL WORLD AS SEEN AGAINST THE BACKGROUND OF AUTUMN. 
ACTIVITIES WILL INCLUDE USING DICHOTOMOUS KEYS FOR PLANT AND 
148 CAS Course Descriptions 
INS"CT IOENTIF I CATION, AS RONOMY OF HF FALL SKies, eXAMI NA11 0N 

OF A R"STOREU PRAI RIe , MI GR TORY BIRO IDeNTIFICATION AN D MAPPING 

S~ILLS. TECHN I QUFS FOR MON I TORING OF A NATU RAL SI TF WILL 6 PRe s ­

FNT"O . THF COURS. WIL L OFF e R CLASSROOM ACTI VITIeS IN MATHFMATICS , 

LIT.RATUR~, AND R~LAT ·D AR TS . AN I NqU IR Y PRO CESS APPROACH WIl l BF. 

USFO THROUGHOUT THE W~ FKFND . 

FALL . 

,. Ml<U N!TY PROF~SSOR, STAFF. 

CAS99 80 

TFW fS TRIAL BIOLOGY: wINTeR 

1 
AN OUTDOOR eDUCATION .ORKSHOP FXPLORING THe UNIQUe OPPORTUNITIes 
FOR wONDeR, OFLI~HT, ANO MYSTFRY ALLOWED ONLY BY WINTeR. AWARE­
NFS S ACTIVITI.S IN TRACKING, WINTeR LITeRATURe, eNeRGY IMPLICA­
TIONS, ASTRONOMY, SNOw. ICE, AND TRFE AND TWIG IDeNTIFICATION 
WILL of PR~S~NT~D. 
wINTFR . 

CUMMUNITY PROFF.SSOR, STAFF. 

CAS9981 

TERRESTRIAL biOLOGY: SPRING 

1 
AN OUTDOOR EOU CATION wORKSHOP DESIGNED TO PROVID' BACKGROUND 

INFORMATION AND ACTIVITIES FOR eXPLORING TH" "MeRGFN CE ASPFCTS OF 

THf SPRING SfASON. WEATHER , ASTRONOMY. POND wATeR, PLANT IDENTI­

FICATION, ANIMAL STUDIes, AND lITFRATURF RELATED TO SPRING WILL 

bE COVERFD. 

SPR 1NG/5UMMFR. 

COMMUNITY PROF"SSOR, STAFF.. 

CAS9982 

TERRFSTRIAL BIOLOGY: SUMM"R 

1 
AN ""TDOOR EDUCATION WORKSHOP DESIGNED TO PROVIDE BACKGROUND 

INFORMATION AND ACTIVITIES FOR EXPLORING THe "MFRGfNCF AspeCTS 

OF THE SUHMFR SFASON. W"ATHFR, ASTRONom, POND WAHR, PLANT lDfN­

TIFICATION, ANIMAL STUDIES, AND LITERATURe RelATFD TO SUMMER WIll 

BE COvERF'D. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

CA~998A 
TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGY: AUTUMN 
I 
THIS IS A FIELO STUDY COURS. DFSIGNFD FOR TEACHfRS. HERE IS AN 
OPPORTUNITY TU EXAMINE THE STRuCTURES AND PATTfRNS TO BE FOUND IN 
THE NATURAL WORLD AS SE~N AGAINST THE BACKGROUND OF AUTUMN . 
ACTIVITIES wILL INCLUDE USING DICHOTOMOUS KfYS FOR PLANT AND 
INSECT IDfNTIFICATION, ASTRONOMY OF THF FALL SKlfS, fXAMINATION 
OF A RfSTORED PRAIRIE, MIGRATORY BIRD IDENTIFICATION AND MAPPING 
SKILLS. TfCHNIQUES FO~ MONITORING OF A NATURAL SITE WILL BE PRES­
rAS998A 

TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGY : AUTUMN 

1 
THIS IS A FIELD STUDY COURSE DESIGNED FOR TEACHERS. HfRE IS AN 
OPPORTUNITY TO EXAMINE THE STRUCTURES AND PATTERNS TO BE FOUND IN 
THE NATURAL WORLD AS Sf EN AGAINST THE BACKGROUND OF AUTUMN. 
ACTIvITIES WILL INClUD" USING DICHOTOMOUS KEYS FOR PLANT AND 
INSECT IDENTIFICATION, ASTRONOMY OF THE FALL SKIES, .XAMINATION 
Of A RESTORED PRAIRIE, MIGRATORY BIRD IDENTIFICATION AND MAPPING 
SKIllS. TECHNIQUES FOR MONITORING OF A NATURAL SITE WILL BE PRES­
ENTED. THE COURSE WILL OFFER CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES IN MATHEMATICS, 
LITERATURE, AND RELATE D ARTS. AN INQUIRY PROCESS APPROACH WILL BE 
USED THROUGHOUT THE WEF.KEND. 
FALL. 
COMMUNITY PROF ESSOR, STAFF . 
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APPLIED MUSIC: VIOLIN/VIOLA CAS 5764 CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT ON RES ERVA­
APPLIED MUSIC: VOICE CAS 5763 TIONS CAS 5600 

APPLIED MUSIC: WOODWINDS CAS 5768 CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN TRIBAL GOVERNMENT ON RESERVATIONS 

ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY CAS 5423 
 CAS 6668 
ART AND SOCIETY CAS 5590 CONTEMPORARY ISSUES OF NATIVE AMERICANS FROM A HISTORICAL PER­
ART HISTORY - EGYPTIAN CAS 507A SPECTIVE CAS 6666 
ART HISTORY--AMERICAN CAS 507B CONTEMPORARY ISSUES: . •. CAS 8030 

ART OF AFRO-AMERICANS CAS 5070 CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL THOUGHT CAS 7522 

ART OF CENTRAL AFRICA CAS 5313 CONTEMPORARY URBAN ECOLOGY I CAS 5610 

ART OF FIRST AMERICANS (AMERICAN-INDIANS) CAS 5311 CONTEMPORARY URBAN ECOLOGY II CAS 5611 

ART OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC CAS 5081 COOPERATIVE EDUCATION IN... CAS 5650 

ART OF WEST AFRICA CAS 5312 COOPERATIVE EDUCATION... CAS 7990 

ART SINCE 1945 CAS 5594 COUNTER-PROPAGANDA CAS 6450 

ARTFORMS CAS 5079 COUNTERPOINT/FORM CAS 5840 

ASCENT OF MAN CAS 5261 CREATIVE DRAMATICS I CAS 6340 

ASIAN AMERICAN WORKSHOP CAS 5109 CRITICAL ANALYSIS: LATIN AMERICAN LITERATURE CAS 8164 

ASIAN-AMERICAN LITERATURE CAS 6756 CRITICAL WRITING FOR BILINGUAL STUDENTS CAS 3765 

ASSESSING EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES CAS 5330 CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY CAS 3170 

ASTRONOMY IN THE CLASSROOM CAS 504A CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY: SPECIAL TOPIC~ CAS 8400 

CULTURAL DIMENSIONS : GLOBAL INEQUALITY CAS 5244 
BASIC SCENIC ELEMENTS CAS 6110 CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY CAS 5278 

BEYOND TEXTBOOK SCIENCE CAS 8190 
 CURRENT TOPICS IN EVOLUTION FOR TEACHERS CAS 800B 

BEYOND VALUE CLARIFICATION: PIAGET AND KOHLBERG CAS 5040 
 CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT CAS 5740 

BIBLE AS LITERATURE IN SOCIAL CONTEXT CAS 6541 

BIOCHEMISTRY: LABORATORY CAS 5402 
 DATA ANALYSIS IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES USING SPSS CAS 7559 

BIOCHEMISTRY: LECTURE CAS 5403 
 DECISION SCIENCE AND POLICY ANALYSIS CAS 9075 

BIOGAS DIGESTERS FOR FARMS CAS 529C 
 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS CAS 3505 

BLACK COMPOSERS CAS 8042 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS CAS 5550 

BLACK DRAMA CAS 5100 DIRECTING CAS 6200 

BLACK HUMOR CAS SilO 
 DOCUMENTARY PHOTOGRAPHY CAS 5453 
BLACK LITERATURE I CAS 5120 DRAMATIC CRITICISM CAS 6290 

BLACK LITERATURE II CAS 5130 DYNAMICS OF THE SPANISH LANGUAGE CAS 3173 

BLACK LITERATURE III CAS 5140 

150 CAS Course Index 
EARTH SCIENCE FIELD STUDIE5: GLAC IA L GFOLOGY CAS 82710 

ECOLOGICAL METHOOS CAS 581 0 
ECOLOGY OF BEHAVI OR CAS )8A 
ECOLO GY Of BEHAVIOR: SE MI NAR CAS 8260 

ECOLOGY OF LAK ES (AS 6611 

ECOLOG Y OF PRAIRIES: FIELD STUDIES CAS 5915 

ECOLO GY OF STREAMS CAS 7750 

ECOLOGY: BASIC PRINICIPLES CAS 3150 

ECONOM IC DEVELOPMENT IN LATIN AMERICA CAS 5243 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF MINORITY COMMUNITIES CAS 3e60 
ECO~OMICS OF URBAN PLANNING CAS 5818 

EOUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE THIRD WORLD CAS 5195 

EDU CA TION OF MINORITIES IN U.S. CAS 5279 

EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA CAS 5190 

EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN KENYP CAS 535A 

EFFECTIVE SUBURBAN PLANNING IN THE 1980'S CAS 529B 
EL ECTROCHEMISTRY CAS 5830 

ELECTRONIC MUSIC II CAS 7850 

ELECTRONIC MUSIC IN CLASSROOM WORKSHOP CAS 6040 

ELI TES AND AMERICAN DEMOCRACY CAS 7830 

ENER GY AND THE wAY WE LIVE CAS 312A 

ENERGY ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT CAS 7950 

ENERGY, RESOURCES AND SOCIETY CAS 5850 

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT CAS 5870 

ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY GRADUATE SEMINAR CAS 8917 

ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY CAS 7037 

ENVIRONMENTAL EARTH SCIENCE CAS 5~90 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION: A PROCESS APPROACH CAS 6391 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION: BIOLOGICAL FIELD SCIENCE CAS ~780 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION: EARTH SCIErKE CAS 87g0. 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION: FGREST INVESTIGATIONS CAS 8793 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION: INVESTIGATIONS IN LIMNOLOGY CAS 8795 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION: TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGY CAS 8800 

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH CAS 5852 

ENVIRONMENTAL LAND USE PLANNING CAS 5940 

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW CAS 5~30 

ENVIRONMENTAL MODELING CAS 8e32 

ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING SEMINAR CAS 8185 

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE CAS 3890 

ETHICS CAS 3773 

ETHICS AND ENVIRONMENT CAS 6080 

ETHNICITY, CULTURE AND POLITICS CAS 5258 

EVOLUATION AND HUMAN ECOLOGY CAS 6140 

EVOLUTION AND ETHOLOGY OF MAMMALS CAS 5510 

EXISTENTIALISM CAS 6009 

EXPERIMENTAL BOTANY CAS 6160 

EXPERIMENTAL COMMUNITIES CAS 6171 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN FOR LABORATORY AND FIELD CAS 5429 

FAMILY IN CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES CAS 8159 

FEATURE AND REVIEW WRITING CAS 7162 

FIELD BIOLOGY CAS 9490 

FIELD STUDIES: OKEFENOKEE SWAMP CAS 6240 

FILM ANO FILMMAKERS I CAS 6932 

FILM AND FILMMAKERS II CAS 6933 

FILM SEMINAR: . " CAS 6840 

FILM/VIDEO PROJECT I CAS 3775 

FILM/VIDEO PROJECT II CAS 3776 

FINE AND PERFORMING ARTS WORKSHOP CAS 504H 

GALAXIES AND QUASARS CAS 529T 
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY/MASS SPECTRA CAS 8ql2 
GEOCHEMISTRY CAS 6041 

GEOLOGICAL FIELD STUDIES: MAMMOTH CAVES CAS 529W 
GEOLOGICAL FIELD STUDIES: UPPER MISSISSIPPI VALLEY CAS 529X 
GRADUATE DESIGN: TWO DIMENSIONAL CAS 8120 

GRADUATE DIRECTING SEMINAR CAS 8330 

GRADUATE FILM/VIDEO PRODUCTION I CAS 8333 

GRADUATE FILM/VIDEO PRODUCTION II CAS 8334 

GRADUATE INTERNSHIP IN . .. CAS 9800 

GRADUATE PAINTING COMPOSITION CAS 8100 

GRADUATE RESEARCH SEMINAR: MUSIC CAS 8300 

GRADUATE RESEARCH SEMINAR: THEATRE CAS 8320 

GRADUATE RESEARCH SEMINAR: INTERCULTURAL STUDIES CAS 8700 

GRADUATE SEMINAR IN HISTORICAL STUDIES CAS 8178 

GRADUATE SEMINAR IN INTEGRATION POLICY CAS 817A 
GRADUATE SEMINAR IN PHOTOGRAPHY CAS 853 0 
GRADUATE SEMINAR IN SCIENCE EDUCATION CAS 9068 

GRADUATE SEMINAR IN SOCIAL THOUGHT CAS 8183 

GRADUATE SEMINAR IN SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION CAS 8179 

GRADUATE SEMINAR IN TECHNICAL THEATRE PRODUCTION FOR DIRECTORS 

CAS 832 7 

GRADUATE SEMINAR: PAINTING CAS 8220 

GRADUATE SEMINAR: PRINTMAKING CAS 8250 

GRADUATE THESIS: PRESENTATION IN . .. CAS 8585 

GRASSROOTS CONCEPTS IN HUMAN ECOLOGY (SIM) CAS 6150 

GSU CHORALE CAS 5880 

GSU CONTEMPORARy ENSEMBLE CAS 5771 

GS~ JAZZ CAMP CAS 5921 

GUITAR' MAKING MUSIC WITH RAY TATE CAS 5877 

GUITAR I CAS 587A 

GUITAR II CAS 587B 

GUITAR III CAS 587C 

HISTORIOGRAPHY CAS 8175 

HISTORY OF AMERICAN EDUCATION CAS 5192 

HISTORY OF CIVIL RIGHTS CAS 5280 

HISTORY OF JAZZ CAS 5889 

HISTORY OF STAGE COSTUMES CAS 6070 

HUMAN GENETICS--ELEMENTARY CAS 5811 

IDEA OF COMMUNITY CAS 7550 

IMAGES OF B LAC~S I~ ~ERICAN LITERATURE CAS 5121 

IMAGES Of THE TEACHER IN LI TERATURE CA S 65)4 

IMPROVING LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS CAS 8735 

INDEPENDE NT I NVES TIGATI ONS CA S 4900 

INDEPENDE NT ST UOY CAS 9600 

I NNOVATIONS IN URB AN PLANNIN G CAS 6599 

I NORGANIC CHEMISTqy CAS 4215 

INSTRUMENTAL COND UCTI NG CAS 5900 

I NTERCUL TURAL RESEARCH ME THODS CAS 7839 

INTER MEDIATE DESI GN I: DRAWING FOR GRAPHIC IMPACT CAS 5710 

INTERMEDIATE GUITAR CAS 5870 

INTERMEDIATE PAINTI NG AND OR AW ING COMPOSITION CAS 5613 

INTERRELATION OF THE ARTS CAS 4650 

INTRODUCTION TO C MPUT II'IG: 6ASI C CAS 3600 

INTRODUCTION TO IN TER CUL TURAL STUDIES CAS 3154 

INTRODUCTION TO MULTI-ETHNIC LITERATURE CAS 5016 

INTRODUCTION TO NON-TRADITIONAL EDUCATION CAS 7542 

INTROOUCTION TO QUANTITATIVE METHODS CAS 3500 

INVESTIGATIVE AND SPECIALIZED REPORTING CAS 6812 

JAZZ ENSEMBLE CAS 5920 

JAZZ MATERIALS FOR TEACHER EDUCATION 
 CAS 6050 

JESUS, MARX AND AMERICA CAS 7079 

LAND USE CONTROLS CAS 6156 

LAND USE LAW SEMINAR CA S 6521 

LANDFORMS OF THE CHICAGO AREA CAS 6501 

LANGAUGE ARTS METHOOS FOR EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS (SECONDARY LEVEL) 

CAS 6529 

LANGUAGE, TEACHING ANO LEARNING CAS 6460 

LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY CAS 5390 

LATIN AMERICAN INDIAN: PAST AND PRESENT CAS 5394 

LATINOS IN U.S.A. CAS 5020 

LAW AND SOCIAL JUSTICE CAS 5345 

LEARNING PROCESSES: ADULTS CAS 6540 

LEARNING PROCESSES: ADVANCED TOPICS CAS 9050 

LEARNING PROCESSES: CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS CAS 6550 

LIBRARY RESOURCES FOR CLASSROOM TEACHERS CAS 6662 

LIFE STUDY: DRAWING CAS 5560 

LITERARY CRITICISM CAS 6470 

LITERATURE AND HISTORY: CAS 6537 

LITERATURE AND MEDICINE CAS 6533 

LITERATURE OF IMMIGRANT CHILDREN CAS 6480 

LOCAL FLORA CAS 706A 
LOCAL HISTORY: RESOURCES AND METHODS CAS 7283 

LOCAL PLANNING ADMINISTRATION CAS 6625 

LOGIC CAS 3774 

MAINSTREAMING AND THE CLASSROOM TEACHER CPS 9066 

MAJOR AMERICAN AUTHORS: . .. CAS 6510 

MAJOR ENGLISH AUTHORS: . " CAS 6490 

MAKE-UP FOR STAGE CAS 6440 

MASS MEDIA AND POLITICS CAS 7150 

MASTERS PROJECT CAS 9900 

MATERIALS OF MUSIC III: KEYBOARD IMPROVISATION CAS 5964 

MATERIALS OF MUSIC II: IMPROVISATION CAS 5963 

MATERIALS OF MUSIC II: ORCHESTRATION CAS 5962 

MATERIALS OF MUSIC II: 20TH CENTURY HARMONIC TECHNIQUES 

CAS 5961 

MATERIALS OF MUSIC I: ART OF MUSIC NOTATION CAS 5952 

MATERIALS OF MUSIC I: INTROOUCTION TO CONTEMPORARY MUSIC THEORY 

CAS 5951 

MATERIALS OF MUSIC I: KEYBOARD CAS 3270 

MATERIALS OF STAGELIGHTING CAS 6170 

MEANINGFUL EVALUATION BEYOND TESTING CAS 9067 

MEDIA AND SOCIETY CAS 7021 

MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS LAW CAS 6970 

MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH CAS 6971 

MEDIA PRODUCTION PRACTICUM CAS 7195 

MEDIA SYMPOSIUM: . .. CAS 6394 

MEDIA TEAM FIELD PROJECT CAS 6983 

MEDIA WORKSHOP: . .. CAS 5418 

MEDICAL PHYSICS CAS 7025 

METEOROLOGY CAS 6721 

MEl HODS AND TECHNIGUES OF TEACHING AT THE SECONDARY LEVEL 

CAS 5409 

METHODS OF TEACHING ENGLISH CAS 6500 

MICROBIOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES CAS 6730 

MICROCOMPUTERS ANO THEIR EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS CAS 997A 

MINORITIES AND URBAN LABOR MARKET PARTICIPATION CAS 8149 

MODERN ART: GREAT ARTISTS CAS 5085 

MORAL CHOICES IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY CAS 6542 

MULTI-MEDIA PROOUCTION I CAS 5425 

MULTI-MEDIA PRODUCTION II CAS 5426 

MULTIPLE PROJECTS IN COMMUNITY RESEARCH CAS 7552 

MUSIC HISTORY: 18TH AND 19TH CENTURY MUSIC CAS 3265 

MUSIC THEATRE PRODUCTION CAS 5790 

NATURAL HISTORY: FOREST CAS 800H 
NATURAL HISTORY: PRAIRIES CAS 800f 
NATURAL HISTORY: WETLANDS CAS 800J 
NATURE INTERPRETATION: PRINCIPLE AND PRACTICE CAS 6790 

NEW COMMUNITIES DEVELOPMENT (SIM) CAS 6800 

NEWSWRITING AND REPORTING CAS 6811 

NON-WESTERN ART SEMINAR: . •. CAS 5592 

NOVEL Of THE MEXICAN REVOLUTION CAS 5393 

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS CAS 5640 

OPEN EDUCATION: IMPLEMENTATION CAS 7460 

OPEN EDUCATION: THEORY CAS 7411 

ORAL INTERPRETATION CAS 3269 

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY CAS 5230 

CAS Course Index 151 
ORNITHOLOGY I CAS 6899 

ORNITHOLOGY II CAS 6900 

OUTDOOR EDUCATION/RECREATION WORKSHOP CAS 877F 
PAI NTING AND DRAWING COMPOSITION CAS 5701 

PAI~TI NG COMPOSITION CAS 5671 

PAINTING: AN ANALYTICAL APPROACH CAS 8050 

PAINTING: ANALYSIS AND COMPOSITION CAS 8070 

PAINTING : DEVELOPMENT OF A THEME CAS 5609 

PAINTING: SPECIAL PROBLEMS CAS 5871 

PAUL ROBESON: WORKSHOP/SEMINAR--ACHIEVEMENTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS 

CAS SOH 

PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS OF THIRD WORLD SOCIETIES CAS 5304 

PHILOSOPHICAL THEMES IN CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE CAS 6752 

PHILOSOPHY OF AMERICAN EDUCATION CAS 5194 

PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY CAS 7441 

PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE CAS 8270 

PHOTO ABSTRACTS AND NON-SILVER TECHNIQUES CAS 5441 

PHOTO FOR INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT (SIM) CAS 5439 

PHOTO HISTORY CAS 6852 

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION CAS 5456 

PHOTO uOURNALISM CAS 5431 

PHOTOCHEMISTRY CAS 9170 

PHOTOGRAPHIC CRITICISM CAS 5412 

PHQTOGRAPHIC EQUIVALENCE STUDIES CAS 5413 

PHOTOGRAPHIC PORTFOLIO CAS 5410 

PHOTOGRAPHIC SERIES AND SEQUENCE CAS 8513 

PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES CAS 3745 

PHOTOGRAPHIC THEORY CAS 7840 

PHOTO: COLOR WORKSHOP I CAS 5430 

PHOTO: COLOR WORKSHOP II CAS 5433 

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY II : LABORATORY CAS 4603 

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY II : LECTURE CAS 4601 

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY I : LABORATORY CAS 4602 

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY I : LECTURE CAS 4600 

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENTS: CHARACTERISTICS AND DEVELOPMENT CAS 6920 

PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOUNDATIONS CAS 6935 

PHYSICS: INTERMEDIATE CAS 6481 

PHYSIOLOGIC SYSTEMS I CAS 6940 

PHYSIOLOGIC SYSTEMS II CAS 6950 

PIANO PEDAGOGY CAS 5756 

PLANNING FRAMEWOR KS CAS 6670 

PLANNING METHODOLOGY CAS 7022 

PLANNING TECHNIQUES AND GRAPHICS CAS 4605 

PLANNING THEORY CAS 6400 

PLANNING : A SYSTEMS APPROACH CAS 6990 

PLANT GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT CAS 8266 

PLANT MICROENVIRONMENTS I CAS 7050 

PLANT MICROENVIRONMENTS II CAS 7040 

PLANT TAXONOMY CAS 6631 

PLAY PRODUCTION IN SECONDARY SCHOOL CAS 6270 

PLAYWRITING I CAS 6220 

POISONOUS AND MEDICINAL PLANTS CAS 4540 

POLITICAL ECONOMY OF GLOBAL INEQUALITY CAS 5303 

POLITICAL PSYCHOLOGY CAS 7470 

POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY CAS 6547 

POLITICS AND SOCIETY CAS 5201 

POLITICS IN THE 1980'S : A SYMPOSIUM CAS 529H 

POLLUTION CONTROL TE CHNIQUES CAS 7080 

POPULATION ANO DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS CAS 7569 

POPULATION BIOLOGY CAS 8262 

PORTRAITURE AND FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY CAS 5422 

PRACTICAL PHOTOVOLTAICS : SHORT COURSE CAS 5290 

PRE-COLUMBIAN ART OF MESO-AMERICA CAS 5310 

PRE-COLUMBIAN ART OF SOUTH AMERICAS CAS 5314 

PRIMITIVE ART CAS 50BO 
PRIN'cIPLES AND PRACTICES OF URBAN PLANNING CAS 7940 

PRINCIPLES OF SCIENCE EDUCATION CAS 523.0 
PRINCIPLES OF SYSTEMS SCIENCE CAS 8831 

PRINCIPLES OF URBAN STUDIES CAS 3120 

PRINTMAKING : GRADUATE INTAGLIO CAS 8130 

PRINTMAKING: ADVANCED STUDIO CAS 5464 

PRINTMAKING:ADVANCED PRINTMAKING PROCESS(INTAGLIO-ETCHING, LITHO) 

CAS 5460 

PROBLEMS IN INTERNATIONAL POLITICS I: WORLD IMPERIALiSM 

CAS 8550 

PROBLEMS OF LATINO FAMILY CAS 5328 

PROBLEMS OF MODERNIZATION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES CAS 8143 

PRODUCT PHOTOGRAPHY CAS 5420 

PROTEST AND REVOLUTION IN LATIN AMERICAN LITERATURE CAS 5396 

PSYCHOLOGY OF LATINOS CAS 5271 

PUBLIC OPINION TRENDS CAS 7563 

QUANTITATIVE METHODS FOR DECISIONS CAS 8830 

RACE RELATIONS IN U. S. : HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES CAS 5368 

RACE, LANGUAGE, , CULTURE WORKSHOP CAS 6549 

RADIOCHEMISTRY CAS 7210 

READINGS IN FEMINISM CAS 7715 

READINGS IN MINORITY LITERATURE CAS 5018 

READINGS, BLACK POLITICS AND AMERICAN POLITICAL SYSTEM CAS 5160 

REGIONAL PLANNING CAS 7267 

RELIGION AND HUMAN SEXUALITY CAS 7090 

RESEARCH IN AFRICAN-AMERICAN HISTORY CAS BI40 

RESEARCH TECHNIQUES CAS 6570 

RESEARCHING SCIENCE INFORMATION CAS 7410 

SCENE DESIGN CAS 6120 

SCIENCE AT MUSEUMS AND ZOOS CAS 759B 
SCORING FOR FILM AND TV CAS 5970 

SCULPTURE I: GRADUATE SEMINAR 3-0 DESIGN CAS 8010 

SCULPTURE: GRADUATE STUDIO CAS 8191 

SCULPTURE: ADVANCED FIGURE MODELING CAS 5725 

SCULPTURE: ADVANCED METAL WORKSHOP II CAS 5581 

SCULPTURE: ART META L CAS 572 1 

SCULPTURE: CE RA MICS CAS 5860 

SCULPTURE: F IBER, CLAY, METAL C.oS 5861 

SCULPT RE: METAL I CAS 5580 

SCULPT UR E: 3-D DES IGN III CA S 801) 

SCULPTURE: 3-D DES IGN IN FA BR ICA TI ON PROCESS ES C.oS 5631 

SCULPTURE : 3-D WOOD CAS 57 20 

SEMINAR IN AMERICAN INSTITUTIONS AND VALUES CAS 8910 

SEMINAR IN URBAN RESEARCH CAS 818 2 

SEMINAR : COMPARATIVE URBAN FUTURE CAS 5405 

SHAKESPEARE I I: TRAGEDIES AND ROM ANC ES C.o S 67 71 

SHAKESPEARE I : HISTORIES AND COMED IES CAS 6770 

SHARING NATURE'S MYSTERIES WITH CHILD REN CAS SO IC 

SIMULATIONS AND GAMES CAS 7490 

SOCIAL CHANGE AND PUBLIC POLICY CAS 5248 

SOCIAL DISORGANIZATION CAS 7582 

SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION CAS 7540 

SOCIAL NOVEL CAS 8150 

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION AND COGNITION IN LA TINO CULTURE CAS 81 45 

SOCIAL RESEARCH AND EVALUATION CAS 7562 

SOCIOLOGY OF CRIME CAS 7592 

SOCIOLOGY OF ETHNIC RELATIONS CAS 7589 

SOCIOLOGY OF POVERTY CA"S 7593 

SOCIOLOGY OF SE X ROLES CAS 7821 

SOCIOLOGY OF STREET CRIME CAS 759.0 

SOCIOLOGY OF THE FAMILY CAS 7599 

SOIL ANALYSIS CAS 7590 

SOIL ECOLOGY CAS 7065 

SONGWRITING WITH BOB GIBSON CAS 5878 

SPANISH LANGUAGE AND CULTURE CAS 8161 

SPANISH PHONETICS AND CULTURE CAS 3174 

SPATIAL PERC~PTIONS AND SOCIAL BEHAVIOR CAS 7568 

SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN TEACHING INSTRUMENTAL MUS IC CAS 6010 

SPECTROCHEMISTRY CAS 7720 

STAGE MANAGEMENT CAS 7881 

STAGE PHOTOGRAPHY CAS 541A 

STARS AND NEBULAS CAS 529N 

STATISTICAL METHODS CAS 5530 

STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY I CAS 5521 

STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY I I CAS 5522 

STATISTICS: MULTIVARIATE METHODS CAS 5540 

STEEL DRUM CONSTR UCTION AND PLAYING METHODS CAS 5004 

STRATFORD CANA DA THEATRE EXPERIENCE CAS 6282 

STUDENT TEACHING CAS 4000 

STUDENT TEACHING IN SCIENCE (7-12) CAS 7588 

STUDENT TEACHING--SOCIAL STUDIES (6-12) CAS 7583 

STUDENT TEACHING/OBSERVATION (MUSIC) CAS 7870 

STUDENT TEACHING : MUSIC CAS 7871 

STUDIES IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE CAS 6600 

STUDIO RECORDING TECHNIQUES CAS 7851 

SUMMER THEATRE PRACTICUM CAS 6260 

SURVEY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE II CAS 3761 

SURVEY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE I: BEOWUL F TO THE 18TH CE TUR Y 

CAS 3760 

SURVEY OF MUSIC HISTORY CAS 312B 

SURVEY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE CAS 3110 

SURVEY OF WESTERN DRAMA I CAS 6291 

SURVEY OF WESTERN DRAMA II CAS 6292 

SYMPHONIC BAND CAS 5879 

SYSTEMS MODELING CAS 8833 

SYSTEMS SCIENCE SEMINAR CAS 8840 

TEACHING ELEMENTARY MUSIC CAS 6030 

TEACHING ELEMENTARY MUSIC II CAS 6031 

TEACHING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE CAS 7800 . 

TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE CAS 6630 

TEACHING READING IN HIGH SCHOOL CAS 6560 

TEACHING SECONDARY SCHOOL SCIENCE CAS 7419 

TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIAL CHANGE CAS 7274 

TELEVISED INSTRUCTION IN SCIENCE CAS 877.0 

TELEVISION DIRECTING CAS 7960 

TELEVISION PRODUCTION CAS 7000 

TELEVISION: REMOTE COLOR TECHNIQUES CAS 7005 

TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGY: AUTUMN CAS 99BA 

TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGY: SPRING CAS 9981 

TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGY: SUMMER CAS 9982 

TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGY: WINTER CAS 9980 

THE AFRICAN NOVEL CAS 5053 

THE FUTURE OF HIGHER EDUCATION CAS 7461 

THE SHORT STORY CAS 6755 

THE WORLD OF F. SCOTT FITZGERALD CAS 6513 

THEATRE HISTORY I CAS 6300 

THEATRE HISTORY II CAS 63)0 
THEATRE MANAGEMENT CAS 7880 

THEOLOGY OF THE THIRD WORLD CAS 5356 

THEORY AND HISTORY OF A FREE PRESS CAS 5407 

THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE CAS 3771 

THEORY OF PUBLIC SPEAKING CAS 3767 

THIRD WORLD CREATIVE WRITING CAS 4210 

THIRD WORLD IN PERSPECTIVE: AN INTERDISCIPLINARY SURVEY 

CAS 5302 

THIRD WORLD STUDIES CONFERENCE CAS 5300 

TOPICS IN POPULAR CULTURE CAS 7052 

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS CAS 4740 

UNDERSTANDING ORIENTAL PHILOSOPHY CAS 75'8 

UNDERSTANDING THE COSMOS CAS 8770 

UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHY CAS 542A 

UNIVERSITY SINGERS CAS 5795 

URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY CAS 4208 

URBAN GROWTH MANAGEMENT CAS 6155 

URBAN uOURNALISM CAS 6981 

URBAN POLITICS CAS 7700 

URBAN POPULATION CAS 7272 

152 CAS Course Index 
URBAN SOCIET Y CAS 7931 
URBAN STUO IES: INTRODUCTION TO T~E CIT Y CAS 7271 
URBAN IZA TION IN THE DEVEL OPING WOR LD CAS 78 32 
USING I NS TRUCTIONAL GA ME S IN THE M~TEMATICS CLASSROOM CAS S29K 
VALUES CAS 3772 
VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY CAS 5475 
VOC AL LITERATURE CAS· 5798 
VOCAL PEDAGOGY CAS 8002 
VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATIONS AND LEADERSHIP CAS 529'1 
WATER QUALITY RESEARCH CAS 7961 
WESTERN ART SEMINAR: . CAS 5593 
WOMEN ARTISTS CAS 5086 
WOMEN IN AMERICAN HISTORY CAS 7740 
WOME N IN LATIN AMERICAN LITERATURE CAS 6621 
WOMEN IN THE MEDIA CAS 7749 
WOMEN'S RESOURCE LABORATORY CAS 7723 
WOMEN, POLITICS, AND CHANGE CAS 7721 
WORK AND FAMILY LIFE CAS 7229 
WORKSHOP: CREATIVE DRAMATICS IN THE CLASSROOl" CAS 80DA 
WORKSHOP: FAMILY POLITICS IN THE 1980'S CAS 501B 
WORKSHOP: WOMEN AND EMPLOYHENT--GETTING IN IN THE 1980'S 
CAS SOIA 
WORKSHOP: MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION CAS 8170 
WORKSHOP: TELEVISION I CAS 7002 
WORKSHOP: TELEVISION" CAS 7003 
WRITING FOR FILM/VIDEO CAS 6939 
wRITING FOR PRINT MEDIA CAS 6810 
WRITING FOR RADIO AND TELEVISION CAS 6930 
WRITING PRINCIPLES CAS 3720 
19TH CENTURY AMERICAN WRITERS CAS 7442 
20TH CENTURY ART AND ARCHITECTURE CAS 5672 
20TH CENTURY MUSIC I C~S 6090 
20TH CENTURY MUSIC 11 CAS 6091 
20TH CENTURY MUSIC III CAS 6092 
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College of 
Human Learning 

and Development 

Programs: 
Communication Science 
Human Relations Services 
Human Services 
Psychology 
Education 
Ed ucational Ad min istration 
and Supervision 
The College of Human Learning and Development prepares 
students to be professionally competent and self-act­
ualizing, students who can function within the present day 
reali ties of society and the environment. 
The College provides coursework in the general areas of 
human relations, human growth and development, psy­
chology, education, human services, communications, bi­
lingual/bicultural education and educational administration 
and supervision. 
Special Admission 
Requirements 
Transfer Credit Students who wish to transfer credit from 
other institutions must have transcripts with them at the time 
of the development of the Study Plan. Undergraduate stu­
dents who have received a "C" or better grade and 
graduate students who have received a "B" or better grade 
may be permitted to transfer courses based upon the re­
qu irements of the program and the advisor's judgment 
whether such coursework is appropriate to the degree the 
student is pursuing. All transfer credit must be approved by 
the dean of the College. Students must secure prior ap­
proval of their advisor to take coursework at other institu­
tions. Undergraduate and graduate students must take at 
least twenty-four (24) hours of coursework at Governors 
State University. 
Students-at-Large Students-at-Large at GSU who want to 
earn a degree should apply as degree-seeking students after 
completing no more than six (6) credit hours as a Student-at­
Large. Students-at-Large who wish to pursue a degree within 
the College are encouraged to do so. However, the below 
procedures must be followed: 
1. 	 Apply for admission as a degree-seeking student. 
2. 	 Discuss the program requirements with your assigned 
advisor. 
3. 	 Prepare a Student Study Plan and have it approved and 
placed on fil e in the College at least six (6) months 
before the intended date of graduation. 
4. 	 Adhere to division requ irements for graduation. 
Special Procedures 
Student Study plan All students are required to develop a 
Student Study Plan during the first Trimeste r of enrollment 
in the College; they may not engage in Advance Registration 
or enroll for cou rses after that time if they have not done so. 
Students should make an appointment wi th thei r advi sors to 
develop a Study Plan, preferably before their first enroll­
ment but not later than one month after the beginnihg of 
their first Trimester. Student Study Plans must be approved 
by the advisor and the division chairperson. A signed copy 
of the Study Plan will be kept by the student and by the ad­
visor; a signed copy must be filed in the Office of Student 
Records and Information in the College. Changes in the Stu­
dent Study Plan must be initialed by the advisor. Students 
should bring a copy of the Student Study Plan w ith them 
during Advance Registration and at other registratio n times 
to prevent a delay in registration. 
Readmission Students who have been adm itted to the Col­
lege of Human Learning and Development must comptete a 
new Student Study Plan and follow the curriculum in force 
when they return. 
Student Work Load The maximum load students are permi t­
ted to carry is 16 hours. Overloads will not be permi ted ex­
cept in unusual circumstances with the approval of the 
dean. 
Independent Study Undergraduate students may take a 
maximum of nine (9) hours; graduate students a maximum 
of six (6) hours of Independent Study with in a degree pro­
gram. All Independent Study projects must be described in a 
typed proposal prior to listing the Independent Study on an 
Advance Registration Form. The Independent Study pro­
posal must be approved by the supervisor o f the Indepen­
dent Study project and the division chairperson prior to 
registration. Students without approval will not be allowed 
to receive credit for Independent Study projects . Indepen­
dent Study may not be taken as a subslitute for regularly 
scheduled courses and will not be used to replace courses 
needed for the degree except in unusual ci rcumstances with 
the approval of the dean. 
Con tinuing Students Students who graduate from a pro­
gram w ithin the University must apply for readmi ssion to the 
University if they wish to continue work at the University. 
Students who have graduated must apply to a program 
within the College if they wish to pursue a degree in the Col­
lege. 
Graduate Coursework "Graduate only" courses may not 
be taken by undergraduate students unless they are to be 
used in a graduate program. Undergraduate students, with 
the 	written permission o( a graduaLe advisor, may take a 
maximum of nine (9) hours of coursework ill their final 
Trimester as an undergraduate student to apply toward a 
graduate degree. Students who take coursework to be ap­
plied towards a master's degree and who do not graduate in 
their final Trimester as an undergraduate student may not 
take additional coursework leading to the graduate degree 
until they are admitted as a graduate student in that degree 
program . 
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Off-Campus Courses Students omplet ing a degree pro­
gram must complete a minimum of nine (9) semester hour 
on the GSU mpus (courses w ith the "S" prefix are offered 
off campus) . 
Application for Graduation Students must apply for gradua­
tion no later than the end of the second week of the final 
Trimester of their degree program . Student Progress Forms 
which accompany the application for graduation must be 
accurately completed and submitted to the advisor. 
Student Grievance A disagreement between a faculty mem­
ber and a student regarding a grade is non-grievable unless 
it can be demonstrated by the student that (1) written 
criteria were not followed by the professor consistently, (2) 
criteria were applied that were not stated , (3) criteria which 
were stated were not applied , (4) bias existed based upon 
sex, age, race, or religion . 
Certifications and/or 
Accred itations 
Programs within the College having certification include: 
Human Relations Services Program 
School Counseling: Endorsement on existing teaching 
certificate . 
School Psychology: Separate certificate 
Education Program 
Illinois State K-9 Elementary Teaching Certificate (B .A.) 
Illinois State Transitional Bilingual Teaching Certificate 
(B.A.) 
Educational Administration and Supervision Program 
State of Illinois General Administrative Endorsement 
State of Illinois General Supervisory Endorsement 
State of Illinois Chief School Business Official 
Endorsement 
Communication Science 
Program 
Majors and Options: 
Interpersonal Communication (B.A. & M.A.) 
Leisure Systems (G) 
Intercultural Communications (G) 
Therepeutic Communications (G) 
Organizational Communications (G) 
Educational Technology (B.A. & M.A.) 
Media Producer (G) 
Mediated Teaching (G) 
Instructional Developer (G) 
The Communication Science Program addresses the study 
of the creation , perception and effect of information com~ 
municated in an interpersonal, intergroup or o rganizational 
setting and disseminated through the various communica­
tion media . Emphasis is upon the study of communication 
as a transactional process, on socio-psychological research 
and methodology that allows the communicator to assess 
the effects of communication , and on the behavioral ap­
plications of communication to business, education, 
counseling, and human relations se·rvices. Specifically, the 
Communication Science Program is concerned with: (1) 
scientific analysis of communication process, communica­
tion effects, and disturbances in communication process; (2) 
scientific development and production of contexts, interper­
sonal interactions, organizational and institutiona l setti ngs, 
and media in or through which communication can occu r; 
and (3) application of communication science and theory to 
problems of communicating a message to an audience and 
determining its impact. 
Common to all areas are: (1) on overview of the area, (2) 
theory and research, (3) a choice of interdisciplinary learn­
ing at the University, and (4) practical experience in the 
special skills. 
Interpersonal Communication Major Interpersonal Com­
munication deals with face-to-face communication transac­
tions. The major goal of this area of study is to help students 
develop their interpersonal communication skills and 
discover ways to use those skills more effectively. Students 
may be familiar with people who teach communication, 
facilitate groups for therapeutic or training purposes, or 
perhaps work as 'trouble-shooters' in managerial positions. 
Each one effectively listens and presents ideas in ways ac­
ceptable to other people and thus, demonstrates competen­
cies in interpersonal communication . 
Career opportunities are found in government, in social ser­
vice, advertising, management, public relations, health and 
teaching. In government, students prepare for jobs as com­
munication specialists, public opinion experts, campaign 
managers, speech writers, pollsters, personnel workers, and 
U .S. Information Agency workers. 
The study of Interpersonal Communication , at the master' s 
level, is divided into four specific options: (1) Intercultura l 
Communication, (2) Leisure Systems, (1) Organizationa l 
Communication ; and (4) Therapeutic Communication. 
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PROGRAM: COMMUNICATION SCIENCE PROGRAM: CO~MUN ICA ION SCIENCE 
MI\~OR: INTER PERSONAL COMMUN ICATION MAJOR: IN TERPERSONAL COMMUNICA TION 
OPT ION: INTE~PE R SONA L GE NERALIS T OPTION: LEISURE SYSTEMS 
LEVEL : BACHE LOR OF ARTS LE VEL : MAS TER OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A STU DENT MUST: 1) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS OF CREDI T WI TH A "COO OR BETTER GPA FROM 
A REG IONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; 2) BE IN GOOD 
ST AND ING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. TO BE ADMITTED TO THE 
MAJOR, STUDENTS MUST COMPLETE A STUDENT STUDY PLAN BEFOR E THE 
END OF THE FIRST TRIMESTER OF REGISTRATION. STUDENTS NOT MEET­
ING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE 
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: 1) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CREDIT HOURS OF 
WHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION LEVEL (~I 
HOURS REQUIRED + 19 HOURS ELECTED); 2) ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 3) EARN A MINIMUM 2~ 
GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; AND ~) HAVE LIBERAL ARTS FOUNDA­
TION BY THE TIME THE STUDENT COMPLETES THE BACCALAUREATE DEGREE 
REQUIREMENTS (SEE NOTE I) . A STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVE­

MENT OF COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL OF AD­

VISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUOY PLAN . 

REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVI510N : 12 HOURS) 
INTRO COMMUN & HUMAN SERV 
COMMUNICATION SENSITIVITY 
FNDMNTL CONCEPTS HUMAN COMMUN 
COMMUNICATION RESEARCH 
HLD~700 
HLD5700 
HLD5790 
HLD6280 
00 W 
W 
W 
S 
S 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
RE QUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION : 29 HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
ADVERTISING AS COMMUNICATION 
ORGAN COMMUN, CHNGE & DEVLPMT 
HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS 
SOCIAL IMPACT OF COMMUN TECH 
SEMANTICS & COMMUNICATION 
SOCIOLOGY OF SPORT 
INTRO TO INTERCULTURAL COMMUN . 
HLD5580 
HLD5780 
HLD58~O 
HL05860 
HL06150 
HLD6170 
HLD6270 
W 
W 
w 
W 
W 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS . 
SELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
CNCPTS & ISSUES CRMNL JUSTICE 
GAME THEORY & COMMUNICATION 
COMMUNICATION OF INNOVATIONS 
ADV STRAT & CONSUMER BEHAVIOR 
COMMUNITY COMMNICATION SYSTEMS 
CULTURE & MESSAGE DEVELOPMENT 
HUMAN VALUES 
CONTENT ANALYSIS IN COMMUNCATN 
WORK & LEISURE 
HLD3801 
HLD5 5~O 
HLD5565 
HLD5600 
Hl.D5710 
HLD57~O 
HLD5850 
HLD6210 
HLD7350 
00 
WE 
Wo 
W 
W 
W 
OD HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS . 
SELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM AMONG : 
ISSUES JUVEN JUSTC & DELINQ 
INTROD SOCIOMTRY & PSYCHODRAMA 
LISTENING : THEORY AND PROCESS 
CULTURE & COMMUNICA . PROCESS 
NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION 
TOWARD QUALITY GROUP DECISIONS 
EXPLRTNS IN SELF, CULT, & COMM 
WKSP:EASTERN PERSP'TV PSYCHOTH 
HLD~801 
HLD5510 
HLD5520 
HLD5730 
HLD6020 
HLD6230 
HLD7530 
HLD768D 
F 
00 
W 
S 
S 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
6 
2 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
LAB IN INTERPERSONAL GROWTH 
LAB IN PERSONAL GROWTH 
COMMNCTN WKSP HUMAN SEXUALITY 
HLD5950 
HLD6090 
HLD7683 
W 
W 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS . 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION : 19 HOURS) 
ELECT AT LEAST 19 HOURS FROM 
UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL COMMUNICA -
TION AND HUMAN SERVICES CUR­
RICULA, AND/OR LIBERAL EDUCA­
TION COURSES OFFERED THROUGH­
OUT THE UNIVERSI TY. 
TRANSFER CREDIT--LOWER DIVISION : (60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Bachelor of Arts in Communication Science with a 
major in Interpersonal Communication is 120 hours 
NOTE(S): 
I THE LIBERAL ARTS FOUNDATION INCLUDES AT LEAST 6 CREDIT 
HOURS EACH IN THE HUMANITIES, SOCIAL SCIENCES, AND NATURAL 
SCIENCES. STUDENYS WHO ARE DEFICIENT IN ANY OF THESE AREAS 
MAY COMPLETE THESE REQUIREMENTS AS PART OF THEIR ELECTIVE 
COURSES IN CONSULTATION WITH THEIR ADVISOR AND APPROVAL OF 
THE DIVISI ON CHAIRPERSON. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
$$ = NOT SCHEDULED OD = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A STUDEN T MUS T: 1) HAV E ACQUIRED A BAC CALAUREA~E DEGREE FROM 
A REG IONA LLY ACCREDITE D COLLEGE OR UNIVER5 1 ~Y; 2) BE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SC HOOL ATTENDED . STUDENTS NOT MEET I NG THE 
ADMI SS ION CR ITERIA MAY PE TITIO N FOR AOMISS ION THROUGH THE 
OFFI CE OF ADMISSIONS. TO BE AOMITTEO TO THE MAvOR STUDENTS 
MUST COMPL ETE A STUDENT STUDY PLAN BEFORE ~HE END OF THE FIRS' 
TRIMESTER OF REGIS~RATION. 
OEGR~E REQUIREMENTS: 
A S~UDENT MUST : 1) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 39 CRADUA' E CRDIT 
HOURS ( 36 HOURS REQUIRED + 3 HOURS ELECTED); 2) ACQU I RE THE 
COMPeTENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; AND 3 ) EARN A' LEAST 
2~ GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. GRADUATE S' UOE NT S BECOME CAN ­
DIDATES FOR A DEGREE UPON ACCEpTANCE OF THE GR AD UATE PROuE C~ 
PROPOSAL BY AT LEAST TWO FACULTY MEM6ERS IN THE MAuOR . A STU­
DENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY AL TERNATE 
METHODS UPON . APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE ST U_ 
DENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 
WORK & LE I SURE 
APPLD APPRCHS TO HUMAN COMMUN 
GRAD SEN IN COMMUNICATION RSCH 
HLD7350 
HL 08083 
HL D80~0 
F 
00 
W 
W 
HR~ . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
Re q UIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL : 27 HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG : 
GAME THEORY & COMMUNICATION 
ORGAN COMMUN, CHNGE & DEVLPMT 
FNDMNTL CONCEpTS HUMAN COMMUN 
HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS 
INTRO TO INTERCULTURAL COMMUN. 
PHILOSOPHY OF HUMAN COMMUNICTN 
HLD55~O 
HLD5780 
HL05790 
HLD58~0 
HL D6 U O 
HLD8 182 FE 
WE 
W 
W 
W 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS, 
HRS . 
HRS. 
SELEC T AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
INTRO COMPUT APPL , DATA ANAL 
CONTEN~ ANALYSIS IN COMMUNCATN 
COMMUNICATION RESEARCH 
HLD5611 
HLD6 21 0 
HLD6280 
W 
W 
W 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG : 
COMMUNICATION OF INN OVATIONS 
MANAG ING COMMUNI CATION SYSTEMS 
CULTURAL ASPECTS OF MNTL HLTH 
COMM AESTH VALUES THRU SPORT 
SOCIOLOGY OF TOURISM & LEISURE 
SPORTS MANAGEMENT COMMUN SYSTS 
INTRCUL ASPECTS MORN . OLYMPISM 
HLD5565 
HLD5990 
HLD8210 
HL D90UO 
HLD9010 
HLD90~ I 
HLD9110 
W 
S 
S 
S 
S 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS, 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
SELlCT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
LISTENING: THEORY AND PROCESS 
COMMUNICATION 'SENSITIVITY 
NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION 
SOCIOLOGY OF SPORT 
CULTURE AND STRESS 
HLD5520 
HLD5700 
MLD6020 
HLD 6 170 
HLD7380 
W 
S 
S 
S 
3 
3 
3 
3 
6 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
INTROD SOCIOMTRY & PSYCHODRAMA 
LAB IN INTERPERSONAL GROWTH 
LAB IN PERSONAL GROWTH 
COMMNC TN WKSP HUMAN SEXUALITY 
HLD5510 
HLD5950 
HLD6090 
HLD7683 
W 
W 
HRS . 
HilS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST ~ HOURS FROM AMONG: 
PRAC TICUM IN THERAPEUTIC COMM U 
GRAD PROJ INTERPERSONAL COMM 
GRAD ~HESIS INTERPERSONAL COMM 
HLD82~0 
HLD9~00 
HLD9~50 
F 
F 
F 
W 
W 
W 
S 
S 
S 
~-6 
~-6 
~-6 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
ELE~TIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 
ELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM 
GRADUATE LEVEL COMMUNICA­
TION AND HUMAN SERVICES CUR­
RICULA, ANDIOR LIBERAL EDUCA­
TION COURSES OFFERED THROUGH­
OUT THE UNIVERSITY . 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Master of Arts in Communication Science with a 
major in Interpersonal Communication is 39 hours 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YE AR S FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO WIN TER ODD YEARS wE = WI NTER EVEN YEARS S: SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER 000 YEARS Sf = SPR I NG- SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
$$ = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON D~ND + = MUl~ I -CDMPETENCY COURSE 
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p R uG~AM: COMMUNICATION SCIENCE PROGRAM: COMMuNICATION SC I ENCE 
MAJO R: INTERPE~SONA~ (OMMU N I~T I ON MAJOR: INTER~ERSONAL COMMUNICATION 
OPTION: INTERCU LT UR AL COMMU NI CAT I ON OPTION: THERAPEUT I C COMMUN I CAT I ON 
~tVEL: MASTE R OF ART S ~EVEl : MAS~ER OF ARTS 
AOMISSION INFORMA TION: ADM I SS ION IN FORMATION: 
A STUDENT MUS T: I) HAVE ACQUIRE D A BACCA~A~REATE DEGREE FROM A STUDEN< MUST: I) HAV E AC QUIRED A BACCALAURE ATE DE GREE FROM 
A REGIONALLY ACCRE DITED COL~EGE OR UNIV ER S I TY; 2) BE IN GOOD A REGIONALLY ACCRE DI TED COL LEGE OR UNI VERSlf y; 2) BE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTEND ED. ST UDEN TS NOT MEETING TME STAN DI NG AT THE LAS ' SCHOOL ATT EN OED . S TUOE NTS NOT MEETING TH 
AOMIS~ION CR IT ~RIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSI ON THAOUGM THE ADM ISSION CRIT ERI A MAY PETITION FOR ADMI SSION THR OUGH T~E 
OFFICE OF AOM ISSIONS. TO BE ADMITTED TO TM E MAJOR STUDENTS OFFI CE OF ADMI SS IONS. TO BE ADMITTED TO THE MAJ OR STUDENT S 
MUS' COMPL ETE A STUDENT STUDY PLAN BEFORE THE END OF TH E FIRST MUST COMPL it A STUDENT STUDY PLAN BEFORE THE END OF ' ME FI RST 
TRIMESTER OF REGISTRATION. TRIMESTER OF REGISTRATION. 
OEGR ~E RE QU IREMENTS: DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUOEN T MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 39 GRADUATE CREDIT A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 39 GRADUATE CRED IT 
HOUR S (J& HOURS REQUIRED + 3 HOURS ELECTED); 2) AC QUIRE THE HOURS (36 HOURS REQUIRED + 3 HOURS ELECTED); 2) ACQUI RE THE 
COMP"TEN~tE 5 SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; AND 3) EA RN ~T LEAST COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; AND 3) EAR N AT LEAST 
24 GRADU AT E CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. GRADUATE STUDENTS BECOME CAN­ 24 GRALlUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. GRADUAT. STUDENTS BE COME CAN­
UIDATES FOR A DEGREE UPON ACCEPTANCE OF THE GRADUATE PR OJECT DIDATES FOR A DEGREE UPON ACCEPTANCE OF THE GRADUAT e PROJECT 
PROPOS AL BY AT LEAST TWO FACULTy MEMBERS IN THE MAJOR. A STU- PROPOSAL BY AT LEAST TWO FACULTy MEMBERS IN THE MAJO R. A STU­
0 E T ~Y SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE DENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE 
METHOD S UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STU­ METHODS OPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN Trlf STU­
DEN T'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. DENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 	 REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 
OD HRS. THERAPEUTIC COMMUNICATION HLDB050 F HRS. 
APPLD APPRCHS TO HUMAN COMMUN HLDBOB3 F W HRS. APPLD APPRCHS TO HUMAN COMMUN HLDBOB3 F W HRS. 
GRAD SEM IN COMMUNICATION RSCH HLDB040 OD W HRS. bRAD SEM IN COMMUNICATION RSCH HLDB040 OD w HRS. 
CULTURE & COMMUNICA. PROCESS HLD5730 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: 27 HOURS)REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: 27 HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
FNDMNTL CONCEpTS HUMAN COMMUN HLD5790 W HRS. FNDMNTL CONCEPTS HUMAN COMMUN HLD5790 W HRS. 
HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS HLD5B40 W HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS HLD5B40 .. HRS. 
SEMANTICS & COMMUNICATION HLD6150 W HRS. SEMANTICS & COMMUNICATION HLD6150 W HRS. 
INTRO TO INTERCULTURAL COMMUN. HLD6270 HRS. INTRO TO INTERCULTURAL COMMON. HL D6 2 7 0 HRS. 
PHILOSOPHY OF HUMAN COMMUNICTN HLDBIB2 FE HRS. wORK & LEISURE HLD7350 HRS. PHILOSOPHY OF HUMAN COMMUNICTN HLDBIB2 FE HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: INTRO COMPUT APPL & DATA ANAL HLD5611 W 	 HRS. 
INTRa COMPUT APPL & DATA ANAL HLD5611 W HRS. CONTENT ANALYSIS IN COMMUNCATN HLD6210 W HRS. 
CONTeNT ANALYSIS IN COMMUNCATN HL D6 2 I 0 W HRS. COMMUNICATION RESEARCH HLD62BO W HRS. 
COMMUNICATION RESEARCH HLD62BO W HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG: COMMUNICATION OF INNOVATIONS HLD5565 HRS. 
GAME THEORY & COMMUNICATION HLLl~540 WE HRS. COMMUNITY COMMNICATION SYSTEMS HLD5710 W HRS. 
COMMUNICATION OF INNOVATIONS HLD5565 HRS. HUMAN VALUES HLD5B50% W 	 HRS. 
COMMONITY COMMNICATION SYSTEMS HLD5710 HRS. IMAbING PROCESS IN THERpTC COM HLDB051 HRS. 
CULTURE & MESSAGE DEVELOPMENT HLD5740 HRS. COMMUN & HUMAN SEXUALITY HLDBI30 HRS. 
THERAPEUTIC COMMUNICATION HLDB050 HRS. CULTURAL ASPECTS OF MNTL HLTH HLDB210 	 HRS.CULTURAL ASPECTS OF MNTL HLTH HLDB210 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
LISTENING: THEORY AND PROCESS HLD5520 S HRS. 
COMMUNICATION SENSITIVITY HLD5700 S HRS. 

SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG: hUMAN VALUES . HLD5B50t W S HRS. 

LISTENING: THEORY AND PROtESS HLD5520 S HRS. NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION HLD6020 S HRS. 

COMMUNICATION SENSITIVITY HLD5700. S 	 HRS. CULTURE AND STRESS HLD73BO S HRS. 
HRS.HUMAN VALUES HLD5850 W S EXPLRTNS IN SELF, CULT, & COMM HLD7530 S HRS. 

NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION HLD6020 S HRS. WKSP:EASTERN PERSP'TV PSYCHOTH HLD76ee S HRS. 

CULTURE AND STRESS HLD73BO S HRS. 

EXPLRTNS IN SELF, CULT, COMM HLD7530 S HRS. SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG: 

LAB IN INTERPERSONAL GROWTH HLD5950 W 	 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG: LAB IN PERSONAL GROWTH HLD6090 W HRS. 
LAB IN INTERPERSONAL GROWTH HLD5950 W HRS. COMMNCTN WKSP HUMAN SEXUALITY HLD76B3 HRS. 
LAB IN PERSONAL GROWTH HLD6090 W HRS. 
WK5P:EASTERN PERSP'TV PSYCHOTH HLD/6SD HRS. SELECT AT LEAST 4 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
COMMNCTN WKSP HUMAN SEXUALITY HLD76B3 HRS. PRACTICUM IN THERAPEUTIC COMMU HLDB240 W S 4 -6 HRS. 
GRAD PROJ INTERPERSONAL COMM HLD9400 W S 4-6 HRS. 
GRAD THESIS INTERPERSONAL COMM HLD9450 W S 4-6 HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS)
SELECT AT LEAST 4 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
PRACTICUM IN THERAPEUTIC COMMU HLDB240 F W S 4-6 HRS. ELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM 
GRAD PROJ INTERPERSONAL COMM HLD9400 F W S 4-6 	 HRS. GRADUATE LEVEL COMMUNICA­
GRAD THESIS INTERPERSONAL COMM HLD9450 W S 4-6 	 HRS. TION AND HUMAN SERVICES CUR­
RICULA, AND/OR LIBERAL EDUCA­
ELECTIVE COURSES--GRADOATE LEVEL: HOURS) TION COURSES OFFERED THROUGH­
OUT THE UNIVERSITY. 
ELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM 

GRADUATE LEVEL COMMUNICA­

TION AND HUMAN SERVICES CUR­

RICULA, AND/OR LIBERAL EDUCA­ Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

TION COURSES OFFERED THROUGH­
 Master of Arts in Communication Science with aOUT THE UNIVERSITY. major in Interpersonal Communication is 39 hours 
NOTE(S) : Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Master of Arts in Communication Science with a CREDIT HOURS EARNED FOR COURSES LISTED AS SELECTIVES MORE 
major in Interpersonal Communication is 39 hours THAN ONCE IN A CURRICULUM MAY NOT BE USED TO SATISFY THE 
REQUIREMENTS OF MORE THAN ONE COMPETENCY. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS ~ = WINTER 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER WO WINTER 000 YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEAR S S =SP RING-SUMM ER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS SO = SPRING-SUMMER 000 YEARS SE = SPRING- SUMMER ~VEN YEARS 
$$ = NOT SCHEDULED OD = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE $$ = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON OEMAND + = MUL TI -COMPE TEN CY COURSE 
PROGRA M: COMMUNlcA ION SCIENCE 
MA~O ~ : IN ERPERSONAl COMMUNICATION 
OPTION: ORGANIZAT IONAL COMMUNICATION 
LEVEL : MASTE~ OF AR TS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A STU DENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCAL AU REATE DeCREe FROM 
A ~ eG IONALLY ACCRE DITeD COLLEGE OR U NI VE ~ SI TY; 1) BE IN GOOD 
STAND ING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTE ND ED . STUDE NTS NOT MEETING TH E 
ADM ISSION C~ITERIA MAY PETITION fOR ADMIS S ION TH~OUGH TrlE 
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. TO BE ADMITTED TO THE MA"O~ STUDEN TS 
MUST COMPLETE A STUDENT STUDY PLAN BEFORE THE END OF TH E FIRS. 
TRIMESTER OF REGISTRATION. 
DEGREE REQUIReMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUS T: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 39 GRADUAT~ CREDIT 
HOURS (36 HOURS REQUIRED + 3 HOURS ELECTED) ; 2) ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; AND 3) EARN AT LEAST 
14 GRADUATE CREDI T HOURS AT GSU. GRADUATE STUDENTS BECOME CAN­
DIDATES FOR A DEGREE UPON ACCEpTANCE OF THE GRADUATE PRO"ECT 
PROPOSAL BY AT LEAST TWO FACULTy MEMBERS IN THE MAJOR . A STU­
DENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEveMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE 
METHODS UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STU­
DENT'S APPRoveD STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATf LEVEL: 9 HOURS) 
MANAG'ING COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS HLD5990 HRS. 
APPLD APPRCHS TO HUMAN COMMUN HLD8083 F W HRS. 
GRAO SEM IN COMMUNICATION RSCH HLD8040 00 W HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: 27 HOURS) 
SELEC' AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
GAME THEORY & COMMUNICATI ON HLD554 0 WE J HRS . 
ADVERTISING AS COMMUNICATION HLD558 0 10 J HRS. 
ORGAN COMMUN, CHNGE & DEVLPMT HLD5780~ 10 J HRS. 
FNDMNTL CONCEP TS HUMAN COMMUN HLD5790 F 10 .J HRS . 
HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS HLD5840 10 J HRS . 
SEMANTICS & COMMUNICATION HLD61 50 Ii 3 HRS. 
PHILOSOPHY OF HUMAN COMMUNICTN HLD8182 FE 3 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
INTRO COMPU T APPL & DATA ANAL HLD5611 Ii S HRS. 
CONTENT ANALYSIS IN COMMUNCATN HLD6210 10 HRS. 
COMMUNICATION RESEARCH HLD6280 F 10 S HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
COMMU~ICATION OF INNOVATIONS HLD5565 F J HRS. 
ADV STRAT & CONSUMER BEHAVIOR HLD5600 100 3 HRS. 
COMMUNITy COMMNICATION SYSTEMS 
CULTURE & MESSAGE DEVELOPMENT 
HLD5710 
HLD5740 
10 3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ORGAN 
HUMAN 
COMMUN, 
VALUES 
CHNGE & DEVLPMT HLD5780% 
HLD5850 
10 
10 S 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
WOMEN IN PRISON HLD6713 F 00 3 HRS. 
MEDIA IN ORGANIZATIONS HLD8020 F J HRS. 
ORGANIZATIONAL PUBLIC COMMUN. HLD8030 10 3 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
LISTENING: THEORY AND PROCESS HLD5520 F HRS . 
COMMUNICATION SENSITIVITY l"1LD5700 F HRS. 
NONVER8AL COMMUNICATION HLD6020 HRS. 
TOWARD 
WRKSHP 
QUALITY GROUP DECISIONS 
CRIMNL uUSTICE PLANNING 
HLD6230 
HLD6810 
w 
10 00 
HRS . 
HRS. 
NEw DIMENSIONS IN CORRECTIONS HLD7050 10 00 HRS. 
SPORTS MANAGEMENT COMMUN SYSTS HLD9041 S HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
LAB IN INTeRPERSONAL GROWTH HLD5950 10 S HRS. 
LA8 IN PERSONAL GROWTH HLD6090 10 S HRS. 
COMMNcTN WKSP HUMAN SEXUALITY HLD7683 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 4 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
PRACTICUM IN THERAPEUTIC COMMU HLD8240 10 S 4-6 HRS. 
G~AD PRO" INTERPERSONAL COMM HLD9400 10 S 4-6 HRS. 
GRAD THESIS INTERPERSONAL COMM HLD9450 10 S 4-6 HRS. 
ELECTIVE . COuRSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: 3 HOURS) 
ELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM 
GRADUATE LEVEL COMMUNICA­
TION AND HUMAN SERVICES CUR­
~ICULA, AND/OR LIBERA~ EDUCA­
TION COURSES OFFERED THROUGH­
OUT THE UNIVERSITY. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Master of Arts in Communication Science with a 
major in Interpersonal Communication is 39 hours 
NOTE(S) : 
, 	 C~ED1T HOURS EARNED FOR'COURSES LISTED AS SELEC'IVES MORE 
THAN ONCE IN A CURRICULUM MAY NOT BE USED TO SATISFY THE 
REQUIREMENTS OF MORE THAN ONE COMPETENCY . 
F : fA LL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO = WINTE ~ ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S: SP~ING-SUMMER 
50 	 = SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMME~ EVEN YEARS 
$$ 	 : NOT SC~EDULEO 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
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Educational Technology Major Educational technology is 
the application of communication, learning, media and 
organizational principles to solving performance and learn­
ing problems in business and education. 
Based on input from trainers, human re ource developers, 
and instructional designers representing 28 Chicago-based 
businesses and industries, the Educational Technology ma­
jor is designed specifically for people wanti ng to gain new or 
additional competencies in: developi ng and deSigning train­
ing and instructional courses and materials in business and 
industry; developing human resources in business and in­
dusrial settings; or producing the media component of train­
ing and instructional course materials, The Educational 
Technology major emphasizes applying these competencies 
in the private sector-business, industry, conSUlting firms, 
adult learning centers, continuing health education and 
other settings. 
Within the three graduate career options of Instructional 
Design, Instructional Media Producer and Mediated 
Teaching, students will learn a variety of training related 
competencies, including how to design instructional/train­
ing products, conduct training sessions, develop entire 
training/instructional programs, apply psychology principles 
of message design, evaluate and analyze cost benefits in 
training and instructional development, apply instructional 
development for various levels of business and industry, 
produce training videotapes, apply computers in education, 
solve performance problems, apply conSU lting and team­
work skills to instructional development, apply research 
issues and trends to the training field, manage training pro­
jects, and manage, evaluate and design hUman resource 
development systems. Internships are available fo r quali fied 
students with a variety of metropolitan Chicago business 
and industrial firms. 
The undergraduate curriculum is designed for students with 
either some or no experience in educational technology. 
The curriculum is geared to individuals who want to learn 
what the field is about and prepare for entry level jobs. The 
curriculum is made up of com petencies and courses from 
the lower levels of the three graduate curricula. 
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PROGRAM: COMMUNICAT ION SC I ENC E 

MAJOR: EDUCA TIONAL TECHNOLOGY 

OPTION: INS T RUCTION~L GENERALIST 

LEVEL: BAC HE LOR Of ARTS 

ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A s r UDENT MUS T: I) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCI ATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS OF REDIT WIT H A "~COl OR 8ETTER GPA f Ro.'1 
A REGIONAL LY ACCREO I 1EO COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; 2) BE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT T~E LAST SCHOOL ATr ENDED . TO 8E AOMITTED ~O THE 
MA~QR. STUDENT S MUS T COMPL ETE A STuDENT STUD Y PLAN BEFORE THE 
ENO Of THE FIRST TRIMEST ER OF REGISTRATION. srUOENT S NOT MEET ­
ING ADM I SSION CRITERIA MAY PETI TION fOR ADMI SSION ~ROUGH THE 
OFFICE Of ADM ISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREME NTS: 
A ST UDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM Of 120 CREDIT HOUR S OF 
WHICH AT LEA T &0 HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIV ISION LEVEL (~ 6
• 	 HOURS R E~UIR ED +14 HOURS ELECTED); 2) ACQUIRE TH E COMPETENCIE S 
SPECI F IED FOR THIS DEGREE; 3) EARN AT LEAST 24 ~EOIT HOURS AT 
~SU. A STUOENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT Of C MPEfENCIES BY 
ALTERNAT E METHODS UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UP ON INCLUS ION 
IN THE STUDfNTS 'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 46 HOURS) 
AD VANCED GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY HLD5070 f HRS. 
FILM ' TV DOCUMENTARY HLD5620 ~ HRS. 
fNDMN TL CONCEPTS HUMAN COMMUN t:1LD5790 W HRS. 
IN TRO TO ET/HRD/ID/TRNG HLD5900 HRS. 
PSYC H PR I NCIPLES MESSAGE DSGN HLD7563 w HRS. [VAL/COST BENEF I T ANAL ID/HRD HLD5930 S HRS. 
PHOTOGRAPH IC TECHNIQUES CAS 374 5 f HRS . 
PHOTO FOR INSTRUCT'NAL SUPPORT CASS 439 FE HRS . 
TELEVIS ION PRODUCTI ON CAS / OOO W HRS. 
I NS TRUCTL/TRNG PRODUC T DESIGN HLD5910 HRS. 
I NSTR UCTL/TRNG COURSE DEVELP HLD5 920 W HRS . 
TV FOR TRNG & INSTRUCTION HLD5939 HRS . 
COMPUTERS IN TRNG & EDUCATN HLD7560 HRS . 
TRNG TECHS, METHODS & MEDIA HLD7209 HRS. 
SEMI NAR: BUSN & I NO ET /HRD HLD7564 HRS. 
ORGAN COMMUN, CHNGE & DEVLPMT HLD5780 ~ HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 14 HOURS) 
ELEC T AT LEAST 14 HOURS FROM 

COU RSES OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE 

UNIVER SITY TO MEET LIBERAL ED­

UCATION AND CAREER GOAL NEEDS. 

ELECTIVES MUST BE APPROVED BY 

AN ADVISOR AND THE DIVISION 

CttA IRPERSON. 

TRANSFER CREDIT--LOWER DIVISION: (60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Bachelor of Arts in Communication Science with a 
major in Educational Technology is 120 hours 
f = FALL FO = fALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO WINTER 000 YEARS wE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER 000 YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
55 = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM: COMMUNICATION SCIENCE 
MAJOR: EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY 
OPTION: MEDIA PRODUCER 
LEVEL: MASTER Of ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROM 
A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; 2) BE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE -LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. TO BE ADMITTED TO THE 
MAJOR, STUDENTS MUST COMPLETE A STUDENT STUDY PLAN BEFORE THE 
END OF THE FIRST TRIMESTER OF REGISTRATION. STUDENTS NOT 
MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH 
TI£ OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: 1) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 3& GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS; 2) ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 
3) EARN AT LEAST 24 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. GRADUATE 
STUDENTS BECOME CANDIDATES FOR DEGREE AFTER ACCEPTANCE OF THE 
MASTER'S PROJECT PROPOSAL FORM fOR THEIR FINAL PROJECT OR 
PRODUCTION. A STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF 
COM PETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND 
UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: 30 HOURS) 
INTRO TO ET/HRD/ID/TRNG 
PSYCH PRINCIPLES MESSAGE DSGN 
HLD5900 
HLD7563 W 
HRS. 
HRS. 
PROF/RSCH ISSUES IN ID/HRD HLDBI7I W HRS. 
EVAL/COST BENEFIT ANAL IO/HRO 
INSTRUCTL/TRNG PRODUCT DESI GN 
HlDS9} O 
HlDS910 F 
5 3 
2 
HRS. 
HRS. 
P11DTO FOil I NSTRUCT'NAL SUPPORT 
TV FOR TRNG , INSTRUCT ION 
TRNG TE e HS, ME l HODS , MED IA 
SEM I NAR: BU SN , IND ET /HRO 
I D CONSULTING ' TEAMWORK 
ED TECH MASTERS PROJEC T I 
C"'SS~ 39 
HLDS939 
HLD]209 
HLOH64 
HLD8089 
HLD8090 
FE 
F 
f 
F W 
S 
S 
3 
J 
} 
I 
) 
2 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HilS . 
eD TECH MASTERS PR OJECT II HL08091 F W S 2 HRS . 
REC<UIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: & HOUR S) 
SLECT AT LEAST & HOURS FROM AMONG: 
ADV COLOR TELEVISION PRODUCTN CAS&780 W 4 HRS. 
TELEVISION: REMOTE COLOR TECH CAS7005 F 3 HRS. 
TELEVISION DIRECTING CAS79&0 F 4 HRS. 
ELEC TIVE COUIISES--GRADUATE LEVE L: 1M HOIR S) 
INTERNSHIP IN ID/HRD/IMP HLD8092 W III HRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Master of Arts in Communication Science with a 
major in Educational Technology is 36 hours 
NOTE(S): 
II STUDENTS NOT EMPLOYED IN AN INSTRUCTION MEDIA PRODUCTION 
POSITION MUST TAKE HLDB092 IN ADDITION TO OTHER COURSEWORK . 
f = FALL FO = fALL 000 YEARS fE = fALL EVEN YEARS W = WI NT ER 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMME R 
SO SPRING-SUMMER 000 YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEAR S 
55 = NOT SCHEUULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPET ENCY COURS E 
PROGRAM: COMMUNICATION SCIENCE 
MAJOR: EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY 
OPTION: MEDIATED TEACHING 
LEV~L: MASTER OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION : 
A STUDENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROM 
A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; 2) BE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. TO BE ADMITTED TO TH E 
MAJOR, STUDENTS MUST COMPLETE A STUDENT STUDY PLAN BEFO RE THE 
END OF THE fiRST TRIMESTER OF REGISTRATION. STUDEN S NOT 
MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION fOR ADMISSION THROUGH 
THE OffiCE Of ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM Of 34 GRADUATE CR EDIT 
HOURS; 2) ·ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED fOR THIS DEG RE E; 
AND 3) EARN AT LEAST 24 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. GRADU­
ATE STUDENTS BECOME CANDIDATES FOR A DEGREE AFTER ACCEPTANCE OF 
THE MASTER'S PROJECT PROPOSAL FORM fOR THEIR FINAL PROJECT OR 
PRODUCTION. A STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETEN­
CIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL Of ADVISOR AND UPON IN­
CLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: 34 HOURS) 
INTRO TO ET/HRD/ID/TRNG HLD5900 2 HRS. 
PSYCH PRINCIPLES MESSAGE DSGN HLD7563 W 3 HRS . 
EVAL/COST BENEfiT ANAL ID/HRD HLD5930 3 HRS. 
PROF/RSCH ISSUES IN ID/HRD HLD8171 W 3 HRS. 
INSTRUCTL/TRNG PRODUCT DESIGN HLD5910 f 2 HRS. 
PHOTO FOR I~STRUCT'NAL SUPPORT CAS5439 FE 3 HRS. 
TV FOR TRNG , INSTRUCTION HLD5939 3 MRS. 
COMPUTERS IN TRNG , EDUCATN HLD7560 3 HRS. 
TRNG TECHS, METHODS & MEDIA HLD7209 3 HRS. 
SEMINAR: BUSN , IND ET/HRD HLD7564 S I HRS. 
INTERNSHIP IN ID/HRD/IMP HLD8092 F W S I HRS. 
10 CONSULTING' TEAMWORK HLD8089 F 3 HRS . 
EO TECH MASTERS PROJECT I HL 0809 0 F W S 2 HRS. 
EO TECH MASTERS PROJECT II HL 08 091 F W S 2 HRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Master of Arts in Communication Science with a 
major in Educational Technology is 34 hours 
F = fALL FO = FALL 000 YEARS FE = FALL EV EN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRI NG-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRI NG-SUMME R EVEN YEARS 
$$ = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI -C OMPE ENCY COURSE 
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PROGRAM: COMMUN ICA TI ON SCIENCE 
MAJOR: EDUCATIO~Al T~CHNOLOGY 
OPT ION: I NS TRue I IONAl ot'JELOPE R 
LEVEL : MASTER OF ARfS 
ADMISS ION INFO RMATION: 
A ~ UD~NT MUS: : I) HA E ACQUIRED A 6ACLALAU EAr~ DEG REE FROM 
A REGIONA LLY AC CRED ITED CO LLE GE OR UNl v t RS ITY; 2) BE IN COOD 
S~ANO I NG AT TH E LAST S~HOOL ATT ENOE D. TO BE ADMIT TED TO THE 
MA JO R, STUDt NTS MUS , COMPLE TE A STUDENT ST UD Y PLAN BEF OR E THE 
END OF THE FIRST TRIM ESTER OF REGISTRAT I ON. STUDE NTS NOT 
KEET ING ADMISSION CRI TE RIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH 
~ HE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF }5 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS; 2) ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 
}) EARN AT LEASf 24 GRADUATE CREDI~ HOURS AT GSU. GRADUATE 
STUDENTS BECOME CANDIDATES FOR DEGREt AFTER ACCEPTANCE OF THE 
MASTER'S PROJECT PROPOSAL FORM FOR THEIR FINAL PROJECT OR 
PRODUCTION. A STUD ENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF 
COMPETENCIES BY ALTE RNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND 
UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: n HOURS) 
INTRO TO E~/HRD/ID/TRNG HLD5900 HRS. 
PROF/RSCH ISSUES IN IO/HRD HL DB I 7 1 HRS. 
EVAL}COST BENEFIT ANAL ID/HRD HLD59}O HRS. 
I STR UCTL/TRNG PRODUCT DESIGN HLD5910 HRS. 
SOL V~ TRNG & INST PERF PRBLMS HLD818S HRS. 
TRNG TECHS, METHODS & MEDIA HLD7209 HRS. 
SEM INAR : BuSN & INO ET/HRD HLD7 5 64 HRS. 
I D CO~5UL TI NG & TEAMwOR K HL080 B9 HRS . 
ED TECH MA STER S PRO J ECT I HLUS0 90 w S HR S. 
ED TEC H MAS !~RS PROJECT II Hl DB091 w S HRS. 
REQlII R~ AREAS--GRADUA~c LEVEL: 12 HOURS) 
SEL ECT 0 OR 6 HOURS FROM AMONG: (SEE NO~ E I) 
IN51~U'Tk/ T R G COU RSE DEVELP HLD5920 w HRS. 
PSYCH PR I CIP LE S M E SSA~ c DSGN HLD756} w HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOUR~ FROM AMONG: 
1 v FOR TRNG • I NSTR UC TION HL D5939 S HRS. 
COMP UT ER S IN TR NG & cDUCATN HLD7560 S HRS. 
StLEC } OR 9 HOURS FROM AMO,,, : (SEE NOTE I) 
ORGA N (OMMU N, CHNG E • DEV k PMT HLD5780 w HRS. 
oVAL £ UE S IGNING HRO SYSTE MS HLD7211 w HRS. 
10lHRO PROJEC~ MANAG EMEN T HCDBI77 W HRS. 
MA NA I NG HRD/TRAINI NG SYSTE MS HLD817B F HRS. 
fL~CT IVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: "' HOURS) 
I NTE RNSH IP IN ID/HRD/ IMP HLD8092 F W S III HRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Master of Arts in Communication Science with a 
major in Educational Technology is 35 hours 
NOTE(S): 
II STUDENTS NOT EMPLOYED IN AN INS~RUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT OR 
HRD POSITION MUST TAKE HLOB092 IN ADDITION TO OTHER 
COURSEWORK. 
1 	 STUDENTS WHO SELECT 6 CREDIT HOURS FROM HLD5920 AND HLD7563 
SHOULD SELECT ONLY 3 CREDIT HOURS FROM AMONG HLD7211, 
HLDBI77, HLD8178 AND HLDS780; CORRESPONDINGLY, IF !HEY DO 
NOT TAKE HLDS920 AND HLD7563, THEY MUST TAKE AT LEAST 9 
CREDIT HOURS FROM AMONG HLD7211, HLD8177, HLD8178 AND 
HCDS780. 
F = FALC FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO 	 = SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
$$ 	 = NOT SCHEDULED OD = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
Human Relations Services 
Program 
Majors and Options: 
School Psychology(M.A.) 
School Counseling (M.A.) 
College (G) 
Secondary (G) 
Elementary (G) 
Human Relations Services - Generalist 
(M.A.) 
Community Psychology (G) 
General Psychology (G) 
Counseling Psychology (G) 
Human Relations Services is a graduate program which 
prepares professionals for a variety of settings. Counseling, 
therapy, human relations, and group work competencies 
enable students to understand behavio r and attitudes and to 
assist people. School counseling, school psychology, com­
munity college counseling, general agency or insti tutional 
work, community psychology, family therapy, correction, 
social welfare, and the teaching of psychology at the high 
school or junior college level are possible employment 
areas. 
The various majors and options in the Human Relations Ser­
vices Program are described below. 
School Psychology Major The School Psychology major 
prepares the student to be an authority on behavior in the 
school. This means that the school psychologist must be 
able to apply psychological principles within the school set­
ting. Governors State University emphasizes a "consul­
tative" approach to providing these services. School 
psychologists must be able to identify, evaluate, and 
remediate or offer solutions to the many problems that 
school children exhibit in learning, development, behavior, 
and in crisis situations. School psychologists are trained to 
be sensitive not only to the needs of both the "exceptional" 
and "normal" child, but also to the profeSSional staff, the 
administration, parents, and community. They are trained to 
work with a wide range of professionals as well as to under­
stand their own limitations. Bei ng a consultant, the school 
psychologist knows when to seek outside help to assist in 
problem solving. The school psychologist is prepared to 
assist in the formulation of the Individual Educational Plan 
(lEP) and, in many instances, must synthesize a w ide range 
of psychological findings into a well organized plan of ac­
tion. 
The extensive nature of this major typically requi res a 
minimum of two and one-half years of part-time study, The 
major has obtained entitlement status from the Illi nois State 
Board of Education. Th is status wi ll allow graduates to 
receive the Type 73 Certificate upon recommendation by 
the University. 
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PROGRAM: HUMAN REL A IONS SERVICES 
MA~O R: SC HOOL PSYCHOLOGY 
LEVEL: MASTER OF ARTS 
ADMISSION I NFORMATION: 
A STUOE NT MUST : I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCAL AUREATE OEGREE FROM A 
REGIONAL LY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; AND 2) BE IN GOO D 
SAND I G AT TME LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT MEE TING AO­
~ISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMIS S ION HROUGH THE OfFICE 
OF ADM ISSIONS. ADMISSION TO THE PROG RAM DOES NOT CARRY WI TH IT 
OR GUARANTEE ADMISSION TO DEGREE CANDIDACY (SEE NO~E 1) . 
DEGR EE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ATTAIN DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS--SEE NOTE I; 
2) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 60 GRADUATE HOURS OF WHICH AT LEAST 12 
HOURS MUST BE IN COURSES NUMBERED BOOO OR ABOVE; 3) EARN AT 
L£ AS 2~ GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; ~) ACQUIRE THE COMPETEN­
CI ES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 5) COMPLETE THE APPROVED PRAC­
TI CUM EXPERIENCE--SEE NOTE 2; 6) OBTAIN A POSITIVE RECOMMENDA­
TION OF PROGRAM FACULTY WHO WILL REVIEW WORK DONE AT THE PRAC­
TICUM SITE; AND 7) MAINTAIN AT LEAST A 3.0 GRADE POINT AVERAGE 
WITH NO MORE THAN TWO "C'S" IN REQUIRED COURSES . STUDENTS 
SEEKING STATE CERTIFICATION MUST COMPLETE AN INTERNSHIP IN 
SC HO OL PSYCHOLOGY (HLD9929) FOR SIX CREDIT HOURS IN ADDITION TO 
OTHER DEGREE REQUIREMENTS--SEE NOTE 3. ' 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: SI HOURS) 
RESEARCH METHOD OLOGY IN HLD HLDS~OO F W 3-~ HRS . 

HUMAN APPRAI SAL HLD6~ 30 F W 3 HRS. 

SUR EXCPTNL CHILDREN & PRGRAMS HL06820 F W S 3 HRS . 

HUMAN NEUROPSYCH I : BR AIN FUNC HLD8S90 F S 3 HRS. 

INDIV ASMNT I: IN TELLIGENCE HLD8610 F W 3 HRS. 

INDIVID ASSESSMENT II: PRSNALT HLD8690 F W 3 HRS. 

PRACTICUM IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY HLD8,"0 F W ~ HRS. 

PRINCIPLES OF BEHAVIOR CHANGE HLD5~80 3-~ HRS. 

CNSLNG & PSYCHOTHRPY: IN TROD. HLD6580 W 3 HRS. 

INDV CNSLG & THER: CHLD/ADOL HLD85~0 \oj 3 HRS. 

GROU P CNSLG & THER: CHLD/ADOL HLDB570 W 3 HRS. 

BEG IN CNSLG & HUMAN RELTN SKL HLDB720 W S 3 HRS. 

NON-BIASED & PLURL ASSMT CHLD HLDB215 S 3 HRS. 

LEAR NING COGNITION I HLD5310 W ~ HRS. 

CONSU LT SOM IN SCHL PSYCH: I HLD851S W I HRS. 

CONSU LT SEM IN SCHL PSYCH: II HLD8516 W I HRS. 

COI'ISULT SEM IN SCHL PSYCH: III HLD8517 W I HRS. 

CON SULT SEM IN SCHL PSYCH: I V HLD8SIB W I HRS. 

PRI NCIPLES, TECH & ADMIN P/SPS HLD8620 W 3 HRS. 

REQUIR ED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
THEORIES' TREATMENT CHILD I HLD5130 W ~ HRS . 
BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS HLD6310 W 3 HRS . 
SELECT AT LEAS T 3 HOURS FROM AMONG : 
THEORIES' TREATMENT CHILD II HLDSI~O 00 0000 HRS . 
ADLERIAN FAMILY COUNSELING HLDBS60 W HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 
ELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM 

CO URSES IN THE PROGRAM THAT 

ARE APPROPRIATE TO THE STU­

DENT'S PERSONAL AND/OR PROFES­

SIONAL GOALS. ELECTIVES MUST. 

BE APPROVED BY ADVISOR. 

Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Master of Arts in Human Relations Services with a 
major in School Psychology is 60 hours 
NOTE ( S): 
STUDEN TS MAY APPLY FOR DEGREE CANDIDACY ONLY AF TER THEY 
HAVE EARNED AT LEAST A GRADE OF "B" IN PREREQU I S ITE COURSES : 
HLDS~II, HLDS030, HLDSI20 AND HLDS330--THESE COURSES MAY 
NOT BE USED TO FULfiLL OEGREE REQUIREMENTS AND MAY BE TAKEN 
AT THE UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL OR AT ANO THER INSTITUTION (SEE 
DIVISION Of PSYCHOLOGY AND COUNSELING STUDENT HANDBOOK FOR 
PROCEDURES) . THE AWARD Of DEGREE CANDIDACY STATus IS 
CONTINGENT UPON A STUDENT'S EARNING A GRADE OF "B" OR BETTER 
IN HLD5310, HLD6~30, HLD6580, HLDS400 AND HLD8720. IN THE 
TRIMESTER IN WHICH DEGREE CANDIDACY IS SOUGHT, A STUDENT 
MUST APPLY FOR CANDIDACY WITHIN TWO WEEKS Of THE START Of 
THE TRIMESTER . THE CANDIDACY COMMITTEE WILL INfORM STUDENTS 
Of THEIR CANDIDACY STATUS WITHIN SIX WEEKS. STUDENTS 
SHOULD REfER TO THE DIVISION OF PSYCHOLOGY AND COUNSELING 
STUDENT HANDBOOK FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
A STUDENT MAY ENGAGE IN A SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY PRACTICUM 
EXPERIENCE ONLY AfTER HIS/HER APPLICATION fOR A PRACTICUM 
PLACEMENT HAS BEEN APPROVED BY THE PRACTICUM COMMITTEE. A 
STUDENT WHO HAS NOT ATTAINED DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS IS NOT 
ELIGIBLE FOR A PRACTICUM PLACEMENT. TO APPLY FOR A 
PRACTICUM, A STUDENT MUST COMPLETE A PRACTICUM APPLICATION 
FORM AND SUBMIT A TRANSCRIPT OR MICROFICHE OF HIS/HER 
ACADEMIC RECORD, A COPY OF THE STUDENT'S APPROvED STUDY 
PLAN, THREE COPIES Of A TAPE AT LEAST 30 MINUTES IN LENGTH 
WH ICk DEMONSTRATES THE STUDENT'S COMPETENCY IN COUNSELING 
SKILLS, THREE COPIES OF A VERBATIM TRANSCRIPT OF THE TAPE 
WITH I NT ERACTIONS NUMBERED, THREE COPIES OF HIS/ HER CRITIQUE 
OF TH E TAPE, AND THREE COPIES Of A CASE STUDY PRE PARED FOR 
ME CONSULTATION SEMINAR. THE CASE STUDY SHOULD INCLUDE AN 
ASSES SMENT OF THE CLIENT, A PLAN FOR REMEDIATION OR 
INTERVENTION AND SUGGES TED FO LLOW-UP PROCEDURE . APPLICATION 
DEADL INES FOR P~ACTICA ARE NOV EM BER IST H FOR TME WINTER 
TR IMESTER AND ~ULY 15TH FOR THE FALL TRIMES ER . STUDE NTS 
SHOUL D REF ER 0 THE DIVIS ION OF PSYCHOLOGY AND COU NSELI NG 
STUDE NT HAND BOOK f OR FURTHER INFORMA TI ON ABOUT PRAC~ICUM AP. 
PL I CATI ON PROCEDURES . APPL I'ATI ONS WILL BE CONS/OERED BY A 
THREE PERS ON COMM I TEE . THI S COMMITTEE WIL L PROVIDE THE 
STU DENT ~I T H WR I TT EN FEEOBA CK ON THE TAPE AND CASE 
STUDY . THE PRACTICUM EX PERI ENCE IS FO ~ ONE TR/MES-ER. WHEN 
THE NUM BE R OF PRACTICUM SI TES IS LIM ITED, PLACEMENT 
PRIORITIES FOR ELI GIBLE STU DENTS MAKING TIME LY APPLICATION 
WILL BE BASED UPON TH E DATE DEG REE CANDIDA CY WAS AWA RD ED. 
STUDENTS WHO HAVE EARNED AN MA DEGREE IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 
AT GSU ARE ELIGIBLE TO SEEK AN INTERNSHIP IN SCHOOL PSYCHO­
LOGY (HLD9929). PLACEMENT WILL DEPEND UPON ACC EPTAN CE BY 
THE HOST INSTITUTION. 
F = FALL FC = FALL Ouu YeAR, Ft = FALL tVt~ YeARS w = wINTt R 
"0 .INT"~ 0UU V".~5 we = wl~T.R tVEh YeARS 5 = SPR I NG - SUMMER 
,(, ,"~I~~-5u';"l~ ('LJu VEAl-,S Se = SPRI"G-SUMMER Ev EN Y E AR~ 
~~ = ~(,T SCHt OuLlU 00 = ON DeMAND + = MULTI-COMP"Tt~CY COURSE 
School Counseling Major The major in School Counseling 
prepares professionals to work in elementary and secondary 
schools and colleges as counselors, guidance workers, 
career and vocational counselors. Students may also be 
qualified for other positions such as admissions counselors, 
deans, and administrative support staff. 
Students are admitted from a variety of backgrounds, but ex· 
perience in educational settings is extremely helpful in seek­
ing employment. 
The major provides an academic core in psychology and 
counseling. There are opportunities for specialization in the 
K-12 and College Counseling options. 
The K-12 option in school counseling prepares the student 
for the Illinois school service personnel certificate with the 
guidance endorsement. This certificate is available only to 
those students who qualify for Illinois state teacher certifica­
tion. Certification is not available or required for the option 
in College Counseling. 
The coursework that leads to certification is quite prescribed 
in order to meet state requirements. All students must com­
plete a practicum in a school setting for one Trimester which 
is typically a minimum of one full .day per week. K-12 prac­
tica are available only during the Fall or W inter Trimesters. 
PROGRAM: HUMAN RELATIONS 5ERV ICE5 
MAJOR: SCHOOL COUNSELl G 
OP-ION: COLLEGE 
LEVEL: MASTER OF ARTS 
ADM ISS ION INF uRMATION: 
A SiUDEN 'f M ST : J) HAVE ACQUIRED A 8ACCA LAUREATE DEGREE- FROM A 
REGI ONAL LY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNI VERS ITY; AND 2) BE IN GOOD 
STA DING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED . STUDE NTS NOT MEETI NG AD­
MISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADM ISSI ON THROUGH THE OFFICE 
OF ADMISSIONS. ADMISSION TO THE PROGRAM DOES NOT CARRY WITH iT 
OR GUA~ANTEE ADMISSION TO DEGREE CANDIDACY (SEE NOTE I). 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ATTAIN DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS--SEE NOTE I; 
2) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF ~5 GRADUATE HOURS OF WHICH AT LEAST 12 
HOURS MUST BE IN COURSES NUMBERED 8000 OR ABOVE; J) EARN AT 
LEAST 2~ GRADUA TE CREDI.T HOURS AT GSU; ~) ACQUIRE THE COMPETEN­
CIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 5) COMPLETE THE APPROVED PRAC­
TICUM EXPERIENCE--SEE NOTE 2; 6) OBTAIN A POSITIVE RECOMMENDA­
TION OF PROGRAM FACULTY WHO WILL REVIEW WORK DONE AT THE PRAC­
TICUM SITE; AND 7) MAINTAIN AT LEAST A J.O GRADE POINT AVERAGE 
WITH NO MORE THAN TWO "C'S" IN REQUIRED COURSES . 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: }6 HOURS) 
CNSLNG & PSYCHO-HRPY: INTROD. 
INDIV CNSLG & THERAPY: ADULT 
GR OO P COUNSoLING: ADULT/AOOL 
LIFE TYLE ANALYSIS 
8£GI N CNS LG & HUMAN RELTN SKL 
HU MAN APr RA I SAL 
RSR CH ADL 5NCE & SEX ROLES 
PR,NAL ITY & VOCAT ASSESSMENT 
CONS ULTA TION & SCHL STAFF DEV 
THE COMMUN ITY COLLEGE 
PRACTI CU M IN COLLEGE COUNSELNG 
HLD6580 
HLD85~5 
HLD8585 
HLD8650 
HLD8720 
hLD6~ JO 
HLD6JI I 
HLD8680 
HL D8 5 I 0 
HLD98JO 
HLD87~6 
F 
F 
00 
W 
W 
W 
W 
00 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
00 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 
ElECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM 
COURSES IN THE PROGRAM THAT 
ARE APPROPRIATE TO THE STU­
ENT 'S PERSONAL AND/OR PROFES­
SI ONAL GOALS. ELECTIVES MUST 
BE APPROVED BY ADVISOR. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Master of Arts in Human Relations Services wilh a 
major in School Counseling is 45 hours 
NOT"(S): 
ST UDE-N TS MAY APPLY FOR DEGREE CANDIDACY ONLY· AFTER THEY 
HAVE EARNED AT LEAST A GRADE OF "B" IN PREREQUISITE COURSES: 
ST AT IS TICS AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY--THESE COURSES MAY NOT 
BE US ED TO FULFILL DEGREE REQUIREMENTS AND MAY BE TAKEN AT 
HE UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL OR AT ANOTHER INSTITuTION (SEE THE 
DI VI SI ON OF PSYCHOLOGY AND COUNSELING STUDENT HANDBOOK FOR 
PROCEDURES). THE AWARD OF DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS IS 
CONTINGENT UPON A STUDENT'S EARNING A GRADE OF "B" OR BETTER 
IN HLD6~JO, HLD6580, HLD85~5, AND HLD8720. IN THE TRIMESTER 
IN WHICH DEGREE CANDIDACY IS SOUGHT, A STUDENT MUST APPLY 
FOR CANDIDACY WITHIN TWO WEEKS Of THE START OF THE 
TRIMESTER. THE CANDIDACY COMMITTtE WILL ,INfORM STUDENTS OF 
THEIR CANDIDACY STATUS WITHIN SIX WEEKS. STUDENTS SHOULD 
REFER TO THE DIVISION OF PSYCHOLOGY AND COUNSELING STUDENT 
hAND800K FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
A STUDENT MAY ENGAGE IN A SCHOOL PRACTICUM EXPERIENCE ONLY 
AFTER HIS/HER APPLICATION FOR A PRACTICUM PLACEMENT HAS BEEN 
APPROVED BY THE PRACTICUM COMMITTEE. A STUDENT WHO HAS NOT 
ATTAINED DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS IS NOT ELIGIBLE FOR A PRAC­
TICUM PLACEMENT. TO APPLY FOR A PRACTICUM, A STUDENT MUST 
COMPLETE A PRACTICUM APPLICATION FORM AND SUBMIT A TRAN­
SCRIPT OR MICROFICHE COpy OF HIS/HER ACADEMIC RECORD, THREE 
COPIES OF A TAPE AT LEAST JO MINUTES IN LENGTH WHICH DEMON­
STRATES THE STUDENT'S COMPETENCY IN COUNSELING SKILLS, 
THREE COPIES OF A VERBATIM TRANSCRIPT OF THE TAPE WITH IN­
TERACTIONS NUMBERED, THREE COPIES OF HIS/HER CRITIQUE OF 
THE TAPE , AND A COPY OF THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
APPLICATION DEADLINES FOR PRACTICA ARE NOVEMBER 15TH FOR 
THE WINTER TRIMESTER AND JULY ISTH fOR THE FALL TRIMESTER . 
STUDENTS SHOULD REFER TO THE DIVISION OF PSYCHOLOGY AND 
COUNSELING STUDENT HANDBOOK fOR fURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT 
PRACTICUM APPLICATION PROCEDURES . APPLICATIONS WILL BE 
CONSIDERED BY A THREE PERSON COMMITTEE. THIS COMMITTEE WILL 
PROVIDE THE STUDENT WiTH WRITTEN FEEDBACK ON THE TAPE. THE 
PRACTICUM EXPERIENCE IS FOR ONE TRIMESTER. WHEN THE NUMBER 
OF PRACTICUM SITES IS LIMITED, PLACEMENT PRIORITIES FOR 
ELIGIBLE STUDENTS MAKING TIMELY APPLICATION WILL BE BASED 
UPON THE DATE DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS WAS AWARDED. STUDENTS 
WILL BE EXPECTED TO SPEND A MINIMUM OF 16 FULL DAYS IN A 
COLLEGE COUNSELING PLACEMENT. 
F ; FALL FO; FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVoN YEARS W = WINTER 
o WIN ER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S: SPRI NG-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE; SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
$$ NO SCHEDULED 00; ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
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P~OGRAM : HUMAN RELATIONS SERVI CES 
kAJOR: SCHOol COUNSELI NG 
OPTION: -12 
LEVel; MAST~R Of ARTS 
ADMISSION INFO RMAT I ON: 
A STUDENT HUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DECREE FROM A 
RE~ I ONAL LY ACCRED ITED COLLE GE OR UNI VERS I TV; AND 7) BE IN GOOD 
STA NOI NG AT THE LAST SCHOOL AT~ENOEO. STUOEN-S NOT MEE TING AD­
MISS ION CR IT ERIA MAY PE TI ION FO R ADMI SS ION THROUG H HE OFFICE 
OF ADMISSIO NS. ADMISSI ON TO THE PROGR M DOE S NO- CARRY wi TH l­
OR GUARANTEE ADMISSION TO DEGREE CANDIDACY ( SEE NOTE I) . 
DEGREE REQUIREMEN S: 
A STUDENT MUS : I) ATTAIN DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS--SEE NOTE 1; 
2) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF ~5 GRADUATE HOURS OF WHI CH AT LEAST 12 
HOURS MUST 8E IN COURSES NUMBERED 8000 OR ABOVE ; ~ EARN AT 
LEAST 2~ GRADUATE CRED IT HO UR S AT GSU; ~) AC QUIRE HE COMP ETEN­
CIES SPECIFIED FOR HIS DEGREE; 5) COMPLETE THE APPROVED,PRAC­
TICUM EXPERIENCE--SE E NOTE 2; 6) 08TAIN A POS ITIvE RErO~MENDA­
TION OF PROGRAM FACULTY WHO WILL REVIEW WORK DONE AT TH~ PRAC­
TICUM SITE; AND 7) MAI NTAIN AT LEAST A J.O GRADE POIN T AVERAGE 
WITH NO MOR E THAN TWO " C'S" IN REQUIRED CO URSES . 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRAOUATE LEVEL: }6 HOURS) 
ADOLESCENCE HLD5040 OD J HRS . 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT HLD5120 W >-4 HRS . 
BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS HLD6JIO W 3 HilS. 
CAREER EDUCATION IN SCHOOLS HLD6 HO 3 IiR S. 
HUMAN APPRAISAL HLD6~JO W 3 HRS . 
CNSLNG & PSYCHOTHRPY: IN-ROD. HLD6580 W J ~IIS. 
CONSULTATION & SCHL STAFF DEV HL D8 5 I 0 ~IRS . 
I NDV CNSLG & THER: CHLD/ ADOL HLD8S~0 W MRS . 
ADLERIAN FAMILY COUNSELING HLD8560 W HilS . 
GROUP CNSLG & THER; CHLD/ADOL HLD8570 W HilS . 
PRINCIPLES, TECH & ADMIN P/SPS HLD8620 W HRS . 
BEGIN CNSLG & HUMAN RELTN SKl HLD8720 W HilS, 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST J HOURS FROM AMONG: 
SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS HLD7960 W HilS . 
PRACT PARENT STDY GROUP LDRSHP HLD8670 W HilS . 
PRSNALITY & VOCAT ASSESSMENT HLD8680 S HRS . 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
PRACTICUM IN ELEM SCHL CNLSG HLD86~O W HRS . 
PRACTICUM IN SECNDRY SCHL CNLG HLD87~5 W HRS . 
Minimum lOla I number of credit hours required for a 
Masler of Arts in Human Relations Services wilh a 
major in School Counseling is 45 hours 
NOTE(S): 
STUDENTS MAY APPLY FOR DEGREE CANDIDACY ONLY AFTER THEY 
HAVE EARNED AT LEAST A GRADE OF "B" IN PREREQUISITE COURSES: 
STATISTICS AND ~ESEARCH METHODOLOGY---HESE COURSES MAY NOT 
BE USED TO FULFILL DEGREE REQUIREMENTS AND MAY BE TAK EN AT 
THE UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL OR AT ANOTHER INSTITUTION ( SEE THE 
DIVISION OF PSYCHOLOGY AND COUNSELING STUDENT HANDBOOK FOR 
PROCEDURES) . THE AWARD OF DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS IS 
CONTINGENT UPON A STUDENT'S EARNING A GRADE OF "B" OR BETTE R 
IN HLD6~JO, HLD6S80, HLD85~O, AND HLD8720. IN THE TR IMES ER 
IN wHICH DEGREE CANDIDACY IS SOUGHT, A STUDENT MUST APP LY 
FOR CANDIDACY WITHIN TWO wEEKS OF THE START OF THE 
TRIMESTER . THE CANDIDACY COMMITTEE WILL INFORM STUDENTS OF 
THEIR CANDIDACY STATUS WITHIN SIX WEEKS. STUDENTS SHOU LD 
REFER TO THE DIVISION OF PSYCHOLOGY AND COUNSELING ST UDEN T 
HANDBOOK FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
A STUDENT MAY ENGAGE IN A SCHOOL PRACTICUM EXPERIENCE ONLY 
AFTER HIS/HER APPLICATION FOR A PRACTICUM PLACEMENT HAS BEEN 
APPROVED BY THE PRACTICUM COMMITTEE. A STUDENT WHO HAS NOT 
ATTAINED DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS IS NOT ELIGIBLE FO R A PRAC­
TICUM PLACEMENT. TO APPLY FOR A PRACTICUM, A STUD EN T MUST 
COMPLETE A PRACTICUM APPLICATION FORM AND SUBMIT A TRAN ­
SCRIPT OR MICROFICHE COPY OF HIS/HER ACADEMIC RECORD, THREE 
COPIES OF A TAPE AT LEAST JO MINUTES IN LENGTH WHI CH DEMON­
STRATES THE STUDENT'S COMPETENCY IN .COUNSELING SKI LLS, 
THREE COPIES OF A VERBATIM TRANSCRIPT OF. THE TAPE WI H IN­
TERACTIONS NUMBERED, THREE COPIES OF HIS/HER CRI TIQUE OF 
THE TAPE, AND A COPY OF THE STUDENT'S AFPROVED STUDY PLAN . 
APPLICATION DEADLINES FOR PRACTICA ARE NOVEMBER 15 H FOR 
THE WINTER TRIMESTER AND JULY 15TH FOR THE FALL TR IMESTER. 
STUDENTS SHOULD REFER TO THE DIVISION OF PSYCHOLOGY AND 
COUNSELING STUOENT HANDBOOK fOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT 
PRACTICUM APPLICATION PROCEDURES. APPLICATIONS WILL BE 
CONSIDERED 8Y A THREE PERSON COMMITTEE. THIS CO MMI TTEE WILL 
PROVIDE THE STUDENT WITH WRITTEN FEEDBACK ON THE TAPE. THE 
PRACTICUM EXPERIENCE IS FOR ONE TRIMESTER . WHEN THE NUMBER 
OF PRACTICUM SITES IS LIMITED, PLACEMENT PRIORIT IES f OR 
ELIGIBLE STUDENTS MAKING TIMELY APPLICATION WILL BE BASED 
UPON THE DATE DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS WAS AWARDED. STUDENTS 
WILL BE EXPECTED TO SPEND A MINIMUM OF 16 FULL DAYS I N A 
SCHOOL COUNSELING PLACEMENT. 
F = FALL FO; FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EV N YEARS W =WINTER 
10.0 WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YE ARS S:o SPRING-SUMMeR 
SO SPRING-S UMM ER ODD YEARS SE; SPRI NG- SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
$$ NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COuRSE 
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Human Relations Services Generalist Major The 
Generalist major prepares individuals to enter counseling 
and psychology related professions with a special focus on 
urban community settings. Students may choose to receive 
skill preparation for direct service to clients; for diagnostic. 
consultative and evaluative services; for directing profes­
sional development within agencies; for community in­
tervention; and for research in a variety of settings. Possible 
employing agencies and institutions include mental health 
clin ics and hospitals, corporations, governmental social 
agencies, public and private schools, community colleges, 
various community intervention programs, and correctional 
institutions. Students can also choose to prepare for advanc­
ed graduate work at other institutions. The graduate cur­
riculum includes classroom instruction, library work, obser­
vation of professionals in the field, actual experience in 
research or evaluation, and supervised work with clients 
and agencies or a thesis. A total of 38 graduate credit hours 
is required, 18 in the core curriculum of the program and 20 
in the student's chosen option . 
Students select one of three options offered: Community 
Psychology, General Psychology, and Counseling 
Psychology. 
PROGRAM: HUMAN RELATIONS SERVICES 
MAJOR: GENERALIS T 
OPTION: COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY 
LEVEL : MASTER OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROM A 
REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; AND 2) BE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT MEETING AD­
MISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE OFFICE 
OF ADMISSIONS. ADMISSION TO THE PROGRAM DOES NOT CARRY WITH IT 
OR GUARANTEE ADMISSION TO DEGREE CANDIDACY (SEE NOTE I). 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ATTAIN DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUs--SEE N07E I; 
2) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 38 GRADUATE HOURS OF WHICH AT LEAST 12 
HOURS MUST BE IN COURSES NUMBERED 8000 OR ABOVE; 3) EARN AT 
LEAST 24 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; 4 ) ACQUIRE THE COMPETEN­
CIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 5) COMPLETE THE APPROVED PRAC­
TICUM EXPERIENCE--SEE NOTE 2; 6) OBTAIN A POSITIVE RECOMMENDA­
TION OF PROGRAM FACULTY WHO WILL REVIEW WORK DONE AT THE PRAC­
TICUM SITE. 
REQUIRED COURsES--GRADUATE LEVEL: 20 HOURS) 
EVALUATION OF HUMAN SERVICES HLD6340 00 3 HRS . 
COMMUNITY COUNSELING HLD6350 F W 3 HRS . 
MGMT , SUPERVSN HUMAN SERVS HLD6720 S 3 HRS . 
BEGIN CNSLG , HUMAN RELTN SKL 
PRACT CNSLG , CONSUL TN-AGENCY 
PRACTICUM IN PREVENTION SKILeS 
HLD8720 
HLD8764 
HL D8765 
F 
F 
F 
W 
W 
W 
S 3 
4 
4 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS . 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: 18 HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
FOUNDATIONS OF MANAGEMENT BPA5401 W 3 HRS . 
MKTG FOR NON-PROFIT ORGAN'ZTN BPA5580 00 3 HRS . 
PROBLEMS IN INDUSTRIAL RELNS BPA8425 00 00 00 3 HRS. 
BUSINESS & THE PUBLI C INTEREST BPA8498 00 00 00 3 HRS . 
SEMINAR IN PUBLIC MANAGEMENT BPA8970 W S 3 HRS. 
GRASSROOTS CONCEPTS HUMAN ECOL CAS6150 W S 2,4 HRS. 
ANTHROPOLOGY FOR PLANNERS CAS6725 S 2,4 HRS . 
TECHNOLOGY , SOCIAL CHANGE CAS7274 00 00 00 3 HRS. 
COMM ORG./COMMU DEVELOPMENT 
IDEA OF COMMUNITY 
CAS7280 
CAS7550 
S 
S 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HUMAN SERVICE SYSTEMS HLD6440 00 S 3 HRS. 
TEAMWORK IN ORGANIZATIONS HLD6800 3 HRS. 
WRKSHP CRIMNL JUSTICE PLANNING HLD6810 w 00 3 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
BEYOND VAL CLAR:PIAGET/KOHLBER CAS5040 S 3 HRS. 
ALTN APPROACHES TO HEALTH CARE SHP500F 00 00 00 1 HRS. 
CAREER PATHS , LFSTYLE CHOICES SHP5410 00 00 00 2 HRS . 
SUBSTANCE ABUSE: CURR CONCEP TS SHP6 35 5 F w S 3 HRS . 
PSYCHOSOCIAL ASPECTS OF AGING HLD5 37 0 F S 3-4 HRS. 
LIFE CYCLE DEVELOPMENT HLD5471 F w 3 HRS. 
HUMAN SYSTEMS CHANGE HLD6450 00 00 00 3 HRS. 
COMMUNITY ORGANIZA TION HLD6750 F 3 HRS. 
FDNS OF NRML'TN I DEOLOG Y IN HS HLD7111 55 $$ $$ 3 HRS . 
LAII IN HIDDEN FEELINGS' MEANG HLD7460 W S 3 HRS . 
CULTURAL ASPE CTS OF MNTL HLTH HL D82 10 S 3 HRS. 
COMMUNITY ME NTAL HLTH SEMINAR HLD 8 340 00 00 00 3 HRS. 
COUNTeR- STRESS ALT FOR ADULTS HL09030 00 00 00 3 HRS . 
SELECT A! LE AST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
IMPACT OF ALCOHOLISM--WORK PLC 5HP S018 00 00 00 I HRS.FAMILY COUNSELING HL05230 00 00 00 3-4 HRS.HY PERTNSN; MECHANISMS , TRTMN T HLOH90 00 00 00 1 HRS .CONFL ICT RESOLUTION HLDG16 0 00 00 DO 3 HRS.CRIS IS INTERVENT 1 ON flL064 10 00 00 00 3 HRS .GROUP PROCesS HLD69 70 00 00 00 3 HRS.AD VOCACY IN HUMAN SERV I ES HLD70 10 $5 $S 55 2 H~S.INDV CNSLG , THER : tHLD/ADOl HLD85~0 F W 3 HRS .IND IV t NSL G , THERAPY : ADUL T HLD 8S .5 W 3 HRS .FAMI LY TH~RAP Y TEC HNIQ UES HL 08 547 W l HR S . ADV INDIV THE ~APY ,EC H: ADULT HL0 85"9 l HRS.ADLERIAN FAMILY COUNSELING HLD8 56 0 W 3 H~S .BEHAVIOR THERAPY HLD8565 OD 00 00 3 HRS .GROUP CNSLG • THER: CHLD/ADOL HL 08570 W HilS .3GROUP DYNAMICS & IN TERVENTION HLD8580 W S 3 H~ S.GROUP COUNSELING: ADULT/ADOL HLD8585 f S 3 HRS .WORKSHOP IN DEPRESSION HL08722 F W 2 HRS.ADV THEORIES IN CNSLG & THERPY HLD8725 W HRS.3 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Mas{er of Arts in Human Relations Services with a 

Generalist major is 38 hours 

NOTE(s) : 
I THE AWARD OF DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS IS CON~INGEN~ UPON A 
STUDENT'S EARNING A GRADE OF "6" OR BE~TER IN HLD6' 0, 
HLD8720, AND HLD6340, AND UPON RECEIVING THE POSI!I VE 
RECOMMENDA TION OF THE CANDIDACY COMMI7TEE (S EE THE DIVI SION 
OF PSYCHOLOGY AND COUNSELING STUDENT HANDBOOK FOR DE-AILS) . 
IN THE TRIMESTER IN WHICH DEGREE CANDIDACY IS SOUGH" A ST U­
DENT MUST APPLY FOR CANDIDACY WITHIN TWO WEEKS OF THE START 
Of THE TRIMESTER. THE CANDIDACY COMMITTEE WILL INfOR M ST U­
DEN TS OF THEIR CANDIDACY STATUS WI,HIN SIX WEEKS . STU DE NTS 
SHOULD REFER TO THE DIVISION Of PSYCHOLOGY AND COUN SELI NG 
STUDENT HAND500K FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
A. STUDENT MAY ENGAGE IN A PRACT ICUM E~PERIENCE ONL Y 
AFTER HIS/HER APPLICATION FOR A PRACTIC UM PLACEMENT HAS BEEN 
APPROVED BY THE PRACTICUM COMMITTEE. A STUDfN WHO HAS NO T 
ATTAINED DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS IS NOT ELIGIBLE fOR A PRA C­
TICUM PLACEMENT. TO APPLY fOR A PRACTICUM, A S-UOEN T MUS T 
COMPLETE A PRACTICUM APPLICATION FORM AND SUBMI T A TRAN­
SCRIPT OR MICROFICHE COpy OF HIS/HER ACADEMIC RECORD , TH RE E 
COPIES OF A TAPE AT LEAST 30 MINUTES IN LENGTH WH IC H DEMON ­
STRATES THE STUDENT'S COMPETENCY IN COUNSELING SKILLS, 
THREE COPIES OF A VERBATIM TRANSCRIPT OF THE TAPE WITH IN­
TERACTIONS NUMBERED, THREE COPIES OF HIS/HER CRI TIQUE OF 
THE TAPE, AND A COpy OF THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN . 
APPLICATION DEADLINES FOR PRACTICA ARE NOVEMBER 15TH FOR 
THE WINTER TRIMESTER, MARCH 15TH FOR THE SPRING/SUMMER TRI­
MESTER AND JULY 15 TH FOR THE FALL TRIMESTER. S7UDENTS 
SHOULD REFER TO THE DIVISION OF PSYCHOLOGY AND COUNSELING 
STUDENT HANDBOOK FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABO UT PRACTICUM 
APPLICATION PROCEDURES. APPLICATIONS WILL BE CONSIDE RED BY 
A THREE PERSON COMMITTEE. THIS COMMITTEE WILL PROV IDE THE 
STUDENT WITH WRITTEN fEEDBACK ON THE TAPE. THE PRAC TICUM 
EXPERIENCE IS A TWO TRIMESTER COURSE SEQUENCE. wHE N THE 
NUMBER OF PRACTICUM SITES IS LIMI TED, PLACEMENT PRIORITIES 
FOR ELIGIBLE STUDENTS MAKING TIMELY APPLICATI ON WILL BE 
BASED . UPON THE DATE DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS WAS AWARDED . 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
1010 WINTER ODD YEARS wE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRI N'- SUMMER 

SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 

55 = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPE TENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM: HUMAN RELATIONS SERVICES 
MAJOR: GENERALIST 
OPTION: GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY 
LEVEL : MASTER OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGR EE FROM A 
REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; AND 1) BE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED . STUDENTS NOT MEET ING AD­
MISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE OF FICE 
OF ADMISSIONS. ADMISSION TO THE PROGRAM DOES OT CARRY wITH IT 
OR GUARANTEE ADMISSION TO DEGREE CANDIDAC Y (SEE NOTE I) . 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST : I} ATTAIN DEGREE CANDIDACY STA TUS--S EE NO TE I; 
2) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 38 GRADUATE HOURS OF WHICH AT LEAST 12 
HOURS MUST BE IN COURSES NUMBERED 8000 OR ABOVE; 3) EAR N AT 
LEAST 24 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; 4) ACQUIRE THE COMPETEN­
CIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 5) COMPLE TE A GRADUAT E THESI S 
THAT IS ACCEPT ABL E BY THE THESIS COMMI TTEE; AND 6 ) MAIN AIN AT 
LEAST A 3 .0 GRADE POI NT AVE RAG WIT H NO MO~E THAN TWO C'S IN 
REQUIRED COURSE S . CAND IDATES WILL BE REVIEwED PERI ODI CALLY 
AND WILL BE PROVIDED WITH EVALUATIONS CONCERNING THEIR 
PROGR ESS IN THE PROGRAM. 
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REQUI~EO COURSES--CRAOUATE LEVEL: 8 HOURS) 
ETHICS : PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS 
G~AOUATE THES IS/PROJEC T: .. . 
HLO,190 
HL D99JO 
F 
F 101 
2 
3,6 
HRS. 
HRS. 
AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: 30 HOU RS ) 
SELECT Ar LEAST 3 HO URS FROM AMONG: 
~OVANCED EXP ERI MEN AL PSY~ H 
RES ~CH MEiHO DOLO Y IN HLD 
HLDS060 
HLDS~OO 
OD 
F 
OD OD 
101 S 
~ 
3-~ 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
MOTHERHOOD'S ROLE IN CHLDRERNG 
GRAD SEM SOCIAL-ECOLOGICAL PSY 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SElEij; AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
AD OLESCENCE 
ADU LTHOOD 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
MOTIVATION & EMOTIONAL DVLPMNT 
COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT 
PSYCHOSOCIAL ASPECTS OF AGING 
RSRCH ADLSNCE & SEX ROLES 
GRAD SEM IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
HLDSO~O 
HLDSOSO 
HLDSI20 
HLDSISO 
HLDS320 
HLDS 370 
HLD6311 
HLDB2~S 
F 
F 
F 
OD 
101 
101 
3 
3 
3-~ 
~ 
~ 
3-~ 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 15 HOURS FROM AMONG : 
THEORIES & TREATMENT CHILD I 
COGNI TIVE PSYCH APPLD TO INSTR 
THEORIES, TREArMT EMOT DISTURB 
THEORIES & TREATMENT ADULTS 
LEARNING COGNITION I 
PRINCIPLES OF BEHAVIOR CHANGE 
HUMAN APPRAISAL 
CNS LNG & PSYCHOTHRPY : I WROD. 
AOV SE M IN PSYCHOANALYTIC THRY 
SEMI NAR IN HUMAN MEMORY 
GRAD SEM IN HISTORY OF PSYCH 
GRAD SEM IN COGNITIVE PSYCH 
GRAD SEM ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY 
HUMAN NEUROPSYCH I: BRAIN FUNC 
ADV THEORIES IN CNSLG & THERPY 
HLDSI30 
HLDSI60 
HLDS200 
HLDS2IO 
HLDS3IO 
HLDS~BO 
HLD6~30 
HLD6SBO 
HLDB21B 
HLDB2~2 
HLD82~~ 
HLDB2~6 
HLDB2~B 
HLDBS90 
HLDB 725 
F 
00 
OD 
101 
W 
101 
101 
' S 
W S 
OD OD 
OD OD 
101 
W 
S 
S 
101 S 
~ 
3-~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
3-~ 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELEC T A LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG : 
HUM AN NE UROP SYCH II : CLIN ASMNT 
INOIV ASMNT I: IN TELLIGENCE 
INDIVID ASSES SMENT II : PRSNALT 
RSRCH LIT CSLNG & PSYCHOTHRPY 
HUMAN NEUR DPSYCH III : REHAB BF 
STATISTICS IN BEHAVIOR STUDIES 
HLDB600 
HLDB610 
HLDB690 
HLDB700 
HLDB7IO 
HLDB760 
OD 
OD 
W 
101 
101 
S 
OD OD 
OD OD 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Human Relations Services with a 

Generalist major is 38 hours 

NOTE(S): 
STUDENTS MAY APPLY FOR DEGREE CANDIDACY ONLY AF TER THEY 
HAVE COM PLE TED A PREREQUISI TE CO~SE IN STATIS TICS--THIS 
COURSE MAY NOT BE USED TO FULFILL DEGREE REQUIREMENTS AND 
MAY BE TAKEN AT THE UNDERGRADUA TE LEVEL OR AT ANO THER INSTI­
TU TION (SEE DIVISION OF PSYCHOLOGY AND COUNSELING STUDENT 
HANDBOOK). THE AWARD OF DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS IS CON TIN­
GENT UPON A ST UD EN T'S EARNING A GRADE OF "B" OR BETTER IN 
HLDS~OO OR HLDS060, HLDB2~7 OR HLDS3BO, AND IN ANY ONE OF 
THE FOLLOWING COURSES : HLDSO~O, HLDSI20, HLD5320, HLDS370, 
HLD6311, HLDSISO OR HLDSOSO. IN THE TRIMESTER IN WHICH 
DEGREE CANDIDACY IS SOUGHT, A STUDENT MUST APPLY FOR 
CANDIDACY WITHIN TWO WEEKS OF THE START OF THE TRIMESTER. 
THE CANDIDACY COMMITTEE WILL INFORM STUOENTS OF THEIR 
CANDIDACY STATUS WITHIN SIX WEEKS. STUDENTS SHOULD REFER TO 
THE DIVISION OF PSY CHOLOGY AND COUNSELING STUOENT HANOBOOK 
FDR FURTHER DETAILS. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
1010 WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
•• 	= NO T SCHE DULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPE TENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM: HUMAN RELATIONS SERVICES 
MAJOR: GENERAL! S T 
OPTION: COUNSELING PSY CHOLOGY 
LEVEL: MASTER OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION : 
A STUOENT MUST : I ) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREA TE DEGREE FROM A 
REGIONALLY AC CREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY ; AND 2) BE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAS T SC HOOL ATT ENDED . STUDENTS NOT MEETING AD­
MISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE OFFICE 
OF ADMISSIONS . ADMISSION TO THE PROGRAM DOES NOT CARRY WITH IT 
OR GUARANTEE ADMISSION TO DEGREE CANDIDACY (SEE NOTE I) . 
DE GReE RE QUIREMENTS : 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ATTAIN DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS--SEE NOTE I; 
2) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 3B GRADUATE HOURS OF WHICH AT LEAST 12 
HOU~ S MU ST BE IN COURSES NUMBERED 8000 OR ABOVE ; 3) EARN AT 
LEA~T 24 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; ~) ACQUIRE THE COMPETEN­
CIES SPE CIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 5) COMPLETE THE APPROVED PRAC­
TICUM EXPERIENCE--SEE NO nE 21 6) oe AIN A PO S ITIVE REC OMME NDA­
TION Of PROGRAM FACU LTY COMMI TTEE WHO "' ILL REVI gw WORo; DONE A": 
THE PRAC TICUM SITE. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUA TE LEVEL : 18 HOURS) 
CNSLNG & PSYCHO THRPY: I NTROD. HL D6680 W 3 HR S . 
ADV THEORIES IN CNSLG & -HER PY HLD8 72S 101 S J HRS. 
GROUP DY NAMICS & INTERV ENT ION HL D8 580 101 S } tj RS. 
BEGIN CNS LG & HUMAN HELT N 5KL HLoe 720 F II S } HRS. 
CNSL G PSY PRACT I: AGENCY SYS HL D8 79 5 F W 3 HRS . 
CNSLG PSY PRA CT I I: CL IN SKLS HLD8796 F W 3 HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: 20 HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
HUMAN APPRAISAL HLD6~30 W HRS . 
RSRCH LIT CSLNG & PSYCHOTHRPY HLDB700 HRS . 
SELECT AT LEAS T 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
COMMUNITY COUNSELING HLD6350 w HRS. 
HUMAN SERVICE SYS TEMS HLD6~~O 0 0 S HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG : 
INDV CNSLG & THER: CHLD/ADOL HLDB 540t W HRS. 
IN DIV CNSLG & THERAPY: ADULT HLDB 5 ~ n 101 HRS . 
SELECT AT LEAST II HOURS FROM AMONG: 
INTERNSHIP SHP 98 0D W 1-8 HRS. 

GROUP THERAPY IN TA HLDB2 37 101 1 HRS . 

ADVANCED TECHNI QUE S: HL DS5 30 OD OD 00 } HRS . 

INDV CNSLG & THER: CHLD/ADOL HLDB5 ~O % F 101 3 MRS . 

ADV INDIV THERAPY TECH: CHILD HLDB5~3 F 3 HRS . 

INOIV CN SLG & THERAPY: ADULT HLDB5~5% W 3 HRS. 

FAMILY THERAPY TECHNIQUES HLDB5~7 W 3 l1AS . 

ADV INDIV THERAPY TECH: ADULT rlLDB5~9 3 HRS. 

ADLERIAN FAMILY COUNSELING HLDB560 W 3 HRS. 

BEHAVIOR THERAPY HLD 8565 OD OD OD 3 HRS. 

GROUP CNSLG • THER: CHLD /ADOL HLD857 0 F \II , HRS. 

GROUP COUNSELING : ADULT/ ADOL HL D85 5 F S 3 HRS . 

MARRIAGE COUNSELING HLDB 66 0 00 00 00 l HRS. 

WORKSHOP IN DEPRE SSION HLDB722 F 101 2 HRS . 

Minimum total nurnbr of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Human Relations Services wiih a 

Generalist major is 38 hours 

NOTE(S) : 
I 	 STUDENTS MAY APPLY FOR DEGREE CANDIDACY ONLY AF TE THEY 
HAVE COMPLETED PREREQUISITE COURSES IN ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY 
AND A SURVEY OF DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY--THES E CO URSES MAY 
NOT BE USED TO FULFILL DEGREE REQUIREMENTS ANO MA Y BE TAKEN 
AT THE UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL OR AT ANOTHE R INST I TUT ION (SEE 
DIVISION OF PSYCHOLOGY AND COUNSELING ST UOEN T HANDBOOK FOR 
PROCEDURES ) . THE AWARD OF DEGREE CA ND I DACY STATUS IS 
CON"INGEN T UPON A STUDENT'S EARNING A GRADE OF " B" OR BETTER 
IN HLD65BO , HLDB720, AND HLDB5~O OR HLD 854S , AND UPON 
RECEIVING THE POSI TIVE RECOMMENDA TION OF THE CANDIDACY COM­
MI TTEE (SEE DIVISION OF PSYCHOLOGY AND COUN SE LI NG STUDENT 
HANDBOOK FOR DE TAILS) . IN THE TRI MES TER IN WH ICH DEGREE 
CANDIDACY IS SOUGH T, A S UDE NT MUST APPLY FOR CAND I DACY 
WITHIN TWO WEEKS OF THE ST AR T OF THE RIMES ER. THE CA ND I­
DA CY COMMITTEE WILL INFORM STU DEN S OF THEIR CAND IDAC Y 
STATUS WITHIN SIX WEEKS. STUDENT S SHOULD R~FE R TO THE 
DIVISION OF PSYCHOLOGY AND COUNSELI N~ STUDE NT HA NDBOOK FO~ 
FURTHER DETAILS. 
A STUDENT MAY ENGAGE IN A P ~ACTltUM EX PER I ENC~ DNL Y 
AFTER HIS/HER APPLI CA ION FOR A PRACTICUM P~ACEMENT HA S BEEN 
APPROVED BY THE PRA CTICUM COHM ITT EE . A STUDENT WHO HAS NOT 
ATTAINED DEGREE CA ND IDA CY ~TA US IS NOT ELI GI BLE FO~ A PRAC­
TICUM PLACE MENT . TO APPL Y FOR A PRACTICUM, A STUDENT MUS T 
COMPLETE A PRACTI CUM APPLICATION FORM AND SUBMIT A ~AN­
SCRIPT OR MICROFI CHE COPY OF HIS/HER AC ADEMIC RECORD, HREE 
COPIES OF A TAPE AT LEAST 30 MINUTES IN LENGTH WHICH DEMON­
STRATES THE STUDENT'S COMPETENC Y IN COUNSEL I NG SKI LLS, 
THREE COPIES OF A VERBATIM TRANSC RI PT OF THE TAPE wiTH IN­
TERACTIONS NUMBERE D, TH REE COPI ES Of HIS/HER CRITIQUE OF 
THE TAPE, AND A COPY OF THE STUDENT' S APPROVED STUDY PL AN. 
AP PLICAT ION DEA DLI NES FOR PRAC leA ARE NOVEMBER IS H FOR 
THE WIN TER TR IME STER , MARCH 15 H FOR THE SPRING/SUMMER TRI­
ME ST ER AND JULY I ~TH FOR THE FALL TRIMES ER. STUDENTS 
SHOUL D REF ER TO THE DIVIS I ON OF PSYCHOLOGY AND CO UN SELING 
STUDENT HANDBOO~ FOR fU RTH ER I~FORMATIDN ABOUT PRACTIC UM 
AP P~ICAT ION PROCEDURES. APPLICATIONS WIL~ BE CONS IDERED By 
A THREE PERSON COMMITTEE . THIS COMMJTTEE WILL PROVIDE THE 
STUDENT WITH WRITTEN FEEDBAC K ON THE TAPE, THE PRACTICUM 
EXP ERIENCE IS A TWO TRIMEST ER COURSE SEQUENCE. WHE N THE 
NUMBER Of PRAC ICUM S ITES I S LIM I TE D, PlA tEMEN PR IORITIES 
FOR ELIGI BLE STUDEN TS MAKING TI ME LY APPLI CATION WILL BE 
BASED UPON HE DATE DEGREE CAN DIDACY STATUS WA S AWARDeD. 
CREDIT HOURS EARNED FOR COURSES LIST ED AS SELE CTIVES MOR E 
THAN ONCE IN A CURRICULUM MAY NOT BE USED TO SATISFY THE 
REQUIREMENTS OF MORE THAN ONE COMPETENCY . 
.F = FALL FO = FA LL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
1010 WINT ER 000 YEARS WE = WIN-ER EVEN YEARS S = SPRI NG-SUMMER 
SO SPRI NG-SUMMER 000 YEARS SE = SPRING-S UMMER EVEN YEARS 
$$ 	 = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON OEMAND + = MULTI- COMPETENCY COURSE 
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Human Services Program 
Majors: 
Human Justice (B.A.) 
Social Work (B.A.) 
Human Services is an undergraduate program which 
prepares the student to work in a variety of human service 
delivery settings. The program is for students who wish 
careers in human justice or social work. 
The program provides classroom, self-instructional, and real 
life experiences in the development of knowledge about 1) 
human development, 2) social problems as they relate to in­
dividuals, groups and larger communities in the society, and 
3) the intervention strategies utilized by human service 
delivery systems to help people and to work toward positive 
social change. 
Human Justice Major The Human Justice major prepares 
human service workers for careers dealing with social pro­
blems in general and the criminal justice system in par­
ticular. While covering the traditional aspects of the 
criminal justice system, e.g., the courts, corrections, and 
law enforcement, the Human Justice major includes 
sociological and anthropological as well as social psy­
chological perspectives on the subcultures in which in­
dividuals are studied and helped. The student is expected to 
assume some responsibility for individuals in a living­
learning setting in one or more public agencies, organiza­
tions, or institutions. 
A mastery of the essential core of human service delivery 
systems and human justice theory is essential. The Human 
Justice major presents justice as a dimension of the broader 
human area and prepares the student for a number of dif­
ferent fields in the delivery of justice: corrections, courts 
management, environmental control, consumer protection, 
law enforcement, prevention and program development. 
P~u~RAM: HUMAN SEA~ICES 
MAJ~R : HUM~N uUS· ICf 
Lt c L : 6AtHtLU O~ ARTS 
AUMI SS ION INfuAMATION : 
A 5TUOE N MUST: 1) HAVE A QU I ~ J AN A5~CCI~ ·ES DEGREE OR &0 
SE MESTER MOU 5 OF CREDIT w/T H A "C " OR 8ET,ER GPA FROM A RE ­
GIUN LLY ACCREO ITE D COLLEG E OR UN IVER S I- Y, 2) at IN GOOD 
STA~D ING AT THl LAsr SCHOOL ATTE NDED . STU DEN-S NOT MEE -ING AO­
MIS,ION CRIT oR IA MAY PE TITION FOR ADMISSI ON rHROUG H THE Off I CE 
('F ADM I ,S (O"'S. 
DEGREE ReqUIREMENTS : 
A ,TUDtN, MUST: I) AC QUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CREO I T HOURS DF 
wHICH A, LEAS T 60 HOU RS MUS T BE A, THE UPPER DIVI SION L E~ EL 
,52 HGURS REq UIRED + 8 HOURS ELECTED); 2) ACQUIRE -HE 
CO MPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 3) EARN A· LEAST 24 
CRtDIT HOURS AT GSU. A S,UDENT MAY SUBSTITU·E ACHJEVEHEt.r Of 
COMPETENCIES BY AL TE RNATE METHODS UPON APPR OVAL OF ~OVISCR AND 
uPON INCLUSI ON IN ,HE STUDEN·'S APPROVED S,UDY PL AN . S-UOE N-S 
ARt EXPECTED TO HAVE A LIBERAL AR,S FOUNDA·ION DY - HE TIME THEY 
CUMPLtTt THE BACCALAUREATE DEGR~E. THIS INCLUD ES AT LEAS' 6 
CRtDI~ HOuR S EACH IN THE HUMANI~IES, ~OC IAL SC IE~C ES AND NATUR ­
AL SCltNCt AREAS. STUDE",TS WHO ARE DE ICIENT MAr COHPLE- E 
-HESt RE~U IR.ME"' TS AS PART CF THEIR oLECTIVE co u )E S IN CON­
,U LTATI ON ~I TH ,H EI R AUVISOR AND APPR OVAL OF ,HE DIVI S IO N 
CHA I RPERSON. 
RtQUIReU COURSES--UPPER DIVISION : 41 HOURS) 
LAW ENFORC EM ENT & THE ~HETTO 8PA5985 W 3 HRS. 
CNCPTS & ISSUES C~MNL JUSTICE HLD380 I 00 00 3 HR S. 
I SSUES JUVoN JUSTC & OtL I NQ HLD48 0 1 3 HilS . 
,OCIOLCGY OF CORRECT IONS HL048 0~ F 3 HRS . 
CR IME CAUS 'HEOR & SOC CN·RL HLD4803 W 3 HRS . 
W0ME N IN PRISON HLU6713 00 3 HRS. 
NEw DIMENSIONS I ~ CORRtCTILNS HLD7050 W 00 3 HRS. 
INTR O COMPuT APPL & UATA ANAL HLDS61l W' S 3 HR S . 
FNDM~TL CONCEPTS HUMAN COMMUN HLD5790 W 3 HilS. 
CO MMUNICA TION RES EARCH HLD6280 W S 3 HilS . 
PRACTICUM IN HOMAN SERVICES HUn 8 11 W 6 :t HitS . 
PROSEMINAR IN HUMAN JUSTIC. HLO~8 11 W 2 ~ IiIl S . 
CONSTITUTIONAL LAw: CIVIL LIB BPA5909 W l IiRS. 
RtC(UIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVIS ION: II HOURS ) 
StLeCT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FKOM AMONG: 
LAB IN IN TERPERSONAL ~ROWTH HLDS9S0 W S HRS. 
LAB IN PERSO~AL GROWT H HLD6090 W S HRS . 
SELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM AM ONG: 
PRINCIPLES OF MANA GEMENT BPAHOI w S HRS. 
LAW & SO CIAL JUSTICE CAS5345 00 HR S. 
SUDSTA NCE A6uSE: CURR CONCoPT, SHP63 S5 F w S HRS. 
IN TRO COM MUN & HUMAN ' SERV HLD4700 00 W HRS . 
JU DICIAL PROCESS & I SS CR JST HLD4804 F 00 00 HRS . 
TtAMwORK IN ORGANIZATIONS HLD6800 F HRS. 
wRKSHP CRIMNL JUSTICE PLANNIN~ HL06810 101 OD HRS. 
PRGM DSGN & CHANGE IN HUMAN SV HLD6860 00 S HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES-TUPPER DIV ISI ON: HOURS) 
ELE CT AT LEAST 8 HOURS FROM 

COURSES OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE 

UNIVERSITY TO MEET LIBERAL ED­

UCATION A"'D CAREER GOAL NEED S. 

ELECTIVES MUST BE APPROVED BY 

AN ADVISOR AND THE DIVISION 

CHAIRPERSON . 

TRANSFER CRtOI T--LOWER DIVISION: (60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Human Services with a 

major in Human Justice is 120 hours 

NOTElS): 
THIS COURSE MA Y BE TAKEN ONLY AF TER APPROVAL OF ADVI SOR HAS 
BHN OBTAINED. 
F : FALL FO: FALL DOD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS 101: WINTER 
1010 WINTER ODD YEARS wE = WINTER EV EN YEARS S: SPRING-SUMMER 
50 SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE: SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
55 : NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND +: MUL TI-COMPE TENCY COURSE 
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Sodal Work Major Social workers are concerned with an 
array of human social pr.oblems, and are involved in the 
delivery of services designed to prevent or resolve them. 
They may also intervene to aid the enhancement of normal 
developmental and growth processes. Thus social work in­
tervention is with the community, the handicapped, the 
delinquent, the troubled student as well as the school 
system, the couple seeking to adopt, the family needing 
counseling, the emotionally disturbed, and many other in­
dividuals, groups and systems. 
All students in the major are required to complete suc­
cessfully a 400 hour supervised practicum. 
PROGRAM: HUMAN SERVICES 
MAJuR : SuC IAL louRK 
LEVtL : BACHELOR OF AR TS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A STuDE~' MUST : I) HAVE AC~UIRED AN ASSOCIATES DECREE OR 60 
SEMESTER HOURS OF CREDI T WITH A "C" OR BE,TER GPA FROM A RE­
GIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; 2) BE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT MEETING AD­
MISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION ~HRDUGH THE OFFICE 
OF ADMISSIO~S . 
OEGREE REQuIREMENTS: 
A STuDENT MUST: I) AC~UIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CREDIT HOURS OF 
WHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION LEVEL 
(.9 HOURS REQUIRED + II HOURS ELECTED); 2) COMPLETE A PROGRAM: 
APPROVED 'OO-HOUR SUPERVISED PRACTICUM; 3) ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; .) EARN A MINIMUM OF 
2. CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. A STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF 
COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND 
UPGN INCLUSIO~ IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN . STUDENTS 
MUST COMPLETE A STUDENT STUDY PLAN BEFORE THE END OF THE SECOND 
TRIMESTER OF REGISTRA TION. IN ADDITION TO THE SOCIAL WORK 
MAJOR REQUIREMEN TS, STUDENTS ARE EXPEC TED TO HAVE ACQUIRED A 
LIBERAL ARTS FOU~DA T ION BY THE TIME THEY COMPLETE THE BACCALAU­
REATE DEGREE. THIS INCLUDES AT LEAST 6 HOURS EACH IN THE HU­
MANITIES, SOCIAL SCIENCES, AND THE NA TURAL SCIENCES. ELECTIVE 
HuURS MAY BE USED TO COMPLETE THE LIBERAL ARTS REQUIREMENTS. 
RE:GUIREIJ COURSES-- UPPER DIVISION: 3B HOURS) 
FIELDS OF wELFARE SERVICES HLD7120 F 3 HRS. 
SOC IAL POll CY HLD7191 W 3 HRS. 
PERSCNAL I TY THEORY HLD5330 W S 3 HRS. 
RACISM: INDIVID & INSTITU' NAL HLD6880 W 3 HRS. 
URBAN DYNAMICS HLD6950 F W S 3 HRS. 
COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION HLD6750 F 3 HRS. 
TEAMwORK IN ORGANIZATIONS HLD6800 F 3 HRS. 
SOC SERVICES TO INDIVIDUALS HLD6920 F 3 HRS. 
INTRO COMPUT APPL & DATA ANAL HLD5611 w S 3 HRS. 
COMMUNICATION RESEARCH HLD6280 F W S 3 HRS. 
PRACTICUM IN HUMAN SERVICES HLD3811 F w S 6 HRS. 
PRACTICUM SEMINAR IN HUM SERV HLD7159 F w S 2 HRS . 
REQU I RtD AREAS--UPPER DIVISION: II HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG : 
CNCPTS G ISSUES CRMNL JUSTICE HLD380 I F 00 00 HRS. 
INTRO COMMUN & HUMAN SERV HLD.700 00 W HRS. 
SOCIOLOGY OF CORRECTIONS HLD.802 F HRS. 
SOCIAL SERVICES FOR CHILDREN HLD6930 W HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
ISSUES JUVEN JUSTC & DELlNQ HLD.80 I 3 HRS. 
AbNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY HLD5030 F W 3-. HRS. 
ADULTHOOO HLD5050 w 3 HRS. 
CHILu DEVELOPMENT HLD5120 w S 3-_ HRS. 
PSYCHOSCCIAL ASPECTS OF AGING HLD5370 F S 3-4 HRS. 
SOC CHANGE G MINORITY GROUPS HLD6910 S 3 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
LAB IN BASIC HUMAN RELATIONS HLD5110 w S HRS. 
LAB IN TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS HLD5300 W S HRS. 
LAB IN ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING HLD5490 W S HRS. 
LAB IN INTERPERSONAL GROwTH HLD5950 F w S HRS. 
LAB IN PERSONAL GROwTH HLD6090 F w S HRS. 
COMMNCTN WKSP HUMAN SEXUALI TY HLD7683 F HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
COMMuNICATION OF INNOVATIONS HLD5565 F 3 HRS. 
COMMUNICATION SENSITIVITY HLD5700 F 3 HRS. 
FNOMNTL CONCEPTS HUMAN COMMUN HLD5790 F w 3 HRS. 
NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION HLD6020 3 HRS. 
INTRO TO INTERCULTURAL COMMUN. HLD6270 F 3 HRS. 
MGMT • SUPERVSN HU MAN SERVS 
BLACK/WH SOC & DEL HUMAN SERVS 
HL D6 720 
HLD6 73 0 
S 
S 
3 
4 
HRS. 
HRS. 
PRGM DSGN • CHANGE IN HUM AN SV HLD6860 00 S 3 HRS. 
GROUP PROCoSS 
SOCIAL & URBAN PLANNING 
HLD6970 
HLD7110 
00 00 
II 
00 3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
tl EC T I V~ CO URSES--UPPER DIVIS ION: I t HO URS) 
ELtCT ~T LeAST II HOURS FROM 

COU s~s OFFfRED THROUGHOUT Mf 

u~ tv~RS I TY 0 ~ft- L I BERAL ED­

ueATI N ANO CAkttR GOAL ~EEDS . 

eLeCTiVES MUST BE APPROVED BY 

AN ADV ISOR ANP THE DIV ISI ON 

CHA IR PE RSON . 

TRANSFER CR.EDIT--LOwER DIVISION: (60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Human Services with a 

major in Social Work is 120 hours 

F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WI NTER 
wo WI~TER ODD YEARS wE = WiNTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO = SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EV EN YEARS 
S$ = NOT SCHeDULeD 00 = ON DEMAND + = MUL~I-COMPE T E NCY COURSE 
Psychology Program 
Majors and Options: 
Psychology/Personal Growth (B.A.) 
Personal Growth (U) 
Psychology (U) 
Mental Health (B.A.) 
The undergraduate program in Psychology presents the 
study of human behavior from a multi-disciplinary perspec­
tive with an emphasis on systems of psychology and human 
development. The curriculum provides students with a 
knowledge of the factors which affect human behavior and 
the techniques which treat behavioral and psychological 
disorders. The program provides many opportunities for 
development of special interests, personal growth, and 
research in the behavioral sciences under faculty supervi­
sion. Students may major in either Psychology/Personal 
Growth or Mental Health . 
Psychology/Personal Growth Major The Psychology/Per­
sonal Growth major presents a broad, theoretical and em­
pirical background in psychology as well as experiences in 
human relations training and development. Undergraduate 
students who expect to do graduate study in psychology 
should select carefully the courses which will qualify them 
for admission. Graduate programs commonly require 24-30 
hours in psychology including statistics, research 
methodology, cognitive learning, developmental 
psychology, experimental psychology, social psychology, 
and abnormal psychology. Students are often required to 
take standardized tests such as the Graduate Record Ex­
amination or Miller's Analogy Test in November or 
December of the year prior to admission to the graduate 
program. Options available in this major are Personal 
Growth and Psychology. 
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PROGRAM: PSYCHOL OG Y 
MAJOR: PSYCHOLOGY/PERSONAL G O~1ri 
OPT I ON: PERSONA L GROW1H 
LEVEL; BACHE LOR OF ARTS 
AOMISSJON INFORMATION: 
A STU DENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSO CIA TES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS OF CREDIT WITH AN OV~RALL " COO OR BErE R 
PA FROM A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIV ERSITY; 2) BE 
IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
MEE TING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION TH ROUG H 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DEGRE E RE QU IREMENTS: 
A ST UDE NT MUST: 1) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CREDIT HOURS OF 
WHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVSION LEVEL 
(SEE NOTE """"); 2) ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR 
THIS DEGREE; 3) EARN AT LEAST 2~ CREDIT HOURS AT GSU . 
STUDE NTS PLANNING TO ATTEND GRADUATE SCHOOL SHOULD, IN 
ADDIT ION TO REQUIREMENTS, INCLUDE A RESEARCH PROJECT AS PAR T 
OF iH IR ELEC TIVES. A STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEV ~ME N OF 
COMP ETE NCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL OF ADVI SOR AND 
UP ON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN . 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: .... HOURS ) 
PERSONALITY THEORY 
ADVANCED GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY 
PRINCIPLES OF BEHAVIOR CHANGE 
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
HLD5330 
HLD5070 
HLD5~ 80 
HLD5440 
F 
F 
W 
W 
S 
S 
S 
S 
3 
~ 
3-~ 
4 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION: .... HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST TWO LABS WITH DIFFERENT INSTRUCTORS AND 
COMPLETE 3-6 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
LAB AUT HEN WOMAN/MAN RELATIONS HLD5100 00 00 00 1-2 HRS. 
LAB IN BASIC HUMAN RELATIONS HL05110 F W S 2 HRS. 
LAB IN TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS HL05300 F W S 2 HRS. 
LAB PERSONAL POWER • SELF MGMT HLD5340 00 00 00 HRS. 
HYPERTNSN: MECHANISMS £ TRTMNT HLD5390 00 00 00 HRS. 
LAB IN ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING HLD5490 W S HRS. 
LAB IN INTERPERSONAL GROWTH HLD5950 W S HRS. 
LAB IN PERSONAL GROWTH HLD6090 W S HRS. 
LAB ALT LIFESTYLES'HELPING PRO HL06415 S HRS. 
LAB IN HIDDEN FEELINGS £ MEANG HL07460 W S HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: ;n; HOURS) 
ELECT AT LEAST 3-6 HOURS FROM 
THE UNDERGRADUATE PSYCHOLOGY 
COURSES. (SEE "::,,,,) 
ELECT AT LEAST 36 HOURS FROM 
AMONG THE FOLLOWING SUGGESTED 
COURSES OFFERED iN THE COLLEGE 
OF 	 Hl O, OR FROM AMONG OTHER 
COURSE S OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE 
UNIVERSI TY TO FULFILL REQUIRE­
MENTS FOR THIS CURRICULUM: 
HRS. 
ALCOHOLISM: SELF-HELP GROUPS SHP5340 2 HRS. 
AlCOHOLISM:THEORIES • INTRVNTN SHP5490 2 
AL COHOL AND SUBCULTURES SHP5015 W 3 
W HRS. 
SUBSTANCE ABUSE: CURR CONCEPTS SHP6355 W S 3 HRS . 
PSY CHOPHARMACOLOGY SHP7175 S 3 HRS. 
AL TERN HELPING MODES WOMEN HL05090 00 00 00 3 HRS. 
THEORIES. TREATMENT CHILD I HLD5130 W 4 HRS. 
COGN ITIVE PSYCH APPLD TO INSTR HLD5160 4 HRS. 
ETHICS: RIGHTS OF TEACHERS HLD5193 00 I HRS. 
BIOFEEDBACK' SELF-REGULATION HLD5202 00 00 00 ~ HRS. 
FAMILY COUNSELING HLD5230 OD 00 00 3-4 . HRS. 
FAMI L Y LAW . HLD5231 00 00 00 3 HRS. 
COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT HLD5320 F ~ HRS. 
PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN HLD5360 ~F HRS. 
MOTHERHOOD'S ROLE IN CHLORERNG HLD5380 F 3 HRS. 
SPCL FLDS BHVR MODIFICATION HLD5~ 50 00 00 00 3-~ HRS. 
TRANSFER CREDIT--LOWER DIVISION: 60 HOURS 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Psychology with a 

major in Psychology/Personal Growth is 120 hours 

NOTE(S): 
"" 	VARIABLE: REQUIRED COURSES 1~-15 CREDIT HOURS; REQUIRED 
AREAS }-6 CREDIT HOURS; ELECTIvES 39-4} CREDIT HOURS. iHE 
COMBINED TOTAL CREDIT HOURS FOR REQUIRED COURSES, HUMAN 
RELATIONS LABORATORIES, AND,ELECTIVES IN PSYCHOLOGY MUST BE 
AT 	 LEAST 2~. 
F : FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FAll EVEN YEARS W = WIN TER 
kO WINTE R 000 YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPR ING- SUM" R 
SO = SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMME R Ev N YEARS 
$$ 	 = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM: PS YCH OL OG Y 
MAJOR: PS YCHOLO~Y/PERSONAL GROWTH 
OPTION: PSYCHOLOGY 
LEVEL : BACHtLOR OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION : 
A STUDEN MUS,: I ) HA VE A'QU IRED AN AS50CIA ES DEGRee OR Ai 
LiAS T 60 SeMES l lR HOURS Of CREOI· Wl iH AN OVERALL "C" OR 8fT ER 
GPA FROM A REG I ON~ l lY ACCREO I ~O COL LEGE OR UNI E SI:Y; 2) BE 
I N GOOD STAND I NG AT THE LAST SCHOOL AT ENDED . STUDENrS NOT 
ME~T ING ADMI SS ION tR I ; RIA MAY PETITION fOR AOMISSION THROUGH 
THE OFFI CE Of ADMIS SIONS. 
DEGR EE REQUIREM NTS : 
A ST UOE N MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CR ED IT HOU RS OF 
W~lICH A, LEAST 60 HOURS MUST BE Ai THE UPPE R DIVIS ION LEVEL (1 2 
HOURS REQUIRED + 28 HOURS ELECTED); 2) EARN AT LE AST 2~ CREDI T 
HOURS AT GSU; 3) ACQUIRE THE COMPETENC IES SP ECIF I ED FOR THIS 
DEGREE. STUDEN -S PLAN NING TO ATT f 0 GRA DUAT E SCHOOL SHOUL D, 
IN ADDI~ION TO REQUIR EMENTS, INCLU DE A RE SEARCH PRO~fCT AS PAR' 
OF THEIR EL~ C TIVES . A STUDENT MAY SUBS I TUTf ACH IEVE"EN~ OF 
COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL OF ADVIS OR AND 
UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVEO STUDY PLAN . 
RE QUI RED COUR SES--UPPER OIVISION: 29 HOURS) 
PERSONALITY THEORY 
AOVANCED GENEKAL PSYCHOLOC.Y 
PRINCIPLES OF BEHAVIOR CHANGE 
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
LEARr.ING COGNITION I 
ABr.ORMAL PSYCHOLOGY 
STATISTI CS 
ETHICS: PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS 
HLDS 330 
HLD5U70 
HLD5~ 8 0 
HLD5440 
HLD5120 
HLD5310 
HLD 5030 
HLD5411 
HLD5190 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
S · 
S 
S 
S 
5 
5 
S 
3 
4 
3-~ 
4 
3-4 
~ 
3-~ 
3-4 
2 
HRS . 
HR S. 
HR S. 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
REQUIRED ARtAS - -UPPER DIVISION: HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM A~ONG: 
ADVANCED EXPERIMEN~AL PSYCH 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN HLD 
RSR CH MTHD HLD: EMPH SOC PSYCH 
RESEARCH METHODS 
HLD5060 
HLD5400 
HLD5~IO 
HLD5~30 
00 
F 
00 
00 
00 
W 
OD 
00 
00 
S 
00 
00 
~ 
} -4 
~ - 6 
J-~ 
HR S. 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
ELECTIVE COURS ES--UPPER DIVI S ION: 28 HOURS) 
oLECT AT LEAST 28 HOURS FROM 
AMO NG THE FOLLOWI~G SUGGESTED 
CO URSES OFFERED IN THE COLLEGE 
OF HLD, OR FROM AMONG O,HER 
COURSES OFF ~ RED ,HROUGHOU, THE 
UNIVERSITY TO FULFILL REQUIRE­
MENTS FOR THIS CURRICULUM: 
ALCOHOL AND SUBCUL:UR ES 
ALCOHOLISM: SELF-HELP GROUPS 
ALCOHOLISM:THEORIES £ INTRVNTN 
SUBSTANC E AOUSE: CURR CONCEP TS 
PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY 
AL,ERN HELPING MODES ~OMEN 
THEORIES & TREATMEN, CHILD I 
CO~NITIVE PSYCH APPLD TO INSTR 
ETHICS: RIGHTS OF TEACHERS 
BIOFEEDBACK & SELF-REGULATION 
FAMILY COUNSELING 
FAMILY LAW 
COGNITIVE DEVE LOPMENT 
PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN 
MOTHERHOOD'S ROLE IN CHLOR ERNG 
SPCL FLDS BHVR MODIFICATION 
LAB ALT LIFESTYLES£HELPING PRO 
SHP5015 
SHP5340 
SHP5490 
SHP6355 
SHP7175 
HL 0 5 0 9 0 
HLD5130 
HLD5160 
HLD5193 
HLD5202 
HLD5230 
HLD5231 
HLD5320 
HLD 5 360 
HLDS380 
HLD545D 
HLD6~15 
W 
W 
W 
00 00 00 
W 
00 
00 00 00 
00 00 00 
00 00 00 
F 
F 
F 
00 00 00 
S 
} 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
~ 
3-4 
I 
~ 
3-4 
3 
~ 
~ 
3 
3-4 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
TRANSFER CREDIT--LOWER DIVISION: 60 HOURS 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Psychology with a 

major in Psychology/Personal Growth is 120 hours 

F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVtN YEARS W = wIN ER 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEA RS S = SPR IN G-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMME R EVEN YEARS 
$$ = NO T SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULT I- COMPE TENCY COU RSE 
=• 
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Mental Health Major Recent trends and legislation in men­
tal health have been to provide services in the community 
and to provide treatment in the least restrictive environment 
possible. There have also been trends to broaden the 
perspective of mental health from providing services to 
mental patients to providing services to persons experienc­
ing emotional difficulties because of economic hardships, 
family problems, physical and/or social handicaps. 
A person with a Bachelor of Arts in Psychology specializing 
in Mental Health can seek employment in both privately 
and publicly funded agencies providing mental health ser­
vices. Typically they will be supervised in providing 
counseling to clients/patients, and in assisting highly trained 
mental health professionals. 	 . 
PROGRAM: PSYCHOLOGY 
MAJOR: MENTAL HEALTH 
LEVEL: BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS OF CREDI, WITH AN OVERALL "C" OR BETTER 
GPA FROM A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; 2) BE 
IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. ' 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CREDIT HOURS OF 
WHICH AT LEAST 50 HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION LEVEL (39 
HOURS REQUIRED + 21 HOURS ELECTED); 2) EARN AT LEAST 24 CREDIT 
HOURS AT GSU; 3) ACQUIRE THE COMPE,ENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS 
DEGREE. STUDENTS PLANNING TO ATTEND GRADUATE SCHOOL SHOULD, 
IN ADDITION TO REQUIREMENTS, INCLUDE A RESEARCH PROJECT AS PART 
OF THEIR ELECTIVES. A STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF 
COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND 
UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--U~PER DIVISION: 32 HOURS) 
PERSONALITY THEORY 
ADVANCED GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY 
PRINCIPLES OF BEHAVIOR CHANGE 
LEARNING COGNITION I 
LAB IN HIDDEN FEELINGS & MEANG 
ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY 
ETHICS: PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS 
ETHICS: RIGHTS MENTAL PATIENTS 
ETHICS: ISSUES IN HUMAN SRVCS. 
THEORIES, TREATMT EMOT DISTURB 
LAB IN TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS 
HLD5330 
HLD5070 
HLD5480 
HLD5310 
HLD7450 
HLD5030 
HLD5190 
HLD5191 
HLD5192 
HLD5200 
HLD5300 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
S 
S 
S 
3 
4 
3-4 
4 
3 
3-4 
2 
1 
2 
4 
2 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION: HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 4 HOURS 
THEORIES & TREATMENT 
THEORIES & TREATMENT 
THEORIES & TREATMENT 
FROM AMONG: 
CHILD I 
CHILD II 
ADULTS 
HLD5130% 
HLD5140 
HLD5210 
OD 
W 
OD OD 
S 
4 
4 
4 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
ADULTHOOD 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
MOTIVATION & EMOTIONAL DVLPMNT 
PSYCHOSOCIAL ASPECTS OF AGING 
RSRCH ADLSNCE & SEX ROLES 
HLD5050 
HLD5 I 20 
HLD5150 
HLD5370 
t1LD63 I 1 
W 
W S 
S 
S 
3 
3-4 
4 
3-4 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 2 I HOURS) 
ELECT AT LEAST 21 HOURS FROM 
AMONG THE FOLLOWING SUGGESTED 
COURSES OFFERED IN THE COLLEGE 
OF HLD, OR FROM AMONG OTHER 
COURSES OFFERED THROUGHOU, THE 
UNIVERSITY TO FULFILL REQUIRE­
MENTS FOR THIS CURRICULUM: 
ALCOHOL AND SUBCULTURES 
ALCOHOLISM: SELF-HELP GROUPS 
ALCOHOLISM:THEORIES & INTRVNTN 
SUBSTANCE ABUSE: CURR CONCEPTS 
PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY 
ALTERN HELPING MODES WOMEN 
THEORIES & TREATMENT CHILD I 
COGNITIVE PSYCH APPLD TO INSTR 
ETHICS: RIGHTS OF TEACHERS 
BIOFEEDBACK & SELF-REGULATION 
FAMILY COUNSELING 
FAMILY LAW 
SHP5015 
SHP5340 
SHP5490 
SHP6355 
SHP7175 
HLD5090 
HLD5130% 
HLD5160 
HLD5193 
HLD5202 
HLD5230 
HLD5231 
F 
F 
F 
OD 
OD 
OD 
OD 
00 
W 
W 
W 
OD 
W 
00 
OD 
00 
S 
S 
OD 
OD 
OD 
OD 
3 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
4 
3-4 
1 
4 
3-4 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT HLD5320 F 4 HRS. 
PS YCHOLOGY OF WOMEN HLD5360 F 4 HRS. 
MOTHE RHOOD'S ROLE IN CHLO RE RNG HLD5380 F 3 HRS. 
SPCL FLDS BHVR MO DI FICATION HL D545 0 OD 00 00 3-4 HRS. 
LAB ALT LIFESTYLE S' ~ELPING PRO HL064 15 S 3 HRS. 
TRANSFER CRED IT--LOWER DIVISION: 60 HOURS 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Bachelor of Arts in Psychology with a 
major in Mental Health is 120 hours 
NOTE(S): 
% 	 CREDIT HOURS EA RNEb FOR COURSES LISTED ~OAE THAN ONCE IN A 
CURRICULUM MAY NOT BE USED TO SAT ISFY THE REQUIR~ENT5 OF 
MORE THAN ONE COMPETENCY. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEA RS 5 = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO 	 = SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING- SUMHER EVE N YEARS 
55 	 = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MU~ T I- COMPE ENe, COURSE 
Education Program 
Majors and Options: 
Elementary Education (B.A. & M.A.) 
Bilingual/Bicultural Education (G) 
Early Childhood Education (G) 
Language and Reading (G) 
Mathematics Education (G) 
Social Studies Education (G) 
Special Education (G) 
Bilingual/Bicultural Elementary 
Education (B.A.) 
Special Education (B.A.) 
The purpose of the Education Program is to serve the needs 
of the schools and school districts within the Governors 
State area. The thrust of the Education Program is to preparE:! 
elementary teachers for the existing and changing condi­
tions of all schools. Special focus is given to the forces of 
discrimination, unemployment, poverty and other negative 
forces affecting the lives of children. The underlying 
philosophy of the program focuses on individualized 
teaching and learning. 
Elementary Education Major The undergraduate Elemen­
tary Education major prepares teachers for elementary 
schools. This curriculum is approved by the State of Illinois 
to recommend awarding the K-9 elementary teaching cer­
tificate and B.A. degree to students who demonstrate 
achievement of program competencies. The competencies 
cover professional education and subject matter fields: 1) 
education in society; 2) humanistic teach ing and ad­
ministrative skills; 3) aesthetic inquiry; 4) readi ng and other 
language arts; 5) mathematics; 6) science; 7) social studies; 
8) health and physical education. All students in any of the 
undergraduate education majors are required to complete 
the following sequence of core courses before enrolling in 
other required courses: HLD4630 Introduction to Modern 
Education; HLD4660 Language Concerns of Classroom 
Teachers; HLD4641 Math in Elementary School.!; HLD4612 
Developmental Differences in Special Education; and 
HLD4620 Reading Instruction in School Settings. Students 
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unable to follow the sequence must petition the chairperson 
of the Division of Education for an exception. Students must 
demonstrate achievement in each of these areas and engage 
in 100 hou rs of supervised pre-practicum clinical ex­
periences before being recommended for practicum, 
graduation, and certification. 
Currently enrolled continuing students in other programs at 
the University who want to transfer to the undergraduate 
education program must: 1) complete the appropriate 
transfer forms (available from Registrar); 2) have a "C" or 
better cumulative grade point average for all courses taken 
at GSU; and 3) submit application for transfer at least five 
weeks before the beginning of the Trimester in which enroll­
ment in an education major is desired. 
Upon admission, the student is assigned an advisor who 
should be consulted about a study plan, courses, and other 
academic matters. Although students are urged to fully 
utilize the assistance of advisors, the student is expected to 
familiarize his/herself with the University Catalog, related 
Division of Education materials, and accept responsibility 
for decisions he/she makes. 
The graduate major is designed for students who wish to 
pursue an advanced program of study to improve his/her 
teaching skills and who wish to develop an individualized 
program to meet those needs. The program contains seven 
core competency areas and six career option areas. The 
core competency areas are: 1) Research, 2) School and 
Community, 3) School Organization, 4) Curriculum 
Development, 5) Philosophical/Historical Foundations of 
Education, 6) Psychology, and 7) Communication/Human 
Relations. The career option areas allow students to concen­
trate in language and reading, mathematics education, early 
childhood education, bilingual/bicultural education, social 
studies education, or special education. 
During the first Trimester, the student is to prepare a 
Graduate Student Study Plan with the assistance of his/her 
advisor. A graduate culminating experience is required. It 
may be a project, or thesis. Before completing 17 semester 
hours, the student must get his/her graduate culminating ex­
perience proposal approved by his/her advisor. 
The student is to familiarize him/herself with the University 
Catalog and related Division of Education materials. The stu­
dent must adhere to guides and deadlines for completing 
coursework, culminating experiences, and application for 
graduation. 
P~OGRAM: EDUCATION 

HA~OR: ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 

LEVEL : BACHELOR OF ARTS 

ADMISSION INFORMATION : 
A STUDENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS OF CREDIT WITH AN OVERALL "c" OR BETTER 
GPA FROM A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY) AND 2)
BE 	 IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. (SEE NOTE 4) . 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I)ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CREDIT HOURS OF 
WHI CH AT LEAST 60 HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION LEVEL 
(49 HOURS REQUIRED + II HOURS ELECTED) [SEE NOTE II) ,2) TAKE 
ASSESSMENT TESTS IN THE AREAS OF: READING, WRITING, COMMUNI­
CA TION SKILLS, AND MATHEMATICS (SEE NOTE 2); 3) DEMONSTRATE 
SATISFACTORY SKILLS IN COMPUTATION, READING, WRITING AND COM­
MUNICATIONS ; 4) COMPLETE AND OBTAIN APPROVAL OF A STUDENT 
STUDY PLAN; 5) COMPLETE A MINIMUM OF 100 CLOCK HOURS OF 
APPROPRIATE PRE-STUDENT TEACHING CLINICAL EXPERIENCES (SEE
NO TE 3)) 6) EARN AT LEAST 24 CREDIT HOURS ~T GSU; 7) EARN A 
GRADE OF "c" OR BETTER IN THE FOLLOWING METHODS COURSES: 
HLD4660, HLD464 2, HLD4620, HLD7780 AND CAS7800; 8) COMPLY WITH 
THE PROCEDURES OU TLINED IN THE DIVI SION OF EDUCATION "STUDENT 
TEACHING AND CLINI CAL EXPERIENCE S HANDBOOK"; 6) MEET THE 
DIVISION OF EDUCATION'S PREREQUISITES FOR ADMISSI ON INTO 
HLD4680 AND HLD4610, INCLUDING IS OF THE 24 RESIDENCY HOURS 
AND A 2.50 GPA.; 10) MEE T STATE CE RTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FO R 
AN ILLINO IS TEACHING CERTlFJ CATE; 11) SATISFACTORILY COMPLETE 
ALL THE DIVISI ON OF EDUCA r l DN AND UNIVERSITY PROFESSIONAL 
EDUCATION COUNCil REQUIREME NTS FO R STUDENT TEACHING. A 
STUDENT MAY SUBST I TUT E ACHIE VEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY 
ALTERNATE ME THODS UPON APPROVAL OF HI S/HE R ADVISOR, UPON: 
VER IFICATION THAT THE COMPETENCIES HAVE BEEN MET, AND UPON 
INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: ( 46 HOURS) 
TEACHING ELEMENTARY MUSIC I CAS6030 F S 2 HRS. 
HEALTH CONCERNS CLASSRM TCHRS HLD7660 W S 2-3 HRS . 
LANG CONCERNS OF CLASSRM TCHRs HLD4660 F W S 3 HRS . 
MATH IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL I HLD4641 F S 3 HR S. 
MATH IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL II HLD4642 F W 2 HRS. 
PHYS & RCRTNL ACT ELEMEN SCHLS HLD7260 F 00 2 HilS. 
READING INSTR IN SCHL SETTINGS HLD4620 F II 3 HR S . 
TCHNG ELEMENTARY SCHL SCIENCE CAS7800 F II 3 HRS. 
SOC I AL STUDIES STRATEGIES HLD7780 F W 2-3 HRS. 
PRACTICUM IN CLASSRM TCHG/K-9 HLD4610 F II 5 HRS. 
INDIVIDUALIZATION HLD4680 F II 2 HRs. 
DEVTL DIFFERENCES IN SPEC EDUC HLD4612 F II S 3 HRS. 
EVAL , RPTNG PUPIL PROGRESS HLD4100 F II S 3 HRS. 
CLASSRM USE OF INSTR MATERIALS HLD5570 F S 2-3 HRS . 
INTRODUCTN TO MODERN EDUCATION HLD4630 F W S 3 HR S. 
SOCIAL FDNS OF URBAN EDUCATION HLD777~ F W S 3 I1R S. 
LAB IN HUMANISTIC TCHNG SKILLS HLD3010 F S 3 fiRS . 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION : 3 HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
AESTHETIC EDUCATION CAS5490 S 3 HRS. 
PSYCHOLOGY OF ART IN EDUCATION HLD7980 F W S 3-4 HRS. 
IF 	 NEEDED SELECT AT LEAST ONE BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE COURSE:. 
ECOLOGY: BASIC PRINCIPLES CA53150 F 3 HRS. 
POISONOUS & MEDICINAL PLANTS CAS4540 F W S 2 MR S. 
ANIMAL BEHAVIOR CAS5360 F II 3 HR S. 
PLANT TAXONOMY CAS6631 SE 4 HR S. 
OR OTHER EQUIVALENT COURSES. 
IF 	 NEEDED, SELECT AT LEAST ONE PHYSICAL SCIENCE COURSE: •ENERGY, RESOURCES , SOC I ETY CAS5850 00 W 00 HRS. 
ENVIRONMENTAL EARTH SCIENCE CAS5890 F HRS. 
PHYSICAL ENVIR:CHARACTER , DEV CAS6920 II HRS . 
PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOUNDATIONS CAS6935 F DO 00 HRS . 
OR OTHER EQUIVALENT COURSES . 
IF 	 NEEDED, SELECT AT LEAST ONE U.S. HISTORY COURSE: U 
AMERICAN URBAN HISTORY CAS7230 F II 00 HRS. 
AMERICAN MISTORY SEMINAR: ... CAs7264 F II S HRS. 
OR 	 OTHER EQUIVALENT COURSES . 
IF 	 NEEDED SELECT AT LEAST ONE MINORITY HISTORY COURSE : U 
AFRICAN-AMERICAN HISTORY CAS4200 F 3 HRS. 
BLK WOMEN IN AMERICAN HISTORY CAS5170 F 3 HRS. 
RACE RELA U. S.:HIST PERSPECT CAS5368 00 S 3 HRS. 
AMERICAN NEGRO SLAVERY CAS5371 F 3 HRS. 
ED IMPLIC BLACK HIST , CULTURE HLD7650 F W 3-4 HRS . 
ETHNIC MINORITIES IN THE US HLD7970 F 3 HRS. 
OR OTHER EQUIVALENT COURSES. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 11 HOURS) 
AS NEEDED TO FULFIL DEGREE RE­

QUIREMENTS, ELECT REMAINING 

HOURS FROM COURSES LISTED 

ABOVE OR OTHER COURSES OFFERED 

BY THE UNIVERSITY . 

TRANSFER CREDIT--LOWER DIVISION: (60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Education with a 

malor in Elementary Education is 120 hours 
NOTE( S) : 
• 	 STUDENTS NOT HAVING COMPLETED BIOLOGICAL AND/OR PHYSICAL 
SCIENCE COURSES PREVIOUSLY ARE REQUIRED (IN ADDITION TO 
OTHER DEGREE REQUIREMENTS) TO COMPLETE AT LEAST ONE COURSE 
IN EACH AREA TO MEET CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS. 
., 	STUDENTS NOT HAVING COMPLETED U. s . HISTORY AND/OR MINOR ITY 
HISTORY COURSES PREVIOUSLY ARE REQUIRED (IN ADDITION TO 
OTHER DEGREE REQUIREMENTS) TO COMPLETE AT LEAST ONE COURSE 
IN EACH AREA TO MEET CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS. 
TO MEET STATE CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS, S~UDENT S ARE 
REQUIRED TO COMPLETE 78 SEMESTER HOURS OF GEN ERAL EDUCAT ION 
COURSEWORK. THIS COURsEWORK MUST BE DI STR IBUTED IN THE 
FOLLOWING AREAS WITH THE MINIMUM HOURS INDICATED: COMMUNI­
CATIONS (INCLUDING ORAL AND IIRITTEN)--12 HOURS; SOC IAL 
SCIENCE (GENERAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY, U. S. HI S DRY, 
MINORITY HlsTORY)--12 HOURS; SCIENCE ( NA TURAL AND PHYSI CAL 
SCIENCE, INCLUDING ONE LAB COURSE)--7 HOURS; HUMANITI!S (IN­
CLUDING ART AND MUSIC)--8 HOURS; MATHEMATICS (FUNDAMENTALS 
OF MATHEMATICS)--3 HOURS; HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION--3 
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HOUR S; AND ADDITIONAL WORK IN ANY OF ~HE ABOVE AREAS ,0 PHYS &RCRTNL ACT ELEMEN SCHLS HLD7260 OD 5 HRS. 
TOTAL 66 SEMESTER HOU S, PLUS 12 MO RE SEMESTER HOUR S IN PRO­
FESSIONAL EOUCA ION ~HICH SATISFY CER·~I~ ~E ERAL eouCATION 
REqu IIIEMEW S . 
EO IMPLIC BLACK HIST , CULTURE 
HEALrH CONCERNS CLAS SR~ TCHRS 
SOCIAL 51UD I ES )TRATEGI ES 
HLD7650 
H~ D7 66 0 
HLD77 30 
F w 
w 
w 
3-4 
2-3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
THE ASSE SSMENT RESU L'S WiLL Bl US~O FOR ADvIS EME NT AND FOR 
CNROLL iNG TH E S TUDEN~ IN A PROGR M OF S TUDIES . A PROGRAM OF 
STUDIE S USING THE ASSESSMENT I NFaRMA ~I O HAY INCLUDE 
S PECI~L ASSI GNMENTS WIT HIN COURSES, AS SI GNME NT '0 THE UN I­
VERS I ~ Y'S CEN~E R FOR LEARNI NG ASS IS TANC E, AND /OR ASS IGNME N~ 
TO NEtDEb COLLEGE COURSES. S~UDCN' 5 MU ST TAKE ~HE 
ASSE SSMENT TESTS BEF ORE COMPLETINto TWO ~RIMEST [~S AT GSU 
AN D' BEFORE PETITIONING TO ENROLL IN HLD4680 AND HLD4610. 
·OPICS IN MATH EDUCA~ION 
SURV EARL Y CttL HD EDue PRG PI'IS 
I~OIV I S'R PLUNAL' LRNG EN V 
RDNG S1RA" I N 8ILI~'L CLA5SRM 
CU RR I: I NST R I ~ EAR LY CH LD EO 
ETHNIC MINORI TIES I N THE US 
SPANISH LANGUAGE ARTS I NS TRUC. 
METHO S INSTR LD MNl LY RETRD 
I ND PREK NDRGT N ORR & IN STRCT N 
I1LD1810 
11LD78so 
HLDI90 I 
HLD791Dt 
HLD 7 20 
HL07 970 
HL0798 3\ 
HL0 80 11 
HLDBO l2 
0 0 
r 
F 
F 
F 
.' 
W 
J 
~ 
) 
) 
) 
, 
2- 3 
3 
4 
HRS. 
HRS. 
H~S . 
HRS, 
HRS. 
HR..S. 
HRS. 
HR S . 
HRS . 
THIRTY OF THE 100 HOURS MAY BE ACCE p TED FOR PRIOR, NONPAID 
CLINICAL EXPERIENCES WHICH WERE SUPE RVISED BY A CERTIFIED 
SUPERVISOR AND WHICH HAVE BE~N VERIFIED IN WRITING BY ThE 
SUPERVISOR. 
TL HG SO C STDS ,MA'~,SC I TO NES P 
ISSUES IN SOCI AL STU~IE S f DUC 
CURRENT TOPICS IN READING 
TEACHING BASIC ARI THMETIC 
TCHG ENRICHM T MATH IN ELE" SCH 
HLD8015 \ 
HL0 95 05 
HLD9510 
HLD9550 
HLD9S60 
w 
S 
5 
S 
S 
3-5 
3 
3 
) 
J 
HIlS. 
nRS. 
HilS. 
)1RS. 
tiRS . 
APPLICAN~S ACCEpTED THROUGH ~HE PETITION PROCESS WILL BE 
ADMITTED CONDITIONALLY. TO HAVE THE CONDITIONS OF 
ADMISSION REMOVED, STUDENTS MUST COMPLETE AT LEAST 24 
CREDIT HOURS AND MUST MAINTAIN ACADEMIC GOOD STANDING 
STATUS. STUDENTS ON CONDITIONAL ADMISSION WHO DO NOT 
MAIN~AIN ACADEMIC GOOD STAN DING MAY BE DROPPED FROM THE 
CURRICUL UM IN URBAN SC HOO LS 
RDNG STRAT FOR INOIV INS TRUC 
RDNG REMEDIATION IN CLASSR OOM 
TCHNG RONG IN CONTENT AR EAS 
METH TCHG LRNG DISABLED INOIV 
TCHG STUDENTS w/ BEHVR DISORD 
HLD9S90 
HLD9630 
HLIl9640 
HLD9650 
HLD9660 
HL09712 
00 
F 
F 
OD 
W 
00 
00 
S 
S 
S 
S 
3 
)-5 
4 
3-~ 
3 
3 
• 
• 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
ttRS . 
HRS. 
hit S. 
PROGRAM. SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG; 
HISTORY OF AMERICAN EDUCATION CAS5192 W J Hil S. 
F = FALL FO = FALL 000 YEARS Ff = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
~O WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER [VEN YEARS 5 = SPRING-SUMMER 
sa SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRI~G- SUMME R EVEN YEARS 
55 = NOT SCHEDULED OD = ON DEMAND + = MUL T I-COMPETENCY COURSE 
SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUC 
SOCIAL FDNS OF URBAN EDUCATION 
CURR ISSUES IN BILINGUAL/BC to 
HIST/PH tARLY CHLOHO EDuCATION 
CAS7540 
HL 07 77 0 
HLD78901; 
HLD8010 
W S 
S 
J 
J 
J-~ 
3 
HRS . 
h RS . 
HRS . 
~IRS . 
SELEC~ AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG; 
LEARNING PROCESSES: ADULTS CASf,S40 00 1-3 t<pS . 
LRNG PROC:CHILOREN & ADOLESCTS 
ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY 
CAS65S0 
HLD5030 F W 
S 
S 
1, 3 
3-4 
HRS . 
HRS. 
ADVANCED EXPERIMEN~AL PSYCH HLD5060 OD 00 OD 4 HRS. 
ADVANCED GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY HLOS070 S 4 HRS . 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT HLD5120 W S 3-4 t<RS . 
COGNITIVE PSYCH APPLD TO INSTR HLDSI60 S 3-4 HilS . 
LEARNING COGNITION I HL D5310 4 HilS . 
PERSONALITY THEORY HLD5330 3 HilS . 
PROGRAM; EDUCATION 
MA~UR; ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
OP TION; 8ILINGUAL/~ICULTURAL EDUCATION 
LEVEL; MASTER OF ARTS 
PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN 
MOTHERHOOD'S ROLE IN CHLORERNG 
PRINCIPLES OF ~tHAVIOR CHANGE 
R5RCH AOLSNCE & SEX ROLES 
HUMAN APPRAISAL 
HLDS300 
HLDSl80 
HL05480 
HL D0311 
HL06430 F W 
4 
J 
3- 1• 
) 
) 
HRS . 
t1RS . 
HRS. 
HilS . 
HRS . 
ADMISSION INFORMATION; 
A STUDENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROM 
A REGIONALLY ACCREulTED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITy; 2) BE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. APPLICANTS SHOULD HAVE 
ACCESS TO A CLASSROOM SITUATION IN WHICH -HEY WILL BE ABLE TO 
OBSERVE AND INTERACT WITH STUDEN~S. STUDENTS NOT MEETING 
ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH -HE 
OFFICE OF AOMI'SIONS. (SEE NOTe I). 
PSYCH DIAG IND WI~H SPEC NEEDS 
CHARACTERISTICS MENTALLY RETD 
PARENTING: THE EARLY YEARS 
PIAGETIAN TYPE RSRCH-MA'H EO 
PSYCH IMPLCTN BILNG/BCLT ED 
MODELS OF COG DEV IN ERLY CHLO 
PSYCHOLOGY OF ART IN EDUCATION 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ASSESSMENT 
CHAR OF LRNG DISABLED STUDENTS 
HLD6761 
HL06870 
HL 07731 
HLD7740 
HU>7840\ 
HLD79JO 
HLD7980 . 
HLD8630 
HL09670 
$$ $$ 
00 
OD" 
W 
DODD 
F W 
W 
$$ 
S 
OD 
00 
S 
S 
S 
J 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3-4 
3 
3 
hilS . 
HilS . 
HRS . 
HilS . 
HilS . 
HilS . 
HilS . 
HilS. 
nR S. 
CHAR OF BHVR DISORDERED STUDTS HLD9671 W OD 3 HRS . 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS; 
A STUDENT MUST; 1) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 32 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS (SEE NOTE 2); 2) COMPLETE AT LEAST 12 CREDIT HOURS IN 
COURSES NUMBERED 8000 OR ABOVE; 3) ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES 
SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE [A STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE 
ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL 
OF HIS/HER ADVISOR, UPON VERIFICATION THAT COMPETENCIES HAVE 
BEEN MET, AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT,S APPROVED 
GRADUATE STU~Y PLAN (SEE NOTE 3)1; 4) EARN A MINIMUM OF 24 
GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; AND 5) COMPLETE AN APPROVED 
CULMINATING EXPERIENCE THESIS OR PROJECT RELEVANT TO THEIR 
SPECIFIC CAREER OPTION BY THE END OF THE TRIMESTER PRECEDING 
THE TRIMESTER OF GRADUATION. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
LAB AUTHEN WOMAN/MAN RELATIONS 
LAB IN BASIC HUMAN RELATIONS 
FAMILY COUNSELING 
LAB IN TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS 
LAB IN ASSERTIVENESS ~RAINING 
INTROO SOCIOMTRY & PSYCHODRAMA 
COMMUNICATION SENSITIVITY 
CULTURE & COMMUNICA. PROCESS 
FNOMNTL CONCEPTS HUMAN COMMUN 
LAB IN IN~ERPERSONAL GROWTH 
LAB IN PERSONAL GROWTH 
TOWARD QUALITY GROUP DECISIONS 
HLD5100 
HLDSIIO 
HLDS230 
HLD5300 
HLOS490 
HLOS510 
HL05700 
HLDS710 
HLDS790 
HLDS950 
HL06090 
HLD6230 
00 
F 
00 
F 
OD 
F 
OD 
W 
OD 
W 
W 
W 
" 
W 
W 
00 
S 
00 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S' 
S 
1-2 
2 
3-4 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
3 
HRS . 
HilS. 
HilS. 
'iRS. 
HRS. 
HA S. 
HRS. 
HR..S. 
HilS . 
HRS . 
HilS. 
HRS. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS RACISM: INOIVID & INSTITU'NAL 
HL06JlO 
HL06880 F 
W 
W 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HitS . 
GRADUATE THESIS/PROJECT: . .. HLD9930 
" 
3,6 HRS. FDNS COMM 
IlF NRML'TN IDEOLOGY 
FOR INDIV WITH SPEC 
IN HS 
NEEDS 
HLD71 11 
HLD7I12 
$$ 
$$ 
$$ 
$$ 
$$ 
$$ 
3 
3 
HRS . 
HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL; (27 HOURS) LAB IN HIDDEN APPLD APPRCHS 
FEELINGS 
TO HUMAN 
& MEANG 
COMMUN 
HLD7460 
HLD8083 
W 
W 
3 
3 
hil S. 
HRS . 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: GROUP DYNAMICS & INTERVENTION HLD8580 W 3 HRS. 
STATISTICS I: PROBAB I LI TY I 
STATISTICS I: PROBABI L I TV II 
STATISTICAL METHODS 
STATISTICS: MULTIVARIATE METHS 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN HLO 
RSRCH MTHD HLD: EMPH SOC PSYCH 
RESEARCH METHODS 
RSCH METHY IN HLD: EMPH EL ED 
RSCH MTHOLGr: RDG I: WRTG INSTR 
CAS5521 
CAS5522 
CAS5530 
CAS5540 
HLD5400 
HL05410 
HLD5430 
HLD9610 
HLD9611 
F 
00 
00 
F 
W 
W 
W 
W 
00 
00 
" 
S 
S 
S 
S 
OD 
00 
3 
3 
3,4 
3 
3-4 
4-6 
3-4 
3 
3-4 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
TCHNG ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANG 
SOC STUDIES STRAT­ BILINGUAL 
PSYCH IMPLCTN BILNG/BCLT ED 
CURR ISSUES IN BILINGUAL/BC EO 
RDNG STRAT IN BILINGL CLASSRM 
ETHNIC MINORITIES IN THE US 
SPANISH LANGUAGE ARTS INSTRUC. 
TCHG SOC STOS,MATH,SCI TO NESP 
CAS6630~ OD 
HLD7781 
HLD7840% 
HL07890~ 
HLD7910\ 
HLD7970\ 
HLD7983\ 
HLD80IS\ 
OD 
W 
W 
W 
OD 
S 
3 
2-3 
3 
3-~ 
J 
3 
2-3 
3- 5 
HRS. 
HR S. 
HilS. 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS HLD7960 W HRS. ELECTIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 
CHLD & FAMI L Y I N THE COMMUN I TV 
TEACHER/COMMUNITY RELATIONS 
ED IMPLIC LF STYL S IN URB COMM 
HLD8013 
HLD8016 
HLD9690 
"W 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
IF STUDENTS NEED ADDITIONAL 
HOURS TO FULFILL THE 32 CREDIT 
HOUR DEGREE REQUIREMENT, THEY 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
SUR EXCPTNL CHILDREN & PRGRAMS 
HNOCP STONT IN REGULAR CLSSRM 
HLD6820 
HL07194 
W 
" 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SHOULD SELECT ADDITIONAL 
COURSES FROM THOSE LISTED 
ABOVE. 
SURV EARLY CHLDHD EDUC . PRGPMS 
SURVEY SCHLS IN BILING/MULTICL 
HLD7850\ 
HLD8019 
F HRS. 
HRS. Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Master of Arts in Ed ucation with a 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM 
TC HNG ENGLISH AS A SECOND 
Til FOR TRNG & INSTRUCTION 
AMONG: 
LANG CAS6630% 
HLDS939 
OD OD 00 
S 
HRS. 
HRS. 
NOTE(S): 
major in Elementary Education is 32 hours 
TV AND ITS USE IN THE COMMUNTY HLD6190 S HRS. APPLICANTS FROM NON-REGIONALLY ACCREDI TED COLLEGES 011 
ED PROC FOR TRAINABLE MENT HCP HLD6hO HRS. UNIIiERSITIES MUST: I) FOLLOW THE UNI VE RSI TY PROCEDURES FOR 
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SPECIAL ADMISSION; AND 2) HAVE MAI NT AINED AT LEAST A "B" 
GRADE POINT AVER~GE FOR ALL UNDERGRADUATE OURSEWO RK . 
APPLICA 1S ACCEPTED THROUGH Ht PE~ITIONING PROC ES S WI LL BE 
ADMITTED COND IT IONALLY . TO HAVE THE CONDITIO NS OF 
ADMISSIO N REMOVED, STUDENTS MUST COMPLETe AT LEAST 12 
GRAD UATE CREDIT ~OURS AND MUST MA I N AIN ACADEMIC GOO D 
SELECT AT LEAST} HOURS FROM AMONG: 
SCHOOL - COMM UNI TY RE LATIONS 
CHlD & fAMILY IN THE COMMUNITY 
TEACHER/COMMUNITY RE~ATIONS 
ED IMPLIC LF ST Yl5 IN UR8 COMM 
HL 07960 
HLOSOI" 
HL08016 
HLD9690 
F 
F 
W 
W S 
S 
S 
3 
3 
} 
1 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HilS. 
STANDING STATuS A~ GSU. STUD NT S ON CON DITI ONAL ADMISSION 
WHO DO NOT MAINTAIN ACADEMIC GOOD STAND ING MA Y BE DROPPED 
FROM THE PROGRAM. 
OF THE 32 CREDIT HOURS, STUDENTS MUST COMPLE~E A MIN IMUM OF 
SELECT A LEAS 3 HOURS FROM AHONG : 
SU R EXC PTNl CHILDREN & PRGRAMS 
HNDC P STDNT IN REGU LAR CLSSRM 
SUII V EARLY CHLDHD cOU C PRG PM S 
SURVEY SCHLS IN BIL ING /MULTICL 
HL0 6 B20 
HL D7 194 
HLD78S0\ 
HL D80 19 
F 
F 
F 
W 
W 
S 
S 
HRS. 
HilS. 
HRS. 
HilS . 
2-3 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU IN EACH OF THE FOLLOW ING 
AREAS: 1) RESEARCH, 2) SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY, 3) SCHOOL 
ORGANIZATION, 4) CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT, 5) 
PHILOSOPHICAL/HISTORICAL FOUNDATIONS, 6) PSYCHOLOGY, 7) 
COMMUNICATIONS/HUMAN RELATIONS; AND MUST COMPLETE AT LEAST 
9 CREDIT HOURS IN ONE OF THE DIVISION OF EDUCATION CAREER 
OPTION AREAS. 
STUDoNTS MUST HAVE THEIR GRADUATE STUDY PLAN APPROVED 
DURING THEIR FIRST TRIMESTeR AT THE UNIVERSITY. THE TITLE 
OF THE CULMINATING EXPERIENCE MUST BE INCLUDED IN THE 
GRADUATE STUDY PLAN BEFORE IT WILL BE APPROVED. A STUDENT 
MAY INCLUDE IN THE GRAOUATE STUDY PLAN A MAXIMUM OF S 
GRADUATE HOURS OF TRANSFER CREDIT FROM ACCREDITED COLLEGES 
OR UNIVERSITIES UPON APPROVAL OF THE ADVISOR . ONLY 
TRANSFER CREDITS IN COMMUNICATIONS/HUMAN RELATIONS, AND IN 
CAREER OPTION AREAS (3 HOURS), THAT RELATE TO THE 
CURRICULUM WILL BE ACCEPTED FOR TRANSFER. TO BE ACCEPTABLE 
FOR TRANSFER CREDITS MUST BE LESS THAN 7 YEARS OLD AND MUST 
HAVE BEEN GRADED "B" OR BETTER. 
CREDIT HOURS EARNED FOR COURSES LISTED AS SELECTIVES MORE 
THAN ONCE IN A CURRICULUM MAY NOT BE USED TO SATISFY THE 
REQUIREMENTS OF MORE THAN ONE COMPETENCY. 
THESE COURSES ARE THE "PREFERRED SELECTIONS". STUDENTS ARE 
ENCOURAGED TO ENROLL IN THESE COURSES; OTHER COURSES SHOWN 
SHOULD BE TAKEN ONLY WHEN SCHoDULING CONFLICTS OCCUR OR THE 
STUDE~T HAS CONFERRED WITH HIS/HER ADVISOR. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMO~G: 
TCHNG ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANG 
TV FOR TRNG & INSTRUCTION 
TV AND ITS USE IN THE COMMUNTY 
ED PROC FOR TRAINABLE MENT HCP 
PHYS • RCRTNL ACT ELEMEN SCHLS 
ED IMPLIC BLACK HIST & CULTURE 
HEALTH CONCERNS CLASSRM TCHRS 
SOCIAL STUDIES STRATEGIES 
TOPICS IN MATH EDUCATION 
SURV EARLY CHLDHD EDUC PRGPMS 
INDIV INSTR ' PLURAL' LRNG ENV 
RDNG STRAT IN BILINGL CLASSRM 
CURR • INSTR IN EARLY CHLD ED 
ETHNIC MINORITIES IN THE US 
SPANISH LANGUAGE ARTS INSTRUC. 
METHODS INSTR ED MNTLY RETRD 
IND PREKNDRGTN CURR & INSTRCTN 
TCHG SOC STDS,MATH,SCI TO NESP 
ISSUES IN SOCIAL STUDIES EDUC 
CURRENT TOPICS IN READING 
TEACHING BASIC ARITHMETIC 
TCHG ENRICHMT MATH IN ELEM SCH 
CURRICULUM IN URBAN SCHOOLS 
RDNG STRAT FOR INDIV INSTRUC 
RDNG REMEDIATION IN CLASSROOM 
TCHNG RDNG IN CONTENT AREAS 
METH TCHG LRNG DISABLED INDIV 
TCHG STUDENTS W/ BEHVR DISORD 
CAS6630 
HLD5939 
HLD6190 
HLD6840 
HLD7260 
HLD7650 
HLD7660 
HLD77BO 
HLD7BIO 
HLD7S50\ 
HLD7901 
HLD7910 
HLD7920\ 
HLD7970 
HLD79S3 
HLDSOII 
HLDS 0 I a 
HLDBOl5 
HLD9505 
HLD9510 
HLD9550 
HLD9560 
HLD9590 
HLD9630 
HLD9640 
HLD9650 
HLD9660 
HLD9712 
OD OD 00 
S 
F 
OD 
F 
OD 
OD 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
F W 
S 
S 
S 
S 
F S 
00 00 S 
S 
OD 
3 
3 
2 
3 
2 
3-4 
2-3 
3 
3 
} 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2-3 
3 
4 
3-5 
3 
3 
3 
} 
3 
}-5 
4 
3-4 
3 
} 
HRS . 
HRS . 
tiRS . 
H~S , 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HilS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HilS . 
HRS . 
HR S. 
HRS . 
HR S. 
t1R S. 
HR S. 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS. 
Hil S. 
HRS. 
Hil S. 
HilS . 
HRS. 
Hil S . 
HRS. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS wE = WI~TER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
$$ ; NOT SCHEDULED OD = ON DEMAND + = MUL TI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
HISTORY OF AMERICAN EDUCATION 
SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUC 
SOCIAL FDNS OF URBAN EDUCATION 
CURR ISSUES IN BILINGUAL/BC ED 
HIST/PH EARLY CHLDHD EDUCATION 
CAS5192 
CAS7540 
HLD7770 
HLD7B90\ 
HLDB010\ 
F 
F 
W 
W 
} 
3 
} 
}-4 
3 
HilS. 
HilS . 
HilS . 
Hil S. 
HR S. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
LEARNING PROCESSES: ADULTS 
LRNG PROC:CHILDREN & ADOLESCTS 
ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY 
ADVANCED EXPERIMENTAL PSYCH 
CAS6540 
CAS6550 
HLD50}0 
HLD5060 
F 
F 
00 
OD 
W 
OD 
S 
S 
00 
J -} 
2" 
3-4 
4 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HR S. 
HRS . 
ADVANCED GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY HLD5070 F S 4 HilS . 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
COGNITIVE PSYCH APPLD 
LEARNING COGNITION I 
TO INSTR 
HLD5120 
HLD5160 
HLD5310 
W 
W 
S 
S 
3-4 
3-4 
4 
HRS. 
HR S . 
HRS . 
PERSONALITY THEORY HL05HO W 3 HRS . 
PROGRAM: EDuCATION 
MAJOR: ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
OP TION: EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
LEVEL: MASTER OF ARTS 
PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN 
MOTHERHOOD'S ROLE IN CHLDRERNG 
PRINCIPLES OF BEHAVIOR CHANGE 
RSRCH ADLSNCE • SEX ROLES 
HUMAN APPRAISAL 
PSYCH DIAG IND WITH SPEC NEEDS 
HLD5}60 
HLD5 }SO 
HLD54S0 
HLD6311 
HLD6430 
HLD6 7 6 I 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
$$ 
W 
$$ $$ 
4 
} 
3 -4 
3 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
ADMISSION INFORMATION : 
A STUDENT MUST : I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAuREATE DEGREE FROM 
A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; 2) BE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST 'SCHOOL A~TENDED. APPLICANTS SHOULD HAVE 
ACCESS TO A CLASSROOM SITUATION IN WHICH THEY WILL BE ABLE TO 
CHARACTERISTICS MENTALLY RETD 
PARENTING: THE EARLY YEARS 
PIAGETIAN TYPE RSRCH-MATH ED 
PSYCH IMPLCTN BILNG/BCLT ED 
MODELS OF COG DEV IN ERLY CHLD 
PSYCHOLOGY OF ART IN EDUCATION 
HLD6870 
HLD7731 
HL07740 
HL07S40 
HLD79}0\ 
HLD7980 
F 
OD 
00 
OD 
W 
W 
OD 
W 
S 
S 
00 
00 
S 
} 
} 
3 
3 
3 
3-4 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
OBSERVE AND INTERACT WITH STUDENTS. 
ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR 
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. (SEE NOTE I) . 
STUDENTS NOT MEETING 
ADMISSION THROUGH THE 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ASSESSMEN~ 
CHAR OF LRNG DISABLED STUDENTS 
CHAR OF BHVR DISORDERED STUDTS 
HLD8630\ 
HLD9670 
HLD967I 
W 
W 
S 
S 
OD 
3 
3 
3 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 32 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS (SEE NOTE 2); 2) COMPLETE AT LEAST 12 CREDIT HOURS IN 
COURSES NUMBERED BOOO OR ABOVE; 3) ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES 
LAB AUTHEN WOMAN/MAN RELATIONS 
LAB IN BASIC HUMAN RELATIONS 
FAMILY COUNSELING 
LAB IN TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS 
HLD5100 
HLD51IO 
HLD5230 
HLD5300 
00 
F 
00 
00 
W 
OD 
W 
OD 
S 
00 
S 
1-2 
2 
}-4 
2 
HRS . 
HilS . 
Hil S. 
HRS. 
SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE [A STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE 
ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL 
OF HIS/HER ADVISOR, UPON VERIFICATION THAT COMPETENCIES HAVE 
LAB IN ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING 
INTROD SOCIOMTRY & PSYCHODRAMA 
COMMUNICATION SENSITIVITY 
HLD5490 
HLD5510 
HLD5700 F 
W S 
S 
S 
3 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
BEEN MET, AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED 
GRADUATE STUDY PLAN (SEE NOTE })I; 4) EARN A MINIMUM OF 24 
GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; AND 5) COMPLETE AN APPROVED 
CULMINATING EXPERIENCE THESIS OR PROJECT RELEVANT TO THEIR 
CULTURE & COMMUNICA. PROCESS 
FNDMNTL CONCEPTS HUMAN COMMUN 
LAB IN INTERPERSONAL GROWTH 
LAB IN PERSONAL GROWTH 
HLD5BO 
HLD5790 
HLD5950 
HLD6090 
OD 
F 
F 
F 
W 
W 
W 
3 
} 
2 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS. 
SPECIFIC CAREER OPTION BY THE END OF THE TRIMESTER PRECEDING TOWARD QUALITY GROUP DECISIONS HLD6230 W HRS. 
THE TRIMESTER OF GRADUATION. BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS HLD63IO F W HRS. 
RACISM: INDIVID , INSTITU'NAL HLD6 BBO F W HRS. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) FDNS OF NRML'TN IDEOLOGY IN HS HLD71 I I $$ $$ $$ HilS . 
COMM FOR INDIV WITH SPEC NEEDS HLD7I 12 $$ $$ $$ HR S. 
GRADUATE THESIS/PROJECT: . . . HLD99 3 0 W 3,6 HRS. LAB IN HIDDEN FEELINGS & MEANG HLD7460 W S HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: (27 HOURS) 
APPLD APPRCHS TO 
~ROUP DYNAMICS' 
HUMAN COMMUN 
INTERVENTION 
HLDS08} 
HLD85S0 
W 
W 
HRS . 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: SELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM AMONG : 
STATISTICS. PROBABILITY 
STATISTICS. PROBABILITY 
STATISTICAL METHODS 
STATISTICS: MULTIVARIATE 
I 
II 
METHS 
CAS5521 
CAS5522 
CAS5530 
CAS5540 
F 
F 
F 
W 
W 
W 
S 
S 
S 
S 
3 
3 
3,4 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ORG 
SURV 
CURR 
CURR 
OF DAY CARE CENTERS 
EARLY CHLDHD EDUC PRGPMS 
ISSUES IN BILINGUAL/BC ED 
, INSTR IN EARLY CHLD ED 
HLD 77 30 
HLD7850\ 
HLD7890\ 
HLD7920\ 
F 
3 
3 
3-4 
} 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
Hil S. 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
RSRCH MTHD HLD: EMPH 
IN HLD 
SOC PSYCH 
HLD5400 
HLD5410 
F 
OD 
W 
OD 
S 
OD 
3-4 
4-6 
HRS. 
HRS. 
MODELS OF COG DEV IN ERLY 
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
CHLD HLD7 BO\ 
HLD7940 
00 
$$ 
00 
$$ 
OD 
$$ 
} 
3 
HRS . 
HRS . 
RESEARCH METHODS HLD5430 OD OD OD 3-4 HRS. NUTR, ED, , INTELLECTUAL DEV HLD79S1 S 3 HRS . 
RSC H METHY IN 
RSCH MTHDLGY: 
HLD: EMPH EL ED 
RDG • WRTG INSTR 
HLD9610 
HLD961 I 
F 
W 
} 
3-4 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HIST/PH EARLY CHLDHD EDUCATION 
IND PREKNDRGTN CURR , INSTRCTN 
HLDSOlo\ 
HLDS01a 
F 
S 
3 
4 
HilS. 
HRS. 
College of Human Learning and Development 173 
CHLD , FAMIL Y IN HE COMMUNIT Y 
EARL Y CHILDHOOD ASSESSMEN 
HL080 13\ 
HLD8630 
II 
'II S 
J 
J 
HR S. 
fiRS. RE QU IRED COU RSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 
CUR R~N ISSUES EARLY CHLDHD ED HLD9810 F 3 HRS. GRADUATE THESIS/PROJECT : ... HLD993Q W S 3,6 HRS . 
EL ECTIVE COURSES--GR ADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) REQU I RED AREAS--GRA DU ATE LE VEL: (27 HOURS) 
IF STUDEN TS NEED ADDITIONAL SELECT AT LEAST 3 HO U 5 FRO M AMONG : 
HOURS TO FULFILL THE 32 CREDIT 
HOU R DEG REE REQUIREMENT, THEY 
SHOULD SE LECT ADDITIONAL 
~OURSE S FROM THOSE LISTED 
ABOV E. 
STATISTICS & PROBA BILITY I 
STATISTICS & PR OBABIL ITY II 
STATISTICAL METHO DS 
STATISTICS: MULTIV AR IATE METHS 
RESEARCH METHODOLO GY IN HLD 
CAS S5 21 
CAS55 l 2 
CAS;53 0 
CAS5 540 
HLD54 DO 
F 
F 
F 
W 
W 
II 
W 
S 
S 
S 
S 
),~ 
3 
3-~ 
HR ~ 
HR~ 
I1RS . 
HilS . 
HilS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a RSRCH MTHD HLD: EMPH RESEARCH METHODS 
SOC PSYCH HLD5410 
HLD5~ 30 
00 
00 
0.0 00 
00 00 
~-6 
3-4 
HRS. 
HilS . 
Master of Arts in Education with a RSCH METHY IN HLD: EMPH EL ED HLD96IO F 3 HRS. 
major in Elementary Education is 32 hours RSCH MTHDLGY: RDG & WRTG INSTR HLD9611\ 3- ~ HRS. 
NOTE(S): SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
APPLICANTS FROM NON-REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGES OR 
UNIVERSITIES MUST: I) FOLLOW THE UNIVERSITY PROCEDURES FOR 
SPECIAL ADMISSION; AND 2) HAVE MAINTAINED AT LEAST A "B" 
GRADE POINT AVERAGe FOR ALL UNDERGRADUATE COURSEWORK. 
SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS 
CHLD & FAMILY IN THE COMMUNITY 
TEACHER/COMMUNITY RELATIONS 
ED IMPLIC LF STYLS IN URB COMM 
HLD7960 
HLD8013 
HLD80I6 
HLD9690 
W 
W 
W 
S 
S 
S 
HJlS. 
HRS . 
HilS. 
HRS. 
APPLICANTS ACCEPTED THROUGH THE PETITIONING PROCESS WILL BE 
ADMITTED CONDITIONALLY. TO HAVE THE CONDITIONS OF 
ADMISSION REMOVED, STUDENTS MUST COMPLETE AT LEAST 12 
GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AND MUST MAINTAIN ACADEMIC GOOD 
STANDING STATUS AT GSU. STUDENTS ON CONDITIONAL ADMISSION 
WHO DO NOT MAINTAIN ACADEMIC GOOD STANOING MAY BE DROPPED 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
SUR EXCPTNL CHILDREN & PRGRAMS 
HNDCP STDNT IN REGULAR CLSSRM 
SURV EARLY CHLDHD EDUC PRGPMS 
SURVEY SCHLS IN BILING/MULTICL 
HL.o6820 F 
HLD7J 9~ F 
HLD7850% F 
HLD80I9 
I.: 
W 
Hil S. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS . 
FROM THE PROGRAM. SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
TCHNG ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANG CAS6630 00 DD 00 3 HilS. 
OF THE 32 CREDIT HOURS, STUDENTS MUST COMPLETE A MINIMUM OF 
2-3 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU IN EACH OF ·THE FOLLOWING 
AREAS: I) RESEARCH, 2) SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY, 3) SCHOOL 
ORGANIZATION, 4) CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT, 5) 
PHILOSOPHICAL/HISTORICAL FOUNDATIONS, 6) PSYCHOLOGY, 7) 
COMMUNICATIONS/HUMAN RELATIONS; AND MUST COMPLETE AT LEAST 
9 CREDIT HOURS IN ONE OF THE DIVISION OF EDUCATION CAREER 
OPTION AREAS. 
TV FOR TRNG & INSTRUCTION 
TV AND ITS USE IN THE COMMUNTY 
ED PROC FOR TRAINABLE MENT HCP 
PHYS & RCRTNL ACT ELEMEN SCHLS 
ED IMPLIC BLACK HIST & CULTURE 
HEALTH CONCERNS CLASSRM TCHRS 
SOCIAL STUDIES STRATEGIES 
TOPICS IN MATH EDUCATION 
SURV EARLY CHLDHD EDUC PRGPMS 
HLD5939 
HLD6190 
HLD68~0 
HLD7260 
HLD76S0 
HLD7660 
HLD7780 
HLD78IO 
HLD7850% 
F 
F 
F 
OD 
F 
00 
W 
W 
W 
S 
S 
3 
2 
3 
2 
3-4 
2-3 
3 
3 
3 
HR S . 
HRS. 
HRS . 
Hil S. 
HR S. 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HilS. 
STUDENTS MUST HAVE THEIR GRADUATE STUDY PLAN APPROVED 
DURING THEIR FIRST TRIMESTER AT THE UNIVERSITY. THE TITLE 
OF THE CULMINATING EXPERIENCE MUST BE INCLUDED IN THE 
GRADUATE STUDY PLAN BEFORE IT WILL BE APPROVED. A STUDENT 
MAY INCLUDE IN THE GRADUATE STUDY PLAN A MAXIMUM OF 8 
GRADUATE HOURS OF TRANSFER CREDIT FROM ACCREDITED COLLEGES 
OR UNIVERSITIES UPON APPROVAL OF THE ADVISOR. ONLY 
TRANSFER CREDITS IN COMMUNICATIONS/HUMAN RELATIONS, AND IN 
CAREER OPTION AREAS (3 HOURS), THAT RELATE TO THE 
CURRICULUM WILL BE ACCEPTED FOR TRANSFER . TO BE ACCEPTABLE 
FOR TRANSFER CREDITS MUST BE LESS THAN 7 YEARS OLD AND MUST 
HAVE BEEN GRADED "B" OR BETTER. 
INDIV INSTR ' PLURAL' LRNG ENV 
RDNG STRAT IN BILINGL CLASSRM 
CURR S INSTR IN EARLY CHLD EJ 
ETHNIC MINORITIES IN THE US 
SPANISH LANGUAGE ARTS INSTRUC. 
METHODS INSTR ED MNTLY RETRD 
IND PREKNDRGTN CURR & INSTRCTN 
TCHG SOC STDS,MATH,SCI TO NESP 
ISSUES IN SOCIAL STUDIES EDUC 
CURRENT TOPICS IN READING 
TEACHING BASIC ARITHMETIC 
TCHG ENRICHM T MATH IN ELEM SCH 
CURRICULUM IN URBAN SCHOOLS 
HLD7901 
HLD79IO 
HLD7920 
HLD7970 
HLD7983 
HLD801I 
HLD8012 
HLD80I5 
HLD9505 
HLD95IO\ 
HLD9550 
HLD9560 
HLD9590 
F 
OD 
F 
F 
F 
W 
W 
W 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2-3 
3 
4 
3-5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
HilS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HilS . 
HilS . 
HilS . 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HilS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HilS. 
CREDIT HOURS EARNED FOR COURSES LISTED AS SELECTIVES MORE 
THAN ONCE IN A CURRICULUM MAY NOT BE USED TO SATISFY THE 
REQUIREMENTS OF MORE THAN ONE COMPETENCY. 
RDNG STRAT FOR INDIV INSTRUC 
RDNG REMEDIATION IN CLASSROOM 
TCHNG RDNG IN CONTENT AREAS 
METH TCHG LRNG DISABLED INDIV 
HLD9630\ 
HLD9640\ 
HLD9650\ 
HLD9660 
F 
F 
OD 
W 
OD 
3-5 
4 
3-4 
3 
HilS . 
HilS. 
HRS. 
HilS. 
TCHG STUDENTS W/ BEHVR DISORD HLD97I2 OD 3 HRS . 
THESE COURSES ARE THE "PREFERRED SELECTIONS" . STUDENTS ARE SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
ENCOURAGED TO ENROLL IN THESE COURSES; OTHER COURSES SHOWN 
SHOULD BE TAKEN ONLY WHEN SCHEDULIN~ CONFLICTS OCCUR OR THE 
STUDENT HAS CONFERRED WITH HIS/HER ADVISOR. 
HISTORY OF AMERICAN EDUCATION 
SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUC 
SOCIAL FDNS OF URBAN EDUCATION 
CASSI92 
CAS]540
HLD7770 
F 
F 
W 
W S 
3 
3 
3 
HilS. 
HRS. 
• HRS. 
F : 
WO 
FALL FO: FALL ODD YEARS FE: FALL EVEN 
WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS 
YEARS W: WINTER 
S: SPRING-SUMMER 
CURR ISSUES IN BILINGUAL/BC ED 
HIST/PH EARLY CHLDHD EDUCATION 
HLD7890 
HLD80IO 
S 3-4 
3 
HilS. 
HilS. 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
$$ : NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE LEARNING PROCESSES: ADULTS CAS6540 F 00 1-3 HRS. 
LRNG PROC:CHILDREN & ADOLESCTS 
ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY 
CAS6550 
HLD5030 
F 
F W 
S 
S 
2,3 
3-4 
HR S. 
HilS . 
ADVANCED EXPERIMENTAL PSYCH HLD5060 OD 00 OD 4 HR S. 
ADVANCED GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY HLD5070 F S 4 HRS. 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT HLDSI20 W S 3-4 HRS . 
COGNITIVE PSYCH APPLD TO INSTR HLD5I60 S 3-4 HRS . 
LEARNING COGNITION I HLD5310 W 4 HRS. 
PERSONALITY THEORY HLD5330 F W 3 HR S. 
PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN HLD5360 F 4 HR S. 
MOTHERHOOD'S ROLE IN CHLDRERNG HLD5380 F 3 HRS . 
PROGRAM: EDUCATION 
MAJOR: ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
OPTION: LANGUAGE AND READING 
LEVEL: MASTER OF ARTS 
PRINCIPLES OF BEHAVIOR CHANGE 
RSRCH ADLSNCE , SEX ROLES 
HUMAN APPRAISAL 
PSYCH DIAG IND WITH SPEC NEEDS 
HLD5~80 
HLD63I1 
HLD6430 
HLD6761 
F 
F 
F 
$$ 
W 
$$ $$ 
3-4 
3 
3 
3 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS . 
ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROM 
A REGIONALL~ ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; 2) BE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. APPLICANTS SHOULD HAVE 
ACCESS TO A CLASSROOM SITUATION IN WHICH THEY WILL BE ABLE TO 
OBSERVE AND INTERACT WITH STUDENTS. STUDENTS NOT MEETING 
ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE 
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. (SEE NOTE I). 
CHARACTERISTICS MENTALLY RETD 
PARENTING: THE EARLY YEARS 
PIAGETIAN TYPE RSRCH-MATH ED 
PSYCH IMPLCTN BILNG/BCLT ED 
MODELS OF COG DEV IN ERLY CHLD 
PSYCHOLOGY OF ART IN EDUCATION 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ASSESSMENT 
CHAR OF LRNG DISABLED STUDENTS 
CHAR OF BHVR DISORDERED STUDTS 
HLD6870 
HLD7731 
HLD7740 
HLD7840 
HLD7930 
HLD7980 
HLD8630 
HL096 7 0 
HLD967J 
00 
00 
F 
F 
00 
W 
W 
OD 
W 
W 
W 
S 
S 
00 
OD 
S 
S 
S 
OD 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3-4 
3 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HilS . 
HitS. 
HilS . 
HRS. 
HR S. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 32 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS (SEE NOTE 2); 2) COMPLETE AT LEAST 12 CREDIT HOURS IN 
COURSES NUMBERED 8000 OR ABOVE; 3) ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES 
SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE (A STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE 
ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL 
OF HIS/HER ADVISOR, UPON VERIFICATION THAT COMPETENCIES HAVE 
BEEN MET, AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED 
GRADUATE STUDY PLAN (SEE NOTE 3)); 4) EARN A MINIMUM OF 24 
GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; AND 5) COMPLETE AN APPROVED 
CULMINATING EXPERIENCE THESIS OR PROJECT RELEVANT TO THEIR 
SPECIFIC CAREER OPTION BY THE END OF THE TRIMESTER PRECEDING 
THE TRIMESTER OF GRADUATION. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
LAB AUTHEN WOMAN/MAN RELATIONS 
LAB IN BASIC HUMAN RELATIONS 
FAMILY COUNSELING 
LAB IN TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS 
LAB IN ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING 
INTROO SOCIOMTRY & PSYCHODRAMA 
COMMUNICATION SENSITIVITY 
CULTURE & COMMUNICA. PROCESS 
FNDMNTL CONCEPTS HUMAN COMMUN 
LAB IN INTERPERSONAL GROWTH 
LAB IN PERSONAL GROWTH 
TOWARD QUALITY GROUP DECISIONS 
BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS 
HLD5100 
HLDSIIO 
HLD5230 
HLD5300 
HLD5490 
HLD5510 
HLD5700 
HLD5730 
HLD5790 
HLD5950 
HLD6090 
HLD6 23 0 
HLD631 0 
00 
F 
OD 
F 
0.0 
F 
F 
F 
00 
W 
00 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
OD 
S 
OD 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
1-2 
2 
3-4 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
, 
3 
. HRS. 
HRS . 
HilS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HilS . 
HRS . 
HRS. 
liRS . 
HRS. 
HilS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
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RAC.ISM: INDIVIO t INSTJrU'NAL HLD68BO F ~ tlRS .J DEGREE REQUIREME NTS:FONS OF NRML'TN IDEOLOCY IN HS flLOHtl HU H 3 HRS.
COMM FOR INO IV W I~ H SPEC NEEDS HL01112 $S S$ $$ 
 A STUDE NT MUS T: I ) ACQUIRE A MINIM UM OF 32 GRADUATE CREDITl /'iRS. HOURS (5£E NOTE 2) ; 2) COMPLE-E A~ L EAS~ 12 CRE DI HOURS INLAB IN HIDDEN FEE LI NGS & MEANG HL07460 W s· J HRS . 
APPLD ApPRC HS TO HUMAN COMMUN HLD80 83 W , HRS. 	 COURSES NUMBERED 8000 OR ABOVE ; J) ACQU I RE THE CaMPET~NC IES 
GROU P DTNAM ICS , IN TERVENTION HL08 580 W S , HRS. 	 SPECifIED FOR THIS DEGREE [ A STUDENT MAY ~UBSTITUTE ACHI EVE MEN OF COMPE TENC I ES BY AL TERNAT E MET HOpS UPON ~PPROVAL 
OF HIS/HER ADVISOR, UPON VE RI F I '~TION ~HAT COMPETENCies ~AVESEL ECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
BE EN MET, AND UPON INCLUSI ON IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVEDLA GUAGE, TEACHING. LEARNING CAS6460 W 3 HRS. GRADUATE STUDY PLAN (SEE NOTE 3) 1; 4) EAR N A MINIMUM Of 24C URRE ~T TOPICS IN READING HLD9510\ W 3 HRS. GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU ; AND 5) COMPLETE AN APPROVEDCL INICAL PRACTICUM IN READING HLD9512 W 4 HRS. CULMINATING EXPERIENCE THESIS OR PROJECT RElEVAN~ TO THEIRREAD ING DIAGNOSIS HLD9~30 W 3 HRS. SPECIFIC CAREER OPTION BY THE END OF THE TRIME S TE R PRECED I NGRSCH MTHDLGY: RDG & WRTG INSTR HLD9611t W 3-4 HRS. THE TRIMESTER OF GRADUATION .RDNG STRAT FOR INDIV INSTRUC HLD9630\ W 3-~ HRS. 

RD NG RE~EDIATION IN CLASSROOM HLD9640\ F S 4 rlRS. 
 REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS)TCHNG RDNG IN CONTENT AREAS HLD96~0% 00 00 S 3-4 HRS. 
GRADUA TE THE S I S/ PROJECT : . . . HLD9930 3,6 HRS.ELECTIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRAOUATE LEVEL : (27 HOURS)IF STUDENTS NEED ADDI TIONAL 

HOUR S TO FULFILL THE 32 CREDIT 

HOUR DEGREE REQUIREMENT, THEY SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 

SHOULD SELECT ADDITIONAL STATIS TICS t PROBABILITY I CAS5521 F W S 3 HRS . 
COU SES FROM THOSE LISTED STATISTICS t PROBABILITY II CAS~522 F W S 3 HRS. 

ABOVE. STATISTICAL METHODS CAS5530i F W S 3,4 HRS. 

STATISTICS: MULTIVARIATE METHS CAS5540 S 3 HRS.
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a RESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN HLD HLD5400 F W S 3-4 HRS. 

Master of Arts in Education with a RSRCH MTHD HLD: EMPH SOC PSYCH HLDS410 OD OD 00 4-6 HRS. 

major in Elementary Education is 32 hours RESEARCH METHODS HLDS430 00 OD OD 3-4 HRS . 

RSCH METHY IN HLD: EMPH EL ED HLD9610 F 3 , HR S • 
NOTE(S): RSCH MTHDLGY: ROG & WRTG INSTR HL09611 W 3-4 HRS . 
APPLICANTS FROM NON-REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGES OR SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG : 

UNIVERSITIES MUST: I) FOLLOW THE UNIVERSITY PROCEDURES FOR SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS HLD7960 HRS.
W 
SPECIAL ADMISSION; AND 2) HAVE MAINTAINED AT LEAST A "B" CHLD & FAMILY IN THE COMMUNITY HL D8 0 I 3 W S HRS. 
GRADE POINT AVERAGE FOR ALL UNDERGRADUATE COURSEWORK. TEACHER/COMMUNITY RELATIONS HLDSOl6 W S HRS. 
APPLICANTS ACCEPTED THROuGH THE PETITIONING PROCESS WILL BE ED IMPLIC LF STYLS IN URB COMM HLD9690 S HRS. 
ADMITTED CONDITIONALLY. TO HAVE THE CONDITIONS OF 
ADMISSION REMOVED, STUDENTS MUST COMPLETE AT LEAST 12 SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AND MUST MAINTAIN ACADEMIC GOOD SUR EXCPTNL CHILDREN & PRGRAMS HLD6820 F W HRS. 
STANDING STATUS AT GSU. STUDENTS ON CONDITIONAL ADMISSION HNDCP STDNT IN REGULAR CLSSRM HLD7194 F W HRS . 
wHO DO NOT MAINTAIN ACADEMIC GOOD STANDING MAY BE DROPPED SURV EARLY CHLDHD EDUC PRGPMS HLD78S0\ F HRS. 
FROM THE PROGRAM. SURVEY SCHLS IN BILING/MULTICL HLD8019 S HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOUR S FROM AMONG: 
OF THE 32 CREDIT HOURS, STUDENTS MUST COMPLETE A MINIMUM OF TCHNG ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANG CAS6630 00 00 00 3 HRS. 
2-3 GRADUATE CR EDIT HOURS AT GSU IN EACH OF THE FOLLOWING TV FOR TRNG & INSTRUCTION HLD5939 S 3 HRS. 
AREAS: I) RESEARCH, 2) ' SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY, J) SCHOOL TV AND ITS USE IN THE COMMUNTY HLD6190 S 2 HRS. ORGANIZATION, 4) CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT, S) ED PROC FOR TRAINABLE MENT HCP HLD6840 F 3 HRS. 
PHILOSOPHICAL/HISTORICAL FOUNDATIONS, 6) PSYCHOLOGY, 7) PHYS & RCRTNL ACT ELEMEN SCHLS HLD7260 F OD HRS.2 
COMMUNICATIONS/HUMAN RELATIONS; AND MUST COMPLETE AT LEAST ED IMPLIC BLACK HIST & CULTURE HLD7650 F W 3-4 HRS. 
9 CREDIT HOURS IN ONE OF THE DIVISION OF EDUCATION CAREER HEALTH CONCERNS CL~SSRM TCHRS HLD7660 W HRS.2-3 
OPTION AREAS . SOCIAL STUDIES STRA TEGIES HLD7780 F W 3 HRS . 

TOPICS IN MATH EDUCATION HLD78 I 0\ OD 3 HRS . 

STUDENTS MUST HAVE THEIR GRADUATE STUDY PLAN APPROVED SURV EARLY CHLDHD EDUC PRGPMS HLD7850% F 3 HRS. 

DURING THEIR FIRST TR IMES TER AT THE UNIVERSITy. THE TI TLE INDIV INSTR ' PLURAL' LRNG ENV HLD7901 w 3 HRS. 
OF THE CULMINATING EXPERIENC E MUST BE INCLUDED IN THE RDNG STRAT IN BILINGL CLASSRM HLD7910 3 HRS. 
GRADUATE STUDY PLAN BEFORE IT WILL BE APPROVED. A STUDENT CURR t INSTR IN EARLY CHLD ED HLD7920 3 HRS. 
MAY INCLUDE IN THE GRADUATE STUDY PLAN A MAXIMUM OF 8 ETHNIC MINORITIES IN THE US HLD7970 3 HRS . 
GRADUATE HOURS OF TRANSFER CREDIT FROM ACCREDITED COLLEGES SPANISH LANGUAGE ARTS INSTRUC. HLD7983 W 2-3 HRS. 
OR UNIVERSITIES UPON APPROVAL OF THE ADVISOR. ONLY METHODS INSTR ED MNTLY RETRD HLD8011 S 3 HRS . 
TRANSFER CREDITS IN COMMUNICATIONS/HUMAN RELA'IONS, AND IN IND PREKNDRGTN CURR & INSTRCTN HLD8012 S 4 HRS. 
CAREER OPTION AREAS (3 HOURS), ,HAT RELATE TO THE TCHG SOC STDS,MATH,SCI TO NESP HLD80 I 5 W 3-S HRS. 
CURRICULUM WILL BE ACCEPTED FOR TRANSFER . TO BE ACCEPTABLE ISSUES IN SOCIAL STUDIES EOUC HLD9505 S 3 HRS. 
FOR TRANSFER CREDITS MUST BE LESS THAN 7 YEARS OLD AND MUST CURRENT TOPICS IN READING HLD9510 W S 3 HRS . 
HAVE BEEN GRADED "B" OR BETTER. TEACHING BASIC ARITHMETIC HLD9550\ S 3 HRS. 
TCHG ENRICHMT MATH IN ELEM SCH HLD9560% S 3 HR S. 
CREDIT HOURS EARNED FOR COURSES LISTED AS SELECTIVES MORE CURRICULUM IN URBAN SCHOOLS HLD9~90 OD S 3 HR S. 
THAN ONCE IN A CURRICULUM MAY NOT BE USED TO SATISFY THE RDNG STRAT FOR INDIV INSTRUC HLD9 6 30 F w 3-S HRS. 
REQUIREMENTS OF MORE THAN ONE COMPETENCY. RDNG REMEDIATION IN CLASSROOM HLD9640 S 4 HRS. 
TCHNG RDNG IN CONTENT AREAS HLD9650 OD OD S 3-4 HRS . 
METH TCHG LRNG DISABLED INDIV HLD9660 S 3 HRS. 
THESE COURSES ARE THE "PREFERRED SELECTIONS" . STUDENTS ARE TCHG STUDENTS W/ BEHVR DISORD HLD9712 OD 3 HRS. 
ENCOURAGED TO ENROLL IN THESE COURSES; OTHER COURSES SHOWN 
SHOULD BE TAKEN ONLY WHEN SCHEDULING CONFLICTS OCCUR OR THE SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
STUDENT HAS CONFERRED WITH HIS/HER ADVISOR. HISTORY OF AMERICAN EDUCATION CASSI92 W 3 HRS. 
SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUC CAS7540 F 3 HRS. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W: WINTER SOCIAL FDNS OF URBAN EDUCATION HL07770 F W S 3 HRS. 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER CURR ISSUES IN BILINGUAL/BC ED HLD7890 S 3-4 HRS. 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS HIST/PH EARLY CHLDHD EDUCATION HLD8010 3 HRS. 
SS = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
SELECT AT "EAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
LEARNING PROCESSES: ADULTS CAS6540 F OD 1-3 HRS. 
LRNG PROC:CHILDREN t ADOLESCTS CAS6550 F S 2,3 HRS. 
ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY HLDS030 F W S 3-4 HRS. 
ADVANCED EXPERIMENTAL PSYCH HLDS060 OD OD 00 4 HRS. 
ADVANCED GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY HLDS070 F S 4 HRS. 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT HLDSI20 W S 3-4 HRS. 
COGNITIVE PSYCH APPLD TO INSTR HLOS160 S 3-4 HRS. 
LEARNING COGNITION I HLDS310 F W 4 HRS. 
PERSONALITY THEORY HLDS330 F W S 3 HRS. 
PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN HLDS360 F 4 HRS. 
MOTHERHOOD'S ROLE IN CHLDRERNG HLD5380 F 3 HRS. 
PROGRAM: EDUCATION PRINCIPLES OF BEHAVIOR CHANGE HLD5480 F 3-4 HRS. 
MAJOR: ELEMENTARY EDUCATION RSRCH ADLSNCE t SEX ROLES HLD6311 F 3 HRS . 
OPTION : MATHEMATICS EDUCATION HUMAN APPRAISAL HLD6430 F W 3 HRS. 
LEVEL: MASTER OF ARTS PSYCH DIAG IND WITH SPEC NEEDS HLD6761 $$ $$ $$ 3 HRS. 
CHARACTERISTICS MENTALLY RETD HLD6870 F 00 S 3 HRS. 
ADMISSION INFORMATION: PARENTING: THE EARLY YEARS HLD7731 S 3 HRS. 
A STUDENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROM PIAGETIAN TYPE RSRCH-MATH ED HLD7/40\ OD W OD 3 HRS. 
A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; 2) BE IN GOOD PSYCH IMPLCTN BILNG/BCLT ED HLD7840 W 3 HRS. 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. APPLICANTS SHOULD HAVE MODELS OF COG DEV IN ERLY CHLD HLD7930 00 OD OD 3 HRS. 
ACCESS TO A CLASSROOM SITUATION IN WHICH THEY WILL BE ABLE TO PSYCHOLOGY OF ART IN EDUCATION HLD7980 F W S 3-4 HRS. 
OBSERVE AND INTERACT WI TH STUDENTS. STUDENTS NOT MEETING EARLY CHILDHOOD ASS ESSMENT HLD86 10 W S HRS.3 
ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PE TITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE CHAR OF LRNG DISAB LE D STUDENTS HLD9 &7 0 S 3 HRS. 
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. (SEE NOTE I) . CHAR OF BHVR DISORDERED STUDTS HLD96 71 W 00 3 HRS. 
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SEL ECT A LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
LAB 
LAB 
AUTHEN WOMAN/MAN RELATIONS 
IN BASIC HUMAN RELATIONS 
HL05100 
HL05110 
00 
F 
00 00 
W S 
1- 2 
2 
HRS. 
HRS. 
FAHILY COUNSELING HLOS 2:1 0 00 00 DO 3-4 HAS . 
LAB IN TRANSAC TION AL AN ALYSIS HLO S30 0 F W S 2 Hil S. 
LAB IN ASSER IVE NESS TAAINI NG HL.05490 W S 3 HilS . 
INTROO SOC IOHT RY , PS YC HOOR AMA 
COMMU NICATION SENS ITIVITY 
HLD5Sl 0 
HLD 570 0 F 
S 
S 
3 
3 
HRS . 
HRS. 
CULTURE ' COMMUNICA. PROCESS HLD5730 00 3 HRS . 
FNDMNT L CONCEPTS HUMAN COMMUN HLD5790 F W 3 HRS. 
LAB IN INTERPERSONAL GROWTH HLD5950 F W S 2 HRS. 
LAB IN PERSONAL GROWTH HLD6090 F W S 2 HRS. 
TOWARD QUALITY GROUP DECISIONS HLD623Q W 3 HRS. 
BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS HLD6310 F W 3 HRS . 
RA CISM: INDIVID , INSTITU'NAL HL06880 F W 3 HRS. 
FDNS OF NRML'TN IDEOLOGY IN HS HLD7111 $$ $$ $$ 3 HRS. 
COHM FOR INDIV WITH SPEC NEEDS HLD7112 $$ $$ $$ 3 HRS. 
LAB IN HIDDEN FEELINGS' MEANG HLD7460 W S 3 HRS . 
APPLD APPRCHS TO HUMAN COMMUN HLD8083 W 3 HRS. 
GROUP DYNAMICS' INTERVENTION HLD8580 W 3 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM AMONG : 
STATISTICAL METHODS 
PIAGETIAN TYPE RSRCH-MATH 
TOPICS IN MATH EDUCATION 
ED 
CAS5530% 
HLD7740% 
HLD7810t 
F 
00 
00 
W 
W 
S 
00 
S 
3,4 HRS . 
3 • HRS . 3 i HRS . 
TCHG MATH TO LOW ACHV'G STDS HLD7811 F 3 i HRS . 
TEACHING BASIC ARITHMETIC HLD95 sot 3 I HRS. 
TCHG ENRICHMT MATH IN ELEM SCH HLD 9 560\ 3 i HRS . 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL : HOURS) 
IF STUDENTS NEED ADDITIONAL 
HOURS TO FULFILL THE 32 CREDIT 
HOUR DEGREE REQUIREMENT, THEY 
SHOULD SELECT ADDITIONAL 
COURSES FROM THOSE LISTED 
ABOVE . 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Education with a 

major in Elementary Education is 32 hours 

NOTE(S): 
APPLICANTS FROM NON-REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGES OR 
UNIVERSITIES MUST: I) FOLLOW THE UNIVERSITY PROCEDURES FOR 
SPECIAL ADMISSION; AND 2) HAVE MAINTAINED A' LEAST A "B" 
GRADE POINT AVERAGE FOR ALL UNDERGRADUATE COURSEWORK. 
APPLICANTS ACCEPTED THROUGH THE PETITIONING PROCESS WILL BE 
ADMITTED CONDITIONALLY . TO HAVE THE CONDITIONS OF 
ADMISSION REMOVED, STUDENTS MUST COMPLETE AT LEAST 12 
GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AND MUST MAINTAIN ACADEMIC GOOD 
STANDING STATUS AT GSU. STUDENTS ON CONDITIONAL ADMISSION 
WHO DO NOT MAINTAIN ACADEMIC GOOD STANDING MAY BE DROPPED 
FROM THE PROGRAM. 
OF THE 32 CREDIT HOURS, STUDENTS MUST COMPLETE A MINIMUM OF 
2-3 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU IN EACH OF THE FOLLOWING 
AREAS : I) RESEARCH, 2) SCHOOL AND COMMUN I TV, 3) SCHOOL 
ORGANIZATION, 4) CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT,S) 
PHILOSOPHICAL/HISTORICAL FOUNDATIONS, 6) PSYCHOLOGY, 7) 
COMMUNICATIONS/HUMAN RELATIONS; AND MUST COMPLETE AT LEAST 
9 CREDIT HOURS IN ONE OF THE DIVISION OF EDUCATION CAREER 
OPTION AREAS. 
STUDENTS MUST HAVE THEIR GRADUATE STUDY PLAN APPROVED 
DURING THEIR FIRST TRIMESTER AT THE UNIVERSITY. THE TITLE 
OF THE CULMINATING EXPERIENCE MUST BE INCLUDED IN THE 
GRADUATE STUDY PLAN BEFORE IT WILL 'BE APPROVED. A STUDENT 
MAY INCLUDE IN THE GRADUATE STUDY PLAN A MAXIMUM OF 8 
GRADUATE HOURS OF TRANSFER CREDIT FROM ACCREDITED COLLEGES 
OR UNIVERSITIES UPON APPROVAL OF THE ADVISOR. ONLY 
TRANSFER CREDITS IN COMMUNICATIONS/HUMAN RELATIONS, AND IN 
CAREER OPTION AREAS (3 HOURS), THAT RELATE TO THE 
CURRICULUM WILL BE ACCEPTED FOR TRANSFER. TO BE ACCEPTABLE 
FOR TRANSFER CREDITS MUST BE LESS THAN 7 YEARS OLD AND MUST 
HAVE BEEN GRADED "B" OR BETTER. 
, 	 CREDIT HOURS EARNED FOR COURSES LISTED AS SELECTIVES MORE 
THAN ONCE IN A CURRICULUM MAY NOT BE USED TO SATISFY THE 
REQUIREMENTS OF MORE THAN ONE COMPETENCY. 
THESE COURSES ARE THE "PREFERRED SELECTIONS". STUDENTS ARE 
ENCOURAGED TO ENROLL IN THESE COURSES; OTHER COURSES SHOWN 
SHOULD BE TAKEN ONLY WHEN SCHEDULING CONFLICTS OCCUR OR THE 
STUDENT HAS CONFERRED WITH HIS/HER ADVISOR . 
F = FALL FO = fALL ODD YEARS FE = fALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTERWO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO 	 = SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
55 	 = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
,- ., dZl7 c-
" 

PROG RAM: EDUC AT ION 
MAJO R: EL EMENTARY EDUCATION 
OPTIO: SOCIAL STUDI ES 
LEVEL: MASTER OF ARTS 
ADM ISS ION INFORMATION: 
A STUDEN MUST: I) HAVE ACQUI RE D A BACCALAUR A-E DEGREE FRO~ 
A REGIO NALLY ACC REOITED COLL EGE OR UNIVERSIT Y; 2) . BE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LA ST SCHOOL A" TENDE D. APPLICANTS SHOULD HAVE 
ACCESS TO A CLASS ROOM S ITUATION IN WH ICH THE Y WilL BE ABLE TO 
OBSERVE AND INTERAC T WI TH STUDE NT S. S· UDENTS NOT MEPING 
ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PE~ITION FOR A MISSIO -~ROUCH THE 
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. (SEE NOTE I) . 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS : 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MIN IMUM OF 32 GR ADUA TE CREOI~ 
HOURS (SEE NOTE 2); 2) COMPLE TE A- LEAS· 12 CR EDIT HOURS IN 
COURSES NUMBERED 8000 OR ABOVE; 3) ACQUIRE THE COMPE-ENCIES 
SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE [A STUDENT MAY SUBS~ITUTE 
ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPET"NCIES BY ALTERNA"E MET HODS UPON APPROVAL 
OF HIS/HER ADVISOR, UPON VERIFICA TION THAT COMPETENCIES HAVE 
BEEN MET, AND UPON INCLUSION IN "HE STUDEN ~'S APPRDVEO 
GRADUATE STUDY PLAN (SEE NOTE 3)]; 4) EARN A MINIMUM OF 2~ 
GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; AND 5) COMPLETE AN APPROVEO 
CULMINATING EXPERIENCE THESIS OR PROJECT RELEVAN" TO THE IR 
SPECIFIC CAREER OPTION BY THE END OF ~HE TRIMESTER PRECEDING 
THE TRIMESTER OF GRADUATION. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 
GRADUATE THESIS/PROJECT: . . . HLD9930 3,6 HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: (27 HOURS) 
SELECT A~ LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
STATISTICS' PROBABILITY I CAS5521 W S HRS . 
STATISTICS' PROBABILITY II CAS5522 F W S HRS . 
STATISTICAL METHODS CAS5530 F W S HRS. 
STATISTICS: MULTIVARIATE METHS CAS5540 5 HRS . 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN HLD HLD5400 F W S HRS. 
RSRCH MTHD HLD: EMPH SOC PSYCH HLD5410 00 00 00 HRS. 
RESEARCH METHODS HLDS430 OD 00 00 HRS. 
RSCH METHY IN HLD: EMPH EL ED HLD9610 F NRS. 
RSCH MTHDLGY: RDG , WRTG INSTR HLD9611 HRS . 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS HLD7960 W HRS . 
CHLD , FAMILY IN THE COMMUNITY HLD8013 W S HRS . 
TEACHER/COMMUNITY RELATIONS HLD8016 F W S HRS. 
ED IMPLIC LF STYLS IN URB COMM HLD9690 F S HRS . 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
SUR EXCPTNL CHILDREN' PRGRAMS HLD6820 W S HRS. 
HNDCP STDNT IN REGULAR CLSSRM HLD7194 W S HRS. 
SURV EARLY CHLDHD EDUC PRGPMS HLD7850t F HRS. 
SURVEY SCHLS IN BILING/MULTICL HLD8019 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
TCHNG ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANG CAS6630 00 00 00 3 HRS . 
TV FOR TRNG , INSTRUCTION HLD5939 S 3 HRS. 
TV AND ITS USE IN THE COMMUNTY HLD6190 S 2 HRS. 
ED PROC FOR TRAINABLE MENT HCP HLD6 84 0 3 HRS . 
PHYS , RCRTNL ACT ELEMEN SCHLS HLD7260 DO 2 HRS. 
ED IMPLIC BLACK HIST , CULTURE HL07650% F W 3-4 HRS. 
HEALTH CONCERNS CLASSRM TCHRS HLD7660 W 2-3 HRS. 
SOCIAL STUDIES STRATEGIES HLD7780% F W 3 HRS . 
TOPICS IN MATH EDUCATION HLD7810 00 3 HRS. 
SURV EARLY CHLDHD EDUC PRGPMS HLD7850\ F 3 HRS. 
INDIV INSTR ' PLURAL' LRNG ENV HLD7901 3 HRS. 
RDNG STRAT IN BILINGL CLASSRM HLD7910 F 3 HRS. 
CURR , INS TR I N EARLY CHLD ED HLD7920 F 3 HRS. 
ETHNIC MINORITIES IN THE US HLD7970t F 3 HRS. 
SPANISH LANGUAGE ARTS INSTRUC. HLD7983 2-3 HRS. 
METHODS INSTR ED MNTLY RETRD HLD8011 3 HRS. 
IND PREKNDRGTN CURR , INSTRCTN HLD8012 4 HRS. 
TCHG SOC STDS,MATH,SCI TO NESP HLD8015 3-5 HRS. 
ISSUES IN SOCIAL STUDIES EDUC HL0950S\ S , HRS. 
CURRENT TOPICS IN READING HL09SI0 F S 3 , I'1RS. 
TEACHING BASIC ARITHMETIC HLD9550 S 3 , HRS . 
TCHG ENRICHMT MATH IN ELEM SCH HLD9560 S 3 t HRS . 
CURRICULUM IN URBAN SCHOOLS HLD9590 00 S 3 , HRS. 
RDNG STRAT FOR INDIV INSTRUC HLD9630 F 3-5 I HRS. 
RDNG REMEDIATION IN CLASSROOM HLD9640 F S 4 I HRS. 
TCHNG RDNG IN CONTENT AREAS HLD96S0 00 00 S 3-4 I HRS . 
METH TCHG LRNG DISABLED INDIV HLD9660 S 3 I HRS. 
TCHG STUDENTS W/ BEHVR DISORD HLD9712 00 3 , HRS . 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
HISTORY Of AMERICAN EDUCATION CAS5192 3 HR S. 
SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUC CAS7S40 F 3 HRS. 
SOCIAL FDNS OF URBAN EDUCATION HLD7770 F W S 3 HRS . 
CURR ISSUES IN BILINGUAL/BC ED HLD7890 S 3-4 HR S . 
HIST/PH EARLY CHLDHD EDUCATION HLD8010 F 3 HRS . 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
LEARNING PROCESSES: ADULTS CAS6540 F 00 1-3 HRS . 
LRNG PROC:CHILDREN , AOOLESCTS CAS6SS0 F S 2,3 HRS . 
ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY HLD5030 F W S 3- 4 HRS. 
ADVANCED EXPERIMENTAL PSYCH HLD5060 00 00 00 4 HRS. 
ADVANCED GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY HLD5070 F S 4 HRS . 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT HLD5120 W S 3-4 HRS . 
COGNITIVE PSYCH APPLD TO INSTR HLDSl60 S 3-4 HRS. 
LEARNING COGNITION I HLD531 0 F W q HRS. 
PERSONALITY THEORY HLDSHO F W , HRS. 
PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN HLD5360 F 4 HRS. 
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MOTHERHOOD'S ROLE IN CHlORERNG I1LDS380 F 3 HRS. THESE COUR SES ARE THE "PREFERRED SELECTIONS". STUDENTS AREPRINCI PLES OF BEHAVIOR CHANGE HLD5480 F 3-4 HR S. ENC OU RAGED TO ENROL L I N THESE COURSES; OTHER COURSES SHOWN
RSRCH ADLSNCE , SEX ROLES 	 HLD6HI F } HRS. SHOULD BE TAKEN ONLY ~HEN SCHEDULING CONFL IC 5 OCCUR OR THE
HUMAN APPRA I SAL 	 HL06~JO F W 3 HRS. STUDENT HAS CONFE RRED ITH HIS/HER ADVISOR. 
PSYC.. DIAG 1'10 WITH SPEC NEED S HLD6761 55 $S $$ 3 I HRS . 

.CHARACTER ISTICS MENTALLY RETO HLD68 7 0 F 00 S HRS.
3 I f ~ FAL L FO = FALL ODD YEA S FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER PAREN~ING: THE EARLY YE ARS 	 HLD n 31 5 3 • HR WO WINTER ODD YEARS wE = I NTER EVEN rEARS 5 = SPRING-SU~ER 
PIAGETI AN rP E RSRCH-MATH ED HL07l 40 OD W OD 3 I HRS . SO SPR ING-SUMMER 000 YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
PSYCH IMPLC TN BILNG/BCLT ED HLD7 84 0 W 3 I HRS. S5 = NOT SC ~EOUL EO DO = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
MODEL S OF COG DEV IN ERLY CHLD HLD7930 OD OD OD .s I HRS. 

PSYCH OLOGY OF ART IN EDUCATION HLD7980 F W S 3 -4 I HRS. 

tAR LY CHIL DH OOD ASSESSMENT HLD8630 W S 3 I HRS. 

CHA R OF LRNG DISABLED STUDENTS HLD9670 S 3 I HRS. 

3 ICH AR OF BHVR DISORDERED STUDTS 	 HLD967 I W OD HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
LAB AUTHEN WOMAN/MAN RELATIONS HLDSIOO OD 00 OD 1-2 HRS. 
LAB IN BASIC HUMAN RELATIONS HLDSIIO F W S 2 HRS. 
FAMIL Y COUNSELING HLDS 23D 00 00 OD 3-4 HRS. 
LAB IN TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS HLDS300 F W S 2 HRS. PROGRAM: EDuCATION 
LAB I N ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING HLDS490 W S 3 HRS. MAJOR: ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
INTROO SOCIOHTRY • PSYCHODRAMA HLOSSIo S 3 HRS. OPTION: SPECIAL EDUCATION 

COMMU NICATION SENSITIVITY HLDS700 F S 3 HRS. LEVEL: MASTER OF ARTS 

CUL TURE. COMMUNICA. PROCtSS HLDS730 OD 3 HRS. 

f NDM fL CONCEPTS HUMAN COMMUN HLDS790 F W 3 HRS. ADMISSION INFORMATION: 

LA B IN INTERPERSONAL GROWTH HLDS9S0 F W S 2 HRS. A STUDENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE fRO M 
LAB IN PERSONAL GROWTH HLD6090 W S 2 HRS . A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; 2) BE IN GO OD 
TOWARD QUALITY GROUP DECISIONS HLD6230 W 3 HRS. STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. APPL ICANT S SHOULD HA VE 
B HAVIOR PROBLEMS HLD6 3 I 0 F W 3 ACCESS TO A CLASSROOM SITUATION IN WHICH THEY WILL BE ABLE TO HRS . 
3RACISM: INOIVID • INST[TU'NAL HLD6880 F W HRS. 06SERVE AND INTERACT WITH STUDENTS. STUDENTS NOT MEETING 
FO NS OF NRML'TN IDEOLOGY IN HS HLD7! I I $$ 55 5$ 3 HRS . ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THRDUGH THE 
OMM FOR INOIV WITH SPEC NEEDS HLD7112 55 55 55 3 HRS. OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. (SEE NOTE I). 

LAB IN HIDDEN FEELINGS. MEANG HLD7460 W S 3 HRS . 

APPLD APPRCHS TO HUMAN COMMUN HLD80n W 3 HRS : 

GROUP DYNAMICS. INTERVENTION HLD8S80 W 3 HRS. DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 

A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 32 GRADUATE CRED IT 
SELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM AMONG: HOURS (SEE NOTE 2); 2) COMPLETE AT LEAS' 12 CREDIT HOURS IN 
AMERICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT BPA5950 55 $$ $$ 3 HRS. COURSES NUMBERED 8000 OR ABOVE; 3) ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES 
RACE RELA U.S . :HIST PERSPECT CAS5368 00 S 3 HRS. SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE (A STUDENT MAY SUBST I ~UTE 
AMERICAN URBAN HISTORY 	 CAS7230 W OD 3 HRS. ACHIEVEMENT OF CDMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHDDS UPON AP PR OVA L 
PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY CAS7441 W 3 HRS. OF HIS/HER ADVISOR, UPON VERIFICATION THAT COMP ETENC IES HAVE 
ED IMPLIC BLACK HIST • CULTURE HLD76SO% F W 3-4 HRS. BEEN MET, AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED GRADUATE STUDY PLAN (SEE NOTE 3)1; 4) EARN A MINIMUM OF 2~SOCIAL STUDIES STRATEGIES 	 HLD7780\ F W 3 HRS . 

HLD7970% F 3
ETHNIC MINORITIES IN THE US HRS. GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; AND 5) COMPLETE AN APPROVED 
ISSUES IN SOCIAL STUDIES EDUC HLD950S\ 3 HRS. CULMINATING EXPERIENCE THESIS OR PROJECT RELEVANT TO THEIR SPECIFIC CAREER OPTION BY THE END OF THE TRIMESTER PRECEDI NG 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) THE TRIMESTER OF GRADUATION. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 

HOURS TO FULFILL THE 32 CREDIT 

HOUR DEGREE REQU I REMENT, THEY 

IF STUDENTS NEED ADDITIONAL 
GRADUATE THESIS/PROJECT: . .. HLD9930 3,6 HRS. 
SHOULD SELECT ADDITIONAL 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATt LEVEL: (27 HOURS)COURSES FROM THOSE LISTED 

ABOVE. 
 SELECT ' AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
W S HRS.STATISTICS. PROBABILITY I CAS5521 3 
STATISTICS & PROBABILITY II CASS522 W S 3 HRS. 
STATISTICAL METHODS CASS530 W S 3,4 HRS. 
STATISTICS: MULTIVARIATE METHS CAS5540 S 3 HRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 	 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN HLD HL05400 W S 3-4F HR S. 
RSRCH MTHD HLD: EMPH SOC PSYCH HLD54 10 OD OD 00 4-6 HRS.Master of Arts in Education with a. fiRS.RESEARCH METHODS 	 HLOS430 OD 00 00 3-4major in Elementary Education is 32 hours RSCH METHY IN HLD: EMPH EL ED HLD9610 3 HRS. 
RSCH MTHDLGY: RDG. WRTG INSTR HLD96 I I 3-4 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FRDM AMONG: 
SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS HLD7960 F W HRS . NOTE(S): W S HRS. 
APPLICANTS FROM NON-REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGES OR TEACHER/COMMUNITY RELATIONS HL08016 W S HRS. 
CHLD & FAMILY IN THE COMMUNITY 	 HLD80n 
S HRS .ED IMPLIC LF STYLS IN URB CDMM 	 HLD9690 
SPECIAL ADMISSIDN; AND 2) HAVE MAINTAINED AT LEAST A "B" 

GRADE POINT AVERAGE FOR ALL UNDERGRADUATE COURSEWORK. SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 

APPLICANTS ACCEPTED THROUGH THE PETITIONING PROCESS WILL BE SUR EXCPTNL CHILDREN. PRGRAMS HLD6820\ F W HRS. 

UNIVERSITIES MUST: I) FOLLOW THE 	 UNIVERSITY PROCEDURES FOR 

HRS.HNDCP STDNT IN REGULAR CLSSRM 	 HLD7194\ F WADMITTED CONDITIONALLY. TO HAVE THE CONDITIONS OF HRS .ADMISSION REMOVED, STUDENTS MUST COMPLETE AT LEAST 12 SURV EARLY CHLDHD EOUC PRGPMS HLD7850\ F HRS.GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AND MUST MAINTAIN ACADEMIC GOOD SURVEY SCHLS IN BILING/MULTICL HLD8019 
STANDING STATUS AT GSU. STUDENTS ON CONDITIONAL ADMISSION 
WHO DO NOT MAINTAIN ACADEMIC GOOD STANDING MAY BE DROPPED SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG: HRS.TCHNG ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANG CAS6630 00 OD 00 3 
TV FOR TRNG ~ INSTRUCTION . HLD5939
FROM THE PRDGRAM. S 3 HRS. 
TV AND ITS USE IN THE COMMUNTY HL06 190 S 2 HRS. 
OF THE 32 CREDIT HOURS, STUDENTS MUST COMPLETE A MINIMUM OF ED PROC FOR TRAINABLE MENT HCP HLD6840\ F 3 HRS. 
2-3 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU IN EACH OF THE FOLLOWING PHYS & RCRTNL ACT ELEMEN SCHLS HL07260 F 00 2 HRS. 3-4 HRS.AREAS: I) RESEARCH, 2) SCHDOL AND COMMUNITY, 3) SCHOOL ED IMPLIC BLACK HIST • CULTURE HLD7650 F W HRS.ORGANIZATION, 4) CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT, 5) HEALTH CONCERNS CLASSRM TCHRS HL07660 W 2- 3 
PHILOSDPHICAL/HISTORICAL FOUNDATIONS, 6) PSYCHDLDGY, 7) SOCIAL STUDIES STRATEGIES HLD7780 F W 3 HRS . 
COMMUNICATIONS/HUMAN RELATIONS; AND MUST COMPLETE AT LEAST TOPICS IN MATH EDUCATION HLD7810 OD 3 HRS. HRS.SURV EARLY CHLDHO EOUC PRGPMS 	 HLD7850\ F 39 CREDIT HOURS IN ONE OF THE DIVISION OF EDUCATION CAREER 
3 HRS.INOIV INSTR ' PLURAL' LRNG ENV HLD7901 

RDNG STRAT IN BILINGL CLASSRM HLD7910 3 HRS.
OPTION AREAS. 
HRS.CURR & INSTR IN EARLY CHLD ED 	 HLD7920 3STUDENTS MUST HAVE THEIR GRADUATE STUDY PLAN APPROVED 
3 HRS.ETHNIC MINORITIES IN THE US HLD7970 
SPANISH LANGUAGE ARTS INSTRUC. HLD7983 2-3
DURING THEIR FIRST TRIMESTER AT THE UNIVERSiTY. THE TITLE HRS.OF THE CULMINATING EXPERIENCE MUST BE INCLUDED IN THE METHODS INSTR ED MNTLY RETRD 	 HLD80 I 1% S 3 HRS.GRADUATE STUDY PLAN BEFDRE IT WILL BE APPROVED. A STUDENT 4 HRS.IND PREKNDRGTN CURR & INSTRCTN 	 HLD8012 SMAY INCLUDE IN THE GRADUATE STUDY PLAN A MAXIMUM OF 8 3-5 HRS .TCHG SOC STDS,MATH,SCI TD NESP 	 HLD8015 WGRADUATE HDURS OF TRANSFER CREDIT FROM ACCREDITED CDLLEGES ISSUES IN SOCIAL STUDIES EOUC 	 HL09505 S 3 liRS . OR UNIVERSITIES uPON APPROVAL 	 OF THE ADVISOR. ONLY S 3 HRS .CURRENT TOPICS IN READING 	 HLD9510TRANSFER CR·EDITS IN COMMUNICATIONS/HUMAN RELATIONS, AND IN HRS .TEACHING BASIC ARITHMETIC HL09550 S 3 

TCHG ENRICHMT MATH IN ELEM SCH HLD9560 S 3 HRS.
CAREER DPTION AREAS (3 HOURS), THAT RELATE TO THE CURRICULUM WILL BE ACCEPTED FOR TRANSFER. TO BE ACCEPTABLE S HRS .CURRICULUM IN URBAN SCHODLS 	 HL09590 DO 3FOR TRANSFER CREDITS MUST BE LESS 	 THAN 7 YEARS OLD AND MUST RDNG STRAT FOR INDIV INSTRUC 	 HLD9630 F W 3-5 HRS. HAVE BEEN GRADED "B" OR BETTER. F 4 

OD 00 S 3-4 HRS . 

RDNG REMEDIATION IN CLASSRDOM 	 HLD9640 S HRS . 
TCHNG RDNG IN CONTENT AREAS 	 liL096 50CREDIT HOURS EARNED FOR COURSES LISTED AS SELECTIVES MORE HR S . METH TCHG LRNG DISABLED INOIV HL09 66 0\ S 3 

TCHG STUDENTS W/ BEHVR DI SORO HI.09712\ 00 3 HRS.
THAN ONCE IN A CURRICULUM MAY NOT BE USED TO SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS OF MORE THAN ONE COMPETENCY . 
SELECT AT LEAS J KOURS FRO~ AMONG: 
HISTD~Y OF AMERICAN EDUtATID~ CASSI92 101 1 HRS. 
SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUC CASH~O J HRS. 
SOCIAL FDNS OF URBAN EDUC ATION HLD7770 101 5 J HRS . 
CURR ISSUES IN BILINGUA~fBC ED HLD7890 S 1-4 HRS . 
HIS,/PH EARLY CHLDHD EDUCAr lON HLD8010 } HRS . 
SELECT AT LEA ST 2 HOU RS FROM AMONG : 
LEARN ING PROCE SSE S: ADULTS CAS6540 OD I-} HRS . 
LRNG PR OC : CHILDRE N G ADOLESCTS CAS655 0 S 2,} HilS. 
ABN OR MAL PSYCHOLOGY HLD50}0 101 S }-4 HRS. 
ADVANCED EXPERIMENTAL PSYCH HLD5060 DODD OD 4 HRS. 
ADVANC ED GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY HLD5070 F S 4 HRS. 
CHILO DEVELOPMENT HLD5120 101 S }-4 HRS. 
COGNI TIVE PSYCH APPLD TO INSTil. HLD5160 S }-4 HRS. 
LEARN ING COGNITION I HLD5HO 101 4 HRS. 
PERSON ALITY THEORY HLD5HO 101 S } HRS. 
PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN HLD5HO 4 HRS. 
MOTHERHOOD'S ROLE IN CHLDRERNG HLD5}80 } HRS. 
P~INC IPLES OF BEHAVIOR CHANGE HLD548~ }-4 HRS. 
RSRC H ADLSNCE & SEX ROLES HLD6} II F } HRS. 
HUMA N APPRAISAL HLD64}0 F 101 } HRS. 
PSYCH DIAG IND WITH SPEC NEEDS HLD6761\ SS SS SS } HRS. 
CHARACTERISTICS MENTALLY RETD HLD6870\ F 00 S } HRS. 
PARENTING : THE EARLY YEARS HLD77 H S } M HRS. 
PIAGETIAN TYPE RSRCH-MATH ED HLD7740 OD W 00 } M·HRS. 
PSYCH IMPLCTN BILNG/BCLT ED HLD7840 W } M HRS. 
MODELS OF COG DEV IN ERLY CHLD HLD79}~ 00 00 00 3 M HRS . 
PSYCHOLOGY OF ART IN EDUCATION HL0798~ F W 5 3-4 M HRS . 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ASSESSMENT HLD86}~ W 5 } M HRS. 
CHAR OF LRNG DISABLED STUDENTS HL09670\ 5 3 M HRS. 
CHAR OF BHVR DISORDERED STUDTS HLD9671\ F W 00 3 * HRS . 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG : 
LAB AUTHEN WOMAN/MAN RELATIONS HL05I~~ 00 00 00 1-2 HRS . 
LAO IN BASIC HUMAN RELATIONS HL0511~ F W S 2 HRS. 
FAMI LY COUNSELING H~D52}0 00 00 00 3-4 HRS. 
LAB IN TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS HL05}00 F W S 2 HRS. 
LAB IN ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING HL05490 W S 3 HRS. 
INTROD SOGIOMTRY & PSYGHODRAMA HL0551~ S 3 HRS. 
COMMUNICATION SENSITIVITY HLD5700 F S 3 HRS. 
CULT URE & COMMUNICA . PROCESS HL05 no 00 } HRS. 
FNDMNTL CONCEPTS HUMAN COMMUN HLD5790 W 3 HRS. 
LAB IN INTERPERSONAL GROWTH HLD5950 W S 2 HRS. 
LAB IN PERSONAL GROWTH HLD6090 W S 2 HRS. 
TOWARD QUALITY GROUP DECISIONS HLD6 no W 3 HRS. 
BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS HLD6}IO W 3 HRS. 
RACISM: INDIVID & INSTITU'NAL HLD6880 F W 3 HRS. 
FDNS OF NRML'TN IDEOLOGY IN HS HLD7I11\ $$ $$ $$ 3 HRS. 
COMM FOR INDIV WITH SPEC NEEDS HL07II2\ $$ $$ $$ } HRS. 
LAB IN HIDDEN FEELINGS & MEANG HLD746~ W 3 HRS. 
APP LD APPRCHS TO HUMAN COMMUN HLD808} W 3 HRS. 
GROUP DYNAMICS & INTERVENTION HLD8580 101 } HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
PSYCH DIAG IND WITH SPEC NEEDS HLD6761\ $$ $$ $$ HRS. 
SUR EXCPTNL CHILDREN & PRGRAMS HLD6820\ F W S HRS. 
ED PROC FOR TRAINABLE MENT HCP HLD6840\ F HRS. 
CHARACTERISTICS MENTALLY RETD HLD6870\ F 00 S HRS. 
FDNS OF NRML'TN IDEOLOGY IN HS HLD7III\ $$ $$ $$ HRS. 
COMM FOR INDIV WITH SPEC NEEDS HLD7II2\ $$ $$ $$ HRS. 
HNDCP STDNT IN REGULAR CLSSRM HLD7I94\ F W S HRS. 
METHODS INSTil. ED MNTLY RETRD HLD8011\ S HRS. 
METH TCHG LRNG DISABLED INDIV HLD9660\ S HRS. 
CHAR OF LRNG DISABLED STUDENTS HLD9670\ S HRS. 
CHAR OF BHVR DISORDERED STUDTS HLD9671% F W 00 HRS. 
TCHG STUDENTS 101/ BEHVR DISORD HLD97I2\ 00 HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL : HOURS) 
IF STUDENTS NEED ADDITIONAL 

HOURS TO FULFILL THE }2 CREDIT 

HOUR DEGREE REQUIREMENT, THEY 

SHOULD SELECT ADDITIONAL 

COURSES FROM THOSE LISTED 

ABOVE. 

Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Education with a 

major in Elementary Education is 32 hours 

NOTE(S): 
APPLICANTS FROM NON-REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGES OR 
UNIVERSITIES MUST : I) FOLLOW THE UNIVERSITY PROCEDURES FOR 
SPECIAL ADMISSION; AND 2) HAVE MAINTAINED AT LEAST A "B" 
GRADE POINT AVERAGE FOR ALL UNDERGRADUATE COURSEWORK. 
APPLICANTS ACCEPTED THROUGH THE PETITIONING PROCESS WILL BE 
ADMITTED CONDITIONALLY. TO HAVE THE CONDITIONS OF 
ADMISSION REMOVED, STUDENTS MUST COMPLETE AT LEAST 12 
GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AND MUST MAINTAIN ACADEMIC GOOD 
STANDING STATUS AT GSU. STUDENTS ON CONDITIONAL ADMISSION 
WHO DO NOT MAINTAIN ACADEMIC GOOD STANDING MAY BE DROPPED 
FROM THE PROGRAM . 
OF THE }2 CREDIT HOURS, STUDENTS MUST COMPLETE A MINIMUM OF 
2-} GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU IN EACH OF THE FOLLOWING 
AREAS: I) RESEARCH, 2) SCHOOL AND COMMUN ITY, 3) SCHOOL 
ORGANIZATION, 4) CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT, 5) 
PHILOSOPHICAL/HISTORICAL FOUNDATIONS, 6) PSYCHOLOGY, 7) 
COMMUNICATIONS/HUMAN RELATIONS; AND MUST COMPLETE AT LEAST 
9 CREDIT HOURS IN ONE OF THE DIVISION OF EDUCATION CAREER 
OPTION AREAS. 
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STUDENTS MUST HAVE THEIR GRADUA~E STUDY PLAN APPROVED 
DURING THEIR FIRST TRIMESTER AT THE UNIVERSITY. TH E ~I~LE 
OF THE CULM INATING EXPER IENCE MUS T BE INC UOED I N THE 
GRA DUAT E STUDY PLAN BEFORE IT WILL BE APPROVE D. A STUDENT 
MAY INCLUDE IN THE GRAD UATE STUDY PLA N A MAXIMUM OF 8 
G~ADUA e HOURS OF TRANSFER CREDIT FROM ACCREDITED COLLE GES 
OR UNIVERSITIES UPON APPROVAL OF THE ADVISOR. ONL1 
TRANSFER CREDITS IN COMMUNICA IONS/HUMAN RELATIONS, AND IN 
CAREER OPTION AREAS (3 HOURS ), HAT RELA E '0 THE 
CUR RICU LUM WILL BE ACCE PTEO FOR TRANSfER. TO BE ACCEPTABLE 
FOR TRAN SFE R CREDITS MU ST BE LE SS THAN 7 yEAR S OLD AND MUST 
HAVE BEEN GRADED "B" OR BE n ER . 
CREDIT HOURS EARNED FOR COURSES LISTED AS SELE CTIVE5 MORE 
THAN ONCE IN A CURRICULUM MAY NOT BE US ED TO SA TISFY THE 
REQUIREMENTS OF MORE THAN ONE COMPETENCY. 
THESE COURSES ARE THE "PREFERRED SELECTIONS". ST UDEN!S ARE 
ENCOURAGED TO ENROLL IN THESE COURSES; OTHER COURSES SHOWN 
SHOULD BE TAKEN ONLY WHEN SCHEDULING CONFLIC TS OCCUR OR THE 
STUDENT HAS CONFERRED WITH HIS/HER ADVISOR. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WIN7ER 
1010 WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPR IHG~SUHMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
$$ = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
Bilingual/Bicultural Elementary Major This major is an 
undergraduate curriculum designed for bi lingual students 
who have completed two years of undergraduate work and 
wish to teach in an elementary bilingual program. Students 
are prepared in learning methods and techniques fo r non­
English speaking and culturally different children. 
PROGRAM: EDUCATION 
MAJOR: BILINGUAL/BICULTURAL ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
LEVEL: BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT LE AS T 60 
SEMESTER HOURS OF CREDIT WITH AN OVERALL "C" OR BETT ER GPA FROM 
A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; 2) BE I N GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED; 3) BE FLUENT AND LI ERA E 
IN ENGLISH AND AT LEAST ONE OTHER LANGUAGE. STUDE N 5 Nor 
MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. (SEE NOTE 4). 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I)ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CREDIT HOUR S OF 
WHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIV ISION LEVE L 
(SEE NOTE I); 2) TAKE ASSESSMENT TESTS IN TH E AREAS OF: 
READING, WRITING, COMMUNICATION SKILLS, AND MAT HEMATICS (SEE 
NOTE 2); }) DEMONSTRATE SATISFACTORY SKI LLS IN COMPUTA;10N, 
READING, WRITING AND COMMUNICATIONS; 4) COMPLETE AND oaTAI N 
APPROVAL OF A STUDENT STUDY PLAN; 5) COMPLETE A MINIMUM OF 100 
CLOCK HOURS OF APPROPRIATE PRE-STUDENT TEACHI NG CLIN I CAL 
EXPERIENCES (SEE NOTE }); 6) EARN AT LEAST 24 CREDIT HOURS AT 
GSU; 7) EARN A GRADE OF "C" OR BETTER IN THE FOLLOW ING METHODS 
COURSES: HLD4660, HLD4642, HLD4620, HLD778I AND CAS7 80 0; 8) 
COMPLY WITH THE PROCEDURES OUTLINED IN THE DIV ISION OF 
EDUCATION "STUDENT TEACHING AND CLINI CAL EXPERIENCeS 
HANDBOOK"; 9) MEET THE DIVISION OF EDUCATI ON 'S PRE REQUISITES 
FOR ADMISSION INTO HLD4680 AND HLD46IO, INCL UD ING IS OF THE 2~ 
RESIDENCY HOURS AND A 2.50 GPA.; 10) MEET STATE CERTIfICATION 
REQUIREMENTS FOR AN ILLINOIS TEACHING CERT IFICATE, II ) 
SATISFACTORILY COMPLETE ALL THE DIVISION OF E~UCATION AND 
UNIVERSITY PROFE~SIONAL EDUCATION COUNCIL REQUIREHEN~S FOR 
STUDENT TEACHING; AND 12) SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETE ORAL AND 
WRITTEN LANGUAGE PROFI CIENCY IN SPE CIFIED LANGUAGE S. S UOENT 
MAY SUBSTITUTE ACH IEVEME NT OF COMPETENCI ES BY ALTERNATE 
METHODS UPON APPROVAL OF HI S/ HER ADV ISOR, UPO~ VERIFICATION 
THAT THE COMPETENCIES HAVE BEEN MET, AND UPON INCLUS ION I N T~E 
STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 57 HOURS) 
CUR II. 
RDNG 
ISSUES IN BILINGUAL /ac ED 
STRAT IN BILINGl CL ASSRM 
HLD7 890 
HLD7 910 F 
S ) -4 
3 
H~S. 
HRS. 
TCHNG ENGLISH AS A SECON D LANG CAS6630 00 00 00 } HRS. 
SPANISH LANGUAGE ARTS INSTRUC. HLD7983 W 2-} HAS . 
SOC STUDIES STRAT­ BILINGUAL 
TEACHING ELEMENTARY MUSIC I 
HEALTH CONCERNS CLASSRM TCHRS 
HLD77 81 
CAS60}0 
HLD766~ W 
S 
S 
S 
2- } 
? 
2-3 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS. 
LANG CONCE RNS OF CLASSR H TCHRS HLD466~ 101 S 3 HRS. 
MATH IN ELEMENTARY SC HOOL I HLD4641 5 } HRS . 
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MATH IN ELEM£N ~AR Y SCHOOL 1/ HL D~ 6 ~2 F 1/ 2 HR S.PH YS , RCRTNL AC El EMEN SCHLS HLD7260 F 00 S 2 HilS.READ ING I N S ~~ IN SCHL SE1T INCS HLD4620 F w S 3 H S. TeHNG ELE MEN TARY SCH L SCIENCE CAS7800 F w 3 HRS .PRAC~ICUM IN CLASSRM 'CHG/K -9 HLD4610 F w 5 HRS.IN DIVIDUALIZATION HLD468Q F W 2 HRS.DtVTL DIFFERENCES IN SPEC fDUC HLD" liI 2 F 101 S 3 HR S.EVAL , RPTNC PUPI L PROGRESS HL D"I OO F 101 S 3 HRS.CLASSRM USE OF INS"R MATERIAL S HL D55 70 S 2-3 HRS .INTRODUCTN ?O MODERN EDUC ATION HLD" 65O F 101 S 3 HRS .SOCIAL fDNS Of URBAN EDUCA TION HL D7770 F W S 3 HRS.LAS IN HUMA NI STIC TC HNG SKILLS HL D3010 S 3F HRS. 
REQUIRE D AREAS--UPPER DIVISION: HOURS) 
SELEC, A ~ LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
AES~HE TI C EDUCA~ION CAS5490 3 HRS. PSYCHO LO GY OF AR, IN EDUCA TION HLD79BO F 3-4 HRS . 
IF 	 NEEDEO SELEC T AT LEAS" ONE BI OLOGICAL SCIENCE COURSE : , 
ECOLOGY: BASIC PR IN CIPLES CAS3150 F HRS.POISONOUS ~ ME DICINA L PLANTS CAS4 540 F 101 HRS.ANIMA L BEHAVIOR 	 CAS53 60 F 101 HRS . 
PLANT TA XONOMY 	 CAS6631 SE HRS.OR 	 OTHER EQUIVALENT COURS ES . 
IF 	 NEEDED , SELEC T AT LEAST ONE PHYSICAL SCIENCE COURSE: 
ENE RGY, RESOURCES & SOCIETY CAS5B50 00 w 00 HRS. 
ENVIRONMENTAL EAR TH SCIENCE CAS5890 F HRS. 
PHYS ICAL ENVIR:CHARACTER & DEV CAS6920 101 HRS . 
PHYS ICAL SCIENCE FOUNDA~IONS CAS6935 00 00 HRS. 
OR OTHER EQUIVALENT COURSES. 
IF 	 NEE DED, STUDENTS SHOULD COMPLETE: W. 
ETHNI C MINORI TIES IN THE US HLD7 970 HRS . 
TRANSFER CREDI T--L OWER DIVISI ON: 60 HOURS 
Minimum total number o( credit hours required (or a 

Bachelor or Arts in Education with a 

major in Bilingual/Bicultural Education is 120 hours 

NOTECS): 
STUDEN"S NO~ HAVING COMPLETED BIOLOGICAL AND/OR PHYSICAL 
SCIENCE COURSES PREVIOUSLY ARE REQUIRED (IN ADDITION TO 
OTHER DEGREE REQUIREMENTS) TO COMPLETE AT LEAST ONE COURSE 
IN EACH AREA TO MEET CERTIFICA TION RE QUIREMENTS. 
,i 	STUDENTS NO T HAVING COMPLETED A HISTORY COURSE ON 
MINORITIES IN THE U.S. PREVIOUSLY ARE REQUIRED ( IN ADDITION 
TO OTHER DEGREE REQUIREMEN TS) TO COMPLE TE HLD797D--ETHNIC 
MINORI TIES IN THE U.S. 
STUDENTS NOT HAVING ALREADY COMPLE TED A U.S. HIS TORY 
COURSE ARE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE A U. S . HISTORY COURSE 
P l OR TO ENROLLMENT IN THIS COURSE. 
TO 	 MEET STATE CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS, STUDENTS ARE 
REQUIRED '0 COMPLETE 78 SEMESTER HOURS OF GENERAL EDUCATION 
OU RSEWORK . THIS COURSE WORK MUST BE DISTRIBUTED . IN THE 
FOLL OWING AREAS IoIITH THE MINIMUM HOURS INDICATED: COMMUNI­
CA I ON S (INCLUDING ORAL AND IoIRITTEN)--12 HOURS; SOCIAL 
SCIENCE (GENERAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY, U.S. HISTORY, 
MINORITY HISTORY)--12 HOURS; SCIENCE (NATURAL AND PHYSICAL 
SCIENCE , INCLUDING ONE LAB COURSE)--7 HOURS; HUMANITIES (IN­
CLUDING ART AND MUSIC)--8 HOURS; · MATHEMATICS (FUNDAMEN TALS 
OF MA1HE MATICS)--3 HOURS; HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCA TION--3 
HOURS; AND ADDI TIONAL WORK IN ANY OF THE ABOVE AREAS TO 
~OTAL 66 SOME STE R HOURS, PLUS 12 MORE SEMES TER HOURS IN PRO­
FESSIONAL EDU CAT ION IoIHICH SA TISFY CERTAIN GENERAL EDUCATION 
REQUIREMEN TS. 
THE ASSESSMEN " RE SUL S WILL BE USED FOR ADVISE MEN T AND FOR 
E ROLLING THE ST DEN T IN A PROG RAM OF STUDIES. A PROGRAM OF 
STUDIES USING THE ASS ESSM EN T INFORMATION MAY INCLUDE 
SPECIAL ASSIGNMEN S WI THIN COU RSES , ASSIGNMENT TO THE UNI­
VERSITY ' S CEN ER F~ R LE ARN ING ASSISTANCE, AND/OR ASSIGNMENT 
TO NEEDED COLL EGE CO URS ES. STUDENTS MUST TAKE THE 
ASSESSMENT TESTS BEFoae COMPLE TING TIoiO TRIMESTERS AT GSU 
AND BEFORE PETITI ONING TO ENROLL IN HLD4680 AND HLD46ID . 
THI RT¥ OF THE 100 HOURS MAY BE ACCEPTED FOR PRIOR, NONPAID 
CLI NI CAL EXPERIENCES WH I CH WERE SUPERVISED BY A CERTIFIED 
SUPERVISOR AND WHICH HAVE BEEN VERIFIED IN WRITING BY THE 
SUPERVI SOR . 
APPLICANTS ACCEPTED THROUGH THE PE TITION PROCESS WILL BE 
ADMI TTED CONDITIONALLY . TO HAVE THE CONDITIONS OF 
ADMISS ION REMOVE D, STUDENTS MUST COMPLETE AT LEAST 24 
CREDIT HOUR S AND MUST MAINTAIN ACADEMIC GOOD STANDING 
STAT US. STUDENTS 0 CONDITIONAL ADMISSION WHO DO NOT 
MAINTAI N AC ADEMIC GOOD STANDING MAY BE DROPPED FROM THE 
PRO(iRAM. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS 101 = WINTER 
WO WIN TER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO = SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEA RS SE = SPRING-SUMMER eV EN YEARS 
$$ 	 = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MU LTI- COMPET ENCY COURSE 
Special Education Major This major provides the learner 
with ~n opp~rtunity to f07us on theoretical knowledge and practical . skills for delivery of intellectual, physical, 
psychologICal, or sociological services to individuals with 
special needs including mental reta rdation and related 
dysfunctions. These special needs may apply to infants, 
children and adolescents. 
Emphasis is on the development of philosoph ical assump­
tions, theoretical positions, and practical skills to prepare 
students to clearly articulate and apply the principles of nor­
malization. 
The Special Education major prepares students for employ­
ment and/or continuation of professional training in the 
educational, mental health, or vocational settings and 
related community systems. 
PROGRAM : EDUCATION 
MAJOR: SPECIAL EDUCATION 
LEVEL : BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION : 
A STUDENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIA TES DEGR EE OR AT 
LEAS T 6D SEMESTER HOURS OF CREDIT WITH AN OVERALL "C" OR SETTER 
GPA FROM A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSI TY; AND 2) 
~E IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAS T SCHOO L AT TENDED. STUD ENTS NOT 
MEE TING ADMISSION CRI TERIA MAY PETI TION FOR ADMISSION - HROUGH 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. (SEE NOTE ~). 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
;::: A STUDEN T MUS T: I)ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 12D CREDI T HO URS OF 
WHICH AT LEAS T 60 HOURS MUS T BE AT THE UPPER DIVI SION LEVEL 
(58 HOURS REQUIRED + 2 HOURS ELECTeD) (SEE NO TE 1/; 2) TAKE 
ASSESSMENT TES TS IN THE AREAS OF : READING, WRIT ING, COMMU NI ­
CATION SKILLS, AND MATHEMA TICS (SEE NOTE 2); 3) DEMONSTRAT E 
SATISFAC TORY SKILLS IN COMPUTATION, READING, IoIRITING AND COM ­
MUNICA TIONS; 4) COMPLETE AND OBTAIN APPROVAL OF A STUDeN T 
STUDY PLAN; 5) COMPLETE A MINIMUM OF 100 CL OCK HOURS OF 
APPROPRIATE PRE-STUDENT TEACHING CLINICAL EXPER IENC ES (SEe 
NOTE 3); 6) EARN AT LEAST 2" CREDIT HOURS AT !;SU; 7) EARN A 
GRADE OF "C" OR BET TER IN THE FOLLOIolING MET HODS COURSES: 
HLD4660, HLD4642, HLD4620, HLD7780 AND CAS780D; 8) COMPLY IoIITM 
THE PROCEDURES OU T L~NED IN THE DIVISION OF EDUCA TION " ST UDEN T 
TEACHING AND CLINICAL EXPERIENCES HANDBOOK"; 6) MEE~ "THE 
DIVISION OF EDUCATION'S PREREQUISITES FOR ADMISSION INTO 
HLD468D AND HLD"610, INCLUDING 15 OF THE 24 RE SIDE CY HOURS 
AND A 2.50 GPA.; ID) MEET STATE CER TIFICATION REQ UIREMENTS FOR 
AN ILLINOIS TEACHING CERTIFICATE; II) SATISFAC DRILY COMPLETE 
ALL THE DIVISION OF EDUCATION AND UNIVERS I TY PROFESSIONAL 
EDUCA TION COUNCIL REQUIREMENTS FOR STUDENT TEACHING. A 
STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY 
ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL OF HIS/HER ADVISDR, UPON 
VERIFICATION THAT THE COMPETENCIES HAVE BEEN MET, AND UPON 
INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 47 HOURS) 
TEACHING ELEMENTARY MUSIC I CAS6030 S 2 HRS . 
HEALTH CONCERNS CLASSRM TCHRS HLD766D W S 2 HR5. 
INTROD TO COMMUN DISORDERS SHP~235 S 3 HRS. 
MATH IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL I HLD~6~ I 3 HRS. 
MATH IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL I I HLD"6.2 101 2 HRS . 
PHYS , RCRTNL ACT ELEMEN SCHLS HLD726D F 00 S 2 HRS. 
READING INS TR IN SCHL SETTINGS HLD4620 F W S 3 HRS. 
TCHNG ELEMENTARY SCHL SCIENCE CAS78DO F 101 3 HRS. 
PRACTICUM IN CLASSRM TCHG/K-9 HLD4610 F 101 5 HRS. 
INDIVIDUALIZATION HLD4680 F 101 2 HRS . 
PRACTICUM IN SPECIAL EDUC I HLD7988 F 5 HRS. 
CHARACTERISTICS MENTALLY RETD HLD68 70 F 00 S 3 HRS. 
EO PROC FOR TRAINABLE MEN T HCP HLD68.D F 3 HRS. 
SUR EXCPTNL CHILDREN' PRGRAMS HLD682D F 101 S 3 HRS . 
SOCIAL FDNS OF URBAN EDUCATION HLD77 7D F 101 S 3 HR S. 
PSYCH DIAG IND WITH SPEC NEEDS HLD6761 $$ $$ $$ 3 HR S. 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION: II HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
AESTHETIC EDUCATION CAS5490 S 3 HRS. 
PSYCHOLOGY OF ART IN EDUCATION HLD7980 101 S HRS.J-" 
IF 	 NEEDED, SELECT AT LEAST I BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE COURS E:. 
ECOLOGY: BASIC PRINCIPLES CAS3150 F 3 HRS. 
POISONOUS' MEDICINAL PLANTS CAS45.D F 101 2 HRS. 
ANIMAL BEHAVIOR CAS5360 F 101 ) HRS. 
PLANT TAXONOMY CAS6631 SE .. HRS. 
IF 	 NEEDED, SELECT AT LEAST I PHYSICAL SCIENCE COURSE : " 
ENERGY, RESOURCES' SOCIETY CAS5850 00 W 00 3 HRS . 
ENVIRONMENTAL EARTH SCIENCE CASS890 F 3 HRS . 
PHYSICAL ENVIR:CHARACTER 'DEV CAS6920 W J HR S.,PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOUNDATIONS CAS6935 OD 00 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
SOCIAL STUDIES STRATEGIES HLD7 78D 101 2 -) HRS . 
SOC STUDIES STRAT- BILINGUAL HLD7781 HRS.2-' 
IF NEEDED, SELECT AT LEAST ONE U. S. HISTORY COURSE: ++ 
AME~ICAN URBAN HISTORY CAS723D F ~ 00 HRS. 
AM ER ICAN MIS~ORY SEMI NAR: (1\5726.. ',( S HRS. 
IF NEEDED, SE.LEC T AT LEAS T I 
AF RI CAN- AM ERI CAN HIS TORY 
MINORITY HISTORY 
CA54 100 
COURSE: 
F 
H 
HRS . 
Bl( WO MEN 
RACE RELA 
IN AM ERIC AN HIST ORY 
U.S.:HIST PERSPEC T 
CA55 170 
CA SS3&8 
F 
OD 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
AMER ICAN NEGRO SLAVERY CAS Sn l F 3 MRS. 
ED IMPLIC BLACK HIST & CULTURE HLD76S0 W 3-4 HRS. 
ETHNIC MINORITIES IN ~HE US HLD7970 3 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
EVAL S RPTNG PUPIL PROGRESS HLD410D W HRS. 
INSTRUCTL/TRNG PRODUCT DESIGN HLD5910 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMDNG: 
LAB IN HUMANISTIC TCHNG SKILLS HLD3D1O F S HRS. 
FDNS OF NRML'TN IDEOLOGY IN HS HLD7 I I I $$ $$ 55 HRS. 
~LECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: HOURS ) 
DEVTL DIFFERENCES IN SPEC EDUC HLD4612 F W HRS. 
PRINCIPL ES OF BEHAVIOR CHANGE HLD5480 F HRS. 
AS NEEDED TO FULFIL DEGREE RE­
QUIREMEN TS, ELECT REMAINING 
HOURS FROM COURSES LISTED 
ABOVE OR OTHER COURSES OFFERED 
BY THE UNIVERSITY . 
TRANSFER CREDIT--LOWER DIVIS ION: ( 60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Education with a 

major in Special Education is 120 hours 

NOTE(S): 
-- A STUDENT WILL OBTAIN CERTIFICATION IN ELEMENTARY (K-9) AND 
WILL HAVE COMPLETED MANY OF THE ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR 
A SPECIAL EDUCATION (TRAINABLE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED) 
ENDORSEMENT. 
~! 	 STUDENTS NOT HAVING COMPLETED BIOLOGICAL AND/OR PHYSICAL 
SCIENCE COURSES PREVIOUSLY ARE REQUIRED ( IN ADDITION TO 
OTHER DEGREE REQUIREMENTS) TO COMPLETE AT LEAST ONE COURSE 
IN EACH AREA TO MEET CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS. 
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•• 	STUOENTS NOT HAVI N' COMPLETED U. S. HIS TORY AND/OR MINORITY 
HISTORY COURSES PRfV IOUSL Y A E REQUI RED (IN ADDITION TO 
OTHER OEGR EE REQUI REMENT S TO COMPL ETE AT LEAST ONE COURSE 
IN EAC H AREA TO MEET CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 
OP TIONAl- - --STUDENT S PLANNIN~ TO CONTI NU E FO R A GRAOUA~E 
STUDY IN SPEC IAL EDUCATI ON AT GSU ARE ADVISED ;HA7 !HIS 
COURSE IS A REQUI RED PR RE UIS I TE. 
TO MEET STATE CER TIFICATl orj REQU IR EME N"S, S- UD"EN S ARE 
REQUIRED 70 COMPL E,E 78 SEMES,ER HOURS OF GENERAL EOUCAT ION 
COURSEwORK. THIS COURSEWORK MUST BE DIS7R I BU,ED IN THE 
FOLLOWING AREAS wITH THE MINI MUM HOURS INDI CA EO; COMMUNI­
CATIONS (INCLUDING ORAL AND WRI TTEN)--1 2 Ho uRS; SOCIAL 
SCIENCE (GENERAL AND DEVE LOP MEN!AL PSYC HOLOG Y, U.S . HI S"ORY, 
MINORITY HISTORY)--12 HOU RS; SCIENCE (NA 'UR AL AND ~HYSICAL 
SCIENCE, INCLUDING ONE LAB COURSE)--7 HOURS; HUMANITIES (IN­
CLUDING ART AND MUSIC)--8 HOURS; MA"HEMA"ICS ( FUNDAME N-ALS 
OF MATHEMATICS ) --3 HOUR~; HEAL~H AND PHYSICAL EDUCA!ION--3 
HOURS; AND ADDITIONAL WORK IN ANY OF THE ABOVE AREAS ,0 
TOTAL 66 SEMESTER HOURS, PLUS 12 MORE SEM ESTER HOURS IN PRO­
FESSIONAL EDUCATION WHICH SATISFY CER-AIN GENERA L ED UCATION 
REQUIREMENTS. 
THE ASSESSMENT RESULTS WILL BE USED FOR ADVISEMENT AND FOR 
ENROLLING THE STUDENT IN A PROGRAM OF STUDIES . A PROGRAM OF 
STUDIES USING THE ASSESSMENT INFORMA"ION MAY INCLUDE 
SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS WITHIN COURSES, ASSIGNM EN T TO - HE UNI­
VERSITY'S CENTER FOR LEARNING ASSIS!ANCE, AND/ OR ASSIGNMEN! 
TO NEEDED COLLEGE COURSES. STUDEN"S MUS T TAKE THE 
ASSESSMENT TESTS BEFDRE COMPLE~ING TWO -R IMEST~R5 AT GSU 
AND BEFORE PETITIONING TO ENROLL IN HLD4680 AND HL04610. 
THIRTY OF THE 100 HOURS MAY BE ACCEPTED FOR PRIOR, NONPAID 
CLINICAL EXPERIENCES WHICH WERE SUPERVISED BY A CE RTifIED 
SUPERVISOR AND WHICH HAVE BEEN VERIFIED IN WRITI NG BY THE 
SUPERVISOR. 
4 	 APPLICANTS ACCEPTED THROUGH THE PETITIO~I PRDCESS WI LL BE 
ADMITTED CONDITIONALLY. TO HAVE THE CONDI!I DNS OF 
ADMISSION REMOVED, STUDEN"S MUST COMPLE TE AT LEAST 2~ 
CREDIT HOURS AND MUST MAINTAIN ACADE MIC GOOD STANDING 
STA TUS. STUDENTS ON CONDI TIONAL ADMISSION WHO DO HOT 
MAINTAIN ACADEMIC GOOD STANDING MAY BE DROPPED FROM THE 
PROGRAM. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WIN TER 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WIN TER EVEN YEARS S = SPR ING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
5$ NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPET ENCY COURSE 
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Educational Administration 
and Supervision Program 
Majors: 
Educational Administration (M.A. at C.s.U. *) 
Educational Supervision (M.A. at C.S.U. *) 
Chief School Business Official (M.A. at 
C.S. U. *) 

Community College Administration (M.A. at 

C.S.U. *) 
Chicago State University, Governors State University and 
Northeastern Illinois University cooperatively offer a Master 
of Arts Degree program with majors in Educational Ad­
ministration and Supervision areas. This program prepares 
students for positions as educational administrators and 
supervisors including school business officials. The Ad­
ministration and Supervision Program is designed to offer 
basic preparation for students interested in obtaining middle 
management level administrative and supervisory positions 
and to upgrade skills of people presently at work in such 
positions. The program will qualify students for such posi­
tions as chief school business official, elementary, middle 
school and secondary principal, assistant principal, cur­
riculum coordinator, supervisor of instruction, director of 
special programs, department chairperson and others. In­
cluded are courses for upgrading the skills of practicing ad­
ministrators and supervisors. 
Four majors are possible under the 33 credit hour Master of 
Arts Degree in Educational Administration and Supervision 
in schools: Educational Administration, Educational Super­
vision, Chief School Business Official, and Community Col­
lege Administration. The courses, competency, statements, 
or experiences which have been developed for a student's 
acquisition of knowledge, attitudes, and ski lls are presented 
under: a) content for the specialty, b) theory relevant to the 
specialty with direct experience in professional practice, c) 
research, and d) cognate studies. 
*Degree approval and award at Chicago State University 
PROCRAM: EDUCA TIONAL A DMI NI S~RATION AND SUPERVISION 

MAJOR : EDUCAT IONAL ADM INIS TRATION 

LE vEL: MASTE~ OF ARTS 

AOMI SS ION INfORMATION: 
A 	 STUOENT MUST HAVE : I) A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROM A 
~EGIONALLY ACC REDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITy AND A GPA Of 3.0 ON 
A 	 4.0 SCALE fOR THE LAST 60 HOURS UNDERGRADUATE STUDY; 
(STUDENT WITH A LOWER GPA MA Y BE ACCEPTED CONDITIONALLY; 
S UOeHTS GRADUATING FROM UND ERGRADUATE INSTITUTIONS WHICH DO 
NO T GIvE GRADES WIL L BE ADMI TTED UNCONDITIONALLY.); 2) TWO 
YEARS OF VERifiED FULL-TIME TEACH ING EXPERIENCE IN SCHOOLS 
RECOGNIZE D BY THE ILLINOIS OFF IC E OF EDUCATION; 3) WRI, TEN 
RECOMMENDAT IONS FROM TWO SCHOOL OFFICALS . A MAXIMUM DF NI NE 
CREDI, HOURS OF ACCEPTABLE GRA DUA TE CREDIT MAY 8E TRANSF ERRED 
INTO HIS PR OGRAM. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A S UDENT MUST: I) ACQ UIRE A MINIMUM OF 33 GRADuATE CRED IT 
MOURS, 2) COMPLETE 15-18 MDURS AT CHICAGO STA~E UN IVE RSIT Y, AND 
THE BALANCE AT GOVERNORS STATE AN DIOR NORTHEAS,ERN ILLINOIS 
UNIVE RSITY; }) COMPLETE A SUPERVISE D PRACTICUMj ~) PASS A COM­
PR EHENSI VE EXAMINATION; ~) MEET THe FEDERAL ANO STATE 
CONS ITuT ION EXAMINA ION REQUI REMENi; ANO 6) COMPLET ' THE PRD ­
GR AM OF ST UDY OUTLINED FOR ThiS DEGRE E. TH E OECREE WILL BE 
ISSU ED BY CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSITY. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADuATE LEVEL: :::: HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST ONE COURSE IN EACH OF THE fiVE CORE 
COMPETENCY AREAS (A-E): 
AREA A: ADMINISTRATIVE AND ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY 
INTROD TO EDUC ADMINISTRATION HLD9820 F W S HRS. 
OR CI371 AT CSU OR EDFN421 
AT UNI. 
AREA B: SUPERVISION AND INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS 
SUPERVISION CLASSROOM TEACHERS HLD9~40 W HRS. 
OR CI372 AT CSU OR EDFN424 
AT UNf. 
AREA C: HUMAN RELATIONS SKILLS 
LEADERSHIP & STAfF RELATIONS HLD8017 OD S HRS. 
OR CI494 AT CSU OR EDFN413 
AT UNI. 
AREA D: LIFE STYLES AND LEARNING 
LRNG PROC:CHILDREN & ADOLESCTS CAS6550 2-3 ! HRS. 
OR CI462 AT CSU OR EDFN401 
AT UNI. 
AREA E: SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS 
SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS HLD7960 W HRS. 
OR CI491 AT CSU OR EDFN431 
A"': 	 UNI. 
SELECT 3-9 HOURS FROM AMONG THE FOLLOWING COURSES IN THE 
CUNTENT FOR THE SPECIALTY AREAS: II 
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING BPA5425 OD OD OD 3 HRS . 
CU~RICULUM DEVELOPMENT CAS5740 F OD 00 3,4 HRS. 
INSTRUCTL/TRNG PRODUCT DESIGN HLD5910 F 2 HRS . 
EVAL/COST BENEFIT ANAL ID/HRD HLD5930 S 3 HRS. 
LAB IN INTERPERSONAL GROWTH HLD5950 W S 2 HRS. 
LAB IN PERSONAL GROWTH HLD6090 W S 2 HRS. 
ID/HRD PROJECT MANAGEMENT HLD8 I 77 W 3 HRS. 
ELEM SCHL ADMN & SUPERVISION HLD9822 S 3 HRS. 
SCHOOL LAW HLD9840 F W S 3 HRS. 
GOVT POLICIES IN THE PUBL SCHL HLD9841 S 3 HRS. 
OR THE FOLLOWING COURSES AT 

CSU: C1352, C1355, C1486, 

CI487, CI383, C1488, C1385, 

C1465, C1484, AND/OR C1485; 

OR 	 AT 
UNI: COUN456, EDFN312, 

EDFN410, EDFN41 6, EDFN422, 

EDFN423, EOFN428, EDFN429, 

EDFN432, EDFN4 3), ELED414, 

ICSE421, ICSE422, AND/OR 
ICSE424. 
IF 	 NEEDED , SELECT 3 HO URS IN RESEARCH FROM AMONG: 
RES EARCH METHODOLOGY IN HLD HLD5400 f W S )-4 HRS . 
OR CI397 AT CSU OR EDFN~29 
AT UN I. 
SELECT 6 HOURS OF SUPERVISED PRACTICUM FROM AMONG: 
PR ACT IN AOMN & SUPERVISION I HLD9911 F W HRS . 
PRA CT IN AOHN & SUPE RV ISION II HLD9912 F W HRS . 
OR CI467 AND CI468 AT CSU OR 
EDFN434 AND EDfN435 AT UNI . 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: (3-6 HO URS) 
ELECT 3-6 HOURS OF COGNATE 

STUDIES AS NEEDED TO FULFIL L 

DEGREE REQUIREME NTS. ELECTIVES 

MUST BE APPROVED BY ADVISOR, 

Minimum total number of credll hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Educational Administration and Supervision with a 

major in Educational Administration is 33 hours 

NOTE(S); 
STUDENTS TAKING THIS COURSE MUST EARN AN ADDITIONAL CREOIT 
HOUR FROM AMO NG THE CONTENT SPECIALTY COURSES OR ELECTIVES . 
:::: 	 VARIABLE: 27- )0 CRE OI T HOURS DEPE ND ING ON COURSE SELECTION. 
THE COMBIN ED TOTAL CRED I~ HOURS FOR ALL COURSEWORK MUS T BE 
AT LE AST 33 HOURS. 
Vi 	 THE UNi vERSIT Y AOVIS OR WI LL AOVISE THE STUOENT ABOUT COURSE 
EQUIVAL ENC IES BETWEEN INS TITUTIONS. 
F ~ FALL FO = FALL 000 YEA RS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 

WO ~ WINTER 000 YEARS we = WI NTER EVEN YEARS S = SPR ING-S UMMER 

SO = SPRING- SUMKER ODD YEAR S SE = SPRING-SUMMeR EVEN YEARS 

$$ = NOT SCHEDULEO 00 = ON DEMANO + ~ MU~T(-tOMPE EN'Y COURSE 

PROGRAM: EDUCATIONAL ADMIN ISTRATION AND SUPERVISION 
MAJO R: EDuCATIONAL SUPERVIS ION 
LEVEL: MASIER OF ART S 
ADMISS ION INFORMATION: 
A STUOE NT MUST HAVE : I) A BACCALAUREATE DE GREE FROM A 
REG IONALLY AC CREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVE RSITY AND A GPA OF 3. 0 ON 
A 4.0 SCALE FOR THE LAST 60 HOURS UNDERGRADUATE STUDY; 
(STUDENT WITH A LOWER GPA MAY BE ACCEPTED CONDITIONALLY; 
STUD EN TS GRADUATING FROM UNDERGRADUATE INSTITUTIONS WHICH DO 
NOT GIVE GRADES WILL BE ADMITTED UNCONDITIONALLY.); 2) TWO 
YEARS OF VERIFIED FULL-TIME TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN SCHOOLS 
RECOGNIZED BY THE ILLINOIS OFFICE OF EDUCATION; 3) WRIT~EN 
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM TWO SCHOOL OFFICALS. A MAXIMUM OF NINE 
CRED IT HOURS OF ACCEP~ABLE GRADUATE CREDIT MAY BE TRANSFERRED 
INTO THIS PROGRAM. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 33 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS; 2) COMPLETE 15-18 HOURS AT CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSITY, AND 
THE BALANCE AT GOVERNORS STATE AND/OR NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS 
UNIVERSITY; 3) COMPLETE A SUPERVISED PRACTICUM; 4) PASS A COM­
PREHENSIVE EXAMINATION; 5) MEET THE FEDERAL AND STATE 
CONSTITUTION EXAMINATION REQUIREMENT; AND 6) COMPLETE THE PRO­
GRAM OF STUDY OUTLINED FOR THIS DEGREE . THE DEGREE WILL BE 
ISSUED BY CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSITy . 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: .... HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST ONE COURSE IN EACH OF THE FIVE CORE 
COMPETENCY AREAS (A-E): 
AREA A: CURRICULUM 
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT CAS5740 F DO 00 HRS. 
OR CI352 AT CSU OR EDFN414 
AT UNI. 
AREA B: SUPERVISION AND INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS 
SUPERVISION CLASSROOM TEACHERS HLD9540 W HRS. 
OR CI372 AT CSU OR EDFN424 
AT UNI . 
AREA C: HUMAN RELATIONS SKILLS 
LEADERSHIP , STAFF RELATIONS HLD8017 00 S HRS . 
OR CI494 AT CSU OR EDFN413 
AT UNI. 
AREA 0: LIFE 	 STYLES AND LEARNING 
LRNG PROe: CH I LOREN , ADDLESCTS CAS6550 2-3 • HRS. 
OR CI462 AT CSU OR EDFN401 
AT UNI. 
AREA E: SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS 
SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS HLD7960 W HRS. 
OR CI491 AT CSU OR EDFN43! 
AT UNI . 
SELECT 3-9 HOURS FROM AMONG THE FOLLOWING COURSES IN THE 
CONTENT FOR THE SPECIALTY AREAS: II 
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING BPA542S '00 00 00 3 HRS. 
INSTRUCTL/TRNG PRODUCT DESIGN HLD59!0 F 2 HRS. 
EVAL/COST BENEFIT ANAL ID/HRD HLD5930 S 3 HRS. 
LAB IN INTERPERSONAL GROWTH HLD5950 F W S 2 HRS. 
LAB IN PERSONAL GROWTH HLD6090 F W S 2 HRS. 
ID/HRD PROJECT MANAGEMENT HLD8177 W 3 HRS. 
CURRICULUM IN URBAN SCHOOLS HLD9590 DO 3 HRS. 
SCHOOL LAW HLD9840 F W 3 HRS. 
GOVT POLICIES IN THE PUBL SCHL HLD9841 3 HRS. 
OR THE FOLLOWING COURSES AT 

CSU : C1355, C1356, C1357, 

C1486, C1487, C1383, C1488, 

C1385, C1484, AND/OR C1485; 

OR AT 

UNI: COUN456, EDFN35I, 

EDFN410, EDFN416, EDFN418, 

EDFN422, EDFN423, EDFN432, 

EDFN433, ICSE421, ICSE423, 

AND/OR ICSE424 . 

' IF NEEDED, SELECT 3 HOURS IN RESEARCH FROM AMONG: 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN HLD HLD5400 F W 3-4 HRS. 
OR CI397 AT CSU OR EDFN429 
AT UNI. 
SELECT 6 HOURS OF SUPERVISED PRACTICUM FROM AMONG: 
PRACT IN ADMN , SUPERVISION HLD9911 F W S HRS. 
PRACT IN ADMN , SUPERVISION II HLD9912 FilS HRS. 
OR 	 CI467 AND CI468 AT CSU OR 
EDFN434 AND EDFN435 AT UNI. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: (3-6 HOURS) 
ELECT 3-6 HOURS OF COGNATE 

STUDIES AS NEEDED TO FULFILL 

DEGREE REQUIREMENTS . ELECTIVES 

MUST BE APPROVED BY ADVISOR. 

Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Educational Administration and Supervision with a 

major in Educational Supervision is 33 hours 
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NO 	 E(S): 
STUDENTS AKING THIS COURSE MUST eARN AN ADD ITIONAL CREDI T 
HOU R FROM AMONG THE CONTENT SPECIALTY COURSES OR ELECTI VES. 
"" 	VARIABLE: 27- 30 CREDIT HOURS DEPEND ING ON COURSE SELECTI ON. 
THE COMBINED TO AL CREDI T HOUR S FOR ALL COURSEWORK MUS' BE 
AT LEAST 33 HOURS. 
•• 	THE UNIVeRSITY ADVISOR WILL ADVISE THE ST uDEN T ABOU· COURSE 
EQUIVALENCIES BE~WEEN INSTI~UTIONS. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTeR 
WD WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPR ING-SUMM ER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
55 	 = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-C OMPET EN CY COURse 
PROGRAM: EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION 
MAJOR: CHIEF 	 SCHOOL BUSINESS OFFICIAL 
LEVEL: MASTER OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A STUDEN~ MUST HAVE: I) A BACCALAUREATE DEGR EE FROM A 
REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY AND A GPA OF 3.0 ON 
A 4 . 0 SCALE FOR THE LAST 60 HOURS UNDERGRADUATE SiUDY; 
(STUDENT WITH A LOWER GPA MAY BE ACCEPTED CONDITI ONALLY; 
STUDENTS GRADUATING FROM UNDERGRADUATE INSTITU~IONS WHI H 00 
NOT GIVE GRADES WILL BE ADMITTED UNCONDITIONAL LY. ); 2) TWO 
YEARS OF VERIFIED FULL-TIME TEACHING EXPERI ENCE IN SCHOOLS 
RECOGNIZED BY rHE ILLINOIS OFFICE OF EDUCATION ; 3 W I TTfN 
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM TWO SCHOOL OFFICALS . A MAXIMUM Of NINE 
CREDIT HOURS OF ACCEPTABLE GRADUATE CREDIT MAY BE TRANSFERRED 
INTO THIS PROGRAM. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A 	 STUDENr MUST : I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 33 GR AD UATE CREDIT 
HOURS; 2) COMPLETE 15-18 HOURS AT CHICAGO STATE UNI VERSI ~Y, AND 
THE BALLANCE AT GOVERNORS STATE AND/OR NOR~HEASTERN ILLI NO IS 
UNIVERSITY; 3) COMPLETE A SUPERVISED PRACTICUM; 4) PASS A COM­
PREHENSIVE EXAMINATION; 5) MEET THE FEDERAL AND ST ATE 
CONSTITUTION EXAMINATION REQUIREMENT; AND 6) COMP LETE rHE PRO­
GRAM OF STUDY OUTLINED FOR THIS DEGREE. THE DEGREE WI LL BE 
ISSUED BY CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSITY. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: 24 HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST ONE COURSE IN EACH OF ~HE FIVE CORE 
COMPETENCY AREAS (A-E): 
AREA A: ADMINISTRATIVE AND ORGANIZA~IONAL THEORY 
FOUNDATIONS OF ACCOUNTING BPA5!01 F W HRS . 
OR CI487 AT CSU OR EDFN432 
AT UNI. 
AREA B: SUPERVISION AND INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS 
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING BPA5425 00 00 00 HRS . 
OR CI488 AT CSU. 
AREA C: HUMAN RELATIONS SKILLS 
LEADERSHIP' STAFF RELATIONS 11LD8017 00 S HRS . 
OR CI494 AT CSU OR EDFN413 
AT UNI. 
AREA 0: LIFE 	 STYLES AND LEARNING 
LRNG PROC:CHILDREN , ADOLESCTS CAS6550 2-3 ~ HRS. 
OR CI462 AT CSU OR EDFN40! 
AT UN!. 
AREA E: SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS 
SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS HLD7960 W HRS. 
OR CI491 AT CSU OR EDFN431 
AT UNI. 
SELECT 0-9 HOURS FROM AMONG THE FOLLOWING COURSES IN THE 
CONTENT FOR THE SPECIALTY AREAS: u 
MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES BPA5402 00 00 00 3 HRS . 
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS BPA5412 00 00 300 HRS. 
FINANCIAL REPORTING THEORY BPA8130 wo 3 HRS . 
AUDIT THEORY' PHILOSOPHY BPA8170 FO 3 HRS. 
SEMINAR IN URBAN GOVERNMENT BPA8920 F S 3 HRS . 
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT CAS5740 F 00 00 3,4 HRS . 
EVAL/COST BENEFIT ANAL ID/HRD HLD5930 S 3 HR S. 
LAB IN INTERPERSONAL GROWTH HLD5950 SW 2 HRS. 
LAB IN PERSONAL GROWTH HLD&090 SW 2 	 HR S. HR S.ID/HRD PROJECT MANAGEMENT HLD8177 W 3 
SUPERVISION CLASSROOM TEACHERS HLD9540 W 3 HR S. 
CURRICULUM IN URBAN SCHOOLS HLD9590 00 S 3 HRS. 
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I NTRO O "'0 EOUC ADMINISTRATION H 09810 w S HRS. 
OR THE FOLLOwiNG COUqSES AT 
(SU : ~13S2, C14 71, el l l2 , 
C1484 , CI48~ , C1486 , (1 38 3, 
eIlBS , P';J25 , BA 31 ~ , B A3 1 ~ , 
BA}20 , BA }4Q , ANDIOR Al S7; 
OR AT 
UNI : ELED4 11" EOFN421, 
EDFN42 2, ED~ N4 2 l, ED~ N424, 
EOFN'lll, CO U 456, EOF ~416, 
ICSL4 21, le SE 2l, IC SE424, 
fO fN 4 10, ~ MG 306, ~,",G323, 
BMG l24, AND I OR BMG341. 
IF NftUED, SELElT 3 HOURS IN RES EARr.H fRU,", AMONG: 
~E5E:ARC H ME'HOOOI. OGY IN HLO HLD5400 \01 3-4 HRS. 
OR 
AT 
(1397 
ur';l. 
AT CSU OR EOFN429 
SEl ECT 6 HOURS OF SUPERVISED PRACTIC UM FROM AMONG: 
PRAC T IN ADMN & SU PE RVISION I HLO~9 11 W HRS. 
PRAC T IN ADMN & SUP tRV1 S ION [I 
OR CI467 AND (1 4G8 nT es u OR 
HL Dg 9 1 2 W HRS. 
EDFN434 AND EDFN435 AT UNI. 
ELft TIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 
ElECT 9 HOURS UF COGNATE 
STUDIES FROM AMUNG THE BUSI­
NESS MANAGEMENT AR EA . COUR SES 
A E !O BE CHOSEN FRO M ABOVE 
CSU'S "BA" COUR SES , G>U'S 
" 8"A " COURS ~ 5 / ""a /UR UN I' S 
"B~,G" COURSES. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Educational Administration and Supervision with a 

major in Chief School Business Official is 33 hours 

,"OTE (S): 
S:UOtNTS TAKI~G THI S COURSE MUS~ EARN AN AD DITIONAL CREDIT 
HO UR FROM AMONG THE CO NT t , T SPEllALTy CU URSES UR ELECTIVES. 
" 	 THE UNIVERSITY ADVISOR ~ILl AD VISE THE STUD ENT ABOUT COURSE 
EQUIVA LE NCIES BET WEEN INS T ITUTIONS. 
F = fAL L FU = FALL OD D YEA RS FE = FALL EVEN YEA RS W = WINTER 
WO WINTER ODD YEAR S ~l = . IN"L R VEN YEARS S = SP RING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMf1ER ODD YEARS Sf = SPRI~G-SUMMER EVE N YEARS 
SS 	 = NOT SCHEDU LED 00 = ON DEMAN D . " MULTI-C OM PETE NCY COURSE 
PR OGRAM : EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRA'ION AND SUPERVISION 
MAJOR: COMMUNITY COLLEGE ADMINISTRATION 
LEVEL: MASTER OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMA TION: 
A STUDENT MUST HAVE: I) A BACCALAUREATE DEGR EE FROM A 
REGIONALLY ACCREDITE D COLlEGo OR UNIVERSITY AND A GPA OF 3.0 ON 
A 4.0 SCALE FOR THE LAST 00 HOURS UNDERGRADUATE STUDY; 
(STUDENT WITH A LOWER GPA MA Y Be ACCEPTED CONDITIONALLY; 
STUDENTS GRADUA!ING FROM UNDERGRADUA!E INSTITUTIONS WHICH DO 
NOT GIVE GRADES WILL BE ADMITTED UNCONDITIONALlY.); 2) COLLEGE 
EXPERIENCE IS DESIRABlE; 3) \oIRI'!EN RECOMMENDATIONS FROM TWO 
SCHOOL OFFICIALS. A MAXIMUM OF NINE CREDIT HOURS OF ACCEPTABLE 
GRADUA!E CREDIT MA Y BE TRANSFERRE D INTO THIS PROGRAM. 
DoGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINI~UM OF 33 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS; 2) COMPl ETE 15-18 HOURS AT CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSITY, AND 
THE BALAN(E AT GOVERNORS STATE ANDIOR NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS 
UNIVERSITY; 3) COMPLETE A SUPERVISED PRAC-ICUM; ~) PASS A COM­
PREHENSIVE EXAMINA!ION; 5) MEET THE FEDERAl AND STATe 
CONSTITUTION EXAMINA TION REQUIREMEN!; AND 6) COMPLETE THE PRO-: 
GRAM OF STU DY OUTLINED FOR THIS DEGREE. THE DEGREE WILL BE 
ISSUED BY CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSITy. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUA!E LEVEL: 30 HOURS) 
SELECT A! lEAST 21 HOURS FROM THE FIV t lORE 
COMPETENCY AREAS (A-E): 
AREA A: ADMINISTRATI VE AND ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY 
INTROD TO EDUC ADMINISTRATION HLD9820 F \01 HRS . 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE ADMN HL09831 \01 HRS. 
OR 	 CI371 AT CSU OR EDFN421 
AT 	 UNI. 
AREA 6: SUP ERVISION AND INS1RUC110NAL SYS1EMS 
SUPERVISI ON CLA SSROOM TEACHERS HLD9540 101 HRS. 
THE COMMUN I Y COLLEGE HL09S30 HRS. 
OR CI 48 2 AT CSU OR EOFN~2 4 

A' Utll . 

A~EA C: HUMAN REL ATI ONS SKILLS 
LEAP ERSH I P ~ S~A.PF Rf LA" ION5 HLD SOl 7 F OD S HRS. 
OR CI49 4 AT CSU OR EDFN4 13 
AT UNI . 
AREA D: LIFE STYLES AND LEARNING 
LEARNING PROC ES SES: ADULTS CAS&540 OD 1-3 • HRS. 
OR C14&2 AT CSU OR EDFN418 
AT UNl. 
AREA E: SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS 
SCHOOL-COMMUNITy RELATIONS HLD79&0 \01 HRS. 
OR CI491 AT CSU OR EDFN431 
AT UNI. 
SELECT HOURS FROM AMONG THE FOLLO\olING COURSES IN THE 
CONTENT FOR THE SPECIALTY AREAS: II 
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING BPA5425 00 00 OD 3 H~ S . 
ASSE SSING EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES CAS5330 F 3 HRS . 
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT CAS5740 F OD "OD 3,4 HRS. 
LAB IN IN'ERPERSONAL GROWTH HLD5950 F \01 S 2 HRS . 
LAB IN PERSONAL GROWTH HLD6090 F 101 S 2 HRS . 
GROUP DYNAMICS & "INTERVENTION HLD8580 W S 3 HRS . 
ED IMPLIC LF STYLS IN URB COMM HL09690 S 3 HRS . 
OR THE FOLLOWING COURSES AT 

CSU: C1352, C1355, C1486, 

C1487, C1488, ANDIOR CI46 5; 

OR AT 

UNI: EDFN312, EDFN410, 

ELED414, EDFN416, ICSE421, 

ICSE42J, ICSE424, EDFN428, 

oDFN429, EDFN~32, EDFN433, 

AN D/OR COUN456. 
IF 	 NEEDED, SELECT 3 HOURS IN RESEARCH FROM AMONG: 
RESEARCH METHODOlOGY IN HLD HLD5400 \01 3-4 HRS. 
OR CI397 AT CSU OR EDFN429 
AT UNI. 
SELECT 6 HOURS OF SUPERVISED PRA(TICUM FROM AMONG: 
PRACT IN ADMN & SUPERVISION I HLD9911 W S HRS. 
PRACT IN ADMN & SUPERVISION II HLD9912 \01 S HRS. 
OR CI467 AND CI468 AT CSU OR 

EDFN434 AND EDFN435 AT UNI . 

ELECTIVE COURSES~-GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 
ELECT 3 HOURS OF COGNATE 

STUDIES AS NEEDED TO FULFILL 

DEGREE REQUIREMENTS. ELECTIVES 

MUST BE APPROVED BY ADVISOR. 

Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Educational Administration and Supervision with a 

major in Community College Administration is 33 hours 

NOTE(S): 
STUDENTS TAKING THIS COURSE MUST EARN AN ADDIT IONAL CREDIT 
HOUR FROM AMONG THE CONTENT SPECIALTY COURSES OR ELE CTIVES. 
II 	THE UNIVERSITY ADVISOR WILL ADViSE THE STUDENT ABOUT COURSE 
EQUIVALENCIES BETWEEN INSTITUTIONS. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = fALL EVEN YEARS \01 = WINTER 
1010 WiNTER ODD YEARS \olE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRI NG - SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEAR S 
55 	 = NOT SCHEDULED 0 0 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
Certification Curricula For students who already possess a 
master's degree and are interested in certification only, in­
dividual programming will permit candidates to qualify in 
the State of Illinois for either the General Administrative en­
dorsement, the General Supervisory endorsement or en­
dorsementfor Chief School Business Official. The program 
also meets the Chicago Board of Education course re­
quirements for its administrative or supervisory positions 
and is particulary designed to prepare a person for the Prin­
cipal's Examination, which is a requirement for the Prin­
cipal's Certificate in the City of Chicago. 
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PROGRAM: eDUCATIONAL ADMI NI STRAtION AND SUPERVISION 
MAJOR: EDUCATIONAL ADMINIS TRA~IO 
LEVEL : CERT IF I CATE 
ADMISSION INFORMA~ION: 
A STUDENT MUST HAVE: I) A MASTER DEG RE E FROM A ~EC IONALLY 
ACC REDI~ED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; 2) TWO YEARS OF VER IFIED FULL 
TIME TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN SCHOOLS RECOGNIZED BY THE ILLINOIS 
OFFICE OF EDUCATION; 3) WRITTEN RECOMMENDATIONS FROM TWO SCHOOL 
OFFICIALS; 4) EVIDENCE OF SUCCoSSFUL COMPLETION OF THE 
ILLINOIS AND UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION EXAMINATION. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
THE SEQUENCE OF COURSES SPECIFIED IS DESIGNED TO PREPARE 
STUDENT FOR STATE CERTIFICATION. CERTIFICATION IS AWARDED BY 
THE STATE OF ILLINOIS. A STUDENT MUST ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 21 
GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS IN THE FIVE AREAS SPECIFIED FOR THIS 
CERTIFICATE (15 HOURS REQUIRED 6 HO URS ELcC~ED). 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: 15 HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS IN EACH AREA LISTED BELOW: 
AREA A: ADMINISTRATIVE AND ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY 
INTROD TO EDUC ADMINISTRATION HLD9820 F w HRS. 
OR CI371 AT CSU OR EDFN421 
AT UNI. 
AREA B: SUPERVISION AND INS TRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS 
SUPERVISION CLASSROOM TEACHERS HLD9540 W HRS. 
OR CI372 AT CSU OR EDFN424 
AT UNI. 
AREA C: SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION 
El EM SCHL ADMN • SUPERVISION HLD9822 HRS . 
OR CI484 OR CI485 AT CSU; OR 
EDfN42 2 OR EDFN423 AT UNI . 
SELEC~ 6 HOURS OF SUPERVISED PRACTICUM FROM AMONG: Ii 
pRAC T IN ADMN • SUPERVISION I HLD9911 F w S HRS. 
PRACT IN ADMN • SUPERVISION II HLD9912 F W S HRS. 
O~ 	CI467 AND CI468 AT CSU OR 
EOF N434 AND EDFN435 AT UNI. 
ELE CT IVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: (6 ~ HOURS) 
ELECT~T lEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG: ~ 
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING B~A5425 OD 00 00 3 HRS. 
cuRRICULUM DEVELOPMENT CAS5740 F 00 00 3,4 HRS . 
LRNC PROC:CHILDREN • ADOLESCTS CAS6550 F S 2,3 HRS. 
INS TRUCTL/TRNG PRODUCT DESIGN HLD5910 F 2 HRS. 
EVAL/COST BENEFIT ANAL ID/HRD HLD5930 S 3 HRS. 
LAB IN INTERPERSONAL GROWTH HLD5950 W S 2 HRS. 
LA8 IN PERSONAL GROWTH HLD6090 W S 2 HRS. 
SCHOOL-COMMUNITy RELATIONS HlD7960 W 3 HRS. 
LEADE RSHIP' STAFF RELATIONS HLD8017 00 3 HRS. 
ID/HRD PROJECT MANAGEMENT HLD8177 W 3 HRS. 
CURRICULUM IN URBAN SCHOOLS HLD9590 00 S 3 HRS. 
SCHOOL LAW HLD9840 W S 3 HRS. 
GOVT POLICIES IN THE PUBL ' SCHL HLD9841 S 3 HRS. 
OR THE FOLLOWING COURSES AT 

CSU: C1352, C1355, C1486, 

C1487, C1383, C1488, C1385, 

C1465, CJ462, CJ491, C1494, 

OR AT 

UNI; ELED414, EDfN410, 

EDfN433, EDFN432, COUN456, 

EDFN416, EDFN428, EDFN429, 

EDF N401, EDFN431, EDFN413, 

ICSE421, ICSE423, ICSE424. 

Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Certificate in Educational Administration is 21 hours 
NO TEeS) : 
'I 	PRACTI CUM COURSEWORK MUST BE TAKEN AT THE INSTITU~ION WITH 
w~ICH THE STUDENT IS ASSOCIATED AND SHOULD BE TAKEN AFTER 
COMPL ETING REQUISITE COURSEWORK IN AREAS A-C. 
THE UNIVERSITY ADVISOR WILL ADVISE THE STUOENr ABOUT COURSE 
EQUIVALENCIES BETWEEN INSTITUTIONS. 
F = F~LL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRINC-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
$$ 	= NOT 5 CH~DULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM: EOUCATIO AL i\OI1INIS T IIAfiQ, AND SUPERVISION 
MAJOR; oDuCA 10NAl SuPE RVISION 
LEV~ L: CERTIF ICA, e 
ADMISSION I NFORMA TION: 
A STUD ENT MU ST HAV E: I) A ~S'ER DEGRE~ FROM A REGIONAL LY 
ACCR EOITED COLL EGE OR UNIVERSI ' Y; 2) WO YEARS OF VERIfI ED FULL 
TIM E TEAChING EXPE~ IENCE IN SC HOOLS RECOGNIZED By THE ILL I~OIS 
OfFICE OF EDUCATIO~ ; 3) 'RITT EN RECOMMENOATIONS FROM 'WO SCHOOL 
OFFICIALS; 4) EVI DENCE OF SUCCESSFUL COMPLE' ION OF THE 
ILLI~OIS AND UNITED STATES CONSTITU TION EXAMINATIO '. 
utGRtE REQUIREMENTS: 
THE SEQUENCE OF COURSES SPECIFIEO IS OES IGNED TO PR~PARE 
STUDENT FOR STATE CERTIFICATION. CERTIFI AT ION IS AWARDEO ar 
THE STATE OF ILLINOIS. A ST~DENT MUST ACQU IRE A MINIMUM OF 18 
GRADUATE CREOIT HOURS IN THE FIVE AREAS SPECIFI ED FOR 'HIS 
CERTIFICATE. 
REl/UIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: 18 HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM EACH AREA LIST ED BEL a .: 
AREA A: CURRICULUM 
CURRIC~LUM DEVELOPMENT 
OR CI352 AT CSU OR EDFN414 
AT UN I. 
CAS5740 Ot) 00 !'iRS. 
AREA e : REseARCH 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN HL0 
OR CI397 AT CSU OR EDFN429 
AT uN I. 
HL D5400 3-4 HRS. 
AR EA C: ADMINISTRATIVE AND 
INTROO TO tDue ADMINISTRATIUN 
OR CI371 AT CSU OR EDFN421 
AT UNI. 
ORGA THEORy 
HLD9 8 20 F 
NIZATIO~AL 
W HRS . 
AREA 0 : S~PERVISION AND INSTRUC
SUPERVISION CLASSROOM TEAChERS 
OR CI372 AT CSU OR EDFN424 
AT UNI. 
TIONAL SYSTEMS 
HLD9540 W HRS. 
SELEC~ 6 HOURS OF SUPERVISED PRACT
PRACT IN ADMN • SUPERVISION I 
PRAC~ IN ADMN & SUPERVISION II 
OR CI467 AND CI468 AT CSU OR 
EOFN434 AND EDFN435 AT UNI. 
ICUM FROM AMONG: 
~L09911 
HLD9912 
W 
W 
". 
S 
S 
HRS. 
MRS . 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Ceretificate in Educational SuperviSIon is 18 hours 
NOTE(S) : 
I~ 	 PRACTICuM COURSE'ORK MUST BE TAKEN AT THE INS~ITUTION wl~H 
WHICH THE STUDENT IS ASSOCIATED AND SHOULD BE TAKEN AF ~ER 
CO~PLETING REQUISITE COURSEWORK IN AREAS A-D. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEA~S FE = fALL EVEN yEARS W = WINTER 
we WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WIN'ER ev~~ YEA RS S = SPRING- SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD yE ARS SE : S~R ING-9UMMER EVEN yEARS 
$$ = NOT SCHEDULEO 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM: EDUCATIONAL ADM IN IS TRATION AND SUPERVISION 
MAJOR: CHIEF SCHOOL BUS INESS OFF ICIAL 
LEVEL: CERTIFICATE 
ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A STUOENT MUST HAVE: I) A MAStER DEGREE FROM A ReGIONALLY 
ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIV ER SI'Y; 2) TWO YE~RS Of V~I FIED 
SCHOOL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT EXPERIE CEj 3) WRITTEN 
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM TWO SCHOOL OfFICIALS; 4) EVIDENCE OF 
SUCCESSF UL COMPLE TION OF THE ILLINOIS AND UNITED STATES 
CONSTITUTI ON EXAMI NATI ON. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS : 
THE SEQUENCE OF COURSES SPEC IF IED IS DESIGNED '0 PREPARE 
STUDENT FOR STATE CERTIFIC ATION . CERTIfICATION IS AWARDE D BY 
THE STATE OF ILLINOIS. A STUDENT MUST AC QUIRE A MI NIMUM OF 21 
GRADUATE CREDIT HOUR S AS SpECIFIED FOR THIS PROG RAM OF STUD Y 
CI5 HOURS REQUIRED + 6 HO UR S EL EC TED) . 
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REQU IRED AREAS ­ -GRAOuArE LEVEL! 15 HOUR~) SE MIN AR IN URBAN GO~ERNMEN: OR THE FOLLOW ING COUR SES Af 
8PA89 20 F s HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAS ~ 3 HOURS IN EACH AREA LlsrED 8fLOW : CSU : BAlI8, 8A~19 , BA3?~, 
BA340 AND/OR 8A357; 
AR EA A: ACCO UNT I NG OR AT 
FOUNDA TIONS OF ACCOU NTING 
OR CI487 AT CSU OR ED FN4 l 2 
BPA5101 MRS . UNI : BMG3~1, 8MG3Q6. 
BHG323 , AND/OR 8HG32 4. 
A~ UNI. 
AREA B: COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 
CO LL ECTIVE BARGAININ G BPAS42S 0 0 00 0 0 HRS. 
OR CI488 AT CSU. 
ARE A C: 
IHiR OD 
ADMINISTRATIVE AND ORGANI ZATIONAL 
TO EDUC ADMINISTRATION HLD9820 
THE ORY 
F W HRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Certificate in Chief School Business Official is 21 hours 
OR CIl71 AT CSU OR EDFN421 
AT UNI . 
NOTE(S): 
SELEC T 6 HOURS OF SUPERVISED PRACTICUM FROM AMON G: •• 
PRACT IN AOMN & SUPERVISION I HL09911 W S HRS . II PRACTICUM COURSEWORK MUST BE TAKEN AT ~HE INSTITUTI ON WITH 
PRACT IN AOMN & SUPERVISION II HLD991 Z W S HRS. ~HICH THE STUDENT IS ASSOCIATED AND SHOULD BE TAKEN AFTE R 
OR CI467 AND CI468 AT CSU OR COMPLETING REQUISITE COURSEWORK IN AREAS A-C. 
EOFN4l4 AND EOFN4lS AT UNI . 
ELECTIV~ COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: ( 6 \ HOURS) THE UNIVERSITY ADVISOR WILL ADVISE THE STUDENT ABOUT COURSE 
ELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG: \ 
EQUIVALENCIES BETWEEN INSTITUTI ONS. 
MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES BPA5402 0 0 00 00 HRS. F = FALL FO = FALL 000 YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W'= WIN~ER 
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS BPA541Z 00 00 00 HRS. WO WINTER 000 YEARS ~E = ~INTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING- SUMMER 
FINANCIAL REPORTING THEORY BPA81l0 WO HRS. SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRIN G-SUMME R EV EN YE~RS 
AUDIT THEORY & PHILOSOPHY BPA8170 FO HRS. SS = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MUL TI-COMPETfNCY COU~SE 
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Course Descriptions 
HLD30IO 

LAB IN HUMANISTIC TEACHING SKILLS 

} P/NC 

.TUDENTS WILL LEARN THE PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY OF HUMANISM, 

LEARN ABOUT THE EXPERIENCE THEIR OWN AFFECTIVES STATES (FEELINGS 

AND INNER LIFE),DESIGN HUMANISTIC LEARNING EVENTS FOR CHILDREN IN 

·CLASSROOMS, EXPERIENCE CHILDREN, LIVE IN THE CLASS AND LEARN 

ABOUT AND DECIDE UPON A STRATEGY OF HUMANISTIC CLASSROOM DIS­

CIPLINE. 

FALL, SPRING/SUMMER. 

CRISPIN. 

HL DHO I 

CONCEP TS AND ISSUES OF THE CRI'lINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

} 
EXAMINES THE VARIOUS STAGES OF THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM, CUR­

RENT LITERATURE, PRACTICES, AND DEVIATIONS FROM POLICIES. 

f ALL; OFFERED BASED UPON DE'~AND. 

Ll NGAMNE N1. 

HLD}8I1 
PRACTICUM IN HUMAN SERVICES 
6 P/NC 
APPL Y AND IN TERGRATE THEORETICAL KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS RELATED TO 
SDCIAL CONT EX T, LIFE SPAN DEVELOPMENT, EVALUATION, ANO INTER­
vENTION STRATEGIES IN A HUMAN SERVICES SETTING. 
FALL, ~INTER, SPR lNG/SUMMER . 
• TAFF. 
HLD4100 

EVALUATING AND REPORTING PUPIL PROGRESS 

} 
THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO DEVELOP AN AWARENESS.OF THE RATIONALE 

AND METHODS FOR ASSESSING, EVALUAT lNG, AND REPORTING STUDENT 

PROGR ESS IN THE CLASSROOM. SKILLS WILL BE DEVELOPED IN 

IDENTIFYING, SELECTING, AND USING ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS, AND 

REPORTING TECHNIQUES. ASSESSMENT AND REPORTING IN SPECIFIC AREAS 

SUCH AS READING, MATHEMATICS, AND LANGUAGE ARTS WILL BE 

EMPHAS IZED. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING / SUMMER. 

STAFF. 

HLD4605 

CHILD DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATE INTERNSHIP 

} 
ON-S ITE EXPERIENCE UNOER THE DIRECTION OF ON-SITE TRAINER AN D 

COL LEGE SUPERVISOR. STUDENT ALSO DESIGNS PORTFOLIO,VERIFYING 

~OMPETE NCY IN THIRTEEN FUNCTIONAL AREAS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD AS 

DESCRIBED IN "CHILD DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATE: A GUIDE FO& TRAINING." 

PREREQUISITES: 

MINIMUM OF 60 CREDIT HOLRS. 

OFFERED IN FALL TERM BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF. 

HLD4610 
PRACTICUM IN CLASSROOM TEACHING (GRADES K-9) 
5 
U TILI~ ES APPROPRIATE TEACHING TECHNIQUES AND DEMONSTRATES 
COMPETENCY WHILE TEACHING ELEMENTARY CHILDREN FULL TIME IN A 
SCMOOL SETT I NG , UNDER SUPERVISION OF A COOPERATING TEACHER. 
TAKEN CO NCURR ENTLY WITH HLC'\680. 
PReReqUISITES: 
GR ADE OF "C" OR BETTER IN EACH METHOOS COURSE; ALL OTHER TEACHER 
t DUC ATI QN REQUIREMENTS COMPLETED; AND PERMISSION. 
FALL, WINTER. 
EAGLETON, STAFF. 
HLD461 I 

READING PROBLEMS : DIAGNOSING AND REMEDIATING
, 
I NT RODUCES UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS TO TECHNIQUES FOR DIAGNOSING 

AND REM EDI ATING CLA SSROOM READING PROBLEMS. THIS COURSE REQUIRES 

5-10 CLOCK HOURS OF FIELD WORK. 

I'ltEREQUISITES: 

HLD~620 OR EQU IVALENT. 

kINTe_, SPRING/SUMMER. 

WI ~LIAMS, CON LE Y. 

HLD4612 
DEVELOPMENTAL DIFFERENCES IN SPECIAL EDUCATION 
} 
PREPARES PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS TO PARTICIPATE MORE EFFECTIVEL Y IN 

PLANNING, IMPLEMENTING AND MONITORING INSTRUCTION TO SPE CIAL 

NEEDS (EXCEPTIONAL) LEARNERS IN THE LEAST RESTRICTIVE INSTRUC­

TIONAL SETTING, (REGULAR EDUCATION CLASSROOM). IT PROVIDES THEM 

WITH SEVERAL DEVELOPMENTAL CONSTRUCTS WHICH DESCR IBE A CONTI NUUM 

OF LEARNING BEHAVIORS DISTRIBUTED ACROSS THE THREE LEARNING 

DOMAINS (COGNITIVE, AFFECTIVE, AND PSYCHOMOTOR). IT AIMS AT CON­

TRASTING THE TRADITIONAL CATEGORICAL APPROACH TO SPECIAL EDUCA­

TION IN ORDER TO ILLUSTRATE THAT DIFFERENCES IN DEVELOPME NT OF 

SPECIAL LEARNERS ARE DIFFERENCES IN DEGREE RATHER THAN DIFFER­

ENCES IN KIND ACROSS THE LEARNING DOMAINS. THIS COURSE RE QUIRE S 

5-10 CLOCK HOURS OF FIELDwORK. 

~ALL, wiNTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

,TAFF. 

HLD4620 

READING INSTRUCTION IN SCHOOL SETTINGS 

} 
FAMILIARIZES STUDENTS WITH THE PRINCIPLES WHICH UNDERLIE AP­

PROACHES TO READING INSTRUCTION; PROVIDES PRESERVICE TEA CHERS 

WITH INSIGHT INTO METHODS OF TEACHING READING. THIS COUR SE RE­

QUIRES 5-10 CLOCK HOURS OF FIELDWORK. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

CONLEY, EAGLE TON. 

HLD46}O 

INTRODUCTION TO ~ODERN EDUCATION 

} 
INDENTIFIES AND DESCRIBES CLASSROOM AND SCHOOL PROCEDURES, l EA­

CHER ROLES, AND CURRICULUM SYSTEMS IN URBAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS. 

THIS COURSE REQUIRES 5-10 CLOCK HOURS OF FIELDWORK. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

HOPKI NS. 

HLD4641 

MATH IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL I 

3 

STUDIE5 THE CONTENT OF THE ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS CU RR ICULUM WITH 

EMPHASIS ON MEANINGS, APPLICATIONS AND PROBL EM SO LVING THROUGH 

THE USE OF CONCRETE MANIPULATIVE MATERIALS. TH IS COURSE REQUIRES 

5-10 CLOCK HOURS OF FIELDWORK. 

FALL, SPRING/SUMMER . 

CHANG. 

HLD4642 

MATH I N ELEMENTARY SCHOOL I I 

2 

PREPARES PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS TO PLAN AND IMPLEMENT ELEMENTARY 

MATHEMAT ICS INSTRUCT ION. STUDIES TECHNIQUES OF DI AG NOST IC /P RE -· 

SCRIPTIVE TEACHING, DESIGNING ACTIVE LEARNING EXPER IENCES , ADAPT­

ING INSTRUCTION TO PUPILS' LEARNING STYLES AND TO THE CULTURAL 

BACKGROUNDS OF URBAN CHILDREN. THIS COURSE REQUIRES 5-10 CLOCK 

HOURS OF FIELDWORK. 

PREREQUISITES: 

HLD4641 OR PERMISSION. 

FALL, WINTER. 

CHANG . 

HLD4660 

LANGUAGE CONCERNS OF CLASSROOM TEACHERS 

} 
PROVIDES PRESERVICE TEACHERS WITH A BACKGROUND IN THEORIES, 

STRATEGIES· AND METHOOS· OF TEACHING LANGUAGE ARTS. THIS COURSE 

REQUIRES 5-10 CLOCK HOURS OF FIELDWORK. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

tAGLETON. 

HLD 4 &80 
I NDI VIDUALIZATI ON 
2 P/NC 
DELINEATES VARIO US APPROAC~E S TO INDIVI DUALIZED READING AND MATH 
INSTRUCTION. DEVELOPS PROGRA MS FOR USE WITH SPECIF IC STUDENTS AT 
"t 
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PRACTICUM SITE. THIS COURSE REQ UIRES 25 CLOC~ HOURS Of fLELD­

WORK. 

PREREQUISIT ES: 

PERMISSION . 

FALl, WINTER. 

CHANG , COHLE Y . 

HLO~7QO 
INTROD UCTION TO COMMUNICATION AND HUMAN SERVICES 
3 
THIS COURSE PROVIDES A CONCEPTUAl fRAMEWORK IN CO~,MU ICATION TO 
EXAM INE AND A~ALYZE HUMAN SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEMS WITH 
PARTIC ULAR EMPHASIS IN HUMAN JUSTICE AND SOCIAL WELfARE. TH IS 
COURSE EXPLORES ALTERNATIVES TO EXISTING HUMAN SERVI CE DEL IVE RY 
SYSTEMS WHICH MAXI~olZE HUMAN RIGHTS fROM A COM MUNICATI ON 
~ER SPf CT IVE. 
WINTER ; OffERED IN fALL TERM BASED UPON DEMAND. 
LlNGAMNENI, GOLDEN,STE IN. 
HlD~801 
ISSUES IN JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY 

3 

THI S COURSE EXPL ORES THE DEVELOPMENT Of THE JUVE"ILE COURT AND 

THE SYSTEM Of JUVENILE JUSTICE IN THE U.S.; CONTEMPORARY ISSUES 

IN JU VEN ILE JUSTICE AND APPROACHES TO PREVENTION, CONTROL AND 

TREAT",E NT Of DELINQUENCY WILL BE DISCUSSED AND EXPLORED. 

s PR l NG/ SUMMER. 

GOL DE NSTEIN. 

HL D'l8 02 

SOCIO LOGY Uf CORRECTIONS 

3 

EXAMINES RESEARCH ON THE SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF CON­
PARTICULARLY AS IT RELATES TO CORRECTIONS. THE PRIS ON 
AS A SU~iAL SYSTEM IN AND OF ITSELF WiTH ITS OWN "ORMS AND PECUL­
IARIT IES IS EXAMINED. A CRITICAL ANALYSIS Of SIMILARITI ES BETWEEN 
PR ISONS AND OTHER SUBSYSTEMS SUCH AS, MENTAL HOSPITALS, ETC., 
WilL BE MADE. 
FALL . 
L I N'G.4MNEN 1. 
HLD~803 
CRIME CAUSATION THEORIES AND SOCIAL CONTROL 

3 

THIS COURSE EXAMINES HISTORICAL AND CURRENT CRIMINOLOGICAL THEORY 

AND ~CT ICE. STUDENTS WILL ANALYZE CONCEPTS A~D PRACTICES OF 

CRIME AND CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR AND SOCIETY'S RESPONSE TO THESE. AN 

IMPO RTANT ASPECT Of THE COURSE WILL DEAL WITH AN EXAMINATION OF: 

THE I AW, OFfENDERS, VICTIMS, FORMS Of CRIME, AND THE CRIMINAL 

"US TICE SYSTEM . STUDENTS WILL BE EXPECTED TO CONSIDER VARIOUS 

ASP ECTS Of CRIMINOLOGICAL THEORY AND FORMULATE THEIR OWN PERSPEC­

TIVE WHICH T,II(ES INTO ACCOUNT SOCIETAL PRESSURES AND RESEARCH 

ABOUT CRIME, REHABILITATION, AND RECIDIVISM. 

WINTE R. 

LINGAIIN ENI. 

HLD~80~ 
JUDICIAL PROCESS AND ISSUES fOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

3 

THIS COURSE INCLUDES A SURVEY Of JURISDICTION, ORGANIZATION, 

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES OF COURTS AND THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM IN 

MODERN SOCIETY; JURISPRUDENTIAL PHILOSOPHY; AND THE ANALYSIS Of 

I SSUES RELATED TO COURTS AND PROSECUTION fROM ARREST TO 

INCARCERATION OR RELEASE Of THE OffENDER IN THE ADMINISTRATION OF 

OUR CRIMINAL JUSTICE. 

PREREQUISITES: 

HLD3801. 

fALL; OffERED BASED UPON DEMAND IN OTHER TERMS. 

LINGAMNENI, GOLDENSTEIN. 

HLD4811 
PROSEMINAR IN HUMAN JUSTICE 
2 
THI S COURSE PROVIDES OPPORTUNITIES fOR STUDENTS TO RECEIVE 
AD VICE, GUIDA NC E AND ASSISTANCE fROM THE HUMAN JUSTICE fACULTY 
A"D PRACTITIONERS IN THE fIELD. THE COURSE WILL ALSO SERVE AS A 
TERMINAL INTEGRATING ANO SYNTHESIZING ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE. 
PR EREQUIS I TES: 
HL D3811 OR TO BE TAKEN CONCURRENTLY. 
fAlL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 
L INGAHNENI, GOLDEtISTEIN. 
HLDS02A 
LEADER EffECTIVENESS TRAINING 
2-3 
lEADER EffECTIVENESS TRAINING (L.E.T.) IS A PRACTICAL, SKILL ORI­
ENTED COURSE DESIGNED TO INCREASE THE ADMINISTRATOR'S EffECTIVE­
NESS IN DEVELOPING AND INFLUENCING STAFf PERfORMANCE, A SENSE Of 
TEAM, AND PERSONAL SATISfACTION. L.E . T. IS AN EXPERIENTIALLY 
BAS ED COURSE WHICH INVITES PARTICIPANTS TO REfLECT ON THEIR 
LEADE RSHIP STY LE S AND ENABLES THEM TO ADD TO THEIR MANAGERIAL 
REPETOIRE5 THOSE CONCRETE METHODS Of INfLUENCE WHICH INCREASE 
STAFF PRODUC TIV I TY AND IMPROVE ADMINISTRATOR-SUBORDINATE, ADMIN­
ISTRATOR-COWORKER, ADM INISTRATOR-SUPERIOR RELATIONSHIPS. 

OFFERED BAS ED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROfESSOR, STAFF . 

HL D5D 30 
~ NORMAL PSYCHOLOG Y 
3-4 
THE STUD Y OF ABNORMAL BEHAVIOR IS ME ANINGFUL I N UN DE RSTANDI NG HOw 
BEHAVIO R IS PERCEIVED BY OTHERS BOTM WITMIN AND OUTSIDE OF A 
CULTURE. APPRECIAT IO N HOW THESE PERCEPTIONS CHANGE OVER TIME CAN 
BE HELPfU L I ~ GRASP I NG HOW THE BEHAV IO R IS ~ANDLeD wITHIN A SO­
CIE TY . ULTI MAT ELY, UNDE RSTANDING THE OR IGI NS OF BEHAVIOR THAT ARE 
DEFINED AS " ASNORMA " CAN LEAD TO BETTER COMPREHE NS ION OF HOW TO 
PREVENT TH IS BEHAVIOR. 
FALL, WINTER, SPR I NG/SUM~E R . 
STAff, SCHwAR TZ • 
HLDSO~O 
ADOLESCENCE 
3 

THIS COURSE INVESTIGATES THE MAJOR ISSUES Of ADOLESCENCE, AND 

QUE STIONS THE STEREOTYPIC VI EIt . RESEARCH IS CRITI CALLY REVIEWE D, 

WI T ~ SP ECIAL ATTENTION TO ID£I;TI TY, l r- r iMACY, SEX ROL ES, AI'lD 

FAMILY DYNAMICS. THE FO CUS IS UPON NORMA L ADOLESCE NT 

uE ElOP MENT, BUT PATHOLOGIC AL OU1 COMES ARE AL SO SURVEYED. 

fALL; OffERED BASED UPON DEM A 0 IN OTH ER TERMS. 

MAT TESON. 

HLDSOSO 

ADUL THOa:: 

3 

ST UDENTS APPL YING THEORIES Of AD ULT DEVELOPMENTAL ISSUES, REV IEW 

MAJOR PROBLEMS Of ADUL HiOOD, AND INVESTIGATE AVAILABILITY Of RE ­

SUURCES FOR ADULT DEVELOPME~T I N LOCAL COM~,UNI TIES. 

WINTER. 

PRESCO TT. 

HLDS060 

ADVANCED EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOL OGY 

~ 
STUDENTS WILL EXAMINE AT LEAST FIVE RESEARCH DESIGNS. THEY WI LL 

EIT HER READ, PROPOSE OR DO RESEARCH USING ONE Of THOS E DESIGNS. 

ST UDENTS MAY APPLY STATISTICAL PROCEDURES IN ~ONJUNCT IO N WITH 

THOSE DE SIGNS . 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

WCODWARD. 

nLD5070 

ADVANCED GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY 

~ 
STUDIES THE BASIC CONCEPTS IN VARIOUS CONTEXT AREAS Of PSYCHOLOGY 

: DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY, LEARNING, MEMORY, LANGUAGE, SENSATI ON 

& PERCEPTION, MOTIVATION, PERSONALITY, SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY, GRO UP 

DYNAMICS, PHYSIOLOGICAL ETC . 

fALL, SPRING/SU MMER . 

WOOCWARD, STAFf . 

HLDS090 

ALTERNATIVE HELPING MODES fOR WOMEN 

3 

DESCRIBES SEVERAL ALTERNATIVE RESOURCES OffERING HEALTH SE RVI CES, 

THE GROUPS SERVED AND fUNCTIONS PROVIDED (E.G. RAPE CRIS IS LINE, 

HOT LINE, GYNECOLOGICAL CLINIC, DRUG COUNSELING, RUNAWA S, DI­

VORCE COUNSELING, CONSCIOUSNESS-RAISING GROUPS, fEMINIST THER APY, 

fLEXIBLE CAREERS, GAY LIBERATION). 

OffERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

JENKINS, PRESCOTT. 

HLD5100 

LABORATORY IN AUTHENTIC WOMAN/MAN RELATIONS 

1-2 PINe 

PARTICIPATE IN AN ENCOUNTER GROUP AND IDENTIfY SEX ROLES, SHREO­

TYPES, INJUNCTIONS AND MYSTIfICATIONS AND DESCRIBE THE Ef FECT 

ON BEHAVIOR, fEELINGS, EXPECTATIONS, BELIEfS AND SELf-CONCEPT . 

INDENTIfY AN ISSUE fOR PERSONAL GROWTH AND REPORT PROGRESS. SEe 

CAuT IONS. 

OffERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

JENKINS, CRISPIN. 

HLD51l0 

LAB IN BASIC HUMAN RELATIONS 

2 P/NC 

fOCUSES ON THE INTeRACTION Of PEOPLE IN A GROUPSETTING. PA~TI C­

ULAR ATTENTION IS PAID TO THE fEELll;GS THAT INf LUENC E THE INTE~­

ACTION Of PEOPLE. THE GOAL Of THE LAB IS TO HELP PEOPL E BECOME 

MORE AWARE OF BEHAVIOR, PARTICULARLY WHILE INTERAC H NG WI TH 

PEOPLE, HOW IT AffECTS OTHERS, AND THE UNDERLYING FEELINGS I N­

VOLVED . THE LAB IS AN OPPORTUNITY fOR STUDENTS TO BECOME AWARE OF 

THEIR BEHAVIOR AND fELLI NGS , AND TO DEVELOP MORE Ef FECTIVE ~AYS 

Of EXPRESSING THOSE FEE LINGS .4UT HENTICALLY. 

fALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

STAff. 

HLD5120 

CHILD DEVELOPMENT 

3-4 

STUDY Of THEORIES AND LA NGUAG E Of HUMAN DEVELOPMENT, PRE~TAL IS­

SUES, AVAILABILITY Of CHIL DR EN'S ~E50IA\CES [N1'HE COMMUN ITY , 

KNOWLEDGE Of CHILDREN'S BEHAVIOR REPERTOIRE, COGN [TIVE , 

EMOTIONAL AND PHYSICAL GROWTH. 

WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

PRESCOTT • 
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HLD5JJO 
THEORIES t TREA TM ENT OF EMOTIONAL DI STURBANC E IN CHILDREN I 
~ 
RO LE PL AY CHILDREN WITH EMOTIONAL DIFFIC UL TI ES AND THERAPISTI 

HELPER ; APPLY THEOR IES IN ANALYSIS OF INT ERACTION, ~KE A NA TUR­

AL ISTIC OBSERVATION Of A CHILD, DESCRIBE C ~ARACTERISTIC CLASS­

ROOM AND HOM E BEHAVIORS OF SOME CHILDREN. ENCOUNTER GROUP FORMAT. 

SEE CAUTIONS . 

PREREQU I SITE S: 

HLDS20 0. 

WIN TER . 

V NK IN S, SCHWARTZ. 

HLD 51 ~O 
THEOR IES. TREATMENT OF EMOTIONAL DISTURBANCE IN CHILDREN II 
~ 
PAR TICIPATE IN ROLE PLAYING, IN AN ENCOUNTER/TRAINING GROUP, IN 

CONSUL TATI ON, AND ANALYZE THERAPY TRANSCRIPTS INFERRING THOUGHTS, 

FEEL I NGS, EXPECTATIONS MOTIVATING BEHAVIOR AND INOENTIFYING DES­

STRUCTIVE AND THERAPEUTIC ASPECTS OF COMMUNICATION WITH CHILDREN. 

SE E CAUTIONS. 

PRE REQUISITES: 

HlOS130 AND HLDS200. 

OFFERE D BASED UPON DEMAND. 

vENKI NS. 

HLDSISO 

MOTIVATION. EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

~ 
EXAMINES AND APPLIES THEORIES OF MOTIVATION, MORAL DEVELOPMENT, 

ANO EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT. 

FALL, SPRING/SUHMER. 

WI LSON. 

HLD51&O 

COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY APPLIED TO INSTR UCTION 

l-~ 
RELATES CUR RENT THEORIES OF COMPREHENSION AND KNOWLEDGE ACQUISI­

TI ON TO INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES. 

SPR ING/ SUMMER. 

wiLS ON. 

HLD5190 

ETHICS: PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS IN RESEARCH AND SERVICE (SIM) 

2 

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS IN THE CONDUCT OF RESEARCH WITH HUMAN SUB­

vECT S AND IN PROV I 0 I NG PROF ES S IONAL HUMAN SERV ICE S. 

FALL. 

vENKINS. 

HLD5191 

ETHICS: RIGHTS OF MENTAL PATIENTS AND RIGHTS TO STAND TRIAL (SIM) 

I 
THE RIGHTS OF MENTAL PATIENTS AND RIGHTS TO STAND TRIAL FOR 

CR IMES. 

FALL. 

vENKINS. 

HLDSI92 

ETHICS: ISSUES IN HUMAN SERVICES (SIM) 

2 P/NC 

DISCUSSION OF FILM ON AFFIRMATIVE ACTION, AlCOLOLISM, DEATH AND 

DISCUSSION OF FILM ON AFFIRMATIVE ACTION, ALCOLOLISM, DEATH ANO 

DY IN G, AGING, PROCESS, PHYSICAL AND MENTAL HANDICAPPING COND­

I TION S, RAPE, ABORTION, THE vUSTICE SYSTEM, HOSPITAL-STAFF-PAT­

lE NT RELATIONS. 

FALL. 

vEN I NS. 

HLD5193 

ETHICS: RIGHTS OF TEACHERS IN THE TEACHING PROFESSION (SIM) 

I 
THE RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF TEACHERS. 

OFFERED IN FALL TERM BASED UPON DEMAND. 

vENKINS. 

HLDS200 

THEORIES' TREATMENT OF EMOTIONAL DISTRUB.ANCE I 

~ 
PARTICIPATE IN ENCOUNTER/TRAINING GROUP, APPLY THE THEORIES OF 
ROGERS, ELU S, PERLS, FROMM-RE ICHMAN, LA lNG, HALEY, SCHATZMAN TO 
PERSONAL AND CASE MATERIALS AND THEIR OWN EXPERICNCE; ANALYZE AN 
ENCOUN TER GROUP EPISODE WHEN FEELINGS WERE CONCEALED; ANALYZE A 
CHARACTER FROM THE LITERATURE. 
FALL, WINTER. 
JENKINS, SCHWARTZ. 
HLD5202 

BIOF EEDB ACK' SELF-REGULATION 

S 
~ 
TUDENTS LEA RN TO IDENTIFY AND DESCRIBE DIFFERENT SYSTEMS OF 

BIOF EEDBAC K AN D SELF-REGULATION AND THEIR EMPIRICAL AND THEOR­

ET ICAL BASES, AND THEIR CLINICAL APPLICATIONS. 

OF FE RED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF . 

~LD~210 
THEORIES' TREATMENT Of EMOTIONAL DISTURBANCE IN ACULTS II 
~ 
ROLE PLAY ADULl CLIENTS DISPLAYING IYPICAL PATHOLOGY AND PRACT ICE 

RESPONDIN THERAP EUTICALLY TO THE CLIENTS, PARTICIPATE IN AN EN­

CO UNTER/ TRAINING GR OUP , AND IN PEE R COUNSEL I NG . 4ND ~NALVlE THE­

RA PY TRANSCR IPTS INF ~RRING THOUGHTS, FEELINGS. EXPECTATIONS MOTI­

VATI NG BEHAV IOR AND I DEN TIFYING DESTRUCTIVE AND THERAPEUTIC AS­

PE CTS OF COM MUNICATI ON. SEE CAUTION. 

PR ER UISITES: 

HLD5200. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

vENKINS. 

HLDS2l0 

FAMILY COUNSELING 

3-~ 
PROVIDES A BEGINNING UNDERSTANDING OF HIE FAMILY AS A SOCIAL 

SYSTEM, AND THE CONCEPTS INVOLVED IN fAMilY COUNSELING. STUDENTS 

ARE ASKED TO ANALYZE THEIR ROLE IN THEIR OWN FAMILY SYSTEM. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

MATTESON. 

HLD5211 

FAMILY LA~ 

l 
EXAMINES THE GROUNDS FOR DIVOKCE AND THE CIRCUMSTANCES WARRA NTING 

A CHANGE IN CHILD CUSTODY, CHILD ABUSE, THE BEST INTEREST OF THE 

CHILDREN, AND THE IMPOSSIBiliTY Of DOMESTICATION. 

uFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND . 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLDSlOO 

LAB IN TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS 

2 PINe 

THE STUDENT WILL LEARN THE MAvOK THEORY AND CONCEPTS OF TRA~5AC­

TIONAL ANALYSIS AND APPLY THESE TO HIS/HER O~N BEHAVIOR. 

FALL, wiNTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

CRI SPIN. 

HLDSllO 

LEARNING COGNITION I 

~ 
EXAMINES LIMITATIONS OF SHORT-TERM MEMORY, TRANSFER OF INFORMA­

TION TO LONG-TERM MEMORY, ORGANIZATION OF KNOWLEDGE, THE NATURE 

OF COGNITIVE PROCESSES. 

fALL, WINTER. 

wiLSON. 

HLDS320 

COGN I T IVE DEVE LOPMENT 

~ 
EXAMINES MODES OF REPRESENTATION, RELATION OF LANGUAGE AND 

THOUGHT, COMPREHENSION, AND MEANING. 

FALL. 

WILSON. 

HLDS3l0 

PERSONALI TY THEORY 

l 

EXAMINES THE VARIOUS THEORETICAL APPROACHES TO DEFINING PERSONAL­
ITY: PSYCHOANALYTIC, HUMANISTIC, BEHAVIORISTIC, AND SOCIAl LEARN­
ING. 
FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

SCHWARTZ, STAFF. 

HLDS3~O 
cABORATORY IN PERSONAL POWER AND SElF-MANGEMENT 

2 

"EARN TO TAKE RESPONS IB I L ITY FOR ONE'S OWN SELF -MANGEMENT 

I~SUE(S) AND SITUATIONAL POWER POSITIONS. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

CRISPIN. 

HLDSl60 

PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN 

~ 
STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL VARIABLES 

ON THE BEhAVIOR OF WOMEN (DEPENDENCE, AGGRESSION, SELF-EST EEM, 

MOTIVE TO ACHIEVE, ETC.) AND DISCUSSION OF SOCIAL AND MEN TAL 

HEALTH ISSUES CURRENTLY AFFECTING WOMEN'S WELFARE. ST UD EN TS 

lAKING THIS CLASS FOR ~ UNITS WILL PARTICIPATE IN AN INDIVIDUA L 

OR GROUP PROJECT. GRADUATE STUDENTS ~ILl WRITE A SCHOLARLY PAPER 

ON WOMEN'S STUDIES. 

FALL. 

WHITAKER. 

HLD5370 

PSYCHOSOCIAL ASPECTS OF AGING 

3-~ 

STUDY OF BASIC CONCEPTS AND THEORIES OF AGING; EVALU~TION OF THE 

IMPACT OF SOCIAL, BIOLOGICAL AND PSYCH OLOG ICAL VARIAB LES ON AGING 

ADULTS, ANALYZE ASPECTS OF OLDER ADUL TS, LI FE ST YLE, AND EXAMI NE 

COMMUNITY RESO URCES FOR THE AGED. 

FALL, SPRING/SUMMER. 

PRESCOTT • 
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HL053 80 
MOTt1E~HOCD 's ~OLf IN CI1ILDIIEA RING 
3 
~XPLORES MOTHERHOOD FROM THE BIRTH PROCEsS TO THE TIME OF THE 
"EMPTY NEST" WITH EMPHASIS ON THE MO THER ' S EXPERIENCE AND HOW IT 
IS SHAPED BY SOC IAL FACT ORS . 
fALL. 
SCHWAR TZ, PRESCOTT. 
HLD539 0 
HYPER TENSION: MECHANISMS & TREATMENT 
3 
STUDENTS LEARN ABOUT THE VARIOUS SOCIOLOGICAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL, AND 
PHYSICAL CAUSES OF HYPERTENSION, THE CURRENT TREATMENT MODALITIES 
fOR THIS DISORDER AND WAYS TO IDENTIFY STRESS AND TENSION IN 
THEU ()j N LIVES . 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
5 TAF F. 
HLDS~O O 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN HLD 
3 - ~ 
ID(NtI FICATION OF THE STEPS IN THE RESEARCH PROCESS AND APPLICA­

TION OF EACH STEP TO A RESEARCHABLE PROBLEM OF STUDENT'S CHOICE. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

1ooC0DWARD, STAFF. 

HLD5~10 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY HLD : EMPHASIS ON SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
~-& 
IDENTIFICATION OF THE STEPS IN ThE RESEARCH PROCESS AND APPLICA­

TION OF EACH STEP TO A RESEARCHABLE PROBLEM DEALING WITH SOCIAL 

PSY CHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS. STUDENTS TAKING THIS CLASS FOR ~ UNITS 

WILL wRITE A RESEARCH REPORT. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

WH IT AKER. 

HLDHII 

STATISTICS 

3-~ 
DESIGNED TO PROVIDE STUDENTS WITH SKILLS IN APPLYING STATISTICS 

FOR USE IN PSYCHOLOGY OF EDUCATION. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

HL DS 4 3 0 

RE9 EARCH ME THOOS 

3 - ~ 
USE OF RESEARCH METHODS IN RELATION TO SCHOOL, COMMUNITY, OR JOB: 

IN TEAM RESEARCH PROJECT INVOLVING PLANNING SYSTEMATIC OBSERVA­

TION OR DATA COLLECTION, DATA ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION OF RE­

SULT S. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

PRESCOTT . 

HLDS4~0 
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 

4 

EVALUATION OF METHODS OF INGUIRY AND IDENTIFICATION OF LEVELS OF 

ANALYSIS AS APPLIED TO PROBLEMS OF THOUGHT AND BEHAVIOR IN AMER­

ICAN SOCIETY. STUDENTS IDENTIFY VARIABLES AND EVALUATE PROCESSES 

OF INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS, SOCIAL POWER, 

PERSUASIO~ DECISION MAKING, ATTITUDE CHANGE, GROUP MEMBERSHIP, 

ETC. GRADUATE STUDENTS WILL ALSO IDENTIFY AND DESCRIBE COMMUNITY 

APPLICATIONS OF SOC IAL PSYCHOLOGY. 

WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

WH I TAKER. 

HLDS~ SO 

SPECIAL F IELOS IN BEHAVIOR MOD IF ICATION 

3-4 

REVIEW AND EVALUATE CLINICAL LITERATURE ON THE USE OF BEHAVIOR 

THERAPY TECHNIQUES AS APPLIED TO PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR, FEARS AND 

PHOBIAS, SEXUAL DEVIANCE, ALCOHOLISM, INSOMNIA, AND OBESITY . 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF • 

HLDS471 

LIFE CYCLE DEVELOPMENT 

3 

EXPLORATION OF THEORIES OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT THROUGHOUT THE LIFE 

SPAN AND THE APPLICATION OF THESE TO SELECTED (XAMPLES. 

FALL, WINT(R. 

STAFF, PRESCOTT. 

HLDS480 

PRINCIPLES OF BEHAVIOR CHANGE 

3-~ 
STUDY OF THE THEORY OF BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION AND PROCEDURES TO 

OBSERV( AND RECORD BEHAVIOR, TO ACCELERATE AND DECELERATE B(HAV­

lOR, AND TO TEACH NEW BEHAVIOR. 

FALL, SPRING/SUMMER. 

sTAFF, DIM ITROFF • 

HLD5 490 
LAB IN ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING 
) P/NC 
EXAMI NE CONC EPTS OF ASSERTION IRAI NING AND DEVELOP COGN IT I V( AND 
BE HAVIORISTIC SKILLS TO REPLACE MALADAPTIVE RESPONSES. PROVIDES 
REINFO RCEMENT ~D SOC IAL NETWO RKS TO INS URE HiE CONTINUITY OF 

CONTINUIT Y OF NEWLY ACQUIRED BEHAVIORS. 

PREREGUIS ITES: 

PERMI SSION. 

WINT ER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

1ot1 1T AKER . 

HLD5509 

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT 

4 

THIS COURSE WILL EXPLORE THE CREATION OF CONSTRUC TIVE CONFLICT TO 

INITIATE CHANGE; THE CHANNELING OF SPONTANEOUS CONFLICT TO CREATE 

RE~OLUTION; AND THE RELEASING OF ChRONIC CONFLICT TO AID I N ~AR­

MONIOUS RELATIONS AMONG PEOPLE IN WORK SITUATIONS. THE COURS E 

WILL INTEGRATE THEORY ANO TECHNIQUE FROM BEHAV IORAL SCIENCES WITH 

INSIGHTS AND VALUES FR(}ol THE ~IORK FORCE. THE f OC US \lILL Sf ON 

UNDERSTANDING THE DYNAMICS OF CONFLICT IN MANA GEMENT AND DEVELOP­

ING BOTH PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SKILLS FOR CONFLICT INTERVE"T10N. 

OFFERED BASED -UPON DEMAND. 

ORT! Z. 

HLD551A 

DIVORCE AND THE EFFECTS OF CHANGE ON THE FAMILY 

2 

IN THIS COURSE ATTENTION WILL BE DIRECTED TO THE CHANCING STRUC­

TURE OF THE AMERICAN FAMILY, THE CHANGES ALL FAMILI ES EXPERI ENCE 

AND A REAL 1ST Ie APPRAI SAL OF THE IMPAC T OF ChANGE ON CM ILDREN I'ND 

ADOLESCENTS AS WELL AS THEIR DIFFERENTIAL CAPACITY TO COPE . 

PRIMARY EMPHASIS WILL BE ON THE DIVORCE EXPERIENCE. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND . 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD5SI0 

INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOMETRY AND PSYCHODRAMA 

} 
THEORY OF SOCIOMETRY AND PSYCHODRAMA AS USED BY ED UCATORS, MENTAL 

HEALTH PRACTITIONERS, NURSES, AND CONSULTANTS IN BUSINESS THROUGH 

DIRECT EXPERIENCE IN CLASS. STUDENTS DESIGN, ADMINISTER, AND EVA­

LUATE A SOCIOMETRIC TEST; PARTICIPATE IN PSYCHODRAMA WARMUPS AND 

CRITIQUE PSYCHODRAMATIC DEMONSTRATIONS. ~PER IENCED STUDENTS MAY 

BE SELECTED TO DEMONSTRATE SELECTED PSY CH ODRAMATI C TECMNIQUIES. 

PREREQU I SITES: 

HLD5950 AND HLD&090 OR PERMISSION. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

HLD5520 

LISTENING: THEORY AND PROCESS 

3 

THIS COURSE EXAMINES THE STYLES OF LISTENING IN COMMUNICATION 

TRANSACTIONS, AND APPLIES THE VARIOUS STYLES OF LISTENING IN THE 

DIFFERENT CONTEXTS OF THE COMMUNICATION PROCESS. DEVELOPS SENSI­

TIVITY AND EFFECTIVE LISTENING SKILLS IN HUMAN INTERACT ION. 

FALL, SPRING/SUMMER. 

PURDY. 

HLD5540 

GAME THEORY AND COMMUNICATION 

3 

EXAMINES MODELS FOR GAMES OF STRATEGY, FOR VARIOUS ZERO- SUM AND 

NON-ZERO-SUM GAMES; APPLI ES THE BAS IC ALGOR I THMS OF GAME THEORY 

TO STRATEGIES IN COMMUNICATION INTERACTIONS INVOLVED IN THE RE­

SOLUTION OF SOCIAL, ECONOMIC, MILITARY AND OTHER PROBLEMS. 

WI NTER, EVEN YEARS. 

PURDY. 

HLDS5&0 

ETHICAL ISSU(S IN HlJo1AN COMMUNICATION 

} 
THE PURPOSE OF THIS COURSE IS TO ENABLE STUDENTS TO EXAMIN E, DE­

DEFINE AND CLARIFY ETHICAL ISSUES INVOLVED IN INTERPERSONAL COM­

MUN ICAT ION. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-83. 

SARAL • 

HLD55&5 
COMMUNICATIO~ OF INNOVATIONS 
3 
SURVEYS SOC IALIPS YCHOLOGICAL THEORIES AND PRACT I CES OF INNOVA­
TIONS. ANALYZES METHODS AND PROCESSES OF COMMUNICATION IN THE 
DIFFUSION PROCESS IN EDUCATION, AGRICULTURE, INDUSTRY, SOCIAL 
PROGRAMS, BUSINESS, AND SCIENCE.· EXPLORES SOCIAL/CULTURAL/ ETHI ­
~AL IMPLICATIONS OF INNOVATIONS. DESIGNS A COMPREHE NSIVE COMMUN ­
ICATION PROGRAM FOR ITRODUCTING AN INNOVATION IN A REAL COMMUNITY 
OR AN ORGAN IZA TI ON. 
FALL. 
KIM. 
HLD5570 
CLASSROOM USE OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS 
2-3 
EXAMINES PROPER PROCEDURE IN DESIGNING LESSONS AND IMP LEMENTING 
INSTRUCTION USING MATERIALS; OPERATE EQUIPMENT; - PRODUCE SIMPLE 
TYPES OF MATERIALS. (GRAD.) SET UP INDIVIDUALI ZED LEARNING STA­
TION USING MATERIALS . MA TERIAL S : FI LM, TV , VIDEOTAPE , FILM STRI P, 
SLIDES, AUDI OTAPE/RECORD S, OVE RHEAD TRANS., CDMB IN~TIDNS. 
THIS COURSE RE QUIRES 5-1 0 CLOCK HOURS Of FIELDWORK. 
FALL, SPRING/SUMMER. 
STELNICXI, SILBER. 
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HLDSS80 
AOVERTISII.G ,liS COMMUNICATION 

3 

EXAMINES TME NAIUR E AND PROCE SS OF COMMUNICAT ION. IDENTIFY POTEN­

TIAL APPLICATION OF THEORIES OF COMMUNICATION IN ADVERT ISING; 

RELATE KNOWLEDGE OF COMMU NICATION PROCESS TO PROBLEMS Of ADVERT­

ISING. 

WINTER . 

KONG . 

HL CS6 0 0 

ADVER TISING STRATEGY ANO CONSUMER BEHAVIOR 

3 

DRA WS FROM BEHAVIORAL SCEINCES CONCEPTS TO EXPLAIN CONSUMER BE­

HAVIO R, DECISION PROCESS MODELS. APPLICATION OF RESEARCH TECH­

NIQUES TO EXAMINE PSYCHOLOGICAL, SOCIOLOGICAL AND CULTURAL AS­

PECT S OF CONSUMER BEHAVIOR AS RELATED TO ADVERTISING STRATEGY. 

SY NTHES IZE CONCEPT AND IMPLICATIONS FOR ADVERTISING. 

IIINTER, ODD YEARS. 

KONG. 

HLDS611 

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER APPLICATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS 

3 

A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO THE FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTER CONCEPTS, 

ST RU CTURE AND FUNCTIONS AND BASIC PRINCIPLES OF COMPUTER APPLICA­

TI ONS FOR INFORMATION PROCESSING, STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL; IT IN­

CL UDES DATA PROCESSING ANALYSIS IN SOCIAL BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES. 

PR EREQUISITES: 

HLD5280 OR HLD5~11. 

IIINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

LI NGAMNEN I. 

HLD5620 

FILM AND TV DOCU'1ENTARY 

3 

DESCRIBES STYLE AND INFLUENCE OF KEY FILM MAKERS IN EVALUATION OF 

DOCUM EN TARY. IDENTIFY FILM MAKING TECHNIQUES USED TO DOCUMENT 

EVENT S AND ANALYZE ISSUES. DESCRIBE EFFECTS DOCUMENTING FIL~1 HAS 

ON PERCEPT ION OF EVENTS AND ISSUES. GRAD - IDENTIFY/ANALYZE A 

SPECIF IC AREA IN DOCUMENTING FILM. 

III NTER. 

STELN ICK I. 

HLD5700 

COMMUNICATION SENSITIVITY 

3 

EXAMINES COMMUNICATION BEHAVIOR, PROCESSES OF SENSITIVITY TO VAR­

IOUS COMMUNICATIONS; FEEDBACK, EMPATHY, LEVELS OF INTERDEPEND­

ENCE, PERCEPTION, INFERENCE, OBSERVATION, SELECTIVITY PROCESSES, 

RELATIVE EFFECTIVENESS OF DIFFERENT CHANNELS, RUMOR TRANSMISSION. 

FALL, SPRING/SUMMER. 

KONG . 

HLDS710 
COMMUNITY COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
3 
EXAMINES COMMUNICATION NElI/ORKS AND POWER STRUCTURE OF A REAL 
COMMUNITY, AND THE ASSUMPTIONS NEEDED TO UNDERSTAND THE RELATION­
SHIP BETWEEN PUBLIC AND INTERPERSONAL MESSAGES IN THE COMMUN­
ITY. EACH MEETING CONSISTS OF SEMINAR REPORT BY STUDENTS AFTER 

THEY HAVE COMPLETED 30 HOURS OF SIM + FIELD SURVEY WORK. 

WI NTER. 

STAFF. 

HLDS 73 0 

CULTURE AND COMMUNICATION PROCESS 

3 

EXAMINES DIFFERENT CULTURES OF THE WORLD, CUSTOMS, PHILOSOPHY AND 

RELIGION, SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS, LANGUAGE, VALUES AND ATTITUDES. 

RELATES CULTURE TO PERSONALITY, VERBAL/NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION 

BEHAVIORS, AND THE PERCEPTION AND USE OF TIME AND SPACE. EXPLORES 

THE PROCESS AND EFFECTS OF CULTURE-CONTACT AND PRESENT A SYNTHE­

SIZED VIEW ON THE FUTURE OF INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION. 

OFFERED IN FALL TERM BASED UPON DEMAND. 

KIM. 

HLD57~O 
CUlTURE AND MESSAGE DEVELOPMENT (SIM) 

3 

UTILIZES THEORIES OF INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION IN DESIGNING 

MESSAGES FOR AUDIENCE OF SAME CULTURE AND OF DIFFERENT CULTURES. 

DEVEL OPS MESSAGES FOR INFORMATIVE COMMUNICATION AND PERSUASIVE 

COMMUN ICATION IN INTERPERSONAL, SMALL-GROUP, AND MASS COMMUNICA­

TION SITUATIONS. TESTS EFFECTIVENESS OF THE MESSAGES IN REAL SET­

T INGS. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

KIM. 

HLDS7~S 
INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION IN HUMAN SERVICES FOR INDOCHINESE 

6 

THE COURSE WILL COVER BASIC INTRAPERSONAL AND INTERPERSONAL COM­

MUNICA TI ON CONCEPTS UNDERLYING EFFECTIVE CASEWORK, USEFUL SOCIAL 

WORK TECHNIQUES, AND TREATMENT METHODS, THE INFLUENCE OF CULTURE 

AND COMllUNICA TION BEHAVIORS ON THE PROCESS AND EFFECTS OF SOCIA L 

SERVICE DELIVE RY, AND OTHER ISSUES CRITICAL TO INTERCULTURAL COM ­

MUNICAT IO N AND COUNSELING OF INDOCHINESE REFUGEES. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

KIM , COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

HLD5746 
IN TERCULT URAL TH<JIA PEUTIC COMMUN I C A Tl O~1 Sk ilLS FOR INDOCHINESE, 
THIS COURSE IS DE SI NED TO DEVE LOP SKILLS OF INTERC UL TURAL COM­

MUNICATI ON. THIS CO URS E COMP LEME TS AND BUI LDS ON THE COURSE 

ENTITLED "I NTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION IN H~MAN SERVIC ES FOR 

INDOCHINESE". 

PREREQU IS I TES : 

HlDSHS . 

OFFERED BA SED UPON DEMAt-/D. 

KIM, COMMUNITY PROFESSO R. 

HLD5780 
ORGANIZATIONAL COMMoNICATION, CHANGE A~D DEVELOPMENT 
3 
T~IS COURSE WILL ENABLE STUDENTS TO: ANALYZE THE HUMAN ELEMENTS 
IN THE FUNCTIONING OF AN ORGANIZATION; DEVELOP A PLAN TO ACT AS A 
CHANGE AGENT; APPLY ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT TE CHNI«UES FOR 
INSTITUTING ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE; EVALUATE RESULTS OF 
ORGANIZAT 10NAL DEVELOPMENTS EFFORTS. 
WI NTER. 
BOL lNE. 
HLD5790 
FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS IN HUMAN COMMUNICATION (SIM) 
3 
THE COMMUNICATION PROCESS ON THE BASIC LEVELS AND CO NT XTS OF 
COMMUNICATION IS EXAMINED. T~EORIES AND RESEARCH TECHN l cues IN 
COMMUNICATION SCIENCE ARE ANALYZED . VERBAL, "ONVERBAL, A"'O IN­
TERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION BEHAVIORS ARE EXAMINED. THE VI TAL 
ELECTRONIC AND MASS COMMUNICATION PROCESSES ARE ANA LYZ ED IN LICHT 
OF THEIR SIGNIFICANT BROAD RAMIFICATIONS. A RESEARCH PROJECT 
CONCERNING A COMMUNICATION TRANSACTION SELECT ED BY THE STuDENT IS 
CARR IED OUT. 
FALL, WINTER. 
PURDY, KIM. 
HLDS8~O 
HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS 
3 
STUDIES THE NATURE AND FUNCTIONING OF HUMAN MIND, MAJOR MODES OF 
HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS, MEANS OF EXTENDING HUMAN CONSC IOUS NESS, AND 
T~ERAPEUTIC APPLICATIONS OF THE NEWLY EXTENDED CONCEPTS OF HUMAN 
CONSCIOUSNESS. 
WI NTE R. 
SARAL. 
HLD5~50 
HUMAN VALUE S 

3 

EXAMINES THE CONCEPT "VALUE" AND EXPLORES THE STUDENT'S OWN VALUE 

STRUCTURE AND THE RESULTANT BEHAVIOR PATTERNS, AND T~E DIFFER ­

ENCES BETWEEN VALUE SYSTEMS SUBSCRIBED TO BY DIFFERENT PEOPL E. 

WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

SARAL. 

HLD5860 

SOCIAL IMPACT OF COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY 

3 

EXPLORES THE SOCIOPSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT OF THE CYBERNATED COMMU N­

ICATION ENVIRONMENT AND EXAMINES EFFORTS TO CONTROL AND EXE CUTE 

COMPLEX OPERAT IONS BY USE OF COMPUTERS COUPLED WlTH AUTOMA TIC 

MACHINERY; ASSESSES THE MANY ADVANTAGES AND BENEF I TS BUT ALsO 

MAJOR DIVERSE PROBLEMS WHICH THIS IMPACT GENERA TES, AND PROPOS­

SES SOLUTIONS TO THE GROWING PROBLEMS. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

PURDY 

HLD5900 
INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY, HUMAN RESOU RCE 
DEVELOPMENT, TRAINING, AND INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
2 
THIS COURSE ENABLES STUDENTS TO: ANALYZE WHAT THE F IELD OF 
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY, HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPME NT, INS TRUCTIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING IS, INCLUDING: WHAT PR OF ESS IONALS 00, 
DEFINIT IONS, ASSOCIATIONS, PERIODICALS , CURRENT ISSUES, 
SELF-ASSESSMENT ON COMPETENC·IES. THE COU RSE REQUIRE S (1 ) VISIT 
TO A LOCAL ET/HRD/ID/TRAINING DEPARTMENT IN BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY 
uRGANIZATIONS, (2) JOINING A PROFESSIONAL ASSOC IATION RElArED TO 
THE FIELD, 0) ATTENDING LOCAL MEETINGS OF A PROFESSIONAL 
ASSOCIATION RELATED TO THE FIELD. 
FALL. 
SILBER, STELNICKI. 
HLDS910 

INSTRUCTIONAL/TRAINING PRODUCT DESIGN 

2 
THIS COURSE ENABLES STUDENTS TO : DESIGN, PRODUCE, AND eV,IILUATE A 

HALF HOUR INSTRUCTIONAL PRODUCT, INCLUDING GOAL, TA SK /CONTENT 

ANALYSIS, LEARNER ENTRY CHARACTERIS TI CS, BEHAVI ORAL OBJE CTIVES, 

CRITERION-REFERENCED TESTS, INSTRUCTIONA L S TRATEC; Y, ME DIA 

SELECTION, PROTOTYPE PRODUCTION, PROTOTYPE TRYOUT, REVISION, AND 

PRODUCT OF FINA L PRODUC T. 

FALL. 

STELNICKI. 

~. 
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HL DS920 

IN S1RUCTIONAL / TRAI NING COURSE DEVELOPMENT 

} 

THI S COURSE ENABLES STUDENTS TO: DEVELOP SPECIfICATIONS FOR A 

COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONAL/TRAINING COURSE, INOLUD1NG ALL COMPONENTS 

FRQM H LD~g lO PLUS : NEEDS ANAL YS IS, SE, TI NG CONSTRAINTS, DE TAILED 

~OB /TASK ANALYSIS, CONCEPT ELA BORA TI ON, LEARNI N' HIERARCHY, 

~NABLING OBJECTIVES, COURSE, UNIT, AND LESSON MAPS, EVEN1S OF 

INS TRUCTION, IMPLEMENTATION PLAN INCLUDING INSTRUCT OR'S MANIlAL , 

A~P COUR SE DEVELOPMENT DOCUMENTATION REPORT. 

PREREQU ISITES: 

HDl5910 OR ACCEPTABLE INSTRUCTIONAL TRAINING PRODUCT. 

wINTER. 

SILB ER. 

Hlbs93 D 

EVALUATIO N/COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS IN INSTRUCTIONAL 

DE~E L OPMENT/TRAINING 
3 
THIS COURSE WILL ENABLE STUDENTS TO : EVALUATE AN INSTRUCTIONAL 

TR AINING COURSE, INCLUDING: PLAN A"D INSTRUMENTS FOR FORMATIVE 

eVAL UATION (ONE-ON-ONE AND SMALL GROUP) CONDUCT FORMATIVE 

EVALUAT ION, ANALYZE DATA, REVISE COURSE, PLAN AND INSTRUMENTS FOR 

SUMMAT IVE EVALUATION, CONDUCT SUMMATIVE EVALUATION, ANALYZE DATA, 

REV Ise COURSE, CALCULATE COST BENEFIT, EVALUATION REPORT. 

PRER EQUISITES: 

HlD5910 AND HLD5920 OR HLD7211. 

SPRI NG /SUMMER. 

SILBER. 

HL ()5939 

TV FOR TRAINING AND INSTRUCTION 

THIC COURSE INVOLVES THE DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION OF A TELE­

VISUAL UNIT OF INSTRUCTION SPECIFICALLY FOR EDUCATIONAL/lNDUS­

TR tAL SETTINGS AIMED AT SOLVING LEARNING ANC/OR PERFORMANCE PROB­

LEMS . SMALL STUDIO PRODUCTION INCLUDES INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN 

PRINCIPLES, GRAPHICS, SPECIAL EFFECTS, MULTIPLE AUDIO I·NPUTS AND 

OTHER TECHNIQUES. . 

PREREQUISITES: 

HLDS91 0 AND HLD7563. 

SPRING /SUMMER. 

STEL.N ICK l. 

HLD5950 

LABORATORY IN INTERPERSONAL GROWTH 

2 P/NC

STUDENTS IDENTIFY THEIR INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION STRENGTHS 

AND AREAS OF DIFFICULTIES, AND INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION PROCE­

SSES THROUGH WHICH THEY INITIATE, MAINTAIN, AND TERMINATE A 

KELATIONSHIP. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

SARAL . 

HLD599A 

AUTOMATION IN LIBRARIES 

2 

THIS COURSE INTRODUCES THE TERMINOLOGY AND PRINCIPLES OF BIBLIO­

GRAPHIC DESCRIPTION, FOCUSES ON THE UTILIZATION OF COMPUTER SYS­

TEMS FOR THE CREATION OF A MACHINE-READABLE BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA 

BASE, AND EMPHASIZES PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE USING THE OCLC SYSTEM. 

OFF ERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUN ITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD 5990 

MANAG ING COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 

3 

STUDENTS IDENTIFY NlfoE FEATURES, NINE POSTULATES AND FOUR NET­

WOR K DIAGRAMS OF A FUNCTIONING HUMAN ORGANIZATION. APPLY AT 

LEAST ONE THEORETICAL APPROACH TO IMPROVING THE MANAGEMENT OF CO­

MUNICATION WITHIN AN ORGANIZATION OF THEIR CHOICE, AND SUBMIT THE 

SUGGEST .ION FOR ADOPTION BY THE MEMBERS . CONSISTS OF SIMULATIONS 

NlD SEMINAR REPORTS BY STUDENTS. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

PURDY. 

HLD6020 

NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION 

3 

STUDENTS EXAMINE NONVERBAL ELEMENTS OF HUMAN COMMUNICATION; BODY 

MOVEMENT; SPACE BEHAVIOR, TIME ORIENTATION AND MANAGEMENT, AES­

THETIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS IN THE AMERICAN CULTURE, AS WELL 

AS IN OTHER CULTURAL GROUPS. STUDENTS ANALYZE NONVERBAL ASPECTS 

OF IoOR~, STUDY, SPORTS, LEISURE OR OTHER INTERPERSONAL SETTINGS; 

SENSITIVITY, AND KNOWLEDGE IN NONVERBAL BEHAVIOR, STUDENTS WILL 

IN TERMS OF THEIR FUNCTION, VALUES AND MEANING. AFTER DEVELOPING 

INTERACT WITH OTHERS FROM THE SAME AND DIFFERING BAC~GROUNDS. 

THEY WILL ANALYZE AND EVALUATE THOSE INTERACTIONS FOR NONVERBAL 

COMMUNICATION EFFECTIVENESS. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

KIM. 

HLD6090 

LABORATORY IN PERSONAL GROWTH 

2 P/NC 

IDENTIFICATION OF PERSONAL GROWTH ISSUES IN TERMS OF LIFE GOALS 

AND PRIORITIES, AND INTRAPERSONAL COMMUNICATION PROCESSES THROUGH 

WH IC H MEANING AND VALUES ARE ASSIGNED TO VARIOUS OBJECTS OR 

~VENT S IN STUDENT'S LIFE. 

FALL, W1NTER, SPRING/SUMMER.

SARAL. 

HLD6150 
SEMANTICS AND COMMUNICATI ON 
3 
DESCR IB ES LANGUAGE AS MAP Of RE FEQENT PHENOMEN~ AND OB~E l S, ~ND 
LEVE LS OF ABSTRACTION liS RELATED TO THO UGHT, EKPERIENCE AI'IIl BE­
HA~IOR ; l:.XAMINE AND ASSESS THE IMPACT OF VERBAL PoND NONVERBAL 
COM~tUN ICAT ION BEHA" I OR ; ltlDICAT E AND IEVELOP CLEAR AND EfFECTI';e 
COMMUNIC ATIO N IN TERMS OF ART ICU LATE PATT ERNS OF SPEECH AND LAN­
GUAG E USAGE . 
WINTER. 
PURDY. 
HL D6 170 

SOC I DL OG Y OF SPORT 

3 

STUDIES INFLUENCES OF SPORT ON SOCIETY AND PSYCHO-SOC IAL ASPECTS 

OF SPECTATORS AND PARTICIPANTS IN SPORT. 

wI NTER. 

LOwE. 

HLD6190 

TV AND ITS USE IN THE COMMUNITY 

2 

IDENTIFIES EXISTING AND/OR POTENTIAL AREAS I" THE COMMUN ITY 

WHERE TV IS/COULD BE USED AS A CHANGE OR DOC U~IEN TAT ION AGEN T. p­

ERATE LOW-COST VIDEO EQUIPMENT, PRODUCE ONE TV PR OGRA M FOR A SPE­

CIFIC COMMUNITY SITUATION OR DOCUMENTATION AREA, AND EVALUATE EF­

FECTIVENESS OF TV MATERIALS IN A SPECIFIC VIDEOTAPE SIT UATION. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

STELI'dCKl. 

HLD6210 

CONTENT ANALYSIS IN COMMUNICATION 

3 

ANALYZES FRAMEWORK FOR STUDY OF SYMBOLIC BEHAVIOR, AC~ U ISITI ON 

PRODUCTION AND COMPREHENSION OF LANGUAGE. INCLUDES TH EORY OF MES­

SAGE ANALYSIS., QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE METtiDDS, SURVEY METH­

ODS OF CONTENT ANALYS I S, TECHN ICAL PROBLEMS, PROBL EMS Of INFERE­

NCE, RELIABILITY, VALIDITY. STUDENTS WRITE AND IMPL EMENT RESEARCH 

PROPOSAL . 

WINTER. 

KONG. 

HLD6230 

TOWARD QUALITY GROUP DECISIONS 

3 

STUDIES THE EFFECTS OF FEEDBACK THROUGH THREE CHANNELS IN TASK­

ORIENTED GROUPS AND CREATE AT LEAST THREE PI'TTERNS OF I"'F LUENtE. 

USED IN SIMULATED OR REAL DECISION-MAKING GROUPS. TH E DTNAJIl C EF­

FECTS OF RISK AND FEEDBACK TECHNIQUES ON THE DEVELOPME NT Or GROUP 

LJECISION WILL BE APPLIED. 

WINTER. 

KENNEDY. 

HLD6270 

INTRODUCTION TO INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION 

3 

OVERVIEW OF COMMUNICATION TRA~SACTIONS BETWEEN MEMB ERS OF DIFF ­

ERING CULTURES; DEFINITIONS, MODELS, VALUES, BELIEFS, cunOMS AND 

ATTITUDES WHICH AFFECT INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION. REL ATE S CUL ­

TURE TO SOCIAL PERCEPTION AND COMMUNICATION PATTERNS. EXAMINES 

CULTURE-SPECIFIIC AS WELL AS UNIVERSAL MODES OF COMMUNICAT ION. 

IDENTIFY FACTORS THAT IMPEDE EFFECTIVE INTERCULTURAL UNDER­
STAND I NG. 

FALL. 

KIM. 

HLD6280 

COMMUNICATION RESEARCH 

3 

DEFINES AREAS OF COMMUN ICATION RESEARCH, BAS IC CONC EPTS, tERMS , 

AND PROCEDURES. STUDENTS IDENTIFY AND DISCUSS METH ODS I'NO 1101­
STRUMENT S, THE I R STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES, AND APPL ICATIO r<S. THEY 

WRITE A RESEARCH PROPOSAL, IMPLEMENT A DESIGN AND ANALYZE ANOTHER 

LEARNER'S WORK. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

KONG. 

HLD6310 

BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS 

3 

STUDENTS LEARN TO CLAS SI FY , ANALYZE AND REMED IATE THE TYpIC AL BE­

HAVIOR PROBLEMS EXPERI ENC ED IN THE HOME AND CLASSRO OM, AND ASSIST 

TEACHERS IN CARRY1NG OUT THIS PROCEDURE. 

FALL, WINTER. 

WIEG, STAFF. 

HLD6H 1 
RESEARCH IN ADOLESCENCE AND SEX ROLES 
3 
STUDENTS REVIEW AND CRITIQUE CURRENT LI TER ATURE ON ADO~ESCENT 
DEVELOPMENT AND SEX-ROLE LEA RNING AS IT RELATES TO IDEtlTl TY 
FORMATION AND INTIMACY ISSU ES. PARTICI PAT ION IN A RESEARCH PRO­
~ECT AND CAREFUL INTERPRETATION OF RESE ARCH IS STRESSeD . 
PIIEREQUISITES: 
HLD5040 OR CONCURRENTLY. 
FALL. 
MATTESON. 
0 
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HLD6312 
COUNSELING AND GU IDANCE IN INT ERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE 
1 
INCLUDES A BALANCE OF LEC TURE S, READ ING ASSI GNMENTS , AND COM­

PARATIVE RESEARCH Sl UD Y AND wRITING RELATED TO COUNSELING, 

GUIDANCE AND/ OR ED Le ATION IN COUNTRIE S OTHER THAN THE UNIHD 

STATES. INVOL VES CONDLeT OF CROSS-CULTURAL COUNSELING INTERVIEWS . 

OFFERED IN FALL TERM BASEO UPON DEMAND. 

1"11 LL. 

HLD6330 

CAREER EDUCATION IN SCHOOLS 

1 

COV ER S CO LLECTION, ORGA~IZATION AND INTERPRETATION OF EDUCA TIONAL 

AND OCCUPAT 10NAL DATA FOR PERSONAL CAREER DEVELOPMENT, AS ELL AS 

HE LPI NG PUPILS A~D IDENTIFYING CURRENT THEORIES OF CAREER DEVE L­

OPMEN T. 

SPR l NG/ SUMME R. 

STAFF. 

HLD 6340 

EVAL UATION OF HUMAN SERVICES 

3 

STUDY OF STRATEGIES TO GAIN ENTRANCE INTO HUMAN SERVICE SYSTEMS 

AND TO IMPLEMENT EVALUAT ION PROGRAMS. 

OFFERED IN FALL TERM BASED UPON DEMAND. 

ROGGE . 

HLD6350 

COMMUNITY COUNSELING 

3 

STU DIE S COMMUNITIES, THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO LOCAL, COUNTY ANO 

FEDE RAL GOVERNMENTS, AND THEIR ROLE IN PROBLEM SOLVING. STUDENTS 

DI AGNOSE AND ASSESS COMMUNITY PROBLEMS AND ATTITUDES; DESCRIBE 

THE POLITICAL POWER STRUCTURE OF THE COMMUN I TY AND ITS RELATION­

SHIP TO HUMAN SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEMS. 

FALL, wINTER . 

LEWIS. 

HLD6360 

CDNFLIC T RESOLUTION 

3 

STUDY OF THE DYNAMICS OF GROUP PROGRESS AND APPLICATION TO CON­

FLICT RESOLUTION IN INSTITUTIONAL AND COMMUNITY SETTINGS . 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF. 

HLD6370 
CODPERATIVE EDUCATION 
1-8 P/NC 
AN IND IV IDUALIZED COURSE OF INSTRUCTION OUTSIDE THE UNIVERSITY 
CL ASSR OOM TO GAIN PRACTICAL CAREER EXPERIENCE IN THE STUDENT'S 
CHOSE N AREA OF INTEREST. THE CO-OP TERM MAY BE ARRANGED IN A NEW 
JOB, AS AN INTERVAL IN A REGULAR JOB AS A PROJECT, INTERNSHIP OR 
RES I DENCY. 
P1!ER EQUISITES: 
PERMI SS ION. 
OFF ERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
STAFF. 
HL06Hl 
COOPE RATIVE EDUCATION 
1-8 P/NC 
AN INDIVIOUALIZED COURSE OF INSTRUCTION OUTSIDE THE UNIVERSITY 
CLASSROOM TO GAIN PRACTICAL CAREER EXPERIENCE IN THE STUDENT'S 
CHOSEN AREA OF INTEREST. THE CO-OP TERM MAY BE ARRANGEO IN A NEW 
JOB, AS AN INTERVAL IN A REGULAR JOB AS A PROJECT, INTERNSHIP OR 
RESIDENCY. 
PREREQUISITES: 
PERMISSION . 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
STAFF. 
HLD6l72 
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION 
1- 8 P/NC
AN IND IVIDUALIZED COURSE OF INSTRUCTION OUTSIDE THE UNIVERSITY 
CLA SSRDOM TO GAIN PRACTICAL CAREER EXPERIENCE IN THE STUDENT'S 
CH OSEN AREA OF INTEREST. THE CO-OP TERM MAY BE ARRANGED IN A NEW 
JOB, AS AN INTERVAL IN A REGULAR JOB AS A PROJECT, INTERNSHIP OR 
RESIDENCY. 
PREREQUISITES : 
PERMI SSION. 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
STAff. 
HLD6410 

CRI S IS INTERVENT ION 

l 
HUMAN SERVICE WORKERS LEARN CRISIS INTERVENTION TECHNIQUES AND 

HOW TO ' USE COMMUNITY RESOURCES FOR CRISES SUCH AS DEATH, DRUG IN­

DUC ED COLLAPSE, SUICIDE THREATS, PHYS ICAL ABUSE, RUNAWAY CHILDREN 

AND OTHER PSYCHOLOGICALLY STRESSFUL EVENTS. 

OFF ERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF . 

HLD641S 
LAB IN ALTERNATIVE LIFEST YLES AND THE HELPING PROFESSIONS 
} 
THIS COU SE COMBINES HUMAN RELATIONS AND ACADEMIC CLAS SROOM 
METHODS TO INFORM STUDENTS ABOUT SOME OF THE AL Tf~NATJ VE LIFE­
STYLES OCCURRING IN OUR CULTURE, TO PROVIOE EXPER IENCES IN MEET ­
I NG PEOPLE LIVING ALTERNAT Ive STYLES, AND TO DEVE LOP A REL ATI VELY 
SAFE SETTING IN WH ICH TO EXPLORE ONE'S OWN FEELI NGS AND REACTIONS 
TO THEIR IMPLICATI ONS FOR ONE' S PROFESSIONAL WORK. 
PREUQU I S lTES: 
HLD 8720 DR PER MI SSI ON. 
SPRI NG / SUMMER . 
MATT ES ON. 
HLD6420 
GUIDANCE FOR CHILDREN 
1 
A COURSE DESIGNED FOR TEACHERS TO DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT G~IDANCE 

ACTIVITIES IN TI1: CLASSROO~I , INCLUDING VALUE CLARIFI CATION PRO­

CEDURES. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

HILL. 

HLD6430 

HUMAN APPRAISAL 

3 

OFFERED AS A SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL COURSE. SELEC TION AND AD~IN-
IS TRAT ION OF EVALUAT ION DEV ICES AND TECHN I«UE S INc LuD IN G S TAND ­

ARDIZED GROUP MEASURES OF INTELLIGENCE, APTITUDE AND ACHIEVE~E NTI 

APTITUDE AND ACHIEVEMENT; INTERPRETATION AND APPLICATION OF THE 

RESULTS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

STATISTICS . 

FALL, WINTER. 

ROGGE . 

HLD6440 

HUMAN SERVICE SYSTEMS 

3 

EXAMINES THE OROANIZATIONAL AND ADM INIS TRA TIVE PROCE SS , OEVELOP­

MENT OF SHORT AND LONG RANGE PR OGRAIIS AND DIFFERENT IATES POSITI VE 

AND NEGATIVE EFFECTS OF HUMAN SERV IC E SYST EMS . 

FALL, SPRING/SUMMER; OFFERED IN WINTER TERM BASED UPON DEMAND . 

WOLF, HILL . 

HLD6450 

HUMAN SYSTEMS CHANGE 

3 

COVERS PHILOSOPHY AND HISTORY OF HUMAN SYSTEMS CHANGE . STUDENTS 

PRESENT A WRITTEN STRATEGY FOR CHANGE AND DIAGNOSIS OF A SYSTEM . 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

WOLF • 

HLD6S00 

BEHAVIOR ~ROBLEMS FOR CLASSROOM TEACHERS 

3 , 

SHOWS HOW TO CHANGE BEHAVIOR AND ATTITUDES IN THE CLASSROOM; HOW 

TO DIAGNOSE AND REORIENT THE TYPICAL BEHAVIOR PROBLEM S EXPER I­

ENCED BY TEACHERS. 

SPRING/SUMMER; OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND IN OTHER TERMS. 

STAFF. 

HLD6580 

COUNSELING' PSYCHOTHERAPY: INTRODUCTION 

1 
INTRODUCES STUDENTS TO THE FIELD OF COUNSEL IN' PSYCHOTHORAP Y, 

COVERING MAJOR THEORIES AND TECHNI QUE S, ETHICS, EMPLOYMENT OPP OR­

TUNTIES, CLIENT POPULATIONS, AND LEGAL CO NSI DERAT IONS. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER . 

ROGGE, HILL. 

HLD671l 

WOMEN IN PR ISON 

} 
WOMEN IN PRISON ARE, FOR THE MOST PART, A FORGOTTEN AND OVER­

LOOKED ASPECT OF THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYST EM : WHO THEY ARE, WHAT 

THEIR FUTURE IS LIKELY TO BE. THE PROBLEMS THE Y FACE AND THE MAN­
NER IN THICH THEY ARE REHABILITATED AND REI NTEGRA TE D BACK INT O 

THE COMMUNITY ARE EXAMINED. 

FALL; OFFERED IN SPRING/SUMMER TERM BASED UPON DtiMAND. 

GOLDE NS TE I N. 

HLD6720 

MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISION IN THE HUMAN SERVI CES 

1 
EXAMINES ADMINISTRATIVE THEORIES AND PR OCESSES WHICH ARE BASIC TO 

ALL HUMAN SERVICE AGENCIES THROUGH THE EHPLOYMENT OF LECTURES, 

GROUP DISCUSSIO~ WORKSHEETS, ASSIGNED REA DINGS, AND MOD IF I ED 

T-GROUP METHODS. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

BOL I NE. 

HLD67)0 

BLACK/WHITE ' SOCIETY AND TME DEL IVERY OF HUMAN SE RVI CES 

4 
EXAMINES THE ASS UM PTIONS, MYTHS, BELIE FS , STE RO TYPES, TECHNIQUES, 
AND STRATEGIES NECESSARY TO FACIL ITA TE THE WHIT E WORKER/BLACK 
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CL IENT, BlACK WORKER/WHITE CLIENT, WHITE WORKER/WHIT E CLIENT AND 

THE BLACK ~ORKER/BLACK CLIENT RELAI10N SHIP . 

SP~ II'lGfSUMHER . 

BliRGEST. 

HLD6no 

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION 

} 
PROV IDES A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR EKAMINING COMMU NI TY ORGANizA ­

TION PRACTICE; DESIGNED TO EKAMINE THE INTERVENTION PROCESS ~l 

THE COMMUNITY LEVEL IN ORDER TO EFFECT CHANGE. STUDE NTS EX PL ORE 

CONCEP TS OF COMMUNITY, POWER, CHANGE, AND SYSTEMS. 

fALL. 

BOll NE . 

t1LD &7&1 

PSYCHOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS OF INDIVIDUALS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS 

3 

EXAMINES BASIC ASSUMPTIONS, ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES, TECH NIQUES , 

AND IN S1RUMENTS IN THE EVALUATION OF INDIVIDUALS WITH SPECI AL 

NEED S ~PHASIZING PRESCRIPTIVE ABILITY ASSESSMENT AND POTENTIAL 

LEV~L OF FUNCTIONING. DESIGNED FOR THE HUMAN SERVICE WORKER AND 

SPEC IAL EDUCATION TEACHERS. REQUIRED FOR CERTIFICATION. 

nils COURSE REQUIRES 15-20 CLOCK HOURS OF FIELDWORK. 

PREREqU IS I TES: 

It.D 6920 AND HLD &870 OR HLD 9&70. 

NOT SCHEDULEO TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-83. 

STAFF . 

HLD680 0 
TEAMWORK IN ORGANIZATIONS 
3 
eXAMINE S THE CONCEPT OF INTERDISCIPLINARY HUMAN SERVICE TEAMS 
WI TH PAR ENTS, COMMUNITY MEMBERS, CONSUMERS AND OTHER INTERESTED 
PERS ONS AS POTENTIAL TEAM MEMBERS. ANALYZES THE TEAM PROCESS, IN­
CL UDING FACTOR; WHICH CONTRIBUTE TO TEAM EFFECTIVENESS AND THOSE 
WH ICH RESTRICTS [TS FUNCTIONING. 
FAL L. 
MONROE-CLAY. 
tlLo68 1 0 

WORKSHOP IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE PLANNING 

3 
~XPLORES THE PLANNING PROCESS AND INTRODUCES STUDENTS TO THE 
EXAMINATION OF CRIT[CAL LINKS BETWEEN AND WITHIN THE CRIMINAL 
JUSTI CE SYSTEMS, THE SOCIAL POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT, FACILITATES 
THE UNDe RSTANDING AND USE OF PLANNING STRATEGIES. 
WINTER; OFFERED [N SPRING/SUMMER TERM BASED UPON DEMAND. 
GOLDENS TE IN. 
HLDS 82 0 
SURVEY OF EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN AND PROGRAMS 
3 
EXAMINES THE EDUCATIONAL NEEDS AND REQUIREMENTS OF UNIQUE SCHOOL 
AGE INDIVIDUALS ACROSS A SPECTRUM OF HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS. 
THIS COURSE REQUIRES 10 CLOCK HOURS OF FIELDWORK (OBSERVATION 
ONL v). 
FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER.
STAFF, HOPKINS. 
/.' 
HLD68~0 
EDUCATIONAL PROCEDURES FOR THE TRAINABLE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED 

3 

IDENTIFIES THE PROGRAMMING AREAS AND PROFESSIONAL PROCEDURES RE­

QUIRED TO PLAN AND IMPLEMENT APPROPRIATE .INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS 

FOR THE MODERATELY TO SEVERELY MENTALLY RETARDED. THE PLANNING, 

COORDINATING AND MANAGEMENT COMPETENCIES ARE CONSISTENT WITH SPE­

CIFIC FEDERAL MANDATES (CIVIL, RESIDNETIAL AND EDUCATIONAL) WHICH 

ASSURE THESE INDIVIDUALS THE RIGHT TO INDIVIDUAL TREATMENT PLANS 

AND ACCESS TO COMMUNITY AND PUBLIC EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS. 

THIS COURSE REQUIRES 15-20 CLOCK HOURS OF FIELDWORK. 

PREREQUIS ITES: 

HLD6820 AND HLD6870. 

FALL. 

STAFF. 

HLD6 860 

PROGRAM DESIGN AND CHANGE IN HUMAN SERVICES 

3 

EXAMINES EDUCATIONAL GOALS; EDUCAT[ONAL ACTIVITIES FROM WH ICH CA­

REER COMPETENCIES CAN BE ACH[EVED, AND EVALUAT[ON PROCEDURE S FOR 

HUMAN SERV ICE WORKERS. 

PREREQU[SITES: 

HLD6280. 

SPRING/SUMMER; OFFERED IN WINTER BASED UPON DEMAND. 

LINGAMNENI, GOLDENSTEIN. 

HLD6870 

CHARACTER[STICS OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED 

3 

DESCR[BES AND EVALUATES ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATIONS OF MENTAL RETAR­

DAT[ON EFFECTS UPON FAMILIES, COMMUN[TIES AND PUBLIC POLIC[ES. 

STU DENTS ARE REQUIRED TO INTERACT WITH MENTALLY RETARDED ADULTS 

PREPA RING TO SEEK EMPLOYMENT IN THE COMMUNITY AT LARGE. THIS 

COURS E REQUIRES 15-20 CLOCK HOURS OF F[ELDWORK. 

PREREQUIS ITES: 

HJ..D6 820, 

FALLJ SPR ING/SUMMER; OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND IN WINTER TERM . 

I'IOPK INS, STAFF. 

HL D6 88 0 

RACI SM : INDIVIDUAL AND INSIITUTIONAL (51101) 

) 
EXAMINES L[TERATURE AND CONDITIONS "HICH ARE RELATED TO I NDIVI D­

UAL AND INS~ITUTIONAL RACTSM . 

FALL, WINTER . 

SURGES To 

HlD6 910 

SOC IAL CHANGE AND MINORITY GROUPS 

3 

EXAMINES SIGNIFICANT SOCIAL MOVEMENTS, LANDMA RK EV ENTS , GOVE~N­

MENT POUCY, AN D,-kE IMPACT OF PA RTI CULAR INDIV I DUALS WHICH HAVE 

AFFECTED THE STA TUS AND OPPORTUNIT IES OF MINORI TY GROUPS. 

SPR lNG/SUMMER. 

MCNR OE - CLAY. 

HLD6920 

SOCIAL SERVICES TO INDIVIDUALS (S[M) 

3 

EXAMINES THE APPROACHES AND STRATEGIES FOR PROVI DING 4 WIDE RANGE 

0.. SOCIAL SERVICES TO INDIVIDUALS. ST UDENTS WILL ENGAG E IN INTeR­

VIEWING, COLLECTING DATA, DIAGNOSING AND PLANNING TREATMENT FOR 

SELECTED INDIVIDUALS. 

FALL. 

BURGEST . 

HLD6930 

SOCIAL SERVICES TO CHILDREN 

3 

THIS MODULE [S DESIGN ED FOR THE STUDENT INT ERES TED IN UNDERSTAND­

ING THE DELIVERY OF HUHAN SERVICES TO CHILDREN. IT WILL FAMILIAR­

IZE THE STUDENT WITH THE BROAD ORGANIZATION OF CH[ LD WElf .. RE PRO­

GRAMS AND THE EXIST[NG SET OF SOCIAL SERVICES DES IGNEO TO HELP 
THE CHILD AND HIS FAMILY. THE STUDENT WILL EXAMINE ANO EVALUA TE 
THE EXTENT TO WHICH CURRENT SOCIAL SERVIC ES FOR FAMIL IES AND 
CHILDREN ARE PROBLEM-SOLVING. THE EFFEC TS OF ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND 
POll TICAL DEVELOPMENTS UPON PAST AND PRESENT-DAY SERVI CES , 
POLICIES AND FUTURE PLANNING OF SERVICES FOR CHILDREN WILL ALS O 
BE EXPLOR ED. 
WI NTER. 
MONROE -CLA Y. 
HLD6950 

URBAN DYNAM[CS (SIM ) 

3 

IDENTIF[ES AND ANALYZES THE OPERATION OF SOCIAL, POLITICAL, ECON­

OMIC, PSYCHOLOGICAL, AND PHYSICAL FORCES IN AN URBAA COMMUN[TY 

AND HOW THESE AFFECT THE L[VES OF THE PEOPLE WHO LIVE THE RE. 

FALL, ~[NTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

BOll NE. 

HLD6970 

GROUP PROCESS 

3 

TH[S COURSE WiLL PROVIDE AN OVERVIEW AND INS[GHT INTO SHALL GROUP 

THEOR[ES AND PROCESSES THROUGH THE EMPLOYMENT OF MOD[FI ED I -GROUP 

METHODS AND V[DEO-TAPES OF THE CLASS SESSIONS. 

MtTHODS AND VIDEO-TAPES OF THE CLASS SESSIONS. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

BOL I NE. 

HLD7000 

LIFE PLAN MANAGEMENT IN HUMAN SERVICES 

3 

EXAMINES THE RANGE OF HUMAN SERVICES NECESSARY TO ~UPPORl THE 

MAXIMIZATION OF HUMAN POTENTIAL FOR INDIV[DUALS WITH SPEC IA L 

NEEDS FROM [NFANCY THROUGH OLD AGE W[THIN THE LEAST RESTR [CTI VE 

LIVIN~ AND LEARNING SETTINGS. 

PREREQU[SITES: 

HLD7111. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-83. 

STAFF. 

HLD-7010 

ADVOCACY IN HUMAN SERVICES 

2 
EXAMINES ADVOCACY SCHEMES AND CHANGE MODELS AND HOW THEY AFFECT 

TH E DELIVERY OF SERVICES AND QUALITY OF LIFE FOR HUMAN SERVICE 

PR OFES SIONALS AND HUMAN SERV IC E CONSUMERS WITH PERCE [VED HANDI­

CAPS AND /OR UN[QUE SOC IAL NEEDS. 

NOT SCHE DULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY 82- 83. 

STAFF. 

HLD7050 

NEW DIMENS[ONS IN CORRECTIONS 

3 

ANALYZE CURRENT APPROACHES USED IN FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL COR­

RECTIONAL AND RELATED AGENCIES. DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN NEW THE­

ORIES [MPLEMENTED BY CRIMINAL JUST[CE DECISION-MAKERS, AND THE 

ACTUAL OUTCOME OF THEORETICAL APPLICATIONS. 

WINTER; OFFERED IN SPRING/SUMMER TERM BASED UPON DEMAND. 

GOLDENS TE IN. 

HLD7110. 

SOCI AL AND URBAN PLANNING 

3 

EXAMINES CONCEPTS OF URBAN PLANNING IN AMER[CA AND ITS RE­
LATI ON5HIP TO SOCIAL WELFARE, OFFERING A CRIT ICAL EXAMI Al l ON OF 

ADVOCACY pLANNING AND MA~OR SOCIAL ISSUES. 

WINTER. 

BOLINE • 
HlD7Ill 

FOUNOATIONS OF NORMALIZATION IDEOLOGY IN HUMAN SERVICES 

3 

DEfINES AND APPLIES PRINCIPLES OF NORMALIZATOON IDE OLOGY TO HUMAN 

SEIWIC! SYSTEMS DESIGNED TO DELIVER SERVICES TO PER SONS wlTti UN-: 

IQUE LEARN ING , DOMICILLIARY, VOCATIONAL, AND/OR SOC IAL NEEDS . 

NOT SCHEDUL ED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-83. 

STAFF . 

HL D71I2 
COMM UNICATION FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS 
3 
FOCUSES ON BUILDING RELATIO~SHIP SKILLS BETWEEN STUDENTS AND IN­
DIVIDUALS WITH UNIQUE LEARNING AND SOCIAL NEEDS. STUDENTS EXPLORE 
THE IR FEELING AND HOW IT FEELS TO BE THE HELPER, HELPEE, AND AS 
WELL AS HOW TO PROSELYTIZE POSITIVE ATTITUDES TOWARD DISABLEO IN­
DIVIDUA LS. ThiS COURSE REQUIRES 15-20 CLOCK HOURS OF FIELDWORK. 
NOT SCHtDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-83. 
STAfF. 
HL07120 
FIELDS OF WELFARE SERVICES 

3 

EXAMINES THE BROAD FIELD OF SOCIAL WELFARE SERVICES AND THE TECH­

NIQUES USED IN THE "PROFESSIONAL" PRACTICE SETTING. 

FALL, . 

BOll NE • 

HLD 7121 

RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT AND GRANTSMANSHIP 

3..... 

THI S COURS E WILL EXAMINE THE PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES IN DEVELOP­

ING GRAN T PROPOSALS FOR HUM~.N SERVICE PROGRAMS. RESOURCES FROM 

PR IVA TE AND GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AND FOUNDATIONS WILL BE AVAILABLE 

TO ASSIST STUDENTS IN THEIR EFFORTS TO DEVELOP THIER OWN SKILLS 

AND I(NOW LEDGE. 

SPR ING/SUMMER. 

COMMUNITY PROfESSOR. 

HLD7159 
PRACTICUM SEMINAR IN HUMAN SERVICES 
2 P/NC 
THIS CO\.RSE IS DESIGNED TO FACILITATE A SYNTHESIS BETWEEN PRAC­
TIC IN THE FIELD PRACTICUM SETTING AND THEORY PROVIDED THROUGH 
COURSEWORK IN THE HUMAN SERVICES CURRICULUM. ThE SEMINAR MUST BE 
TAK E ~ CONCURRENTLY WITH THE PRACTICUM EXPERIENCE. ATTENDANCE IS 
REQU IRED. 
PRERE QU lSI TES : 
THIS SEMINAR MUST BE TAKEN CONJOINTLY WITH THE PRACTICUM EX­
PERIENCE. 
FALL , WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 
STAFF. 
HLD7191 

SOCIAL POLICY 

1 
FOCUSES ON THE LEGAL BASIS FOR SOCIAL POLICY IN THE UNITED 

STATES. HISTORICAL AND PHILOSPHICAL ANTECEDENTS WILL BE EXAMINED. 

CURRENT ISSUES A SOCIAL POLICY THAT wiLL MEET THE CU·RRENT NEEDS 

OF THE IMMEDIATE FUTURE FOR SOCIAL PROVISION WILL BE DISCUSSED, 

AS WELL AS TARGETS AND TECHNIQUES IN SOCIAL POLICY CHANGE. FIELD 

RESE ARCH . 

WI NTER . 

MONROE-CLAY. 

HLD7194 
THE ~NDICAPPED STUDENT IN THE REGULAR CLASSROOM 
3 
I NV ES TIGATES THE LEGAL AND LEGISLATIVE FOUNDATIONS OF CONTEMPOR­
ARY SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL POLICY WHICH HAS ATTEMPTED TO IMPROVE THE 
qUALI TY OF ED UCATION AND INSURE EQUAL ACCESS TO THE VARIOUS EDU­
CAT IONAL SYS TEMS FOR ALL HANDICAPPED. THIS COURSE REQUIRES 15-20 
CL OC I( HOURS OF FIELDWORK. 
PIIEREQU IS I TES : 
J1LD6840 OR HLD8011 OR HLD9660 OR HLD9712. 
FALL , WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 
STAff • 
HLD 7209 
TRA INING TECHNIQUES, METHODS AND MEDIA 
3 
THI S COURSE ENABLES STUDENTS TO: CONDUCT INSTRUCTOR-LED TRAINING 
SESS IONS INCLUDING FOLLOWING PRE-DESIGNED INSTRUCTOR ROLES AND 
TASKS, DEVEL OPING LESSON PLANS, APPLYING APPROPRIATE TRAINING 
TECHNIQUES FOR INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP SITUATIONS . ' 
FALL. 
STELNICKI. 
H!.07 2 11 
EVAiUAT ING AND DESIGNING HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS 
3 
T~IS COUR SE WILL ENABLE STUDENTS TO: PERFORM EVALUATION OF HUMAN 
~ESOURCE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS INCLUDING ANALYSIS OF PHILOSOPHY, 
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PERSONNEL, MANAGEMENT , POLICI ES, BUOGET ANI) fACI LIT IE S; DESIGN A 

HlJoIAN REsolllcE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM ON ,.lif BAS IS Of EVALUATION 

STUDY. 

I'R EREQUISITES: 

HL05900 AND HL05910. 

WINTER . 

STEL N ICK I. 

HLD7260 

PHYSICAL AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES FOR ELEMENTARY SCH OOLS 

2 

SATISFIES CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR URBAN TEACHER EDUCATION. 

TEACHING SKILL S IN THE GYMNASIUM ARE ACQUIRED WITH A SEN SI TIVITY 

FOR CREATIVE USE Of LESSO N TIME AND PLANNING. 

FALL, SPRING/S UMME R; OFf ERED IN WINTER TERM BASED UPON DEMAND. 

LOWE, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

HLD73 5 0 

WORK AND LEISURE 

3 

EXAMINES VARIOUS ASPECTS OF WORK RECOGNIZING ELEMENTS LEADING TO 

STRESS OR ANXIETY, DETERMINES ELEMENTS OF STRESS IN LE ISURE, ANA­

LYZES THE WORK-LEISURE DICHOTOMY, AND REPORTS ON A MAJOR TEXT 

DEALING WITH THE WORK-LEISURE DICHOTOMY. 

SPRING/SUMMER . 

STAFF. 

HLD7380 

CULTURE AND STRESS 

6 

EXAMINES CONCEPTS OF CULTURE CHANGE, ADAPTS PERSONAL BE HA VIOR TO 

VALUES HELD BY FOREIGN CULTURES (CROSS-CULTURAL ANAL YSI S), IDEN­

TIFIES AND EXPLAINS CULTURAL HISTORICAL AC COMMODA TION TO STRESS 

AND DISASTER. 

SPR lNG/SUMMER. 

LOWE. 

HLD7460 

LABORATORY IN HIDDEN FEELINGS AND MEANINGS 

3 

THIS LAB IS ON UNDERSTANDING AND RESPONDING TO CONFUSING 

COMMUNICATION WHICH HAS HIDDEN MESSAGES OR IMPLICATI ONS AND 

HIDDEN FEEL INGS. THE SPEAKER IS USUALLY HIDING SOME VULNE~A8LE 

FEELINGS AND THE VICTIM MAY FEEL ACCUSED, GUILTY, OR IN A DO UBL E 

BIND. ACTIVITIES WILL CLARIFY THE HIDDEN MEANINGS AND FEELINGS 

AND TEACH MORE HONEST COMMUNICATION IN SCHOOL, MEDICAL, BUSINESS, 

AND SOCIAL (FAMILY) SETTINGS AS \iELL AS RECOGNIZI NG THEM IN 

PLAYS, SONGS, AND ADVERTISEMENTS. 

WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

JENK INS. 

HL07~80 
REAL I TV THERAPY 

3 

APPLY TECHNIQUES AND SKILLS OF REALITY THERAPY IN COUNSEL ING SES­

SIONS WITH ADULTS. STUDY CONCEPTS AND ORIENTATIONS OF GLASSER , 

HARRINGTON AND HALEY TOWARD MENTAL HEALTH, INCLUDING WORK WI TH 

FAMI LI ES. 

PREREQU IS I TES: 

HLD 8720 OR HLD 8540. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF. 

HLDHOO 

INDEPENDENT STUDY 

1-6 P/NC 

A SELF-MANAGED PROJECT TO LEARN COMPET ENCIES TO MEET PERSONAL 

INTRESTS OR PERSONAL NEEDS. WRITTEN PROPOSAL WITH COM PETENCIES TO 

BE ATTAINED SH()JLD BE SUBMITTED TO THE FACULTY ~\"MBER WIT H THE 

EXPERTISE TO GUIDE LEARNING IN THE AREA WHICH THE COMPE TENC I ES 

ADDRESS. FUTHER INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE IN THE HLD STUD ENT 

RECORDS AND INFORMATION OFFICE. 

PREREQUIS ITES: 

PERMISSION. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER . 

.TAFF. 

HLD7530 

EXPLORATIONS IN SELF, CULTURE AND COMMUNICATION 

6 

DEFINES THE CONCEPTS SELF, CULTURE AND COMMUNI CATION, COMPAR E AND 

CONTRAST AMERICAN CUL TURAL ASSUMPT IONS ABOUT THE CONCEPT S "KNOW­

LEDGE" AND CONSCIOUSNESS WITH THOSE FROM AT LEAS T ONE OTHER CULT­

URE. INVOLVES VISIT TO ANOTHER COUNTRY. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

SARAL. 

HLD7560 

COMPUTERS IN TRAINING AND EDUCATION 

3 

THIS COURSE WILL ENABLE STUDENTS TO: ANALYZE COMPONENTS OF A 

COMPUTER SYSTEM; EVALUATE ~IFFERENT TYPES OF COMP UTER SYSTEMS; 

ANALYZE AND COMPARE CAl AND CMI; WRITE A CAl COUR SE ; PERFORM 

FORMATIVE EVALUATION OF· CAl CO URSE ; PERFORM COST-BENEF I T ANALYSIS 

OF CAl COURSE; WRITE REPOU DO CUMENTING DEVELOPME NT, 

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUA TION OF CO ST BENE FI TS OF CA l COURSE . 

SPR lNG /S UMMER. 

STAFF. 
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HL D756, 

PS YCH olOGIC~L PRINCI PLES OF MESSAGE DESIGN 

, 
THIS COU~SE WILL ENABLE STUDENTS TO: APPL Y PSYCHOLOGICAL 

PRI tlPLES OF MESSAGE DESIGN TO THE INST RUC TIONAL STRATEGIES, 

MEOlA SELE CTION AND MATERIALS SPECIFICATI ONS FOR THE COURSE BEING 

~VUOPED IN INSTRUCTIONALITRAINING COURSE DEVELOPMENT. 

PREREQU I SITES: 

HLO~90 0 AND HLD5910. 

WINTER . 

STELN ICK 1. 

HL!>7 5 64 

S ~M I NA R : BUSINESS A~D INDUSTRY APPLICATIONS OF EDUCA TIONAL 

TEC HNOLOGY, HUMAN RESOlAlCE DEVELOPMENT, INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELO PMENT 

I 
THIS COURSE WILL ENABLE STUDENTS TO : ANALYZE HOW THE BvSINESS 

AND INDUSTRY ENVIRONME~T IS AFFECTED BY THE BOTTOMLINE-PROFIT 

MOTIVE AND HOW ET/HRD/ID MUST BE MODIFIED AND ADAPTED TO THAT 

CONTEX T; ALSO ANALYlE THE ROLES EACH PROFESSIONAL PLAYS IN THE 

DEV ELOPMENT OF TRAINING/HRD PROGRAMS IN A BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY 

ENV I ROI'folE NT . 

PREREQUISITES : 

AT LEAST THREE EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY COURSES. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

SILBER, SHLNICKI. 

HLD7600 

INDEPENDENT STUDY IN . . . 

1-6 

THIS COURSE PROVIDES STUDENTS THE OPPORTUNITY TO PURSUE A SELF­

MANAGED PROJECT TO LEARN COMPETENCIES TO MEET PERSONAL INTERESTS 

OR PERSONAL NEEDS. A WRITTEN PROPOSAL WITH COMPETENCIES TO BE 

ATTAINED SHOULD BE SUBMITTED TO THE FACULTY MEMBER WIT H THE EX­

PERTISE TO GUIDE LEARNING IN THE AREA WHICH THE COMPET ENC IES AD­

DRESS. FURTHER INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE IN THE HLD STU OE NT 

RECORDS AND INFORMAT ION OFF ICE . 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

STAFF. 

HL 07 620 

BLAC K VALUES AND URBAN TEACHER EDUCATION 

4 

FOCU SES ON THE UNDERSTANDING OF ~LACK VALUES AND ACCOMPANING CUL­

TURAL INFLUENCES ON LEARNING IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS. IDE NTIFIES 

THE NEEOS OF BLACK CHILDREN IN PARTICULAR AND EXAMINES EA RNING 

ENVIR OI'folENTS NEEDED TO HELP A CHILD REALIZE HIS FULL POTENTIAL. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY62-83. 

BURGEST. 

HLD76S0 
EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF BLACK HISTORY S CULTURE 
3-4 
COVERS PAST AND PRESENT ROLES PLAYED BY BLACK PEOPLE IN AMERICA 
AND THEIR NOTEWORTHY CONTRIBUTIONS . DISCUS'SES EFFECTS AND IMPLIC­
ATIONS CF EDUCATIONAL AND OTHERS INSTITUTIONS' TREATMENT OF BLACK 
PEOPLE IN AMERICA. 
FALL, WINTER. 
MCLEMORE. 
HLD7660 

HEALTH CONCERNS OF CLASSROOM TEACHERS 

2-3 

CREATES LEARNING ACTIVITIES FOR PUPILS THAT TEACH CONCEPTS OF 

PREVENTIVE HEAlTH AND INTERVENTION BASED ON ECOLOGICAL PRIN­

CIPLES. TOPICS OF DRUGS, REPRODUCTION, NUTRITION, DISEASE, AND 

SAFETY ARE INCLUDED. THIS COURSE REQUIRES 5-10 CLOCK HOURS OF 

FIELDWORK. 

WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

ROGGE . 

HLD767K 

COMMUNICATION S CHANGE FOR THERAPISTS AND EDUCATORS 

2 
THERE IS CURRENTLY A LOT OF INTEREST IN THE COUNSELING STYLES 

POPULARIZED BY GRINDER' BANDLER. THE COURSE PICKS UP ON THIS, 

IN A FORMAT WHICH SHOULD APPEAL TO AREA THERAPISTS AND EDUCATORS, 

VIEwING IT IN THE CONTEXT OF PREVIOUS COMMUNICATION RESEARCH AND 

FAMILY SYSTEMS TREATMENT. TO BE CAUGHT ONE-TIME ONLY. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COHMUN I TY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD7673 

WORKSHOP: SEMINAR FOR CAREER AWARENESS 

3 

PROVIDING CAREER AWARENESS IS A FUNCTION OF BOTH TEACHERS AND 

COUNSELORS. THIS WORKSHOP WILL INVOLVE WORKERS wiTHIN AND OUTSIDE 

THE SCHOOL SETTING 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HL D7675 

WORK SHOP: EDUCATOR'S ROLE IN SOCIAL CHANGE 

I 
TME PURPOSE OF THIS WORKSHOP IS TO EXAMINE TME CHANGING ROLE OF 
ED UCATOR IN TODAY'S DRUG ORIENTED SOCIETY, TO HELP CLARIFY INDIV­
IDUAL VA LUE S, ATTITU DE S, AND BELIEFS WHICH CAN BE HELPFUL IN 

"SS IS TING STUDE T5, ~ND TO ESTABLISH A fUTURE FOUNDA TION FOR 

EOUCATO~S I THE COMMUN ITY. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR , STAFF . 

HLD7676 

WORKSHOP: THE SCIENCE OF HELPING 

I 
MAKIN~ REFERRALS AND IN TER VEN TIONS WITH ST UOENTS, PA RENTS, AND 

CO-WORKE RS IS AN IMPORTANT ROLE OF TEACHERS AND OTHER COMMUNITY 

PERSONS. THE PUR POSE OF THIS WO~ SHOP IS TO HELP DE TERMINE THE 

ROLE AND INV OL VEMENT WHICH TEA CHERS AND OTHE RS SHOU LD UNDERTAKE, 

AND TO PROVIDE INFORMATION ABOUT ALTERNATIVES AND AVAILA BLE 

RESOURCES. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD7677 

WORKSHOP: CONFLICT MANAGEMENT AND CRISIS INTERVENTION 

I 
THE PURPOSE OF THIS WORKSHOP IS TO PROVIDE INFORMAT ION, METHODS, 

AND PLANNING SKILLS FOR TEACHERS TO HELP THEM MINIM I ZE CRISIS 

CONDITIONS AND MANAGE CO~FLICTS IN NORMAL CLASSROOM SIT UATIONS, 

ESPECIALLY THOSE WHICH INVOLVE STUDENTS UNDER THE INF LUE CE OF 

DRUGS. 

uFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD7678 

WORKSHOP : SURVEY OF DRUGS 

I 
A SURVEY OF STREET DRUGS, TERMINOLOGY, SIGNS AND SYMPT OMS OF THE 
DRUG ABUSE WILL BE THE FOCUS OF THIS COURSE ALONG WITH THE 
METHODS CF INTERVENT ION. THE PURPOSE OF THE COURSE IS 10 
FAMILIARIZE SCHOOL PERSONNEL, POLICE A~D OTHER COMMUNI TY ME MBERS 
IIITH THE DRUG CULTURE. THE COURSE WILL INCREASE THE PARTICIPANTS 
UNDERSTANDING AND ABILITY TO ACT WHEN RECO GNIZING IND IVIDUALS 
AND/OR SITUATIONS RE~TED TO SUBSTANCE AB US E. 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
COM~IUNITY PROF~SSOR, STAFF. 
HLD7679 

WORKSHOP: COMMUNICATION AND LISTENING SKILLS 

I 
SUBSTANCE ABUSE IS OFTEN A SYMPTOM OF A LARGER PROBL EM. DRUC 
RELATED PROBLEMS ARE SELOOM TALKED ABOUT BECAUSE TH PE OPLE 
INVOLVED ARE NOT ABLE TO COMMUNICATE. THE PURPOSE OF THIS COURSE 
IS TO FOSTER COMMUNICATION AND LISTENING SKILLS AND TO PROV IDE 
STUDENTS IIITH PRACT ICE IN PROBLEM SOLVING. 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF 

HLD768A 

DRUG ABUSE AND TREATMENT III: FUNDAMENTAL FACTS AND INSIGHTS 

3 

AN INTRODUCTORY COURSE ON DRUG ABUSE AND PRIMARY REMEDIATION FOR 

COUNSELORS AND THERAPISTS. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD7688 

DRUG ABUSE AND TREATMENT IV: COUNSELOR TRAINING - SHORT TERM 

CLI ENT SYS TEMS 

3 

THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO PREPARE COUNSELORS FOR INITI AL CONTA CT 

WITH SUBSTANCE ABUSERS. IT WILL HELP DEFINE COUNSELOR'S ROLE IN 

ORDER TO MORE CLEARLY RECOGNIZE CLIENT PR08LEMS. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD76SC 

WORKSHOP: 8EHAVIOR MANAGEMENT 

2 
THIS COURSE IS INTENDED TO INCREASE THE PROFESSIO NAL EXPERTISE OF 

TEACHERS OR TEACHERS-IN-TRAINING IN CREATIVE BEHA VIOR MAN~GEMENT. 

IN THIS COlAlSE, STUOENTS WILL ASSISTED IN THE ATTA INMENT OF SELF ­

CONFIDENCE, HUMAN RE~TIONS SKILLS, AND THE COORDINATI ON OF EF­

FECTIVE LEARNING ACTIVITIES. PARTICIPANTS WILL CO NSIDER THE DI­

MENSIONS OF BEHAVIOR OF THE LEARNING FACIILITATDR WHI CH AFFE CT 

LEADERSHIP AS WELL AS TEACHER-STUDENT INTERACTIONS. 

SPRING/SUMMER; OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND IN OTHER TERMS. 

HILL. 

HlD76SD 
wORKSHOP: EASTERN PERSPECTIVES ON PSYCHOTHERAPY 
2 
EASTERN PHILOSOPHY IS HAVING A LARGE IMPACT ON WE STERN PSYCHOLO­
GY. A NUMBER OF THERAPISTS AND EDUCATORS ARE INT EGRA TING THE 
CONCEPTS OF EASTERN PHILOSOPHY IN THEIR THERAPEUT IC AND EDUCA­
TIONAL APPROACHES. THE PRESENT COURSE IS DESIGNED TO OFFER 
EASTERN PERSPECTIVES ON SUCH PERENNIAL QUESTIONS AS THE NATU RE OF 
CONSCIOUSNESS, PERSONAL IDENTI TV, MENTAL, EMOT 10NAL AND SPI lT UAL 
WELL-BEING AND TO EXPLORE THEIR THERAPEUTIC IMPLICATIONS I N THE 
WESTERN CONTEXTS. 
PREREQUISITES: 
A COURSE IN THERAPEUTIC COMMUNICATIO NS , HUMAN CON SCIOUSNESS OR 
THEORIES OF COUNSELING, OR PERMISSI ON OF INSTRUCTOR. 
SP R I NG/ SUMM'ER . 
SARAL, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 
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HLD76~E 
~ORKSHOP: ORGANIZATIONAL TRAI NING AND STAFf OEVELOPMENT 

~ HIS COURSE WILL HEL P MANA GERS, SUP RVI SORS AND PERSONNEL STAfF 

IN THE ESTABLISHMENT , MAI NTENANCE AND EVALUAT IO N OF THE TRAINING 

FUNe TION AS IlH IN TEGR AL PA RT OF AN ORGAN I ZATION . 

OfF ER ED BA SED UPON DE MAND. 

COMMUNI TY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD76BF 

CONSULTATION SKILLS 

2 

TH IS COURSE WILL REQUIRE PARTICIPANTS TO EXAMINE THEIR PERSONAL 

HELPING STY LE AS A MEANS OF INFLUENCING CHANGE IN ORGANIZATIONS. 

THEY WI LL DEVELOP AND PRACTICE CONSULTATION SKILLS SUITABLE TO 

THEIR OW N STYLES AS WELL AS EXAMINE ALTERNATIVE INTERVENTIONS. 

PERSONA L EXPERIENCES WILL BE MIRRORED AGAI NST THEORY AND BEST 

PRAC TICE TO IMPROVE PARTICIPANTS SKILLS . 

OFFE RED BASED UPON DEMAND . 

COMMUN ITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD76 8G 
WOA~SHOP : GRANT WRITING 

1 

A STEP BY STEP APPROACH SHOWS HOW TO DEVELOP A GRANT PROPOSAL. 

HiE COlRSE INCLUDES RESEARChiNG FOUNDATIONS, CORPORATIONS AND 

GOVE RNMENTAL FUNDING SOURCES. PARTICIPANTS WIL L ACTUALLY WRITE A 

GRAN T AND RECEIVE FEEDBACK AS IT IS DEVELOPED. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD 7&8H 

WORK SHOP : INTRODUCTION TO MONTESSORI FOR TEACHERS AND PARENTS 

l 
THIS COURSE WILL LAY THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE MONTESSORI 
ME THOD THROUGH LECTURE, 0 I SCUSS ION, FI LMS , AND READ INGS. THE 
STUDENT WiLL BE EXPOSED TO DEMONSTRATIONS, FILMS, LECTURE AND 
DISCUSS ION DEALING WITH THE MORE PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF THE 
MON TESSORI METHOD. 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
COMMU NITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 
HLD 1&8J 

A LA B IN HANDLING STAFF AND STUDENT STRESS "IN THE SCHOOLS 

~ 
THI S COlRSE EXAMINES THE NATURE OF STRESS AND THE UNIQUE WAY IT 
IMPACTS ON THE CLASSRO()1. IT DEALS WITH HOW THE PROFESSIONAL CAN 
UNO ERSTIlHD THE CAUSES AND EFFECTS OF STRESS AND MANAGE THIS 
STRESS IN THEIR LIVES AND THE CLASSROOM SITUATION. 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND . 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD7&8M 

STR ESS CONTROL : RATIONAL EMOTIVE THERAPY TECHNIQUES IN STRESS 

RE DUC T ION 

l 
THIS SEMINAR WILL HELP yeu IDENTIFY TH E SELF-DEFEATING AND DE­

STRUCTIVE ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIORS THAT LEAD TO "BURNOUL" IT 

TA KES THE APPROACH OF HELPING PARTICIPANTS DEVELOP A RATIONAL 

Pn ILOSOPHY LEADING TO EMOTIONAL MUSCLE RATHER THAN AN ANALYSIS OF 

THE DIFFICULTIES IN THE WORK ENVIRONMENT. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUN ITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD768P 

OUTDOOR EDUCATION 

l 
THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE REQUISITE SKILLS FOR 
INDIVIDUALS TO MORE FULLY ENJOY OUTDOOR LIVING WHILE PRESERVING 
THE RESOURCES OF THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT; APPLIED KNOWLEDGE OF 
OUTDOOR LIFE TO RECREATIONAL USE OF THE ENVIRONMENT THROUGH 
INDIVIDUALS AND GROUP CAMPING EXPERIENCES; DEVELOPS EFFECTIVE AND 
SA TISFYING EXPERIENCE IN THE OUTDOORS . 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 
HLD768R 
GAY LIFE AND MENTAL HEALTH 
2 
THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO ALLOW PARTICIPANTS TO CONFRONT THEIR 
OWN FEELINGS ABOUT GAY/LESBIAN LIFESTYLES, TO BECOME BETTER 
INFORMED, AND TO CHANGE ATTITUDES WHERE APPROPRIATE . STUDENTS 
wILL READ RESEARCH ABOUT, AND MEET GAYS AND LESBIANS. MENTAL 
HEALTH PROFESSIONALS wiLL BE ENCOURAGED TO DEVELOP SENSITIVITY IN 
THEIR DELIVERY OF SERVICES TO GAYS AND OTHER HIDDEN MINORITIES. 
SPRING/SUMMER. " 
COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 
HLD768T 

SURVIVAL STRESS THROUGH OUTWARD BOUND 

~ 
THE PURPOSE OF THIS COURSE IS TO EXPLORE THE EDUCATIONAL CONCEPTS 

OF TI£ OUTWARD BOUND PROGRAM. 

OFf ERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

'OMMU NITy PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD7680 
wOR~SHOP: THE LAW, fDUCATION, AND DRUG ABUSE 
I 
THIS COURSE IS DESICI"EO TO FOCUS ON THE LEGAL IMPL ICATIONS OF 
DRUG ABUSE IN OUR SCHOOL SYSTEMS. SPECIAL ATTENTION WILL BE GIVEN 
TO THE LEGAL RIGHTS AND RESPONS I ILITIES OF STUDE TS, TEACHERS , 
CO UN SELORS AII4D AOMINI STAA T RS . 
OFrE RED BA SED UPON DEMAND. 
COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 
HLD7682 
CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN HU~IAN RESOURCES-MANAGEMENT ON RESERVATI ONS 
1 
AN OVERVIEW OF HUMAN RESOURCES AVAILABLE ON RESERVATI ONS WI LL BE 
PRESENTED, EMPHASIZED BY EXAMINATION OF CASES OF HUMAN SERVICE 
DELIVERY SYSTEMS. IMPORTANT ISSUES FACING TRIBAL GOVERNMENTS IN 
THEIR RELATIONSHIPS WITH FEDERAL AND STATE HUMAN SERVICE POLICY 
WILL BE EXPLORED . STUDENTS WILL BE EXPECTED TO SP END CONSIDERABLE 
TIME VI EWING VIDEOTAPES IN THE NA ES LIBRARY AND RESOUR CE CENTER . 
FALL. 
COMMUNITY PROFESSOR , STAFF. 
HLD7 &81 

COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP ON HUMAN SEXUALITY 

P/NC 
MOST SEX RELAT IONSHIPS ARE MARRED BY THE LACK OF SPONANElTY AND 
HONEST COMMUNICATION. THIS \/ORKSHOP WILL FOCUS ON GENERAL ASPfc r S 

OF HUMAN SEXUALITY WiTH AN EMPHASIS ON INTERPERSONAL RELA1 IDN­

SHIPS AND PSYCHO-SOCIAL FUNCTIONS. 

FALL. 

SARAL. 

HLD768~ 
wORKSHOP : CAREER ALTERNATIVES FOR EOUCATORS 
I 
CAREER PLANNING IS A PROCESS FOR ORGANIZING PERSONAL RESOU RCES 
AND SKILLS IN ORDER TO FOCUS THEM ON SOME OF THE SIGNIFI CANT 
NEEDS OF SOCIETY. THIS CO URSE DRAWS FROM THE EXPERIENCE AND LEAR­
NING OF PEOPLE WHO HAVE ANALY ZEO THE JOB MARKET AND HAVE WORKED 
wITH MANY PEOPLE WHO ARE ENGAGEO IN THE PERSONAL STRUGGLE FOR 
INDIVIDUAL SURVIVAL IN A FRIGHTENINGLY COMPLEX AND OFTEN UNCON ­
TROLLABLE ENVIRONMENT. EFFE CTIVE PLANNING IS AN ENORMOUS AID TO 
THE INDIVIDUAL WHO IS COMING TO GRIPS WITH THE FUNDAMENTAL 
QUESTION: WHO IS IN CHAR Gf OF MY LIF E? 
OFFEREO BASED UPON DEMAND . 
COMMuNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF . 
HLD77 ~O 
ORGANIZATION OF DAY CARE CENTERS 
3 
IDENTIFIES AND DESCRIB ES THE LEGAL, ADMINISTRATIVE AND STR UCTUR AL 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF QUAL I TY 
CHILD CARE SERVICES . 
SPRING/SUMMER. 
WITZMAN, STAFF. 
HLD7731 
PARENTING : THE EARLY YEARS 
3 
PARENTS AND TEACHERS, SIGNIFICANT ADULTS IN THE LIVES OF YOUNG 
CHILDREN, CAN MORE EFFECTIVELY FOSTER EARLY DEVELOPMENT WHE N THEY 
ARE INFORMED AND CONFIDENT OF HIEIR SKILLS. THIS COURSE WI LL 
HIGHLIGHT THE NEEDS OF CHILDREN FROM BIRTH TO SIX YE~RS; WILL 
EXPLORE A· VARIETY OF WAYS ADULTS MIGHT MEET THOSE NEEDS; AN D WILL 
EXAMINE PARENTING AS AN ADULT DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE. 
SPRING / SUMMER. 
loll TZMAN. 
HLD77~O 
PIAGETIAN TYPE RESEARC H IN MATH EDUCATION 
3 
DISCUSSES PIAGET'S THEORY OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT AS IT RELATES TO 
THE GROWTH OF MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS AND SKILLS IN CHILDREN, ITS 
USE IN CURRENT MATHEMATICAL CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENTS. 
WINTER ; OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND IN OlitER TERMS . 
CHANG. 
HLD7770 

SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS OF URBAN EOUCATION (SIM) 

~ 
STUDIES PAST AND CONTEMPORARY INFLUENCES ON THE DEVELOPME NT OF 

PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN AMERICA, PHILOSOPHIC BASES OF AMERICAN EDUCA­

TION AND EXPLAIN TRADITIONAL , PROGRESSIVE, AND EXISTENTALIST PHI ­

LOSOPHIES AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHING CHILDREN IN URBAN 

SCHOOLS. 

FALL, loll NTER, SPR lNG/SUMME R. 

MCLEMORE. 

HLD7780 

SOCIAL STUDIES STRATEGIES 

2-3 

EXAMINES SOCIAL SCEINC E EDUCATION CONCEPTS RELATED TO TEACH ING 

STRATEGIES; DEMONSTRATES SKILLS IN TEACHING PROBLEM-SOLVI NG AND 

CASE ANALYSIS AS WELL AS THE USE OF A VARIETY OF INNOVATI VE TE CH­

NIQUES . THIS COURSE REQUIRES 5-10 CLOCK HOURS OF FIELDWORK. 

PREREQUISITES: 

A COURSE IN U.S. HISTORY OR PERMISSION. 

FALL, WINTER. 

MCLEMORE. 
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HLDlIS I 

SOCIAL STUDIES STRATEG IES-BILINGUAL 

2-~ 

OE~ELOPS SKILLS USED IN T fAC~ING SO~I AL STUOIES TO C~ILD~€N . EM­

PHASIS IS ON 1ME OEVE LOPME NT Cf' CHILDREN'S SEl.F~CONCEPT THROUGIj 

AN UNDERSTANDING DF TME IR CU LTUR AL BACKGROUND . THIS 'DURSE RE­

QUIRES 5-10 CLOC~ HOURS OF FIEL D\lORK . 

PHREQU I SITES: 

A COIAISE IN U.S . HISTORY OR PERMISSION. 

~"R IN ISUMMER. 

DUR ON. 

HL D7 81 0 

TOP ICS IN MATH EDUCATION 

3 

DEVELOPS AN INDEPENDENT PROJECT ON A MATH TOPIC AND PROPOSES 

STRAlEG IES FOR TEACHING WITH MANIPULATIVES AND GAMES. 

SPRING/SUMMER; OFFERED IN FALL TERM BASED UPON DEMAND . 

ST AFF. 

HLD78I1 

TEACHING MATHEl1ATICS TO LOW ACHIEVING STUDENTS 

3 

lMIS COURSE IS DESIGNED FOR IN-SERVICE, PRE-SERVICE TEACHERS CON­

CERNED WITH TEACHING MATHEMATICS TO SLOW LEARNERS. THE COURSE 

fOtUSES ON THE MATHEMATICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND ThE NEED S OF SLOW 

LEARNE RS, MODELS FOR TEACHING MATHEMATICS TO SLOW LEAR NER S, 

TE AC HING T<CHNIQUES AND STRATEGIES, AND DIAGNOSTIC AND VALUATIVE 

PROCEDIAIES IN MATHEMATICS. 

FALL . 

CHANG, STAFF. 

HLD78~0 
PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL EDUCATION 
3 

IDENTlFltS FACTORS, PROBLEMS, MATERIALS AND INSTRUCTIONAL 

STRATEGIES APPROPRIATE TO THE EDUCATION OF BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL 

CI1 I LOREN. 

WIN r ER . 

DURON . 

HLD7850 
SURVEY OF EARLY CHILCt100D EDUCATION PROGRAMS 
3 
STUDENTS OOSERVE AND ANALY ZE DIFF ERENT FACILITIES FOR CHILDREN 
0-6 YEARS. SMALL GROUPS WILL IDENTIFY THE NEEDS OF VERY YOUNG 
CHILDREN; SITE VISITS ~ILL PROVIDE THE OASIS FOR STUDENT ASSESS­
MENT OF HOW YOUNG CHILDREN'S NEEDS ARE BEING MET. 
FALL. 
II !TZMAN. 
HLD7890 
CURRENT ISSUES IN BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL EDUCATION 
3 -~ 
PRESENTS AN INTERDISCIPLINARY OVER~IEW OF BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL 
EDUCATION. STUDENTS WILL DISCUSS AND HIGHLIGHT CURRENT ISSUES 
REu\ TED TO THE IMPLEMENTATION, PHILOSOPHY, HISTORY, CULTURE , AND 
LEG ISLATION OF BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL EDUCATION; AND CONTRAST THEM 
WITH TRADITIONA L EDUCATION. 
SPR 1NG I SUMMER. 
REYES. 
HLD7901 
INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION FOR A PL URALISTIC LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 
3 
DESIGNED TO TEACH THE STUDENT SKILLS IN PLANNING FOR INSTRUCTION 
IN A PLURALISTIC LEARNING ENVIRONMENT. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF 

THE FIVE MOST VISIBLE ETHNIC GROUPS IN OUR SOCIETY WILL BE 

ANALYZED. ANALYSES OF THE CHARACTERISTICS WILL BE RELATED TO 

CHOOSING APPROPRIATE TEACHING METHODOLOGIES, MATERIALS AND RE­

SOURCES FOR THESE GROUPS. 

WINTER. 

GHAZI . 

HLD7910 

READING STRATEGIES IN THE BILINGUAL CLASSROOM 

3 

D E ~EL OPS AND/OR ENHANCES THE PARTICIPANT'S KNOWLEGE AND SKILLS 

ASSOCIATED WITH INSTRUCTION OF READING IN THE BILINGUAL CLASS­

R O~ . STUDENTS WILL PLAN AND IMPLEMENT READING STRATEGIES. THIS 

COURSE REQUIRES ,-10 CLOCK HOURS OF FIELDWORK. 

FALL. 

DURON, REYES . 

HLD7920 

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION IN EAR LY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 

3 

EXAMINES UNIQUE QUALITIES OF EARLY LEARNING AND BASIC COMPETEN­

CIES EXPECTED OF YOUNG CHILDREN. THE FUNCTION AND IMPLEMENTATION 

~ INDIVIDUALIZATION, LEARNING CENTERS, PLAY, AND MOVEMENT EDUCA­

TION ARE EXAMINED. EMPMASIS IS ON DEVELOPMENT OF CURRICULUM IN 

THE URBAN PRE-K INDERGARTEN SE TT I NG. 

FAL L. 

S TAF F. 

HLD7930 
MODEL S Of COG NITIV E DEVELOPMENT IN EARLY CHILDI100D 
, 
SELECTS SEVERAL TMEORIES TO ANALYZE AND CONTRAST; l RANSL ATES ONE 

THEO~Y INTO APP ROPR IATE I\CTIVITIES"TO FOSTER LEARNING, THINKING, 

ANa PROBLEM- SOLVI NG IN U1B"N PRESCHOOLERS. 

OFfERED BASED Lf'O N DEMAND. 

S TAF F . 

HLD79~0 
EARL Y CHILCt100D EDUCATION 

3 

ANALYZE TWENTIETH CENTUR Y THEOR IES OF EA RLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT 

AND LEARNING . THES E THE ORIE S A ~ E REl ATED TO CLASS ROOM 06SERVA­
T I ONS AND REPORTS OF CHI LDREN' S DE VEL OP~lE NT PHYSI CAL, COGNI ­

TIVE AND SOC IO-EMOTIO NAL SKILLS. 

NOT SCHEDUL ED TO BE OFFE RED IN AY82-83. 

STAFF. 

HLD79,0 

MODULE DEVELOPMENT FOR COMPETENCY-BASED TEACHING (SIM) 

2- 3 

CONSTRUCTS ALL ELEMENTS OF A COMPETENCY-BAS ED TEACHING MODULE IN 

A PROFESSIONAL OR CONTENT AREA BY USING PE RFOR MANCE OB JEC11~ES. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-83. 

STAFF. 

HLD7960 

SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS 

3 

ANALYZES COMMUNITIES BOTH AS LEARNING RESOURCES FOR THE SCHOOL 

AND AS A MAJOR DETERMINANT OF SCHOOL CURRICULUM, WIT H 5P~ICAL 

ATTENTION TO FAMILY CULTURAL VALUES. GRADUATE STUDeNTS CARRY OUT 

A PROJECT IN A SCHOOL COMMUNITY. 

FALL, IIINTER. 

MICHEL. 

HLD7970 

ETHNI C MINORITIES IN ThE UNITED STATES 

3 

PRESENTS AN OVER~IEW CF ET ..... IC MINORITY GROUPS IN THE UNITED 

STATES WITH A I'lJLTI-ETHNIC APPROACH TO CURRICULUM. RE VI EWS CON­

CEPTS, METHODS, TECHNI QUES, MATERIALS , AND RESOURCES ABOUT THESE 

GROUPS. THIS COURSE RE QU IRES , - 10 CLOCK HOURS OF FIELDIIORK. 

FALL. 

DURON. 

HLD7980 

PS YCHOLOGY OF ART IN EDUCATION 

3-~ 
PREPARES TEACHERS TO RECOGNIZE AND INTERPRET NORMATIVE AND IDI O- : 

SYNCRATIC ELEMENTS IN THE ART OF PRESCHOOL, PRIMARY, AND ELEMENT ­

ARY SCHOOL·AGE CHILDREN; PROVIDES PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE I N DE ­

SIGNING, IMPLEMENTING, AND EVALUATING MEANINGFUL ART EXPERIENCES 

TO PROVIDE CREATIVE, SELF-DIRECTED PROBLEM-SOLVING ACTI VI TI ES FOR 

YOUNG CHILDREN. FOR GRADUATE CRED IT, STUDENTS COLLECT AND INT ER­

PRET THE ART WORK OF AN INDIVI DUAL CHILD. NOTE : UNDERG~ADUATE 

STUDENTS REGISTER FOR 3 HOURS, GRAUDATES FOR ~ HOURS. THIS 

COURSE REQUIRES S-IO CLOCK HOURS OF FIELDWORK. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SU~'MER. 

STAFF. 

HLD)981 

NUTRITION, EDUCATION , AND INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT 

3 

REVIEWS TrE RELEVANT LITERATURE AND RESEARCh ON THE EFFE CTS OF 

NUTRITIONAL FACTORS ON PHYSICAL AND COGNITIVE DEVELOP MENT AND THE 

ACCOMPANYING EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS. THIS COURSE RE QUIRE S S- IO 

CLOC K HOURS OF FIELDWORK. 

,PR I NGI SUMMER. 

WI TZMAN. 

HLD7983 

SPANISH LANGUAGE ARTS INSTRUCTION 

2-3 

DEVELOPS SPANISH LANGUAGE SKILLS OF LISTENING, SPEAKING, READING, 

AND WRITING FOR SPANISH-SPEAKING CHILDREN. STUDENTS DIAGN OSE AND 

REMEDIATE LANGUAGE INFERENCE IN THE FIRST AND SECOND LANGUAGE . 

WINTER. 

DURON. 

HLD7988 

PRACTICUM IN SPECIAL EDUCATION 

S PINC 

THE PRACTICUM WILL PROVIDE THE PROSPECTIVE SPECIAL EDUCATOR THE 

OPPORTUNITY TO SYNTHESIZE ALL (S)HE HAS LEARNED AND TO TRANS LATE 

IT INTO PROFESSIONAL SKILLS IN TEACHING EXCEPTIONAL LEARNERS. IT 

PROVIDES THE UNIQUE AND CHALLENGING OPPORTUNITY TO EXPERIEN CE THE 

VITAL INTERRELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN LEARNING AND TEACHING, WHI LE EX­

PERIENCING THE DUAL ROLE OF SCHOLAR AND TEACHER. 

PREREQU I SITES : 

HLD8011, HLD9&&0, HLD68~0, OR HLD9712 AND IiLD67&1 AND MLO~ 6 1 1 POR 

UNDERGRADUATES. 

FALL. 

HOPKINS. 
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HLD801D H IST~Y AND PHILDSOPH Y Of EARLY CHIL DHOOD EDUCA TION 
~XAMINES HISTORICAL ANO PHI LOSOPH ICAL 10 EAS AB OUT THE NATURE AND 
IMPORTANCE Of EARLY LEARNING. ST UDENT S "ILL EX AM I NE AND DI SCUSS 
THE IR OWN ATTITUDES AND GOALS FOR EARLY EOUCATION. 

FALL. 

Wi TIMAN, STAFF. 

HLD8011 

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION FOR THE EDUCABLE MENTALLY RETARDED 

~ 
IDEN TI FIES PROCEDURES TO PLAN AND IMPLEMENT INSTRUCTIONAL PRO­
GRAMS FOR INDIVIDUALS DESCRIBED AS FUNCTIONING IN A MILDLY RETAR­
DED MANNER. THE COMPETENCIES ARE CONSISTENT WITH A RECENT FEDERAL 
MANDATE TO INITIATE INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING FROM PRE-DETERMINED 
EDUCATIONAL GOALS (IEP). THIS COURSE REQUIRES 15-20 CLOCK HOURS 
OF fl ELDwORK. 
PRE REQU I SI1 ES: 
HL D& 82D AND HLD6870. 
SPR lNG/SUMMER. 
HOPKINS . 
HLD8012 
INDIVIDUALIZING PREKINDERGARTEN CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION 
.. 
IDENTIFIES BASIC COMPETENCIES EXPECTeD OF PRE-KINDERGARTEN AGE 
CHILDREN IN EACH CONTENT AREA, ANALYZoS CURRICULAR MATERIALS AND 
INSTRUCT 10NAL TECHNIQLES, AND DESIGNS ACTIVITIES AND MATERIALS 
FOR EACH CONTENT AREA. 
PR E EQU I SITES: 
HL D792D AND HLD5910 OR PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR. 
SPR ING/ SU MMER. 
STAFF , I TZ MAN. 
HLD801)

CHILD AND FAHILY IN THE COMMUNITY 

3 

ANALYZES STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF URBAN COH­

MUN ITIES, FAMILY LIFE, AND CHILDREARING PRACTICES AND CONSIDERS 

THE EFFECTS OF THESE FACTORS ON SCHOOL READINESS AND SCHOOL 

ACH I EVEME NT. 

WiN TER , SPRING/SUMMER. 

WI TZMAN. 

HLD8015 

TEACHING SOCIAL STUDIES, SCIENCE, AND MATHEMATICS TO NON-ENGLISH 

SPEAKING STUDENTS 

3-5 

EXAMINES ELEMENTARY SOCIAL STUDIES, SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS CUR­

RICULA. STUDENTS WILL IDENTIFY AND DESCRIBE CULTURALLY RELEVANT 

CURRICULUM AND MATERIALS, AND EXAMINE, CRITIQUE AND RECOMMEND OR 

ADAPT COMMERCIALLY PREPARED MATERIALS FOR TEACHING SOCIAL 

STUDIES, SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS. 

WI NTER. 

DURON. 

HLD8016 

TEACHER/COMMUNITY RELATIONS 

3 

IDENTIFIES, DESCRIBES AND ANALYZES COMMUNITY FORCES THAT INFLU­

ENCE THE ROLE Of EDUCATION IN THAT COMMUNITY; COMMUNITY AGENCIES 

AND INSTITUTIONS AND HOW THEY ASSIST IN TEACHING AND LEARNING ARE 

THE MAJOR FOCUS. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

GHAZ I. 

HLD8017 

LEADERSHIP AND STAFF RELATIONS 

3 

THIS COURSE PROVIOES EDUCATORS WITH A WORKING KNOWLEDGE OF 

THEORIES Of LEADERSHIP, MOTIVATION, LEADER-STAFF RELATIONS, IN­

NOVATIO~ AND STRESS AND HOw SUCH THEORIES ARE DIRECTLY APPLIC­

ABLE TO THE ADMINISTRATION Of EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS. 

FALL; SPRING/SUMMER; OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND IN wiNTER TERM. 

KA I SER. 

HlDBO 18 

WORKSHOP IN CHilD DEVELOPMENT 

2 
THE STUDY OF THE GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF CHilDREN FROM BIRTH 
THROUGH TWELVE YEARS OF AGE IS THE FOCUS OF THIS COURSE. SPECIAL 
EMPHASIS WIll 8E PLACED ON PHYSICAL GROWTH, EMOTIONAL AND SOCIAL 
BEHAVIOR, COGNITIVE AND LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT. THE COURSE wILL 
FOCUS ON INTERACTION BETWEEN THE HOME AND PRE-SCHOOL AND/OR 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AND THE CHILD'~ DEVELOPMENT AS IT PERTAINS TO 
HIS/HER DAilY LIVING PATTERNS. 
NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AYB2-83. 
wiTZMAN. 
HLD8019 
SURVEY OF THE SCHOOL IN 8IlINGUAl-MULTICULTURAl ENVIRONMENT 
3 
THIS COURSE PROVIDES AN IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS Of BILINGUAL PROGRAMS 
AND THE SCHOOLS IN WHICH THEY ARE LOCATED. TOPICS wiLL INCLUDE 
SCHOOL CLIMATE, TEACHER ROLE, BILINGUAL CLASSROOM DESIGNS, BI­
LINGUAL CURRICULA, EVALUATION PROCEDURES AND BILINGUAL EDUCATION 
MODE l S. 
SPRlNG/SUMMER. 
DURON . 
HLD8020 
MEDI A IN ORGANIZATIONS 
3 
DESIGNS AN INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM USING SPEECH , VIDEOTAPE, FLIM, 
AUDIO, OR SLIOETAPE, MED IATED PROGRAMS FOR ORGA 12ATIONAL 
OEVE LOPMENT • 
f~L. 
STAFF. 
HLD8030 
ORGANIZATIONAL PUBLIC COMMUNICATION 
3 
DESCRIBES PUBLIC RELATIONS AND CONTRASTS PUBLIC COMMUNICAT OR 
SKILLS BY A CASE PRESENTATION OF THE MESSAGES AND MEDIA USED BE­
TWEEN TWO OR MORE ORGANIZATIONS; APPLIES PERT TO THE DESI GN OF A 
CAMPAIGN TO IMPROVE PERCEPTION Of AN ORGANIZATION BY ITS pueLICS . 
PREREQU ISITES: 

HLD578D OR EQUIVALENT. 

WINTER. . 

STAFF. 

HLD8D .. O 

GRADUATE SEMINAR IN COMMUNICATION RESEARCH 

3 

THIS COURSE EXMlINES ADVANCED METHODS OF DEISGN AND DATA ANALYSIS 
IN CGMMUNICATIO~ RESEARCH. LECTURE TOPICS INCLUDE: FIELD /LAB 
RESEARCH DESIGN, INTERCULTURAL RESEARCH PROBLEMS, SAMPLING/B RAC ­
KETING, RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY TEST~ QUANTITATIVE/QUALITA TIVE 
ANALYSIS, BIVARIATE/MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS, TIME SERIES ANALYS IS, 
SOCIOMETRIC ANALYSIS, AND REPORT WRITING. 
PRERfQU I SITES : 
HDL6280, HLD5611, HlD6210, OR EGUIVALENT. 
WINTER; OFFERED IN FALL TERM BASED UPON DEMAND. 
KIM. 
HLD8DSO 

THERAPEUTIC COMMUNICATION 

3 

DEFINES PSYCHOPATHOLOGY IN TERMS OF INTERPERSONAL AND INTRAPER­

SONAL COMMUNICATION DISTRUBANCeS; IDENTIFIES THERAPEUTIC I NTE~­

VENT IONS THAT IMPROVE THE GUALI TY Of INTERPERSONAL TRANSA CTIONS; 

DISTINGUISHES BETWEEN DEFENSivE AND FACILITATIVE COMMUNICATI ON . 

FALL. 

SARA L. 

HLD8DSI 
IMAGING PROCESS IN THERAPEUT IC COMtlUNICATION: THEORY AND AP­
LICATIONS 
3 
IMAGING PROCESS REPRESENTS A MAJOR SYSTEM IN THE BRAIN'S ENC OD ING 
AND TRANSFORMATION OF IMFORMATION. THIS COURSE WILL ATT EMP T TO 
EXAMINE IMAGERY AS A BASIC HUMAN CAPACITY PCSSESSING ENORMOUS 
POTENTIAL FOR THERAPEUTIC COMMUNICATION. TOPICS TO BE COVERE D 
INCLUDE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IMAGERY, FANTASY AND OTHER 8ASIC 
PSYCHGLOGICAL PROCESSES, SPECIFIC uSES Of IMAGERY IN THERAPEUTI C 
AND CREATIVE COMMUNICATION, AND ITS CONTRIBUTION TO PER SONAL 
GROWTH AND SELF-DEVELOPMENT. STUDENTS wiLL STUDY THE NATURE AND 
STRUCTURE Of IMAGING PROCESS, EXPLORE THE IMPLICATIONS Of GUIDED 
AS WELL AS SPONTANEOUS IMAGERY FOR THERAPEUTIC COMMUNI CA TION, AP ­
PLY IMAGING PROCESS TO SELECTED THERAPEUTIC CONTEXTS AN D ASSESS 
EFFECTIVENESS OF SUCH APPLICATIONS. 
SPRING/SUMMER. 
SARAL • 
HLD8083 

APPLIED APPROACHES TO HUMAN COMMUNICATION 

3 

IDENTIFIES ELEMENTS Of HUMAN COMMUNICATION FAILURES, SYNT HE SIZES 

APPROACHES TO THEORY. UNDERGRAUDATES PARTICIPATE IN SEMINAR 

GROUPS DESIGNED .BY GRADUATE STUDENTS. 

PREREQUI SITES: 

HLDS790. 

FALL, wiNTER. 

KIM, PURDY. 

HlD8089 
INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT CONSULTING SKilLS AND TEAMwORK 
3 
THIS COURSE wiLL ENABLE STUDENTS TO: wORK AS A MEMBER OF AN 10 
TEAM WITH AN SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT TO DEVELOP AND EVALUATE AN 
10/TRAINING PACKAGE, INCLUDING: ANALYZE DYNAMICS OF SHALL GRO UP 
FUNCTIONING, PLAY APPROPRIATE ROLES IN SMALL GROUPS, DEVE LOP ~ 
RELATIONSHIP wiTH A SU8JECT MATTER EXPERT, WRITE 10 CONT RACT WITH 
SU8JECT MATTER EXPERT, RESOLVE CONFLICTS WITH SU8JECT MATTER 
EXPERT, RESOLVE ETHICAL PR08lEMS IN CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS. 
PR E R EQU I SIT E S : 
HLDS920 AND HlDS930, OR MlD7211. 
FALL. 
BOLINE, SILBER. 
HlDBD90 
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY MASTERS PROJECT 
2 
THIS COURSE will ENABLE STUDENTS TO: DESIGN A PROJECT IN A REAL 
WORLD SETTING INCLUDING PROJECT PROPOSAL AND APPROPRIA TE JD/HRD 
DESIGN COMPONENTS. PROJECT SHOULD SHOW A81llTY TO SYNTHESIZE AND 
APPLY THEORY AND ADVANCED METHODS LEARNED IN THE CURRICULUM. 
PREREQU I SITES: 
AT LEAST 25 GRADUATE HOUR S IN EOUCATIONAl TECHNOLOGY. 
fALL, IoINTER, SPRING/SUMME R. 
.ll8ER, STELNICKI. 
I 
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HLD9091 
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLO GY MA ST ER S PROJ ECT II 
1 
THIS COURSE WIL L ENABLE STUDE NTS TO : PROD UCE/iMPLEMENl AND 

EVALUATE A PROJEC T IN A RE AL WORL D SETTI NG INCLUDING PROJECT 

PROPOSAL AND APPRO PRIATE ID/ HRD DES IGN COMPONENTS. THE PROJEC T 

SHOULD SHOW THE STUDENT'S ABILITY TO SYNTHESIZE AND APPL Y THEORY 

AND A ~VANCED METHODS LEARNED IN THE CURRICULUM. 

PURfc)U I S ITES: 

PRIOR OR CURRENT ENROLLMENT IN HLD8090. 

fALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

STELNICKI, SILBER. 

H.t>8092 

I NTER~S HIP IN ID/HRD/IMP 

I 
TIi IS CO URSE WILL ENABLE STUDENTS TO APPLY ALL SKILLS LEARNED IN 
EO\.tA TI GNAL TECHNOLOGY IN A BUS INESS AND INDUSTRY SETTING . IT 
I ~LUDE 5 PASSING AN INTERVIEW, NEGOTIATING DUTIES, PRODUCING 
FRODl.(; TS, WORKING WiTH OTHERS, AND WRITING A REPORT. IT REQUIRES 
A MI NIMUM OF ONE DAY PER WEEK ON THE JOB, AND USUALLY TWO DAYS 
peR wEE" . 
PREoR Ef<U IS ITES: 

AT LE AST 2~ CREDIT HOURS IN EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY INCLUDING 

HLDS OS9 . 

FAL L, WINTER, SPRING/ SUMMER. 

SI LB ER , STELN ICK I. 

HLD8 120 

CULTURE/COMMUNICATION AND THE CLASSROOM TEACHER 

3 

APPLIES THEORIES AND CONCEPTS OF INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION TO 

U~B AN SCHOOL SETTINGS. EXAMINES RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CULTURE, 

SOC IAL IZATION AND EDUCATION. IDENTIFIES CULTURAL ELEMENTS AND 

VERBAL /NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION BEHAVIORS THAT IMPEDE UNDERSTAND­

ING AMONG TEACHERS/STUDENTS. DEVELOPS SPECIFIC METHODS TO IMPROVE 

COMMUNICATION EFFECTIVENESS IN THE CLASSROOM. 

OFFER ED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

KIM . 

HLD8I l O 

CDMMU IC ATION AN D HUMAN SEXUALITY 

3 

EXA MI NES SEXUAL DYSFUNCTIONS IN TERMS OF INTERPERSONAL AND INTRA­

PE RSO NAL COMMUNICATION DISTURBANCES; PERSONAL, SOCIAL AND CUL­
TU AL NORMS AND VALUES IN THE AREA OF INTERPERSONAL SEXUALITY. 

FAL L. 

SARAL. 

HLD8 171 
PR OFE SSIONAL AND RESEAR CH ISSUES AND TRENDS IN ID/TRAINING/ HRD 
3 
THIS COURSE WILL ENABLE STUDENTS TO: EVALUATE THE STATUS OF 
IO/TRAINING/HRD AS A FIELD AND PROFESSION, INCLUDING: CURRENT 
RI'SEA,RC H, ORGANIZATIONAL, SOCIETAL, ETHICAL, AND VALUE ISSUES 
RAIS ED. IT REQUIRES ATTENDANCE AT A NATIONAL ID/TRAINING/HRD 
RELA TED PROFESS IONAL SOCIETY CONFERENCE. 
PReREQ U I SITES : 
AT LEAS T 18 HOURS OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY COURSES. 
\l INTE R. 
S I LBER. 
HLD8177 
INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT/HU~,AN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT 
3 
THIS COURSE WILL ENABLE STUDENTS TO: DEFINE RATIONALE/ROLE OF 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT IN THE ORGANIZATION; IDENTIFY AND DEFINE THE 
PROJECT ; DEVELOP TIME MANAGEMENT NETWORK; ESTIMATE COSTS; PLAN 
TI ME TABL ES AND LEVELS OF DETAIL; SCHEDULE RESOURCES; WRITE 
MANAGEM ENT PLAN, AND WRITE PROJECT PROPOSAL AND REPORT . 
PREREQUISITES: 
HLDS920 AND HLDS9}0 AND HLD8185, OR HLD7211. 
WINTER. 
SI LBER. 
HLD8178 
MANAGING HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT/TRAINING SYSTEMS 
3 
THIS COURSE WILL ENABLE STUDENTS TO: PRODUCE A HRD/TRAINING 
MANAGEMENT PLAN WHICH \lOULD INCLUDE A PHILOSOPHY OF TRAINING AND 
DEVEL OPMENT, AN ANALYSIS OF TRAINING NEEDS, TRAINING POLICIES, 
PROCED URES, PROGRAMS, SCHEDULES AND STRUCTURES, ORGANIZATIONAL 
CHAR TS AND MANUAL, AND OTHER ELEMENTS INCLUDED IN HRD/TRAINING 
MANAGEMENT. 
~REREQU I SITES: 
HLD7211, HLD5900, HLD7563, AND HLD7564. 
FALL. 
STELNICKJ. 
HL D8182 
PHIL OSOPHY OF HUMAN COMMUNICATION 
) 
THIS COURSE EXAMINES HOW WE COMMUNICATE AND WHY WE COMMUNICATE, 
FRIJ1 THE PERSPECTIVES OF OBJECTIVE AND SUBJECTIVE PMILOSOPHIES. 
VARIOUS THEORIES OF COMMUNICATION ARE STUDIED TO UNO ER STAND THEIR 
VAR I OUS THEORIES OF COMMUNICATION ARE STUDIED TO UNDERSTN 
PHI LOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS. IT ALSO EXAMINES COMMUNICATION PHIL­
OSOPHIES OF THE PERSON, THE INTERPER SONAl, LANGUA GE, CULTURE, AND 

SCIENCE . 

PREREQU 151 TES: 

HLDS790 OR HL080S3 OR EQUI VAL~NT BACKGROUND. 

FAL L , EVEN YEAR S. 

PURDY . 

HLD8I8~ 
SOLVING TRAINING AND INSTRUCTIONAL PERFORMANCE PROBLEMS 
2 
ANALYSIS AND DEVELOPMENT OF SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS IN TRAINING OR 

EuUCATION WHICH ARE ROOTED IN PERFORMANCE RATHER THA N LEARN ING , 

AND wHICH REQUIRES TECHNOLOGIES BEYOND THOSE LEAR NED IN HlD 5910, 

IN S TRU CT 10NAL DEVELOPMENT: DESIGN. 

PREREQU I SITES : 

HLD7211, OR HLDS920 AND HLD~930. 

FALL. 

SILBER. 

HLD8210 

CULTURAL ASPECTS OF MENTAL HEALTH 

3 

STUD IE S "MENTAL HEALTH" AS A CUL TURE-BOUND CONCEPT, COMPA RES AND 

CONTRAST AMERICAN CULTURAL ASSUMPTION ABOUT MENTAL HEALTH WITH 

THOSE FROM AT LEAST ONE OTHER CULTURE . 

SPRING/SUMMER . 

SARAL. 

HLD821~ 
N"ONBIASED AND PLURALISTIC ASSESSMENT OF CHILDREN AND MI NORITIES 
3 
THIS COURSE INTRODUCES THE STUDENT TO THE BASIC THE ORI ES OF NON­
BIASED ASSESSMENT OF CHILDREN. THE STUDENT WILL BE COME FAMIL IA R 
WITH NONBIASED DEVICES AS WELL AS PLURALISTIC TESTS SUC H AS 
SOMPA. 
PREREQUISITES : 
HLD6430. 
FALL, SPRING/SUMMER. 
WHITAKER, DIMITROFF, HUGHES. 
HLD8218 
ADVANCED SEMINAR IN PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY 
3 
ThiS COURSE WILL PROVIDE STUDENTS WITH AN INTENSIVE INTR OD UCTION 
TO PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY AND WILL GUIDE THEIR UNDERSTAND ING OF 
THE PLACE THAT FREUD'S WORK HOLDS IN CONTEMPORARY THINKI NG ON 
PSYCHOPATHOLOGY AND PSYCHOTHERAPY. STUDENTS WILL ATTEND SEMINARS, 
READ SEVERAL PR IMARY SOURCES AND MORE RECENT WORKS, PARTIC I PA TE 
IN CLASS READINGS OF PRIMARY SOURCES, PREPARE WRITTEN REA CT I ON S 
TO SOME OF THE READINGS AND WRITE A PAPER ON A TOPIC AGRE ED UPON 
WITH THE INSTRUCTOR. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

SCHWARTZ . 

HLD8237 

GROUP THERAPY IN TA 

3 PINC 

THIS COURSE IS THE TA GROUP THERAPY MODEL CREATED BY ERIC BERNE . 

THE STUDENT WILL BE AT TIMES BOTH THE THERAPIST AND THE CLI ENT. 

THE CONTENT INCLUDES ALL TA CONCEPTS. THE MAJOR FOCUS Wil L BE 

HERE/NOW SCRIPT WORK, AWARENESS AND REDECISION BY CONTRACTS . 

PR EREQUI SITES: 

HLD 5300 OR SEM. 101 BY I. T.A.A. 

WI NTER. 

CRISPIN. 

HLD8240 

PRACTICUM IN THERAPEUTIC COMMUNICATION 

4-6 

DESIGNS AND IMPLEMENTS AN ADVANCED PROJECT IN THER APEUT IC COMMUN ­

ICAT ION; ASSESSES THe EFFECTIVENESS OF THE PRO oJE CT IN TERMS OF 

INTERPERSONAL AND INTRAPERSONAL AWARENESS OF THOSE INVOLV ED IN 

THE COMMUNICATION INTERACTION. 

PREREQUISITES: 

APPROVED PROPOSAL. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

SARAL, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

HLD8242 

SEMINAR IN HUMAN MEMORY 

3 

THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE STUDENTS Wi TH AN IN -DEPT H EX­

POSURE TO A SINGLE SUB S TANTI VE AREA IN THE DOMAIN OF EXPERIMENTAl 

PSYCHOLOGY. AS A RESUL T ST UDENTS WILL BE ABL E TO READ AND UNDER­

STAND RESEARCH AND THEOR Y IN THE AREA OF HUMAN MEMORY. TH IS 

COURSE IS IDEAL FOR GRAUDATE STUDENTS IN PSYCHOLOGY. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

WOODWARD. 

HLD8244 
,GRADUATE SEMINAR IN THE HISTORY OF PSYCHOLOGY 

3 

THIS COURSE COVERS A wiDE RANGE OF SYSTEMS OF PSYCH OlOGICAL 

THOUGHT WHICH ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR MODERN CONC EPTI ONS OF HUMAN 

LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT, CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY , AND SOCIAL 

PSYCHOLOGY . 

WINTER. 

STAF F. 
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HLD824S 
'RAOUATE SEMINAR IN HUMA N DEVELOPME NT 
}
THIS COURSE IS INTENDED TO EXTEND DIVISION Off ERINGS IN HUMAN 

DEVELOP MENT. IT IS DES IGNED TO PRESEN T STUDEN TS AT tHE GRADUATE 

LEVEL WITH UP TO DATE RESEARCH I N TkE DEVEL OPMENTAL AREA, TO 

INTEGRATE DEVELOPMENTAL ISSUES AC ROSS THE LIFESPA N, AND TO PRO­

VIDE ST UDE NTS WITH CRUCIAL LINKS BETWEEN THEORE TICAL AND AP PLIED 

ISSUES Of DEVELOPME NT. 

PRER EQU ISITES: 

ONE DEVELOPMENTAL COURSE OR PERMISSION Of INSTRUCTOR. 

SPit I NG/ SUM~'ER. 

PHS COTT. 

HL D8246 

GR ADUATE SEMINAR IN COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY

, 
THIS COURSE RELATES THEORIES Of CONCEPTS ANO GENERATIVE THEORIES 

Of CONCEPTS ANO THE RELATION Of THESE THEORIES TC PERCEPTION AND 

COGN I T ION. 

WINTER. 

WILSON. 

HLD8247 

GRAOUATE SEMINAR IN SOCIAL-ECOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY

, 
THIS CCURSE INTEGRATES THEORIES AND PRINCIPLES Of SOCIAL PSYCHOL­

OG Y wITH EMPHASIS ON THE EffECT OF ECOLOGICAL FACTORS ON THE BE­

HAv IOR OF INOIVIDUALS, GROUPS AND CORPORATIONS. STUDENTS ARE 

ENC OURAGED TO APPLY THE FINDINGS OF SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY TO THEIR 

DAILY LIFE AND TO THE SOLUTION OF COMMUNITY PROBLEMS. READINGS, 

SMAL L GROUP DISCUSSIONS, MEDIA PRESENTATIONS AND SPEAKERS CON­

STI TUTE THE FORMAT OF THE COURSE. 

PUR EQU I S ITES: 

HLD5 440 OR EQUIVALENT. 

SPRI NG /SUMMER. 

IIH ITAKER . 

HL08248 

GRADUATE SEMINAR IN ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY
, 
IN THIS SEMINAR A PARTICULAR DIAGNOSTIC CATEGORY, (E.G., THE 

BORDERLINE PERSONALITY), WILL BE SELECTED AND THE SEMINAR WILL 

DISCUSS THE ISSUES INVOLVED IN CONCEPTUALIZING THE PROBLEM, ITS 

DEVEL OPME NT, AND TREATMENT. 

SPRING / SUMMER. 

JENK I NS. 

HLD8340 

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH SEMINAR 

ERS A AMICS INVOLVED IN MENTAL 
HEALTH FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS, AND HUMAN SERVICE WORKERS. DEFINES 
AND ANALYZES CHARACTERISTICS OF COMMUNITIES AND THEIR RELEVANCE 
TO ~OMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH. 
OFFERED BASEO UPON DEMAND. 
HILL. 
HLD8510 

CONSULTATION AND SCHOOL STAFF DEVELOPMENT
, 
EXAMINES THEORIES, FUNCTIONS, AND SKILLS REQUIRED OF CONSULTANTS 

IN SCHOOLS AND OTHER SETTINGS, APPLICATIONS OF COUNSELING SKILLS, 

IN A FIELD SETTING. DEVELOPMENT 15 EMPHASIZED. 

PREREQUISI TES: 

HLD6S80. 

fALL. 

HUGHES, ROGGE. 

HLD8SI1 

INFORMATION SERVICES IN GUIDANCE
, 
PROVIDES BACKGROUND FOR PROfESSIONALS (TEACHERS, COUNSELORS, 

OTHERS) TO ORGANIZE VOCATIONAL INFORMATION, EMPOLYMENT TRENDS, 

AND PERSONAL INFORMATION FOR EfFECTIVE USE BY STUDENTS AND 

ADUL TS. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF. 

HLDS 51S 
CONSULTATION SEMINAR IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY I 
I P/NC 
THIS SEMINAR IS FOR ALL SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS. THE SEMINAR 
OfFERS CONTINUING LEARNING EXPERIENCES RELATIVE TO THE PRACTICE 
OF SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY CONSULTATION: MODEL CASE CONFERENCES, CASE 
PRESENTATIONS, AND INDIVIDUAL EDUCATIONAL PLAN FORMULATION ARE 
COVERED. . 
FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 
DIMITROfF, HUGHES, WHITAKER. 
HLD8S16 
CONSULTATION SEMINAR IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY II 
I P/NC
THIS SEMINAR IS A CONTINUt.TlON Of HLD8515. 

PREREQU I SITES: 

HLD85IS. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

DIMITROfF, H.UGHES, WHITAKER. 

HlD8517 
CONSULTATION SEMINAR IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY I I I 
I P/NC 
THIS SEMINAR IS A CON TINUATION Of HLD8 516. 
PREREC(UISITES : 
HLD8 516 . 
FALL, SPRING/SUMMER. 
DIM lTROf F, HUGHE S, WH ITAKE R. 
HLD~518 
CONSULTATION SEMINAR IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY IV 
PINe I 
THIS IS THE FINAL CONSULTATION SEMINAR. 

PREREQUISI TES : 

HLD8517. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SU~MER. 

DI~\I TROfF, HUGHES, WHITAKER. 

HLD8520 

COMMUNITY COLLEGE COUNSELING
, 
DESIGNED FOR STUDENTS TO LEARN TECHNICUES AND STRATEGI ES OF 

COUNSELING APPROPRIATE FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGES, AREA VOCATIONAL 

CENTERS, AND PROFESS IDANL SCHOOLS. STUDENTS ARE EXPEC TEP TO 

SPEND CONSIDERABLE TIME IN AN OFF-CAMPUS SETTING. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF. 

HLD85'0 

ADVANCED TECHNIQUES: ... 

3 

INTENSIVE ST UDY OF SPECIFIC ADVANCED TECHNIGUES OR TOPIC S IN THE 

FIELD OF PSYCHOLOGY ~ND COUNSELING. ALLOWS STUDENTS TO WORK IN ­

TENSIVELY IN A SPECIALIZED STUDY AREA NCT NORMALLY AVAILABLE I~ 

THE GENERAL CURRICULUM. TOPIC DEPENDENT UPON FACULTY EXPERTI SE 

AND STUDENT NEED. 

PREREQUISITES: 

HLD 8540 OR HLD 8~45 OR PERMISSION. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

5 TAFF. 

HLD8 54 0 

INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING AND THERAPY: CHILO/ADOLESCENT 

- EVELOPS SKILL IN COUNSELING, ANALYZING THE PROCESS AND 6~IN IN\; 

ABOUT DESIRED AND EFFECTIVE CHANGE IN THE BEHAVIOR AND ATl I TUPE S : 

OF CLIENTELE. 

PREREQUIS I TES: 

MINIMUM GRADE Of "B" IN HLD6~80 AND HLD8720. 

FALL, WINTER. 

COONE Y, WOLF. 

HLD85~' 
ADVANCED INDIVIDUAL THERAPY TECHNIQUES: CHILO, 
STUDENTS WILL DEMONSTRATE ADVANCED INTERVIEWING SKILLS IN DOING 

INDIVIDUAL THERAPY WITH CHILDREN} WILL BE ABLE TO APP LY RELEVA Nt 

TREATMENT TECHNIQUES} WILL BE ABLE TO APPLY THEIR KNOWL EDGE OF 

RELEVANT THEORIES TO THE fORMULATION OF TREATMENT PLANS FOR WORK 

WITH CHILDREN} WILL BE ABLE TO EVALUATE THE EFFECTIVE NESS OF THf 

TREATMENT. 

PREREQUISITES: 

HLD 8540. 

FALL. 

SCHWARTZ, WOLF, JENKI NS. 

HLD8545 

INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING AND THERAPY : ADULT
, 
STUDENTS WILL DEMONSTRATE BASIC SKILLS IN DOING INDIVIDUAL COUN ­

SELING AND THERAPY WITH ADULTS AND WILL APPLY THEIR KNOWL EDGE 

OF RELEVANT THEORIES TO THEIR WORK WITH ADULT CLIENTS. 

PREREQU I SITES: 

MINIMUM GRADE Of "B" IN HLD8720 AND HLD6580. 

WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

JENK INS, STAFF. 

HLD8547 

FAMILY THERAPY TECHNIQUES
, 

STUDENTS WILL DEMONSTRATE BASIC INTERVIEWING SKILLS IN DO ING 

FAMILY THERAPY; WILL BE ABLE TO APPLY RELEVANT TREATMENT TECMNI­

QUES; WILL BE ABLE TO APPLY CONCEPTS AND TECHNIQUES OF FAMILY 

THERAPY TO THE FORMULATION OF TREATMENT STRATEGIES WITH FAM I LIES 

AND WILL BE ABLE TO EVALUATE THE EFFECT IVENESS Of THE TREATMENT. 

PREREQUIS lTES : 

HLD8570 AND HLD8580, OR HLD8585. 

WI NTER. 

WOLF, lolA TTESON. 

HLD8549 

ADVANCED INDIVIDUAL THERAPY TECHNIQUES : ADULT
, 
STUDENTS WILL DEMONSTRATE ADVANCED INTERVIEWING SKILLS IN DO ING 
INDIVIDUAL THERAPY WITH ADULTS; WILL BE ABLE TO APPLY APPROPRIATE 
TREATMENT TECHNIQUES AND EVALUATE THEIR EFFECTIVENESS; WILL BE 
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ABLE TO APPLY THEIR K~OWLeOGE OF RELEVA NT THEORIES TO THE FORMU­

LA li ON CF TitEATMcNT PLANS . 

PREREQUISIT ES: 

HLD 854 5. 

FALL , SPRING/SUMMER. 

STAFF . 

HL D85&0 

ADLE RIAN FAMILY COUNSELING 

~ 
STUDONTS CONDUCT A MINI-FAMILY COUNSELING SESSION AND CASE STUDY , 
IDENTI FYING THE CONSTELLATION OF FAMILY INTERACTION. 
PREREQUISITES: 
HLD6~ 10. 
WI NTER. 

WIEG. 

HLD8565 

BE HAVIOR THERAPY 

~ 
ADVANCED STUDY AND APPLICATION OF BEHAVIORAL THERAP Y TECHNI QUES 

WITH AD UL TS AND CHILDREN. 

PR EREQUI SITES: 

HLD 8 540 OR HLD 8545. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

D1M I TROFF. 

HLD8570 

GROUP COUNSELING AND THERAPY: CHILD/ADOLESCENT 

} 
S TUDIES THE MAJOR GROUP COUNSELING THEORIES AND APPROACHES, 

MAJO R AUTHORS IN THE FIELD, SPECIFIC GROUP COUNSELING TECHNIqUES. 

STUD ENTS ANALYZE THEIR PARTICIPATION IN TIIO GROUP COUNSELING 

ExpeRIENCES, AND CRITIQUE AND ANALYZE AN ON-GOING GROUP IN WHICH 

THE LEARNER PARTICIPATES. 

PREREQU IS ITES : 

HL D 8580, HLD 8540 . 

FAL L, WINTER. 

ROG GE, COONE Y . 

HLD8580 

GROUP DYNAMI C S & INTERVENT I ON 

~ 
APPLICATION OF BASIC KNOWLEDGE OF THE ROLES, FUNCTIONS AND DYNAM­

ICS AMONG GROUP LEADERS AND GROUP PARTICIPANTS ; COVERS GROUP 

PROCESS THEORY, AND THE RESEARCH PERTAINING TO GROUP PROCESS; 

STUDEN TS ANALYZE THE INTERACTION WITHIN A LIVE GROUP USING A VAL­

I D I NSTRUMENT TO OBJECTIVELY ASSESS THE DYNAMICS OF A GROUP . 

PRER EQU I SITES : . 

HLD 8720. 

WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

WOLF, LEWIS. 

HLD8585 

GROUP COUNSELING: ADULT/ADOLESCENT 

~ 
STUDENTS WILL DEMONSTRATE BASIC INTERVIEWING SKILLS IN DOING 

GROUP COUNSELING OR GROUP THERAPY WITH ADOLESCENTS AND ADULTS) 

WILL BE ABLE TO APPLY RELEVANT TREATMENT TECHNIQUES WITH GROUPS) 

WILL BE ABLE TO APPLY CONCEPTS AND TECHNIQUES OF GROUP THERAPY 

TO THE FORMULATION OF TREATMENT PLANS AND EVALUATE THEIR EFFEC­

TIVENESS. 

PREREQU IS I TES : 

HLD 8580 AND HLD 8545. 

FALL, SPRING/SUMMER. 

lolA ITESON. 

HLD8590 

HUMAN NEUROPSYCHOLOGY I: BRAIN FUNCTION 

~ 
EXPLORES THE THEORIES AND ANALYSIS OF BRAIN FUNCTION, STRUCTURE 

AND BRAIN BEHAVIOR IN RELATIONSHIPS. 

PREREQU I SITES: 

HLD64}O. 

FALL, SPRING/SUMMER. 

HUGHES, 011011 TROFF. 

HLD8600 

HUMAN NEUROPSYCHOLOGY II: CLINICAL ASSESSMENT 

3 

STUDENTS LEARN TO ADMINISTER, SCORE AND INTERPRET STANDARDIZED 

PROCEDURES IN DIAGNOSIS OF BRAIN OAMAGE ANO INTEGRATE FINDINGS 

WITH OTHER MEASURES OF PERSONUITY. 

PREREQU I SITES: 

HLD8590. 

WINTER. 

HUGHES, DIMITROFF. 

HL08610 

INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENT I: INTELLIGENCE 

3 

AN INTENSIVE, CULMINATING TRAINING IN INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENT 

INCLUDING NECESSARY SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE TO CONDUCT A COMPLETE 

CASE STUDY OF PROBLEMS TYPICALLY REFERRED TO THE SCHOOL PSYCHOLO­

GIST, MAKE APPROPRIATE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TREATMENT OR REMEDIA­

TION. 

PREREQUISITES: 

HLD6430. 

FALL, WINTER. 

HUGHE S. DIM ITROFF • 

HLD8&20 
P~INC I PL ES , TECHNIQUES AND ADMINIST R ~ TION OF PUP IL/STU DENT 

PERSONNEL SERVICES 

3 

STU DO NTS S~NTHESllE BASIC PROBLEMS Of CEVELOPING A RATIONALE AND 

PROGRAM FO R GUIDANCE SERYICES , ANALYSIS AND EVALUT ION OF 

METHODOLOGY; INTEGRAl'E ADMINISTRATION PRACT I CES AND THEORY, 

ANALYZE CHANGI NG PATTERNS Qf SCHOOL ORGANI7ATION . 

PRE REQUISITES: 

SHOULD BE TAKEN IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO OR DURING PRA CT ICUM. 

FALL , WINTER. 

HILL . 

HLD86JO 

EARLY CHILDH OOD ASSESSMENT

, 
STUDIES THE HISTORY AND ISS UES OF EARLY CHILDHOOD AS SESSMENT. 

PROVIDES EXPERIENCES IN SELE CTING, ADMINISTERING, AN D iNTERPRET­

ING VARIOUS ASSESSMENT TECHNI~UES AND MATERIALS. 

WINTER, SPR lNG/SUMMER. 

S TA FF . 

HLD8640 
PRACTICUM IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL COUNSELING 
6 PINC 
IN THIS COURSE STUDENTS APPLY COUNSELING, CONSULTI NG, ASSESSMEN T 
AND GUIDANCE SKILLS IN AN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SETTI NG FO R A MINI ­
MUM OF 15 SCHOOL DAYS OVER ONE TRIMENTER WHILE UNDER ~ UPERVIS I ON. 
PREREQUISITES: 
STUDENTS MUST !"AVE ACHIEVED COUNSELING COMPETE NC IES ACCEPT ABL E TO 
THE SCREENING COMMITTEE FOR PRACITCUf1 SITES (SEE DIV IS ION Of 
PSYCHOLOGY AND COUNSELING STUDENT HANDBOOK FOR DETAI LS). ALL 
OTHER COURSEWORK MUST BE COMPLETED , wITh GRADES AS SPEC IFIED BY 
THE PROGRAM) OR AL L WORK IN SKILL BU I LDING COURSES COMPLE TED WITH 
GRADES AS SPCIFI EO BY THE PR OGRAM, AND SUFFICIENT PROGRESS IN RE­
MAINING COURSES TO CLEARLY DEMONSTRATE. TO THE PRACTl W M SCREEhlNG 
COMMITTEE THAT COMPLETION IS NEAR. 
FALL, WINTER. 
ROGGE, BANK. 
HLD8 6 50 

LIFE STYLE ANALYSIS 

~ 
COVERS ANALYSIS OF LIFE STYLE DATA CF SELF AND CLIENTS, PREPAR­

ATION OF CASE STUDY REPORT ON THE LIFE STYLE OIAGNOSIS OF PRACT­

lCUM CL I ENTS. 

PREREQUIS ITES: 

HLD8560. 

SPRlt.G / SUMMER. 

WIEG. 

HLD8660 

MARRIAGE COUNSELING 

J 
DESIGNED TO PRESENT MODELS OF ~ARRIAGE COUNSELING) DEMONSTRA TION 

AND WORKSHOP WITH OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE IN THE COUNS e LING 

SESSION. 

PREREQUISITES: 

HLD 8580 AND HLD 8545 . 

OFFEREe BASED UPON DEMAND. 

MATTESON, ROGGE, WOLF. 

HLD8670 

PRACTICUM IN PARENT STUD Y GROUP LEADERSHIP 

3 PINe 
STUDENT INITIATES, DEVELOPS, CONDUCTS, AND MAINTAINS A SUCC ES SFUL 

TEENWEEK PARENT STUDY GROUP, USING OBJECTIVE MATERIALS , TR AINI NG 

PARENTS TO IDENTIFY PROBLEMS IN THE HOME AND PROVIDE ELEME NTARY 

REORIENTATION BRING ABOUT CHANGE IN THEIR BEHAVIOR AND TnE BE­

HAVIOR OF THEIR CHILDREN. 

PREREQUISITES: 

HLD 6310 AND HLD 8560. 

WINTER. 

WIEG. 

HLD8680 

PERSONALITY AND VOCATIONAL ASSESSMENT 

3 

COVERS SELECTION, ADMINISTRATION AND INTERPRETATION OF EA SURES 

OF INTE~LIGENCE, APTITUDE, VOCATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL CMO ICE USED 

BY COMMUNITY COLLEGE AND VOCATIONA~ COUNSELORS. 

SPRING/SUMMER . 

WE IG. 

HLD8690 

INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENT II: PERSONALITY 

3 

AN INTENSIVE, CU~MINATING TRAINING IN INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENT IN­

CLUDING NECESSARY SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE TO CO NDUCT A COM PLETE CASE 

STUDY uF PROBLEMS TYPICALLY REFERRED TO THE SCHOOL PSY CHOLOGI ST, 

STUDY OF PROBLEMS TYPICALL Y REFERRED TO THE SCHOOL PS YCHOLOGI ST, 

MAKE APPROPRIATE RECOMMENDATOINS FOR TREATMENT AND REM EDI ATION . 

PR E R EQU I SIT E S : 

HLD5330 AND HLD6430. 

FALL, WINTER. 

HUGHES, DIMITROFF . 

HLD8 100 

RESEA RCH LITERATURE IN COUNSEL I NG AND PSYCHOTHERAPY 

~ROVIOE COUNSELORS AND PSYCHOTHERAP I STS ~ITH ME THODS AND CRITERIA 

TO LOCA TE AND EVALUATE RESEARCH LITERATURE ON COUNSELING AND 

PS YCHO THERAPY AND TO MOOIFY THE IR OWN COUNSEL INC STYLES . 

SPR I NG/ SUMMER. 

\~Lf, MATTE SON, ROGGE. 

HLoa 7IO 

HUMAN NEUROPSYCHOLOGY III: REHABILITATION 

3 
APP LY COt-.CEPTS OF HUMAN NEUROPSYCHOLOGY T0 PRCGRAMS OF REHAB ILI­

TATION FOR PER SONS'" ITH VAil. I OUS KINDS OF BRA I N DAMAGE AND RELATED 

PERSO NALI TY DISORDERS. 

PREREQU IS ITES: 

HLD8S9 0 AND HLD8600. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

HUGHES. 

HL08 720 

BEG I NNIt-G COUNSELING " HU~,AN RELAT ION SKILLS 

3 

THI S COURSE IS DESIGNED TO BE TAKEN SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH HLD6580, 

fOR ENTERING GRAUDATE STUDENTS IN HUMAN RELATION SERVICES AND TO 

PROV I OE ST UDENTS WITH EXPERIENCE IN HUMAN RELATIONS LABORATORY, 

FOCUSING ON BASIC COMMUNICATION SKILLS. AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

BEG I NN ING COUNSELING SKILLS . 

PHRBl UIS ITES: 

HL 6 580 OR CONCURRENTLY. 

FALL, WI NTEII, SPRING/SUMMER. 

,LEWIS, STAFf. 

HLD&722 

WORKSH OP IN DEPRESSION 

2 

THE PURPOSE OF THIS WORKSHOP/COURSE IS TO PROVIDE THE PARTICIPANT 

WIT H INFORMATION ABOUT THE CAUSES AND TH~ CURE OF DEPRESSION FROM 

, HE HUMANISTIC/HOLISTIC VIE~ OF HUMAN NATURE, WITH SFECIFIC 

RE FERE NCE TO TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS, TH E REDECISION MODEL. 

F'RER EQU I SITES: 

HLD6580 AND HLD8720. 

FALL, WINTER. 

CRISP!". 

HLD8725 

ADVA NCED THEORIES IN COUNSELING AND THERAPY 

3 

THIS COURSE WILL FOCUS ON DEFE~SES, TRANSEREENCE, COUNTERTRANS­

FE RE ICE, RESISTANCE, AND ADVANCED READINGS IN VARIOUS DIAGNOSTIC 

CATEGORIES (E.G., DEPRESSION, CHARACTER DISORDERS, ETC . ). STU­

DE NTS WILL tXAMINE WHAT ARE THE CAUSES AND WHAT INTERVENTIONS ARE 

REC OMMENDED BY THE LI TERAT URE. 

PUR EQUISITES: 

HLD 6 S8 0 AND HLD8720. 

WINT ER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

JE t« INS. 

HLD8740 
PRACTICUM IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 
4 
STUDENTS APPLY CORE COMPETENCIES IN A SCHOOL SETTING; (A) DIAGNO­
SIS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL, SOCIAL, LEARNING PROBLEMS; (B) PRESCRIP­
TIONS FOR TEAM ACTIONS; (C) CONSULTATIONS WITH ADULTS; (D) COUN­
SELING SESSIONS; (0 GUIDANCE ACTIVITIES. DEMONSTRATE COMPETENC­
IES I N INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP DIAGNOSTICS AND PROVIDE APPROPRIATE 
REHIlR AL OF STUDENTS WITH LEARN ING PROBLEMS. 
PR EREQ U I SITES : 
HLD8610, HLD8690, AND HLD8590, AND SUCCESSFUL REVIEW OF THE 
PR ACTlCUM SCREENING PROCEDURE. 
FAL L, WINTER. 
HU GHES, DIM ITROFF. 
I'IL D8745 
PR ACTICUH IN SECONDARY SCHOOL COUNSELING 
6 P/NC 
IN THIS CO URSE STUDENTS AF'PLY COUNSELING, CONSULTING, ASSESSMENT 
AND GUIDANCE SKILLS IN A SECONDARY SCHOOL SETTING FOR A MINIMUM 
OF 15 SCHOOL DAYS OVER ONE TRIMESTER WHILE UNDER SCHOOL AND 
UN IVERSITY SUPERVISION AT SITES ARRANGED FOR BY THE UNIVERSITY. 
PREREQUISITES: 
$TUDENTS MUST HAVE ACHIEVED COUNSELING COMPETENCIES ACCEPTABLE TO 
TliE SCREENING COMMITTEE FOR PRACITCUM SITES (SEE DIVISION OF 
PSYC HOLOGY AND COUNSELING STUDENT HANDBOOK FOR DETAILS) . ALL 
OTHER COURSEWORK MUST BE COMPLETED, WITH GRADES AS SPECIFIED BY 
THE PROGRAM; OR ALL WORK IN SKILL BUILDING COURSES COMPLETED WITH 
GRADES AS SPCIFIED BY THE PROGRAM, AND SUFFICIENT PROGRESS IN RE­
MAINING COURSES TO CLEARLY DEMONSTRATE TO THE PRACTICUM SCREENING 
COMMITTEE THAT COMPLETION IS NEAR . 
FALL; WINTER. 
HLD8746 

PRACTICUM IN COLLEGE COUNSELING 

6 

IN THIS COURSE STUDENTS APPLY COUNSELING, CONSULTING, ASSESSMENT 

AND GUIDANCE SKILLS IN A COLLEGE SETTING FOR A MINIMUM OF 15 AT­

TENDANCE DAYS OVER ONE TRIMESTER WHILE UNDER COLLEGE AND UNIVER­

S I TY SUPER VISION AT SITES ARRANGED FOR BY THE UNIVERSITY. 

PREREQU1S ITES : 

STUDENTS MUS T HAVE ACHIEVED COUNSELING COMPETENCIES ACCEPTABLE TO 
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THE SCREENING COMMITTE E FOR PR AC I TC UM SITES (SEE DIVISION Of 
PSYCHOL OGY AND COUNSEL ING STUDE NT HANDBO OK FOR DETAILS. ALL 
OTHER COlJl SEWORI( MU ST BE COMPLUfO, WI TM GRADeS J\ S SF'EC I FI ED BY 
THE PROGl!AM; OR ALL ORI( IN 51( I LL BU I LD ING COURSES COMPLE TED WITH 
GRADES AS SPCIFIED BY T~E PROGRAM, AND SUFFICIENT PROGRESS I N RE­
MAININ(; COURsES Hl CL EA RLY OEMONS1RATE TO THE PRAClICUM SCREEN ING 
COMMITTEE ~HAT COMPLETION IS N~AR. 
OF FERED BASED UPON DEMt\NO. 
STAFF . 
HLD8 760 
STATISTICS IN BEHAVIORAL STUDIES 

3 

EXAMINES THE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION, THE STANDARD NORMAL DIST RIBU ­

TION AND APPLICATION OF THESE DISTRIBUTIONS TO BEHAVIORl\L SCI ENCE 

PROBLEMS; TEST OF HYPOTHESES USING THE FOLLOWING PARAMETR IC 

IESTS: T-TEST, ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE. ' 

OFFERED BASED UPON DeMAND. 
STAFF. 
,HLD8764 
PRACTICUM IN COUNSELING AND CONSULTATION--AGE~CY 

4 

THIS COURSE IS A COMMUNITY-BASED PRACTICUM. STUDENTS ~ILL DEMON ­

STRATE COUNSELING SKILLS, AS WELL AS SKILLS IN CONSULTATI ON, 

AND ADVOCACY. STUDENTS WILL SERVE AS TEAM MEMBERS, BECOM ING 

IMMERSED IN THE EVERDAY FUNCTIONING OF THE AGENCY . 

PREREQU IS I TES: 

HLD6350, HLD8720, HLD6340, AND HLD6720. 

FAlL, WINTER. 

LEW I S. 

HLD8765 

PRACTICUM IN PREVENTION SKILLS 

4 

THIS COURSE IS A CO"MUNITY-BASED PRACTICUM, THE CULMINATING EX­

PERIENCE FOR STUDENTS WITH THE OPTION IN COMMUNITY COUNSELING. 

IHE EXPERIENCE FOCUSES ON ASPECTS OF PRIMI>RY PREVENTION. 

PREREQUISITES: 

HLD8764, HLD6350, HLD6340, HLD6720, AND HLD8720. 

FALL, WINT ER, SPR lNG/SUMMER. 

LEW IS. 

HLD8780 

~RACTICUM IN GROUP LEADERSHIP IN TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS 

1-2 P/~C 

STUDENTS WILL USE THEIR KNOWLEDGE OF TA TO ACT AS GROUP LEADERS, 

UNDER SUPERVISION, IN A LABORATORY IN TRANSACTIONAL ANAL YS i S . 

PREREQUISITES: 

LAB 'IN TA, OR PASSING A TAIOI TAUGHT BY A CERTIFIED MEMBER OF 

IHE ITAA, AND PERMI;510N OF THE INSTRUCTOR. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING , ';UMMER. 
CRISPIN. 
HLD8795 
COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY PRACTICUM J: AGENCY SYSTEMS 
3 P/NC 
STUDENTS PARTICIPATE ONE DAY PER WEEK IN AN APPROVED AGENCY SITE 
UNDER SUPERVISION OF A UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR AND CLINICAL STAFF. 
STUDENTS WRITE A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE AGENCY AS A HUMAN ~ER V­
ICE DELIVERY SYSTEM. 
PREREQUISITES: ' 
CANDIDACY, HLD6580, HLD8540, PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR AND SUC­
CESSFUL PREAPPLICATION. 
FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER . 
MATTESON, ~LF. 
HLD8796 

COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY PRACTICUM II: CLINICAL SKILLS 

3 P/NC 

STUDENTS PARTICIPATE ONE DAY PER WEEK IN AN APPROVED AGENCY S I TE 

UNDER SUPERVISION OF A UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR AND CLINICAl STAFf . 

~TUDENTS COMPLETE A FINAL MASTER PROJECT DEMONSTRATING INT EGRA ­

TION OF ACADEMIC AND CLINICAL SKILLS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

CANDIDACY, HLD6580, HLD8540, HLD8795, PERMISSION OF INST RUCTOR, 

AND SUCCESSFUL PREAPPLICATION. 

FAlL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

MATTESON, ~LF. 

HLD8804 

WORKSHOP : WHOLISTIC EDUCATION 

3 

THIS IS A CO UR SE IN HELPING OTHERS BY HELPING SELF. TH E EKPE~­

IENCE IS DESI GNED TO CREATE A POSITIVE ENVIRONMENT WHl tH SUPPORTS 

THE SELF-EXPLORATION AND RISK-TAKING NECESSARY TO REMOVE THE 

BARRIERS TO SELF-AWAR ENE SS, SELF-LOVE, AND SELF-EXPRESSI ONS, AND 

PERSONAL AND PROFESS IO NAL EFFECTIVENESS. THE COURSE IS AN IN TEN­

SIVE EXPERIENCE IN REDISCOVERING WHO WE REALLY ARE AND LEA RNING 

TO FULLY ACCEPT, LOVE, AND NURTURE OUR TOTAL SELF. A PRIMAR Y 

FOCUS WILL BE TRANSfERRING THESE SKILLS TO CLASSROOM USE IN ORD ER 

TO CREATE CLASROOM ENVIRONMENTS IN WHICH BOTH STUDENTS AND TEA~H­

ERS EXPERIENCE A REDUCTION IN NEGATIVE STRESS AND AN IN CREASE IN 

EFFECTIVE ACADEMIC AND SOCIAL LEARNING. TO ARRIVE AT THIS GOA L, 

WE WILL USE METHODS AND CONCEPTS FROM METAPHYSICS, GES TALT, COM­

MUNICATION THEORY, TET, GUIDED FANTASY, MEDITATI ON, DR EAM-INTER­

PRETATIO~ RELAXATIO N TRAINING, ORGANIZATIONAL CLI MAT E DEVELOP ­

MENT, CLASSROOM GOAL STRUCTURING, RATIONAL-EMOTIVE THERAPY, AND 

TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COHMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 
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HLD880S 
WORKSHOP; WRITING I N THE ELEMENlARY GRADES: MOTIVATIO N ' TEC H­
NIQUES 
2 
A COMPLET E APPROAC H TO TEA CH ING WR I TI NG SKILLS FOR 'RADES I-S, 
INCLuDING INT RODUC ING TOP IC S, wORK S~ILLS , MECHANICS, AND EVALUA­
TION. uPON COMPLE TION Of THE CO URSE , ST UDENT S wi LL BE ABLE TO 
STRUC TURE WRITING LESSONS FOR CHILDREN THAT ARE MEA NINGFUL AND 
COMPL ETE. IT WILL INCLUDE MOTIVATIONAL TECH~IQUES, LANGUAGE 
EXPE RIENCE, LITERARY FORMATS, AND EVALUATION TOOLS. THI S IS A 
DEVE LOPMENTAL APPROACH TO THE TEAChiNG OF THE WRITITNG SKILLS. 
OFFE RED BASED UPON ~MAND. 
COfoI/1 UN I TY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 
HLD90 00 
COJolMU NICATING AESTHETIC VALUES Hi!OUG~, SPORT 
1 
INTRODUCES STUDENTS TO . ALTERNATIVE VALUES ASSOCIATED WITH SPORT 
THROU GH THE ANALYSIS OF SPORT DOCUMENTARY FIL~,S AND RELATED 
TEXTS ; TESTS AWARENESS OF CCNCEPTS ATTACHED TO THE BEAUTY OF 
SPORT; DIFFERENTIATES BETwEEN "SUBJECT IVE II AND "OBJECT IVE" 
AESTHETICS; CONSTRUCTS A MODEL BA~ED ON THE AESTHETIC CCMPONENTS 

OF SPORT. 

FALL, WINTER. 

LOWE. 

HLD90IO 

SOCIOLOGY OF TOURISM AND LEISURE 

3 

PRESENTS THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL FUNCTIONS OF TOURIS~1 IDENTI­

FIED AND DEFINEO AS A COMMUNICATIONS LESIURE SYSTEM. RECOGNIZES 

AND DESCRIBES DIFFERENT MODES OF TOURISM AS THEY ACCOUNT FOR 

STRESS AND COUNTERSTRESS ALTERNATIVES IN LEISURE, DESIGNS A MODEL 

FOR ANALYSIS Of TOURISM AS A FUNCTIONAL LE ISURE SYSTEM. VARIABLE 

CREDIT COURSE; H'IE PRACTICUM FEATURE CAN BE SATISFIED IN ALTER­
NATIVE WAYS. 
FALL. 
, OWE. 
HLD9030 
COUNTER-STRESS ALTERNATIVES FOR ADULTS 
3 
EXAMINES THE EFFECTS OF SOCIAL STRESS IN URBAN SOCIETY , DEFINES 
COUNTER-STRESS ALTERNATIVES IN PLAY FOR ADULTS, IDENTIFIES AND 
ANALYZES PSYCHOLOGICAL VARIABLES AND ThEORIES SUPPORTIVE OF COUN­
TER - STRESS ALTERNATIVES IN PLAY AND STRUCTURES A MODEL FOR THE 
.. SYCHOLOGY OF PLAY AND HLt10R. 
OFF ERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
LOWE. 
HLD9040 

SPORT COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 

3 

THIS COURSE FOCUSES ON RESEARCH IN THE OPEN SOCIAL LABORATORY OF 

lHE SPORTS ARENA THAT LENDS SUPPORT TO THE ANALYSIS OF HUMAN 

BEHAVIOR IN A PARTICULAR SOCIAL PHENOMENON, THE UNDERSTANDING OF 

WHICH MAY HAVE WIDER SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

LOWE. 

HLD904i 

SPORTS MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 

3 

MEETS THE NEEDS OF STUDENTS WHO ARE IMPROVING THEIR SKILLS IN 

SPORT ADMINISTRATION OF RECREATIVE FIELDS. STUOENTS WILL ANALYZE 

VARIOUS ADMINISTRATIVE AND LEADERSHIP STRUCTURES, AND DEVELOP A 

COMPLETE MANUAL OF OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR THE SPORT SPECIALTY. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

LOWE, B., STAFF. 

HLD9II0 

INTERCULTURAL ASPECTS OF MODERN OLYMPISM 

1 
DEFINES THE VALUE BASIS OF THE SYMBOLIC AND MODERN HISTORIC 

GROWTH OF OLYMPISM AS A WORLD CONCEPT. DEVELOPS A MODEL' EXTRA­

POLATES THE EFFECTS Of INTERCULTURAL INTERACTIONS DURING AND 

AFTER THE GAMES ON PERSONAL, NATIONAL, AND TRANSNATIONAL LEVELS . 

FALL, SPRING/SUMMER. 

LOWE. 

HLD920A 

WORKSHOP: PROFESSIONAL OEVELOPMENT IN CAREER GUIDANCE 

I 
THIS counCE ILL EXAMINE CURRENT TRENDS AND ISSUES IN THE CAREER 

GUIDANCE FIELD. THROUGH DEMONSTRATIONS, TEACHER HANDOUTS, IN­

CLASS ASSIGNMENTS, PANEL DISCUSSION, ROLE PLAY AND GROUP DISCUS­

SION STUDENTS WILL LEARN A VARIETY OF CONCEPTS IN THE CAREER 

GU I DANCE FIELD. 

FALL; OFFEREO UPON DEMAND IN WINTER TERM. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD9400 

GRADUATE PROJECT IN INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION 

4-6 P/NC

DEMONSTRATES THE ABILITY TO SYNTHESIZE GRADUATE COURSEWORK BY ~E­

VElOPING AND COMPLETING A PROJECT IN A REAL SETTING. EVALUATES 

AND DOCUMENTS THE PROJECT UTLIZING AND DEMONSTRATING AN ACCEPT­

ABLE LEVEL OF COMMUNICATION, DESIGN, ORGANIZATIONAL, AND RESEARCH 

SK ILLS. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

STAFF. 

HLD9~ 5 0 
GRACUATE IHESIS IN INTERPE RSONAL COMMuNICA TION 
~-6 
UNDER FACULTl SUPE RVISION, ThE STUDENT DEVelOPS A CQMMUNI CAT ICN 

THEOR~ (OR MODifiES AS EXISTING THEORY) AND VALIDATES THE TH EO RY 

THROU/}1 A RIGOROUS EJ<\PIRICAL O~ EXPERIMENT~L RESHRCh . THE ST U­

DENT PRvDutES A SCHOLARLY MA 1HESIS WHI CH MEETS THE PROFES SI ONAL 

STAN DA RD S OF WRIT I NG AND CONTENT. 

PREREQU IS I TES: 

CCMPlETION OF AT LEAST 80% OF ALL CC~RSEwORK AND APPROVAL OF 

THES IS PROPOSAL. 

FALL, ~INTtR, SPRING/SUMMER. 

STAFF. 

hLD~505 

ISSUES IN SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATIO~ 

3 

COVtRS RECE~T TRENGS ANG ISSuES I~ SOCIAL STUDIES tD ULAT IDN AND 

DEvELOPMENTS IN SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULA. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

MCLEMORE. 

HLD9')l0 

CURRENT TOPICS I~ READING 

3 

DESCRIBES RESOURCES AVAILABLE TO EDUCATCRS INT ERESTEO IN KEEPING 

ABREAST OF CURRENT TOPICS IN RtADING AND TEA CHES METhODS FeR DO­

ING READING RESEARCH. 

FALL, wiNTER, SPR lNG/SUMMER. 

CONLEY, ~ILLIAMS, EAGLETON. 

hLC9512 

CLINICAL FRAOICUM IN READING 

4 F /NC 

PRCVIDES A SUPERVISED EXPERIENCE IN THE GIAGN GSIS AND REMElllAflllN 

OF READING PRObLEMS. 

PRERE~U IS I TES: 

"'LDS5 IG, ~IL~9DG, HL[;Sb40, hLD9b50, CR FER~"SSIO". 

Wi "TER. 

\,J LLiAMS. 

HLD9S30 

READING DIAGNOSIS 

3 

IDENTIFIES FACTORS wHICH INHIBIT SUCCESS IN READING AND ANA. LYZ ES 

RESULTANT READING DIFFICULTIES. ST~E"GThENS SKILLS IN IMPLEMENT­

ING DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES IN CLASSROOM SE-TTINGS. 

IJI NTER. 

CONLEY, WI LLIAMS. 

HLD9540 
SUPERVISION OF CLASSROOM TEAChERS 
3 
DESCRIBES MAJOR ELEMENTS OF A SUPERVISORY RELATI ONSH IP ; STUDENT 
DEVELOPS AND DEMONSTRATES ABILITY TO FACILITATE LEA RNI NG BETWEEN 
"DULTS. 
WINTER. 
BROTTMAN . 
HLD9550 
TEACHING BASIC ARITHMETIC 
3 
STUDIES THE BASIC ARITHMETIC WHICH UNDERLIES THE EL EMENTAR Y 
SCHOOL CURRICULUM: COVERS APPROPRIATE TECHNIQUES FOR DIAGNOSING 
INSTRUCTING BASIC ARITHMETIC CONCEPTS TO CHILDREN USING A VARIETY 
OF CONCRETE MANIPULATIVE MATERIALS; EXAMINES CUR RENT E lEMENTA~Y 
SCHOOL MATHEMATICS CURRICULA AND MATERIALS INCLUDIN G GAMES AND 
LABORATORY ACTIVITIES. 
SPRING/SUMMER. 
CHANG. 
HLD95&0 
TEACHING ENRICHMENT MATHEMATICS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
3 
COVERS APPROPRIATE DIAGNOSTIC AND INSTRUCTIONAL STRATE GIES FOR 
NON-ARITHMETIC ELEMENTS OF MATHEMATICS INCLUDING GE OHEiRV , GRAPH­
ING, ALGEBRA, PROBABILITY, METRIC MEASUREMENT, AND PROB LEM 
SOLVING. 
PREREQUIS lTES: 
HLD 9~50 OR EQUIVALENT 
SPR I NG/ SUMMER. 
CHANG. 
HLD9s61 

TEACHING FOR ENRICHMENT IN READING AND MATHEMATICS 

2 

THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO EXPAND TEACHERS' SKILLS I N DEVELOPING, 

IMPLEMENTING AND EVALUATING CURRICULUM, CONSISTENT WIT H TIE GOAL S 

AND OBJECTIVES Of A PARTICULAR SCHOOL DISTRICT. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

WILLIAMS, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

HLD9562 

WORKSHOP IN DIAGNOSTIC/PRESCRIPT IVE TEACHING 

4 PINe 

THIS COURSE OFFERS AN ON-SITE SELF-INSTRUCTI ONAL STAFF DEVELOP­

MENT PROGRAM IN DIAGNOST IC/PRESCRIPTIVE TEAC HING. OBJECTIVES AND 

AC T IV I TIES WERE PLA~ ED fOR P~RPOSES Of EX PAND ING THE RA~GE OF 

KN OW LEDGE, ABILITIES AND SKILL S UT ILIZED BY A LOCAL EDUCAT IONAL 

AGE NCY TO IMP L E~ EN T AN EFFECTI VE I NDI VIDUALIZED IN~TRUCTIONAL 

PW.OGIIAM. 

PREREQUISITES; 

PRIO~ COLLABOR ATIve PLANNING BETWEEN LOCAL EDUCATI ONAL AGENCY AND 

G5U EDUC ATION FACULTY. 

OfFERED BA SED UPON DEMAND. 

WIL LIA MS . 

t'LD9590 

tuRR I Ul UM IN URBAN SC~:OOLS 

1 

I DENTIFI ES FACTORS AFFECTING CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT; STUDENTS EX­

AMINE A CU RRICULUM SYSTEM IN CURRENT USE; DEVISE MODIFICATIONS 

AP PR GPRIATE TO SPECIFIED GROUP OF O-'ILDREN. 

5PRING/SU~MER; OFFERED IN FALL TER~ BASED UPON DEMAND. 

BRO TTMAN,. MCLEMORE. 

HLD9610 

RES EA RCh METHODOLOGY IN HUMAN LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT: EMPHASIS 

IN ELEMENTARY ED UCATION 
3 
DEV ELOPS RESEARCh TECHNIQUES FOR USE IN CLASSROOMS. STUDENTS WILL 
I DENTIFY CLASSROOM PROBLEMS, DESIGN A REMEDIATION STRATEGY, I~I­
PLEMENT DES IGN, ANALYZE DATA, WRITE REPORT . 
FAL L. 

DURON, 8ROTTMAN. 

HLD9611 
RES EARCH ~,ETHOOOLOGY: READING AND WRITING INSTRUCTION 
3-4 
ENABL ES THE CLASSROOM TEACHER TO FOCUS ON A PROBLEM RELATED TO 
READIN G INSTRUCTION, DETERMINE A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO THE PRO­
BLEM TO IMPROVE CLASSROOM TECHNIQUES AND RESEARCH IN READING. 
PREREQU ISITES: 

HL09 ' I O. 

WI NTER. 

CON LEY, EAGLETON. 

HLD9630 
READING STRATEGIES FOR INDIVIDUALIZING INSTRUCTION 
3-5 
REVIEWS LITERATURE ON INDIVIDUALIZATION AND THE LANGUAGE-READING 
PROCESS, STUDIES PUPIL VARIABILITY, DEVELOPS A MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
TO FACILITATE PERSONALIZED DIAGNOSTIC INSTRUCTION IN A SPECIFIED 
LEAR N ING EN V I ORNHENT . 
PRER El; UIS I TES : 
HL ~q5 1 0, HLD9530. 
FALL, WINTER. 
CONL EY, WILLIAMS. 
HLD9640 

READING REMEDIATION IN THE CLASSROOM 

4 

EXTENDS SKILLS IN THE USE OF DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION FOR PURPOSES 

OF PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTING A PROGRAM FOR REMEDIATING READING 

DIFFICULTIES WHICH OCCUR IN THE CLASSROOM. 

PREREQUIS ITES: 

HLD9510, HLD9530. 

FALL, SPRING/SUMMER. 

EAGLETON, WILLIAMS, STAFF. 

HLD9650 

TEACHING READING IN THE CONTENT AREAS 

3-4 

DEVELOPS "DIRECT CONTENT AREA" READING LESSONS, REVIEWS LITERA­

TURE ON CONTENT AREA READING INSTRUCTION, CONSTRUCTS MINI-TASK 

CENTERS FOR DIAGNOSTIC AND PERSONALIZED READING IN THE CONTENT 

AREAS. 

PREREQU IS I TES: 

HLD9510' HLD9530. 

SPRING/SUMMER; OFFERED IN OTHER TERMS BASED UPON DEMAND. 

CONLEY, WILLIAMS. 

HLD9660 
METHODS OF TEACHING LEARNING DISABLED INDIVIDUALS 
3 
EXAMINES THE PROFESSIONAL PROCEDURES REQUIRED TO PLAN AND IMPLE­
MENT APPROPRIATE INSTURCTIONAL PROGRAMS FOR INDIVIDUALS DESCRIBED 
AS HAVING SPECIFIC LEARNING DISABILITIES. THE PLANNING, COORDI­
NATING AND MANAGEMENT COMPETENCIES ARE CONSISTENT WITH A RECENT 
FEDERIil MANDATE TO INITIATE INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING FROM PREDETER­
MINED EDUCATIONAL GOALS ClEP). THIS COURSE REQUIRES 15-20 CLOCK 
HOURS OF FIELDWORK. 
PREREQUISITES: 
HLD6820, HLD9670. 
SPRING/SUMMER. 
STAFF. 
HLD9670 
CHARACTERISTICS OF LEAR~ING DISABLED STUDENTS 
3 
EXAMINES THE THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS OF LEARNING DISABILITIES AND 
ATTEMPTS TO RELATE THE VARIOUS CONSTRUCTS TO SUCH ISSUES AS CAU­
SATION, PREVENTION AND SELECTION OF APPROPRIATE PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL 
MEANS TO IDENTIFY SPECIFIC lEARNING PROBLEMS. ADDITIONAL ATTEN-
CHlD Course Descriptions 203 
EFFECTS OF ThES E I~~I VIOU~LS ~PON HI S OR hERliON IS GIVE N 10 T~E 
FAMILY AND COMMUNITY . THIS CO URSE RE ~UIRE S 15-20 CLOCK HOURS OF 
FIELDwORK . 

PRER.E/iU IS nES: 

HLD6 b20 . 

SPRI NG/SUMMER . 

STA FF . 

HLDS671 

CHARACTERISTICS OF BEHAVIOR DISORDERED STUDE~TS 

3 

ThIS COURSE EXPLORES VARIOUS DEFINITIONS, CAvSES, CHA RAC TERIS­

TICS, TREATMENT, AND TEAChlNb STRATEblES IN THE EDUCATI ON GF 

STUDENTS wITh BEHAVIOR DISORDERS. lHIS COvRSE RE~UIRES 15-20 

CLOCK HOURS OF FIELDhORK. 

PREREQUISITES: 

HLD6&20 . 

FAL~ ~INTER; OFFERED BASEC UP DN DEMAND IN SPRING/SUMMER TERM . 

STAFF. 

HLD9690 
EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF LIFE STYLES IN URBAN COMMUNITIES 

3 

DESCRIBES VARIOUS LIFE STYLES AND ANALYZES DIFFERENT LEAR NING EN­

VIRONMENTS. DESIGNED TO PROVIDE TEACHERS AND ADMINISTRATOR S wITh 

INFORMATION THAT WILL ASSIST THE~ IN PLANNING FOR INSTRUCTI ON. 

F~LL, SPRING/SUMMER. 

GHAZI. 

hLD 9 712 

TE~CHING STUDENTS WITH bE~~VI O R DISORDERS 

3 
THIS COURSE EXPLORES THE CONDIT ·IONS wHICt; INITIATE AND MAIN TAIN 

INAPFROPRIATE SOCIAL BEhAVIORS ~hICH INTERFER IIfTH LEARNI NG. 

~ARIOUS APPROACHES TO PROGRAM PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION ARE EX­

AMINED FOR GR OUPS AS wELL AS FOR INDIVIDUALS. FIELD~ORK REQUIRED. 

UALS. THIS COURSE RE~vIRES 15-2 0 CLOCK HCURS OF FIELDWORK. 

PRERE~U I SITE S: 

HLD6820 AND HLD9671. 

OFFERED IN ~I~TER TERM BASED vPO~ DEMAND . 

STAFF. 

HLD972A 

WORKSHOP : COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION 

2 

THIS WORKSHOP WILL DEAL _ITH TRAI~ING EDUCATORS, PARAPR OFE~SI ON ­

ALS, AND SUPPORT STAFF WHO ~ORK WITH EXCEPTIDNAL NEEDS BY USING 

THE EDUCATIONAL AND THERAPEUTIC APPLIC~TIONS OF THE CYB ER NE TI C 

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM . 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMM UNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLDS72B 

WORKSHOP: MATCHING TEACHER LEARNER STYLES 
3 
THIS COURSE SHARES V~. RIOUS METHODOLOGIES IN PRESENTING MAT ERIA L 
IN THE CLASSROOM. IT INVOLVES MATCHING TEACHER ~ND LEARNER 
STYLES. BE ING AWARE THAT CHILDREN LEARN IN DIFFERENT WAYS, AND 
HAVING VARIOUS TECHNIQUES AVAILADLE, A TEACHER C~N ADAPT PR ESEN­
TATIONS AND LEARNING METHODS TO FIT A CHILD'S COMPETENCIES , IN­
TERESTS AND NEEDS. WAYS IN WHICH THE CURRICULUM tAN BY SY NCHRO ­
NIZED WITH INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES WILL BE EX~MINED AND EXPLOR ED 
TO MAXIMIZE LEARNER'S EFFECTIVENESS. 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF . 
HLD972C 

_ORKSHOP: POSITIVE ATTITUDES TOwARDS LEARNING 

3 

DESIGNED TO FACILITATE IN TEAChERS SKILLS TO INVOLVE STUDE NT S IN 

CLASS ACTIVITIES. WILL UTILIZE TECHNIQUES IN DISCUSSION, REIN­

FORCEMENT, LIS TENING, AND OBSERVAT ION. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD972E 

WORKSHOP: PSYCHIATRIC ASPECTS OF DIVORCE 

2 

THIS COURSE OFFERS LEGAL, MEDICAL, AND MENTAL HEALTH PERSO NNEL AN 

OPPORTUNITY TO EXAMINE PSYCHIATRIC CAUSES AND RESULTS OF DIVORGE . 

PARTICIPANTS WILL EVALUATE AND BROADEN THEIR PERSONAL SKIL LS IN 

INTERPRETATIO~ DIAGNOSIS, AND APPROPRIATE INTERVENTION, AS WE LL 

AS GAIN GREATER UNDERSTANDING OF THE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS OFFERE D 

BY OTHER PROFESSIONALS IN RELATED FIELDS. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND . 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF . 

HLD9 72G 

FINANCIAL AID INFORMATION FOR HIGH SCHOOL COUNSELORS 

I 
MOST HIGH SCHOOL COUNSELORS ~VE LITTLE ACCESS TO INFORMAT IO N RE­
LATING TO INDIVIDUAL FAMILY QUESTIONS REGARDING FORMS COMPLET ION 
AND FUNDING SOURCES. THIS WORKSHOP FOCUSES ON IN FORMAT ION RELAT­
ING TO SPECIFIC FAMILY SITUATIONS AND THEIR RELATIONS HIPS TO 
APPLICATION FORMS. ALSO INCLUDED IN THE WORKSHOP WILL BE A LIST­
ING OF FINANCIAL AID SOURCES OF A GENERAL NATURE AND SOURCES OF A 
MORE SPECIFIC NATURE USING A COMPUTER DATA BASE LOCATED AT GSU 
ENTITLED GUIDANCE INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS).
FAlL. 
STAFF. 
204 CHlD Course Descriptions 
HLD972H 
WORK ShOP I N HELpING THE PROBLEM STUDE NT (SE"' ~A ; RAT IO~L 
t HOT JlIE EOIICA TION ) 
} 
TH E I NSTJlU TE FOR RATIONAL LIVI NG IN NEw ~ORK TOOK TliE PH I LO­
SOPHY AND TECH NI QUES Of RATION AL EMOTI VE PSY CHO THERAPY AND AP­
PLIED I T TO LEARNI NG AND EMOTI ONAL RESPONSE S IN CHILDREN. THEY 
HAVl DEVELOP Er> THE "LIVING SCHOOL" WHICH COM81NES TEACHING ThE 3 
R'S wi TH RATIONAL THINKING. ThiS COvRSE WILL PRE SENT THIS ~QOEl 
WITH TECHN IQUES YOU CAN UTILIZE IN YOUR OWN CLASSROOM. RAll~ AL 
EMOTIVE EDUCATION WORKS WELL wiTH CHILDREN IN GRA DE S 4-1 2 . 
OFFERED BAS t D UPON DEMAND. 
COMMUN I TY PROFE SSOR, STAFF. 
MLD57 2K 
wORKS HOP : GifTED EDUCATION / INDIVICUALIZATIDN 
2 
THE PURPO SE OF THE FIRST LEVEL GRADUATE COURSE IS TO INT RODU CE 
STuOEUr S ENROLLED IN THE COURSE TO THE BASIC PHILOSOPHY AND 
RATI ONA LE APPROPRIATE IN WORKING WiTH THE GIFTED LEARNER AND TO 
PROVI DE THE STUDENTS ~ITH MEANINGFUL STRATEGIES AND DELIVERY 
S YSTEMS IN EFFE CTIVELY IMPLEMENTING A SO UND INDIVIDUALIZED PRC­
GR AM IN THEIR PROFESSIONAL SETTING . THE COURSE RE~UIRES THE STU­
DENT TO DEVEL OP, IMPLEMENT, PRACTICE AND EVALUATE A SPECIFIC PLAN 
OF ACT ION IN THEIR PROFESSIO"AL SETTII'<G. 

OFrERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNIT Y PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD97 2R 

WOR KSHOP: INFORMAL READING INVENTORY--REVIEW AND EXPANSION 

I 
ThiS COURSE 15 DESIGNED FOR TEAChERS ~HO HAVE COMPLETED THE DIS­

TRI CT 15 9 READING CLINI C OR RIGHT-TO-READ SPONSORED INFORMAL 

READING INVENTORY COURSE. TOPICS C0VERED IN THIS COURSE WiLL IN­

CLUDE REviEW OF DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES AND A REVIE~ OF THE PRO­

CED URES FOR ADMINISTERING IRI'S AND DEVELOPING REMEDIATION PLANS 

AND PROGRAMS. 

OFFE REe BASED UPON DEMAND . 

CQMMUN ITY PROFESSOR, STAFF . 

HLD972S 

WOR KSHOP : HANDLING STAFF AND STUDENT STRESS IN THE SCHOOLS 
3 
TH IS COURSE EXAMINES THE NATURE OF STRESS AND THE UNI~UE WAY IT 
IMPACT S ON THE CLASSROOM. I r DEALS wi TH HOW THE PROFESSIONAL CAN 
UNDERS TAND THE CAUSES AND EFFECTS OF STRESS AND MANAGE THIS 
STRESS IN THEIR LIVES AND THE CLASSROCM SITUATION. 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
COMM UNITY PR OFESSOR, STAFF . 
HLD972T 

WORKSHOP: HUMOR AND CREATIVITY 

3 

THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO BE A PERSONALLY E~RICHING AND PROFES­

SIONALLY USEFUL WAY TO DISCOVER THE HUMOR AND CREATIVITY IN OUR­

SELVES. STUDENTS wiLL EXPLORE THE NATURE OF HUMOR AND CREATIVITY; 

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IIHAtiA" AND "AHA"; HOW TEACHERS, PARENTS, 
AND HELPING PROFESSIONALS CAN CONSCIOUSLY CALL ON THEIR OWN SENSE 

Of HUMOR AND THEIR CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING ABILITIES; AND HOW A 

VA RIE TY OF MAGIC TRICKS CAN BE EMPLOYED TO ACHIEVE SER 10US EDU­

CATI ONAL OB.JECTIVES. 

OFf ERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMM UNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD9720 

wORKSHOP : DISCIPLINE--A CARING FOR GUALITY 

3 

POSITIVE MEANS OF DISCIPLINE BASED ON THE BASIC DEMOCRATIC PRIN­

CIPLES OF MUTUAL RESPECT AND THE NEED FOR SOCIAL ORDER WILL BE 

DISCUSSED AND DEMONSTRATED IN DEPTH IN THIS COURSE. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD9722 

WORKSHOP: MOTIVATION FOR BASIC SKILL--TURNING KIDS ON TO BASICS 

2-3 

IN THIS COURSE PARTICIPANTS wILL EXPERIENCE DOZENS OF STRATEGIES 

DESIGNED TO REINFORCE AND DEVELOP BASIC SKILL CONCEPTS THROUGH 

THE USE OF POPULAR MUSIC, MOVIES, GAMES, CONTEST, "ACTION" AND 

OTHER TECHNIQl£S. PARTICIPANTS WILL SHARE SOME OF THEIR OWN 

TEC HNIGUES DURING THE COURSE. 

OF FE RE D BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD9723 
WORKSHOP : LEARNING TOGETHER' ALONE I 
2 
THIS ACTIVITY-CENTERED WORKSHOP WILL DEMONSTRATE HOW TO APPRO­
PRIATELY USE COOPERATION, COMPETITION AND INDIVIDUALIZATION AT 
ALL AGE LEVELS TO IMPROVE BASIC ACHIEVEMENT, POSITIVE SELF-ESTEEM 
CONSTRUCTIVE CONFLICT, AND HUMANISTIC DISCIPLINE . THE USE OF THIS 
APPROACH WITH MAINSTREAMING PROGRAMS WILL ALSO BE EXPLORED. 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
COMMUNITY PROfESSOR, STAFF. 
MLD9725 
WORKSHOP: CREATIVE CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT 
3 
UTILIZATION QF BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION TRAINING AND APPLIED TECH­
NIQUES IN CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT I~ THE EDUCATION OF CHILDREN WITH 

LEARNING AND BEHAVIOR DIFFICULTIES. 

Of FE RED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

CO MM UNI TY PR OFESSOR, STAF F . 

HLD9726 

~ORKSHOP: MASTERY LEARNING 

I 
THI S COURSE 15 DESI GNED TO PROVIDE A THOR OUGH INTR ODUCTION TO THE 
MAS TERY LEARNING AND COMPE TE NCY HASED ED UCA TION MOVEMENT ~ h l Ch 
MAS BE COME A TOPI C THROUGHCUT THE CO UNTRY. THE COURSE WILL 
PRov iDE PARTICI PANTS wITH A KNOwLE DGE OF THE THEORY , RESEARCH, 

AND PRAeT ICAL nPER IE NCE IN DEVELOP I NG I NSTRlICrtONAL U I1S AN D 

TES TS FOR IMP LEMENT I NG MAST ERY LEAR · IN C AND CBE. HANDS-O · EXPER ­

IE E wI TH A COMPUTER wHICH HA S BE EN DE S IGNED TO MANAGE SyCH A 

PROGRAM IN SCHOOLS WILL AL SO BE PRCv I DED . 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSCR, STAFF. 

HLD~728 
wORKSHOP: BASIC RESPONSIBILITY TRAINING 
3 
THE IMPORTANCE OF MAKING INDIVIDUALS RESPONSIBLE F R TH EI R OW~ 
BEHAVIORS, DECISIONS, SUCCESSES AND FAILURE S ~ I LL BE CLOSELY 
EXAMINED. THE PRIMARY FOCUS OF THIS ~ORKSHOP WILL INCLUDE : 
RATIONAL THINKING/LIVING STRATEGIES, BASIC PRI NC I PLES CF BEHAv i OR 
PRACTICAL APPR OACHES TO MODIFYING BEHAVIOR, SPECIFI C RAT IONALE 

AND T E CH~I~UES FOR APPLICATION OF RESPONSIBILITY IN THE 

CLASSROOM. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF . 

HLD9729 

WORKSHOP: INNOVATIVE APPRCACHES TO READING' WRITING INSTRUCTION 

1-3 

TH E PROCESS AN D APPLICATION OF READING AND WRITING SKI LLS I S A 

COURSE IN DIAGNOSTIC AND CORRECTIVE TECHNI~UES USED 1M CLASSROOM 

TEACHING. TEACHERS WiLL BE GIVEN A BASIC UNDERSTANDIN G OF co~ ­

CEPTS AND PRACTICAL TOOLS wHICH CAN BE TAILORED TO TH EIR STU­

DENT'S NEEDS. IN THIS EXPERIENTIALLY-BASED WORKSHOP, PARTIC I PANTS 

W ILL CONSTRUCT AND SHARE EDUCATIONAL TECHNI~UES P.ND DEVI CES . 

CFFEREG BASEe UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD973A 

wORKSHOP: MAKING CLASSROOM GROUPS wORK I 

I 
EACH OF US CAN BE PART OF MANY GROUPS DURING OUR ~cEK , BUT FO R 

THE CLASSROOM TEACHER, WORKING wiTH GROUPS 15 A DAILY 8 :00 10 

3 : 00 OCCURRENCE. TO BE AWARE OF AND TO BE ABLE TO USE GROUP PRO ­

CESS DYNAMICS EFFECTIVELY 15 A CRITICAL SKILL. THIS 15 ES PEC I AL LY 

TRUE IN THOSE SCHOOLS WHERE INCREASED CLASS SIZE 15, IRON ICALLY, 

ThE RESULT OF DECLINING ENROLLMENT AND MAINSTREAMING PRESSURES . 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD973B 

.ORKSHOP: MAKING CLASSROOM GROUPS WORK II 

I 

CONTINUATION OF MAKING CLASSROOM GROUPS WORK PART I. 

PREREQUISITES: 

HLD973A. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD973C 

SPORTS CO~IMUNICATION SKILLS FOR COACHING (BASEBALL) 

I 
THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE ATTRACTS MANY PARTICIPANTS FOR FULF I LL I NG 
PROFESSIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL GOALS ~ITHIN THE DOMAIN OF aA SEBALL . 
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES MADE AVAILABLE ARE FRAMED TYPI CA~L Y AS 
SYMPOSIUMS, CLINICS, AND WORKSHOPS . IT IS THE PUR POSE OF THE 
COURSE TO MAXIMIZE THE LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES FOR CONFERENC E 
PART IC I PANTS. 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 
HLD973H 

INVESTIGATING THE LEARNING STYLES OF CHILDREN 

3 

THIS COURSE WILL PROVIDE TEACHERS WITM PROCEDURES FOR ANALYZING 

LEARNING AND BEHAVIOR, PRODCUEDURES FOR IDEN Tl f YI G LEARNING 

STYLES OF CHILDREN (INFORMAL PROCEDURES), AND METHODS FOR DEVE L­

OPING INSTRUCTIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TEAChi NG CH ILDREN BASED 

ON ASSESSMENT OF THE LEARNING STYLE. 

SPRING/SUMMER . 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD973.J 
LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT AND LANGUAGE ARTS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

2 

THE THREE BASIC THEORIES OF LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT WILL BE I NT RO­

DUCED: THE BEHAVIORISTIC THEORY, THE NATIVISTIC THEORY, AND THE 

COGNITIVE THEORY. THROUGH THESE, THE BASIC ELEMENTS OF LANGUAGE 

ARTS WILL BE PRESENTED. ACTIVITIES WILL BE DEVELOPED WHICH CAN 

BE INCORPORATED IN A CLASSROOM SETTING. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 
CHLD Course Descriptions 2( 
H~ DgnK 
WO RK SHOP: VOCATIONA~ PROGRAMMING FOR SPEClA~ NEEDS POPU~A TJONS 
2 
ThIS COURsE ~I~~ ACQUAINT PROFESSIONALS WORK ING WITH SPE~IAi 
NEEDS PERSOl'l5 ABOUT H£ DIFFERENT IJO RKSHOPS, MATERIALS, ETC. THAT 
DO P~OV I DE SERVICES AND PRGGRAMS TO F A C I~ ITATE CA~EER GUIDANCE 
FOR THESE POPU AT IONS • 
CFFERED BASED UPO~ DEMAND. 
COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 
Hl.D9 73M 
SYSTEMA TIC TRAINING FOR EFFECTIVE TEACHING 
} 
THE DES I GN OF THI SCOUR SE OF FERS BOHI THE ORE TICA~ AND PR AtT! CA~ 

INFORM~TION. PAR TICIPANTS WI~~ BE REQUIR ED TO APP~Y I NFORMATION 

PRESENTED IN A STE P BY STEP PROCESS IN THEI R OWN C~ASSROOMS. 

THIS COURSE WI LL PROVIDE PARTICIPANTS WI TH THE FRAMEWORK TO 

ENHANCE CLA SSROOM HANAGEMENT AND TO FOSTER POSITIVE CHA NGES IN 

THE BEHAVIOR ~ND ATTITUDES OF BOTH THE STUDENTS AND TEACHER I'" 

THE CL ASSROm. 

OfFE~C BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUN ITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD973P 

RATIONAL H;OTIVE ThERAPY TECHNIQUES FOR COUNSELORS AND TEACHERS 

3 

THI S (DUlS E WILL INCLUDE THE PHILOSOPHY AND THEORY OF RATIONA~ 

EMO TIVE THER APY, CURRENT INNOVATIONS IN RATIONAL EMOTIVE THERAPY, 

THE RE LA TION OF RET TO OTHER AREAS OF COGNITIVE-BEHAVIOR THERAPY, 

AND SUP PORTIVE RESEARCtI. SUCH ISSUES AS WORKING IN A SCHOOL 

SITUA TION, SETTING TREATMENT GOALS, PROBLEMS TYPICALLY 

ENC OUNTERED ~ITH CHILDREN AND DESIGNING HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENTS WILL 

BE DISCUSSED. 

OF FE RED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COM MU NITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD9 730 

WORKShOP: READING 

I 
THIS COUR SE WILL ~C4UAINT TEACHERS wITH THE CONTENT, SEQUENCE AND 
METHODS OF TEACHING READING. THE COURSE WILL ALSO AC4UAI~T 
TEACHERS WITH METHODS TO DIAGNOSE AND TREAT CHILDREN'S SKILL 
ABI L ITIES AND NEEDS IN READING. WE wILL ALSO EXPLORE CONTEMPORARY 
ISSUE S AND METHODS IN THE AREA OF READING. GEARED TO TEACHERS IN 
K-S . 
OFFE ED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
COMMUNITY PRCFESSOR, STAFF. 
HLD9739 
wORKSHOP : TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS TRAINING 
2-3 
TfACH ER EFFECTIVFNESS TRAINING IS A COURSE IN C~ASSROOM COMMUNIC­
ATI ON AND PROBLEM SOLVING, IN WHICH THE WORTH OF HUMAN BEINGS IS 
UPPERMOST, AND NO ONE "LOSES". THE SKILLS ARE DESIGNED 
TO INVITE STUDENTS TO BE RESPONSIBLE, AND TO PARTICIPATE IN DEC­
ISION-MAKING AND PROBLEM-SOLVING PROCESSES. THE EXPERIENTIALLY­
BASED WORKSHOP PROVIDES OPPORTUNITY TO PRACTICE THE SKILLS AND 
EXPERIENCE-EFFECTIVENESS IN TEACHER-STUDENT RELATIONSHIP. 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
COMMUN ITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 
~1~D9 74A 
WORKSHOP: TEACHING ART--LEFT-hANDED STRATEGIES 
2 
THIS COURSE WILL EXPLORE THE CONTENT OF ART NOT JUST AS A PROCESS 
AND TECHNIQUE, BUT AS STEMMING FRm THE ".ATURE OF EXPERIENCE, THE 
EXPERIE~E OF DIALOGUE BETWEEN ONESELF (THE WORLD OF IDEAS AND 
FEELINGS) AND A SPECIFIC ART MATERIAL. WHAT IS KNOwN ABOUT 
RIGHT-BRAIN F~NCTIONING CO~~D BE APPLIED TO "LEFT-HANDED" TEACH­
ING METHODS SO THE TEACHER COULD BEGIN A SELF-ACTUALIZING PROCESS 
IN AN ART CONTEXT. EXPLORATION OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL MEDIA WOULD BE 
FOLLOWED TO A LOGICAL OUTCOME: PRACTICING THE RESULTS OF THAT 
EXPLORATION IN Tit CLASSROOM WITH CHILDREN AND LATER IF POSSIBLE, 
WITH ADULT MEMBERS OF THE COURSE. SUPPORTIVE FEEDBACK AND EVALU­
ATION ~ILL HELP THE STUDENT SYNTItSIZE THE EXPERIENCE. 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
COMMUN ITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 
HLD974B 

WORKSHOP: CAREER COUNSELING AND PLACEMENT 

I 
THI S COURSE WILL ADDRESS SPECIFIC CO~NSELING CONCERNS AND SKILLS 

RELA TED TO PRE-EMP~OYMENT PLACEMENT AND OCCUPATIONAL SURVIVAL 

TRA I NING. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMM~NITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD974C 

WORKSHOP: ADMINISTRATIVE CONCEPTS IN CAREER GUIDANCE 

I , 
THE KEY TO EFFECTIVE CAREER GUIDANCE AND P~ACEMNT PROGRAMS IS 
EFFECT IVE AND KNOW~EDGEAB~E ADMINISTRATORS. BOTH AGENCY AND 
EDUCA TIONA~ ADMINISTRATORS CAN BENEFIT FROM THIS COURSE AS IT 
~RESEN TS A SYSTEM APPROACH TO PROGRAM P~ANNING, STAFF DEVELOPMENT 
AN D PROGRAM EVALUAT ION. 
SPRI NG/SUMMER; OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND IN WINTER TERM. 
COM MUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 
HLD9743 
WORKSHOP: ACTI ON RESEARCH FOR ACTIVE TEACHERS 
2 
THIS COURSE EXAMINES rHE RESEAR~H PROCESS IN AN EDUCATIONAL MIL­
IEU. PARTICIPANTS WILL BE RE<;UESTED TO IOENTlFY PROBLEMS, DEVELOP 
RESEARCH DESIGNS, COLLECT AND ANA~YZE DATA AND DEVELOP CONCLUS­
I ONS. 
OF FERE D BASED UPON DE MAND. 
COMM UN ITY PROF ESSOR , STAFF. 
HLD9744 

wORKSHOP: MEETING NEEDS OF EXCEPTIONAL ChILDREN IN ThE R EGU~AR 

CLASSR om 

3 

THIS CGURSE IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE TEACHERS WITH THE DIAGNOSTIC, 

INSTRUCTIONAL AND EVALUATION SKILLS NECESSARY TO EFFE CTIvELY 

TEACH EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN WITHIN THE CLASSROOM . COURS E PARTICI­

PANTS WIL~ BE ACTIVELY AND EXPERIENTIALLY INVOLVED IN THE ~CQUIS­

ITION OF DIAGNOSTIC, INSTRUCTIONAL, AND EVA~UATION SKILLS AS A 

RESULT OF APPLYING THEM, DIRECTLY TO STUDENTS IN THEI R CLASSROO . 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD9746 

WORKSHOP: GIFTED EDUCATION-ADMINISTRATION 

I 
THE FOCUS OF THIS COURSE I S THE STAGES FOR INITIATING AND IMPlE-: 

MENTING A GIFTED PROGRAM . TOPICS INCLUDED ARE: BEGIN NING AN D 

IMPLEMENTING A GIFTED PROGRAM, WRITING GOA~S, OB JEC 1IVES, ACTIVI­

TIES, EVALUATION DESIGNS, ORGANIZATIONAL MODELS, AND SELECTING 

PER SONNEL. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COI'.MUto;ITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD9747 

WORKShOP: PERSONAL GROWTH FOR EDUCATORS 

2 

THROUGH INDIVIDUAL EXPERIENCES, GROUP ACTIVITIES AND FI EL D EXPER­

IENCES, EACH STUDENT WILL BE TAUGHT TO BECOME MORE INNER-DIRECTED 

AND TIME CGMPETENT. THE THEORETICA~ IDEAS OF HASLOw, ROGERS, 

COMBS, SHOSTRm, ROLLO MAY, RAnl0ND GALE, CHARLES HAMP DE N-T URNER, 

AND OTHER ACTUALIZING THEORISTS ARE PRESENTEe AND DISCUSS ED . ThE 

EMPHASIS OF THIS FIRST LEVEL GRADUATE COURSE IS ON THE CONT INUING 

INTEGRATION OF CONCEPTS AND EXPERIENCES TOWARD THE GOAL OF FULLER 

SE~F REALIZATION AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF uNTAPPED CAPACITIes. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

hLD9748 

WORKSHOP: THEORIES S TECHNIQUES OF HUMANISTIC EDUCATION 

3 
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS CENTRAL TO THE PRINCIPLES OF HUMA~­
ISTIC EDUCATION, THE MOST FREQUENTLY USED STRATEGIES IN HUMAN­
ISTIC EDUCATION, AND RESEARCH ON THE EFFECT OF HUMANISTIC TEC~ ­
NIQUES WILL BE PRESENTED. THIS COURSE WIL~ EMPHASIZE THE SELF­
DISCOVERY OF PARTICIPANTS IN RELATION TO THEIR OWN HUMAN VA LUES 
AND ATTI TUDES. THIS IS BOTH A PERSONAL GROwTH COURSE AND AN 
INTRODUCTION TO HUMANISTIC EDUCATION. 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMM~N I TY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD97S0 

WORKSHOP : MOTIVATING THE NO EFFORT STUDENT 

3 

ThIS COURSE WILL EXAMINE WAYS THIIT "NO-EFFORT" STUDENTS CAN BE 

TURNED ON TO THEIR POWER AND TO THE RIChNESS OF LEARNING . THIS 

COURSE INCLUDES A REVIEW OF RESEARCh, SUCCESSFUL STRATEGIES AND 

STRUCTURES, AND A CHANCE TO DESIGN/APPLY/EVALUATE METHODS FOR 

YOUl STUDE NTS. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUN ITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD97S3 

WORKSHOP : VALUES CLARIFICATION AND MORAL DEVELOPMENT 

1-3 

THIS COURSE, WILL ADDRESS THE TEACHER'S APPROPRIATE ROLE IN THE 

STUDENT DEVELOPING PERSONAL ETHICS AND RELATE VALUES CLA RIF ICA­

TION/MORAL DEVELOPMENT TO SOLVING SUCH CLASSROOM PROBLEMS AS 

MOTIVATION, DISCIPLINE, RESPONSIBILITY, AND BASIC EDUCATION. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEI'.AND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD9756 

WORKSHOP : HUMAN CREATIVITY 

I 
WHAT IS CREATIVITY? CAN IT BE TAUGHT, CAUGHT, OR ARE YOU BORN 
wiTH IT? CAN CREATIVITY EVER BE NEGATIVE? ARE PEOPLE MORE ~IKELY 
TO BE MORE CREATIVE AT SOME AGES THAN OTHERS? HOW DO YOU VALUE 
YOUl OWN CREATIVITY? THAT OF STUDENTS? DOES CREATIVITY ALWAYS 
EVIDENCE ITSELF IN A PRODUCT? THIS INTRODUCTORY COURSE WILL 
PROVIDE A BASE FOR A FOLLOW-UP CLASSROOM APPLICATION. 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 
HLD97S7 

WORKSHOP: TELEVISION EFFECTIVENESS TRAINING 

I 
TELEVISION EFFECTIVENESS TRAINING WI~~ FOCUS ON THE UTLIZAT ION OF 
TV AS A TEACHING TOO~. CONSIDERATIONS WI~~ BE GIVEN TO PRIME TIME 
206 CHLD Course Descriptions 
PROGRAMS ON COMME RCIAL AND PUBLIC NETWORKS AS WE LL AS INSTRUC­

TIONAL TV . PAR TICIPANTS WILL EXAHIN E AVAI LA BLE RESOURCES AND ThE 

VAR IOOS OR'ANIZATIOfllS PR~PARING STUDY MATE RIALS. PARTICIPANTS 

WILL DE vEL OP CLASSROOM MATERIALS TO f iT THfI R PARTICU LAR EDUCA­

TIONAL NEEDS. ThE COURSE IS ALSO INTENDED TO DEVELOP CRITIC AL 

VIEIoING S~ILL.s. 

OFFE RED BASED UPON DEMAND . 

COMMUNI TY PROFESSOR , STA FF . 

nLD9160 

wORKSHOP : LE ARN ING TOGETHER & ALONE II 

I 

PAR TI e IPAN TS III LL CONTINUE TO DEVELOP AND REF INE THE IR KNOWLE DGE 

A~D SKILLS RELA TE D TO IMPLEMENTING COOPERATIVELY STRUCT URED 

CLASSROOM ENV IR UNMENTS WITH PARTICULAR EMPHASIS IN ESTABL I SHING 

TRUST AND DEVELOPING LEADERSHIP CAPABILITIES. 

PREREIiUIS ITfS: 

MLD 971.).

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

, OM"'\.IN I TY Pll OFESSCR, STAFF. 

HLDS 762 

WORK SHOP : THE RELUCTANT LEARNER 

2 

Th iS COURSE FOCUSES ON THE STUDENTS WHO NEED SPECIAL HELP; THE 

ST UDE TS WHO ARE NOT ACHIEVING IN SCHOOL BECAUSE OF EMOTIONAL 

BEHAVIOR CR ATTITUDINAL PROBLEflS. T>1E CONTENT WILL INCLUDE I) 

THEORE TlC,AL COf\lSIDERATIONS, 2) PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS, J) SUPPORT 

FOR TEACHERS WHO ARE DISCOURAGED OR OVERWHELMED, AND 4) FOLLOW-UP 

F O~ SUGGtS TIONS MADE. 

OFfERED a,ASEO UP ON DEMAND. 

COr-MU NITY PR GFE SSOR, STAFF . 

HLD9 764 

wOR SHOP: CREATI V~ WR IT I NG FOR LEARNERS 

3 

THIS FIRST-LEVEL GRADUATE COURSE IS DESIGNED TO HELP PARTICIPANTS 

E~ROI.I.E D IN THE COURSE BETTER UNDERSTAND THE HISTORY, RATIONALE, 

URGENT NEEO, DEVELOPMENT AND CURRENT STATUS OF CREATIVE wRITING 

LEARNING PROGR AMS. 

ClffERE D BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFES SOR, STAFF. 

HL09765 
WO~KSHOP: PROCESS LEARNING FOR FUTURE 

3 

TH IS COU RSE IS DESIGNED TO HELP EDUCATORS BETTER UNDERSTAND ThE 

HI STORY , RATIONALE, URGENT NEED, DEVELOPMENT AND CURRENT STATUS 

OF PROCE SS - CENTERED LEARNING PROGRAMS IN THE USA. FUTHER, ThE 

COURSE WiLL PRESENT NOT ONLY A VARIETY OF ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES 

TO PROCESS-LEARNING BUT A SPECIFIC LEARNING MODEL FOR AGES J-20. 

OFFERED BA SED UPON DEMAND. 

COMM UN I TY PROFESSCR, STAFF. 

HLD9766 
WORKSHOP: GROUP DYNAMICS/CIRCLE DISCUSSION 
3 
PARTICIPANTS wiLL BE EXPOSED TO THE INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS 
THEORY THAT UNDERLIES THE HUflAN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY 
BESSEL L AND PALOMARES. THIS THEORY EMPHASIZES THE DIMENSIONS OF 
AWAR ENESS, MASTERY, SOCIAL INTERACTION, AND GROUP DYNAMICS STRUC­
TURE CALLED THE "MAGIC CIRCLE"; WITHIN WHICH STUDENTS DEVELOP 
AWARENESS, MASTERY AND SOCIAL INTERACTION SKILLS. 
OfFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 
HLD9768 
WORKSHOP: INDIVIDUALIZATION INSTRUCT ION 
3 
THIS wORKSHOP FOCUSES ON TECHNIQLES FOR MEETING INDIVIDUAL 
STUDENT NEEDS. THESE TECHNIQUES INCLUDE IDENTIFYING THE LEARNING 
STYLES OF STUDENTS, TESTING DIAGNOSES, DEVELOPING MATERIALS FOR 
REMEDIAL AND CORRECTIVE TEACHING, AND ESTABLISHING MANAGEMENT 
SY STEM S. 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 
HLD9769 
WORKSHOP: ADMINISTRATION & SUPERVISION OF SPECIAL EDUCATION 
3 
THIS COURSE IS INTENDED FOR PRESENT ADMINISTRATION PUBLIC SCHOOL 
PERSONNEL, PRINCIPALS, ETC., AS WELL AS THOSE INVOLVED IN OR 
INTERESTED IN ALL LEVELS OF SPECIAL EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION AND 
SUPERVISION. THE COURSE PRESENTS AN OVERVIEW OF CURRENT SPECIAL 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION PATTERNS IN USE THROUGHOUT THE COUNTY. 
SPECIAL FOCUS IS GIVEN TO PROGRAM ORGANIZATION, STATE LAWS AND 
ADMINISTRATION PATTERNS. 

OFfERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD9770 
WORKSHOP IN JEAN PIAGET AND THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS 
3 
A STUDY OF THE INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHILO - AGE 0 TO 
12 - STRESSING THE EARLY CHILDHOOD ASPECTS ACCORDING TO JEAN 
PIAGET'S GENETIC EPISTEMOLOGY. IMPLICATIONS fOR THE EDUCATIONAL 
PROCESS -- AT HOME (fATHER, MOTHER, EXTENDED FAMILY RELATION­
SHIPS): -- AT SCHOOL (NURSERIES, DAY CARE, PRESCHOOL, ELEMENTARY 
UP TO 3RD GRADE, SPECIAL EDUCATION). 
OFf ERE D BAS ED UPON DEMAND. 
CO/'I "1U NITY PR OfESSOR, STAFF. 
HLD9771 
WORKSHOP : POSJr lVf BEHAVIOR FOR EXCEP TIONAL CHILDREN 
I 
THIS WORKSH OP BA SED ON A UNIQUE APPROACH TO DEALING WI TH BEHAVIOR 
PROBLEMS IN THE CLASS RO OM WILL FOCUS ON THEORETICAL APPROACHES 
TO THE CONCEPTS OF "NORMI,LITY", "hEALTH", "RESPO NSIB ILITY " AND 
"POWER" AN D ON PRAClICAL TECH IIiUES TO rtJlN BEhAVIOR PROBL EMS 
INTO CLA SSROOM MENT AL HEAL TH. 
OFfERED BA SED UPON DEMANO. 
COMMUNITY PROfESSOR, STAFF. 
HLDS772 

WORKSHOP: ORGANIZING A RESPONSIVE CLASSROOM 

2 

THIS WOR KSHOP IS FOR TEACHERS wHe WANT TO TUNE INT O STUDENTS' 

INTRESTS AN D USE THEM AS A BAS IS FOR TE ACHING . FA RT ICIPA T5 ~llL 

COVER INST RUCTI ONAL TECH NIQUES THAT PR OMOTE AND ENCOURAGE STUDE Nl 

INVOLVEMENT AND OP PO RTUNITI ES FOR TEAC hERS TO CONSTRUCT MATERIALS 

FOR THEIR CLASSROOMS. 

OFFEREe BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFEsseR, STAFF. 

HLD97 n 

WORKSHOP: STRENGTHENING THE HOME-SCHOOL RELATIONSHIP 

I 
THIS COURSE, DESIGNED TO HELP TEACHERS BECOME MORE EFFE CTI VE IN 

DEALING WITH PARENTS, WILL EMPHASIZE ' THE IMPORTANCE OF STIIOl'oG 

HOME- SCHOOL RELATIONSHIPS. MANY PROVEN STRA TEGI ES IN POSITIVELY 

DEAL ING WiTH ANO WINNING THE SUPPORT AND APP~OVAL OF PARENTS WILL 

BE DEMONSTRATED AND PRACTISED. 

OFFE~EO BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMM IJ NITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD978J 

~ORKSHOP: INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM- DIAGNOSTIC, PRESCR IP­

TIVE, EVALUATIVE 

2 

THE PURPOSE OF THIS IJORKSHOP IS TO PROVIDE TEACHERS WITH SKILLS 

WHICH ~ILL ENABLE THEM TG COPE WITH THE REALITIES OF MAl STREAM­

ING AND THE PROCESS Of PREPARING AND USING INDIVIDUALIZ ED EDUCA­

TIONAL PLANS MANDATED BY pueLlc LA~ 94-142. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUr.ITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD9787 

WORKSHOP: TEAChiNG READING IN THE CONTENT AREAS 

I 
READING SKILLS COMMON TO ALL CONTENT AREAS AS WELL AS SPECI ALIZED 

SKILLS FOR MATHEMATICS, SOCIAL STUDIES, ETC. WILL BE DI SCUSSED. 

PARTICIPANTS WILL BE INVOLVED IN ACTIVITIES WHICH CAN BE I NCORPO­

RATED IN CONTENT AREA CLASSROOM LESSONS. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD9788 

~ORKS~OP: GIFTED EDUCATION STRAT~GIES ... 

I 
THE FOCUS OF THIS COURSE IS T~E DEVELOPMENT OF AP PROPRIATE CU~­

RICULUM FOR MEETING THE NEEDS OF IDENTIFIED GIFTED ST UDENTS. 

TOPICS INCLUDED ARE: VARIOUS APPROACHES TO DIFFERENTIAT ING CURRI ­

CULUM BASED ON BLOOM, GUILFORD, AND .wILLIAMS, CREATIVE QUESTI ON ­

ING TECHNIQUES, AND APPROPRIATE MATERIALS FOR GIFTED. 

OFfERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HL09789 

WORKSHOP: CREATIVE DRAMATICS IN THE CLASSROOM 

I 
THE OVER-ALL OBJECHVE OF THIS COURSE IS TO MOTIVATE TEACHERS 

TOWARD A CLOSER RELATIONSHIP WITH CHILDREN; AND TO PROVI DE SOME 

WORKABLE TECHNIQUES AND MATERIALS FOR DEVELOPING THIS NEw 

DIMENSIO~ . 

OFFERED BASEC UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD9790 

WORKSHOP: 100 WAYS TO IMPROVE SElf-CONCEPT 

J 

SELF-ESTEEM INCREASINGLY DEPENDS UPON OUR PERSONAL EXPERIEN CES IN 

DAILY LIFE AND LESS UPON PRAISE FROM OTHERS. wORKSHOP PARTICI­

PANTS WILL LEARN A NEW THEORY OF TEACHING THAT TAKES THIS DEVEL ­

OPMENT INTO ACCOUNT. SKILLS FOR INCREASING SELF-EST EE"1 AND THEIR 

RELATIONSHIP TO MOTIVATION AND DISCIPLINE IN THE CLAS SROOM WI LL 

BE EXPL OR ED.· 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY. PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

HLD9792 

WORKSHOP: GIFTED EDUCATION IDENTIFICATIGN 

I 
THE FOCUS OF THIS COURSE IS THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A STEP BY STEP 
PROCESS FOR IDENTIFYING YOUR GifTED STUDENTS. TOP IC S INC LUOED ARE 
: DEFINITIONS OF GIFTEDNESS, CHARACTERISTICS, AN OVER VI EW OF ILL­
INOIS GIFTED PROGRAM, METHODS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR IDENTIfiCATION. 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 
CHLD Course Descriptions: 
tiLD9793 
\.OR SHOP : RI TIN' IN HIE ElEl'ENT ARY RJ,DES 
1 
DE SIGNED TC FOSTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE HIS TORY, DEVELOPMENT AND 
CURRENT STATUS OF CREATI VE WRITING LEARNING PROGRA MS . ALTERNATIVE 
APPROACHES TC H~LPING STUOEN TS WRI TE CREA TI VEL Y WIL L BE EXPLORED 
AND A SPECIF IC LEA RNI NG /:OOE L FOR AGES 3-20 PRE SEN TE e . THI S 
COI,IISE wIL L No r ~E AL WITH OTHER LANGUAGE ARTS COM PO NENTS. 
OFFERI:D BA SED UPON DE"AND. 
COMMUN ITY PROF ESSOR, STAFF . 
I1LD9 7S~ 
WOR~SHOP : DIAG~OSTICS FCR THo LEAR~INb DISABILITY TEACHER 
~ 
IUDl(\TS LEAR" TC CO"Dl!CT, AD/:INISTER MAJOR DIAGI'oOSTIC I~STRl!­
" £,..15, SCOR E AND INTERPRET TEST PERFCRMANCES, UTILIZE OBSERVA­
TIONS FOR DIAGN OSTIC PuRPOSES AND DEVELOP INSTRUCTIONAL OBJEC­
Tlv 5 FROM DIAGNOSTIC FINDINGS. 
OFfERED BASED uPON DEMAND . 
COMMo" l TY Pi<DFESSOR, STA.FF . 
L09 7 9& 

w(jRK SHOP : LEARN II'oG TuGt THER AI<D AL ONE III 

I 
PAR TICI P~NT S ~ILL CONTINUE TO DEVEL OP A~D REFINE THEIR KNOWLEDGE 

AND SKI LLS RELATED TO IMPLEMENTING COOPERATIVELY STRUCTURED 

tLASSROOM e NVIRONM ENTS IN RoGARD TO MAINSTREAMING WITH PARTICULAR 

EMPH ASI S ON CONSTRUCTIV E CONFLICT RESOLUTION MID GROUP COMMUNICA­

TION SKI LLS . 

PRE Rf4U I I TE S : 

h L D972~ , HL D97&O. 

OFF RED BAS ED UPON DE/"ANO. 

CCMMUNITY PR OF~SSOR, STAFF. 

i'iLD9 797 

WORK SHOF : H.ERGY G STRESS IN THe CLASSROOM 

2 

EMPhASIS 01'0 PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT GRO UPS AS A ~EANS OF RECl!CING 

ISOLATION A"D MANAGING ~OB-RELATED STRESS. PARTICIPATION IN A 
P OFESS IONAL SuPPORT GR OUP .,OOEL WILL 6~ FEATURED. 
OfFERED BASED l!PON DH\A~D. 
COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 
HLD9HOI 

WO RKSHOP : loR I Tt ON: NEW IIAYS/NEII YEAR 

I 

A SPE CIFIC LEARNING MODEL FOR CREATIVE WRITING _ILL Bt DEVELOPED. 

STUDEN TS wiLL LEARN HOW TO IMPLEMENT AND EVALUATE A SIMILAR PRO ­

GRAM IN THEIR OWN PR OF~SSIONAL SETTING. 

OFf~R tD BASE~ UPON DEMAND . 

(OH MLJN I TY PROFESS OR, STAFF. 

HLD9HI0 

CURRENT ISS UES IN EARLY ChiLDHOOD EDUCATION 

3 

DOCUMENTS DIFFERING VIEWPOINTS ON SEVERAL CURRENT ISSUES. STU­

OE" TS \jILL EXAMINE THE DeCISION-MAKING PROCESS AN D CURRENT STATUS 

OF ISSUES, TAKE A PUBLIC STAND ON ONE ISSUE TO INFLUENCE THOSE 

RESPONSIBLE FOR DETERMINING ITS OUTCOME. 

FALL. 

WITZMAN. 

HLD9820 

INTRODUCTI ON TO EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 

3 

DESCRIBES ORGANIZATION OF EDUCATION, ADMINSTRATIVE TASKS, LEADER­

SHIP BEHAVIOR, ROLES Of SCHOOL PERSONNEL AND POLlCY FORMATION . 

ST UDENTS WILL APPLY CONCEPTS TO A SCHOOL SETTING. 

FALL , WINTER, SPRING/SUI1MER. 

BR OTTMAN. 

HLD9&22 

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION 

3 

INTRODUCES THE PROSPECTIVE ADMINISTRATOR TO THE VARIOUS FEATURES 

uF AN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL. THE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE, CURRICULUM 

DESIGNS, INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNS, ANC ADMINISTRATIVE ROLES AND RES­

PONSIBILITIES IIILL BE INDENTIFIED, ANALYZED AND DISCUSSED. 

FALL, SPRING/S UMMER. 

MIChEL, KAISER. 

HLD98JO 

THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE 

J 

STUDIES THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE AS A UNIQUE TYPE OF EDUCATIONAL IN­

STITUTIO~ SURVEYS THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT, PHILOSOPHICAL 

6ASES, CONTROL, CURRICULUM, AND STUDE"'TS FOUND IN COMMUNITY COL­

LEGE SYSTEM. 

PRE REQU IS I TES: 

HLD9820. 

FALL. 

DEEM. 

HLD9831 

COMM UNITY COLLEGE ADMINISTRATION 

3 

EX"MINES COLLEGE ADMINISTRATION, INCLUDING POLICY-SETTING, IN 

AREAS OF COLL EGE OPERATI ONS. PART ICULAR AT TE NTI ON IS G I~EN TO 

MI NIS TRAT ION IN A PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGE. 

PREREQU I SITES: 

i'il09820, HL09830. 

WINTER. 

DEEM. 

I1Log8~O 
SCHOOL LA .. 

3 

EXPLORES THE LEGAL BAS I S OF THE SCHOOL AND THE RELA TION S BETwEEN 

SOCIAL PRCBLEMS AND FEDERA L AND STATE COURT DEC ISI ONS . INCLUDES 

~ EGAL RIGHTS OF ADI1I"'I S TRATORS , TEAChERS, PA RE NTS AND STUDENTS 

ALONG _ IT H COURl DEC I S I ONS ON DU E PRGtESS, EqUALITY, AND MAL­

PR AC T ICE. 

FAL L, WlI'oTER, SPRI"G/SUMMER. 

I'll CHEL. 

HLD9841 
GOVERNMENT POLICIES IN THE PUbLIC SCHOOL 
J 
IDENTIFIES THE INFLUE"'CES OF THE SlATE AND FEDERAL GOVER NMENT ON 
THE SCHGOL AND THE FGRCES AFFECTING ITS OPERATION. DESI GNE D AS A 
COMPANION COURSE TO HLD 79&0; HOWEVER, THERE ARE NO PRER E~UIS­
ITES. 
SPR lNG/SUMMER. 
I'll CHEL. 
HLD9911 

PRACTICUM IN ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION I 

3 PINe 

PROVIDES A SCHOOL SETTING IN WHICh THE STUDENT DEVELOPS AND UTIL ­

IZES A VARIETY OF ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISORY SKILLS ~NOER 

SUPERVISION. CONSIDERS BuDGET, CURRIC ULUM AND PERSONNEL MA flERS . 

PREREQU I SITES : 

PERM I SS ION. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

BROTTMAN, MICHEL, KAISER. 
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A LPU IN HANDLING STAfF AND STUDENT STRESS IN THE SCHDDLS CULTURE/CDMMUNICATIDN AND THE CLASSROC~ TEAC HER HL.O 8 120 

HLD 768J CURRENT ISSUES IN BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL E DUC~TI ON HLD 78 90 

A ~~C-~ MAL PSYCHDLDGY HLD 5030 CURRENT ISSUES IN EARLY CHILDHDOD EDUC ATIO~ HLD 98 10 

~O L ~A IAN FAMILY CDUNSELING HL D 8560 CURRENT TDPICS IN READING HLD 9510 

AUOLE SCENCE HLD 5040 CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTIDN IN EARLY CHILDHODD EDUC ATI ON 

ADUL THOOD HLD 5050 HLD 7920 

ADvANCED EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY HLD 5060 CURRICULUM IN URBAN SCHDDLS HLD 9590 

~ U VANtED GeNERAL PSYCHDLDGY HLD 5070 

~ ~~ANCEC INDIVIDUAL THERAPY TECHNIQUES: POULT HLO· 8549 
 DEVELOPMENTAL DIFFERENCES IN SPECIAL EDUCATIDN HLD 4&12AD VAN CEO INDIVIDUAL THERAPY TECHNIQUES: CHILD HLD 8543 DIVDRCE AND THE EFFECTS OF CHANGE ON T~E FAMILY HLD 55 I~ADVANCE D SEMINAR IN PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY HLD 8218 DRUG ABUSE AND TREATMENT IV : COU~SELDR TRAINING - StlORT TERM ~1'VANCfD TECHNIQUES: . .. HLD 8530 CLIENT SYSTEMS HLD 76 8BADvANCED THEDRIES IN CDUNSELING AND THERAPY HLD @725 DRUG ABUSE AND TREATMENT III: FUNDAMENTAL FACTS AND INSIGHTS 1\ I>"~" TlSING AS COMMUNICATID/o' HLD 5HO HLD 768A A D V~ RlISING STRATEGY AND CONSUMER BEHAVIOR f-tLD 5600 
AIJ YQC ACY IN HUMAN SERV IC ES HLD 7010 

~ L T ~ ' I\ TIVE HELPING MDDES ~DR vlGMEN HLO 50~0 EARLY CHILDHDOD ASSESSMENT HLD 8630 

APP LltO APrRDACHES TO HUMA~ C0MMUNICATIDN HLD 80~3 EARLY CHILDHDDD EDUCATIDN HLC 7940 

AUTDMATIDN IN LIBRARIES HLD 599A 
 EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATION S DF BLACK HISTORY & CULTURE HLO 7650 

EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF LIFE STYLES IN URBAN COMMUNITIES 

bIG INNING CDUNSELING & HUMAN RELATIDN SKILLS HLD 8720 
 HLD 9690 
8tHAVIDR PRDBLEMS HLD 6310 EDUCATIONAL PROCEDURES FOR THE TRAINABLE ME~TALLY HANDICA PP ED 
HLD 6840hEH AVIOR PRDBLEMS FOR CLASSRDOM TEACHERS HLO 6500 

eLM AVIDR THERAPY HLD 8565 
 EDUCATIDNAL TECHNOLOGY MASTERS PROJECT I HLD 8090 
EDUCATIDNAL TECHNDLDGY MASTERS PRDJECT II HLD 8091l l OfttDHACK & SELF-REGULATlDN HLD 5202 ELEMENTARY SCHDDL ADMINISTRATID~ AND SUPERV iSION HLD 9~22ULA CK VALUES AND URBAN TEACHER EDUCATION HLD 7620 ETHICAL ISSUES IN HUMAN COM MU NICATIDN HLD 55 60 bLACK/wHITE SOCIETY AND THE DELIVERY OF HUMAN SERVICES HLD 6730 ETHICS: ISSUES IN HUMAN SERVICES (SIM) HLD 5192 

ETHICS : PROFESSIDNAL STANDARDS IN RESEARCH AND SERVI CE (5IM) 
~ ARLt~ EDUCATION IN SCHOOLS HLD 6330 HLD 5190
t H R CTER ISTICS OF BEHAVIDR DISORDERED STUDENTS HLD 9671 ETHICS : RIGHTS DF MENTAL PATIENTS AND RIGHTS TO STAND TRIAL ( SIM) I HARAC TERISTICS OF LEARNING DISABLED STUD ENTS HLD 9670 HLD 5191lHAWAt TERISTICS DF THE MENTALLY RETARDED HLD 6870 ETHICS: RIGHTS DF TEACHERS IN THE TEAC~ING PROFESSIDN ( Sl~)
tl d LD AND FAMILY IN THE COMI'U"!ITY HLO 8013 HLD 5193UI ILD DEVELOPMENT HLD 5120 ETHNIC MINDRITIES IN THE UNITED STATES HLD 7970 
c HILD DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATE INTERNSHIP HLD 4605 EVALUATING AND DESIGNING HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELDPMf NT SYSTEMSCLASSROOM USE OF INSTRUCTIDNAL MATERIALS HLD 5570 HLD 721 I CLINICAL PRACTICUM IN READING HLD 9512 EVALUATING AND REPORTING PUPIL PROGRESS HLD 4100
tOG NITIVE DEVELOPMENT HLD 5320 EVALUATIDN DF HUMAN SERVICES HLD 6340LOGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY APPLIEO TD INSTRUCTIDN HLD 5160 EVALUATIDN/CDST BENEFIT ANALYSIS IN INST RUCTIONALCOMMUNICATING AESTHETIC VALUES THRDUGH SPDRT HLD 9000 DEVELDPMENT/TRAINING HLD 5930COMMUNICATIDN & CHANGE FDR THERAPISTS AND EDUCATDRS HLD 767K EXPLDRATlDNS IN SELF, CULTURE AND CDMMUNICATIDN HLD 7530CDMMUNICATIDN AND HUMPN SEXUALITY HLD 8130 

CDMMUNI.CATlDN FDR INDIVIDUALS IIITH SPECIAL NEEDS HLD 7112 
 FAMILY CDUNSELING HLD 5230COMMUNICATlDN DF INNDVATlDNS HLD 5565 FAMILY LAW HLD 5231COMMUNICATIDN RESEARCH HLD 6280 FAMILY THERAPY TECHNIQUES HLD 8547COMMUNICATIDN SENSITIVITY HLD 5700 FIELDS DF WELFARE SERVICES HLD 7120
" OMMUNICATIDN WDRKSHOP ON HUMAN SEXUALITY HLD 7683 FILM AND TV DOCUMENTARY HLD 5620LO MMUNITY CDLLEGE ADMINISTRATIDN HLD 9831 FINANCIAL AID INFORMPTIDN FOR HIGH SCHDDL COUN SE LORS HLD 972GCDMMUNITY CDLLEGE CDUNSELING HLD 8520 FDUNDATIDNS OF NORMALIZATI DN IDEDLDGY IN HUMAN SERVICES CDMMUNITY CDMMUNICATIDN SYSTEMS HLD 5710 HLD 7111COMMUNITY COUNSELING HLD 6350 FUNDAMENTAL CDNCEPTS I N HUMAN CDMMUNICATIDN (SIM) HLD 5790COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH SEMINAR HLD 8340 

COMMUNITY DRGANIZATION HLD 6750 
 GAME THEDRY AND CDMMUNICATIDN HLO 5540CDMPUTERS IN TRAINING AND EDUCATIDN HLD 7560 GAY LIFE AND MENTAL HEALTH HLD 768RCDNCEPTS AND ISSUES OF THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM HLD 3801 
CDNFLICT MANAGEMENT HLD 5509 GDVERNMENT PDLICIES IN THE PUBLIC SC HOOL HLO 98 ~ 1 

CDNFLICT RESDLUTIDN HLD 6360 
 GRADUATE PRDJECT IN INTERPERS ONAL CDMI'UN ICAT ION HLD 9400 

CDNSULTATIDN AND SCHDDL STAFF DEVELDPMENT HLD 8510 
 GRADUATE SEMINAR IN ABNDRMAL PSYCHDLOGY HLD 8248 

CDNSULTATIDN SEMINAR IN SCHDDL PSYCHDLOGY I HLD 8515 
 GRADUATE SEMINAR IN CDGNITIVE PSYCHDLDGY HLD 8246 

CDNSULTATION SEMINAR IN SCHDDL PSYCHOLDGY II HLD 8516 
 GRADUATE SEMINAR IN CDMMUNICATIDN RESEARCH HL D 8040 GRADUATE SEMINAR IN HUMAN DEVELDPMENT HLD 8245CONSULTATIDN SEMINAR IN SCHDDL PSYCHDLDGY III HLD 8517 GRADUATE SEMINAR IN SDCIAL-ECOLDGICAL PSYCHDLOGY HL D 8247CONSULTATIDN SEMINAR IN SCHDDL PSYCHDLDGY IV HLD 8518 GRADUATE SEMINAR IN THE HISTDRY DF PSYCHDLDGY HLD 8244CDNSULTATIDN SKILLS HLD 768F 

CDNTEMPDRARY ISSUES IN HUMAN RESDURCES-MANAGEMENT DN RESERVATIONS GRADUATE THESIS IN INTERPERSDNAL COMMUNICATIDN HLD 9450 

HLD 7682 GRADUATE THESIS/PRDJECT: . .. HLD 9930 

lONTENT ANALYSIS IN COMMUNICATIDN HLD 6210 GRDUP CDUNSELING AND THERAPY : CHILD/ADDLESCENT HLD 8570 

CODPERATIVE EDUCATIDN HLD 6372 GRDUP CDUNSELING: ADULT/ADOLESCENT HLD 8585 

CDOPERATIVE EDUCATIDN HLD 6370 GRDUP DYNAMICS & INTERVENTIDN HLD 8580 

CDDPERATIVE EDUCATIDN HLD 6371 GRDUP PRDCESS HLD 6970 

COUNSELING & PSYCHDTHERAPY : INTRDDUCTIDN HLD 6580 GRDUP THERAPY IN TA HLD 8237 

HLD 6312CDUNSELING AND GUIDANCE IN INTERNATIDNAL PERSPECTIVE GUIDANCe FDR CHILDREN HLD 6420 
cOUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY PRACTICUM II: CLINICAL SKILLS HLD 8796 

CDUNSELING PSYCHDLDGY PRACTICUM I: AGENCY SYSTEMS HLD 8795 HEALTH CDNCERNS DF CLASSRDOM TEACHERS HLD 7660 

CDUNTER-STRESS ALTERNATIVES FDR ADULTS HLD 9030 HISTDRY AND PHILDSOPHY DF EARLY CHILDHDDD EDUCATIDN HLD 80 10 

CRIME CAUSATIDN THEORIES AND SDCIAL CDNTRDL HLD 4803 HUMAN APPRAISAL HLD 6430 

CRISIS INTERVENTIDN HLD 6410 HUMAN CONSCIDUSNESS HLO 5840 

CULTURAL ASPECTS DF MENTAL HEALTH HLD 8210 HUMAN NEURDPSYCHDLOGY III : REHABILITATIDN HLD 8710 

CULTURE AND COMMUNICATIDN PRDCESS HLD 5730 HUMAN NEURDPSYCHDLDGY II: CLINICAL ASS ESSM ENT MLO 8600 

CULTURE AND MESSAGE DEVELDPMENT (SIM) HLD 5740 HUMAN NEURDPSYCHDLDGY I : BRAIN FUNCTIDN HLD 85 90 

~ULTURE AND STRESS HLD 7380 HUMAN SERVICE SYSTEMS HLD 6440 

CHlO Course Index 2. 
HUMAN SYSTEMS CHANGE HLD 6450 

HUMA~ VALUES HlD 585 0 

HYPERTENSrO : MECHA~r5MS & T~£ATMEN T HLD S}9 0 

IMAGI G PROC ESS I THERAPEUTIC COMMUNICATIO N: THEO~Y AND AP-
ICATr ONS Hl D 8051 

INDEPENDENT STUDY HLD 7500 

INDEPENDEN T STUDY IN . .. HLD 7EOO 

INDIVIDUA L ASSESSMENT II: PERSONALITY HLD 8690 

INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENT 1: INTELLIGENCE HLD 861Q 

INDIVIDUA L COUNSELING AND THERAPY: ADULT HLD 8545 

INDi vI DUA L COUNSELING AND THERAPY: CHILD/ADOLESCENT HLD 8540 

INDI VIDUA LIZATION HLD 4680 

I NDI ~I D UAL IZED INSTRUCTION FOR A PLURALISTIC LEARNING E~VIRONMENT 

HLD 7S01 
I~DIVIDUALIZING PREKINDERGARTEN CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION 
HLD 8012 

INFORMATION SERVICES IN GUIDANCE HLD 8511 

INSTRUC TIONAL DEVELOPMENT/HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 

MANAGEMENT 'HLD 8177 

I ~ R ~C TIONAL DEVELOPMENT CONSULTING SKILLS AND TEAMWORK 

HLD 8089 

I NST RUC TIONAL/TRAINING COURSE DEVELOPMENT HLD 5920 

I N5T~UC TIONAL/TRAINING PRODUCT DESIGN HLD 5910 

I TfR CULTURAL ASPECTS OF MODERN OLYMPISM HLD 9110 

INTERC oLTURAL COMMUNICATION IN HUMAN SERVICES FOR INDOCHINESE 

HLD 5745 

INTE CU LTURAL THERAPEUTIC COMMUNICATION SKILLS FeR INDOCHINESE 

HLD 5746 

INTER NSH IP IN ID/HRD / IMP HLD 8092 

INTER NSH IP IN SCHOOL PSYC.:OLOGY HLD 9929 

INTR ODUCTION TO EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY, HUMAN RESOURCE 

Df VELOP ME NT, TRAINING, AND INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

HLD 5900 

I NTRODUCTION TO COMMUNICATION AND HUI'AN SERVICES HLO 4700 

IN TRO DUCTION TO COMPUTER APPLICATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS 

HLD 5611 

INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATIONAL AOt1lNISTRATION HLD 9820 

INTR ODUCTION TO INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION HLD 6270 

INTRO DUCTION TO MODERN EDUCATION HLD 4630 

INHO() UCTIO~J TO SOCIOMETRY ' AND PSYCHODRAMA HLD 5510 

INVES TIGATING THE LEARNING STYLES OF CHILDREN HLD 973H 

IS SUES IN JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINGUENCY HLD 4801 

IS SUE S IN SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION HLD 9505 

J UDICIAL PROCESS AND ISSUES FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE HLD 4804 

L 6 IN ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES AND THE HELPING PROFESSIONS 
HLD 6415 

LAB IN ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING HLD 5490 

LAB IN BASIC HUMAN RELATIONS HLD 5110 

LAB IN HUMANISTIC TEACHING SKILLS HLD 3010 

LAB IN T~ANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS HLD 5300 

LABORA TORY IN AUTHENTIC WOHAN/MAN RELATIONS HLD 5100 

LABORATORY IN HIDDEN FEELINGS AND MEANINGS HLD 7460 

L A80~ ATORY IN INTERPERSONAL GROWTH HLD 5950 

LABO RATORY IN PERSONAL GROWTH HLD 6090 

LABO RATORY IN PERSONAL POWER AND SELF-MANGEME~T HLO 5340 

LA NG UAGE CONCERNS OF CLASSROOM TEACHERS HLD 4660 

LA NG UAGE DEVELOPMENT AND LANGUAGE ARTS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

HLD 973J 

LEADER EFFECTIVENESS TRAINING HLD 502A 

LEADERSHIP AND STAFF RELATIONS HLD 8017 

LEARNING COGNITION I HLD 5310 

LIFE CYCLE DEVELOPMENT HLD 5471 

LIFE PLAN MANAGEME~T IN HUMAN SERVICES HLD 7000 

LIFE STYLE ANALYSIS HLD 8650 

LISTENING: THEORY ANp PROCESS HLD 5520 

MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISION IN THE HUMAN SERVICES HLD 6720 

MANAGI~G COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS HLD 5990 

MANAGING HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT/TRAINING SYSTEMS HLD 8178 

MARRIAGE COUNSELING HLD 8660 

MATH IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL I HLD 4641 

MATH IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL II HLD 4642 

MEDIA IN ORGANIZATIONS HLD 8020 

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION FOR THE EDUCABLE MENTALLY RETARDED 

HLD 8011 

METHODS OF TEACHING LEARNING DISABLED INDIVIDUALS HLD 9660 

MODELS OF COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT IN EARLY CHILDHOOD HLD 7930 

MODULE DEVELOPMENT FOR COMPETENCY-BASED TEACHING (SIM) HLD 7950 

MOTHERHOOD'S ROLE IN CHILDREARING HLD 5380 

MOTIVATION' EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT HLD 5150 

NEW DIMENSIONS IN CORRECTIONS HLD 7050 

NONBIASED AND PLURALISTIC ASSESSMENT OF CHILDREN AND MINORITIES 

HLD 8215 

NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION HLD 6020 

NUTRITION, EDUCATION, AND INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT HLD 7981 

ORGANIZATION OF DAY CARE CENTERS HLD 7730 

ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION, CHANGE AND DEVELOPMENT HLD 5780 

ORGANIZATIONAL PUBLIC COMMUNICATION HLD 8030 

OUTDOOR EDUCATION HLD 768P 

PARENTING: THE EARLY YEARS HLD 7731 

PERSONALITY AND VOCATIONAL ASSESSMENT HLD 8680 

PERSONALITY THEORY HLD 5330 

PHILOSOPHY OF HUMAN COMMUNICATION HLD 8182 

PHYSICAL AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 

HLD 7260 

PIAGETIAN TYPE RESEARCH IN MATH EDUCATION HLD 7740 

PRACTICUM IN ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION I HLD 9911 

PRACTICUM IN ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVI S ION II HLD 9912 

PRACTICUM IN CLASSROOM TEACHING (GRADES K-9) HLD 4610 

PRACTICUM IN COLLEGE COUNSELING HLD 8746 

PRACTI CUM IN COUNSELING AND CO NSULTATION--AGENCY HLD 8764 

PRACT ICUM IN ELE MENTAR Y SCHOOL COUNSELING HLD 8640 

PRACTICUM IN GROUP LEADERSHI P I N TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS 

/-IlO 8780 

PRAtT/CUM IN HUMAN SERVices HLD )811 

PRACTI CUM IN PARENT STUDY GROUP LE AD~RSHIP HLD 86 70 

PRACT IC UM I N PREVE NTI ON SKILLS HLD 8765 

PRACTICUM IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY HLD 87~0 

PRACT ICUM IN SECONDAR Y SCHOOL CO UNSEL l G HLb 87~5 

P~ACT I C UM IN SPEC IAL EOUCAT/ ON I HLo 798 8 

PRAC TIC UM IN THER APEUTIC COMMU NICATI ON HLD 8 2 ~ 0 

PRACTICUM SEMINAR IN HUMAN SERVICES HLD 7 159 

PRINCIPLES OF BEHAVIOR CHANGE HLD 54 80 

PRINCIPLES, TECHNIQUES AND ADMINISTRA TION OF PU P IL/ST UDE T 

PERSONNEL SERVICES HLD 8~ 20 
PROFESSIONAL AND RESEARCH ISSUES AND TRENDS IN IDJTR~I~l1NG/"'RO 
HLD 8171 

PROGRAM DESIGN AND CHANGE IN HUMAN SERVICES HLD 6860 

PROSEMINAR IN HUMAN JUSTICE HLD 4811 

PSYCHOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS OF INDIVIDUALS WITH SPE IAL NEED5 

HLD 6761 

PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL E~UCATI ON 

HLD 7840 

PSYCHOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES OF MESSAGE DESIGN HLD 7563 

PSYCHOLOGY OF ART IN EDUCATION HLD 7980 

PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN HLD 5360 

PSYCHOSOCIAL ASPECTS OF AGING HLD 5370 

RACISM: INDIVIDUAL AND INSTITUTIONAL (SIM) HLD 68!O 
RATIONAL EMOTIVE THERAPY TECHNIOUES FOR COUNSELO RS AND T ~ACHERS 
HLD 973P 

READING DIAGNOSIS HLD 9530 

READING INSTRUCTION IN SCHOOL SETTINGS HLD 4620 

READING PROBLEMS: DIAGNOSING AND REMEDIATING HLD 4611 

READING REMEDIATION IN THE CLASSROOM HLo 9640 

READING STRATEGIES FOR INDIVIDUALIZING INSTRUCTION HLD 9630 

READING STRATEGIES IN THE BILINGUAL CLASSROOM HLD 7910 

REALITY THERAPY HLD 7480 

RESEARCH IN ADOLESCENCE AND SEX ROLES HLD 63 1 1 

RESEARCH LITERATURE IN COUNSELING AND PSYCHOT HER APY HLD 8700 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY HLD: EMPHASIS ON SOCIAL PS YCHO LOGY 

HLD 5410 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN HLD HLD 5400 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN HUMAN LEARNING AND DEVEL OPME NT: EMPH~SIS 

IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION HLD 9610 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY : READING AND WRITING INST RUCTIO N HLD 9611 

RESEARCH METHODS HLD 5430 

RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT AND GRANTSMANSHIP HLD 7121 

SCHOOL LAW HLD 9840 

SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS HLD 7960 

SEMANTICS AND COMMUNICATION HLD 6150 

SEMINAR IN HUMAN MEMORY HLD 8242 

SEMINAR : BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY APPLICATI ONS OF EDUC~TIONAL 

TECHNOLOGY, HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, INSTR UC T IO~'AL DEVELOPMEN T 

HLD 7564 

SOCIAL AND URBAN PLANNING HLD 7110 

SOCIAL CHANGE AND MINORITY GROUPS HLD 6910 

SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS OF URBAN EDUCATION (SIM) HL D 7770 

SOCIAL IMPACT OF COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY HLD 5860 

SOCIAL POLICY HLD 7191 

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY HLD 5440 

SOCIAL SERVICES TO CHILDREN HLD 6930 

SOCIAL SERVICES TO INDIVIDUALS (SIM) HLD 6920 

SOCIAL STUDIES STRATEGIES HLD 7780 

SOCIAL STUDIES STRATEGIES-BILINGUAL HLD 77@1 

SOCIOLOGY OF CORRECTIONS HLD 4802 

SOCIOLOGY OF SPORT HLD 6170 

SOCIOLOGY OF TOURISM AND LEISURE HLD 9010 

SOLVING TRAINING AND INSTRUCTIONAL PERFORMANCE PRORL EMS 

HLD 8185 

SPANISH LANGUAGE ARTS INSTRUCTION HLD 7983 

SPECIAL FIELDS IN BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION HLD 5450 

SPORT COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS HLD 9040 

SPORTS COMMUNICATION SKILLS FOR COACHING (BASEBALL) HLD 973C 

SPORTS MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS HLo 9041 

STATISTICS HLD 5411 

STATISTICS IN BEHAVIORAL STUDIES HLD 8760 

STRESS CONTROL: RATIONAL EMOTIVE THERAPY TECHNI OUE S IN STRESS 

REDUCTION HLD 768M 

SUPERVISION OF CLASSROOM TEACHERS HLD 9540 

SURVEY OF EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PROGRAMS HLD 7850 

SURVEY OF EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN AND PROGRAMS HLD 6820 

SURVEY OF THe SCHOOL IN BILINGUAL-MULTICULTURAL o ~VIR ONME~~ 

HLD 8019 

SURVIVAL STRESS THROUGH OUTWARD BOUND HLD 768T 

SYSTEMATIC TRAINING FOR EFFECTIve TEACHING HLD 973M 

TEACHER/COMMUNITY RELATIONS HLD 8016 

TEACHING BASIC ARITHMETIC HLD 9550 

TEACHING ENRICHMENT MATHEMATICS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL HLD 9560 

TEACHING FOR ENRICHMENT IN READING AND MATHEMATICS HLD 9 561 

TEACHING MATHEMATICS TO LOW ACHIEVING STUDENTS HLD 781 I 

TEACHING READING IN THE CONTENT AREAS HLD 9650 

TEACHING SOCIAL STUDIES, SCIENCE, AND MATHEMATICS TO NON - ENGLISH 

SPEAKING STUDENTS HLD 8015 

TEACHING STUDENTS WITH BEHAVIOR DISORDERS HLD 9712 

TEAMWORK IN ORGANIZATIONS HLD 6800 

THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE HLD 9830 

THE HANDICAPPED STUDENT IN THE REGULAR CLASSROOM HLD 7 19~ 

THEORIES' TREATMENT OF EMOTIONAL olSTRUBANCE I HLo 5200 

THEORIES' TREATMENT OF EMOTIONAL DISTURBANCE IN ADUL TS II 

HLD 5210 

THEORIES' TREATMENT OF EMOTIONAL DISTURBANCE IN CHILDREN I 

HLD 5110 

210 CHLD Course Index 
THEORIES' TREATMENT OF ~MOTIONAL OISTUR8~NCE IN CH ILDREN II 
HLO 51~Q 
THERAPoUTIC COMMUNICATION HLO 8050 
TOPICS IN MATH EDuC ATI ON HLO 781 0 
TOWARD QUAL I TY GROU P DEC ISI ONS HLO 6250 
TRAINING IECHNIQU S, METHODS AND MED IA HLD 7209 
TV AND ITS USE IN THE COMMU NITY HLD 6 190 
T FOR TRAINING AND INST RUCTION HLP 5939 
URBAN DYNAMICS (SIM) HLD 6950 
WOMlN IN PRISON HL D 6713 

WQRK AND LE ISURE HL D 7350 

WOR~S HOP IN CHIL D DEVELOPMENT HLD 8018 

WORKS HOP IN CRIMINAL J USTICE PLANNING HLD 6810 

WOR SMOP IN DEPRESSION HLD 8722 

WORKSHOP IN DIAGNOSTI C/ PRE SCRIPTIVE TEACHING HLD 9562 

wORKS HOP IN HELPING THE PROBLEM STUDENT (SEMINAR: RATIONAL 

EMOTIVE EDUCATION) HLD 972H 

wORKSHOP IN JEAN PIAGET AND THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS HLD 9770 

wORKSHOP: ADMINISTRATIVE CONC EPTS IN CAREER GUIDANCE HLD 97~C 

WORK SHOP: BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT HLD 76 8C 

WORKSHOP: CARE ER COUNSELING AND PLACEMENT HLD 97~B 

o ~SHOP : EASTERN PERSPE CTIVES ON PSY CHOTHERAPY HLD 7680 

WORKS HOP : GIFTED ED UCATION / INDIVIDUA L IZATION HLD 972K 

~ORKSHOP : GRANT WRITING HLD 768G 

WORK SHOP: GROUP DYNAMI CS/ CIRCLE DISCUSSION HLD 9766 

WORKSHOP: INFORMAL READING INVENTORY --REVI EW AND E~PANSION 

HLD 972R 

WORKS HOP : INTRODUCTION TO ~ONTESSORI FOR TEA CHERS AND PARENTS 

HLD 768H 

WORKSHOP : ORGANIZATIONA L TRAINING AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT 

HLD 768E 
WOR KS HOP : PROF ESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN CAREER GUIDANCE HLD 920A 
WO RKS HOP : TEACHING ART--LEFT-HANDED STRATEGIES HLD 97~A 
WORKSHOP : VOCATIONAL PROGRAMMING FOR SPECIAL NEEDS POPULATIONS 
HLD 97JK 

WORKSHOP: ACTION RES EARCH FOR ACTIVE TEACHERS HLD 97~3 

WORKSHOP : ADMINISTRATION & SUP ERVISION OF SPECIAL EDUCATION 

HLD 9769 

WORKSHOP: BASIC RESPONSIBILITY TRAINING HLD 9728 

ORKSHOP: CAREER ALTERNATIVES FOR ED UCATORS HLD 768~ 
wOR KSHOP : COMMUNI CATION AND LISTENING SKILLS HLD 7679 
WORKSHOP : COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION HLD 972A 
WO RKSHOP : CONFLICT MANAGEMENT AND CRISIS INTERVENTION HLD 7677 
WORKS HOP : CREATIVE CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT HLD 9725 
WOR SHOP: CREATIVE DRAMATI CS IN THE CLASSROOM HLD 9789 
WORKS HOP: CREATIVE WRITING FOR LEARNERS HLD 976~ 
WORKS HOP: DIAGNOSTICS FOR THE LEARNING DISABILITY TEACHER 
HLD 979~ 

WORKSHOP : DIS CIPLINE- - A CARING FOR QUALITY HLD 9720 

WORKSHOP: EDUCATOR'S ROLE IN SOCIAL CHANGE HLD 7675 

WOR KSHOP : ENERGY G STRESS IN THE CLASSROOM HLD 9797 

wO RKSHOP: GIFT ED EDUCATION IDENTIFI CATION HLD 9792 

WORKSHOP: GIFTED EDU CATION STRATEGIES .. • HLD 9788 

WORKSHOP : GIFTED EDUCATION - ADMINISTRATION HLD 97~6 

WORKSHOP: HANDLING STAFf AND STUDENT STRESS IN THE SCHOOLS 

HLO 972S 
WORKSHOP: HUMAN CREATIVITY HLD 9756 
WORKSHOP: HUMOR AND CREATIVITY HLD 972T 
WORKSHOP : INDIVIDUALIZATION INSTRUCTION , HLD 9768 
WORKSHOP : INDIVIDUALIZED ED UC ATION PROGRAM - DIAGNOSTIC, PRESCRIP­
TIVE, EVALUATIVE HLO 9783 
WORKSHOP: INNOVATIVE APPROACHES TO READING & WRITING INSTRUCTION 
HLD 9729 

WORKSHOP: LEARNING TOGETHER G ALONE I HLD 9723 

WORKSHOP: LEARNING TOGETHER & ALONE II HLD 9760 

WORKSHOP : LEARNING TOGETHER AND ALONE III HLD 9796 

WORKSHOP : MAKING CLASSROOM GROUPS WORK I HLD 973A 

WORKSHOP: MAKING CLASSROOM GROuPS WORK II HLD 973B 

WORKSHOP: MASTERY LEARNING HLD 9726 

WORKSHOP : MATCHING TEACHER LEARNER STYLES HLD 972B 

WORKSHOP : MEETING NEEDS OF EXCEPTIONAL CHI LDREN IN THE REGULAR 

CLASSROOM HLD 97~~ . 

WORKSHOP: MOTIVATING THE NO EfFORT STUDENT HLD 9750 

WORKSHOP: MOTIVATION FOR BASIC SKILL--TURNING KIDS ON TO BASICS 

HLD 9722 
WORKSHOP : ORGANIZING A RESPONSIVE CLASSROOM HLD 9772 

WORKSHOP: PERSONAL GROWTH FOR EDUCATORS HLD 97~7 

WORKSHOP: POSITIVE ATTIT UDES TOWARDS LEARNING HLD 972 C 

WORKSHOP : POSITIVE BEHAVIOR FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN HLD 9771 

WORKSHOP : PROCESS LEARNING FOR FUTURE HLD 9765 

WORKSHOP : PSYCHIATRI C ASPECTS OF DIVORCE HLD 972E 

WORKSHOP : READING HLD 9730 

WORKSHOP : SEMINAR FOR CAREER AW~RENESS HLO 7673 

WORKSHOP: STRENGTHENING THE HOME-SCHOOL RELATIONSHIP HLD 9773 

WORKSHOP: SURVEY OF DRUGS HLD 7678 

WORKSHOP: TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS TRAINING HLD 9739 

WORKSHOP : TEACHING READING IN THE CONTENT AREAS HLD 9787 

WORKSHOP: TELEVISION EFFECTIVENESS TRAINING HLD 9757 

WORKSHOP : THE LAW, EDUCATION, AND DRUG ABUSE HLD 7680 

WORKSHOP : THE RELUCTANT LEARNER HLD 9762 

WORKSHOP: THE SCIENCE Of HELPING HLD 7676 

WORKSHOP: THEORIES' TECHNIQUES OF HUMANISTIC EDUCATION 

HLD 97~8 

WORKSHOP: VALUES CLARIFICATION AND MORAL DEVELOPMENT HLD 9753 

WORKSHOP: WHOLISTIC EDUCATION HLD 880~ 

WORKSHOP : WRITE ON : NEW WAYS / NEW YEAR HLD 9801 

WORKSHOP: WRITING IN THE ELEMENTARY GR~DES HLD 9793 

WORKSHOP : WRITING IN THE ELEMENTARY GRADES: MOTIVATION' TECH­
NIQUES HLD 8805 

WORKSHOP: 100 WAYS TO IMPROVE SELF-CONCEPT HLD 9790 
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School of 
Health Professions 

Programs: 
All ied Health 
(8. H .5. & M. H .5.) 
Health Services 

Ad ministration 

(8. H .5. & M. H .5.) 

Nursing 

(B.S.N. & M.S.N.) 
The School of Health Professions (SHP) is concerned with 
the health personnel needs of the region and the state. Pro­
grams within the School provide instruction in Allied 
Health, Health Services Administration , and Nursing at both 
the baccalaureate and master's level. The School also pro­
vides continuing educational services to personnel in the 
health-related professions. In the School of Health Profes­
sions a student can select the following majors: Alcoholism 
Sciences, Allied Health Science Education, Communication 
Disorders, Health Services Administration, Medical 
Technology, Nursing Practice, Restorative Nursing, Nursing 
Teaching or Nursing Administration . 
Special Pr~cedures 
Retent ion and Dismissal A student is retained in the School 
of Health Professions as long as academic good standing in 
the University is maintained, and ability is shown in basic 
skills which will allow completion of the course of study. 
A student may be dismissed from the programs in the School 
of Health Professions if: 
1. 	 the student violates academic responsibility as stated in 
the University's Academic Responsibility Policy of 
September 9, 1975. 
2. 	 the student does not meet the competencies in any 
practicum/clinical course in the specified manner and 
time. 
Readmission The student may petition for readmission into 
a program in the School of Health Professions, but must ob­
tain approval from the division chairperson and the director 
of the School of Health Professions. 
Prerequisite and Recommended Courses Prerequisite 
courses are identified only where knowledge of total subject 
areas are considered necessary to successfully undertake 
the course. Recommended courses are identified when 
knowledge of portions of the subject areas are necessary, 
but these portions may be acquired by a student through 
various methods. All courses will be offered assuming 
mastery of the background indicated. The student must 
make the decision as to personal preparedness in the case of 
recommended courses; in case of doubt, consultation with 

the instructor is encouraged. 

Graduate Degrees All graduate students at Governors StatE' 

University admitted after fall of 1979 must maintain a B (3.0) 

average to be in academic good standing (see " Grading 

Policy") . 

No course(s) w ith earned grades of " 0 " or lower will apply 

toward any grad uate major in the School of Health Profe -­

sions. 

Certifications and/or 

Accreditations 

The Medical Technology major is accredited by the Counci l 
on Allied Health Education Accreditation in cooperation 
with the National Accrediting . Agency for Clinical Lab­
oratory Sciences. After completion of the Medical Tech­
nology curriculum, the student is eligible to take national 
certification examinations such as given by the Board of 
Registry of the American Society of Clinical Pathologists. 
The graduate Health Services Administration major is ac­
credited by the Accrediting Commission on Education for 
Health Services Administration. 
The Communication Disorders major is an approved pro­
gram for certification in Speech and Language Impaired, by 
the Illinois State Board of Education. This major i also seek­
ing accreditation by the American Speech-Language­
Hearing Association. 
Nursing majors are approved by the Illinois Department oi 
Registration and Education. The baccalaureate Nursing 
Practice major is accredited by the National League for Nur­
sing. The process for NLN accreditation of the MSN majors 
is in progress. 
Allied Health Program 
Majors and Options: 
Allied Health Science Education (B.H.S. & 
M.H.S.) 
Health Professions Education (U & G) 
School Health Education (G) 
Alcoholism Sciences (B.H.S.) 
Communication Disorders (B.H.S. & 
M.H.S.) 
Medical Technology (B.H.S.) 
The Allied Health Program is designed to meet the health 
personnel needs in several disciplines. An individual can 
major in: Allied Health Science Education, Alcoholism Sci­
ences, Communication Disorders, or Medical Technology. 
Allied Health Science Education Major This major has two 
options: Health Professions Education and School Health 
Education. Health Professions Education is intended fo r reT­
sons trained in a health field recognized by the American 
Medical Association who wish to function as professional 
educators. Undergraduate admission is limited to fi Icls 
where there is no bachelor's degree in that health field 
214 School of Health Professions 
available in the Chicago metropol itan area. Graduate admis­
sion is for persons trained in an AMA recognized health field 
who have a bachelor' s degree. Nurses may enroll in the 
graduate major. This option is suited to allied health profes­
sionals who plan to function as clin ical and didactic 
educators, and nurses who plan to function as educators 
outside of nursing school settings. The School Health Educa­
tion option is offered at the graduate level only. It is for 
teachers with a previously demonstrated commitment to 
teaching who wish additional preparation in teachi ng health 
education. Career opportunities will be mainly for teachers 
already employed in a school system who wish additional 
flexibility in the type of teaching responsibilities they can 
undertake. The School Health Education option is recom­
mended only for persons who are certified to teach. K-12 in 
the State of Illinois. 
~~~LRAM: ALLIED HEALTH 
~AJOR: ALLltU HEALTH SCltNCE EDUCATION
".1 lUI, : HtALTH PROFESS IONS EDUCATION 
L.. ~LL : BACHELOR OF HEAL TH SC I ENC E 
AUMI. ~IO" INFORMATION: 
at eAUS c THI, CURRICULUM IS UNDERGOING EXTENSIVE REEVALUATION 
AN~ S U8~ TANTIVE CURRICULAR REVISIONS, NO STUDENTS WILL BE 
A~M II T .U TO THIS CURRICULUM OURING ACADEMIC YEAR 19 8 2- 83. 
P R~L RA M: ALLIED HtALTH 
MA~O~: ALLIED HlALTH SCIENCE EDUCATION 
U~T I ~N : HLALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATICN 
LcV~L : MASTtR OF HLALTH SCIENCE 
AOMI,S ION INFORMATION: 
A ~TU D .. NT Mu,T: I) HAV E ACQUIREO A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROM 
A RlGI ONALLY ACCREDITtD COLL(GE OR UNIVERSITY; 2) BE IN GOOD 
$'AND I N~ AT THe LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED; 3) HAVE A DIPLOMA, 
CLR TIF ICAT t OR DtGREE MAJOR IN A RECOGNIZED HEALTH FIELD (AC­
~~RDIN TV THE M0ST RtCENT ALLIED HEALTH EDUCATION OIR~CTORY 
PU ULI Sht D UY THE AMtRICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION); AND 4) EITHER 
ACT UAL OR ELI GIBI L ITY FCR REGISTRATION OR LICENSURE IN A 
HEA LT H FltLC I F APPROPRIATE. STUDENTS NOT MEETING ADMISSION 
CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE OFFICE OF 
ADMI,S IONS .. 
UL G ~tt Rt QUIREM ENTS: 
A STUDtNT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 36 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS; 2) AC4UIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIFIEO FOR THIS DE GREE; 
3) COMPLtTE A TERMINAL INTEGRATING EXPERIENCE THAT FOCUSES ON 
Ht ALTH PROfESSIONS EDUCATION ISSUES; 4) EARN A MINIMUM OF 24 
GRADvATt C~tDIT HOUR, AT GSU . A STUOENT MAY SU BS TITUTE 
COURStS UPON APPROVAL BY ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STU­
at I'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. GRADUATE STUDENTS ARE EXP EC TED TO 
MAI NIAIN AI LEAST A 3.0 CUMULATIVE GPA. NO MORE THAN 6 CREDIT 
HOUR , WI HI bRADI: S OF "C" MAY Bt COUNTED FOR A DEGREE . GRADES 
OF "U" VR LO~tR WILL "OT Bt ACCEPTED IN MEETING THE REQUIRE­
Ml~T S uF A G~ADUATt DEGREe. 
RI;, ~ ul~LU lO URSI;,S-- bRADUATE LEVEL: 26 HOURS) 
HL TH PR GF to: CURR TRNOS , ISS 
HLTH PROF eD : VAL CLARF TECh II 
HLTh PROFSNS tD:CONTINUING ED 
HE ALTH EDUC PRO~RAM PLANNING 
hlT H 5 ED: ASSESSMT CLIN INSTR 
HtALTH PROF.EDUe: PRACTICUM 
SHP63 20 
SHP8700 
SHP8020+ 
SHP8025 
SHP5350 
SHP7110 
F 
W 
$$ 
W 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS . 
RLQUIRtD AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL : 10 HOURS) 
~lLtCT AT LeAST 7 HOURS 
SPttiAL PROJECTS IN 
ReSEARCH flETHODOLOGY 
STAT I ST ICS 
FROM AMONG : 
IN HLD 
SHP7600 
HLD5~00 
HLD5411 
W 
W 
W S 
~ 
3-4 
3-4 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS . 
,tL c tT AT Lt.AS T 3 HOURS FROM AM ONG: 
ltARNIN G PROCESSES: ADUL TS 
LtARNING PRoceSSES : ADV TOPICS 
CAS6540 
CAS9050 
00 
W 
1- 3 
3 
HRS . 
HRS . . 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Master of Health Science in Allied Health with a 
major in Allied Health Science Education is 36 hours 
PR OGRAM : Alll tD HE ALlH 
MAJOR ; ALLltD HtAL Th SCltNCE EDUCAT ION 
OPTION: StHOOL HEALTH EOUCATION 
L~VEL: MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE 
AOMI~S I ON INFORMATIO N: 
A sT UDENT MUS!: I) HAV E ACQU IR 0 A BACCAL AUREATE DEGREE FROM 
A U CI Or'AL LY ACCREOllED CCiLlEGE OR UNIVERSIn'; 2) BE IN GOOD 
STANDING Al Ttt~ LAST SCHOOL ArnNDED ; 3) MEET ILLI NO IS STA TE 
TEA HER CERT IFI CATION REQUIREMENTS. STUOENTS NOT MEET ING ADMIS­
S ION CR I TERI A MA Y PE TI TION fOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE OFf i CE Df 
ADM ISSIONS . 
utbRtE RtQUIR EMENTS: 
A STUDtNT MUST : I ) ACQUIRE A MI NIMUM Of 36 GRADUATE rREOIT 
HOURS; 2) AC QUIRE THE COMP LTENCI ES SPECIFI ED fOR THIS DE REE; 
3) CuMPLETE A TERMINAL INTEGRA TING ExpERIENCE THAT FOC USE S ON 
HtALTH PRCFtSSIONS EDUCATI ON ISS UES ; 4 ) EARN A MINIMUM OF 2~ 
bRADUAT" CR EDIT H0U RS AT GSU ; 6) HAVE THE eQUIVAL~NT OF AT 
LtAST 30 H0URS OF SCI ENe O~ HEALTH COURSES. A STUDENT MAY 
, UBSTITUH. AtHltV EMEI< T OF COflPlT ENCIES 8 Y "'l nRNAn METHODS 
UPON APPROVAL OF ADVI SOR AND UPON lI-tlUSION IN THE ST UDEN I'S 
APPR0VEu STUDY PLA~ . bRADUA Tt SlUDENr5 ARE EXPECTE D TO MA IN ­
TAIN AT LEAST A 3 . 0 CUMULAT IVl ~PA . NO MOR t THAN b CREDIT 
HOURS WITH GRAD ES OF "C" MA y 8~ CUUN TCO ~OR A DEGREE . GRA DES 
OF "U" OR LOWER WILL ~OT BL ACCF pltP IN M~ETING THE REQUIRE­
MENTS OF A GRADUATt DtGREE. 
RL QUIRtD COURStS--GRADUATE LEVEL: II HOURS) 
CURRICULUM OtVELOPM ENT 
HtALTH EoUC PROGRAh PLANNIN G 
HLTH PROF ED ; VAL CLARF TECH I I 
CAS5740 
SHP8025 
SHP8700 
F 
F 
F 
00 00 HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
Rt QUIRtD AReAS- - GRADUATE LEVEL : 25 HO UR S) 
StL ECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AM ONG: 
HLTH S ; REC Dt VEL ALD "LTH PRAC 
HLTH PROF to: CURR TRNDS & ISS 
SCHOOL HEALTH PRUGRAMS 
SHP5 280 
SH P6320 
SHP8023 00 
W 
00 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
SELEC T AT LtAST 2 HOURS FROM AMU~G: 
HE ALTH CARE SOCIOLOGY 
HLTH S ED: SPEC I SS COMM HLTH 
SHP 6290\ 
SHP6 357 
F W HRS. 
FIRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 10 HGURS FROM AMONG: 
HUMAN btNETICS--ELtMcNTARY 
PHYSIC~: INTERMEDIAT E 
PHYSIOLOGIC SYST EMS I 
MEDICAL P"'SICS 
ALCOHCLISM : THEORleS & INTRVNTN 
SUBSTANCt ABU~E: CURR CONCEPTS 
NUTR IT ION 
EPDMLGY;PRIN & A"AL OF DATA II 
LANGUAGE DIS ORDERS OF CHILDREN 
CAS5811 
CAS 6481 
CA 56 940 
CASI OH 
SHP 5490 
SH P63H 
SHP6890 
SHP8860 % 
SHP9120 
F 
$$ 
W 
WE 
W 
W 
W 
W 
$ $ $ $ 
S 
2, 
3 
~ 
3 
~ 
2 
3 
2 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HAS. 
HRS. 
HAS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HAS. 
HAS . 
,tLtCT AT LEA,T 3 hGUR, FROM AMONG: 
~TATISTICAL MtTHOOS 
S0CIAL RESEARCH AND EVALUATION 
EP DMLGY : PRIN & ANAL CF DATA II 
CAS5530 F 
CAS75 62 F 
SHP8860~ $$ 
W 
$$ S5 
11115 . 
HRS . 
HRS. 
StLECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMON G: 
LRNG PROC:CHILDREN ~ ADOLESCTS 
LtA~NING PROCESSES; ADV TOPICS 
CAS6550 
CAS9050 W 
2, I 
I 
I1RS . 
HRS. 
StLECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
ASStSSING EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES 
MEANINGFUL EVAL BEYOND TESTING 
CAS5 3J0 
CAS9067 
HAS . 
HRS. 
SELtCT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FR OM AMONG: 
"EALTH CARE SOCIOLOGY 
HtALTH CARE ECONOMICS II 
tPDML~Y;PRIN , ANAL OF DATA II 
SIIP6 29 0\ 
SHP 8630 
SHP 8 860\ $$ 
W 
w 
$$ 
S 
S 
$ 5 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
Minimum total number of credit hours required (or a 
Master of Health Science in Allied Health with a 
major in Allied Health Science Education is 36 hours 
NGTtI.') : 
% 	 CRtOIT HOURS EARNtD FuR COURSE S LIS TED AS SELEtTIVES MORE 
THAN ONCe IN A CURRICULUM MAY NOT BE USED TO SATISFY THE 
REQUIREMENTS OF MORt THAN ONE COMPETtNCY. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVE N YEA RS W; WINrER 
WO wiNTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING- SUMHER EVEN YEARS 
$$ 	 = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MU LTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
~o WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
'U SPRING-,UMMLR OOU YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
5S = NUT SCHtCULED 00 = ON DEMAHe + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
School of Health Professions', 
Alcoholism Sciences Major This major is designed to pro­
vide educational learning experiences for two specific 
groups of students: those working in the field of alcoholism 
who desi re to upgrade their ski lls and knowledge, and those 
seeking to enter this newly developing professional career 
area. The curriculum itself consists of a number of 
alcohol ism specifi c courses and is based on a philosophy 
that emphasizes personal growth along with professional 
development and preparation. The Alcoholism Sciences 
major is structured around a core set of courses which are 
designed to prepare individuals theoretically as well as prac­
tically. 
A unique feature of the Alcoholism Sciences major is its 
strong link with leaders in the field of alcoholism who serve 
on an advisory council. This working relationship forms a 
basis for the Areawide Alcoholism Training Network (a pro­
ject of the Alcoholism Sciences faculty) which provides 
educational services to various constituency groups in the 
community. 
Although the major is designed to prepare career profes­
sionals in the field of alcoholism, many of the individual 
cou rses are of general interest to all University students. 
PAOGR AM: ALLieD HEALTH 
MA~O : ALCOHOLISM SCIENCES 
OPlIOh: COU NSELING 
LEVEL : BACHELOR OF HEALTH SCIENCE 
ADHISSI ON I ~FORHATION : 

A STUDENT MUST : I) HAVE ACQUIRE D AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR 60 

H ME STER HOURS WITH AN OVERALL "C" OR BETTER GPA FROM A REGION­
ALLY ACCR~DITE D COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; AND 2) BE IN GOOD 

ST AND ING AT THE LAST SCHOOL AT TENDED. STUDENTS NOT MEETING AD­

MISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE OffiCE 

OF ADMISSIONS . 

DEGReE REQUIREMENTS: 

A STUDt~T MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CREDIT HOURS OF 

WHICH AT LEAST 60 HUURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION LEVEL; 

2) ACQUIRE THE COMPETE NCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 3) 

COMPLETE A SUPERVISED PRACTICUM EXPERIENCE AT AN APPROVED FIELD 

SITE; .) EARN A MIN IMUM OF 2. CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. A STUDENT 

MAY SU6~TITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS 

UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S 

APPROVED STUDY PLAN . 

REQUI ReD COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: ( .0 HOURS) 
ALCO HOL AND SUBCULTURES SHP5015 F W 3 HRS. 
AL COHOLISH:THEORIES & INTRVNTN SHPS.90 W 2 HRS. 
SU BSTA NCE ABUSE : CURR CONCEPTS SHP63S5 W S 3 HRS. 
AL COHOL ISM: COMMUNICA TN SKILLS SHP3135 W HRS ••ALCOHOLISM COUNSELOR'S ROLE SHP.670 3 HRS. 
ALC OHOL: RECOVERY & SEXUALITY SHP5205 3 HRS. 
ALC OHOLISM: SELF-HELP GROUPS SHP53.0 F 2 HRS. 
PS YChOPHARMACOLOGY SHP7175 3 HRS. 
ALCOHOLISM : COMM'TY ED & PRVTN SHP10.2 W 1 HRS. 
ALCHLSM CNSLG FIELD PRACT I SHP.201 F W S HRS .1 " ALCHLSM CNSLG FIELD PRACT II SHP.202 F W S " HRS. ALC HLSM CNSLG FIELD PRACT III SHP.201 F W S 3 HRS. 
ALCH LSM CNSLG FIELD PRACT IV SHP.20. F W S HRS . 
.
• 
REQU IRED AR~AS--UPPER DIVISION : 12 HOURS) 
SfLH T AT tAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
PHYSI OLOGIC SYSTtMS I CAS69.0 F W HRS. 
ALCOhOL ISM:BIOLOG.BASES BEHAV . SHP5.05 W HRS. 
SELE CT AT LEAST 1 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
SOCIOLOGY OF THE FAMILY CAS7599 00 00 OD 3 HRS. 
FAMI LY CO UN SELING HLD5230 OD 00 DO 3-. HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG : 
HEALTH CARE ORGANIZATION SHP.090 F W S HRS. 
HLTH S:R EC DE VEL ALD HLTH PRAC SHP5280 S HRS. 
HEA LTH CA RE SOCIOLOGY SHP6290 F II S HRS. 
COMM uNITY COUNS ELI NG HLD6150 F W HRS. 
HUMAN SERVICE SYS TEMS HLD6 •• 0 F 00 S HRS. 
COMMUNI TY ORGANI ZATION HLD6750 F HRS. 
$~L~CT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
ALC OHOLISM: THERAP APP & TECH SHP30as W HRS. 
CNSLNG & PSYCHOTHRPY: INTROD. HLD6580 F W S HRS. 
ELECTlv~ COUR SES--UPPER DIVISIO~ : 8 HOURS ) 
ELE CT 8 hOURS FROM COUR , l S 
OF Ft RED THRO UGHOUT THE UJIVE R­
SITl TO FU Lf iLL, AS ~~~ESS ARY, 
TH~ LI&tRAL EDUCAllON REQUIRt­
M~NTS. 
TRA~ SF tR C ED IT--LOWE~ DIVI SION : (G O hUVRS ) 
Minimum total " umber of credit hours required (or a 
Bachelor of Heallh Science in Allied Heallh with a 
major in Alcoholism Sciences is 120 hour& 
1<0Ttl,) : 
• 	 DtPENUIN' UPON PREVI OUS EXPtR lt ~C E , STUOL, IS MAY SU ~lI T ul. 
uP TO 7 CR~DIT HCUR~ OF f .e CTIV E COUR5EWORK FOR SHP420 t AND 
SHP' Z02 AFTER CONS~L T ATI ON WI TH ADViSOR AND AP~ROVAL OF 
DIVISION CHAI RPERS ON. 
F = FALL FO = FALL 000 YEARS F = FALL EV.N YEARS ~ 0 WINTl R 
WO WI NTER OD D YEARS WE = WIN TER EVE N YEARS 5 c SPRI~b-SUMHt~ 
SU SPRING-S UHt1 ER ODD YEARS SE = SPRI NG - SUMMER lvE vtARS 
55 = NOT SCHEDULED OD = ON DeMAN D + = MJ LTI -LOHPtlENt, LOUkS. 
Communication Disorders Major The field of communica­
tion disorders provides rehabilitative services for persons of 
all ages with speech, language and hearing disorders. 
Speech pathologists work in a variety of setting , including 
hospitals, schools, institutions for the disturbed or reta rded, 
public and private facilities for the handicapped, etc . Cl ients 
served in these facilities may present disorders of articula­
tion, voice, language, or stuttering. Speech pathologists pro­
vide diagnostic, therapeutic and consul tative services, func­
tioning individually or as members of medical-educational­
rehabilitative teams . 
Training in Communication Disorders includes many 
aspects of both normal and abnormal human development. 
Knowledge of normal communicative processe is 
necessary to an understanding of communicative problems; 
competencies in speech and language development, 
speech physiology, etc. provide this basic background . The 
behavioral characteristics and clinical management of 
speech, language, and hearing disorders are covered in 
courses dealing with specific problems, e.g., stuttering, 
voice disorders, aphasia, etc. Supplementary skills and in­
formation are obtained from a variety of related areas, such 
as behavior modification, special education, counseling, ex­
perimental psychology, medicine, clinical psychology, 
statistics and research design, sociology, and allied health 
professions. 
Graduates of the MHS Program are eligible through entitle­
ment for the Illinois State Board of Education cert ificate In 
Speech and Langauge Impaired. Graduates are also eligible 
for certification by the American Speech-language-Hearing 
Association . 
PROGRAM: ALLltD H~ALTH 

MA~OR: COMMU~ICATION DISORDERS 

LEVEL: BACH~LOR OF HEALTH SCIENCE 

ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A STUDENT MUST : I) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGR~( OR 60 
SEMESTER HOURS WITH AN OVERALL "C" OR BETTER GPA ~ROM A REGION­
ALLY ACCREDITED COLLEG~ OR UNIVERSITY ; AND 2) E IN GOOO 
STANDING AT THE LAST SC HOOL ATTE~DE D. ST UDENTS NO T MEE TING AD­
MISSION CRITERIA MAY PE TI TION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE OFFICE 
OF ADMISSIONS. 
DtGR~~ ReQUIREMENTS: 
a-A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM Of 120 CREDIT HOURS OF 
WHICH A MINIMUM OF 60 HOURS MUST BE AT THE UP~ER DI VISION LEVEL 
t.a HOURS RE QU IR ED + 12 HOURS ELE'TEP); 2) ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES SP EC IFI ED FOR THIS DEGREE; J) eARN A MINIMUM ~F 
2. CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; .) COMPLETE '2 CREDIT HOURS OF L OWE~ 
OR UPPER DIVI SION COURSEWO RK TO SATI SFY THE FO~OWI~G L IB ER AL 
ARTS AND SCI Er.CE REQUI REMENT S : LA~GUAGi: ARtS (8 5H ) , !oOtIA!. 
SCl tNCES (INCLUDING A COURSE IN AME~ICA HI5 TORY OR GOV ~ R r.MlNT) 
(6 SH), H~ALTH AND PKYSIC AL EDUCA TION (3 SH) , SCIENCE/ 
216 School of Health Professions 
MAT~MATICS ( 6 5H) , HUMANITIES (6 SH), PLUS ELECTIVES (13 SH) 
IN THtSE AREAS} S) COMPLHE. 10 CREDIT HOU RS OF LOwER OR UPPER 
DIV IS lC". C{)UR)~\IIQRIC II. THE FOLLO~Ir.G AREA S; HISTORY AND PHIL O­
S~PHT OF ~UUCATION (2 HRS), STRUC TURE AND FUNCTION OF SCHOOLS 
\6 HR S), AND EOUCATIONAL PSYCHO LO GY ( 2 HRS ; AN D 6) PA SS GSU 
t:XA"I~ATlON ON 1.1 . 5. AND ILLINOIS CONS TI TUT IONS, OR OTHER 
I.'.H.E. APPRQVED EXAM INATIONS ON THES~ TOPICS. A STUOENT MAY 
)UD~Tllul~ ACHI( vEMENT OF COMPEJENCI., 8T ALTtRNATE ME THOOS 
UPON APPROVAL Of ADVI SOR AND UPO INC U510N IN THE STUDENT 'S 
A~P~OV~ D STuDY PLAN. 
Kt:~UlkED COU RScS--UPPeR DIVISIOr.; 39 HOURS) 
PHD ~ l l tS 
SPEtCH & LANG . De VELOPMeNT 
m.AR I I'. G SC I ENC E 
ANALYS IS OF VERBAL BEHAVIOR 
SP~.LH PHT SIULOGY 
SUC ICL I"CU 1ST ICS 
I r.TRUD Te CO~HUN DISORD~RS 
ARIILU LATIUI'. DISORDERS 
DI A MTHO S IN CGMMU~ OISORDtRS 
I N1 R~O TO CLINICAL AUDIOLOGY 
l ~l~OD TO R ~HA"ILITATIVt AUDIG 
5uk t XC P I NL CHILDR LN & PRGRAMS 
h~AL T h CAR L OR GANI ZAl lGN 
St1P 4 5 20 
SHP~n O 
SHP '+ 210 
SHP30'+8 
SHP473S 
SHP '+7 2S+ 
SHP4 23 S+ 
SHP3I BS 
SHP3620+ 
SHP4230+ 
SHP4240 
HLD6820 
SHP4 090+ 
F 
\; 
W 
s 
S 
S 
S 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HR S . 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
Ll, UIRtD ARlA S--UPP ER DIVI510~: HOURS) 
StL tCr AT LEAST 2 hUUR S FR OM AMONL; 
5 T A I 1S TI CA L ~,e TH0l;S 
R~S~R CH METHODOL OoY IN HLD 
!i TATIS lI CS 
CA S5530 
HL DS400 t 
HLDS411~ 
w 
\; 
W 
S 
S 
S 
3,'+ 
3-4 
3-4 
HRS. 
HRS . 
HRS. 
~tLEC T AT LEA ST 3 H0URS 
ABNOR MAL PSYCHOL OGY 
PtR ; ONALITY THEORY 
FROM AMONG: 
HLGS030 
HLDS330 
W 
W 
3-4 
3 
HRS. 
HRS . 
~tLtL T AT Lt AST 3 HUURS FROM AMONG; 
CHILD wEV ELGPH ENT 
PSTt HOS CCIAL ASPE CTS OF AGINL 
Lift CYCLE D~VELO PhENT 
HL D5120 
HLDS370 
HLD5471 
W 
W 
3-'+ 
3-'+ 
3 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SLLtCT AT LE AST I HOU RS ~ROM AMONG; 
R~SLARCH Mt THODOL OG Y I~ HLD 
)TAI I ST I CS 
HLDS400t 
HLDS411\ 
.. 
W 
3-4 
3-4 
HRS . 
HRS. 
tLtCTIVE COURS~S--UPPER DIVISION ; 12 HOURS) 
tLt CT I " t1C, UR5 FROM AI10NG 
COURStS OFftRED THROUGH THIS 
MA~OR OR FROM AMO NG LI8 ERAL 
tD~t A TIO~ COURSES OFF ERtD 
THR UUG HC UT TH E UNIVERSITY. ~ 
TRANSF~R CRtDIT--L O"tR DIVISION; ( 60 HOURS ) 
Minimum total number of cledit hours required for a 
Bachelol of Health Science in Allied Health with a 
major in Communication Disordels is 120 houls 
NOILl S); 
STUOENTS WHO HAVE MEl COMPETENCY AND COURSE REQUIRE:~~S 
TH ROUC H TRANSFER OF CREDIT MUST TAKE A COMPARABL E NUMBE R OF 
CR ED l f HOURS OF ELECTIVES AT THE UPPER DIVISION LEVEL SO 
THAT THEY MEET THE REQUIREMENT OF 60 CREDIT HOURS OF UPPER 
DIVISION COURSEWORK. 
CREDIT HOURS EARNED FOR COURSES LISTED AS SELECTIVES MORE 
ThAN ONCE IN A CURRICULUM MAY NOT BE USED TO SATISFY THE 
RtQUIREMENTS OF MORt THAN ONE COMPETENCY. 
-- lHIS CURRICULUM IS PREPROFESSIONAL; PREPARATION FOR THE 
COMMUNICATIOh DISORDERS CERTIFICATE IS AT THE GRADUATE 
LEV~L. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO "INTeR vDD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRI~G-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
$$ = NOT ~CHEDULEO 0 0 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
PR OGRAM: ALLIED HEALTH 
MAJOR ; COMMU~ICATION DISORDERS 
LEVEL; MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE 
AUMIS,ION INFORMATION; 
A STUDENT MUST ; I) HAVE A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROM A 
REGIO~AL L Y ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; 2) BE IN GOOD 
STANOING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED; 3) HAVE A GPA OF 2.75 OR 
BETTER ON A 4.0 SC ALE FOR ALL UNDERGRADUATE wORK ATTEMPTED 
PRIOR TO THE AWARD OF A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE; 4) SUBMIT THREE 
LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION FROM FACULTY IN THE STUDENT'S MAJOR 
INUICATING THAT THEY WOULD ACCEPT THE APPLICANT I NTO THEIR OWN 
PROGRAM, HENCE, POTENTIAL ABILITY AS A GRADUATE STUDENT IN THE 
PROGRAM AND TO CARRY OUT WORK IN THE FIELD. AL L STUDENTS WILL 
&~ ADMITTED CONDITIONALLY PENDING VERIFICATION OF ADEQUATE 
SPE ~CH AND HEARING TO FUNCTION AS A SPEECH PAT HOLOGI ST . 
STUDEN TS NOT MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITI ON FOR AD MIS­
SION THROUGH THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DtGRLl RtQUIRlMENT~: 
A STUOENT MUST; I) HAVE MET ALL UNDERGRADUATE COMMUNI CATION 
DISORDtRS CURRIC ULUM REQUIREMENTS; 2) ACQU IRE A MINIMUM OF 4B 
GRAD UA 1 ~ CRtDIT HO URS; "ACQUI RE THe COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED 
F~ R TH IS D~GREt ; ~) PASS A WRITToN COM P R E~~NS IV E EXAMINATION 
OvER ALL UNvERGRAOUAT~ AND GRADUATE COMPETENCI ES; 5) COMPLETE 
A TtRMINAL INTEGRA TI NG EXPER IENCE WH ICH INCLUDES AT LEAST 325 
SPECIFIED HOUR~ OF CLINICAL PRACTICUM IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY AND 
AU~IQLDCY; 6) LAR~ AT LEAST 2~ GRADuATE tREDIT HOURS AT GSU . 
~t~EKALLY , ALL Of THE UNOE~GWADUATE COURS ES sHOuLD BE COMPLETeD 
BtfOR~ ENROLL1N~ IN CRADUATE COURSES; IHE UND ERGRADUATE 
PReRE~yISII~S LISllD AR t PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT, HOW EVE R. A 
~TUDENT MAY SUB~TITUTt ACHIEVEMENT Of t OMPtTtNCltS BY ALTERNATE 
METHODS UPON APPROVAL ~F ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUS ION IN THE 
~lUOENT ' 5 APPR~VED STUDY PLAN. 4 
R l~U I RcD CO URSES--GRADUAT~ LEVEL; 48 HOURS} 
VOICE DI SORD Ec~S SI1P'l9 7 0 J HRS. 
LANGUAGe DISORDE RS Of CHILDRtN SHP9 120 5 5 HRS. 
STUTTERING SEMINAR SHP9720 S 3 "R S. 
Al'ltASIA SEM INAR SHP80H F 3 HRS. 
BHVR PRIN COMHUN. DISOROERS SHP8 160 W I HRS. 
<' ~M r- ! I SOROlRS CRANOFACL ANOML 5HP8281 J HRS. 
MOTOR SPEtCH OISORO~RS St1P8UU F ! HR S . 
PRACT SPCH PAI H: PUBLIC StHODL SHP9210 f \II S S HRS. 
~RAlT IN SPCH PATH : MH CENTER SMP91S1 f \01 S J HRS. 
PRA CT I~ SPCf1 PATH; HOS P 11 AL SNP92S0 f w ,J 
HR S . 
SPCh & LANG OF HEARI N~ IMPAIRD SHP956D W MRS. 
CLI~I CAL AUDIOLOGY SHP B11 0 F 1 tfR'i. 
ADVAr,C ~1) R~HAB. AUDIULOGY SHP80 0U W 3 HRS . 
PRAC T IN AUulOL OGY ASSESSME~T SHP9241 f w I HR S. 
PRACT IN AUDIOLOGY RlHAB SHP~2 "2 F W 2 HRS. 
HIS T , PHIL & PRFS NL ASPeCTS CD SHP9DI I F ! HRS . 
SPtCIAL PR OJECT~ I~ SH P760U f W I HRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours requ ired for a 
Master of Health Science in Allied Health With a 
major in Communication Disorders is 48 hours 
N01~, S ); 
THIS PROFESSIONAL CURRICULUM ENABLES GRADUATES TO APPLY FOR 
STATE AND NATIONAL CERTIFICATION. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FA LL EvEN Y~ARS W = WINT ER 
WO wl~TlR ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVeN YEARS S = SPRING-SU MM ER 
SO SPRI~G-SUMNER ODD YEA RS Sf = SPRING- SUMMER EVEN YEA RS 
$$ = NOT SCH~DULED 00 = O~ DEMAND + = HULTI-COMPE1ENCY COURSE 
. Medical Technology Major This major is a two-year profes­
sional curricu lum which prepares students for careers in a 
variety of clinical laboratory settings. The cu rriculum in­
cludes clinical practice that is integrated with didactic con­
tent. The major seeks to provide instruction and evaluation 
based upon: identified competencies, current needs w ithin 
the profeSSion, and responsiveness to individual needs. The 
clinical laboratory experience will give the student the op­
portunity to perform simple and complex laboratory 
analyses, to gain knowledge of principles of cl inical 
medicine, and to recognize the importance of quality 
assurance. Didactic material integrated with the laboratory 
work will help the students develop skill in data correlation, 
decision making, and problem solving. While developing 
technical competency, students are provided learning op­
portunities that introduce them to the expanding role of the 
medical technologist, such as in the areas of teaching, 
research, administration, and interdisciplinary education. 
The Medical Technology major is fully accredited by the 
American Medical Association Committee on Allied Health 
Education and Accreditation. Graduates are eligible for na­
tional and state certifying examinations. Most medical 
technologists are employed in clinical laboratories of 
hospitals and medical centers. Job opportunities are 
available in other areas such as in med ical sales, industry, 
research, and education. 
PRO~RAM: ALLIED HEALTH 
MAyOR: MEOltAL TECHNOLOGY 
LEVEL: BACHELOR Of HEALTH SCIENtE 
ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A STuOlNi MUST: I ) HAVE AC~O I R E O AN ASSOCIATES DECREE OR 60 
SEMEST~R HOURS WITH AN OVERALL " CO OR OETrER CPA fROM A REGION­
ALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; AND 1) BE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTE DEDI 3) HAVE EARNED CREDI T 
IdTHIN THt PAST 7 YEARS , WI TH A C~A OE OF "e" OR ETTER , IN THE 
FOLLOWING PRERrQU I S I IE COURSES: INORGANIC CHEMIS TRY (8 SH) , OR­
CANIC tHtMISTRY ( 4 5h) , BIOLOG Y OR ZOOLOGY ( 8 SH ) , COLL EGE 
ALGEIlRA d H) , AND MICKOB IOLOCY (4 SH), (rOT : IN AOD IT ION, 
APPLICANTS ~HaULD ~1 AVE E ARN~D CREDIT IN THE FOLLOW ING AREAS: 
HUMANITIES (6 SH) , SOCIAL SCIENCES ( 6 SH), AND ENGL ISH COMPOSI­
TION OR RHETOR IC (6 SH); MOREOVER , IT IS RECOMM ENDED THAT 
APPLICA~T 5 TA KE A~AlYTICAL CHEMI STRY OR AN ADDITIONAL COURSE IN 
ORGANIC CHtM I 5TRY (3 SH), AND SOME PHYSICS.); 4) SUBMIT 2 
STANDARD RoF RENCE FORMS FROM PREVIOUS SCIENCE INSTRUCTORS; ~) 
CQMPLET< AN INTERVIEW TO ASSESS: COMMITMENT TO CAREER GOALS IN 
M~DI CA L TECHNOLOGY, ACCURACY OF ACADEMIC RECORD, AND SELF­
ASSESSMEN T OF POTeNTIAL FGR SUCCESS IN THE FIELD; AND 6) HAVE 
PROH.SS IONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE PRIOR TO ADMISSION TO CLINICAL 
f ACILIT I ES . TWELVE STUCENTS ARE ADMITTED ANNUALLY FOR THE FALL 
TR I ME~ TeR. STUDENTS WHO MEET ALL REQUIR EMENTS WILL BE ADMITTED 
ON A F IRST COME, FIRST SERVED BASIS UNTIL ENROLLMENT IS 
FILLED . STU OE NTS WITH FOREIGN TRANSCRIPTS MUST HAVE THEM EVAL­
UAT~D THRO UGH THE NATIONAl ACCREDITING AGENCY FOR CLINICAL 
LAbORA TORY SCIeNCES (NAACLS). STUDENTS NOT MEETING ADMISSION 
CRITlRIA MAY PeTITI ON FOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE OFFICE OF 
AllMIS SIONS. 
UEGR oe REQUIReME~TS: 
A STUDo~T MUST : I) AC QUIRE A MINIMUM OF 124 CREDIT HOURS OF 
wH ICH AT LEAST 64 HOURS MUST Be AT THE UPPER DIVISION LEVEL; 2) 
AC~U IRe THE COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 3) EARN AT 
LEAST 24 CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; 4) COMPLETE ONE SEMESTER OF ANA­
LYTICAL CHEMISTRY. OR A SECOND SEMESTER OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY, 
OR A 3 CREDIT-HOUR UPPER DIVISIO~ CHEMISTRY ELECTIVE. A STUDENT 
MAY SUBSTITUT ~ ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE 
MET HODS UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STU­
DE NT'S APPROVED STUDY PLA~. 
Rl~UIREO COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 53 HOURS) 
BIOCHeMISTRY: LECTURe CAS~403 3 HRS. 
PHYSIOLOGIC SYSTEMS I CAS6940 W 3 HRS . 
PHYSIOLOGIC SYSTEMS II CAS6950 W 3 HRS. 
IMMUNO LOG Y SHP4205 W 2 HRS. 
CL IN LAB SC:MEu TECH PRACT SHP3"0 3 HRS . 
CL IN LAB SCI: HEMATOLOGY I SHP"31 I HRS. 
CLIN LAB SCI : CHEMISTRY I SHP3332 I HRS. 
CLIN 
CLIN 
LAB 
LAB 
SCI : MICROBIOLOGY 
SC : MED TECH PRACT 
I 
II 
SHP"33 
SHP"40 W 
HRS . 
HRS. 
CLIN LAB SCI:RENAL PHYS & URNL SHP3341 W HRS. 
CLiN LAB SCI : CHEMISTRY I I SHPH42 W HRS. 
CLIN LAB SCI : ~ICROBIOLOG Y II SHP,,43 W HRS . 
CLiN LAB SC : MED TECH PRACT III SHP3350 S HRS. 
CL I N LAB SC I : BLOOD BANK I SHP3351 S I HRS. 
ClIN LAB SCI : HEMATOLOGY II SHP3352 S I HRS. 
CLIN LAb SC : MED TECH PRACT IV SHP,,60 3 HRS. 
CLIN 
CLIN 
LAB 
LAB 
SCI:HEMAT'Y/C OAGLTN 
SCI : CHEMISTRY III 
SHP"61 
SHP"62 
W ·1 
I 
HRS . 
HRS. 
(LIN LAB SCI : MICROBIOLOGY III SHP,,63 F HRS. 
CLIN LAB SC:MEC TECH PRACT V SHP3370 W HRS. 
CLIN LAB SCI: MICROBIOLOGY IV SHP3371 W HRS. (LIN LAB SCI: BLOOD BANK II SHP3372 F HRS. 
CLIN LAB SCI: CHEMISTRY IV SHP3373 W HRS. 
CLIN LAB SC:MED TECH PRACT VI SHP3380 HRS . 
MEDICAL PH YSICS CAS7025 W HRS. 
HEALTH PROFSN ED INSTRUCTION 
COMPUTER CONCEPTS & APPLCTN 
SHP3192 
CAS5605 
$$ 
W 
HRS. 
HRS . 
ClIN LAB SC I: INTRO LAB MGMT SHP3385 HRS . 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION: HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
STATISTICS FOR MANAGEMENT I BPA3461 W S 3 HRS. 
STATISTICAL METHODS CAS5530 W S 3,4 HRS . 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
HEALTH CARE ORGANIZATION SHP4090 W HRS. 
HLTH S : REC DEVEL ALD HLTH PRAC SHP5280 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
COMMU~ICATlONS I BPA3801 F W S HRS. 
WRITING PRINCIPLES CAS3720 00 00 00 HRS. 
HEALTH EDUCATION SKILLS SHP3190 HRS . 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION : HOURS) 
tLECT 3 HOURS FROM COURSES IN 
SCIENCE. 
TRANSFER CREDIT--LOWER DIVISION: (60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Bachelor of Health Science in Allied Health with a 
major in Medical Technology is 124 hours 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO = WIN TER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO = SPR ING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
S$ = NO, SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
School of Health Professions 
Health Services 
Administration Program 
Major and Option: 
Health Services Administration (B.H.S. & 
M.H.S.) 
Mental Health Administration (G) 
The purpose of this program is to prepare students to 
become administrators of health service organizations and' 
programs. The students are trained not only to manage and 
develop organizations and programs, but also to improve 
community health status and well-being. The program has 
two emphases: the achievement of the knowledge and skills 
essential for being competent administrators, and th e com­
mitment of establishing attitudes and values toward fulfill . 
ment of health care goals. 
Health Services Administration Major This major is de­
signed to train administrators for unit or department head 
positions in large and complex health care institutions such 
as hospitals, and for executive director positions in small 
and/or less complex health care institutions such as cli nics 
and nursing homes. 
The graduate Health Services Administration major is 
designed to prepare students to assume middle manage­
ment and top executive positions in large health care institu­
tions after the requisite years of experience. The graduates 
from the master's program may find employment with 
hospitals, long-term care institutions, mental health institu­
tions or programs, health maintenance organizations, pre­
paid group practices, and neighborhood health centers, as 
well as a variety of governmental and private health care 
programs, such as HEW offices, PSRO's, Blue Cross/Blue 
Shield, AHA, health insurance agencies, and other health 
care facilities. The graduate major is fully accredited by the 
Accrediting Commission on Education for Health Services 
Administration. 
The person choosing the Mental Health Administration op­
tion will augment the generic health administration degree 
program with specialized courses addressing mental health, 
law, funding and clinical/therapeutic services. The final field 
experience will also be undertaken in a mental health set­
ting. 
218 School of Health Professions 
PRuGRAM: HEALTH SE RVICES AOMI~I ;TRATION 
MAvOR: HEALTH SERVi CES ADMI NI STRATION 
lEVEL: ~ACHElOR OF H£ALTH SCIENCE 
ADMISSI ON INFORMATION: 
A ST UD ENr MuST: I ) HAVE Ah ASsOCIATES DECREE OR 60 SEMESTER 
HOUR . OF CREDIT WI TH liN OVERALL "e" OR BETTER GP,. FROM A RE­
GION"ll Y ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNI VER SITY; AND ? BE IN GOOD 
STA Nu l NG AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDeNTS NOT MEETING AD­
MISSION CRITtRIA MAY PE TIT ION FOR ADM I SSION THRO UGH THE OFFICE 
OF AUMI~SIONS . 
OcGR~E RE QUIReMENTS: 
A STuU E ~ T MUST: I) AC~UIR E A MINIMUM OF 120 CREDIT HOURS Of 
'JiHICH I.T L~A5T 60 CREDIT HOuRS MUS T BE AT THE UPPER DIVISI ON 
l~~EL ,)7 riO RS R E QUI R~D • 2 3 HOu RS ~L EC TeO)J 2) ACQUIRE 
THE COMPETENC IES SPE CIFI ED fOR THIS D E~ R E E; AND 4) EARN A MI NI­
MUM OF 2~ C~ EDI T HOURS AT esu . STUD EN TS IIHO HAVE NOT COMPLE1£D 
A CGU R 5~ I N MEDI CAL SCIE NCE MU ST TAK E SHP&'+9 S . A STUDENT MAY 
SUBSTITUT t ACHloVEMENT OF COMPETENCi e S BY ALT ERNAT E METHOD S 
UPO N AP PRUVAl OF ADVISOR AND UPO~ INCLuSION IN THE ST UOENT' S 
AP PRLVt D ~TuU Y PLA~. 
Rt~UI~ o D CLU RSc$ - -UPPER DIVISION : 29 HOURS) 
nt ALTH CARE ORGANIZATION SHP4090 II HR, . 
H~ALTH CARE tCO~OMICS I SHP6311 F W HRS. 
h e ALTH CARt SOCIOL OGY SHP6290 F II HRS. 
SOC IAL RE,EARCH AND EVAl UATION 
COMP UTER CO~CEPTS & APPLCTN 
CAS7S62 
CASS60S 
F 
w 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HEA LTH CARE: leGAL ASPECTS BPA5121 W HRS. 
PRINCIPL ES ~F MANA GE MENT BPA3401 W S HRS . 
FI ~N~IAL ACCOUNTIN G BPA3101 W S HRS. 
H[AlTH PLANNING I SHP3540 W HRS . 
HSA: FIelD EXPERIEN CE I SHP'+200 HRS. 
R~QU IRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION: HOURS) 
~U.cCT AT lEAST 2 HLURS FRO~, AMONG : 
tTh lC, AND ENVI~ONMENT 
t TH IC,: PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS 
CAS6080 
HlDSI90 
W 2,3 
2 
HRS . 
HRS. 
>tLtC T AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
STATISTICS FOR MANAGE MENT 
STA TISTICAL METHODS 
I BPA}'+61 
CAS5S30 
3 
3,'+ 
HRS. 
HRS . 
S~lECT AT LEA,T 3 h0 uRS FROM AMONG: 
p~ SUNNtl MANAGEMtNT BPA3420 w SO HRS . 
P OLIC PERSONNel ADMINISTRAT'N BPA'+9JO . 5 HRS . 
H~A:PER SONNtL ADMN/LABOR RELAT SHP6'+20 \I S HRS. 
elEC TIVE COURStS--UPPER DIVISION: 2J HOURS) 
ELt CT AT LEAST 73 CReDIT 
'I Ci uR S Fk O ~, AMONG : 
;\11'6 28'+, SHPG}70, SHP3541, 
SHF J 54 2, SHPIOOO, SHP7G05, 
SHP 7UIO, ANU / OR OTHER COURSES 
Ih THt U~IVERSITY THAT ARE 
APPR OPRIATE TO THE STUDENT'S 
PER SOhAL AND/OR PROFESSIONAL 
GO ALS AND THE liBERAL EDUCA­
TION RE~uIREMENTS . ELECTIVES 
MUST BE APPR OVED BY ADVISOR. 
TkANSFE R CREDIT--LO\lER DIVISION: ( 60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Health Science in Health Services Administration with a 

major in Health Services Administration is 120 hours 

F = FA LL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FAll EVEN YEARS W = \lINTER 
wO wiN TER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
5$ = NOT SCHEDULED OD = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM: HEALTH SERVI CES ADMINISTRATION 
MA~O~ : HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION 
LEV EL: MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE 
AOMI SS ION INFORMATION: 
A Sr UDENT MUST : I) HAVE A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROM A 
REG IONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; 2) BE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED; J) HAVE A GPA OF 2 . 5 ON 
A 4 . 0 SCALE FOR THE lAST 60 HOURS OF UNDERGRADUATE COURSEWORK; 
AN D 4) MEET EVALUATION STANDARDS THAT CONSIDER TYPE AND AMOUNT 
OF WORK EXPERIENCE, SKILLS POSSESSED, POTENTIAL IN FIELD AS AD­
DRESSE D BY STANDARD REFERENCE FORMS AND COURSEWORK TAKEN AND 
DEGREE RECEIVED. CREDENTIALS REQUIRED INCLUDE 3 STANDARD REF­
ERENC E FORMS AND A COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE. STUDENTS NOT 
MEE TING ADMI SSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS . 
DEGReE RfQU I ~EMEN15 : 
A STUDtNT MUST: l) ACq UIR E A MINI~UM OF 48 CRAOU~TE CREDIT 
HOuRS (~O HOURS REQUIRED r 8 HOUR S ELEC TED) ; 2) AC QUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES SP~CIFIEO FOR THIS DEGREE; 3) EARN A MINIMUM OF 
2~ GRAOUATE CREDIT HO URS AT GSUj ~) PA SS A COMPREHEN SIVE EXAM­
INATION OvER GRADUATE COMPETENCI ES. ST UD EN TS WH O HAVE NOT 
CO~PLETED A COURSE IN ECONOMICS MUST TAKE SHP6S 15 OR BPAS201. 
STUDENTS WHO HAve NOT COMPLETED A CO UR SE IN COMPUTE R SCIENCES 
AND MEO I CAL SCIENC~ MUST TAKE CASS605 AND SHP6495. ST UDENTS 
WHO "AVE ~OT COHPLeTED A COURSE IN STAT IS TICAL METHOD S MUST 
TAKE ePA~4 1 0 OR CAS555D OR EQUiVALENT. A STUOENT MA Y SUBSTI TU TE 
ACH I EVEMENT OF COMP.TENCIES BY ALTERNATE MET HODS UPO N APPROVAL 
OF ADVISOR AND UPON I NCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S AP PROVED STUD 
PLAN . THE STUDY PLAN AND DEGREE CANDIDACY APPLICAllON MU ST BE 
FIL eO UPON THE SUCCESSF UL COM PL EjlON OF 8 TO I~ CR~D I T HOU RS 
FROM THE FOll OW I C REQUIRED CO URses : SHP6290. CAS 88 30 , 
SHP86 3 0, SHP8930 AN D BPA 5I QI . I N ORDER TO GRADOATE A STU DENT 
MU~r EARN A MI NIMUM GRADE. OF " B" fOR £.ACH OF THE REQU IREO 
PROGRAM CO UR SES AND MAIN TAIN AN OVERALL CPA OF 3.0 . 
REQ UIRED CUURSES--GRADUATE lEVEL: 37 HOURS) 
HEA LTH CARE SOC I DlDG Y SHP6 2 90 F \01 J HRS . 
QUA NT ME THODS FO DECISIONS CASB8 }O F II 1 HRS. 
HC PRO~RAM EVAL UA TI ON SHP89 '+1 F W l HRS . 
HEALTH CARE : l EG AL ASPECT S BPA5 127 F w 3 !-f RS. 
HC ORG & AU MN : PROa S- I SS U-POlS SHP8~ 3 0 F \I 3 HRS . 
HEAL TH PLANN ING II SHP836Q W 3 HRS. 
HEALTH CARE ECONOMICS II SH~8630 W 1 HRS . 
FUUNDAT IONS OF MANAGEMENT BPAS'+OI W 1 HRS. 
HSPTL & HlTH SERV ORG. ADM I N. SHPSOIO W J I1RS. 
HSA: PERSONNEl ADMN / lABOR RElAT SH P6,+ 20 W S 3 HRS. 
HSA: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SH PB HQ S 3 t1RS. 
HSA: FIELD EXPER I ENCES II SHP 899 0 II S ~ HilS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE lEVEL: HOURS ) 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG : 
FOUNDATIONS OF ACCOUNTING BPA5101 W HRS. 
ACCTG FOR HLTH SERVICE ORGNZTN BPA8110 HRS . 
ELECTIVt COU~SES--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 
ELECT S HOURS FROM SHP62B'+, 

SHP63 10, SHP7000, SHP700S, 

SHPIO la, SHP80 IS, SHP8920, 

SHPB961 AND/OR OTHER COURSES 

IN THE UNIVERSITY THAT ARE 

APPROPRIATE TO THE STUDENT'S 

PERSONAL AND/OR PROFESSIONAL 

GOALS AN u APPROVED BY AN 

ACADEMIC ADVISOR . 

Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Health Science in Health Services Administration with a 

major in Health Services Administration is 48 hours 

F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FAL L EVEN YEA RS W = ~INT£R 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EV EN YEARS S: S PRING-SUMME~ 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPR I NG- SUMMER EVEN YE ARS 
$$ = NOT SCHEDULED OD = ON DEMAND + = MUL TI- COMPE TENC Y COURSE 
PRO GRAM: HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION 
MAJOR: HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION 
OPTION: MENTAL HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 
LEVEL: MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE 
ADMISSION INFORMATION : 
A STUDENT MUST: I) HAVE A BACCALA UREA TE 
REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERS I Ty ; 
DEG
2) 
REE 
SE 
FR
IN 
OM A 
GOOO 
STANDING AT THE lAST SCHOOL ATTENDED; 3) HAVE A GPA OF 7.5 ON 
A '+.0 SCALE FOR THE LAST 60 HOURS OF UNDERGRADUATE CO URSEwORK · 
AND '+) MEET EVALUATION STANDARDS THAT CONSIDER TYPE AND AMOUNT 
OF WORK EXPERIENCE, SKillS POSSESSED, POTE NTIAL IN FIELD AS AD­
DRESSED BY STANDARD REFERENCE FORMS AND COURSEWORK TAKEN AND 
DEGREE RECEIVED. CREDENTIALS REQUIR ED INCLUDE 3 STAND ARD REF­
ERENCE FORMS AND A COMPLETED QUEST IONNA IR ~. STUDENTS NOT 
MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADM I SSION THROUGH 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM Of '+S GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS ; 2) ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SP ECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE' 
3) EARN A MINIMUM OF 24 GRADUATE CR ED I T HOURS AT GSU; ~) PASS 
A COMPREHENSIVE EXAMINATION OVER GRADUA TE COMPETENCIES. STU­
DENTS WHO HAVE NOT COMPLETED A COUR SE IN EC ON OM ICS MUST TAKE 
SHP6 915 OR BPA5201 . STUDENTS WHO HAV E NOT COMPL ETED A COURSE 
IN COMPUTER SCIENC ES OR MED ICAL SCIENCE HUS T TA KE CAS5 60 5 AND 
SHP649S. STUDENTS WHO HAVE NOT COMPLETED A COURSt IN STA TIS­
TICAL METHODS MUST TAK E BPA 541 0 OR CA SSSl O OR EQUIVALENT. A 
STUDENT MAY SUBSTITOTE ACHI EVEME NT Or COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE 
METHODS UPON APPR OVAL OF ADVI SOR ANO UPON I NCLUSION IN THE STU­
DENT'S APPROVED STUD Y PLAN . THE STUDY PLAN AND DEGR EE 
CANDIDACY APPLI CAT10N MUS T BE F ilED UPON SUCC ESSF UL COMPLETION 
OF 8 TO 12 CREDIT HOU~S f~OM THE FOLLOWING REQUIR ED COURSES: 
SHPti2 90 , CAS8 8,O, SHP86l0, SHP~9J O AND BPA5tOI . IN ORDER TO 
<; RADUATE A STUOENl HUST EARN A MINIMUM GRADE OF "S" FOR EACH OF 
THE REQUIRED PROGRAM COURSES AND MAINTAIN AN OVERALL GPA OF 
3. 0 . 
REQ UIRED COU~SES--GRAOUATE LEVEL: 37 HOURS) 
HIALTH CARE SOCIOLOGY SI1P6290 F II 1 HRS . 
QU AN T METHODS FO R DECIS IONS 
HC PROGRAM EVALUAT ION 
CA58830 
SHP8941 
F 
F 
II 
if 
3 
3 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HEA LTH CARE: LEG AL ASPECTS BPASl27 f W 3 HRS . 
HC ORG , ADMN: PRO BS-ISSU - POLS SHP8930 F W 3 HRS . 
HEAL1H PLANNING I I SHP8360 F II 3 HRS . 
HEAlTH CARE ECONOMIC S II SHP8610 W S 3 HRS . 
fOUNDAT ION S OF MANAGEMENT 8PA5401 F W S 3 HRS . 
"SPTL , HlTH SER'! ORG. ADM IN. SHP801 0 F W 3 HR S. 
HSA:PERSONNEL ADHN /LA60R RE LAT 
HSA: FINANCIAL MA NA GEMEN T 
SHP6~20 
SHP8950 
F 
F 
II S 
S 
3 
3 
HRS . 
HR S. 
MSA: fIELD EX PERIENC ES II SHp 899 D F W S 4 HR S. 
ReQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: II HOURS) 
SELEC T AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
FOUNDATIONS OF ACCOUNTING BPA5101 W HRS. 
At CTG FOR HLTH SERVICE ORGNZTN BPABIIO HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 8 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
HSA : MN TL HLTH • DEVEL DISABLT SHPSOl2 W HRS. 
HS~ : MN TL HLTH ADMINISTRATION SHP5014 HRS. 
HLTH S: MN TL HLTH ECON • ADMIN SHP6264 SE HRS. 
ANDIOR OTHE~ COU RS ES THAT ARE 
APPROPR IA TE TO TMt STUDENT'S 
PERSONAL ANO/OR PROFESSIONAL 
GOALS AND APPROVED BY AN 
ACADCM IC ADVISDR. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Health Science in Health Services Administration with a 

major In Health Services Administration is 48 hours 

F : FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO ~INTE R ODD YEARS wE = WINTER EVEN YEAR, S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING- SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
S5: OT SCHEDULED OD: ON DEMAND +: MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
School of Health Professions 
Nursing Program 
Majors: 
Nursing Practice (B.S.N.) 
Restorative Nursing (M.S.N.) 
Nursing Teaching (M.S.N.) 
Nursing Administration (M.S.N.) 
The Nursing Program provides opportunities for registered 
nurses from either an associate degree program or a 
diploma program to obtain a baccalaureate degree in nurs­
ing. The Nursing Program also provides 'a master's degree 
program for nurses who have a baccalaureate degree in 
nursing. 
Nursing Practice Major The baccalaureate nursing major is 
designed to prepare nurses to practice as generalists in 
health care settings with clients of all ages. This major ac­
quaints the nurse with the historical development of nursing 
and the trends affecting nursing and health care delivery. 
Leadership abilities of the professional nurse are empha­
sized. The theoretical basis of nursing is emphasized as well 
as the changing scope of nursing practice. Beginning 
research activities are developed. This major prepares the 
student for graduate education. 
The program is approved by the Department of Registrat ion 
and Education, State of Illinois, and the baccalaureate major 
is accredited by the National League for Nursing. 
PROGRAM: NURSING 
MAJOR: NURSING PRACITCE 
LEVEL: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
ADMISSION INFORMATION : 
A STUDENT MUST: I) HAVE AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT LEAS T 60 
SEMESTER HOURS OF CREDIT WITH AN OVERALL "C" OR BET TER GPA FROM 
A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; 2) SE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED; 3) BE CURRENTLY LICE NSED 
AS A REGISTERED NURSE IN THE STATE OF ILLINOIS; 4) HAVE A MI N­
IMUM OF TWO YEARS EXPERIENCE AS REGISTERD NURS E WIT HIN THE PAST 
FIVE YEARS, OR HAVE GRADUATED FROM AN APPRoveD ASSOCIATES DE­
GREE PROGRAM OR DIPLOMA SCHOOL DF NURSING WITHIN THE LA ST TWO 
CALENDAR YEARS; 5) SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETE THE "COMPET ENCY 
ASSESSMENT FOR ADMISSIDN TEST" (CAA!) WITH A STANDARD seo E OF 
53 (66 PERCENTILE) ON THE TEST OF CLINICAL NU RSING ~NDWl EOCE 
BASE AND A STANDARD SCORE OF 23 (66 PERCENTI LE) ON THE TES T OF 
CLINICAL NURSING SKILLS (SEE NO TE 1); 6) CARRY CUR RE NT NURSING 
MALPRACTICE LIABILITY INSURA NCE; 7) HAV E EARNED AT LEAST 26 
SEMESTER HOURS OF LOWER DIVIS ION NURSING CREDITS wiTH A C, RAO~ 
DF "C" OR BETTER (SEE NOTE 2); AN D 8) HAVE EARNED AT LEAS T 34 
SEMESTER HOURS AS FDLLOWS: ANA TOMY ANO PHYSIOLOGY (~ 5H),
MICROBIOLOGY (4 SH), GENERAL CIl E.MISTRY (~ 511), ORGANIC CJiEMIS­
TRY (4 SH), ENGLISH COMPOSITI ON (I SH • RHETOR IC ( 3 SH), HUM AN­
ITIES ELECTIVE (3 SH), GE NER AL PSYCHOLOGY (3 SH), GE NER AL SOC I­
OLOGY (3 SH), AND SOCIAL S IENCES ELECTIVE () SH) (SE E NOTE 3) . 
APPLICANTS WITH CREDENTI ALS FROM COUNTRIES OTHE R THAN THE 
U.S. WILL HAVE THEIR CREDENTIALS EVALUATED THROUGH THE OFFICE 
OF ADMISSIONS TO DETERM INE ELIGIBILITY FOR ADMISS ION . THESE 
APPLICANTS WILL BE REQUIRED TO TAKE AND PASS 1HE " TEST OF ENG­
LISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE" (TOEfl ) WITH A SCORE OF 500 OR 
ABDVE. APPLICANTS MUST ASSUME AL L RESPONSIBI L T~ FOR r EfS ASSO­
CIATED WITH TESTING. AL L CREDENTIALS MUST BE suBM I TTED 10 THE 
OFFICE OF ADMISSI ONS . NO APPLICAN1 CAN SE FULLY ADM I TTED TO 
THE PROGRAM UNTIL ALL REQUIRED CREDENTIALS ARE ON rIL E IN TI1E 
OFFICE OF ADMIS SIONS . STUDE N1S NOT MEETING ADMI SSION CRITERIA 
MAY PETITION FOR ADMISS ION THROUGH THf OFF ICE OF ADMI SSIONS . 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST : 1) AC qUI RE A MINIMUM OF I ,~ CREDIT HOU RS OF 
WHICH AT LEAST 66 HOURS MU ST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION LEVEL (59 
HOURS REQUIRED + 7 HOURS ELECT ED); 2) ACQUIRE THE COM PETENCIES 
~~~~IF~E~R~g~ ~~[~ceEg:E~~T~~RE~~~TA~EL~~~E~~ i~EDl[LHO~e~S~~G 
COURSES. A STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMEN T OF COMPETENCIES 
BY ALTERNATE ME THODS UPON APPROVAL Of ADVISOR AND UPON 
INCLUSION IN THE ST UDEN T'S APPR OVED ST UDY PLAN. 
220 School of Health Professions 
RtQU IR ED COURSES--UPPER OIVIS10N~ 59 HOuRS) 
CU LTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY ,,0. 53170. OD OD 3 HRS. 
610CMEMIS1R Y: 
BIO~EM I SIR Y : 
LABORA TORY 
LECTU kE 
CAS~"02 
tA55~03 
5 
S 
I 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
PH YS IOLOGIC SYSTE MS I CAs 69 40 W 3 HRS. 
PHYS I O L O~ IC SY STt MS I I 
NURS ING : HEAL TH ASSt SSME NT 
CA569 50 
5HP Jl OI+ 
F 
F 
W J 
5 
H~S. 
HRS . 
~UKS I NG : CONCEP TS & PROCc SS E SHP~no+ F W ~ HR S . 
NURS: 
NURS : 
t ARE 
CARE 
IN DISTRIB SoTT INGS 
IN EP ISODIC SET'NGS 
SHP 4 310 . 
SI'IP~ lIT 
f 
F 
W 
W 
7 
S 
HRS. 
HRS . 
NURS : 
NURS: 
PR IN MNGMT 
5R SeMINAR 
OF CL/PT ~ARE 
& PROJECT 
St1P4~4 6 + 
SHP4455+ 
F 
F 
W 
S 
} 
4 
HRS . 
MRS . 
NUR~: TEAChiNG CLIENTS/FAMILY 
LIFe CYCLE OE ELOPMENT 
5HP44uO . 
HL D5 471. 
W 
W 
S 3 
S 
HRS . 
HRS . 
RESEARCH METHO DOLOGY IN HLD HL D540 0 w 5 3 HR S. 
ST ATIST I CS H D5411 W S 3 HR S. 
HEALT H CAkE ORGANIZATION 
NURS; THt COLLAB ORATIVE ROLE 
SHP40g0 
SHP4330. 
W 
W 
S 
S 
3 
} 
HRS. 
HRS. 
E~L'TIVE COURSES - - UPPER OIVISION : HOURS) 
tLECT 7 HOU RS FROM COURSES 
UFF~RED THROUGHOUT THE UNIVE~­
SI TY; AT LEAST 3 hOURS Musr BE 
IN LI BERAL ED UCATION COURStS. 
TRANS FER CREDIT--LOWER DIVISION: (60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing with a 
major in Nursing Practice is T26 hours 
NOH.( S) : 
THtSE TESTS wiLL BE ADMINISTERED THROUGH THE DIVISION OF 
NUliS ING. 
APPLI CANTS wITH AN ASSOCIATE DEGREE IN NURSING MAY TRANSFER 
THIS CR OIT; APPLICANTS wHO HAVE GRADUA TED FROM A DIPLOMA 
PROGRAM MAY REC EIVE THIS CREDIT BY TAKING THE "AMERICAN 
COLL EGE TESTING (A CT ) PROFI CIEN CY EXAMININATIONS" IN: 
MAT ERNAL AND CHILD NURSING (AA !453), ADULT NURSING 
(AA "554), AND PSYCHIATRI C/MENTAL HEALTH NURSING (AA !503). 
THESE EXAMINATIONS MUST BE PASSEO wiTH A STANDARD SCORE OF 
45 OR BETTER. EXAMINATION REPORTS REFLECTING ACCEPTABLE 
SCORES ON tACH EXAMINATION MUST BE ON FILE PRIOR TO 
ADM ISSION TO THE PROGRAM . THESE EXAMINATIONS ARE ADMINIST­
E ED AT GSU BY THE OFFICE OF STUDENT DEVELOPMENT. 
APPLICANTS wiTH AN ASSOCIAT<S DEGR EE IN NURSING MAY BE 
ADMITTED CO NDITIONALLY PENDING COMPLETION OF ANY "IOENTIFIED 
DEFICIENCIES IN THESE COURSES; DIPLOMA PROGRAM GRAD UATES 
MUST HAVt COMPLETED THE CO URSEWOR K PRIOR TO ADMISSION TO THE 
PROGRAM . APPLICANTS LA CKING THIS CREDIT ARE ENCOURAGED TO 
TAK E THE "C OLLE GE LEVEL EXAMINATI ON PROGRAM" ( CLEP) TESTS 
IN TH ESE AREAS. THES E EXAMINATIONS ARE ADMINISTERED THRO UGH 
THE COMMUNITY COLLEGES IN THE STUDENT' S DISTRICT . 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINT ER 
wO WINT ER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER tVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
$~ = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND • = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
Restorative Nursing Major This major in nursing prepares 
graduates to function a cl inical specialists in restorative 
nursing. Students apply concepts, theories, and research in 
operationalizing a restorative nursing speciali t role in a 
selected cl inical setting. Implementation of a restorative 
nursing model in a clinical setting allows tudent to define 
their own area of spe ialization. 
This specialist uses advanced clinical e pert is~ to improve 
the quality of client care with selected populations in 
specific acute or ambulatory health care environment. 
Scientific investigation and research faci litate the successful 
implementation of this role. 
PROGRAM: NURSING 
' MAJOR : RESTORATiVE NURS ING 
LEVEL: MASTER OF SCIE NC E IN NURSI NG 
ADMISSION INFORMATION : 
A STUDENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIR ED A BACCALAUREATE DE~R EE WITH A 
MAJOR IN NURSING IN AN APPROVED NURSING PROGRAM FROM A REGION­
ALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVER S I TY; 2) BE IN GOOD TANDING 
AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED ; 3) HAVE CURRENT AND vALID LICEN­
SURE AS A REGISTERED NURSE IN THE STATE OF ILLINOIS ; ~) HAVE 
VERIFIABLE EMPLOYMENT AS A REGISTERED NURS~ FOR AT LLAST T 0 OF 
THE PAST FIVE YEARS, OR HAVE GRADUATED F,OM A BACCALAUREA1E 
NURSING PROGRAM WIThiN TH~ LAST 2 CALENDAR YEARS (SEt NOTE I); 
5) HAVE A CUMULATI VE · GPA OF 2. 50 (4.0 SCAL£) IN ALL UN DERG RADU­
ATE COURSEWORK, ANO A 3.0 (4 . 0 SCALE) GPA ~I TH NO GRADE LE SS 
THAN "C" IN ALL UPPERDIVISION NU SI NG COURSES (SEE NOTE 2) ; &) 
CARRY CURRENT NUR S ING MALPRACTIC E/ LIABILITY INSURANCE; 7) SU6 ­
MIT THREE LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION wHICH PROVI DE EviDENCE OF 
L~ADERSHIP POTENTIAL, WORK EXPERIENCE, AND COMMUN ICAtION SILLS (SEE NOTE 3); 8) HAVE CO MPLE TED REQUI REO PR REQUISITE COURSES 
IN STATISTICS (TO INCL UDE AN INTRoaUCT ION TO PROSA8 1Lll1 AND 
THE TESTING OF HYPOTH~SES) , RESE4 RCH METHOOOLO Y, ANU PHYSIC AL 
ASSESSMENT (SEE NOTl 4); 9) SuBMIT SCORES ON THE APTITUDE TEST 
OF THE "GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATION" (GR£) --RlSU T5 ARE USED 
FOR ADVISEMENT PURPOSES ( SEE NOTE 4); 10) SUOMIT A ONE PAGE 
BIOGRAPHI CAL SKETCH AND A STATEMENT OF PER SONAL GOALS FO~ PUR­
SUING A GRAOUATE DEGREE IN NURSING. APPLICANTS wiTH CREOfN­
TtALS FROM COUNTRIES OTHER THAN THE UNITED SlAtES wiLL HAVE 
THEIR CR EDENTIALS EVALUAT ED THROUGH THE OfFICE Of ADMI5510NS . 
THESE APPLICANT S ~ILL BE REQUIRED TO TA~E "'NO PASS THE "TE51 OF 
ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE" OO~fl) WITH A SCORE Of SSU OR 
ABOVE. APPLICANTS MUST ASSUME ALL QESPONSIBILITY FOR FE ES AS­
SOCIATED WITH TESTING. ALL CR~DENTIALS MUST at ; UBMITTEO TO 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. NO APPLICAN T 'AN BE FU LLY ADMITT ED 
TO THE PR OGRAM UNTIL ALL REQUIRED CREDENTIAL S ARE ON FI LE I N 
THE OFFI CE OF ADMISSIONS. STUDENTS NOT MEETING ADMIS SION CRI­
TERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE OFfiCE OF ADMIS­
SIONS. ADMISSION TO THE PRoeRAM DOlS NOT CARRY WI TH IT OR 
GUARANTEE ADMISSI ON TO OEGREE CANDIOACY 'SEE NOTE 4) . 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUOENT MUST: I) ATTAIN DfGRfE ANOIDACY STATUS (SeE NOTE ~); 
2) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 36 GRADUATE HOURS OF CREDIT (3 1 HOURS 
RE QUIRED • 5 HOURS ELEC TED); 3) ~OMPLETE A TERM INAL INTE­
GRATING PROJECT OR MA~OR SCHOL A LV ~OMK; ~) ACQU IRE THE COM­
PETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREe, 5) EARN A CUMULATIVE GPA 
OF J. 0 (NO GRADE BEL OW "C" I S ACCEPTABLE TOwARD THE GRADUA TE 
DEGREE); 6) EARN A MINIHUM GRADE Of "8' IN ALL NU RS IN COURSES; 
7) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 1~ GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; 8)
PASS AN ORAL COMPR EHENS IVE E~AMINATION OVE R THE MAJO R AREA OF 
STUDY DURING THE LAST TRI MESTER OF THE STUDENT'S PROGRAM--1H IS 
EXAMINATION MAY BE REPEAT ED ONL Y ONCE; AND g) COMPLETE ALL DE­
GREE REQUIREMENTS WITHIN A THR€E-YE~R PERIOD FROM THE DATE ON 
WHICH THE STUDENT FORMAL LY NROLL S FOR STUDy AFT~R HAVI NG bEEN 
ADMITTED. CANDIOAT ES wHO ARE UNABLE TO M~ET THIS REQU IR EMEN T 
MAY PETITION TO HAVE Th EIR tREOE TIALS AND DEGREE PLANS REEV~L­
UATED . SUC H CANDI DATES MU ST EXPt T TO ME! T ~NY ADD IT IONAL RE­
QUIR EMENTS WHICH HAVE EVOLVEO SINCE THE IR ORIGI NA L MATR IC ULA­
TION . STUDENTS MAY SUBSTI TUTE ACH IEVeMENT OF COMPETENC IES BY 
ALTERNATE METHODS UP N APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPON I~CLUS I ON 
IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVL D STU OY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL : 22 HOURS) 
NSG: THE ORET FOUND TN ROL E PREP 
NURSING : THE ORIES ' MODELS 
ADVANCED CONCEP TS NURSING CARE 
SHpg liD.. 
SHPgI 50+ 
SHP9152+ 
It' 
\I 
5 
3 
3 
3 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
N5& : 
NSG: 
PR OSEM I N RESTORATIVE 
CU RRICULUM' IN STIl IN 
NSG 
NSG 
SHP91~5 .. 
SHP9160... 
S 
5 
3 
3 
HRS . 
HilS . 
NSG: SEM , PRAtT 
NURSING RESEARCH 
IN REsTR NSC SHPg 17 0 .. 
SH P9140 
F 
W 
4 
3 
HRS. 
HRS . 
REQUIRED AREAS--GR ADUATE LEVE L: HOUR S) 
SELE CT AT LE AS T 9 HOURS fROM AMONG: 
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALJt1 
MED I CAL PHYSICS 
ENV IRO NMENTAL CHEMISTRY 
SOCIOLOGY OF THE FAMILY 
C4S5H2 
C~S7 0H 
CA570 37 
CAS 7599 00 
W 
00 
S 
00 
3 
4 
3 
3 
HRS . 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS . 
ALCOHOLISM :THEORIES , IN TRVNTN 
PSYCHOSOCIAL ASP ECTS OF AGING 
CRIS IS IN TERVENT ION 
SHPS 490 
HLOS37 0 
HL0641 0 
F 
00 
W 
S 
00 OD 
2 
,-~ 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HilS. 
GROUP PROCESS 
lHERAPEUTIC COMMUN I CATl ON 
HLD6970 
HL D8050 
OD 
f 
Ot! 00 3, HRS. HRS . 
School of Health Professions 
ELECTIVE COURSE5--GRAOUATE LEVEL: HOU~S ) 
ELECT 5 HOURS FROM COURSES 

IN THE UNIVERSITY rHAT ARE 

APPROPRIATE TO THE STUDENT 'S 

PERSONAL ANO/O R ~ROfESSIONAL 

COALS AND APPROVED BY AN 

ACAD EMIC AO VI SOR. 

Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Science in Nursing with a 

major in Restorative Nursing is 36 hours 

NOTE(S) : 
STUD~NT5 MUST HAVE LETTER(S) VERifYING EMPLOYMENT fROM 
EMPLOyER ( S) FORWARDED TO THE OFfi CE Of ADMISSIONS. 
STU DEN TS , HO DO NOT MEET THE GPA REQUIREMENTS AND THOSE WHO 
HAVE GRAD UA TED FROM NONGRADED BACCALAUREATE PROGRAMS MAY 
TAKE THE FOLLOWING NATIONAL LEAGUE OF NURSING ACHIEVEMENT 
IES TS (BACCALAUREATE FORM): MEDICAL/SURGICAL NURSING, PSY­
CHIATR IC NURSING, MATERNAL/CHILD NURSING, COMMUNITY HEALTH 
NURS ING. THESE TESTS MUST BE PASSED AT OR ABOVE THE 50TH 
PERCENT ILE. PERSONS WHO HAVE TAKEN THE ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 
WITHI THE LAST FIVE YEARS MAY HAVE THEIR RETAKING THE TESTS 
~A I VED IF THEIR SCORES WERE ACCEPTABLE AND THEY HAVE THE 
SC V f S FORWARDED TO THE GSU OF f iCE OF ADMISSIONS . 
l WO L ~ TTERS OF RECOMMENDATION MUST BE SUBMITTED BY THE 
STUDE NT'S FORMER COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY NURSING INSTRUCTORS, AND 
ONE f ROM A NON-ACADEMIC SOURCE. 
STUDENTS MAY APPLY FOR DEGREE CANDIDACY ONLY AfTER THEY 
HAVE: I ) COMPLETED PREREQUISITE COURSES IN STATISTICS, RE­
SEARCH METHODOLOGY, AND PHYSICAL ASSESSMENT WITH A GRADE OF 
" B" OR BETTER IN EACH COURSE--THESE COURSES MAY NOT BE USED 
TO FULFILL DEGREE REQUIRE~I ENTS AND MAY BE TAKEN AT THE 
~NDERG RADUATE LEvEL OR AT ANOTHER INSTITUTION; 2) COMPLETED 
THE CORE NU RSING COURSES SHP9110, SHP9140, AND SHP9150 WITH 
A GRAD E OF "B" OR BETTER IN EACH COURSE; AND 3) SUBMI TTED 
GRE SCO RES--STUDENTS WHO HAVE NOT TAKEN THIS EXAMINATION AT 
THE TIME OF ADMI SSION MUST DO SO DURING THEIR FIRST TRIMES­
TE R Of ENROLLMENT IN THE PROGRAM. STUDENTS WHO HAVE NOT 
BEEN AWA RDED DEGREE CANDI DACY STATUS WILL NOT BE PERMITTED 
TO PRDCEED ~ITH ADDITIONAL COURSEWORK IN THE GRADUATE 
PROGR AM . 
f = fALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO WI NTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO = SPRING- SUMMER OD D YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
SS = NOT SC HEVuL ED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
Nursing Teaching Major This major in nursing prepares 
graduates to function as teachers of nursing. Students ex­
periment with teaching/learning theories and strategies in 
various nursing education settings. Upon completion of this 
program, graduates are qualified to teach nursing in di­
ploma, associate degree, baccalaureate, or staff develop­
ment programs. 
PROGRAM: NURS I N 

MAJOR: NUR S I NG T ~ACHING 

~EVEL: MAST ER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 

ADM ISSION IN f ORMATION: 
A STUDE NT MuST : I) HAvE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUR EATE DEGREE WITH A 
MAJO R IN NURS ING IN AN APPROVED NURS I NG PROGRAM FROM A REGION­
ALL Y ACCRED I TED COLLEGE OR UNIVER SITY ; 2) BE IN GOOD STANDING 
~T THE LAST SC HOOL ATTENDED; 3) HAVE CURR EN T AND VAL ID LICEN­
SURE AS A REGI ST ER ED NURSE IN TH E STAT E Of ILL INQIS ; 4) HAVE 
VERIFI ABLE EMPLOYMEN T AS A REG I STERED NU RSE fOR AT LEAST TWO Of 
THE PAS T fiVE YEARS , OR HAVE GRADUATED fR OM A BACC ALA UR EATE 
NURS I NG PROGRAM WITHIN THE LAS T 2 CALENDAR YEARS (SE E NO TE I); 
5) HAVE A CUMU LATI VE GPA Of 2. 50 ( 4. 0 SCALE) I N ALL UND ERGRAD U­
AT E COURSEwORK , AND A 3.0 (4.0 SCALE) GPA WI TH NO GR ADE LESS 
THAN "e" IN ALL UPPERDIVISION NURSI,.,G COU RSES ( SEE NOTE 2); 6) 
CARRY CUR RENT NURSING MALPRACTI CE /L IAB IL I TY INSU RANCE; 7) SU B­
MIT THREE LETTERS Of RECOMME NDATION WHICH PROVIOE Ev IDENCE OF 
LEADERSH IP POTENTIAL, WORK EXPERIE NCE, AND COMMUNICATION SKI LL S 
(SEE NOTE 3); 8) HAVE COMPLE TE D REQU I RED PREREQUISITE COUR SES 
IN STATISTICS (TO INCLUDE AN INTRODUCT ION TO PROBABILIT Y AND 
THE TES TING Of HYPOTHESES), RESEARCH METHODOLOG Y, AND PHY SICAL 
ASSESSME NT (SEE NOTE 4); 9) SUBMIT SCORES ON THE AP TITUD E TES T 
OF THE "G RADUATE RECORD EXAMINATION" ( GRE)--RESULTS ARE USED 
f OR ADVI SEMENT PURPOSES (SEE NOTE 4); 10) SUBMIT A ONE PAGE 
BIOGRAPHIC AL SKETCH AND A STATEMENT Of PERSONAL GOAL S fOR PUR­
SUING A G~ADUATE DEGREE IN NURSING. APPLICANTS WITH CREDEN­
TIALS fROM COUNTRIES OTHER THAN THE UNITED STATES WI LL HAVE 
THEIR CRED ENTIALS EVALUATED THROUGH THE OffiCE Of AD MI SSIONS. 
THESE APPLI CANTS WILL BE REQUIRED TO TAKE AND PASS THE "rEST Of 
ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE" (TOEFL) WITH A SCORE Of 550 OR 
ABOV E. AP PLI CANTS MUST ASSUME ALL RESPONSIBILITY fOR FEE S AS­
SOC/ ATED WITH TESTING. ALL CREDENTIALS MUST BE SUBMITTED TO 
THE OFfiCE Of ADMISSIONS. NO APPLICANT CAN BE FULLY ADM 
TO THE PROGRAM UNTIL ALL REQU IRED CR EDENTIALS ARE ON fiLE IN 
TH E Of FIC E OF ADMISSIONS. STUDENTS NOT MEET I NC A~~ISS ION C ~ I­
TER I A MAY PETI TION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE OFFIC E OF AD~IS­
SrONS. ADMISSION TO THE PROGRAM DOES NOT CAR RY WI TH IT OR 
GUARANTEE ADMISSION TO DEGREE CANDIDACY (SEe NOTE 4). 
OEGR~E REQUIREMENT S : 
A STUDeNT MUST : 1) ATTAIN DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS ( SEE NOTE 4); 
2) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 3& GRADUATE HOURS OF CREDll (ll ~OU~S 
REquIRED ~ 5 HOUR S ELECTED); 3) COMPLETE A TElMINAL INTE­
GRATING PROJ ECT DR ~iAvOR SCHOl.ARLY WO RK; 4) ACQUUE THE COM­
PE TEN CIES speC I F I ED f OR THIS DEGREE ; 5) EARN A CUMULATIvE GPA 
OF 3.0 (NO GRA D" BELOW "C" IS AC CEP TABLE TOWA D THE GRADUATE 
DEGREE); 6) EARN A MINIMUM GRADE OF "B " IN ALL NURSINI. COURSES; 
7) ACQUIRE A MINI MU M Of 24 GRADUATE CR EDIT hOUR S AT GSUj 8) 
PASS AN ORAL CO MPR EHENSIVE EXAMINATION OVER THE MA JOR AREA OF 
STUDY DURING THE LAST TRIMESTER Of THE STUDENT' PROGRAM- - THIS 
EXAMINATION MAY BE REPEATED ONLY ONCE; AND 9) COMPLETE ALL DE­
GREE REQUIREMENTS wiTHIN A THRE E-YEAR PERIOD f ROM THE DAT E ON 
WHICH THE STUDENT FORMALLY ENROL LS FOR STUDY AFTER HA VING e e EN 
AOMITTED . · CANDIDATES WHO ARE UNABLE TO ME ET THI S REQUIREMENT 
MAY PETITION TO HAVE THEIR CREDENTIALS AN O DE REf PLANS REEVAL ­
UATED. SUCH CANDIDATES MUST EXPECT TO ME~T ANY ADD ll IONAL RE­
QUIREMENTS WHICH HAVE EVOLVED SINCE THEIR ORIGI NAL MATR ICULA­
TION . STUDENTS MAY SUBS TITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMP ETENCIES BY 
ALTERNATE METHODS UP ON APPROVAL OF ADViSOR AN D UPON l . eLUS/ON 
IN THE STUDENT'S APPRO VED STUDY PLAN. 
REQ UIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: 22 HOURS) 
NSG : THEORET FOUNDTN ROLE PREP SHP9110+ W 3 IIRS . 
NURSING: THEORIES G MODELS SHP9150+ W 3 HRS . 
ADVANCED CONCEPTS NURSING CARE SHP91 52+ 3 HRS . 
NSG : PROSEM IN RESTORATIVE NSG SH P9155+ 3 HRS. 
NSG: CURRICULUM & INSTR IN NSG SHP 9 160+ , I1R5 . 
NSG: SEM G PRACT IN TCHG NSG SHP917 5+ F ~ HRS . 
NURSING RESEARCH SHP9140 W } HRS . 
REQU I RED AREAS- - GRADUA TE LEVEL: HOURS ) 
SeLECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
INTROD TO NON-TRADITIONAL EDUC CAS7542 00 00 OD 3 HRS . 
SOCIAL DISORGANIZATION CAS75 8 2 W 3 l-IRS. 
ALCOHOLlSM : THEORIES & INTRVNTN SHP5~ 9 0 W ~ HRS. 
COGNITIVE PSYCH APPLD TO INSTR HLD S16Q 5-~ MRS. 
HUMAN VALUES HLD 58 50 W ; HRS. 
INSTRUCTL / TRNG PRODUCT DESIGN HLD5910 F , H~S. 
GROUP PROCESS HLD6970 00 OD 00 3 HitS. 
COMPUTERS IN TRNG & EDUCATN HLD7560 S 3 HRS . 
THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE HLD98 3 0 3 HRS . 
ELECTivE COURSES- - GRADUATE LEVEL : HOURS) 
ELECT 5 HOURS FROM COURSES 
IN THE UNIVERSITY THAT ARE 

APPROPRIATE TO THE STUDENT'S 

PERSONAL AND/OR PROfESSIONAL 

GOALS AND APPROVED BY AN 

ACADEMIC ADVISOR. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Science in Nursing with a' 

major in Nursing Teaching is 36 hours 

NOTE(S) : 
STUDENTS MUST HAVE LETTER(S) VERIFYING EMPLO YMENT fROM 
EMPLOYER ( S) fORWARDED TO THE OfFICE Of ADMISSIONS . 
STUDENTS WHO DO NOT MEET THE GPA REQUI REMENTS AND THOSE WHO 
HAVE GRADUATED fROM NONGRADED BACCALAUR EATE PROGRAMS MAY 
TAKE THE fOLLOWING NATIONAL LEA~UE Of NURSING ACHieVEMENT 
TESTS (BACCALAUREATE fORM) : MEDICAL / SU RG ICAL NURSING, PSV­
CHIATRIC NURSING, MATERNAL/CHILD NURSING, COMMU NITY HEAL TH 
NURSING . THESE TESTS MUST BE PASSED AT OR ABOVE THE 501~ 
PERCENTILE . PERSONS WHO HAVE TAKEN THE ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 
WITHIN THE LAST FIVE YEARS MAY HAVE TH E IR RETAKING THE TESTS 
WAIVED IF THEIR SCORES WERE ACCEPT ABL E AND THEY HAVE lHE 
SCORES FORWARDED TO THE GSU OFFICE Of ADMISSI ONS. 
TWO LETTERS Of RECOMMENDATION MUST BE SUBMITT ED Y THE 
STUDENT'S fORMER COLLEGE / UNIVER,ITY NURSING INSTRUC TORS, AND 
ONE fROM A NON-ACADEMIC SOU RCE. 
STUDENTS MAY APPLY FOR DEGREE CANDIDAC Y ONLY AfTER THEY 
HAVE: I) COMPLETED PR ER EQUISITE COURSES IN ST ATISTICS, RE­
SEARCH METHODOLOGY, AND PHYSICAL ASSESSME NT WIT H A GRADE Of 
"B" OR BETTER IN EACH COUR SE--THESE COURSES MAY NOT SE USED 
TO fULfiLL DEG REE REQU IREMENTS AND MA Y BE TAK EN AT THE 
UNDERGRADUATE LE VE L OR AT ANOTHER INST I1 UTI ON; 2) COMP ETED 
THE CORE NURSING COURSES SHP9110, SHP9 140, AND SHP 9150 W1TH 
A GRADE Of "S" OR BETTER IN EACH COURSe; AND 3) SUBMITTED 
GRE SCORES--STUDENTS WHO HAVE NOT TAKEN THIS Ex AM I NATION AT 
THE TIME Of ADMISSION MUST DO SO DUR I NG l HEJR f IRST TRIHES­
TER Of ENROLLME T IN THE PROGRAM . STUDENTS WHO HAve NOT 
BEEN AWARDED DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS WILL NOT BE PERMITTED 
TO PROCEED WITH ADDITIONAL COURSEWORK IN THE GRADUATE 
PROGRAM. 
F = FALL fO = fALL ODD YEARS fE = fALL EVE N YEARS W =WINT£R 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEA RS 5 ~ SPR I NG-SUMHER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YE ARS SE = SPRING- SUMMER EVEN YEA RS 
$$ = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MUL TI- COMPET ENC Y COURSE 
222 School of Health Professions 
Nursing Administration Major This major in nursing pre­
pares graduates to fu nction in a nursing administration role. 
Theori es and principles of nursing administration are used 
to solve problems in nursi ng services administration from a 
top management perspective. Upon completion of this pro­
gram, graduates are qualified to assume beginni ng ad­
ministrative positions in nursing service organizations. 
PROGRAM : NURSING 

-'1I'JOR : NU~S ING ADM I N I S TRA TION 

~EVEL : MASTE R OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 

A~M I SS I ON INFORMATION: 
A STUDE NT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE" DEGREE WITH A 
MAJ OR IN ~URSING IN AN APPROVED NURSING PROGRAM FROM A REGION­
ALLY ACCREDITeD COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; 2) BE IN GOOD STANDING 
AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED; 3) HAVE CURRENT AND VALID LICEN­
SURe AS A REGISTERED NURSE IN THE STATE OF ILLI NOIS; .) HAVE 
VE~I FIABLE EMPLOYMENT AS A REGISTERED NURSE FOR AT LEAST TWO OF 
TH E PAST FIVE YEARS, OR HAVE GRADUATED FROM A BACCALAUREATE 
NURS ING PROGRAM WITHIN THE LAST 2 CALENDAR YEARS (SEE NOTE I); 
5) HAVE A CUMULATIVE GPA OF 2.50 ( •. 0 SCALE) IN ALL UNDERGRADU­
ATE COURSEWORK, AND A 3.0 ( •. 0 SCALE) GPA WITH NO GRADE LESS 
THA N "C" 1:-. ALL UPPERDIVISION NURSING COURSES (SEE NOTE 2); 6) 
CARR Y CURRENT NURSING MALPRACTICE/LIABILITY INSURANCE; T) SUB­
~I T THREE LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION WHICH ~ROVIDE EVIDENCE OF 
LEADERSHIP POTENTIAL, WORK EXPERIENCE, AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS 
( SEE NOTe J); 8) HAVE COMPLETED REQUIRED PREREQUISITE COURSES 
IN STATISTICS (TO INCLUDE AN INTRODUCTION TO PROBABILITy AND 
THE TESTING OF HYPOTHESES), RESEARCH METHODOLOGY, AND PHYSICAL 
ASSES SMENT (SEE NOTE .); 9) SUBMIT SCORES ON THE APTITUDE TEST 
OF THE "GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATION" (GRE)--RESULTS ARE USED 
" OR ADVISEMENT PURPOSES (SEE NOTE .); 10) SUBMIT A ONE PAGE 
BIOG RAPHICAL SKETCH AND A STATEMENT OF PERSONAL GOALS FOR PUR­
SUING A GRADUATE DEGREE IN NURSING. APPLICANTS WITH CREDEN­
TIALS FROM COUNTRIES OTHER THAN THE UNITED STATES WILL HAVE 
TMe lR CREDENTIALS EVALUATED THROUGH THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
TrlES E APPLICANTS wiLL BE REQUIRED TO TAKE AND PASS THE "TEST OF 
~NGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE" (TOEFL) WITH A SCORE OF 550 OR 
ABOVE. APPLICANTS MUST ASSUME ALL RESPONSIBILITY FOR FEES AS­
SOCIATE D WiTH TESTING. ALL CREDENTIALS MUST BE SUBMITTED TO 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS. NO APPLICANT CAN BE FULLY ADMITTED 
TO THE PROGRAM UNTIL ALL REQUIRED CREDENTIALS ARE ON FILE IN 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS . STUDENTS NOT MEETING ADMISSION CRI­
TERIA MAY PETITION FO~ ADMISSION THROUGH THE OFFICE OF ADMIS­
SIONS. ADMISSION TO THE PROGRAM DOES NOT CARRY WITH IT OR 
GUARANTEE ADMISSION TO DEGREE CANDIDACY (SEE NOTE '). 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ATTAIN DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS (SEE NOTE .); 
2) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 36 GRADUATE HOURS OF CREDIT (31 HOURS 
REQUIRED + 5 HOURS ELECTED); 3) COMPLETE A TERMINAL INTE­
GRATING PROJECT OR MAJOR SCHOLARLY WORK; .) ACQUIRE THE COM­
PETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE; 5) EARN A CUMULATIVE GPA 
OF 3.0 (NO GRADE BELOW "C" IS ACCEPTABLE TOWARD THE GRADUATE 
DeGREE); 6) EARN A MINIMUM GRADE OF "B" IN ALL NURSING COURSES; 
T) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 2. GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; 8) 
PASS AN ORAL COMPREHENSIVE EXAMINATION OVER THE MAJOR AREA OF 
STUDY DURING THE LAST TRIMESTER OF THE STUDENT'S PROGRAM--THIS 
EX AMINATION MAY BE REPEATED ONLY ONCE; AND 9) COMPLETE ALL DE­
GRE E REQUIREMENTS WITHIN A THREE-YEAR PERIOD FROM THE DATE ON 
WHI CH THE STUDENT FORMALLY ENROLLS FOR STUDY AFTER HAVING BEEN 
ADMI TTED. CANDIDATES WHO ARE UNABLE TO MEET THIS REQUIREMENT 
MA Y PETITION TO HAVE THEIR CREDENTIALS AND DeGREE PLANS REEVAL­
UATED . SUCH CANDIDATES MUST EXPECT TO MEET ANY ADDITIONAL RE­
QUIREMENTS WHICH HAVE EVOLVED SINCE THEIR ORIGINAL MATRICULA­
TION. STUDENTS MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY 
ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION 
IN 	 THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: 22 HOURS) 
NSG: THEORET FDUNDTN ROLE PREP SHP9110+ W HRS. 
NURSING: THEORIES & MODELS SHP9150+ W HRS. 
AD VAN CED CONCEPTS NURSING CARE SHP9152+ S HRS. 
NSG: NURSING ADMINISTRATION I SHP9165+ S HRS. 
NSG : NURSING ADMINISTRATION II SHP9166+ S HRS. 
,,"S;; : SEM & PRACT IN NSG ADMN SHP916T+ F HRS. 
NURSING RESEARCH SHP91.0 W HRS. 
REQU IRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 
SELE CT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
HEALTH CARE: LEGAL ASPECTS BPA512T F W HRS. 
POL ITICS AND ADMINISTRATION BPA5911 00 00 00 HRS. 
ACC TG FOR HLTH SERVICE ORGNZTN BPA81l 0 F HRS. 
SEMI NAR IN PUBLIC BUDGETING BPA8220 F W HRS. 
POLITICAL PSYCHOLOGY CAST.TO 00 DO 00 HRS. 
SOCIAL DISORGANIZATION CAST582 W HRS. 
HEAL TH CARE SOCIOLOGY SHP6290 F W HRS. 
COMMUNITY COUNSELING HLD6350 F W HRS. 
GRO UP PROCESS HLD6970 00 00 00 HRS. 
ELECT IVE COU RS ES--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 
ELECT 5 HO URS FROM COURSES 

IN THE UNIVE RSI TY THAT ARE 

APPRO PRIATE TO THE STU DE NT'S 

PERSONAL AND/OR PROFESSIONAL 

GOALS AND APPROVED BY AN 

A~ADEMIC ADVISOR . 

Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Science in Nursing with a 

major In Nursing Administration IS 36 hours 

NOTE(S): 
STUDENTS MUST HAV E LETTER(S) VERIFY ING EMPLOYMENT fROM 
EMPLOYER(S) FOR~ARDED TO THE OFF ICE OF ADMISSI ONS . 
STUDENTS WHO 00 NOT MEET THE GPA REQU I REMENTS AND THOSE WHO 
HAVE GRADUATED FROM NONGR AD ED BACCALAU cATE PROGRAMS HAY 
TAKE THE FOLLOWING NAT IONAL LE AG UE OF NURSING AC HIEVEME NT 
TESTS (BACCALAUREATE FOAM): MEDICAL(SURGICAL NURSING, PS~­
CHIATRIC NURSING, MATER NAL/CH ILO NURSING, COMMUNITY HEALTH 
NURSING. THESE TESTS MUST BE PASSED AT 0 ABOvE THE SDTH 
PERCENTILE. PERSON S WHO HA VE TA~EN THE ACHIEVEM EN T TEST S 
WITHIN THE LAST FIVE YEA RS MAY HAVE THEIR RETAKING TH E TES TS 
WAIVED IF THEIR' SCORES WERE ACCEP TABLE AND HtEY HAVE THE 
SCORES FORwARDED TO THE GSU OFFI CE OF ADM IS SIONS . 
TWO LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION MU ST BE SU BMITTED BY !HE 
STUDENT'S FORMER COLLEGE/UNIVERSI TY NU RSING INSTRUCTORS. AND 
ONE FROM A NON-ACA~EMIC SOURCE. 
• 	 STUDENTS MAY APPLY FOR DEGREE CANDI DACY ONL y AF TER THEY 
HAVE: I) COMPLETED PREREQUISITE COURSES IN STAT ISTICS. RE­
SEARCH METHODOLOGY, AND PHYSI CAL AS SES SME NT WITH A GRAOE Of 
"B" OR BETTER IN EACH COURSE--THESE COURSES MAY NOT BE uSE.D 
TO FULFILL DEGREE REQUIREMENTS AND MAY BE TA~EN AT THE 
UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL DR AT ANOTHER I NSTIT UTI ON; 2) COMPLETED 
THE CORE NURSING COURSES SHP9110, SHP91 . 0 , AND SHP91~O WITH 
A GRADE OF "B" OR BETTER IN EACH COUR SE; AND "SU8MITTEP 
GRE SCORES--STUDENTS WHO HAVE NOT TA EN THIS EXAMINATION AT 
THE TIME OF ADMISSION MUS T DO SO DURING THEIR FIRST TRIMES­
TER OF ENROLLMENT IN THE PRO GRAM. STUDENTS WHO HA VE NOT 
BEEN AWARDED DEGREE CANDIDACY STAT US WILL NOT BE PERMITTED 
TO PROCEED WITH ADDITIONAL COUR SEWORK IN THE CRADUATE 
PROGRAM. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS ~ = WINTER 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEA RS 5 = SP RING-SUMME R 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EvE rEARS 
$$ = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND + = MULTI-COMPETE CY COURSE 
SHP Course Descriptions 
School of 
Health Professions 

Course Descriptions 

SHPJQ~2 
ALCO HOL 15M : COMMUNITY EDUCATION AND PRoVENTION 

3 

HISTORY OF ALCOHOLISM EDUCATION IN THIS COUNTRY; DfFINITIONS AND 

PH IL OSO PHIE S OF PRIMARY AND SECONDARY PREVFNTION; METH ODS, CHAN­

NELS AND EVALUATION OF EDUCATION PROGRAMS. A VARIETy OF PERSONS 

HAVING PRA CTICAL EXPERIENCE IN THE FIELD ARF INVITED TO SPFAK TO 

THE CLASS . 

PRE~EQIJIS I TFS: 

SHP 6l~ 5 OR SHP 5.90 . 

III/HE R. 

JONfS. 

SHP} O'B 

AN ALYSIS OF VERBAL OEHAVI OR 

3 

AP PLI ES 8~~AVIOR PRINCIPLES TO THE ANALYSIS OF NORMAL SPEFCH AND 

L~NGUAGE BEHAVIOR . 

fALL. . 

LOWE. 

SHP305 A 

SClfN rl f lC FOUNDATIONS OE HEALTH CARE 

3 

THIS COURSE wiLL PRFScNT THE CONCEPT OF HEALTH AS A DYNAMIC STATF 

OF PHYSICAL, EMOTIONAL AND SOCIAL wELL-BEING. !T INTRODUCES THF 

STR~CTIJR~ AND OPERATION OF THE HUMAN BODY IN RELATION TO HEALTH 

MAI NTE NANCE, DISEASES AND THEIR DIAGNOSFS, AND USE AND ABUSF OF 

SUBS TANCE S . ADDITIONAL MATFRIAL ON HEALTH CARE SF.RVICES ·AND 

HEALT H CARE PROFESSIONALS wiLL BF. DISCUSSfD . 

OFFE RED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

MUE LER, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

SHP305C 

PUBLIC HEALTH ISSUES 

3 

THIS COURSE EMPHASIZES THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASPFCTS OF PUBLIC 

HEALTH, MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS, CHRONIC INFECTIOUS DISEASES, AND 

ACUTE INFFCTIOUS DISEASES; THE ORIGIN AND CONTROL OF THESE DIS­

ORD ERS ARE ALSO DISCUSSED. 

SPR ING / SUHME R. 

COMMUNIT Y PROFESSOR, STAFF . 

SHP30B5 

ALCOHOLISM: THERAPEUTIC APPROACHES AND TECHNIQUES 

3 

MAJ OR THe RAPEUTIC APPROACHES AND TECHNIQUES IN ALCOHOLISM ARE AN­

ALYZED AND EVALUATED. THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS OF SPECIFIC MOD­

ELS OR TECHNIQUES AND THEIR THERAPEUTIC APPLICATIONS TO THF RE­

CO VERING ALCOHOLIC ARE COVERED, AS ARE VARIOUS ASPECTS OF HUMAN 

BE HAVIOR, E.G . , DEPRESSION, ANXIETY, AND PSYCHOSIS . INTERRELAT­

IONSHIPS, THERAPEUTIC APPROACHES, AND TREATMENT OF ALCOHOLISM 

AND OTHER AREAS OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR ARE ALSO CONSIDERED. 

PREREQUI SITES: 

SHP 6355 OR EQUIVALENT. 

WI NTER. 

FRY. 

SHP 3 IO I 
NURS ING: HEALTH ASSESSMENT 
5 
THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO DEVELOP SKILL IN THE PHYSICAL, SOCIAL, 
AND PSY CMOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF CLIENTS. STUDENTS WILL ACQUIRE 
BOTH THEORET ICAL AND TECHNICAL BACKGROUND IN EXAMINATION AND 
DI AGNOSI S. FACULTY SUPERVISED ON-CAMPUS LABORATORY PRACTICE IS 
DONE WEEKLY USING MODELS AND STUDENTS IN THE COURSE AS SUBJECTS. : 
THERE IS AN OFF-CAMPUS CLINICAL COMPONENT IN SELECTED HEALTH CARE 
SETTINGS WHERE VALIDATION OF SKILLS ON WELL CLIENTS IS DONE UNDER 
FACULTY SUPERVISION. 

PRE REQUISITES: 

5 HP 4280, CAS 69.0, CAS 6950, HLD 5471. 

FALL, SPRING / SUMMER. 

EDWARDS. 

SHP l l 35 
ALCOHOL ISM: COMMUNICATION SKILLS 
4 
A RECOV ER Y PROCESS FOR THE ALCOHOLIC IS PRESENTED BEGINNING WITH 
ISOL ATION TH ROUGH INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP INVOLVEMENT TO RELATED­

NE SS . WI THI N THE CONTEXT OF THE RECOVERY PROCESS, THE STUDENT 

LfARNS THE IMPORT A Cf OF HUM AN COMMU ICATION THR OUGH ENhANCfD 

AWARENFSS OF SfLF AND OTHF RS . WITHI N THF CONT EXT OF A COMMUNICA­

TIONS GROU P, THIS C OU~ SE IS DESIGN ED TO AFFORD STUDFN1S THf OP­

PORTUNITY TD EXPERIE NC E A SIMULAT FD RfCO f RY PRO CES S OF THF ALCO­

HOLIC . DEVELOPMFNT OF INTRAPFRS ONAL AND i NTERP FRSONAL COMMUNICA­

TION SKILLS WILL FOCUS ON INTEG RATING COGN ITIVE, AfFF CT IV F AHD 

BEHAVIORAL FUNCTIONING. 

PREREQU lSI IfS: 

PERMISSION . 

FALL, WINH.R. 

JONE S. 

SHP3185 

ARTICULATION DISORDERS 

3 

THIS COURSE FOCUSES ON THE STUDY OF NO RMAL AND DISORDERFD ART rcu­

LATION, INCLUDING EVALUATION AND MANAG EMENT PROCE DURFS FOR PER ­

SONS WITH ARTICULATION DISORDFRS. 

PREREQUISIHS: 

SHP4235, SHP'520, SHP.730 . 

SPR I NG/ SU~,f'E R . 

HILDEBRAND. 

SHP3190 

HEALTH EDUCATION SKILLS 

3 

THIS COURSF IS DESIGNED TO ASSIST THE UNDFRGRADDATF SHP STUDENT 

TO DEVELOP THEIR ACADFMIC WRITING SKiLLS. EMPHASI S WILL BE PL ACFD 

UPON INTR ODUCING THE STUDENT TO AN ACCFPTABLE REFFRENCI NG STfL F 

USED TO DOARY INFORMATION SOURCFS. 

FALL. 

BRlJTVAN . 

SHPll92 

HEALTH PROFESSIONS FDUCATION INSTRU CTION 

3 

THIS COURSf IS DESIGNED TO INTRODUCE HEALTH PROFESSIONS ST UDE NTS 

TO THE SKILLS AND PROCFSSES INVOLVED IN HEALTH PROF ES SION S EDUCA­

TION IN BOTH CLINICAL AND DIDACTIC SfTTINGS . THf COuRSE IS I N­

TENDED TO DFVELOP SKILLS IN PLANNING HEALTH PROFES S IONS EDUCATION 

PROGRAMS, DELIVERING HEALTH PROF ESS IONS EDUCATION PROGRA MS, 

BEING AN EFFECTIVE CONTRIBUTOR TO THf INSTRUCTIDN TAKI NG PLACE IN 

CLINICAL, DIDACTIC AND IN-SERVICE PROGRAMS, AND EVALUATI NG 

HEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATION PROGRAMS . 

PREREQU 1 S I TFS: 

ENROLLMENT IN ALLIED HEALTH OR NURSING PROGRAMS . 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERFD IN AYB2-83. 

HERTZMAN. 

SHPl130 

CLINICAL LABDRATORY SCIENCE: MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY PRACTICUM 

3 

THIS COURSE IS THE FIRST OF A SERIES OE SIX PRACTICUMS wHIC H 

COVER THE PRACTICAL AND THEORETICAL STUDY OF CLINI CAL LA BORATORY 

SCIENCE. THE STUDENT MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST WILL BF IN TRODUCED TO 

ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES, AND IS EXPEC TED TO CORREL­

ATE THESE WITH THE BASIC SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES UPON WHI CH THE 

METHODOLOGIES ARE BASED. THE FOCUS 05 STUDY WILL BE IN THE ARfA 

OF CLINICAL CHEMISTRY, HEMATOLOGY AND MICROB!OLOGY. LABORATORY! 

DISCUSSION. 

PRERE QUISITES: 

ENROLLMENT IN THE MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY CURRICULUM . 

FALL. 

MUELLER . 

SHP3331 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: HEMATOLOGY 1 

I 
THIS COURSE IS THE FIRST OF A SERIES OF LECTURES IN CLINI CAL 
HEMATOLOGY AND IS A PART OF THE CLINICAL MICROSCOPY UNIT . HEMA­
TOLOGICAL STUDIES ( E.G. THE COMPLETE BLOOD COUNT) ARE ONE OF THE 
MOST COMMON LABORATORY PROCEDURES. THUS, IT IS ESSENTIAL FOR [HE 
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY STUDENT TO UNDERSTAND THE FUNCTION AND 
MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE VARIOUS CELLULAR f L E ME~TS OF 
THE BLOOD . THIS COURSE WILL COVER SPECIMEN COLLECTION ANO PRE­

SERVATION, HEMATOPOIESIS, MORPHOLOGY, FUNCTION AND CYT OCHEMISTRY 

OF THE CELLULAR COMPONENTS OF BLOOD TISSUE . 

PREREQU lSI TES: 

ENROLLMENT IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY. 

FALL. 

MUELLER. 

I 
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SHP3 .132 
Cl IN ICAL LA80~ATORY SClfNCF : CHFMI5TRY I 
I 
THI S COURSF 15 THE F IRS T OF THE tECTU f SERI 5 IN CLINICAL CHfM­
I SH1. cor~CfPTS DISCUSSED ARf INSTRUMENTAT ION, MATMI'IIAT ICAL 
PP.ltAiION~ AND QuALJT Y CONTROL . CARBOHYDRAT E ANALYSIS, FLUID 
ANV ELfCTROLYTf BALANCf A 0 ACID - SASE BALANtE ARF stuDieD FROM A 
PHYSIOLOG ICAL AND l EC H OLOGIC Al VIEWPO INT. 

P~fRfQu15 Tf, : 

FNROLLMfNl I N MFDICAl TFCHNOlOGY. 

FALL . 

MUf~L R. 
~HPl B} 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIFNCE: MICROBIOLOGY 

1 
THI, CuURSf IS THE FIRST I~ THE SFRIES OF CLIN!CAL MICROBIOLOGY 

Lft.luRFS . I I IS IMPORTANT FOR THF MEDICAL TECHNOLOG IST TO COM­

PREHENU AND APPL Y THE PHYSICAL AND CHeMICAL VARIABL ES AS THEY 

R F LAT~ TO THE RE COV FR Y AND IDFNTIFiCATI ON OF PATH OGE NIC MICRO­

O~~AN ! SMS . THF ORGA NISMS FMPHASIZfD IN THIS MODULE ARE THE G AM 

POSITIVE COCC I, GRAM ~EGATIVF COCCI, GRAM POSITIVF eACllLI, AND 

ORGANISMS PRIMARILY RfCOVERFD FROM THF UPPER RFSPIRATORY TRACT. 

PRfRE',U I , I 1 FS: 

FN~OLJ.. MHH IN f1fDICAl TFCH~OlOGY. 

FALL . 

/'\UHLE R. 

S HP 3) 40 

CLI Nlt AL lABORATORY SCIeNCE: MFOICAl TECHNOLOGY PRACTICUM I I 

3 

THIS CuURSE IS THF SECOND OF A SERIES OF SIX wHICH COVER THF 

PRA CTICAL AND THEORTfTICAl STUDY OF CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIFNCF. 

THE ST UDf.N T ME DICAL TECHNOLOGIST wILL eE INTRODUCED TO MORE ANA­

,YlICA~ T fCH~I QUE S AND PROCEDURES, AND IS fXPECTfD 10 CORRFLATF 

THESE Wl iH IHE BASIC SCIFNTIFIC PRINCIPlFS UPON WHICH THF METHO-

OlOGIFS ARf BASFD. THF EOCUS OF STUDY WILL BF IN THF ARE A OF 

CLINICAL CHEMISTRY, URINALYSIS ANO MiCROBIOLOGY. lFCTURF/lABORA­

T O~Y/ OISCUSSION. 
PRfRf UIS!TfS: 
5HP3Ho . 
WINTEJ! . 
MUFLL H. 
5HP 3Jf< I 

CLIN ICA L LABORATORY SCIENCF: RFNAL PHYSIOLOGY AND URINALYSIS 

I 
IN THI S COURSF RENAL PH~SIOlOGY, PATHOPHYSIOLOGY, AND URINE FXAM­
I~A TI ~N ARE PRESENTFD. CORRELATION OF LABORATORY RFSUlTS TO THF 

PATHOPH YSIOLOGY OF RFNAL FUNCTION, MfTABOllC DISORDERS AND OTHER 

DIS EASE S IS STRESSfD. 

PRfRfQU 15 ! TF S: 

SIfP HJ I. 

'fNTER . 

MUF lL f R. 

SMPJ 42 

CL INIC AL lAHORATURY SCIENCE: CHEMISTRY II 

1 
THIS COURSE IS THF SECOND OF THF CLINICAL CHEMISTRY lECTURE 

SfRIES . IT WIll COVER THE PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEM!CAL PRINCI­

PLES , lABORATORY PRUCEDURES, AND CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF PROTEIN 

ANU AMINO ACIDS, HEMOGLOBIN, AND ENZYMES DETERMINATIONS . 

PR EREQU I S ITE S: 

SHP 3332. 

WI NH R. 

MUf LLER. 

SHP}34} 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCF: MICRUBIOLOGY II 

I 

THIS COURSE 15 THE SECOND OF THE MICROBIOLOGY lECTURE SERIES. THE 

AREA S OF EMPHASIS ARF GRAM NEGATIVE BACILLI, ACID FAST BACILLI, 

ANT IBIOTICS, SPRIOCHETES, AND VIRAL AGENTS. 

PREREQU I 5 I TfS: 

St1P 3333. 

'" INl FR . 

MUELL ER. 

SHP3350 

CLINICAL lABORATURY SCIENCE: MFDICAL TECHNOLOGY PRACTICUM III 

} 

THIS COURSE 15 ONE OF A SERIFS OF SIX PRACTICUMS wHICH COVER THE 

P~ACTICAL AND THEORFTICAl STUDY OF CLINICAL lABORATORY SCIENCE. 

THE STUDENT MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST WIll BE INTRODUCED TO FURTHER 

ANAL YTICAL TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES, AND IS EXPECTED TO CORREL­

ArE THESE wiTH THE BASIC SCIENTIFIC CONCEPTS UPON WHICH THE 

Mf THODOLOGIES ARE BASED. 

PREREQU I S I TFS: 

SHPJ l40. 

SPR I NG /SUMMER. 

MUEL LER. 

SHP3}51 

CLINICAL lABORATORY SClfNCE: BLOOD BANK I 

I 
BLOOD BANK IS ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT SERVICE AREAS IN THE 
CLINICAL LABORATORY. IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT THE MEDICAL TFCHNOl­
OGJ ST UNDERSTAND THf IMMUNOHEMATOLOGICAL CONCEPTS AND THflR 
APP LICATION TO THE APPROPRIATE SELECTION OF BLOOD OR BLOOD COM­
PONfN TS FOR PATIENT ADMINISTRATION. THIS LECTURE SfRIES IS AN 
I NT RODUCT ION TO IMMU NOHE MATOLOGY, THE BLOOD GROUP SYSTfMS, DONOR 

PROCU~ fMfNT, ANO COMPAT I BIL ITY TESTING . 

PREREQU ISITES: 

SHP 4205. 

SPRIr<C/SUMMER . 

MUFLUR. 

SHP H 52 

tLJNICAL LABORATORY SCIENCe: HEMATOL OGY II 

I 
THIS COURS E IS A CONTINUED STUIH OF THE ~'FtLULAR fLI'MFNTS CON­

TAINED IN BLOOD WITH AN PMPHA515 ON THE HFMATOLOGIC DIS ORDERS Of 

ERVHlf!OCrTE5, LEUKOCYl'F5, AND TtiEI R PRE CURSORS . TH ~ ANf. MIAS AND 

L U~EM IAS ARE FURT~FR FMPH51lFD WITH CASF STUUIFS TO CORRFlATE 

LABORATORY RESULT S WI TH PATHOPHYS IOLOGY . 

Pi':EREQlJ IS! TFS: 

SHP 33 31. 

SPR ING/SUMMFR . 

MUEllER. 

SHP3}60 

CLINICAL lABORATORY SCIENCE: MEDICAL TFCH~OLOGY PRAC11CUM IV 

} 

THIS COURSF IS ONE OE A SERIES OF SIX ~H{CH C vfR THE PRACTICAL 

AND ~HfORETICAl STUDY OE CLINICAL lABORATORY SC IENCE . THE ST u­

DENT MFDICAl TECHNOLOGIST Will Bf INTR ODUCFD 10 FURTHER ANALYTIC ­

AL TECHNIQUfS AND PROCfDURES, AND 15 EX PE CTfO TLo ~ORRELATF ' HfS E 

wITH THE BASIC SCIENTIFIC CONCEPTS UPON WH ICH THE MFTHODOLOGlfS 

ARE BASED. lECTURE/lABORATORY/DISCUSSION. 

PREREQUISITES : 

SHPB50. 

FALL. 

COlfMAN. 

SHPB61 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCf: HfMATUlOGY/COAGULATI ON III 

I 
THIS COURSE IS THE LAST IN THF SfRIES OF lECTURFS IN THE AREA OF 
CLINICAL HFMATOlOGY WITH THE EMPHASIS ON HFMOSTASI S. AS A PRO­
FESSIONAL MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST, THE STUDfNT WILL Bf REQUIRED TO 
PERFORM CLINICAL HfMATOLOGY AND HfMOST~ SIS DfTfRMINA T IONS ON 
PATIENTS. THUS, THE STUDfNT MUST BF ABLE TO UNDERSTAND AND 
I~TERPRFT THfORETICAL CONCEPTS AND APPLY THIS KNOWLFDGE TO THf 
LABORATORY PROCEDURES. 
PRERfQUISITES: 
SHP B52. 

WINTfR. 

COLfMAN. 

SHP}}62 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: CHEMISTRY III 

I 
THIS COURSE IS THF THIRD IN THE CLINICAL CHEMISTRY lFCTURE 

SFRIFS. THE EMPHASIS IS ON THE PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMI STRY OF 

SELECTED ORGAN SYSTEMS . IN ADDITION, THF PRINCIPLfS AND MODf OF 

OPERATION OF CONTINUOUS-FLOW AND DISCRETf SAMPLIN G ANALYSfRS WILL 

BE PRESENTED. ALSO INSTRUMfNTATION AND PRINCI PlFS OF ~ADIO-IMMUNF 

ASSAY wIll BE INTRODUCED. 

PRFREQUISITES: 

SHP B~2. 

FALL. 

CulEMAN. 

SHP} }6} 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: MICROBIOLOGY III 

I 
THIS UNIT WILL PRESENT PARASITOLOGY AND SFROL OGY WITH EMPHASIS ON 
THE CORRELATION DE THE HUMAN IMMUNE RE SP ONSE WITH LABORATORY 

PROCFDURES. 

PRfREQUISITES: 

SHP B4}. 

FAll. 

COLEMAN. 

SHPB70 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: MFDICAL TECHNOLOGY PRACTI CUM V 

} 
THIS COURSE IS ONE OF A SERIES OF SIX PRACTICUMS WHICH COVER THf 

PRACTICAL AND THEORETICAL STUDY OF CLINICAL LABORATORY stJFNCE. 

THE STUDENT MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST Will BE INT P-ODUCEP TO fURTHER 

ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES AND PROCED UR ES, AND IS FXPECTED TO CORRfL­

ATE THESE WITH THE BASIC SCIENTIFI C CONC PTS UPON wHICH THE 

MfHTODOLOGIES ARE BASED. THE FOCUS Of STUO Y WILL BE IN THE AREAS 

OF CLINICAL CHEMISTRY, MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOHEMATOLOGY/BLOOD

BANK. LABORATORY/DISCUSSION. 

PRfREQUISITES: 

SHP3}60. 

.INTER. 

:OLEMAN. 

SHP3'H I 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: MICROBIOLOGY IV 

I 
THIS COURSE IS THE FOURTH OF A SERIES OF LECTURES I N CLI NI CAL 
MICROBIOLOGY. THE THEORETICAL CONCEPTS OF THE METHODOLOGY USED 

FOR THE ISOLATION AND IDENTIFICATION OF ANAEROBI C BACTERJA ANO 

FUNGI ARE EMPHASIZED. ALSO, THE DISEASE PATTERN S PROPUCED BY THE 

ANAEROBES AND FUNGI GROUPS ARE PRESENTED. 

PREREQU I 51 TES: 

SHP H63. 

WINTER. 

COLEMAN. 

SHP Course Descriptions 2 
SHPH72 
CL I NICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: BLOOD BANK II 
1 
THIS 15 THE SECOND OF TIfE TkO- PA RT BLOOD BANK LECTURf SERIES. THF 
IMMU NOHEMATOLOGICAL CONCEPTS COVER EO IN BLOOD BAN I WILL BE 
APPL IED TO PROBLEMS IN COMPATIBI I TY TESTING, ANTIBODY IOENTIFI­
CATIO N/ H~MOLYTIC DISEASE OF THE NEWB ORN , AND PRENATAL TESTING. 
PREREQUISITES; 
SHP3351 . 
FALL . 
COLEMAN. 
SHPHn 
CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: CHEMISTRY IV 
I 
THIS COURSE IS THE LAST OF THE CLINICAL CHE.MISTRY LECTURE SERIfS. 

THE COURSE ~IL L AODRESS fNDOCRINE FUNCTION WITH fMPHASIS ON HOR­

MONE ANALYSES , LIPID AND LIPOPROTEIN DETFRMINATIONS, DRUG AND 

TO~IC SUBSTANCE SCREENING, AND AMNIOTIC FLUID ANALYSIS. 

PREREQU ISITES: 

SHP H62 . 

WINTER . 

COLEMAN. 

5HP3l8Q 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY PRACTICUM vi 

} 
lHIS COUR SE IS THE LAST OF A SERIfS OF SIX PRACTICUMS WHICH 

COVE R THE PRACTICAL AND THEORFTICAL STUDY OF CLINICAL LABORATORY 

SCIENCE. THE STUDENT MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST WILL BE EXPFCTED TO . 

REVIEW THE CONCEPTS AND TEST PERFORMANCE STUDIED IN PRIOR MOD­

ULES AND TO CORR ELATE THESE WITH THE BASIC SCIFNTIFIC CONCEPT 

UPON WHICH THE MFTHODOLOGIFS ARE BASED. FMPHASIS WILL BF UPON 

PROBLEM SOLV ING, JOB RFSPONSIBILITY, FFFICIENCY, AND ORGANIZA­

TION. LABORA TORY/DISCUSSION. 

PREREQUISITES: 

SI1P1l 70. 

SPR ING/ SUMMER .. 

COLEAAN . 

SHPB8 5 

CLI NI CAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: INTRODUCTION TO LABORATORY MANAGF-

MfNT 

I 
THIS LEC TURE SERIES, WHILE NOT ALL-INCLUSIVE, ADDRESSES SEVERAL 

AREAS Wl l~IN THE SCOPE OF lODAY'S CLINICAL LABORATORY MANAGER. 

PREREQU I SIT ES: 

SHP ll7Q OR PERMISSION . 

SP~ING/SUMMER. 
COLEMAN. 

SHPlS4 0 

HEAL TH PLANN I NG 

5 

A HI STORY OF THE DEVfLOPMENT OF HEALTH PLANNING IN THF UNITFD 

STA TES . PRINCIPLES, POLICI ES, AND TOOLS RELATED TO THE PLANNING 

PROCES S INCLUDING THE AUTHORITY, STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF HEALTH 

SYST EMS AGENCIES ARE EXAMINED. CURRENT ISSUES AND PROBLEMS 

FACED BY PLANNING AGENCIES ARE CONSIDERED. 

PREREQU ISITES: 

sHp 4090 AND CAS5530. 

WINTEFl. 

GARDN ER . 

SHP3541 

HSA : BASIC ORIENTATION TO THE FIELD OF LONG TERM CARE 

J 
THE COUR SE PROVIDES A BASIC ORIENTATION TO THE FIELD OF LONG TFRM 
CARE. IT INCLUDES HIS TOR I CAL DEVELOPMENT, ISSUES AND PROBLEMS AND 
THE IMPAC T OF CURRENT HEALTH CARE POLICIES AND PROGRAMS ON THE 
FIELD. ALSO EXAMINED ARE ISSUES RELATING TO DISEASES, CARE, TREAT 
AND REHABILITATION OF THE CHRONICALLY ILL, AGED AND DISABLED. 
FALL . 
MILL ER, I. 
SHP3542 

HS A: LONG TERM CARE, SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT 

] 
TH IS COURSE WILL COVER THE PROBLEMS, ISSUES, AND ADMINISTRATION 
OF SEVERAL LONG TERM CARE INSTITUTIONS. IT WILL EXPLORE THE NEED 
FOR AL TERNATIVE PROGRAMS IN LONG TERM CARE, AND EXAMINE THE NEED 
FOR pLANNING FOR THE FUTURE . ALSO EXAMINED WILL BE THE CURRENT 
POLIC IES AND PROGRAMS AND THEIR LEGAL IMPLICATIONS FOR DEVELOP­

MENT AND MANAGEMENT OF LONG TERM CARE FACILITIES. 

WINTE R. 

MILL ER, I. 

SHP362 0 

DIAGNO STIC METHODS IN COMMUNICATION DISORDERS 

3 

EXAMI NES ADMINISTRATION AND INTERPRETATION OF TESTS DESIGNED TO 

ASSESS COMMUNICATION SKILLS (E.G., ARTICULATION, INNER, RECEPTIVE 

ANO EX PRE SS IVE LANGUAGE, AUOITORY DISCRIMINATION). PARTIALLY SAT­

ISFIES SCHOOL OF HELATH SCIENCE COR~ COMPETENCIES. 

PREREQUISITES; 

SHP]1 8S, SHP4235, SHP4520, SHP4730. 

WINTER . 

.lONES, M. 

SHP3 920 
EP IDEMIOLOGY: PRINCIPLFS AND ANALYSIS OF DATA I 
3 
FOCUSES UPON PRI NCIP LES AND THFIR uSE IN EvALUA TI NG FPIDFMIOLO­
GICAl DATA. INCLUDES AN IND FPENDENT PRO.JECT APPLYI NG EPIDEMIOLO­
GICAL PRINCIPL fS TO THE STUDENT'S INDl v lOUA L PROFESSION . 
PREREQUISITfS: 
CA5553Q. 
NOT SC HEDUl FD TO BE OFFERF.D IN AY82-83. 
STAFF. 
SHP4090 

HEALTH CARE ORGANIZATION 

3 

PROVIDES A BASIC UN DERSTANDING OF THF ORGANIZAT ION OF THF HFALTH: 

CARE DELIVFRY SYST EM I N THE UNIT ED ST AT FS AND THE COMPONEN1S OF 

THIS SYSTEM. REQUIRED FOR ALL UNDERG RADUAT F STUDFNTS IN HEALTH 

SCIENCE. PARTIALLY SATISFIES SC HOOL OF HEALTH SCI ENCF CORE COM~ 

PElFNC I FS. 

FALL, wINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

STAFF. 

SHP4100 

HEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATION: VALUFS CLARIFICATION TECHNI QUfS 

2 

EXPOSURE TO A wiDE VARIETY OF TEACHING STRATFGlfS THAT HAV, IN 

COMMON A PHILOSOPHICAL BASE THAT TRIES TO INCORPORATF THF PE R­

SONAL GOALS AND VALUES OF LEARNERS IN THE ' EDUCATI ONAL PR OCESS . 

FROM THE MANY 'VALUFS CLARIFICATION TECHNIQUES' DI SCUSSE D, ART­

·ICIPANTS SELECT STRATEGIES THAT APPEAR TO HAVE THE MOST POTfNTIAL 

FOR THEIR PARTICULAR TEACHING NEf.DS. 

FALL. 

HERTZMAN . 

SHP4200 

HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION: FIFLD EXPfRiENCES I 

3 

THIS COURSE IS DFSIGNED TO PROVIDF THF STUDFNTS WITH TERMINAL 

INTEGRATING EXPERIENCES OF CL~SSROOM LFARNING AND FXPE RI FNCES TO 

THE FIELD OF PRACTICE. THF COURSE WILL RF!NFORCF AND REVIFW COMP­

ETENCIES GAINFD IN HSA AND GIVf STUDENTS AN OPPORTUNITY TO 

ACHIEVE PROFESSIONAL GROWTH AND ADMINISTRATIVF SKILLS . 

PRERFQUiSITES: 

ADVANCED STUDFNTS IN UNDERGRADUATF HSA ONLY: 

SPRING/SUMMFR. 

GARDNER . 

SHP4201 

ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING FIFLD PRACTICUM I 

3 

THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDF STUDENTS WITH A SUPFRVISED 

FIELD PRACTICUM IN WHICH THEY CAN DEVFLOP THE PROFESSIONAL 

SKILL TO INITIALLY ASSESS AND COUNSEL INDIVIDUALS AND THFIR 

FAMILIES SUFFERING FROM THE FFFfCTS OF ALCOHOL AND ABUSE. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

JONES, FRY. 

SHP4202 

ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING EIELD PRACTICUM II 

4 

THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE STUDENTS WITH A SUPERVISED 

FIELD PRACTICUM EXPERIENCE IN WHICH THty CAN LEARN TO 

EEFECTIVELY USE INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP COUNSELING TO INITIATE 

NEEDED AND DESIRED SELF-EXPLORATION IN INDIVIDUALS AND FAMILIES 

SUFFERING FROM ALCOHOLISM AND ALCOHOL ABUSE. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION. 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

JONES, ERY. 

SHP4203 
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING FIELD PRACTICUM III 

3 

THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE STUDFNTS WITH A SUPERVISFD 

FIELD PRACTICUM EXPERIENCE IN WHICH THEY WILL HAVE THE OPPOR­
TUNITY TO LEARN HOW TO KEEP ACCURATF AND UP-TO-DATE CLIF NT 

RECORDS, AND IN WHICH THFY CAN LEARN TO NEGOTIATE AN EFF EC TIVE 

TREATMENT PLAN WITH CLIENTS SUFFERING FROM ALCOHOLISM OR AL CO­

HOL ABUSE. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION. 

EALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

JONES, FRY. 

SHP~204 
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING EIELD PRACTICUM IV 
4 
THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE STUDENTS WITH A FINA L FIELD 
PRACTICUM EXPERIENCE IN WHICH THEY CAN INTEGRATE THE COUNSELING 
SKILLS PREVIOUSLY ACQUIRED IN PRACTICUMS I, II, AND III , AS WELL 
AS ADDING STILL OTHERS TO THEIR THERAPEUTIC REPERTO IR E. 
PREREQUISITES: 
PERMISSION . 
FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER • 
JONES, FRY. 
226 SHP Course Descriptions 
SHP~2U5 
II',MUNOL O~Y 
2 
INTRIJOuCfS THf SA'lIC CONCEPTS AND TfRMlNOLOG1 OF IMMU NITY, IN­
CLuOINt. IMMUNf ItFSPONSfS, ANTIGf ICITY, ANTIBODY SI RUCTURF, A T­
180~Y fAC TIONS, HfChANISMS Of 'fLLULAR IMMUNITY, AND HYPFRSFN­
SITlvlTY ~fACIIO s . 
PURfQU IS I IF S: 
DL LfGF BI OL OGY AND COLLE~F CHFMISTRY. 
"INTtR . 
lULFMA~, C0MMU~ITY PRCFFSSOR. 
~ HP 4 2 I 0 

HfA RI~~ SClfNCF 

3 

STUO Y OF SOUND GENFRATION AND TRANS MISSION, MfA SU~ING SOUND, ~NA­

TOM Y AND A D PH ~ S10LOGY OF l~F HFARI NG MFCHANI 5M , PSYCHOACOUSTICS 

~SYCHOPn'SICAL MfTH0uS, AND ACOUSTICS OF SPfFCH. 

FALL . 

LUll INSKY. 

SHP4 23 0 
INTRODU~TION TO CLI~ICAL AUDIOLOGY 
J 
tX AM INfS AUDI0MFTRIC ZFRU AND SFNSATION LFVFL, PLOTTING AUDIO­

MFI RIC DATA, AUDIOMfTRIC INSTRUMFNTATION, CALIBRATION, PURF TONF 

THRFSHOLD TFSTING, BASIC SPFFCH AUDIOMFTRY. PARTIALLY SATISFIFS 

CURF COMPf TF~CIES FOR THF SCHOOL OF HEALTH SCIFNCFS. 

PRr . fIjU ISITfS: 

SHP4 21 0. 

SP~ ING/SUMMFk . 
Lub I NSKY . 
SHP4235 

1~ I~Ou UCTION TO lOMMUNICATION DISORDFRS 

J 
ST UD Y Of TnF FOUR MAJOR TYPFS OF COMMUNICATION DISORDFRS, THFIR 

F~ffC TS ON THE COMMUNICATIVFLY IMPAIRFO INDIVIDUAL AND BASIC RF­

Mf D IATIO~ PROGRAMS. PARTIALLY SATISFIFS CORF COMPFTFNCIFS FOR THF 

SC HOOL OF HFALTH SCIFNCFS. 

FALL , SPRING / SUM,~FR. 

,jJ LOF BRAND. 
SHP4l40 

I~TROuUCTIUN TO RfHA61LITATIVF AU DIOLOGY 

3 

STUDY uF NURMAL SENSORY PFRlFPTION, SPEFCH PfRCFPTION, HFARING 

AIDS, SPEECH RFAOING AND AUDITORY TRAINING. 

PRFRFQU I S I TfS: 

SHP4210. 

SPR!NG/SUMMfR. 

LUB I IIIS< Y . 

SHP4:180 

NURSING: CONCFPTS ANO PROCFSSfS 

" THIS COUR5E IS OFSIGNED TO PROVIDF STUDFNTS WITH KNOWLFDGF OF THF 

PROFESSIONAL ISSUES AND TRFNOS I~ NURSING, THF LFGAL ASPECTS OF 

NURSING, THf NURSING PROCESS, AND SOMF OF THF NURSING THEORIFS. 

THF NURSING PROCFSS IS THF SCIFNTIFIC ME.THOD USED TO DFVFLOP A 

CLIENT CARF PLAN. THIS COURse CONSTITuTES THE THEORFTICAL FOUNOA­

TIUN FOR SUBSFQUFNT NURSING COURSFS . IT ALSO 8fGINS THE RE­

SOCIALIZATION PROCESS FOR RF-ENTRY INTO NURSING FOUCATION. 

PREREQUISITes: 

FULFILLMENT OF REQUIREMFNTS FOR ADMISSION 10 THF NURSING PROGRAM 

OR CLASSIFICATION AS A CONDITIONAL ADMITTANT OR SPECIAL NON­

DEGREE SEE<ING STUDFNT. 

FALL, WINTER. 

LAWRENCF. 

SHP4 Jl 0 

NURSING: CARE IN DISTRIBUTIVE SETTINGS 

7 

THIS SFNIOR LEVEL NURSING COURSE FOCUSES ON THE FAMILY, 

THE COM>1UNITY, PUBLIC HFALTH, AND NURSING SERVICE DIRECTED TO 

MEET THE NFEDS OF EACH OF THESE ENTITIES. FACULTY SUPFRVISED 

CLINICAL EXPERIENCES ARF CONDUCTED THROUGH LOCAL COMMUNITY HEALTH 

NURSING AGENCIES, AND OTHER VARIED COMMUNITy HEALTH SfTTINGS. THE 

ROLES AND FUNCTIONS DF THE NURSE IN DISTRIBUTIVE SETTINGS ARE 

DEVELOPED DURING HOME VISITS AND OTHER NURSING SITUATIONS. CON­

CEPTS OF ADAPTATION, CHANGE, COMMUNICATION ROLE AND OTHERS ARF. 

EMPHASIZED WITHIN A SYSTEMS FRAMEWORK . 

PREREQUISITES: 

SHP JlOI, SHP 4JJO, SHP 4460, SHP "090 OR CONCURRENT . 

FALL, WINTER . 

EDWARDS, ZIEMANN. 

SHP4 Jll 

NURSING: CARE IN EPISODIC SETTINGS 

5 

EMPHASIS IS ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NURSE'S RDLE AND FUNCTION 

IN FPISODIC SETTINGS WHERE PATIENTS OF ALL AGES ARE EXPERIENCING 

LIFE-THREATENING ILLNESSFS. THEORIES OF STRESS, PSYCHOSOCIAL 

SUPPORT SYSTEMS, COMMUNICATION AND ROLE DEVELOPMENT CONSTITuTE 

THE FOUNDATION FOR CLINICAL PRACTICE. 

PREREQUISITFS: 

SHP 3101, SHP 4JJO, SHP "460, SHP 4090, OR CONCURRENT. 

FALL, WI NTER. 

MAS SURA, LEFTWICH. 

SHP4 3~O 
NURSI NG: THE COLL ABO RATIVE ROLF 
3 

TH E FOCUS OF THIS COU RSE IS ON COL LABO RATION AMONG HFALTH CARF 

PROFE SSIO NALS IN THE DEL IV ERY OF HF ALT H CARE AND ITS IMPACT ON 

IN ThE HEALT H CAR E OE LI VfRY SY STfMS IN A CHANGING SOCIETY. THFY 

PROff SSIONAL NUR SI NG PRACTICf. IT FURTHtR FXAMINES THF ROLF OF 

THE PROFESSI ONAL NURSE AS H r/5 ~ E fUN CTIONS IN THF HFALTH CARF 

DE LI VfRY SYSTtM IN A CHANGING SOCIETY . THe EMERGING ROLF OF THF 

NURSE FROM A HISTORICAL PERSPFC TIVE 15 EXP LORED . 

PREREQUISITES: 

SHP ~ 28 0 , SHP 4090 . 

WINTER , SPRING/ SUMME R. 

JOHNS ON. 

SHP4446 

NURSING: PRINCIPLES OF MANAGFMFNT OF CLIFNT/PATIFNT CARE 

3 

THIS COURSE IS A ST UD Y OF CONTEMPORARY T~fO!!IFS JlND P It.C IPLFS OF 

MANAGFMENT AS USE D IN PROFESSIONAL NURSING PRACT ICF . A VARIFTY 

OF LFADFRSHIP/ ~NAGFMFN T STY Lf S ARE ANALYZED I RFLA TION TO THF 

NFFDS OF ORGANIZFD NURSING CAR F SYST EMS . TECHNIQUfS OF PFRSONNEL 

MANAGEMENT ARE STUOIFD IN RFLATION TO THE I R FFFfCT S ON CL IF NTI 

PATIFNT CARE. GROUP PROCESS IS DISCUSS ED . 

PREREQUISITES: 

SHP"280. 

FALL, "INTER. 

ZIFMANN, LFFTWICH. 

SHP4455 

NURSING: SENIOR SFMINAR AND PROJF.CT 

4 

I~ THIS COURSF STUDFNTS FNGAGF IN TfR MI AL I NTfGRATINC f XPFR I­

FNCFS THAT DFMONSTRATf THF USF OF A Vp.R lfTY OF lI'AR NING FXPFRI­

FNCFS FOR INITIATING AND IMPLFMFN TING CHANGE IN NUR SING PRA CTICF 

AND CLIENT CARE OF ALL AGFS IN AN FPI SOOIC OR OISTRI BUTI f Sf T­

TING. STUDFNTS DFVFLOP ANDPRESFNT A PROJfCT CFMONS TRATING INTF­

GRATION AND PROFICIFNCY IN ALL NURSING PROGRAM COMPETENC IFS . 

RESFARCH FINDINGS ARf USED. 

PRERFQUISITES : 

ALL MAJOR NURSING COURSFS AND HLD5400 AND HLD5411 . 

FALL, SPRINGISUMMFR. 

JOHNSON, ZIFMANN. 

SHP"460 

NURSING: T"-ACHING OF CLIFNTS/FAMILIFS 

3 

THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO UFVFLOP THE KNOWLF DGf AND SKI~LS OF 

THF TFACHING / LEARNING PROCESS IN NURSING AS APP LlfO TO A CLl f NT­

CFNTERED HEALTH PRDBLFM IN A VARIETY OF COMMvNlr, SETT INGS . 8E­

HAVIORAL OBJFCTIVFS ARF PRFPARfD FOR TFACHING AND r VALUATING 

CLI ENT LfARN I NG. 

PRFRFQUISITFS: 

SHP4280. 

WINTFR, SPRING/SUMMER . 

MASSURA. 

SHP4520 

PHONETICS 

3 

STUDIES THE TRANSCRIPTION OF SPFFCH USING THF I N TERNJlTI~NAL PHO­

NETIC ALPHA8FT AND THf MANNER, TYPE, AND PLACE OF ARTICULATION OF 

EACH OF THE SOUNDS OF AMFRICAN SPEFCH. 

WINTeR. 

FORNER. 

SHP4590 

HEALTH SERVICE ADMINISTRATION: PRINCIPLFS 

J 

DEALS WITH THE THFORFTICAL AND PRACTICAL ENVI RONME NT wITH)N WHIC H 

HEAL TH CARE ADMINISTRATORS OPERATE. TH F ISSUES I VESTIGATED ARf 

OR GANI ZATION STRUCTURE, FMPLOYFE MO TIVAT ION , S PERVISION AND MAN­

AGEMFNT TECHNIQUES. 

OFFFRED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF. 

SHP4670 

ALCOHOLISM COUNSELOR'S ROLE 

J 

DESIGNED TO CLARIFY THE TASKS OF ALC HOL IS M COUNSELING ANQ I TS PO­

SITION AS A NEWLY RECDGNIZED PROFESSI ON. IN DLUOfD 15 A BRlfF HIS ­

TORY OF ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING, ITS TASKS, KNOWLEDGE AND SK IL LS , 

AND A LOOK AT THE INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAM APP ROACH AS PART OF lHf 

REHABILITATION PROCESS. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

FRY. 

SHP" 725 

SOCIOLINGUISTICS 

J 

COVERS THE MAJOR SOCIOLINGUISTIC CONCEPTS AND APPL IES THEM TO THE 

ANALYSIS OF DIALECTICAL DIFFERENCES AND TH E CULTURES FROM WHICH 

THEY WERE DERIVED. PARTLY MEETS CORE COMPET ENCI ES REQUIRED 8Y 

SCHOOL OF HEALTH SCIENCES. 

WINTFR. 

HILDEBRAND. 

SHP4 no 

SPEECH AND LANGUAGE DEVELPPMENT 

J 

STUDY OF THE STAGES OF LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT FROM A PSYCHOL 1NGUIS­
TIC VI EWPOINT; RELATES COG IliON TO LANGUAGF OFVFLOPMfNT; ~S SFSS­

MENT OF THE PHONOLOGICAL, MORPHOLOG ICAL, SYNTACTICAL AND SE MAN­

TICAL ASPECTS OF A LANGUAGF SAMPLf . 

FAU . 

JONfS, M. 

SHP4 7H 

SPE EC H PHYSIOLOG Y 

3 

E~AMINATlbN OF ANATUMY AND PHYSIOL GGY OF RESPIRATION, PHONATION, 

A~ l ICULATION, AND THF. NFRVOUS 5YSTfM . 

PR~REQUISITES : 

SliP 4135 . 

PAL • 

FO RNFR. 

SHP499 S 

INOfPE DENT APPRAISALS 

3 

THI S .O~KShDP WILL EXAMINF WHAT SKILLS, ABILITIFS AND VOCATIONS 

HAVE BEEN DBTA INFD THROUGH LIFE EXPERIENCE AND HOW TO EQUATE THFM 

TO UNIVERSJTY CREDIT. PROEESSIONALS WHO ARF IN THE PROCFSS OF 

SEE~lNG CfRTIFI CATION IN THFIR FIELD wILL BE ABLF TO OBTAIN SOMF 

EOUCATIONAL 08J ECTIVFS OF THF CERTIFICATION PROCESS BY CONTINUING 

THEIR FORMAL EQ UC ATION THROUGH LIFF EXPfRIFNCF CREDIT. 

~FFfREO BASfD ON DFMAND. 

COMMUN I TY PROFFSSOR, STAFF. 

SHP500 A 

INTRODU CTORY SPORTS MEDICINF 

1-2 

THIS COURSE IS DFSIGNFD FOR COACHFS, PHYSICAL FDUCATION INSTRUC­

TORS AND PA RKS AND RFCRFATION PF~SONNFL. THF CONTFNT WILL DFAL 

WITH THF STANDA RDS OF CARF ANU SAFFTY fUR ATHLFTFS. 

OFFERfD BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMONIT PRO FESSOR, STAF F. 

SHP500B 
CURRENT ISSUfS IN fXTtNDf D CARf FOR THf fLDFRLY 
2 
COMPLEX ISSUES ABOUT f XTfNDfD CARf FOR THf fLDfRLY ARf CUNSTANTLY 
tHA GING. THF PURPOSF OF THIS COURSf IS TO UPDATF THf STUDFNT'S 
KNOWLfDGE ON THF ALTfRNATIVF MfTHODS OF fXTFN DFD CARf, THf STATUS 
OF NURS ING HUM P LAWS AN U RfGULATIONS, THf GUARDIANSHIP LAWS AND 
THE tURRfNT ME THODS USED BY HOSPITALS TO ASSURE CONTINUITY OF 
CARf OF THf CHR ONICALL Y ILL. 
OFFERED BASED UPO N DfMAND. 
" ARONf . 
5H?SOOO 
THf NATION 'S H~ALTH 
1 
THIS NFW5PAPFR COURSE COMBINES DISCUSSION WITH THE READINGS IN 
ATTFMP1ING TO ANSWFR QUESTIONS LIKF: WHAT COMPRISFS THIS COUN­
lRY'S HEALTH SYSTEM? HOW IS HEALTH POLICY AFFFCTED? WHAT CAN Wf 
DO AS INDIVIDUALS TO HELP? 
OFfERE D BASFD UPON DEMAND. 
MASS EY. 
SHP500E 

ftORK SHOP: NURSING AND THF LAW 

I 
THIS TWO-DAY WORKSHOP WILL STUDY RESOURCES THAT ESTABLISH STAN­

DARDS OF CAR E WITHIN THE HEALTH CARE SYSTFM. SPECIAL EMPHASIS 

WILL BE GIVEN TO THOSE LAWS AFFECTING THE NURSING PROFESSION. 

TOPIC S TO BE INCLUDED ARE: ACCOUNTABILITY AND RESPONSIBILITY OF 

PROFES SIONA L AND NON-PROFESSIONAL NURSES; CHARTING PROBLEMS; EM­

PLOYE E/ EMP LOYER RELATIONSHIPS; TERMINATING LIF~ SUPPORT; EMERGEN­

CY ROOM PROBLEMS; MALPRACTICE. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

JOHNSON . 

SHPSODF 

ALT ERNATIVE APPROACHES TO HEALTH CARE 

1 

THE WORKSH OP IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE STUDENTS WITH AN OVERVIEW OF 

THE PHILOSOPHY AND TECHNIQUES ASSOCIATFD WITH A VARIETY OF PRE­

VE NTATIVE SYSTEMS OF HEALTH CARF. . BOTH CLIENTS AND HEALTH CARE 

PROFES SIONALS NEED TO BE AWARE OF ALTERNATIVES TO THE MORE TRADI­

TIONAL METHODS OF HEALTH CARE SO THEY CAN MORE EFFECTIVELY SELECT 

AN OPTIMUM REGIMEN OF SUPPORTIVE AND HEALTH MAINTENANCf PROCED­

URI'S . 

OF FERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF. 

5HP~O OH 
SOBR IETY PLANNING--A GUIDE TO STRUCTURAL COUNSELING 

1 

THIS COURSE FOCUSES ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF A STRUCTURED RECOVERY 

pROG RAM , TEACHING THE PATIENT RECOVE~Y SKILLS NECESSARY IN 

MAINTAIN I NG A8STINENCE . IT ALSO 'DEALS WITH RESPONSES AND 

ATT ITUDES NEC ESSARY FOR REMISSION. A FINAL FOCUS IS ON THE 

RELATI ONSH IP BETWEEN "AA" AND THE PROFESSIONAL COUNSELOR. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNI TY PROFES SOR, STAFF. 
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SHPSOIA 

PHARMACOLOGY ISSUf S 

I 

THl S COUR SE PRQV HIES THf. PRACT IT lONER \<II TH A PRAC tiCAL ~ NO"L fDGf 

Of THF VARIOUS ASPfCTS OF ORUG ACTIVITY . IT FNTAILS A SY STE MATI C 

DESCRIPTION OF THF VARIOUS GROUPS OF DRUbS, TKflR INDICA TIO NS AND 

CONT~AINOICATIO &, MEC HANISMS OF ACTION, SIOF fFfF,r~, TOXiCI TY, 

A TIDOTAL TRfATMFNT A D OrHf~ PHARMA,OLObl~ PfCULIA~IT I FS OF lHF 

DRUGS. 

OFF f RFD 6ASF D UPON DfMAND. 

CO MMUNITY PROFFSSOR, STAFF . 

SHP)OIB 

IMPACT UF ALCOHOLISM IN THE WORK PLACf 

1 

THE FOCUS OF THE CO URSf WI LL BF TU GIV F AN UVFRV I ~w OF 

·· f HPLOYF.E'S ASSISTANCE PROGRAM ING" AND THf MANY FLEMfNTS TI1AT p.Rf 

I NVUL VED IN THIS PRU CES S. PRACTICAL SKILLS AND APPLIED K~DWLfDbf 

WILL BF EHPHASIZED IN CLASS AS ~fLL AS TH~ NFC f SSARY SUPPORTING 

THEOR Y. STUDENTS wiLL EXAMINF RfSEARCH AND Tr1FORIFS AND SfF, 10 

APPLY THFSE IN CON CRFTf ORGANIZATIUNAL SITUATIONS . 

OEfFRFD 6ASFD UPON DEMAND . 

CuMMUNITY PROFfSSOR, STAFf. 

SHP50lC 

AN INNOVATIVf APPROACH TO ALCOHOLISM TRFAT Mf NT: TH FRA PFuTIC 

PARADOX AND RfFRAMING 

1 
THE PURPOSE OF THIS COURSF IS T8 DF VfL OP UNDfRSTANDI NG , KNOWlFOGf 
AND SKILL IN THF UTILIZATION OF SECOND- OR DFR CHAN~ F PR OC ESS,S 

.HFN CONDUCTING TRFATMFNT wITH AL COHOLICS . 

UFFfRFO BASFD uPON OFHAND. 

CUMMUNITY PROEFSSUR, STAFF . 

SHP5010 
FDUCATIONAL ASPfCTS OF SPFfCH AND LANG uAGF OFVELOPMF NT 
l 
THF STUDY UF NURMAL AND DISORDfRfD SPf PC H AND LANG UAGF DfVfLOP­
MENT WITH SPECIAL FMPHASIS ON ~SPFCTS Rf LfVANT TU CLASSROOM 
TFACHERS, SPf CIAL fDUCATORS, fARLY CHIL ~~UOO TfACHE R~ AND SCHOUL 
ADMINIST~ATORS. 
SP~ING/SUMMFR. 
M. JUNES. 
5HP5012 

HSA: MfNTAL HfALTH ANO DfVFLOPMENTAL DISABILITIE S 

J 
THIS CUURSE PROVIDES A GFNERAL INT ROD uC TIUN TO THF Fir LOS OF 

MENTAL HFALTH AND MENTAL RETARDATION. IT INCLU DfS A RFV IF~ OF THf 

HISTORY OF THF DEVfLOPMENT ON FACH IN THf UNITE D STAT fS; AND AN 

ANALYSIS OF THE ORGANIZATIONAL CHARATFRISTICS AND PHI LOS OPHIFS OF 

HANAGFMENT DOMINANT IN EACH . THE NECFSSITY TO INCL UOf THE COMU~­

ITY AND THE FAMILY IN THE DECISION-MAKING PROCF SSf S AND Trl F IM ­

PACT OF THIS ON PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION IS ASSfS SF D. 

WINTfR. 

wHITTEMORF, COMMUNITY PROFFSSOR. 

SHP5014 

HSA: MENTAL HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 

1 
THIS COuRSE DESCRIBES THF UNIQUE SOCIO-ENVIRONME NTAL CONT EX T OF 

MENTAL HEALTH AND DEVFLOPFMNTAL DISABILITIfS PROG RAMS AND DIS· 

CUSSES THE CONCOMMITANT MOllIFICATIONS THAT ARF ~FQU I R fD BFFORf 

SUBSTANTIVE AREAS OF GENERIC HANAGFMENT CONTENT (P ANNING, 

PERSONNEL, GOVERNANCF, COMMUNICATIONS, INFORMATI ON SYSTEMS, fTC. ) 

CAN BE SuCCESSFULLY APPLIED TO MFfT THE SPECIFIC ~fQU !R F MF TS OF 

THE MENTAL HEALTH SETTING. 

FALL. 

WHITTEMORE. 

SHPSOl5 

ALCOHOL AND SUBCULTURES 

1 
ASSISTS ALCOHOLISM COUNSELORS WORKING IN A METROPOLIT~N ARfA WHO 
ARE IN CONTACT WITH PERSONS FROM VARIOUS CULTUR ES AND MUS T SE 
ABLE TO UNDERSTAND THE CULTURALLY DETERMINED VAL UES, LI FFSTYLES, 
AND EXPECTATIONS UNDERLYING THE BEHAVIOR OF THE IR CL IE NTS TO Be­
COME AWARE OF THEIR OWN BIASES SO THFY MAY ASSIST T Hf l ~ CL IENTELE 
COME AWARE OF THEIR OWN BIASES SO THEY MAY ASSIST THEIR CL 1ENTfLE 
IN THE MOST APPROPRIATE MANNER. STUDENTS THROUGHOUT THE UNIVFR­
E.G ., ALCOHOLISM SCIENCES, WOMEN'S STUDIES, AND BILING UAL/ B!CUL­

TURAL STUDIES ARE ENCOURAGED TO ENROLL . 

FALL, WINTER. 

FRY. 

SHP502C 
WOMEN AND ALCOHOL 
1 
THIS COURSE WILL EXAtl!NE CROSS ADDICTION, WOMF.N'S CYCLES , f fDE~A L 
MONEY ALLOCATIONS, DIVORCE, FETAL ALCOHOLlSfl SYNDROME AND OTHER 
FEMALE RELATED SUBJECTS ILLUSTRATING THAT RECOVERI NG ALCOHOLIC 
WOMEN NEED TO QUESTION THE ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING THE ! R ROLES IN 
A DOUBLE STANDARD SOCIETY . 
OFfeRED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
FRY, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 
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S~PS02D 
MIL'rU THfRAP Y: CRFA TIVF THFRAPY TftHNIQUFS fOR ON-GOING 
TREATMENT 
I 
THI$ WORKSHOP W'LL PROVIDF T~E AL COHOLISM COUN$fLOR WITH SOM F 

ADDITIONAL TOOL; TO BE US fD WI TH TA LK lHf~APY IN wORK IN G WITH 

TH~ ALCOHOLI C AND HIS fAMI L1. THESF TfCHN IQUfS CAN BE US FD BOTti 

IN GROUP SETTINGS AND WITH INDIVIDUALS. 

OfffRFD BASED UPON DFMANu. 

FRT , COMMU NITY PROFESSOR. 

SHP 502E 

ALCO HOL AND BLACK AMERICANS 

I 
THIS COURSE FOCUSES UPO~ ATTITUDINAL CONCF RNS OF CARfGIVFRS AND 

UPON THf HEIGHTENF[) AWARFNFSS OF SOCIAL PROBLfMS n PICAL OF BLACK 

AME RICAN S . 

OfFFReD BA SED UPON DEMAND. 

F Y, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

SHP,02F 

HOW TO TALK TO CHILDREN ABOUT DRINKING 

I 
THIS COURSE ~ILL PROVIDE A NFW APPROACH IN COMMUNICATING WITH 

CHILDREN. FOUR AREAS WILL BF COVFRED: DEALING WITH CHI LDR FN'S 

ANGER; HOW A PARENT CAN RESOLVF CONFLICT; GFTTING CHILDRF N TO 

LIST E ~; AND BEING A CONSULTANT TO YOUR CHILD. THE PARE NT EFFFC­

ll VEN fSS THFORY OF DR . THOMAS GORDON FORMS THE BASIS FOR THIS 

CO URSE. 

OFFERFD BASED UPON DEMAND. 

FRY, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

SHP,20A 

DIAGNOSING ALCOHOLISM: PRACTICAL GUIDELINES 

1-2 

DFSI GNED TO PROVluF AN UNDERSTANDING OF AND THE ABILITY TO IMPLF­

MFN T DIAGNOSTIC METHODS FOR DIFFERENTIATING PHYSIOLOGICAL ALCO­

HOL ISM (EARLY, MIDDLE, AND CHRONIC STAGES), NONPHYSIOLOGICAL AL­

COHOLISM (ALCOHOL ABUSF AND ALCOHOL DEPFNDENCE) AND MULTIPLF 

DIAG NOSIS (ALCOHOLISM PLUS OTHER DISEASE). 

OFFE RED BASED ON DEMAND. 

CU~IMUN I TV PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

SHP520B 

BREAST CANCER UPDATE 

I 
THE PURPOSE OF THIS ALL-DAY CONFERENCE IS TO MAKE STUDFNTS AWARE 

OF THE CURRENT ATTITUDES AND TREATMENTS CONCERNING BREAST CANCER 

AND TO ALLEVIATE SOME OF THE FEAR AND MISCONCFPTIONS THAT SUR­

ROU ND IT. SINCE THIS CONFERFNCE WILL PRFSENT THF LATEST INFORMA­

TI ON ON TREATMENTS AVAILABLE IT SHOULD BE OF SPECIAL INTERFST TO 

MfMBf RS OF THE HEALTH PROFESSIONS. 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

KAPLAN, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

SHP,20, 

ALCOHOLISM; RECOVERY AND SEXUALITY 

3 

AS HUMAN SEXUALITY IS AN IMPORTANT CORRELATE TO RECOVERY FROM AL­

COHOLISM, A LITERATURE SURVEY STRESSES THE ALCOHOLIC, BIOLOGICAL 

FUNCTIONS, SOCIETAL ATTITUOES PSYCHOLIGICAL/SEXUAL PROBL EMS, AND 

PERSONAL ATTITUDES. MEDIATED PRESENTATIONS AND SFLF-AWARENES S EX­

ERCISES, FURTHER DESENSITIZATION AND VALUES CLARIFICATION LEAD TO 

PERSONAL OR PROFESSIONAL GROWTH IN PREPARATION FOR ALCOHOLISM 

COUNSEll NG. 

SPR I NG/ SUMMER. 

JONES, FRY. 

SHP521A 
ALCOHOLISM: DYSFUNCTIONAL FAMILIES 
3 
EACH FAMILY OPERATES ON A SYSTEM MUCH LIKE A MOBILE . WHFN ONE 
MEMBFR OF THE FAMILY IS IN A DYSFUNCTIONAL STATE DUE TO ILLNFSS 
OR CRISIS, OTHER MEMBERS OF THE FAMILY STEP IN TO ~ EEP THE FAMILY 
IN BALANCE AND FUNCTIONAL. WHEN THE ILLNESS OR CRISIS BECOME S A 
CHRONIC CONOITION, LI~E ALCOHOLISM, THE FAMILY MEMBERS OFTEN 
ADOPT RULES AND BEHAVIORS THAT TEND TO ENABLE THE CONDITION TO 
CONTINUE. IN ORDER TO CHANGE THE BEHAVIORS, EACH EAMILY MFMBER 
NEEDS TO EXPLORE HIS CONTRIBUTION TO THE ILLNFSS. IT IS NOT 
ENOUGH TO TREAT JUST THE DYSFUNCTIONAL MEMBER. THIS COUR SE WILL 
EXAMINE THE DYNAMICS OF THE FAMILY SYSTEM AND LOO~ AT THE EF FECTS 
OF ALCOHOLISM ON THIS SYSTEM. 

PREREQU I 5 ITES: 

SHP 5~90, SHP ,060, OR PERMISSION . 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

SHP521B 

TREATING ALCOHOLISM: CLINICAL SKILLS TRAINING 

1-2 

DESIGNED TO DEVELOP COUNSELING SKILLS FOR USE WITH ALCOHOLISM 

PATIENTS IN A CLINICAL SETTING. 

OFFERED BASED O~ DEMAND. 

COM.MUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

SHP521C 

CO UNSELING FOR REL APSE PRFVFNTION 

1-2 

DfSIGNED TO DEVELOP SK ILLS IN A~COHOLI5M PREVENT ION AN D INTERVFN­

TION FOR THE PROFESSIO AL COUNSELO~ . 

OFFERED 8ASfD ON OfMAND . 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF . 

SHP~2If 
COUNSEL I NG FOR FAM ILY RECOVERY 

1,2 . 

DES IGNED TO PROVI OE UNDE R S T~ND I ~ OF THE fAMI LY RESPON SE TO ALCO­

HOLI SM AND MnHODS TO FACIL ITA TE Rf.CO V' RY IN THE ALCOHOLIC , INDI­

VIJUAL FAMILY MEMBFRS , AND THE FAMI LY UNlT. 

OFFERfO BASED ON DEMAND . 

COMMUN ITY PROF ESSOR, STAEF. 

SHP522A 

ALCOHOLISM IN THE METROPOLITAN A~EA 

3 . 

COMMU NITY WORKERS IN METRO ARfA CH I C.GO ARE FACED WITH THF MI S­

CONCE PTION THAT NARCO TI CS, AMPHFTAMINES, BA~al'UATfS, ANO MARI­

JUANA ARE THE MAJOR PAR TS OF C.HICAl.O'S "DRUG PROBLfM". AL COHOL IS 

BY FAR, THF MOST ABUSFP DRUG OE THE LOT . THE PURPOS F OE T~ IS 

COURSE IS TO PRESENT AN OVERVIEW OF THF FIELD Of ALCOHOLISM, PRO­

VIDING THE STUDfNT WITH A BASIC WORKI NG KNOW LEDGf OF THIS MOST 

CRUCIAL SUBJECT. 

OFFERf.D BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

SHP,22B 

WORKSHOP: TFENAGE SUBSTANCF ABUSE 

I 
THIS WORKSHOP WILL FOCUS ON UNDERSTAND ING YOuTH, fAMIL , T~rAT­

MENT AND PREVENTION AND HOW THFY RfL Al f TU SU85TA~tE ABUSE . 

OFF,RED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFFSSOR, STAFF. 

SHP,23A 

SPEECH-LANGUAGF AND HEARING DISORDERS EOR TFACHERS 

3 

THE COU RSE wILL fOCUS ON SC HOOL AGf CHIL DREN wrTH COMMUNICATI VE 

DISORDERS, AND THE ROLF OF THE IR TFACHfRS . AUDIO AND VIDFOTAPFS 

WILL ILLUSTRATF THF DISORDERS AND pRACTIC AL 5UGGFSTIO NS FOR 

TEACHERS WILL BE MADF. 

OFFER f D BASED ON DFMAND. 

COMMUN ITY PROEESSOR, STAEF. 

SHP,23C 

TOTAL COMMUNICATION FOR RETARDED CHILDREN 

3 

DESIGNED FOR SPFCIAL EDUCATORS, TEACHER ASSI STANTS AND SPEECH 

PATHOLOGISTS, THE COURSE WILL INCLUDE DEvr OPMfNT OF A 100D WORD 

SIGN LANGUAGE VOCABULARY, AS5fSSMENT OF THE CHILD'S READI NESS TO 

COMMUNICATE, AND SOCIAL ASPECTS OF S IGNING . ALTERNATE COMHUN I­

CATION SYSTEMS WILL BE COMPARED, AND NFEDS OF EACH CHILO WI LL BF 

CONSIDERED. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

SHP52}D 

MANUAL COMMUNICATION 

3 

THE COURSE COVFRS CONCEPTS AND APPLlFD METHODS IN MANUAL COMMUN I­

CAT I ON/SIGN LANGUAGE. APPLICATIONS OF THE CONCEPTS TO VAR IOUS 

CLI NICA L GROUPS AR E Cor'5 10fREO,. WITH PMPHASIS ON THE HEARIN G IM­

PAIR ED. TH IS COU RSE IS FOR SPEEC H PATHOLOGISTS, TEACHERS, 

AI DES, nco 

OFFE RED BAS En ON DEMAND. 

COMMU ITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

SHP,23E 

AUDIOLOGY FOR NON-AUDIOLOGISTS 

3 

DESIGNED FOR TEACHERS, NURSES, SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS, PHY SI CIANS, 

HEALTH CARE WORKERS, AIDES OR PARENTS, THE COURSE Will REVIE~ 

HEARING PROCESSES AND HEARING TEST IN G AND EM PHASIZE APPLIED CON­

SIDERATIONS OF HEARING LOSSES. EDU CATI ONAL AND REHABILI~AT IVE 

PROCEDURES , PLUS HEARING AID SELECTION AND USE, WILL BE COV ERFO . 

OFFERED BA SED ON De MAND . 

COMMUNITY PR OF ESS OR , STAFF. 

SHP, 23G 

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMfNT, DISORDERS AND DIAL ECTS FOR TEACHERS 

3 

THE COURSE IS DESIGNED FOR CLASSROOM TEACMEgS AND SPECIAL EDUCA­

TORS. IT REVIEWS LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT AND DI SORDERS I N CHI LDREN 

AND CONTRASTS A VARIETY OF DIALECTS. LANGUAGE INFLUENCES ON 

EDUCATION ARE ALSO CONSIDERED. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

SHP523H 

DEATH AND DYING FOR THE HEALTH CARE PROFESS'ONA~ 

} 
THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO HF LP THE PROFESSIONAL UNDERST AND CUR­

RENT ATTITUDES TO~ARO DEATH, LEARN TO COPF WITH DEATH AND DEAL 

WITH IT COMPASSIONA TELY YET PR OFESSIONAllY, AND LEAR N WAYS TO 

HELP THE FAMILY AND PATIE NT DEAL wIT H A TERMINAL lLLNESS. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR; STAEF. 

SHP Course Descriptions 22 
SHP 523M 
SPEECH-LAN~UAGE PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLO~Y: INT ODuello, FOR ALL l f D 
PR OFESS IONALS 
3 
THIS COURSE WILL PRoVIDf AN oVERVI~ Of THF SPEECH AND HFARING 
PRO FESSION FOR PERSONS IN RoLATEo FIELDS . IT ~ILL COVER THE 
VARIOUS COMMUNICAT IVE PROBLEMS AND THEI R CAUSES, WITH SUGGFSTJONS 
OF WHAT UNTRAINED PER SON S CAN DO. PRO FESS IONAL ROLf S Qf SPEFCH 
PATHOLOGISTS ANO AUD IOLOGISTS WILL BE Rf VIEWE D. 
OFfERED BASED UP ON DEMA ND. 
COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF . 
SHP~2~A 
AL CO HOLISM. GRIEF AND RECOVERY 
I 
TH)S COURSE/ WORKSHOP wILL EXPLORE THF CONCEPTS OF ALC OHOLISM IN 
RELAT ION TO (;R IFF AND LOSS. THF FXPRESSION OF PAIN, THf DEVASTA­
TlNG FEELINGS , AND THE PROGRFSSION OF SYMPTOMS IN BOTH GRIFF AND 
ALCOHOL I SM SHOW TREMENDOUS SIMILARITIFS . IN THIS COURSE wF WILL 
LOOK AT THE DYNAMICS AND RFACTIONS OF GRIEF AND BEREAVFMFNT, TH F 
LO~S f~PERIENC E S OF BOTH THF ACTIVF AND RFCOVFRING ALCOHOLIC AND 
HIS/HER FAMIL Y, AND FOR THF COUNSFLOR WORKING WITH ALCOHOLISM. 
WE WILL DRAW UPON THE S I MILAR IT I F'S OF GR I F.F AND AL COHOL! SM A"'D 
T~EN PROCEED TO IMPLIC AT IONS FOR TRFATMFNT . 
OFFERED ~'SED UPON DfMAND. 
FRY . 
SHP~24' 
EDUCATI NG THE ALCOHOLI SM PATIENT 
I 
THIS COURSE WILL IDENTIFY SPECIAL LEARNING NEE DS OF ALCOHOLISM 

PATIENTS AND WILL PRESENT MFTHODS FOR MFETING THOSF NfEDS. IT 

WILL ANALYZE WHAT AN ALCOHOLISM PATIFNT NEFDS TO KNOW AND WHY ; 

AND PART IC I PANT S WILL DEVFLOP SKILLS FOR DFSIGNING AND IMPLFMFNT­

ING PATIEN T EDUCATION AS A PART OF TRFATMFNT . 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUN ITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

SHPS2 80 

HE AL TH SCIENC E ~ : Rf CfNT DFVELOPMFNTS IN ALLIFD HFALTH PRACTICF 

2 

A SURVEY OF MA~OR IS SUES AND PROBLEMS RFLfVANT TO ALLIED HFALTH 

PRA TITIONERS. ST UDEN TS FXPLORF ISSUfS AND PROBLEMS PARTICULAR TO 

THEIR SPECIF IC ALLIED HEALTH DISCIPLINf. 

SPR ING/SUMME Il . 

COLEMAN. 

SHP5}4 0 

ALCOHOL I SM: SELF-HEL P GROUPS 

2 
FOCUSE S ON TWELVE STFPS AND THF TWELVF TRADITIONS OF ALCOHOLI CS 

~NoNYMOUS AS WELL AS THE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS NECESSARY TO fFFEC­

TIVEL Y REFER FAMILY, fRIFNOS , AND/OR CLIFNTS TO THE APPROPRIATF 

SELF- HELP GROUP. OTHER SELF-HELP GROUPS WILL Bf RFVIFWFD BRIEFLY . 

FA LL . 

STAF F. 

SHPSH O 

HEALlH SCIENCE EDUCATION: ASSESSMENT OF CLINICAL INSTRUCTION 

4 

CONS IDERS THE SPECIAL PROBLEMS AND CONSTRAINTS INVOLVfD IN ASSES- ' 

SING CL INICAL INSTRUCTION, AND FOCUSES UPON EVALUATION TECH­

NI QUES DESIG NED TO DEAL WITH THESE SPECIAL PROBLFMS. INTENDED FOR 

IND IVIDUALS WHO ARE TEACHING OR CONTEMPLATE TfACHING IN A ~fALTH 

FI EL D WHERE THEY MIGHT HAVE NEED TO EVALUATE THE FFFECTIVNESS OF 

CL IN ICAL INSTRU CTION. 

PREREQUISITES: 

TH E I NDIVIDUAL STUDENT MUST HAVE TRAINING IN SOMF HEALTH FIELD 

AN D TEACH OR PLAN TO TEACH IN A CLINICAL SETTING. 

AND TEACH OR PLAN TO TEACH IN A CLINICAL SETTING. 

WIN TER. 

8RU TVAN. 

SHPS405 

AlcoMoL ISM: BIOLOGICAL BASES OF BEHAVIOR 

} 
EXPLORES THE PHYSIOLOGICAL AND NEUROLOGICAL THEORIES THAT ARE 

UTILIZED TO EXPLAIN HUMAN FUCNTIONING. 

PREREQUISITES : 

PERl'll SSION. 

WINTE R. 

~ONES , COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

SHPS 410 

CAREER PATHS AND LIFESTYLE CHOICES 

? 

EXPLORES CAREER/LIFE PLANNING, BEGINNING WITH THE IDENTIFICATION 

OF PERSONAL SKILLS, ASSETS, AND GOALS, THEN INVESTIGATING THF 

NEEDS ANO OPPORTUNITIES OF THE DEVELOPING SOCIETY. STUDENTS DE­

VELOP A PE RS ONAL PLAN FOR USING AND MARKETING THEIR SKILLS IN RF­

SPONSE TO SEL EC TED SOCIETAL NEEDS. F~R ALL STUDENTS WISHING HELP 

I N 0 1 EtTI NG TH EIR ACADEMIC PROGRAMS TOWARD INTERESTING AND RE­

WARDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES . 

OFFERE D BAS ED UPON DEMAND. 

STAFF. 

SHP54 90 
ALCOHOLIS M: THEOR I ES AND lNTERVFNlION Mf THODS 
2 
PHIL OSOP HY AND I MPL ICA110~S OF THE OISEASE CONCEPT OF AL COHOL ISM. 

EMPHASJS ON IHF KNOWLEOGE AND SKILLS NFCESSARY TO INTERRU PT THf 

OISEASE PROCESS BEfORE THE ALCOHOL I C ASKS fOR HELP . OPEN TO ALL 

STUDENTS . 

WINTER. 

J ONES , L. 

SHP556A 

DRUG INTERACTIONS FOR HFALTH PROFESSIONALS 

I 
DESIGN ED TO PROVI OE A BASIC UN DFRS TANO ING OF DRUG INTF RACT IONS. 

INCLUDING MFC HAN ISMS, OUTCOMES , DET fC TI ON, PREVENTION, T R f ~TMFNT. 

AND MFD I CAL L ITf~A T URf SOURCfS fOR HEA LTH PROFESS I ONALS INVOLVFO 

IN PATI ENT CARE ACTIVITIES DRUG THERAP Y. 

PRE RfQU ISIT ES : 

BAC KGRO UND I N A HEALTH fI~LD . 

OFFfR ED BASfD ON DEMAND . 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

SHP556B 

IMPLEMFNTING AN ABSENTFFISM PROGRAM IN NURSING 

I 
THIS COURSE IS DFSIGNfD FOR TH E NUR SING ~NAGE R, SUPf RVI SOR AND 

ADMINISTRATOR AS WELL AS HOSP ITAL PER SONN FL MAN AGER S TO PROVI Of 

THE CONCEPTS AND PRINCIPLF S NFFDFD TO CON TROL AB SEN TFF ISM IN 

NURSING SEPARTMENTS. . 

OFFFRFD BASED UPON DFMANG. 

STAFF, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

SHP6 26 4 

HEALTH SCIENCE: MENTAL HFALTH FCONOMICS AND ADMINISTRATION 

} 
SURV EYS THF EC ONOMICS OF THE MENTAL HFALTH CARF DFLIVFRY SY ST fM S 

FROM COLONIAL AMERICA TO THE PRESFNT. EMPHASIZES ADMI NISTRATIVf 

IMPLICATIONS OF CURRENT LEGISLATION, COSTS OF MENTAL HEALT H, AND 

MORF EfFFCTIVF ADMINISTRATION OF MENTA L HFALTH CARF FACILI TIFS 

AND PROGRAMS . DFSIGNFD FOR STUDEN TS IN Hf ALTH SERVI CE S ADMINISTR­

ATI ON AND IN OTHER CURRICU LA THROUGHO~i fHE UNIVERSITY. 

SPRING/SUMMER, FVEN YEARS . 

MALEC . 

SHP6284 

HEALTH CARF AND POLITICS 

3 

PROV IDES AND UNDERSTANDING OF THF FF DFRAL, STATE, AND LOCAL LE G­

ISLATIVE , RFGULATORY , AND POLITICAL PROCFSSFS , AND THFIR AF FfCT 

ON THE HEALTH CARE SYSTEM AND ITS PROFFSSIONS. PROVIDFS THF TOOL S 

TO INTERACT WITH THOSE PROCESS ES. 

wINTER , SPRING/SUMMER. 

MI LLER , I. 

SH P6290 

HEALTH CARE SOCIOLOGY 

} 
DEALS WITH HEALTH CARf PROCESS IN A SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIV E. IN­

CLUDES: SOCIAL AND CULTURAL ASPECTS OF HEALTH AND ILLNESS Bf HAV­

lOR, CONCEPT OF SICK ROLE AND DEVIANCF, PATTERNS OF HfALTH SER V­

ICES UTILIZATI ON, PROFfSSION AND HEALTH CAREER, HOSPITAL SOCI AL 

STRU CTURE, THF COMMUNITY OF HEALTH ORGANIZATION, AND COMPARATIVf 

MEDICAL CARE SYSTEMS. MEFTS PART OF THE SCHOOL OF HEALTH SCIENCES 

CORE COMPETENCIES. 

FALL, WINTER , SPRING / SUMMER. 

RHEE, WHITTEMORE. 

SHP6}OO 

HEALTH CARE IN AFRICA 

} 
TOPICS INCLUDED ARE: DETERMINANTS OF HEALTH CARE IN DEVELOPING 

AFRICAN COUNTRIES AND HOW THEY AFFECT DECISIONS ABOUT HEALTH CARE 

DELIVERY IN SUCH COUNTRIES; HOW THESE DETERMINANTS DIFFER FROM 

THOSE OF DEVELOPED COUNTRIES; HOW CULTURAL BIAS AFFECTS THE WORK 

OF wESTERN HEALTH PROFESSIONALS IN DEVELOPING AFRICAN COUNTRIES; 

AND SPECIFIC HEALTH ISSUES. MAY BE OF PARTICULAR INTEREST TO STU­

DENT S WITH INTEREST IN AFRICAN STUDIES, HEALTH SCIENCE INTERNA­

TIONAL HEALTH, AND WOMEN'S STUDIES. 

SPRING/SUMMER , IN ODD YEARS. 

HERTZMAN . 

SHP6} II 

HEALTH CARE ECONOMICS I 

} 
STUDENTS APPLY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS TO HfALTH AND HEALTH CARE SE RV­

ICES . EXAMINES THE CONCEPT OF HEALTH AS HUMAN CAPITAL . INVEST I ­

GATES SPECIAL FEATURES OF THF SUPPLY, DEMAND, DISTRIBUTION, ANO 

ECONOMIC IMPACT OF HEALTH CARE DELIVFRY. STUDENTS BECOME FAMILI~R 

WITH THE LITERATURE OF HEALTH ECONOMICS . CONTRIBuTES TO HEAL TH 

SClfNCE CORf COMPETENCIES. 

FALL, WINTER. 

MALEC . 

SHP6320 

HEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATION : CURRENT TRENDS AND ISSUES 

4 

FOCUSES ON CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS IN MEDI CINE, NU RSING , AND TH£ AL­

LIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS OUTSIDE PRIMA RY OR SECONDARY SCHOOL SET ­
230 SHP Course Descriptions 
TIN<.5. INTENDfO FOR INDIVIDUALS CuRRENTLY OBT"INING TRAINING IN A 

HEALTH PII.OFESSION, OR AS TEACHFRS OF ~EAlTH PROFf S510NALS, AND 

fO R INDIVID UALS WHO HAVE OMPLETEO THEIR TRAINING "NO WISH TO RE­

MAIN cv~RENT. 

PII.ERFQUI5ITES; 

OPFN TO A YONE WITH SUFFICIFNT BA 'KGROUNO TO BF. ABlF TO RfAD AND 

DISCUSS CuRRENT LITERATURf ABOUT HEALTH PROFFSSI ONS FOUCATION. 

wiNTfll.. 

B~vT AN . 

SHP6 JS2 

HfALTH SClfNC F FDUCATION : SPECIAL ISSUES IN COMMUNITY HEALTH 

2 . 

ST~eSSFS OR AN IZATIONAL PATTERNS AND FUNC TIONS OF VOLUNTAR Y AND 

G-OVF'INl1f. [ HFALTH AGENe I ES, AND FUNCT IONS OF VOL UNTARY 'GOVERN­

MF~ T HfA LTH AGfNCIFS, AND ROLf OF THF SCHOOL HfALT H TEAM, I N A 

PRUBL E'I- uRli-N TED IOFNTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF COMMUNITY HEALTH 

PROGRAMS IN THF GRfATFR CHICAGO AREA. 

SPRING /SUMMFR. 

DRUTVAN. 

SHP6JS5 
SudSTANCf ABUSF: CURRFNT CONCEPTS 
J 
E~AMINES THF PHYSIOLOGICAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL, AN~ SOCIOLOGICAL 
ASPECTS OF DRUG ABUSF. FXPLORFS THF HISTORICAL AND CONT EMPORARY 
PATTERN S OF DRUG ABUSE . FXAMINFS PAST AND PRESENT DRuG AB US F 
TRFAT M£ NT MODALITIES AND ANALYZES THE CHARACTERISTICS, FORCFS, 
:~~e ~ TS;~~U~!~~~F~~ ~~FD~~~A~BU~~A!~~V'~~S~A~*9~~RE~E¥~F ~~~rL 
AND ETHICAL ISSUF IN DRUG ABUSE. 
FAl.L, Wlt-;TFR, SPRING/SUMMER. 
•IO"~S • 
SHPG J70 
t1EAL TH SERVI CES ADMINISTRATION : COMMUNICATION NETWORKS WITHIN AD­
MINST RATIVF STRUCTuRFS 
I 
INYQaDUCF5 SO,..,E "ASIC THFORIFS AND CONCFPTS OF COMMUNICATION, AND 

D~MONSTq TFS THEIR APPLICATION TO THF ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURFS 

[HAT ~Rf PRFVALENT TODAY. PROVIDFS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR STUDFNTS 

ro: MON ITOR THEIR OWN COMMUNICATION BEHAVIORS; LFARN A RATIONALF. 

FOR TH F COMNUNICATION BFHAVIOR OF OTHERS; AND STUDY THF. FUNCTIONS 

UF COMMUNICATOON WITHIN ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES. 

SPR ING/SUMMFR. 

MALFC, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

SHP6 420 

HE AL TH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION: PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION AND LAB­

OR RfLAT IONS 

J 

FOCUSES ON HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT, PROGRAMS AND POLICIES. AD­

DRESSFS RFCRUITMENT OF HEALTH PROFFSSIONALS , AUXILIARIES, MAN PO­

WfR REQUIREMENTS, STAFFING, TRAINING, DEVELOPMENT, EXAMINATION OF 

QUALIFICATIONS STANDARDS, PERFORMANCE REVIEW, MOTIVATION, AND FM­

PLOYEE MORALE . METHODS OF DEVFLOPING LEADFRSHIP IN SUPERVISORY 

HEAL TH MANAGfRS, ISSUFS OF WAGE AND SALARY ADMINISTRATION, AND 

UNION IZATION PROBLEMS ALSO ARE DISCUSSED. 

fALL , WINT fR, SPRING/SuMMER. 

MALEC, COM MU NITY PROFESSOR . 

SHP6480 

HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATIO~: MARKETING FOR HEALTH CARE SERV­

ICES 

J 

MARKET SKILLS HAVE BECOME INCREASINGLY IMPORTANT TO HOSPITALS 

WITH THE CHANGING NATUR E OF THE HEALTH INDUSTRY . THIS COURSE IS 

DESIGNED TO DEAL WITH MARKET RESEARCH PRINCIPLES, APPROACHFS TO 

STRATEGIC PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION, AND PROMOTION. 

FALL, ODO YEARS. 

GARDNER, COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. 

SHP6490 

HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION: PUBLIC FINANCE AND SYSTFMS ANALY­

SIS 

J 

STUDENTS APPLY THE BASIC CONCEPTS OF PUBLIC FINANCE AND SYSTEM 

ANALYSIS TO PROBLEMS OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION. WHILE PROBLFMS OF 

TAX POLICY, PUBLIC PROVISION OF GOODS AND SERVICES, AND COST-BEN­

EfiT ANALYSIS ARE IMPORTANT TO ALL PUBLIC SECTOR ADMINISTRATORS, 

SPECIAL FMPHASIS IS PLACED ON THE PUBLIC HEALTH CARE DELIVERY 

SFCTOR. THIS COURSE MAY BE OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO STUDFNTS IN 

THE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC SERVICE. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-8J. 

MALEC. 

SHP649S 

MEDI CAL SCIENCE: INTRODUCTION (SIM) 

2 
THE PURPOSE OF THIS COURSE IS TO PROVIDE A BALANCED SURVEY OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE. BASIC PRINCIPLES THAT UNDERLIE MECHANISMS OF 

HEALTH AND DISEASE FROM CONCEPTION TO DEATH WILL BE DISCUSSED, 

ST RE SSING THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS Of TOTAL PATTERNS . 

FAL L. 
~TAFF. 
SHP6890 

NuTR IT ION 

~H I S CO URSE WILL PROVID E KNOWLFDGE NECESSARY FOR NuTRITION AND 

DI £T TH ERAPY. CULTUR"L, EC ONOMIC AND SOCIAL FACTORS OF FOOD 

HABITS WILL BE DiSCuSSED. 

FALl.. 

BRUTVAN, STAff . 

SHP691S 

HEALTH ECONOMICS: PRI NC IPLFS 

I 
DESIGN ED TO INT~ODUCE THE TERM I NOLOGY AND CONCEPTS OF e CONOMICS 

AS APPLIE D TO HEALTH CARE . SUCH AREAS AS DEMAND, SUP PLY , HUMAN 

CAPITAL, AND FI NANCING WI~L 6E COVERED. THIS COURSE OR A SIMILAR 

COURSE IS A PREREQUIS ITE FOR HEALTH CARE ECONOMICS II (SHP86JO) . 

FA LL , SPRING/S UMME R. 

MALEC. 

SHP7000 

AMBULATORY CARF I SSUES, PLANNING AND IMPLEMf'NTATlON 

J 

STUDENTS WILL EXAMINE THE CHANGING HFALTH CAR E PO,ICY FRAMOWORK 

AND THE SHIFT TOWARDS AMBULATORY CARE SfRVICFS. P~I MARY CARF., 

ILLNFSS PREVENTION AND HEALTH PROMOTI ON I SSUfS WilL bf AO ORESSFO. 

STUDENTS WilL BECOME KNOWLEDGEABLf ABOUT AMB UL ATORY 'ARE FORMATS 

SUCH AS NEIGHBORHOOD HEALTH CENTf RS, HMO ' S AND OUT-PATI ENT DE­

PARTMENTS. THEY WILL STUDY PROGRAM CHAKACT ERISTICS SUCH "S MFDI­

CAL RECORDS AND ADMINISTRATIVF PROCE DURES . FINALLY THF Y WILL BE 

PROVIDED WITH A CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF THf PLANNING / IMPLEMENTATION 

PROCESS WITH ATTFNTION GI VEN TO SK ILL DE VELOPMENT IN THE POLI­

TICAL, NEGOTIATING AND MARKE TING AS PECT S OF THf PRoces s . 

FALL . 

STAFF. 

SHP700S 

HSA: AMBULATORY CARF SYSTEM MANAGFMFNT 

J 
RENEwED INTERFST IN AMBULATO RY CARE HAS CREATED A DEMANO FOR 

KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERTISE IN ORGAN IZ ING AND MANAGING SUCH PROG RAMS. 

THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO PROV IDE THE STUDENT WITH TfCHNICAL 

KNOWLEDGF TO ORGANIZE, DIRECT, COORDINATE, PLAN AND CON TROL AM­

BULATORY CARE PROGRAMS . THE FOCUS WILL BE ON MEDICAL GROUP MAN­

AGEMENT WITH APPLICATIONS AND ILLUSTRATIONS DRA WN FROM HMO PRO­

GRAMS. TOPICS INCLUDE: GOVFRNANCE, THE MEDI CA L STAFF, LOG I STIC 

SYSTEMS, FACILITY DESIGN, THE ROLE OF THE ADMIN ISTRATOR, AND MAR ­

KETING. ATTENTION WILL BE PAID TO THE ADMINISTAR TIVF blMFNSION 

OF PRIMARY CARE PRACTICE. 

WINTER. 

STAFF. 

SHP7010 

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR HOSPITALS 

J 

COMPuTER BASED MANAGEMFNT INEORMATION SYSTEMS (MIS ) I N HOSPITALS 

HAVE ONLY RECENTLY BECOME A VIABLE COMPONENT I N A 1DTAL MANAGE­

MENT PROCESS. THE FUTURE OF EFFECTIVE AND fFF I CIENT HOSPITAL 

ADMINISTRATION WILL REQUIRF A GREATER KNOWLEDGE AND UTILIZA TION 

OF MIS. THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO INVEST I GA TE THE CURRENT ST AT US 

OF MIS AS WELL AS PREPARE STUDENTS FOR THE COMPUTER ASSIST FO MAN­

AGEMENT PROCESS OF THF FUTURE. A KNO WL EDGE OF BASIC COMPUTER 

SCIENCE IS REQUIRED AND IT IS RECOMMfNOF D THAT THE STUDENT HAV E 

KNOWLEDGE AND/OR EXPERIENCE IN HOSPITALS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

BASIC KNOWLEDGE OF COMPUTER LOGIC AND DESIGN . 

WINTER. 

MALEC . 

SHP7090 

PORNOGRAPHY, CENSORSHIP AND SOCIETY 

J 

FOCUSES UPON CURRENT ISSUES SURROUNDING PORNOGR APHY AND CENSOR ­

SHIP IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY. ACTIVE PARTICI PATION IN CLASS DIS­

CUSSION AND RIGOROUS ANALYSIS OF CUR RENT CRI TICI SM , LITERAT URE , 

MOTION PICTURES, TELEVISION AND RADI O IS EXPECTED. ACTIVITIES f O­

CUS ON ASCERTAINING THE RANGE OF VIEWPOI NTS ABOUT A GIVEN ISSU E, 

SEEING WHERE THE INDIVIDUAL'S POSI TIONS LIES WiTH I N THAT RANGE, 

AND GATHERING EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT ~ CRITICIZE THAT POSITI ON. OPEN 

TO INTERESTEO STUDENTS THROUGHOUT THE UNIVE RS I TY. 

FALL, EVEN YEARS. 

HERTZMAN. 

SHP7IIO 

HEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATION: PRACTICUM 

4 

THIS IS THE TERMINAL INTEGRATING EXPERI ENCE FOR ALLIED HEALTH ED­

uCATION STUDENTS TO WHOM THE COURSE I S LIMITED . STUDENTS ARE TO 

DEMONSTRATE THEIR ABILITY TO APP LY WHAT THEY HAVE LEARNED TO IN­

STRUCTION IN THEIR SPECIF1C FIEL DS . STUDENTS PLANNING TO ENR OLL 

SHOULD CONTACT THE PROFES SOR NO LATER THAN MARtH, SO THAi A SUIT­

ABLE PLACEMENT CAN BE AR RANGF. D BY THE TIME THE COURS E BEGI NS . 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

HERTZMAN. 

I 
SHP Course Descriptions 2 
SHP717S 
PSYCHO PHARMACOLOGY 
3 
STUDE NTS REV I EW THE FUNCTIONS OF THE HUMAN NERVOUS SYSTEM BE f ORE 
EXPLORI NG THE BASIC PRINC I PLES OF PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY. fOR EACH 
CLASSI FICATION OF PSTCHOA CTIVE DR UGS , STUDEN TS EXA MINE THE HIS­
TORICAL PATTFRNS OF USE AND DEVELOPMF NT, THF PH tS IOLOGICA L MECH­
ANISMS Of ACTION , AND THE VARI OUS FFFfCTS RES UL TI NG FROM DRUG 
USE. 
PRERE<!UISITE S: 
PFRMI SSION . 
SPR IN6/SUMMfR . 
ST AFF . 
SHP724A 
REA LITY THE~AP Y AND ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING 
I 
THE PURPOSE OF THIS WORKSHOP IS TO PRESENT THF PRINCIPLFS OF 

REALITY THERA PY AND TO DEMONSTARTE SKILLS THAT CAN BE UTILIZFD IN 

AL COHOLISM COUNSELING. 

OFF ERED BASED UPON DFMAND . 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

SHP1 245 

REALITY THERAPY FOR COUNSELORS AND THERAPISTS I 

2 

REALITY THERAPY IS A WAY TO GAIN AND MAINTAIN A SUCCESFUL IDfN­

TITY. THE TEC HNIQUES OF THE THERAPY ARF NOT SOLFLY RESTRICTFD TO 

THE PROFESSIONAL THERAPIST BUT MAY BE EFFF.CTIVELY APPLIFD BY ANY­

O~E WIS HING TO GAIN AND TO HELP OTHERS GAIN ANO MAINTAIN SUCESS­

FUL IDENTITIES . CONTRASTS ON HOW REALITY THERAPY DIFFFRS FROM 

CONVENTIONAL PSYCHOTHF.RAPY AND VARIOUS APPLICATIONS USEFUL IN 

WOR~ING WITH JUVENILE DELINQUENTS, CRIMINAL OFFFNDERS, TH~ FMO­

TI ONALLY PSET, ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSERS, AND OTHFRS EXHIBITING 

"FAILURe IOENT IT IES" WI LL BE F~ATURED AND DFMONSTRATED . 

OFFEREO BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF . 

SHP124 6 

REALITY THERAPY FOR COUNSELORS AND THFRAPISTS II 

~ 

REALITY THERA PY IS A BROAD NEW MOVFM~NT IN THE "PEOPLE HELPING" 

FIELD. REALI TY THERAPY SEEKS TO CHANGF HUMAN BEHAVIOR IN THE 

DI RECil ON OF GREATER PERSONAL STRENGTH AND RESPONSIBLITY. THE 

PA THWAY TO SUC CESS IS THROUGH DFVFLOPING AN ABILITY TO MAKE AND 

MA I NTAIN GE UI NE HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS AND BY SEEING ONESELF AS A 

WORTHwHILE PERSON. THIS COURSE, TAUGHT IN WORKSHOP FASHION, EM­

PH AS I ZES ADVAN CED APPLICATION OF REALITY THERAPY TECHNIQUFS. 

PR EREQU [sITE'S : 

SHP 72"5. 

OfFERED eASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PRO FESSOR, STAFf. 

SHp nO O 

READI NGS AND INVFSTIGATIONS IN ... 

1-8 

THI$ IS AN OPEN COURSE TYPICALLY AN IN-DEPTH STUDY, WHICH ANY 

STUDENT IN THE UNIVERSITY CAN ENTER IN CONSULTATION WITH A PRO­

FESSOR. PE RFORMANCE OBJECTIVES AND CREDIT WILL BE NEGOTIATED ON 

AN INDI VIDUAL BASIS. THIS COURSE IS AVAILABLF TO ANY STUDENT WHO 

WISHES TO EXPLORE AN AREA OF KNOWLEDGE ENCOMPASSED BY SHP, 

REGARDL ESS OF PRI OR PREPARATION OR COLL~GIAL AFFILIATION . NO 

LIMITATION IS PL AC ED ON THE NUMBER OF TIMES A STUDENT MAY ENROLL 

IN A READ INGS AND INVESTIGATIONS COURSE , AS LONG AS PROGRESS IS 

COMMENSURATE WITH THE CREDIT RECEIVED . 

PREREQUI SI TES : 

PE~I'\I SSION. 
FAL L, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMFR . 

STAff . 

SHP1 600 

SPFC IAL PROJECTS IN ... 

\ -8 

THIS IS AN OP EN COURSE, TYPICALLY PROJECT-CENTERED, WHICH ANY 

STUDENT IN THE UNIVERSITY CAN ENTER IN CONSULTATION WITH A PRO­

fESSOR. PE RFOR MA NCE OBJECTIVES AND CREDIT WILL BE NEGOTIATED ON 

AN INDIVIDUA L BASIS. THIS COURSE IS AVAILABLE TO ANY STUDENT WHO 

~ISHES TO EXPLORE AN AREA OF KNOWLEDGE ENCOMPASSED BY SHP AND 

WHICH IS THE OBJECT OF AN ACTION-ORIENTED PROJECT AS ONE OF THE 

PRIMARY INVESTIGATIVE MECHANISMS. NO LIMITATION IS PLACED ON THE 

NUMBER OF TIMES A STUDENT MAY ENROLL IN A SPECIAL PROJECT AS LONG 

AS PROGRES S IS COMMENSURATE WITH THE CREDIT RECEIVED. 

PRJ:.REQU I SI TES: 

PERMISSI ON. 

FALL, WI NTER, SPRING/SUMMER.

STAFF. 

SHPBOOl\ 

CURREN T TRENDS IN PUBLIC SCHOOL SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY 

3 

THE COURSE IS DESIGNED FOR SCHOOL SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS, FOCUSING 

ON RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN DIAGNOSTIC AND THERAPEUTIC PROCEDURES 

AS WE LL AS ON PROFESSIONAL ISSUES SUC~ AS PUBLIC LAW 9.-142. 

PRERE"QUIS ITES: 

BACHELOR'S OR MASTERS' DEGREE IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMU NITY PROfESSOR, STAFF. 

SHP800B 

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN CHILDHOOD lANGUAGF DISORDERS 

3 

THIS COURSE IS DE s r NED FOR SPEECH-LAN GUAG E PATHOLOGISTS AND WILL 

EMPHASIZE CU~RENT CLI NICA L PRACTICE IN LANGUAGF. OISO~DFRS AND 

RFLATED CONDI~IONS. REVIEW OF RFCfNT LITFR~TURF AND PRFSENTA­

TIONS WILL COVER DI AGNOS TIC AND THFRAPEUTIC PROCfDURFS. 

PREREQUISITI'S; 

BACHFLDRS OR MAST ERS DfGREF IN SPfE CH PATHO LOG y. 

OFFERED BASE D ON DEMAND . 

COM MUNI TY PR OfESS OR, ST AFF. 

SHP8~OD 
PR OFESSIONA L ISSUES IN SPEECH AND HEARING FFE FOR SF RVICF 

SE TIING S 

3 

DESIGNED FOR SPEECH PATHOLOGIS TS AND AUDIOLOG IST S THF COURSF WILL 

COVER A WIDE VARIE Ty OF I SSUE S IN THE DEL IVERY OF SPF ECH ANO 

HEARING SERVICES IN HOSPITALS, NURSI NG HOM ES, CLINI CS AND PRIVAIF 

PRACTICES, INCLUDING ETHICAl , LEGAL AND BUSINFSS CONSIDFR ATIONS , 

ADVFRTISING, RECORD KEEPING, TAXES, ACCOUNTING, PRODUCT MA NAGf­

MENT AND MARKFTING. 

PREREQUISITES: 

BACHELOR'S OR MASTER'S DEGREE I~ SPFFCH PATHOLOGY OR AUDIOLOGY. 

OfFERED oASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

SHP800E 

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN ORGANIC SPEfCH DISORDFRS 

3 

DESIGNED FOR THE PRACTICING CLINICIAN IN SPF.FCH PAT HOLOGY, TH. 

COURSE wILL RFVIEW RECENT LITERATuRE I~ CRANIOFA CIAL ANOMALIES, 

LARYN6ECTOMY, DYSPHA6IA, AND MYOFUNCTIONAL PROBLFMS . fTI OLOGIFS 

AND THERAPEUTIC PROCEDURFS FOR ORGANIC DISORDERS WILL BF CON­

SIDEREO . THf COURSE WILL HELP TO "UPDATE" CLINICIANS ANO MAY BF 

CONSIDERED A FOLLOWUP TO TYPICAL GRADUATE COURSES IN ORGANIC 

SPEECH DISORDERS . 

PREREQUISITES: 

BACHELOR'S OR MASTER'S DEGREF. IN SPFFCH PATHOLOGY OR AUDIOLOGY . 

OFFF RED BASED ON DFMAND . 

CO MM uNITY PROFFSSOR , STAFF . 

SHP800F 

SUPERVISION IN SPECIAL FDUCATION FOR SPffCH PATHOLOGISTS 

3 

THE COURSE IS DESIGNED TO PREPARF SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS .TO ~NGAGE 

IN THF. SUPERVISION OF PUBLIC SCHOOL SPEECH THERAPY PROGRA MS . 

COVERS RULES AND REGULATIONS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION; PROGRAM PLAN­

NING, BUDGETING AND HIRING; SUPF.RVISION OF SPEF.CH PATHOLOGISTS; 

AND INTERDISCIPLINARY AND COMMUNITY RF.LATIONS. 

PREREQU I SITES: 

BACHELOR'S OR MASTER'S DEGREE IN SPEECH PATHOLUGY. 

OFFERED BASED ON DEMAND . 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

SHP800G 

BEHAVIOR PRINCIPLES IN SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY, I 

I 
THIS COURSE WILL REVIEW THE HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL FR AMF­
WORK OF THE EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIOR, AND IDF NTl fY SF­
LECTED GENERAL APPLICATIONS OF BEHAVIORAL METHODS. TH E FMPHAS IS 
WILL BE PLACED ON THE USE OF PRECISE TERMINOLOGY AND BASIC CON­
CEPTS TO PREPARE STUDENTS TO APPLY THESE CONCEPTS TO COMMUNIC A­
TION DISORDERS . THIS IS THE FIRST OF A SEQUENCE OF THR~E COU RSES 
DESIGNED FOR PRACTITIONERS IN SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY. 
PREREQUISITES : 
BASIC COURSES IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY. 

OFFEREO BASED UPON DEMAND. 

LOWE . 

SHP800H 
BEHAVIOR PRINCIPLES IN SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY, II 
1 
THIS COURSE WILL REVIEW BASIC BEHAVIORAL CONCEPTS AND APPLICA­
TIONS TO VARIOUS ASPECTS OF EDUCATION, COUNSELING, HUMAN DEVELOP ­
MENT, AND OTHER DISCIPLINES . IT WILL COVER BEHAVIORAL APPLI CA­
TIONS TO NORMAL COMMUNICATION DISORDERS. THIS COURSE IS THE 
SECOND OF A SEQUENCE OF THREE COURSES DESIGNED FOR PRACTITIONERS 
IN SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY. 
PREREQUISITES: 
BASIC COURSES IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY. 
OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 
LOWE. 
SHP800J 

BEHAVIOR PRINCIPLES IN SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY, III 

I 
THIS COURSE WILL BRIEFLY REVIEW BASIC BEHAVIORAL CONCEPTS AND 

GENERAL APPLICATIONS, AND THEN F.MPHASIZE BEHAVIORAL METHODS IN 

THERAPY FOR THE COMMUNICATIVELY IMPAIRED. THERE WILL BE A RFV IEW 

OF RELEVANT LITERATURE IN BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT OF SPEECH AND LAN­

GUAGE PROBLEMS. METHODS OF RECORDING AND ANALYZING COMMU NICAT IVE 

BEHAVIOR AS WELL AS MODIFICATION PROCEDURES WILL BE STR ESSE D. 

MATERIALS AND DEVICES AVAILABLE COMMERCIALLY WILL BE DTSC USSED , 

ALONG WITH INDIVIDUALLY DF.VELOPED MATERIALS. THIS COURSf IS THE 

THIRD OF A SEQUENCE OF THREE COURSES DESIGNED FOR PRAC TITIONERS 

IN SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY . 

PREREQUISITES: 

BASIC COURSES IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY . 

OFFERED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

LOWE. 
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ADVANCED REI1AB[~ITA T I Vf AUDIOLOGY 
~XAMIHE5 THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF SPEECH PERCEPTION, HF.ARI NG AID 
SELECTION, COUNSELING THF HEARING IMPAIRED CLlfNT , MATFR I AL DE­

V~LOPMENT AND PROGRAM DEVF LOPMENT FOR AURAL RFHA8IL ITAT ION . 

PRHEQUISI TES : 

SHP~210 , SHP~2 40, AND SHP42) 0. 

"'INTE R. 

'-Ub INSl( Y. 

SHP8 00S 

WORXSHOP: ADOLESCFNTS, ALCOHOL AND ABUSE 

2 

EVIOENCE POINTS TO ALCOHOL AS THF NUMBER ONF DRUG CHOICE AMONG 

TOUTH . THI S CURSE WILL HELP SCHOOL PERSONNEL DEAL wI TH .HE 

ISSUE S OF USE AND ABUSE OF ALCOHOL AND WITH THE YOU TH f OR kHOM 

IT IS A PROBLFM. THROUGH ACCUMULATION OF KNOWLFDG E, E UC AT IONA L 

PREVENTION , AND INT FRVPNTION. THE OVFRLYING CONC ERN WI LL fOCU S ON 

wHA T THE SCHOOL'S RE SPONSIBILITY IS IN HELPING ADOLES CENT 

ABUSERS. 

UFFERFD BA5 F ~ ON DFMAN O. 

COMMUN ITY PROFfSSOR , STAfF. 

SHP8010 

MOSPITAL AND HFALTH SERVI CF ORGANIZATION ADMINISTRATION 

} 
UNI QUE PROBLF~IS AND CHARACTfRISTICS OF HfAL TH CARF ORGANIZATIONS 

- - PR IMARILY HO S PITALS--AN~ THEIR IMPLICATIONS ON MANAGEMENT AND 

RFLATIONS WITH THF COMMUNITY. FfATURFS GUFST SPEAKi'RS, PRACTI­

TI ONE RS, CASF-STUDY ANALYSIS, AND CLASS PARTICIPATION. 

PRH FQ U I 5 I TES: 

~ HPa9 30, SHP8970. 

FALL, wINT F. R. 

MASSF Y. 

SI>P8015 
Hf~LTH PLANNING; ADVANCfD 

3 

OR AN IZFD TO SIMULATF A HFAUH PLANNING AGfNCY, STUDFNTS ASSUMF 

AGFNC Y PLANNING POSITIONS AND PLAN SELFCTFD SUBSYSTFMS Of THE 

HfALTH CARF DFLIVFRY SYSTfM. STUDENTS PARTICIPATE IN AN IN-DFPTH 

ANA LYSIS OF THf OEVFLOPMFNT AND APPLICATION OF SOCIAL CHANGE THF­

DR Y FOR HFALTH PLANNING. 

PRfRE~UI 5 I TE S; 

SHP 8 ~ b O , AND CASSS30 OR FQUIVALENT. 

NO T SCH EDULFD TO BE OFFFRfO IN AY82-83. 

GARD rR. 

5HP 80 20 

HfALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATION: CONTINUING FDUCATION 

6 

INTF NDED FOR THOSE CONCERNFD WITH PLANNING, DEVFLOPING, IMPLFMFN­

T I N~ , OR FVALUATING CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR THE HFALTH 

PROFFS SI ONS . EDUCATIONAL STRATEGIES AND ISSUES OF ADULT EDUCA­

TION APPROPRIATE TO CONTINUING EDUCATION AND CONSIDERFD , AND EACH 

IND I VIDUAL PLANS HOW TO APPLY TH EM TO HIS/HFR SPECIFIC FIELD. 

PRFREQUISITF S ; 

STUD ENTS MUST MFET THE QUALIFICATIONS FOR ADMISSION TO ONE OF THF 

GRADUAT E CURRICULA IN THE SCHOOL OF HEALTH PROFFSSIONS AT GSU. 

NOT SCHFDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AY82-8} . 

HERTZMAN. 

~HP80 2 J 
SCHOOL HFALTH PROGRAMS 

3 

THIS COURSE WILL PRES ENT AN OVERVIEW OF THE PRINCIPLFS, PHILOSO­

PHY AND DEVELOPMENT OF SCHOOL HEALTH PRO GRA MS IN THF UNITFD 

STATES. EMPHASIS WILL BE PLACED UPON THE ONCEPTS OF HEALTHFUL 

SCHOOL LIVING AND COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION IN SCHOOL HFALTH PRO­

GRAMS. SPECIAL ATTENTION WILL BF PAID TO DEVFLOPING A TEAM FRAME­

WORK AMONG TEACHER, HEALTH SERVICE PFRSONNEL , PARFNTS AND PUPILS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

STUDENTS MUST BE CERTIFIED TEACHFRS ENROLLED IN THE SCHOOL HEALTH 

EDUCATION OPTION OR HAVE PERMISSION OF THE INSTRUCTOR. 

SPRING/SUMMER; OFFERED BASED UPON DFMAND IN OTHFR TFRMS. 

BROTVAN. 

SHP8025 

HEALTH EDUCATION PROGRAM PLANNING 

4 
THIS COURSE WILL EXPOSE THE SCHOOL HEALTH EDUCATION STUDENT TO 
CURRENT APPROACHES INVOLVED IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF 
HEALTH EDUCATION CURRICULAR DESIGNS. CURRICULUM ASSESSMENT TECH­
NIQUES WILL BE DISCUSSED . SPECIAL ATTENTION WILL BE PAID TO THE 
PHILOSOPHICAL AND HISTORICAL FOUNDATIONS TO HEALTH EDUCATION. 
FALL. 

BRUTVAN . 

SHPS029 

HEALTH CARE POLICY 

3 

THIS COURSE WILL ENABL E THE STUDENT TO DESCRIBE, ANALYZE, EVALU­

ATE AND APPLY BASIC POLICY APPROACHES TO BOTH AMERICAN AND INTER­

NATIONAL HEALTH CARE ISSUES. 

PREREQUISITES: 

SHP6290. 

WINTER . 

MILLER. 

5HP80 8S 
APHA SI A SFM INAR 
~XPLORES ETI OLOGY AND LINGUISTIC MANIFES TATI ONS OF APHASIA; NOR­
MAL AND DY SFU NCTIONA L EUROANATOMICAL PROCESSFS. STU DENTS PERFORM 

A DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS Of APHASIA AND DEVELOP A THERAPEuTIC 

PROGRAM . 

PREREQU ISITES: 

SHP 30 48, SHP 42)~ , SMP 47 10 . 

FALL . 

JONES , M. 

SHP8110 

ALCOHOLISM: ASPECTS OF PERSONALITY INT PGRA TION 

3 

BRIEFLY REVIEWS THF STAGE S OF CHILD AND ADOL ESCE NT DfVFLOPMfNT, 

THEN STUDIES IN DEPTH THE PR ED ICI TA6LF C~ I SES OF THF ADULT LIFF 

CYC-LE. SELF-DISCLOSING TY pES Of EXERCISES ARf USED TO HFLP RFLATF 

STUDFNTS' PERSONAL fXPFRIFNCES TO THF DFVFLOPMF TAL CRISES OF 

ADULT LIFE. 

PREREQUISITES : 

PERMISSION . 

FALL. co 
STAFF. 
SHP8160 

BEHAVIOR PRINCIPLES IN COMMUNICATION DISORDERS 

J 
APPLIES SEHAVIORAL CONCEPTS TO EVALUATION AND MANAGEMPN T OF 

SPFECH AND LANGUAGE PROBLEMS . 

PREREQUISITES: 

SHP3048, SHP3620. 

WINTER. 

LOWE. 

SHP819A 
ALCOHOL & ALCOHOL DFPENDENCY WORKSHOP 
2 
THIS COURSE HAS BEEN DESIGNED FOR 20-25 TFACHFRS , COUNSFLING AND 
~UIDANCE AND SPECIAL HFALTH fDUCATION PFRSONNFl AND WILL SF 
CONDUCTED IN NINF WEEKLY THRFE HOUR SFSSI ONS PL US SI X MO NTHS 

°OST TRAINING EVALUATION SESSION. 

)FFERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

:OMMUNITY PROFESSOR, STAFF. 

SHP8200 
ALCOHOLISM: COUNSELING CHARACTERISTICS 
3 
EFFECTIVELY COUNSELING ANOTHER PERS ON REQUIRFS MORE THAN A WO RK­
ING KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTAND-ING OF PSY CHOTHERAPFUTIC MFH<OOOLOGY . 
THE PROFESSIONAL COUNSELOR MUST PROSSESS PERSONAL CHARACTER I STICS 
THAT CORRELATE ON A HIGH LFVFL WITH CLI FN T IMPROVEMENTS. CH~RAC­
TERISTICS FXAMINED INCLUDE; FMPATHY, GFNUI NENESS, RFSPFtT, SE LF­
DISCLOSURE, AND SELF-ACTUALIZATION . FOCU S 15 ON SELF-FXP~FSSI ON 
AND MAXIMIZATION OF THOSE TRAITS FOR PERSONAL AND PROFfSSIONAL 
USF. 

PREREQUISITES : 

PERMISSION. 

WINTER. 

FRY . 

SHP8210 

CLINICAL AUDIOLOGY 

3 

REVIEW OF PURE TONE THRESHOLD AND SPEECH AUO IOMETRY IN-OFP TH ST­

UDY OF AUDITORY PATHOLOGY. STUDY OF ME THODOLOGY fOR SITE- OF-LES­

IONS TEST, IMPfDANCE AUDIOMETRY, AND DIFFICUl T-TO-TfST PAT I ENTS . 

DEVELOPMENT OF SKILLS IN CLINICAL INTERvI EWI NG AND ~f PORT 

WRITING . 

PREREQUISITES : 

SHP 4210, SHP 4230, AND SHP4240. 

FALL. 

LUBINSKY. 

SHP8280 

MOTOR SPEECH DISORDERS 

} 
INVESTIGATION OF THE MOTOR SPEECH DISO RDf~ S RfSU'-TING FROM VARI­

OUS TYPES OF I'IEUROLOGICAL IMPAIRMENT. IN!;LUDES DIFFERENTIAL 

DIAGNOSIS AND REMEDIATION OF THE DYSARTHRIAS AND APRAXIA. 

PREREQUISITES; 

SHP }048, SHP }185, SHP 47}5, SHP 9970. 

FALL. 

FORNER. 

SHP8281 

COMMUNICATION DISORDERS IN CRANOFACIAL ANOMALIES 

} 
THIS COURSE COVERS THE INVESTIGATION OF THE DIAGNOSTIC, CONSUL ­

TATIVE, AND MANAGEMENT ASPECTS OF COMMUNICA TION DISORDERS ASSOCI­

ATED WITH CLEFT LIP AND PALATE, CO NGEN I TA L PALATOPHA RYNGEAL IN­

SUFFICIENCY, AND SYNDROMES OF THE HEAD AND NEC~ . ~NATOMY, PHYSI­

OLOGY, AND EMBRYOLOGY OF THE CRANIOFACIAL ST RUCTURES ARE ALSO 

F.XAM I NED. 

PREREQUISITES : 

SHP}048, SHP3185, SHP4210, SHP47}5 . 

SPRING/SUMMER.

FORNER. 

SHP83 GO 
>l EAL H I PLANN I NG I I 
~ HFOR TlC AL AND RA~TICAL APPROACHfS TO HEALTH PLANN I NG . RFVIEWS 
FUNCT IONS A~D ROLE OF HfALTH PLA NING/SYSTFM$ A'fNClfS IN THE 
HEALTtt CARE DELIVERY SY$TfM, AND STUDIES METHODOLOG IFS USEO IN 
DEVEL OPING HEALTH ~TATISTICS, DAT~ SOURCES, DATA INTfGRATI ON, AND 
DA TA MANAGEHENT FOR HEALTH PLAN DEVELOPMENT . A DE TAILFD STUDY OF 
THE PLAN DEVELOPMFNT , PLAN IMPLfME TAllO AND PROJECT RFVIFW PRO­
CESS. DEVELOPMfN T OF A HFALTH SYSTEMS PLA~ AND STUD Y OF THE MAN­
AGEMENT TECHNIQUFS RFQUI RfD TO DI REC T A HEALTH PLANNI~ AG ENCY. 
PR ERFQU I S tTES: 
CAS~;lO OR EQU IVA LfN T, AND SHP8930. 
FALL, WINTFR. 
uARil'lFR . 
SHI'S63Q 

HFALT H CARF FCONOM ICS II 

1 
DE S IGNfD T~ H~V F GRAO UATF STUDFNTS APPLY BA SIC FCONOMIC TOOLS OF 

ANAl YSIS 10 THE SOLU TION AND/OR FNLIGHTFNME NT OF HFALTH CARF DF­

LI Vf Rt PRDBLFMS . 

PRf RFQUISI tES : 

SH P691S DR COMP ETtNCY IN BASIC FCONOMIC CONCFPTS, OR PERMISSION 

OF COOROI'"lATOR . 

W IN TF~, SPR I NG/SUMME R. 

MALFC. 

SHP8700 

HEALTH P~OFtSS IONS EDUCATION: VALUFS CLARIFICATION TFCHNIQUFS II 

4 

STUDFNTS ~IL L Bf EX POS ED TO A WIO F VARIFTY OF TFACHING STRATEGIFS 

W~IC".H ~AN BE SU8 SUI' ED UNDFR THF TITLF OF "VALUFS CLARIFICATION 

TfCHNIQUE~ " . WH AT T"~ SF STRATFGIFS HAVE IN COMMON IS A PHILOSOP­

HICAL BASE THAT TRIS S TO INCORPORATE THF PFRSONAL GOALS AND VAL­

UES OF LfARNH S IN THE EDUCATIONAL PROCFSS . FROM THE MANY "VALUFS 

(LA IFICATION TFCHNIQUFS" DISCUSSFD, ' EACH PARTICIPANT WILL SFLECT 

ST RATfGfFS Wh I CH APPF AR TO HAVF THF MOST POTFNTIAL FOR HIS/H FR 

PARTICULAR TEA~HING NFEDS. FOR GRADUATF STUDFNTS ONLY. 

FAL..L. 

HER TlMAN . 

SHP88&D 

EPIDEMIOLOGy: PRINCIPLFS AND ANALYSIS OF DATA II 

) 
I CLUDES BOT~ DE SCRIPTIVE AND ANALYTIC FPIOFMIOLOGY. FOCU SFS UPON 

PRINCIPLES A D THFIR USF IN FVALUATING EPIDFMIOLOGICAL DATA AND 

CASFS . 

PRfRfQU I S I TF S: 

tASSSlU. 

NOT SOHEDULFD TO BE OFFFRFD IN AY82-83. 

STAff . 

SHPS920 

HEALT H CARE DFLIVtRY: UTILIZATION AND QUALITY CONTROL
, 
EXAMINES HIST OR ICAL AND LFGISLATIVF DFVELOPMFNTS IN QUALITY ASSU­

RANCE FUNC TI ONS, AND EVALUATFS VARIOUS UTILIZATION AND QUALITY 

ASSURANCE MFTH OS USEO IN HEALTH CARF ORGANIZATIONS. STUDENTS BF­

COME FAM ILIAR WI TH VARIOUS ASPFCTS OF PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS RF­

VIEW DR' AN I ZATIONS (PSROS). 

PRfREQU ISITES: 

SHPS9 30 . 

SPRINC/SI./MM fR . 

RHEf . 

SHPS93 0 

HfAI.TH CARE ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION: PROBLFMS, ISSUFS AND 

POLICI ES 

} 
HEALT H CARE ADMINISTRATORS REQUIRE A GREAT DEAL OF UNDERSTANDING 

AN~ ~NOWLEDGE OF THE CURR FNT HEALTH CARE DELIVFRY SYSTEM. SOME 

SYSTEMS DIRECTLY AND OTHE RS INDIRfCTLY AFFFCT EVERYDAY FUNCTIONS 

OF HEALTH CARE ORGA NIZA T IONS. THE ADMINISTRATOR'S UNDERSTANDING 

AN~ KNOWLEDGE OF THE IS 5 U~S AND PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN THf CURRFNT 

HEALTH (;ARE DELIv ERy SY SrfMS WILL HELP IN DFVELOPING, IMPLEMFNT­

I~G, AND EVALUATING HEALT H POL I CIES AND PROGRAMS, AND FINALLY, 

PREDICTING FU TU RE CH ANGES OF THES E POLICFS AND PROGRAMS. 

FALL, WI NTER. 

RHEE . 

SHP89~ I 
HEA LTH CARE PROGRAM EVALUATION 

J 

GENEKAL ANa SPEC IFIC BACKGROUNDS IN FVALUATING HEALTH CARE PRO­
~~AM5 ARE ATTAINED THROUGH STUDY OF: THF CONCEPT OF PROGRAM, AN­
ALVS IS OF EVALUA TION SYSTEM MODfLS, MEASUREMfNT, CAUSALITY IN 
PROGRAM EVALUA TI ON, AOVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAG ES OF INT ERN AL AND 
ExTfR AL EVALU ATI ONS , AND ANALYSIS AND CRITIQUE OF PUBLI SHED 
EVALUATIONS , ANO ANALYSIS AND CRITIQUE OF PUBLISHFD EVALUATION 

STUD l fS . 

PRfRl'Qu I S lTE5: 

CASSSJD OR EQU IVALENT. 

fALL , WI NTER. 

RHEE, WHIT TFMOR E. 

SHP8950 
HEALTH SER vICE S ADMINISTRATION: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
3 
AP PLIES DA5 IC SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT TO 
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THF HEALTH CA RE FIELD . CHARACTf RIS TICS DF HEAL TH SFRVICE ADMINIS­

TRATION ARE EXPLO RED WI TH SP ECIFIC REfERENCE TO THf PROBLFM OF 

FI NANCING HEALTH CARE DELIVERY. 

PREREQUiSITES: 

BPASIOI ShPB930 . 

FALL, SPRING/SUMMER . 

MALEC , ~OMMUNITY PROff550R . 

SHP 89&1 

HEAL TH SFRV ICES ADMINISTRATION: LECTURF SfRlf S 

) 
DIS CUSS .ITH HEALTH PRA CTITIO NERS MAN Y OF TH E ISSUES AND P OSLFMS 

OF THf CONTFMPORAR Y AMF RICAN HEALTH CARE DEL IV ERY SYS TEM. MA~OR 

TOPICAL ARFAS INCLUDE THE ROLF OF GDVFRNMFNT, VALUE AND FTMICAL 

CONS IDERA TI ONS , THE HOS P ITAL AND THF CONS UM FR, AND IS ~UES OF MAN­

POWER, F INAN~ING AND QUALITY OF CARF. 

PRERE QU I S ITES : 

GRAD UATE STANDING IN HEALTH SFRVICe S AOH IN ISTRATION R PFRMISS­

ION. AU DI TORS ARE ENCO UR AGED AND WELCOMF . 

FALL. 

MALEC. 

SHP8970 

HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION : MANAGEMFNT THFORIES 

3 

CONSIDERS MANAGEMENT IN A HEALTH SERVICF SETTING, INCLUDI NG HOS­

PITALS, NEIGHBORHOOD HFALTH CLINICS, NURSING HOMES, MENTAL HEALTH 

CENTERS AND OTHERS. DRA~S UPON ORGANIZATIONAL THFORY AND ITS 

APPLICATION TO THE HEALTH CARF SETTING. 

'NOT SCHFDULFD TO BE OFFFRED IN AY82-83. 

STAFF. 

SHP8990 

HEALTH SERVICES ADMINSTRATION: FIFLD EXPFRIENCFS II 

4 

PROVIDES STUDENTS WITH TFRMINAL INTFGRATING FXP ERIE NCE TH ROUG H 

wORK IN HEALTH CARF FACILITIFS. STUDFNTS AR F F~PFCTEDTO APP LY 

THEORIES AND PRINCIPLES OF CLASSROOM LEARNING TO HEA LTH CARF 

FIELDS WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF THF SUPFR VI SOR . THE EIF LD fXPERI­

ENCES WILL PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIFS FOR DEVFLOPMFNT, INTFGRATION AND 

RE I NFORCEMFNT OF COMPETENCF. ADVANCFD HI' AL TH SERV ICFS ADMrN [STR A­

TION GRADUATF STUDENTS ONLY. 

PRERFQUISIHS: 

PERMISSION OF PROFESSOR AT LEAST THREE MONTHS IN ADVANCF . 

FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER.

GARDNER, MASSFY, STAFF. 

SHP90I I 

HISTORY, PHILOSOPHY, AND PROFESSIONAL ASPECTS OF COMMUNICATI Oll 

DISORDERS 

3 

STUDY OF THE HISTORY OF THF FIELD, INFLU ENCE S OF RELA TED DISCIP­

LINES AND THE CURRENT STATUS OF CERTIFICATION, LIC ENSURE , THIRD­

PARTY PAYMENTS, ETC. 

PREREQUISITES: 

SHP3620, SHP4230, SHP9120, SHP997D, SHP4735. 

FALL . 

HILDEBRAND. 

SHP9040 

ALCOHOLISM: COUNSELING THEORY AND PRACTICE 

3 

REVIEWS PSYCHOTHERAPEUTIC THEORIES FROM TRADITIONAL TO CURRE NT 

APPROACHES. FXAMINES CHARACTERISTIC RFSISTANCE MECHANISMS AND BE­

HAVIORAL DEF ECTS COM MO N TO MANY ALCOHOLICS. SP EC I F IC TREATMENT 

GOALS AND APPROACH ES ARE APPLIFD IN STUDENT PARTICIPAT ORY ROLF 

PLAYS TO LEARN HO~ THFRAPEUTICALLY TO DFAL ~ITH THE AB OVe PROB LEM 

AREAS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

PERMISSION. 

FALL. 

FRY. 

SHP91IO 

NURSING: THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS OF ROLE PREPARATION IN NURSING 

3 

THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO ASSIST GRADUATE STUDENTS IN DEFINING 

AND DEVELOPING AN FXPANDED PROFESSIONAL ROLE AS AN EDUCAT OR, 

ADMINISTRATOR, CLI NI CIAN, OR CONSULTANT IN THE DELIVERY Of NURS ­

ING CARE. THE APPLICATION OF CONCEPTS AND PRINCIPLES OF AD MI N­

ISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT WILL BE STUDIED IN A VARIETY OF SI TUA­

TIONS AND SETTINGS. 

~INTER . 
LAWRENCE. 

SHP9120 

LANGUAGE DISORDERS OF CHILDREN 

3 

EXAMINES 80TH IN TERMS OF LINGUISTIC BE HAVIOR AN D DIAG NOSTIC 

CLASSIFICATIONS THE VARIOUS LANGUAGE DISORO ERS OF CHILDR FN; DE­

SIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THERAPY PROGRAMS BASEO ON PSYC HOLING­

UISTICS AND LEARNING THEORY. 

PREREQUISITES: 

SHP 3048, SHP 4235, SHP 4730. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

JONES, M. 

FOR 
PLI 
UPP.i:.R 
} 
FOil 
LI Nf S 
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SHP91 40 
URS I Ne; RESEARCH 
~TUOENTS ACQUlR~ A TH~ORFTICAl AND CONCFPTuAl F~AMf Of R FF~fNI F 
ReS TORATIVf NURS I NG PRAC T I~f . THF Y FXAMINf AND SYN THfS l l f 
CONCEPTS AND THFORIES FROM NUR SI NG AN~ OTH R APPROPRI ATe DI SCI ­
FS IN FORMINe; A PHILOSOPHY AND PRA CT l' FRAMf~URK OR NUR5 I Nr, 
PRACTICf . 
PRERfQu I S IT FS : 
OI VI SION STATrSTICS COURSF, AND UPPFR DIVIS 10" RPSFARCH 
MfTHODOLO Y COURSF. 

WINTER. 

EOWARDS. 

SHP91S0 

NURS I NG : TH EOR IES AND MODFLS 

STUDF NTS ACQUIRE A THFORETICAL AND CONCFPTUAL FRAMF OF F FF~ fNCf 
RFST ORATIVF NURSING PRACTICF. STU DF NTS fX AM INf AND S'NT~F SIZ F 
CCNCf PTS AND THFURIFS FROM NURSING AND OTHFR AP PRU P~ I ArF DISL I P­
IN FORMING A PHILOSOPHY AND PRACTICF FRAM~WQRK l OR NURSI~~ 

PRACT::Cf. 

wiNTER. 

LF.FT~t'ICH. 
~HP 9 152 
ADVANe ED CONCEPTS IN NURSING CARF 
~ 
THIS COURSE INVOLVFS THE STUDY Of THfORIES AND PRINCIPLES THAT 

SUPP ORT ADVANCeD CLINICAL NURSING PRACTICF. STU DFNTS INVESTIGATE 

SELE CTED HEALTH PROBLFMS AND NFw NURSING THF.APIFS. 

PRER EQ UISITES: 

SHP9 110, SHP9140, AND SHP9150. 

SPR I NG /SUMMER. 

LEfT WiCH. 

SHP91 55 

~UR IN : PROSEMINAR IN RFSTORATIVF NURSING 

? HEORE TICAL CONSTRUCTS RFLFVANT TO RFSTORATIVE NURS;NG ARE APPLI­

ED TO THF PRACTICE Of NURSING. fACH STUOFNT DFVfLOPS A CONC FPT ­

UAl IRAMfWU R< fOR ONE'S OWN NURSING PRACTICF. FMPHASIS IS PLAC FD 

ON TH E P RO Cf SS Of !NVFSTIGATING, PRFSfNTING, DISCUSSING. ANO SYN­

THE S I ZING CONCFPTS AND PRiNCIPLFS UF RFSTORATIVF NURSING. 

PRFRfQU I 5 I TE S: 

ShP9152 OR CONCURRENTLY. 

SPRING/SUMMFR. 

f.,AS SURA. 

SHP9 160 
NUttS lNG: CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION !N NURSING 
J 
T~ IS COURSE PROVIDES PRFPARATION FOR TFAChlNG NURSING , IN A VARI­
ETy OF INSTITUTIONAL SFTTINGS. TOPICS FOR STU DY INCLUD F : I) THF 

NA TURE OF HIGHER fDUCATION, NURSING fDUCATION, AND FACULTy ROLfS; 

2) CURRICULUM DESIGNS; J) THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROCfSS; 4) FVAL UA­

TION; AND 5) ISSUFS IN NURSING FDUCATION. 

PREREQUISITES: 

SHP9155 OR CONCURRENTLY. 

SPRING/SUMMFR. 

JOHNSON. 

SHP9165 

NURSING: NURSING ADMINISTRATION I 

J 

THIS COURSE FXPLORES THE HISTORY AND TRfNDS IN NURSING ADMINIS­
TRATION AS A CONCEPT AN~ ALSO VARIOUS THEORfTICAL APPROACHES TO 
THE PROCfSS Of NURSING ADMINISTRATION. COMMON ELEMENTS OF ADMIN­
IS TRATION ARF ANALYZED WITHIN THE ORGANIZATIONAL FRAMFwORK OE 
URSI G SERVICES AS A SUB-SYSTEM OF AN OVFRALL HFALTH CARf DFLIV­
fR Y SY STEM. ESSENTIAL ELfMFNTS OF ADMINISTRATION AKE ANALYZFD. 
PRHfQ u I SITE S: 

5HP9 152 OR CONCURRfNTLY. 

SP RING/SUMMER. 

LAWRENCE. 

SHP9166 

NURSING: NURSING ADMINISTRATION II 

J 

THIS COURSE EXPLORES CONCEPTS OF HUMAN BFHAVIOR IN ORGANIZATIONS. 
INELUENCES OF INDIVIDUAL BFHAVIOR , GROUP AND PROFESSIONAL ID FN TI­
fICATlON, LEADERSHIP SKILLS, PROFFSSIONALS IN BUREAUCRACIFS, ANt) 
INTERORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS ARE FXAMINFD. PROBLFMS I~ AD-: 
MINISTRATION OF NURSING SFRVICFS ARF ANALYZFD FROM THE fXFCUTIVF 
PERSPECTlvF. 

PREREQUISITES: 

SHP9165. 

SPRING/SUMMFR. 

LAWRENCE. 

SHP9167 
~URSrNG; SEMINAR ~ND PRACTICUM IN NURSING ADMINISTRATION 
STUDENTS APPLY PRINCIPLES AND THEORIES OF NURSING ADMINISTRATION 
IN SELF-SELECTED HEALTH CARE AGENCIES. CONCURRfNT SEMINARS fOCuS 
ON FUNCTIONS UNIQUE TO NURSING ADMINISTRATIVE ROLFS IN A VARIETY 
SETTINGS. INVESTIGATIvE STUDY IN A MAJOR ARFA OF INTEREST IS 
REQU IRED. 
PRER EQUISITES: 
SHP9166. 
FALL. 
LAWRENCE. 
SHP9170 

NURSI Nt,,; S f f·ilNAR AN,) P~At:T!CUM IN RFSTORATIVF NURSING PRACTICF 

1N THIS LOUR Sf STUDfNTS APP LY CnNCfP f S, THf URIES, AND RFSFARCH IN 
IN OPF RATIONA LILING A ~f; T O· A T I VF ~ URS ING SPF CIALIST ROLF IN A 
HLECT fO el; ""L SnT!N · I vfS Tl GATl VF STUD'( IN A MAJOR ARFA 
or INIF.FST IS RHiuI '''·O . 
p~fqf\llo:~ITFS: 
SHPS11, . 

FALL . 

L.FF Tri: C!1 . 

SHP~ 1 7 \ 

N IJ~ ~1 G: SfV.I NA R ANtJ t'~AlT r cur-\ IN T FJH~H j Jl.tG NlI~SlNG 

" STUD f h TS tXP~~If'lfN' W'T H V A~ I ~US rfAC" ; · G /lfAR~ ING THEORlf S AND 

ST AH &HS I I. Sf Lf - ~FJtTfD NU~SI N(; fDUCATION ~FTTI"GS WITH 

LFARNE RS . I Th VARYING NfrD S. 

PR FRr UISI TFS : 

ShP 9IGO. 

FALl.. 

u OH ~::'ON. 
SHP 92 10 

PRAcrrCUM I N SPfF C.h f' /l,ft HJLO(,V; PUBL:C SCt1DOl 

5 

Rf QUIR r S 100 CI.INICAL CLOCK HOURS uF SPI FCH PA T ~ULOG Y RACTICUM 

ioN A PlJll LIC SCHOOL S ~ TT[ N I,., . ~ ""CLL l)FO AII(F t. RC! IJP AND tNDIVIDUAL. 

THf RAPY, SCREeNING, AN;) D IAG~ lJ Sr:C". 

P R ~I\ 'QurSITrs: 

SrlP30',8, SHPl620, SHP ',2 10, OH 0 4235, S.IP4lJ5, SfIPQIJO , SHP4230, 

AN D ~f~MISSI UN . 

Ffl,LL, ..:!Nl 'r R, 5PRING/Su,..M fR, 

Hi Lllf BRAi\Ii). 

,HP9241 

PRACTICU'; I~ AUJIOL06Y: ASS I,SI1FN T 

I 

AT LFAST TliFNTY Of T" r KF" U; RID f iFTy HOU RS OF AlJDIOLOGY PRACTt­

CUM FOR STU UFNTS SFf~ ING PR (}I fSS I (JNAL CIiIRFFR5 l'j COI1I1UNI( ATION 

DISOQ~FR' MUST ~f IN AUDiOLOGICAL ASSFS SMF~T . THIS COURSF 15 GIV ­
f N Of-F CAMPUS. 

PR RIQU ISIHS: 

SHP82IU, AND PF RMISSlu~. 

rALL ~ WIN Tf-R, SPR tNG/SUMMFR. 

LuB I . ·SIO . 

SrlP9242 

PRi~CTICUM Ii'. AUUrOLOGY: RfHAdIL rTAl :ON 

AT LFAST TWFhTY OF THF RrQ u IR f O F IFTy HOUR S OF AU DIOLOGY PRACT I­
Cu,v, FOR ST UDf ~T S SF f" ING I' RO FtSS IONAL CARfFR5 IN COMMUNICATION 

DISORD FR , ,;UST BF ;~ RFHA81L!TATIV F ""'0 IO LOGY . THIS COURSf IS 

GIV~N OfF CAMPUS. 

PR E Rf QU ISITFS: 

SHPBOOO, S t-IP951)O, ANJ prK~ :SSrUN. 

FAl.L, W!NT f R, SPRING/S u"'tlfR . 

LUBINSt<Y. 

SHP9250 
PRACTICUM IN SPEFCH ~A, ~OLOGY: HOSPITAL 
J 
FXPFRIE~CF 15 OBTAINFD IN INDI VI DUAL AND GROU P THfRAPY, OISGNOS­
TICS, CONSULTATIONS, AND INTcR D ISCIPLI~A ~Y SiAFFI NG5 !" A I1fOICAl 
SFTTrNG, 

PR FRFQU I, ITFS: 

SHP9251, SHP8U85, SHP8280, AN D PfRM ISSION. 

FALL, wINTER, 5PRING/5U~~fP... 

FORN f R, 

SHP92 51 

eRACTICUM IN SPEeCH PATHOLOGY: MFNTAL HFALTH CFNT FR 

J 

EXPERI FNCF IS OBTAINFD IN INDIVIDUAL AND GRO~ P THFRAP Y, OIAGNOS­

TICS, CONSULTATIONS, TRAINING OF PARA PR OfF5sr ON_L5 , ANn INT FR DIS_ 

CIPLINARY STAFFINGS IN MFNTAL HEAL TH SFT TI NG . 

PRFRcQurSITfS: 

SHP9210, AND PERMrsS;ON. 
FALL, WINTE'R, SPR~NG/SU"'H1FR.
JONES, M. 
SHP9560 

SPfFCH AND LANGUAGF OF TH F ~r ARING IMPA f RED 

J 

STUDIES VOICF AND ARTICULATION VARI AT IONS OF THP HfARING-IMPAIR FO 

PERSON, SFMA~rIC AND SYNTACTIC ST~UC T uRr OF LANGUAGE OF THF DEAf, 

S IGN LA NGUAGf , APPROACHES TO D AF FDveA TION, 5P EF CH A"O LANGUAGF 

THERAPY FOR THF uFAF CH~LD. 

PREREQUISITfS: 

SHP4210, SHP42JO, SHP4 2 l 5, SHP4240, SHP4520, SHP4/JO, SHP41H . 

~dNTfR. 
LUHINSt<Y, 
SHP9600 
GRADUATE THFSIS 
1-8 
SOME CURRICULA RfQUIRE, OR GIVF TH ~ OPTI ON Of , A T ~E5IS FO R DE ­
GREF COMPLETION. THIS IS A FORMAL U~OERTA~ING fOR WHlCH CRE DIT IS 
SHP Course Descriptions 235 
ALLOCATED, AND TOWARDS WHICH FNO A FORMAL SET Of POLlelFS AND 

PRO'EOURES MUST BE FOLLOWFD. A BOOKLET OfSCRIBING SAMf IS AVAIl­

ABLE IN THE OFFICE . 

PRE RE QUlSITES: 

P E~MISSION. 
FALL, WINTER, SPRING/SUMMER. 

STAff . 

SHP9720 

STu TTERING SEMINAR 

1 

EXAMINES THE VARI OUS THEORIES OF STUTTERING AND THEIR CORRESPOND­

ING THERAPIES , CURR ENT STUTTERING RESFARCH, DFVFLOPMENT AND IM­

PLEMENTATION OF A STUTTFRING THFRAPY PROGRAM. 

PREREQU ISITES : 

SHP ~2}5 AND SHP 3048. 

SPRI NG/SliMMER . 

LOWE. 

SHP9800 

INTERNSH IP 

1-8 
AN INDEPENDEN T, PRACTICAL, STUDY THAT IS OPFN TO ALL STUDFNTS. 

IT lNVOLVES wORK FOR CRFDIT, AND OFTEN WITHOUT PAY, IN SITUATIONS 

SIMilAR TO APPRENTICESHIPS--WHFREIN STUDENTS HAVF AN OPPORTUNITY 

TO UTI LI ZF ATTAINED SKILLS IN PROFFSSIONAL SFTTINGS SIMILAR TO 

THOSE [N WHIC H THEY COULD FINU THFMSELVFS AFTER GRADUATION. SUP­

fRV l 5 1 N BY FACULTY OR OTHER PROFESSIONALS RFSULTS IN ADDITIONAL 

LEARN I NG . 

PRfOREQUIS[ TES: 

PFRMI S51011. 
FALL , WI NTE R, SPRING/SUMMFR. 

STAfF . 

StiP99 \0 

ALCOHOLISM : TRAINING MFTHODOLDGY AND DELIVFRY SKILLS 

J 

PRfOPAR ES PROFE SSI ONALS IN THE ALCOHOLISM FIELD TO PERFORM PRO­

GRAMMATI C LE AR NING NEEDS ASSESSMENT , TO SELECT & DESIGN INSTRUC­

TIONAL MFHTODS, AND TO SPFCIFY TRAINING GOALS AND THFIR RELATION­

SHIPS TO Mf ANINGFUL EVALUATION. EMPHASIZES PRACTICE OF SKILLS AND 

USE OF FELL OW STUDENTS AS TFACHING AND CRITICAL RfSOURCES. 

PREREQUI SIT ES: 

PERMISSION. 

FALL. 

FRY, JO NES. 

SHP997 0 

vOICE DI SORDERS
, 
THIS COUR SE COVeRS THE INVESTIGATION OF FUNCTIONAL AND ORGANIC 

VOICE DISORDERS, INCLUDING CAUSeS, ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS, AND PHYSI­

OLOGI C CORRELATeS. DIAGNOSTIC AND MANAGEMENT PROCEDURFS ARE EX­

AMI NfOD. 

PREREQU I SITES: 

SHP~2 10, SHP~235, SHP4735. 

SPliING/SUMMER. 

fORNE R. 
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Course Index 
ADVANC ED CONCEPTS IN NURSING CARE SHP 9152 EPIDEMIOLOGY: PRINCIPLES AND ANALYSIS OF DATA II SHP 8850 
ADVA c eD REHABILITATIVE AUDIOLOGY SHP 8000 
ALCOHOL' ALCOHOL DEPENDE~CY WORKSHOP SHP el9A GRADUATE THESIS SHP 9600 
ALC OHOL AND BLACK AMERICANS SHP 502E 
AL COHOL AND SUBCULTURES SHP 5015 HEALTH CARE AND POLITICS SHP 6284 
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING FIELD PRACTICUM I SHP 42C1 HEALTH CARE DELIVERY: UTILIZATION AND QUALITY CONTRO L SHP 8920 

ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING FIELD PRACTICUM II SHP 4202 
 HEALTH CARE ECON OM ICS I SHP 6 ;1 1 
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING FIELD PRACTICUM III SHP 4203 HEALTH CARE ECON OM ICS II SHP 863 0 
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING FIELD PRACTICUM IV SHP 4204 HEALTH CARE IN AFRICA SHP 6300 HEALTH CARE ORGANIZATION SHP 4090ALC OHO LISM COUNSELOR'S ROLE SHP 4670 
ALC OHO LISM IN THE METROPOLITAN AREA SHP 522A HEALTH CARE ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRAT ION : PROBLEMS, ISSUES AND 
AL COHOL ISM, GRIEF AND RECOVERY SHP 524A POLICIES SHP 8930 
ALCOHOL ISM : ASPECTS OF PERSONALITY INTEGRATION SHP 8110 HEALTH CARE POLICY SHP 8029 
ALCOHOLISM: BIOLOGICAL BASES OF BEHAVIOR SHP 5405 HEALTH CARE PROGRAM EVALUATION SHP ~941 
ALCOHOLISM: COMMUNICATION SKILLS SHP 3135 HEALTH CARE SOCIOLOGY SHP 6290 
AL COHOLISM : COMMUNITY EDUCATION AND PREVENTION SHP 3042 HEALTH ECONOMICS: PRINCIPLES SHP 6915 
ALCOHOLISM: COUNSELING CHARACTERISTICS SHP 8200 HEALTH EDUCATION PROGRAM PLANNING SHP 8025 
ALCOHOLISM : COUNSELING THEORY AND PRACTICE SHP 9040 HEALTH EDUCATION SKILLS SHP 3190 
ALCOHOLISM : DYSFUNCTIONAL FAMILIES SHP 52IA HEALTH PLANNING I SHP 3540 
ALCOHOLISM: RECOVERY AND SEXUALITY SHP 5205 HEALTH PLANNING II SHP 8 60 
ALCOHOL ISM : SELF-HELP GROUPS SHP 5340 HEALTH PLANN ING: ADVA NCED SHP 8 015 
ALCOHOLISM: THEORIES AND INTERVENTION METHODS SHP 5490 HEALTH PROFESS IONS EDUCA TI ON INS1RUCTION SHP 3192 
ALCOHOLISM: THERAPEUTIC APPROACHES AND TECHNIQUES SHP 3085 HEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCA TION: CONTINUING EDUCAT ION SHP 8020 
AL COHOLISM: TRAINING METHODOLOGY AND DELIVERY SKILLS SHP 9910 HEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATION: CURRENT TRENDS AND Issues 
ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO HEALTH CARE SHP 500F SHP 6320 
AMB ULATORY CARE ISSUES, PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION SHP 7000 HEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATION: PRACTICUM SHP 7110 
AN INNOVATIVE APPROACH TO ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT: THERAPEUTIC HEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATION: VALUES CLARIFI CA TI ON TECHNIQUES 
PARADOX AND REFRAMING SHP 50IC SHP 4100 
ANALYSIS OF VERBAL BEHAVIOR SHP 3048 HEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATION: VALUES CLARIFICATION TECHNIQUES II 
APHASIA SEMINAR SHP 8085 SHP 8700 
ARTICULATION DISORDERS SHP 3185 HEALTH SCIENCE EDUCATION: ASSESSMENT OF CLINICAL INSTRUCTION 
AUDIOLOGY FOR NON-AUDIOLOGISTS SHP 523E SHP 5350 
HEALTH SCIENCE EDUCATION: SPECIAL ISSUES IN COMMUNITY HEAL TH 
BEHAVIOR PRINCIPLES IN COMMUNICATION DISORDERS SHP 8160 SHP 6352 
BEHAVIOR PRINCIPLES IN SPEECH-LANGUAGE P~THOLOGY, I SHP 800G HEALTH SCIENCES: RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN ALLIED HEAL TH PRACTI(E 
BEHAVIOR PRINCIPLES IN SPEECH-LANGU~GE PATHOLOGY, I I SHP 800H SHP 5280 
BEHAVIOR PRINCIPLES IN SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY, II I SHP 800J HEAL TH SC I ENCE : MENTAL HEALTH ECONOMICS AND ~DMI NISTR~T ION 
BREAST CANCER UPDATE SHP 520B SHP 6264 
HEALTH SERVICE ADMINISTRATION: PRINCIPLES SHP 4590 

CAREER PATHS AND LIFESTYLE CHOICES SHP 5410 HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION: FIELD EXP ERIENCES I SHP 4200 

CLINICAL AUDIOLOGY SHP 8210 
 HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION: MARKETING FOR HEALTH CARE SERV­

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: BLOOD BANK I SHP 3351 
 ICES SHP 6480 
CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: BLOOD BANK I I SHP 3372 HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION : COMMUNICATION NET WORKS WIT HI N 0­
CLINICAL L~BORATORY SCIENCE: CHEMISTRY I SHP 3332 MINSTRATIVE STRUCTURES SHP 6370 
CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE : CHEMISTRY II SHP 3342 HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION : FINANC IAL MANAGEMENT SMP 8950 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: CHEMISTRY III SHP 3362 
 HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTR~TION : LECT URE SERIES SHP 8961 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE : CHEMISTRY IV SHP 3373 
 HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION: MANA GEMENT THEORIES SHP ~70 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: HEMATOLOGY I SHP 3331 
 HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTR~TION: PERSONNEL ADMIN IS1RATION ANO LA B­
CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: HEMATOLOGY II SHP 3352 OR RELATIONS SHP 6420 
HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION: PUBLIC FINANCE AND SYSTEMS ANALY­CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: HEMATOLOGY/COAGULATION III SIS SHP 6490SHP 336 I HEALTH SERVICES ADMINSTRATION: FIELD EXPERIENCES II SHP 8990CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: INTRODUCTION TO LABORATORY MANAGE­ HEARING SCIENCE SHP 4210MENT SHP 3385 HISTORY, PHILOSOPHY, AND PROFESSIONAL ASPECTS OF ~OM~UNIC~TI ONCLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE : MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY PRACTICUM DISORDERS SHP 9011SHP 3330 HOSPITAL AND HEALTH SERVICE ORGANIZ~TION ADMINISTRATIONCLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE : MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY PRACTICUM II 
SHP 3340 SHP 8010 
CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE : MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY PR~CTICUM III HOW TO TALK TO CHILDREN ABOUT DRINKING SHP 502F 

SHP 3350 
 HSA: AMBULATORY CARE SYSTEM MANAGEMENT SHP 700 5 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY PRACTICUM IV HSA: LONG TERM CARE, SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT SHP 3S~ 2 

SHP 3360 HSA: BASIC ORIENTATION TO THE FIELD OF LONG f ERM C~RE SHP H~I 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY PRACTICUM V 
 HSA : MENTAL HEALTH ADMINISTRATION SHP 5014 

SHP 3370 HSA: MENTAL HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES SHP 50/2 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY PR~CTICUM VI 

SHP 3380 IMMUNOLOGY SHP 4205 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: MICROBIOLOGY I SHP 3333 IMPACT OF ALCOHOLISM IN THE WORK PLACE SHP 50lB 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: MICROBIOLOGY II SHP 3343 IMPLEMENTING AN ABSENTEEISM PROGRAM IN NURSING SHP 556B 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: MICROBIOLOGY III SHP 3363 INOEPENOENT APPRAISALS SHP 4995 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE : MICROB IOLOGY I V SHP 3371 INTERNSHIP SHP 9800 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: RENAL PHYSIOLOGY ANC URINALYSIS INTRODUCTION TO CLINICAL AUDIOLOGY SHP 4230 

SHP 3341 INTROOUCTION TO COMMUNICATIO~ DISORDERS SHP 4235 

COMMUNICATION OISORDERS IN CRANOFACIAL ANOMALIES SHP 8281 INTROOUCTION TO REHABILITATIVE AUDIOLOGY SHP 4240 

COUNSELING FOR FAMILY RECOVERY SHP 52IE INTRODUCTORY SPORTS MEDICINE SHP 500A 

COUNSELING FOR RELAPSE PREVENTION SHP 521C 

CURRENT ISSUES IN EXTENDED CARE FOR THE ELOERLY SHP 500B LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT, DISORDERS AND DIALECTS FOR TEA CMERS 

CURRENT TRENDS IN PUBLIC SCHOOL SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY SHP 523G 

SHP 80DA LANGUAGE OISORDERS OF CHILDREN SHP 9120 

DEATH AND DYING FOR THE HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONAL SHP 523H MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR HOSPITALS SHP 7010 

DIAGNOSING ALCOHOLISM: PRACTICAL GUIDELINES SHP 520A MANUAL COMMUNICATION SHP 523D 

DIAGNOSTIC METHODS IN COMMUNICATION DISORDERS ' SHP 3620 MEDICAL SCIENCE: INTRODUCTION (SIM) SHP 6495 

DRUG INTERACTIONS FOR HEALTH PROFESSIONALS SHP 556A MILIEU THERAPY: CREATIVE THERAPY TECHNIQUES FOR ON-GO ING 

TREATMENT SHP 5020 

EDUCATING THE ALCOHOLISM PATIENT SHP 524G 
 · MOTOR SPEECH DISORDERS SHP 8280 
EDUCATIONAL ASPECTS OF SPEECH AND LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT SHP 5010 
eP IDEMIOLOGY: PRINCIPLES AND ANALYSIS OF DATA I SHP 3920 
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NURSI NG RESE AR CH SHP 9140 
NURSING: CURRICULUM AND INSTR UCTION IN NURSING SHP 9160 
NURSI NG: NUR SING ADMINISTRATION I SHP 9165 
NURSI NG: ~URSING ADMINISTRATION II SHP 9166 
NURSI NG: PROSEMINAR IN RESTORATIVE NURS ING SHP 9155 
NURSING: SEM INAR AND PRACTICUM IN NURSI NG ADMINISTRATION 
SHP 9167 
NURSING: SEM INAR AND P~AC1ICUH IN RESTORATIVE NURSING PRACllCE 
SliP 91 70 
NURSING : SEM INAR AND PRACTICUM IN TEACHING NURS ING SliP 9175 
NURSING: THE OR ETICAL fOUNDAT IONS Of ROLE PREPARATION IN NURSING 
SHP 91 10 
NuRSING: CA E IN DISTR IBUTIVE SETTINGS SHP 4310 
NURSING: CARE IN EP IS OD IC SETT INGS SliP ~ 3 1 1 
NURS INC: CONCEPT S ANO PROCESSES SHP 4280 
NURSI G: HEALTH ASSESSMEN T SHP 310 1 
NURSING : PR INCIPLES Of MA AGEMENT OF CL IENT/PATIENT CARE 
SliP 4446 
NURSING : SENIOR SEMINAR AND PROJEC T SHP 44 55 
NURS ING: TEACHING OF CLIENTS/ FAMil i ES SliP 4460 
NURSING: THE COLLABORATI VE ROLE SHP 4330 
NUR SING: THEORIES ANO MOOELS SHP 9150 
NUTRITION SHP 6890 
PHARMACOLOGY ISSUE S SHP SOIA 
PHONETICS SHP 452 0 
PORNOGRAPHY, CENSOR SHI P AND SOC IETY SHP 7090 
PRACTICUM IN AUOIOLOGY : ASSESSMENT SHP 9241 
PRACTICUM IN AUOIOLOGY: REHABILI TAT ION SHP 92~2 
PRACTICUM IN SPEECH PAT HOLOGY : HOSPI TAL SHP 9250 
PRACTICUM IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY: MENTAL HEALTH CENTER SHP 9251 
PRACTICUM IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY: PUBL IC SCHOOL SHP 9210 
PROfESSIONAL ISSUES I SPEECH AND HEARING FEE FOR SERVICE 
SETT INGS SHP 8000 
PSYCHOPHAR MA COLOGY SHP 7175 
PUBL IC HEALTH ISSUES SHP 305C 
REAOINGS AND I NVES TIGATIONS IN... SHP 7300 
~EALITy rHERAPY AND ALCOHOLISM COUNSELI NG SHP 724A 
REALITY THERAPY FOR COUNSELORS AND THERAPISTS I sHP 724 5 
~ EALI T Y THERAPY FOR COUNSELORS ANO THERAP IST S I I SMP 7 2~ ~ 
~E CENT OEVE LOPMENTS IN CHILOHOOO LANGUAGE DISOR DE RS SHP 800B 
R ECE~T DEVELOPMENTS IN ORGANIC SPEECH OISORDERS SHP 800E 
SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAMS SHP 8023 
S IENl lF /C FOUNDATIONS OF HEALTH CARE SHP 305A 
SOBRIE TY PLANJlING --A GUIDE TO STRUCTURAL COUNSELING SH'P 500H 
SOCIOLI NGUI STICS SHP 4725 
SPECIAL PR OJ ECTS IN... SHP 7600 
SPEECH A D LA NGUAGE DEVELOPMENT SHP 4730 
SPEECH ANO LANGUAGE OF THE HEARING IMPAIRED SHP 9560 
SPEECH PHYS IOLOGY SHP 4735 
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WORKSHOP: ADOLESCENTS, ALCOHOL AND ABUSE SHP 8005 
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M.A., GOVERNORS STATE UNIVER SITY , 1971 

PM . D., UNIVERSITY OF ILLI OIS, 1981 

HER8ERT ROBINSON 

DIREC TOR, FINANCIAL A[OS 

.A., PHILANDER SMIT H COLLEGE L 1968 
M. ED. , LINCOLN UNIVERS,TY, 191' 
GLADYS ROGAL A 

ADMISSI ONS COUNSELOR; ADMISSIONS AND STU DENT 

RECRUITM ENT 

B.A., UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, CIRCLE CAMPUS, 1977 

WILLIAM ROGGE 
UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF HUMAN RELATIONS SERVI CES , 
CHLD 

B.S., UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSI N, 19 50 

M.S., UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSI N, 1951 

ED.D., UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, 196' 

TULSI B. SARAL 

DEAN (ACTING), COLLEGE OF HUMAN LEARNING AND 

DEVELO PMENT 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF COMMUNICATION SCIENCE, 

CHLD 

B.A., PUNJAB UNIVERSITY, 195\ 

M.A., LUCKNOW UNIVERSITY, 195 9 

M.A., UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, 1965 

PH . D., UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, 1969 

MARY 	 SCHELLHORN 

HEAD OF CATALOGING/SUBJECT SPECIALIST, UL 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF LI BRARY SCIENCE , UL 

B.A., UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA, 19 66 

M.A., UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, 1968 

M.A., GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY, 1973 

PAUL 	 R. SCHRANZ 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF PHOT OGR APHY, CAS 

B.F.A., OHIO UNIVERSITY, 197 0 

M.A., GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY, 1973 

M.F.A., NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, 1978 

TERRI SCHWARTZ 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY, CHLD 

B.A., REED COLLEGE, 1970 

FAROUK SHAABAN 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRA TION , 

CBPA 

B.C., ALEXANDRIA UNIVERSITY, 19&0 

M.S., SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, 1966 

PH. D., UN IVERSITY OF ILLINO IS, 1972 

AIDA 	 SHEKIB 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, 

CBPA 

B.A., ALEXANDRIA UNIVERSITY, 1960 

M.B.A., INDIANA UNIVERSITY, 1964 

PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, 1970 

C.M.A., INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, 1975 

C.P.A., STATE OF TENNESSEE, 1976 

NANCY 8ENTON SHERICK 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF SPECIAL EDUCATION, CHLD 

8.A., OHIO ·STATE UNIVERSITY, 1947 

M.ED., PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY, 19&0 

ED.D., PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY, 1973 

DONNA L. 5 I EMRO 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF SCIENCE EDUCATION, CAS 

B.S.ED., CONCORDIA TEACHERS COLLEGE, 19&' 

M.S.ED., NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, 1970 

PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, 1974 

HERMAN SIEVERING 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF ENGINEERING SCIENCE, CAS 

B.S., UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, 1966 

M.S., UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, 1967 

PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, 1971 

KENNETH H. SILBER 
UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF COMMUNICATION SCIENCE, 
CHLD 

B.A., UNIVERSITY OF RO CHESTER , 1965 

M.S., UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, 196 7 

PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFOR NIA, 1969 
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J EAN 	 ~. SING ER 
DIREC TOR. UNIVE SITT LIBRARY 
UNIVE~SIT Y PROFESSOR OF LIB RARY SCIENCE . UL 
S.E. , CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSITY. 19~6 
M . .... L.5 .• ROS...RY GOLLEG£. 1970 

M~L SLOTT 
UNIVERS ITY PROFESSOR Of THEATRE, CAS 
B.A . • OHIO SlATE UNIV ERSITY . 1958 

M.A .• OHIO SlATE UNIVERS IT Y, 196 0 

PH .D •• OH IO SlATE UNI VE RSITY, 19 66 

BARBAR... SMITH 

DE AN ( ACT ING), SPECIAL PROGRAMS & CONTINUING 

EDUCATI ON 

B.A .• UNI VERSITY OF DENVER. 1951 

M.A., UNI VERSITY OF DENVER. 1953 

LI NDA C. S re I NE R 

UNIV ERS ITY PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM, CAS 

B.A., UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, 1972 

PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF ILLI ~O IS, 1979 

MICHAEL STELNICKI 

DIRECTOR OF PRODUCTION, CHLD 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF COMMUNICATION SCIENCE, 

CHLD 

B.A., DEPAUL UNIVERSITY, 1961 

M.A., NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY, 1968 

ED.D., NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, 1980 

CARL 	 P. STOVER 

UNIVE RS I TY PROFESSOR OF PUBLIC SERVICE, CBPA 

B.A., STANFORD UNIVERSITY, 1969 

M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, 1973 

PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, 1978 

RUDOLF STRUKOFF 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF VOCAL MUSIC, CAS 

B.M.E., ANDREWS UNIVERSITY, 1960 

M.MUS., MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY, 1964 

PH.D., MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY, 1970 

DAVID SUDDICK 

PSYCHOMETRIST, STUDENT DEVELOPMENT 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF COUNSELING IN STUOENT 

DEVELOPMENT 

B.S., ILLINOIS STATE UNIVER S ITY, 1965 

M.A., UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN COLORADO, 1966 

PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN COLORADO, 1969 

M. CATHERINE TAYLOR 
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, ADMISSIONS & STUDENT RECRUIT-: 
MENT 

B.A., UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, 1970 

M.A . , GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY, 1973 

SHEADRICK TILLMAN IV 

ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIOENT, RESEARCH 

B. S., SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, 1967 

M.S . ED., SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, 1970 

ED.D . , NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, 1979 

WILLI AM TONER 
UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING, 
CAS 

B.S., CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, 1970 

M.P.A., CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, 1971 

SHANNON TROY 

REFERENCE LIBRARIAN, UL 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF LIBRARY SCIENCE, UL 

B.A., NAZARETH COLLEGE, 1962 

M.A., UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER, 1964 

M.L.S., RUTGERS UNIVERSITY, 1966 

JORDAN A. TSOLAKIDES 
UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, 
CBPA 

B.S., UNIVERSITY OF THESSALONIKI, 1956 

M.S., MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY, 1962 

PH.D . , MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY, 1968 

DALE 	 J. UNDERWOOO 

RESEARCH ASSOCIATE, CLA 

B.A., UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA, 1964 

M.A., UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA, 1966 

KENNETH VAN DOREN 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF ALCOHOLISM SCIENCES, SHP 

B.A., BROOKLYN COLLEGE, 1949 

M. A., WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY, 1951 

D... l E M. VEL KOV ITZ 
UNIVE RS IT Y LE CTUR ER, CSPA 
B.S., SOUTHE RN ILL INOIS UNIVER SI TY, 1977 

M.B . ..... SOUTHE RN ILLINOIS UN I VER SI TY. 1978 

C.P . ..... STATE OF ILLINOIS . 1919 

ALMA 	 WALKER VINYARD 
UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH . CAS 
B.A. , CLARK COLLEGE. 1964 

M.S. , UNIVERSIT1 OF TENNEssEE, 1969 

PH.D., UNIVERSITY Of TENNES SEE. 197J 

RICHARD J. VORWER~ 
UNIVE RS ITY PROf ESSOR OF PUBL I C ADMINISTRA,ION, 
CBPA 

B.A., UNIVERSITY OF NOT RE DAME, 19S6 

M.A., LOYOLA UNIVERSITY ( CHICAGO) , 196J 

M.A., INDIANA UNIVERSITY, 1966 

PH.D., INDIANA UNIVERSITY, 1971 

CLAYTON WALKER 

UNIVERSITY LECTURER, CBPA 

B.S., MONTANA STATE COLLEGE, 1963 

M.S., MONTANA STATE COLLEGE, 1973 

JOHN 	 WASSENAAR 

UNIVERSITY LECTURER, CBPA 

B.A . , CALVIN COLLEGE, 1971 

M.A., MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY, 1976 

ANTHONY WEI 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY, CAS 

B.A., SALESIAN UNIVERSITY, 1958 

M.A., SALESIAN UNIVERSITY, 1962 

S.S.L., PONTIFICAL BIBLICAL INS TI TU TE, 1964 

PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF FREIBURG, 1969 

M.L.S., UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH, 1971 

JANE 	 WELLS 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF BUSINESS ADM INIS TRATION, 

CBPA 

B.A., MARYCREST COLLEGE, 1966 

M.S., UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, 1967 

PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, 1970 

SANDRA WHITAKER 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY, CHLO 

B.A., WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY, 1959 

M.A., WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY, 1967 

PH.D., MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY, 1972 

KENNETH R. WHITTEMORE 

CHAIRPERSON, DIVISION OF HEALTH SERVICES 

ADMINISTRATION, SHP 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF HEALTH SERVICES ADMIN I5­
TRAT ION, SHP 

B.A., S1. LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY, 1956 

M. DIV., TUFTS UNIVERSITY, 1959 

PH.D., EMORY UNIVERSITY, 1971 

JANE 	 WICKLUND 

UNIVERSITY LECTURER, CHLD 

M.A., NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY, 1969 

PH.D., NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY, 1976 

KENNETH F. WIEG 
UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF HUMAN LEARN ING AND DEVEL­
OPMENT, CHLD 
B.B.A., UNIVERSITY OF WISCONS IN, 19"8 
B.D., NORTHWESTERN LUTHERAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY , 
1951 

M.S., UNIVERSITY OF OREGON, 1967 

PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF OREGON, 1973 

PEGGY ELEANOR WILLIAMS 
DIRECTOR TEACHER CORPS GRANT, CHLO 
UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF READING AND LANG UAGE ARTS, 
CHLD 

B.S., UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, 1957 

M.S., UNIVERSITY OF CHI CAGO, 197 2 

PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF CM I CAGO , 1980 

PH.D., NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSI TY, 19 76 

LONN 	 WOLF 
UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY AND COUNSELING , 
CHLD 

B.A., UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, 1970 

M.S., YALE UNIVERSITY, 19 73 

PH.D., YALE UNIVERSITY, 197 5 
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ADDISON IIOODWARD 
CHAIRPERSON, DIVISION OF PSYChOLOGY AND 
COUNSE LING, CHLD 
UNIVERSITY P DFESSOR Of PSY CHO LOG Y, CHLD 
B.S. , c.W'.' POST COllEGE, 1964 
M.A ., CONNECT ICUT COLLE'", 1966 

PH. D. , UNIVE RS ITY Of TORONTO, 1968 

S.J. 	LlJY IM8AZI ZA E 
LIN I VEilS I TY PROFHSDR QF CULTURAL A THROPDLOGY , CA.S 
L.L.8., UNIVERSITY OF LONDON, 1955 
BARRISTER-AT-LAW, GRAYS IN , LONDON 
M. COMP. LAW , U I VI R 5 I r Y OF C I ~AuO , I 0" 8 
PH.D., NOlIlHWtSTERN UNI VE R S I TY, 1.,61 
lEON 	 J . ZAU~SIU 
UN1VER S ITY PROFESSOR O~ SC IEI,C E EDUCATION, CAS 
B.S., CALifORNIA STATE LOLlEGE, 190 5 
M.ED., I OI ANA UNIVERS ITY OF PENNS YLVANIA, 1969 
PH .D., UNIVERS ITY OF IOWA, 197" 
PAM LA ZENER 
TUTORIAL COD~DIN OR, CLA 
B ••• , INO I ANA UN IV ~SI TY, 19b9 
LINDA K. llEMANN 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF NURSING, 5~P 

8. S.N ., OH IO SIAfE UIIIVl I{S ITY, 1962 
M. S.N . , GDVE NOR5 SIAl e UN IVERSI TY, 1978 
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Alternates 
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Thomas Shaw. Northeastern IlImo," University 
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University Course Index 249 
AMERICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT BPA S9S0 

AME RICAN PUBLIC ADDRESS CAS 8009 

AMERICAN URBAN HISTORY CAS 7230 

AN I NNOVA TI VE APPROACH TO ALCOHOLl SM TREA TMENT : THE1l;APEliT Ie 
PAR ADOX AND REFRAMI NG SHP 50lC
University 
Course Index 
A 
A GOLDE N THREAD; 2500 YEARS OF SOL AR fECHNOLOG Y CAS 529F 
A LAB IN HANDLING STAFP AND STUDENT STRESS I N THE SC HOOLS 
HLO 768J 

ABNOR MAL PSTCHOLOG~ HL D 50J O 

ACCO uN TING AND COMPUTER INTEG RATION BPA 5130 

ACCOUNTI~G FOR ADMIN IS TRA TI vE CONTROL BPA 8101 

ACCO UN TING FOR HEALT ~ 5!R VICE ORGANIZATIONS BPA 8110 

ACCOUNTING FOR NON - PROFIT AND PUBLIC SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS 

BPA 5150 

ACCOUNTING INFORMA TI ON SYSTEMS BPA 8120 

ACCOUNTING THEORY ePA 3170 

ACT I NG STYLES AND THEORIES CAS 6~30 

ADL~RIAN FAMI LY COU NSELING HLD 8560 

ADMIN ISTRATI VE LAW BPA 5 9 ~O 

ADOLES CENCE HL D 50~0 

ADULT HOOD HL D 50 S0 

AD VANCE PRINrHAK I NG I:WOODCUT TECHNI QUES (BLACK AND WHITE RELIEF) 

CAS 5 ~ 7 

AD VANCED ACCOUN T ING BPA ~IIO 

AD VANCED ACTING CAS 6191 

ADVANCE D COLOR TE LEVISION PRODUCTION CAS 6780 

AD VANCED CONCEPTS I N NURSING CARE SHP 9152 

AD VANCED CDNCUCTING CAS 80~1 

ADVANCE D DESIGN PRI NCIPLES II : 2-D DESIGN PROBLE MS CAS 5731 

ADV ANCED ORA~ING : LIFE STUDY AS ABSTRACTION AND EXPRESSION 

CAS 5702 

AD VANCED EXPERIMEN TAL PSYCHOLOGY HLD 5060 

AD VANCED FINANCIAL MANA18380 050~ 20113 BPA 8380 

ADVA~CEO GENERAL P SYC~OLbGY HLD 5070 

ADVANCED IND I VIDUAL THER APY TECHNIQUES: ADULT I<:'~ 85~9 

ADVANCED INDIVIDUAL THERA PY TEC HNIQUES: CHILD HLD 85~3 

ADVANCED MATE~I AL S AND PRESENT~TION WORKSHOP CAS 5751 

ADV ANCED ORGANIC CHE MIS TR Y CAS 5285 

ADVA NCED PAINllNG AND DRAWING CAS 5700 

ADVA NCED PMOTOGRAPH IC TECHN IQU ES CAS 3750 

ADVANCED PRINTMAKING II: COLOR REDUCTION WOODCUT CAS 5~63 

ADVANCED PR INTMAK I NG : SER IGRAPHY/LITHOGRAPHY CAS 5500 

AD VANC ED REH ABILI1AT IVE AU DIOLOGY SHP 8000 

ADVANCED SEMINAR IN PSYC HOANALYTIC THEORY HLD 8218 

AD VANCED TECHNIQUES : . .. HLD 8530 

AD VANC ED THEORIES IN COUNSELING AND THERAPY HLD 8725 

ADVER T ISI N ~ BPA ~55 0 

AD VER TIS IN' AS COMMU NICATION HLD 5580 

AD VERT ISI NG STRATEG Y AND CONSUM eR BEHAVIOR HLD 5600 

AD VOC ACY IN HUMAN SE RVICES HLD 7010 

AES THE TIC EDUC ATI ON CAS 5~90 

AE STHE TI CS CAS 72 20 

AF RICAN CI VIL IZAT IONS CAS 5252 

AFRICAN HI STOR Y CAS 3160 

AF RI CAN POL ITICS CAS 525~ 
AF qlC AN SOCIET IES CAS 3201 

AFR ICAN- AM ERICAN HISTORY CAS 4200 

AFRO-AM ERI CAN MUSIC CAS 5060 

AI QUALITY RESEARCM CAS 50 50 

ALCOHOL' ALCOHOL DE PENDENCY WOR KSHOP SHP 819A 
AL COHO L AND BLACK AM ERICANS SHP 502E 
AL COH OL AND SUBCUL TURES SHP 5015 

ALCOHO LISM COUNSELI NG FIELD PRACTICUM I SHP ~201 
AL COHOLI SM COU~SEll NG FIELD PRACTICUM II SHP ~202 
AL COHOLISM COUNSEL I NG FIELD PRACTICUM III SHP ~203 
ALCOHOL I SM COUNSELING FIELD PRACTICUM IV SHP ~20~ 
ALCO HOL ISM COUNSELOR 'S ROLE SHP ~670 
ALCOHOLI SM IN THE METROPOLITAN AREA SHP 512A 
ALCOHOLI SM, GR IEF AND RECOVERY SHP 52~A 
ALCOHOLISM: ASPECTS OF PERSONALITY INTEGRATION S~P 8110 

ALCOHOLI SM: BI OLOGI CAL BASES OF BEHAVIOR SHP 5~05 
ALCOHOLISM: COMMUNICATION SKILLS SHP 3135 

AL COHOLISM; COMMUN I TY EDUCA TION AND PREVENTION SHP 30~2 
ALCOHOLI Sk: COUNSELI NG CHARACTERISTICS SHP 8200 

ALC OHOLI SM: COUN~ELING THEORY AND PRAC TI CE SHP 9 0~0 
ALC OHOLI SM: DYSFUNCTIO NA L FAMILI ES SHP 52IA 
ALCOHOLI SM: RECOVER y AND SE XUALI TY SHP 5205 

ALCOHOLI SM: SELF - HELP GROUPS sHp 534 0 
ALCOHOLISM : THEOR IES AND INT ERVE NTION METHODS SHP 5~90 
ALCOHOLI SM ; THERAPE UTI C AP PROA CHES A~D TE CHNIQUES SHP 30 8 5 

ALCOHOLI SM: TRAINING METHODOLO GY AND Del IVERY SKILLS SHP 99 10 

ALCOHOL : LIQUID SUNSH I NE (AN AVAILABLE FUEL ALTERNATIVE) 
CAS 529E 

ALGEBRA BPA 3~0 3 

ALTERNA TIVE APPROAC HES TO HEALTH CARE SHP 500F 

ALTERNA TIVE HELPI NG MODES FOR WOMEN HLD 5090 

AMBULATORY CARE ISSUES, PLANNING AND IMPL EMENTATION SHP 7000 

AMERICAN ART; THE FOLK TRADITIONS CAS 508~ 

AMERICAN ECONOMIC HISTORY CA S 5175 

AMERICAN FOREIGN POL ICY CAS 5379 

AMERICAN HISTORY SE MINA R: . .. CAS 72 6~ 

AMERICAN LAW AND THE NE GRO: HIST ORI CA L ANAL YSIS CAS 81~1 

AMERICAN LITERATURE I CA S 3730 

AMERICAN LITERATURE II CAS 37~0 

AMER ICAN NATIONA L GOVERNMENT BPA 3902 

AMER ICAN NE GR O SLAVERY CAS 5371 

AN INTRODUCllON TO VI LLAGE AN D TOWN PLANNING CA S 5296 

ANALY S IS OF FINANCIAL STATEMENT S BPA q}75 
ANALYS IS OF F INANC IAL StATEMENTS BPA 8360 

ANALYSIS OF VERBAL a E.~·AV IDR SHP ~0~8 
ANALYTICAL BIOCHEMI STR Y CAS 6165 

ANIMAL BEHAVIOR CAS 5360 

ANIMAL BEHAVIOR: F IELD sTUDIES I CAS 5404 

ANIMAL BEHAV IOR : FIELD STUDIES II CAS SH B 

ANIMATION CAS 6961 

ANTHROPOLOGY FOR PLANNERS CAS 672 5 

APHASIA SEMINAR SHP 8085 

APPLIE D APPROACHES TO HUMAN COMMUNIC ATI O ~ HLD 8083 

APPLIED CALCULUS CAS 3 520 

APPLJED FI NANCI~L ACCOUNTING BPA 81 ~O 

APP L IED MUS IC CAS 57&0 

APPL IED MUS IC : BASS CAS 57b 2 

APPLIED MUS IC: GUIT AR CAS S76 9 

APPLI ED MUSIC: PERCUSSION CA S 576 1 

APPLIE D MUSIC. PI ANO C4S SI c S 

APPLIED MUSIC: TROMBONE CAS 5 767 

APPLIED MUSIC : TRUMPET CAS 5766 

APPLIED MUSIC: VI OLIN/ VIOLA CAS S76~ 

APPLIED MUSIC: VOICE CAS 576 3 

APPLIED MUSIC: WDOOWIND S CAS 5768 

APPLIED RE GRESSI ON ANALY SI S SPA a~ 6 6 

ARCHIT ECTURAL FHOTOGRAPHY CAS S~2 3 

ARCHITECTURAL STYL FS & TERMINOLOG Y USE IN CONTEMPORARY AMER I CA 

BPA 3606 

ART AND SOCIETY CAS 5590 

ART HISTORY - EG YP TIAN CAS 507A 

ART HISTORY- - AM ERICAN CAS 5Q7B 

ART OF AFRO-AME RICANS CAS 5D70 

ART OF CENTRAL AFRICA CA S 5 313 

ART OF FIRST AM ERICANS (AMERI CAN - INDIANS) CAS 5 H I 

ART OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC CAS 5081 

ART OF WEST AFRICA C~S 5312 

ART SINCE 19~5 CAS 559~ 

AR TFORMS CAS 5079 

ARTICULATION DIS ORDERS SHP 3185 

ASCENT OF MAN CAS 5261 

ASIAN AMERICAN W OR~SHOP CA S 51Q 9 
ASIAN-AMERI CAN LIT ER AT URE CAS 67 56 

ASSESSING ED UCATI ONAL OUTCOM ES CAS 5330 

ASTRONOMY IN THE CLASSROOM CAS SO ~A 
AUDIOLOGY FOR NON-AUDIOLOGISTS SHP 52JE 
AUDIT CONCEPT S AND STANDARDS BPA ~I~O 
AUDIT THEORY AND PHILOS OPHY SPA 8170 

AUTOMATION IN LIBRARI ~S HLD 599A 

B 
BASIC SCENIC ELEMENTS CAS 6110 

BEGINNING COUNSELING & HUM AN RELA TION S ~ILLS HLO 8720 

BEHAVIOR PRINCIPLES IN COMMUN ICAT ION DISORDERS SHP 8160 

BEHAVIOR PRINCIPLES IN SPEECH-LA NG U!,GE PAT HOLOGY , I 5HP 800G 

BEHAVIOR PRINCIPLES IN SPEECH-LANGUAG~ PA THOLOG Y, II SHP BOOH 

BEHAVIOR PRINCIPLES IN SPE ECH-LA NGUAGE PATHOLOGY, III SHP 8oo~ 

BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS HLD 631 0 

BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS FOR CLA SSRO OM TEACHERS HLD 650Q 

BEHAVIOR THERAPY HLD 856 5 

BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH IN BUSI NESS BPA ~~22 

BEYOND TEXTBOOK SCI ENCE CAS 8 190 

BEYOND VALUE CLARlFI CAT ION: PIAGE T AND KOHL BER G CAS 50~O 

BIBLE AS LITERATURE IN SOCIA L CO NrE XT CAS 65~1 

BIOCHEMISTRY: LAB ORATORY CAS 5402 

BIOCHEMISTRY: LE CTUR E CAS 5 ~03 

BIOFEEDBACK & SELF-REG ULAT ION HL O 5202 

BIOGAS DIGESTERS FOR FARM S CAS S2 0 C 

BLACK COMPOSERS CAS 80~2 

BLACK DRAMA CA S 51 00 

BLACK HUMOR CAS 51 10 

BLACK LITERATURE I CAS 5120 

BLACK LlTERI\TURE II CAS SU O 

BLACK LITERATURE III CAS 51~O 

BLACK VALUES AND URBAN TEACHER EDUCATIO N HLD 7620 

BLACK WOMEN IN AM ERICAN HISTORY CAS 51 70 

BLACK/WHITE SOCIE TY AND THE DE LIV ERY OF HUMAN SERV I CES HLD 613 0 

BREAST CANCER UPDA TE SHP 52 0B 

BRITISH / CANADIAN THEA TRE EXPE RIE NCE CAS 6280 

BROADCAST JO UR NAL ISM CAS 69 61 

BROADCASTI NG IN AMERI CA CAS &960 

BUSI NESS AND THE PUB LIC INTEREST BPA 8~98 

BUSI NESS COMMUN ICATION SPA 3703 

BUSINESS LAW I BPA } 125 

aUSINESS LAW II BPA 3 126 

BUSINESS POLICY BPA ~499 

C 
CALCULUS FOR BUSI NE SS BPA 3 ~0 ~ 

CAPITALIZATION THE ORT ' TEC HNIQUES BPA ~608 

CAREER EDUCATI ON IN SC~OOLS HLD 6330 

CAREER PATHS AND LIF EST YLE CHOICES SHP 5~IO 

CARIBB EAN CUL TURES CAS 5)6 2 

CA RIB BEAN HISTOR Y CAS S}S9 
CHAMBER MUS IC ENSEMBLE CAS 57 70 

CHARACTE RIS TICS OF BEHAVIOR DISOROERED STUDENTS HLD 9671 

CHARACTE~ I ST I C 5 OF LEARN I NG DI SABL ED STUDENTS HLP 9670 

CHARACTERIS TICS OF THE MENTALL Y RET ARDED HLD 68 70 

CHEMICAL EQUILIBRI UM THE ORY CAS 8090 
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CHEMIST RY FOR THE CONS UME R CAS 5005 

CHEMIS TRY MODELS wORKSHOP C~S 800K 
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HSA: AMBU LAT OR Y CARE SYST EM MANAGEMENT SHP 7005 

MSA: LONG TERM CARE , SYST EMS MANAGEM E T SHP '542 

HSA: BAS IC ORI ENTA TION TO THE FI EL D OF LONG TERM CARE SHP 3541 

HSA : ME NTAL HEA LT H ADMINI STRAT ION SHP 501 4 

HSA : HEN TAL HEA LTH AND DEVEL OPM ENTAL OI,ABI LITIES SHP 5012 

HUMAN AP PRAISAL MLD 6430 

HUMAN CONSCIOUSN ESS HLD 58~0 

HUMAN GENET ICS--ELEM ENTA RY CAS 5811 

HUMAN NEURO PSYCHOLOGY I I I: REHABIL ITAT ION HLD 8710 

HUMAN NEUROP SYCHOLOGY II: CLIN IC AL ASSESSMENT HLD 8600 

HUMAN NEUROPSYCHOLOGY I: BRAIN FUNC TION HLD 8590 

HUMAN RE LAT IONS OF THE OFFICE BPA ~701 

HUMAN SER VICE SYSTEMS HLD 6~~0 

HUMAN SYSTEMS CHANGE HLD 6450 

HUMAN VAL UE S HLD 5850 

HYPERTENS IO N: MECHANISMS' TREATMENT HLD 5390 

I 

IDEA OF COMMUN ITY CAS 7550 

IMAGES OF BLACKS IN AMERICAN LITERATURE CAS 5121 

IMAGE S OF THE TEACHER IN LITERATURE CAS 6534 

IM AG ING PROCESS IN THERAPEUTIC COMMUNICATION: THEORY AND AP­
LICATIONS HLD 8051 

IMMUNO LOGY SHP ~205 

IMPACT OF ALCOHOLISM IN THE WORK PLACE SHP 50lB 

IMPL EMENTING AN ABSENTEEISM PROGRAM IN NURSING SHP 5568 

IMPRO VING LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS CAS 8735 

INDE PENDENT APPRAISALS SHP 4995 

INDE PENDENT INVESTIGATIONS CAS 4900 

INDE PENDENT STUDY HLD 7500 

INDE PENDENT STUDY CAS 9600 

IND EPENDENT STUDY IN HLD 7600 

I NDEPENDENT STUDY. BPA 8010 

I NDEPE NDENT STUDY. BPA 4010 

INDE PENDENT STUDY. BPA ~020 

INDEPENDENT STUDY. BPA 8020 

INDI VIDUAL ASSESSMENT II: PERSONALITY HLD 8690 

INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENT I: INTELLIGENCE HLD 8610 

I ND IVIDUAL COUNSELING AND THE RAPY: ADU LT HLD 85~5 

INDI VIDUAL COUNSELING AND THE RAPY: CHI LD/ADOLESCENT HLD 8540 

INDI VIDUALIZATION HLD 4680 

INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION FOR A PLURALISTIC LEA RNI NG EN VIRONMENT 

HLD 7901 

INDIVIDUALIZING PREKINDERGARTEN CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION 

HLD 8012 

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT BPA 5~07 

IN DUS TRIAL MARKETING BPA 5572 

INFORMA TION RETRIEVAL BPA 4463 

INFORMA TION SERVICES IN GUIDANCE HLD 8511 

INNOVA TIONS IN UR BAN PLANNING CAS 659 9 

INN OVA TIVE METHOD S IN BUS INESS EDUCA TI ON BPA 8809 

INOR GANIC CHEMISTRY CAS ~215 

INST ITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT: HEALTH ADMINI STRATION BPA 5~ 0 6 

I NSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT/HUMAN RESOURC E DEVE LOPMENT PROJECT 

MANAGEMENT HLD 8177 

INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT CONSULTING SKILLS AND TE AMW ORK 

HLD 8089 

I NS TRUC TIONAL/TRAINING COURSE DEVELOPMENT HLD ~~20 

I NSTRUCTIONAL /TRAINING PRODUCT DE5 1GN HLD 59 10 

INSTRUM ENTAL CONDUCTING CAS 59 00 

INSURANCE AND RISK MANAGEMENT BPA ~370 

I NTERC ULTURAL ASPECTS OF MOOE RN OLYMPI SM HL D 91 10 

IN TERCULTURAL COMMUNICA TION IN HUM AN SERVICES FOR INDOCHINESE 

HLD 5745 

INT ERCULTURAL RESEARCH METHODS CAS 7839 

INTERCULTURAL THERAPEUTIC COMMUNICATION SKILLS FOR INDOCMINE SE 

HLD 57~6 
INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING I BPA 3151 

INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING II BPA 1152 

INTERMEDIATE DESIGN I: DRAWING FOR GRAPHIC IMPACT CAS 5710 

INTERMEDIATE GUITAR CAS 5870 

INTERMEDIATE MACROECONOMICS BPA 4210 

INTE RMED IATE PAINTING AND DRAWING COMPOSITION CAS 56/l 

INTER NATIONA L BUSINESS BPA ~410 

INTERNA TI ONAL ECONOMIC S e PA 4210 

INTERNA1IONA L MA NA'EMENT ePA 5~~ 0 

INTERNATIONAL MARKE TING BPA 8520 

INTERNATIONAL OR GANllATIO NS OPA ~908 

INTERNSHIP SHP 9800 

INTERNSHIP IN I /HRD/ IHP HLD 8092 

I TERNSH I P IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOG Y HLD 9929 

I TERRELATION OF THE ARTS CAS ~6S0 

INTRO~UCTION TO EDUCAT IONAL TECHNO LOG Y, HUMAN RESOURCE 

DEVELOPMENT, TRAINING, AND I STRUCTIO~AL DEVEL OPMENT 

HLD 5900 

I~ TRODUC T ION TO CLINICAL AUDIOLOGY SHP 4210 

INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNICATION AND HUM AN S RVICES HLD 4700 

I NTRODUC TION TO COMMUNICA TIO DISORDERS SHP 4235 

INTROOUCT ION TO COMPUTER APPLICA IONS AND DATA ANALYSIS 

HLD 5611 

INTR ODUCT ION TO COMPU TE R PR OGRAMMING BPA 1~02 

IN TRODUC TION TO COMPUTIN': BASIC CAS 3600 

INTROD UC TION TO EDUCATIONAL ACMINISTRAllON HLD Q8 20 

INTRODUCTION TO INTERC ULT URAL COMMUNICATION HLD 6270 

INT RODUCTION TO INTERC ULTURAL STUDIES CAS 315 ~ 

I NTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT SCIENCES BPA ~~ 60 

INT RODUCTION TO MODER~ EDUCAT ION HLD 4630 

INTRODUCTION TO MULTI-ETHN IC LITERATURE CAS 501 6 

INTRODUCTION TO NON-TRADITI ONAL EDUCATION CAS 7542 

INTRO DUC TION TO PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION BPA 3901 

INTRODUC TION TO QUANT ITA TIVE METHODS CAS 3500 

INTR ODUC TION TO REHAB I LI TATIVE AUDIOLOGY SHP ~2~0 

INTRODUCTION TO SOCI OMETR Y ANO PSYCHODRAMA HLD 55 10 

INTRODUCTORY SPORTS MED ICI NE SHP 500A 

INVESTIGATING THE LEAR ING STYLES OF CHILDR E ' HLD 971H 

INVESTIGATIVE AND SPECIALIZ ED ~EPORTING CAS 68 12 

IN VES TMENTS BPA ~190 

INVESTMENTS BPA 8350 

ISSUES IN JUVENILE JUSTICE AND OELI GUENCY HLD 4801 

ISSUES IN SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCA TION HLD 9505 

J 
JAZZ ENSEMBLE CAS 5920 

JAZZ MATERIALS FOR TEACHER EDUCATION CAS 6050 

JESUS, MARX AND AMERICA CAS 707 9 

JOB DESIGN AND MEASUREMENT BPA 1~~? 

JUDICIAL PROCESS AND ISSUES FOR CRIMINAL JUSTIC E HLD ~80~ 

L 
LAB IN ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES AND THE HELP1N' PROFESSI ONS 
HLD 6~ I 5 

LAB IN ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING HLD 5 ~90 

LAB IN BASIC HUMAN RELATIONS HLD 51 10 

LAB IN HUMANISTIC TEACHING SKILLS HLD 1010 

LAB IN TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS HLD 5100 

LABOR ECONOMICS BPA 8210 

LABOR RELATIONS BPA ~~21 

LABORATORY IN AUTHENTIC WOM AN/MAN REL4TIONS HLD 5 100 

LABORATORY IN HIDDEN FEELINGS AND ME4NINGS HLO 1~60 

LABORATORY IN INT ER PERSONAL GROWT H HLD 5950 

LABORA TOR Y IN PERSONAL GROWTH HLD 6090 

LA BORAT ORY IN PER SONAL PO We R AND SELF-MANGEMENT HL D 5340 

LAND U5 E CON TROL S CAS 6156 

LAND USE LAW SEMINAR CAS 6521 

LANDFORMS OF THE CHICAGO AREA CAS 65nl 

LANGAUGE ARTS METHODS FOR EXCEPT IONA L STUOENTS (SE CONDARY LEVEL) 

CAS 65 29 

LANGUAGE CONCE RNS OF CLASSROOM TEA CHERS HLD ~660 

LANGUAGE DE'VEL OPMENT AND LA NGUAGE ARTS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

HLD 971J 

LANGUAGE DEVE LOPMENT, DISORDERS AND DIALEC TS FOR TEACHERS 

SHP 521G 

LANGUAGE DISORDERS OF CHI LDRE N SHP 9120 

LANGUAGE, TEACHING AND LEAR NI NG CAS 6~ 60 

LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY CAS ;390 

LATIN AMERICAN INDIAN: PAST AND PRESENT CAS S39~ 

LATINOS IN U.S.A. CAS 502 0 

LAW ANO OR DER: CRIME IN THE STREETS BP4 5987 

LAW AND SOC IAL JUSTICE CAS 5'45 

LAW ENF OR CEMENT ANO THE CO~ST l rU TI QN BPA S98~ 

LAW ENFORCEMENT AND THE GHETTO BPA 5985 

LEADER EFFECTIVENESS TRAINING HL D 502A 

LEADER SHIP AND STAFF ReLA TI ONS HLD 8017 

LE ARNI NG COGNITION I HLD 53 10 

LE AR NING PROCESSES: ADULT S CA S 65 ~0 

LEARNING PROCESSES: ADVA CEO TOP ICS CAS 9nso 

LEARN ING PROCESSES: CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS CAS 6550 

LEGAL ENV I RONMENT OF RE AL ESTAT E BPA 3&02 

LIBRARY RESOURCES FOR CLASSROOM TEACHERS CAS 6662 

LIFE CYCLE DEVELOPMENT HLD 547 1 

LIFE INS UR ANCE BPA 53~O 

LIFE PLAN MANAGEMENT IN HUMAN SE RVICES HLD 7000 

LIFE STUDY: DRAWING CAS 55 6 0 

LIFE STYLE ANALYSIS HLD 86 50 

LINEAR PROGRAMMING FOR MA NAGEMENT APPLICATIONS BPA 4~61 

LISTENING: THEORY ANO PROCE SS HLD 5S20 

LITERARY CRITICISM CAS 6470 

LITERAT URE AIID HISTORY: CAS 6537 

LI TERATURf AND Io1ED-I CINE CAS 65 n 

LIT ERAT URE OF IMMIGRANT CHILDREN CAS 6~80 

University Course Index 253 
LOCAL FLORA CAS 706A 
LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL SY STEMS BPA 4920 

LOCAL HISTORY : RESOURC ES AND METHODS CAS 72B ' 
LOCAL PLANNIN G ADMINISTRATION CAS 662 5 

LOGIC CAS }774 

M 
MAINSTREAMING AND THE CLASSROOM TEAtHER CAS 9066 

MAJOR AMERICAN AUTHORS : . .. CAS 6510 

MAJOR ENGLISH AUTI10RS: . .. CAS 6490 

MAKE-UP FOR STA GE CAS 6440 

MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISIO IN Tnl HU~N SERVICES I1LD 6720 

MANAGEMENT BT OB J E TIVES ePA 5402 

MANAGEMENT DECISION THEORY BPA 8468 

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS BPA 5412 

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR HOSPITALS s ttP 101 0 

MANAGEMENT INFO MAllON SYSTEMS FOR HO SP ITALS BPA 541' 

MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING BPA }1 02 

MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS: THE ECONOMICS OF THE FIRM BPA 4220 

MANAGING COM MUNICATION SYSTEMS HLO S990 

MANAGI'IG HUMA N flESOURCE OEVELOPMENT /TRA INING SYSTEMS HLD 8178 

MANUAL (OMMU ICATION SHP 52'0 

MARKETI NG FOR NON-PROFIT ORGANI ZATIONS BPA 5580 

MARKETING LOGIS11CS AN D DI STRI BUTION BPA 4540 

MARKETI NG MANAGEMENT : PRODUC T AND PRICE STRATEGIES BPA 45'0 

MARKETI NG RESEARCH BPA 4560 

MARRIAGE COUNSELING HLD 8660 

MASS MEDIA AND POLITICS CAS 7150 

MASTER'S RESEARCH PAPER BPA 8991 

MASTER S PRO~ECT CAS 9900 

MATER IALS ANO LOGI STICS MANAG EMF NT BPA 4442 

MATERIA LS OF MUSIC III: KEYB OARD IMPROVISATION CAS 5964 

MATERIALS OF MUSIC I I: IMPROViSAT ION CAS 596, 

MATERIALS OF MUSIC II : ORCHE STRA TION CAS 5962 

MATER IALS Of MUSIC II: 20TH CENT UR Y HARMON IC TECHNIQUES 

CAS 5961 

MATERIAL S OF MUSIC I: ART OF MU SIC NOTATION CAS 5952 

MATERIAL S OF MUSIC I: INTR ODUC TION TO CONTEMPORARY MUSIC THEORY 

CAS 5951 

MATERI ALS OF MUSI C I : KEYBOARD CAS '270 

MATERIALS OF STAGELIGHTING C~S 6170 

MATH IN Elf ME T~~Y SCHOOL I HLD 4641 

MAT H IN EL~MEN TARY SCHOOL II HLD 4642 

MATRICE S AND LINEAR ALGEBRA BPA 846' 

MBA MASTER'S THES IS BPA 8497 

MEANI NGFUL EVALUAT ION BEYOND TESTING CAS 9067 

MEOlA AND SOCIETY CAS 70 21 

MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS LAW CAS 6970 

MED IA COMMUNICAT IONS RE SEARCH CAS 6971 

MEDI A IN ORGANIZATIONS HLD 8020 

MEDI A PROOUCTION PRAC TICUM CAS 7195 

MED IA SYMPOSIUM: . .. CAS 6'94 

MED IA TEAM F IELD PROJECT CAS 698' 

MED IA wOR~5HOP: . .. CAS 5418 

MEDI AL PHTSICS CAS 7025 

ME DIC AL SCIENCE: INT RODUCTION CSIM) SHP 6495 

MERCHANDISE BUY ING BPA 55'8 

ME TEOROLOGY CAS 6721 

METHOOS ANO TECHNI QUES OF TEACHING AT THE SECONDARY LEVEL 

CAS 5409 

ME THOOS OF INSTRUC TION FOR THE EDUCABLE MENTALLY RETARDED 

I1LD 8011 

ME THOOS OF TEACHI NG BASIC BUSINESS BPA 4852 

ME THOOS OF TEACHING BOOK~ P ING AND RELATED SUBJECTS BPA 4854 

MET HODS OF TEACHING BUSI NESS NON-SKILL SUBJECTS BPA 880' 

MET HODS OF TEACHING BUS INESS SKILL SUBJECTS BPA 8804 

METHODS Of TE ACHI G ENG LISH CAS 6500 

METHODS OF TEACHING LEARNING DISABLEO INDIVIDUALS HLD 9660 

MeTHODS OF TEACHING OFFICE SKILL SUBJECTS BPA 485' 

MI CR OBI OLOGICAL TEC HNIQUES CAS 67'0 

MICROCOMPUTERS AND THEIR EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS CAS 997A 

MI LIEU THERAPY: CR EATIVE THERAPY TECHNIQUES FOR ON-GOING 

TREATME T SHP 5020 

MI NORITIES AND VRB AN LABOR MARKET PARTICIPATION CAS 8149 

MOOELS OF COGN ITIVE DEVELOPMENT IN EARLY CHILDHOOD HLD 79'0 

MOD ER N ART: GREAT ART ISTS CAS 5085 

MODUL E DEVELOPMENT FOR COMPETENCY-BASED TEACHING (SIM) HLD 7950 

MONE 1AR~ ECONOMICS BPA 8225 

MONEY AND BANKING BPA '25 0 

MORAL ~HOICES IN CONTEMPOR ARY SOCIETY CAS 6542 

MOTHE RHOOO'S ROLE IN CHILOREA RI NG HLD 5380 

MOTI VATION' EMOTI ONAL DEVELOPMEN T HLD 5150 

MOTOR SPEECH DISOROER S SHP 8280 

MULT I-MEDIA PROOUCTION I CAS 5425 

MUL TI-HEDIA PROOUCTION II CAS 5426 

MU LTI-NATIONAL CORPORATIONS IN THE WORLD ECONOMY BPA 5932 

MU LTIPLE PRO~ECT S IN COMMUNITY RESEARCH CAS 7552 

MUS IC HISTORY; 18TM AND 19TH CENTURY MUSIC CAS '265 

MUSIC THEATRE PRODUC TION CAS 5790 

N 
NATURAL HISTORY: fORE ST CAS 800H 

NA TU RAL HISTORY: PRAIRIES CAS 800F 

NATURAL I1ISTORY: WE TLANDS CAS 80QJ 

NA TUR E INTERPRETAT ION : PR INCI PLE AND PRACTICE CAS 6790 

NEW COMMUNITIES DEVELOP~ENT (SIM) CAS 6800 

NEW DIMENSIONS IN CORREC TIONS HLD 7050 

NEWSWRI TIN' ANO REPOR TING CAS 6811 

~ON-WESTERN ART SEM INAR: • •• CAS 5592 

NONBIASED AND PLURALIST IC ASSESSMENT OF CHILDREN AND MINORITIES 

HLD 82 15 

NONVE RBAL COMMUN ICATION HLD 6020 

NOVEL OF THE ME~I CAN REVOLUTION CAS 5'9' 

NUMER ICAL ANA LYSIS CAS 5640 

NURSING RESEARCH SHP 9140 

NURSING: CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION IN NURSING SHP 9160 

NURS ING : NURS ING ADM I N I S TRAT ION I SHP 9165 

NURS ING: NURSI NG ADMINISTRATION II SHP 9166 

NURSING: PROSEMINAR IN REs rORATIVE NUR SI NG SHP 9155 

NURSING: SEMINAR AND PRACTICUM IN NUR S I' G ADMINISTRA TION 

SHP 9167 

NURSING: SEMI NAR AND PRACTICUM IN RESTORA TI VE NURSING PRACTICE 

SHP 9170 

NURSING: SEMINAR AND PRAC TICUM IN TEAC HING NURSING SHP 91 75 

NURSING : THEORETICAL FOUN DATIONS OF ROLE PREPARATION IN NU RSING 

SHP 9110 

NURSING; CARE IN DISTRIBUTIVE SETTINGS SHP 4310 

NURSING: CARE IN EPISODIC SETTINGS SHP 4'11 

NURSING: CONC EPTS AND PROCESSES SHP 4280 

NURSING: HEALTH ASSES SMENT StiP '101 

NURSING: PRI NCIPLES OF MANAGEME NT OF CLIENT/PATIENT CARE 

SHP 4446 

NURSI NG: SENIOR SE MINAR AND PRO~ECT SHP 4455 

NURS INC:' TEACHING Of CLIENTS/FAMILIES SHP 4460 

NURSING: THE COLLAB ORAT I VE ROLE SHP 4"0 

NURSING: THE OR IES ANO MO OE LS SHP 9150 

NUTRITION SHP 6890 

NUTRITION, ED UC ATION, AND INTELLECTUAL DE VELOPMEN T HLD 7981 

o 
OFFICE ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMEN T BPA '701 

OFFICE SYSTEMS BPA 41 02 

OPEN EDUCATION: IMPLEMENTATION CAS 746 0 . 

OPEN EDUCATION: THEORY CAS 7411 

ORAL INTERPRETATION CAS ' 269 

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY CAS 52'0 

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF COOPERATIVE BUSI NESS EDUCATION 

PROGRAMS BPA 8808 

ORGANIZATION OF DAY CARE CENTERS HLD 1730 

ORGANIZ'ATlONAL BEHAV IOR BPA 4400 

ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNI CAT ION, CHANGE AND DEVELOPMENT HLO 5780 

ORGANIZATIONAL PUBLIC COMMUNICAT IO N HLD 803 0 

ORNITHOLOGY I CAS 6899 

ORNITHOLOGY II CAS 6900 

OUTDOOR EDUCATION HLD 768P 

OUTDOOR EDUCATION/RECREATION wORKSHOP CAS 877F 

P 
PAINTING AND DRAWING COMPOS ITION CAS 5701 

PAINTING COMPOSITION CAS 5671 

PAINTING : AN ANALYTICAL APPROA CH CAS 8050 

PAINTING: ANALYSIS AND COMPOSITION CAS 80 70 

PAINTING : DEVELOPMENT OF A THEME CAS 5609 

PAINTING: SPECIAL PROBLEMS CAS 5871 

PARENTING: THE EARLY YEARS HLD 77'1 

PATTERNS IN FORCEABLE RAPE BPA 5986 

PAUL ROBESON: WORKSHOP/SEMINAR--ACHIEVEMENTS AND CONTRI BUTIONS 

CAS 50H 

PERSONALITY AND VOCATIONAL ASSESSMENT HLD 8680 

PERSONALITY THEORY HLD 5"0 

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT BPA ,420 

PERSONNEL TRAINING AND MANAGEMENT DEVEL OPMENT BPA 4426 

PHARMACOLOGY ISSUES SHP 501.0. 

PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS OF THIRD WORLD SOCIETI ES CAS 5J0 4 

PHILOSOPHICAL THEMES IN CONTEMPORARY LIT ERAT URE CAS 6 752 

PHILOSOPHY OF AMERICAN EDUCA TION CAS 51 94 

PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY CAS 7441 

PHILOSOPHY OF HUMAN COMMUNICATION HLD 8182 

PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE CAS 8270 

PHONETICS SHP 4520 

PHOTO ABSTRACTS AND NON-S IL VER TECHNI QUES CA S 5441 

PHOTO FOR INSTRUCTIONAL SU PPORT ( SI M) CAS 5439 

PHOTO HISTORY CAS 6852 

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION CAS 5456 

PHOTO JOURNALISM CAS 54'1 

PHOTOCHEMISTRY CAS 9170 

PHOTOGRAPHIC CRITICISM CAS 5412 

PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIVALENCE STUDIES CAS 541' 

PHOTOGRAPHIC PORTFOLIO CAS 54 10 

PHOTOGRAPHIC SERIES AND SE QUE NC E CAS 851' 

PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES CAS '745 

PHOTOGRAPHIC THEORY CAS 7840 

PHOTO: COLOR WOR~SHOP I CAS 54'0 

PHOTO: COLOR WORKS HOP II CAS 54" 

PHYSICAL AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES FOR ELEMENT ARY SCHOOL S 

HLD 7260 

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY II: LABORATORY CAS 460, 

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY II: LECTURE CAS 4601 

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY I :. LA BORATORY CAS 4602 

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY I; LECTURE CAS 4600 

PHYSICAL ENVI RONMENTS: CHARACTERIS TI CS AND DEVELOPMENT CAS 6910 

PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOUNDAT IONS CAS 69J 5 

PHYS ICS; INTERMEDIATE CAS 6481 

PHYSIOLOGIC SYSTEMS I CAS 6940 

PHYSIOLOGIC SYSTEMS II CAS 6950 

PIAGETIAN TYPE RESEARCH IN MATH EDUCATION HLD 7740 

PIANO PEDAGOGY CAS 5756 

PLANNING FRAMEWORKS CAS 6670 

PLANNING METHODOLOGY CAS 7022 

PLANNING TECHNIQUES AND GRAPHICS CAS 4605 

PLANNING THEORY CAS 6400 

PLANNING: A SYSTEMS APPROACH CAS 6990 

PLANT GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT CAS 8266 

PLANT MICROENVI RO~ENTS I CAS 7050 

PLANT MICROENVIRONMENTS II CAS 7040 

PLANT TAXONOMY CAS 66'1 

PLAY PRODUCTION IN SECONDARY SCHOOL CAS 6270 

PLAYWRITING I CAS 6220 

254 University Course Index 
POIs ONO US AND MEDICINAL PLANTS CAS ~5~0 

POLICIES AND STRATEGIES OF ADM INI STRATIVE SCIENCE BPA 8~99 

POLITI CAL ECONOM Y Of GLOBAL INE QUALITY BPA 593 0 

POL IT I C~L ECONOMY OF GLOBAL INEQUALITY CA S 53 0~ 

POL IT ICAL PSYCHOLOGY CAS 7~]0 

PO LITICAL SOCIO LOG Y CAS 65 ~ 7 

POL Il lCAL ThE ORY BPA 4970 

POLITICS AND ADMINISTRATION BPA S91 1 

POL I lICS ANO SOCIETY CAS 5201 

POLITICS IN THC 1980'S: A SYMPOSIUM CAS 529H 

POLIT ICS OF THE ILLINOIS STATE LEGISLATURE BPA 59 12 

POLLUTION CONTROL TECHNIQUES CAS 7080 

POPULATION ANO DEMOGRAPH IC ANALYSIS CAS 1S69 

POPULATION BIOLOGy CAS 8262 

PORNOGRAPHY , CENSOR SHIP AND SOCIETY SHP ]090 

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT BPA 531 0 

PORTRAITURE AND fASHION PHOTOG RA PHY CAS 5422 

PRACTICAL PhOTOVOLTAICS : SHORT COUR SE CAS 290 

PRACTICUM IN ADMI NIS TRAT ION AND SUPERVISION I HLD 9 91 1 

PRACTICUM IN ADMI NISTRAT ION AND SUPER VISION II rlLD 9912 

PRACTICUM IN AUD IOLO GY: ASSESSMENT SHP 924 1 

PRACTICUM IN AUDIOLOGY : REHAB IL ITATI ON SHP 9 2 ~2 

PRACTICUM IN BUS INE SS EDU CATION BPA ~891 

PRACTICUM IN CL ASSROOM TEACHING ( GRAD ES K-9). HLD ~610 

PRACTICVM IN COLLEG E COUNSELING HLD 8746 

PRACTICUM IN COUNSELING AND CON SUL TATION--AGENCY HLD 876~ 

PRACTICUM IN ELE MENTARY SCHO OL COUNSELI NG HLD 86~ 0 

P~ACT I CUM IN GROUP LEA DE RSHIP IN TRANSACT IONAL ANAL YS IS 

HLD 8780 

PRACT ICUM IN HUMAN SERVIC ES HLD 381 1 

PRACTICUM IN PARENT ST UDY GR CUP LEADE RSHIP HLD ~670 

PRACf lCUM I N PR EVENTION SKILLS HLD 8765 

PRACrlCUM IN SC HOOL PSYCHOLOGY HLD 87~0 

PRACflCUM IN SECONDARY SCHOOL COUNSELI NG HLD 87~5 

PRACTICUM IN SPECIAL EDUCA TION I HLD 7988 

PRACTICUM IN SPEECH PATH OLOGY: HOS PIT AL S~P 9250 

PRACTJCUM IN SPE ECH PAT HOLOGY: MENT AL HEALTH CENTER SHP 9251 

PRACTICUM IN SPEECH PA1HOLOGY: PUBLIC SCHOOL SHP 921 0 

PRACT ICUM IN THERA PEUTIC COMMUNICATION HLD 8240 

PRACT ICUM SEMINAR IN HUMAN SERVICES HLD 7159 

PRE-COLUM6 IAN ART OF MESO-AMERICA CAS 5JI0 

PRE-COLUMBI AN ART OF SO UTH AMERICAS CAS 5314 

PRIMI TIVE ART CAS 5080 

PRINC IPLES AND PRACTICES OF U~BAN PLANNING CAS 79~0 

PRINC I PL ES AND PROBLEMS IN BUSINESS EDUCATION BPA ~851 

PRINC IPLo S OF BEHAVIOR CHANG E HLD 5~80 

PRINC IPL ES OF FINANCIA L MANAGEMENT BPA JJOI 

PRINC I PLES OF MACROEC ONOMICS BPA J202 

PR I NCI PL ES OF MANAGE ME NT BPA 3~01 

PRINCI PL ES OF MARKET ING BPA J501 

PRINC I PLE S OF MICRDECONOMICS BPA 3201 

PRINC IPL ES OF SCIENCE EDUCATION CAS 523A 

PRINCIPLE S OF SYSTEMS SCIENCE CAS 88JI 

PRINCIPL ES OF URBAN STUDIES CAS 3120 

PRINC IPL ES, TEC HN IQUES AND ADMINISTRATI ON OF PUPIL/STUDEN T 

PERSONNEL SERVICES HLD 8620 

PR IN TMAKING : GRADUATE INTAGLIO CAS 8130 

PRINTMAKING : ADVANCED STUDIO CAS 5~6~ 

PRINTMAKING:ADVANCED PRINTMAKING PROCESS(INTAGLIO-E TCHING LITHO )

CAS 5~ 6 0 ' 

PROBABIL ITY BPA 8~ 6 ~ 

PROBLEMS IN COST ACCOUN TING BPA 8160 

PROBL EM S IN FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT BPA 8301 

PR 08L MS IN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS BPA 8~25 

PR 08L EMS IN INTERNATIONAL POLITICS I BPA 59J I 

PROBL EMS IN INTERNATIONAL POLITICS I: WORLD IMPERIALISM 

CAS 8550 

PR 08L EHS IN M'I\NAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS BPA 8~80 

PR OBL EM S IN MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS BPA 8201 

PROBLEM S IN MAR KETING MANAGEMENT BPA 8501 

PR OBLEMS IN ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR BPA 8~00 

PR OB LEMS IN PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT BPA 8~20 

PROBLEMS IN PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT BPA 8~~0 

PROBL EMS IN TA X ACCOUNTING BPA 8180 

PR OBL EMS OF LATINO FAMILY CAS 5328 

PIIOBL EMS OF MODERNIZATION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES C~S 81~3 

PR ODUCT PHOTOGRAPHY CAS 5~20 

PRODUCTION AND INVENTORY CONTROL SYST EMS BPA ~~~J 

PRODUCTI ON MANAGEMENT BPA 3~~0 

PRODUCTION PROBLEMS AND ANALYSIS BPA 5~1 6 

PROFESS~~~Ail~~D RESEARCH ISSUES AND TRENDS IN ID/TRAINING / HRD 
PROFESSIONAL ISSUES IN SPEECH AND HEARING FEE FOR SERVICE 
SETTINGS SHP 800D 

PROGRAM DESIGN AND CHAN GE IN HUMAN SERVICES HLD 6860 

PROPER TY APPRAISAL LABORATORY BPA ~611 

PROSEMINAR IN HUMAN JUSTICE HLD ~811 

PROTEST AND REVOLUTION IN LATIN AMERICAN LITERATURE CAS 5396 

PSYCHOL~~bC~~6~IAGNOSIS OF INDIVIDUALS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS 

PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL EDUCATION 
HLD 78~0 

PSYCHOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES OF MESSAGE DESIGN HLD 756J 

PS YCHOLOGY OF ART IN EDUCATION HLD 7980 

PS YCHOLOGY OF LATINOS CAS 5271 

PSYCHOL OGY OF WOMEN HLD 5J60 

PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY SHP ~175 

PSYC HOSOCIAL ASPECTS OF AGING HLD 5370 

PUBL IC FINANCE BPA ~20S 

PUB L IC HEALTH ISSUES SHP 305C 

PUBL IC OPINION TRENDS CAS 7S6J 

PUBLI C PERSONNEL ADMINISTR ATION BPA ~9JO 

PUBL IC POLICY ANALYSIS BPA ~960 

PUBL IC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION BPA 5980 

Q
QUANTITATIVE METHODS FOR DECISIONS CAS 8BO 
R 
RACE RELAT IONS IN U. s.: HISTORI CAL PERSPECTIVES CAS 5368 

RACE, LA NGUAGE, , CULT URE WORKS HOP CAS 65~9 

RACISM: INDIV IDUA L AND INS TITUTI ONAL ( SIM) HLD 6880 

RADIOCHEMISTR Y CAS 7210 

RA TIONAL EMOTIVE THERAPY TECHNIQUES FOR COUNSELORS AND TEACHERS 

HLO 97JP 

READING DI~GNOSIS HLD 95 30 

READING INSTRUCTION IN SCHOOL SETT INGS HLD ~620 

READING PROBLEMS: DIAGNOS ING AND REMEO IATING HLD ~61I 

READING REMEDIATION IN THE CLA SSROOM HLD 96~0 

READING STRATEGIES fOR I ND IVIDUALIZING INSTRUCTION HLD 9630 

R ADING STRATEGIES IN The BILINGUAL CL ASSROOM HLD 7910 

READINGS AND INVESTIGAT IO NS IN.. . SHP 7300 

READINGS IN fEMINIS M CAS 771S 

READINGS IN M I NO~ IT Y L ITERATURE CAS 5018 

READINGS, BLACK POLIT I CS AND AMERICAN POL ITICAL SYS TEM CAS 5160 

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT ANALYSIS BPA 460 9 

REAL ESTATE PROP RTY MANAGE MENT BPA ~ 6 0 6 

REAL I TY TH ERA PY HLD 7~80 

REAL ITY THERA PY AND ALCOHOLISM COUNSE LI NG SHP 72~A 

REA LITY THERA PY FOR COUNSELORS AND THeRAP ISTS I SHP 72~5 

REALITY THERAPY FOR COUN SEL ORS ANO T~ERAP I S rS I I SHP 72~6 

RECE NT DEVE LO PMEN TS IN CHI LDHOOD LA NGUAGE DISOROERS SHP 800B 

RECE NT DEVELOPME NTS IN OR GANIC SPEECH DISORDERS SHP 800E 

RECORDS ADMINI STR ATION BPA 3702 

REG IONAL PLANNING CAS 7267 

RE LIGION AND HUMA N SEXUALITY CAS 7090 

REPORT AND TE CHNI CAL WRITING BPA 3804 

RESEARCH IN ADO L SCENCE AND SEX ROLES HLD 63 11 

RESEARCH IN AFRI CAN - AMERICAN HI STORY CA S 8140 

RESEARCH IN BUSINES S ED UCATION BPA 8802 

RESEARCH LITERATURE IN COUNSeLING AND PSYCHOTHERA PY HLD 8700 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY HLD: EMPHAS IS ON SOC IAL PSYC HOLOGY 

HLD 5~10 

RESEARCH METHOOOLOGY IN HLD HL D 540 0 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN HUM AN LEA RNI NG AND DEVELOPMENT: EMPHASIS 

IN ELEMENTARY EDUCA TIO N ML D 9610 

RES EARCH METHODOLOGY : READING AND WR IT I NG INSTRUCT ION HLD 9611 

RESEAR CH METHODS HLD 5~JO 

RESEARCH TECHNIQUES CAS 6570 

RESEARCHING SCIENCE INFORMATI ON CAS 1410 

RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT AND GRANTSMANSHIP HLD 7121 

RETAIL LOCATION PLANNING STRA TEGY BPA 55 4 2 

RETAILING OPERATIONS AND MANA GEMENT BPA 5539 

RE TAILING POLI CIES BPA 55~0 

RETAI L ING STRATEGIES AND ST RUC TURES BPA 55'7 

5 

SALES ORGANIZATIONS BPA 5570 

SALES TECHNIQUES' REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE BPA 3605 

SCENE DESIGN CAS 6120 

SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAMS SHP 8023 

SCHOOL LAW HLD 98~0 

SCHOOL-C OMMUN I TY RELATIDNS HLD 7960 

SCIENCE AT MUSEUMS AND ZOOS CAS 75g8 

SCIENTIFIC FOUNDATIONS OF HEALTH CARE SHP 'GSA 

SCORING FOR FILM AND TV CAS 59 70 

SCULPT UR E I : GRAD UATE SEMINAR 3-0 DESIG N CAS 80 10 

SCULPT URE: GRADUATE ST UDIO CA S 8191 

SCUL PTU RE: ADVANCED FI GURE MODE L ING CAS 5725 

SCUL PTURE : ADVANCED METAL WORKSHO P II CAS 5581 

SCULPTURE : ART METAL CAS 572 1 

SCULPTURE : CERAMICS CAS 5860 

SCULPTURE : FIBER, CLAY, METAL CAS 5861 

SCULPTURE: METAL I CAS 55 80 

SCULPTURE : 3-D DESIGN I I I CA S 80 11 

SCULPTURE: J-D DESIGN IN f ABR ICA TION PROCESSES' CAS 5631 

SCULPTURE : 3-0 WOOD CAS 57 20 

SECURITY ANALYSI S BPA 833 5 

SELECTION AND PL AC EMENT OF PERSONNE L SPA ~~ 2 4 

SEMANTICS AND COMMUNICATI ON HLD 6150 

SEMINAR IN ACCOUNTING BPA 8190 

SEMINAR IN AMERICAN INSTITUTIONS AND VALUES CAS 8 9 10 

SEMINAR IN AMERICAN INSTI TU TIONS AND VALUES BPA 8910 

SEMINAR IN BUSINESS EDUC ATION BPA 8805 

SEMINAR IN HUMAN ME MORY HL O 8242 

SEMINAR IN OFFICE EDUCATION BPA 8806 

SEMINAR IN PRODUCTION AND OP ERATI ONS MANAGE MENT BPA ~~~5 

SEMI NA R IN PUBLIC BUDGETI NG BPA 8220 

SEMI NAR IN PUBLIC MANAGEMENT BPA 8970 

SEMINA R IN PUBLIC ORGANI ZA TION THEORY BPA 89~O 

SEMINAR IN PUBLIC POLICY BPA 8960 

SEMINAR IN RESEARCH METHODS BPA 8930 

SEMINAR IN URBAN GOVERNMENT BPA 89 20 

SEMINAR IN URBAN RESEARCH CAS 8182 

SEMINAR: BUSINESS AND I NDUS TRY APPLICAT IONS OF EDUCATIONAL 

TECHNOLOGY, HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT , INSTRUCT IONAL DEVELOPMENT 

HLD 756~ 

SEMINAR: COMPARAT I VE URBAN FUTURE CAS 5 ~ 0 5 

SHAKESPEARE II: TRAGEDIES AND ROMANCES CAS 6771 

SHAKESPEARE I: HIS TORIES AND COMEOIES CAS 6 71 0 

SHARING NATURE'S MYSTERI ES WITH CHILDRE N CAS sOle 

SIMULATION MODELS FOR BUSINESS SPA 84&2 

SIMULATIONS AND GAMES CAS 749 0 

SINGLE FAM ILY RESI DENTIAL APPRAI SAL 8PA 460 7 

SMALL BUSI NE SS ADMINIS TRATI ON BPA ~ 4 30 

SMALL BUSINESS MANAGE MENT BPA 8 ~9S 
SOBRIETY PLANNING--A GUIDE TO ST RUCTURA L COUNSEL I NG SHP SOOH 
SOCIAL AND URB."" PLANNING HLD 1110 

SOCIAL CHANGE ANO MINORITY GR OU PS HLD 6910 

SOCIAL CHANGE AND PUBLIC POLI CY CAS 5248 

SOCIAL DISORGANIZATION CAS 7582 

SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCAT ION CAS 7540 

SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS OF UR BAN ED UC ATION ( SIM) HLO 7770 

SOCIAL IMPACT OF COMMUNICATI ON TEC HNOL OGY HLD 586 0 

SOCIAL NOVEL CAS 81~0 

SOCIAL ORGANI ZATION AND COGNITION IN LATINO CULTUR E CAS 814 5 

SOCIAL POLICY HLD 7191 

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOG Y HLD 5440 

SOCIAL RESEARC H AND EVALUATION CAS 7562 

SOCIAL SERVICE S TO CHILDREN HLD 69)0 

SOCIAL SERVIC ES TO INDIVIDUALS (SIM) HLD 692 0 

SOCIAL STUOIE S STRATEGIES HLO 7780 

SOCIAL STUDIE S STR ATEGIES-B IL INGUAL HLD 1781 

SOCIOLINGUI STICS SHP 4725 

SOCIOLOGY OF CORRECTIONS HlD 4802 

SOCIOLOG Y OF CRIME CAS 7592 

SOCIOLOG Y OF ETHNIC RELATIONS CAS 7589 

SOCIOLOG Y OF POVERTY CAS 159) 

SOCIOLOG Y OF Sf~ ROLfS CAS 7821 

SOCIOLOG Y OF SPORT HLD 61 70 

SOCIOLOGY OF SlREET CR IME CAS 759A 

SOCIOLOG Y OF THE FAMIL Y CAS 759 9 

SOCIOLOGY or TOURISM AND LE ISURE HLD 9010 

SOIL ANAL YSIS CAS 7590 

SOIL ECOL OCY CAS 706 5 

SOLVING TR AINING AND INSTRUC TIONAL PERFORMANCE PROBLEMS 

HLD 8185 

SONGWRITI NG WITH B08 GIBSON CAS 5878 

SPANISH LANGUA'E AND CULTURE CAS 8161 

SPANISH LANCUAGE ARTS I NS TRUCTION HLD 7983 

SPANISH PHONETICS AND CULTURE CAS 3174 

SPATIAL PERCEPTIONS ~ND SOC IAL BEHA VIOR CAS 7568 

SPECIAL FIELDS IN BEHAV IOR MODIF ICATION HLD 5450 

SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN TEA CH ING INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC CAS 6010 

SPECIAL PROJECTS IN. . . S ~P 7600 

SPECTROCHEMISTRY CAS 77 20 

SPEECH AND LANGUAGE DEVEL OPME NT SHP 4730 

SPEECH AND LANGUAGE OF THE HEAR ING IMPAIRED SHP 9560 

SPEECH PHYSIOLOGY SHP 413 5 

SPEECH-LANGUAGE AND HEAR I NG DISORDERS FOR TEACHERS SHP 523A 

SPEEC H- LA NGUAGE PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY : INTRODUCTION FOR ALLIED 

PROFESSIONALS SHP 523M 

SPOR T COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS HLD 9040 

SPORT S COMMUNICAT ION S~ I L LS FOR COACHING (BASEB~LL) HLD 973C 

SPORTS MANAGEMENT COMMUNI CATION SYSTEMS HLD 9041 

STAGE MA~GEMENT CA S 7881 

STAGE PHOTOGRAPHY CAS 541A 

STARS AND NEBULAS CAS 529N 

STATISTIC~L DATA PROCESSING FOR BUSINESS BPA 5409 

STA TI STICAL MET HODS CAS 5530 

STAT IS TICS HL D 5411 

STATI STICS AND PROBABILITY I CAS 5521 

STAT ISTICS AND PROB ABILITY II CAS 5522 

STAT ISTICS FOR MA NAGE MENT I SPA 3461 

STATISTICS FOR MANAGEM ENT II BPA 3462 

STAT ISTICS IN BEHAVIORAL STUDI ES HLD 8760 

STAT ISTI CS : MULTIVARIATE METHODS CAS 5540 

STEE L DRUM CONSTRUCTION AND PLAYING METH ODS CAS 5004 

STRATFORD CANADA THEATRE E~peR JENCE CAS 6282 

STRESS CONTROL: RATIONAL EMO TI VE THERA PY TECHNIOUES IN STRESS 

REDUCT ION HLD 768M 

STUDENT TEACHING CAS ~ooo 

STUDENT TEA'HING IN SCIENCE ( 7-12 ) CAS 7588 

STUDENT TEACHING--SOCIAL STUDI ES (6-12 ) CAS 7583 

STUDENT TEACHING/OBSERVATION (MUSIC) CAS 7870 

STUDENT TEACHING: MUSIC CAS 7871 

STUDIES IN THE ENGLISH LANG UA GE CAS 6600 

STUDIO REC ORDING TECHN IQUES CA S 7851 

STUTTERING S~INAR SHP 9720 

SUBSTANCE ABUSE: CURRENT CONCEPTS SHP 6355 

SUBURBAN PO LICY Issues BPA 5921 

SUMMER THEATRE PRACTIC UM CAS 6260 

SUPERVISION ePA ~425 

SUPERVISI ON IN SPECIAL EDUCA TION FOR SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS 

SHP 800F 

SUPERVISION OF CLASSROOM TEACHERS HLD 95 40 

SUPREME COURl IN AMERICAN POLIT IC S BPA 59 14 

SURVEY OF BUSINESS, CONSUMER, AND VOCATION~L EDUCATION BPA 8801 

SURVEY DF EAR LY CHILDHOOD EDUC ATI ON PROGR AMS Hl D 785 0 

SURVEY OF ENGLISH LITERAT URE II CAS )76 1 

SURVEY OF ENGLISH LITERA TURE I : BEOWULF TO THE 18TH CENTURY 

CAS H60 
SURVEY OF EXCEPTIONAL eMIL oRE AND PROGRAM S HLD 6820
SURVE Y OF MUSIC HISTORY CAS 312B 
SURVEY OF SOC IAL SCIENCE CAS }II O 
SURVEY OF THE REAL ES1ATE INDUSTRY BPA 3601 

SURVE Y Of THE SCHOOL IN BI LINGU~L-MULTICULTURAL ENVIRONMENT 

HLD 8019 

SURVEY OF WES1ERN DRAMA 1 CAS 6291 

SURVEY OF WESTERN DRAMA II CAS 6292 

SURVIVAL STRESS THROUGH ou rWARD BOUND HLD 768T 

SYMPHONI C BAND CAS 5879 

SYSTEM ANALYSIS SPA }~85 

SYSTEMATIC TRAINING FOR EFFEC TIVE TEACHING HLD 973M 

SYSTEMS MODELING CAS 18}l 

SYSTEMS SCIENce SEMINAR CAS 8840 

T 
TAX ACCOUNTING I BPA 4121 

TAX ACCOU~TING II BPA 4 122 

TEACHER/COMMU NITY ~ELATIONS HLD 8016 

University Course Index 255 
TEACHING BASIC ARITHMETIC HLD 9550 

TEACHING ELEMENTARY MUSIC I CAS 6030 

TEACHING ELEMENTARY MUSIC II CAS 6031 

TEACHING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE CAS 7800 

TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE CAS 6630 

TEACHING ENRICHMENT MATHEMATICS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL HLD 9560 

TEACHING f OR ENRICHMEN T IN READING AND MATHEMATICS HLD 9561 

TEACHING MATH EMATICS TO lOW ACHIEVING STUOENTS HLD 7811 

TEACHING READ ING IN HIG H SCHOOL CAS 6560 

TE ACHING READ ING IN THE CON TENT AREAS HLD 9650 

TE ACHI NG SECONDARY SCHOOL SCIENCE CAS 741 9 

TEACHING SOCIAL STUDIES, SC IENCE, AND MA THEM ATICS TO NON-ENG LISH 

SPEAKING STUDE NTS HLO 801S 

TEACHING ST UDENTS WIT H BEHAVIOR DISORDERS HLO 97 12 

TEAMWOR~ IN ORGANIZATIONS HLD ~800 

TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIAL CHANGE CAS 727 4 

TELEVISED INSTRUCT ION IN SCIENCE CAS 877A 

TE LEV ISION DIRECTING CAS 7960 

TELE VIS ION PRODUCTION CAS 7000 

TELEVISION: REHOTE COLOR TeCHNIQUES CAS 7005 

TE RRESTRIAL BI OLOGY: AUTUMN CA S 998A 

TE RRESTRI AL BI OLOGY: SPRING CAS 9981 

TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGY: SUMMER CAS 9982 

TERRESTRIAL BI OLOGY: WINTER CAS 9980 

THE AFRICAN NO VEL CAS 505 3 

THE COMMUNITY COL LEGE HLD 98} 0 

THE FUTURE OF HIG HER E~UCATI ON CAS 1~6 1 

THE HANDICAPPED STUDENT IN THE REGUL AR CLASSROOM HLD 719~ 

THE NATION'S HEALTH SHP SOOD 

THE SHORT STORY CAS 6755 

THE WORLD OF F. SCOTT F I TZGER~LD CAS 6513 

THEATRE HISTORY I CAS 6300 

THEATRE HISTORY II CAS 6310 

THEATRE MANAGEMENT CA S 7880 

THEOLOGY OF THE THIRD WOR LD CAS 5356 

THEORIES' TREATMENT OF EMO TIONAL DI STRUBANCE I HLO 5200 

THEORIES' TREATMENT OF EM OTIONAL DISTURBANCE IN ADULTS II 

HLD 5210 

THEORIES' TREATMENT OF EMOTIONAL DISTURB ANCE IN CHILDREN 

HLD 5130 

THEORIES & TREATMENT OF EMOTIONAL DISTURBANce IN CHI LDREN II 

HLD 5140 

THEORY AND HISTORY OF A FREE PRESS CAS 5407 

THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE CAS }7 71 

THEORY OF PUBLIC SPEAKING CAS 3767 

THERAPEUTIC COMMUNICATION HLD 8050 

THIRD WORLD CREATIVE WRITING CAS 4210 

THIRD WORLD IN PERSPECTIVE : AN INT ERDIS CIPLINAR Y SURVE Y 

BPA 5933 

THIRD WORLD IN PERSPECTIVE : AN INTERDISCIPLINARY SURVEY 

CAS 5302 

THIRD WORLD STUDIES CONFERENCE CAS 5300 

TOPICS IN MATH EDUCATION HLD 7810 

TOPICS IN POPULAR CULTURE CAS 7052 

TOTAL COMMUNICATION FOR RETARDED CHILDR EN SHP 523C 

TOWARD QUALITY GROUP DECISIONS HLD 6230 

TRADE-OFFS: AN ECONOMICS COURSE FOR ELEMEN TARY TEACHERS 

BPA 5204 

TRAINING TECHNIQUES, METHDDS AND MEDIA HLD 7209 

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS CAS 474 0 
TREATING ALCOHOLISM: CLINI CAL SKILLS TRAININ G SHP 521 B 
TV AND ITS USE IN THE COMMUNIT Y HLD 6190 

TV FOR TRAINING AND INSTR UCTION HLD 5939 

u 
U.S. AND ILLINOIS ELE CTIONS BPA 5913 

UNDERSTANDING ORIE NT AL PHILOSOPHY CAS 7538 

UNDERSTANDING THE COSMOS CAS 817D 

UND ERWAT ER PHOT OGRAPHY CAS 5q2A 

UNIVERSITY SINGER S CAS 5795 

UR BAN ANTHROPOLO GY CAS 4208 

URBAN DYNAMICS ( SIM) HLD 6950 

URBAN ECONOMIC DE VELOPMENT BPA 4610 

URBAN FUTURES BPA 592 0 

URBAN GROWTH MANAGEMENT CAS 6155 

URBAN JOURNALISM CAS 6981 

URB ~N POLITICS CA S 77 00 

URBAN POPULATION CAS 7272 

URBAN SOCIETY CAS 793 1 

URBAN STUDIES: INTRODUCTION TO THE CITY CAS 7271 

URBANI ZATION IN THE DEVELOPING WORLD CAS 7832 

USING INSTRUCTIONAL GAMES IN THE MAT~ArICS CLASSROOM CAS 529K 

V 

VA LU ES CAS 3772 

VI SUAL AN THRO POLOGY CA S ~~75 

VOCAL LI TERATUR E CAS 5798 

VOCAL PEDAGOGY CAS 8002 

vOIce DISORDERS SHP 9970 

VOLUNTARY AS SOC IATIONS AND LEADERSHI P CAS 5?9V 
W 
WATER QUALI TY RESEARCH CAS 7961 

WESTERN ART SEM I NAR: . CAS SS93 

WOMEN AND ALC OH OL SHP S02C 

WOMEN ART ISTS CAS 5086 

WOMEN IN AMERI CAN HISTORY CAS 1740 

WOMEN IN LAT IN AMERICAN LITERATURE CAS 6621 

WOMeN IN PRI SON HLD 671J 

WOMEN IN THE MEDIA CAS 71~9 

WOMEN'S RESOURCe LABORATORY CAS 772 3 

WOMEN, POLITICS, AND CHANGE C~S 7721 

256 University Course Index 
WORK AND FAMILY LIFE CAS 7229 

WORK AND LEISURE HLD 7150 

WDRKSHOP IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT HLD 8018 

WORKSHOP IN CR';INAL JUSTICE PLANNING HLD 6810 

WORKSHOP IN DEPR".SSION HLD 8722 

WORKSHOP IN DIAGNOSTIC/PRESCRIPTIVE TEACHI NG HLD 9562 

WORKSHOP IN HELPING THE PROBLEM STUDENT (S E~ INAR; RATIONAL 

EMOTI VE EDUCATION) HLO 972H . 

WORK SHOP I N JEAN PIAGET AND THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS HLD 9770 

WORKSHOP ON SECON DARY ECONOMI C EDUC ATION BPA 880A 

WORKSHOP: AVHINISTRAT IVE CONCEPTS I N CAREER GUIDANCE HLD 97~C 

WORKSHOP; BEHAVIOR MANA GE MENT HLD 76 8C 

WORK SHOP; CA REER COUNSELING AND PLAC EME NT HLD 974B 

WORKSHOP: CREATIVE DRAMATICS IN THE CLASSROOM CAS 800A 

WORKS HOP; EASTERN PERSPECTIVES ON PSYCHOTHERAPY HLD 768D 

W O R ~ SHOP; fAMILY POLITICS IN THE 1980'S CAS 5018 

WO RK SHOP : Go.reo EDUCArl~N/INDIVIDUALIZAT I ON HLO 972K 

WORKSHOP; GRANT WRITING HLO 168G 

WO R~SHOP; GROUP DYNAMIC S/ CI RC LE DISCUSSI ON HLD 9766 

waR SHOP ; INFOR>iAL ReAD I ...G INVENTORY--REVIEW AND EXPANSI ON 

HLI'l 97 2R 

WORKSHOP: INTRODUCTION TO MON TESS ORI FOR TEACHERS AND PARENTS 

tIlD 768H 

WORKSHOP; NURS I NG AND THE LAW SHP 500E 

WORKSHOP: ORGA NIZA TIONAL TRA INING AND STAFF DEVE LOPMENT 

I1LO 168E 
WORKSHOP: PROF ESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN CAREER GUI D~CE HLD 92 0A 
WO ~(SHOP: TEAC HI NG AR T--LEfT-HANPED STRA TEGIES HLP 97~A 
WO~KSHOP; fEEN~GE SuBS TANCE AB USE SHP 522B 

WORKSHOP: VOC ATIONAL PROGRAMMING FOR SPEC IAL NEEDS POPULATIONS 

t1LO 973K 

WORKSHOP: WOMEN AND EMPLO YM ENT--GETTING IN IN THE 1980'S 

CAS SOIA 

IIORK-SHOP ; ACTION RESEARCH FOR ACTIVE TEACHERS HLD 97~l 

WORKSHOP : ADM INISTRATION' SUPERVISION OF SPECIAL E~UCATI ON 

HLD 976 9 

WORKSHOP : ADOLE SCENTS, ALCOHOL AND AB USE SHP 8005 

WO RKSHOP; 8ASIC RES PONSIBILITY TRAINI"NG HLD 9728 

WORKSHOP ; CAREER ALTERNATIVES FOR EDUCATORS HLO T68~ 

WORKSHOP : COMMUNIC AT ION AND LI STENI NG SKILLS HLD 76 79 

WORKSHOP: COHMUNIC AT ION SYS TEMS FOR SPE CIAL EDUCAT ION HLD 972A 

WORKSHOP; CONFLICT MANAGEME NT AND CRIS IS INTERVENTION HLD 7677 

WORKSHQP: CRE AT I VE CLASSROOM Mi\NAGEM;NT HLD 9725 

WOR(St10P : CREA TIVE DRAHATICS IN THE CLA SSROOM HLD 9789 

WO RKSHOP: CREATIVE WRITING FOR LE ARNER S HLD 9764 

WO RKSHOP: DIAGNOSTIC S FOR THE LE ARNING DISABILITY TEACHER 

HLD 97 94 

WORKSHOP; DISC IPLINE--A CARING FOR QUAL ITY HLD 9720 

WORKSHOP: EDUCATOR'S ROLE IN SOCIAL CHANGE HLD 767 5 

WORKSHOP : ENE~G Y , S T R~ SS IN THE CLASSROOM HLD 9197 

WORKSHOP ; GIFTEO EDUCATI ON IDENTIFI CATION HLD 97 92 

WORKSHOP; GIFTED EDUCATION STRATEGI ES . .• HLD 9788 

WORKSHOP ; GIFTED EDUCATION-ADM INIS TRATION HLD 97~6 

~QRK5HOP ; HA NDL ING STAFF AND ST UDE NT STRESS IN THE SCHOOLS 

t1L D 9725 

WORKSHOP ; HUMAN CREATIVITY HLD 9756 

WORKSHOP; HUMOR AND CREATIVITY HLD 972T 

WORKSHOP: INOIVIDUALIZATION INSTRUCTION HLD 9768 

WORKSHOP: INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM- DIAGNOSTIC, PRESCRIP­

TIVE, EVALUATIVE HLD 978l 

WORKSHOP : INNOVATIVE APPROACHES TO READING' WRITING INSTRUCTION 

HLD 9729 

WORKSHOP ; LEARNING TOGETHER' ALONE I HLD 97B 

WORKSHOP; LEARNING TOGETHER' ALONE II HLD 9760 

WORKSHOP: LEARNING ·TOGETHER ANO ALONE I I I HLD 9796 

WORKSHOP ; MAKING CLASSROOM GROUPS WORK I HLD 973A 

WORKSHOP; MAKING CLASSROOM GROUPS WORK II HLD 9738 

WORKSHOP: MASTE RY LEARNING HLO 9726 

WORKSHOP: MATCH ING TEACHER LEAR NER STYLES HLD 9728 

WORKSHOP: MEE TING NE EDS OF EXCEPT IONAL CHILDREN IN THE REGULAR 

CLA SSROOM HLO 974~ 

WORKSHop: MO TI VATING THE NO EFFORT STUDENT HLD 9750 

WORKSHOP: MOTiVATI ON FOR BASIC SKIL L--TURNING KIDS ON TO BASICS 

HLJ) 9722 

WOR KSHOP : MUL TJ e UL rURAL Eoue A TJ ON CII S 8170 

WORKSHOP: ORGANIZ ING A RESPONS IVE CL AS SROOM HLD 9772 

WO RKS HOP: PERSONAL GROWTH FOR EDUCATOR S HLD 9747 

WORKSHOP ; POSITIVE ATTITUOES TOWARO S LEARNI NG HLD 972C 

WORKSHOP : POS ITIVE BEHAVIOR f OR EXC EPT IONAL CHILDREN HLD,9771 

WORKSHOP: PROCESS LEARNING FOR fUT URE HlO 9765 

WORKSHOP: PSYCHI ATRIC ASPECTS OF DIVORCE HLD 972E 

WORKSHOP : READING HLO 97 30 

WORKSHO P: SEMINAR FOR CAREER AWARE~ESS HLD 76 73 

WORKSHOP: STRENGTHENING THE HOME-SCHOOL RELAT IONSHIP HLD 97H 

WORKSHO P; SURV EY OF DRUGS HLD 7678 

WORKSHOP : TEACHER EFFECTIVENE SS TRAIN ING HLD 9739 

WORKS HOP : TEACHING READING IN THE CONTENT AREAS HLD 9787 

WORKSHOP: TELEV ISI ON EFFECTIVENESS TRAINING HLD 9757 

WORKSHOP: TELE VISION I CAS 7001 

WORKSHOP ; TEL EVI SI ON I I CAS lOO} 

wO RK SHOP : THE LA W, EDUC ATION, AND DRUG ABUSE HLO 7680 

WORKSHOP ; THE RELUCTANT LEAR NER HLO 9762 

WORKSHOP; THE SC IENC E OF HELpING HlO 7676 

WOR KSHOP: THEOR IES ' TE CHNI QUES Of HUMANIST IC EDUC ATION 

HLD 97 4 8 

WORKSHOP; VALUES CLARIFI CAT ION AND MORAL OEVELOPMfNT HLD 975l 

WORKSHOP: WHOL ISTI C EDUCAT ION HLO 8804 

WORKS HOP; WRI TE ON: NEW WAY S/NEW YEAR HLD 9801 

WORKSHOP; WRITING IN THE ELEMENTARY GRADES HLD 97H 

WORKSHOP; WRITING IN THE ELEMENTARY GRADES : MOT IVA TION' TECH­
NIQUES HLD 8805 

WORKSHOP: lao WA YS TO IM PROVE SELF-CONCEPT HLD 9790 

WRITING FOR FILM/V IDEO CAS 6919 

WRITING FOR PR INT MEDI A CAS 6810 

WRllING FOR RA DIO AND TELE VISION CAS 69JO 

WRITING PRINCIPLES CAS 3720 

19TH CENTURY AMERICAN WRITERS CAS 7~42 

20TH CENTURY ART AND ARCHIT ECT URE CAS 5672 

20TH CENTURY MUSIC I CAS 6090 

20TH CENTURY MUS Ie I I CAS 60 91 

20TH CENTURY MUSIC III CAS 6092 
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Campus Facilities Map 259 
lsi flaar 2Dd flaal' 
1 YMCA Office 16 Instructional Communications Center 1 Board of Governors Degree Program Office 
2 Gymnasium 
3 Swimming Pool 
4. Child Care Center 
17 Cafeteria 
18 Bookstore 
19 Multi-Media Center 
2 Computer Center/lnformation Systems 
(Access via 1 st floor elevator) 
3 'University Library 
5 Handball Court 20 Music Recital Hall 4 Communication & Social Science Faculty 
6 Personnel Office 21 Arts & Humanities Faculty 5 SHP Director 
7 Department of Public Safety 22 University Commons 6 SHP Faculty 
8 Financial Aids 22a Faculty SHP 7 Science Faculty & Labs 
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